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ADVKHTISKMKNT.

Tn n printin^ Uw Second Part of Morrison's Dictionary, regard

I.um Ui-u hail ,'l':..!ly .' • -;|> ! v ''f u pr. ssiiikT wwnt Tlim' is a

growiog aoaroitj of workii of this kind, while the number of Chi»

MM lIldtBll b tnorwwing from year to year.

TIm Stoond Part of Morriaon't Dictionary hu been generally

commcoded by "pcriiuc\l Sinolu^urs us the most perfect aud usc-

fUofUm wIkUa. TUo prewot i, merely m repriut of it, with such

i!ilt mr».1i»>r*tion» m an' mentioned at the rlose of the original

l'r,'i'," It rn:L.'lit 1' :»'•' been possible to mnkc many ultenitions

mcndrocnUi in tli*» work, Imt d"'sr w'ml'i Imvu rf'quirod so

muMi time ami lal>our, an could icarocly Lave been spared for the

porpoM. Bttidw Uie work itself is regarded as of such rare ez-

ColleDOc^ m to 1h* ""|'lv Huftiricnt to meet tlie prevailing want of

i\'.v tmu^» l'"r all ordinary purpo^eft, it is a question if tho remo

-

dt'llmg *>f the book wonUl lmve proved more Htiitable than it now

IB. At alt cvi*nt<». xho "l»j,vt <*ontrnipl"u (1 by the reprint coald only

tm. t l.v ;ih i-i • -1 .4 ' '.'
i _".ri;il p »>;!tle, and it

in gtMu*rnlly nv<»wnl that it in a work whirh has not been exceeded,

if even eqnjilloi), in philological value, by anything tliat has

hitiierlo appeared. Profcnnnr .lulien of Paris designates this se-

cond pari of Morrison*a Dictionary, bb u wjthont dispute, the best

fllinnfi Dh'tiouHry composed in m Europeun language.
1 '

The basis ou which tht» work was priin.irily coustructed, and the

viows oi the author in the matter, are con(risely stated in the origi-

nal rrffac^, portions of which aro given berevrith. As in the in*

R^yri 'j
LI3PJVRT



trodaction to the first part of the Dictionary, jwme accotrat might

have been famished of the oriyin, natnTO and history of the Chi-

neMc language, bat a refcrenoe thereto can easily be made, atA va-

rious otbtr works have been pnhlialied on tho snhjoct, which are

gToatly within tho reach of alL Tho expense and character of the

pr.-aent rvi»riiit, will, it is bclicrod, render it acceptable to manj,

auJ tend to xuaku tho study of the Chinese language and litcrmturo

xuoro gfuur^l mud practicftblo, than it nxight oUierwiae bare been.



ORIGINAL PKKFAC K.

(MUOUTLT SMKJDO£J>.)

Tlio Cl..n. -. Wnrk, Ifl {JfJ fftf Woo-ch'ny-jTin-roo, on which
the following Part of thi- Dictionary is fouuded, was compiled by

« (li'in rfeo tftn^ who 1b mid to have spent his life in

making the collection of worda contained in it; and to have died

before iU puhlimtion. lie committal bis manuscript to the care

of hit pupil ~* Han TTh-hoo, wbo travelled over the whole

empire in order to verify it, and mKl to \L

S^iiu* of Cli'ln - , " -a::i' |<uj.;N r«.-r to nninrnt ^itmitioiis in

thr *t«ti-; Ainl w Im'h ti" Kin|Hmi j^ji K an^-lu* projected the

f<>m:"i,.i I, - 1 » , , o'., (,: ill. :n. ^ Pwati Yin*:-

piBf maatiooad to th^t great monarch the work of his master. Af-

ter tnach it wa^ at Imt^t fouDil yet unpublished in the hands

• ,f lU'i \ iti-h- ^ ( 'i:nl'rnhlp u* -.11: 1" l*"v,' 1' "1:1' of it

in the oompilni"':; ' f" K'ai gh' •
I >h tionary, for the dctiuition is of-

v'rU m in 1 1.

V\v$a\ Ym^-pin, n('"ti,rul ulx>vo, tnroumgnl the publication of

the work, and wrote a preface to it. Ho there gives it as his opi-

nion, thnt ihvrx* un* :n t iniu - liicln.iiii^ -vr''i:vm(>u— wonls, and

diffiTf ut fornm of the rame character iu the pl&iu hand, fifty thou-

uuui cliniTirtf 1 nnd ukin^ in t \ vi y variety of aocnituation, that

tlwrv an* tVi>m t".r to fl L' thnu>4<iul t'niinri:u''l words; hi id if sounds^

for which no charmctws exists be include^ he thinks there are five

thounaxnl il
In the original, tho nimngcTnent is acconling to the sounds and

the tono«; but the characters pronounced alike, and which differ on-

ly in accent, art' in (lilU-rent volumes, ami divided with so



with a great sacrifice of time, it is probable that considerable pro-

gress may be made in the language; but these arc helps which few

can command; and what may be practicable in that case, becomes

impossible to those who are differently circumstanced.

From this view of the question, the author is Ptill convinced, that

with the exception of a few pamgi aphs, as much of the Dictionary

as has been puMishc*!, is rather too concise than too diffuse. To com-

pare it with a dictionary of a language, intended for the inhabitants

of a country, to whom that language is vernacular, and to whom

all the allusions contnincd in the ln"gi"g" arc more or Icsh familiar,

will lead to an erroneous conclusion. And, since Grecian and

Roman story is familiar to the inhabitants of Europe, to compare

it with Greek and Latin dictirmm "' will al<o mislead the judg-

ment. The Chinese are an origiuul j>eoplo. Their mmles of think-

ing and reasoning are original; ami are often widely different from

those of Europeans; which difference is sometimes amuningly appar-

ent in the disquisitions of European writi-rs, who try to trace the

motives of Chines conduct in various ca^e8. Sorae writore attri-

bute a train of thinking and juilping to the ChiiwH\ wliioh n very

slight acquaintance with the mind of China would convince them

never existed. And an ignorance of the "we< and //"W of China,

will always subject a foreigner tu u mi-appirhciision of their langu-

age, in anything that is a little more recontlito tlmn, hand a vhair;

—or bring a plate.

Without assuming that the orthograj»hy mlopted is the best pos-

sible, it is affirmed that to enable a person to judge, it is requisite

that he first spell all the Chinese words for to judge of pintle words

only will mislead and subject him to the uhsurdity of giving the

same spelling for different sounds.

In extenuation of the stifthess and occasional harshness of the Htyle

in this work, it may be said, that as long as the sense of the Enpliph

sentence is apparent, a literal aud idiomatic translation of Chinese

sentences is much better for a student, than a free and vague trans-

lation, which contains generally the idea of the original, but nothing

of the manner. A man who wants to Icaru the language of Con-

fucius^ had better hear him with a little of his Chinese idiom (call

it broken English ifyou will), than listen to him speaking in the most

classical English style. Although a free translation is always more
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unite a close rendering with perspicuity, is sometimes impracticable,

in such cases more freedom must be used.

As to the utility or importance of the Chinese language, it does

not well become the writer to speak much in its favour. It has

been paid, that "it must be loft to merchunts and to missionaries to

toil their way throupli the wilderness of the Chinese language to the

deserts of Chinese literature/'* This is the language of narrow pre-

judice, ignorant of the subject of which it speaks, and will not weigh

much with those who can view the humun species with more liberal

sentiments, tluiu su< h as m e dictated by rueivly national or European

feelings. Without insisting on the fact, tlmt there are beautiful

pieces of poc'trv; interesting and instructive porti"iis uf history and

biograpliy ; uml iu)]>ortai)t inonil maxiin8 in Cbinese, as well as in

other laiiguajrc— ; tlmt it i> u language amongst the most ancient and

the most txtemivt ly known on earth; that it is (he lir'mg language

of five nations, whirh toother, const ituU? 0110 third of mankind;—

not to insist on tliese circumstances, I would uow recommeud ano-

ther view of the f>ubjecL

It is not the sole (jucstion which the virtuous meinlxT of a family

put, to hinm*lf, will this l^nefit me? He u1m> ii>ks in reference to

any course of action,—will this do good to my fiunily ? The true

patriot g(xs l^ynnd li family orcu>ionally, and iloos whut he thinks

for the I benefit of hin comitry, though not to the interest of his own

family; and the truly good man, bometimttf d'w's that >vhich is an

iuconvenience to liiniK^lf, or whicli does not benefit his family, or

his country imim'di""'l)' l»ut which is calculaknl eventually to bene-

fit mankind. Whilst Christendom has furnished many individuals

who have chcrishcU a real xuul practical general W'lievolence, it has

seldom or uever entoivd into the views of learned bodies, or national

councils, occasionally to act solely for the benefit of others. Scho-

lars olton n>k, vlmt ihey are to get hy learning Chinese; but sup-

posing there be nothing to learn, have Eurojx*an gcbolars nothing to

teach? has it never occurred to them as individuals or as societies,

to leiim A'sintic languages for the jmrjx>?e of writing books of science

aiul of geneml literature in tbos?e languages If they, vliohe

minds liuve l>een illumined with the cheering beams of science, viU

not sometimes learn foreign languages for the purpose of communi-

# Eclectic Review. c
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Mting it, how is it to be expected that those who yet grojH* iu dark^

ness, dhouhi be at the trouble to learu a foreign languago for the

^ake of that knowledge, of which thej cannot pt'iooive the value

P

If men continue to act on thia principle, tho j>rogre^ of ecieuce

must indeed be plow.

£iigland
t America, (France and Russia) have at preaent, moai

intercourse with China; and their pecuniary iuterests are most

concerned. The Dutch also rule over an extensive colony of Chv-

nese, in Java, Is it oxpeotin^ too much of tlioBe several jfoveri"

menta to devote a few hundred poand^ annuully, to the cultivation

of the language of the people with whom they have extensive deal,

ingfl? Is it too mucli to aak them to give omu existence in their

public sohoola to a lanpuace, which contains many ihousoud to*

lumes of original UtoraturoV Will tho c"1^oh and uuiverHidea

themselvefl not allow of any ftppropriation of ihoir t"uli nor any

encouragement to t'hoir loUuro momberfl to ntt^nil to thig subjwt?

Till a few individuals of correct swntimentrt and foelincr% whow
eole profession is litoratim* and scieuoo, bo *upp«»n*'il l>y tl"'ir res*

pective governments, or Iwrut'd societies, to ^tutiv ami tctiol) tho

Chinese language, iU character cannot be fairly e»liinaU\l t oor

can European soienoe be tmisfused into it. Tbu mind uf nmn ia

bat limited. Merchants ond missiouarics luive other objeota to

attend to besides language, literature, ami fici^noo. They aro not

therefore to be hastily blamed, bcouuse they do Dot j>erforra all

that is desirable.

The sentiments of Chinese sages find moniluU are quite in fk*

our of peaceable endeavours to oommaBioate the knowledge one

man possesses to another nor can they, aooording to their own

principles ever blame it They have indeed sometimes acted on

the principle both in ancient and modern times. Confuciaa travel*

1©4 to ioatruot and oivilise others and the reigning dynasty teot

an envoy to Loo-ohoo, to advise that district sohoola ahoald be ot*

tablished on those islands, and that the King should reward, by

his favour and oounteoanoe, tho diligent Btudents. Standard Chi-

nese writers blame the selfishness, which under various plausible

pretexts would hide the light of truth, or fbrbid its being exhibited

to the views of mankind and their moralists enjoin the virtnonf

to print and distribute widely good books. It !b true, tbat their



benevolent doctrines are bat rarely seen in their practice but it

(B not to justify what they do, that their sentiments are here in-

troduced, but to shew that they also inculcate the opinion, that we

should not always act merely from a regard to ourselves.

This doctrine is perhaps universally acknowledged in respect of

individaaU, and as it is equally true of large communities and of

nations; the more it is adopted and acted on by theae, just in the

same proportion will peace and order prevail throughout the world,

and nltimate happiness, the wish of every heart, be generally dif-

fosed.

ANOMALIES and MODIFICATIONS .n the ORTHOGRAPHY.

1. Chung and Tsfing, Cbo and Tbo, are sometimeB confounded

with each other,

o G, in the original edition is chain cred into Np in the present

edition, as Gih into Sgih or Xgch.

3. K, in the Peking dialect, before and t, is pronounced as

~"
Ch ftnd Ts; thus King, is turned into Ching; and Koang,

becomes Tscang.

4 H, before e and , is by some pronounced as Sh and S; thus

' He, becomes She, and Hei, is changed to SW.

5. Man and Mwan; Pan and Pwan, are confounded.

6. Tboo and Choo; We and Wei; Me and Mei, are also oaa-

foanded.

The reprint was commenced on the principle of the original,

without a distinctive representation of the aspirates, but from an

early period their importance was recognized, and they were ac.

oordingly introdnced. Proper attention however has been given

to the matter in the index of characters, at the olose of the second

volame.
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DICTIONA LIT

OF THL

CHINESE LANGUAGE,

AX en a

A

0 the second class; in-

lerior. This is tlie ap-

pellative so common in the

names of poor people, as A-lan,

A-pin, &c. Many now write it

O, which, in the Provin-

cial Dialect, is pronounced as

A. For words thus pronounc-

ed
;
see Ya.

AN

Rest; composure. For

a further definition, and

words thus pronounced, see

71 Gan.

AOU

A deep bay; inlet from

the sea or mouth of a

river. For further definition,

and words thus pronounced, see

CHA

Wood floating in water;

a float; a raft,; to exa-

mine into; to enquire; lo refer

to records in public offices. A
surname. A bar or hindrance.

Keu-cha, the great raft,

probable allusion to the ark

of Noah.

x



2 CHA CHA

Oii-cW to examine; to

scrutinize narrowly. Cba-hea

name of a place. Cha-

M iin to enquire, to ask
j

nbou t, to investigate.

This word, occurs very fre-

quently in Chinese government

papers, after stating a case, and

before giving a decision, tlicy

uso it rU»noting. I have referred

to the lata, or the records of the

office9
and find—thon follows

an opinion or decision,

^^j^ Settlings; grounds; dregs;

name ofa river.

Cha tsze 1^ dregs; fooces.

To smear; or to aj)ply

ointnn n ts or olluT exter-

n:il medicines to the .^kin . In

roinmon use, but not sunrtiu:.* »1

by tlie Die rionunt's To |u'ick

us wi(h a pin or needle.

Cl""liv;i "' Imr,' with

a needle. (M.S. Dictionary.)

To trnid upon with the

itPL "
Cha-ta (K'nole (lie saint'.

Not saiiCtioneil by s"!"e Dic-

tionaries.

H^f, Plants which float on the

surface of the waler.

I—. Wood flontinfj on water.

The same as. Reiter-

ated, Cha-cha, tlte voice of a

certain bird. The name of a

fruit'

}>ar.

I.rt A wuo.lt.'ii lir; to stop or

^Xl hinder as wiih :i wooden

The name of a pi nee.

To stretch out to extend;

to open or spread out.

Cl»a hou to open a door.

Cha-yen stretched out

words; ostentatious sjkm cIi.

To stretch out, to exleud.

Tlw appoArRnco of "' n' s

, lumbliiit; down, is ex-

pressed by

A'ih' sivt?. From Cha, to

and Shoo, millet

or grain, of which paste is made.

Reiterated Cha-clia.

Chu iia|^||
as u Ikmi |'a"'il; niuduilly ud-

Insivc; .sticking "wilier.

Ill^£
Ai - mpt y iM.i>y lil!"' r;

j ^fz^ rodomonljuN'. From
( l"iv, t(» -pri ad wide, and bin,

the licai t.

An ill-closc<l cicatrix.m
A larirr* lini, vi(U

I^J^>^ " ' i linii horns; to >•

an animul, as by the honid.

To '"Ik l-ig. • §g
Pfl^f Ch:i-na, to be a>hainc(l

of poverty, and to endeavour to

conceiil it by a wordy ostenta-

tious display.

inexplicable,

clamorous, and ostentatious



CHA CHA 3

boasting, to conceal actual po-

ytvty and meanness.

T^rT t T ''

)^J\ pou ruled of Tso, a raven-

ous artful tiger, and Yew, the

hand.

A house going to decay

h ruinous liousc.

I^Jr To place the liii-cr- iijm.ii

lo IlcI " the lii»;'.

to lake with the linycrd.

T\m lutinc of a river, or

\)^-K -irvixm ol water, wi thr

nurtli

as ^fe?. This character is pro-

nounced several other ways, in

a variety of sen&es.

=^it The name of a sacrifice

y)| otTered at the close of the

year.

|J|ifc To bind close; to restrict;

Jij^ the name of the sacrifice

reierred at in the preceding de-

finition, because in the close of

the year, nature binds up every-

thing.

Tlie juice or sirup of a

4yP plum-like fruit, called

^ Cliang tsaou.

S;uin- ;i> iiliove.

A -piM io of graiii. K« J.

f i T"ii. ain i- r;tllc«l

(Muli-cl.a.

A n iii'Ti talion formed

m ' r \ we 1)' matter, is

railed
^J}\] $1? K- ;i rl.u and ^Jp

-J^jJ* A vk 'i pimple or swell inLT

J^J\ on (lie "' Irom cohl or

tl"' ii»fl ucuce ol liqour.

flxt* A pimple on the nose.

tttffe 'I'lu. rcl-lcno'l swelling of

^JNRt ;x drunkard s no-e. Same

-St v

Jj^r^ Distorted teeih;*he tccili

unevenly >ct.

II"* Plants floating on tl"'

iH ,
surface ot the \\ ater, same

y To be out of Ihe straight

J^X\ liius to exceed; to be be-

yond. Erroneous; error; mis-

take; differing. Head Cliae, to

send.

(lm puh to error not

mtj< h. Cha puli yuen

|jj£ error not remote, i- e- near-

ly, not very far from the truth.

Clia till yuen dif-

ferent from, remotely very dif-

ferent from. Yih she cha tso

"~1 a temporary

miptake; failing for once, or

' into error.

.^•t A small spear. To pierce;

^cll to stab. 1 fAl| Tsan clia,

to shrink up; to shrivel.



CHA
To pare or hew wood or

trees aslant. 1 Kun

cha, to pare; to Lew; to fell.

'-^ A certain description of

boat, or small vessel.

r^^ The upper garments put

aside, and discovering tlie

upper parts of the dress.

A name, different from

wluit is usual, lor <u p' r

coin, or money.

XThe finpers of the hand,

inserted into each otln*r

any thing diverging, or forked

a road diverging in to two or

more din'dion

Cha show ^* the hand- ,jii-

ed with the fingers crossing

'ach o(lu*r.

To take lu>l<l ol by com-

pressing two things, like

nippt- rs an iiistrument lor

Larpooning certain fih by

sticking it into the mud. To

strike to hit witli the fi>t.

Used for.
^nj^ Wnier di voririnp into

s*'V*m;i1 streams. Forms

\mvt of the name ot a plare.

Tlie part of (Hiinese pnr-

iiHMits which o\)r\i on each

sule lo afford room to wulk.

A kind of clasp; to fasten

girdle round a person.

^V>/ Diverse or strange speech.

|)/\» To reprehend. To take

^ 1

a

CHA
hold Oi a person's errors; to be

suspicious,

^"^f Tlie name of a plant. The

^P^, Innl-lint: lierhs; n bud.

X^f^t A diverging road to

tr<;nl.

~^t"]^7
rrroptjicle for arr

:l ' i.t'r.

j5» Th'' i'i' of tli'' the

jaw. I':x|mwil nl>o by

SPJfl if ;"'-("*.

Tea. The Chinese com-

monly uiHlerstainl l»y tlie

single term Cha, the in(u>ion.

The sorts commonly known

to Ktirnpt-ans are d"w HoIumu

jt^ j-y jj^ Woo-c clia, now

call'' Ta"li"; •-']•"'"•

poi, ^ Keen-pei 3rd, Con-

p>u, Hi Kung-foo; 4tli,

lVki.e, % Pill Iihoii; ,5 Ih.

rnllrllon-J.nr Pa'llV t» il, ^ ^|
Paou-cliiin^ (itli, Suui lioii^

y

vj Scaou-clmnj: Til,, (-
pi'r or Soiichi t. =i. ^
Sliwjinjr-i-hc, or f CMioo-

Ihii —Tlie >('v,'n xn iM t't Hhu k

Tea, are unH«*rsi<»Ofl yt*nrrally

l»y I lie "'rm • Ivi*h;i, op

l»v r" 1 from

Wu.)-r >l.an. \hv ',,"-

e ( Hulieii) hilU in Fuli-keen

province \\ lu*re xU^y jrrow. The

Gr**pn Teas are— 1st, Sung-lo
#

Sung lo; 2ud f

He-ch'un; 3rd, Hyson



CHA CHA
ekiii, Pe-chii; 4tli.

Twankay, l£ ^Tun-kn; oil..

Gun-powder tt';i (Miou-

clia (penrl tea); 5th, On^linin,

or Young Hyson, Yu.

t-iien (before (lie rains ). The

eix sorts of Green Tea are <Je-

Domi(in((*(] penerally by the

term SungMtlia. they

prow in (he province of f^f

Gan-hwuy.

KiiiiMrlui, to inp' ('l Imi

to examine iia qunlity.

Citing cl»a to wei^h leu. /
lVinp.clia, P'aou-

I nn Hi".

pr'|>:iiv l<-ii l»v ln»i lm^. |,

K, or fl^ ^ SI.Ili <-lm.

to <ii ink tr:i ilit* more

plii iist* is

Ch;i-rlninj: iiil a lt*a

CIih-Imn.i ^ f£ II,' "',"',','".

in'.lli" •] i|)unir:i. ( Iia- kc

h smalt >l;mil or l;U' on

wlncli to place tea C'lui-n o ^
k»a whi> li is iniirli I'n'keii:

!>r»»ken down to mere dust.

Clia-pei a tea rup.

Cha-sli^ a loa spoon

CllH SZO H [XM SuI) who

insperts ilie rpialil y of teas and

decides the prices, is, it Canton

60 called, h Tea Iusjieclor. CMia-

t8ze tlie broken refuse

of tea- leaf, used by the Chinese

to wftsli the hand with. Cha-

yS tea-leaf the term

by which the Chinese distin-

guish the leaf from the infu-

sion.

rtjj^ A tone or expletive, used

in modern songs.

JV^ To rub as on applying anyU oinrment with the hand.

Clia clnvan^ }^^ to rub with

nny application a wound or sore.

Tins cliaractcr i> noi sanction-

('d h v flip Dictionaries. Clia-

iiiri to paint the face;

(n rouge.

Ml^* DtiViculty in walkinjr, is

Sinl.lrnlv inadvertently;

i ru|'ll v; speedily has.

(V»r a >lmrt timr; to cuin-

cn" to gee unexpect-

edly and fur a short time.

tlA^ A loinl sound a tumul-

I"* Iihmi> n',i". To has i<* to

I'st'd fur 9^

^J^^ Ijiw; \*\^ o.stentatious;

Broad; wide; full; solid.

iK
*i T_JT An unfinished house, or

> d Nveiling. A shelter sud-

denly raised.

Clia ya )1 j^J- uneven; irregular.

A wound which does not

^ close.
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Cba-ya jjj
2 a severe state of

disease.

The name of a plant.

nT^ri A stone tablet.

A kind of press for strain-

ing wine or oilier liqour;

to strain; to defecate.

w

rf To ornament with silk.

Erronooti?; falso; fl^roit-

p| fill fV.liidiilrnt.

Cha-shen liyporritioal.

Cha-jen l"ll:"im 1":

lrinululcntly. CMia-tsang

and Go-chii gft to ob-

tain money from people by

working on their f'oars; applied

i hiefly to tlic ofl'icors of the po-

lice and relainers ahout public

courts. Cha-wei false

hypocritical.

To utter what is shaiiK'-

A carriage split or brok-

A kind of preserved or

pickled fisli.

Cha-yu name of a 1' Ii,

described like the blubber fish;

said to be two kiiul?, the red

and white; the first sort is eat-

en by the Chinese.

To press down with the

band; to hold a thing

down wilh (he han<l.

An utensil for compress-

ing and defecating oil or

wine.

A wine press; an utonsil

for expressing oil.

A young girl; an unin;ir-

ried woman.

'Hie nnuie of a plant.

Tin* >mmd <»f fire burn-

/ iup briskly; the noise of

me asooiiding.

M To spuitrr an<l speak

1^ angrily to hoot at; to

. speak to >Ii;n j)ly. From 'l'u,

to rely on, amd Kov the

mouili.

Fn»ni Chth, to <l\vt ll, find

mouili. To fuim* Hud

^puitrr ut in anpor; to mtittcr

;

to crauncli uih] make a noist*

with (he mouth and tocth. To

oommiriornte. U>r<l (or tTj^ :\n<i

Same as precediiig.

•^4^* To tjilk vii],'l)' nix] cx-

M tnivajr:nill) ; to boast :m!l

talk ostentatiously. Strange;

extravagant. From to '/', // ,»r

consist hi, nnd words; q.d. con-

sisting only in words; more talk,

vox et pteterca uiltiL

lEr-A To sputter and admit

pf Ll moiater from the no;c.
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CHA

From Sliow, the hand, &
Yin, stooping. To pluck

up; to erjidicate.

Cl.a fo to bind together;

the same is expressed bv jflf!

Chcn-ln. Cha hwu
to erabroidiT witli a needle (M.

S. dictionary). Nut sanctioned

l>y K;inrr-Iie; probably Ih'1"i:;

"» or i.s a vulgar and local

u<a^e of the clmracter.

A |>lain hoard or tablet

used to write on before

the invention of papor, was

To prick with a stylo or

needle; a particular form

of statement to the Emperor.

A certain bundle of paper is

called §D Cha tsze, or

Che cha, in this sense, ap*

pears on the sign boards of

stationers. Cha tan, a

written agreement niado be-

tween the buyer and seller.

Diligent and strenuous

exertion of ono'sstrength.

Desultory, incoherent (lis-

course, is expressed by

Cha; an<l flfj , Chu-chlh.

(•ha, or ilj- Shuo-cliu, arc

at ill used to express, a letter.

A numeral of the scales or

pieces of armour. Untimely

death by plaguo or pestilence,

is expressed by Clia.

To biiul tlie part of a bow
grasped by the lell hand;

10 tie or bind togetlier.

Name of :m in&cct.

A biril witli variegated

-^l^j feathers; a rcrtain water

bird that teeds on lish.

Distompor pestilence

untimely death.

A gate tliat may be open-

ed or shut, whether placed

at the ends of streets, narrow

passes in the country, or on ca-

nals tormin<r a kind of lock.

C].a-t>a
J

l

1

)

1

!] "}c a ^;iteway at

streets or passes, kept by a mi-

litary guard. Cliajang |ljp]

the guard house at a Cha. The
wall ai)d gateway which limits

or lorms a barrier, to Europe-

ans at Macao, is called

Kwan-cha. Cha.ho |^ tho

river with looks; expresses the

famous Chinese canal. Cha-

mun a lock on a river,

or canal.

To stand on tiptoe as

Avheu lookiug to a dis-

tance*
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l\

The first buds of plants

in spring; the buddin?

'

forth of plants. Animals in- I

creasing in .size; fnttenin*:.

pound with a pestle in

mortar; to sikk inlo;

I to lnj at down as w ln-n

"^^ y r;iisin^ a mud wall Fi"m

I

Kin, 'rp'"i"m;r »t

^^ nestle, and

Vj:"l J inui !iir. (>||0-"11 )

Fioin Clioo. npre^enling

the arms raitie<l mul lilting tlir

pestle high to acquire the

greater momentum, wlien let-

ting the pestle fall ft?uin into

the mortar. (Ching-t>ze-tun{r.

)

The mcMlern character for jos-

tle \< Choo, which id also

applied lo (lie hi-Hltr u^vd in

raiding muil \vhI1>; and whicli

iii some parts of l!»e cuunlry id

called Clia.

f$ jifL^l'a ti c, a pound-

ti\ K'tcl) a sorry, |>« it v.

worllilt'ss creature. Tl"' Chi-

nese express the same idea by

/J k Seaou-jin, a petty man.

^^jfl The noise of slicing a

thing with a knik' or

mincing a thing small with a

knife.

Mincing many words; lu-

oi ll

m

quacious talkative chat-

tering; prating.

To cover as in a mortar;

to store up; to secrete; to

bide; a low cottage.

CHA
'1 o pierce fle>h to stick

into; to plant to insert

to attach lo as a Uajr to die

ma-i lu-aJ Same as §^ An

iron in>tru ment; lo tick into

or pifr»e iIih <zround.

Clia k'v ' to ins* rt uue s

nutuili. <»r Pj^f C'iiu l>uy, to

iiiM-rt owtr > lips, denote puihng

in une's wonl interft-rinir in a

con v<*rs4t »on or d< t>Hte. C lia

la-rl.uh tlft ifeil ffi \
na *

candle into a stand lor it.

H1U\ .
The n»ine of a truit purt

uf Hie name of a person.

L<»\v ;tn<] <lani|>. ( )i\v >n\^
9

W it* r hilling down in

'| lo drip. I lu* clnirjirlrr

seems toniu d f i'm ii r iiml

the >uund of Ch&.

To rl' or .-Init with a

bosird or plunk. Fmni

^j* Pecii, u >|»l;nt»T i»r
| ii»k,

an<l Clia, the noise n"i' in

slmttinfX a 'l'»or or pal*'; li nee

the meaning, to shut a city

gate; any thine: closed, shut or

covered with boards or flanks.

Kumpled puckered

wrinkled like the bkin o(

old people.

^ From grain, and to stick

To plant.

To insert silk; to seam;

sew.

old
J
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W\H it.i

E

way by boiling.

^^|^ A kind of douWe collar

j
(HL| worn by the Chinese. A
slight appearance of being

bound, or fastened round.

^1 f hu-clia. reitera-

words, like the dtill

tautology of a pestle; mutter-

ing; murmuring.

Cha- \ fi jijr 'iiH't-rtiiin (1til*:*ms

language, fliu noise oflaugliier

Name of a gaining utcn-

rfc*j^ Hasty steps; to walk with

A|">"u':u":e of the i<'*. t

li^-M moving.

An instrument of apri^ul-

^|X| turc for (lrivin'-' into the

ground to raise or turn tlie

Cftrth. S;iine is fl(. A kind

of hoe.
'

|^*3^* From raiu and Clia, the

noise of rain; a heavy

raiit.

Grain beaten to flour, and

P )-*-( [»r*'[)iired as a bait ; a bait.

WjS^ The appearance of a horse

y^||L| walking, pacing, pranc-

ing, coursing, is expressed by

Clia or Cha-cha.

j^J ^ Cha-nu, the mo-

tion of the teeth.

Reiterated inquiry; exa-

mination; to investigate;

to examine to scrutinize; to

judge to manifest to make
conspicuous; to take an exten-

sive or general survey. Cha-

cha, clean, clear, pure; uncor-

rupted inquiry. Read Tse, to

sacrifice denoting that when
all human inquiry has failed,

recourse is had to superior

powers by sacrifice.

Sang < lia to inquire into;

to examine. Cha ex-

HDiine and decide, are words of

form which close the prayer of

persons petitioning their supe-

i«

To examine with the

7J^% hand; to rub assiduous-

Minute and careful inves-

tigation; the idea is gen-

erally the same as clia. A
person's name.

To take hold of to grasp

to lead; to lift up. To

bow in the Chinese manner

with the folded bands to the

ground. Formed of the hand,

and reaching or extending to.

To insert; to plant, &c" like

cba.

^C A post or flag-staff. A
y^ilj hollow pillar of brick or

stone work commonly called a

pagoda; a temple of the priests

of Buddha. Koo cha,

an ancient pagoda.
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From She, to mani-

fest, and Tse, order,

regularity. To cleanse the heari

respect, veneration for what is

good; to fast; abstinence from

sensual indulfrence.

Cbae keae lo abstain from

wine^ animal 1'ood, und venery.

Shih chae, to eat vege-

table food. Che

chne, keae i^hTi. to keep a fast,

mid abstain from taking animal

life.

1^5^ From Yen, a covtrintr,

and Chiio, abstinence. A
straw hut; a thatched cottage.

Commonly read Tse.

Even; regular; in order.

Read Chae, in the same sense

as ^{4 . To regulate the pas-

sions; to rectify the state of the

Persons of the same order

or class; a company; a

party; a group. Forms the plu-

ral of pronouns. Woo
ehae, we; in the language of

books, not colloquial.

To strike a thing with

the fist. Read Tse, to put

in order with the hand.

To bite or gnaw with the

teeth.

From gold and fork. A
kind of bodkin or large

CHAE,

pin with which the Chinese fe-

luales tauten the holds or plaits

of their hair. Part of the name

ol a ct-rtain mc-dicine.

Chae kow, the point of a pin or

bodkin.

To ilislike; to suspect; to

conjecture; to guess.

C hue Iran to feel dislike

or ill-will. Chae 6 to

doubt to cl"'rili suspicion.

Cli:u» loiiu^r lj\ or^ |£c

Chae to, to conjtMMure; to sup-

pose. Chao cho to con-

jecturp rightly. CLae pub chu

to be unable to

pucss. ( liao iu'i ^>jC or

Chae keucn, to guts3 the

number of finders thrown out
v

or "rtMrhcil strsiiplit from a

previously folded hand; wlncb

is a drunken ainu-cmcnt of (ho

Chinese. Whon iho opponent

guesses (he right number of fin-

gers thrown out, at the instant

he sponks. ho wins; and tlie

person throwing out hi- liiiLr *»rs

has to drink as a forfeit. Read

also Tsao.

To send a messenger; the

messenger sent.

Chae jin

envoy. Chae she pub-

lic service on which any one U

sent. Chae fun and

ChuDg chae, arc terms used
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in arithmetic. K'in-

chae, an imperial messenger; an

envoy of the emperor of Chin.i,

to any part of his own domi-

nions, or sent to neighbouring

states. He refuses to allow any

Envoy or Embassador from an-

other nation to employ the term

Kin. Tang chae, to

sustain an imperial or govern-

ment commission; to be actual-

y sent on so public service.

Ta chae, to send away

for any ('jui>e.

tr|^|t A small spear. Also iva(l

cha. Tsan cba lj ©j to

phrirk up, to shrivel.

M^ease in a convalescent

it from the common word for

fuel.

^|^^ I).i

jj: Iliuidles of sticks; fuel.

VIV @ ^ Fan chae, the

wood in ancient times burnt in

sacrifices. Paper is now com-

monly used for this purpose.

Chae ho fuel for the lire;

fuel, >^ Kan chae, to cut

fuel in the woods or on the hills.

< M u fei^-plor^P^ Chae

mun, the door of a cottage, as

if made with bits of sticks; any

door.

Ji'i^ The wood used in sacri-

Trj^ fice; to burn wood in sa-

crifice to the gods of heaven, or

to Heaven. was the origi-

nal form, which was changed to

tliis lorm in order to distinguich

To tread upon with the

feet. Kang-Le reads Tsze.

^« A certain animal said to

be so covetous or raven*

ous, as to devour fire, and oause

its own death, is called

^

Heae-chae. It is also said to

possess divine intelligence, by

wliicli it discovers the right

from the wrong, the just from

tbo unjust. In allusion to these

prop* riirs. it is always pain ted

before llie gates of public courts

to remind the magistrate, that

covetous extortion is ruinous to

liimsclf as eating fire; aud in

allusion to the second property

of this animal, sin executioner's

cap is called Heae-

chae-kwan. ^lilitary officers

have it embroidered on their

breasts, probably in allusion to

its daring; implying that they

vill go through fire to effect

their purpose. To vaunt or

boast of one's courage is also

called Ileae-cbae.

A ravenous beast of prey;

a wolf, called also %^
V^JA Chae-lang, and

Chae-kow. Ia the She-

king, the words

j

I

Chae-hoo, wolf-t;per, oc-

cur. Shin sow

joo chae, as lean as a wolf, is
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quoted in the MS. Dictionaries.

One says, Chae should be the

character which would

make the saying, as lean as a

stick.

The heel of the foot; to

beat with the feet in a fit

of anger is expressed by ^jfp

J^, Chae tsuh.

/^fe. To bear a burden; to be

in debt; a d*-l»t.

Chae-j in or {J fft Foo-

chae, a debtor. i CLae-

choo, a creditor,

chae, to owe a dt bt. xkl

Hwan chae, to pay a debt, g

Taou chae, T i

chae, to seek or ask for ihe re-

covery ot a debt.

A dwelling araonpst the

hills within palisades An
enclosure for sheep. An eti-

cainpment a station or bar-

racks for troops whicli is al>o

expressed by

chae. ]|y 1 "•' slian

chae, the military station at

Casa Branca, near Macao, is so

called

To eat ravenously; to

bite; to gnaw. Pflg

Cbae heue, to suck blood.

-•W The twig or stem by

which Iruit hangs.

A species of scorpion in

whose tail is a sting. A
sting situated in the tail, as the

sting of a bee, a wasp, and so

A man's name, used for

A thorn.

^ Disease, ^/j Laou*

rh:\r. cont-An "f "l-

|"'r. I l»;u\ t<» mllirt

'1 1 ' •'• or bring misery oo

.

^ An artful crafty hart'

Chan tan, the niinn*

of a tree, said to have belonged

to Confucius. The hist syllable

Tan, is now a(>plicd to sandal-

wood.

Jt^^l Men in an unsettled dis-

orderly state, like lun'scs

or rabbits. Irregular, uneven;

a line of soldiers in diiordcrj

hasty; indecorous levity; con-

temptihlc maniu r.

]t^!jl From knife and the sound

Chan. To rut asunder;

to chop; to cut with a chisel.

To pull or toss thin;"

about in order to take

from amougst.

To peck; to sip; to taste

>U slightly; to tpeak for, or
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imitate others.

The name of a limit or

boundary around an altar

or grave.

Same as

Irregular; uneven.

To pierce; to stab to

stick. ( )nt- ". to Mitt-

port. A comet is called |^ \{\

Chan is' : ;in^ "ng. To re-

pair the side of; to cuuiplete

mending or repairing-

S;iim.' as A ( "nu t

is expressed by VUan-

teeang; same as the preceding.

Sharp pointed. A water gate.

Same as

To lauyh '

d The noise of water rush-

\\vz <»r falling down; the

Bound of fih frisking or leaping

in the water, the flame is ex-

|»re>st'd by Chan tseo,

the handd or feet wet with pcr-

• spiration

A wooden barrier ngainst

water; a flood-gate.

The noise made by a dog

)1

A large boat, or other

vessel for the purposes of

navigation.

^^ A horny appearance like

fTjy^ having horns.

To be fond of talking of

Pj^^ people's vices; to calum-

niate; flattering to the persons

addressed, and insidious calum-

nies against the absent; sly re-

flections, intended to injure

other people. Tlie name of a

tripod; tlu1 name of a place.

Chan yen and Chan

ning, expi t^s the same; tlie lat-

ter expression, denotes a speci-

ous lliitU i'v r onnocfp<l with the

CJilumnv. Mi Chan

chen nie»'ii yt-n. to slander tlie

absent and offer adulation to

the person present. ^|
Clian jin, a slanderer.

11^^ Tlie name of a place. To

in\ el ve in ruin; downfall.

^Jr/^ A pointed instrument; a

pointed .-time; the coulter

of a plou<:li; to pierce; to stick

into. Surne a. 1. A vessel

for preparing drugs.

^f'S» Chan or dan chan,

Tyfe a sn(Mle tor a horse.

g^Land.an, the ap-

pcarance of the head; a

long head.

Greedy; gluttonous: used

also in common with

Chan.

To ei^rave blocks for

printing books in an er-

roneous manner j to blur.
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Three children standing

^ below a door. Weak

embarrassed; sighing.

Chan jo feeble; weak.

To see; to manifest. |p

p Clmn tsow, abusive

language.

To cut to arrange to

!J
at!,

Chan or Chan-

hwan, the uoise of water

flowing, the appearance of a

stream running; of tears flow-

ing.

Chan shwuy j 7K the name of

a stream ot water.

Name of a piirticular sort

of carriaqjo; a military

chariot; a carriage to sleep in.

A horse without saddle

or hridlo.

Chan ke ^ to ride a li''i''

without either saddle or bridle.

High; lofty.

3^ Boards which cover the;
tiles ol the roof in.-iilo

Chinese houses.

A kind of covered statr'-

or scaffold; a tent with

an upper story; a place fenced

in; a place to store goods; a

warehouse; a kind of carriage

made of bamboo and wood; a

hearse. A path or bridge made

with boards or planks ;pftli-;i<lo>

or railing; boards connected to-

gether for any purpose. A sta-

ble, or floor for ;i stable made

with boards. ' Ma fhan,

a stable for horses.

Yang clian. a slu'cp ,'ot a sheep

fold. .
clian e kaou tsaou, a tent, sta-

ble, or fold, should be high and

dry. The name of a wood. A
small bell.

Chan-yuh a lofty appear-

ance. Chan-hcanp, a

certain tVaprant wood. )fj

Chan fang, a warehouse; a place

to store ip goods.

High, lofty; still higher.

iHj^* A liouse or room for keep-

in^ sheep, a sheep cot.

Some use

A cup ma^e of chryso-

pra.se stoue.

A wine cup; or other

i^Js^ vo-s» 1 lor containing wine.

l
T
sed also for the preceding.

An urtiiii'iiil hunk raised

aizuinst wjiter.

1 A sheep cot an inclosure

^h3^ in w hich to keep any do-

mestic aniniul.

The attack of a bird of

^Qj^ prey. Rapid flight

The name of a plant.

A species of cat. A tiger

having cast its buir, is
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i

called Chan maou.

A certain insect various-

ly denominated; one of

its names is Ma rhan.

Vulgar name is Ma-

chuh, (he horse insect peculiar

to stables, called also,

Ilcen ma chan ami

Ma keuen, ri'!»rw"<'/l as a

creeping worm-like insect, with

numerous feet.

A cup for wine; probably

a horn cup.

The name of a certain

valley.

A military carriage; a

carriage to sleep in.

denotes the same.

A small cup for contain-

ing wine or oil. Horn

cups were used for lamps; hence

Chan, is the numeral oi* lamps.

' ^^^t Vih clian t Taig, a lamp.

The name of a certain

Vm tree or wood.

A specied of wheat.

Clinn, or §f Chan-
|

l^ijQ gan, irregular distorted

teeth; Vhe teeth appearing as if

fullinj: out.

From a military carri:i{re

and a battle axe. A car-

riage rent or cut asunder; to

decapitate; to kill. Chan de-

notes, existiug but for a short

time, as an increase of military

and weapons speedily decides

any affair.

TLe light parts of the inflo-

rescence of plants which fly off;

hence to fade; to be forgotten;

or the traces of the lost to be

tattered or in coarse fringes.

In the first sense it is applied

to the actions, whether of good

or bad men, which Mencius

said were lost trace of in five

generations. In the latter

sense, mourning garments for

parents are called Chan
shwae.

Chan "van and *
( linn t.-i

:

t", to cut off; to cut a-

sun 'r. Chan show or

W\ Chan t'ow, to cut off a

person's head. Chan fa,

to subjugate. Chan tsuy,

a capital offence.

JjJ^ A lofty mountain, tlie

view of whose summit is

cut off, or lost in the

clouds; the lofty pointed

peak of a mountain; or a

mountain with an acuminated

summit.

-f^l^ The feeliDg arising from

I being cut off from the

good, or the virtue one

wishes to perform; a sense

of failure, or defect;

shame; to feel ashamed to

blush. Sew chan,

Chan kwei or Kwei
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chan, all express the sense or

feeling of shame. Often rend

Tsan.

Read Tseen, denotes shal-

low. Read Chan or tsan,

to ford a shallow place.

S^tf The name of a demon,

said to expel malienant

influences. This cliaracter is

commonly the hist word at the

foot of paper charms used by

the Chinese.

Chan, or j^f Clian-

hoo, n:ime of an animal

said to be like a monUoy and ol

a, white colour.

/ A Iiigh rocky precipitous

l^j^l

j

iiiountain.

yi^ Chan or Tseen, to cut a-

J
\v:i\ wrcds or plants that

run into coniusion.

Speoies of money. Same

- Iff

Clmnor Cl"u,
J great onlt*r ;hm1 rcLMilari-

ty, such as becomes human be-

ings.

Deep water; an appear-

ance of depth, thickness;

weight, stillness, clearness, said

of heaven and of heavy dew.

Quiet; composure. The name

of a river. Ching chan,

Clear; pure. A surname. Read

Taw plea t*ure; delight; excess

Re;td Chin, to sink or immerse

in water; to st^ep; to soak to

imbibe; to receive benefits. Read

Yin, long continued rain. Keud

Tsin, to steep ur immerse in

water; or wine. Dro^s.

Clmn, Chen or Chuen, to

repulaie; to form word-

inpj to rule; to make; to di>pose

in onler to record to correct;

to put books in order. K< :ul

S. 'u'n, to to select.

>^ Seuen che, a speries of prain,

so named from bein«r well pick-

ed and examin

6<Mien. a spe'.ies of pearl shell.

M •' rl"" title of the

first liiernrv personage in the

empire; otherwise calud

7t Chwang-yuen he is called

Srw-clmn, in allusion to his

putting in order ihe national

records.

To record; to make ; to

^J> ^ do; to |>rt i (i;u r>; to a<l ju>t.

Sitiue as tlu- prtM t'dinir. <hl"'r-

wise written (A: IVnien. Head

Tseuen, to give special instruc-

tions to the young to exlnl*it

to them the virtues of their an-

cestors.

nJEB Chan, rinifMi, or Simu-h,

boiled nu'iit nm" ' '1 ari.l

mixed up with blood afttT

which it is reboiled. Some-

tbnes rice is blended with it.



CHAN
^fcEC Food victual? to !'' -

\>itrv and lay out fo"'

Tsae clian, vegetables ami

meat food generally. Htad

Seuen, money or silver to the

value of six iiian*;, or Uels.

To produce, as from tli

ground by prmvtli : to

send fortli from the iniiive place,

said also ot persons. To bear,

as the ft mule ot hmiiHn. or

oiIht m'iiuir' s ; tliat whicli ia

prodiK'ed an ' p;itriinu-

uy properly in houses or

The ocrupations of ihv pi ople,

in ordrr to obt:iin a livelihood.

A iiMi-ical iiLstruun'iit ot' tlu*

reed kind. The name of a

ri\ 't: :i surname.

iM Che chan, to purchase an

e-fate CI Kin ne^. pro-

\n v\y in houses or laiul /^
Kca c]i;in, iIm» proprrt v of a fa-

f»i!y. Jfjji pTi 1 " <-ii;m.

to give up all tl"' prt>perty of a

lamily ns in (he <'nse of a hank-

rupt moivliiiiit. ^ yyf

Pae 16 kiia chan, (o destroy Hnd 1

ose one's patrimony.

Fun chan, to divide a patrimo-

nv amongst all the children

;^ Too cban. the produc-

tions oi the soil. Hang
chan, constant employment.

Sang chan, to bear a

child.

CHAN 17

A pointed iron instru-

ment, as the coulter of a

plough. To pierce; to cut open.

Cl.an, or Keen
cban, circuitous winding

intricacies amongst liills and

mountains.

Perfect virtue. One says,

a company; a group.

~ r^ Dexterity of Iiand; to take

or select with the liand.

Dexterously; skilfully.

Tlie name of a stream of

\JJlZ ":i"t mentioned in his-

tory Cban chan, a nu-

merous appearance. One says,

the appearance of shedding

tears.

Tarae or domesticated

Hniinals.

A rising of the -kin.

Pe chan, a blister. An
instrument for levelling wood;

a rlane. To level; to plane.

To ride without saddle or

bridle.

An iron utensil for

smoothing or planing

wood a plane; to cut or

pare away, and remove

irregularities; to level.

Same as the precediug.

The teeth of a child the

I'^/^F teeth which are first pro-

duced.
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m

"35^ Ri< e whit h lias bi*en

l»oiin(1t*(i oiu e in order t<>

ivmove the husk,

Chun, Tsan, (Miin or Tsin.

t<> repent to teel contri-

tion. lia" hwuy, to

repent aini reforrn.

j|
(

!;"'•

/v^>V* ticuhtr kind of sou)) m;i'
of ]>ig's guts, pepper, rau^tai d,

and vinegar.

Sour a sour taste

Slieep in a cot or

Tlie upper part ot il"'

character df noted a house or

shed to lead or go before, as

sliei'p follow (lie It-adcr.

To cut even to cut to

I'ieces and adjust.

To stick in to.

Chan or Chin, between

|/J^ two I'illars; to aJjust; to

put to rights.

An utensil for broiling or

roasting meat, by ly-

ing it to the fire.

The seam of a parment

rent seam a seam open

ed to open as a seam.

ing

T

Cjzfe ^ l o impede; to cause to

I
iMa\ to liit.Her Same

^ > sen-e as ^% Tan woo,

to st* II not at (he rt'iil

|>nce; to in)|>ede nnotlier

person's affiirs by underselling

him; to »;iin profit by trading.

Clian t" ' h itjH i make a pro-

fit ^7 iiiii

Iseen chan, there is no profit lo

be made.

^^ Common form of tin* pro-

:lie scam "• a p:\nnerit

opened or slit.
AyP

Poo clian, to mend a rent warn.

Rrad Tan, in the snme sense.

L. 'lo >\:iw\ U{> ((> t:":'l

in*^ or rnnaining dill; a »t:ige

of a joiirn*- v.

Chan 1„- ^ s'aid up.

l e fan- nan

clian, a pUre diffi' ' lo siaiul

or rt- main in, eillitr from the

characlf r ot friends or acquaiii-

tances; of superiors, or ti' m

tlie nature of the service. |

*~1

SI, Tli \\U ( lm" eleven

stages. ' Yih clmn. a

stage of tlie guveniment ex-

press.

jtY^ Salt taste; vt'ry salt.
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CHAXG.

FVin

Shih,

"g* Yin, sound, and

ten a perlect

a piece ot music com-

jtlefed a of music Varie-

' (1 ^ Y>\\\)i rliTIi, a-

zurt- wild nu naiion ' oW s are

called Wan ( lli

pih, vn\ nation Willi while are

railed :l"»ng 1^1 Wan

chan<r. ele^anl lilt-rary coinpo-

8iiion priz** e>Siivs

'i\b w an rliiinir. to wi'wv a

CI.hh-. or

Piien n scci ion a t liap-

ter J(- }}%^ l'ul. Hiinj:

es^:i}\ or ;\n aHV;r i"ifl'"l"'-

A rliiuiM' of any ai ran^einciit

^ Ci.ang rliintr, h sian*

ment ot reguhiiioiis 7C
T;i cluintr, (lie frreai rult's laid

down l>)' ancesioi s, (he name of

an ancient piece of music

Hwang cliiuijx, iinpi't ial

laws and r' p itions

Fun cliang, to violate ihe la w >

of the, empire. IV

chanjr, or Tsow chans,

a luminous htatement prrs«MHed

to th' Emperor, ( lwmg, Itiuii.

nous clear. A limm nil of

(ore>L trees. Tlie name of h

place; of an official ^iiualiou.

Shann; ('hang, (lie year

under certain circumstances.

f|J JL^L V in chang, a seiil. A
period of ninereen years in re-

fi*rem*e to the moon; the golden

immbcr is called Clumi:, or

uf> ( l':"iiT poo. JL,L^ ^'liang

poo, a certain ancient cap. The

name of various palaces; the

name of a country Occurs us-

ed for il^l 45 uimI .
al appearance

of alarm or trip lit.

To stop U|»; toseparate hy

>c)iniMliintr it'rveiling

I he epithet by which a

wife (lt*>i^>iatfS tl»e fa-

llier or m'"lier of lie r liusband.

r»ie koo rliiinj:.—

Ki»o rliahjr denotes a liusl'aml's

mother To make obeisance lo

llie parenis of a husl>and. In

tliis sense : occurs.

Ht-ung »'l»an*r, a liushand^ bro-

ther. ji0, occurs in the same

sense.

Same as Chang.

IIJ mount, in. Fmh-

cLaug, Shau cLang, a
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liigli pre<npilous moun turn for-

ming a kind of w een.

'IVinjr cli-itifr, :i verdant hill.

/ Fiom Ci.nn-. varieiiiih (1

and Shang, Imir or f'fa-

thers; because the colour and

bt*iuity o( quadrupeds and birds

oonsi^t in (heir hair an«1 f":t-

tliers. Elegant <:om|""i!"
Liuninously exlnbited. To ma-

J.ifVsl; to exhibit. ^ ^ U3
T'een le chaou chung, a

inanifest display of the tJUper-

intendance of Heaven in re-

ward in < or ptini>liiug.

Chang hwanpr,

|~"* hurry ami p< rturhation in

walking; an irregular hurried

step.

arm of mind ajipreliei)-

sion fear.

The light of the s^tlir)*:

mjik rising higher and

higher on an ohjrct. CUar,

bright. Same as

j^T Chang shoo,

1 Chanc; m uh, ^
Heang ehang, the camphor t ' »•

it grows very large at ^/j

Sin-kin been, in the Pro-

vince of Keang-se. f Yu
chang, are two species of cam-

pbor tree, which must grow to-

gether seven years before they

cau be separated. The name of

h (hsjLrict in Krant: >t'. w c- ailed

IVora tbe trees whir li «row at it.

A smull caruplior tree " railed

KW ( l':"g.

Chaiior-niiou ramj»lior.

linrnco cirnplior is called

)^ Piui: pecii.

The name of a stream of

^ WHier in the north; the

nntnc "t h district

'''"' ' 1 I' i' -r

A kind of sreptre ininle

of cln ysoprax* ^tuiH1 a

play thing for a child. TI»o

birih of a boy i?* cxpressetl l»y

J.y" Lung chang; of a girl

': <"

It', h " ' m','r ll,' ,i hy

})i'>tiU*ntiitl vnpoura issuing

f rom d* r\i vallt ys or iMiverns, it

is ('all 1 a li<it or tVvrrish dis-

'•:,'
f
v I ' i li;u:Lr ni'M>, mo-

ther of the Chani; disease, is

at) exprt'ssiun •applied to %

Strang*' ani^arance seen on the

80uili <»f the M(M-lnt»; mountain.

At first, it is the size of an

eyg, increases to a circle like a

wheel, and spreads wider and

wider till it infects the whole

neighbourhood. An unwhole-

sonw a(in(»s(»litTc i> call*'" *)^}\

Yen-chang, and

Cliang-ke.
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Name of a certain plant.

To walk; to go.

Cliow chanp 3^ re-

mote, wide, vague.

The naiue of a place.

A separating dike; to di-

v"l,' to se|>araie by a

dike. f^Jc Paoii-clmiifr, a

dike or mound raided lor a

fence; imp'<rt:Mif ;nu] danm rou>

Poo-cl

place covered over as a walk.

er tain

on"im'"" work on ;l

- M'i'Ut'

A certain description of

horse.

)^ riwm Cliang

n'^ii kcu. a certain \v ater lowl.

A small species of deer,

said to be a very pi etty

animal.

Long, in respect of space

time; senior, ajred

l" "t'rj in a more ele-

I \ vated rank constant;

) skilled. To increase by

growth; to extend. Tlie name

of a star; of a palace; of a

place; of a hill of an animal

of a plant. A surname; name

of a spirit or divinity.

Chang ke keaou gaou

) L<

''

to nourish his pride.

Ch;in» kenng, the os coc-

(•' is Chang kew, a

great length of time. ^fj

Cliang kwang:, crazy kind of

conduct. Chang le a

superior officer. ^ Cliang

pei. suf>eriois. Cliang

pi"2. lonjr weapons; as

KnriLr
. >Iioo, mow,

ko, keili, the bow, the single-

point s|>("ir the hooked lance,

the spear with a central and a

diverging point, the spear with

a central and two diverging

P-ints.
'

( lian^-rho lco t(, ming, Clmng-

cho, name of a place in the .state

Loo; the birth place of Confu-

cius. Char»g ting, a long

form or stool. Chang'

twan, 1om«j and 'hort.

Ch

long and

lean in the upper part (of the

vessel) is called Hoo

Cliang >eaou lenng kew,

to w lii>tle aluud lur a long time.

^ ^ Rlf t'linngwolenug

suy, two years older than im.

mountains on the soutli ot ilan-

cliow Tartary, near the frontier

of Corea. Chanjr-sha,

the capital of Hoonan province.

Chang yih
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^lti:i yew pan, one hnU lunger

ihuti one's body applied to

ni^lit < lothrs. ^ Chang

y ihmi, r('m""'; *li?lant.

C'lninir "'' " Id and yuwwz-

Kea cliaiiir, the senior

Sz«* rl.at.-,

a teacher. -^L^ IVun ' l»:m:r,

a person in a inoiv lionouruble

PTh U)°

chiinj:, (lie pi inrij)fil in ot a

hundred the cmiim:i"l'r of a

hundred men. Ho

clianp, is a[>|.>lied lo the M;i(es

or ()nir,>r* of iiuti hiint \fs.-els.

Sa.i^ <'li;in*x, to yrmv;

B])plied lo nniinuls or phitns.

^0 Yang cluing, or in vei t-

H, Cliiinir yan^, to brin^

to uouridli; to educate; to caut»d •

to grow. Sliaou cliun^,

a little older.

/J^, Madly; blindly; to fall

Chan-.luln- <-un 1,.-. j]J

Clia } k\vai»Lr. * r;izy Kiix!

of l,el"iviom 5lL ( h:""

kwei, the in nne^ i" i inun wliu

has been devoured by ;i li^tr

n kind of vampire.

tl|P Friiin lo rxtend nnd a

I J-v niipkin, or piere ofclolh. I

A curtain a cluili spread out.

To spread out obscurely, ll^

Wan chang, mosquito cur-

taiue. $^ Wei chaug,

Ciian^H Chang

mo, an} cu: l;iir» )fj C'liansr

lan<r, u lent, u>ed Iium ailv and

fi^u rutivelv for one's place of

abt»d*-. She v\rwi, to

pitcli "m 's h ut to offi' iute as

]iw§ii cliiuig (Iihii^, in h «'on-

fiiscd intJisiinct obscure nian-

n* r ^^ Cluing poo, an ao-

rutim Ixtok. Some em»ii'uul)'

or tlie second cIihi ac-

ivy H Sw;in cli;n»Lr , lo

}4 krkon up to esliniatt*; U» niuie

nnd 'lisru-> tlio rcaxnis of -^J"

/I 1 11 rh:in^, l>» r-liinate tli6

'•^ I" or lorce of r' n"' to

r;ilrii! ' Minis h Ji"

to n' ki'ovl ii:'' h tl^hf.

of a claim

Slmw < l»an^ f to receive a

<1. Kt fj (M.,nt;n.uli,HbiU

,'r umit |(|]
t{jj^ K:i«* ' lmngr,

lo make im u'ouiit ^fj

/I V:"i rliaug, to settle an

n<
kcoiint.

^ From to oxtrnd, and a

J^v b«»w, to (1 raw iln- >uu»^

of a bow, or an ihslruninni to

stretrli out ; to liat g up nnd

spread oul lo lav out. To lioast

to plii<*t*; i<> siiile, or druw out

an Hcr- iint or \\>t of things; a

nuniCM*iil ul tables, beds, nnd

such iliings as imply the idea

spreading out. The name of aa
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aiiiinul, ami ol a ";ir A >u r-

name. In composilion. ir ??ome-

times means tlie iiimmI &trolclM*d

out or (]i>lr;i ' i lor fj^

Chung hec ii ^^' io :'v "'

strincr of a bow. [511 5f| K' a-

cliunLr . to open, to si»re;i<l out.

'hoo i li;uiLr . i' l«»nl ilie

8pr*-}nltii<z out t*t lia v** it >v\ I It <1

opinion or pl:«n l<» *lii rrt.

Iv»n6 cliaiig:. In stn't' h a

certain kinH of hov widi the

fWt. ^^ linifr. to

h;ut^ up ami spivhiI lamps or
,

wi'l' lv, ^triingfly. prccipi'ately.

3ftl Kwae fliaiiL'. niuva-

h<»! (l KI \ , \ (M>rl V

:',''

Cluing san ov K'ue

sail, to open or S|'m"i oul an

umltrrllu.

The appearance of n hil-

lock of siuid rising up.

Water exIt^ndiniT i I "'If or

rising liiglit'r j to <»v*t-

fluw an inutu];tti(Mi ilu* name

ot a >outlieni sen )^ Chuug

y ill, to overflow to iiiuti(late.

^ A disease wliich roii

in ;i sv'lling out of the

pjirls, as in dropsy.

£ Chang le name

of au insect; oiherwiio

culled jjp!j 9^ Yew yen, it is

represi ntrd with long and nu-

Feeling of regret and

disappointiiHMit

( 'liari^-wan^ <ir ^^j' Wani;

cliang, lo wait ami expect, w i t

h

the unpleasaul fV^liinjs arising

tvom drUy. Cliow-

clian^, grieved & sappoinkd.

Sam" a<

m

J
^rr A swelling of til'1 abdo-

A^-Kr men. Same a>

Jl |^ To si retch the eyes; to

stare wilh vexation and

disappointment.

"T^t^ To rub; to grind; to stop

tT'J^ Hice for fond A lo^al

^jl^ \v(u t l. the same as {
Leung.

pjj^ A swelling of the abdo-

in^n, from an accuuiula-

tinn of wilier, or other causes;

th" same is expressed by

]oo-cl.n..2, Fuh-

<'l':"'jz. Loo-clianj;.

Ko<> cliiinjr, swelled like a

di m" M Kene chang, or

Seaou rhang, to allay

or mitigate a swelling

Sliwuy cliang. a ewelling from

water. Chung chang,
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a general swelling. lieu

chang, swelling from weakness

of constitution.

The name of a plnnt or

tree. A surnanie.

Chang-tsoo, a certain tree,

5^ Woo chan<j:, the name of a

country.

||l$ A ocrtiiin insect. Same

>k as m.
Wild; irreL'iilnr ^
Chow cliany, irrt'^ulai*,

precipitate manner, as it crazed.

^^'1 ClKing1 tim, a card' —,

luose, hasty nianncr.

^ 1=^ Used commonly for f|j|4

Cliaug, in those senses

wliirh refer toaccoun •

Chang muh an account of

money owing. See tj^. Th\<

character is not found in Chi-

nese Dictionaries.

A t^liarp; a keen edye or

Ji^^V '
s ' liU P —lit. A nian>

name.

^1^. Skin stvh'l"'" m"; cov-

trm_; or, as it is express-

ed in Chinese, clothing for a

bow.

A leather covering for a

^f-JX- bow; a box in wliich to

contain a bow, which is usual-

ly kept warm.^ Meat spread out; a bait;

J\PV which is also expressed

CHANG

by Cliang-hwang.

Tlie .^ound of a drum.

The lipht of tlu» rising

sun Elegant lu-mitiful.

Suitahle; abundant affluent.

Iiim"i"n2 in length, affliieore

and s[»lendour, af>)>lied to na-

tions.

(

L

r iniiiLF OJ) l>riurhf. splen-

did. ^£ Chan^r shiner, ef-

fulgent and nffliirtit. y\
Waii-chariir, tin* natDC of a star

or deity. Chang is used for

Wuh, a thing.

£V\ . IriulM showy person;

:i - niiMiii: girl. To h;ir-

luoni/.'' or i< t'ri with. A se-

"' rr :i K i ;nltT. l'"l lur

and 3.

Clnuip- vew 1 ontertain-

iucmI.^ of sin^in^ and plavirj*;

theatrical uinusements. Play-

ers <i?iL' mi: L'irls. I'lo-titutes.

fl"l

C

1 ';'" " h

yu, do you siit^, ami I will res-

pond to you. (She-kin^
)

f/ \ r'i : t*n hea chanp, the

leader, first or head of tlie em-

pire; the S(»vtT*ijrn f/'|

Chang lwan, to l*'ft'1 or In*ad

an insurrection f/ | ( Mutiny

suyor f/ 1 f hang ho, to lead

and to follow —applied to hus-

band and wife. Hi Chang
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tov a head or leader.

Chang kwang, irregular vicious

conduct.

J|
To utter the voice. To

|—I recite; to sing.

Chang ko or reversed, Ko
cbang, to sing graver songs.

Kaou chang, to sing a-

loud, Chang he, to re-

cite plays. )]f^ Chang le,

to give the word at great sac-

rifices, for the performance of

the several prostrations and so

on. The ma^tor of ceremonies

is called Le-sang. P§

Chanir kcuh Isze, to sing

light songs. ( hiin^j^

a salutation performed by rais-

ing the f'oliU'd hands as hi^h us

the face, and letting ihvm fall

again. It is otherwise called

Chang j ih.

Jff~l A >i n":, ;
'

' lute;

a u'l •(,','. < ); li.-i \\ i.-r ex-

press^d by CliHii^ ke,

tsze. and ^[ L li:ing-foo.

("inm'n tlii^ \vn lons< ly

li| about one; without being

bound by a sash or girdle.

IfB Chang, or 'liu^'

wan, 1"> >iuru-s or other

ornaments attached to the ears

by barbarians; otherwise called

IMi-tang.

The husk of paddyj chaff.m
A water plant; a kind of

sedge. Otherwise called

Chang poo, and

Chuy keen tsaou, Acorus

Calumus, or the banging sword

plant, which is popularly

thought extremely efficacious in

cutting off various demonaical

influences, and expelling bugs.

On the oth of the 5th moon, it

is stuck up in great abundance

at the doors of houses.

A certain small shell fish

a cockle.

— t
Garments loosely thrown.

"j^J about one. Same as

Chang,

To sing. Same as.

A

man's name.

Gate of an ancient pa-

lace; the name of a mo-

dern city pate in Keang-nan.

Chang-ko f^J name of a wind

said to arise in the west. The

gate of heaven, said to he kept

hv the ancient warrior

Kwan-foo-tsze.

m

A designation of a horse.

The name of a certain

bird.

The sediment of a natural

salt.
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Ancient form of. To

P3h( sing; to play.

To stop suddenly the ap-

\yr\ pearance of doinir so.

Chang jen cbe stop-

ped suddenly. More frequently I

read Tang.

fAL Chang-yang, dis-

I
[Rj concerted, disappointf.l

irresolute; affecting a kind of

extravagance, and desperation.

Something of the sense of

Pae-Iiwuy, driven hither

and thither; irresolute.

•J^ Chang or Chan ?-

concerted, and displeased.

/hJU Level, elevated land from

JSP^, which a distant vi'.v,- i

had. Open; plain fully dis-

closed manifested.

Kaou chang te elevated, ?>id-

ous, level region; in contradis-

tinction from narrow, irregular

and cramped position; applied

figuratively to circumstances.

Chang wang destitute of

room and ease; cramped; dis-

concerted.

L Wide; roomy; liberal.

Same as Chang.

1^?^ OrChwang, an open -IuhI:

/^ a roof without surround-

ing walls; such erections arc

common at mines above ground,

and at other places where ex-

CHANG

tensive works are carried od,

as
1

Yin-chang, erections

for works at silver mines.

U Mei-chang, a colliery.

Seaou-chang, ealt-petre

works. |5 IS Lew.hwang

chang, sulphur sheds, where

sulphur is prepared.

lirlv
Alarmed; apprehensive;

jl^jX, lri^htened appearance.

Abbreviated by the character

ipJ^C The feather? of a certain

^J^ bird called Tsew.

Tseaiiu-chanp:, the feathers

of u little bird said to be woven

into garments.

Same as the preceding.

m To sit cross-lepped, in tho

manner of the priests of

1, Idha.

A certain .^kin.

Jbi}^ To rub. One <nys, a piece

Jiij^J of iron surrounJing the

riiu of a whci l.

j^jft From Shang, to ma-

fyf nifest or display, and l{]

Kin, n piece of cloth. Garments

which are ahrnys displayed;

hence used also for Cbanp,

the lower garments. Constant;

usual common constantly; fre-

queiitly ; in the habit of. Five
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virtues which ought to be in-

variably practised, are called

the Five Chang. The name of

a divinity; of a district; of a

hill; of a stream; of a banner;

ofa spear or Jance. A surname;

a measure of sixteen cubits.

Ch;mor-cliang commonly;

Sho cliarig, constantly;

alv:iys. Fei cban?, un-

Uflual, extraordinary.

^

Chaou chan<?, acrording to what

is usual. Ping chang,

Sin or Tsin chang, and

Yung chang, all express

common; ordinary, applied to

persons or things. King

chang, regular; constant u-

sages. Chung fub, one's

ordinary dress, nut full drcsd.

Kiia olmng fan, a

family dinner. Chang
sang, continual; never-ending;

vernal life. t=
- ,

Woo chang, jin, c, le,

che, sin, the five constant vir-

tues, benevolence, justice, de-

corum, knowledge, and truth.

Ke-chang, a banner

with the sun and moon depict-

ed on it, given by the emperor

as the reward of splendid deeds.

*^ Fung chang, be who
bears the banner.

^ Chang, go I( a Cde.

brated goddess in the pa-m

lace of the moon. Hang, is

also used for the first syllable.

Used for in refer-

ence to the Five virtues.

The palm of the hand, the

sole of an animal's foot,

called by the Chinese, the mid-

dle, and the heart of the band;

the root of the fingers. To grasp

with the hand; to rule; to con-

trol. A surname. Che

chang, or Shwuy cho,

or^ i£ Ma-hwang, a leech.

mm Yang chang, to lose

one's ease and self-control;

perturbed disconcerted.

ChTh cliang, to control;

which bclongra to one's office.

Chang-le * Choo-

chang. Chang-kwan, to

rule; to manage. Chang
keaou, to rule and teach ap-

plied to tutors.
flj,
~ Q

Ta t'a ylh pa chang, givo

lim a slnp with the band.

Juo she choo

chang Loo, easy as pointing out

any thing on the palm of the

hand. Heung
chang wei mei, the sole of a

wild boar's foot, has a sweet

smell. Chang chung, in

the palm of the band.

Chang shang, on the palm

of the hand. Kan
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show cbang, to practise palm-

istry.

3 The name of a plant.

A certain valuable stone.

Ji^k Chang, or Shang, to

^C^. screen or fend oil'; the

garments for the lower part of

the body; a petticoat; otherwise

called Keun or^ Keun.

Vestments for the upper part

of the body are called E.

E-chang, garments gen-

erally; clothes of any kind.

Chuen e chang, to put

on clothes.

From Cbe, the will,

and Chang, to mani-

fest. To taste; to try; to essay.

Having already done. The

name of a certain sacrifice; a

surnamo.

Kow chanpr die, ta^te

it with the mouth.
"~

'

Chang yih siiay, tasto a little.

~
' Chanc: yih chang,

take a taste, gj^ She chang,

to try. Rlj I: t"h

cbang che, when you doubt or

have suspicion, try it. -f^

Wei chang, not yet not oc-

curred heretofore.

g Chang or Chang

",tt yang, a flying fish, said

to have a head resembling a

swallow. Also oalleil in the

north /1j (
Yung hwang

kee.

To pay the value of; to

IKJ recompense; to pay for;

to make amends. S

K

Slia ji» chang ming, bo who

kills a man must pay or forfeit

lu^ hi;., f] V ifi Yew
kung tang cluing, he wlio has

merit should be recompensed.

H\ fl'i T -1-'^ -lit (H To

change to pay or forfeit; gener-

ally applied to the life. fl^

fi l Keen chae cbang " ' "
he who owes a debt, must in:iy

the money.

Same as the following.

The name of a bird.

A surname. In its other

y4 " senses read Tang.

A piece of ground laid

out and appropriated to

some particular purpose.

An arena on which to

perform the riles of sac-

rifice; on which to gather in

the grain, to perform literary

exercises, or military contests;

to execute capital punishments;

on which to consecrate priests;

for gaming and for the con-

course of reptiles or insects.
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Numeral of affairs circum-

stances; a particular period of

life. Time; state or class of

persons. Ho cluing,

place where grain is collected,

^j-^ Ko chano;, place of pub-

lic literary examinations.

Fa chann:, place of execu-

tion. To oJianpr, a place

for gaming. Shaou

niien chang, tho society of the

young. ^ Ylh

chang ta mu'ig, a visionary

state; a dream said often in

allusion to life.

A kind of stone sceptre,

otherwise called kwei,

in length a 'u"it and two tenths

The parts which, the Chi*

nese say, give expansion

to the subtle fluids of the sto-

mach; the intestines; the bow-

els; iho seat of the affections;

the name of a plant; and joined

with other characters, forms

several proper names. jj^f

Ta chang, the great inte>tiiu»s

leading to the anus. >J )J^f

Seaou chang, the small intest-

ines; i. e. the urinary ducts.

A^l Sin chang, a feeling to-

wards, a liking or disposition

for. J^f Yantr cliaiijr, name

of the side of a hill.

Woo chang, name of a country.

Ma chang, name of an

animal. J^f Hwanjr (hang,

name of a coffin. J^f Yu-

olians, name of a sword.

The excellence; good, or

happiness which exists

within, passing to the outside;

expanding, pervading; to per-

meate; permeant; spreading all

around. Filling; to fill; expan-

sion of the animal spirits; con-

tentment; joy; hilarity. A sur-

name; the full moon on a cer-

tain occasion the 1 1th moon.

Applied to the playing of some

songs, from tl»eir exhilarating

effect h 'r'ung

chang yu wae, to permeate, ex-

tending to the outside. ^^
Mei chang, excellent; pleasing;

agreeable ^|jr Chang suy,

according with one's wishes

pleasing. ' Kwae chanir,

feeling delight; delightful.

Clian^ yue, the 1 1th moon.

S Chang chung, to per-

vade; to Gll

tdf^ Land extensively spread

but unfertile; expansive;

permeant. Said to be the pro-

per form of the preceding.

Plants or herbage ex-

panding; luxuriant.

The seal character re-

presents a band grasping

ten. A measure of tea

cubits length. A stufif.
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Chang leang to measure.

An epithet applied to old per-

sons. Chang foo, a hus-

band. Yo chang, a wif.-'s

father. Chang jin, or

Laou chang, term of

respect to a wife's father, or

any old person.

( hang foo, a great man.

Fang chanjr, a temple or mon-

astery of Fuh the head of a

monastery. Han ch:ut?,

the chair oC a teacher. The

vnleur form is with a dot.

!: (JJ liiX Chans li :;mg Wl-i\

mow, to measure land.^ Generic terra for weap-

ons; such as the sword,

spear, and lance. iX 1'

chang, KV < hnn^, mil-

itary weapons.

chanjr, ornamented weapons.

Ta cluing, to fi-ht. f/^

"f>(r K chang, the imperial guard

!^ i^t Seili chang, crosier us-

ed by a priest. To rely, or

depend on. E chang,

Ping chang, to lean a-

f^ainst, to depend on.
>( f

Yang chang, to look up to for

support. Occurs denoting a

path or way. Used for }
Chang.

To hurt; to wound.

CHANG

That whicli is grasped;

to support one in walk-

ing; a staff; a cudgel or blud-

geon; the stem or wooden part

of a lance. To hold in the

hand to lean upon, to beat

with a stick or bludgeon to

beat with the bamboo a Chi-

cluing, a stick or staff. Kwae
is a short stick; Chang, a long

staiT that readies above one's

head. (h'e chang, to

beatorfl 'ir with the bamboo.

~

1 Chang ylh plh, to

tl>LT with a liundrtMl LI-»ws.

fot^ Hoo chang, a plant.

^ Chang chay f an old man;

nt ynirs of age, he may

use a sU\\T in the house; at 60

in tlie village; at 70 in liis na-

tive prir)ccdum; and at HO ia

thr puluce of tbo Emperor.

Disease.

Chnnp or Tsang. From

^ ShTh, to eat, and

lhv'iv, ;ui t i l'>ur(?. V Mjuitro

buiMing in which to store up

grain. A granary. See Tsang,

haste; hurry.

Chang or Chwane, the

li« ;ii't pcrtnrhod. j"^ 'Ift

Tse chang, paintul feeling; per-

turbation of mind; grief,

'132, Chang bwang, disappoint-
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ment, vexation.

>fela Tomrt; to wound. A
wound; a sore,

d A wooden lance pointed

and luirdened by lin'.

Used by peasantry against

banditti.

1^1 The namo of a fragrant

Y^a plant, whicli i. 1 ii'it 'l

with black millet and ferment-

ed, to form a species of wine

used in sacri fice.

^

chanfr, black millet and the

plant Cliang. An odoriferous

wine used to invoke and cause

a descent of th^ pods. Used

for' ^ /Jl L ining mow,

luxuriant.

CHAOU.

45 —
call upon willi nutho- 1

to sumnioit to cite

to appear; to invoke.

Chaou keen, to summon to an I

interview, as is frequently done

by the ICinperor. Another per-
|

boii's invitation is called. \\\^

Chunp: ohaoti, a gracious

summons. Fuocliaou

t^ze, a father suminmis his son.

Chaout,ala( ' "1 l"m

here. ^5. C'lnmu rlii"' Miin-

mons his ministers to Rttfiul.

Chaou puh taou not

to appear on being siiinnmned.

f
jj T call a man. \[\ \y

Cbaou niTih, to walk in

order. To place people in pro-

per order. Chaou dc^noles a fa-

ther; and Mfih, a son. i]3

Chaou is used in the same sense.

From Chaou, to invoke,

and Pah, to divine.

To enquire by dirination.

Calling to in a hoarse

putturiil manner.

A fjmalo name.

m A pool ol water; a pond.

One says, a pool wilh a

winding margin A piece of

ground appearing in a pond an

island.

The same as
[Jj^.

To call

one's-self.

A certain kind of bow.

The elastic flying back of

a how after the arrow sliools

from it. Ta chaou, a

large baw.

-A*Tt From To call, and a hand.

^| To call and make a sig-

nal of invitation at the same

time; to invite with the band;

to beckon; to induce to come

by proclamation. Hand-bill or
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sign- board. To entreat to en-

tangle; to take crime to one's-

self; to confess; to assume; to

excite to raise. A surname.

Chaou sliow to beckon

with the hand WxWa^^
Chaou chaou chow tsze, lo hail

a boatman. Chaou an,

to issue proclamations to soothe

the people, or invite insurgents

to submit, Chaou Ijeen,

to invite good people to come

forward. Chaou jay, to

provoke. Chaou yaon,

to shake, to excite.
^*

Chiiou kaou, to invite the peo-

ple to accuse suspected officers.

A
shay, inviting a hride to enter

«a cottage. Chaou

moo ping, to raise soldiers, or

Chaou t'iien liea, lo

call the whole empire.

Chaou sliang, to invito people

to come forward to enpage in

the mercantile concerns of gov-

ernment. Cliaoti ( :e

a liand-bill or placard. j|fjl

Cliaou pae, a sign-board.

Cliaou tsuy, or

Chaou jin, to confess some

crime. Tsze chaou, to

bring upon one's-self.

Chaou ho, to bring some ca-

lamity on one's-self; which is

also expressed by {f|

CHAOU

Ji\^ Chaou tsae Ian bo.

tTJJ The splendour of the &ud;

MM bright; splendid; light;

manifest; manifested; refulgent.

Chaou muh ^3 the display of

order, as between fatlior mxl

son; far off and near at hand;

old and young; nearly and dis-

tantly related. Chaou is

Ming, luminous; niul Muh, de-

notes Tsze, order. CIiaou

is the higher place, on the left

si dt\ or towards thr Muh,

is the right side, or towards the

north. (laou-soo, the

manifestation of Spring, by the

flight and noise oi various in-

sects. An abbreviation of the

following.

11 The light of fire rra* h-

^> in^ to; li<:ht illuiniiiin^

t by falling upon an ob-

y^|^
ject; to illumine; to ex-

' tend care and superin-

tendance to; to accord

with former acU, usages

or precedents; like; ac-

j cording to; the same as.

\
\' ]\\\

1', '' t«> illimiine

cvory l>I;u'e. -fj!; ]\\\ Kung

chaou, to surround with light

and splendour. !! 3 n
'

rlmou, lire li-ht. J];',

'Tlh yue chaou lin, the light

ot the sun and raoon dpsfpnd-

iug or reaching to.
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Ching chiiou, 1 lit t'alliug ul

right iitglcs. ]\\\ F;uu*li;tMii,

reflected lisrl".

Chuou koo to pay

utientiuii and regard to, for tho

purpose ot as^istiii*: ^j^*

m
leuou, to oversee; to inn-

und direct uftaiis. ''"

chuou, to regard or j»;iy an* i
« tion tu with the iu urt or inihd.

Chaou cL':tn^ the same a<

uiml (
'hit'"! ;,'"' tin-

same as formerly.

('l"")u le pun lo, \o :i' t ur

niannge agreeably to siiindin^

regnl;iti(»u>. )J{\
<

a. wull opposite the pates of

government offi' rr !!^ )!

Chaou boo, at'ronliM^ to the

mi"' r ]\\\ riia'm swum.

according to tin- ilruliiti"" nr

reckoninjr " f m lit

< liaou L^'ze, acooriHiii: to ih

>

flf( 'jj^ CIihou vjiii^, the

us a pattt-i ii.

Chaou joo t't'cn jlh, a.> "i:imii i

as the sun in the lu avin.

'gZj^ Tlu* H|>|H*tiranc(» of a tm'

at. A ba tiling seat or couch.

jl^J The light of iitv; to ill,

mine by liif; liirlit m, n-

lal discernment. A surname.

Same as .

H:77 AtiOiher name lor

/ 1 i—I Cluv ang, a bed or couch.

The thin membrane which

ca\ tia flesli below the ex-

K-rnal skin.

A certain vessel.

)J To make signs in sport,

^\ to a person with the eye.

l\i wink; to ogle; to play with.

the eye.

Tf Vhe name of a person.

Also read Teaou, a

broom; to sweep.

To doolaro; announce or

: ; ! proclaim to; a Koyal or

linpcrijil (kclanition, or pro-

clam tit ion. To teach; to in-

etruci to promulge to the whole

cnipire Tue chaou,

uunv of a certain office in the

Han -lin college. Name of a cer-

l>:irl>urian kin^. i}^

]^ :m chaou t'een beaf to

pioiinjltrejhe laiperial will to

the whole empire, yl^^
njian |*uli 1' i e, tslh eLaou

kaou the, if a raan does not

|n r. t ivc what is proper in any

affiiir, then instruct him.

< Imnu clie^^or^ ^CLIh
chaou, or ^ Tan chaou,

an oificiiil and public declara-

tion ut the Einperor'b will; aa
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imperial proclamation a*l»iress-

ed to his ministers and people.

Nuan ( lmou, a : racious

declaration of the imperial will,

as a general pardon.

To step lightl)'; (o trip;

to step over; to l^ap over;

'

to precede; to surpas>; (o excel;

to raise to a hisher 'it" ot

intellectual or spiritual excel-

lence; to raise I'rom piirw r

to the region of the blt sscd A
surname-

Chaou cho por^uiu] ac-

complithraents or tnlonts. sur-

passing others.

keun, to excel the ordui;n v :

of men in talents or vinuc

Chaou sing,

tural. Chiiou t(

raise from a state of sntl'n in^,

departed spirits.

yue, to raise or promote over

the heads of others

Chaou pa. a© Cl»a(m sliinir,

and Chaou ken, all ex-

press a similar idoa

A large sickle or scythe

A cool breeze a breeze

\vlien the air is pu re and

clear.

ffil/ Name of a horse.

p^J
Roail ^leaou. Tl'" lioavse

voico of a certaia wild

CHAOU

fowl. R( ;id ( liaon, claiDour; to

wran^Ir chaou,

mutual wruiifrlinir.

r
Chaou naou, to make a clamo-

rous disimbHnce; to clamour.

Ho tang chaou

wluit a wrangling noise

Hnd bother!

I
to take or stir as with :i

spoon. To seize a person's

cHVcts \)\ an order of ^ov-

unniKiit. lo transcribe,

or copy a pap^r A surname.

U, , >i .iy t5. or flf

( iiauu tanij, to tniusrriho any

pupcr or book. 4 t I
{ 1»aou

(ilh, to m:il'' .t taw copy of any

(tri^ioal ulli' iul 'l mn('nt \^
CMiiiou cbing tszo, to

<*upv out in \\w plain hand. \^
%i rh.p.u kr. '• 1^ c ha

cliauu, Jf^l Ki n » han, nil

express sfiir* Iting a person's

house, iiiul iikiig |uwssi"" of

the property l»v or*l«T of *^uv-

ernmcnt S;ime as C liauu.

1^ Cliarm t<z*\ 'pv of

m

official letter from one oHiccr

of rank to another.

jL^T^ To fry to ro;t-l in a pan

with a small portion of

water, lard or liqour.

,| To till or plough tho

15^^ ground.
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An instrument of lm>

1^^^ baiulry ; to |>l',"_:li.

i

replough the ground

jMjK A ho;it rustics- 'r aq:it;it-

water.

J tumult Li^ht ; vol
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sleiulcr artful. A inun*-

name. Same as ( id

the phrase Cbaou naou.

A horn spoon.

W/
-

To take; to seize by or-

<l('r of government; to

transcribe; to copy. S:i""' m-

( haoii. A surn;UM«*.

( haou kwan, a sealed <l<M ument

or official receipt piv,'n b\- an

uHierr of government for arti-

cles received A kind of pMpcr

money, or bank note empl"? (1

by {jovernment, under the dy-

nasty Sung, in the reit'ii of
jf!\\

lii'iLT (A I) I 170);

value from one to five thousand

r: l» were called T;i

cliaou anil from one to scvni

hundrtMl, •"' called /J
St»aou chaou. ( Hli' t'rs were ap-

pointee! (^vcrv wIuti 1 to reccivo

anti give tl""n out. They were

to be renewed within seven

years, and lilteen cash for every

thousand were deducted for tho

cxpeu£?f ol uiakin^ the nutct; u

Lr < f>cral name for them was

T.-een-chaou, and they were

also called Choo-pe. A
scarcity of co|>|>er is assigned

as one reason and another is,

a want of money to pay the

aruiv which led to this scheme

to entice the merchant with

the c*»nvenienco of it; for it is

said tlint Kung sze

piicn, it was convenient both

for the government and indivi-

duals.

A certain preparation of

rice and wheat fire-dried

and ground to a powder,

or formed into certain

cakes.

The nails of the finders

ami t("' the claws of' an

animal; tlie talons of a bird.

T', >. r:itcli; to claw; to tear to

piLTt-s with the claw? to lay

the claws upon any tiling; to

lay the hand upon with the

palm undermost to take with

thrl.and

cbe chaou ya, the kinys claws

and teeth applied to himself by

an ancient statesman.

/[^ Mae-pan chaou^ the Com-

pi "lore's claws; i.e. the labour-

ing people he employs.

j

Chaou lan, to tear to rags with

tlie claws. JjV Hoo chaou,

the claws oi a tiger; and so of
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any other animal or bii'l.

To scratch gently, or

tickle; metaphorically to

cajole; to tear with the n.iils.

Show ch; to

seize food with the fingers.

Chaou choo to grasp vitli

the talons, as an eagle tlocs.

Chaou chiun urli,

to scratch one's ear.

^jSlS Chaou rho t'a teih

yang choo, scratch tlie part of

him which itche?; fissail him on

his weak side. Chaou

po leen, to scratch and tear a

person's f:\(
tfi

.K Wood acuminated. A

y^{)\ ihorn to pierce with a

sharp point.

An utensil mnde of I-atm-

^/[^. boo or reeds, for receiving

solids and permitting Huids to

pass through, said to he like a

spoon. (M S. Dioiion iry.)

Chaou-le a kind of uncov-

ered basket. The nest of a bir«l,

when made in any hole, ami

not on a tree.

Chaou. A tortoise shell

l2/ dri<?<l by fire, for the pur-

pose of flivination. An altar of

earlh; the mound which sur-

rounds an altar or grave. A
million.

Chaou ^li or Chaou tW
Siit'u chaou, au o-

inen; a prognostic. ^lll

KcTli chiion. a favorable proir-

nostic; nn omen f
3^ YTh chaou, the hundred

thousand and the million, de-

notes tl»(' in:»<s ot the people,

which is also expr»^>« d by ^hi

Chaou min. ^ Kinj;

/•haou, the place win re tho mil-

lion H3-t*rnl»le3, the residence of

ihe empt'r' r ami court.^
T»ih ctiHon. (lie ground round

a tonil). \i)'y Yew chaou, a

certain year of the cycle.

Sumo as the following.

Read Taou, a cave in w

field.

or

Chaou or T'haon. Any

dike, limit, or boundary,

is called Chaou. The name of

a certain sacrifice. T."h

chaoti, the dike drawn round a

grave, in the Chinese manner,

to mark (he limits of it.

J A kin'l of banner on

which dragons and ser-

pents are depicted, to wliicfi

superstitious ideas are attached.' K> chaou, a banner, a

flas: with various devices work-

ed on it.

An ancient form of

y^ti Chaou.
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A surname.

A strong powerful dog.

Grain growing spontane-

ously, williout sowing1 or

cultivation.

Silk threads which pass

js^Lj obliquely, m'itlier length-

wise nor crosswise, as in weav-

ing li'_;invs; var:^ ^.ited. A ini-

nicrul of pieces of silk.

A sheep under a year

old. One says, a foreign

slu-cp a hundred catties weight.

A four year ohi horse, or

acconliiiLc (o some, a three

yoar old horse.

The name of u f! i.

Tho morning.

Cluin? cliMOu, tho morn-

inif till breakfast.. A stirnanio.

An interview of Ministers with

tho Sovereign, is culled CHiaou,

from their being requireil to

go early in tlu? inorninc:; wait-

ing on soconding. Nobles or

princes scrini; the Sovon'iirn.

not on business, is also called

Chaou. Looal officers seeing a

governor, is called Chaou; but

not in moilern use. Chaou, is

the place in which the affairs

of government are listened to

and uudienco given. Chaou is

also used for a dynasty; for the

reigning t'arailv for the court,

and for the empire. Wo
chiiou, our dynasty.

Tso chaou, tho emperor seated

to give audience. Jtl Sliani;

cliaou, to go to court ^[j

Ta chaou, a visit to court every

lifl h year. /J So;iou chaou,

a triennial visit of antnenfc

princes to the emperor.

Ming chaou, late Cliintso

dynasty. |JJ Ta tsing

chaou, the reigning Tartar dy-

nasty.

Chaou (uh court dress.

ilL ( ll
' lo!1 "" n, (o have an

:iti<tience of the emperor. Tho

Chinese designate the existing

dynasty, and their own empire,

l"i ;cn tho celes-

tial empire; or the dynasty es-

pecially ajtjiointcd >»y Heaven,

to rule the v('rl(l Cliaou

kung, to present tribute as de-

pendants. Cliaou seen,

Corea. Chaou seTh or

%t Chaou wan, or

Chaou yav, morning and even-

ing. Chuou ting, the

hall of iiudieiioe; the court; the

Emperor.

Vl|3E|
Chaou. To laugh; to jest;

^J/Mj to ridi.Milo; to boast.

Chaou chu pJrI the singing or

chirping of birds. Read Taou,

flP Leaou taou, many words;
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P

verbose. K»*ad Cho'

I

Chow tseaou, the chirping of

small birds; the sound nmde by

the swift course of a fligl't of

small birds. Read Lcauu, to i

laugh imruoHerately.

C'haou, to lauglt; to jest

to ridicule; to plav and I

jest Avilh each olln-r.

Cliaou seaou, laugl""s;,

le. Waler is the

blood or brcalli ul the

earth; and i\m tid,' is lln> ad-

viiiicin^ aii'l rt'liring of thi-

blood or breiitii it. accunl- wiili

or follows tin- state wfthe moon.'

Tlie t'ule rising in tlie "i"r"i""'

is exprr.ssfd by Clwiou; in the

evening by J

Chaou chow I,:inl " ui
'

a district in Caniou province,

f fS\ Szr c-liiio... a kiu.l ol

fowl lliat crows always at liijili

water; vulgarly fiilK d

C!>aou slnvuy ke. ^\
Wang chiiou. a certain fisli.

Chaou shlh* ihunp; to-jv :

moist air or grDiuui. Tide,

Jljljj Shin^ chaou, to avail ones-

6elf ot the tick- t() go with it.

h:i(>'i "r

orjij)]^ CUmhi slnvuy

mwan leaou, express the tide

flowing, or high water. fjj] '^11

Chaou tuy leaou, ebb tide.

jlP V^IJ Shuu oliaou, the tide

with one cliaou,

or T Chaou ting, the tide

iLrninsl out).

Same as To j«HT; to

ridicule; to laiiL'U at.m
=?m

Wlfl

To -tnni|> wilh I lit* it-i t.

Lame, to able to walk.

Same as Clio.

T' ,"ir o:irs Same as \\1

C\i;io\\ Also rend Clio,

i" jiccord; to hannonize

To carry on the h'>rns

oi cattle.

Tl"' oanH* of hti aniinnl.

Tlu k rovul hunt in winter.

Also roi'l Clio

A kin<1 of l>askot or cage,

ip.:uI • ii ci]> tor lih"»g

'ith.

A kind of li^hiujr huskrt.

S;im^ as the pr^octiing.

To cover (>v' r; to li:i'l

\ A sh;i<lt*; a sli:ide to keep

wind from a candlo.

Chaou e a kin<l of surlout.

^ ^1 K' mil cliaoi), ;i cover

to keep a tsetlun-i hiiir (rum tho

dust.

A small net.
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m To proj>el a boat; an oar

to row.

A certain animal.

Walkinfr : poinfr over-

ste[>|)in.!-f ; lt^aiiin*: poini:

rapitllv, upplicJ to drsignate

the wind

To -tamp with tlw t'.' t:

over.

A particular part of ;i

A l'i!<i ii'
-'

' i '

^yj^ :i i 't' '

'

lurking |>lac^. Tin? nnmo of ji

place. Tlu? name ol a ''"'mi v;

ui ;l lake; of a" insirumnit of

i" iej of a carriage.

Little; small.

M

Uliaou chaou, lung ap-

pi'iiraiHt*.

Cliaou, the noico or 30un<l

ol the voices ot a uuilti-

tnde of persons.

Cliaou or Tseuou, the ap-

pearance uf ii lutty lull

or mountain.

J^jC (liaou ur Tmnioi], to '

w

and strike an ucti vo ui r-

bulent effort. To take.

Chaou orTsauu, the name

of a lake.

Tsaou, a dwelling made

of stones piled on each

other, without mortar; reared

11 ^

m

h\ people who throw them-

siM vi-s on or nttach themselves

to, a ronniry.

An instninvnt of mnsic

-^j^ cn'iiMhii: of a collection

of tubes; i lar^e one of the

A n rtain species of net;

;i one; an utensil

aiclun^ fish.

Chaou nnh the

nilme of a plant

.

To tiike; to seize.

lor

('1i:iii orTseaou, to speak

for otlu-rs; or (o assume

the words ot others to echo

merely what others say, with-

out any will of one's own.

T<> nsf; up; to strive to

Jil-^J>r lie fu st in wiilking.

A kind <>f stage on the

top of a oiirria»e for the

purpose of standinf; high, and

surveyinyr an enemy.

The name of i district.

rrt^<J To tie round; to bind; to

restrict.

A high elevated appear-

fpj
ancc; a thing with long

lefrs. or feet to it.

To repair hastily to; to

/jpR. repair to and announce

a superior, as a small state to a

greater one; to return a thiDg
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CHA V,

Tlie Chinese diiiiie thi=>

word as adisjunctive par-

ticle, and as a demonstrative

pronoun, This; fur which the

character Chay is now,

though erroneously, always em.

ployed. In the tirst sense it is

often used when dtiitnn^, and

is placed after the characters to

be dcliued, and the dcnniliou

borrowed. Acute; of long dur-

ation. Small or i'ew. A sur-

name; the name of a country.

To roast; to fire- dry.

Chiiou leih t-zc,

to roast cliesnuts.

Chaou liwa .-ang, to roiut or lire-

dry ground nuts.

} Sume us the prr(v'ii'j;.

To supply, or endeavour

to sii|>ply what i> tlcfici-

unt, or r* (juinMl to seek tors

to excliiiiigf money.

Chaou hwjm yin iA'en ^\
or " t" ",

to exclran^e silver for copper

coin /|5 Cliaou hwan

tiit'n, raonoy clianger's sho[>.

Chaou hwuy yin.

exchange given to bring thu

value of articles bought, and

the money paid to a level.

Cliaou poo, to make up what

is wanting; to supply.

Chaou t>in, to set-k for.

Cliaou ttuh ke soo« to

make up the full number.

To strike; (o coiunieiu't

to be*iin. To cornet or

rectify. Iuigent perspica-

cious; tu devise; to project.

Luiilt, or ut lemg coutinuaace.

'I lu* name of a hill Um.*J lur

)]y t 'hiiou.

i liauii k'iMr i. o Jf'f the

UHine of it didtrict in the pro-

vince of Canton.

Jr

,"2* A ciTtuin insect. A sur-

-^IlL name. Iu the sense ol

Tin' iii' iiiing. The splendour

ot* <:oins.

A iii»t (o catch birds l)y

|dLz throwing it over tliem,

and preventing their tli^Iit.

I An 'j. u* l>v wiiirli i Ixiat

impelled, an oar ap-

plied by the side; to row a boat.

'1.
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given as T'iJeri

chay le )'ay Heaven,—that is,

a jvi iiK iple of order. In ^[
Ke chay, at the commencement

of letters, Chay has merely this

di>junctive sense, denoting a

pause after K'e, \\ liicli impl"'s

I commence; I now begin (o

state or open the sulgcrt. Af-

ter a verb, or a sentence

-

ing action or passion, Chay de-

notes commonly the A*»ent, or

the person suffering; in>wt rins

to, as he; she; it or tl''v; who.

*^^ Gae chay, hv who 1', (
or loving; is the example usu-

ally given. But the fuel is, thai

whether following verbs or

nouns, it simply directs the

mind to pause, and point it to

the word or scntrncp preced-

ing; Gae chay, mwy eillier In

the virtue of love or <'liari(y, or

those who love.

Jin chuy gae yuy, Jm
volence) that is love*. ,Jin « l"iv,

may, when standinir :tlonr, ci-

ther be IxMievolence, or those

who exercise it.

To rend asunder.

wa^tetiil. Name of an ancient

beauty. A surname; the name

of a divinity. Following \^
0 it deuotes a person who
marries an old woman. Follow-

ing ^0 Lan, to praise; to flat-

ter.

Chay che or Chay

1j ua, wasteful, extravagant;

prodi-al. Chay

cite fan hwa, extravagance;

bliow splendour.

To tear or split open; to

drag along; to pull rough-

ly and forcibly.

Chay t.slli to pull or tear

apiivt. Chay keu, to

«ear iiwny. Chay liie, to

rive or tt»;r asunder.

Chay, or Tsih

chay, turbid; foul.

large. Read To,

tliick.

To strike to flog to

beat.

Road Chay, the namp of

a district of a hill and

of a certain river. Also rend

Too, which see.

^y^J Affluent exlravafrnni

^j^T wild spread prodigal

-'

The epithet of a father.

A local word.

The sugar cane.

Ked earth carnation co-

lour.

a carnation

pigment, used by painters. 1^
CI) ay e, garments worn by

criminals. Chay
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hwang paou, a certaiu royal or

imperial garment.

Name of a horse.

Chay, or Chow

chay, ugly.

Black dark.

A carriage cart or any

vehicle which is drawn

by horses, or that goes upon

wheels. The jaw- bone which

contains the teeth to turn a

wbeel. A surname. Abo read

Keu. Some distinguish tho cha-

racters by making the upper
'

horizontal line longer than tho !

lower one in Chaj, and revers-

ed it, in Keu.

Chay chwang a Turner's

lathe. Chay lun, a cart

wheel. Chay

tsae tow lciang, a cart carries

grain measures or a great many

measures; there arc a ^r< .u

many such persons or things.

Name of a certain hill.

Chay keu a cer-

tain stone, white colour,

of which some Chinese cap but-

tons aro made. Inferior to the

stono called Yuh.

= A dysentery.

Chay Ueen | a cer-

tain plant, said to be a

remedy for a suppression of

urine.

A certain insect.

^| The jawbones; the whccld

of the face which contain

the teeth.

Chay or Chay Io t

Vs^W strong but not virtuous.

hFuC Chay, to screen to hide.

Jill\ The appearance of much

talking, great loquacity.

A woman's name.

Chay slah to drag

to drag aflfiiirs into notice,

which do not arise naturally.

A species of mulberry

tree.

The sugar cane.

Many words; much talk.

To rcprimaud; to abu.-e;

to insult. •

To cover over; to prevent

jJ^J seoinp; to screen, literal-

ly or fi^urntivply. To conceal.

Hi " kae to cover over.

mm Chay mwan, to hide

from a person's knowledge

^ Chay pey to scrccu. ^ §Jl
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ho, to warm at a fire.

A clear day.

To pull or tear with tho

haud; to drag; to pull

asutnlcr.

Chay k'ae ^lh to pull open; to

pull apart. Sarae as

^ y This, applied to persons

or things. Various nu-

merals are joined with it, ac-

cording to the noun "which fol-

lows.

Chay ko jinS Hi is man.

Chay le or le this

place; here. 1^ Chay eze

or Chay kcon

this aflair or bnsin<^s.

Chay she or (.'hny

sbo bow, at Ihis time, in

Chay yang, thus. CUay

tang, this cla53, sort, or kind;

sucb.

Chay. Gaping; the ap-

pearance of opening iho

mouth wide; large mouthed ap-

pearance of the lip hanging

down. The wish or opinion of

the multitude. The name of a

person.

one consent, unanimously.

_4-?T2 A species of mulberry

TjH tree.

Chay shih, to gloss over.

Chay shih, to conceal one's

failures or errors.

t
to screen or conceal from.

The sugar cane.

The sujrar cane. Same as

the preceding.

I
A certain insect. One

( says, a species of locust

Name of a medicinal

plant,

Chay koo a par-

tridge.

A surnum ". Otherwise

read Chih.

To fasten with a cord.

Opposed to at a distance.

Name of a hill.

To stand in the road.

To cauterize; to roa>t ; to

warm. Otherwise read

umh.

Chay show ^* to warm the

bands at a fire. Chay

s-

sffil

vif-ffsp

^
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CHE.

^tl"f From a dart, and mouth;

denoting the rapidity with

which knowledge is communi-

cated. To know; to advert; to

peixeive; to remember; to be

acquainted with; to cause to

know; to telL The name uf a

medicine; name oi a place; a

surname.

Che clie in hincr cho leth

knowing its

truth, practice it strenously.

Cbe foo, thr ii i;) ;;i^r;itr

of a Foo district. Che

Leen, the magistrate of a IKm-ii

district. Cho hwuy, to

give information to; to inlf'rm;

to tell. 3 Chekerli:iv.

a very intimate trieml.
*|

Che kuo, to advert to; to re-

mark; to observe; to i'ot"'e.

Che kejoo shin, to

know incipient causes ike Ihe

gods. laming

choo tang, that which is clearly

perceived will be uiiinu^ed 'ell

jj^ Che mwan or

Che tsuh, to know that one has

enough; to be contended. ^1
Che taou or Cbe

taou leaou, I know it; very well;

said in reply to some informa-

tion given. It does not signify

approbation, nor its opposite.

These ur are often the odi-

cial reply oi tlie Emperor to

papers which are sent to him.

CMie &bih, knowled<ro;

inforniHtion. ^ftl fit

Che woo puh yen, to tell, to a

pupil, all that one knows.

To walk to go or corao.

To wulk; to go or come.

The Iiair of an animal

uhundiinl 1i;i"'l" ;
lniiry.

Kiiowlodpe; very pcm rul

m
information universal

s«*icnc*' Vi' wi-«l»»m. (>('ciir—

in u h:ul K'n" tor the skill and

t;iletii of a villain.

Che sz6 or Che

chay, a wise and good man.

Cbe cbe twan9 the

priiuMj'li s of knowledge.

, Name of a sire:"" of wa-

To sta up; to bcjit with

ilir i'tjet to knock the

head against the grouiul.

Foolish diseased know-

ItMlfre; diseased intellect;

derangement of mind.

Cho crae silly; foolish.

Che choo, not capable of un-

derstanding.
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C he ping puh cbe jin

sze, disease of silliness or idio-

tism in which a person is in-

capable of comprehending hu-

in.in air.iirs.

Che-moo a certain

plant. is also used in

the same sense.

Che-choo aspid-

To pive property as a

pledge or security.

Hesitation embarrass-

Jt/lrl nv'nt; irresolute.

Che- choo f rmbarrassmont;

unable to proceed either on witli

a journey or with airairs.

A kind of demon or evil

spirit.

Che-choo |i the ap-

Vny''' poaranco of the ruiining-

liund character; a mere black

Throe battlements or ora-

brasurcs of a city wall are

called C he.

A hird flying: down to the

eartli, where it arrives at

tbo terminution of its ili^lit. To

go or come to; arrival uC the

given or extreme point; to ar-

rive at a certain place, or point

of time; till; the extrenie limit;

the higliest (](j ufrce; great good;

to communicate information to;

the extreme of the sun's course

north and south; the solstices.

As to; respecting.

Che chan? name of an in-

sect. ^^Cbe ch'ow, most

ufflv. - Mf Clie e most easy.

Che go, extremely vici-

ous; wicked in the highest de-

gree. Che been, the

highest decree of morals and

goodness. Che k'in, as

near as possi

kunjr, most just and equitable.

Cbe keili, the utmost

extreme; a double superlative.

Che rmn, most difficult.

C'he yu ta panjr,

wont to another staff.

^[5 Che hiou kern '' a)',

even until old age, imriiiui"g

and unprinci[>lcd. Che

shing, most holy, is applied to

Contudus. Che shin,

most divine, was applied to the

first Emperor of the Ming dy-

nasty. Che tth, most

virtuous. Che tsin, the

nearest related are father and

son <'l','r i\\v\ younger brother.

Che ts,ze te wei,

to this btate of circumstances

either good or bad. i^l Che

yuen. extremely remote.

Che jin, most benevolent.

A certain species of bam-

boo.
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To go to or come to; to

visit; to take pleasure iu

to repair to with alacrity; to

carry to the utmost degree; to

push inquiries for the perfect-

ing of knowledge. To termi-

nate or resign an office. To ex-

pose or venture one's life in a

cause. To rule or regulate; the

end to be aimed at and the

manner of pursuing it. Minute;

subtile. To lead to; to tend to;

that, noting tbo .cause which

leads to a certain end; or the

tendency to a certain end.

Che clung ^( the utmost

truth and sincerity. CI

che, to make a list of and send.

^[ Che e, to communicate

one's good wishes or compli-

ments to another person.

^$ Che ming, to give or sacri-

fice one's life in a device. Jj^

j$C Che neu, the formal civili-

ties of inquiry and compliments

paid to a bride thrco months af-

ter marriage. Che shoo,

a letter between equals; a na-

tional letter from the Tartars is

so called in History.

Che sze to relign an office.

Che szc, one who stimulates

to faring in battle. Che

shin, to resign one's life.

Che ta, to communicate in-

formation to.

Che che tsae klh wub, the

perfecting of knowledge con-

sists in scrutinizine the proper-

ties of things. Che yung,

to collect or prepare for use.

Cbe yo, to regulate mu-

Che. Things coming to-

ether, coming into con-

tact.

To apply the hand to; to

pierce; to 6tab; to plun-

der; to take property from. To

point with the finger; to go to;

or arrive at.

Damp moist
j
tendency

to welness.

Disease in the inferior

extremities.

Fine; subtilo; delicntc;

elegant; soft; effeminate.

To mend or repair garments;

torn garments.

To seam or mend gar-

ments.

Large grass.

Words discourse to

laugh at; to ridicule.

^t/ifs* Sole of a shoe.

Yin, or irk va-

pours obscuring the

Yang, or light. Close uuJ se-

cret.
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T\f-i The name of a fish.

CHE 47

I L To stop; either as an ac-

I f tive or neuter verb. To

desist; to be still; to rest or a-

bide in a certain place, or given

circumstances; to stop at a cer-

tain point; hence; only; the

point at which any transaction

closes.

Che lew to stop; to detain.

[H Che noo to desist from

anger; to be pacified, XL
Che seTb, to desist from. |h

Che she, only is only but.

Xt 'f *f Che tih, only can.

Che or Te, to bewail with

i|l cries and tears; the crow-

inpj of a cock tlio note of a bird.

p

weeping and lamentation,

Neaou te, the bird sings.

Te kuh, to bewail and

f |I A foundation; that which

JlL is fijnd;nnmtal. If Jit

Ke cbe, a foundation, as of a

house or a family; seems also

used metapliorically.

Tsun or tontlis

f Kg Che

(
chTh, measures of length

\ generally. Near to; not

far.

A large stone; a stone for

beating silk.

^ A small island a small

pond in which is an is-

land.

Happiness; felicity.

Che full jjilt US or reversed, Fuh

che, happiness; joy; felicity.

jtj-^ To be supplied^with pro-

visions is expressed by

Kung che. Tu halt; to

Certain rushes or grass

platted into a cord.

"HjL Yulpar form of Che,

^flL a feeling of shame; to put

to shame.

Che jul» Jit to disgrace or in-

sult 'la* Che sin, a feeling

of shame.

""TTp
-* A certain fragrant medi-

I j ^ cinal plant; also called

Q i£ Pih che, and

§

Fang lieang. The name of a

place.

^'iL To accuse; to accuse face

to face; to impeach a su-

perior.

The toes of the feet; the

foot of a wall; a founda-

tion.

Keaou che, Cochin-china

was formerly so called; appears

to have been a nick name im-

plying that their toes folded

over each other, in an odd

manner.
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Clie kaou sin puh koo

he who trips lightly has

an unsteady mind.

Same as the preceding.

f_lL Used also for ijt Che.

From liL issuing forth

Ksb^ from; i^oing to; meeting

with. The lower stroke repre-

sents the ground; the middle

one the stem of a plant; those

on the side, leaves or shoots

which go forth from the stem;

]»ence, borrowed to denote the

possessive case of nouns. Im-

pressive of that which comes

for ill from, or belongs to. It

may often be translated by of]

or the sign of the genitive

•~4 $ YTh jin chc t>zo,

a man 's son. S T u

che puti, the favour of Heaven.

When coming between two

nouns, the first of which is pre-

ceded by a verb, it may be

translated who or which as

S Yew til. che jin. a

man Avho is possessed of virtno;

i. e. a virtuous man.

Yew been che sze, an

affair wliich has danger; i. e. a

dangerous affair. It is the same

between a verb and a noun, as

>^ K,o woo che sze,

an affair which is worthy to be

hated; i. e. a detestable affair.

After a verb, it may be trans-

lated by the pronouns, htm, her,

it, fhem.

H

yaou tso che, don't do it. In

the same sense it occurs before

the verb, as *S
Chin we che wan yay, 1 have

not heard it It freq uenlly o' -

1"' rl"

The first of which is translatr*!,

him, her, it, tiioin, acconlinir to

the Lrcndcr ami number of tlie

antecedent noun; and the se-

cond Che, is translated l»y who

" !tS T^ing d»e cIks

jin, thu |»crson w ho liirn,

or hor, or it, or them. ^
Che t>ze, a bride.

The budding forth of

plants, name of a parti-

cular plant, said to b<* in' <r-

ruptible, and is used as an em-

m ut lri|';';n'" It lias

stems; is of a gold colour, and

admits a lustre at nights Oth rs

say, there aro six varieties of

colour. ^ Jjfij Ling,

che suy ts'aou, the spiritual Che,

the felicitous plant. A surname.

Tl"re are varieties cal 'l

Shwuy cho, and

T'oo che.

Cho lan olio Auh f/J ^
the mansion of the Che lun

llowor. ami p/j he

Ian k'c we. tin- Irii^rant exhala-

tions ot tho Che lau, both refer
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to iiie beneficial intluences ot

lunnari happine33.

1^' A hand pulling off a

Ijriuic.h of bamboo. A
branch; those that branch off.

as posterity. To branch off; to

diverge; to se|»ar;it (li verging.

To grasp or hold up; to mea-

sure. The twelve Che are pe-

riods of two liours eucli. A

surname* 'Sh"
hwa che h\ a discomxi \\v\\

branches off and It'iives the

point in qiiesttOK. Va*ruo % irre-

levant haraneue. Pun

che, the root and brjirich an-

cestors and posterity. tjV

Tftung die, those who are (le-

]

sctMuled from the .suuie ancestor.

Che elm jJJ^ h i"'i: a

port, jj^ \ k :m. hianch

and irnnk. ^it ( 1 ' kclli.

to jrivc OHf (<»; (o (liairibuic

0. \v t branrliini: Mi

wi«lcl v; va<:u»*; not. to tin* point

^J|^ Che p,ae to point to a 1

parliciilnr branch, or situation,

jj^ die t>Z.'. <lr-,*(Mnl:ui;s

troin tlie lirst born son of the

Emperor or princes,

Che tseay, to lend. Chf

yunpr, to employ in its own

branch; to appropriate; to l;iy

out any money. JS^ Che

ye, the branch and leaves.

fen.l

To dislike; to hate; stub-

born forward. To of-

fend to injure.

The branch of a tree; to

spread to scatter; the

joints of the fingers. Numeral

of branches ol flowers. A sur-

name.

Che ko a branch or half.

CI" y^. the branch and

leaves Che wo, the

first is an upright post the

other is placed aslant.

^y"ZLT Diverging streams of wa.

f t(r llowing from one

source.

A stalk of grain.

Sickness; disease.

Certain garments peru-

liar to the nuns of the

Buddha sect, and enjoined by

the rules of their order.

pf t . The upper and lower ex-

j t re mi ties of the body are

called Sze che, the four

Che.

Che te the body.

Che keae, to cut a body into

four parts; to quarter.

The feet diverging press-

in? onward to the attain-

ment, of virtue. Read Ke in

other senses.
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Che wang to stand on tip-

toe with expectation; to hope

anxiously for.

Wings of a bird,

fins of a fish.

The

zi0^ Ch'e or S$ Ch'e t ?lo.

a certain bird referred t<>

in Fable and in Poetrv; lmr

binger of glad tidings.

^^JU Many; much.

, I , ^ That on which the mind

Jf^ I determines the indi-

V nation; the will. Topo-

l graphical and stati>tir;il

J work.

Che e the inclination; the

bent of mind the will

Che heang, that to wlucli the

mind or inclination is dir«M'teH

the inclination.

Che e kaou yuen, an elfvaicd

and comprehensive mind.

To forget.m
A dark black spot on the

human body a spot ot

any kind or colour.

^1 Jin yew suti^ luin'_'

che teih, there are soni(?

*who hreak nut in r^d spots

& Yew h;iOt)

che yew o che, there are good

spots, and there are bad spots.

It is remarked ol' the fir&t Em-

peror of the ILio dynasty, that

he bad on his legs seventy two

dark spots.

^ Che or Ke cho,

X^Jt^ tu rememhrr; to fix upon

' iur!iiury historical annnls.

Use'i i!m> t'ur Che and

Che.

I
I

A A siirnami*; the name of

Jk^^ ;i |"'ri forms part of

the name ol' a suiN* on the vit.

railed also Yu€ cbe.

Y«'ii rli'e, epirhet ot an an-

cit nt T.irt ir. Name of a Ilia n

di.-irict. St-e She.

'he or Te, a kintl of soft

stone, fit "r grinding or

rubbini; t(''l on. Lfa«lin<r to a

final end that cet tiiin to or at.

(lu» shii* Yj ,l whet-stone.

Chen

yen liwuy k,o rln- limp, my
words are m"son)">le, and infty

be carri» *l into effect. ( »Slioo-

king.) ^£ Che rhoo, name

ol a hill.

Che, to stop; a bHiik a

smull strt'Hm which is

hiuiked in.

Usr.] fur Che, to or

at ji *! ven point. Com

-

Timnly read Te, which see.

To strike; to beat or

strike with the luinds; to

bant
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cla[) the hands. More tVi-quent-

ly read Te which see.

A grind stone on which

to rub tools. Even; flat

level as a stone which is rub-

bed plain
;
equitahle.

Che le fj^ ^| stone on which to

rub or grind tools; to exerci>r

one's-self in moderation; to rub

off vicious angles or asperities.

Che gae or yae f a cer-

tain valuable stone.

Respect; awe; venera-
I

tion, such as is felt when

a coaiinunication is nnnlc

from a divinity; to re-

cei vc rrspt'ctf 'jli) . S.iliu'

as the following.

Only but, as i'tr(' icing

/J)i^\ suint- <ju;ilit} in^ c*lan>r

Also read Te.

^fit^ Gruin beginning to ripon.

'^- One says, it denotes re-

planted. Also read Te

.

J

Che, denoted smooth;

""""ng mjl ^° l'\''l

I ;iim1 smooth by rubbing I

^
on a stone. P;iper; it

' should be written without

the 'lot. The character

is formed from Silk, be-

cause m former times docu-

ments were written on silk. A
surname. ^( TVae lun, (A.

D. 940) cut to pieces old cloth,

pounded and made paper of it,

from which time Kin, a

piece of cloth entered into the

composition of the character,

Plh che, white paper.

SO* Hung ( he, re'l paper.

Tsaou che, paper made

irom plant3.

Che fhang paper in

sin ets; a sheet of paper.

C'lie t:ik'n. paper money;

means paper burnt in certain

rites. Cl!e pae, gaming

cards. i'a che pae,

to play at cards. Tliey are of

v;n ;"u" .-'Tts. Tlir m".t an-

cient and most elegant are call-

ed Torn tsze pae,

dotted cards. The dots have a

reference to the stars. Tli^y

\vr re introdui'ed by the

peror ^fl Seiion-lio, origi-

luilly called Ya pae,

bone or ivory tickets,
^yj^

Che t'ung, tlie paper-like larui-

n:i of the plant T'ung, known

in England bv the U v\n Kico

Paper. Che t'unp:

h wa, artificial llowers made of

rice paper.

Name of a certain insect,

or shell- fish.

ltt ) Che or Pe cl.e,

f the stonjach or crop of a

bird. The stomach of a

cow.
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A certain drinking \
--

sel.

Same as Ch'e, a win^

Occurs in the Sari- kwo

To tread with the feet.

A certain pearly kind of

shell-fish.

A certain fish.

Che or Te, a certain bird.

Se or Che, slow not

progressing length of

fime; stillness. Str'>')ir

CU'e le. strong

beneficial or usefnl; ap-

plied to utensils.

3 Che a raised patli lead-

ing to the hall or prin-

cipal apartment; the vcMibulc.

or open landing >la(:e in front

of a Inill, to which th«M*f i h

ascent by one fliirht of

the name of a couniry. "^

*

T'een tsze e tan tslh te kou

oh'ing tan ch'e, the Emperor

varnishes the ground with a

red colour, and hence the piith

or vestibule is called Tan-clie.

The landintr place is rominonly

called T'een keae. That

of the Emperor is otherwise

Jenoimniited Chth ch'e

fuid Yuli r\\e. The first

of wliich t^nns denotes tliat the

ve.-fil>ul^ i> oi t-iirnation rulour;

and thr last, tlmt it is of g*-in-

A "'r,':" v urirt y "• - are

applied to this vestilnile, open

to the lu'HveiH. " T'een

'h e. K.k I.V

Km i ill.* v«-siil»ulc

or por

ch'e, the pr«M ' " >tt»ike drniroii

vestibule, and so on. ^
Pfte yui r\\\\ i\w v<'-tilm!#\

on \\ hicli tlie Minon is wor>l»i|)-

the bnrnli'»o's lriish the vrli-

t lit' - it "'"• 'v,'r 1 Willi dew.

Tliouirli the word vt'^ihult, is

not >u i. tly n| I" to an un-

covered porch, it is here uded

t«» :i void cirriimlocution. Samv

Ch'e.

^r:iin licit is ]:iti- hi rip-

*Miin<:. li:ilrv<-r i.s younic

and m"ll is expreffted by

C he. ( Mir ;i srll'M tiiirrltcd

Che kV

ment. ^ j
' li" tsz*\ fi ynnnjj,

:i (I'.li'':' i.uv fH (

tsfe'ay kwang, young and wild.

Name of a plant.
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Lan^ua^e serious and im-

pressive. A man's name.

fL To walk leisurely; to be

long in dointr; to impede

by being in too much haste.

Slow; dilatory; lat' to (iciav

or stay for. A surname.

jlj^ Wei ch'e, remote; distant

a|>pearance. i^f La«

till t ire, come kte. \)X !ll T''

ch'e, to desist; to lay by and

wait for; to stop.

Cb'o che ^ ^"ij'
impeded in ii-

course. j^L U ( 1''

lay; dilatory. 'I"'

slow and long. \(\

1,'w, to detail'; or I"' delnined.

iit itt " c "'e wo

hing, slow and leisurely do I

walk. Hfj Ch'e ming, be-

fore or ab"ut day- break.

Ve-sGli piih t'ung,

slow and fast are different.

5:1:1! Slow, leisurely mode of

P:l$
Speaking in a slow lei-

V sim'l), t''m-

To seize or grasp with

the hand to hurt or

break to reach or extend to;

that which extends to and ma-

uifests. To take a thin^ and

offer it as a present when about

to see a person. A present; to

introduce to; to carry to tho

extreme. Name ot a country;

the name of a person To ioost-n

or open up. Read Che, to th ai:

along the ground. Read Cluh,

a surname.

Che kiVn le wuli

to take a present, when viit-

inpr a superior.

A present, or offVrinj;

made at the first visit to

a superior, or a person from

whom one has to request some-

thing. The presents mentioned

are valuable stones, or pieces

of silk, these are called trreat

presents. Rare birds arc called

smaller presenU. Wuuieu give

trviit.

(
'lie r ll"' present- which

are proper or suitable for ihe

orcasion.

/ (
A cart heavily laden on

^'v^ A bird of prey; any ra-

^ venous auimal; to grasp;

to seize by violence.

To cut things.

1 1 "| To cut wnd form; to ad-

j

yjjtj I
just; to regulate; to di-

rect; to rule; to make; to

j
iuveut-
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Kwo che the rule or gov-

ernment of the country.

^jlj Kin che, prohibitory regu-

lation. Hee che, to re-

strict; to confine. P'"

che, the laws of rank.

Che fa r Che lin-,

rules; laws national regula-

tions Che t.so, to make;

to do. Che too, to form

rules; rule management; di-

rection; (>hins at government

laws. Che ise, to cut

and divide a victim about to be

sacrificed. ^^ < 'lu» tae or

^ Tue, also Che lu mi,

the person at* tUe head of tlie

government in a province.

To drae upon the ground.

Ch'e chv to im-

.| l>ede as by holding under

f|| r ihe arm to put an obsta-

cle in the way of prosrresg

being made; to embarrass

or hinder.

Che or ^)) CUe ho.

the name of a river.

^j^l J
"J

To out out clothes for

[
garments to make to

f form to fashion to re-

^mjl I gulate; to decide; to com-

pound, as niciioines. A
pattern for clothes.

Tsae che e fiih, to cut out

clothes. Fa che yu,

to compound, or make tip nuMii-

cines.

l urluM^ Ihslieshe

mo y aiig e iuh, what is the pat-

tern of the clothes which he is

cutting out?

Che t,v ^l- or Che

tsaou, to make; to do; to in-

vent.

11

A clear bright eye.

Fish hrine; the brine

from salted fish
j

pickled

or preserved fish roes.

Perverted speech.

An instrument for eradi-

cating plante.

Name of a certain fl>h

certain pickled or pre-

served fish, of wliirh tlie head

is much f^tccnicd. IIer)ce the

1 +^f 1
PI S Nin? k'cu luy

she tsili, puh kVu che yu glli
f

better bo dc(>rived of An house

which I "i— hrrn |>"— ,'s'd for

ages, than be deprived of the

head of the Che fili.

Jftj^ Soraethinc i' It for securi-

ty as a to pUd^r

to pawn to jrive a person as a

hostage. Kcacu che,

mutual hostages. Soe ChHi.



^

X^hff To stumble by someihinjr

embarrassinc the feet.

stum-

CHE
^utl Clie or Chili, the

stone below a pillar; the

base of a pillar.

.
Che urh leen fflj

bled and (ell lu-adlong.

Che keuS, to stumble; to tall

familiarly Sliih klo, to

slip the foot.

Jf ^\ The morning; to begin

;

y\ pf (hen, is (h-iiofiiii: the be-

giinnng of one (imimst:u" (' al-

ter nnother has elapsrd. Form-

part of the name of medicines;

of a star and o( a hill

8ze ch'e, refers to the oripin of

ruateriul existences. ZH ^fp

San oh'e
f
refers to the year, the

sun, and the moon

Tseih chV, tlie name of a me-

dicines; applied also to heaven,

earth, man, and the four sea-

sons.

Ch'e chunu the beginning

and end of any affair; applied

also to human existence.

Ch'e chung keu shen,

the beginning and end of (hu-

man life) hoth such as are de-

sirable f h,e«h
shuh hwuy, then succeeded in

being restored by ransom.

\/y The name of a stream ot

I p| water. To put in order.

To heal; to rule; to direct; to
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govern a family or a nation to

form Denotes some end being

sought
; experienced, or accus-

tomed to; the petty affairs of

prisons. The retired apart-

ments of the sect Taou. Also

read T;ie Hitd E.

Che hea /p to rule those be-

low one. Vp ^ Che ki a

jin, to chastise domestics, /p
Che kea, to rule a family.

7p Che k'G (o rule or

pnvern a nation. Vp
Che jin che taou, the prin-

ciples by which to govern

others. */p Che ping, to

cure a disease. */p

Che she che tsae f taleuts titled

to rule the world.

To beat with a bamboo

or stick to flog one of

the petty puni>lunei»ts of China.

To cliHstise to correct; it is

intended to cause a feeling oi

shatne.

Che ch'ang lew too

to b;i^tinade and transport.

The two first and two last ex*

press different degrees. ^
Chechay so

e keaou che yay, correction is

the means of instruction.

Vulgar form of the pre-

t
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Near to.

I f Only; simply; singly; this

^\ and no more merely.

Also read Clah. Sometimes

denotes particuhirly.

Che tihj ts'ze H
only obtain this; merely ll»i>;

obliged to act thus.

Che sfe'ay tung se, only a

few things.

Opf 'I'lio an -icnt ciiliit, t'<ii:il

/ to t'i;'lit km tli< of ill"

present one. It contiiiiu^l

"^J" Pa tsun, and is called /A]

Chow chili.

In a sma 11 degree )^
Che chTIi rhe keen, bet wrt-n a

Clie & i. e. much tliesimnv

—j-f^T To open; in the same^ sense read Ke. Read

Chae, to strike.

-J^U Name of a \\\^]\ thorny

^§^\ tree of which lit (1lt's n «

miuie. A certain tree wbicli

bears a fruit. To hurt.

Che kuh a certain medi-

cine ( he 15, a plart

fenced in as a residence.

Che slith, the fruit of the

Che tree.

Name of a stream of wa-

ter.

VI C-j To beat and wound; to

^> bruise with the baud or

CHE
with a stick; to peel the skin

off and discover the part, but

not cut the flesh.

rgp| A certain appurtenance

-fV^ of the wlieel of h cart; a

kind of covering for the end of

the axle. Name of a district.

Diverging. Same as .
^ ^4

I Kung oh'e, provided

willi prefxtred lor.

to st;in«1 firm h.s

a mountain |l|
j

:
J^- j^ li'e ke

ohanfj, well provided with a

supply of provisions.

rX^T Placed benoatli a house

/ or cover; provided with

having a Piippl v.

Clip rliuu )}y ffj^ arouinnlated

toj:etluj r; laid up in store; SHid

of prain or provisions.

^flfc To grasp; to hold i

? 11 ffi

to liold fast with too great se-

Ch f

e

yih sin neen f uh ( (o tix the

whole heart in meditation on

Biuldha.

^ Wiitcr^ diverging and

f K'avin^ places dry; an

island; an island in the midst

of a stream.

[TfJl A place of sacrifice. The

jJJ^J name of a place.



CHE
A disease in the poste-

, riors; an ulcer of the a-

nus, of which there are

Nuy ch'e, internal, and

Wae ch'e, external. Ch'e de-

notes to ^naw or eat; as if cor-

roded by insects.

Ch'e-cli'wang a posterior

ulcer.

To halt; to stop. !5|
Ch,e cboo or Choo,

irresolute; undetermined; un-

able to make progress. The
plirase is variously writt' n.

fji. Prepared. Same as the

l^Tj" precedm*:

A/Jl T<>:v:"t; to stand; |,n'-

' I *J pared lor Syn. with

Larjre.; (end i to ex-

pand; extendcMl; profuse;

prodipnl. To screen or *l"'lt('r
,

tlie ribs. (Miav rl' ,'\

travajrant prodigal.

('hay he cWv \u\ *]mo\v>

the apparent exfmmh'iip. or the 1

scintillation of tlie stars.

irregular, extra-

Wide; large; extensive;

to extend; to incre:i><' the

1 I
()'er ol'; to ;iM;ick on

J1^ )
one side.

Gaping; the appearance

of opening the mouth

wide; large mouthed; appear-
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ance of the lips hanging down.
The wish or opinion oi a mul-
titude. The name of a person.

Chay jen, with one con-

sent; unanimously.

To lean or rest upon. To
rest or depend upon land;

to work or cultivate the land.

A pretty woman; a worth-

less woman; a prostitute.

Elegant; good. Occurs as a

local word applied to deceased

parents.

A person's name.

Much flesli fat; plump;

IniiMl^omo. B 9? Chay

Head E and Che, in the

same sense, as the fullovv-

Separated; spread out;

Ch e rlning spread out;

extended.

2TI^ To Avalk briskly; to ap-

prouch or recede from

with riu>i«l slcps.

Ch'e tac a kind of terrace,

appended to a royal palace

mentioned in history.

Same as Ch'e.

The rushing down of a

hill or uiountain.
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A kind of tripod, or other

distorted vessel a kind

of steel or vessel for chemical

purposes.

Z^tL Read ChTh, but in a sense

which is lost. Read Che,

clayey, adhesive earth.

A kind of banner or flap;

a pendant streamer; to

attach to, or fasten, as by

sewing, or with cords. To

make a record of; to re-

cord.

To grasp something and

• stand opposed to; to op-

pose.

The flame of fire; light

or splendour issuing from

a flame, from a star. To
burn.

To inscribe on a tonih-

stone; an inscription to

remember. Moo che, an

epitaph. Read Shih, to know.

Dyed silk of which scho-

'r^W la" garments are made;
the coloured silk of which

banners or streamers are made;

hence used as. Read Cinh,

to weave.

Hindered impeded; wish-

ing to advance, hut pre-

vented by something which em-

barrasses. Read Te the bit of

stalk by which iruit hangs from

the tree.

C^jk Excellent in its kind; a

I J pleasant taste- The mean-

iog; sense; or import of; the

declare<i will ot the Sovereign.

[J Q Kan che, sweet taste;

pleasant food.

Che e Q the wishes or com-

mands of the Emperor; the

sense or import of % paMa^e*

Che yuen or

1^ Che e shin yuen, the sense

is profound and abstruse.

The same as the pre-

|"~f ceding.

T** |")i'f with tli'' linL'tT;

to pomt or refer to.

Clic « hanLr to point to the

paitn of ilie hund; easy as doing

so. | J 1* Che hwa, to write,

to draw lines willi (he finirer,

' 11 r 1 ;
1

1 - ( I'" ' ' v
'

to point to, to mako a signal

with tlw Uiwui [^j Mi'-'

Clie jih kao» shing, point to the

day of elevnted promotion a

favourite sentence wiih the

M:m<larins.

Clu 4 jlli ko tae, the day may be

pointed out when you will at-

Vcxation anger; rage.
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tain, said in compliment,

Che nan chav, the com-

pass and needle. Clie

6ze, to point to an affair; to

make an allusion the second

class of characters

teen, to point to heaven.

B Horn''! fat

/J mals, \v!i"(!i* r qm"ru

peds or birds. Atiiruals destitute

of horns are denominated ^
Kaou. Congealed fatty sub-

stance or lard, is called Che;

unctuous or oily matter i-; called

Kaou. A greasy pigment or

cosmetic is called Clie. Figura-

tively used for honours and

emoluments To gr,'w. NiUiif

of a bird; of a plant; ai;d <'t a

medicine. A surname. \

Yen che or ^1 Ilun^ cl

rouge, a vermilion cosmetic.

Che fun a cosmetic com-

posed of vermilion and white.

Che kaou, fat; unctu-

ous; greasy matter; lard; oily

substance.

Water im pe^ed; some

liimiran(,e to the circula-

tion of fluids. Congelation;

glaciation concretion. A stop-

page in the hunmn system; to

spread out diffusely in conse-

quence of some stoppage; dis-

cordance.

Cii'e cboo |^ a stoppage or

,
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impedimentof any kind.

Ch'e ke, a stoppage of a sub-

tile fluid in the human system,

or in nature. |fff ClTe k!h
9

impeded; making no progress.

CL,e tseih puh

t'ung, an accumulation of any

thinir which causes a stoppage.

Ch'e wei, a stoppage in

the stomach; indigestion.

Some impediment or hin-

drance causing disagree-

ment; discordance.

A mad dog.

PYiib To tread with the feet.

itfjT il'^f Che lin, the name

of a plant.

To manage, or transact;

to occur; to take hold of.

Read ChTh, to be worth the

value of; the price.

Ta che sze, the principal man-

agers of an affair.

Shih che chay

ke jih yew sze, it has so hap-

pened, that I have been occu«

pied these few days.

Cbe heung ho to meet

with severe misfortune.

Kea chih, the price.

fif She shin mo kea

ts'een, what is the price of it?

Chih tTh shih

yuen, it is worth, or cost, tea
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dollars. Puh clnli

ts'een, it does not cost much; it

is not expensive. i
—

"

Puh chih yih ts'en), not

worth a farthing.

Puh cluh yu ta ke

keaou, it is not worth while to

argue with him.

A kind of bow.

An iron pestle or wooden

beater; a club; to lean

upon. To strike with a beater

or club. Read (lnh to slick

into the ground; to plant.

To establish to appoint;

to place; to purchase.

Che nee to purchase an

estate. Che

shin woo te, no place to put

myself; expresses feeling of

shame for having done, or said

something disgraceful.

Che che too wae, to

place or put it without the

mark; to be careless or indif-

ferent about.

To stand erect.

The teeth the upper

teeth. The inferior are

called ^ Ya the mark of one'>

age; the order in which p(n It-

are arranged according to their

age; to arrange; to sort; to class

persons.

Cire yaou che @ ^ to bite

vith the tonh.

^

Ch'e ya che h wuy, the smart-

Wi!>< I'f ili' it't-lh expresses a

ready elocution.

Ch'e kan jow the flesh at the

roots of the teeth; the gums.

To bite; the root of the

teeth tlie ^ums.

Ufc^t ) To chew over a<rain; to

|^| I
chew ihe cud to rumi-

> nale. This word is used

\ i('r the cow other words

1^1M ) Hre used for other ani*

mats.

The rt'^rptarle of (lie

teeth the socket whero

I hey are fixed.

Name of a plant.

IT Same as Ch f
e.

A certain wine vessel.

A fine sort of bemp or

flax, after it is prepared,

or cloth made tln'refrom; the

name of a place. A surnnme.

Ch'e keth ^\\ ' line and (he

coarse sort of the above. Ch'e

is il" tint.* sort, und Kelh the

r.

Che, a certain round ves-

sel for limiting the quan-

tity of food and drink. A sy-

phon; a wine vessel, coutaiuiog
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four Sbing. Yuh

che, a cup made of stone.
))\])

]^ Low che, a syphon to drain

off liquids f@ Tsew rhe,

a wine syphon C Shwnv

die, a water syphon. ^
H Che yen jih chuh, Inn-

guage daily cliiin«:es, like a ves-

sel, now lull then empty.

(he or ^§ Chr ~.

a safTroii coloured fruit,

or nut which serves for a dye.

A certain flower, white colour-

ed and fragrant; the preccdini;

is also used for it.

wide

p:mt;

Same as Read Lae.

To disper>«*; to

or st'[):irut«- Iroiu. Eie-

<*lear.

Same as the following.

A fairy m'»m iin or elf

a malevolent dial"'liial

spirit. A monster with a hu-

man face, and body ot a bi ast.

Che mei w>tno: lean'—' shur

che^y^
superhuman and mons-

|

trous appearances ot an inter-

nal or diabolical nature, are tlie

expressions of the wrathful dis-

pleasure of the gods emanating

from hills and rivers.

^&Tx| A glutinous adhesive kind

,Ji^J of substance
j paste. Also

read Le.

Ch> keaou |^^ birdlime.

Cli'e m'aou. to fHtch birds

with adhesive substance put

upon a bamboo.

•4!^ A wlieel. Also the same
as the following.

J^jj^ Uneven.

X/cV- \ A musical instrument of

H

Pipe. C"
I heun, names of two in-

JjflJ J struraents which form a

cord; and hence the expression

denotes brothers living in har-

mony with each other.

TjJjTi To put off one's clothes;

\JJjli the fringe of a garment;

to put off tlie garments, peculiar

to a magistrHtu.

CL'e klh to dismiss from

office. ^ Cli'e dmn, a

couch or xuatress on which to

lie down.

To split up fire wood; to

split or cut up wood.

A pool a }><>nd; a ditch

J uv a rtv<*|)i;u*le for

water, or any liquid. The sea.

Ornamen ts for a coffin; joined

wi(h various proper names; a

surname. Ch'ing che,

a ditch round a city wall.

Yu che a fish pond.

Chung cb'e, the well in the
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centre ; the li^art.

Ch'e tang '/fe a pond; a fish

pond. * Ch'e yu. fih

from a pond. Ch'e

chung wuh, a thing in a pond.

'I'h is and the preceding expres-

sion are used figuratively, to

denote being limited to a place

for want of talent to acquire

promotion.

To run at full speed. To

gallop, to ride on horse-

back. To propel, or go with a

ship or boat, as i( at lull speed;

that which extends remotelv.

Ch'e keu hwan^ loo

to gallop on the Imperial

road i. e. to be employed in

the service of government.

Ch,e ma she keen,

to practice riding and a kind of

sword exercise.

ming, a name which is known

at a trreat distance; famous.

(h'e taou, the imperial road;

that on which the Emperor

himself travels. A surnurae.

A worm; an insect. Up-

1) ;
crawling; destitute of

knowledge; ignorant. To treut

as if ignorant to impose on.

The gait or motion of an ani-

mal.

Ch'e ming Ifi^ ignorant peo-

ple poor labouring classed;

plain honest people,

CHE

Ch'e cli'e, plain bonest appear-

ance.

|.L| Appearance of laughing.

Ch'e che S laughed at him.

JtJ^t A worthless woman ugly

and lewd foolish.

Long lian(lsorae parments;

i, " lir.nl 1': tlu' n;iine

of a place. Also read No.

Aq/J^ The fowl speciea; they

/V|£ say there are lorty sorts.

An open aperture on the top of

a city wall; an embrasure A
surname. Name of a district.

Che neaou \}l r ' Che

ke, a bird of tlie fowl or the

pheasant spe<M* -. A pheasant,

Che or Che moo,

H a certain medicinal plant.

Victuals; provisions; grain

|-[ from which liquor is made;

grain used in sacrifice. To pre-

pare or dtv," provisions.

Ch'e chan ^| provisions; vic-

tuals. Ch'e jin, a cook.

Same as the preceding.

/a)
J^J^ [

A handle: a ftomething

Y 1 I on w Uich to wind silk.

j

Fast bound or connected

together. Strong.
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Repose; rest; liappine?s

Also read Te and She.

Onlv. Used in the sense

of Tan, and Che

>^ Puh che, not only.

Also denotes, an overplus; an

excess.

ch*e foo raoo, not only as father

and mother; i. e more than fa-

ther and mother.

Walking .slowly leisure-

ly.

From heart and ear. Be-

cause shame heats and

didcolouri4 the ear. To

RTf^ 1 i'*
j el shame; to be asham-

Ch*e sew shame manifest-

ed in the coiniU*n;infMv

Ch'e sin, in\v;ird feeling of

IR }\' Ch e

puh jo jin, nsliauu'd of being

interior to oilier people.

( h'e 6 e, to lie Hsham-

e<\ of »,<1 < lothes Wl,

Ch e o e

o 8hlh chay we isuh, he who

is ashamed of had clothes or

bad food, is deficient in right

feeling.

One of the Chinese notes

in music. Read Ching,

in a different sense.

jjJ^- To embroider with the

Pl^l needle a kind of embroid*

ered cap used in performing

sacrifice; vari^irated.

Chin cl.e to embroider

with a needle.

Che or Cbe-lan

a

certain odoriferous plant.

To place; to put down in

- a place of rest; to put

near one; to place in one's bo-

som. To lay aside.

^yi Crawlinq: reptiles; insects

dotituh* oi let* t; opening

or expanding; a wriggling mo-

tion like a worm.

Che-che ^ ^ appearance of a

long back.

A kind of village horn

rup for drinking wine out

of. A cup used wlirn

drinking as a forfeit.

Only. ^^ Puh cire,

not only. C<Mi»inoiily us-

ed lor the following.

yt^Jf Wii; the wintrs of a

^4\)\ l»ir«l. Also read 1".

Che che aj)pe;irance of

flying.

f
Foolish idiotical; simple.

^ Che tae, a fool-

ish manner.
j

Ay\^ To 9top; to embarrass; to

Jl; detain.

Ch'e cha undetermined;

irresolute.
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To relish much. Usually

reaH She.

( b'e e to relish or delight

in truth and righteousness.

CHE

Swioe; pigs; a sow.

Name of a plant; and of

a place A surname.

CHE.

To break asunder; to

break off; to break off a

part, as of a piece ot a thin?

;

to deflu<»t; to diminish To

break in (lie mid.^t; to decide

to bend; to press down; to re-

press; to oppress; to stop; to

point out a |"'i'm's oiFnife. To

reprehend; to pull down to

rear an altar. To cut short

one's life. A certain part of

tuneral t quipajre. Name of a

place. A surname Ii':ui Te
at rest or ease. Read Che, to

bend to break.

Che r 4n Kov che, a

kind of discuiint, which buyers

sometimes insist on it they

promise a h u ndrcd dullard for

an urtirle, they insist on rec-

koning the dollar at such a

weight as makes 77 or 78 dol-

lars equal to a hundred.

Che (uh, to induce, or per-

suade to submit to. ^|
Che fuh, to ruin one's hap|>i-

ness, by vicious practices.

Che chung, to break in the

midst; to decide equitably.

Mir hwa, to pluck a flower.

§3 ( I" liwuy. t' pull down

to l;iy in n'i"?;.

('lie kwei lifting, to pli"'k h

branch of tin* lra"';"U olive;

d' ii 'tt" aUaiiiing the rnnk of

K' ,t jut '' tliat (lower is

ill hlos>nm in Autumn when

tl" oxaminntion occurs.

( hr-
I

' i» ^Jp[ to dt*l»ate or dis-

ri ;i |M'r' l' r''ll'l"''t

th' r rit or vr"""' 1 \\\

Che siiii, to broak to injure.

ifij ' 1" shoo clie, to

hreiik <»tV tlie braii' h o(' h tree.

J\i Chi tauy, to make a-

mends for a crime or iault by

<loinL' xwnriliin^ inrnli>ri(nis

Cbg twan f to break a-

sunder to decide or determine.

(
'lir yo, to decide who

is to tM»tcr ju*i>on i. e. to de-

termine as a magistrate.

CI: to wo, break and

sink me to hell; a vulgar im-

precation.

Reciprocal; mutual.
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To know; to have a clear

|£z| itn(l thorough knowledge

ot; possessing great knowledge

and keen discernment. Wise;

sa^e To rhyme, read ChTh and

CI.,. Che

che yuS raing die, to know a

thing is called Ming-cliS "j^

Koo seen chg wan^r,

the wise king* of ancient times.

A high degree of intcl-

P l^ctual lielit «nd intfl-

t—ce. Shing

chC che die, Uie rule or govern-

ment of tUe enlightened sages.

A certain in.-ect; a spe-

cies of locust.

of Keang-nan; the river which

runs through it is also called

Che Keang. The province seems

named" trom the river.

Che"or Che, a lance like

weapon.

C'Le ur Che, to hear.

m

Clear menial Jisrern-

acute intelligence;

perspieuitv innn'tive

\
" '"" ^ Pilli

\ I ) eli^, indistinct vision

wiint of dear discernment.

Min"' chS die sine,

naturally endowed with clear

dix'eriunent and acute intelli-

:;

i]

Clear, bright; luminous:

splendid, as a star, or as

the sun. Also read Cho.

tl Name of a rivrr. To

'J wash or soour rice,

-keang /X a province on

the east coast of China, soutU

The sting of an insect; to

sting.

ChS p'e g or Hae

chS, or Sliwuy inoo, a

kind of blubber fish which is

prepared and eatea by the

Chinese.

Tl
J

The skin or scum on fatty

AjV I substance. Fat; lard.

o break pflf or cut down

plants; to cut grass. Mats

made of sedge, reeds or rushes,

r^|4l A case for a knife; a

"j^l scabbard for a sword.

" The smell spoiled stink-

I-fZ Read Nee, to place tlie

X\ ear to another person's

mouth in order to listen, which,

makes a union of three ears. To

whisper. To take. Read She,

in the same sense. Read Che,

to cut smail; to mince; to unite

together. Read She and Ye, a

waving appearance, as ot trees,

Clie, a mouth without any

rule or law to itaclf. Tho
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mouth moving or chattering

and talk : vilifying; backbiting.

CJiejoo loquacious, wordy:

indistinct murmuring.

Che iit:e, indistinct whispering

Che, a certain earthen-

ware vessel to contain

wine or water,

r-i Grain shaken by tlu-

wind.

A kind of earthen -ware

basin.

Loquacitv: talkativeness.
"1

Che noo ^ much talking and

chattering indistinct prattle.

h9\ Ch6 ke5, verbosity, lo-

quacity; uufounded prattle and

chattering.

The small leaves of a

tree.

The internal part of the

bamboo, used as a medi-

the bamboo used for fuel

Grass or herbage; ^rra-s

or herbs growing, llnnp

prepared by steeping. A pood

arrow or dart. Excess, over-

plus. Read Chow, a bird —

nest. Read Choo, to tako wood

and cover over a coffin, after

which mud was applied as a

plaster.

To destroy to compli-

cate; to fold or gatiicr up;

to double up as garmenis; to

plicate; a paper folded up; aii

official document send to the

Emperor; to send or slate, by

that means.

Chg tsze an official docu-

ment, send to the Emperor by

his higher officers of govern-

ment. Head Lu, to drag; to

sri/c. ^% Tsow clie, to re-

port by an olfiv ial document to

the Empcn.r ^ Che ti t-,

to heap one thing over another

to complicate with runny tolds.

Vjj:, Mint minced and half

^4^^ dressed.

•p^lt To cut or mince meat.

4tl Originally written

•t'hr, a knile to cut l"'rbs into

suihII parts.

Disease, Yen cli5
f

.^li^ht disease.

From meat and a leaf.

JJ^ Vo cut into leaves To

cut into ^niall slices, or hi to

tnince mi-Jit ; minc ed meat whe-

ther beef, mutton or fi>h.

Tu run an arrow t] (rou?h

the eur a military pun-

ishment.

CHK.
That which unites two

leaves or planks. Ch

fung to join a seam. Also

read Che, to carve or engrave.
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A glance of the eye; the

lustre of the eye; clear

sighted; beuutiful eyes.

Ch'e. To pick ujj -toiiesi

to throw s tunes at.

VET Submissive. Al
Sin fuh yay, the heart

.submitting.

Timid; timorous; fearful;

apprehensive; wanting

courage; wanting boldness; pu-

sillanimous. Also read She.

Ch'e ch'c afraiJ tri-]»ten-

ed; pusillaniinuus.

take. Ch'g

to pant or palpitatt ;

heaving or motion < au.' 1 by

tin? breath.

The branches of' lives

sliukcn by the wind trees

J^M^ ( with ponderous leaves

and weak branches wave

bi'iiutiiully ; creeping planto.

To fold or double up gar-

ments; to plait or told; to

pliiate. Plaited, puck-

ered, rumpled. A plant.

Flt shcut intosmall pieces;

minced meat.

Adistorted mouthing, and

incorrect speakiug.
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To <

Pervious; penetrable; to

penetrate; penetration,

perspicacious; intelligent, dis-

cerning; that may bo passed

through; passable; a roud. To
skin; to peel oft' the skin. To
cultivate land; to throw in ruins;

to pull to pieces; to remove, or

take away food whilst the music

plays.

Ch'g clian to take away
food, or the remains ofa sacrifice.

Ch'e tsoo, to remove the

' Is used in sacrifice,

Ch'e eh'e cb e chung, to

discern clearly the whole Irora

beyinninp: to end, from lirst to

last.^ I^Cbete, to penetrate

to the bottom, as in exaiuining

a< 'w Ch'Sto

t>u kvo to make entirely over

again to begin again and uiako

from the very bottom.

^ifrth ^
Clear water; limpid; pel-

lirJ)y / lucid water through

I

which you may see to the

illZ
bottom.

Traces; footsteps of; print

or mark left on a path or

road.

To send away; to put a-

side; to reject; to remove

either. />7>" one, or to one.

Che keu to seud away.
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^ Ch'e hwuy. to recall as,

an officer of the government in

case of causing dissatisfaction.

St Sfc Ch'S seih san tw,

to remove the tables and sit

round the room. Ch'e

yo, to send away the inu>ic.

A certain fruit of the

plumb kind.

Torn or tattered gar-

ments.

The ears hanginor down.

Ch e u h, the

name of a state.

/ftrT Cha he ap-

pearance ofa meau worth-

less man.

Cha ch'e tl»e ap-

pearance ot a vicious wo-

man.

WjuT The cloth which goes

*|UiU round under the ear- ;i

kind ot collar.

Ch'e, T'e? or Nee, to take

hold of iirmly with the

fingers.

The sides of a wheeled

less

^llj vehicle; of a war chariot,

where the weapons are stutk.

Suddenly; abruptly; fortliwilh

without ceremony; without

taking time to ask permission;

without enquiry; hastily; dis-

eased in the feet. A surname

ChS kan $JL forthwith dare.

A common, but erroneous

\ form of I he preceding.

Ch'^, or Ne5, small twee*

Uj^y zers for plucking out hairs;

to eradicate hairs; nippers.

Fish prepared without

salt; dried fish curtd

without salt.

^I'V. >u ffL w
Cli e pn yu ( fili cured williout

salt.

Fearful; timrd; timorous;

I
to tremble with l\'ar; cow-

ardly. Same as \ also read

T'ee and SeTh, in the ?<:ime sense.

Ch ? filh lo 8uccuml>; to

submit in a dastardly manner.

Indistinct, erroneous pro*

p nunciation; precipitale»

hurried ernin^iation.

('liV' ( I" ^ hurried indis-

tinct pronunciation, such as is

iniluced by ft'jir.

To drair (»r " ill to tJik<»;

to pluck out; to draw, as

in drawinir lots.

Ci/t- . how to hinder or

impede in the doing of a thins:;

to l»e hiiMh-ri-d. Ch'e

ts'een, to take out a TsLt-n; i. e.

a slip of wood with the name of

a province on it. It is a drawing

of lota to determine in which

province an officer is to serve.

To preside on this occasion is

called cli C'.
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Ch'e pcih, to take liold of a

pencil.

Tlie hurried. inarti< , ulate'

enunciaiiun of fear, as if
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out of breath. Fear; appre-

Len^iou dread. Incessant talk-

ing. A inan's unrae.

CHEN.

1^ From | Pub, to divine,

1~I and K(v, tl"' ili

To observe propnostics for the

purpose of foretelling good or

evil. To divine; to cast lots;

to observe; to look t(»\var»l^ to

wait. Ki ad Clten, to usurp;

tu seize to por"; to |'"'—

firmly. Vin clu ii. secret

Ptinly of tlie f»rif^nostio

K'ow clien, to deliver orally, or

to dit iat*' in (,rI'r to he coni-

Tnittcil to writing; to deliver

verses without any previous ,

theme.

Chen puh to cast lot?; to

diviru*. C -hen niien, to

diviuc wliut will be the (orliiiH 1

of the current year.
J

Chen yen or Jj§ Chen ying,

the v^rificution ot cerluin |'r«';r-

nostics. ^ >f> (Mien puli

ling, a prediction from cerai"

signs, wliich fails of being ac-

complished. /^ Chen li(iv

to wait; to look tor; to expect

i" the sense of Jl"'n.

>/J Chen seaou shen, to

pobso6S a small yortiou of good-

ness. Eclien, a posthu-

mous command, or order.

A I— To see; to look at ( om-

II—I moiilv \\>vk\ fur ChVn,

to denote assuming or usurping.

Chen p^:en e to assume

that mode of ariing which is

for one's own convenience or

benefit, without regard to o-

" ( li' n shin

fun, to have refjurd to one's

station, a?ul mrelul not (o dis-

grace it. ^ Clu-n seen

k'eu, to ashume ilie precedence

rudrly in wulkinfj.

(Mit n cl" \ |^ inter-

rupieii, broken discord-

ant sounds. Otherwise read

A carpet or cloth for a

KlL <'<>or. Same as Chen.

C'Im-n sliar»pr
I
a t'eaou nmou

(easy awl as

little <elt as) plucking a hair of

down from a carpet.

l I— To moisten; to imbue

\ I f with to wet; to tinge; to

be moistened or wet bj the dew

or raia. To receive bene&ta
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from; to be the recipient either

of good or evil; to be affected or

infected by. Read 'lS'n, the

naioe of a river. To a<i<l to.

Chen kan / to be moved to

frrat-itude hy benefits received.

/ ^(l kwan?, to receive

light or honor trom the visit or

friendship of a superior. /
)f§^ Clien kae. to be wet or mo-

istened by. / ('hen pin^.

to calch a di.-eu^e; to become

sick, ff if Hnncirah

chen [>ei, llie perspiration conit^

lorth and wets the back. /
Chen ngan, to receive acid of

l<;»dncss.

fi x̂
Chen how uli t>uh che t'ae,

a halting, interrupted, embar-

rassed manner. / Chen

jun, to be moistened, mollitied

or wet by; figuratively. To re-

ceive and be benefited by.

Chen yen, to be infected by

some noxious air /or inHuence,

which induces disease.

Chen, or Chen ch e
it

'"

with small ruin. ff
>^ Chen t'e t'oo isuh, the body

wet wilh rain, and the feet

daubed with mire.

CT To peep; to spy; to look

j i-l slily and clandtistinely

at; Jo e;. e a persou in hm under-

hii n<l in.inner.

_L L i I o .stand up; to stand

J^M
[
erect; io >tan<l steady a

^i. I lon^r liinc; a stage ot a

aFTj, )
jo"' ""

( Mu-n i'lioo Vj^i ft to stnnH firmlv;

to be in secure circumstiincos.

'h''" hie. to fst-t

up; to sihikI on one's feet; or

imperatively ''"m"mn(ii'ifr to do

so Chen leTh, to Ptand

cvrrt >f f:^ (|"'n puh

ua'i. to stand insecurely to be

in unsafe and uncertain cir-

cumstances

Name of an insect, des-

cribed as a liairy worm

like iiHt'et on the pomegranate

tree.

disoordant sounds;

broken, interrupted, and

tumultuous sounils which

distress and annoy.

A drizzling rain. To wet
with a drizzling rain.

Cben fuh^ wet clothes. f§
i^k Clieu ^hlh, damp or wei

L 1 ht* appearance of uar-

im-nts w.ivincr or slinkcn.

Read 'li vn uud T; : '. in upper

parment or fold v!"rli (overs

thfl joining of llie inft i ior one.

ry^ To spy t(» [»e<'|>; to lake

rjyjj a side Ay louk at.

^ To chatter and talk much;

M tipcciuu^ clever, sedac-
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tive language. To play or joke

with, as with children. The

appearance of disagreeing witli.

A tnau's name.

To walk; to go.

a To open a door in a slight

|*-^| degree; to set the door a-

jar in order to wait for.

Kvei chen, to peep through

an opening amon'jst the grass,

as a frightened bird.

Any thing moved or shak-

en by tlie wind; the waves

agitated by the wind.

^-t^tr Many words; verbose; nt

4 such a time; to examine

into and give directions and

orders about; name of an officer

wliu presides at divinations.

TIk- name of :i hill A surname,

lvoad Tan, tho feet.

Clien sze foo)^ a certain

olli*:er at court, whose duties

consist in a kind of supervision.

Chen an officer wlio

pi c^kK's over divinations,

rt^^ 1
Conversation talk lo-

rj^ I quality. Head Tan, ,
Tan tan, troublesome

verboseuess; fatiguing lo-

quacity. Originally writ-

ten g)^ Chen,

t Chen, or Chen shen

^5 "ie appearance of

raising the Land.

A kind of curiitin that

surrounds a wheel carri-

age; that which covers or

screens an aperture; an

outer part or told of a vest,

which hides the joining of sin

uiK^r ofie. Ch'ay clien

a carriage curtain.

The peak of a hill or

mountain.

ftt^^ To look upwards to: to

look up to with reverence

and awe as to a sovereign, or as

man to the deity. The name of

an office of a certain landscape.

A surname. The name of a

certain state or country,

Chen t'eaou ^[j [| to look up-

wards and reniotelv. ^0 Jfj

Chen whe to look upwards to

somethinjr superior, or to (he

gods. Chvn y;m^, to

rnise the head and look upwards

to ponielhinj; ^reat or striking;

to look up to tlie Emperor of

China as the Sovereign of the

world . Foreign Enihassadors

seeintr his Imperial Majesty, is

expressed by Chen-yang.

jjj^ Chen le, the rites and cere-

monies, attending state inter-

views or religious solemnities.

Verbose; a multitude of

words; loquacity.

Il^fe A horse running at full

l^J^ spend.
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-y^i^l I A kind of curiain or cloth

iJ^j which surrounds or cov-

ers a wh^el carriage,

r Same as. Garments

which hang down before

and cover the knees; also

f
j the corresponding part ol

the garment which haugs down

behind. The ap[»earanee of be-

ir»ur adjusted and put in order

Shang chen, the flaps

of an Asiatic garment.

Chen chen "(^ moved or shak-

en as garments, which

down loose are moved by walk-

ing, or by the wind.

Chen-ehen JQ| jgi \\ iilk

ing with haste. To ad-

vance with a hurried step

To spy; to peep; to look

furtively.

To rush down as fallin*:

into a pit; to be involved.

Certain ornaments about

a saddle.

A certain ominous bird,

that portends the fall of a

dynasty.

Chen, or l£

T

chon. proceeding with la-

bour or difficulty; making little

or no progress.

The same as Chen.

A banner or flag com-

posed only of one colour.

Hair worked up into a

kind of cloth or felt. Of

this the Chinese make

caps, coverlids, and car-

pets, aUo the soles of

shoes; for this la>t purpose cot-

ton is al>u worked into h kit,

11^ Maou oh^n, hair felt; a

!Vli .up. i To rlien, a

' ( -Immi is also usetl tor

texinren which nre ot a coarse

Imiry felt like H{»pe»irance.

The epideriuis or scurf

skin.

To look at and stop, as

with surprize; to luok at

han^e colour.

A scum that conies on

gi lrttiuotis liquids tliey

cool, particularly rice w liter

thick congee.

A |>|)tMiranoe of hoin^ un-

covered; a naked figure.

^F^T Chen or T'un chen

to progress with ditFi.

culty to appear to gain no

ground

Bitter wine or other li-

quor for common drink.

Jul? ]
Th"k rice water; congee.

IbH Chenchdh

che slnh, a congee, or rice

water diet.
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The bead inclined to one

side, and all the members

of the body trembling with cold

K^rt A horse heavily laden; a

white horse with a black

back.

^2tQt A certain large fish, whose

itIlBL mouth is said to be below

the cbin; having a long snout

and no scales. In some places

called Hwang-yu. The

accounts given of it are con-

tradictory.

A certain bird of prey,

said to be yellow in co-

1

lour, rapid in its flight, to

fly with a tremulous mo-

lion of its wings against

the wind, and to pounce parti-

cularly on the piyeon species,

which it devours.

To speak with difficulty.

To fight. A battle; to be

struck with fear; to dread;

to be ularm^*!. A sur-

f^JZ \ name.

J to join in ha* '.

Chen chen ^% fear; under

alarm. ^ Chen chin an

array arrayed for battle. Iftj^

l^fif Chen ch'uen, aship-of- war.

Chen shih yu

ho, foufrht upwards of ten bat-

tles. ^ til Chen keu, fear;

alarm. ffe^t^M Chen

king t'eih le a constant appre-

hension of erring; care; great

attention. Chen shoo,

to be defeated in battle.

Chen sze, died fiirhting ia

battle. Chen
tow puh seih, incessant fight-

ings and wars.

The name of a plant.

From four persons turn-

ing ov*:r cloth. To in-

spect it; to turn over and

^inspect; to unroll; to open

or spread out; expansion

|5^. of the feelings, from ease

J^^C and agreeable circum-

stances; to arrange; to inspect;

tojudge of; true; sincere. Some-

thing great effected or attained;

or capable of effecting some-

thing great. A surname.

Cben ch'ing a faithful sin-

cere uian. ^ ('how fS, to

open and exhibit. \^
Chen he saug, to lay or spread

out victims, Chen hwan,

to extend or delay tli** time; to

defer the time of doing some-

thing. Chen k'ae, to

open or spread out; to open a

scroll or a book. Chen

yue or Chen k'an, to

open and look at. Chen

sing, to examine; to investi-

gate.
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Chen t'ing, beau-

Lilul; handsome.

To bind; to tie.

Chen chen or Keen, to

spread or lay out as wide as

possible. A long ugly appear-

ance.

To turn as a wheel; to

turn half round.

Chen chuen fan ts'ih |§©
to turn backwards and for-

wards. Chen

chuen puh nang wang, revolv-

ing a thing over and over in

the mind, unable to forget it.

A certain appendiige on

the outside of wheels.

To plan, by force or fraud,

to obtain people's proper-

ty; to rob upon the high-way.

"fl^* A certain kind of ban-

^/S m'r a certain cronk vd

handle of a banner; to make &

signal with a colour.

An imperial order.

To direct; to moderate.

Chen or Chan, to see; to

manifest. Chen

ts,ow, abusive language. Also

read Cbwan, to prepare; to sup.

ply-

Chen kung to manifest

that which is meritorious.

CHEN.

Species of toad, p^rts of

which are eaten medicin-

ally by the Chinese, and also

applied to ulcers; it is variously

denominated.

Ch'en cli'oo ^ Chen

choo, and Ch'en choo,

called also 4^ IK:
ar mo and

K'eu wan, a destroyer

of mosquiioR; this animul is i'ur-

tber said to reside in the moon,

and possesses certain spiritual

powers; hentf,

Ch'cn k\\*an^ the lustre

ot the muon.

CliV'n or Slien, air; look,

manner, fj^J Slun

hwuy, Hp[»riirini: to advance.

Also read T'an.fH Tan
tan jen, ea>y, l,i>urt'ly, no ap-

pearance of huste. Kt'ad Tun,

but ; but when. rommonly

writti'ii 'fP Tan. K'':i'i Shen,

occurs in (he sense o( jjj^Jl Shen,

to Iransfer to.

Xt^| Clj'cti or Shen, to assume

3 _|4l to usurp; to maintain per-

tinaciously. To prestmn.' to do

any thing of one's own accord,

without permission from thoso

who possess authority.

Ch'en clmen r

Cb'en k'euen, to usurp authori-

ty; to assume a power to act in

-

depeudeutly of any other per-
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;|J
Ch'en taou, to pre-

sume,, without permission, to

p to a place

Ch'en tsze k'eu tso, without

asking permission to presume to

go and do a tiling of one's own

accord. @ Ch'en

tsze tso wei, to presume to do

or act of one's own accord.

Imj Grain bound or tied up

after being cut down a

sheaf of grain.

A single garment; cool

XI garments. Used also for

Ch,en to wrap or twine

round.

Ch'en yuen the veins

which wind round the stomach,

according to Chinese anatom-

ists.

nfs\] Q A sinple light plain una-

f I V domed garment; a par-

ticular robe of a Queen. To
open or lay partially aside. The

covering of a corpse, to pre- i

vent its speedy putrefaction a
|

shroud. •

To be noirli^eiit; inatten-

PJJL i': rude or uncivil to

P?4J
To breathe; to pant A
hurr-e panting or broken

winded.

Ch'en heuen leisurely,

slowly. In one part of China,

seeming stoppage of the throat,

which is occasioned by anger,

was expressed by Chen-heuen.

Ch'en or Shen, beautiful;

elegant; beauty in colors;

elegance and gracefulness of

manner.

Ch'en yuen jl^ a handsome

elegant appearance: the pleas-

ing beautiful appearance of

trees, or plants, or flowers.

The appearance of a car-

riage screened bj a kind

of curtain.

The appearance of flame

rising; to apply fire to;

heat; hot.

-fl1J| Ch'en or Ch'en hwan

V'T^ to pull; to drag.

To bite; to tear witli (lie

teeth, said of dogs or other

nnimals.

Hjfr^ Ch'en or Shen, an altar

or leveled arena on which

to offer sacrifice. To resign ia

behalf of another. Used by the

Buddhists, denoting a silent,

quiescent, contemplative slate;

abstracted contempiution. They

distinguish five sorts,

Ch'en lin the contempla-

tive forest; a concourse of peo-

ple devoted to a conteraplative

life. Ch'en Pz e, teacher

of the contemplative doctrines.

Ch'en t'aug, the hall of

contemplation.
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A kind of sash worn with

its ends hanging down.

Ch'en or Shen, an insect

of the cricket kind, it ap-

pears in the fifth moon. The

cicada. Poison. A certain kind

of carriage. A man's name.

Ch'en t'uy the shell cast

off by the cricket. Chen

ts'aou, the noise made by the

cricket.

Unfounded; fabulous; ly-

l^-X^ ing; irregular speech. A
man's name.

To open; to lay or spread

out; to manifest clearly;

manifest; luminous; great; to

extend. Name of a place.

Ch'en choo gt a clear and

luminous explanation of
t or

commentary on. Ch'en

kwang, to extend tho limits of

a territory.

vyHjl Water of a river over-

f I^J flowing and forming a

number of small streams. The

name of a river.

TI^H Name of a city in the

J^p* state Loo.

U
UM Ch'en ch'en, a

gaping silly foolish ap-

pearance.

Ch'en j>n :i laugh-

ing appearance loud

laughter.

Yellow colour.

A place where things are

sold; a shop.

Ch'en she or h er.

sz'e, a shop, a place where

people meet to buy and

Name of a river on the

north-west part ot the

empire.

To twist or turn round

with the hand.

To wind round and cling

/^|^ to; to bind to; to tie; to

wrap with silk. A surname.

Hing ch'en to wrap

clothes round the legs in order

to strengthen them for walking.

Ch'en tae a long pudding-

like sasl), which the Chinese tie

round them, and in which they

carry raoney or secret papers.

Ch'en t'ow, a cloth

wound round the head, as the

people of Fuh-keen do.

Ch'eri jaou, to wind round; to

convolve round and round; to

implicate. )|^ Ch'en meen
y

to wind about and adhere to;

to dwell upon with the mind.

To remove.

'^Irp To tread with the feet;

iij^jt^ to move to go. The path

trodden j a rut made by a wheel.
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Ch'en ts
T

ze the course of

the stars or planets.

A place where things are

sold; a market place.

Ch*en ch'uen ^l] a

kind of pin for braiding

up the hair.

|SF| The iz-Mv of a shop or

market place.

Ch'en or Ch'an. To pan'

off; to make level. To

reap or cut down grain. Read

Chen, to attack to reduce; to

level; to equalize.

Ch'an seo JjJ to pare off.

J Ch'oo ch'an, to pare or level

the ground; to plough.

To flatter; to address

praise, worship, or sacri-

fice to those to whom it is not

due; mean spirited adulation; to

gratifv the eye and ear.

Piih ch'en k,o kin-

he who will not flatter deserves

respect.

Ch'en yu foo kwei

to flatter tbe rich. CVen
mei, the soothing blandishments

of flattery. Ch'en seaou,

to flatter and giggle. §^
Ch'en jin ko pe, the

flatterer deserves contempt.

CHIH,

A small step or pace; a

step ni-ade with the left

foot. Joined with "J Choo, a

step with the right foot; united

they make TT Hing, to walk.

P Chih or Che. From

Mouth, and Lines repre-

senting the breath falling. A
final particle; a mere tone. In

the beginning of a sentence; it

forms a connective, which may
be rendered merelyi o\%ly; but;

but just; then; forthwith; and

so on, as the scope requires. A
surname.

Chih e implies this way

alone is proper. WJ* Chih

ko this alone may be done.

ChTIi keen, only saw; just

observed; it was seen; it then

occurred then-very common in

colloquial books, Chih

koo mind nothing but; heedless

of other things. Chih

kwan, denotes acting from the

spur of the moment; a tempor-

ary essay; also inconsiderately

acting according to one's hu-

mour. May be translated, just

try; merely for tbe present;

inconsiderately permit them-

selves j thoughtlessly j indis*
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creetly; continually; on every
I I 3

occasion. Chih tih, only

can; to be obliged to; having

no alternative.

yew, merely have; will then as-

suredly be.

Juice; jjravy; the pood of

any thinp: obtained in a

liquid form, by steeping or ex-

pressing, or boiling; thiok li-

quor. Used raetaplioricftlly for

any piece of writing, which

pleases the mental taste. Snow

and rain blondeil sleet.

Chih tseang gravy ; juice;

any thing tasty, that pleases

the palate or the imagination.

Chih shwuy, \v;itrr

thickened by steeping any-

thing in it

From a Hand grasping

one Wing; hence a single

bird. A liand «:ras[)ing two

wings, makes Shwang, a,

brace; a pair. Single; alone;

not in pairs; one ot a pair.

Numeral of things which are

single.
—— % Yili chih

ya, a duck. ~ Yth

cbth kov, a dog.
"~1

Jijft Yih cluh yang cb'uen, a

foreign ship.

Chih shin'^^/ one person alone

in a place, or a cause. mm& Chth show piih

nang chay t'cien, one Land can-

CHIH

not screen the heavens; i. e.

cannot effect much.

From Jow, flesh,

V- placed on j/C H f s fire.

To broil; to dry with fire; to

apply fire to, or to apply to the

fire; to heat; to near; to ap-

proach near, said of persons,

(hih e fnh to dry

clothes with fire. Clah

sliuh, to broil maturely.

J^l ( 'Inh kvo. broiled; dressed

at tlui fire. Ch:h jS, to

heat by applying to tl"' fire.

Firm; unbending. Fool-

ish. Name of an anirual.

fjp.
Chih yih, not advanc-

ing; impeded.

Chih or Telb, from wo-

man and to go. The sons

or daughters of brothers; these

acconi[>aiiied tlie d.mghters of

tli' ri( h whrn married. A hus-

band also calls his wife's neph-

ews and neices Hi or

Wac fliTli. His own are called

^5 N:iy clnh, internal.

Cli!h <) a nephew's wife.

Chih neu, a neice.

^fj Cliili seu, a neice's husband.

Chili sim, a nephew's

children. Ch!h tsze, a

neplievv.

To ont down grain.

Chih cblh, the noise
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made in cutting down grain

To beat; to strike a blow with

the fist.

Fetters for the feet; to

stop; to pierce; to stab.

VAnh kuh sze chay, fei ching mintr

'jffi to die in fetters and mnna

cles, is not a regular death.

Tan chili, a certain medici-

nal l,ark. Chih Ilea, a

certain piece of iron at the ends

of the axle of a wheeled carri-

age, by which the wheels are

regulated Applied to persons

vho regulate hy moral doctrines

the manners of the world.

The noise made in reap-

ing or cutting down grain

with a sickle.

i

(comprehension.

Name of an insect some-

'iid what like a spider, and

which shuts itself up in a hole.

A species of leech.

Footsteps; traces of the

feet.m
One

ol a

Great large light

splendid.

To stop or close to fill to

impede; the moon at a

certain period.

Chih n*rae nan t'ung

embarrassed im peded, dif-

ficult to comprehend, or get

throurrh the management of-

Cliih sih, to fill or stop

To vomit; to speak ang-

rily, or opprobriously.

Bf/p^
Dull of hearing, in a mo-

ral sense; obtuse; dull of
|

A short hook or sickle for

cutting grain or grass.

One who. reaps of mows. Name
ol an ancient district.

A cloth to prevent losin?;

Covers for books, made

of cloth or other materials; a

little bag. In order; arranged.

A surname.

Shoo chih a case or cover

in which to enclose books.

To strike; to beat; to

chastise by beating or

,t Sacrifices offered, with a

certain order of the per-

sons attending.

To senm to mend to con-

nect as by sewing.

Chih e f& to mend, or repair

garments; to seam.

A cover or case for books;

to pierce as with a nee-

dle; a satchel made with

a needle, used by women.

A period of ten years. A
surname.
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Jr^ Straight; direct; morally

IE. upright.

Chili lae teih ch'uen, ships

which come direct from a

place.

Chih Ie the province in

which the Court of China is

now held it is an epithet, ap-

plied to various districts in the

empire. Cluh ^hang, to

go straight up to. ch
'
iU

ts'een, to advance straight for-

ward. Chili taou, to go

llie straight road, eilher physi-

cally or morally.

To be worth; the value

of; the price Read Clie,

to manage or transact; to occur;

to take liold of.

chih, the price. ifi

^| She shin mo kea ts'een,

what is the price of it.

Puh chih ts'een, it does not

cost much it is not expensive.

—^ Pai> chih }n.

tn'een. not worth a farthing

chih yu t*a ke keaou, it is not

worth while to areue with him.

Cluh tih shih yuen

it is worth, or cost, ten dollars.

J-T^ Chiyey, adhesive earth

H i Work in clay is called

J| T wan chih. To poke

or feel one's wav as a blind oihik

is called ^| j| Chili chih.

Chuen chih.

To apply the heart or

mind, is called '
Erected; planted; to thrust

into the ground; to stick

into; placed erect; to lay down.

A surname.

'h!h k'e ch'an^ urh yun

^ stuck his staff into

the ground and rooted up the

plants. Chili leih, to

p>lant erect; to raise ptjrpendi-

Clilli muh, to

plant a tree; any piece of wood

erect. CMfi

pelh ping kwei, laid down the

YAU and took hold of the Kwei.

C!nh wiih, any thing

stjinding erect.

To fatten to enrich, as

by steeping in fat; to

plant; to grow; to erect and

make to grow; to erect and

make to prosper. To increase;

to flourish ; to increase wealth

and riches To be covetous of

gain and prosperity. Chih chih,

even to level; to confer office

upon

Chih ho to raise the price

ot* goods from a covetous desire

of gain Chih yew

le give office to those who are

correct in their deportment.

Chth meaou, grain planted

and well mauured.
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Chih or Tsih. Fearless.

Chih shth, bad,

vicious. Read Cha,

Kwa cha, appearance ot walk-

ing.

k& The noise of haste or Lur-

ry The vulgar form of

§ Teih, to reprehend.

Chih or Tsih, to take with

the hand; to pluck. See

Tsih.

Appearance of the ears

sticking up; to prick the

ears.

*

with

Chih or Tsih, to blame;

to rej)rehend; to find fault

to be angry with to

punish or chastise. To change

appearances.

fhJ&l The marrow in bonp-; to

^fl^J take out the nuirrow troni

a boue.

To throw; to cast a\va\

with the haiui to throw

or cast away with some

vehemence.

Chih te kin sliing.

thrown to the ground sounds

like gold; is applied to a sonor-

ous pleasing style.

Chih hea to throw down

Chih va, to throw tiles

or brick-bats.

Chih kwoyingclTay, threw Iruit

and filled the carriage; has an

Ml

allusion to an ancient story, ^{j

Chih hwuy, to throw back,

used by (he Emperor in refer-

ence to doouiu^nts which dis-

please him. Chih

kwang yin, to throw away one's

time.

Chih, or Chih chuh

embarrassed; irreso-

lute neither going one way nor

another, makinfr no progress any

way.

Chih or Cho, to take.

Clnh slnh e

wan, to take up and adopt other

people's essays, instead of writ-

ing one's own thoughts.

Chih tseu^^ to take to one.

To tread with the feet; to

" skip or leap for joy; to

dance. To occur; to happen.

CLTh (suh hea to tread

under the feet.

To take witli the hand; to

L*r;i-{), to lay hold of; to

stop or fill up; to pursue

and apprehend to peise-

A surname #fc Poo

chili, to apprehend as by the

officers of the police.

Koo cbth, to be obstinate and

inflexible.

Chih che to seize hold of

with the hand or with the mind.

Chih fa seang

cute.

K
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thing, to grasp the law and meas-

ure with a line; a pertinacious

ndherence to rule.

Cluh fu joo shan, maintain I

the laws imtnovably as a moun-

tain the declaration of magis-

trates. Clnh ngaou, ob-

1

stinate and perverse a per-

tinacious wranglinsr manner.

'

Obstinately firm. Clnh

hwuy, to summon the meeting

of a kind of benefit society.

CLib ke keen, to

adhere pertinaciously to ones

own views of tli nirs.

>^ f Chib mo puh woo, to

adhere to a stupid apprehen-

sion of things. $/t CImIi

show, toprasp and muinlaiii bold

of! Clnh show, to take

by the hand in token of friend-

ship. Chih ing, a deter-

mined disposition Clnh

Bze, to grasp an affair; or be a

manager of affairs, jrreat or

small. * Tseen

yay, chih sze chay, the Ignoble

or mean, are tlio^e who man-

age the affairs. •~' >f*
Cin\t yi\\ piih t'ung, to seize liuld

of one view of a subject or sen-

timent, and be impervious to the

reasons assigned for any change

To grasp one form of a subject

and be impenetrable to every

tbing else. Too

chih ke keen, a useless aiu] ab-

surd adlierence to one's own

perception of any opinion or

circumstance.

To connect as by sewing

or tying together; to tie

or fasten to, as a horse or co^v.

A place of retirement and

silence; to retire to silence.

( ],;h or Chib cl^unp |$
i:. ' which retire into holes

and becume torpid one of the

Chinese vernal terms takes its

name from their coining forth

again.

narae of women.

it
A

Crfh To wcavo; a general term

fur weaving silk or cloth

of any kind.

Cluh Yv ^( n loom for weav-

ing. Chih poo. to weave

cloth-cotlon cloth.

Chih rh'ow twaii, tn wea ve silk.

frcwh
till tin che kin Sew, woven

with elegan t figures.

TlSp ) To record smnll n (fairs;

AJ||J^ ( to control; to direct; to

"iTlii
[
manage; « oi.tinued direc

^ ) tion or control of; tribu-

tary olT^rin};^; undivid**'! atten-

tion direction to. Chili chili,

much, nu<nv. A surname.

Chih yuen an official of-

ficer; one who has purchased
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bis rank, but does not actually

fill any station, a mere honorary

appointment. Chih sze,

to control mnnage or direct

any affair. Chih rhoo?

or CWI. 1p. orjt
Clah chang, or ChIL

show, to superintend; to direct;

• to manage. Chih tun, an

official national appointment.

Yew chih fun, is

to be an officer of tlie govern-

ment. Chih jin, the

duties of any official situation.

K Chih fun che

nuy, to be included in ones of-

ficial duties.

A general terra for combs;

to comb the hair; to put

away dirt or any thing offen-

sive.

Ch!h fung muh
to be combed by tlie wind, and

wet by the rain to suffer by the

wind and rain.

The noise made by water

lp|v dashing against itself, or

•violently thrown against rocks;

water flowing rapidlj-; the dash-

ing of a torrent.

Earth irabed or saturat-

ed with water.

*h1|^ To congregate in large

numbers. A large collec-

tion of silk worms is called Chib

chih.

Chih or Tsih, to choose;

to select; which is also

expressed by Seuen

chih, or reversed ( liih seuen.

Chili iei urh she

to select tLe tut and eat them;

denotes selecting wealthy peo-

ple as objects of extortion,

5c Chih keaou, to select good

people for acquaintances,

Cliih shtn, to select and

practice what is good.

Chih shih, to select food-persuns

on whom to exercise extortion.

Chili te urh taou,

to select the ground on which

one treads, to select the place

of one's residence; used vl>( u

China was divided. ^
Chih jin, to choose proper peo-

ple to employ.

To strike. Read Poo, to

collect together scattered

grass.

ttktL To raise to a higher place;

to cause to ascend; to pro-

mote; to advance; high; emi-

nent. A man's name.

Chih ch'uh |^ promotion and

degradation; applied to the of-

ficers of government.

Chih keang, to ascend and to

desoend; applied to spirits be-

ing present with a worshipper,

although invisible. P Chih

lin, denotes Heaven or the gods
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looking down on human affairs

from on high.

The body or substantial

part of; the substance or

matter of; to substantiate as by

witnesses; to confront; to exam-

ine, to settle or fix. To rea-

lize; plain, unadorned; true; sin-

cere; a mark at which to shoot ;

a kind of agreement tor whole-

sale merchandize. The ground

or nature of; regular, correct

procedure; the part which the

hand grasps in a bow. A sur-

Yuen kaou keae wang pe cbih,

let the accuser or plaintiff be

sent forward (under custody) to

be ready to confront with the

accu-ca. Ke and Chib

b^th refer to the ek"" "f ; ''

subtle, and Chib, grosser ele-

ments, and includes the acci-

dents or qualities of matter. K'e

chih, taken together denotes the

natural complexion.

Chih chih naturally

straight forward; of an upright

plain and honest disposition.

m Chih sin, to confront and

examine; to interrogate face to

face. Chih te, the na-

tural constitution tempernment

and talent of a person.

Chih tse, a kind of bond, in an-

cient times. i
Chih te kwo jin, possessing ori-

ginal talents superior to other

men.

^jFrfr Chih. The body feeling

1^5^ cold; to tremble with cold.

A stone base of a column

4Jj^| or the stone on which a

wooden pillar stands.

-£/f^f A certain instrument used

to inflict punishments, or

torture the teet. Used also

for the following. An axe or

hatchet.

An axe or hatchet. A
i^T^ sword with which to de-

capitate.

) A stallion. To mount a

ipj^
I
horse and ascend a hill;

> to cause to ascend; to

IJ^^ \ rftise; to promote the wel-

^^ I ot; to fix; to deter-

mine. Ytn chih the

secret favorable determiDations

of Leaven respecting any one;

the secret blessing of Heaven on

the actions which procure it.

CHIH.

XA measure of length; the

Chinese cubit. Its length

has been various at different pe-

riods. The tenth of it is call-

ed Ts'un. ShTh ch'ih wei

ten cu-
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bits make a Ch'ang.

Che ch'ih, near.

Ch'Ih yew so twan ts'un yew so

chan,

J^/f that which is too short

lor a cubit, may be more than

enough lor an inch; the person

who cannot answer every pur-

pose, may ;in>wer some purposes

very well. Ch'ih hw5

a vonu. "\J" C'h'ih ts'un,

measured with the C'hih and the

Ts'un; adjusted; proportioned;

the measurement; the dimen-

sions.

|-| To drive vith noiso

f shouts; to Wid in a roti^rh

angry tone; to lioot at, as to a

dnt»; to mention. Ho ch'Ih ^^J

n or P CVTh ch'a
?
loud,

angry, boisterous utterance.

Fan wei

ch ih ming che how, 1,11 trouble

(you) to mention (my) name

and make (ray) compliments

Read TsTli, noise; sound; strong

breathing.

|~ To expel to drive fur

from one; to accost rude-

ly; to reprehend unceremoni-

ously to eject to exclude. Salt

land; reaching far; many; to ex-

tend; to point to. The name

of a bill; a surname, ^j^f f\t

Che ch'ih, to point at, and find

fault with.

Ch'ih chuh Jit^ to thrust or

drive out. Ch'ih hwo,

a worm. cinh how,

unprepared and standing aloof;

looking watchfully at. as two

opposing armies. J^ fc
^^ Ch'ih

rua, to scold or find fault with

a person in an abrupt offensive

manner. Jfft Ch'ih j uh, to

put to shame by an offensive

reprehension

loo, salt unproductive land, as

on the sea coast.

J-|"l Ch'ih or Tsih, to split; to

^7 rive; to rend asunder. To

crack; to open, Kea

tb'ih, the opening of buds and of

fruit, as in Spring.

Cli'il* peih nan ch'an yay ^{{j

dWVxcuh lalour in

the birtb ofchildren is express-

ed hy Cli'ili peih.

» f4 To split, or rend; to tear

open to break open, as a

letter; to pull to pieces; to lay

in ruins. To strike; to attack.

Ch'ih hwae ^| to break up;

to break to pieces, as the planks

of a boat, ^/f Ch'ih kae to

break or tear open.

Ch'ih hwuy, to lay in ruins.

Ch'ih lan, to break to pieces.

Ch'ih seav, to pull down,

as a house. Ch'ih yue,

to break open and look at.
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"Hrp- Naked. Carnation or

"J colour; of a reddish col-

our; vermillion. Name of a

river. A surnanip.

Ch'ih t'e ch'ih shin %
the naked body.

Ch'ih te ts'een le a thousand

miles of parched, barren, unoc-

cupied land. "^Ch'ili tsze,

an ir;t'iint; a word of tenderness

i'or (he people. Ch'ih

too a red earth, wliich serves

as a dye. Same as.
Cli'ih or lie. a loud laugh.

He he jen,

laughing. Read Che, in the

same seuse. Also to stop. Read

Tee, to gnaw; to bite.

Cb lh. Alarmed; timor-

ous; afraid.

A precept; an order; a

prohibition. Sincere.

Ch'ih che, the Im-

perial will made known

officially. Chlh
liing, the Sovereiirit-

inundate promulged to tl»e

Empire. ^/ Ch'ih min? ,

sLoo, or

Cb'Ih ling, a written imperial

order; written credentials or

letter concerning some privi-

lege. Keae ch'ih, pre-

cepts; admonitions; directions;

orders. ^J] ^f* Ch'ili fun^, of-

fice conferred by Imperial or-

der.

A certain elegant waU*r

bird, well known in China.

Jr^ff' Compact, firm, reverent,

r«'i'dful manner; well

n^ulated; adjusted; arranged;

to conimiiiid to give injunctions

or orders to, as a master, tea-

cher, or Sovereign.

Cb'Tli hiia ~ to giv« orders

to inferiors.

•ke tsze, to give injunctions to

his hons.

Erroneously written for

the pr< < «M]ing.

'' fat «-r ilrink \o rcocivo

or be impressed by; to

suffer. See Shlh. In Col-

loquial Language, to eat

ur drink is commonly thus

pronounced. The Dictionaries

read Sliih, which see.

CHIN.

Bushy; thick black hair

a fine bead of hair in Chi-

nese estimation.

To grasp or lay fast hold

of; to drag or lead in a

rude perverse manner.



cum
New lit dged.

Valuable; precious; im-

portant; excellent in its

kind; extraordinarily

jrA^ \
^ood; to deem precious.

^^J ) Name ot a district.

Cliinchoo pearls.

Chin choo fun, a species of

wliite sage. Chin chung,

to esteem and take care of as

valuable applied to one\s per-

son and one's lu altli.

Chin paou, excellent and val-

uable. Chin k'e, ran-

and valuable. Chin

kvei, excellent and valuable.

Chin kwae, stranpe; ex-

traordinary, ap[»lied to food.

g Chin sew, excellent food

eight animals are called the

Eight Chin. c hin suy,

excellent; felicitous. 3^
Chin wan. a valuable curiosity.

Chin we, a delicious

tasto.

tlt^ A kind of dyke in Chi-

no*- fiel<ls. which serves

both for a path and as a divi-

sion of the land To approach

before, as before the go<ls; to

announce or state before. The

name of a river. To terminate;

the root of.

Chin yih a land-mark or

boundary.

i

CHIN

Clear; bright.

87

cutaneous disease of

hildren a breaking out

ofpustules; a disease of the lips;

a kind of small-pox.

A rujrged rocky appear-

Chin chin { difficult to ap-

proach, or reach to.

fj/^ Something intercepting

W the sight; heavy; dull.

A man's name.

^v To tell or state to; to

^ hear.

^yjy^ Turned bent; curved;

perverse. Single gar-

ments. To turn or twist a cord.

A disease or ulcerated

r4 state of the lips; a break-

ing out of the lips, pustules;

smallpox.

^jT^fc "1(1< parmont; single

raiment, such as is worn

in warm weather; garments

with flowers worked on them.

Chin e single thin gar-

ment.

To look at; to examine;

to try the state of; to ver-

ity to feel the pulse; to inter-

pret a dream.

Chin mih § to try or feel

the pulse. Chin she. to

look at and examine.
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Chin mung, to interpret it

dream.

A transverse piece of

wood in the binder part

of Chinese carts or carriages.

To move; to turn; a numerous

collection of carts. A certain

string ot the Kin instrument.

The name of a country; a sur-

name.

Chin hwae *^ painful, anxi-

ous thoughts.

^f)S Same as ^ Chin. See

ife>^ above.

Bashful, modest; atten-

tive; little hair upon the

head.

Chin liu little hair on the

head; a partial baldness.

jJ^W Chin or Chin chen ^>
a horse heavily burdened

CHIN

cies of tea "n jin,

a designation of those ot the sect

Taou, who put off their corpor-

eal figure and become a kind of

spiritual genii. Chin

joo. a phrase of the Buddha sect,

denoting the original nature or

constitution of. Chin

kea, or Chin wei, true

and false; real and fictitious.

Chin king, the myste-

rious dogmas of Chwung-tpze,

and several other ancii nt wri-

te* rs are so railed. Cl"n

1p. true principles j truth.

Chin sbth, true and real.

Chin tsae, the True Ru-

hr, denotes Heaven.

C hin yuen, the True Origin

r' l r 1<* 1 1''av<*n.

and progressing with difficulty.

Long hair.

Black; dark.

True; truth ; sincere; sin-

cerity real genuine

pure ; spiritual the name

of a star a name of tea

a name of gold, of incense, of a

8tone, and of a district A sur-

name; a designation of Budd-

ha, and of the eminent in the

Taou sect.

Chin cb'a a particular spo-

m A woman's narao.

Stones formerly suspend-

ed at the ear. Fame of a

particular stone. A man's name.

To stretch, as the string

'^AH- f a bow to strike, as the

string of an instrument.

The blessing of Heaven

on truth; happiness re-

ceived in consequence of truth

and sincerity.

|^ A collection of many

things bundled or crowd-

ed together; thick, close, col-

lection of.
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A certain vessel or uten-

sil. Reeds of v/hich ar-

rows are made.

^^5" Silk prepared, but nor

>I^Jf?T woven. Close thick

.

Black.

li-^I Name of a plant.

rjj^f A cross bar in tl»e liiruk'r

-^jr^ part of a wluj elt (l

riage. To move A surnaiue.

To press down to keep

down to repress to keep

the people in puhje^tidn hence

applied to certain officers. To

repress any evil intluonoe or

Occurrence from arising, hence

applied to pngoflari, hills, aiul

on, wliich. in the C'hinese su-

perstition, are (liou^ht to keep

down demoniacal or pestilen t i^l

influeDced. A surname; nauie

ot a star.

Chi" 3 a repress; to

keep down. Chin show,

to keep in a state ot subjection.

Chin t'ae. the title of

certain militiiry oiBcers wli''^'

duty it id to keep down the peo-

ple, and to prevent sedition or

insurrection. "tj" ^
7)^ Chin show Kwstn^-tun^

Chin yuS tseung keun, the Tar-

tar General placed over Cult to.,

towu Aad Province.

CHIN 89

Thick, bushy, black hi

Black hair; ar. elegant

zh>^: head of hair. A dark
black appearance.

Boys from ten to twelveW years of age. Chin, de-

notes Good.

Chin &e and f C lin

t'ung bojs employed to play ou

instrumen ts at funerals.

Aliirin, apprehension; to

intimidate. Conjuaouly

used for Shun, the lips.

v
A kind of bag employed

in feeding horses; or a bas-

ket with grain in it, to suspend

round the horse's head. Ap-
plied also to a vessel or basket

to carry provisions for men
when travelling on horse-back.

To move; to agitate; to

shake; to excite; to raise;

to rescue; to adjust to; put iu

order; to repair. To stimulate;

to rend or tear asunder; to stop;

to receive. Chin occurs in the

sense of ancient; tlie appear-

ance ot a Hock of birds flynnr.

A ^reat number or quantily of.

Read Chin, occurs in the sense

oi a single garment.

Jhin muh 10 e tseu chung yfC

^lUMMto ring a kind

of bell in order to us^embie tbe

multitude. See M MuU. ^
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Chin tso, to excite; to rouse;

to stimulate to action; to repair

or put in order.

Situated between two pil-

lars certain beams of a

house.

Rich; to enrich; to sup-

ply the wants of; to give?

to. A largess or bounty

conferred on the distress-

1^1^
J ed people of any di.strict.

CLin pin rain t af-

ford pecuniary assistance to the

poor people. Chin sculi,

to commiserate and perfoi

acts ot beni-rn:^nce. ^ d
Chin tso

t (o nlTn «1 w!,'h ', *
:'

> ^_ "^ Chin i:i t

relieve those who are impover-

ished and destitute.

To shake; to ntritute, as

/jJ^ by thunder or by an

earthquake; to rai^e; to com

mence; to conceive or become

pregnant; to intimidate or strike

terror into by pomp hucI state,

or by despotic power. N:ime

of one of I he eight Kwa.

Chin cbe f to treiuhle witli

apprehension; fear.

Chin king, to strike with alarm

Chiakeu, to bo shaken

with fear; to tremble wit!) tear.

Chin ke or ^ r\im

noo, to rouse; to exoite; to put

in motion, or cau-o the action

of. Chin noo, to shake

with anger; to tremble or qui-

ver with nu^s to terrify by

one's anger tl"' anger ot a king.

J^ l^J Chin tung, to shake; to

put in motion; to agitate.

Chin t"li, the name of a

hike.

To gra?n and Ptriko; to

stab. The noise of cut-

ting timber.

'1 o take or pour out, as

with a spoon to add to;

to p air into; to d»*liberate, and

•

4J .J
tlVi

»,

'

—
• onsult about;

. . consult with.

Chin e k,e sze9

advise, consult, or deliberate

ul.uut ihc aff.tir. IS
Chin clio tsin shen, to have

deliberated about and brought

to an arran<xenii nt perfectly

satisfactory.

-X*TT A kind ot <tuiT; an instru-

'l meat for cutting down

wood.

A stone on wbicb to beat

silk.

A kind of hroaoh or largo

pin tor braiding u|> the

hair. To collect together as the

Lair braided up.
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11 To strike suddenly.

A kind of an awl, or

pointed tool to bore holes;

an instrument to cut with.

Chin jin-f an interrupted

noise; a noise which does not

increase.

To use effort, or exert

strength.

A block or stake of wood

or something of the kind

to fasten cattle to. A

\
pillow on which to rc<L

L ) the head. A surname.

Chin tow \)C a pillow for the

head; in China they are gener-

ally bard. Chin

shanjsj sze,- to die on one's pil-

low; to die peftceibly in one's

bed. Chin p'an, the

side of tl- '

To t?ta: , v\ . 1 r '
and sti'iko at \vhat is

to drink poison to quench one's

thirst; is applied to those who
borrow money at exorbitant, in-

terest, in order to supply tem-

porary necessities Chin

tQli, a deadly poison.

To dig a hole in the

pround; to pound. A
dark carnation colour.

A melon with a bluish

skin.

A certain bone at the

back of the head or neck.

lt* \ A certain bird said to eat

^ / serpents, which renders

it poisonous; its feathers

steeped in any liquor are

iff } said to form a sLrong poi-

Cliiu tsew che ii6

To arrange; to put in or-

der, as soldiers in their

ranks; ranks; the ixvnw

r
to state in order; to spread

out and lay before, phy-

IfnJi sically or morally. A gust

14 J
of wind; a shoxcer of rain.

Many; a long tiaje. A certain

grain, when old; the front of a

ball near the door; at ancient

iiaw ('1 the capital ci* Ho-nau

Shang chin, lo asceod

tlie ranlcs. to enter' the arfliy.

or engiige in bittleV, •::

Chin wai;g |1 to die fighting

in the ranks. Chin lee,

to arrange; to put in order.

Clouds; banks of clouds.

A needle; a surgeorTs in-

strument to probe with

formerly made of stone, now of

steel; to probe. A surname.

Chin yen piercing words;

moral truths which probe or

prick the conscience.

Chin kwoi or^ Chin keae,
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moral instructions dt-li vered in

pointed language. Cbin

keen, pointed remonsirauoe, ad-

dressed to the Sovereign, or

oilier superiors.

A certain water plant; a

4ji>Xi certain '"our sin'" p.

kti^ A kiud of sword fiah.« T

S
Cl"nor,S Chintsze

a certain water fowl:

mi
A hharp instrument to

sew with. A nectlle; to

prick as with a nee<lle. A man's

name.

Cbin b\\\Ug a caustic stone

^ Chin shulK the art of

cauterizing rhin kew

'

to cauterize witli a hot iron.

/?! An abbreviated form of
!

the preceding A needle; i

a pointed instrununt

Cliin fung ^iian*! tuv

a needle and lanee opposed

to eacli other, two keen and

fierce opponents. ^\ ( "in

been, needle and thrend.

Chin tsuv vu. a species

of sword fish. ^\ ( Iiin rhe,

needle work of the tiner sort

embroidering, working figures,

and so on.

To burn earihorn ware;

to form or mould as the

Potter. To searoh; to examine,

CHIN

to brighten; to illustrate. Also

read Keen.

Sll

to examine and diseriminaie

Chin

t'aoti, to i'ov'A; to mould; to

fashion us U"' Putter; as Heaven

fbrr^ all (liings; and us men

mould or fashion ihe characton

of others by eduratiou.

^*rt^ Name of a plant variously

denominated; oue name

is, the pig's head.

Id an(*ient times used

by all (K-rsons inih>rritui-

nately (or the Pronoun I. Two
centuries before tbc Cliristian

era, it was employed by the

iirst universal monarch of Chi-

na, ;is the peculiftr designation

of rov iiliy, and lias continued

so ever sin re; Chin is, / the

Emperor. The seam of a gar-

nuMit, or of ;l skin formed into

'

Cliifa chaoii the incipient

spiings of.

The pupil of the ey<» the

incipient principles or

causes of; M»b(le originating

causes, or incipient operations,

are called Chin, or Chin chaou

Kang-he uses the pre-

cedinof.

To wipe; to make clean;

to givej to bind, as by an
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agreeiut- nt.

Chin shih to wipe clean.

A disease which causes

heat or lever.

CHIN.

|r/^S Vo apui "iM'li from bi*Uin<i

io walk hasiilv up U>; to

take po->ession of, or embi ki c

an (»|)[)Oti»nitv.

Ch'in k'e" ^^ to «:o to mar-

ket. ^ Ch'in t^iun

tsow, to take an opportunity of

going early. 7 h' 1 " v:m'

to po to sea. jj^ t ^ Ch'in

ke hwuy, to take an o|»portu-

nity ; concurrence f'f fuvorahle

cirrurastanoes. (I^p

Ch'in she how. to tak^ m ri^ht

or fuvoriih'e tim( C:hi"

clien, the app^araix e of pro-

gressing with diiiiculty * inl»;ir-

rassnd.

Vulvar form ofCliin gill

angry words; scold,

railing; muiual abuse.

T*fjrt Ch in or the noise

|Jj^J of something fiillin«r ; the

noise of stones clashing against

each other, is expressed by

Ch in jen . Chin furlber

denotes, the base of a pillar.

To stretch, wide tlie eyes

in anger; to 6tare in a

pabsion.

Ch in she J to look in an

angry enraged manner. Read

Chin, luxuriant affluent ; abun-

dant

^\\r% Used both for laugliing

P>^V or smiling, and tor beiiifr

m a passion. Angry; the words

uttered in .infrer.

A small weapon for cut-

ling; to cut; to Mab; lo

kilK

True; sincere; trull); sin-

cerity. A man's name;

name of a state or nation.

Weak feeble.

To sink. To cause, to

sink under water.

< li'm >hwnv. to sink in

, waier CVin

tun to 15, to sink down to an

extremely low state of moral

depravity, or of suffering after

death; >omc limes uttered as an

imprecation, in which use, it

corresponds to Europeans im-

precating damnation

Cli'in muh. to sink and be

drowned to be lost in the wa-

ter. Ch'in ngan, to sink,

or to suppress a case in any

court, for a bribe given. ^£
Ch'in neih, to sink uuder

water.
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True; truth; credible; to

credi t to believe. A
man 3 name.

A wine or liquor in which

a certain poison is infused.

Ch'in heu yu tsew

poisoned and enraged with

wine; rendered mischievous by

intoxication.

Read Yin, hot. Read

fan or Ch'in, name of a

plant, otherwise called

Che-moo; em-

ployed in medicine.

A bone in the head of a

fish.

Ch'in r Chin tun ^
^: the appearance of in-

sects crawling, unsettled ap-

pearance.

yju Natural gems or precious

stones.

Any man who serves un

other; to be subject tn;

one who has to stoop »nd bt n«l;

which is represented by the

cliarartt^r. Now used only tur

state servants. A servant in a

family uf distinction. It. is mo-

difi t.'d by the words

Grt nt, hthI /J Seaou, Stnall,

pett!f preceding it. The mi-

nister about the person of the

Sovereign are called Ta-ch'in

Chinese Governors of Pro

viucts, and others wliu arc pu-

mitted to write to the Emperor,

, use Ch'in, instead of the Per-

sonal Pronoun I to designate

themselves. The Tartars use

Noo-ts'ae, a slave.

Ch'in tsze "^
-

a public ser-

vant. Ch'in sze

keun, a statesman serves his

Prince.

' / ' A hill or mountain which

is high, but small and ta-

pering; a kind of peak. A sur-

name. A cerlain edible plant.

Cli'U ch in, mournful; sorry.

Utj^l To put out the head and

peep clandestinely.

From a 6laor and earth,

the dust thrown up by

the stag running. In the lan-

guage of the Buddha sect; the

world; the age. Dust; small

panicles of earth or sand; et-

fluvui. Tr;i"e of a person. A
surname. To rhyme, read Chen.

Orrm'sin the senie oi Kew,

a long limp.

Ch'in she the world; the

j'rw't .-late of existence, 'f^

Suli cb'in, vulcar dust, ex-

® Ch'in

yae or Yew ch'in, dus-

ty. Ilwuy «*h'in. the

dnst of ashes. ' ^ TIL

teen ch in, n partible ol du^t;

an atom.
—

' Woo yih

ch'in, not a particlu of dust;
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nut an atom *

Y»h ch'in ^>uh jen, uot soiled

by a particle of dust.

Yen ch'in, smoke and dust.

Ch'in woo, to defile with

dust, -j^fj
Fuh ch in, to wipe

or brush away the dust.-
Ts'ing ch'in. to cleanse from

dust. Heaou ch'in,

noise and dust, Yang

ch in, to raise a dust.

Saou ch in, to sweep away the

dust Sin clrii), the dust

of the heart; used in a bad

ee'ise for vicious propensities.

w ch'in, the traces

of a person, lett to posterity.

Poo liow ch'in, to

wulk in ihe loottitepb of uu emi-

nent of-rson *rone before.

Ch'in hwo so jen,

defiled by the seductions of the

world. ^ Ch in k'e, a

dusty vessel.

E 3 The appearance of a horse

|^rj going out at a door lo

thrust but the head; to holt sud-

denly out or in; to rush preci-

pitately. Also read Chwang.

ChMn ch'uh to bolt or rush

suddenly out. Ch in

kwan, to bolt past the custom*

house, for the purpose of smug-

plin ? . t Ch
'

in

leaou tsin lae, bolted in.

Ch'in ch uh t ow, to

thrust out the head.

cnixG,

I I From T" rt st h" "r ntmn-

LLa h"u, Hiul One U> 1": /•-

form not amhiguous^ no dupli-

citij An apartment fronting

the li^ht; the name ot a bird.

Name of an office. In the <umi-

tre or middle place; not inclin-

ed to either side, not dcllected

l'rom the straight line. The

first; the principal; correct; re-

gular; adjusted; to correct; to

justify or put in right order;

just at a given point of time.

To execute the laws.

correct

straight forward speech.

Ching fa, to execute (he

laws, genenilly refers to inflict-

ing capital punishment.

Cliing le, right reason, cor-

rect principle's. IE Ching

ke, right feeling, or spirit, a

correct virtuous temper of mind.

Ching kih
3
or

Ching teih, a mark at which

to shoot with an arrow. TP
a

Ching she, accurately ia—as
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has been descrii>ed in what pre

cedes. Cliing ta"

ho, the regular cargo of a ship.

Hp ^* Ching t'ang, the prin-

cipal officer, in con tradistinc-

tion from an as^istunt.

Chii.g "in 1: she. ju^t

when he Ciiine in. ;hi"g

tsung, or TT^ iing kin*:,

correct and honoruhli? of the

correct and sacred book* are

applied to a person^ condm-t,

denoting thrit it is moral. Im

moral is expn ss* tl hy ^(^ Puli,

before these. Tl: "fAt CIdjil:

ts'uug, wlien two per»uns are

ot* tlie .same rank, bin still i'

has a piecedeni:e of the oilier,

the first is called hin^, aiwl

the second Ts'ung, hence, IT*,

~
' Chinfi y ill (Viii. first

of tlie first rank. -
Cliing yaou (sae wan, just

whilst wanting to rept':" (lu*

question or ask over again j

Ching yu^, the first moon

or month of tl"' year.

|Jt "
Chin<y kun^, denotes a[ip»»arinir

to walk in baste agitated

-oTp To walk to go; 10 mark

M to take; to spy ; to subju-

gate; to conquer or red uce to

subjection, as a punishment. A
surname.

Chin; t^.'nou f ^jjf to retlut'e and

exit-nuinate; u suhju^nte ajid

destroy enemies Ching

'•lp. tu reduce or conquer.

Tu walk to go.

< liiii;;, or Chinpr chun^

fear; apprelien-

afraid.

A woman's name.

A mark at which to shoot

with au arrow.

(M.innr r> the ra-

pid motion of Hame.

To serve to render a

kind ul tnhutary serviru

") tin' ir"v ('"m nt; to hts ruletl

or governed. To reguUte; to

rule; yovem mcnt. Tlie seven

planets are ( allt"l seven Cliing.

A su rnmneT

Ching 1 1 w fit) c\i\\\\ £^
want of <Ii-) rrninent and order

in tin* lief-; of »;overntnent.

Vfl f
!

ff i^diing ch*e sew keu,

every thing perfectly well ar-

raiu* (1 in the government iJ^

Ching lintr, the orders of

government, Ching sze,

the aff.iird ot government; po-

litics. Goo*! government is call*

ed \H Jui ching. Cruel ty-

racniical government is called

Kuh cbinS . To talk of
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politics is called ^ Lun

ching. ig^ff Ching te the

matter or subject of govern-

ment; the rules of government.

oT|2 The ornamental harness

y|;lx« of a carriage horse.

~^J Disorder; a disease*! state

/JJt of mind or body.

^TP. Teen l^Vang citing, the dis-

ease of madness.

Ching chung a disease

which consists in the loss of

memory. t^Iiniu Ik ;iuu.

disease; complaint; disorder.

To remonstral** with to

bear witness to; to |>r('

to verity; to substantiate hy

evidence.

Ching: keu g^^ to be evidence.

Ching keen, to witness

5 (ling ji" a vii:

0lE Ching minjr. to

cl"arly on evidwc in um's own

behalf. Ch\nir slilli, to

bear witness to tho fact; to

witness against.

^Tf^ To walk regularly andJJ
7^ orderly.

A kind of bell or otlu-r

^llL jingling instrument ustd

in armies to make cert ;i in sig-

nals. A certain part of a bell

Ching koo the bell am]

the drum the first i i signal

to rest, or desist the Iusl is a
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signal to move, or act.

3| A certain bird a species

'^!J of the eagle or Lawk.

From to strike^ to bind,

and to adjust. To repair;

to put in order to adorn, or

ornament.

Ching ch'e Vp to repair, as

roads, bridges, and so on.

Ching suh, pompous, state-

ly, grave, serious deportment.

Ching tse, to put away

tilings in regular order; to ad-

just one's dress.

r5f From Puh, to divine, and

P" a kind of pearl sli'-ll.

To enquire by divination. Name
of one of the Kwa. Chaste;

correct in morals; pure; un cor-

rupted; not depruved; firmly

tenacious of correct principles

and conduct. SLow

to remain a widow during

life.

Chin? ^ correct, chaste

strict moral conduct.

To enquire. A spy; a

servant to watch the mo-

tion of the enemy.

Ching sze or yew

clung, all express the same. A
spy is otherwise called "f,

Se t^o, and Keen tee.

A woman's name.
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Name of a mau which

occurs in ancient history.

To lead to draw.

b The name of a tree, other-

wise called tfi Neu

ching, an evfr^reen.

Ching kan planks between

which mud is placed in the for-

mation of walls; the two side

planks are called Kan.

Name u*' a river.

From Chine, pure and un-

corrupt; and She, a man-

ifestation of heaven. A fa-

vorable prognostic; a maiuit st

-

ation of Heaveu'd approbation

of virtue.

Ching tseang jj^ a felicitous

omen.

Same as Ching, to

explore.

Name of a place.

m
i"

Name of a certain hill.

Walking ia an irregular

manner.

Hot vapour; a certain sa-

crifice in winter.

To strike.

Hot vapour. I— (h1 also

for the following.

CHING

To deliver (o rew": \o

raise : to "

f

Ching ke yu sh w u v ho

r che cliunir, to save fn»m

^pXJ- the midst of water or fire;

^ • figuratively u> save from

^^ an v riiljunil v to .save the

' t'()! from natioiiKl cala-

nutifs bv d^tVn lii»tr the country

from foreign inrn^ion.

(Miini: kcw ^^^^ to rescue; to

deliver to sav*».

V i: a-v '"ling f r<iin

" A
fire; to apply fire to any

liquid : to warm or heat; to boil

to «l« . to di.-till. To sond a

Princp to julvftiwe tn flourish.

A uiiilfitu'l'' t cuu>#m1 by a

\vin»l. To ' ur juit »lown.

A wintri "I' l li' o To am:li

superiors An expletive, oc-

curnnt: in tli«* iMin»mencem(*ur.

of a ^ \H
Sliwaiii: v\\\tvz l'v. ilijuhle ilirf-

tillrtl 9| irinioiis liquor.

rium—', l:
t ^ ^ Ut l>nil tea.

\ \- ('!» _ ciranj-, SHcrifi<*ea in

winter hiii] Milium".

Chin/ (an, bo?l rice

Chin/ lc to "' :irs. ^ i

Chinu f v. lo distill spirituous

lil')".
,

, r IH J S M:J flnn-

urh wei yu, v;i[»our8 collected

and forming rain.

Ching yu, to boil fish.
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Ch\u^ r 5fg Kuh
chin^. disease or aching

of the bones.

A cer lain species of bam-

boo.

>>>>

A kind of torrli the stalk

of Ihmii|> of which a torch

may be madt? to nsccinl a c va-

pour. Uwi in several of the

senses o( Ching. A warm,

or hot vapour

Cliinii- cliin^ jih shant:

daily rising hinrher and

liijiher, h't"'r and better; said of

tli'/ usages of the people, and of

the proorrrs.s <»f learninp. Cliinpr

sin 1 hing, expresses fuel

of a finer son; Siu, common {'"'1.

"57j^ ("""f? or ci": :,"(—' ^
RV^V wor.ls h'.iir.l at.<l

.^ci ved up again; Lediuus tauto-

lo<ry.

)C )
lioil^d fully or maturely

> Ching tuy /J|C a well

• \ boiled ley; of j'ork

Same* as < 'liing.

A yellow colour

Ancient forms of the fol-

lowing.

To induce incipient ac-

tion to set in motion the

hidden spring of action to act;

to do to inflict to witness; to

make manifest what internally

exists; to prove the truth of

something preceding by the ful-

fillment of what was expected,

as of hopes founded on prayer

to the gods; the fulfillment of a

prediction. Evidence; to en*

quire al'ier, or call for; to ga-

ther together; aim at or seek

eorae end. A surname.

Yew obinp, possessing evid-

ence. Woo ching, with-

out any proof.

( liing cbaou or

( hingling, an invitation or call

fiuin tlie Sovereign for men of

tnlent and virtue to come for

-

ird to serve the country.

^ (If: Cliing choo sboo

min to afford a proof to the

people; i. e. a proof of the ex-

istence of virtue, by practicing

it one's-self. Ching peTh

r Ching p'ing, to

invite to come with much form-

al civility, presents beine: sent

with the invitation.

Ching shih, a thing proved, as

an essay supported by classical

quotations. Ching yen,

completion; accomplishment*

Ching, r Ching

J\^^ kee. a disease of the ab-
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domen, a kind of cholic.

Name of an ancient, na-

tion.

Ching, or Ling

ching, to walk as if sick

or lame; to walk as if drunk.

/ To witness; to verify by

evidence; to confront; to

substantiate.

a

CHING.

A statement, or exposi-

tion of any case in the I

form of a petition to present a
|

petition to; to offer up to a su-

perior. A surname.

Ching k'ung; to petition '

against. Ch'ing ming,

to state clearly any case to a

friend or to the government.

K Ch'ing slmng, to pre-

sent up to; to lay before a su-

perior. Ch'ing tsze, a

petition. Ch'ing yue, to

present to iu order to be revis-

ed.

^1^ To walk on a hyc patli

jH: foot path to walk on after

t^L A bye path.

i
Jj^ Ch'ing or Ching

I^jla beuen, the intention or

mind not fully laid open anxi-

ous, mournful.

A certain small measure,

tt n hnirs make a Ching;

a decimu! part of a rule;

a pattern; a measure; a

limit; a road or path; to

travel on a road or path Name

of a city; a surname Cluing

ch'ing : rules and regu-

lations. ^£ Tseen ch'ing,

prt'tiM nu'ut
j

promotion pro-

sperous circumstance.

Ciring too yaou yuen

thti road is vastly long

the distance is great. ^£
Ch'i'it: soo, a rertain (li'cinml

part of a debt paid by a person

who becomes bankrupt. —

»

^£ Y\\\ rhin' one tenth, 'ft.

^§ Wuo ch'ing. five tenths, &c.

Substantial possessing

w.)i th dilipent ; careful,

^amo of an ancient state, and

of a Ileen district; an usual sur-

nan>e.

A certain valuable 8tone,

such as the Chinese wear

at their girdles, as ornKnieiits.

BS to

look; to examine anxi-

ous; the mind oppressed.

A certain species of bam-

boo or reed . A mat

made of reeds, on which the

Chinese of former times sat and

ate their meals.
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Two uien supportinp; with

the lianas. Original torra

of the following. A surname.

~] To be second to; to se-

coih! to aid; to hel[>; an

assistant; a lulper ; an

J,

.^^>i>t,ai)t in office. T', re

^
I ceive or present Xo ^K^^

I

Foo ch'ing, to suppu/ 1.

min iaicr ot suite w as no ( aU' ii

under the Ming dynasty

Heen ch'injx, a se (ond of-

ficer or assistant in a He* n dis-

trict. Chung ch'ing, a

certain officer of considerable

rank in the state, who has the

privilege of writing to the Em-

peror. _t Shang (hing,

and

names uf stars.

Ch'inp liit.^ kunjr the

head clerks who drew up papers

in (Ik* inferior public offices.

See Kaou

(hincr. or T»een ch ing

{ to put under wa-

ter; to s"»k-

Htvi%J

To fill a tripod used in

sacrifice, with the flesh

of tb6 victim: a vessel

without feet, filled in the

same manner, is express-

ed by Tsae.

Ch'ing or Lo-ch'ing \
nalw-d disrobed in a

rude httrbarous manner. A gir-

dle worn ruuu'i the waist; to

ve:ir 1 1 the jiirdlo.

•^1—f High rn'nded ami pre-

^urniri- ilinistin^ one's

self forward wizinp: or avail-

ing ('neVh'— h of pi eci|>iiate

;

alacrity plt*;isf ;1 with : !o j>eiw.--

tratu ur extend to; to carry lo

the extreme limit; a ctuvle

dissipated manner of acting is

called Pdh ch'ing.

Cli'in^ ) ill she keen teth (un noo

t

act on a fit ot [>:ission.

BM Partially roused from a fir.

of intoxioalion slightly

come to one's senses after being

int(»xi<ated the sorrow and

vexation which is IV'lt on re-

covering from a degrading state

of drunkenness.

Provisions; victuals.

Unable to sell; unsalea-

ble.

A oariuition colour; twice

dyed; a change of colour;

extreme toil and labour,

which idea, they say,

arises from a fish's tail

becoming reddish by toil,

and the bumau Lair white.
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Jo fly; to raise high; to

assist.

The feet.

^ I
To ascend the hinder part

of an open carriage. wli< re

S \ one can see all around. /

2 To assist in perfect ina (*»

finish; to perfect; to

to romplele; lo become; il»:it

which is good and fit for use;

things to be doiio in tlie day,

month or year; that which is

well and properly done. "
level or adjust a compl'.ie piec**

of music. Name of a "i ti i'-i

a surname.

Ch*iu*r ^ze tsae t'een

to give success to, or |" '

fect any v(rk reinuins with

Heaven it. is not in niitn's

power. Ch'infr

jin che mei, to assist people in

affectiiiir their virtuous purpose;

or Ch'ing jin

haoti sze. 4^ Cli'ing k'unu.

to become a void to be ftnni-

l.ilat.d. ^ S Pf Vf
Ch'jn^ keih sze-k o-liari, Gen-

gliisk'lian, the irreat Tartar con-

queror. 'l^T* Ch'ing-te. t!»e

Emperor who reijLjiHHl when our

Saviour appoared in Judea.— Ch'ing

yuen yin tsze, whole dollars.

See ^ Suy.

#

^Ch ing ta ju, became a great

scliolar. «5 Ch'ing too,

the capital of Sze-chuen Pro-

vince. Ch'ini: tH-w. to

assist in effeetinjr, wliether it

be good or bad. (Mi'ing

kung. to effect a meritorious

work. Ch'iiip jin, to

uri as liccomcs a hum:in beinsr,

ainl not us a hnite

l'ing che ch'iiiir i luni?,

tliat wliicii en'ls vt'll, :md has

had a \iooi\ lipjrinning; all well

exm""i.
J

('h'ins U*aon,

finisltiMl comfileted; brougl" to

a stircc^slul itM-nunalion or con-

clusion. CVing

puli k'e, uintUlp to etfot't, or to

complne. li'"ii: keaou,

dc(Mding on a oiuinercial trau-

saclion. finishing a bargain.,

From T'oo, earth, and

h int!, lormed perfect-

ed The wall of a town; a wnll-

'(1 inwi» or city. A surnaiue.

II w i-clTinp, convt-rtrd

to a city ; occurs in the books

ofBud.ll.a. ^
Nuv ynr rhMntr, wae yuS

k5 withinside is called ( h'ing,

witlumt is ra!ird K6; the city

and I lie suburbs,

ch'ing, the imperial city; de-

notes that space which is en-

closed within the city of Pe-
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king", around the Imperial pa-

lace, -^j Sang ching, tl"

metropolis of a province.

^^ Kwang-tung hang

ch ing, the city of Canton.

Ch'incr jin the battlements

on the wall of a city

Ch'in- kan, 01, Uli'ing

keo, tlie loot of the wull of a

city. C\i'w^ cli'e, the

ditch or ruoat which surroun<ls

llif* wail of a city.

Ts'een le< l>:ini: ('li'mg. the

city wall a tliousand lo in len^tli,

is the in mou< ('liinw Great

wall. CWnn rh mir. si

growing city: is a plnu-e appli-

ed to those princes of ancient

tiinrs. w ho by i>8iun|>tioi) aur -

trriiTMii/fd tin* limits assigned

thein by the Km pt'ior. The

expression iiil-jiles to a child ji

griulimlly increasing in size.

11" ' h'ing, fire city, dcn-)(-<

a Vi\si collection of liirlits p]

S/h ch'ii)*;, a certain "Ili'*'r.

Ch lh ch'it,-. and

tain. M o

te yue Kea ch'ing, the place oJ"

a tomb is called Keu-' li'in^. a

happy city. To rhyme, read

Chang.

To contain, as a house;

that which is con tained

liouse.

A kind of cupboard or

press, in which to keep

rice.

M
A certain valuable stone.

A hill.

The bricks or tiles con-

nected with the pillar of

a house.

Ch'inp or Shing. Tlie

jrrain to be offered up to

the gods placed in its appropri-

ate vessels; name of a vessel; to

n' rive or contain as a vessel of

vast c;i|);H'ify lu put into; filled

full. Affluent; luxuriant; ex-

uberunt fuliiig**; abundant; plen-

tiful; copious; excellent; *iood

in the higliost deyret* Hourisli-

ing; prosperuus. To <ru;ird ofl'

or guard Htriiinst. Set- Shin*;.

Cirin? tsew fo fill wiih

wine; to pour out into ''nps.

kwiiw^^ an

J^i^L insf innu'itt. or uleii>il us* d

in weaving.

^^^^
To form by weaving.

— Without guile; without

[jJjJC admixture; of one mind;

sincere; true; honest; sincerity;

truth.

Ch'ing shth true and real;

sincere; without deceit or fraud.
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( li'ins s=i>>

tsae huo jin, sincerity of mind

depends upon a man liim—'lt

Ch'in,' „an,

tur^ wuli, sincerity can influ

ence, move, or excite alt nature

A certain plant, or [»l:mt>

generally

name of ancieni

state or '"iti(. A sur-

ie.

Name of u liill) r' pion.

Tlie K'ck.

Name of a bird

To form to rc^nliitr l'

8top, or cans** to desist

to repress to caution to warn

to correct.

Chin^ t'l»v:w (o repress

wliat is vicious or irregular, hv

reprelu'Dtiins or chastising

J^t C1'— I,,

to i t [): <'>s anger, ami restrain

\icious desires.

Ch ing or Sl»ii)fr. A cart

or (urriatre drawn by one

or more lu>rses; pairs of

^v^xT tilings are expressed by

-^jfc^ ( Shiii^; also thinirs in fours

In ancient times. eii:ht

hundred families furnish-

- ed to government one war

chariot and <a horse; three men

CH'ING

in armour, and twenty two foot

soldiers; hence, Tse^n dung che

kwo a nation

with a thousand cliariots of war.

which was considered a great

nation, contained ei^lit liu nd-

red thoiisund families. 11- aJ

Sliin^, to ascend a carriage; to

mount a liurse; to einhruoe an

i,|mrtmitv; to avail one's It

of Cbay cirin;', a car-

riage.

Ii'in^ liing to elevat-

ed; rlu'. rful. ^| % ChMng

ke'i, t" t' ' "'l a horse or car-

na-r. ^ Ui'iiii: nia, to

m<*unt a hors**; or read Ching,

four hors.- Ch'ingshe,

four arrows has a refVronce to

an ' i' i" story Ch'ing

in avail om ll of a fa-

vorable time

h

sh«\ or Cb ,

in«r ke, to

av:iil one's self of an opportu-

nit v. it n^pects circura-

st::n.*.-s. CbMng yu, to

ride in a carnnge.

A ridge or dike in the

niidst of Chinese fields,

which serve to divide

them. an*l also a path for

tin- hiislmnduien to walk
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A path for water.

Overplus; remainder. See

Shing.

The name of a hill.

A simple silly appearance.

Words rapidly enunciat-

ed.

A cart or carriage; a kind

of asfiistant one.

To raise; to elevate.

From Grain, which is

used with vurious terms

denoting measuring. To

measure; to wei^'li to ad-

just; to be adjusted to

one's wishes; correspond-

ing to earh other; suita-

ble; the mind gratified or

satisfied with. To speak

about to denominate; a

designation, or name. To say;

to dt^'lare; to state verbally; to

compliment; to praise; to com-

mend. A surname.

T'ung cb'ing, a general desipnii-

tion or name.

Tsze ch'ing k e foo

yuo Kea foo, to design at-e one's

own father is done by the term

Kea-foo.

Ch'ing cli'a to weigh teas.

-

Ch'ing hoo, to designate

in complimentary phrase; the

terras proper for complimentary

address. Ching jirx

e to suit people's wishes.

Ching
jin che foo yue Ling- tsun, to

compliment a person's father, or

to call him by a courteous epi-

thet, is done by the term Ling^

tsun. Ch*ing jin, to

praise other people.

Ch'ing ke, to praise one's-self.

Ch'ing kung, to tell of

one's meritorious deeds.

Ch'ing raing, to tell one's

name. Ch'ing ping, or

Ch'ing tseTh, 1o plead,

or make a pretext of sickness.

Ch'ing seen, or

( l>"ing tsan, to praise; to com-

m^nd; Ch'ing taou, or

Ch'ing slnvo, to say; to

stale; to declare; to speak well

of Ch'ing yang, or

Ch'ing keu, to exall; to laud

to praise ffi Ch'ing

vfih k'ing chung, to weigh

whether things be light or

heavy.

jig Ch'ing-ch'ing ft a

f'rtr simple, stupid, silly ap-

pearance.
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To commend; to praise;

to exalt.

A woman's name.

CKMng, or Keu-cb ing

a certain plant.

Still pure water; clear,— limpid.

Ch'ing tsintr clear, pure,

limpid. tL Ch'ing keang,

a pure river of water; a clear

stream.

Evenness or composure of

mind.

Rice black and spoiled.

i

From Tree, and Sliini:.

intuitive knowledge. A
river willow; a willow which

grows by tbe side of a river,

and whose bark is of a reddish

colour. It exhibits some un-

usual sensibility to the ap-

proach of rain, from which cir-

cumstance it has derived its

narae. Tbe name ot a place.

Imp
A species ot oyster of an

ovul figure.

praise. Ch'ing-ch'ing,

caution; to warn.

To praise; to commend.

i

To

to

Ch'ing, or Shing, a cord;

f\3i a string; a rope; a line

stretched to make a straight

CH'ING

mark to cause to conform to

the straight line, in a moral

sense j to warn; to restrain; to

restrict; continued as by a line,

not disconnected Occurs de-

notinff, to praise or commend.

Yuh ch'ing, the namo

of a star. Ch'ing ch'ing,

many a multitude; a great

number of. Ch'ing f5.

royal laws or restrictions.

Ch'ing ke, to restrain one's

self from any irregularity; to

b\nd one's-self by the laws of

(lerorura and moral propriety.

Ch ing mlb, string and

ink, :i Chinese carpenter^ mar.

kinfr line; he uses black ink.

Carina t^7.e, a string or

cord. Ch'ing jin, to

point out ihe line of duty by

instruction; or to enforce U by

authority.

A surname.

Small fili.

M:mv; a great number.

To walk; run or press

atraiirht forward; a horse

running straigitt forward at full

speed.

[ffilf;
Ancient form of the pre-

E

+^ ccdiug.
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CHO.

1 ^ Formed from the reverse
|

«J side of ^ Clnh, to step I

with the left foot. According
j

to Shwo-wan, Cho, denotes

to stop a little. According to >

others, to step with the right

foot, which joined with ChTh,

makes the character if Hing,

to walk.

|-*-| To erect; to erect firmly

I
"* establish; raised hi^h

eminent; lofty and stable; dis-

tant. A surname. $3 ^>
JJL Cbaou k'eun cho leih> rais-

ed superior to all.

Cliaou cho, to give preeminence

to; supereminent. *^ ^fL

"^" Yen k oo K'ung tsze

clio, deli»ilited in the lofty and

difficult doctrines of Confu< ius

'Cho chuy woo te che jin

a man witlumt

land enough in which to stick

an awl. -^. Clio e, an ho-

norary title bestowed by tde

recommondation of governors

on able oiti^'ers at Quinquennial

examinations J^. Cho

tseue, or Cho )'u^ to

surpass others in talents; ex-

ternal figure; address or good-

ness. jll Cho leih, to erect;

to establish erect; upright

morally correct.

Great; lofty; bright; ma-

nifest.

Cbo pe yun ban, clear and ex-

tensive as the Milky Way. y

Yew cho ke taou,

there is a large open road.

Same as the preceding.

Also, the appearance of

many mouths. Read So, many

voices. Read Cbaou, as

Chaou-cbaou, the voices of

birds.

J Cho-yo a hand-

some aud delicate ap-

pearance.

tt|t^ Luminous; splendid; ef-

Ji-j 1-* fulgence.

The name of a certain

wood; a table.

E cho, a kind of table or stand.

Cho tsze^ a table.

- Cho tsze shan^, on the ta-

ble.

Fang tsae cho tsze shang nieen,

place upon the table.

^yK Commonly used for table.

P^J-* Considered also the same

as Cho. A man's name.

The matter of fire; ligLt;

clear; luminous.

A certain articulate

sound, which is denomi-

nated Cliuen she
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hoo, articulating or enunciat-

ing, with a turn of the tongue;

such as the Lo, and u

Loo, i e. Ro and Roo, of the

Buddhists and Tartars by

which it would appear that the

sound referred to, is that of the

letter R,

supple;

weak; delicate. It is used

with several other characters.

Read Naou, mire; miry; the

name of a stream. A surname.

Read Chaou, concord; harmony.

A fierce strong dog.

Cby or Chaou, a kind of

basket for taking fish

Clearness of sight.

with.

Slow; leisurely. Cl»r. "
weak; delicate.

Cho or J Chin cho,

an unusual extraordinary

appearance; not constant and

regular. Chin chu, uot

making progress.

Struck with alarm; walk-

ing or going to a great

distance, remote; distant;

high. Read Chaou, to

over-step 5 to over-pass.

A horse making little or

no progress.

Long hair.

To take or pour out, as

y with a spoon; a certain

spoon or bowl tor lifting liquids.

To contain a small quantity.

Name of an ancient piece of

music A certain exercise; a

sjjrname.
~^

'

Yih cho shwuy che to, as much

as a Cho (or spoonful) of water.

%\\ Low cho, a wooden

bowl, or large spoon with holes,

to lift the solids and permit tlio

liquids to flow out.

Cho, imvlies to take or adopt,

CM ,e:,n

tsoo che taou yay, to adopt or

follow up the principles or doc-

trines <»f the ancient fathers.

Woo cho, a kind of ex-

ercise which consists in bran-

dishing weapons, and throwing

one's ^eU into various attitudes.

f^i A plank; a plank for

('ro—ig a stream.

Cljo yu a shooting star.

X^A-

! The noise of dashing

^| .J against »vater. The name

of a stream, and of a place.

Strong; robust.

To bum; to cauterize; to

J illumine; to make spltu-

did.
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Cho cho a splendid lumi-

nous appearance; glorious, j^)

ffi Cho ngae fun t'une,

cauterizing himself to share the

pain (witli his brother.)

Cho, or Cho ke % ft
-J a kind of cover, to 1(' p

the rain off a carriage.

Name of a plant.

whi(

^L/t Name of an animal like a

^ J leopard.'

^fc Cho, or C1.6 yu

a medicinal plant, well-

known in China.

A single garment; cool

clothes; short friinnents

which leave the legs at liberty.

To pour out and fill other

vessels; to deliberate; to

consult; in order to devise the

best means; the name of a place.

Cho e to consult, to devise.

Cho tsew, t pour out

wine, to till anolhcr voscl with.

Cho or Teih. A black or

red spot put on the face

intentionally by females.

To strike with the bill;

to peck. A bird eating;

to pick up food with the

\ beak; to peck. Also read

) Cliow, in the same sense.

F

cho wan mang urh sluh che,

bowed the head, pecked flit's

and ate thera. P5 cho,

to knock, as at a door.

Cho ^^ to peck grains of

millet. Cho muh
neaou, a woodpecker. To rhyme,

read Tuh.

To strike; to push.

To strike; to pusli; to cut

or pierce wood.

A punishment which con-

sists in depriving of the

parts of generation, or other-

wise mutilating the body.

Flowing down in drops;

to strike. Name of a

stream, and of a district. .

To work stones or gems;

to cut; to carve. To
choose; to select.

Cho ynh ch'inp k'e ^
to cut a stone and form it in to

some utensil for use or orlia-

ment CLo mo, to cut

and rub a stone; used to denote

employing labour upon any

thing, particularly on the style

of written composition,

Cho teaou, or Cho teaou,

to cut and carve, or dress up a

stone. Cho wan, to

cut and adora with engraved

lines.
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Name of an ancient prin-

cipality.

Clio or Cliuh. Sores on

l the bands and feet caus-

ed by cold.

CHO

Cho na, to take hold

of to seize. Cho neih,

to grasp; to seize. Cbo

tsih, to catch a thief.

To strike, as with a stone.

^r^. To cut; to engrave; to

)y I carve; to cut into pieces

or slices.

^"Ty To attack with words; to

p"§\. state or tell to. To repre-

hend; to blame; to rail at; to

slander; to vilify.

Cho, or Ma chc

a certain horse insect.

n
.

Cho, or repeated Cho cho,

discreet, respectful, cor-

rect manner.

To skip or leap.

To eat; a kind ot cake.

A hill.

The tail of a dragon.

Name of a river.

Cbo or Tsuh, to prose-

cute; to lay hold of; to

grasp; to catch to seize; to

reprehend

Clio choo to seize and hold

fast. Cho hwo, to catoh:

to seize as a criminal-

Cho keen, to catch an adulterer.

Sediment; dregs; that

which sinks to the foot

or bottom. Han clio

nann* of a person men tioiied in

history.

I Clio or Chuh, class; series;

XyXL arraiiped in order.

A cup or other vessel of

the kind.

Cho or Chuh, a small

stone.

Cho cho. a slow drawling

I
>ace > &s if diseased in

some way.

/ffl To fetter the feet an iron

instrument for delving,

fc Cho or Ts5, noise made

by the teeth against each

other the prindingof the teeth;

gnashing the teeth, expressive

of the pressure of some diffi-

culty, which is also denoted by

ISHEuh-cho.

An utensil for catching

fish to take by piercing

or sticking into; to strike; to

harpoon to posh.
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Disquietude of mind.

To deprive of the parts

' of generation as a punish-

ment; to mutilate the body.

Name of. a plant.
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^1^5 A kind of small bell used

)|^^| in the army for making

signals.

To pluck up to select

from to raise; to pro-

mute to employ in offiite; to

lead to iiuluro to excite.

Cho yung } j^f to raise and

employ in tlie government.

.^^| To wound, hurt, or injure

any ihinf: wilh a bamboo.

So-cho a certain

plant with five leaves.

To rinse, to wash; to drink:

bright. A fat and sleek

appearance, an oily shining ap-

pearance, such as is exhibited

by well fed animals.

A certain animal like a

^|:l£ monkey, of a yellow co-

lour.

A certain animal of the

monkey species; a kind

of small frog1

.

Cbo-cho, a heavy rain.

A wild fowl with a Ion'

tail; a pheasant.

To place; to cause to take

effect; to order; to com-

I

mand; to strike at; a com-

mand or order. Follow-

ing Verbs, shews their

action, or their taking

J effect.

Clio keih 7^ to become im-

patient; anxious; the mind in

a hurried fluttered state, not

knowin*; what to do.

Cho 15, being placed; arrang-

ed the responsibility, or oblig-

ation to pay, fixed on some in-

dividual, or class of persons

when exactions of the govern-

ment offices are thus settled,

they are said. Yow to liave

Cho 15. K an cho, to

look at.

A surname.

^ To place near to.

To split or rend.

To skip; to hop; to run

in iin irregular manner.

To cut; to pare to hew.

To cut or hew; to chop.
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fjgjj To chop or hew. Read

hxyj Tow, a small orifice.

m
fr

if

To cut off; to cut across.

or cut down, with a knife

or sword; to chop; to hew.

Cho, or Tsang-

cL5, silk cord attached to

an arrow or dart to shoot

at birds and draw the

arrow back again.

Chojaou Winding about;

wound round.

Name of a stream ol

water.

A kind of axe or hatchet

An utensil for washing

rice and permitting the

wati^r to run off; a kind ot sieve.

<^j!^2 Garments reaching to the

^f/|* ground.

CH'O.

A go-between in making

marriage alliances; to con-

sult about uniting two families.

/ CT Near, short, close; urgent,

pressing. See Tsuh.

flWL A name of a person fa-

H 7^) "">' in history, is

Yen-cho.

CHOO,

^ A point; a stop. That

which denotes a stop. Tli'

flame of a lamp. Borrowed to

denote Choo, tliat whicli il-

lumines aud directs; A lord or

master.

In the religious books of

Fuh, used for K. :i

pronoun, he, she, it., they. Also,

the form of Hea, below, in

the Running liaud.

—I—* The Harae in the nudst

of a lamp. That whi' h

^ives li^ht and direction A
Sovereign a lord; a master.

The principal; the chief. Read

as a Verb, to rule; to govern;

to direct to consider as the

principal or chief,

choo, the master of a house. ^^
Jin choo, Kwo choo,

^jf Keun choo, "j

Choo tsze the Sovereign of a

country. She choo, a

person who gives a donation to

a religious house. Ngan
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clioo, a benefactor.

Chae choo, a creditor.

Shwuy tso clioo, who acts

as master? who controls? +,
Choo, the Deity, in the langu-

age of Chinese Maliommedans.

Tlie Romish Missionaries use

dE T een clioo, the Lord of

Heaven, to denote the Su

preoio Being. T"

"

cboo an inn-keeper. +
Tse choo, the person wlio pre-

sides in offering Siicriti' e.

3E. H^en choo, a n"— of

a district. Kun^ choo,

a Princess. hf 2E. shai'p

kung clioo, the sisters of the

Emperor. C _L i Ta

6hanj^ kung llie l^m-

peror's aunt. ^fe IVze

choo, to direct on^'s-s^K per-

pnnal liberty.

'^r Wo pull kan ehuon 'l"o, I

li.n e nut :mm* the < tm trol.

Sit l. ^l
:<

cl»oo e. it " will. \^
a;

yon m:iy have your own viU.

'

^- 1
choo e isne ts ze, here is a plan.

I recommend thi& metliod. }fl^i

jT Sinn choo, a tablet iu f;t

nuly temples, with the name of I

the deceased inscribed on it.

If he has held aD official $itua-
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tion, tlie name of his office is

inscribed before his own.

Wei choo, to be, or to be

considered the chief or princi-

pal.

Choo cb'e */p to govern, to

repulate Choo ch'e, to

l"ive the control in one's own
hand, to have the management;

of. Choo chang, a plan

of proceeding or management

existing in one's mind; to ma-

nage. Choo e, the de-

cision ihe will a plan. j£yU
Choo foo, a double sur-

n;i:ae. Choo n^aou, to

"t in retirement. Ch ,

koo, a patron, a protector.

Choo ling, to order.

Choo jin, the opposite of

'iist. Choo jin, a

inust^r. Choo jih, the

Lord's day, or tbe chief day;

" used tor Sunday by the Ca-

tholic in China. +! "T^ Choo

moo. a mistress. Clioo

po. an assistantofficerin a H een.

Clioo paou, to protect,

or advocate the cause of an-

other. ij^ Choo show, to

keep; to guard; to protect.

Choo she, to order or direct

as a master. 3E Choo tsae,

to rule, to control. >^
Choo e pub tsae wo, the
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decision does not rest with me.

J^4^ To hall ; to "op: to erect;

|JL1 to withstand; to dwell.

A surname. T ing

choo ke5, to stop the foot; to

cease from walking.

Lew choo, to detain.

Sih choo, to stop up an aper-

ture.

Choo show to stop the

hand; i. e. to cease from work-

ing or doinf; anything. ^%

{ Hwuh jen choo

leaou k,ow, suddenly stoppt*<l

tbe mouth; i. e. ceased to speak

Te felli

choo, unable to withstand at»

enemy. Jin puh

choo, unable to endure.

Ne tsae na le choo,

where do you live? or Avliioh

expresses the Siime

H t'M Ne choo tsae na le.

W he

tsae sang ch'ing keu choo I re-

side at the chief city of the

province. Tsa choo, va-

rious ranks or tribes of persons

living in the same place.

yh Choo che to be settled in

for a time only. Choo

keu, to reside or dwell in per-

manently. Ch
leaou kuh, to desist from weep-

ing.

A distorted mouth; the

sound made when calling

to fowls. According to some,

the bill of a bird; the voice of

a bird. Same as U Choo.

A stone tablet erected

with a kind of border a-

round it, or in a case, on which

tlie name of the deceased is

, ot'ierwise called

3l 'Shin choo.

A post plncrd in an in-

clined pf#iition to support

something; to pierco; to stick;

to oppose.

Choo mei a transverse

beam. Choo ts'ang or

Ch'an^, an inclined post.

a A v;ood**n post; a Hone

pillar; UMid figuratively

t<>r persons wlio are a support

to any chupc; forras part of the

ii;'ru' mi :'• I m i 1 ct "'i''. in the

government tlio strings ot an

instrument. To sustnm; to sup-

port to uphold.

a statesman who is »s a pillar

to the ompire. Clioo

hr:i or ^£ Choo how. a cer-

t;un official cap. Choo

k\'5, or reversed Kwo choo, a

pillar of tbe nation; a mini<i« r

of state a statesman.

Choo t'ing, a kind of dome sup-

ported hy pillars.
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Choo kun^ yuen, a certain offi-

a kind of musician.

Choo, or T een

choo, a lofty hill.

L—
' Water flowing or shoot-

ing off in streams; to lead

or be led that to which the

mind is directed; to record to

comment upon or illustrate by

appropriaie attention to.

Choo e to direct the at-

tention ot the mind to; or the

mind to flow to an object. Y^P

Choo tsoo, to point to and

place; to spread out and ar-

range. Cboo yen, to fix

the eyes upon.

The light of a lamp, the

wick of a lamp; from

which chiefly the light pro-

ceeds; a match or stick of fra-

grant wood.

Clioo heang a stick of in-

cense.

To btop; to wait.

The tablet inscribed to

' parted spirits io tem-

ples or the assittLauce

derived therefrom. The

stone or ba^c on which

the tablet dedicated to depart-

ed spirits is placed, or the ta-

blet itself.

An utensil for tuning

stringed instrumojU3.

IJ^
A yellow dog, with a

Zl^ black head.

A small net for catching

fish.

C Disease.

An insect that destroys

wood,

~ To define; to explain;" to

illustrate the import or

sense of; to record; to preserva

a written account of. Explan-

ation; definition; commentary.

§i Sze-shoo choo, a

commentary on the Four books.

Choo keae or Choo

sMh, to illustrate; to explain.

Choo ming, a clear, lu-

cid explanation, orcoairaentary

§ Choo soo, open full ex-

planation, it Cboo

shoo lelb sbwo, to explain books

and insert what is said by dif-

ferent autLorities. g Choo

explauatiun; illustration.

An erect appearance of

the person.

Great strength of limb;

to stand firm.

To stop a carriage; a

carriage stopping.

To inter valuables with

the de&d.
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A piece of military dress

which covers the knee.

To stop and rest one's

horse; a temporary resi-

dence.

Choo ma to stop or rest
I

one's horse; to reside, or remain

in a place for the time being.

Choo peih, places at

which the Erapsror stops in his

tours through the Empire.

>^ Choo tsuh, to halt; to stop;
^

to make a temporary stny.

An animal of the deer

'

species, larger thfin the

deer, and Laving a long tail;

said to be a leader to flocks of

deer.

^^JL Something whi :h marks i

y^vE and points off, as
k
Choo,

a dot or mark of a pause.

A sacrifice, or to sacri-

fice.

Choo, or Woo-choo ^
a species o( tortoise.

_Af-^ A carnation or vermil-

V lion colour. A surname.

Choo yen ho fS

a red lace and grey lwiirs; a

robust old man. Choo

tseo, a constellation.

Choo he, the name of Choo-foo-

tsze. Choo-foo-t^'.(\

a well known Commentator on

tlie Four Books, who lived iu

CHOO

the 1 2th Century. ^;
hung, scarlet.

Choo joo f :\ >L.vrt

J> small person a pijrmv

.

Also the small pillars above le

rafters of a house; in which

sense it is conimonly, hut er-

roneously written Choo

now. Ling choo, name

of an ancient MiiHiriun.

"hoo r m
Fee choo. loquacious

talkative manner. Read Clioo,

the voice of birds. Read CIiow,

the bill of a bird. The name

of a star. ^ Fung choo,

the iiHme of an ancient stone

on which to rub ink.

Ji^jZ Handsome features; beau-

tifnl countenance; delicate,

i lioo sih a pretty woman,

^f-^ The root of a tree lying

\/}\ above ground : put in Uie

lowest |>lace; the most degrad-

ed stiite the trunk of a tree.

A numeral of treed.

Choo show \ Hi yu

confined in a corner for wunt

of talent to appear in the world

said hv persons of themselves,

Choo kow, a tree bro-

ken in the midst.

Name of a stream of water,

^f^jV in Shan tung. A surname.

Choo Bze }^ ffl two streams
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which meet nud join near the i

native place of Confucius.

^ A certain lance or speur
|

to kill lo dest roy

jb. Choo, or Clioo joo

J\ an im;i^in;iry animal, said

o be like h fox. having ihe

oales of a fili, aii' wings.

A pearl or a head : beads

:

strung and worn like a

'

necklace; the ball of the eye.

:

Chooor Cl"-cl"'o ihe
I

peurl obtained from oysters

any thin*: precious or valu: I''

S
JJC ;,"12-( oo, denotes a 1

species of amber; ihe n»me of

a place, and of a < ertuin wood.

3^ Leen-choo, the name ot

a work well known :i mot(<_^t

niinese literati.

"^" Kwan yuen teili tlioo

tsze, pearls that are so round

as to roll about. , Ch'aou i

choo, court beads; worn as an

ornamental necklace, by the

present Dynasty; the different
]

ranks of officers wear different

kinds.

Choo pih sun a certain

medicine. Choo

ch'ing yay kvarig. pearls are

called night splendors; mean-

ing the carbuncle

Choo tsuy, pearls and feathers,

for head dress.

X>h Choo, or Tan sha

a vo<\ oxide; vermillion.

Yin choo cliumr,

cinnabar uu ore of meivury

combined willi sulphur found

in the e;i rth

Choo si"

tiva. Ym choo. ver-

million m:le trom the preoed-

Clio"

Uie beet kind of Mandarin

orantre denuminated from its

beautiful colour.

Imprecations; curses.

A kind of screen not

spread out, or exiended.

A species of red or crim-

son silk.

The spi'ler; otlierwise

called Che choo,

whi<h exprvs.sion comes from

Che ohoo, to know liow

to destrot/ alluding to the skill

of the spider m funning its web.

giirments.R"

'
taste

Choo yu name of

medicine, of an acrid

taste.

To make inquisition for;

to putiisli to wound; to

destroy; to put to deatli to kill;

to involve the residue of men

in crime, as the root being taken
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out of the ground causes the

decay of the branches and

leaves; to eradicate; to exter-

minate.

Choo tsih to punish; to

chastise. Choo luh, to

exterminate by cutting to pieces

human beings; to inflict capital

punishment on state prisoners

or rebels; to exterminate or

reduce a smaller state, for some

real or supposed insult.

Choo luy, to involve in some

calamity.

p|/f^ The appearance of a bird;

^l^/JV leaping and hopping like

a bird; ihe teet appearing im

peded.

A certain bird of prey,

said to have a human

Itead.

Name of an ancient na-

tion.

To pour out wine; filled

witli liquor; drunk.

Njime of an ancient coin;

a very small coin or piece

of silver.

Choo tseih ts'un luy : t

^ to accumulate farthings and

hoard up inches; is applied to

persons to denote that they arc

miserly Choo e, cer-

tain garments worn by genii.

jifp A horse with a black

mouth.

Name of a fisb.

The space between a

~J - door and a screen.

Choo leih JUL to stand inside

the door, but outside of the

screen.

4^ ^ A considerable length of

I J time to stand a long

time; to wait.

Choo k'an to stand and

look. { Clioo leih, to

stand and look. \~f 3^ Choo

wiin?, to stand hoping for, or

expecting.

n To heap upon and press

dowu.

"
^ft j

A olotli covering for a

cotfin; a pall.

Knowledge and wisdom.

If
certain tree of the bark

'l «4 wliich paper is made,

there are different sorts

distinguished by tbe leaf.

To stretch the eyes; to

^| 4 stare to fix the eyes upon

aad ^aze.
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( boo ts'ang, to store up; to lay

up in a warehouse.

The name of a tree, of

the bark of which both

cloth and paper were made

name of a paper once substitut-

ed tor money; name of a hill.

Vif a kind of bank

nole. See Ch'aou

Choo ts'een, gilt puper whicli

the Chinese burn iu sacrifices.

Name of a river or

f pf stream of water; a small

island.

To boil; to decoct; boil-

ed decocted. Choo-

tsaou name of a

1 place. Choo shwuy

' to boil water.

Choo chuh to boil rice to

a kind of gruel' |R Choo

fan, to boil rice. ^ Choo

ining, to boil tea, expresses to

prepare an entertainment.

^{t Cliooshuh, to boil maturely.

Clioo ts'ae, to boil veg-

etables; to prepare food.

A pig; a swine. Stag-

nant water, or the place

where water stagnates.

The name of an office,

and of a hill, and ot a dis-

trict; the name of a medicine.

Choo lung ts'aou Ne-

penthes distillatoria.

CHOO

Clear; pure; limpid.

To cause to fume by tbu

force of Leat.

A certain utensil or ves-

sel.

To stand for a lon«ir time.

The transverse part of a

loom.

A cloak, screen, or cover-

A vessel for containing

rice.

A lamb.

The name of a plant; a

j species of hemp; the root

ot ihi^ [ilanl is mixed up with

wheaten flour and formed iuto

^ Choo-lo, cakes.

Tliat wliioh is known

:

|3J knowledge wisdom. A
mau's name.

To accumulate; to store

up; an accumulation a

hoard.

Choo koo |tr to lay up in a

public treasury. Choo

tsae, to lay or store up.

4T
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Ciioo chih, a pig. / Choo

yew, pig's oil; lard.

( hoo kov the name of a pla<^.

Choo jow, pork.

Choo maou, the hairs or

bristle of a swine.

A small island in the

Ji| midst of a stream a place

wliere water stagnates.

Name of

plant.

raedicin;il

The name of a wood.

Tlie two slips of wood

used by the Chinese to

vat with lliey held them

in ihf ir Hn^ers so hs to

perform the |»:irt of nip-

pers; chup-sticks.

A kind of basket made
ot reeds.

A surname

To manifest to the world;

'<» n:*ke or be conspuru-

ou." to publi>h books as an an .

tlior; to supply; lo fix; to set-

tle. Used for Clioo.

Cl")o ming 10 illustrate

clearly Choo shuli, to

narrate; to write and publish

Choo or Ch5, a surname.

Not one only; several;

P many. All every. A
particle denoting in; at: from;

respecting. Someiimes denotes

doubt. The name of an office;

of a divinity. A name of plants;

and trees; and insects; and hill?,

and swamps. A surnarue.

Clioo fan J*L all; every.

Choo heung yug ho,

all evils are called Ho.

Clioo how, princes of aucienC

t ^ Clioo-ko. a man

iamous in the history ot the

third centtiry Choo

kung, or Clioo wei, all

you pentlemen Choo

s/.t\ all or every affair.

Choo to. a prcat mitny ^
Choo yn, certain cloihes. >}c

K'cw chine vhoo ke,

to eiuJeavuur Lo pul one's per-

son in a slraight, correct pos-

ture in order to shoot with the

bow

To collect together; to

provide in order to assist.

lo assist, or be second to. A
surname.

•

Choo tseili \^ gathered to-

gether; HccuilPjlaitM]

Choo keun, or fa^ Tung-

choo, the Prince, or heir ap-

parent J Clioo che
9
pro-

vided with.
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Name ot a wood, ^aid to

be very durable

Name of a stream or

river.

Clioo, or Keen-choo

fljj^ a certain blue stone

for grindin*; or ruKbinj;; it is

fit for polishing gems.

Another name for the su-

^ gar cane.

yu ^3. a certain |»lai»t.

Clioo, or Keu-clioo

jll^ name of a rertain in-

sect.

A certain wood,
^fj^

KeS choo, a kind ut wood-

en tomb-stone; a piece of wood,

with the name of thr <!«•

upon it, left at the placu of ii

tei nient. Used in ancient thn' '-

A plncp where wait-r

slagnates.

in; a pali with which to cover

a coffin; to cut out, or make
clothes.

To fuse metals; to melt.

A surname. The name

of an ancient kingdom;

the name ot a place.

"fioo ts'eei) to coin money.

A hoi se with a white hind

left foot, and white above

the knee^. A horse with its feet

bound.

3fj^ Name of a village- and of

J$ %
m a pavilion.

\

To fly up, or i\
:

jfe^T
(

fly away.

ofi"; to

15 Used for Choo, a pijr and

^ for Too the abdomen

Name of an insect or fi>h,

which is variously de-

scribed.

iL A kind of bag or other

) utensil tor putting clotne.-

CH'OO.

•h'oo or Ts'oo. From

Knife and Clothes. To

Ijejrin to cut garments. To use

parmeiits to cover the figure, is

tli" commencement of civiliza-

iii,n. 'I'o begin; to commence;

t conifiioncement. A surname.

Fan sze

die cli'oo nan, every tiling is

diiliciilt at. first.

J Ne tso leaou ch*oo yih, wo

tsew yaou tso ch'oo urh leaou, do

you do ihe first, and 1 11 do ihe

second, is the language of threat-

ening My conduct will be re-

pulated by yours; as you be-

have to me, I II behave to you.

Jin che
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ch'oo sing pun shen, the nature

or disposition of man is origin-

ally (at the birth of each indi-

vidual) virtuous.

Ya ch'oo ko a beginner; one

quite unexperienced.

Che ch'oo, the beginning; at

first.

Ch'oo lae cha taou

just now come for the first time

Ch'oo is applied to the Jirst ten

days of every month. ^J]

Ch'oo seuen, the first decade, or

first ten days of t!»e uiODth.

From the tenth t ) tlr* tve'" '
cr SfcoenJ i r, is called ^

Cbung seuen. The last

decade, or from the twentietli

to the thirtieth, is called

-fjj Hea seuen.

Shth yue ch'oo pa j!h, the

eighth of the tenth moon.~1

Mei yue ch oo yih.

the first of each moon.

Ke jih taou cL'oo

shth, bow many days »rp tl-or^

to the tenth?

Kinjih shin raojih rh'oo.

what day of the first decade is

to-da:?

"jCFj-- To kill to destroy; very

ditR-rent fiv :n : exceed-

ingly; very. Used also for

( hoo. Commonly read Shoo,

which see.

Steps u|

I 1> la' e: th'

A mairs narae.

Ch oo. or ChW
ch'oo, the feet eiitHntrled

embarrassed, literally or

fi^'iratively; at a loss how-

to proceed; unable to ad-

vance perplexed.

p to a hull or pa-

the spare inside of

h door, but outside the door

sere*"). To exclude to remove

any evil to cure a disease; to

open wider. To put out of the

i V :r ; to subtract, to except

fr<, .i • to put away besides. To

be i illrd in a new office, the

l> ', in—' officer being dismiss-

ed; to exchanire. The period

when tho old year expires, and

" rluin^fd for the new one.

Read Yu. <i» notint: tlie 4th moon.

Ch'oo e to ftv asirle

doi">M or suspicions.

Ch'oo fei. excludin'j ; the put-

ting a<i' duinjr >o and so; i. e.

putiini: the doing 80 out of

the question, or suppositivo; if

it be put out of the question,

then so and so muy be done;

som 'times translated by •,, or

if it be so. ^Choo Iwan,

to suppress anarchy-

fpj ^vCh'oo show shang k*een
t

besides what has been received,

pJill owing.
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Choo leaou chay ko, exclusive

of this; besides this.

Ch'oo ngo k'ow, to [>ut away

evil speech a vi''ious. hai>h

mode of speakiiig Jli'oo

kan, to eradicate. Cii'oo

pe, exclusive ot the package.

Ch oo fei pwan

sze, putting aside the consider-

ation of its boing at the risk

ot one's lifp. Ch'oo seih,

or Ciroo suy, the last

eveuing of the year.

Ch'oo n«>o woo l^i", in

putting away bad men, i]ipv

must be excluded entirely

oo k'eu keen Un^,

to eject an intriguing traitfrous

PH.-.V.

Lh'oo k eu ke to,

shing ke to, liow many are put

away or subtracted am] liow

m;iny yet remain? ^* Yj^J

Ch'oo k*eu kae luw put oH'

the I'ri'le's vail.

C-h'o** l'*aou wo, ex'.'ep'in^ rue.^ Ch
lei puh vaou cliuy keen wuli, i

if tliis tl»tn^ be no) \v;i.(»ted.

K ^u ch'oo a mat

I rolled up; a deformed

person hunch backed.

jiA, Choo, or ChVn-ch'oo

^ a species of frog. See '

Ch'en.

Silly stupid foolish

jQ, swollen.

The name of a river; and

of a district.

A certain plant, known

by more names than one.

A quiver to contain ar-

rows; a case for books.

A place for killing ani-

t~* i \ mals a kitchen a cook-

}s}\ ) house.

Ch'oo fang a cook-house;

a kitohen. j^f Ch'oo tsze,

or} Ch'oo jin, a cook.

A kind of curtain; a bed

curtain.

Vjjit\L Entangled; embarrassed.

Seasonable rain.

Ciroo, or Too, a certain

reed or bamboo; to break

these reeds; baskets f'crmed of

laeui. •

Ch'oo or Shoo, to take by

the hand; to lead; to lay

open one s mind, or tate one's

fedings; to explain; to remove

or exclude.

Ch'oo seay sing ts'ing ^f* }%

I to stace one's feelings in

writing to a friend. ^*
Ch'oo e to exhibit or declare

oue's iuleDtiun.



-1^/^ A trar.sverse parr of a

/J"
1

J loom. Thin or narrow

to pare thin. Name of a wood

and of a fruit; in which \n<i

sense it is read Mow.

CL'oo chuh two parts of

a loom the one transverse, the

other lengthwise

J^/jr^ A wooden beater, or pe.«-

I tie. K'ew ch'oo

a mortar and peslle. ( «

]^ Chin, a stone on which

clothes are beaten to vl" n

them, and Ch'oo, the wooden

beater.

I.t^ The centre of motion; a

1|!33 hinge; what is cwm:i;:

fundamental; indispensable; tip

north polar star is called T'een

ch'oo the hinge of hea-

ven; the first star, as the ( lii-

nese consider it, of PTIi

tovr Ursa- Major. 'Ihe name

of a wood name of a sacrifice.

Ch'oo ke ^in iht controller (»f

no»* ,:' - • n^x- n :i a)
1

turns, Wf" hi* 1 !"*!! v or H" Mm-

tively. Ciroo meih, the

hinge ot secrets, or secret hinge;

formerly the title of a Com-

mander-in-Chief, or mililary

board. {^: Ch'oo new, the

loop 011 wliich anyihin*: han^s

or turns. Ch'oo til). :i

cardinal virtue. (MS. Diction-

ary.) Ch'oo m«ih

{ WOO
yuen, a kind of privy oouBcil

under the Snug dynasty.

pf N:inie of a certain ani-

mal.

tlk to

To spread out; to extend;

scatter; to extend; to

ascend; to mount; to determine;

to decide.

Ch'oo, or Ch'oo-hoo

^1H9 animal about the size

of a do?, said to be like h fox.

Ch'oo jin men, whom it

is fabled, can transform them-

selves into tigers.

A certain wood; a wood,

the substance and hark

of which is like varnish, and

its lt':iv <tinkmp; when large,

it is full ot protuberances which

make it unfit for use; and when

sim:i11 it is so crooked as to be

useless

Ch'oo leth yung ts'ae |f
^vj* an ordinary material; use

-

ts (Ik irees ( "'(»' and Lelh.

' A ' -me" t,» represent

tli mt'l w lien writing in an

affected tone of humility to the

Eniperor.

To stop; to rest to dwell;

to reside; to distinguish;

to dijicriminate; to man-

aue to arrange to do

what is necessary in any

'^^ case. A district; a sur-

/^^ name. Read Ch'oo, a
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a place; a particular portion ot

space; a dwelling place. A cir-

cumstanf^e; a point of conduct

or clinracter. A man's nanie.

^ fj^ Keu ch'oo, to live, to

d well. ){^ T wail ch'oo, the

short part of a iiiju cliaractfr;

a fault; an error.

Tsang mo cl» o", what place?

Cli'oo t.ze ^jp* mi unmarried

woman who dwells retired.

ftii ( h'oo che t'a, to place

liim down; to settle, or do for

him; to put him lo death,

}li Ch'oo she, to attend to the

affairs of the world.

Cli'oo kea, to m itnage the ut-

fairs of a family, Ch'oo

ke, to manaize or uliend to

oi»e's-self. Cl»'oo shoo,

a term, August 24tli.

Ch'oo sze ch a

urh |>ul> keiii, to manage affairs

leisurely, not with precipiial-e

haste, Ch'oo ta sze

to manage great affairs.

CHOW,

A kind o(

To contain n'"l''r cover,

as in a sliip or carria^t*;

to contain as the earth, or the

universe including all ajjes,

from lii^h antiqtiitv lo tli^ pre-

sent time. See Yu.
4

j^P Yu chow, the universe.

The heart moved or af-

fected by griet disquie-

tude of mind.

Chow the wives of the

eldest Hud second son, are de-

nominated hy these two words;

they address each oilier bv

them; I he ju»iii»r calls tlte

senior Chow, and the senior

calls the juuior Le.

Sorrow and apprehen-

sion concern of mind.

0) (1 or Tsow.

f\y\^ [ Chow sha, a species of

crape, a well known Chi-

nese manufacture.

*iJL To respond to; to bless,

I^^-IlJ A m:"" name.

^ A helmet. Pei

chow, a helmet adorned

witli pems. Kea ohow,

armour and helmets.

chow t>ae Awn puh nang tseuen

le. iirmotir and a liehnet are

now upon nu I cannot perform

what perfect ceremony re-

quires. To be distinguished
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trom Chow, see Radical

Jovv, these two are often

confounded in Classical books.

Tlie produoe of the grain

called Taou.

^'^g (Confused; obscure. One

s:ivs. the end of a ball oi

threuH.

CROW
made after the Deluge.

Chow-le a district; a neigh-

bourhood generally.

To walk; to go.

A creature of the rat or

mouse speoies.

A ryrtain fish

If

y \ ) table in the ini(l "t wa

"'r; an island; a place wlu re

men and birds ur^ coll*M'ted in

numbers A district ; an hii-

cient division, supposed to be a

ninth part of the worKl. A

surname; mime of an ancient

nation, and of a city.

'' Chow dis-

trict Hini a Heen district. Tlie

Chow district consisted in an-

cient times of two thous:uul five

hundred families. ff^

KwHnjr-chow loo, ihe distru*

t

of Canton. Ch'ing, city or

town, adJed (o llie |r""'dmtr,

expresses the city of Canton,

in the province known by ilmt

name to Europeans

Kew chow, the nine islands
j

near Macao; these two words

are used to denote the whole
(

world, in allusion to a division
'

m

/lfJ An island; a place habi-

J/l tal>le lor men or birds in

the midst of ihe water.

T.-in^-chow. the Isle He Verde,

at Mjk ho. San-

chow-tang, provincial diuKct

J^jun-chow-long, or San-ciang.

3/ 1 ' le name of a plant.

A <:olHen knife; the word

gold is probably used to

denote mrtiil generally,

Jj^\f A \hm\1 or other ve^el

) to put into and carry to

ti ansport to an<»tlier place. The

name ot a uud of an of-

fice. A siimiiinH

Chow rh'.-iv ,^
wherever a l»""t or a carriage

can »:o to. ^vj- >^ (liow che,

to <•:"" ' i with one.

CIhiw (li'iiir, in a 1 oat or

vessel. [_L| (liov-slian, (he

port commonly called liu^an.

\^ (Miow t-ee, a boat oar.

4 K shih

keaou tsiien, tlie boat (in which

the kin»r \v;is
)
got fast aground.

Chow tsze, to remain

some time iu a boat; to pass
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the night in a boat.

To circulate or extend lo

^KT^ every part.

Jt^k^ Sonn'thiiijr ex(en<ied" or

gjl$ spread, so as to screer),

to shade, or obscure.

A slight ripple on the

_ surface of water.

iL^M^ TIh» inotion of fire or

An arrow for shooting

birds

Silk pre[»;irc(l in a ccrtuin

way tor a covet ing; em-

ployed nlso as a kind o( shroud.

Name of a phiut.

Weak feathers.

Murh talk; loquacity.

Embarrassed, makin*: no

proirress.

A certain crooked pole in

the fore part of a cart or

other wheeled vehicle.

» Chow.sow a lanre

species of horse brought

from beyond China Proper.

The name of a fish.

From Yung, to use,

and P k'ow, the mouth.

To provide for fully; to supply

the vai"s of; a curve; a bend.

To perform a circle te extend

lo every place to complete

iaith(\il. C lose together; to the

extreme degree : to the end.

Enters into the formation of

proper names a surname. To

rhyme, read Shoo. Taou

chow, the windings of a road

f
Yang- chow, Tin^-chow, P'mg-

chow, keae Heen ming, Yan^-

chow, Ting-chow, and P'ing-

cliow, are nil names of districts.

Chow hang hurry bustle.

Chow chow, the name

of a bird. Puh ohow,

name of a hill. Chow
lew, to flow all arcund: to tra-

vel every where. Chow
metli. closely eoiinecU d : thick*

ly joined crowded U>^et!iiT;

secret; every part attended to.

Chow po. to be nil fully

prepared. J^j 3@ Chov peen,

all around. J^j Chow seuen,

to bring matters round; to ex-

plain away and remove some

difficulty. To circulate; to go

round. Chow

tsa me meili, all around cram-

med close together. )^\ ^ij

Chow taou, every thing com-

plete. Chow taou. a

royal way or road.

Chow tsae, au abundant store
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of wealth. ^ Chow tse.

to supply tlie wants of; to re-

lieve the necessities of )^

RUf (h"v niinir rl.r

clear and perspicuous in every

part. )^\ Cliow tseuen, lo

coiuplete (lie circle; to perf« j ct

any aflfair; to leave no part un-

done; often used in the liirtru-

age of entreaty bv persons who

have been already assisted, to

induce one to assist them still

farther and carry Mum tln*<»tn:!i

all their difli.-ultie.s. jfjj

Chuw urli full die, to

p( round and begin again. J^]

Cliow wei, to surround; all

uroutid.

VlpEj Cliow or Phaou. To

JH} laugh H»id jest; to ridi-

cule and boast.

It

a
To ward or guard off

rMmv. or Keaou chow

a certain cake

made ol wlienien flour.

Name of n plant, of'\vhi< h

there are five colours or

species.

Appearance of a tiger

playing.

The horns of a dragon.

A woman's name. A sur.

name.

Chow chantr fMj f ap-

pearance of walking; hur-

ried step; irregular pace.

ajj
The light of the .

|

which extends every

where.

^Valer wliirlinrr round;

V?R^ making a noise like a

whirlpool. Name of a stream

oi' water.

Deep; sunken.

Heavy; severe. Chow

ke f'TL

To bestow cliarity, to re-

lieve the wants of, in a

clmritable henevolent manner.

Chow Bexih to compas-

siori'n" and bestow charity.

7
]

/i "w tse, to supply tbe

necessities of.

iftffl Heavily laden; a cart fill-

-{yP| ed in every part; heavy.

Appearance of a great

murt, where many peo-

ple are crowded together-

X.inie of an ancient na-

tion.

MTo tu rn round to re-

volve; to circulate.

Chow che to inform a

whole circle of persons; (o send

a circular notice, ^
' Chow lew puh seih, flow-

ing incessantly, or circulation
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without interruption; applied
|

to the bluod.

iHf^ A rainy appearance.

A windy appearance.

A divine horse.

Bushy thick hair.

and squander oatlis.

Too chow, to utter impreca-

tions. 52 —Foo chovsr,

charms or spells.
j Sung

chow
3
to recite prayers or spells.

Chow, or Chuh, to bless

gods or men. See CLuh.

0^
—

m
tion or rolling the eyes

Hurried busilin^r irre

gular crazed mode ui pro

ceeding.

Cliow clian^ to sze

bustling, irresrulur, wild, olfici-

OU3.

To curse; to imprepat**

to rail. Lj'mmI by the sect

Fiil», for Pruyrrs, spell-,

and other reliirioiis ]>apor>,

in the .sense of 'True sat/~

To recite lho>e prayrrs

or spt'llj?, iSouie w rite C'liuw,

which also means To bless.

Iiow choo
jjj

or

Chow itfoo, to cui>>r
;
imprecate;

an imprecation, of which the

Chinese have vurioua lurms.

5£ Chow ma, to rail and

curse. 5^ ^iti Chow sung, re-

citative; to recite. {
Keih tib f a chow too

she, provoked to utter curses

Pain in the lower part of

the abdomen pain in the

licart and abdomen.

A certain silk trapping

of borse in a certain

pftit of the country called Chow,
a piece of wood which passes

below tlie tail of an ass or mule.

Cbow-wanp a vicious king

of' the Dynasty ShaDg, and
widi whom that dynasty closed.

His name is extremely infa-

mous.

"<"S

A bamboo which has died

in consequence of remov-

ing its root.

A marine animal, said to

resemble a man.

The fore-arra. The joint

at the elbow, a cubit and

five tentlis are called Chow.

The muscles of the legs and

arms of animals. To seize a

person by the arm in order to

detain him. The name of a

book.

Cliow tsze "^p a joint of meat.

Chow jili, the armpits;

'I
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A single covering for a

bed; a coverlid; bed cur-

tains, a single 'garment.

The name of a valley.

A certain species of li-

quor or winn.

A number of persons a

company; a parfy four

persons. Who? Read Tan, obs-

cure. Ch'ow

luy shin cliung, a very large

number of the same class of

persons. Syn. with Ch'ow.

To rhyme, read Choo.

A woman's name.

A single curtain; a cur-

I tf\f tain for a carriage; a lea-

ther screen around a carriage.

Read Taou, covering like a

tent; canopy of heaven.

il^^ The appearance of deep

Jp^j
-

sorrow, grief iu the ex-
j

treme.

A man's name. Road T'aou, a

coffin. f^fjC T'aou wuli. a

man's name; name of an nni-

mal. A sa^atre
7
cruel, and in-

comparably hideous appear-

ance. Name of a certain hie»

torical work.

hell

To strike something

which is suspended, as a

vale;

past.

wood

cious.

xu»l

aoce.

To reject; to cast off, or

cast away.

To cut down wood to

pierce; to stab; a certain

deemed useless and perni-

A certain auspicious ani-

a foolish ignorant appear-

A certain ominous plant

X v-^ To illumine to illus-

,*W trate bright.

H|^^ A cultivated field a

Wrt=# field ot hemp; to culti-

to manure. Who? Time

To be handed down

through successive ages. Class

or species; a pair. Name of a

kingdom. A surname.

(li ,,"' scih P\,*f indetermi-

nate time past; yesterday, for-

merly.

A pain or disease in the

J^if lower part of the abdo-

men disquietude of mind.

To calculate; to reckon;

to devise to arrange;

to plan. Tseen ch*ow,

to draw lots. To draw reeds

or straws of different lengths

from the hand; be who draws

the longest wins.

Ch'ow hwa or

Ch'ow t,o to devise and settle

a oourse of action.

Ch'ow swan, to deliberate; to
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contrive; to caltMilate how to

proceed. Cb'uw ts ih,

to devise; to scheme; a plan a

slr^tajzem. Cli'ow she.

a kind of vase into wliii h reeds

are thrown tor amusement; the

reeds are callerl Cli*ow.

^^ A thick uruel or congee.

Namf* of n nlant. Ch'ow

'p^jp cli no ' a species of

onioi). y (h'ov mung,

to over-Bpread or cover as a

canopy.

1.1^^ This character is ne-

Ji ver usoH alone hut thus,

Ch'ow choo ^53Sf (,r^
Ch'ow ch'oo puh tsin, em-

harassed irresolute state una-

ble to determine and proceed;

making no progress Ch'ow-

choo, in the sense now given,

is written in a great variety of

ways.

A pain in the lower part

TlJ of the abdomen the back

part of the thijrh.

Ch'ow seih J dried and

salted meat.

To return the pledge, ce-

remony, or compliment

of drinking to to make

>a return, according to

what has been received

to recompense. The first

offer of wine to the guest
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is expressed by Heen. The
return rnnde by tlie guest, is

called Ts5; and the hosts

iv "un again is called Vmv.

CliVnv tpo wanir lae che le

S the cere-

mony of pledjrinsr backwards

and forwards. ^ Ch'ow

paou or H Cli'ow ta
;
to

answer to; to retort.; to recom-

pense CMi'ow seay, to

render thanks to.

Large fish are deno-

minated Chow.

A bird of the fowl spe-1^

Deformed; ugly; to ab-

hor; to reject.

Bushy thick hair.

pa;

Ch'ow or Show, to sell;

to part witli, or deliver

up for a price; to give an equi-

valent for; to recompense; to

respond. Also read Shuh, in

the same sense. Koo

show, or ^* Mae show, to

sell. Show kea, or

Show chih, the price

or value of what is sold,

Seaou show, the consump-

tion or sale of commodities; to

sell off. or diminish by sale.

Kweichay

ch'aDg nan show, the dear (com-
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m

modities) are always difficult to

sell.

Cirow, or (i6w, a pair

of birds. To wrangle;

to fijrht to hate; liatreH;

an enemv. To pay re-

tribution. Paoucli'ow;

To revenge.

Ch ow cl.ih to pay tl.e

price of. The last word is cora-

uiouly used witliouL Mouth

below.

Pl^tf^] Opf>05P<3 to; to replv to

jj whatever is s»id; railing

k • for railing; a pair; equals:

^tt 1 vi v:iN class; species; to

pledge apuin when 'ink-

^EpE to afford proof by a

J corre^pt»mlenoe of parts;

to collate Dislike; enmity; ha-

tred; an enemy; to bear an en-

mity to to revenge. A sur-

name. Used also for

Ch ow soo pei i^jl to

pledge in several limes the

quantity of wine. Ch'ovv tuy

to debate, or altercate,

in a quarrelsome manuer.

hand. A name of a deity. A
horary character, the second

from mid-night; from one to

three in the morning. The

nniue ot a medicine.

Sound, noise, the voice.

A white coloured cow u

f fil
(

C°W 10"^ surname.

Appearance of a hand

taking hold ot something;

a missile weapon a new

born infant raising its

ot v

m

A club or cudgel; wea-

pons; the name of a tree,

ot which hows raay be mnde.

Tht, j"int of the elbow.

The nose W(vdin;r; to in-

jure or destroy. Read Xew t to

e>" flesli.

A surname.

Smell or flavor penerally

;

sn-nt offensive 8inell

disgreeable odours; tume

\ or effluvia. Stink to

J smell; liiut whirh is mor-

ally offensive. The character is

formed from K'euen, a dog,

in aillusion to tliat animal 6nd-

\n<i its way by tlie acent.

I li'iini: cli'uw, a fragrant smell.

Yung cli'ow, anytbing

f rH^rant nnd urnaineiitul carri-

ed about one's person.

Ch'Ih ch'ow, a bad man.

Shen ch ow, a good smdl.

Niro ch'ow. ;i l»ad sruell.

1' chW wan

neen, to leave an eternal re-

proach on one's name.

K e chow joo lan
;

it
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^meiis tra^rnut as the Lan-flovv-

er . g Woo bhing

woo ch'ow, neither sound nor

Cli ow ch'ung a stinking

insect, a vicious abandoned per-

son. Ch'ow kV, >m of-

leiihive t-flluvia.
^
^ li'mv

minp. n h«d lvpuiHtiuu; infam-

ous. (h,ov pne, to spoil

or corrupt, r*' (Wring to llu*

-^. - (iw ts'jiou, tlie phtnt

line ( li'ov we, a stink.

h ^ ^ < h

cl/e, a variety of smells and

tastes, is applied to ;u(jnain-

tar»ces of different tempers an

d

Vapour; exhalation aris-

ing from water.
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Tlie smell of any tiling

putrid a stinking smell.

p The mournful note of a

bird.

jJ^j^T Cli'ow, or Ch'ow leang

A^Z ^^ dried grain.

U iv ! )•formed; hateful;

>fftMiH ve mor-

aldel'urinit.v ; shameful disgrace-

ful condiict. To liat^; to al)lior.

A group, class, or species; to

compare. The name of a hill.

A surname.

Ch'ow maou or reversed

Miiou ch'ow, an ugly, disagree-

able countenance.

A certain plant.

CHUfi.

5^5? T( foniu'ft loLr ''tluT, con-

jp^^ necteil; uninttMTupted ^uc-

To hold iin instrument

with which to engrave;

to pierce; to stab. To cut away;

to cut off. Read Tub, to scrape

off to reject wliat is b;id.^

v

kan cbue fa ting ling (hay sze,

be who dares engrave the law

shull die.

C'hue f>in hoo che lee

" cm away i lu- * ur-

tnins of tl" hed-(hambt-r d'o
ClmP: k'e h^a

leih, (o reject or put away bro-

ken pieces of earlheu ware.

Appearance of weeping

to weep and sob; draw-

ing in the breath. Much and

incessant talking. Read Chue

and Chuy, to taste; to drink

to ingurgitafe. Lew
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chue, to detain a person

puzzle.

to

mm Mournful; sorrowful the

heart grieved.

The name of a Heen dis-

trict.

Cbe or Chue, to bite; to

giiiiw to sip.

To weep; weeping.

A [>ath on a kind of ri<1j:e

or dyke, in C hinese li i.

Short stunu-d.

To connect connected

toi:etlier ; a kind of band

of fen<;ers, employed for amuse-

ment in ancient Chinese courts.

To stop, or cause to desi.>t.

Chue yin }^ to repress dissi-

pation and excess

A kind of trap for takiup

birds.

Jr^^ A skipping or leaping;

a disease wlii«h atiacks

sheep and causes iheir death.

Also read Keae.

Inofssant talking; inter-

{ ii)iiiiil)le verbiage.

5? Chue or K«' to leap, to

jump.

Chue or Keoe, to skip j to

leap; a small jump.

Cj^J^ Chue or Seue, the mar-

/J^>^ row in a bone, or to take

the marrow out of a bone.

Read (.buy, to pour out a liba-

tion at a sacrifice.

A carriage [slightly in-

j»ired and repaired again.

To desist; to stop.

Chue kung to rest a while

from labour; to desist; to stop

A distorted mouth.

^-X5C The pointed top of a Ion*x

^^3C stHff; a prong in the end

of a stick for urging on a horse.

rlll>t^ Sorae part of the trap-

-p^^ pings of a carriage.

A horse wilh a white

forehead

^il^J^ To join or connect a

bone; to set bones.

4 ) A succession of sacrifices,

f
or (hut part of the cere-

mony which connects the

several parts, as the

pouring out ol libations; to eat

or drink.

Chue chuh meen shin hil.^
to eat congee and

let the face become exceeding-

ly black with dirt, as whea

mourning tor parents.

Chue or Lew chue

or Leen chue, to

sip with rude uoi^c by applying
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t!to vessel to the muuth and

guegling <lo

w

k the liquid.

Chue ft to swill down

soup; instead of taking spoon

to it.

Unskilful unable to le«m

wanting in talents aud in-

genuity; stupid.

Chue ke ^4 a stupid

plan; a man who px 'o—s

silly schemes, ^ij ^flj "1,"

king, an aftVtrtct] exj*rt*ssion l-n

wife, CliU^ leaou.

dull; stupid; impeneiraoie t

reason or common teuse.

Chue Aing, a stupid didpo-

^itiou. ^4^ Ohu* pelh, an

tinskilhil writer, a bad sorilte.

m swan, a Und &pe-

eulatiuu; an abmad raleulation.

deu

pilh

A tree without branches.

Aho read Na and TGh,

deuoting the top of & post or

pillar.

The aDneRr»nce of plants

first bud'"it: foi t" To

ijud or isAue fo.'t" Read Ciidh,

tlie name of a t>5«nt.

i^e eiiwrnp; /; gradually

i'i'rw*;ug in s z * HW^Djjt t*»

as lantci aud h iimaU.

The ch^ek ojne9; ibe an'

pearaace o! the bead.

( HI [<,

One; alone; ononpss of

uniformity ul jmu suit, 1"

turn to one poim :i|>f'l lostJel v;

undivided attention t«»; toassume

to act for one's-fifll wiihuul re-

gard to otheri*. A surname. Tsze

chueii to Uik« upon one't

sell'

Chuen sin close and undi-

vided applicaiiuu of iui"d. - ^srj^

Chuen e, clo^e application

Chuen fang or Cbuon

cirunp. to place the nflcriion rn

1" it'll tM i cli'ing. to I'd

chai{jo<l with one thine, one

deptivtmont, a*id to npply suleiy

to that.
-""

' Chuen yili, to

apfly only to one tbing.

Chuen, Chuen or TwaD,

to cut into parte; to mu-

tilate Read Chueti, used in the
91

any purpose; on purpose, sense ot^ Chuen, which see.

Chuen kun&r to apply to one «J^^^ One; uniform; lovely; to

object; not to distract the Hften- accord with,

tion by dividing* it ^/ (jhuen wau io accorumo-
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date, and endeavour to induce

harmony and concord amongst

many persons.

Name oi a certain valua-

rj- ble stone.

A raan's name. Used for

Chuen
7
abrirk,or tile

or square of eartlien ware, n>n< h

used to pave floors; any clnM's

pluy thing, or tile on which wo-

men twist threads,

chuen, a brick or tile. f*-^

Ho chuen
r
a burnt brick "K

Too chuen, a sun U
brick. Shib cliucn, h

stone flag.

To class; arrange; to nd-

just.

i
To cut or mince meni io

^Y" cut flesh into small pieces;

to cut flesh; a piece ot flesh or

meat. A man's name.

Brick or tiles flags mnde

of burnt bricks; a kind ot

til" laid on the knee when twist-

ing thread, by Chinese wuiikju.

See Chuen.

'̂-^ Brick or tiles. Tiles

vtrbich form a tulx1 or

spout.

To turn to turn nl""": to

turn round; to revolve;

^y^" f a kind of cover fi»r

) top of a carrige.

Lua chuen, revolving in a circle

CHUEN
as a wbeel.

Chuen ehe ij^- ^° s^^d a me"—

a^e. Chuen clie, too fre-

quent changed, and too much

bustle about things. ffij

Chuen shin urh kVu, to turn

round mid go away. BR
rKnt*ir yen cliing k'ung. ii>

ila- tsvinKlmj; ot an eye it

ceases to exist; nil bectiraes a

vh' uum .^aid of h*-MsiiMl plea-

sure and \Uv vuuitirs ok lUe

world. VUweu lunr to

turn a wheel; the meiem}Hv<*ho-

nis. ^ HR fW Clnien yen

yew t'ii»"'
T
lu roll I lie eyes Hinur-

'" I
• lu

ui to revolve to turn round

to transport good*.

Clmen srang h<*HOii 'fv, to

prop»jrute Ticions I'Hhitd by the

influx n«*«* of exjimple; unt* hav-

ing 8el \h*' ,'x;"i>|' <»f exoesp, i&

j)H>.-*t*s from t» IihihI him)

\a iinifat*'d l>v iill. -

Chuen Wiin ch*<K), a lui nine; \\

corner.

jllif The ^ bnUof the

Flexibility of v'.im ilit»

chirping or ^oii^ol it ) u (I

ions ot the voice, wli—-

tlier in hirds or in men.

Sliing chut n, rnoi^ulHtions or

infl^rtions ot tl»e voire.

Sin neeo
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neaou shint: ts"en <:h»it-ii,

at the new year the voice of

birds are modulated in a thou-

sand different wavs.

^

Lew ying plh dm,'", tlie

birds Ying hop train tree to

tree, cliii pin^ with tiutn* r< u-

niodiilation of the voice. 7^
hhin^ keaou chuen. a voice

delicate and finely modulalod.

The name of si of place.

Chiien |J the

name of a city.

of a large kind; fisli

that arc found in the/

r

?

ung-ting lake. Par t of «.

iiuin s uaine; also read Twan.

f-j r Cliuen or Tsvan, the lo w-

||Xj er p>ii t of the clint a- h r

represents roots; tlu? iij>^kt pui t

represents a thing i^rov/iji^ our

of the ground. The lieatU or the

commencement of any tlii"ir:

bearing the snme dense as H^Qj

Twan. Also any vessel or uten-

bil hollow in tlie cenlre.

To breathe fasr to patK

Wh

Fisl

V" that

A kind of basin or plat ter.

…

3
To carry the bead high.

aud firm; to regulate; to

direct; to pay close or particular

atten tiou to; appearance of re-

spect and veneration; eminent;

regular; correct.

Chwen chuen attentive in

ti»e hiirhest degee.

(Miuen che^ to decide; to direct.

^ }[] Chuen heun^ the title

o\ ;ic ancient emperor, expres-

sive of his eminence and correct-

ness. «^ ("huen rnuDg, a

rude simplicity.

Haste; speed; to go and

return expeditiously.

The name of a bird.

Chuen. to pant; to palpi-

tate. Read Twan, the

tirst budding forth; the origin

regular; correct.

To number; number;

complaisance; mutual

yielding to- A man's name.

Ohtwn or Seuen, a stand

or support; to place on a

stand. To arrange; to put in or-

der; to prepare for publicatiou

a hook; to make or compose.

To take hold of with tiie band.

Chuen sliuh to record; to

compose narrative; to write

bocks. to com-

pose letters; to write essays or

In.^toi-y. Sew chuen, the

first in rank amongst the liter-

ary, so called from Lis compos-

ins: the national records.

Chuen chang, to grasp tt
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A kind of pearl is ex-0 pressed by Chin

cbuen.

^fifi The collar of a garment;

*|5^r tli &t part wli"h sur-

rounds the neck; a kind of sel-

vage stitched on to the bortier

of a garment.

^EE Chuen, Tseun, or Seuen,

to compose; to make, t<>

he; to write or compose ai)

essay or book. Compare wiih

Tseuen.

JaSSi Food, provisions; vic-

To eat ftiul drink.

^^ti The name of a tish, ^aid

to hiive no bone.

1 j^L Theeavth which is turned

over by the plough lo

mix or iilend by pl'upljii'&

rhuen dlioo or

^ Clmen uvu. the

ancient character r«Ht J

by Eiiropeuna, the

Cli*rR«'fy r, irom iis bein^

employed on schU, va-es, and

ao on. Te engrave sikI) clinrac-

tors.

t-f^ Cluien, or Swan, affairp

fully provided for.

collect touWhe

To

Ch'^en-pe the Anrliora<:e

tor liips ol wur at (lie entran(;e

of t anion river; roTNnv>nly

written CImm|)ee. Also writ-

ten ni uen.

Cii ueii pc wan, tke bay to tl^e

Southwiird, culled Anson's bay.

Ch'iie" lew puli seili

iDtorx&inable flow.

m
m\

V"*»r flowing in streams;

name ol a river.

To direct the eyes to one

point, as a stream flowst

in one direction; to gaze; to

look intently.

A gok^ring for the arm;

CH TEN.

Sze ch'ueuO a pro-

Tiace on the west ot

gold or ot ar>y valuable stone;

h -urnRine. (
%

>>*ae ch'uen

f:''U iun» for the hair, and

Aj^T^ J < >• ^vnt the l)«ck to when

I bleoniiiir; opposed to to

oui.osed; to contradict; errone-

ous Read CWub, mixed; con-

(used.

oppose to; (o

oppt^e; to conirailict- jf^

Ch'uei) "'inqr, <>f discordant

erroneous; mixed; coni'used; in

disorder.

A bamboo or reed em-

^ ployed to cooaect thiug»

together,
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I 'it* uid 'e» ve» ot leu

h'ei"tl in (he Chinese

yuniiu I '*»» r. '

eli'u«'i», uld - w - i'ou>it]f red

ms wi/ie.

owme " «i ff'*ret»t.

\
ie it* ' t'rium *. I

inv"r* fro ai ii'" d ».»» the

torn "f I ho !>;*ri;i ns of Co-

cluM-'/ima Wliei) n m"i

nooiit to die. hits tfei are lurn-

er] t.>v:u' i^f tliutv. A pwi-

on< ^tuiie louiui :n a pur", "lai

139

To (rnn^fei to; i..> dt-.i vei

over tu in sn* ce»siui! m
i".""it<* ""',.imii i'» »

"
dt* !* \ rr an "rder: u» |>i oujhl^c

to record "' "hi"? 'h)vi i<> »-

tei it v; to se»nl oy exi»i et>s; ;i

kind ot f»a.*<s; io t"ilov in suc-

Cfssiun. MH(i (M- Wn. (he i
-

htnictions. or books roniiiuiu.^

the in.^truflious '4, m>r;il rn-

er9 .
Hj ^ i3i \± .

cli'uen yii liovv slie. \vr»i iliy to

be traiismiileH .o sn.-cerfliii*;

geneiHtions.

lee i'ae &»cHiig cli'uen, irnusniit-

ted iliron- !» successive gener-

ations. Pe ch'uen, to

transmit seoretlv; .^omc t?e<Tef,

as the cotnpositioi) of quaok

medicines^ &c. communicated
:

by others. Teoo ch,ucn

^> '-'nn t"-v r)/ M en

"i.e IIiM"ri' iii Work,

" Im'ii's, one " ''ie Five

Id
i i"i k»inj; |'' in "'kn iefc

itinii'e; • tn t-nuvtf r in

( , I llt'SH •' llO II i nlfl*-

S", (hj tlie l'M-ai <:i;il*'rls ;i ml

.a ns to tl«H n"jjif»:r»ie ihn

ev (1* I -e lj ven ' < I i :f

-

{en v 1) u:,t'l is not

q'laintffi A "**•'•'•"•''•• uie»nt)ir,

or i,L^'r' ^
( li'uen kt*»on "»j"' ''e who

l»ro*»H mi I ps I'liiu-iples :":v

ki< ' 55 n,'m'" ";•'•' o
pro -hi:;* f ^ reli*ii<»n.

« liWl l»OW tU vej Hi. 1

\^ ( hi", \n i'i"r'-r ^».y

new 8 or i'f'unMi"» '.

Cl/n^n hlio«», l«> ir:i;»i*lpr ar con-

vey a it- it^r. 5f: ( '"'"en

shin&r, to relate a rt*|»oi •

Cli'uen tH<*u. .o promul^H viri'

oms doci r"K or >i in* i|.ies.

^[ C!i*nen t'e wixw

riia. to Iraitstei ; wriuen do-

cmueiki tVom one hand io an-

ollit* r. Cli'ueii, expivs^rf a per-

son^ liavihg sirrivetl hi * he age

of seventy, from his ihen trans-

ferrintr tlie n)ana?einent of n t-

fairs to the liands of otliervS.

Cl/ueu te, to pass to,

or present to for another per-
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{son. To pass from one to an-

other, 1 "e"

"

blip, to propagate in the world.

Ch ueii wan, to reliiU-

whai one heard. To tell

tluit persons may hear; to de-

claims to.

to trniismii the throne to.

Cli'ucn or r'wan, to tin n

roiin<i to cau^e 10 i n -

cuhite wiLli llie h;ind

To roil tj|>; 10 l>ind. Oi:-

\ ) curd ftUo in the wise of

CITuen, to uuile in (' to

assume or take under one*6

own conirol or ronnnaml, as

hIioo, name ot a bird.

CH'UKN

Ch'uen urh ven P^j to

pant and Si»p?ik. Slm-muii de-

fines it, Ke
vlh, nrh i-eih keiii, ibe breatli

reKellint; (rising ) :ind tlie

Krt'iitlniicr quick, uwd i»y

Hoo hetli puh

he"ng (see. the expiration iud

indpiration not meeting each

Mhtr

Ling jii ch'uen vlli k e

puli \niuiz nltlli. lie caused peo-

ple to pant )in l brt*all»e. so that

iIm'V could not ent. P|fq ij^

Cirueii ling leauu, panting fit

liein^ over.

:Vuen or T'wan, rournl

hearse.

'V^C Ch'uen or T wan, a roun'l

hainhoo utensil reods or

bamboos !uok»*n in order to

divine with them.

k't't:

To pant; to hroadir

quirk and flliort. ad in

asthma, 'l^f- Pifij "ea"u , li"'.

HStl.ma. ')>i XL 'Q,

'1st- ill ^Ih c» ch uen 8e:li, dis-

eased bieutiiuic, n»akes >\wrt

ppss of hreuih. or panting

Pr^ K'ow < I'":gt <a

cli'uon, bepnn to |>ant

Chang k'ow ta ch'uen.

gaped aud pautcd exccvdinglv

Chuy, Ch'uen or 'io, to

measure; to weigh.

Inject?*; reptileR. Some

v, those wfiicli have no

a[>[)i*arnnce of injects mov-

Tlie corner of a house;

or h bt am which supports

a round beam supporting

tiles of tho rooT; a square

lied Keo

A dragon or oilier figure

tie I'irtcd on llio sorplre-

8tones ot (tic Clime*se, call-

(iiie is r:i

Aop^Hiaiioe of a how,

rabbit, or other animal

walking.

A dog walking amoDg6t

the graai.
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Cii lion or Twau, to make

the lieel scrape the

ground in walk ing; to make or

engrave characters. Read Tuh.

fut.
*

i

To walk to go.

A cerlai" bii d.

|lj To Connect thinj^; cod-

•| * iu'i't»'d as lw(U on a

8Lrin^ Kow ch'uei*,

connected, or t*omt»inpd witli.

Al whvs taken in a l>ud sen^e.

^ Kwaii cirin n. — irmir.

V^ sa » M S: tlii'ougli.

WTin e puli kwnn

ch'uei), an im oliervnt style.

(M/iimu t'unp t>o pe

clandestinely roiuierted to-

^•llier for illegal purp-ix*-.

""jp ( 'h ut-n tsze, >i t ^rtiiin offi-

cer of tlie treiiriin y him] ^overn-

niiiit stores Ch'uen

p'iiou. or.H'kcrs, mu'lt' wil]j gun

powdt-r. Ciruen ho. to

unite toireihor gf* CI/ihmi

ke or gj^ Cli linn m''v. :i

scheme or iruritMie that con-

nects two or more persons.

>^ Ch'nen tun, to combine to

rietraud a person.

To work a hole through

to perforate; to put on;

to clothe.

Cli'nen [>e ^ nn unchorage

in Crtiiton river, tonnuunly call-

ed CInim re^.

Clj,uei yung kwiin sili, to pierce

th« Y un»: leaf, and shoot

ihrou^h :i lous»* ' with an ar-

row ). Cli'uen nlnin

ki ;a. h <*«m luin animal

i maid scrv;ini (o be called to

any piirt of ih^ hun^e. When
tliese words nn* in r"'d in pur-

cliasing a sluve girl, it is under-

stood that slie is to become a

concuWint*. Ch'uen

tli'anir t'hV, h disease which ob-

truiles the larger intestines.

|^[|L 1
& '»o;it, ship, or other

Y\W vessel for rmvignti"s

eiiher the uesi or a river.

4f|-J2 ( A siirnuine. Tlie rollnr

of a ^urinent a I'out or

T^^V .^mall planar into vl'i*h

J
J a teji-<*up is set.. ~\\ f

He« rh uen, to po on board to

embark. Y Sliuntr ch'uen,

to disembark. Yang
ch*iien. a lorpijrn sliip: a" Euro-

pean sl.ip. Se-

kwa-pVen cli'uen. a chop-boat;

i. e. in the jargon of Canton,

a boat employed as a lit: htm'

to carry cargo to and from the

ships, . Ch'uen choo. ship

master or lord, is the common
appellation of European Cap*
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tu n:» %\ ( "Vn cii

ho, llie (';ti'Ui"'s iiiveslmeiit.

t h , ^ & ( .,,,:, 'i otr J»e skin

k now II i>*e«l. ()'•*

tliin s)mi oi wooil ut \\ rue o

T!h' n.uite of :i "i'

"

Ol » \Vc<k!; til .1 '"" '11 *»f

outsidft of i!ih> la"

< 1 1 Ci ' I "'i or iu ' I il,

iIip nmi^naN of \\\\ A\ books

were ih'I#* be (or** < i»h in ven-

(ioti , f ^Hoej*. ( iiuli

1i\YP. fl.*\VPl' ol I l);,""'O0.

H ''"• 'I- S...M of
wiwe: h spet ie> o( vh 1

: ')' " . n '. i *
ixi. 1 1 1 e.*e to

'"• IT"""' (i r '"'
( , u„y jTl, lUe 131. o. the

kan. ihii«*r <> l>:'in!,.»oti pliii«-c
i «i^ r oin moon, i.i" d;iy wlieu tlie

e,e't ( .„„„> 1S .l.onk.

, '. ', ' form fthe
( l.u.. , o'. Ii Im- linen, is AVT

[iu.
(

.edi|l!_r

ch1 ("1 . . . v r' 4 '
' A 1 >ainiH)P. Nume of a

it c'e',»: •'». o- I ntior y) * zrl

Wl y% : n:"'—"'e' v.,.. ^ '' v ,, ,,, Se
Hit- iioll ivi I niii'io I ita* .1 lian 1 I. r_ja

. ,,,
fsJx W k> o In-

oiiisi'V is a|>|»lie<l lo ft ma" of
j

^*
,

,

cl,Mir per.-en.ion. :i.ul ii, iu rou- "*'ne. ^
"t.^Vw', ",,<,,,<,," I' a cer -

of ll.e I.H.nlmo. wl.ici. a. e ealen. lH '" med,e,!,e

'Yf 'i;'"' p niHi iiiiu 1 .- ^V>V* Td heal down as in form-

ot him.l.oos. ^ ' I'V, si; i 't: » "Hid whII; to build

tlie bamboo louse, an " ''i iuud !ion.««es "r walls

l".'l, rlrst r,.ys ilit- leaf. Cliuh slith '.' build a mud

^ If! I'l.ul. yew l.ouse fl.Qli «h'ing, to

ts'ze Ueiing elm lnv, bum boo renr a «-iiv wall; to build a city.

have feraale and male species. ' (.'iidli tseang, to build

Chuh foo, tbe skin or a mud wall.
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^ij. A certain musical instru-

»fy XI ment made of bamboo,

and having a certain number

rings. To take up from the

nd.

To strike any thing with

the hand.

Cliuh or Shuh, a certain

plant that grows amongst

bills. See Shuh.

Smoke issuing forth.

Name of an animal said

to have two heads.

A certain plant.

A short appearance.

Sound; noise.

Chuh or Chow. See

Ch

A certain part of a loom

that wl»ich takes u;> tlie

woof, ^f* Chou cliuli, ire

two purls of a loom; the one

takes up the warp, and the

other the woof.

The stern part of a boat
?

where the rud^l^r is

grasped or fastened.
j^jj]

To chiih, the tiller.

A certain part of the axle

of a carriage. Hilarity;

alacrity; cheerfulness.

Chuh or Cli5, name of

1^^/ several rivers; muddy;

thick; foul water. The name of

a star; a surname.

Chiih sze cho tsuh f)§
with the foul water wash the

feet Chub she, a vici-

ous state of the age; prevailiiig

corruption and vice; it implies

that these originate with the

heads of the government. 7

1" ts'ing, foul and clear;

corrupt and pure.

The light of a candle; a

ciiiidle; to illumine, as by

the sun or moon. Tlio

irfj^ \
n''iue of a star. Forms

/ ^"H / part of the name of a

medicine. A surname. Alao

read Choo.

to illumine:

to illustrate to apply li^lit to,

pliysically or morally.

Cliuh le, to state clearly; to dis-

criminate to illustrate given

principles. Chub

che ke when a light ap-

proaches rise as a mark of

respect.

Chuh or Tow, a measuro

for grain to walk witli

strenuous effort. To commute

according to the value*

tt^S An erroneous form of

Chub, &ec below*

=

^
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A sash or girdle.

The appearance of walk-

ing a child's mode of

walking.

U^L Footsteps. Chth

ipSJ eh uh or ^^ Chth

cbuh, stamping with the foot

progressing in an interrupted

manner.

Name of a plant. A cer-

tain poisonous or stu-

pefying plant.

Pj^g \ To bid; to order; to give

I orders to; to engage an-

l-#l-3T r other person to do 5^

JfSl ) 4t Chiih to. to engage

a person to do.

shoo, a written will or testa-

ment. 5® Wt Chuh foo, to

charge; to injoin.

Respect; veneration the

obedient and respectful

deportment of a wife.

To grasp; to seize.

To afford light to; to

shew the way with a

light.

Chuh chuh, respectful

profound veneration pro-

gressing as the planets without

any discernible path.

g To afford light to; to

light; to illumine.

.

A sash or girdle.

To look with earnestness

to gaze intently to look

to a distance.

A certain insect; a local

^'ord for the spider.

rjl^ Walking in respectful

J sedate manner.

A path trodden by cows

or horses.

A bird eating; to pick up

food with the beck to

peck. Also read Clio nnd Chow,

in tlie same sense, which see.

To propel; to push or

drive out; to expel to

drive with haste; a state of ex-

citation To take out the sev-

eral topics or subjects from a-

mongst many, and to attend to

each apart.

Chuh ch iih or

Chuh k'eu, to drive out to

expel. Chuh-chuh, sincere

substantial successive; reiter-

ated interrupted schemes or

labour. ^ ' Chuh >ili, to

take each subject apart by it-

self.

A ccrtiiin species of bam-

^3l^V^ boo. Read Telh, a musi-

cal reed with seven holes.

Weeds; useless herbs.



CHUH
A kind of leech.

Vulgar form of

Cbub, and axle or roller.

To leap; to skip.

a cer-

tain musical instrument.

CH'IJH 145

Appearance of eating; a

kind of cake.

Ma chuh the

name of an animal.

•jjjrC3 Good expressions to the

JlUu gods; blessings; to bless

divine beings. To decide. A
surname. Its opposite is

Tsoo, to curso.

Clulh taou blessings and

prayers to pray.

Chfih kew the

name of a bird.

)
C, ' Qh

'
r Me chiihW rice boiled to a kind

r/^-f f
ni ' "

l u el or congee.

\ Chuh chuh, weak-
' ness; disability.

Excessive rain heavy

V^yi rain.

WJj From Heuen, to call

J \ \ to. The noise made in

calling to fowls by those who
take care of them. The sect

Taou has a person they call

T?i Chuh ke ung, the

old fowl-caller.

CHUH.

jkjjf
The appearance of walk-

Mil^ ing; walking forth.

glj^ Ch'uh-t'eih a cer-

^V|V tain double headed ani-

mal. Same as^ Represents grass spring-

ing forth. To go forth;

to go out; to manifest; to write

out; to produce; to beget. Read
ch'uh, to put out; to eject. The
two pronunciations are, how-
ever, confounded. Under the

first pronunciation, it is gener-

ally used as a Neuter aud an
Active Verb. To rhyme, read

Che and Juh.^
Suy peen ch'uh juh, to go out

and in when one pleases

Wo yaou ch'uh kea,

I want to go from home.

Na ch'ijh lae, to brin"

out.

Ta tso shin mo ch'uh shin,

What did he spring from?

T'a puh ngaa
ch'uh shin, he Joes not like to

come forward to public service.

Ho ts'ung k'ow
ch uh, calamities proceed from
the mouth; i. a UDguarded or

improper language causes much
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evil to individuals.

Wo che tsze ch'ub, I

myself produced him; i. e. my

own son, Seay

ch'Qh lae, to write out.

Naou ch'uh ta sze

lae, to create a great disturb-

ance. Loo ch'uh I

lae, to expose; to discover.

'

Shay ch'uh, to forgive, or

remit punishment. Ting

ch'uh, to select from amongst

:

many.

Ch'uh chung or

Cli*uh fau lo rise superior to all :

others; a high degree of emin-

ence. Ch'uh hoo, to!

proceed from.

Ch'iih hooj

urh chay, ian hoo urh chay
|

yay, it proceeds from you, and

the consequence will devolve on

you. Now used as a proverb.

TV Ciruh juh, to go out

and in, these two are opposites.

Ch uh juh woo

sbe9 to go out and in at no regu-

lar time; said also of the mind.

Ch'fihjuh (sze

tth, to go out and in perfectly,

at one's own ease and pleasure.

Ch^h k'e, to emit fume;

to revenge another person's

quarrel. 7 Ch'iih

ke puh e exceeding what is

thought of; occurring beyond

one's expectation or calcula-

tion, ^fj Ch'uh kuno:, to

retire for the purpose of easing

nature Ch'uh kih. to

exceed due limits.

Ch'uh kea for a lemale to be

married; or to leave the house

of her parents to go to that of

her husband. Ch'uh

lae, out comes, are words often

joined with other Verbs, and

denote the completion of what

is implied in the Verbs.

^§ Ch uh ming, famous.

Ch'uh mun, to go out of the

door; denotes either to go from

one's own house, to some other

part of a town or village; or to

go from one's native place to a

distance % A (Jh ^'uh

ne juli che, to come forth from

the mire and enter amongst

fat; to emanate from poverty

and attain to affluence. jti^

Ch'uh she, to come in to the

world. >J^ jwT Kwo she, to go

out of it . HJ % Ch uh shin, re-

fers to a person's parentage and

circurastanres in childhood and

youth L;ie l"Ih, the

circumstances ot a man's pa-

rentage and progress up to man

hood. Ch'uh shinp:, to

utter the voice or other sound.

l»,uh tee, to repudiate

a wife. * CWh
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ts'ang yin tsze, new wliole dol-

lars. See Suy.

Ch'uh sze or [Jj < Ch'uh jin,

to enter on the magistracy.

Ch ub tov to put out the

head; i. e. figuratively to stand

forward to act for others.

Cli'uh tow, breaking out of

a pustule, as the small-pox.

Ch'uh yew, to go forth to

ramble.

Sorrowful; mental con-

cern. Read Tuli, alarm-

ed; apprehensive.

Ch'uh jen ke yay

became sorrowful.

]Uh Ch'uli or Tuli Ch'uli

.shameless : no sense

of propriety. Read Hdli, to

rail or scold. Read Eeiii
?

to

Appearance of water, or

of water issuing forth.

Read Kuh, water settled or

stagnant. Occurs denoting to

pass through or ford; to steep

in water.

The appearance of com-

ing out of a den or ca-

vern, or of being stationary

there. One says, the appear-

ance of an empty space, as the

mouth of a cavern.

To blame and to de-

grade, to put out of of-

fice; to expel; to drive away;

to exterminate.

Chuh chili to degrade

from office.

Ch'uh 15 k'eu leaou, to send

down to a lower rank. ^1} [^
Ch uli cljih, to degrade, and to

promote.

From black and field

black loamy land, fit for

pasture. Domesticated animals,

which are the care of the shep-

herd, and which are offered in

sacrifice. In the pasture, (hey

are called Ch'ub; when about

to be used, they are called

Sang. To feed; to bring to-

gether as a herd. To endure

or bear with. To raise; to

obey; to yield filial obedience

to; to detain. A surname

.

Formerly read Heuli, to stop.

The great and little C Ii'uIk are

certain of the Kwa, or Dia-

grams.

Cli'uh rauh ^* animals un-

der the rare of tl:e shepherd, at

grass. ^i Ch'uh ch'ung

t'ung, to herd together boys for

unnatural purposes. f

Ch'uh tih, to cherish or culti-

vate virtue.

f§{Blcbuh suh
3
bent;

Ittl made to crouch or stoop.

Occurs in the sense of

Ch'uh, domestic animals.
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Jf^^ Female gracefulness and

jX^^ elegance.

To nourish; to induce;

to be proud; to dislike;

to hate.

Jr^T To push; to shake and

cause pain; to drag.

To collect a mass of wa-

ter; water running to one

reservoir; to collect or crowd

together; rapid to excite.

Cb fih t'a ^ water running

with rapidity to one place.

To collect accumulate;

to hoard to keep with

care. To nourish or tnke care

of to fe^(] to bring up; to

breed CWuh tseih, or

1" tseu, to accura-

lale; to collect many tilings to-

gether. ^ f} Ch'uh leth, to

be careful of one's strenfrih,

and not exert it unnecessarily.

Ch'Cili choo, to rear pi"'s.

s% rh'uh ma, to breed

horses Ciruh yang, to

feed, as cuttle.

T
A kind of bag for keep-

ptj ing clothes in to put up,

or place clothes in safety.

A \\'\iih degree of anper;

wrath rage. A man's

name. Read Tsan, the root of

a plant. The name of a place.

To push as with the horn

of an animal; to gore; to

oppose; to strike or bit against;

to offend; to excite. A man's

name.

Ch uh fan^ to affront in-

tentionally. Ch'nh fan,

to push against a fence, like a

sheep a person who is irreso-

lute. Ch'uh han to

take cold. Cli uh is also applied

to beat. 3 Chuh luy, to

understand a whole species, by

hitting on an individual.

Cli'uli noo, to exoite a per-

son s anger.

Cb'uh muh king sin, to strike

the eye and rouse the mind ap-

plied to the style and ^(Mitiment

of books or essays. /
ChTili ch'oo t*un^ jen,

whatever (subject) he attacked,

he clearly understood.

Ch uii or Sh uhj related

or pertaining to; is. See

Sh'uh.

Abbreviated form of the

preceding.

Upright equal; e<juity;

liigh eminent; to raise

on high. Lofty and luxuriant

trees.

CL'th-ch'Th aspiriDg peaks

of mountaiu6 shooting up.
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CHUN,

yfy
j
Representing plants first

Tli ( budding forth with dif-

\tm ( ficulty; the lower part

I \
)
represents the curved

end of the root. All creatures

beginning to prow, or to exist;

thick, endured with difficulty

sparing, unwilling to part with.

One of the Kwa, or Diagrams.

Read Tun, to collect together

and station; stationary soldiers

who cultivate th(, ground.

Chun k'e kaou l£ ^ to fat-

ten or enrich in a S[>annt: man-

ner; to confer favours.

Chun kwa, one ot tlie Dia-

grams.

Chun chun, obscure un-

intelligible language.

Also read Tun.

A bamboo round basket

to contain rice. A small

granary. Also read Tun Con-

sidered a vulgar form of "fg

Tun. Me tun, a wood-

en receptacle for prain.

Chun tseih to forestall and

hoard up grain.

Tun. Mournful; sorrow-

ful; in a confused man-

ner. Read Chun, a man's name;

and reiterated Chun-cbun, to

instruct persons in unwearied

diligence.

Chun seih laid

up for a long night; cof-

fined; to put into a coffin.

Chun seih cbe king

respectful contribution to

the coffining, is written on the

envelope of a small present sent

to the person who presides at

the funeral, a universal prac-

tice.

l^-ij* Deep sunken eyes; dull

•^I'la stupid.

Chun chun, appearance

pT2i of speaking in a confused

manner; to say to repeatedly.

Read Tun, loquacity.

Earnest; honest; sincere

appearance. Flesh dried

in a particular way. The bones

of the face.

Chun che to hold or grasp

with vehemence. Chun

kan, the stomach and liver of a

bird.

Wine of a superior or ex-

|T2 cellent quality.

^-^t Difficulty of progressing;

appearing to make no

progress labouring without

effect.

Chun chun, to say over

and over again; to en-

join repeatedly.
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4 fj Chun or Chan, a mark

to be shot at with an ar-

row, also written Chun.

A mound of earth. Read To, a

path or walk appropriated to

archery. Read Tuj, earth or

clay raised up so us to form a

mound. Read K\vo
;

Kwo twan, the name of a

country.

1 Chun kih ^ solidi-1 ty or sincerity of heart

X^T for mind. Chun

^-^*J how, to behave to per-

sons witb sincerity. Plain,

honest and kind.

"^dL Read Tun, denoting sub-

•J^3v stantial; sincere; friend-

ly, and other senses, lir.nl

Chun, in the same sense as the

following.

-^^ \ To state to very fully

p| I
and impressively; to in-

V culcate. Chun chun yen

\ ' he to

P ) inculcate repeatedly to

instruct with unwearied assi-

duity; indefatigable in teaching.

A central door.

To approve; to allow;

to grant; to decide; to

determine; to fix previously.

Common form of the follow-

ing. To receive. Ts'ze chun

r Chun ts'ze,

occurs in government papers

in the sense of receiving a do-

cument from a superior officer.

Chun hing- i~X grant to be

done; to allow a thing to be

done. Chun keili, to

permit; to f;i ve to; to give per-

mission to.

Chun yu ts'ih yue n uy
hvuv kwang, it is decided or

settled to return Canton dur-

ing the 7th moon. {j^E

Chun pe, to prepare for.

To equalize; to adjust; to
"

~~
f~

" fix; to allow; to murk; to

wei^li to measure; a mark or

measure by which to adjust.

N.tui'- ''1 :m otli -r. an

instrutneni of music. See the

preceding. Also read Chue,

the cheek bones; the tip of the

iut>e is y^. ^1 Pe chun.

Tuy chun to adjust by

weighing to weigh.

C'luin i-hr 11\h to give the

worth of one commodity in an-

other, and so close the transac-

tion; to barter. Chun

sliiig a marking line, such as

is used by Carpenters.

Chun tslh, a rule; a law.

Chun te, a goddess with

numerous arras, indicating her

power to save.

Chuen, or Shun, a kind

of shield. Name of an
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Ch'un or Sbun, clear;

|"^* pure; unmixed; to wash
or cleanse part of a military

carriage. Great.

Ch'un lo salt bad land.

Ch'un-cli'un, the appearance

of flowing and moving.

Ch'un fung, a pleasant breeze.

Spring season the be-

gining of the year, when
all nature buds forth. A

fri/ljj I surname; name of a li-

quor and of a flower

figuratively it implies hilarity;

prosperity; wantonness.

Cl"'n ts'ew spring and

autumn. Name of an historical

work compiled by Confucius,

giving an account of the sixth,

century before the Christian

eni. Ch'un fung, vernal

breeze; pleasing countenance.

Ch'un fun, March 22nd.

The Spring term.

Ch'un sih, tables with trees,

flowers and living figures on

them, paraded about the streets.

^f
1 Ch'un new, a clay buf-

falo employed at the rites of

S— g. Ch'un

liea ts'ew tung, Spring, Sum-

m r. Autumn, Winter.

Ch'un yu joo kaou,

vernal showers nn like mollify-

ing ointment. Ch'un e

or ^tt Ch'un kung, refer

office; of a certain country; and

ot a star. Read Tun, a man's

name, ^p* Maou tun, a

spear and shield; contradictory

speech; to contradict one's-self.

A cloth or bag to con-

tain rice.

To walk to go.

A hearse; a carriage to

convey a coffin; a kind

of sledge for passing through

miry places.

A certarn bird.

CH'UN.

A certain h\r<ze wood fit

^ for making stringed in

j^T \ struments,

vvv

Shun. Silk thread; pure;

unmixed unspotted

great. Read Ch'un, or Keun.

the ornaments at the lower

part oi" a garment; (he fringe;

7i cap embroidered with bla(

k

and white silk. R'"ul Tun, to

roll round to l)ind with, llrwd

Tsuen, the whole of; the com-

plete number.

Cli'un sili one unmixed

colour. J^fi*^ Cli'un joo. a

person decked with the jiarb or

name of a scholar, without the

reality.
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to the animal intercourse ot the

sexes, and obscene pictures.

Thick; substantial; rich

Ch'un, or fl Chuy
ch'un, to blow.

A woman's name. A
beautiful woman.

Confused di.-^order; agi-

tation and embarrass-

ment of mind.

Ch'un ch'un ^§ appearance

of being shaken an ! agitated;

disturbed as by grief,

-l-^t Name of a certain long

-

livtd tree. Ch'mi ov

Ch'un t'ang is used to de-

signate a father; a numeral of

affairs. Ch'un

heuen ping mow, father and

mother both in excellent health.

~^ H ch'un kwiic

sze, a pleasing affair.

Name of a certain valua-

ble stone.

While colour.

A thick clump of bam-

boos.

Long eyes. Name of a

king of Corea.

/

1 To move; a kind of inier-

Inal
crawling motioi) like

that of insects; simple;

f
- foolish doltish.

Ch un tsze, silly; stupid;

foolish Ch e

I^A^J ch'un, expresses the ^ame.

Cli'un tung to move to

shake; to stir up one's self in

a proud, iguorant manner.

S Ch'un pun woo

che
?
stupid and ignorant.

Name of a plant; to pu-li

forth as plant; mixed;

blended.

Fat; fleshy; unctuous.

- Kit h; wealthv; aflluent.

m

^ Blended; mixed. Per-

verse and erroneous.

Cliun keai»u ^xf mixed; va-

riety of colours.

A speckled or spottedW horse; a dull horse.

^ Name of a sea fi>h.

Name of a bird.

chill A vehicle for carrying a

coffin; a kind of hearse.m
CHUNG,

Chung. The middle; the

centre; wilhin; half.

Read Chiinp. K'eu-shing, is a

Verb. To bit the centre; to
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attain the object. Nuy
cbung, within; included in the

number; amongst. j^C ^£
Fang tsae chung keen, put

it in the midst, or within. >^f

^3 Puh chung yung
3
not.

of any use, not answering the

purpose, f >^ Kea puh

chung, price not cominp up to

what is wanted.

Ta ohun^ che oliing, hold-

ing the perfect medium, with-

out the least deviation Irom

re(:tifiul' said in praise of per-

sons. Jin chung, the

middle part of the upper lip;

immediately below the parii-

tion of the nostrils.

Lang chunjr, a certain officer

in the government, at the capi-

tal. Tan<r '*liung "1

the middle. ^ ^ ^ M i

Wo puh chun^ e I don't wish,

or like. : L^an? chung,

Pi»f?

cluing, fo (ako hold of ih^ mid-

dle; and act justly. pj

Sze rliinify nume ot a star.

hwne, to hit the sentiment or

opinion which exists in an-

01 her person's breast.

Chungc" ihe heart.

Chung e to hit one's wish

to like. Chung

t'oo urh fei stopping in the

midst of one's purpose.

Chung ban, ill from the influ-

ence of cold, Chuug

bing, to raise insurrection in

the raidst of the empire.

Chun? keen
5
in the middle,

within. Chuog kwo or

Chung bwa kwo,

the cen I ral and flourishing na-

tion; viz. China. Chung

bee, name of a military officer

of the 3rd rank. Chung

k,eun lower, inner garments;

under-petticoats. ffij

if Chung taou urh leib, stand-

ing in the middle p.ith said in

a moral s^n.^e. Chuni;

leu. a certain part of the year.

S
Cluing kwo che choo t'een jih

che peaou, the Sovereign of

China is a manifestation of the

sun in the heavens; said by a

Tartar over-powered by the

glories of the Emperor. (A. D.

1060.) Chung shoo,

ill from (he influence of heat.

Chung tsew, to become

intoxicated. Chung

tang, a principal minister of

state. Chung puh

tih, cannot hit, cannot attain

to eminence.

Chung taag jin tsae, mediocrity
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of talent. Chung too,

half way, either literally or

figuratively. Chung

ts'ew tsee, a term which occurs

on the loth of the 8th moon.

Chung yo, a mountain

in Ho-nan. Chun?

yung, the second of the Fuiir

Books of Confucius.

Chung yuen, the half of a dol-

lar. Chung yang, the

centre. Chung kwo

jin, a Chinese. + Chung

jin or Chung paou

jin, a person who acts as a me-

diator, or nepociator between

two others. Chung jin

Chung tint:

teth jin, a man possessing u

mediocrity. Chung

keu jin, to obtain the rank of

keu-jin, viz. a certain literary

rank.

A4-| From Man and Mi(KlKv

|

P

I
" The second in ord' r ( !

three. An instrument ot mu-

sic. A surname. Part of the

name of Confucius, he was cal-

led Chung-ne from be-

ing the second brother.

^( Pih chung, two brothers;

the elder and the younger.

{ Kwaa chung, brothers.

Kwan, denotes those elder tban

the person addressed; Chung,

CHUNG
(leiiotes; tl»e younger.

Yew ke wei kwa'

chun"' liuw many brothers

have yuu? Fuur brothers be-

ginning with the eldest are

called YiK
chunpr

t sliuh, ke. The eldest

may also be railed Mung.

The three montlis of each sea-

son of the year, have the words

chung, ke,

applied to them in order. Tlius

"( M;in»r chung, denoted

the first month in Spring, j

CUunfi liea, the second

month in Suinrn*T, or the filth

of the year.

the lu^t month of winter, or the

hist inontli of the year. In these

"n's, CMhjo*:, without

Man by the side, is sometimes

used. Futir Twin brothers, are

in order.

'Iz(' inang, cbung, sliiib. 'f^

(lmn"' f'lo, father's younger

brother, f Chung ne,

Confucius,

A bixuriousness of l":r-

ba^e planle growing

thick and rank

A wonmn's name.

A re.-pe.^tful sedate f*'el-

inp; upright; upright-

ness. Faithfulness fidelity y
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not double-minded; not selfish.

Hone&t devoted; patriotic-

Name of a district, and of a sea.

Cliung ch'in it faitliful

servant of tl»n <:mvvn a patriotic

state-man. ^» ^\ Clum^ chin,

faithful and uiM'orrui»ied, R6 a

public servant. Chu ng
e, honest and eiiHueutly devot-

ed to right priiici[>les, williout

reiriini to consequences.~
' Chung how sliun

yih, fidelity and singleness of

intention. V^L Chuni:

kung, faithful and upright. J^,

^f|| Chung eS, vehemently

faith ful to a deceased husband.

jd Cliung sin, sincere;

laitlilul Chung

yen nee urh, failliftil words

grate the ear. rhuny

how, faitliful and honest.

|^tj \ An empty or hollow ves-

^| |7 / a cu;». Occurs in the

sense of ( hun*;.

_^(lia <*hung, a tea cup.

ifi Tsew chung, a

wine cup.

Ne chili lih ke chuntr, how

many cups (of wine) can you

drink?

Name of a plunt.

CHUNG 155

Applied to punishraentSy

denotes Justice and equi-

ty, neither 'o severe
y

nor loo li^lit; what is

right and just. Tlie garments

with inside; the g;irments or-

diimrily worn about one's per-

son; internal moral goodness;

sincerity of heart: moral recti-

tude; sincerity. Internally; to

perceive tlioroujrlilj to wind

about the heart. Tlie lieart; the

mind. Che cliung, to

decide equitably betweeu con-

flicting opinions.

Chungcliing internal rec-

titude of mind. Chung
hwae, the mind the heart; tlie

feelings. Chung tang
t

rightly adjusted. Cliiing

ts'ing, something on the mind
undi vulced.

#Trowser3 or breeches.—
CI

^ a species of bat.

The silk worm which is

brought tonh late in the

year.

4
Insects in the midst of a

thing; insects eating or

devouring a thing.

A species of or»ust also

railed Ts'aou

chung:. The names by

( which the locust is

known, are very numer-

ous. Chung sze,

J a locust said to bring
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forth ninety nine at a time.

weight; weigh-

give weight and

importance to. Important; re-

spectable. To be grave and

decorous. Heinous, applied to

crimes; severe, applied to pun-

ishments. To reiterate; rei-

terated ; double. Cli'injr

cliunjr, careful and attentive.

San chung

che tsih lull, tbree being dou-

bled make six.

Chung foo k'e pin

to pay deference to the rich

and insult the poor.

Chung jin lun, to regard

with respect, and give weight

to the relations of social life

J^^plJ Chung kan, to reprint;

to make a new edition of.

Chune kwei, to esteem va-

luable. Kwei chung.

valuable and important

|^ Chunir lun, or t^b fll^
ts'uns chun*; lun, or

E chun^ lun, are law phrax*-.

denoting ttiat the severest con-

struction must he put on the

case referred to. Exercising

lenity, or putting a favorable

construction on the circum-

stances, is expressed by

King light, in the place of

Chung, in the above phrases.

Chung shih yih

T"': 1

1.35 steps;

kin, weighing eleven catties.

Chung wei, an impor-

tant and dignified station,

Clmnff teih, to shade; to

veil, Chun2 yang

tsee, a term which Orcurs on

the 9th of the 9th moon. The

people fly paper-kites.

LunS chung, not

1 meeting with; not suc-

ceed inp imbecility dotage.

S\ n. with Chung, irresolute.

walk in the same foot-

to tread in a path

which has been before troiMen.

Unable to speak.&'
Chung yung, a disposi-

tion to vomit. Read Chung

or Tsiing, flurried; appearance

of being hurried, or agitated;

f>anting.

^^
Slow; dull; heavy.

To push and strike.

The milk of rows and

horses. The sound of a

the sound of water da>h-

The appearance of fire

rising up.

A pregnant cow.
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lo plant, or ^ow seed

sort; class or, kind; tribe.

Tlie name of a place. The a(i-

pearanceofshort hair; to spread

out as in scattering se< d.

IVa chun^, mixed, or va-

rious sorts

Chung cliunj: every sort

and kind; every species of.

Chuni.r h i, to ftlunt flow-^ H w a t'lning. flow-

er seedrf. Chum: luv

class; sort; species.

ii Chuiij^ cluing pe tvvnn.

every specie^ of meanness and

illegality. Climj^ tow,

to plun t. the small [>ox; iiinoiui-

lafe; to vaccinate.

5^^-
A swelling1 or puffing up.

1
A cerlain measure.

Double suit of clothes;

thick stihsiantial. To

work or embroider.

To swell to *jro\v tumid

a swelling ; a l>ein^ inflat-

ed; used pliysically and mor-

ally.

Chnnfr ke ts'in ? liih ®
to swell up blue find black;

to bruise.

Lung chunj; f walk-

ing or acting in a ditstort •

CHUNG
ed, deflected manner.

157

Tlie heel of the foot; to

follow at heel; to trace

tlie same footsteps; to act

in the same way as has

been done before,

rimi'ir urli liing ohe

o a< t as predecessors have

done. Cliunir

sze t>aug hwa, to do as before

with sorae additional show and

pomp; understood in a bad

sense.

Wings.

A womjin pregnant,

A certain vessel to con-

tain wine to collect to-

geilier; heavy; a certain meas-

ure; I he natural talent confer-

red by H-avee», is calle<l Chuiiir,

ami CImiiiit lin^r The
name ot a nation uf a district;

of an official sitiiatiot) and of a

musical instrument. The ap-

pearance of shedding tears.

Used also for Chung, a bell.

Ch'a cbung, a tea cup.

^( ^^Tsev chung, a wine (mid.

Chung ling >uh sew ®
2iftod with tho most ele-

giint talents, applied both to

internal and external accom-

plishments.
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Chung lung

a

Tw^. certain bamboo fit for

making a particular instru-

ment; a certain bamboo utensil.

i

Name of a place.

A small bird a sparrow

or other small bird i\y-

Clninn: chanp h

certain bird :i mmhII bird

flying.

A kind of oilier-

wise cnlled i^ Too

choo, earth pig.

Walking in a distorted

manner, like it child learr»

-

iiig lo walk to tread or walk

upon; also called mm
Lung chung

ChuiifT k,e mun to

tread ihe threshhold of a door.

£. A bell; a bell for musical

purposes; certain tones

in in usic. A bell (or religious

temples, and for common pur-

poses; any thing hollow that

emits sound of whatever ma-

terial made. The name of a

place, and of a iiills. ^§
Slnh chunp, a stone bell,

Chwan^ chung:, or

Ta chung, to strike or ring a

bell.

Chung peaou a clock.

CHUNG

From Paou, to en-

close around; the other

part used for sound. A
swelling high; the sum-

mit of a hill. The mound

of* earth raised over graves, and

the surrounding ridge enclosing

it. Chung, often denotes the

grave itself. Great, the first

and most honorably born son is

rnll*^ Chung t^ze.

S»»an chun^ tsuh

pang, the rocks rush down from

il"' sum mit of the mountains.

g m
Che jo foo yew cliung

tsze, rhinpr yue Kta-tuh, as to

tlie father's first-born son, he is

denominated Kea-tuh i. e. the

ruler of the tumilv.

Chung keun ^< ^\ the fiover-

t'iirn of a country.

Chung t'oo, a mound of eurtli;

altar ot earth on which to sac-

rifice. Chung tsae, en-

trusted wilh great authority.

A erave or sepiilchre.

}^ Hwanp cliung

a deserted irrave; a toml> at

whicli no descendants worship.

Name of a hill; a hill liko

l*i a i:nive.

^/^^ To fend off water.

V
Nume of a certain wood.

ft
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The end or close of a ball

of thread the end of the

year a space of twelve years

the year under certain circum-

stances; a certain portion of

land. The end; the termina-

tion the close the Jinis of a

book. To end to terminate;

the close of Keun-tsze,

a good man's life is expressed

by Chung; of a mean man by

Sze, death. A surname.

Chung puh kae kih

1^ never reform,

Chung koo the whole of ami-

quity. Chung alio, to

close the age; to die.

Chung shin, the end of the

body; the close of life; death

to the close of life; the whole

of life. Omni:

shin che sze, an aifnir that con-

corns one's whole lite

Chunp; show, the end of one's

days. Chillis jTh, tlie

whok day.

Chung shin show yuni:, a de-

gree of comfort and (Mijoymeut

all one's life
~

'

Cbe chung joo ylh, the begin-

ning and the end the same.

A certain bamboo; a cer-

tain bamboo chest, or bas-

ket.

Chung kwei^-

of a certain plant.

The streaks or spots of a

ii tiger, red and black.

Chung and Tung, a cer-

tain water bird.

" A large concourse of; a

multitude; a great num-

ber. Many; the name of

star; the name of a dis-

trict; the name of a plant.

A surname.

Chung to a great many.

Chung shing, great a-

bundance and affluence, ^^f^g
Chung lun, the opinions of the

multitude, or public opinion.

^1 ^p, Chung sang, every liv-

ing thing, all mankind men

eenerally.

4 Clmng sang keae yew fuh

sing, all mankind partake of

the nature of Buddha.

Chung yu, the rainy season.

^ Chung jin, many men;

the public.

A certain animal like a

leopard, but having a

horn.

Ea?e; leisure; retirement.

Small rain: the noise of

rain. Chung yu,

a term; the rainy season.
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Heavy added to; dou-

ble.

To cut or pare a thing.

CHUNG.
] To shake; to agitate; to

4 I fly up; concord deep;

hollow. Written

Ch'un^, tl»c .same as with

three dots; and also delicate;

young; to fly up to heaven, or

to dart suddenly to a place; the

sound of pieces of ice rushing

against each other; ornaments

which hang down. The senso

to fly is also expressed hv \^
Ch ung.

Yu ch'ung jin full kelh che, I

a young person had not attain-

ed to a proper knowledge of

things. ^ Taping
ch'ung ch'ung, the noise of

breaking ice from the hills.

Yih fei < irUDg

teen, dart to heaven at a flight.

Keen ke
ch'ung seaou ban

T
the glare of

the swords dart high as the

heavens, Seaou, denotes the

clouds; Han, the milky-way.^ LGh

yue uih sluh woo jfh cli'uncr,

despatched on the 25 th ot tlie

CH'UNG

sixth moon said of a letter.

To rhyme, read Cirnng.

Ch'ung fung po ch*in

to rush upon an enemy and

break their ranks; to charge

an enemy. hung han
y

to take cold. Ch'ung

p'o, to break or defeat, either

literally or figuratively.

Ch'ung tung, to shake; to

move.

Sorrowful mournful

I I grieved or distressed in

mind. CL'ung-ch'ung, express-

es the same.

y/mll The appearance of water,

\ Y\ deep and widely spread;

an extensive sheet of water.

Sorrowful; mournful.

Young

name.

grain. A sur-

To bore or work ajbole

in the middle.

A ceriain species of bam-

boo or reed.

To fly straight up.

Ch'ung. To fill; to fill an

office; to carry to the ut-

most extent of; to fulfil

the duties of; to act in the

capacity of. To stuff or
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stop up. Sufficient; prepare;

excellent; to fatten to satiate.

Long; high. A surname. Form-

ed from Tub, to issue forth

suddenly, and Jin, man.

«™
ch'in puh nang ch'unjr urh yuh,

one person cannot fulfil the du-

ties of two services, ^^^fj
ChMng ch'ung mae pan, to

fill the situation of a Compra-

dore or one who purchases pro-

visions and necessaries for a

fkmily.

Puh nang ch'ung mwan jin sin,

cannot satisfy the heart of man.

fi «ze chung

ching chung, excessive service

(required) by government (and

heavy taxes.)

Yew joo ch'un? urli, lau^liiriu:

as if their ears were stopped

It is remarked tLat deaf people

are found to laugh much.

Cli'ung jin /^ one who fepds

and fiitlens animals.

Ch'unfj shih. stuffe'l; made so-
j

" Cl,'w
tsuh yew yu, a sufficiency; and

something to spare. These ex-

pressions are understood both

physically and metapliorically. I

J^T Ch'ungch'ih, numerous; I

extending far; said of banditti.

^^^^ Ch'ung hwuy, to con-

tinue the meetings of a society.

Ch'ung ke, to satisfy

hunger. Ch'ung keun,

to fill the army; to transport to

a distance and give as slaves to

the army. Such offenders are

eiven only to the Tartar troops.

Ch'ung peen

sluh fang, filled every region

the phraseology of the Bud-

dhists. Ch'ung tso, to

do; to fulfil the doing of; to act

in the place of. CL'un<r

tsuh, completely filled.

Ch'ung mwan, to fill; to

occupy a given space.

Ch'ung yen muh, to per-

form the task of spy or inform-

The heart moved; com-
raution of the mind.

To skip or leap.

The noise of water.

Sharp pointed bamboo.

Gems or other stories to

Lang at the ears.

Single garments.

A certain plant.

Hollowed or bored with

an axe.

j paou a great gun
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a cannon.

To fill; to occupy.

•-Ij ) Animals, either inhabit-

j

\

/ ing earth or water, which

have feet; quadrupeds

and bipeds; insects; those

without feet are called

^ Ch'e. Occurs used for the

following. A surname.

Ch'ung poo insect and

reptile class; it includes Irogs

and shell-fish.

A kind of hot steam,

fume, or vapour.

Animals without feet

reptiles.

To pierce or stab.

Name of a certain fish.

To pierce; to stab.

^^&2 Ch'ung-ch'ung, the ap-

j Fj-j pearance of walking or

going.

jtnti An unsettled state of

I* mind; going backwards

and forwards continually; un-

interrupted motion.

Ch'ung ch'ung wang lae

incessantly going back-

wards and forwards.

A certain tree of the

3 flower of which cloth can

be made; a section of a tree,

three cubits five tenths long; a

fitaff.

Ch'ung or T'unjj, name

of a river and of a sea,

beyond the north pole. Ch'ung

ch'ung, high; eminent. A river

or stream spoiling a road; wet;

damp.

Ch'ung yung a kind of

cloth cover for a carriage.

A short spear or lance.

A particular species of

grain or seed to plant or

sow.

rr? TtC A vessel or ship of war

jjj 3^ of a certain description

is called )|^ ^§ Mung1 ch'ung.

Vacant; empty.

To excite; to move; sud-

den motion abrupt; a

path or thoroughfare; a

kind of war chariot, ^fc

Mung ch'ung, a ship

of war.

Ch'ung chwang to rush

abruptly against; to offend by

words

A net to catch birds
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A kind of war carriage.

A smaller stream run-

ning into a larger one.

An assemblage of streams; the

noise of waters rusliing to a

point.

Affection; tender regard

to; love; kindness, an

honorable dwelling. A sur-

name.

Ch'ung ngae ardent affec-

tion; love. ^^^^ Ch'un? tsee,

a favorite concubine.

Ch'ung e, unusual kindness.

Ch ung ngan, the most

gracious and kind treatment.

^0 Ch'ung seih, a favor or

benefit bestowed in the most

gracious manner.

ch'ung
j

per-

Jj3E haps denotes depraved,

partial regard.

To beat as with a pestle;

to pound. Name of an

office an instrument of music;

name of a district; of a bill;

and of a bird.

Ch'ung choo ^f' a wooden

pestle or beater. Ch'ung

kan, to pound in a certain ear-

then vessel. Ch'ung

me, to pound rice.

CHUY,
To escort or go with; to

follow after; to expel; to

go after. To pursue after; to

prosecute at law; to seek to find

out, or to recover; to trace back

to former times. The mime of

a state. Read Tuy. /p
Tuy che to work a precious

stone. "^" Moo tuy, a cer-

tain cap of' former times.

Chuy keih or

Chuy taou to pursue and over-

take. Chuy na to pur-

sue and seize, ^M, Chuy

yuen, to follow after to a dis-

tance; to look back and wor-

ship distant ancestors,

Chuy tsun sze tae, be-

stowed retrospective titles on

four generations deceased done

by the first Emperor of Ming

Dynasty. Chuy kew,

to prosecute at law; to investi-

gate to the bottom, t^l ^J
-

Chuy fung wancr, retrospec-

tively appointed him king; i.e.

after his death. Chuy

fei, to lay one's faults on other

people.
'j)& Chuy yih, to en-

deavour to remember the past.

Cbuy

lae, run and call him back.
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Pi

CHUY
Appearance of the mouth

being filled.

To strike; to knock; a

wooden beater; a pestle;

a club; a drum-stick; to

-beat or strike with a club

or drum-stick. A certain

piece of wood employed

, in the culture of silk

worms. Muh chuy, a

wooden beater, used in wash-

ing clothes.

A wallet of any kind,

either wood or metal a

club; to beat as with a mallet

or club; to pommel. Read Tuy,

to work stones. £6 Tee

chuy, an iron club.

Cliuy wo to beat me.

Disease; a swelling of the

feet.

A bait made of rice flour.

A cord or rope; to let

down, as over a city wall

cord or rope.

A swelling of the feet or

inferior parts of the body.

Obscure. Thunder; the

noise of thunder.

An earthen vessel with a

small mouth; the name of

CHUY
Read To, a stony appearance.

A particular species of

reed or bamboo; pendent

To beat; to pound; to

press with stones; to keep

down by a weight placed above.

bamboos; the joints of a reed;

a switch to beat a liorse with;

to bastinade or punish with the

bamboo.

To beat with a pestle;

45 to pound; in a mortar.

To cause an affair to

p-j-^ bend down on, and im-

plicate another person to con-

nect or involve affairs to

search into other people's se-

crets. A surname.

Chuy wei ^| to put blame

from one's*self and change o-

ther people; to implicate and

involve people.

The thick pendent flesh

of a cicatrix. The funda-

ment; the backside; the poste-

riors. The name of a district.

y A general term applied

ptl to all birds with short

tails. Occurs in the sense of

Tsuy, his:h, lofty, a forest shak-

en by the wind.

Used for Chuy, and

Chuy, to strike; to

beat. A bludgeon; a club; an

iron mallet. Name of a tree

that bears an edible fruit.

Blunt; thick; unbending; sim-

ple; stupid, rustic.

Chuy loo rustic simple;
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stupid. Chuy tsze, the

fruit of the Chuy tree,

Exuberance of plants; the

5 name of a plant. Also

read Hwan, the name of a bird.

A sharp pointed instru-

ment; an awl; the sharp

point of a weapon a needle's

point; metaphorically, a small

affair; a trifling concern. The

point of an arrow; the point of

a pencil. Maou chuy,

a pencil. Maou

chuy tsze, a person who wields

a pencil, or hair awl; spoken

of contemptuously in reference

to war.

Chuy ch'oo nang peen tang t5 ying^
awl put into a bag will find its

way through; denotes a man's

being keen in a particular

sphere. Chuy

taou che mo, the point of an

awl, a trifling affair not worth

speaking about. Chuy

maDg, the extreme point of a

weapon. Chuy she, a

sharp pointed arrow.

A high forehead.

A freckled or spotted

horse. A surname; name

of a man mentioned in history.

Hwang chuy, name of

a fish.

Name of a bird; a species

of pigeon.

To fall down from a high-

er place; a dangerous pre-

cipitous path between hills.

Read Tuy, a group or company.

To slide down; to fall

down; to fall over; to fall

down as a heap of rubbish.

Wan Woo che taou we chuy

yu te, the doctrines of (the an-

cient kings) Wan and Woo,

have not yet fallen to the

erourui.

Sing chuy muh ming

kwo jin keae k,ung, the stars

fell, the trees spoke, and all the

people of the country were af-

frighted. Luy cbuy,

fallen in confusion; i. e. an af-

fair difficult to arrange or to

manage
.

K'e jin yew yew t'een chuy,

there was a man of the state

Ke, under an apprehension that

the heavens would fall down.

Chuy hea to fall down.

^^Chuy tae, falling womb;

abortion

To unite several things

together; to connect; to

form a continuous line.
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i
A reiteration of a sacri-

fice; to sacrifice again.

Cliuy, chuen, or Chue, a

path or dike in fields, in

the Chinese manner.

The appearance of grain.

i^L^ To connect together; to

form or connect gar-

ments; to take care of the roy-

al robes; a inixttire of various

colours, variegated; to bind or

connect together; uninterrupt-

ed to cause to desist; to put a

stop to.

Cliuy chaou to make a

signal to. ^^ Chuy e, to

superintend the royal robes.

^§ jjfjf Chuy lew, to bind or

connect to the standards; to

attach to. Chuy yin, to

put a stop to vicious excess.

^r^X A needle, or other sharp

^^ instrument; to offer pre-

sents of food; to reckon up

Read Chue, a stick with an

iron point for spurring on a

liorse.

To make continued offer-

ings of food in religious

sacrifices. Read Chue, in a

similar sense.

|1* Cliuy-chuy, mournful; sor-

n)oan of jrrief. Rend Kae, dif-

ficulties; embarrassments; im-

pediments which affect the

mind.

Chuv chuy joo lin shin yuen

US^R^'^^ embarrassed

as one who is forced to the edge

of a deep abyss.

-XP4r To measure; to measure

j 1 1 1J heights; to endeavour to

find the origin of with the hand,

as the composition of the char-

acter implies. To try or essay

to push aside; to put away. A
surimme. Occurs denoting to

strike. Read To, to shake or

move. Read Twan, to collect

together.

Chuy to ' to measure; to

conjecture, ffi Chuy mo,

to feel; to try to find out a per-

son's wishes or weaknesses; to

study the import of books.

ifllj Chuy ts'ih, to try to fathom;

to penetrate what is secret or

abstruse. ffi 1
chuy maou raei, I do not dis-

cover or detect my own rash-

ness and obscurities, in giving

this advice, and therefore I ven-

ture to state it. A mode of qua-

lifying advice, used in letters

and in memorials sent to the

Emperor.

From Fan sr, to place down

on Pei, a pearl; To give

something as a pledge. To con-

nect together something ap-
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pended wliich is as useless ex-

ternal swellings fixed; doing

what is improper; useless repe-

tition; tautology, verbosity; to

one question giving two an-

swers.

Chuy yen to say over and

over again. ^^ Cliuy kelh,
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a kind of postscript.

Chuy luy, reiterated, wearisome,

tautology. ^^ Chuy pt

to add a postscript.

Wan yew chuy keu, a

repetition of the same senu-

ment in written composition.

$ To throw from one; to

U^Xf-[ strike, as a drum or bell;

to throw at.

CL'uy 8bih to

throw stones. j^
>|-f

1 Ch'uy

wa peen, to throw brick bats.

Ch'uv koo, to beat a

drum. Ch'uy chung,

to strike a bell.

a The bone at the back of

the neck.

To han^ down from a-

bove suspended from a

higher place reacliinp

to. Nearly; near to. A
boundary a territory on

the frontier. The name of a

place; the name of a person.

To bow down to condescend

to; to extend from ancient times

to the present; or from the pre-

sent times to subsequent ages.

Occurs in the sense ot Ch'uy,

The outer part of a hall near

the steps. Also read Slivvuy.

CH'UY.

Ta tae

ch'uy san ch'ih, large sashes

hung down three cubits,

Le she ch'uy

che maou, Le expresses the ap-

pearance of hanging down.

Ming ch'uy how

she, name descends to future

ages.

K'ung-tsze cb'uy la wan she,

Confucius left a rule to ten

thousand ages.

Yung ch'uy puh hew, to des-

cend down forever without rott-

ing. Ming ch'uy

chub pih, to hand down one's

name on bamboo and silk; the

materials used for writing on

before the invention of paper.

Mung ne ch'uy

ngae, I thank you for your con-

descending regard.

Tung ch'uy se ch'uy, the

eastern and western extremity

of a hall, near to the alcp= by
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which one descends. ^(j

K een lew wo peen

cli'uy, killed the people on my

frontier. T^uh yu

ch'uy, died at Cli'uy.

Ch'uy tsze slian*; ch'uy hea

CWuy is from

above to bang or reach fl')vn

to a place below.

Ch'uy cho show, t' i^i the

hiinds han^ down.
R

y^f Ch'uy show urh till, to hang

down the haii'ls and obtain ex-

rt's?('f if(|uirini» with i*as«\

M Ch'uy sh'anir urh

che. is now used to express the

ease with which a Sovcrt 'u'n

rules in prosperous times.

Ch'uy te tow, to liuntr

down the head.

Ch'uy t'ow sang k'e, to hang

down the head in a t»piiitlt "

Ch'uy she,

to ,iwnd to subsequent a^es.

Ch'uy fan how

lae, to leave a pattern or ex-

ample for I hose wlio come liore-

au.r. |§ Ch'uy

y\\ how kw uu, to cause bless-

ings to descend to posterity.

^£) Ch'uy leen, condescend-

ing compassion. It cannot be

affirmed ot one's-self, but of the

kindness and compassion an-

other person. To comua^sion-

Ch'uy

vei in imminent daiiper ; near

to death. uv laou,

to approach to old age

Ch'uy hea
}
to hang down

Ch'uy koo to look down

kindly upon, in order tu take

care of. ^ Ch'uy ngae, to

shew affection to an inferior.

Ch'uy or Shwuy, heavv.

Name ot a person fiiraous

fur his craft and ingenuity, in

the time of Hwanir-te.

Shoo- king writes it without

Man by the side.

To implicate others; to

involve; to connect by

itn[>lication.

To beat with a stick or

club; to beat or poiind.

Ch'uy kow the bit of a

horse's bridle.

To beat with a club or

stick; to torture; to in-

duce a con fession; wood grow-

ing exuberantly.

Ch'uy ts'oo rhe hea, ho kVw }>uh

tth ;;
H •

what (confession) is there

that may not be ohtuined (from

one suffering:) under a cluster

ot bludgeons!

Coiuinoi»ly read Shwuy,

to sleep; the name of a

flower, and of a plant.

The edge, or hanging over

of a precipice, dangerous.
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Silver weighing twelve

taels. A weight used in

weighing: witli scales or steel-

yards. Heavy; a man's name.

Name of a district. A hammer

for beating metals when heated.

A bird of the fowl spe-

cies also said to be a i?pe-

ies of crow.

Appearance of a small

horse.

The appearance of the

wind causing a thing to

bend down, as plants; blowing

down flat, as grain.

To select to rommand;

to advance; to set for-

ward; to promote; to search

5

to investigate; 1o scrutinize.

To push to tlie results, or con-

sequences; to in fer; to draw a

natural consequence from pre-

ceding premises. Rea<l T'uy,

to pusli awav

Cli'uy cli'uh -fffe hrinir a cnl-

culation to a result

Ch'uy pun che, to st'ar« li to tho

root, or bottom of.

Ch*uy k\v an, a Ji)(l<re "r Ma-

gistrate, in the stvle of former

days Cli'uy

ke yuen koo, to endeavour to

ascertain the cause of

Cli'uy kew, to search into a

suhject; to investigate a cause.

Ch'uy luy, to extend a

principle to subjects of tiie sitrue

(:las or species. Cli'iiy

swan, to calculate; to pursue

results by calculation, qfe 7

Ch'uy ts llu to calculate or in-

fer trom natural appearances,

events vli
' h are still future;

" ffi!) Ch'uy (s'lh

luh ming, to calculate fates res-

pefitin^ emoluments an'l long-

evity Ch'uy e

keih jin, to oxfend or propagate

(virtuous principles) to other

persons.

Name of a plant.

A name oi a cow.

A kind of ornament of

silk atlaclied to the lieud

of a club; an ancient military

weapon. Read T'uy, a certain

animal denominated divine. A
man8 name.

The fine liair on the skins

of animals: fur; oft hair;

down nap; the downy i'ealhers

of bin" Name of a crrtaia

court rap or crown any (liing

delicate tind easily broken soft

and delicate. Occurs used fur

® Ch'uy. Kan ch'uy,

soft delicate and beautiful; sweet

and delicate. Hoch'uv,

a species of cloth.

Ch'uy e certain garments
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worn by the priests of the Bud-

dha sect. Ch'uy ido,

a particular kind ot ielt or

camlet curtain.

"J

To burrow in the earth;

i ( to dig a hole in the earth

4^t^ f to dig a grave. One says,

^Q^g ) the noise made by a small

mnle or rat.

A kind of sledge for travel-

Uli lmg through miry places;

s;i id to liave been used by the

pr" Yu who removed the

w;"ers ot the Deluge.

To pound or beat over

again. To give thanks.

To pound or beat ; to beat

or pound over again.

Delicate and easily torn

or broken; soft and deli-

, applied to food.

To expel the breath from

the lungs; to exjure; to

blow, ap[>lied to the breath, or

to the wind; to play on a wind

instrument; to putf off, or assist

:i person by recommendation.

Read Ch'uy, the wind.

^ Koo sth ch'uy sang, to

play on the Sih and blow the

Sang. Koo ch'uy, drum-

ming and blowing; playinjr on

instruments {jenerallv. i5

Chuy le kwo t ang

fung tauu leang kwae, ch'uy

ylh ch'uy, tsae tsow, the wind

which passes the liall here, is

rather cool and pleasant; I'll

enjoy a tew blows more and

then go. Fung ta

ch'uy, the wind biows str')n;j.

|8 PX K'in- ch'uy, yj

Seaou ch'uy, Se ch'uy,

all express blowing lijiht! v,

gently, and so on. '
j^ Yu ch'uy se lung, tlie fisli

blow and cause a slight ripple.

Ch'uy ch uh ke yay

"tjjj Ch'uy, to expel the breath.

Ch'uy seauu ta

koo, to play on the Seaou and

beat the drum et
IJ/j Ch'uy beu teHii^ uo

tsoo yay, cb'uy-lieu, to lend as-

sistance to, by commemling to

a third person to recommend.

Chuyk,ae,to blow open.

Ch'uy taou, to blow-

down. i| ClM.y

mee la chuh. to blow out llie

candle. V
maou k'ew ts'ze, to blow aside

the feather and search ior the

wound; not to judge by the ex-

ternal appearance only.

Ch'uy hwuy che

lelh, strength to blow away

dust; a slight effort.

Ch*uy heu, to blow or puff off a

person or thing; to praise them.
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Ch'uy ke to blow with

the breath; to expand flesh-

meat by blowing it.

Ch'uy tang she yuen,

to blow out the light and swear

by uttering an imprecation.

Il|rr| To blow. The same as

iJRVi Ch'uy. Read Ch'uy,

to call to; to shout after.

Apfsk To boil, or dress food

with fire. Used for

Ch'uy, to blow. Seems also

used for the afflatus or anima

of departed persons.

Ch'uy fun tsze #C to

boil a kind of pudding.

Ch'uy bo t'ung, a tube to

blow through and increase the

action of fire. 01 Ch'uy

pe, the name of a place.

To blow an instrument;

to blow through a reed

Is \^ ( and cause a sound to b'

Ch'uy or Hwuy, the

V mouth, the bill or beak

of a bird; the bead of a bird;

ihe name of a star; the name of

a plant. A certain mediriue.

Also read Ch'uy and Tow In

Yih- king, when describing the

mystical properties of tl»e A
Pa-kwa, it is said,^ Kan wei k'een

hwuy che sliuh, Kan, one of tlie

Kwa pertains to impeding or

stopping, as birds are represent-

ed to do with their bills. In Le-

king it is said,

V^i Sew show chay,

tsin hwuy tse urh, the super-

intendant ot the sacrificial vic-

tims, introduces the mouth of

the animal, and the most ho-

norable person takes it by the

ear to lead it to be sacrificed.

Shin iuuh kea

hwuy, deep eyes and a boar's

snout. Pih ma

htli hwuy, a white horse with

a black mouth. Nea"u

hwuy, a certain star.

H^g
ts'aou sluh-yun yih ming, koo

hwuy, another name for the

fragrant herb slah-yun, is koo-

hwuy. The fruit of the

K'een, is otherwise called

t^. Yen hwuy; the Keen, is

also called Woo-t'ow,

and M Woo- hwuy, by it

people can Too-ke, pass

over, or through hunger; i. e.

though the thing spoken of be

tot proper food, it will do to

satisfy hungrer partially.

Hwuy selh to breathe by

the mouth.
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CHWA.

H To strike; to knock, as a

^^\PJ bell, drum, or other ins-

trument.

A switch or whip.

Ma cliwa, a horse-

whip, or a switch for a borse;

a lash.

AtdSp A switch a lash. A

^]j^f
coarser and larger is call-

ed Chwa, a finer one is called

Mt'i, Kead Ko denoting

grass, herbs. Oue says, it im-

plies hunger.

^5^^ Read Chwa and To, a

Z^S^ bamboo reed a switch.

To bind up the hair in a

pjirticular maimer, whilst

mourning for the death ot re-

latives.

^^T" Cha or Chwa, in a con-

fused disorderly manner.

Hf>?l Chwa, a vicious mouth;

vicious or opprobrious

language.

To overset and hurt; to

throw down and injure;

to drag; to pull.

Distorted; depraved; de-

flected.

CHWAE.

I Clrwae or Ch'ae, to eat;

to gnaw. To eat with

greediness all at once; preat

numbers eHlin<r, as flies do car-

rion. Woo ch'ae

(Mh, do not eat greedily the

roasted meat. In the passage

from which this is quoted, there

are various rules for behaviour

at tahlpj which indicate preat

barbarity existing to make <u< \\

rules necessary. iK^rt P

Ying juy koo ch'ae die, the

(flies called) Ying juy, together

eat them; viz dead bodies left

in tlie vvas(e lands before the

rilesof sepu It ure were instituted.

IlU^I Ch'wae or Cli'uy, an u*rly

figure is expressed by

IS ffiW cliwae.

Ch'wae or Ts'uy, to grind

fj^ as a woman at the mill

to rub with a brick.
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CHWANG.
|f \ \ Largo; i^M*e;it; strong; ro

TiL / bu"; to strengthen. At-

\ fluent ahunthint. An

^J-
\ opitliet ot tin* S;h inouii.

f ) Tlie a^e of t liirt v iniin-

Lood strong hairs upon (In*

forehead . To wound. To cau-

terize a pli"' is, in Mediciil

language, called Clnvani:. A
surname.^|Jt Minjj chwang,

h, kind of armed police or mili-

tia. Iv e chwan'Tj bold-

ness, fortitude, firm, undaunted'

Cliwanjr fei ^Ji Jj tat and strong,

^jt K'lh cliwan^, over-

powering force, jji ^^Chwang

<*he, ^jll Chwang sin, firm-

ness aikd strength ol nun d

Chwang k'een, strong; ro-

bust, ^ji Chwann; neen, the

years of manhood.

Chwang pei, one of five sorts

of pearl shell, ^tt Chwang

sze, strong: able bodied men or

soldiers. Cliwang shi',
the exuberance of strenptli

high health vigorous strength.

Cliv:mg tiiig, young

men above sixteen years of age.

jJJ^ \ Di essed ; ornamented the

Tl^t / tare [taintcul or daubed in

the manner of Chinese

females ^fc Chwang

sluli, dressed i ornament-

t'fl m ir'iPfl uaintpd glossed

over. Ch pan,

dressed, yeneniilv; dressed eiLh-

er well ov ill. Chwang

leen. or ^C^j^ Kea chwang,

a ludy'rf oilet et cetera; the

portion ot furniture and house-

hold necessaries given with a

daughter as a marriage portion.

Dis[>leased; something

that gives dissatisfaction.

A certain wood (he

smaller size is like the

peach tree; there is no larger

sort which is ditffrent.

The appearanoe of lire;

to fill a boiler with rioe;

to boil with steam.

Chwang kaon, a sort

ot pudding or dumpling;

or to boil puddings.

A disease ot the febrile

kind.

To stuff with cotton.

Unsettled state of mind.

See Ch'wang.

Plants budding forth

plants growing rank and

luxuriantly. Grave sedate;

stern; severe; riuid; firm high-

ly adorned. A high road. Farm

house; name of a gate or door.
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A sunutme a certain pearl

lar<»e level road. 'l et ..

chwantr, a farm liouse.

senous, se-

date mind, (liv;"ii:

tszej uii an<*ienl pliilo^opher ol

some note. ^ ( 'hwang

tsili she, an utficter placed over

c«»ui»lry houses in tlie time of

T"
.

C" 2,

killer cl/in^ sltili. st»ri(Mis, L'ruve.

sinceiv, plain 7ft ( 'l»'mL'

yen, a severe urave demeanour;

yravil y.

n!^i jp Piiinted rouged; <Jre6sed

U|L out ; adwrned; glossed o-

ver.

/ To bind or tie round; to

( l)ind up; to dress. To put

into any containing: ves-

sel; a box, or a sliip; to

,"
It Ch'uen shang

chwaii*; leHou she 1110 ho vult.

what cargo or goods are con-

tained in thf ship.

Chwan»r pan to dress.

(l»vang ch'a, to put tea in-

to a ch^st, or to take it on hoard

ship. j|X Chwaug sliuh, to

dress a person which care.

Chwanp tsae. to put inlu;

to contain. Chwanjr

t'ow, one so rt or parcel ol'tjoods.

CHWANG

Ch wang pan k'e lae shin haou

k,an very well dressed.

External appearance

form fashion. To make

visible, to declare in writing

to accuse; a letter; a petition

an accusation

.

Chwaiijr } uen lljt i»i^hest

(l' LM t'e of literary rank the ti-

tle iiMjally"
(li'•! yiK'ii kciii te.

JU^ J t 3j^L l >/e cliwan^ k'e

kwu. to accuse one's-self.

CliwHiitf jno, appearing as if.

Chwang maou

fei cli'ang, a countenance and

fiirme unusually handsome.

Woo chwang, no appear-

ance; is said in apology for

undress and inattention. 7^
Chwang-sze, attornies or

lawyers, not sanctioned by go-

vcrnniriU. }(^ Kaou-

cliv:mjor JjxTszechwang,

an accusation, or written com-

plaint, sent into government.

Chwang ko, to wrap or

roll up to bandage.

Ch\vai)ur seaou, to pack up du-

ties to be forwarded to Peking.

I I

A

Commonly used for

, \ * Chw;m<r, a country vil-

lage. A farm house; a cottage

where any work conducted id
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the fields is collectedj as at the

tea hills.

CLwang hoo j£ ^ a farmer; a

person who rerns land and cul-

tivates it. Cbwang foo,

a farmer's wife.

CH'WANG.

# Something on which to

rest the body; a bed or

couch lliat on which one

lays one'ti-self; to rest

and sleep. Eigbt cubits.

A wooden casing put witliin-

side a wall to pn vent the earth

falling down. Sliay

cli'wang, or Ma
ch'wang, a cerlaiji ii"'di('inal

a[>plication.

CLSvang p*oo j^C H bedding.

Shaiig ch'wantr, to fro

^ bed.

^^ CVvan^ i/ow kin tsin

clTwang sze woo yen, when

there is no more money at the

head ot the hud, the ablest man
ran no longer show his (ace.

Used fo? f Ch'wang in

the She-king.

Cold; intense cold. Also

read Tsang, the name ot

a river. The name of a dis-

trict.

A wound made by a k n i fe

or weapon, in v liich

sease it wab orgij;all) written

Ch'wang.

Shin pe ts'eih shih ch'wang,

he received seventy wounds.

T'ow yew
ch'wang tsih muh, if the head

be wounded then wash it. Read
(ch'wang, to begin; to iuake

first; to invent; to adopt first

means to effect a certain einl;

io lay the foundation of. 'Jo

reprehend. In tin's sense, o-

therwise written Cli'wang.

Ch'wang che j^lj to com-

mence any work, j^lj

Ch'wang nee, to lay the found-

ation of a family, by the ac-

quisition of property.

Ch'wang tsaou, to make at tit st.

The name of a place.

The appearance of eating;

eating ravenously; gor-

mandizing.

A wounded heart; grief;

sorrow. f Tse
ch'wang, grief; pain of miud;

to commiserate.

Any sort of ulcer or sore.

There is a great variety

of terms applied to these sores.

Sang ch'wang, or

Sang ke ch'wang, the

breaking out of a sore.

Cirwang keae 0f small it-

ching sores.

w
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JL^n»i A certain kind of stiin-

jl5^B diird or banner. Read

Cli'ang, a kind of screen or cur-

tain for a wheeled c:miage.

Read T'ung. appearance <>t fea-

thers attaclioH in a '"'ruin way.

Ch'wang fan lj
long stream-

ers in the temples o{ liuddlia.

_f 55C To grasp with the lmnd

and pound. To beat; to

rush against; to bounce upon;
j

to knock to take ('r seize.

Ch'wang cho to strike or

to be struck will,; litt-ruJly or

figuratively. : Cli'wan^

cluing, to strike a bell. ^
Ch'wanc keTh. to strike; to at-

tack. Ch'wang kiion.

to bounce upon suddenly.

ife CVv:iny I Lea

lae, to knock down or off;—as

from a horse by rushing n-

giiinst. Chvaig pan,

to heat a piece of wood as a

signal. Cl"v:injM',gpn.

to defraiul; or cheat,

Cli'wanp: taou. to knock or

strike down.

juh, to enter forcibly or abrupt-

3^ A pole or stuflf: fur h

banner or staiMlard. To

gtah or pierce. Rea^ T,"np a

wood. Also read

Ch ung, \vhich see.

CH'WANG

A foolish stare. Other-

wise read Ch'ung and

T'ung, the pupil of the eye.

A stony or rocky appear-

ance.

Seed entering into the

ground; to plant.

To see indistinctly. To

stare at.

War chariots for rushing

in and breaking the en-

emies lines.

To eat immoderately

gluttonous.

Ch'wanp keang mm
the lower extremity of

the spine or back bone.

The ancient form of

Cli'wnnfr, a window; or

hs it is expr(-«pd

che muh,

heu e t'ung ming, the eye of a

house, an open space to ailiuit

liirht. The Seal ( l"ira"t< r re-

iirt\-i-in< the liittice work, which

is yet |)lar-*Mi in windows in the

north of China.

An aperture for the ad-

mission of liulii a win-

dow.

Tsae ts'eang yui yew

tsae uh yue ch'wang, a window

in a wall is called Yew in a

house, it is called Cli'wnng.

Also read Ts'ung, the door or

B9
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mouth of a furnace.

Ch'wan<? tsoo hoo wei ming

The

assists the door in affording light.

!^J T'een chvang a sky

light, or aperture in tlio root

of a house. Commonly writttM*

Cb'wang.

/j^fes A number c(>""U'"'; on-

tire; a multiiude. Tsze-

hwuy defines it erroneously, a

multitude of barbarians.

Ch'wang or Tsung. A
certain kind of spear or

lance; to 8trike to stab; to

beat a bell or drum.

An aperture opened to

assist the door in a<irnit-

tin^ litrht a window or

an additional door for llie

admission oi' light. A win-

dow in a wall is stri' lly

called Yow. , :"1

<^ Ts'ung, an aperture which

^1^% J affords a passage thro'ij!,.

Cir an "' hoo or

Clfwang mini, is the common

term for a window. ~J\

Ch'wang hea, below the win-

dow refers to the table placed

at a window where one reads

or studies; the period of juve-

nile studies.
J{J[ T'ung

cb'wang, at the same window

i. e. a fellow student.
|{

Teen ch'wang a sky-light ; a

window in the roof.

Na me ot certain toreign-

ers in ancient times : one

ot the eight barbarous tribes.

See Chung.

Ch'wang or ch'ang, an

appearance of standing

erect erecU

A certain club or weapon.

Muh ch'wang a

post stuck into the ground to

lnt to strike a stick placed

so as to sustain what is hung

upon it Otherwise read Chung

and Tang. Ta ch'wang,

to drive a post into tbe ground.

Ch'wang keue posts driv-

en into the ground to fas tea

boats ro; or to stop the bank
from being washed away.

Simple doltish foolish

^ silly a natural, silly ami

Kiiwtical person, so much so as

to be excused by the law. They

explain it by saying, the per-

cipient principle is obscured by

grosser matter.

CirwMnj yu^^ foolish idio-

tical one ot three classes in-

cluded in pardons.

h± A stick or pole fixed up-

right in deep water.

Cli'wang nung

p\y^ appearance of (he hair of

the head all in confusion j di-

shevelled hair.

To see indistinctly.
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t-^ ChVang or Shwang, a

\\ certain piece of wood to

fend off a boat, or to fasten a

boat to.

Simple silly foolish

doltish. @ Ts'oo

oh'wang, rude, doltish

obstinate naturally dull,

and also uneducated.

A wound made by a sharj)

weapon. Afterwards writ-

ten j^ij Ch wang, and now com-

monly Ch wang.

J^T? Ch'wang, or Chang. To

)[)}} make or form at first; ori-

ginal pattern . ^j- Tsinjj, was

the original pattern tor the divi-

sion of land; in this sense Syn.

with jglj Ch'wang. and occurs

also m the sense of Ch'wang,

a hurt or wound.

peep

Vulearly read Ch'wme,
to put out the head; to

to bolt out or in.

E.

Reaching or extendintr

down to the ground. O-

tlierwise read Pe5.

XTo cut grass or herb;

hence to regulate, to gov-

ern to shear. Also an appella-

tion of those possessing virtue

and ability. Tseuen e,

extraordinary talent..

\/[f
From E, a pair of

^ 4 shears, and 7J Taou, a

knife. To cut grass; to mow.

To take; to kill; to cut off; to

exterminate

£ ts'aou Ij J^L to cut <]own

grass. To cut grain is express-

ed by ^^ IIwu. E, occurs

used for E, a.X
^ Jj^ E chaou-seen che chen,

cut down the standards of

CLaou-siien, or Corea.

\/\/ Name of a stream or

river.

I
To stop to have finish-

* ed terminiit**<l done a

particle preceding verbs, and

forming the perfect tense, an-

swering to already, as f

E tso, already done. To decline,

to put aside to put away to

reject. Am excessive degree.

E shin ^^ an extreme an

exceptive degree; the same as

T'ae kwo.

E

urh, past the proper time.

Urh e, denotes that the

wliole is previously expressed

nothing can be sai( or that

the expression means nothing

more. Puh tlh e

unable to stop; compelled to do;

obliged to; to be distinguished
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from Ke, and from E.

To reprehend; to chas-

tise; to punish. ^
Ching e, to punish subjugate

other nations.

I
* I 1 Said to be derived from

J\^% the reverse side of E
which denotes the inind

B|
already determined or fix-

J ed. By; to the end that;

the cause or instrument by

which. So e that by

which; thereby; therefore.

j^l She e, hence therefore.

Kh'o e, may; can; might;

could. Kh'o e

she tih, if M.ay answer it may

pass, it Ts^kh'o

e tso, this may do. Ho

e, by what? how?

/ Le e yuh hwan, reason is

disordered by passion,^
kew yay peih yew e yay, why

so long, there must be a reason.

Occurs in the sense of E
to terminate to cease, ^fff

Woo e, not cease; not de-

sist. Also in the sense of

Yung, to use to employ. ^(

she ta ch'in yuen hoo piili e, do

not cause the higher officers of

state to resent their being left

unemployed.

E taou sha jin to

E 181

kill a person wilh a knife.

E chili wei keuh,

by straight make crooked to

pervert things.

E cbih ) a jin, to crush, to op-

press people by power. {J\.

E kew han yih e,

an account of a long drouirht

was more suspicious.

E min^r hea sht;

mei slh, view the most fascinat-

ing pleasure as a cloudy vapour,

which a moment annihilates.

r*^ E che hwa, to draw

lines with the finger.

E tsun t'een tsze, to

honor the Emperor. \fX

E le ch'uy to, to infer from

reasoning. E wei, by it

raake; to esteem or consider it

so; to jud^e it to be.

E le urh yen che,

to sj»eak of a thing in reference

to, or agreeable to, the princi-

ples o? reason.

E le yen, e kh'e yen, to

speak something in reference

to an invisible influence.

E v ei d^ing ta

kurg reckoning that they had

performed a great exploit.

Fow-e Jf^ j/J^ the name

ofa plant; (M. S. Diction-

ary, Plantago) used also

for the following.

E-e, the fruit of the Wa-
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tcr-

E-me ])[ pearl hnrley ; also

called IE] Hwuy liwuy

im' Muhouifdan rice.

I me. To be pleasefl; to

1>" trraiified Read T*ae,

a surname; the name of a di>-

trirt. A name of three star-

''(' t'ae. llie nnme of

H liilt. ^ Lmoii t'ae, vene

r:iU' .sir. I l* imLr t':n*.

exalted brother. ^|
Kin tstin t'iu* i"iiir, with

profound res|>eoi. I nl»**v vour

exalttMi ordt-r rzl ^ San

t'ae sintr, llit* ln, r t :i. tai
they are dis'iiwil' l»v flip

' "^
the U|»per, nutldle, and lower

T'ae.

T'ae ting: ^ an ejiitliot ap-

plied to three of the lii^lit >t

oirurers of state. Einim-n! t-x

alted in wliicli sen^e it is ust*l

as a term of r^spert in episto-

lary style. ^ T'ae ki ;

a.

tMuinent Sir. ^ f|| T lo f,,.,,

your lionore*! name, an expres-

sion used on the address of let-

ters h^fore writing ihe name.

Tae pei. extreme old

age. a term taken from (lie

wrinkling ot the skin, in the

manner of the fish §^ T'ae.

E

Jt^\ Obstinate stoppage; im-

{ Y_i \H ih i\ unable lo proceed.

A ionlish silly son.

Yae e jp an impediment in

sp^Oi li a foolish maimer, (j^

Yae kVue che ke,

plun to cause to stumble.

Pirated; to please; con-

( \-\ cord; harmony; joy.

1*: '
J

J*p jp^ harmony sul'i>tiii-

amoiiL'^t brothers. A surrmme.

\fj 'i'f F':li"jr. a pleasing

sound or voice. K-"h

a pleasing countsnanre; mani-

f' 'ii!„' "it:i''ti"i ami jay. 'Jj^

'J^ E-yu3, |il*'jt-c<l jo\ lul tak-

it-Lr «l< liL'lit in. K-ho
pi- :i '1 Willi l»ai iiioi, v liikiii::

delight in mutual concord.

Nain«- ('I flic Senior Hong Mer-

chant, at Canton. (1818.)

fonimonly read T ae, re-

miss careless* slotliful

uuitieiitive t*»; a rul*'i"'ss which

arii's from dt fert of due atten-

tion The mime uf a bird.

A stone that resembles

corundum stone.

A ccTi;iin earthen vessel.m
r^Z To communicate or hand

!^ d''n, as to posterity; to

connect, or continue in succes-

sion. '1 hat liicli is left behind

one at dcalb, as a testament or
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will; in tliirf sense, Syn. with

E, to lan^h at; to ridicule; lo

expose one's seli to be laughed

at. Rend T'ae, remiss; negli-

gent or wearied appearance; to

insult; to treat tramlulently, or

wiili disrespect. g (4 K'e e,

to deiraud, or insulr.

E seaou ta fan«r

to expose one^ >r\t lu the lauL'Ii-

ter of persons ot enlarfr« d and

liberal views, by petty contract-

ed '<" think in<j and acting,

flpj
1. ' vu iin.

to make one ridiculous

Tp* E WO tsze sun, lu leave

to inv sons and «;randsuns*.

i)^ \^JL Ttfze e e tsoo, to

involve one's self in diill ulties

)iled rict forming a kind

of gruel.

To presen t to; io give

/\ Y\ ilinl lea \'r r<>; io l":"'e, or

be left to, as property at the

death of a parent; to induce or

bring upon one's self; to cause.

fl Tsze e e ts\ ih,

to bring sorrow upon one's self.

^0 E is commonly used in the

'

E t^an^, to jrive to; to pre-

sent with. E woo, to

impede, or cause any delay to

business; to throw an iiu pe-

diment or hindrance in the way

of.

t^J^ prepared and form-

PJJ I
ing a kind of gruel or

congee; to teed 1^
E yen, a particular kind

of salt.

E k'eue sun mow jlu

to plan and exe<Mite benevolent

deeds, that tl»e Messing of Pro-

vidence may descend on one's

posterity. E pei, a cer-

tain black coloured shell.

Jv ^ Garments for the upper

part ot ihe I»<m1v ; the

lower are called Ch'ang.

Clothes; a cover cloak, or case

of almost any kind a shell or

skin of fruit. Shoo e, a

cover for a book Kwan
e, a cover for a coffin a pall. To
clothe; to put a cover on. A
surname; a man's name.

E-cli'ang <rariiHj nts gene-

rally. :^ E sluh

leang mun, raiment and food

are the two concerns of most

importance to the mass of man-

kind. E yuen, or

E shun, a tieivHjje or border

stitched on to the collar, or other

part of the margin of a garment.

^ E-fuli, clotlies; raiment.

E till yen, to clotlie

one's selt with virtuous sayings

of the ancients; to luive them

always at hand, ^j? Sze

e, garmeuts worn when offer-
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i"'' sacrifice. Ts'in e.

sleeping garments, a ni^ht dress:

or rather a coverlid for tlie bed.

Sin e, fiarrnenis worn

uboul the breast or stomach.

/J Seaou e, the giinii'.iib

worn next ihe skin.

Ta e, the external »riirinenLs;

dress. Cluing e, the

garments in tlie middle; i e

those that have under irarments.

ami a dress above.^
K kwan cIiumjt jin a man

amidst dresses and caps; de-

notes a person well dressed a

person of respectaKility.

C\\6 e, or Ch'uen e,

to put on cloilies.

Nun jin e, raeu*8 clothes. 9^
Fuo jin e, woman's

clothes. Twan e short

garments; jackets,

e, one's ordinary cluthes; un-

dress. Cliaou e, court

dn«ss IVing e, light

blue dress; former dress of the

Sc-w-ts'ae graduates; persons

genteely dre^<ed. The narue of

a place, ftl 1 1 waii to

ohnntre one's clothes.

PII\ e, while garments; persons

clotlted in while; the conimon

people who liavo no i ank in tlu*

country. Fan p, a sin-

pie parment. Chunff

double iulds of g^ruieuld. %^

E

Ts'an e, the ball or cover-

ing of the silk-worm.

Urh e. or Meen e, co-

vering for the face and ears in

northern climates ^-' New
p. a kind of cover for a cow.

Yuen e, a kind of moss.

/

;

To rely on; to trust to;

to accede to; to conform

to; as; according to. A sur-

name. A space between the di or

and window, P'ing e,

to lean upon. Woo

e e, or Woo so e,

nolhins on which to depend.

Wj W Van- lew e e,

the willows in abundanrp mu-

tnallv reclining. ^ 1^3

Puh shing chen e

che cbe, the highest pos>ible

degree of reliance on, or regard

to a p«*r>on. ^ Koo p a

kiiul of paint* d woodm srri'«'n,

in the Imperial apartments. E
also dem»"'s the wrappmjj of a

bow. Comparison simililuHe;

»
if »»e6 po e, pQh

liiiiii; win she, those who have

Ddt lciir '< ] similitufU'S thorouijh-

ly, cHiuiut he Ht liome in poetry.

To rlivine, road Nae.

K .-Ik". %^ to lean RSAinst.

)f\ v- 3' 11 "5 " wiih

to depend ui) oilier people for

a livelihood. f|i K lcub,
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according to law. i^L

•Jq E o pub shay, to cling to

unable to part from (a friend

E kew, as of old; as

formerly; as before,

E taou, according to reason,

reasonable. ^# ^ E tu\

yu, to rely on the words of

Buddha.

Moaning; the tone of la-

_
mentation after weeping

)1t T'u"g tsze

k'uh puh e, children (at the

tombs of their parerts) weep,

but do not moan and larueni

afterwards.

Tho tone ot distress or

commiseration.

A vonm"s name.

Irresolute; undecided; go-

inp backwards and tor-

wards. To secrete, hide or lay

U|».

A certain strejim or river.

5?<
A kind of ornamented

or painted screen pljiced

where the ':m[K'mr ^ivcd au«ii-

ence. A sunuimo.

of a garment; a slceva or cuff.

A long robe or garment;

a long flowing appear-

ance of the dress; sleeve.

The lower border of a

garment a border an

extreme point or limit.

Descendants; posterity,

Meaou e descend-

ants; posterity. ^^^^
How e E e the

appearance of walking; pro-

gressing; flying. Yung
e a long protracted sound.

\^ E or ' Yung e,

llu^J waves; water greatly a-

pitated.

A vessel, with a handle

and spout, to contain wa-

ter. A vessel in which to wash

llie hands; a pitcher; a hand-

basin. ie e vessels,

the one to contain wine, the

other water. |& E pVan,

a hand-basin or platter. The
original form of the Character

was *tfc Yay, which having

come into common use as a

particle, [ Fang was added

to it, in the sense of pitcher

or basin.
zxi or oasin.

Ml E,0r ^m T"Cn

r

ft

E, se show ke E,pirV natural Immt'r starnhng •
.

. ..
a vessel n which to wash the

as a
"

as a defence to a country

A kind of selva^t' on tlie

neck, or any oilier part

hands.

Same as |jj|Jl She, much

talk; loquacity.

x
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^|/^ A kind of stool in front

of a couch or bed.

The middle part of a gar-

ment where it joins be-

fore; the bottom selvage of a

garment. The sleeve or cuff of

a garment.

E le to walk by

the side of the road.

j^l Wei e, appearance of self-

su IFiciency. Read T,o, i^a^
Wei t'o appearance of walkint:.

]
A liquor made from rice;

\\\ I sweet wine; a kind of con-

/ gee or gruel made from

^j^T \ millet; a thin clear tie-

fj/JlL / coction made from pulse.

To remove; to cause to

reach or extend to, as to

j -tt.Tity; to stand by and cause

to reach to. Also read She,

which see.

n E4
H/ilD ingon,d

the sun mov-

ing on, ditlusin^ light ar.d

splendour. The came of a

phice.

A clothes stand mon nnd

women must not use the

same E ken, clothes

A stool before a couch

or bed.

Xfj- He; she; it; they; that

\J person or thing, referring

to some antecedent Noun. A
surname. The name of a dis-

A kind of out door shed

for euliiig ujjd^r.

Tho bar which fastens a

door.

E e pj^fi^ the appear-

ance of self-possession;

self-sufficiency; an igno-

rant self-sufficiency; an

unwillingness to what is good.

Head She, loquacity; the name

of an animal. Read T'o to in-

sult, and bravade to brag; to

boast.

J
"Ma To hurt or tear open to

tear out the bowels.

Rising or placed one up-

on another; degrees of

strata rising higher and

higher; advantage; to ad-

vance; to remove to an-

other degree or place.

E tPang the fee paid to

the boards at Peking; in order

to have honors ronf^rred on

one's parents.
—

' | YTli e,

one step, degree; story or flight.

j^X^t A tribe of barbarians in

Lli Canton. See^ Yaou.

E kea ifx a kind of

coffin; the inner roffin,

that into which the corpse is put.

Read Le, K lo, a kind

of wine.

m
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trict, and of a river.

Yo e, appearing displeased or

sorry. Woo e, tlie noise

made in reading aloud; in which

sense it is otherwise written

E.

E ke the epithet of an

ancient king. Also used as a

modern surname. E le

a place in western Tartary, to

which Chinese are banished.

E neen, that year.

So wei e jin, that

or the person alluded to.

E shwuy, who?

E

ting, (hey; them. An exple-

tive, ushering in a sentence, as

ZT E shwuy yun

ts'uutr, from whom does he come.

'(Jt ^ E yun, a famous sage

of antiquity; the minister of

U} T'ang. E wei, a

certain insect found in damp

dirty places, below earthen

vessels, &c. Also called ^j;

Shoo too, and Shth

sang.

To breathe to moan.

Used for ift E, and Dp
E.

viol€

m

n£tthejoo
ne

}
expresses forced, or

violent laughter.

Name of a river in Ho-

nao.

E wei a female

rat. Used also as part

of the name of another

animal.

To wound; to hurt; to

destroy; to exterminate;

to eradicate. To change;

>to level; equalize; to class;

to arrange. Great good

and long lived easy;

comfortable; pleased.

The name of a place; the name

of a bill; and of a river. A
surname. A man's name. For-

eigners on the east; foreigners

generally. Employed as a syl-

lable in some of the translations

of the Buddha sect.

E sftn ^uh zzi to destroy

the kindred of one's father, mo-

ther, and wife, fcr some crime

against the state. Neu

e, name of a od of wind, or of

flowers. J^l^ Te e a cer-

tain utensil for wine.

Lew e, a fragrant plant.

Tuog e, was originally ap-

plied to Corea; title by which

that kingdom was founded.

The four words,

Man, teih, keang, e ex-

press the foreigners on the

South, North, West, and East,

of China. In the designation

of the Southern tribes, there

was an allusion to Insects; ia
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the northern, to Dogs in the

western, to Sheep ; B.r\d in the

eastern, to the Grent Boxvs

which they used. The Char-

acter E, being formed of

Ta, great, and Kung, a

bow. Fung: e» or

Ping e or Woo e,

the names of a person, who liv-

ed in ancient times, and who,

with one Ho-pth, had

power to impede the energies

of nature. Ling e,

levelled or cut down as the

mountain forest; denotes any

nlfiiir which flourishes at the

commencement, but in the end

fails. E jin a foreigner.

E ch'uen, foreign ship.

Order; class, or species.

To cover a corpse.

To call out aloud. A lo-

cal word. Tho appear-

ance of laughing.

The sisters of a wife; the

* cider siaters are designa-

ted Ta e, grcaf the

younger axe called

Si'.aou e. A motbfr's sister are

also called E. Tang e.

a mother's sisters.

ShTh pa e, spirit or god ol the

Aviml.

^ Yu e name of a

hill and territory on the

E

east; towards the rising sud.

The appearance of gar-

ments or clothes.

Walking or going on a

level place, and in an ea-

sy manner; a large level road.

Pleased; delighted.

E or Tsun e to

sit cross-legged; to sit on

tho ground.

Name of a wood of a

reddish colour, and thick

white bark, fit for making carta

or carriages. Kead Te, a small

but tall tree; otherwise called

I^C Neu sEng, the female

mulberry.

Watery excretion from

the nose; in Chinese, the

word is often joined with

T'e tears, when

speaking of grief.

Wan-e, the name of a marsh or

lake.

3 A brute animal.

5 To hurt; to wound; a

wound; a sore. Applied

also to wounding or distressing

I he mind,

^rfe A certain plant. To cut

down or eradicate plants.

Read Te, the appearance of

plants budding forth.
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To sit on the ground;

or sit cross legged.

The back bone.

Name of a horse.

A case or quiver for ar-

rows; a cover or case in

which bows are carried.

To discriminate; tojudge;

silent sedate calm;

serene.

[P-nU Sound of bitting some-

l^)^ thing in the middle;

sound echoing. Occurs as a

mere expletive; also denoting

a curtain or canopy.

Particles of earth or dirt;

dirt.

E r Yuen-e

X^Ul^ yielding; complying; ac-

cording with complaisant.

A sort of black wood

veins.

A disease of the eyes;

|=| diseaseed yes. Something

that screens the eyes; the cali-

go or cataract. The Chinese re-

move it by puncturing the eye.

E tsze
"J^* the name of a seed

employed for the cure of caligo.

Stone of a black colour.

A certain beautiful black

coloured stone.

Name of an insect.

A kind of case or cover

for a lance. Embroidered

or variegated with purple and

black. Used as an euphonic

particle. Tone of sighing. The

name of a child's garment; in

which sense it is the same as

the following.

U
E-lo ^ the second

or upper garments of a

child; a child's loose dress.

To answer; to respond; a

tone of assent, like

She, signifying that one hears

and promises to attend to the

affair.

A kind of umbrella, par-

asol, or fan; formerly

made of the pheasant's tail. The

Chinese still make one of pea-

cock's feathers as an ornament,

which resembles the ancient

one. To cover or hide to screen

or shelter what is secret. Trees

dying of themselves; the name

of a bird. Ping e or

^[ P'iug e appellation of a

spirit supposed to preside over

rain and thunder.

Name of a plant E-

hwuy luxuriant.

The work of curing dis-

ease the person who

docs so. To heal; to curej
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the Medical profession. The

name of an insect. To drink.

E fanp a medical prescrip-

tion. E kea, or

E mun, medical prnctitioners;

the faculty. Ta e

yuen, the medical establishment

at court for the use of the Em-

peror. E-sze, an official

physician at the head of many

others, ^9 E-bannr. a sur-

geon or physician. ^ K

sze, a medical man.

Same as preceding.

n||S E heu^ To gape

and laugh.

E or He, a kind of ex-

clamation when about to

speak, expressive of indiffer-

ence or contempt. Also of

grief or sorrow.

A black coloured horse.

Black hair.

A certain water bird. A
r 1

^Y^J variegated colour; azure

and black.

A small black spot; black.

An oar for a boat. Read

SeS, an utonsil for regu-

lating a bow.

^IIL, Name of a river; streams

I spreading out to dis-

perse to go away scattered

spread wide; expanded; ease;

gentle flow or expansion of the

mind; leisure; indulgence; many;

a multitude. Read See, to lose,

drip, or leak out. A bowel com-

plaint. To issue forth and o-

vertop. Rest, sloth, idle indul-

gence.

E e k'"u ffi tho

gentle motion of the winps ox-

hihiipd by some birds in flying.

E e gentle flow; lei-

surely expansion easy gait; an

expression of admiration on see-

ing the multitude of persons,

who collect the mulberry leaves.

A certain stone like tbo

corundum.

^111 Much talk; many words,

fl |tf She-king uses E.

Read She, in the same sense.

A long coverlid; or coun-

terpane; appearance of a

^ f long garment or robe; a

sleeve.

P||f To overstep; to overpass;

J^fjlT to leap over; to cause to

pass over; to transfer one's self

or another thing. Also read

She.

EcJjUl J! flying; to fly.
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To give a saddle to a cer-

tain fugitive wanderer;

certain trappings of a horse.

Read See, a bridle.

Jt^\, To lean against ;
depend

I
fl| on. Inclined to one

A surname.

Wo so e k'aou, nothing to de-

pend on.

Chung leih urh puh e, stand-

ing to either side.

E

loo, *a coarse shed by the side'

of tombs, where dutiful children

are said to have long remained,

to weep over their parents.

E e E k^aou

E

lae E sze I:

chang ^t, all express re-

liance on dependance upon.

E fub, to lean upon and

be secreted under; to be near-

ly connected with to be includ-

ed in; they say prosperity and

adversity are nearly allied. |^
E lae, or E tselh,

to rely upon; to depend or lean

upon, E t'o, to depend

on and engage a person to do

something.

^rf^ E or Yae, to sit and lean

J pj against.

J-C^ A certain wood which is

f^J ostcemrd, and of which

furniture is made; it lias four

diftVrent names.

E tsze "j a scat which has

something to lean against; a

cliair. E cho, a chair

nnd a table; chairs ai)d tables.

E keo, a division of an

army stationed to oppose an

enemy. E tsze, the

wood above referred to; it is

said to be the best of all woods.

E ne, weak delicate

wood.

E-yu ^f^^ an exclama-

tion of admiration.

A strong fierce dog; long;

extended; to add to; to bo

near to each other, as two

horses drawingr.

E e, or E yu ^jij) ex^Iama-

E tseay ^^f '^c / tions of ad-

E he miration;

commendation; praise. ^^1^
E she, name of a district.

E is used for the preceding

character, and for E read

O, the appearance of the mul-

berry tree.

Waves; the ripple or

curl on the top of a wave;

the brushing or dashing of

waves.

i
Grain luxuriant; grow-

JjJ ing plenteously,

A particular dwript'ion

of cow. Long robust.

Violent strong. A large strong

dog.
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The body in a critical

state; weak delicate;

sick; bed -ridden; helpless and

useless aa if dead. A short ap-

pearance.

A short appearance.

A luxuriant plenteous

growth of grain.

A violent fierce dog.

1 jfc E, or Chen e

4 clothes well adjusted;

well dressed; the good appear-

ance of Hress.

E ne fotUS garments well put

on; dress properly adjusted.

r4*jV The side of a cart or car-

riape; the place in a war

chariot where the soldiers plant

their spears.

A metal vase or boiler

with feet for dressing

food in. A stand for military

weapons, for putting bows into

A siirnaine; a man's nnme.

Name of a stream. Occurs de-

notini; a kind of d^n; any kind

ot boiler or pAn. Also read K'e.

TT-^y* A kind ot nalural fenc<-

[y to a district; tlie name of

u district. A liiddt r. or some-

thing by whicli to ascend.

Good; good in appear-

aiuo.

E

Ene fragrant, a-

greeable smell.

I
r^iV; To bite or gnaw. A sur-

IaaPJ name; a man's name, Al-

so read K'e.

To desire; to covet.

A pain in the throat. A
stoppage of food in the

throat; an interruption of

breathing, as in sobbing from

grief. Kead Yae, or Nirae, in

the same sense as 5§ Sl.a,

I.oarse.

Ylb, eblb chlh puh biia

k*ang jny
t
ylli is food stopping

and not passing down the

pullet. YTIi shth

ping, ylb is a disease wliich af-

cjitin-. Al ^
Chung sin joo y\h

t like a stop-

page at the heart Denotes

deep sorrow, as is ( q>rr" 'l

by a weight or load upon the

mind.

-^^^ To raise and let fall the

vii bands; to raise the li:it"N

before the breast, and drop them

eracefully folded, bowing the

sam" time. Tlie Chinoso mode

of bovi'ir, is now commonly

written -llj Yih.

B>^^
Cloudy and windy tlio

"- wind driving the clouds

and obscuring ihc sun.
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respondence or sameness of opi-

nion. Es—
puh taou, unthouyht of; uiiitn-

ticipated. E wae, out-

side i. e. of the intention some-

thing not contemplated or an-

ticipated. E yuen, a

wish. ^ E wae

che yu, some failure or evil un-

anticipated. Eyung, 10

employ one's iliuuglits about;

to tliink industriously.

E se.-ing, to think.

E

sze, thoughts; ideas; the feel-

ings. gP{ihl»aou

e sze, leeling unpleasant, for

some fault or indecorum. ^>
She shin mo e

sze. what is the meaning, of

a word~or motive of a person?

'@ Yew seay e sze,

there is some thought, or sense,

or meaning, or intention.

t|-^^ Breatliing strong, as in

uttei ingasigh. The sound

oi severe pain the tone of in-

dignation tlie tone of sigiiing.

Oh! alas! Read Yae, the souik!

of repletion; to belch.

Pfi E e ylh kih, to belch

and cough or sneeze.

F
ta k'wae e kli,e kh'e ming wei

fung, the breathing of imina-

terinl energy in nature is called

Wind. (Chwaug-tsze) the li-

^ ] The heart directed to

ltj> the one true good; moral-

ly good excellent; vir-

tuous. In the language

of elegaic composition,

benign, mild, intelligent,

virtuous. A surname.

nei ^^^^ good; excellent;

worthy of admiration and love.

E tih f& virtuous in an

eminent degree.

^^ To kill by one spear or

^jJL. arrow; to throw down;

to destroy; to exterminate, or

cut off; to terminate; to tie.

To shade; to overhang; or over-

shadow. To coverover; to bury.

"HV^ E-tae 5^ t0 bring

things to one rule; to

judge; to decide rightly.

From heart or mind, and

gound or speech. Thut

which emanates from ilu1 mind

or will the idcns; (hon«;li(s; re-

flections; the purpose; the in-

tention. One's meaning; one's

motive; the meaning or import

of !i word. Opinion; sentiment;

tlie mind directed to external

objects. Used as a particle of

aspiration or exclamation. To

rhyme, read Tae

E pull sean*r pei

no contrariety, or clashing of

opinion or sentiment, ^[
^1 E keen &t:uug fuo, a cor-

t
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terati use Th k'wae, for

heaven and earth. ChwiiDg-

tsze, is a mystic writer.

E n v\\h p'ing shing ^1
£ is a tone of disquie-

tude of mind. E he, oh!

alas! Tone of udmiration.

Ijj^ A woman's name.

S^^^ An exclamation expres-
j

tt" sive of disquieiude anrl of

indignation of nnyer and of

pain. A mere tone of respond-

ing. Name of a bird.

In tlw heart or midille of.

ilr^v ^^^^ K-me, Pur bar-

ley. Tliese are the provincial

eliftrnotrr- ( )t!ier\vise calli^l

E-e-jin, and [E]

j I!J
Hwuy liwuy me. M:i

liun.Tnriliin rice. Also —!• f

51^ Ts'aou choo kwei, grass

pearl demon.

K- ' /(' >
L
.V ill-- u:\n\t- cf :i

plan t. Also read Ytli.

E or Ylh, a cert: briny

^V|l^ liquor; a certain (hick

sirup or sauce. Read Yne, a

collection of fume or steam.

Name of a certain bird.

^-^L E-urh^ a name for

the swallow.

The lone of pain; moan-

hf;^ (roia a feeling of

E

pain; lamentation.

To cultivate or dress, or

to cut down plants and

trees, to cultivate the Held; to

be remiss and treat with indif-

ference and levity; negligent;

idle; that whic h is effected by

such persons, or that which is

easy; easily dune; not difficult.

Otherwise read Ylh. to change

or exchunpe. Yun^ e

\\\\\\\% e, easy to ef-

fect, not difficult of operation.

E fae ^ Man o

remiss; careless^lothftil nesli-

pent; disrespectful. K
le5 to make light, or cheap of.

Jt^L I'— l"; tlmt which is

I made light of To be dis-

tinguished Ironi j T'ang.

To lii:li"'n or diminish

^/ to make light of; to treat

with irreverence or disrespect.

To change; to alter.

I • 1 That which by nature is

£ I
constituted fit, right, pro-

sper; fitting for; 8uitablo

to; according with; u-

J nion ; liarmony. Business;

affair. Name of a sacrifice,' and

of a district. A surname. Used

for E.

E hoo puh e ' 8 "

proper? L jin, title of

the wives of officers of the fifih

rank. E-jen, suitable;
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proper; fitting. it

E k,he yew ts'ze sze, either

affirms that an affair is proper,

or in an interrogative tone, im-

plies the contrary.

To cut down or eradicate

plants or tree

Jr^!? What is proper or fit for

^IlL man virtue goodness.

-^j' "\ What is fit, suitable, or

/ proper for man; virtue;

goodness order right.

Persons who form friend-

ships. An acquaintance.

Ifi Keaou-e, or 'Jjg

TVing«e, or M Lan-e,

friends; intimate acquaintances;

bound by mutual kind fiessed

.

Persons who form a voluntary

relationship to each other. fljH

it She-e, families amonjrst

whom a friendship has exi" d

for several generations |^
Ts'elli-e, relations by blood.

E piih yung tszeh
the principles of friendsbip will

not admit of a refusal.

The horn of any animal.

)^ The name o( a country

Ji|v place and of a certain

town.

pt*P? The face the counten-

15jJEL ance.

The eyes and eye-brow^.

A cross bar in the front

^? I

part of a cart, or otlier

[ wheeled vehicle drawn by

horses.

III
E or Yae, the teeth stand-

ing out exposed.

Q E or Urh. The Seal

Character represents an

iutant, the bones of whose head

are not yet closed. An infant;

a chilil; a boy. Feeble infan-

tile. Used as a particle of mere

sound, ranch employed by the

Northern and Tartar people.

A surname.

Urh tsze a boy.

Neu url.. a girl.

Nan yue urh neu

yue ymg, u male (child) is call-

ed Urh; a female, is called

Ying. This distinction is not

generally adhered to.

Ying urh, a new born infant.

Seaou urli
3
or^^

"jf" Seaou urh tsze, a little boy;

or in the languH*re of courtesy,

iny little boy. ^# Hae urh,

a child, or Your child used

by children to their parents,

instead of I, or rae.
—

'

^2* Yi'» t^en urh, a little; a

small quantity. Ming

urh, to-morrow. These expres-

sions are quite colloquial.
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Che urh, in extreme old

age receiving a new set of teeth.

Laou t'ow urh, old

man. Also read E, a surname.

Urh neu, a boy and

^ Urh neyay

jin oho che joo mull yew twan

ne, Urh, a feeble infant, an in-

cipient man, like the first bud-

ding of a tree or plant.

Appellative of little child-

ren, of those that are

weak and small. To benefit

to distinguish; a limit; utmost

limit. The banks of a river. A

J5 I Fan

ke maou e, send back their old

men and children*

Twan e, the extreme p<unt

:

the first budding forth the

commencement; the origin

loo twan e,

not to make the least disclosure.

Pe ne, to peep; to look

obliquely. Tso

e, yew e, to look on the right

and the left. Also read Ne.

J-Q Pe e a turret;

r^/t^ parapet on a <-ity wall,

with ft liole throiiiih winch to

shoot arrows and observe what

is done below. Otherwise cull-

ed Neu-tseang, a wn-

man'd wall- Also written

E

Pe e, and IS heen.

Thus expressed in Chinese.

Ch'ing shang neu tseang k'ae

teeen yen, e k*wei hwang ch'ing

bea; yin e wei ming, a woman's

wall on the top of a city wall,

and in which is opened an ar-

row's eye, through whicrh to

peep, and observe what is done

below; and hence the name

(woman's wall) which is giren

to it.

/f^3 A new born infant; the

>V/^ cry of an infant. One

saya, an ugly woman.

E-woo the appearance of

the eye brows. One says, doubt;

undecided.

4*1^3 To f ' x or dt'cido; to de-

^ termine. A child >eizinpf

hold of, and sraspin^ with the

hand to refuse to comply. To

collect together. A surname.

Also read Nae.

A cross bar in front of a

carriage Read N"'

Wuh nl: e, disturbed rest-

less.

(^3 The declining sun after-

">/^ noon.

^ |^ The margin of a stream

4 the bank of a river. The

extreme or ultimate Limit
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Tseun-e }|^|^, a species

4/L of lion.

jjS E ts'ze indig-

nation a look of anger or

resentment. Also read Yae, the

eye diseased.

HI^J To look aslant to quint

•H/^ or look sideways, from

artifice or from anger the side

phince ot brute animals or birHs.

The sun throwing; its beams ob-

liquely. A man's name.

E urh she che jjg $
with a side glance looked at it.

E or Keae, a particular

kind of slieep.

Name of certain insects

said to be produced from

log or vapour. The male is call-

ed E, the female Hun*:

they are of various colours, red,

preen, hlue, and so on hence

feC Hung e denote the rain-

bow. Read Ne5, uuder which

the character is said to denote

the female of certain insects.

Ke5 e, to screen or stroke

the bead, as animals do with

their paws. Some read this Cha-

racter Ne.

According to some, a

young deer; others say,

an animal resembling a lion.

Certain ornaments ot dress.
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To ")(>k aside; an oblique

L glance.

Crooked, distorted horns.

PjJL 'Hie name of a district.

A cross bar in front of a

carriw.
Read Nee, certain vari-

ous coloured anirna!<Mi!?p

Read e, or Yun e *^

JLyJ \ the rainbow; by illusion

IliJLi ) to those insects.

Ts'ae-e, diversified by various

colours.

Kshangyu e cer-

tain variepated garments or

dresses worn on the stage. I'iff

Tee e a high lofty appear-

A small horse.

A bony appearance; esse-

-j^y A certain larpe fish, vari-

onsly denominated, said

to iiave four feet; tlie fore part

like a monkey the posterior

part like a dog. It cries like a

child. It is from eight to nine

cubits long It inhabits the ri-

vers which run amongst moun-

tains, and in time of drought

decoys birds by wetting the

leaves of trees. The m"le is call-

ed Kh'ing. Kbing

e, is used figuratively tor a de-

vouring conqueror of men.
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E foo ^ are said to denote

small Hsli.

Used for the lion, or an

animal deeiae*! like it;

said lo devour tigers, and

l to go five hundred le h

J day. A young deer. The

nnine of a mun.

E kew ^^ a large garment

made of deer skin,

ill Getting '"'' tvetli in old

age. Hvnn"' I"' ^1^

i2 lhe yellow liair and

small new teeth of old age; old

H^e, or long lite.

ftf T'> trai ' ; to drag; to

niove sluwl v a loitrrini:

I easy pait, which the Clii-

|zl3 ^ nese (\ww\ ^nu t tul The
"^-^" name of a river. With a

\\^ d«»t, is a vulgar form

jJ^J E pih, Lo send in

the white paper without any

thing written on it at a public

examination, from incapacity

to write on the theme.

£ lung ff trailing pait

crawling on the ground; saun-

terinp. E chung to

trail or scrape the heel on the

ground when walkini:; to walk

in an easy sauntering manner.

E show t*unp

hing, to walk hatid in hand,

whicli the Chinese do as Euro-

peans walk arm-in-arm.

E

A tittering laughing

sound. Same as

A place to store up any

tiling; a storehouse. To

store up.

Practised or accustomed

to; Hppareut; manit'est.

Expanded; spread out as

streams of water; expan-

sion or dilation of the feelinps,

by wliicb Chinese generally

mean ease of mind; amused;

giHUfied A surname.

E e ^ ^ll a fair wind; flight

that looks like a sailing motion.

Read See, to desist as from ao-

*ivy to be appeased. To flow

out; to leak; to put away; to

lessen the sum ot guilt or blame.

Naime of a mountain stream.

join.

n
n

A certain 6tone like the

corundu m.

Lonp; extended die slit

or seam where two planks

A certain kixid of grain.

Pih e a certain

kind of grain.

Flyinp sailing along in

the air.

Certain insects.

The seam of a garment.

One says, a belvage or
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part ot the dress which

or binds about.

A man's name. Tlie *rut*

as E.

To bestow oarts and

horses on wandering

gitives, or on re^Mlar

travellers.

The name of a bird, snid

to bear its young ilyiiig-

^ Wavering; unsetikMl

IE
particle at tlie close

of sentences denotinj;

(
that ihe sense is com[)le-

' and often implying

that the preceding words con-

tain a decide'd, poin ted, strong

affirmation Tlie allusion to an

arrow in the character is, that

the thought has been enunciat-

ed Avilh the rapidity of an ar-

row, and has hit its mark. ^[
Seang ptih jen e.

I am of opinion that it must

be so Ko clie e, it

may be fully known — is said

of an affair, or of a person's

character, whiclt may be known

fully from some circumstance.

To he versed or practis-

ed in; to attend to orders

with iissiduity; in the service of.

Weak and delicate as plants

ill a t shoot up after being cut

<lmvi». Tlie name of a stream,

E hi e to study in a col-

lege Ut attend in the public

>c!km»1 to the oocMiputions of a

scholar. It is the privilege of

very few to reside within the

college.

A certain plant.

To advance; to enter in

to wait.

To doubt to suspect

doubt; suspi(Mon to guess

at to be ii[>prehensive of; to

dislike; perverse. Name of a

hill of a divinity; of an office.

Read Ying, quiet; fixed. Read

Y Hi, to stop. Occurs denoting

To put a person higher.

I': n^i\\\ a case in law on

which doubt yet remains; com-

monly refers to cases of murder.

E hwo, to be suspicious*

and apprehensive. ^| E
ping, a disease of suspicion; ir-

resolution; spiritless.

E tow, suspicious.

Fulse; doubtful mutiml

doubt, or suspicion. To

compare to determine upori.

Syn. with E. Occurs but

^

W
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erroneously, in the sense of

E. luxuriant; abuudaut. Read

e, obslinate stoppage; constij.H-

tioii. Read Hae, or Ngae.

T'ao ngae, silly, foolish ap-

pt-iiraiice.

9^}^ To examine into; to in-

vestitriHe.

A napkin or cloth.

V y E, or Kew e ^ &e
!

y^)^. nine mountains. ,ll''

name of a range of mountains

seen at a distance on the west-

ern frontier of Cl»i».i; they are

seen indistinctly, and the mind

is in doubt about tliem; hence

the character is made of Doubt-

ful mid Mountnin There are

nine peaks said to extend up-

wards of two thousand Le Re-

pented, E-e, eminent virtue.

Applied also to denote the pro-

mising talents of children; also

a fine limped head.

To guess at to conjec-

ture; to surmise; to tliink

and draw conclusions; to deem;

to decide on consideration.

Like; similar to; to purpose or

intend to do. Seang-e.

like eftfh otlier.

E e to decide after d««Ii-

beration.

w

E t*o urh how yen, to think and

form opinions in the mind, and

then speak. E tsow, to

decide in any public court, and

afterwards report to the Em-

peror. Te

pun e taou king, I at first, or

originally, intended to go to

Peking.

Ut«ed for the preceding

-^p^ in the books of the Bud-

dha sect.

A certain large earthen

v''"t'l.

S-f.^t A luxuriant growth of a

^7*)^ certain kind of i;rain.

Luxuriance ofgrowth, ap-

plied to grain and reite-

ratLil with a tont> of admiration.

\^ K r the sharp and

prommeiitly shootinc up

of the horns of animals; sliarp

pointed horns.

Doubtful wordti; to «poak

duubtinfjly; heditaiion;

dt'lihoration to speak

unlnily or doubtfully.

Used for ^£ E to deem; to

decide. A serious respectful

carriage To wait reverently

for a decision of doubu by di-

vination.

The name of a fish.

From Sin, meaning

stiff; and Che, a boar.

An an^ry boar bristling

up \ls hair; hence cia-
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ployed to, denote firxuness and

unbending strength of mind;

valiant; puissant; brave. One

says, to destroy plants as pigs

do; cruel; unfeeling.

A firm unbending mind;

greatness of mind; forti-

tude magnanimity; intrepid

intrepidity. Power of suffer-

ing, or acting well. The name

of a place, and o( a bird A word

used in playing at Chess, denot-
j

ing a certain move.

Hung e, great fortitude ami

strength of mind. ^< Kang

e f firm and unbending; lirml)

farincr any danger or calamity.

Yaou e, sedate «nd still,

with undaunted finniH .-s.

E jen f^iH niugnanimously
|

with fortitude.

^2 A species of bamboo ; a

section of bamboo; a small

bamboo.

^'^C I
Name of a certain plant,

[ used in sacrifices.m
To take and plant with

the hand; to arrange and

H I

plant trees to cultivate

jt^UL y the arts of life; the busi-

'
I ness or occupation ot life;

^T*^L the more polite arts, viz:

the rules of decorum; mu-

sic; archery; the art of driving

a carriage; writing, and aritli-

metic. These are tbe

Luh e six fine arts. Talent

ability. Occurs in the sense of

j)C Vun, to bit a mark to ar-

range tributary affairs. An ex-

treme point or limit.

E sze the occupations of

lite, tollowed to gai a a liveli-

hood ^* Show e to ap-

ply the hand to busij»ess; handi-

craft. ^§ Khe e, tbe su-

perior avocations of life.

Lj^u The tone of laugliing

j noise made iu sleep; snor-

>ins; talkino; in Ae!'.

H
^"

j
) chun^ n^aa e shin lioo,

snoring and calling out in sleep-

I The sleeve of a garment;

j

the ancient wide sleeve

of the Chinese.

Fun e ta hoo dashed about his

sleeve and cried out aloud,

^r^g Words uttered in sleep

words spoken, or to speak

in a retired place. A man's

name.H Snme as }a% E. See be-^ low.

Yen e the bar uf

a door. To bar the outer

Foo e tbe name

of a tree another uuiuo
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is Po e, and a third is

E yansr.

E chuDg keen name

of a certain office.

^Ai^ Name of an animal re-

eembling a dog, with a

white tail.

To replant grain. First

to sow and afterwards re-

plant it, as is done with rice; to

remove from one place to another;

to change; to alter; to clmnge

as the wind to move down a

river as u ship does; to pass a

public despatch to another hand.

A surnuuie. Name of a bill.

Occurs denoting to praise; great:

extensive.

E ch'uen j^flf to move a ship

irom one part of a river to an-

other. E keun, to move

an army from its position.

1^ i£ E yuen taew kin, to

part with property which is dis-

tant, for what is situated near.

E yuh, to remove a gem;

i. e. to iuvite a friend to an en-

tertainment. E sboo, to

send a letter to a person, near-

ly on an equality of circum-

stances. E wau, to seud

a public despatch.

A hill or mountaiu.

Au ice houso.

fj^ Leen e, fire con-

tinuing to burn, or spread

interminably.

A small cottage or lodge

by the side of an eleva-

ted galiery. The rooms or a-

partments of a palace connect-

ed together. Also Read Che.

f§ Wei e, a certain

A certain animal like a

3 dog, having a reddish

rinout and white Lead.

To remove; to pass to an-

other place; to change;

to alter.

The door of an ice house.

A particular kind of tri-

pod; a species of boiler.

One says, a knife. Also read

Che.

The name of a bird a

general term for all birds.

Compounded of My and

Sheep. Good; right; pro-

per; suitable; righteous; righte

ousness; in acting to cause every

circumstance to attain its proper

place. E, is opposed to J Le,

gain, or the love of gain; and

to Ts'ing, what is done from
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kind feeling merely, E. denotes

what is good and excellent of

its kind, and is worthy of hon-

or. Also, that which is done

from an upright, liberal, and

disinterested principle; and of-

ten refers to acts wliich proceed

from benevolent and charitable

feelings. A surname.

£ kwan a free school.

E Leo, a public school, or

national college. E le

the principles of ri<rlit and jus-

tice. E kh'e, a high

feeling of right; honesty; inte-

grity ; hitrh (oru'd moral feeling.

Ekh euen

puli raae t'oo kiia, don't sell u

iaitliful dog to the butcher.

1. E is applied to a cause which

brings together a great mnn

y

persons aiming to atrain the

rii^ht moral path, as -

E

sze, a general who l"'ads an ar-

my that fights for prinoi[>lt-

^ E chen, righteous bat-

2. What all men honour; hence*

E ie, a ritrliieous sov-

ereign and E van L' n

title of kings, un«ler the present

dynasty. (1818 )

3. What is intended for the use

of the public, or to be given

freely to them hence,

^

E ts'aog, public granaries.

6.

E shay, public altars to the

gods. E teen, the land

of tbe public, or for public cha-

rities. ^ E ylh, servants

for the public use, or the public

service. E tsing, a pub-

lic well.

To persons who surpass the

rest of mankind in talents and

virtue; hence, E pzo,

an eminent scholar.

E foo, an eminently virtuous

woman.

What is brought in from with-

out; hence, E urh, or

E tsze, an adopted child.

NVliat is made from the com-

position of many materials;

hence. E meh, an ink

ctjin posed of uuraerous ingredi-

ents.

7. And to animals possessed nf

excellent qualities; hence,

E kh'euen, a faithful dog.

J-j^ ) To lay a boat or otlier

^^j^ / vessel alongside a bank;

> straight; leaning against.

1 One say 9, a pole erected

/ as a signal.

Same as E. See a-

<^<i hove.

The name of a hill; a lof-

14^^ ty aspiring bill or moun-

Kii'e e, denotes

6ame.

Lain,

the
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The forms or usages pro-

^
per for man. Right; re-

gular; correct; proper; a rule;

a pattern; a rite; ceremony. To

imitate; to study to effect; to

contrive. The external appear-

ance, or manner; figure, two;

u pair. A principle, or energy.

A surname. Yung-e.

a proper deportment

Yew e kh'o seang, a

deportment worthy of imita-

tion. Wei e, a majes-

tic aiul diirnified raanner.

AVue show foo heun; juli fun*:

moo e, let the boys of ten years

of uii(» go out and rcc(-ivo the

instructions of a master; the

girls Ht tlie same age, enter and

res|)ecti'ully learn the manners

<f j mistress. (Ts'een tsze-wan.

)

^1 Le e, rites and obser-' ,.s. Heoj

seth le e, to learn and practice

lite observances of propriety

and decorum. ^i^^ T^en

tV e tlie figure of the heavens.

Woe t rl
I study to eftert it.

Li : ;in«: e. the heavens and ttic

eartli.
~

'- San t\ the hea-

vens, earth, and man. A local

term denoting to come.

E hinjr Wu' waiig. wnn panp *f=o^

imitate the virtues of \Tan-

wang. and every state will ex-

ercise confidence.

E yung twan haou, regular,

correct manners and conduct.

/± E-choo t or ^| 3± E-

choo, ceremonial; the ruled of

ceremony; forms of seeing or

visitinjr each other.

K wuh, a present

E

va" external ornament.

A certain bamboo ulensil.

To lay a boat against a

bank.

The ant; the while or

I"k ant, for wliich the

Chiruso havo a great variety

of nrtinos. E is used hy the

people in petitions for tlie pro-

i""m I. Tbe uamu of a hill.

^[1^ Fow-e, a thick kind of

lu[uor, or its dregs. lll^

l\-h e name of a horse; tbe

white ant. ^ Heh e, the

black ant, which devours the

white ant.

E tnn K [l^lll^r :in ant hill. [1^

E tseu, collected nunior-

ous as ants; banditti,

E tunfr, we ^ E tuy,

nn-uerous groups of people.

To speak on what is pro-

P^fe per to be done; to con-

sult; to deliberate; to plan; to
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select. Rules or laws. Name

of an office. Meen e

to consult verbally, face to face,

and not by writing. Pi

e, ei^ht standing rules in the

ancient laws.

E lun to, cli'intr kung shaou

to deliber-

ate much and effect little. ^|
E lun, to discuss and plan.

E ta foo, a title of

secondary officers of the third

rank, ^| £ sze, to con-

sult about affairs-

J-^fe A certain cross bar to

| which the reins of a car-

riage are fixed.

^yp^ The spawn of fish roes.

""
A certain species of wiM

fowl.

To bite; to gnaw.

iTJ
In the state Tm)o a

li brivlL7 ^ w;i- ('M>rr"''(l l»v

this word.

L"M, tsang

been ts'ung yung yew hiia pei

e shang, yu yih laou foo show

e shoo, Leang, having in an

easy sauntering manner wan-

dered down to tlie bridge at

Pei, met an old father who

gave a book to him. (Ts'tien-

han.) Some think it does not

denote a bridge, but the bank

near a bridge; for a famous

poet, Le-peli, has said,

Jl W
kh'eaou shanir, which §g

IS She wei

» wo lae kh'eaou kh'eaou sliang,

is saying, I came the bridge the

bridge upon; a tautology, it is

argued, that so good a writer

could not be guilty of, and

therefore it should be, I came

upon the bridge which extends

to the bank.

E, or E tsae, a&

iJ—t interjection expressive of

doubt; hesitation Can it be?

how can it be? Also denoting

assent to a trial being made;

and of declining; putting aside;

withdrawing. To raise; to re-

tire. Used for E, different

from.

Jr^ffc Commonly read Ngo, oc-

KlK curs used for E and

i E, see above.

The chin the side of the

mouth. To feed or nour-

rish. One of the | Kwa.

Deep; the name of a paoe;

an euphonic particle.

)^ Kli'e e, a hundred years of

t^i Name of a certain wood.

in
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—rt^i To go or repiiir to in pw-

son. Tlie name of an in-

Tlie name of a wood, in

which it is used tui K and

ui whicli a certain palace wjis

rniule. g Tsii» e or ^
g 'I saou e, to po to nnotlier

"oi. 0p Yuh e or

Ho \v e another person

V

coming to me.

Still respectful decorous

a vessel for wine.

To strike to attack.

manner. Plu' ii (l'-light-

ed. A inHii's name. Also read

N^ae.

"j^^^ To die of itself, as trees

OH or plants; to fade; to be

wounded or cut, so as to cause

dralh. A ^li^ht disease of the

hands or feet.

To stninpl**; to suspend

witl» a cord or string.

E szv to strangle to death.

^$ Tsze e, to bang oue
f

s

self.

A kind of vase or tripod

for containing wine used

in temples at great sacri-

fices* Constant; in vari-

iible rule; law or princi-

ple. A rule; a law; to he hon-

ored or obeyed. Ping

e, tlie moral principle instilled

by Heaven in liunmn nature.

E lun the natural relations

of husband and wife, parent and

child, and so on.

'^>\^ A certain master of ar-

I
chery.

From K«»ae, h boun-

.> dar)-; and Kang, two

hands. Septiratcd divided

from; different from; of an-

<aher country. lCxtruorJinary

sLrange; odd. To esteem

i' :iiW, uiia>ual; wonderful.

To oppuse. A surname,

KITe-e, elranpe; odd; sur-

pn^inii Woo ming

e, a certain nu'dicinal [tlanl.

n;inie of a |>lant.

E ding of a differeDt

surname; of a different family

or rl;m £ sin, differ-

ent minds or opinious.

To cut off the nose as a

TT" J i>iini>hnuMit. Tu cut.

1L Jv-lJ K I.e jin t '
"

ts'eay e, those persons fibave

their heads and cut off iheir

noses. T*een in the text, is

by some thouglit a mispriut for

Urb. Also read Ne.

ilLll L:'" ii toil distress.

>J/J Also read She.

'^Lf* E or T'ae, to reach or

extend (o; to approach

from behind; to come up to a

certain point of time.
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Secret; retired; the re-

j\ r ^ cesses of' the mind to

feel ashamed

In a profound relired

•
place. Obscure; gloomv.

To inter; to bury; to bury a

FA 207

brute. To sacrifiiie after inter-

rii»*r ; the victims used at a fu-

net*;il sacrifice. To sacrifice to

ri vei a and to the moon.

- w ^
Still, gentle,

judge.

quiet, to

FA

From tlie reverse side of

Cliing, to put in a

rijilit state; to supply with. De-

fect; temporary v:ut,'destitute;

to fail. ^ Kli'wan 1^, wea-

ry, fatigued, ^ Kl»**Mie lu.

directive; destitute of.

^ She fei kL'eue fii poss-

essing nothinfr to r'"'"t iieceesa-

ry expeiwlilnre. Kli'eung

fa, or ^ P'in fa, impover-

ish.^ Kwei

<fi, kh\Mjr»<: yaou die paou, feel

ftsliamed that I possess not the

pern Kh'eunsr-yaou, with which

to recompense you u.sed in let-

ters, when arknowle«l»;inir tlie

receipt of tavors. As an active

erb, to spoil, to injure, to ren-

der useless

Fa shsin^ \^ nn embarrassed

merchant, t F-i shih, to

bp without food.• F:1 tsi;t" ;ifi a d<j,i -

f^Car cate small appearance.

Commonly read Fan, to float.

Loan weak; feeble; las-

situde; weariness, such

induced by beat.

From a man holding; a

lance. To strike; to de-

stroy. To lay the country de-

solate. To punish. Meritorious

deeds. To boast of one's ser-

vices. To reduce to subjection,

either rebels or a foreign ene-

my. The same is expressed hy

fiE I",,,' t:t

Ts'eay tsing keun l a. and ex-

hibit (ray) pr""es meritorious

Puli tsze ta koo yew kunp, he

who does not boast of his mer-

its, is on that account meritori-

ou,

UlinffkirekungyuS

fa tselh jib yue yue, to publish

bis merit is called Fa daily to

aocumiilate it is called Y"t.

Teaou min fa t^uy,

to compassionate tbe people and

puuish the crimes (of their ru-
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lers.) Sha la, to kill.

Name of a certain weapon, and

of a star. Occurs in the sense

of Fa, a ridge. To rhyme,

r^iid Hee. It is said that

Shoo, to guard or maintain a

post, like Fa, is from man and

lance; but Shoo, represents a

man sitting, whilst Fa repre-

sents liiri) standing erect

Fa koo lo strike a drum.

F& muh, to cut down

a tree. ^ tuy to pun-

ish an offence.

To till or plough the

ground otherwise ex-

|>'" 'i hy

Kan"' kli'e t'oo yay, to plough

nnd raise the earth Some write

To stand erect.

Fu, and others FL

m A kind of raft to cross a

river applied also to a

large vessel that nuviffates the

sea. IIo fu, fire ves-

sels ure spoken of.

4^ Fire '

^A^4 A VA ft m:"l> of l:uil'i>'

\ for crossing a ri v«t a

large vessel tliut pot's to sea A
rait made of wood or planks in

contradistinction from one made

of bamboos, is called J P'ae.

|3M
Fri y" the mcri -

I I^Ci torious services of olln crs

of the government; the degrees

ui' which there are five, which

are expressed by Fa; their ac-

cumulation, by YuS.

Fa yng che kea S
a tumily or fuunlies which have

,i' '
I \ r.l Wrll nt' tli*MI* < ,UMll'y.

Fa, is also used io this sense*

Fa, also denotes a door on tho

right hand; and Yue, a door on

the left.

rf|^"j From ]^ Che, an animal

f/^^ I of virtuous disposition,

>but which attacks the

J

guilty; froni^*Kh'eu, to

J put away evil, and from

y Shwuy, ll\i(cr, denoting

every thing being reduced to a

proper level. A constant in-

variable usage; sonietliiny that

bounds or restricts. A law; a

rule; a precept; the regulations

or rules of the Monks an<l Nuns

of Buddha. A set of moral

precepts. The infliction of tho

law; a punishment. To make

something a rule or law to one's

self. Ch\h fa, tlie name

of ft star. A surname.

V:\ v the garments on-

joined hy (he order of tlie nuns

oi Buddha. fan-
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any means employed to attain

some end. 5^ Heaou fa,

to imitate. Fa keae, a

certain division of precepts.

leuh, the laws; a

law. Fa raun, the Sect

of Buddha. F5

lan se kwo, France; the French;

also written ^ [5 Fub

lang se. 5^ Fa shwo, dis-

course on, or agreeable to, the

precepts of tho Buddha reli-

gion. 3^*1^ shuh, any

means employed; or any act to

effectuate certain ends.

Fa too a rule ot proceed-

ing or acting.

Fa. wae cho hing, puiiishniL'nt

which exceeds the '"v.

standing

spread oul,

and QT- I

) row. To slioot from a

bow; to send forth; to cause to

issue forth; to spring forth. To

send; to despatch to tratisnorl;

to induce to utter; raise hitrlier,

to make manifest to advance

5

to go; to proceed to; to go with

haste; to cause confusion to

attack and suppress. Name of'

a district; a surname.

Fa chow to ul tr-r a curse

or imprecation. H ](
Fa

ch'aou, to issue forih damp; to

mould. }^ Fa twan

)
From Vr,

f with llir

K

( added to a how

ch'oo, the place or point where

any thing originate

Fa hwuy, to send back.

Fa kh'eh, to induce customers,

such goods as will do so; an
addition coramoa to the slion

boards or f-igns at Cuaton.

Fa keo, to come to light;

to be discovered. Fa
leen, Fa denotes Spring; Leen,

Autumn. ^ Fa ming, to

illustrate; to bring to light; to

explain. The name of a bird.

Fa kelh peen, (o

send or banish to the extremi-

ties of the Empire. | Fa

she, to utter an oath; to take

an oath, Fa fung, to

be smitten with the leprosy; to

he leprous. Fa funi;

sze, an establishment Uw lepers;

a lazar-house. Fa tan,

to issue permits to ChopboaLs.

Fa ts'ae, to incre<ise

one's property; to acquire

wealth; get gain.

Fa ke wan (s'ae, made sev-

eral times ten thousaml pieces

of money, tlie currenL coin is

generally understood.

t

E ts'ae fa shin, to em-

ploy wealth to advance one's

person) to make wealth subor-

dinate. U Fa fa, haste;

celerity; speed. Fii tsc,

the rites of marriage, j^l
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E shin fa ts'ae, to sac-

rifice one's person for the sake

of wealth. Hinp \n. to

proceed on a journey-

Ts'ing fa, the name of a river.

Same as Fa, to till.

yj^ gate the seas.

Commonly read Fei, a

house falling. To cause

to desist; to stop of itself; to

fail. Also read Fa, in soma an-

cient books.

A large vessel to navi-

Read Po,

in the same sense. Read Fow,

the top of a pillar.

A large weapon a kind

oi shield Commonly read

Pt>, to put aside; to spread to

raise; to put in order.

Voo to turn up the

ground, to prepare it for seed.

& ) Coarse mats made ofbam-

( boo reeds; a deformity

-^^ ( of tbe body, being unable

Zj^^i
J

to stand erect, as from

hunch back or high bieast.

To utter words; to speak.

Wang disorderly, im-

proper, and ^ Yen, to

speak, make Le, to rail at;

to these \\ Taou, k nile, being

R^<led, makes Fa. to mil nt t and

tbreaten wilh a kiwfe; hence, a

FA

petty crime; the punishment of

a small offence; a slight flogg-

ing; a fine. To fine; to forfeit.

Fa tsew to forfeit a cer-

tain quantity, or so many cups

of wine; i. e. to be obliged to

drink it. Fayin, to for-

feit a sum ofmoney as by com-

ing too late to a meeting of a

club W] "Si Fa he ylb

pun, to forfeit a play, frequent

amongst shopmen in the saiuo

street; tbo punishment for vio-

lating the rules of tbe street,

is to pay the expense of a play

for one day*
<^ Fa fung,

to forfeit to government, as a

fine, a part of one's pay.

Ahorse walking. A horse

enraged; a horse shaking

its head.

The name oi a plant.

A kind of shield to de-

fend the person; some-

^ r
. . . thing lieKl before the eye

1aX ]
hence tbe character is

under the radical Eye Also

used for a weapon; a kind of

cudgel or lance; and in tho

sense of tfe to subdue.

Hair on the human body,

particularly the hair of

the head; applied also to the

beard. Grass vegetables, ^kuta,
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and trees are called the hair of

the earth. A surname. Fa, is

defined by Root ; and by to

Eradicate. T'ow fa,

the hair of the head

Sen fa, the beard.

Pe t,ow san fa, the head

beat into the utmost disorder;

Pedishevelled hair,

fa, disordered hair.

Sluh fa, the hair of stones;

mosses.

Fa show shang maou

Fa, is the hair on the head.

Maou, is commonly applied to

beasts and birds Fa, to the

human hair.

FAN.

|"Y
To include every thing

J\J I Represented by the cha

\ racter. The second form

>m \ is the vulgar mode. All

) Li / all persdii^ num''

monly vulvar; ordinary per

sons; as Puh fun, not

ordinary; i. e. extraordinary

Every; the preater part; gen

erally ; for tho most part. The

name of a country. A surname

Tan fan, whoever; what

«ver; whenever. Ta fan
y

Fh fan, generally; gen-

erally epeaking; for the most

part. Syn. with Ta te.

Clioo (an, all; every; the

whole taken indi viHuallv.

Tsuy fan, or Fan

yaou, the most imporunl of (he

whole. Fei fan, or

Puh fan, not common; not

vulgar. To rhyme, read Fun.

Fan foo jl ^ or ^ Fan

yungr, a common person.

Fan foo suh tsze, a

common vulgar person.

Fan jin, every body; ordinary

persons. Fan she, tha

world common to all or

Fan keen, among the com-

mon mass; are expressions which

denote the present state of hu-

man existence. Faa
so yew, all which are, or exist,

the wbole number of persons or

things every body every thing.

Fun sze, every affair;

in affairs prenerally. ^^
Fan yew t'een hiia

cbe kwoh, all the countries of

the world. M AL
Fan sze yu tsih lieb, in every

affair be prepared, and you will

succeed. Fan t"ae, a

common womb; born as com-
mon mortals are, Laving no

claim to an angelic nature.
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Fan wuh, every thicg.

/ft To make light of to treat

with neglect and con-

tempt.

rf^tl A sail of a boat or ship;

jy y a vessel propelled by the

wind, ^ Sluli fan, a cer-

1:tin plant. Yang fan,

to cprcid sail to sail; to de

part. Fan poo, canvas.
| pjjp

city.

m

^ To float; to be driven by

ij L the winds and waves

without opposition; levity. TLe

name oi a river; the name of a

country village. Read Fung, in

the same sense. Read Fi, deli-
|

cate the noise of waves dashing,
j

Fan cliow yjl,^* to float in a boat.

Vjli vn'l Fan peaou, light; nim-
(

bio. Fun 8ha, to scat-
|

ter; to sprinkle, ijlt Fan

tsee, tlie dashing of waves a-

puinst each other. / Fan

yin
r

inundating exceeding ex-

cess.

J-TK A certain wood. The

'j/Li back is called

Sliwuy-fow-muh, floating wood;

perhaps a species of cork.

l^ltl

Lttrge

A word found in the books

J^Li of Buddha denoting, in

Clkinese, retirement and still-

ness; also the tone of recitation.

FAN

It further commonly denotes,

the region from which Buddha

sprung. Read Fang and Fow,

it denotes the wind sweeping

over the top« of trees.

Fan yen the language of

Fan, or of India, in contradis-

tinction from Hwa-yen,

the Chinese language.

Much talk having a

great deal to say; loqua-

The name of a place.

The appearance ofa horse

walking, or going at any

other pace.

From hand, the agent'by

/^y^ wliirh things are turned-

To turn contrary to the first

direction to turn buck to re-

turn again and again; contra-

ry to; contrariwise; on the

contrary; to act contrary to; to

rebel. Read Fan, to turn back

part of the deserved punish-

ment of a criminal; to mitigate

punishment.

She chay woo fan, the messen-

ger returned five times.

Fuh luh lae fan, when

blessings aud wealth descend,

he still continues unwearied.

Lae fan, in common us-

age denotes, to come and go.

Tsze lae, to turn back
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one's self; to examine one's self.

M<jv fan, to plan re-

bellion, Tsaou fan, or

T.6 tan, to rebel overt

acls of rebellion. Fan

pwan, to desert the service of,

and rebel against. 1Mb

fan, to force to rebellion by op-

pression. F:", or

Fan ts'tS, the syllabic mode of

spelling.^ Saou

Boo-paou-fan, the pronunciation

ot S;"ui is obtained from

Soo paou, by going back to the

initial, and joining to the final,

Haou.

Fan ohaou to row back,

jj Fan oliaou. to reflect

back light. Fan fa",

dtM,uroin; attentive to proprie-

ty. Fun fuh, bu< kwards

and forwards over again; t:m-

t<»lo»ical, applied to words.

Fan ngao, to go contrary

to, or deny the confession made

at an inferior court, commonly

on the prounH of its being ex-

torted. Fan

keang teih shwo hwa, speech

which implies its opposite;

sometimes denoted hy the tone

of enunciation. Fan

hwuy, or reversed Hwuy fan,

to turn back again to.

Fan lae luh kh'eu, com-

ii)g back and going away again.
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wei puh

mei, contrary (to what I wish-

ed) it turned out unpleasantly.

Fan fuh puli

tinff. unsettled; wavering.

Fan wei ngow t'oo
f

his stomach turned and lie vo-

mited.

Same as the preceding.

A rebel.

Fan or Pwan, the decli-

vity of a hill. A bank a

dike. l)"'a"
:
the

side of a hill a bank a

'mound raised to stop wa*

Fan t,oo po kaou^
Fan. is a high bank, precipice

or declivity. To rliyme, read

Peen and Keuen.

peni

A bad heart. A hasty

disposition. Precipitant;

penitent; to repent.

Fan or Pan, a famous

river which rises in some

mountains in the Province of

Ho-nan, from whence it runs

north-east till it enters the Yel-

low river.

bour.

A field; a level piece of

land which is cultivated.

A bad disorderly person;

vicious scolding neigh-

To return to a reasonable

mode of speaking from a
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kind of compulsion arising from

circumstances. To make a cla-

morous noiso. Also read Pwan,

Pwan yen, to brag; to

praise one's self.

^Xrf A sort of cover made of

-^/yv mats or leather to keep the

dust and dirt from a carriage.

To turn the penny; to

buy cheap and sell dear;

to traffic; to buy and sell;

deal in. H
Fan mae jin kh'ow, to

buy and sell humnn beings; to

make a trade of buyiup; child-

ren or grown people, is pro-

hibited by law; the objects of

• this illicit traffic are generally

devoted to vicious uses. To
i

purchase boys or girls for do-
I

mestic use is allowed

New fan, to deal in cattle.

Ma fan telh jin, a;

horse dealer.

To return; to come back;

to revert; to cause to re-

vert, or return to.

^t]^f \
chay

|//V I puh fan, they that go do

not return.

Fun full )^ to go backwards

and forwards; backwards and

forwards; reiterated again and

again. ^ Fan che

yu t'een, to refer it to Heaven

to the will of Providence.

W

"'

Tlie bank of a lake; the

dike; the precipitous side

of a mountain a dangerous

place The name of a place.

Used also for^ Fan and

Fan.

Fan teen a field sur-

founded by a dike.

A piece of gold cast into

the form of a cake, laid

out in offering sacrifices oh

certain occa-ions.

meal one time of tak-

ing food the principal

urticle of food; rice; rice which

has been prepared by boiling

or stoam. M CliTh fan or

fij^L Yunp fan, to take any

meal. Chlh leaou

fan, or CLlh kwo

fan Have you h:\d ) our meal

is a common salutation, like

How do you do They reply

Yew peen, or

Piien kwo, denoting I am be-

forehand with you, I have din-

ed and cannot invite you.

Fun cl.lh to eat; provi-

sions f!k

Fan how

hing san shlh poo, pub yung

kh'ae ) u poo after a meal walk

thirty paces, and there will be

no occasion to open Apotheca-

ries* shops; take exercise.

Mo fan, rice. g0
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Ts'ing jin chih fan, to in-

vite a person to dinner, or any

ther meal.

The name of a fish.

) To rush a
( fend; to vi«

igainet. To of-

violate; to break

[
the laws; to attack a ter-

J
ritory. To invade; tu

overcome. An offender; a cri-

minal.
'=
jr ^[ Kun fan, to

violate; to offend. ^[
Heung fan, a murderer.

Fan tsuy to commit a

crime. Fan fa, or^
Fan ling, to violate the laws.

Fan yu ming, or
An

Fan hwuy, to offend the

sacred name of the Emperor,

by an irreverent use of it. See

II Hwuy, 411 Fan

lew tsuy, to commit an offence

which subjects one to be trans-

ported three thousand le.

Fan chan tsuy, to com-

mit a capital crime, one that is

punished by decollation.

^ Woo fan, to offend by mis-

take. Chiih fan, to af-

front on purpose. Fan

jin, a criminal; a prisoner.

To overflow; to inun-

I ImA date. Same as Fan

Unsettled; in motion sliaki-n

agitated. Tlie name of a river.

A surname. The name of a

country.

Fan lan water overflow-

ing and widely inundating.

Fan tse, to send every

where, or disperse sacrifices

Grass or herbage which

is everywhere spread; a

species of wasp. Name of a

place; name of a kind ofelevated

terrace. A surname. Name of

a certain door. Occurs also

denoting to fend off.

^r^i A certain cup for wine.

Something to limit and

so form a mould; a rule;

a law. Made of earth it is call-

ed Hing; of metal

Yung, and of reed or bamboo

v£ Fan.

A certain bar in the front

of a carriage for the rid-

er to lean against.

^fe^T A pattern; a rude; a

-^[^ mould a constant inva-

riable rule; to attend to strict

discipline in order to be always

on the watch. Moo fan,

a rule; a pattern something

that restrains excess; used also

in a moral sense. Hung

fan, the great (or eternal) rule
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of fitness applied to the name

of an ancient book.

The name of a hill.

J^U The bark of a certain

tree of winch cords or

ropes may be rande.

To float on the surface;

to flow duwii a "ream

Read Fung, to overturn to

throw off as a vicious horse

does; to set the rider a float; to

spill him.

Fa n chow ,0 float a ves-

sel. % Fan ki.

die ma, a spirited horse1
spills his rider; a vicious boy

liom it is difficult to teach

Fan shanp, to nuzzle

aiul drink wine. 1"
tseS, a small delicate appear-

ance.

Plants floating in water;

the appearance whicli

they exhibit.

petition of. Name of a hill a

name of several districts. A
surname. A low word denot-

ing Foreign. Also read Pwan.

Ke fan, several times.

Fan le die the cus-

tard ap|)le. Fun'yu

heen, the district in which Eu-

ropean ships anchor near Can-

f;n.

Fan wiing juli kun*; t'een chaou,

foreigu kings pay tribute to Chi-

na, tl(% celestial Empire

Fun k wei, fon'ipn devil an op-

prtthriou- epitlit't applied by tho

people of Canton to Europeans.

Fan kan, foreign or Eu-

ropean soap, Fan pang»

foreign states.

Strong; firm.

Sound noise.

y A certain kind of cup.

*E^Jf A precipitate hurried e-

\~%/^ nunciation.

From l):in, the claws

[ of an animiil, and

JX\ \

a field. A beast

^jVI
j
sprrndinfr its paws on tin*

ground. A lime; a turn a re-

_TTf5 Fan or Pan, a prave a

^jlf sepulchre.

Tung ko fan keen

che tse chay, those who were

sacrificing amongst tlio tombs

on the eastern suburbs of tho

city.

Things accumulated to-

pether ; to accunnilutc or

hoard up A liouse where things

are stored up.
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L
kind of napkin for

dusting any thing; long

streamers hung up in the tem-

ples of Buddha before the idols.

Used for |^ Fan, to turn over,

or toss AVjout.

Fan fan 1^ to lose dignity

or gravity of deportment.

Fan jen, forthwith; imme-

diately straightway turned,

or changed.

To screen to shade to

J
jij cover. A large utensil

for putting away tlie refuse or

chaff.

To nourish life. Read

Chub, and reiterated.

Cliuh chuh, a lowly hum-

ble appearance.

The heart changed, mov-

ed or agitated.

A solid strong wood,

which has no flowers. A
particular wood.

The thick water is which

rice has been washed.

The name of a city, and of a

spring of water. Read Pwan,

rice bruised. The name of a

district. A surname. A whirl-

inir round of water.

fence or boundary; a

frontier; to fei»d off Us-

ed for Fan, a small carri-

age made of varnished mats.

,
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Le fan yuen, board

placed over the dependantcoun-

tries of China.

Fan le a fence a barrierl

Fan sLuh, countries de

pendant on China. Fan
t'ae, the Treasurer otaprovince.

^fe! A kind of reed basket or

f (1^ duster used to remove

and cast away refuse; a utensi-

used to push away and reject

something. One says, to shado

or screen to cover and conceal

from view.

To roast; to roast meat;

the flesh used in saori-

fice. ^m Fun fan, to roait

:

to burn.

Fan cluh to roast.

The noise of dogs fight,

ing.

A particular kind of

grain.

j^^^
A certain kind of stooe.

1

^m
j

Meat dressed in a parti-

ocular way. Roasted vic-

tims for sacrifice.

t

A certain large earthen

vessel.

Fan yuen a cer-

tain part of dres.-; a n;ip-

kia rolled round the head-
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A large utensil for re-

pF^ moving refuse or chaff

One says, to shade; to screen.

The water in which rice

has been washed, and

which is thickened thereby.

ftf^ To extend; to widen to

^"l^J spread out into different

lan*zuat;es; to translate.

Fan yih f^ang yuen

a translator of the lowest

degree of rank. ^§ Pin

f"i the appearance of the wind

blowing out a flag or Lmiiuer.

A sheep with a yellow

belly.

To fly; to fly backwards.

P een lan, to fly

sailing about.

Fan ch'iiy a kind of trap

for catching birds. Fan

lung or §^ Fan ngan, to

revive or bring forward Hgain

a case in law, which has been

before decided on.

Luxuriant vepotation

exuberance; abundance;

plenty. The name of a plant;

the name of a bird.

Fan yon ^/j a numerous pro-

geny. Fan ch'ang, lux-

uriaikt growth of plants.

l\f% Fan shuo, a uumerous po-

pulation.

female rnt; a ocrtain

iuscct al ihe buituui oft

earthen vessels To send to. A
certain tree. To twine round as

the drapon does

a famous peach

tree ia the west, which blos-

soms once in three thousand

years and three thousand year9

after bears fruit, was eaten by

"^" Se-wang-moo, the

royal Molher of the West. This

tree is the emblem *>f long life.

The paws or leet of nni-

|tp3 mals which may be eaien.

^|^ A kind of cover for a

~j-03 carriage to keep ofl the

dust and dirt. A large trunk

or bag for a carriage.

A large hatchet or axo

i^llj for felling trees to fell.

A club.

To fly; to '.n liirl about hs

water in hii eddy.

& The name of a bird.

6 A reptile, railed a female

)J^Q rat; a white rat; and one

says, Insects under earthen

pots.

A lonp pendunt 9tr«-nnicr

or banner; a treneral t«nn

U.r llag''. colours, stKiidards,

and so on. g% She

leth ts'infj fan, to hoist a kind

of banner, to invite home the

manes of ono who has died a-

broad; a CUiuese usage.
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A kind of feuce; hemmed

in by a fence.

Hemmed in by a sur-

rounding fence or obs-

truction unable to proi:res^

confused, mixed, blended. The
j

name of a place, A surname.

Fan sM" alum; k

is called by various names,

and is of various colours. The

name of a medicine,

fan, the abnn commonly put on

paper. ^ Ts mg fan, sul-

phate of copper, or bluo vitriol

Fan che alumed paper.

^ Slmn fan, tho name of

a flower.

Fan, or K'e fan

'^jS^ a certain insect which

comes forth at night.

To see momentarily, or

for u tihurt time.

The name ot a country

pi nee.

From fire head. Head

atul (>;iin in ilit' Iw a>I ex-

cessively occupied arul luiriied;

troubled; annoyed. Trouble-

some; nnnoying; grieved sor-

ry. Name uf a bud; name of a

place.

Fan laou to trouble and

annoy, said in courtesy.
'

Fan mun, sorry; grieved.

Fan mun, a full heart

grieved, and annoyed. mm
Fan naou, troublesome clamour

and botlier. Kan fan,

to trouble a person to do some-

thing. ^ Fan sbing, dis-

cordant sounds; a sound whicli

distresses or annoys. ^/
To fan ne, I give you much

trouhle. ^ Fan tsa or

I^L Fan lwan, confused by

the commixture of a great many

affairs, Fan jaou, to

work up and excite trouble and

annoyance.

Tho name of a plant.

iff

JL^t \ Fan, Fun, Piien of Pwan,

j to fly. To take hold of

with the hand; to man-

oeuvre with the hand; to

brush away to reject.

Fan roinp, u to risk one's

life. Commonly read Peen-ruiDg

or Pwan«ming./ A kind of basket made of

reeds for putting fruit in-

Also reed Peen.

Name of an insect.

)
to.

/m Snme as Fan, a meal

of rice.

Fan or Pwan, certain

ornaments of a horse's
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munp. Read Po, a surname.

Multifarious; multUudi-

nous numerous affairs

that press and worry and

weary a person. Girth

for a horse.

Fan liwa multitudinous

gaities; show; 'ess; festivities;#
Fan liwa she keae,

<thijcti yen ch'ing kh'ung, the

pomps and vanitiesof the world,

in (lie twinkling of nn eye are

nnnihilHted. Puh

fiae ian, unablo or uuwilling to

bear trouble, or go through a

multiplicity of affairs.

The name of a spring of

water.

The sail of a boat or other

vessel.

A horse that runs at a

swiltpacc; a boat propell-

ed rapidly by the wind.

A certain pliint which in

^>9^ spring is fraprant and edi-

ble, and wliioh in Hiituron \&

pickled or preserved in a cer-

tain way.

FANG.

T A vessel to contain

tilings; a square Teasel

u chest a vessel containing

tlie measure Tow. The

Bnmc us the modern churaftor«1"'^.^
Fang sliow wuh cbe k'e

be.ing hing, 4 Fang a vessel to

receive things, it resembles the

form ' of the vessel denoted by

it.

jj
To lay two boats togeth-

er to con net: t pqu a re,

in contradistinction to round

unaccomraodatini;, in nllusion

to ihe corners regular rorrect.

'J he earth a region one's pro-

per place; tlie four points of

the compass; towards; a paili

or way a way or mear^s of ef-

fecting some end a particle

joining the end to the means,

the effect to tlie cause; then,

denotes possessing, or about to

'' "' , iniplynit:, to

lay down grain not yet filled

to issue out by the side; a board

or thin deal a written docu-

ment; a medicinal prescription

to compare; great. The name of

a sacrifice; name of a place, nnd

of an office. A surname.

Tung fan?, on the east in the

eastern parts of the world.

Jj Te fannr, a region or coun-

try. Sze fang, four

square the four points of tbe

compass every region of tbe
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world all around the neigh-

bourhood everywhere

Woo fanp, east, west, soulli,

norili, and centre of the world.

Twan fang, correct

regular moral conduct.

Fang cliang the superior

of a monastery or his apart-

mpnts. Fung clioo, a

mirror to receive light from the

moon. Fang fa, means

employed to e fleet some end.

Tit fanp:, a great square, de-

notes what is on a large scale

applied to the mind or conduct;

liberal; enlarged. Fang

liean^r, directed to; towards.

jj Fang kin, the ancient

Chinese cap made of cloth,

Fang p'een, convenient to

all; to do what is convenient

to do good in every possible

way to all creatures, animate

or inanimate; to the intelligent

creation or to brutes; universal

beneficence. Fang

tsae taoii, just now arrived.

^)] Fang tsze, a medical

prescription. Fang ts'un,

a square inch denotes the heart.

Fang tseay, now then

denoting that, the thing spok-

en of is about to be effected.

/-fj Similar; like to* {fj #
|/V Fang fuh, seeing indis-

tinctly; uncertain resemblance.

Fantr full k'ejo mung ^^
appearing like a dream.

The phiase Fang fuh, occurs

written various ways. Occurs

in the sense of Fang, as

Fang hwang, or

Fang hwang, unable to

proceed, irresolute.

ht~f^ As if hearing. By some> tlioujzht the same as

Kan?, to enquire.

_|J--» An inhabited lane or al-

^yj ley; a street; applied to

parts of palaces, to the temples

o( Full to shops to taverns to

ornamental gateways. The

name of a place; a surname. To

guard against; to impede; to

bp opposed to; an impediment.

Ne wo t'ung tsae y\h fang choo

clio, You and I live (osjether

in the same alley.

^ Heu cho keae

fang jin seaou hwa, don't make

the people of the street (or

neiglibourliood) laugh and ri-

dicule.

Puu fang, pun le leili jin, peo-

ple of the same street and of

the same lane.

Kew tsze fang, a part of the

palace of Han. Ho

fang jin? What place does Le

belong to? Mow fang,

a certain alley, or place.
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T'ae tsze

kung yue ch'un fang, llie palace

of princes of the blnod, is called

Cl>un-fang. Teo

ch'un fang, and

Yew cli'un fang, express cer-

tain degrees of rank o (he

/j^ ILm-lin yuen to at-

tain the rank in exprt^-< id by

K'ae^g. 1
tang, an ornamented j;ale-way f

generally built of stone, to ho-

nor the living or comiUL-morttte

the d^ad. In European books,

commonly called triun)j>l»al

arches. ^^ Shoo fantr, a

book-seller's shop \&
Tst'W fang, a tavern.

To impede to injure an

impediment ; hindrance

objection injury,

Fanp npae hindrance, dif-

ficulty, objection from appre-

hended danger. i$
Ta kl:o shin fang, to feel one's

self excoedincly injured by ca-

hinmy. Puhfang. there

is nothing to apprehend no

Fang hwani:

^

tain insects; an agitated

state.

Fang yang f-J^ going about,

or roving in a state ot incerti-

tude. f»jj] Fang fuh, some-

what resembling; sccu indis-

tin< tly uncertain doubtful, yet

probable; like, applied to ap-

pearances and also lo the mind.

A dwelling; a house; an

oiRco to wriie in . A
room for any purpose; a room

appropriated to a purlicular

department in a public court,

in which sense it answers to

the English word office, ^
j^fy' Tan fang, the office which

gives permits to the chopboats,

at the lloppo's. Yin

f'ing, a treasury. A quiver (o

contain arrows. A constella-

tion in the south-east; one of

seven characters applied to the

days of the month. Name of a

district. A surname. A cer-

tain vessel used in sacrifices.

Tho enlix of a flower; the nest

of a w:tsp. }/j She fang,

ca6e lor an arrow.

Kai»Lr uh J^/ a house,

"jp* Fang tsze, a room of a house,

a house. )}) Fang nuy

"'>
:

t ) sit down in a room.

To dislike; to dread to

hate; to injure.

~\ltf To reject or to put away;

/JJ\- to send off to a distance;

to drive awny; lo throw off

one's luind. To place; to put;

to lay down to let go the reins

of; to give loose to. To indulge;

to act incgulurly
i
to dissipate-
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To imitate; to accord with; to

lay two boats together; to go

or extend to.

Fang fung t&ang to fly

paper kites. Fang hea,

to put dowji to lay on.

Fang boo sze hae,

to extend to (he four extremi-

ties of the world.

Fang kwang ch'ung, Scolopen-

dra Electrica. Fanp

sang, to let go wiib life; a

phrase used by the IJuddhists,

denoting the sparintr of tlie life

of animals. Fang

gang ch'e, a pond on purpose

to preserve the lives of fish.

^* Fang show, to let go

one's hold. Fang sze,

to give loose to one's temper

or passions; to act improperly

or dissolutely.

Fang shwuy tang, or

|^ Fang sliwuy luh, certain

rites performed in the seventh

moon, by the Cliiuese, to save

souls from purgatory. 0^
Fang t'ang, loose, ill-regulated

conduot; wild extravagant.

P Fang yen kl",

.

refers to certain r'wes perfoi ni^'i

in behalf of departed spirits.

/'h(f To imitate; to copy.

Si ;ang tang, and

f Fang heauu, express Likt*;

iu imitation ol"; according lo.

m

Tlie two last characters occur

written without Man by the

side.

Clear; bright; luminous;

to appear plai u ly • To

occur.

-J.-fc" A certain wood fit for

^1 /J makinLT carts or car-

riages. To lay fish on wood,

or llie planks on which they

are laid. Read Fang, the mas-

ter or skipper of a boat. "Read

Ping, in tbe sense of Ping.

^ Name of a certain stream

f^JJ or river.

A certain cow employed

^JJi as a beast of burden a-

mong3t shifting sands; it is

said to be able to walk two

hundre>l le daily.

A

kind of brick-layer or

builder in ancient times.

A man's narae.

Seen indistinctly, ^jf^
Fang fuh, appearing as

if; like; but unable to see so

clearly as to be certain. The

same expression is written se-

veral oilier ways.

3 "fe
Sacrifices offered in the

}\)JJ prinoipxl hull, and in.-ide

the gate and on the suc'ceeding

,lay, to the manes oi deceased

parents. The uume of a city.
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A certain species of

grain.

^^2^ A certain bamboo uten-

eil.

Hempen threads the

threads of a net. Lines;

cord. To form threads to draw

out to twist ; to twine.

Fang sha to draw out

cotton into threads. ^Jj

Fang seen, to twine silken

threads; to spin, ^f|J Vauh

meen, to spin cotton, t^]

Fang tselh, to spin or draw

out into threads.

^q-?^ One accustomed to the

JJJ water; a waterman the

master of a boat. Otherwiso

caWoi] Chow-Uze, and

Ch'uen-sze. To lay

boats a long side each other.

Fragrant plants; forms

the names of several in-

dividual plants. Fragrant; odo-

riferous; agreeable pleasing

excellent; virtuous. A sur-

name. Namp of a place.

Fang tsih fragrant; im-

bued with agreeable odour.

Fang tsung, fragrant

traces; the pleasing paths in

which the ancients trod, anH

thp traces they have left.

^* Fun fang, fragrant effluvia;

odoriferous smell

*^ (mM:"i inserts which

giuup together and dis-

FAXG

cover superior instinct; also

called Tsze fang, they

are destructive to grain.

•^-f' To enquire; to enquire

extensively of others; to

deliberate; to consult; to ask

advice of; to extend or reach

to; to see. Occurs in the sense

of Fang, the nunie of an

ollice. A surname.

Fang ch'a to search to

try to find out a person or an

Fung jin, to

enquire about and try to find a

person, Fang sze, to

try to find out an affair. g^T

^(
Fang te'in, to enquire af ter

tlie welfare of a relation. g^F

[lij V\\w\i wan, to ask or make

enquiries about a person, affair,

or thing, f^j Fang yew,

to enquire for a friend.

^ Fat, applied to animals;

unctuous matter.

To go rapidly or hastily.

I;
The name of a place.

A bank, dike, or bound-

J ary something that tends

off; to guard or keep off to be

prepared for defence; to forbid

or prohibit. A kind of screen

to keep off the \\Um\ the name

ot a city, and of a district. A
surnumo.
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F;ir»^ fan to be guarded

against; to guard and keep a

watch Against. ^^ Fang

fung. the name of a country.

155^ ^| Fang ke to eruard a-

gainst famine. }^ >^ Fang

pe, to guard against and avoid.

i^Fangpe, or Yu
fang, lo be prepared for, and

on one's guard; to make previ-

ous arrangements for defence.

Fang taou, to guard a-

gainst thieves or robbers,

Fang yu, a certain officer

in the army, not of great rank

^R/J To impede; an impedi-

'-i^ ment; a defence; some-

thing constructed to fend off.

A certain vessel made of

metal.

|3j^ A central door in a pa-

I^JJ lace; the door of a temple.

Fat; unctuous.

\\)J

|^ Fang fuh^^f like; re-

sembling; seeuiiitg as it.

-h)^ Name of a star.

Im
^~i^f A certain fish with a red-

dish kind of tail. A sur-

name.

Fang yu a carp-like fish.

Name of a certain bird

^))^ a marsh.

I^r-fe' Ad earth rat.

FE or FEL

" I Fe or Pei, To cover, to

1 1 J overshadow. Read Full,

ancient garments, which, like

km apron, screened only the fore

part of the body. The perpen-

dicular line passes through at

one stroke, which distinguishes

it from She, a market.

Fe or Pe and Puh, an ewe

sheep; to push violently.

A man's namo.

tfrt The lungs, called the me'

/JlJI ul vibcerna To scrape

c

or cut off the excrescences of a

tree.

Fei fei the appearance of

luxuriant growth. Fei

ch'ang, the lungs and bowels;

the mind, the intention.

f

Fei kan, the lungs and liver; the

inward parts. Fei sheh t

a certain reddish stone.

Fei ts'aog peh, the lungs

contain the Peh or sentient

soul.

,,

:

A coverlet; to overshad-

I \\ ow, by luxu^iaut fuliage.
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^Tl^ Fei, or Pa, the appeal -

jJ ance of going rapidly;

running in a hurried precipi-

tnte manner.

Opposed to wliat is riglit;

not ashamed of doing

wrong; sharneles?; that which

filian)e(*ul; low; vicious; secret;

to charge with doing wrong; to

reprehend. Name of a hill. A
surname. A negative; not; not

good not real not pxiniing.

F,'i tselh yen iei

if a thing be not so, then say it

is not so, if wrong. Bay it is

vrcm;'. Fei fun

die 8zo, afTaira which are no

part ot one's duty.

Fei kc yay, not a good plau; "''t

b schemp likely to succeed.

Fei (un ohe seh,

irregular pleasure.

le, indecent; iiumodesl; what-

ever is indecorous or indecent.

Fei le, unreasonable.^ S
Fei kb'e kwei urh tse clie, ch'en

yay. to sacrifice to a spirit which

does not exist, is a superstitious

adulation. She, Fei,

ri"'l" wronji: ti'lie-tattle; blan-

ker. Fei wo toze,

not ray son.

J vT| To cut off tlje feet or

pun

legs; to cut oiV the knee

FEI

A square bamboo basket

or box. Not; not ri^ht

those who do what is illegal;

vagabonds; banditti. It is a

word much used by ibe govern-

ment, and applied to all asso-

ciations which it deems of a se-

ditious tendency, and wishes to

discredit. Variegated colours;

elegant appearance of lorsea

drawinp a rarrinjro. Mead Fun,

to distribute.

Cliuh kh'e (ang yue fv\ % a

square bamboo contairun<T vt»8-

pol, is railed Ft". ^
Luy neen t3elh fei, many

years accumulating illegal ucift;

i. c. fin old offender.

Pw'an keth k*?en lei, ex-

amine strictly Vftirran t haudiu

ti; or. disorderly v:ipaboiulH

Ilwuy fei, associated

banditii Keaou fei, re-

li^ious bandiUi, ihc adherents

ot some peculiar sect or bro-

therhood. Meaou fei, tlie

Meaou hamliui, or mounfMin-

eere, commonly called

Meaou tszc; who, for many
ages have lived as a people dis-

tinct from the Chinese.

Fei fan ^{^ a criminal con-

npctod wiih some bandiUi.

i;
!|

'] Fei k'ow hw&n kow
not seek an illicit intercourse

previous to marriagfr |^
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Fei luy or Fei too, vaga-

bonds; banditti Feisel"

variegated colors. ^/f

'S Fui e so sze, not an every-

day thought. f Fei pau,

to distribute to, or confer ou
9

many.

Jjp Fei or P^, an obscure

retired bhady place, where

spirits are supposed to reside.

Dust.

Large; great. A surname.

Fei fei, the appearance of

going backwards und for-

wards sauntering; roving. yT"

Keang fei, a certain divwic

leruale said to rove about the

banks of tlie Yan^ tszc-keai^g.

Light, as opposed to hea-

vy und to grave.

Straw sandals.

Foo fei §^ a cerlain

bird.

Shaded, retired, hidden,

concealed.

\ Appearing to wi.-h to

M 1^ / ^peak out and to be un-

> able to be so

J,JjhyU Puli fei puh fa, he

I J who did not try to speak

was not assisted a student

should endeavour to give the

sense of a passage to the best

of his ability, after wliich his

preceptor will aid him.

Folds of a door made of

wood; made of reeds they

are called Slien.

^ 3^ To place the hand with

the palm downward; to

cover with the hand.

Streaks or veins; varied,

colors; fine delicate veins,

applied in high commendation

to fiue writing. A surname.

Used for Fei.

Foi mei II elegant; pleasing;

—of very general application

to writings, persons and things.

To separate; to put asun-

der; separate.

Name of a wood, the

seeds of which are edible.

It id an elegant wood

and was formerly called

K Wan miih, thft

beautiful grained wood.

Fei tsze, the fruit of the

Fei tree, said to be like the

Pistachia nut.

.

* Fei or Pei, a kind of

shield; a certain bar of

wood at the stem part of a boat-

Delicate fine hair; dishe-

velled hair.

Hair in a disordered state;

line delicate hair.
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Dust; dusty.

Name of a cow.

FEI

m A surname. Large.

-» A dog wilh a short bead

one gives. ei fei, fra-

grant odoriferous ;mixed; blend-

ed. Fei mih, grieved;

sorry. Fei \)b
f
tbin,

sparing, of little value.

Sorry grieved mournful.

Large eyes.

I
An ear of grain.

Pi

A bamboo basket, a

round basket. Kh'wang

a pquaro basket.

Silk of a reddish colour.

A small bird with red-

dish feathers; the male

is of a reddish colour and call-

t d Ffi the female is green, and

caller) Ts'uy.

Fei ts'uy ) uh cbrjso-

pr.ise.

The calf of the leg; to

wound the leg a3 a pun-

ishraont Disease; changes; al-

teration. To shun, to avoid.

The name of a vegetable

which grows in martliy

places. Spare diet, as in fast-

in?. Straw sandals. Used lot

B Fei.

Fei c a slight attention to

form applied to a present ibat

A stinking disagreeable

insect, destructive of

grain and of clothes and

r
furniture, produced by

the eflluvise of eoutliern

regions. Tlie name of an

lli^ J animal. Occurs deDoting

To fly.

^-11^ Appearance of long gar-

menU; garments or robes

trailing at length." To speak against; to

barkhite; to slander.

Vv\ [>

,

anp or reversed

P'ane-foi, ^Innderous; backbit-

ing. I^j Kaou lun

yuen fei, loud discussion and

resentful slanderous speeches.

111

m
|rl Smoke passing out at a

j^j door.

Rain and snow; sleet fly-

ing; the nppearance of

snow flying.

^ Yu 8evih fei fei, thick

appearance occasioned by

sleet and snow.

•^1=1 A cloudy appearance.
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Meal dried and formed

into a kind of cake;

wbeatet) cakes eaten in visiting

eacli other.

Fei fei, Fragrant, odorif-

erous.

^Jt Fei ma t% tlie two

^^li/yl outer horses in a carriage

uiid fonr.

Fei fei HJj-^j^ horses going along

in fine style without interrup-

tion or truuble. Tho naiuo of a

man.

IJ^^I^ Name of a horse.

Tlie spawn fish. One

says, tlie uame of a sea-

The name of a bird.

fl'wanjr, fat and strong.

Fei p'iin^, fat, large, cor-

pulent. Fei tseili, fat,

lean; rich liutd poor land.

Fei teh [uh haou

kli'iin, lattened in a disagreea-

ble, ili-luoking manner.

To injure; to ruin. To

iJJLi turn away from, and op-

pose what is good.

Name of a river that

rises in mountains opjjo-

site the Po-yang la!;e. To issue

from the same source, and di-

verge into different streams.

fei, the name of a

Heen district.

^^rrj ] A kind of leprosy; a fat-

y/JL^
[

teninj; wliich is not lieal«

small swelling a

sore or ulcer.

a

t
J
hot sor

Abundance of flesh on

an iuiimal'd body; flesliy.

Fat; unctuous fat aitiniald fit

for sacrifice rich good laiul

abundant aflluent. Nume of

a district; name of a standard

or colour. Name of a country,

of a bird, of a serpent, and ot

a river. A surnnrue To fatten.

To run together and lorm one

source.

Fei mei fl fat, plump, hand-

some good meat. Fei

teeD, fat land. Fei

Name of a bamboo. Also

1 jt i read P;i, a hainboo uten-

sil for scraping things togelher.

r| J^*" A certain plant. Tosliun;

JJL-i to avoid.

A certain stinking disa-

grceable insect. A kind

of snake or serpent.

4bl| Strong, brave, martial

Jy/J appearance.

Xij^ To strike or knock down.

J--iil Wood: a wooden press.
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Fei shae P to dry

anylliing, Hd in the sun.

To boil or bubble up; to

l)iiljhle as boiling water,

or as a spring ^usliin^ forth,

l'he name o{ a river. Name ot

:i will; and of a deep pit ol

water.

Fei t'ang j^fjl^ tlie bur^tins forth

of waters and ov'r throwing

inuiintains. I'ei wei, a

disturbed, restleds appcamnce

^*J)l To bubble forth as a

t spring of water. Read

Pei, the name of n man. Read

Hue, tho no"( of water.

Fei woi
%

(^}( ^ ] J
water overflow-

ing; running over.

Fe fe ]'jp a cortuin

animal said to resemble

a man also said to be ravenous,

ami to devour men.

To oppose or stop (lu*

course of water \\'\t\\

stones, livnd Full, tlio name of

u >tone.

Fei or Pe, to spend ihv

rice. To break wind

backwards. Tbo name of an

aiMinal.

A path rendered impas-

sable by vegetation. An
ornauicnt lor the headdress; a

FEI

door in the hinder part of a

carriage. Used for

something wi(h wliicb to drw^

a hearse. Read Pei, a star.

Read Po. eflluvia. Reud IVih,

u inau's n«me.

Fe (e 'J^ luxuriant vegeta-

tion exuberant 8lreni:ili. To
r< rnt»ve plants or dress them.

A certain part of dross

1]! which covers the knee.

Precipitate, hurried en-

unciation much talk; lo-

]uacious.

To made property issue

fordi like a spring. To
spread or siaiior \vt*»hli li-

beral; extensive use of; ez-

penso; expenditure; use of pro-

perty, mind, or strength; to do

kindness to. Waste of. To
hurt; to injuro. A surname.

Read Pei, ihe natno of a city.

mi^Shefci, or Fei

yun»r, to spend or use money

for what is necessary.

Pw'an fei, the wholv expences;

neces.-ary t-xprndiluro for tlio

year or a journey.

Fei haou 7^ or reversed,

luiou-fei, expensive; excessive;

prr>fligate wasteof property.

Fei leili, to use effort. Tliia

ami tlio two following terra*?,

are often tlio language of cour-

tesy, apologizing for tho cx-
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pence, attention, or trouble io

wliicli one puts a friend.

Fei sin, to employ or oc-

cupy the mind Fei

ts'ae, to put another person to

expence.

Fei or Full, the appear-

)\ZL' ance of walking. To
jump; to leup.

Hfe Fei or FQIi, to walk pre-

cipitatcly;

jump.
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Ft'i >an- or Fei slioo, a

species of bat. Feiying,
to fly liawks; to hawk.

animal said to be like

having one eye

fj^ An

V/fV; a picow

and a white head.

The appearance of rain

^TVi snow; clouds and
sleet flying.

'•Hie name of a fish.

to •

;M' to

m

Hip .ippoarance of clouds.

N-ae fei
( a vast

collection of clouds.

Fei or Full, tlie hair in

disorder. An ornament

for a female head dress,

m Fang luh, like, resemblin<:;

not seen so distinctly ns to be

certain.

To fly; to go with great

speed. The name of an

otfice. Fei is used by the

olli<:era of government to

ex|)resa the celerity wirli

which tliey do tli"»j^. J]^

Luh fei, tlie name ot a hor>e.

ff^^^f Fun pelli tsell. i

tei, to write with great rapidi-

ty.

Ft'i liien ^ fl^ tlie namn of a

bird called divine. FVi

p'aou, fled and run, run wiili

great haste or speed

A house falling down in

ruins; to fall; to stop; to

desisl; to (ail; to become obso-

lete and annulled. To annul;

to put a 6 top to; to lay aside.

Large, great.

Fei wul. or Fei Icaou wuh^ a useless

used as a term of abuse

Fei tseih, disabled by
diteust"; maimed; lmvi"g lost

an eye, arm, and so on.

^

Sliow tsuh fei leaou,

li.'inds and feet aro hpoojne l!inio

or useless.: Fei

chay keu eke, that which is

'alien down, raise it up.

Fei or <a, a large vessel

for navigating- the sea.

Name of a tree; the head of a

pillar in a house.

A chronic and incural>Io

disease.

A species of reed.
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A lurge ship lor goin^

to sea.

lorse going; a liorse

fretted Aitd angry. A
Imrse shaking its head.

-Sjtt Koyul or Im[)eriul con-

A II nil. '

' The IV",

Wife, or Queen is called

How; those next in rank, the

Ts'iiS, or Concubines, arr

culled Foi. The term is hUu

a[»plicd to tho wife of the II' 11

apparent. ^£ T'een fei, the

goddess of water; water being

tlie Yin, or female enerpy

in nature. The spirit of water

is, it is said, rialitly made a

goddess. Seiing fei, a

bamboo, the veins of which are

like the furrows of tears.

country

Fei, the voice of a dog;

to hnrk.

ij the nil rue of a

FOO.

y| I . Foo or Fow. I'i un

\ I 'Im. tlie nlhcr p:irt !'
sound. Lying down prostrate;

bowing with tli« heail to tlie

ground. M \\\ Ilinp.

foo, chili, keang, rising, lall-

ing, ereot, prostrate.

l"o taou ori^fl Trcn

foo, to fall down.

ZZT|. To announce the (h'atli

|Jf I
of :iny person to ;t< (ju.tin-

tauces, or frieiuU. To repair

or go to, with haste, g
F'>') vin ^| [14 I'oo \v an or

Fuo |'ao' to nnnoiince.

Foo, loo, p»ou, | f^h ]
:U hio

*-onsid(Tc*1 synonv mous.

^ f
1 lo; rO|>uir s|)Oo<lil

v

W
r

to; yriirriiil v usc-l l>y in-

f' n'i whni rxprrssinur tlifMr

goiny lo superiors; a terhnicn 1

word at the clofc of oAiimrI pa-

pers »ent to su|>eriors; llie do-

cument is said to Foo, or has-

ten to the person to whom it

is eent

F..u >:i\\iz to po up to tho

provincial rnpital.

Foo shwuy pzo, threw himself

into tlie wRter and was drown-

ed. H&n
mow she foo taou, to limit a

time for another pcrhon's com-

ing to a place.

M I To pass to with celerity;

Jpt-| the Hppearancu of pars-

ing over to a place quickly. In

the presenre of superiors, tho

Chinos*4 lliink it becoininp: to

pass with h quick sid« j - '|>

oneV |»l:n e. 'Mie sumo a> llie

preceding.
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A lather; joined witli va-

rious other words, which

"""lily its meaning, is applied

to Hiicestora, uncles, and so on.

A Iommon ».'pithet o{ peasantry

"' 'o foo. the name of

i'e foo, one

vlio sii|ieriiiiends lioifus.
u

,

T.soo foo, a giand-fitilKT

Peh foo, a I"Ik" eld-

er brother. Sl.uii fno.

h falln r's younger lnoiher. Wi

JiC Kli'ew foo, a moiher's bro-

tlnr.

imou father hik] mo-

«l"'r.

iminediu te father, in ron trail is-

tin* t'un from "tl"'r iocs of the

v,ud 3C '[V Foo moo
k\vai, lorn I m:iL:i>ft;itcs ',' ><>

1.,,,,

puli henii*; ki' tin* r.iilit'r

mul .-on did mil irU ''

oiIhm* (in llio timr < t tlic pla-

JJa^ I'oo tseu pjj ft{l to rut

In I I < with Die U i'lli. To
bile; u> tn-"' to rumiuHie lo

tit IibciuU).

—E foo kh'an wuh
y>l» yue loo, to cut or hew any

witli an axe, is also call-

ed F". Yung
foo la muh, to employ a liatchet,

to cut down trees. Also name
ufone of the SlVn, genii.

Koo ki or

"v, an axe or hatchet.

Foo seo, to pare off with a

haidiei., to correct a written es_

s". used by persons when re-

questiny others to correct their

oonipo.silion.

^^ A certain insect.

tfi Name of an insect.

A rcriaiu vase or metal

vt»wl without feet; witli

*eet they are called |ny Kh'e.

A certain measure of contents.

Naiiie of a

' ^j? fiJ( i vessel for

A >titllioa.

a 'I'l»e name of u hill.

Foo an !! name of

a bird.

Name ol* a bird.

A sharp iron instrument

willi a handle. An axe,

or hatchet to cut or f'.-ll ty^ t s

with a hatcbet

A general designation of

V men portt-rs or chiiir-

boarers are called Fuo. A maa

of eminent vii lue and talent, on
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whom others m"v depend for
j

support is called C^ang

foo. When men antl women are

marricil, they are called

Foo luo, hii>l>;i!td and vife.

Eminent tea^ liers are called

"^P* Fou t-ze; a w fc calls her

luishand by this term. Name

ol an office, of a hill, and h

city. A iaan*s name. The Km-

peror's concubines.

Joo foo j in, as a w i fe a concu-

1

bine. Yu foo, a p(

j>ot ived at manhood. ^|
a u foo, servants who exe-

cute tlio Imperial will.

Foo foo a term of respect.

5^ ^ Foo jin, title of Indies

of tliL, first iuhI m « ,1' _'i ,

-

of rank in tho lanpuago of

rourlpsy, any pentleinan's wife.

Foo tszo, a title of ho-

nor con fered on men eminent

for learning an'l virtue, and on

suges, us Kli
#

ung foo-tsze. The

eatio KITung, i. e. Conf*:ciu».

4 T'eftou foo or

"i too, he»r<T.« o( burdens

porter.-?. Kli'eaou foo,

chair bearers (me who carries

a 6edan-clmir. T'oo foo,

a (erryinun; one who keeps a

bout.

Foo is applied (o various offices in

the army, nnd also to civil dHi-

as Pch foo, the

comniiinder of a Lundred men.T ching tu

foo, tille of an ollicer of the

fifth degree ot rank.

To covet. One says, the

Appearance of a womun.

Read Yev, to look with indig-

nation or resentment.

Tlie fore p«rt of a gar-

V ment tlii" whii li hangi

down before in Asiuiic gar-

nxnt-s mul covers the inferior

gurineuta.

Jfr: \Vo assist to hold up; to

V T s,,pporl; to protect.

±i\^ iu<
'
° '

'
^ ri

J.^/ 1^ E e t^zu (oo, to 8uj>-

pui t une'8 self by r i"'Meoua con-

iluct. The riMtnc ol a ilisirk't.

A surname. Yom'g and Ictble,

wan tin!.' support.

Foo t'iif t» ,<'"r up ft per-

son in iltf in I lis I- of cnlamitifS.

Fu" 10 or

h«>ld up. ^ Foo show, ii

f.ule to hol.l »>y \ l«en going in-

to a boat \R F"" P ftn
.

lk

cross pieci* of wooil on whi«-li

the Chim^c Umiii w diiiui:

in a 6editn clinir.

Fuo ohoo url> liing, to bo

held up or suppoited when

walking.1 The sun, on which da-

»*yV pend* tlie day.
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~hl^ Nil me of a wood .

IxV Foo soo spread widu like

the brandies of some (recs; a

wide epreading blossom or {low-

A oorfiiiu stone dcemeil

valuable.

^^ Name of a certain sacri-

)|IA '

A black species of grain

Foo slicn a cer-

tain wnfor insect other-

wise cnlled Ts'ing foo;

this term is hI.-cj "| Ii<-<1 to (lie

Cliinese coppor coin, hy Eiiro-

|M'!ins, ('idled Cash. Dollars "n-

in somfl places called ]|l

Hwn-foo.

^JL The front part of a

' IlK'll t,

ported, before the fall ot iho

leaf.

A kind of axe or hatchet.

Foo yue. a h4t,-

clief; an executioner's axe.

jJJb. Larae in the feet.

Foo foo jen, to make
obeisance to a husband bv look-

down to the feet.
i]

U,o, to sit furmally with
tlie feet bent under one. To sit

cross- k'ggetl in a kind of state.

|5 ^ ame of a

The wind bio win 2 in a

downward direction is

cfi\\e<\ lf^§@ Foo yaou.

Foo fung, a gale

ol wind,

ame of a &<h.

ciown l»efore and covers

1 1", inferior pnrments

ni' r('l»es whicli arc put

Foo j a roverir>2 f,r

h >\voi

d

r
outside llie scabburd

Foo yung^ the

name of a flower. The
Hibiscus mutubilis

Foo ho whilst

1 V* the leaver ai e yet sup-

A small kind of wheat

whirlj luis had the husk

taken off The name of

/_L From Man, and a hand

I J / liolding out something.

y To pive; to deliver over

Aa] \ (o Foo ke to

, send.

Foo shoo sin \^ to send

ft leiter. Foo keaou,

or reversed, Keaou foo. to -

liver over to.
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Foo choo tung lew, to ihrmv

into the eastern slreamd; to

cast from one, and neglect an

affair. CI»ul» foo. iu

sujrjrest to; to recomin^iid io

j Fun foo, to direct '

order. Foo j>c, to "'ivr

to. Foo t'o. Io roriMi -i

or engacp a person to do «ome-

1
'

che lew shwuy e, let " float

upon the water
;
give il uj» us

impracticable.

Jl J^l A kiiil of "ift consistirp

J of spars j(»ine<l "wtli' r.

in oruer to cross a river, (^f

fj Peh-foo f
% certain ston'';

otherwise calK-d

Peh-sheh-ying. Shwc»- w an (]»-

fines it, a'l vantage; beiu lu.

Syn. with Foo.

I 5 ^ A house wIkt^ l>*M'k-i

yj^l and paper arc si<rc«l up

A slorc-liouse for goo^ls; io rol-

led together; A place to rm'tM in

Officers who preside over the

national treasures. Durintr

T ang dynasty, a lnr*ie
J
C\\ow

district was called Foo. und

hna continued »o to (lie !»rt '
time. The name of a <li>rrirj

a surname. A district ("• "v
of the first order; ap('li ( *\ hL<o

to the magistrate of the district

Used by courtesy for nnother

person's house. Lull

• no, tlie si \ Kuo. are water, lire,,

wood. t,'i»1 earth and prain.

L foo. nine ollicers

wlio \\ * i e pliii tMl over govern -

im'i" property and stores.

Foo kho(» Iftj
1

a ("pasury of

tlie govern ment. - Foo

1» " Foo

tsim, llie wnrshipfiil, tlu> Foo

mi:iir:"e.

II' '
1 'l'"l l»,,v. a tciichtT in

the disli i< t srliool.^, authorial <]

nnd supported by gOTernment.

To stoop the head and

b*Mid for \va? *1 |o r<»nd«^-

'i^ Chwuy
filiow li' \ u- l' > kvu .show

Wftnj: dmi'ir ' to droop

tl i' Iu ;nJ and look down is rail-

ed F«»(»; to raii*e tlie Ih ihI and

look upwards is called Yan?.

Foo rhim .he hing,

f coi'desrend to grant tluti

it "ii 1m- <iu(.r. A [>lirasr tlm

t

r'unnn.ii.l v li-il ' a writlt ti n'-

qtjest lo a superior m»2i.Htra»e.

Pravers writ"'n and offrrtd by

fire to invisible J»ein«»s. close

i'h ^ 56 R S Foo

cli w»iy t'mig l"t'n, hond down

and full v o>- rv> m v pra) vr.

Foo fuh ino

niihi:. to fall pro^trntp «nd wnit

for orders Foo

show moh siiiing, to hang down
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liead Khil think in silence.

-Xj^T* To a[>p1y the hand to any

4/J>J ihincr. To tomh. To

sootlu* in wlii< li
'

i »"
is now used.

Tlie viscern; heart, liinys

] V' r, eull Hiid Mlomucli

& f T'anir I

the bowels.
jj/fj*

Fei foo.

Corrupted; rotten bro-

ken to pieces an a rotten

tiling. The punislimeni of th<*

palace, or depriving of the geni-

tals. Kmd Puo, the name ol

an insect.

U fl^ l'o a i>"rson vlm

is ctirrtipt \>y a Aimitlfring ol

l»*nrnin<r a vicious pe«l»»nl, fit

lor no use fill purpose, ^|^J

Foo lan. roilcn mid

tj't, Foo joo, rolferi

milU, h pi epar»t(ion like curd-

iniitln from a kind of pulse,

mtu li used hy the Cl""' ''

Ji^T He original fmm oi ]^
-i^^- Yoo lan, hi okt*n lo

bits, as a thing boiled exces-

sively.

The top of the foot; rail-

ed the back of (he foot.

A man's nnme.

Foo choo

or armour for the legs, attach-

ed to the top of the foot, and

'c

connected witli die breeches.

H^j- Tllt' pni t of a bow
7| 4 grasped by a man's l.aii.].

Tlie heart pluced upon,

or attached to,

To think about to lie

pleased with. Pleased.

\4 |* To apply the lutnd (o; lo

I I 4 Iny tlie Imnd upon to

strike; to beat. To bent clollicp;

llie nnme of an inslniniciit of

IDU" (' the haiulle of any tliinir.

Foo sin tsze wan Cl fit]

to lay one's hand on one's lieart,

and ask oiip's self any lliing so-

lemnly. ^f»J" j§ ^ f0| Foo

y'"g ch'Hng t'an, to beat one's

hrPHSt and utter lonj; si"lis.

Fuo sliow, to plarc tl"' hand
on; tluit on which the hand id

placed .

L^l \ Tlie foot of a railing; (he

4 V
I J I

of fl<»\vers or fruifs;

> h r» ft to oross a river; a

I ''ottatre made of wood

J i^J ) "'"1 ili;t(ch. The nam©
of an instruineiM of music. The
nnme of a wood. 'I'o apply a

Hxiviurn lo

Foo la a raft.* V.,

foo, name of an eminent me-
dical practitioner.

^y/.L. Spokes of wood fastened

i| I J togetl»er to form a nUt.

This character is written in a

great variety of ways.
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XAL, The name an animal said

>/ I J to resemble a slieop.

^/JL. A cerluin white atone.

^t^Ll* Name of a certain saori-

\ y fi ct» to bury in tlie same

place, persons nourly reliiied to

':' li oilur.

JXf% ^ nt d<»\vn by \

'

j I J short and rr'"'!" '1;

ease which onuses a swelling or

protuhenince.

J^^Ar A vom"" name.

Cerluin slips of wood, in

aik icnt^ times i mploded

H8 checks l"'tvrr" I wo parlies;

they were made to fit eacli

("l"'r, niu] ciu li |>n 1

1
y took one.

l>y wliicli ll»ey coulil Iru" i h

other. Tallies \\^vk\ l»y iho gov-

ernment. T*> corr(Hpi»r»d to; to

Ih* crciliWle. Niinit 4 ol the hiuk

of a trci'; a hnrk; a surnfiino

(\Mtnin siiprrslilious spells or

(•linrms of the Chinese, both f
the sect Full nnd Taou. Tlicv

railed s|| Foo lull and

Foo cliow, by lli^se,

spirits nnd noxious in-

fluences are expelled. Some

are burnt and otlicrs are pasted

up. Some fire written with

red ink. Tl" Foo answers to

those amulets or charms, vl"( l»

consisted in certain words or

sentences written in a particu-

FOO

lar order, and which the Ara-

bians called Talisman. The

word Abrncadnbra was 6up-

posi d an antipole apainst Ague,

As Prevnifttn-f s Chinese

wear some about iheir per.-cm

,

nnd pnste up s''ii' k the

]. -is of llieir doors; those in-

"'ii'lt d us cures are written on

paper, burnt, nnd put in a

cup <>!' wliii h lh* fc pntient

drinks; " iisiiul cliann is writ-

ten Umjs
i '//// Thun-

der otfirr

\\u) l»r» lo nerpe fojrotlicr;

to c I "|»'ii'l. \\ \ ^\ j* IV
>''-

iIil' <iit!irr I»H two

pfn"'mf>hts or opinions.

f

lijfij F" lvn, sprines "
1 tit •

; L'<"inal <lr \vs; springs of

water.

A rnft on vliich lo cross

a 8 1 ream or river.

\»tion cloth conrgp silk.

A tii)iii*s name. A string

1.

n
kind of *»nake llmt lms

•s <»n (he belly or

lower part of it.

A smiill l>nnl;

'

jf.^, C
short and Jct'p.

boat
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J ,1: A cei tuin extraordinary

f J pl uit, o( a reddish colour;

round lea t' and a luiiry down,

like ear - rinjjs; prows on the

ea^t of tlio Yan^-tPze krarii:.

otherwise called 5iL

K wei niuh-ts'aiMj. tlie devil's

eye. A stirnanif.

Foo ki.:

fi $ tlie ' apsule of a

phnt.

i^U- Full dress;

\ |j (it '.

ms
m

Speech

loundcil

5'1

muii ^ numu

F'" mi (<> put on

lollies; lo uiuicli elothes

body.

Fi-t

To Im* near to; to lenn

lo to niincx, or attach lo; to

utiix'X orn-'s sell t<>, or to join

a |n ixtn or \*n rly. A Iribe or

M:ite pulling itself undrr tlie

dominion of "ml"'r rounlry.

a pla«'e lliat is t' ;ir. |if.j y
Foo ke, to scmmI i ti».

Koo fiing, a youn^ 8i'\v-i.s;il', oi-

p radii ale of ihu lowest rank.

4> Fu„ liwuy kh'e

shwo, to fall in with wlwitever

anollier person says to eclio

whatever another person says.

Foo Iszh, a certain sti-

niuliiting noedicine. fT^J*

Fo" u rli, the name of a star.

Foo ) ill, Lo bestow be-

ni'fiis upon.d A certain medicinal

ITT »'u"t.

If/—
|* A horse intended to as-

*V j 4 si" the principal one.

Forms part of the name of a

certain oITxhq in ihe time of

H;m.

A certain fisli respecting1

which there are various

' accounts; some are found

in the lakes of Hoo-

•"1 U } k'ait"r ; ami uLlter in tlie

ru!^ of wIk'i Is.

jSI,a,,g^"er-

I

J

fc>^ f {,<i]n bird Saul io ha vo

> ihrec hea<ls
t
six eye^, six

IW't, and lln ee win^s;

jll J when eaU ii, it entirely

prt vt-nts i-lccp.

^^Jt 'l lie noi.se find ol:nnonr

^-S^ iu:t Jc by llie drums ol an

'… E^qs h;il(,'Iu'(l; from the

~ iu *rul:irity of ihe bird, it

denotes belief, trust, confitlence,

niuhnil !iffi;m(e. Reiid Foo, to

Imtcli, to nourish, to breod ui>.

'I he colours of a stone

Chung foo, one of the | Kwa.

Foo kea ^ the outer coat of

a bud, which it bursts at the



time of blossoming.

Sin foo, trust; dependunue or

reliance on.

Jt/i> 'u t«ke; to f;»k»* in war;

\jT a prisoner. ^|
Sunt: liw o yuS li'o, lie wliu

is inken alive is mlli'd Foo

seen fuo (I J ai dijgradi<l

captive.

''"' \y J^jj- (.) ta'-«' ' I j. five.

g A lull on U," i«>r> "<

"J which llirre is v>"r
dcnoles lo et*ca|K* ( in ullii-

fiion lo ilu* wailt r esrn|iii. and

imi""g down (lie hill. ]{« ad

Fow, nr Fuw. "'r, ,"; uIiiiimIhiiI.

^ ^
)rk ill i

viiy low in r\w yin )'") 'IVui^r.

is llie minute ol die >nntll; l'uv

is the v'"t ol the yreut.

-/jl?^ A woman's name.

-4-1^ Foo, or Fov n raft. A

1 ""J <v ria", l"'um ol' h litxiM-;

:i kind ot di iiui^iick; an ulrti>tl

l»>r ('(jllccliny e arlii nnd iluuw-

iii'r it in wit Inn tlie planks,

^ lien formiiiy mud walls. \
x

f-

/jK 1'"' l»Uf l»t <harco)il

vli'u li floats Yf' Fuw SZe,

h kind ol scrtv n.

-Wr*1

^ F»u). or Pi'rtou, vo'»d or

precedes.

^-Vj^ A hird cabling its fea*

"^l^ tlicrs.

Jr^^ Foo, or Fow, a cow wiili

T*Jr »>lnrk lips.

jl^V^ Na!iu A of a t ortiiin vai io-

^4 '''i >t*>ne.

y r\ A -m ill n i A tlio iniiT-

~ t>:tl ololliiiig of die lm:i-

(lie internal nkiu or " 'l.

^^ ) The lm>k ol* t:ruiii; theU '
I (MJ|J ol u flovvi-r; a w' r-

^T*/ L [
"I term t"r i\\ni \vlii< li

j mm roiiinls or houst-8 the

llowm or seed, Calyx, pericar-

I'imii: rapsijle, and so on.

f

Ix^f} Bricks or I ties un^ui nt.

A net for cnU'hlng birds.

A cprt:iin ncd \\\\\\ a

'

^
* li i ir :m'l v' I tliin inU*r-

lial A k iii<] of hemp livnd

Fmv, (he itu rue of a plant To
I'ml^ :iml <liu H8 a plant; to die

o( liui»*;er.

F'm or Fow
f
the name of

^^ , |'I;ints r(»tiiny and tall

^ ii>g; lo die ol liuii^t r; to

^r^T V ^iirvtnl tu death

"""J" ^S°j hunger, suiuetiuic^

/X|^| Foo. or Fuw, a certain

•^^| bird oi the pigeon spe-

cies.

>^l/ The outer wall uf u city,

suburbs, ur n wall rcmoto
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from the inner city.

A^i The husk of wheat.

Great; a designation of

eminent persons Con-

iucius is called ^ Ne-foo.

Lnr*:*'; great; many numerous.

Denotes also to begin or com-

mence. I, me. The n ime ot a

country, of a place, nnd of it

hill. A surnarm . J^L 7lj

"

fl 2

foo, tlio name of a certain cap.

|-f [|] T'ao foo, an honorary

epithet, applied to persons gen-

erally; used parti'irly when

asking a person's name.

To assist; to help.

she!

If breal

^ Foo t'oo J)^ J^l :i l»ow

J built in hu uneven irre-

"'"ir manner.

-4^4^ A kind «'t' voo(l''n rail to

1 ||i prrvcnt :my ll»m"' iftllii^

over; the luiutlle ot a wtupoii.

"j^^
I
A rounW basket for con-

JUL f laininiT irrain Some say,

>^/>l ( (juare out-side and rouiul

ml. / within. ^ ^

Foo kwei pfih slnh ch'oo mil
^§ "ie basket having

some part not polished or adorn-

ed, expresses delicately, some

error or fault in a person's con-

duct Foo kwei, a cer*

Uiu uleus>il or basktit used in

sacrificing.

To cut down grain and

collect it into sheaves; a

eheaf.

utensil in which to

,k or pound things to

pieces; a kind ot uiortar.

A certain plant, in an-

I cient times an omen of

felicity. Name of a place.

1^1^
A kind of small crab.

m
pfj|r| Meat di ierl and proserv-

/Jlfl oH tho fltsh of any ani-

tnul deer, sluep, a"<l so on.

Formerly used at preat enter-

tainments, now usednsurdimiry

^ew f'o, meat cut

into slices and dried.

Soft delicate hair.

m
i

The snoring or grunting

of a pig.

vo pieces ofwood which

comjiress the sides of a

cart. The jaw hones

Foo keu senng e

the jaws depend on each other;

used by allusion to shew the

mutual dependence of states.

loo kea
5
or

Foo keu, the juw bonce; tho

jaws.
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Nitme of a cei luiu pavi-

lion.

The sides of the face; the

bones on the sides of the

face; the jaw bones.

Certain a|>paralus at the

lower part of a carriage;

KHrmentd fur the brceeh.

jtct'jj' The bor»es of iho loins;

I J||| the hip bone.

A certain vessel for pre-

paring food; a vessel of a

certain capacity. Used for the

food d resseJ a menl. One of

nine rivers, on an island in the

midst of a river, ftppeariF>? like

an in\ orled boiKr. _^
^ia Urh foo puh kelh, not sup-

plied w i th two lueals a day;

poor.

The north polar star.

2i

c Viirie"'a"'(3 with black

[j white; di\ (Tsity of co-

lours; embroidered.

Foo luh jSfj^ vari. gated; ele-

gant; applied to composition.

^Ij^Foo kwa, the embroi-

dered iigure worn on the breast

of the garment by Chinese of-

ficer. Civil officers have a <

species of stork, and military

olRcers a tiger, embroidered on '

their breast. 3 Foo sew,
I

beautifully embroidered or

adorned with various colours

To spread or extend ac-

Vj* cording to a given rule.

To spread and extend every-

where as the clouda. To dis-

perse; to scatter.

•^j^T To annex to; to superin-

|"^J* duce; lo h\y on a surface,

as colours on paper; to arrange^

(o insert name- to bring toge-

tlier; to extend to. A tutor; a

kind of agreement, of which

document each party Ulu's halt.

Tlie name of a pUnt. A sur-

foo fun, face as if pninted. J
T mg foo, and SI

foo, wore ancienily tutors to

the Princes.

a ttitcr; a master a literary

patron Perfons emulous of

promotion, (^onitnonly pay (Ihmp

court to one in power, n\n\

when presentinjj a d'>nni ve,

c<»!!)pliMit iit (Immi <*x|>»*cie(I pa-

iron with tli** epuln'i, S/i'-foa.

YTI. fnoyu leen,

rifling lo heaven. &a\d of a hint

flying. To rlivrm', i< h*1 Fi*i.

Foo yen seh i^)f to lay on

colours. i
l

ff (
l

f Foo

hwny kh'e sliwd, (o drag toge-

tluT a number of particulars;

a forced application of what

is said. Foo Ij wuy
t
to

bring together; to drag toge-
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tlier. Fuo ehing!

yew, to apply tlie sacreil oil.

(MS. Dictionary ) Foo

yu, a certain office about court.

Foo sze
y
a teacher.

Flowers an'l leaves wide-

ly spread, or scattered a-

broad.

Foo or Poo, an orchard.

^rj^ A virulent unruly sheep.

y %J -
)

Foo to, an animal

like a sheep, said to have nine

tail^, four ears, and its eyes on

il^ back.

An instrument of hus-

(|rf| To help; to assist; to as-

>>wj" si^t with mont^y at l fune-

ral.

Foo t>anp to n^<ist with

one's property (u confer money

upon.

"l^vjp To expand to open, as

{4»Kts in gpring. Tlie ori-

^in;ii farm of the following.

To state and lay I*tfore

the Sovereign to send

turtli an order to h)1 tlie world;

to ditfuse by Imperial orders

good govern ment and instruc-

tion; to disperse liberally; to

be sufficient.

Foo ^ub bull incuili-

cient supply of money.

Foo she, or Foo
poo, instruction or tlie orders

the government. Foo
kh'ew, to investigate principles

too diffusely. Foo keaou,

to diffuse instruction.

\f\]^t
To stretch out; to extend;

to spread out.

Foo-lan the name
of a wood.

A general term for flow-

ers; flowery appearance.

The name of a wood.

Peih foomm
7/^

the ap-

pearance of liable; hurry;

precipitation.

To tranquillize; to con-

jjji sole; lo sootlie; to keep

possession of; to hold; to Keep

down with the hand. To strike.

Ilasto. Thf name of a district.

Foo yuen or Foo

t
f

ae f a Vice- Governor, the se-

cond officer in every province.

|Z Foo yu, to soothe; to

manage, as a horse; to manage

the people,

-^^h )To submit to; a married

0C||} w woman; a wife; one

f whose duty it is to sub-

mit to Ler husband; ilia

female in nature; a son's

wife. Beautiful. Used ia coc-
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nectiun witli a great man>

words, $ Cb'unp foo, the

eldest Bon's wife- Sin

foo, a bride. Kwa foo,

or Le foo. a widow.

Foo yew ts'ili kh'euM
there are seven iea>ons lor put-

ting away a

Foo ) en slie t'ing, to listen lo

women s s"'ncs. U ffi F,>

to]., feminine virtues. ^f||/
I
^f

:

>^ Fuo szo che show, in

the hands ,»f vime' nrid eu-

m'chs.^ ft
Foo sze Uae

kwoi bhlh che kt;eu t urh e e 9 a

\Vulll mi's l>uii"'" is to attrinl

to fm'"sliing the table, tnd

nothiug else.

To liang down the

to coiulc6Cc!id; to look

d,vii und view or exa-

ruine; to send und sootlie

h smaller Mat".

foo, tributary ulicr-

ii»g< lo (he Emperor.

Foo bhow to bend down

the head, cundescendingly.

Mhu Hnd a Pearl; one

who Iihs bomething to de-

pend on. To bear on tlie h.ivk

to turn ihe buck on; unpratcf ul.

To tail; to be defeated to he

sorry to be ashamed.

Koo foo, to reudcr nu^atury

any kindiif&s; to requite un-

gratefully some good done.

Foo or foo, (he epi-

thet of uu old uiother.

Foo te t,ow bae cliung

*
bearinp up llie Em-

pt*rur threw liiraself inlo ibe

sea. Thus perished, on ihe coast

at CanlOD 9
the last uf the dy-

nasty Sung. Fuo bo 9

to bear up; lu sustain a hi^li

responsilulity. ii % Fou

kiriiuti, to owe a debt.

/fA To relv upon.

IM S I-

yo foo t'een te die t^'io^, pro-

priety und music accord iili

the imture i't' llie \\* avcu und

tli'' cat lit [^| \{\ Iszc foo, 10

be self confiJeiit.

^r—g* j Vo be provided wiih a-

1 1 1 f 1' Mnlanil_\ wi ll sii[)|)lit il

^ with rich; afilu«Mil; to

V • iiricli of llie vt* uui ft'S

I T j Jot I Hppiuess one is to bo

rich. A hrihe. A surname.

Foo kwLM *^ riches and lio-

uord; conituuiily denotos mere-

ly h >v»*;i|ihv Tnj r>Mri. I (

^ 11^ ^ Koo vi p'in

ttieeti ch*an^ pt:en, riches with

their honors, and poverty w'wh

its meanness, are coniiimHlly

fluctuating. Q Neen-foo,

rich in years; uieans to be young

and have a great many years
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yet to come.

ThJ^ ] Foo or Fow. One suit

I uv set of.

E

^rt^ ( } Hi I'oo^ 6uil of clothes.
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|zf 1 1 Fno or Fow, a second;

^9 "J an as>i^iiint. Toa— i

to exnmitte to Kiiutiiince to, or

give in foruuitiotk ot. A kind

of ornHinent of platted hair for

the luatl, worn by ancient

Queens when performing funer-

al rorenionies. Read Fo, to

split or rive open transversely.

Ching foo, the princi-

pal and the second Foo

sze, the serond person in any

regular Imperial commission.

Tlie second person in an em-

b»A8jr.

Fi.o kv luh kea ®J#

P

six Foo and Ice, the Ko v'r -

valuable stones linngiug down
|

on each side of the Foo. fiflj

Foo- too t'unp or
(j

Foo-tseang, a kind of Ad-

jutant Gem'ral Foo

yay, the tille of an iitieriur mi

litary oflicer.

A certain dc^rription of

boat. A boat or olber

vessel which carries much.

To exact to receive; to

measure; to disturb or

excite; theexactions of the gov-

ernment are what disturb or
|

excite the people; a bearer of

tribute. To give and to receive,

as Heaven confers a certain

nature, instinct, capacity or dis-

position on creatures, and crea-

tures receive these from Hea-

ven. To diffuse; to spread out;

a diffuse loose poem.

Foo ehwuy the duties or

t'txes exacted by government.

Kung foo, tributary of-

ferings, or levies made.

Foo leeo, to take; to exact.

To lay an ambush of

soldiers; an ambuscade.

Head Fow, to overshadow, as

with wings, or as a canopy.

Read Full, to reiterate; to sub-

vert.

A wild duck. A bird

like a duck, but smaller.

On (he east of ihe Yang-tsze-

keiini;, tliere is a kind which

exists in infinite numbers, com-

monly calieti ^ Kwan-
foo, The mime ot an official

eiiuaiion; the name of a hill.

" 'oo, a man's name.

Foo ts'ze the name of a

plant.

Foo ts'zc jljf the name

of a plant.

The name of a place.

A stick with which to

beat a drum. The name
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of a plant. Also read Paou

and Teib, the name of a dis-

trict.

The skin of an animal;

the flesh of pijrs; mince

meat. Beautiful. To sep-

arate from, as by skin-

ning. Large; great The

Land placed slanting; to re-

ceive. The name of a place.

A man's name. P e

loo, the skin. Jff Ke foo,

the muscular Hesli.

Foo or Woo, not distinct-

ly and clearly.

¥0.

F5, or Sh5. i^^v] F5

4 yo, a moving star. Also

read Teth, a fixed period, an

agreement. A plank on which

to pass a stream.

A buruame.

A syllable used in tlio

prayers or imprecations

of the Buddha sect.

/// To lmng down tlie head

\yU " ^ to hanu

down tho lioad uiul per k.

S ia Tsn, ir, van,

clio keen, withiu a look down

and a lo"k u|>; i. e. within the

compHss ol one's view. A re-

(lnmluiit cli tra* t«T, ihe mime as

Von, and Foo. Also

read Mi^cn, in the sense of

M' cn, exertion; effort.

To hind; to tic fast; to

roll up; a roll n certain

put t l)' l'v a carriage, which

, i , ti> connt ct and fu^tcn

tip- vci al partd toeetluT, or

t', umimi ili-- l> iL'tra^e to tlio

vel,i, l,' }\L ^% Shah fo, or

%\\ l).m"' In. to lie up with

a cut il ur string.

FOW,

~^ * Commonly read Puh, no;

X| not. Also used in com-

mon with tho following.

^ifZ A negative particle; as,

|~f not; ou^ht not. It often

closes an interrogative sen-

tence. To rhyme, read luu.

^j* SIk» fow, it is, or it is

not is it right, or is it not.

W So en ve

che she fow, I don't know

whutlier wh;it I sny be tlie fact

or not; or, whether tlie senti-

ment be right or not.

H
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She fuw kh'o hir.g, may

it be dnne or not? Kh'o

fuw, is it proper, or not; may

it be, or noi? TVjing

fow, lnis it occurred; or is it

done ye I or not ?

4^? We die teh show fow,

I don't know whether they are

recei v* »l yet, or not.

Fow, or l)t'i the name of

n jtlacr of :i district, and

of a l'lll. A sui name.

^ AnriiM.t r<n m <>( /^ Lew.

f/|^ to flow us water in u river.

To 6ee.

-J Fow or Pow, the appear-

ance of new silken gur-

tncnis.

U [t \ A net for catchinar raV>-

^^^\ / l>its or 1 1 a res.

V Clie f"w, the name of a

\ liill. Used also aa the

|=—J ) iiarnc of a kin'l "t gallery

:iitHc)ie<i t' an unriiMit pnlnce.

Fow e 3f= Ji plant

^1 calltd hv VRriniH niiincs.

Used in cnseB oi suprn»ion

urine, and in chlHotilt labours.

The immo ot a hill,

-^/j Fow, or Fow kf\v

j)^ a bird oi llie pigeon

species.

/ IX, To brood or hatch egg—.

|/V as a fowl does.
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Fow or Foo. See above

under Foo.

Fow or Foo, a woman's

name.

The name of a hill.

-t^^ Certain posts or beams

'I J about a house; also read

Foo, which see,

>/^^fc To ascend a raft and float

# on the water; to float; to

float along with the stream; to

flow over; to exceed; excess;

time which has gone by. Light.

Fow fow, cloudy vapours; sleet

and snow in great quantities;

numerous and violent, like the

waters of a torrent; a kind of

forfeit. Name of a river, and

of a liill. an<l of a bamboo.

Fuw po levity of mind

piddine^s; piddy thouglitless.

Fow cli'in, floating and

sinking—alternuiel y unset-

tled; unsteady- Veen

fow, the name of a star,

j)i Fow fan, to float.

Fow kh'eaoti. ;i floating bridge.

Fow yen, light floating

spccM'h, mere nnmonning com-

pliments. ^ F<»w ts'nou,

levity and giddiness of demean-

our; unofficer-like levity.

Fow hae, to float on or na-

vigate the sea. j^r Fow
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ta'ae, floating wealth propei ty

in money or goods; in contra-

distinction Irom landed proper-

ty, which is railed

Shlhi. ^
Fow she shih yu wu jin,

floating corpses more tlian a

hundred thou^nnd caus^ ii by

the Tartars. (A. D. I2«2.)

Biimboo with slreHka or

il 7-
I
Steam or vnpnur ar""';r

> from heHt. Fow jin f^-

\ ^ a cook.

7f Fow or Foo. A cow with

A hot fiery sore or wound

ll'^V Fow or Foo, a kind of

gruel Viiriou-Iy described.

Rice boiled and prepared in a

certain way.

yy-Y
l'()v or Pow, (he noisH

i 4 of somclhing splitting or

rer»ding.

A boat; a small Hoat.

jfr^ Fe fow a large

species of ant. onpahle of

flying; HitferiMitly described,

and onll.-H by different i«nint-s,

asHwFv "r^
Kl"'u loo, which bulh express

the same.

Much; aiany.

13 To look; to view to see.

/L
Fow or Foo, nppenrance

o( walking or nmninjr: a

quick, h u rried moiion.

Fow fuw die ap-

ptaranco ut rain and

«now sleet.

'l lie name of h star.

mt x "''""•

A bird of the pigeon

species.

IT t 1 A mo'in'l of earth; a hill

~~
J—*

I
without stones; lii>:h and

> broad liS:e a hili or moun-

I
V \ tain; ^rt*ai Inr^e; fat

J abundaiit ntimt-rous

plontoous; rn^'in^ like a Uriro

fire. The n"n" of a |"ll and o(

a country. ^ Min

funi: wfih fow, a numt-rous po-

pulation and eren t plenty.

Fow clTimi: J| g

- ^ name of an

insert Jf"- |1^ Fuw ts'ae, great

wealth. Jji Iltiang fow, or

II' ;inp keae, fragrant

r' a l»U\--ed state spoken

of hy the Buddha sect.

-I-l
-* Pei, or Fow. The bank

of a river; a harbour for

morcliunt ships a mart where
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trading people collect and tran-

6;u't iheir mercantile concern?;

it is also commonly called

Fow t'ow. Yen
low, a salt merchant's place of

rendi-zvous for salt ^ff

Sin fow, the New Mart, is ap-

plied \iy the Chinese to Penang^

as its name.

, A beautiful woman a

woman of correct and

elegant mnnners.

White.

J^jJ: I
A kind of earthen ware

^
utensil, used to beat on

hen sinking.

To burn a large fire.

I Fuh yul, 11 ^ r ,

• of a fragrant plant.

\h(i Fowch'ungjll?

I tain insect.

I7|^ Abundant pleiitiful.

J)

j

j'J |r An nl'inulnnce of horses;

IJ Itllv «nla^MMl| ' l.rlir \\r\a\.

A vessel mn'e of earthen

|^L| ware forim i 1 v i
'' 1 '

discriminate the notes m' i''

;

Hm, hIso lo cod tiii ii li<|ini]s, ei-

llier wine or va" r, &c. A jar;

a l>asiii. ijJl Koo f"v, to

bent the F*)\v, fur musical pur-

poses to beat time.

Fow, a vessel made of eurilicn

ware.

/r^ if The handle of a knife or

|X| I J w eapon. Read Foo, same

as 3 Foo, the centre part of

a buw grasped by the lmnd.

ijinp The bilk-worm asleep; one

-pM|JLJ of its lor^id states.

K' i"l Full and Foo, again;

reiterated. Read Fow, in

the sense ot ihe preceding.

Fow or Full, return of

disease; a relapse,

Keuen fow a spe-

cies of silk.

To cover as a canopy.

Also read Fuh, which

Fow keu ^ a kind of net to

take birds. ^ Fow t'aou,

to cover a.s a tent or canopy.

TGen fow te

ts;ie heaven overspreads, and

earth contains.

Fow or Foo, to lean up

-

orj to turn the back on;

to bear. See Foo.

^fr^f Fow, to accord with. Seem Foo.

Foo or Fo\v
( a stick with

wljkL to beat a drum.m
F F
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FUH.

\Dislorted on tho left. To

wipe. Some say / Ptih,

denotes distorted on the left,

and Full, on the right. Also

read Ll'i5. Vulgarly read NS.

"

^
Not. A negative and pro-

/| hibiti ve particle. Com-

mouly read Puh, which &ee«

Distorted; opposed to; a

negative; not; a strong

negative or prohibitive parti-

cle. It should nut be; it id not

so. To sent away or reject.

P"h fuh, abundant, in

an exceeding degree.

Tu seo indistinctly; to ex-

nnwne; to turn aside. Un-

reiibotiable. A bright ap|>ear-

ance; great. Forms part of the

names of places. A surname.

The founder of a religio;i>.
commonly called by Europeans,

Fo or Foh, now worshipjied

a god. In this last applicaiiun

of (lie word, it is said to denote

nwnkening and enlightening

innnkind. In abbreviation of

)% Fah too, i e. Buddu or

Euddha. This manner of ab-

breviatii»g nam^s is usual with

llie Chinese.

^ lleen ncaou cliay fdh kh'e

show, he who presents a bird,

should lurn aside its head,

—

that it may not bite be person

to whom it is presented.

Fiih la ^ "msorFiih. Some-

times means the religion or doc-

trines of Full, generally; at

oilier times, certain enigmati-

cal saying9 dt*livered by Fuh

also the powers or means of

' r. i ling possessed by Fuh.

^ l,ll» hoo cliing, con-

trary (o what id right; in which

wnspt it is Syn. with Fah.

Fuh keaou or (.)|}

F"uh inun, the religion of Fiih.

Fuh king, the relipi^us

hnoks of Buddha. {^T#^
^* Fang fuh jo muig seen in-

Hi«tino!ly as in a dream. ^|}; ™ fx peen
v

the |>n\v< tw ol Fuh are unlimit-

ed. ^){) ^< Kuli sanp, the name

of :i ()l«nt. Hibiscus llusa Sin-

ensis. ^* Fuh show, the

hand of (ihe pod) Fuli; i. e. (lie

Chinese citron, from it« resom-

blance to a hand,

seanp, images of Fuh. *|

Full sing, the nature or dispo-

sition of Buddha, which it is

aftirmed all mankind posses.

W Choo fuh Use, dl

the Buddhas; Bu^^ha exists in

many persons, ^jj f^, Fuh t'o,

or[^ *Ome to fub,
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an epithet of the god Fub. ~'-

San paou fuh, three

precious Full.

To strike; to chop; to

hew to cnt asumlt-r.m
JtJb To oppose;

ry to; perv

Soraelhin« to slr^nptlu n

a bow. »See

Large; great.

A tortuous path amongst

mountains; dreary, sor-

rowful passed amongst

hills.

to act contra-

perverse. To give

a negative to; to deny. ALo
vead Pelh, in the same sense.

Fuh. puli jen die t^ze

^ expresses a thing's

not beiiitr so; or lorbidding it to

be so

O! no, l.-t it not Ke!

f Fuh peh-

6iti<: e ts un^ ke che yiih, op-

posed tlie people lo follow Ins

own desires.

Same as ['-. The

religious books of the

]iii(i(]|iitos contain lliis word in

>niiie oilier wn— t'.

I ul, ,.ul. H\\ il.e ap-

J)^ pearance of du>t raised

lv tlu* wind a <»louH of dtisl.

E H\i Va Cul,

is ecu inn lull, ihe dusl flying

before the banners.

ft)/I /V ( Exceedingly large. A
\Jj^ I man's name.

A kind of cover for the

y jl liair, after being bound

i|"m the top of the bead.

To strike and make pass

over; to brush; to wipe;

to dust; a duster. To bruiih as

w i th the wavinfr of a supple

tree in the wind; tlio waving

of the urm amongst busbes; te

|,ropc] from one; to oppose.

Perverse; to move together.

Road Pelli, shaken by the wind.

Also rend Fei.

Full lu perverse; opposed

tn v lint is riglit nnd reasonable.

Fu!» woo, name of a

kind of plav or posture-making.

A 'ft Fuh jin sin, (o

thwart or net contrary to tlie

dispositions of men generally.

Mournful; sorry.

Woo sin he

iuh yuh, my soul why

art thou disquieted! Also

read Fei, a disquietude

of mind vexation, anger.

X^u% To thrash or beat with a

liijl flail.

K The appearance of a dug.'
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=

s 4tg \ - sprinkle with water.

iuh, the

> bubbling up of water as

i f rom a spring. Also roud

Fei, which see.

H ) Dulness of eye sigl"; ob-

scure vision; dull ap-

j^jjj^
1 pearance of tlio eye.

drive away cnlsiiniii

id euppliciite happ

^.|ies>; in « X|tel; to cleui'M

rr.lr k to R3 a religious

f\v\ K.li-.rvHiue; a kind ol

Iieathen bapii-m.

Fuh clioo puh t>iiang f||i

)\\f' to expel or wash away

what is infelicitous. On ll"

3rd dny of the 3rd moon, the

coremony of balhinp i** per-

formed for this purpose.

l-'ui sliTli, to put awBy tin-

old and j»iU>rn one's self afresli

in a murul sense.

-^/^ A kinl of door in

hinder part of a cnrriiitre;

nn arrow. Read Fei, to ^are or

sharpen nn nrrow.

Kavell.d silk, ^fj ^
AyP Full a cord; a rope

Fuh \>o to bind.

Chlh liih, to holil the ropes, in

order to let down a colli !i int''

the grave. Fuh ke", u>

pull a carriage. Read Fei, n

mixture of red aud yellow.

|j 1 he ruiid rendered im-

piisvlile by luxuriant

lici bnge; 10 screen.

A large boat or ship.

An anjrry visage or look.

™

yuU yuS, an «nj;ry di.-[4. ased

mannor. Also read Po, an ex-

nbprance of colour or show.

To run to leap. Kun-

a
Fei.

To leap; to skip; to run

viih haste. Also rend

and

A surname; the name of

a place. Also read Fei

and Pei.

To ornament, or certain

ornHineiitfl.

Ij^f*-, A cloudy appearance.

A kind of leather door or

entrance at the hinder

purt of a carriage.

A <.,r«l for drawing a

coflin or hearse.

The sound of music sud-

denly slopping.

A sliyht breeze of wind

the wind passing swiftly.

Like; resembling. The

ornaments ot a woman's
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bead dress; the hair in a state

of conlusioD.

B'
H ^ From f^} IVee, a division

I \/
I
or porlioii of an afl'.iir.

>and Yew, the hand.

\ To dire* I lo put in order.

' To niter hihI form.

To use or to employ, as

boat; to wait on or as-

sist another, as a horse

and a rider by the side

of a carriage rertain

coverings for a carriage, heiue,

clothes; p;irtn*'!it> \\ quiver fur

arri»\vs; to accord with from

fear; to submit to l»:it which

may be done; to cause lo sub-

mit ; to mljiKst; to be accustom-

ed to, as to climaie. A surname;

the name of a bird. I:

I lilt, clothes, garments. y\
Jin sin pulj lull, men's

nnnds will not eubinit.
1C

Sliwuy to piili full,

ui)fto<»nstomed to the dim:'
K " I, iuU jin,

by virtuous de<*<ls to make peo-

ple submit. Woo full,

four kind^ of mourning.

Fuh fa H to submit to the

laws. Full keaon. to

submit to iustruotion ^ft

Fuh fih wuy, submit to whom?

Fuh ) o;
to use, to take,

to swallow down niedieine.

Too fuh, the belly, the

mind Too liih

inin^
?
dull of upprehension.

A case for putting bows

arrows into; some-

times niiide of bamboo.

^^^m A famous wood brought

J4l^ f' (im Km tin-lun moun-

tain Al-o i t ad So, the name
of a wood.

tip Fuh or Pih, fg[ ]£/ Loo

7^1^ lull, name of a plant or

root used in catching fl»h. A
covering for a sword.

Fuh wei ĵ| a ser-

^J> pent, or snake, called di-

vine.

Jl^.|.-I Name of a bird consider-

ed iiiUirious and as a

sign of diou»lii it has a dis-

ngreeaLle cry in the night, aiul

ca nnol fly (nr.

Full or Fa, cold wind

frigid icy appearanc«.

i l » iuli, occurs in the

sense.

iWj^ Fut. s,Th 1^ or ^ji

'I XV I' uli woo, a rod or-

namented with variegated silks,

lu'Kl in the hand by the Chinese

at their amusenients of poslure-

making or fencing. A piece of

clu(b.

Fiib low fringe or tassel.
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ZrlfjT Culd; a cold wind; ap-

f/XV pearance of cold and ice.

—fjlT To drive away calami

-

J|l/)v ties and supplicate bless-

ings. Same as Fuh, which

see.

The roots of plnnts; the

/j^^ roots of plants w lii' h

in sprin»r. A thatched «'oil:w

Kead 1)6. the n»mie of a medi-

cinal plnnt. Fub kwo
nnme of a plant.

Certain parmentH worn

by barbarians. A cov-

ering for (he knee.

y^'Jf A kind of Bash worn

/\y/^ round the w ai^t witli its

• ii'ls hanging down.

^1 An ornament* (1 i u<l with

fenthers or tinsels hi

end, held in the liand l>y h kind

of lenctTd al (vasts and 8olern-

8

Rapid motion of tlie wind

and Hzure colour*,. To

embroider; to 8f*w witli colour-

n\ tlnra<l>. I'"o

udorned with various colours.

Fiih inet*n
f an orna-

nietited cap or crown.

)
To walk in the old path

or road; to go the same

(
way as bofort1

; to do over

agaiu. Now wnttcn

rnli.

A dtn or ravern tlmt is

Imbitabh1 a den prepar-

ed to retire to in ti rued o(

anarchy and coi"'u-ion.

i"

f — a iriurn of'

/ j>C weariness a relapstj.

\ I" go and coim- to re-

J ^/ / turn. As»niii reiterated

> to nend back or 'give a

IT \ f( 1 l " t*x[>Uin lo an-

f j>^. ' noiinoi* the perlurmance

ot an v oi der. To chII IihcIc the

spirit of the 'it'i'arteil relation

li 'ii ,1 fr.»m licim'i i\\vy im n.

ti-Mi il,, ii. i m" pers<»n. nnd

( a I \i\ nw liis >«miI to return To

restore A suriiftine. The name
" t ' :,i' i Jin i <»f cfTtain trur-

m hi - ( ) r'ii iitMiotinir lo ex-

rl'l 'r Al" l'.:l'l Few })(^ "f^£

Fun lull, over and over; back-

\VHi«i^ iiiwl Inrvvardfi.

VuU lae ^ or ^ >S VuU

f •', in ' ,'tm' k »Lrain.

j j'l

1 Vi rli,\ to rt**e>tal)li>h.

'{'ij VuU rlifn. renewed (he

fU ^ Full fun

k^un. HirnMi di viilid tlie army.

jl Full kl" rli'uo, to

return to iig Hi*8t or original

>ta., \ix ft
:H I'""

she soo. the - huintier duu-

bltd. Full yuen, to be

restored lo onr's original health.

•
'iil

i' "h hing, to restore to



» floui i>liing stale.

Full ehuen yuen
ya'ig, lurntd back Hgaiu to the

origin"! form or manner.

3iS liwan, to repay or give

back ,g:un

wl^^ \ (l( n or f-Mvcrn in (lie

^l^C ,';" "ii' ,i, <1 fur a Iih-

biuii(Jt)

I lie return of (license a

1u

255

• ' lapse.

Tlie fruil ,»'• fiht'i] of the

f}^, I'iiiiilnH). lii'l, is hut

pnidiirod till it is »i1m>iiI tu re

turn to corrii|>tiuii, or to die

The name oi u certain

/3^. prain.

Foo or l ull, a bird hiitch-

ini: '"'s

/ J[>^ aiwl rinlira' cs much, lliut

" imporlHiit. n>"'k. substan-

tial; ri( h Thy bell v the hIi*

Homcfi (lie l)owt*ls; tin* ^mt of

mind. '1 lie cartli. Used

hy ulhision lor what is valua-

ble to one. Nrtnu' of a reri;iin

pannent ii smiiii»"; u man s

nain^. Sin lu l

.

che jin, h very intiinuLe frieml.

Full sin )^d or Sin- lull, lien rl

and howf*l^; d(»ar to one.

^\ \^ Full sze peen peen,

rich iu kijowle<l»!e wl>ic1i is al-

W «ys .it Land.^^
Fuh le ts'ang tuou, a dagger

••" < ' tJ >t d in iht- bowels of tlie

m"" who talks plnusiltly.

Ful, pul, haou or

Full (seili, a disease of the

^»"\vels piiin or purging.

A boat or other vessel.

j'rj A name applied to sever-

nl inlets and rept*le^; to

a 1"' u", wliich has no wings;

a very poisonous serpent.

Vu\\ liwuy a reptile said

t'» ve a liead ns large as a

man's; also a serpent which is

exceedingly poisonous, and the

slime of which left on leaves

find plants, is also poisonous,

ltd head is short, body small,

flat and 8(renked; it tastens on

lliose who inrenso it.

"V'jl Garments that are dou-

1^5C I: Double.

liiou a \vhi (

h

lends hutli upwa vds and down*

wards.

M'kw ai ds and rorward-

ier and thilluT. To

stibverl to overllirow; to rtiin

to defeat an army. To examine

or invesiiunte and jud^e. Read

Foo or Fow, soldiers in am-

hush ait a mhuscade. To reply

to. Same as Fuh, to cover

as a canopy. Kli'ing

Fuh, to overturn to throw

down; to fall down.
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FmiPd, ii (

I

full, to explnin learl) .

Si' sze fan tuli
t

mind unsetlle*! going hi

and thither. fij S| l;v
to shoot at things u

luh.

a cover.

1
? Name of i yh\\\i

» which arlifi«ial flo

hiv made, ol her wise nilld

A ni,'i:»l ,'.— '1 w iih a

l:'r" ">"Mili

A IVagrant odurit' r >•

111 u via. A man's nHim'.

Suine tiling wliicli binds

(»r fiisien^ a curt or cnr-

riatre uml**rnHHth : olln r-

wise called Fflh-

loo, a rabbit in uinbu>li.

A kind of leather case

fur bows uud hi rowa.

To lie prostrate on tin-

fuco to suhject eitl. cl-

one's self or oiWrs. To

to conceal jj'
1V"

voo full, in &let pin<i Ho not lie

on tl.r ta, , f't ik K''

full kh'e tsny, since tlio (state

IK-u) Ims nfkonwlfdkied its of-

fence. !?H ih Va In!,. ... r.'

press; to o|)press.

Szc loo mac luh, lying in

;in ambush on every road

Y/v Ts'rtiig iuh, or reversed,

Full (s'an^, to put into; to se-

rr*Me to hide to conoeal. ~fc

full, three toi ins, oc-

( 'irrihg after Midsummer, rail-

ed rh'oo lull tlie first.

i)i Clmntr (uii
(
die middle.

Mul» luh, lU' hist.

Foo lul» to (all prostrate;

to lm'el wiili tlie h«»dy bt'nt

hn wart], and rt'stin^ on the

ground Full, in lite senac of

//'/ is used before ifjf Kli'o

a n<l Kli'etli, to Ueg. to pray,

to entreat beft»ro Wang,

lo liope before jfii Wei, and

Jt \j %
t', '"i'l,*r; hclore

V ueii, (o wirih, to dt'irt'; and

( I»'h (o exiimine in-

lo. Y/v Kuli pin?, soldiers

lai.l in ..n t im,h FHh

sze, I prostnite, consider I

liu:nhlv think: it is my humble

(,1'iim'n. [yjK I uli yurn,

prostrute or huinl)ly desire.

[ uh ylli, a species of baU

l./fi. Fiili or Pth, to stop or

// (lam up a stream; to rush

down, as a mountain fulling.

( >n-' s;i\ s. to flow. s
Jfj; Cl.'uen sch kh'e lull, tl.e

sireHins •lopiK'il, anJ the ponds

filled up.

-

1^^

Iri

f
J-

t

-

rr

_
>
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# To a(ta< li a smalk-r |oe. «-

^ of wood to n larger beam

mi uiHcr 10 strt-nt;tlieii it.

yX7V ciiotl pl:ii)t. wliicli fable

hns. is c(in\ <m )rd into amlier

Fuh i" A a certnin root

^/L* A w rapper for ranking h

^}J\ liun.lle ut riot I '-' )i- ",'.

tliiliK . Is- ia'"ilW I)'"'"

fdl,?K
Nn paou'tult lae p:u»u kh'e liu-.

l)rin«r n w rap|>er and vrap it uj).

( A B[>ecict> of fox

Kit
,\ certain appenHujre o(

a <Mirriiijr*s u l>ar or Hp

pla4*e(l Wore a person on

wliuli lie Kmms.

".ilj / From {Jj K •''• 1— 1»,

(• .il»l>ivvialcd. L 'tty ami

f t \ Wide,m
IU'm] l'fi. tor^plit or rive

ofuMi ' ii"sv l v. Oilierwis*-

rend F"o, to assist.

Fuh, Puli or Peh, to fall

prostrate on tlie groin»d

Poo pel., to IhII down

on the hands and kneed; to go

oil the lninds and knees like a

child. To press towards with

cclurity ; to do oue's utmost to

G

linstf n lu relieve.

Tun slwli poo peli, he reul-

1 V crejit, &c

jjj
jz| A \\ iile piece of cloth or

J
|lf| silk; a roll or piece of

clulli or silk, or paper. A pic-

ture wliicli rolls up. The t nds

ot a roll onmim'uted applied

fiu'Ui ali vely to f»rodurin*; an ef-

fect on the people \ty virtue.

A surname. Q Kli'wantj

iuh, full; filled. Read Pdh,

clollis wound rou lit) (he le^s to

6tren{:tlien tlie muscles in walk-

ing. Otherwise called f
Iling t'ang.

-Lj^J Fuh or PiIIi, a piece of

\\ wood fastened (o tlm

hoi ns of ratll*? (o prevent their

f:oi ing people; a case fur ai
rows

Full ^lith 'fpg a place under

ground wliere ti^h arts dried.

|J Full or Pih. Cut in liulves;

J] [lj ^|>1il hoiirds.

™J^i4r Same us ^ Full.

^Ipf Divine prolortioM exrel-

lent; poo'i It* i""U>"
happiness; a ble— iii" richly

provided with. The meat used

in sacrifices. Tiie name of a

dibtiict. A sui name. Oocurjj

denoting Tou-nrds; will" or (he

same as. lii'iul Foo, to laj or

store up.
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Fuh C'lluW f\m the capital

town or metropolis of Full keen

IVovince. IJfS Woo fuh,

tiie five blessings are, Lori/j

life; Riches; Health; the l oi r

of rirtue and a Natural death

® T t: » n kwan sze

fu!i, may celestial rulers cotiler

i on i\\'\A house) b!e ksaint!s; an J

i£ " luh liM

• mnn, inny the five blessings

eikter at ibis duor, are expres-

sions commonly written over

the doors ot Chinese bouaes.

^jt Fuh-keen, ihe province on

tlie N. E. uf Canton, omraon-

lv written Fuhien.

^fv Fuh tsze t'een lae, a bleea-

ir>e will descend from heaven

'M Fuh ehin Un, or

otherwise called p^L

T'oo te tan, include the lares

urbant fnimliares; rustici and

compitales. Festival on the

?hd day of the 2nd moon.

hp Fuh suh |,V
J

;
a large

|

/^l-^ boat or other vessel.

^ ^ A certain vegetable of

bad quality.

^jf5" Words or speech fully

pi]!} prepared; explained fully.

T^Fi 11 axle of a carriage;

-j-Ji| the lifti^verse wood on

FUH
w hioh the wheels run.

U^rT A leather strap or belt

jff^ Piien fuh or

Full shoo, a fl\ing

rat; prohnhly the Hying squir-

rel. Fuh shay, a cer-

tain poisonous snake.

*~
\lf^ Surne as the modern

Kuli, see nhove. Read

Melh, at res» .t po>e; silent;

still.

r-^^ The appearance cf r ti-

J4J^ ger. Same as tlie pre-

ceding.

rr.h luh ^ ' of

\^ 'J a bird. Read Feb, a bird

like a fowl.

\ Fow or Full A false

'- / tuft of linir un W ln'Hil,

V in the manner of tlie Clii-

wig.

W' ' 1 pl.nifs lorn .

in^f a kind of cove"

Oiherwt-t* r' "I [*fi

An uI«mi-:I us* .) in weav-

|— inp. One 6«ys v
the n im

of a ItHmboo Also read P6.

^J^% A wide piece of cloth or
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FUN

Prom Pa, to separate,

y 4 himI Thou, h knit'e. To

bt* parate; to divide; to halve

Tu coulf r; to distribute; to

give; flistinguish; to arrange

Hcjit] Fun, a part ihe pnr J

wliicli any one has to act; tin*

ttituatiuri he fills. A certain

nominal coin, by Europeans

called a canuareen. To rhyme^

read Fung.

Fun < he e clith
R'

to give a depfirtmt'nt t'. a j»ir-

li'-ulur duty to one

r<m che, to (lislnhiitL-

ji}^ Fun
J'

; e, to d^lihprato on
|

t"' case apart Fun
|

Iieeii, an assistant officer in h

Fnn ming, or
j

Fun hew, ilisrri-

minHii'd clcarl)' pel spictious

Hisiinciions. Fun, oriiirs an-

s. - lir'g t o niultiply l»y two, as@ Urh f"i wei

"t* two opened out or .;''|'*1',

•d l,v two, make fimr ^
S K ft h miiig she

ii \\\\\ she, to di>tingui k
li

cltat ly hetw***M» rig I" and

wron^. ^ Fun ch'iii}/

soo, to liquidate debts by pity-

ing a rci tain il^pifnul part of

the wbule. ^ Fun t'unj:.

to sliare a person's pains.

F"n yew, to share a per-

son's griefs.

>^|J
Fun or Pin, to separate;M 'J to divide.

Fun or Pun, dust; dust

Jj or e»irth raised. One

W8, a great barrier or mound.
To eject; to throw in, or to

mix.

j^^j Fun-yin &• a Lilly

I
appearance; hiiis divid*

/ ing and parting off. —

^

\ ^ San-fun^ho, an

J.L| important pass in

3|i J/^aou-tnng.

A fragrant wood.

rfi /V ) A clolh to dust tilings

J X/ ( wild a large cloth or

napkin worn at the gir-

dle.

r|/\ The light of the sun di-

\^J) vided or shed forth.

A Anpor; indignation; re

-

¥ &entment. Fun

ioo, HMger; angry v< x-

•d vexation.

Fun lian, Ligh indigna-

tiun and resentment.

Fun cLe anger; vexation;
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tlio mind perturbed by aif •

Fun ts*uh, ungry irri

tubihty

^jg/V A certiiin fish mall fi-li

jS/T

To prasp w i I h t!»c hnri'l;

to move; to sluike; t"

unite totjeilier. »p!»lif<l to unit

inp the nations o( Cliina inul^r

one inoiKirrl) v Pan t"

Hivm up; to ''ss olio's p**rs<»n

''a'»S P:m 01 ^
4 l a pan, (o dress or 01 na-

Tiu'nt one's p^rsofi.

1 lie ni»riu* of a wood

1/J '1 i<> «l* i»ute ill**

heum or ptlltir of h liouse.

^ TWnms of (he roof of u

1"': I Im|'«'n rl>! li

used for mvei iup <'nn

The rim] shift*

of tli'' tri!* >f 11 ior« st h (Mh"'

of ronliision, api'li^d to l In-

world RMti to 1 IndmN. To ra-

vel 'K/; '1"' n'"

fun fim, h si»r<k"fd coi"i'" 'i

^/f\. nf a "ifroam or ri v-

\/J < r; " m'' of n lerriinrv ;

%\\m\ of 11 kintrdom: In uliusioit

to h «*erlHiii kin«i wlii' li >t

w ]\tt titlRMM '1 a 1 t cat line, h'"1

)i:k) a numi ro'is pru*ren v, it "

now used 011 hit til (I'i vs. as n

compliment to a j''rwi ilm^

Fun yang icon \n\i\ \/t Vyj ! ;!

F in v ally's king iio<MiitK

l*i> Inn— iiuiil vint» a vi" llint

tlie kin^ )illii(]ed.

Fun or Pun. to burn

jJK^ uidi Bre.

/\4-- Fm fimM ?B e"ir

^ -2 Futn**; vapour; hn"»tl»

,W nil ; >lui«lt»w v :.pt"'"nim''

boib lfliit"iis ami inlfli.Mtoiis.

Fun ts in

fun. .-Ii.n!"\\ y appall nunc; ap-

paritions; hpiU*w, v" of

evil hikI ' -'"umiiit— •

jjf]^ run lieuuir yay;

tseiui^ kelh yny. t>m. unh« >iU'rt

evil, I 1
1 _• I — i'r \\ luit

18 p<»«m|. Lin^ lm. a

hluulo w \ oiiiitioiis npiu'nrniH'p

m spiritunl |,n 'i',t i'"""".

"" vi'n, "'li' '"
jHiurv, or >l»H*lowy Hp|K*Mraiw*t *

A htillock.

To lo skip.

r,"me ol h plnre.

1\, gftl"'r (ojrf-lli'T ernin,

to . »'|nn Hie ahH form it

li' :iv h >in;ill |'rl"m

of \i% ain.

rain broken to piece?

;

puUe broken small. Meal

into
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or flour; ;my |>u\vder; a pig-

ment f"r the fjn*e. Read Fiin.

to n|i|>ly si colour or wash to;

1o w hile- wii.-h Niiine <»t "

liitniboo, name oi » \t\aw.

Pch-lun ri'.e fl'>"r. a white

powder or wnsli. -^
fun, Avlu'iiti'ii llutir.

Fun in'' "i'"'t::" em-

i Me l,m, rice

fl,."r F.m. wiv. t..

br« »ik or i^nia>li i" ,,i

' v«*rinir. Hi; "ili''r

called I,

tow fun. 1'""^
Fun i-eli. M.loni. H with -nlours,

rich "" l'">- v f') ^ hm
tHze. a kin'l of or

durni'linir. I \hw^ Inn,

or ^} IIoo I'u ii, a pi*.Mi»* fit

A |"','|»ftn"i"' "ri/m"lly "»;"1'

Ii nin roloiirei) flour, but pnh-

eoqiiently IViHH un oxide of

lead.

m

A horse's tail, form* fl i"

(o a ease. M"v: nu-

merous ppn>l<*x<<l <*oitfii!?eH

slow. The hurry of business;

the l»uslle *»f jov.

Fun hwa die sornmble

and bustle o\ show nn«l "litler-

inp gaiety. Vwn

ft crow d of b.i

n

ihts

Fun lwan. bustle and confu-

sion. Fun tun

to t-ze, a perplexing, liurrit'd,

muliif»li<it v of hu^ine^s

Fun shwuy, a napkin to

" i|>e any lliinjr wiih

Fun la. mixed, blimi.-n in a

con('ij.s*-(l n:mru'r Fun

an. a coii fused » ppe:i vn ti<*e.

Fun yun. or

Fun fm coi»fiise<l multipliciiy

o{ persons, affairs or tilings.

A|>pearnnce of flying hi-

--v (
ilier and ihiiber.

Tho appearance of a large

/J li'"il: iMiint l" appea r-

ance Also read Fwan, to dis-

Inb'ilc to.

U * A hud first openiriir; to

J open as :i hu»i lo deve-

lofie Harmonious; agreeing.

Fun jen to spread and

rise lik(» <lnst Fun-fun,

fi agi iint odorirerous.

seems nffir med

male und fe-

Fragrant wood.

A field rat (rnnsfMrmed

from the bird

Peh-laou A ruairs name.

The name of a place.

-^AyTV A sheep;

y'/f both of the
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^/V Large garments; Ion"'

J robes; the ap|feat ance ot

tine long robes.

Ui" speecli valine talk

a man's name. Read Pun, an

i^iiorant person.

Fun kuli ^ (l.r

inline (»l h valley.

To stumble; to leap; to

fall.

Name of a valuahle elone.

m
r'>L"-'_v VRpniir f'»g \vlii(.

eiu-il l>y vo\*\ nr ; mm» \v

v

R)iin and 6iiow llii- klv hand-

ed, is dt-nutiMl 1) v *3^>

fun.

Snowy; fog; vHpuur.

Fun w;u» lili |§ r ^
Fun tun, fraur.-int

odoriferous vapour; t'fll'i.

A witli a Urge lietul

Mrtny; numeroiH. K. hi]

Pan, to spread; lo diffuse wuU-
ly ; to proinulpe.

|J:/V A horse going at a swilt

JJi pace.

Fun-fun wrantr-

I n£ t
(

ling pulliug each

1^1 \ other about.

FUN
Euibi oidered with vari-

ous colours mud device8
y

as ImpHrinl robes ar«.

Fun me or Fun-

me, spriuklfd with i'" gant em-

broidery.

Birds collected in a er(»u|»;4 Bi '

Jl''^y R|i,fnran('e of flying.

Nn me ot a bird. Read Pan, a

bird of the piceon species.

A li.ld rat; a kind of

To be overtlirown and

j P (i.'f« utt d Ht-ad Pan, to

tni w\ 1 thf road to run

pre('i|iitu(e flight fearing soino-

thine behind emt>Hrrfi6sed.

A lur^e dn'm Rond

l*tin, or Fun, urdent; im-

|u-itj<Mi«; tilled whirli anger »nd

r:'i_'' hu!»l»lin^ up, us a spring

ol vn"'r. ()\ * i ilirown; defeHt-

rd. K' aJ ylus>ed over; co-

lmii ed.

Pi o>irate; Uid prostrnte

^ > "li the face upwards,

l o >liakc; tu exnlf; to "ibverl;

to ruin.
~

" ^ Yih

yen tun s7#*. ("'• <'r'i ruins an

i.fT.iir Jli\ f^f Shoo

sliow fun hze, u rai's head

spoils HflTnirs; i. p excessive ti-

midity and caution, such as is

roan I felted by the rat, injures

atldiis.
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A tomb; a grave; a liil-

lock the bank of h

stream. A preat bank lo (ernJ

off water. Great vast Rnad

Fun. fat loamy poil }\j |wj

I';"i kaou
j

ia chuy, keae yn5 fun, wlmi- 1

ever is I(»(t v him! yreat is railed

fun. " Inn, io woi -

Rliip at lornlis, in the ( 'hinese ,

inaniuM* ^\ Suom '''. in

sweep (»r repair lliern.

H wnnt: fun, a iIi-m ri* <1 "

~\ Sun inn. tun iit*r to

divide, to r^mn"e or

naie It is also n| lu l"'

peparHtion of the tlirei' powei s.

the comnipncement of hen ven^

earth, hik{ m an; wliich are

lermed ihe tlire** IVat powers

or rneri:u'S S"ii tun. "No

liutes the I i»oK> ot 1"' thue an-

tedilu viun kings |_jf ^\ IVh-

tun. while luain v m'iI. J^; ^\\

Ih h (un, hhii k lojiin v soil. ^»

clayey >uil ^j J" f|m

the bank ot ii reit:"" ^ti emu.

An ornanif n(; a (rertain

appendage to a hursr s

bridle; the bit; called hIso

Shen-han. and

P

miih.

The mind fillrd and urg-

ed either with grief, or
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a"""'r, or zeal in business, or

"i -^tuil) violent feeling of an-

ger an*) imliLrnalimi.

Fu,^ ", Fa f1M1(

ardent; zeiilous; eayer; impe-

"' Fun fa

)' ( \v vd . to aci v ill, " n e's

whole niii.d or soul, 'j^

Fun keS. highly worked up by

f'xjer or imli^nalion. {
Fa iun wang sl"h to

be so full of an object as to

forget one's food; 'intent on

le,m»ihg. Fun noo, fill-

ed with an^er and vexation.

To wipe cr dust with the

hand.

A

j at tl

A"

An ancient drum.

eriain wood; limhora

le side of a beat,

ancient species of

ollen clotli.

Tlie bank of a river or

strciun to overflow i he

t)auks; to issue tot th, bubbling

rs a spring to spurt t'or(l) wa^

ter; (he name of a small stream

tliat issues h'om a larger river

in Ho-nan province.

(ernal heat; feverish

A hot swelling; a liot

ulcer; a mournful, griev-

ed appearance, caused by pain
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or " t''
Fun lie ^f

r
( vexed and griev

ed hy a Sure.

Plunks or hoards belonj

ing lu u brd.v'

T'Iip nnme of a sht*t*|>

it l»»n,

1*1111, H wul< h <1»>^.

A di inn ii larc*- di m"

Fun i hk- ^ 3 a L't lU boar,

"jtj^t A cart or carriage used

-f-^F^ in ill** rmy.

Fun vueii
j'll ^2 'iiiliiurv ''arri-

Fun \\ an, a miliiary cm rin^e

\i>f*\
loy llie 1" U: in foi imr

tinifS.

^tT A Innial
I

^ iiinnii^st llie IiiIIh.

^-'4t A dium.

fill)

string of a b'»v.

F'm, or Fun-ynng

i (>cr(:iin niun>tri»Ml v

II ifc Hut , or minced

\uv\i\ (
,' slirffl of

raw meal. Keji'l Fei, a great

quiuiiity of drt*«rs or gravy.

-^tj^t lYXiiherance of fruit;

|>l;inl> ur I reert l"ivii,"'

nn ahiindant'e of truii fruit ('r

Seed lrw ""t plants mix' d and

bltMul^d. / M;i ""i, la-nip

6eed,

A kind of oyster Rt h*1

Fei, a kind o( blubber

A boar deprived of his

teeth a gelded bour.

Strong; violent.

I

m Fi, ' i&M
jjrant ( Hlu via.

f!pc Hiilf l)»»ile1 rire; rice

tliurou^lily boiled vi:h

Fiin lr w iliorou^hly done

Willi M, ai"

A with a long Uil

in»^ wliicli lias a riling; llie

mouth is below, near itn bv\\y

1 1"' t jvs are on tli^ lureliead.

f
N'ime of a bird; u water, J)ird.

or Fei, a species of

A drum.

F"n,

4 A field rat.

AA< Fun. or Fun he

fJ| rice Imlf boiled or decoct-

ed, previous to adding water
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to distil it.]
ro sweep away; to put

( away filth and dirt.

|^ Excremenlitious matter;

excrements; ordure; tiilli;

manure. To manure; to a[>pl)

manure to roots of phtnls to

sweep or [>iit away any thing

tl»:it i. fililiy or .supci fluous.

Fim. m.in khow |^ |

,L

[ P t!.c

'"|| of the a I H ]

To pul hw;i\ iilili.

To

to roii-se

to rouse, as by in earthfjuake,

or by thunder; to extend; to

stretch forward to. To dnsh
or brush away dust. A sur-

name*

Fun fei to fl

dily

one's anger.

Fun clie teh d,e kw:m;', to

9preft^ ahro«d the lustre of vir

Uych"
te fun, wli. i» tlie tlnmders nre

uttered, thn fimh sli;ikes. ^*
Fun che lining

t"en, to advance with an im-

petuous miu
-i-Mj^ To sweep HWiiy dirt

Jy^T sweep; to cleanse.

Nam, of a river.

>hin Inn, a .-pri:tg that

ffu>hes out ol a certain moun-

liiin. Kead Fun, lu scatter or

Hprink le water.
,

) From Sun. I extend >^ |

Fun shaa

I
I he vii,t: niul Hy up J/^L J h" to burn a mounJaia

-^^fS- \ I'n[ietuous vehement mo-

^=3 / lion or action; to exciic

To over-fill a hnjr w iiU

• grain, till it burols.

1
T set on fire; to burn.

Fun lieang to

{ burn incense to the pods,

to departed spirits,

Fu,

iowst. Fun «een, to

burn the weeds of a lield.

FUNG.

Fung, or 1^1 V\\w%

I jung, luxuriant herbage

at once shooting forth branches,

and striking the roots deeper.

A line countonancci plump;

jolly-

Fung e an easy, fine man-

oer. fi'i? ts'fie, a fine

countenance Funf
yiin, a mellow pleasing sound.

u u
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Fung ts'ae, a fine regu- Fun? cho to bold up ^5
la r gait, or munner.

Fung shin seaou sha,

h hi^li decree of ense and gaie-

ty. F"n g tsze

cho ) 5, pleasing and decorous

nuinner.

/-|^ Name of one of the

% I Seen genii. 8.ime as

Fung.

T J- All intrigue and levity

y\\ of conduct, " "i''--'

by Fung.

JL To hold up, or to receive

^ I
with l>o(h lianda. Read

Fung, to hold as waler in both

uxuriant vop^tation.

Read IK a, (he nuine of a

plant.

To examine

eye.

with the

^.^t^ The commencemont of a

|-| |^ speech or stanch, firm

tone and principle expressed.

To occur; to meet; to

clash. To push ftgainst

as horned cattle; to oppose

mutimlly. To pull to drag.

A surname.

-4;^. To hoh\ in Ihe liands; or

^ "l"*
1

hold up in a ceremonious

manner.

—
• ^§ Fung leaou yih

chung yo, bearing in both hands

a cup of medicine.

The peak of a hill or

mouniftin shooting U|

|>erpendicularly toward?

heaven, an4 terminating

in a point. A peak on

top or side of a hill or

1L Woo
lnou funp, the Jive old peak$ of

a niuuntHin near Ihc Po-yang

lake.

The top of a tree. A
beau-r a club,

x A bi ii k pyramid tlireo

or four fet't \i\\ih %
hollow

and open at top. which

is filled wiih < omhusli-

bles and set fire to, to

lurm a M^iwil by tlie as-

( * nt of smoke,

nail i>'tli fun, the fire cone is

ignited wl"'n sume danger oc«

^ A

T
kind ofA purtionlar

8pear or lance.

To n" ( f to occur to

meet or come together

by rocvinc in opposite direc-

tions; to oppose. Great; larpp;

wide, applied to clothes. V^eA
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also for the lullowing. A sur-

narae. Read Pung, the sound

of a drum.

Funs ying she liwan

to dance attendance on

people oi Llie world. wUo possess

o lung, llie name of the year

under certain circumstances

3^ Yew-fu n^, the name

of a country.

Fungjin peaou yang, to praise

people to those one meets,

understood in a good sense.

Teo yew Fung

yuen, lo meet a spring on either

h;tnil; deiidtes a well furnish-

ed and ready min

Fung che ke, to meet with an

intimate friend.

\ The point of a weapon

i^-f1 / of a pencil; of t''"

and so on. The van ol

an army; to arise like so

many points o( weapon.^;

the name of a star; the name

of a state. A cei t;iin l';mm'r.

rin»«:-!r
ij -harp as a point& Fiin^ mang, finely

poinU'tl. Hwa fu""'

certain ornamented sword

Ptien cl.a fu""'

ch'uliy everchunging frauds

issued forth, numerous as the

points of spoars.

fung, or St: t'n fung,

the van.

To hold up any thing

^ wi(h boili hands.

Fan*? ) Th ^ |^ large garmeij ts;

\\\do plain garments, such as

Confucius wore.

^j^S^. A particular kind of boat.

Hit
ttf ^C^l A beo or wasp. ALd

I reud l)un S . Fung

ch'ae, llto siin*; of a bee

I or wasp.

^Ajf
,

lung, a wasp.

M^Tfi J
Meili fuiig, a lioney bee.

^ ^f^h \TI»e name ot a river.

^/Rcad Pung. ^
> Pung-ung, water dasli-

^ t inc nnd making a noise,

i i$ Pung-po, griev-

ed, mourn tul appearar.ce.

The divinity of a certam

j

said to possess great

power, able to remove heaven

and earth.

To seam to sew; (o unit©

as by a seam; a seam; art

(.j> Miing or aperture like a slit

seam. A fissure a cleft.

Fihuj e H to make clothes,

TVae fung, or

Fung jin, to cut out and sew;

one who does so; a tailor,

: Fung seen che sze,

the affairs of seams and thready

needle- \v oik.
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The sound of a drum; to

_^ be ioincd or sewed toge-

ther. Sa fung, name of

a plant.

Tlie land or «erritory ap-

propriaied to nobles Hnd

princes by the ancient

-Yt^S \
Emperors of China; tlu-

) H( t <>l'!l| (>':l"i:'LT 10 "''.

principalities or dependant mo-

narchies. L;» r tic; preRt; to ac-

cutnulalo em ill an«l form a

m.iuiid to ii'H or mould

to; to appioprinte to one's sell.

Rich; Hfiluciit Name of a na-

tion, and of a diHtrici. A aur-

iiiime. To seal or close, ad any

letter or tiucument; the cover

or envelope in which a letler is

put. ,'

\th funtr, or
~" i)' Vil.

fung slioo, h letter.

Flint: cIm- ^ r lwi ffe "pecios

of pig-

wniig Isvo, to appoint to the
j

r:ink of king. Fung

jin, An offifer placed on llie

frontier Fung kin, to

<-<-,i\ 'mil prohibit approach to, I

silver mines, and so on.

F'U;i: k\\ r». (.(wiler a king-

dom upon to give the right of
i

reigninp, as the Chinese Em-

,

perors profess to do to nil tin'

kin" of the w o: Id. ^J*
j

Fung kaou, or reversed Kuou

fun*;, hoiuirs obtained by pur-

chase Irom tlie government in

behalf of'onv^
|

un-nts, or olher

relatives. This U n oon>idera-

ble source of revenue to the

government. ^J* Fun^ pV

the govf-rnm^nt seul, wliich is

a piece ot paper, pasted on

whatever Ihey olaim the con-

trol of: : um "'mds. w hich are

not yet p«ssc(l l>oats which

thej impress; ( mim'ixial houses

u hirh ihey 8liut up
}
and so on.

Fung man, to shut a

dour or gatr .ml -ral it by an-

Uiority. To Hppoint to an v hi^h

• tli' ' lo appoint lo any tiile of

nohilii v. (itii int: a p'rm?< life.

Slie is lo confer honors af-

ter .itli ilii* rule \> however

violated.

Niiiiu* of a rendered

i'tm"is by a ascend-

ing if. and being converted to

a dragon.

Deep raire.

A name of bamboo.

Fung, Pun<p, or Piinp,

<\^o^< '' liH' r' nt kinds;

h-iiilier shoes worn by child-

The name of a vegetable.

The root of a certain

plant.

m
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Certain skins or leather

"T^^ on side of a carriage.

To receive or offer with

in a formal

>peclful manner; to re-

Jii^. \ ceive or lo present to with

^7 J profourti] i ( >pect; iogive

or oftVr u f) to. A surname. E-
loIunieDis; hm-.m vc<l Ijy I he offi-

cers ,f governiiu iit ; in this

sense the following is generally

used.

Fung die to receive His

Majesty's will or pleasure.

Fu,ig ching ta foo,

title written on curds by offi- i

rers of the fifth rnnk.

Fung cltlli la foo, a title

llie second ( law of i fficers of
j

tlie rifih rank. ^ l^unp

keaou, lo receive instruction

with due ropect. fij

5ii runp 8hin bhunp kwt'i, to

be addicted to the worsliip o(

ppiritual beings; (hat exec" in

relipioua obsorvanoes, wliicli

someC'liinese deem superstition.

a\J Fung tuing, to receive

orders, or the commands of a

superior. Fung
cli'ing jin, to compliment and
flatter people.

The salary granted by

- eovernment to its officers.^ Tsung peh kwan
fung, to increase the emolu-

ments of all tlie officers of gov-

ern merit. Fu fung
, to

deduct an offi.er's pay as a

punishment. Che fung

ur Kt ih f un g, to pay
the salary. It occurs written

"•itliuui man by the side.

Fi" p6 a small income.

Fung luh, the salary

received by officers of govern-

ment. Fung rae, rations

of rice given out by ihe govern-

ment. Fung sin, fuel
money

; government allowances.

|1^ Appearance of a high
M mouth. Also read Pung,
which see.

Appearance of dust ris-

To offer up with both

hands; to contain or hold

in tlie hollow of bulli hands; to

receive with, or in the hands.

Fline sin.- or Fung t'uh

^Is-rjiV I . receive in l.olli IijukIs,

and rt iitl or recite respectfully

tlie epistle of h friend

To die death.

A mililary utensil. Read

"T"*V Pung, an ornamental co-

ver for the sheath of a sword.

To winnow wheat.
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The breath of nature is

culled Fung. The wind

, air in motion. Custom;

1 W tis;iLr e; spiri" temper;

/H^ Meeling. To scalier or dis-

perse, as by the wind; o dil-

tuso instruction, or htlVct hy

oxnniple. Haste fleetne— The

nnme of an office of a place;

of a bird and of a plunt. A
eurnnrne. The sexual appetence

amongst cattle Vulgarly used

for insurut v. (T KIi\v»im^

luntr, or lil
1^ r.tMii iwutz, a

gale of wind a storm; u ty-

phoon, which seems derived from

Tn funn :A
g
Kin t een fa yew shin mo haou

\\\\\\z clTuy ?nnLr lac, \li:it u''"'')

wind blows to day that l»«s

driven you hither hi
Han luntTj a cold \viii»l Jj hj^

Le»m(r funjr, a cool breeze. ^(^

iilil 11; & 'll Cuii^ --Inn

sliing, a literary spirit prevail-

ing much.

Fuh^ K lh j^: chesniiis \ho

Tartars call tliem

Maou le die, from the down up-

on ihcni. Y^t [ng lew,

gaiety; blilhe^omenes^; pleasure;

a gay, easy, flowing appear-

ance. Funjr kh'e, spirit,

temper or feeling. )^ \^ Y nrwz

kil, air, spirit; general manner.

F»in r̂ >eanp, a Chinese

bellows. Fungr uh, us-

ages; customs. ^ Fung

i-liinp. a report. JA. Fun-

sh wuy, wind and wuter; a kind

of peonuinoy <K*ilucf <1 from (lie

climate; the aspect of build-

inffs, Hour-, pruves, and so on.

fe Funrr shwuy

koo h \\ n l>t l'»HtIt'd by the wind

find wnter superstilion. }^
ung fihwuy seen

aiig, h professor of the Funj^-

li u " "'m:in<' v W) l* un^

tmii:. «>r lil
1^ < Fung hwa, to

HtTect (r influence, as by the

" in'i : il"' iiilluenco of exam plo.

1'iit' tsfu»g, a papt-r

li jj
1^ \\{\ Funj; wan, to

li' :r l»v r.'|.nrt. j|( ^1" <1

iifel, Tung (ung wei che kuli

I'lnir. 1 ea-( win*l is chIioI

the valley wind those that

blow from the other points have

hIso poetical names.

)Vcf 'l l»c nnmo of a place.

Tlie nest or dwelling of

an insert is culled Flint:.

'I lie ( liii ''|"'c.— it hy

Ch'ung sI'TI" the house ot

an insect. E fung, an

ant's nest.

Tho name of a wood,

which h«is thick leaves
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«nd delicate branches, whicli

"mke it wave elegiintly a fra-

grant wood \v i i It seeds as large

as (luck's eggs, various won-

derful tales are told respecting

it. After snow or hoar fnist,

its leaf becomes red, from

ivliicli rircuni-(;mre it is calleH

Tan-fiin"; resinous mat-

tt'r oozes from it, wliicli, com-
bining willi the bee's m'>i>

formed on the Irce. in a lliou-

8and yeiirs ii hrccmcs nnil)er.

Fu"p lieiiii" ft! ' l.iin fr;i-

prant wood wln< li v;isi

abundantly abunt an uncitMil

palnce, and from which circum-

Ptance it took its name \^
Fiiiig sliiii, atii] htMice is nuw

for an imperial residence.

I' ihi"' slioo, the a(er,

""M>le, or sycninore tree, ac-

cording i<> the Kardt n^r in (he

British Embassy, 1S16 WIhmi

Fun^ ( r'' hcruiju'S old

il assumes the figure of a man,
j

fmm wliii h it is ('all' (1 jj^,

Ling fung.

Tlie wind pnssinj; over

the tops of trees. l
T
st'<i

also for the preceding, and for

Fung, wind. A syllable us-

ed by the Buddha sect.

The noise of water; a

f/J^Vi very loud noise. Read

Fan-fan, an easy,
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pleasing sound; sound floating

"i il"' air. Tlie appearance of
floating.

T" l"' rn
;

to ignite.

I

Ftins-moo tlie

ii:»me of an uimidhI, (willi

:i lail like a monkey) which,

vli'-n slightly struck, dies; but

is r,'vivi',l nyuin by the wind
blowing nn it. It is aslmnied

or afraid of human beings, and
frouching down, seems lo per-

form tlie ceremony of the K'ow

t'oir; (.il)ci \vi.se called

Kt-Tli-keuc. lias no hair except-

ing a streak about nn inch

broad from (he nose to the

lail.

A diseft.se of llie lipnd a

kind of leprosy; Hpplicd

lo thirty-six forms of disease;

it inclinles inaanily and oei tain

forms of llie venercil disease.

' M:i fun"' a spotted le-

prosy, whit h enters llie bones,

and is incurable. ^^ Fa
{unp, to become afflicted with

leprosy.

Funp mul, the head, or

superinlendant of the iizar

-

Jiouse. ^[ Fnng tseih, llie

Fung disease generally. ^[
Fung jiien, a place sup-

ported by government for the

reception of lepers; a lazar-
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bouse. Lepers are by law and

usage banished from society.

teen, or flE

Fung kh'wang, madness, ^^^{jj

Fung kow, a mad dog.

An insect's neat, or liole

^4 into which it creeps.

|yT To recite; to rehearse in

riU^ a nuisiral tone Recita-

tive; to teach by verse; to draw

comparisons ami satirize; poig-

nant allusions; ealire. To

spread and aflfr-rt, as llie wiinl;

to prorlainv

T'an seaou tiing keen, to talk

nnd laugh over satirical allu-

sions.

Fung sung to recite, in

a siiiLMng tone Fung rt*('crr

principally to the leters or

words; Sunp, to the notes.

ij
Fung ts^ze, a poignant sa-

tirical alhi^on.

The name of a place.

r
iTIie vessel JS Tow,

crftinmed lull. Large

> great numerous. Ahun-

(lant. affluent; rich, in the

-H possession of properly, or

of talents and virtue; exuberanl

vegetation; a flourishing slate;

a plenteous year. Tlie nam**

of a place; the of a river; of

a district. A man's uame. A
surname.

Fung how |^ abundant; ge-

nerous, applied to presents and

entertainments. P Fung

lung, the controller of thunder.

>H: Futip niwan, full ful-

ness; Hf>plied also to composi-

tion, and to the human coun-

tenance. Fun? neen,

ii [ilt'i»teou.« year. Fung

siting, abundAnl ^Ilmii y afHu-

*Mice J) .nri-lnnt:

Fung .^elh, a particular kind of

mat a pltMiteous taMe. f2
Fung tung, in plenitude to

ascend; a year of plenty or of

Fung yo, or^^ Fung ahing,).'.

ae t are opposite.-', an in-

i i eftsiuir tloui islnug ^tato, and

a st;iU (

'l«'< line.

\1L
I
Uh funi: f@ ne f
the genii tin iiuinortul.

A large house capable of

containing muck.

Name of a bill.

Name of a river, and of

The seat or royal resid-

ence of ihe ancient king

Wan wang. The

name of a btate; aud of a

A surname*
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Fung luug tbo

spirit or controller of

tliun lcr. The thunderer.

A preparation of boiled

meat, sold about tlie Yel-

low river, is CHlkd Fung.

J"

Fung, a surname. Rnad
Fun, a fuli lieHi-t. Read

P'inp, Pang or Ping, tu ascend

t„ leat) upon; to support, as ev-

ni< uce does.

To return; to cause to

HO in a different dire. ti.»r

from what is wished; a! i,,

that are difficult to man-

nge. Used in comnion with

Fan, to reji-ct or enst off.

Fun- kea cl.e n.a^ % ^ j|

a restive, vicious, unruly horse,

applrad also to ungovernable

children.

A divine bird, wliich ap-

pears as a felicitous

omen, in times of pre-

Jrtl V v ii' li '»i; virtue. 'I^inj,' a

J^\i ''jird ot im:igituition, it is

very variously described. Tlio

name of a district (he name
of an office. A surname.

Yaon fmg. a ot-rtain small

bird.

name of a bird, said to resem-

the Fun-.hwanir.

Fung ma taou, an island on
the soulh-easf rnrner of Corf a.

Fung, is tlie

mule, and Hwang, the female,

of the above imaginary bird.

HAE.
To pull aii'l .lr;i

ly with a desi^

ji"e The nn rue oi a pnvilioti

Had Kee
t
in the same sense.

To injuri*; to hurt; to be

injurious or hurtful; ca-

lamitous; detrimental

the effect produced on

die mind by injuries or

calamities. Read 5. or Ho, as

an interrogative partit le. Who?

what? why?

advantageous and hurtful, are

used as oppositee; wfien tnkcrx

l(»i;ellier tlit y denote slmrp and
injurious; ((irrnidublH severe

Slijiri^ lute, lo voind

and hurt; to iujure. ff^
Fang hae, to can^e sotnc del"-
meut.

Hae ke to ii.jure one's

self. $1 Hae chung, (o in*

jure many personss; to injure

people generally, -g^-

Hae puh t^'een, no slight inj ury.

Hue szc jin, to iu-
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jure a person so as to cause

death Hae to in-

jure atiollter persdii.

|-||r|^ Ilae or Iliin. to open the

|Z| ""'11 ih very '"1i'j to

gape. One s, fomi'l; noise

Disooiitcnlod envious.

'J'lie heart \v<.mi«K-d or

(lidsatibliL-d; quick; ecleri-

f.y.

dt^^ A sliong smelU fragrant

tllluvia.

—I "\ Tliu last of the twelve

J hae, nine o\ l<« k " niuht.

Also, ro;nl K ir. ^ llj Mac

a miirKet hcltl uu a parti-

cular day,

Hae Aw D$ ur l\ar

Jl"'li in tin nine to el vrn o'

cluck at ni^lit.

yue, iho tenlh niuun. A sur-

uaine.

Jt'J^ line or Kao, unusunl; m
common The same is ex-

lv \
lX Kl.'e kae.

jtud ^ K.i "e.

llae or to examine

into; (o prosecute a puil-

I y person to MTnrimze; tw

search lo llie botluin a"idu

ou3 cll'ji t ; to accuse.

Heh shlh to scrutinize nmi

obtnin the real fact. ^[
Kli'aou heh kh e slilh,

to examine fully inlo llie fa(t-

IV:m hch
t
to slate llie

faults or crimes of hd t'qiml to

a superior; to accuse h IVMow-

(ni' er to (he Emperor

T'h'» I" or Niiiin liel..

to rontr.-I or ki*e|» in order Hiui

Riiltjct lion.

Tli« liiu^liine of mi in-

fHiil : nn iiilant a <

1 1 u - \ ini: • yir»i5 nrh rh'on < I"

. u r| l:' P ^ ^ 5i
Xh >c M 11'" " '-'

pl.i'" mi Mitahl lluil lirsl I. 1"' •<

Low l.» IhikjIi ' v'L^ iAi 1' ."< I"I>

(sze \ w\\ •"", line ii tU

\\uu\z < li'' "•' f:"l" r lu< k

ol tin- < |i '1's r;j:lit Inn il. ami

nmned it II. ie. Ii oin tin* >oiii>(1

or'" ^ '.•

^
A i-li ild (IihI niu v l>c liikt-n

up intu 1 he mi tnn, cliihl-

> ren ^enertklly ; bujFtf ••<!

i iiw\>; ft child ltiugliiii"'

^) J
' I"* mrt,l .-|t<M-u\s. 'J o

1;"' in I )ir :ii m. Htui Itold la'l''v

tlio ohm, hs when h father

a child.
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child. 5uU "' rh'mi'—',

insrrt sperit-s; insects. ^
I ,'• urlt Iviirn llie

knowlt (l<;e of ;t ( liiul Unow-

" 'iiie wliicli doi*s iHif f*\ <'et «i

ofa.l.il.l. m
ilae l,e die tu'ig, ;i Inl'i thai

i. ciii i r 1. (1 "^" Hue

7.' or /j Svmm
I a chilil used fur ihildreu

pmerHlly

.

To move; to excite to

hhake; to carry.

The name ol a divine

|n I -<tn to arise.

T" walk or yo.

wit li li I''; to po

rn|>iilly

.

^ j'l
Tli« parts nhout or 1»p-

> ^ low lite rliin (<> rrnltriu e

Hud hold up towards tlio chit',

ns an infuiit is lu*ld up.

f^y/^ arm ntM lu>ilp<l rice.

Naiure's Uke, wliii h re-

ceives nil rivet s. The

;im ;u in <>( the s« a ''1'."

:"* <»{' a <listrirt. |^|

S/.r h:u», t lie four sons, snjiposcd

to siirround the worl»l lierxie

all wiihin the "»m. s," denoleti

nil the worl»K T'("">

)uie. tl»e name ol <*ei lain stars

Luh hue, denotes fer-

lilts rich in nadi ral pioduo-

lions. CWnU hae
(

to

go to sea. ^Ml '/ Kwo Lae
}

to pass over the seas.

Uae tun*/; hung • ^1 a

species of rose.

Hue U: anir wan«j linn, the di-

mensions and capacity of I he

so-.i are vast applied to a per-

p'm's liberal forbearance.

j^j Ilae ku iin, a Cuslom-houso

hi ;t port, w liere foreign com-

merce is carrii'd on the com-

missioners of ctistoms pliuctl

Ihcre. Huo

k w'oh t\:en kii'ting, tlie sea is

hi onH, mid the lirmament a vt»iii

spa(t>; a, to a person's

mintl Hie lo, soa mule;

t!" bt nvi-r. %% Hae lo

akin. Hae

fhaj, a kind of hliil>'>er fisli

oiherwiso culkd Shwuy

moo. Hue choo =/.«•,

i'ovl on Rii islet, connuonlv call-

e.l the Dutch Folly.
,

Hae ch wanj» sze, a sp;ici-

oiis temple situated opposite ti>

die European factories at*Can-

ton; commonly cillcd IIo-iuiu

Joss liouse.-^Hae taou,

or Hae^tsch, pirates.

1Iae kh"'g )' U
'
lluJ

monoculus or king crab; other-

wise oallrrl ^: Shuou
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J'ang )u. Hue >en,

shIi.

To ru;i3l or broil,

A vessel to contuin wine.

A wooden vessel to con -

tain wine.

Miru-ed meat preserved

in tome liquor.

To luu^li to smile or

latigli us a child.

Generally prevailing dis-

it lujter or pestilenre.

IIAX,

)
\'X\w 'iv('rl»Anginp side of

/ a hil 1 a rocky p?
«

j* ( t-

Sing precij^ice or bank of

|—^ W ii ri vn\ rupal.lt' t»! allord-

/ i
lb'r or a dwelling

for ltunuiu beings.

Tli" nnme of a hill used

also to (i«'r.oie a bnnk tlmt

fends off water.

T een linn, the lipavpns not

pivinjr ruin.

f:[:j Ta die huw

{)* ih y v ta yii, after a grent

druii^lit, there m ust be a Iiouvy

feur

f.M.d ,,ff will, tl,.- P-I
linml; to sliiclil; to op- ^ '

To oppose with a bow

Hiid arrow. Tlie nnme of

j»ose in lU'.sist to he kept oft'

or preventt'd Hcivam inp; Rclnili-

iny or defence tor the arm h

sliield.

Ha., kill ff slopped, imppd-

not pel uifiible. To slop, to

defend, Htnn

ktli nan tiiug, to strive to ef-

h' t a passage through, but to

fiml it im practicable, or ex-

trenu ly ditfioult.

A want of rain, droiipl"

The Dumc ot u hill.

f

I or Kan, ll»c evening.

-kt"r I:m han, a-

boiindinp, said in reference to

li^hl resplt-ndenl.

Anient disposition; en-

"| er^y, >(rer»mh, violence

ut dis|iuf<ition; fierce; boister-

ILui kt-lh 'l'^

1

- l»aaly
;
preripi-

tHtion fierce, nrdent. "f^J
ij^

'I'

1

?- ^ H joo

ts'ze han ktlli, whAt oocanion

is there to be so fierce about it.
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Han (uo, strong feeling

of envy.

"t \
To prasp with the hand,

^"F* ( ( o hit tip; to shake; lo

jt~T^ ( ^l^i'! •" (' away, or

Han kin ^ to slop or pro

-

Iiibil . fiYj I an wei, to sur-

roiitHl himI sliiclil to ward off

mnv^ i""''
T'ni I "in, to manage and

ward off eviljj. Applied to the

people, Han ta

Jiwan, to \var«l oti' great cala-

mities, s»i of siatesmen.

Untiequent ; rare. A
certain flng; a net to take

birds, a net for rabbits. The
nnme of a plju'f" a surname.

Han cliay , a certain star.

Han keen, rarely set-ru

Han yew, seldom oc-

curs.

Water the name of a

Han ngan
j steeped or soak-

ed with vvaier.

AQ A piece of armour to

\|^p I
shiel'l the arm. Solder.

/ ^ff" Han yo
y
a miner-

To (]\y with fire; dried I a I composition used in

yV^p* up \)y tire. -i*^ | ) soldering or joining toge-

ther other metals. Read Kan,

a certain utensil; haste; liuny.

^f* Ta lian, to solder.

MA door; gate or pas^a^o;

a lane or branch of a vil-

lage; a kin'i of wull; to shut

or close.

V I \ 1 i|»irHli"n; sweat. Tlie

I J tuime of some ancient

Hisirins. Ch uh ban,

Fa han, lo perspire.

Pw'an Ii an or II:m-lmn,

app^HrHiices of a boundless ex-

pRiihe without a shore Vl"

Ilaou lian, dazzling showy ef-

fect ot various colours. )j^J

Lun Imn, a long appear-

ance. )^f* ChTh han, name

of a medifine. Mj ^^f* Kli'o-

han, the Persian and Tartar

word Ktinn

•IT

dried.

Han han, water flowi'sr

with rapidity dry or

^ l> Name of a pavilion o-

therwise written

A horse bolting out sud-

denly. A surname; name

of certain foreigners.

}r\C^ II;in i>"vo jij a oer-

4^ I tail) bird said to possess

prescience.

t^T^ Breatliing in sleep; snor-

ii»L' o snore.

lK_t2 The teeti> exposed; the

I
teeth appearing between

the lips. Tsaa ban, ir-

regular teeth.
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A wull or railing round

the mouih of a well.

Name of a kind of jinllery. Us-

ed to express ruling or direct-

ing. Rrad Kan, tlie trunk of a

tree; a capubility for business.

From Man in a Mortar.

The ancients made lioles I

in tlie ^rouiul to use as '

infold to coniprt'liend I

I
die lower part of

j nioulh witliin snl*-;

envelope of a letter; a letter.

,

Armour. A surnamn

hnn, or J^i" j^j Vaoti 1m". .1,-

gunt letter, applied to I la- U-tiei

of a correspondent in the lnri-

puape of compliment

Tsun hnn. your honor s leitt-r.

Hun kuh ^ the nam" of r

certuiii borer or awl. ^f«J

Hun yung, to coi»tain rapa :i

to contain. Used ulso t" (1c"' '

an enlnr^ed nnd liberal mi"' ••

patiently bearihLr - ih PH
1 1 mi jin, a maker of ai tnoiir

U.i\\ l.oo ^ « In-

voice ol anger.

A clolh used to stop ll"'

ears.

Water eiMerinfj into a

boat or other vessel.

Cold inteDse cold.

II AN

A wooden bowl or such

like utt- n>il for contain-

ing liquids.

Water entering into a

buat ; to sleep ov souk in

water To contain, of vusl con-

Han yuni: shin < hin

\){^ l'' < ontain to rlier h and

to sink " v f

}\ \\/
' jj^" Man )un"' shw

t.'l** Jill '* \ Hi t a. hii v\\\i\r^A
liberality is the beat waj to

tit." i" .
I

1,'. )(\\ ilan )

to coiidiiu or atlord room lo;

enlur^tMl And liberal.

"J A bud not yet opened

.

Jjjj^ I

Tlie parts below the

)
inoulh; the cbin. Some

j tl- tongue.

^\Yt A kind of a

^:

|JJ ( 1, tl.at ci

napkin or

oitu'8 rouhil

Si

ilan (o^H ;i sleeve.

y^^. To iiol'l in the moulli: <o

I I cnnia'ii to n-straiii ,'11-

dure. ^ l'.inii linn, to en-

vtlop hixI ('"l:lil.

ILin him l"'at growing

rank and iLick. Thick, iudis-
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tiuct ulierimce, or an inun-

tioual obscure and partial slale-

ment. Rf ad Ih'ui, gems placed

in the mouth of a corpse at the

time of ""ern""" 8»>d to have

l)f?en an niKMiMit rustmn. gg

Han ch ul., to Ix'ar in miii(l

to cherisli. I Lin

fieaou liWii, tin; stip|>reriSf (1

Mnile— n;i mo of a finwer, llie

Mn«:no|iii (usra»;i. Ilaii

jin, tn Im-hi- or (o. in-ar.; ;

/ Jt i",

heu€ p'un jin "- it \\ oo kliV

kh'ow, lie vl"» spuds blood at

a person, will fir" defile bin

own moutli. ' Hum noo,

to re>lrain om'rt an^rr.

II an seaou, tu r^pn s.s a lan^h.

to Mnile. Hnn s<- w. to

fool Hsl.anuci.

Han luy rhanj: i'hik r('Mr"im'd

Hie fullini: t'nr and sighed j»*

, Han st iioii

pult yen. smiled and said no-

ll.inj Unii yuta:. in

ronlain or aflurd room to; lo

endure or put up witli, i'rom

generous feelings.

To put into the mouih

with (he hand: to hoh!

or contain in the moulh.

An errotieous form ct

Ngiin.

jt^ A woniai/s name.

]||/\
A \-.\riie vacant space be-

(wt-en two hills; a deep

V;ll|'V.

JvA^ Komiss; negligent; loose;

A ?u|»pre?f!rd smile or

l:i'i;li One Huvt», to covel;

lo desire.

U " 'r hlendcd wilh mire

f |-J or mud; mire; mud; miry.

Name of a place. Used also to

denote to contain.

Iff V l)w " and precious

j^I stones. Used to denote

rontaining in the moutb.

An opening luid a bud

seeming desirous to open

and blossom.

N;uue of a certain poison-

it^^l ous insect.

iin-han, fra-

ferous.

on lain, as the npace

itncd l>v the upper and

lowerjuws The jaws; the chin;

also expressed by Hea
han and vuljrarly called Hen-

pa z^C P";a han tseen,

a sharp pointed chin—is a bad

orm'n in physiognomy.

JIan liea clioo the

pearl below the chin; tins a re-

ference to legendary tales re-

specting the dragon.

Han or Hii^n, the whole

/J}^ number; couipleloly ; tu-

^\ or H;

pjuj prant; odor"

T,,<

f r m
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tally all h11 together all

round; extending to every

place. Hastily. Name of one

of the Kwa. The name of

an intrumtnt of music; the

name of a place; the name of a

slur. A siiriiame h& Han

kew, a mountiiin higher on the

left side, ihtin on die opposite

Bid*'. Rend Ke. n, in tlie senses

o( K"t", '""i Ki ;

. n

The name of a river; h suriiam':.

Puli huri, not ar.coi^inL', «>r hs-

Boriutitig with utliers. &
SUou ch'Hnp hftn <'

-

you hi: and "M >tl I asscral)lnl

Hun e )»^C

'

1 " ''"""lp
,
orac-

ch'e, name of a divimiy of a

medicine and ot a star.

A loud calling out t<>

lyraQ vociferate; to cry out; to

call afier; to call to; to call

out anyrily. Uend Keen, in

tl>e sense of Kiien, an oh-

gtinate refusal to express one's

thoughts. PAj 14M L«en

hiin 800 sh in-:, railed out sev-

eral tim.'s. Keaou-ban.

or reversed, Han keaou, to vo-

ciferate; to cry out.

H P Th shin? keaou hnn,

call out with a loud voice.

^»4l Union; harmony j con-

cord; sincere; promoting

Resid H im.

--liake; to n

HAN
union cordiality; to cause to

smile; to excite. Name o\ a

ni'i-ioal instrument. ^5
Cl»e han, knn shin,

hi^h degrees ol sincerity move

or influence the gods

to move; to

in<lif(-

itiiiU. Cumiuonly ri'a'i Kan, to

excite.

uF-!-i Tlie voi»»e "r cry ot any

anirn:il. Kan,

voice of a bird. Rt »d N^an,

may. can. Ren<) Ka", ihe 8Hn»e

h> P/iJ( lm, to cry out; to call

to.

To feel in»litrnalion or

rt'"t'm'iit towards; to

feel rejrret for; indiunnnt willi

"m"'s self or otherd.

fcS i>a"

or l»in

chung sltiu, to feel regret nil

one's life—as for heinn absent

at the death of a parent.

Han inJ'tiiiat'on or

deep regret.

ir
;Y J To move; to shake; to

> excite. Used in the same

sense as Kan.

Flying; the appearance

ot flying-

The noise of a cart or

oiht-r wheeled vehicle.
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' «> move or shake tlie

eiituitfli to .sutinle llie h|>|>. (iic

* va",",t sallow coiMileiiHiw^

Not saliatt d with eating,

f^ni. or Kan. The n»me
of fih.

Nhiiw of a certain bird
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, ^enpron^ wine;

iiiji lure. Coinmoiily rea<i

hweet.

I'lie hrcjidi rising. A
pa r tirle ii",»l)'iiu' dmiht

ln«|>2*; ur; uitrerluiii

A wnfery 8|»pearaiM'c;

filled full. It. K;m, tla'

water in wliirli " han been

washed; ht*n<e Ivhii

me »li wuy
9
|ie (hi. k "er lelt

by rice wusImm! him] stee|»ed in

it.

|Jj|J^

Name of a certain insect

Elevated with wine;

clici i lul merry tli^

plea8i«rfr of wine, not over-

powered or rendered sottish by

it. Some sav, to drink deeply.

H;in cb ung § cheerful by

the influence of wine §|
Han ko. to sio*; when exhila-

rated will) wiue.

'."n' of an ancient place'

nam« of a river. Occurs
<leiu>ti«<r plenty, nbuiidance.

S"ifK
A lu al f^ 1^^-^ denotir g

%^\^ unrerliiiiily, or u cliange

of the idea; j>crliaps; or.

/frtt Hiin or to appear

\HJ\ 10 pioteed or udvunce.

Klev?tU(]; hifiy.

'Simple; foolish; silly;

rather i'lioiical.

Hfl-jr A l.rihr. H wuy I'a"

some con^idi-ratinn

given 10 induce a departure

l lie roarirjrr f) f a li^er.

1 11 <l ai.imal. The second

Bt-^J \ «'l'iir;u lei isa vulvar form.

in^J } It|»ro[.erl) meitiis to (>eep,

to spy.

^jjl^ A sunmnie.

An old womanish appear-

ft'»**e; ftt»<:er. Read Jen,

respect respectful.'' dry; drying; dried;

I calnrir^ or iUnt in nature

l whicli |, ("i"' t's a drying

effect.

The name of a river; the

milky way. The uarne

of a dv nasty litmoiis in Chint^o

history Xume of a phw»o in

Sze-chucn. Kcnd I'aii, the v<ar
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UtiutT <•<•• iu curu .nsl.inct-a

11

"

z" n

^uod rOn '»f Nun •• R fine 81 oil I

imn. / Pwau han, de-

rrnles lot ni ft^nr**.

Il.in rilling m thn nnme of

nn nntirnt n)Hivi|ioIity ; tiow

f Iu» tifiinp of a Feu i)i.-(rirt. /
U»,'>v tlio mouth ol

the H)in i i»r, l»v Svn. thf

town d Il.mkmy SL
kifi'ii, dH)-li*rl'! in lit' 1 dinlfci

of Corea. Han l" 'm,

the Chi", fte ai in v wliidi join.

the T'lilMrs in conqiicsi

ol Cliina and wli«'.m» ill s<*rn-

dantH, like il'"' 'fl"' l ai lurs

themselves, om]»v fcrlain pri-

vileges. V^l- ^i] (' i' i'.

tin.' (lyiiH?-ly llnti " l iirh l"" tl.

A D 260. )% lUu t7",

in low iamiliHi' » Hot*

l'»rsonftble uiim a "i:" of

Rpirit.

^ifA N W^t or moisren. I with

li' li r'ail. W iftM ft iWlllg

ii
Ti,e ""

Ploutrlicd l;"d where

>v})eat is sow n.

Rppeiuance of flviug.

"n plnn L'li in winlpr, to

^V/^V ploi'gli r":u r I. ad land

mt'iitiiM.ed m iii "'i" Kis*

\ liu vin^r raritaiion «'ol""wi

ti-Htliers Oi •'""• lit s l»y the

feidc ot a coifiti (o fl v lii^h.

\Vli:le n wliilr Im's''; a Irmik

of a Iree, |»illnr «'r suppoi t for

a \v;ili. A ptMi<*il to wriie viih,

in nliu.-ioii to wlii'li the Na-

tioii'il Insi il iit** " <Millt-d

! I.im Imi \ inn {5c "'
't 'f (MMM-lI-*; ill,' lHi*lull«'r8 Of

tlie ( ' 1< ,' l',i mi*, ure do-

piijn.i um! h v the C wo fiit vvord^

II A sin name. Writ-

l' i phr«SHi>lot»y, or to \vi ite

n ull j»iMi» ils rn i^i* of quills, in

',•, li\
t|j-

!^ Slioo linn.

f" -Vi 11 "" i""p,

ilii* ' '••-'' "''•« of |i*MiriU himI

ink. ^'ff y^f lian \ in. "•• lon^

pl ntl Hi'U'tl ci\»w of h well led

ruck.' " :,h"
Il.in "'' the des' i I Sim-

ri .
' V , i, . ii T ii (hi y. Jf^|

VJj^ H.iou lian. a wi«its exitii*

si\'f apprara nee.

rfcj/L, A wall or i nrlosuro round

-pxp> a \v» !l. 1 In- < ),iirjir(»-r iri

tin di< il (kmii Wei, km, im-

pi) in^r its ^ntnir round. An
aiM'tciit ^!n(<* neiir (lie i'ortl"'i ii

lunit of Ilo nan. It vms do-

6lrnycd 1))^^ Twin* A BurnamA.
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~"
\ ^.rfu Sun lUo iiauie ol '•

Htiiie.

f::

<

Pi li linn t.-'ji-'i [ J
nauu* ai n plant.

,"l' lite rol'l ol \vint<T

;

l«M (S o| lift-; |> '" IHMM*>

-

N<HHe ui a statr.

'A siiruaiiie.

HiHi l ie Slioo \VMl1«r |^
1 1"' c*'ld • i"'l Im'I \\ Mil-

liter itoini-H ii cutistniil niter*

Han \van.

Laiii: n wan, ami

wiirin is ii |i|>lu*(i Im'iIi to ilie

feelini!^ him) tu ur ron-

v*MSution. ,lt'iit, in h v:iri'ty ot

let-liitiis on various l()|'i i" v
coMiplunt- iMs, and so on. zj

1^ S. uoti linn, JaiMjary 61)1.

In Inn), J.iiniaiy 21"

5j SZH llUM, R riM ljiMl Wil

trr divinity. r^j* ll:m lany,

cold; f.iirid. ^ ^ ! it. ...

October 9ili A (ci in

l"n m''. pnor tiii'l lrtr'il,'-

'' |^ I i" (•(""

t»"g, my mum*.

Hau >«e, a poor SrhoKu .

irf "(J. plain, -im|)le.

is'euen. a cold

8pl lllir.

^iu^ A rtiiin eruss or rul'

fi l for nmkinir fnats. A
surnaoie. Head Kwar), in the

^iiino Sen.^e; hiiH also denoting

a pliit-e. l ung kwan,

(lie district o" Ihe eastern sidd

of Canton river, below the

H'»"ch Tigris*

ri»e noise raade by a rart

<>r i" rniiie; a cart. Rail-

ed nmml to cmifiiie cri-

iiiiiaU or wild beasts.

\ To d''sin'; to crave; to

j^vrj; / bi-if \ty tricks or Mis;

N rovet I Im* m- O'lisiiion of

@§ V wealih. ^Jlff Lun l"i"

-^J^ J covetous; uvui icious.

A^f^ \ om Meial. at»d to

9 Walk or f;" Tli« piece

metal, or bit, in a

^ [ V lu)rse's moullt by wliicli

lie is u«i<le*l; to con (him

ill the inoutli; to puidrt or con-

trol. The runl; of ofliciiii con-

""I or olfi. is called

Kwan h;m, to be exrited, inuv-

e«J or c-oiilroKil. Applied to

the Ih h rt, in he vexed or intlig-

unnt I»i»n. a name

l din semj. M;i-Ii;im.

name of a divir.ily. f^f

C" "v lian, to hold or coutaiii

in (lie mmitli.

H;in kee i^J J to retain an in-

dis>ohible sense of favors re-

ceived.

A certain small insect

with a black body aud

red Lead.
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'
Pi

" To cuntnii: in i lie mo.itli;

to ttike ii nd carry in tli--

, moull" T<> sustain or n

to rei-ci ve an 01 der fruro

iliti sovereign; or by cour-

tesy, saiil to a (\.

d I receive your orders ""l

will attend to ihem. Ua.'d

either in convrrsation or epis-

tolary writing TIih sntnu as

the prccdiiii!. '-

morc cnmiii'tiily maA Tlii" form

irt usiiivl but not HuiH lioned b\

Chinene I)i< lii>nnrie8.

Ilaii l»in '' i"H-

HAN

ly.

HQ j
I- ; ' r -'' ''>fs. Tlit* nppear-

/ an. <* ut "li'iily null of a

I'riglii -l :r v lii'niiii)ii!»,

^l^ti ) 1"'' t.'. "'"»"<'•"•

mult yut-n < lni.

I olluig eyt- b.

II .H I'll, 8.»ft

V 11. xil.le pluiild. R-H.l

II whii. to Mnilu or lrtiit;li R»'m(1

K wa n, h '—'''' Willi simill lioins.

!I;in t-'ii.- ^ >^ v. lur

ilie table.

II AN.

|-^| \ Coii.monly ren<l K..n

• L- / Fioin Kije I" com

V Unre. T.» look "'lv,.rel'

SZl I . r ji« rvt rM iv I"

,| r „ Lf to pull; to llirust.

to

lif in

, . citiDiiMudd. r»*Ju?iiiij

} i<> t
rucked; qn«i n lsomt-;

> toixl of (juHiiflinj:

fi^liiiiitr; lorms tli»-
•

Uuve dt»i > in wliirlt

s.'.." it is roniiuoiily wriUen

A cic:i«rix a scar «

^ ^ m>irk; a ir»< e or nvnU

leti by au> ihiDg wbaiever. P

)^ r' l.&n. I lie m«rk I* fi l>y

'
'Jfi

SI>K I.S»i.

Ml " … .
• "f?

T' ''• i a i. uiur k It " l»v in '
;

r
|»5 M M. I. I. an. lunik ol ink.

l)v"i» liati. u ri»Mlrix

or in ii k ol tt ',iid inn k mark

(». i'' r.,, ' nil " -",

is the vul jnr U* m for

marked wuli the """II pox.

Ila,. I- ih ^ Sjf a Ii aor; a lout-

f

it

)i (Wliiig of iiMlitftiali«»n,

. Als" r*'ir'", or iidw"
lidti MiriiiiiSt one's If.

I
ilwuy Un, deep
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repenlaiurt
;

tingry wuli one's

self.

Ha.. |.ul. to wisl.

• >r (Jcsiii; inieiisi'iy; like llie

l«lir;i<c P;i » u!i ifli.

Tl] |," I, an. la""',

jpin K' e IiTim. to r"rm r>-

»" m m.^P IUn i. till

leaou. to r'yrel wait t of 8tl

C

ces^ 1 1 Tin ",e. to lm,k

Rt wnli Hidi^tDitioii or lutlrfH

T' leiirl <\i n\i !'reri|,i

^J. V t.ttt 1} ; lu pull, to o|»|Mj<e

witli ilie lian(l.<; lo put imo a

certain pluce or order, us by
lorce.

"an 1"" ", \H Han

"' (" Han .Hi. nil. x-

pu s I'lillmt:. tlr»yt:in^. tlirust-

i ii putl iit^ into some posi-

tion or Htiiltr by force.

3j pf Tilt- nnise of Ho^s fii»lit-H inj: F»>i ns the sii|ierla-

li vt* ilt-L'ree Rt ail Kan lo u naw.

Huu >j^, >^ wry l ight.

HANG.

|~f
K'-atl ILint; or 1v:u»lt. tli'

J Li nrrk tlx* iliroat; stiff

necked lo o|i|»o^; to 8«rn*en

Niimt* <" h Shir; (Irmi^lit

•
f " r"iir KunkT '"•

iu*rk ur lli' ot a l»n <]

The place lo wl.i* li Tsin.

the fit ?*t imi vei sul mo

luil rli oi (Mi I II 11 riiiue "II Ins

four outli.

rll l"' <'H|)Miil ul

(lie Pi «ivuh »* ( In* iit'Hf

lite Kniitliei it eiul of Gr"
Cin>al U" ' in ' i"'tt' u s(jilii re

bo;it, ^TL T n-lwji.i:. I"'

iniiky vav ur rain li um hea-

ven.

^I^r Ai>poarftnce of flowing,

t/ U ^]" Mane-Iiiin^. Hn

t-xu-n^ive j»li'eL of wilier; a

large lake.

a wlnif mi>i; s. a L - JJ^ ^
ll;iiil iininir. a wult* iinxinif of

pluiils and \vat*-r; si little

^ L:''ii 1':'"'-' fiKtk

j^TrV A l>oat 1'r " >quare

r}J L ix»nt to rwi vpjHie in a

l"'"t '»'• "ip IVz-
I i;t I it;, 'xpn'ws Mm' <l»-f»ai Hire

tVoin litis lite a[iplte«l lo wo-

men.
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f T I
*'"' l""i"' natue of a hill.

i liuitg han^, a dotible

mm iiaine.

and

t'urtnidiiWIf Ai'pi'firiiii' e us "• a

plutliiiix i^l Hung lio,

m>m|> i!kii«le Sor tlie giMicrnl

innrUel. "ii'l n>»l (or a ticu-

I ir (Mi^lomer.

•fOud.H Hre iuleriur; ••«* ntiimrtite

i \ I Iim i JH K« a

\ iin<: tr " I""

uni' r <lo von liohl amongst

our br<itliers i e. n re von

i'i'k't, st^onii. TT '-

n'mir Mm. I am iln* llnr'i h<»-

iher. Miis q'"'" iiihI nn-

vr »re prt*t»arrti»)i y (o la\

A.-iile tin' 1 1 ii in i
4 "', iul«* in fa-

ini|i;ir roil vt-iHRlinn. n\a\

isstn^ tlie JMT80H by.

Vt\ iltinl broilier 1 J

I Iiiiiir |.'t»'». lai if^ iiHT'-unlile

i. "
' :ui'i ii'»|w. fr H»"tf

hll 1 II wliolf Sniff HMT« llHllt

oi»m hi-Iuii^iii^ to h rom""v li-

rrllM i] l,V llu' tf«»Vfl nmi-nt. Mli'll

>ih "i'w ai CttniOM lor r'T.'L'n

iv-i'h- u iu> :•'• 'mu 7 rr

"i'vl"ii. I' iluiu

ll 1)11) lilt* S.I 1 1 Illfl illlll'l

i\y (
*<)infMitii«'2> ol nit*r<*liHii 10

.

1,lf I l:in<; t'i'"'. llie feel-

ings of rt rhi^s; Hit- spirit of a

,
'

' fT f/I Hung woo, bands

• f - Tlie Hppeuraiu e of ;i l>i» d

fl vii»i: to fly »i|i\Viir<l> I

Rrad Kau<; ii man's iu?ck iIm*

tlini.tt; ilie llirolile '' a bird
|

I
1" flv liown \vm' <ls Use(J

> in I'oinmou wnli (Im* |»'.''

A cerliiiti strintred m-

struiiu'iH 1" iiHiue ot m

hno; a siaifl lor i'l"ili's *

Tlie ihniHt 1U Id'-'*

tlie iiniiie ul a «»ai'.

n"""', or Kmtr I

out the l«*j:s; to >ink»*

II iMir, or K mur
. an inM" I

of il" Hllk-WOI III >p»mmi->.

IIjii.j;. or Ki»tr H-ii'L'

I of ii viciiiu. or u la i bo

(]y. E I t'ij',) num.

f:}U A "mu "-

Jim
^ Ai r:mLF '*«' »n »U'r.

I J si !'•'' in '

« oinpaiiy i»t* I w. i t \ fi v, or r ii

l.tnxir.'.l. IM»

11)11 Ui'S "'1 I ln>u>ali(i, W tl irli

l'""L'Tl,"iir.

"

class, or (*nm|i}in\ <me sort ol

persons; h seiie?* or or'k'r. A

niercHntile hoiide; H luctur

v

Also read Hing, or Harig.

I.
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ex,,M,M-s of acnmimn) of ...er- BfT Tu "•' M lhe BW»"

d.in.s; <l„. wl,., |, e,. l, ,„,.„-
,J fty^ a,,tl '".

has f<» 1.11 in il^ coinmon fi"'1 as 9« Hee, is said

r,".,ii., (':,,,',,,, I

"i '|"' i' ui fi.i,.

4V) J''i"" «•»•> "ties
i A Pi.ninilar Kind of bo:if.,

A k itn] c,| mat (>|)

to lit* down

( Vi liiin — in \\ L<> It

h' f .is>tril I In- l»'rl ns a

'n\\f*\ u sq iime boar.

Fi ,,m Crr.itnu*] Strength.H L "•: frivai t ff,,a to i*;.i>e

v tiling ; or the i rv iua<ie

w hrw t- xeriing gieat tffort.

Pt-rviulifii: iii fliM iKM*; eo-

ifiir 1' iih ;i iliinc;

".-.•. w 71 Cl.ul,

jnli luin LTnitr. :il>i oad or n t

l".mr in i*v t'i_v tlniiL' Mir t'S>lul

fat.

swt llc*! out ; lui ^i- In lli-

HANG

I" Kh nj;-]ie, read

Cuiurmmly pi onuutirt <]

Hing, to walk to ^o; lo ilo;

1 Cmi":mf us revolving

I
ii» h i iivl"i of lout/ run-

f
timiaiu;**; |xm iii^r

I »y refill tltf (<i fur

J mer rulfs Name of a

lull, of a disirict R 'l

Iv iu^. ilie '"»|»e'inm('e of die

moon in ils qu:ti , < l"ng

lo v'rv plat e; |t»*r v ulint; one

<»• ilie dini:rtiins nil""I K \\n.

Han- I", river Giin-

"'es ^Cj) autr si", I con -

sunt iiimkI. Jj Hanir sltun,

" '•''•', "i inoiiituiiii in the iiorlh.

W
tint ut.

to >t;ite to in words. A palli,
| «J^—

a ro;id. R'a H;m«r f m:"»j!- 1
f

* A rnrliiin transverse

he;im in a house. Rea

J

in onl. r; si class or serieh; "a""', used to denote certain

a ,iouse of htisiness for com-
j

stocks or tetterd for tlie 1^1 a
cial purposes. pUiik laid across a stream or
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A lorrh h kind of fl«m

J \w'AW

A rerl nin Rtone worn

atiou t <»iit-'s pers*»n as %\w

urii:im"iif , inu* li u' 1 liy

"m'it'iit ( limw. A mHii's iihuk-

"^it A ct-ri iiin w iiit-r "Imi"

1 J wiih a wluie sl,m hh<1

rt- <l<iish l»-»t il vnrit'8 iis

growth Hcc<»r<lin*» t> 'i'iIi

of ilic wal^r lli" root \s hoiiic-

liuii'S >U'i-i" il wine

Jiati*; ts'iu h cei ia ; n w-

t!H"l>le \\ lilrll LTOW8 ill WHter

Tl"' stem ol plHMts tin*

81* in of liei ha- eon?* p'mt"

is ritllrd f l&n^y nl hnmHon jj^

Km; u( Iret'S +4 M... il,.- I,,,'.

Hie ur ^tc in of n .sw ord i>r npen r

llie nitine ol h mt'<ii' ine, axd

of H I. ill.

^^ \ I'liat wnh whic li lii'li,

ft I M I lifil V V HTe M'ljupilf'il

ur hy w liirli ( 1 1 1
n «j s hi i

V t'ul" 'i «>r iiit'jisiin d A

" n't'; (tTlaiii rails a

b(in( ii ^ullery ilu* 8|»H<*t* I'e

tw^cn iIm* e>

•

t l»row himI eyt*

.

w In* Ii ^ x piitcls wIkmi .-miltiiL'

or hi't^liint:. The cenlrn pari

ol the low measure. Traii"

verfle; a kind of frame lo pre-

vent homed Animals got inc;

an ornnment for I he hends (»f

cuttU-. uacd as victiiua. Ten chI-

?

lit*8. The coiiinillrr of mouii-

h r;ip. A surt-HniH

Yui. I.an-.c. i0t|jK»..i,u ,^

hii iisirniiniiiii Hl in>t' tniif nt. a

kind of q»iad» ; ol liet wise

rall.-.l Ilua.t iVm

offie

I l&n^r Ii an? J io measure

,,'' n<1jiisl. j |^ Hfnitf Inn.

lo il.-- I' "I ik HiiT rntupnri-

mm.s Ilfi..- ,"••" ll.M

rona-r nl it ""Ur
I Ifmi: — li'in, h Ihiihhis mMiiniimi

"• K» hiil'-iihm [trovince

f^T I lani: jm. h' I •''•' I wo

\ ok«*fl us |. ]! •*» n|' tin* 'lrivf-r

"f n |mir ut luirsf d.

l w -

-

" --

J? I a-.- jin rli'a.

Hlinond IVh^ an emuisiun f
ilm" 'N or h rnilU-hkp hiiIi-

flhinre m'i'ie of HliiiotuiM |"'ji"1-

ed Hiid b' "lt'(l with su^nr it

18 0erv'l up in cimw ai -nier-

tuimm'n" li't"'" Hiltin^ cinwu

to table. Vih-liSn^ ( ihe

(ruit of the Sali.sburin A',ia'i

f"la. « nlled also

k wo.
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Ilang liwa tsun, name

of a village famotis under the

'I 'Hn^ Dyt\ii>ly. Hang

it species of plum; in llie

M S. Di. tiuuary, called the

apricot. Hang t'an,

tlie school ot* Confucius.

I

Hanfr, or Hin^. A cer-

tain wine vessel witli a

ft
long neck.

HAOU.

To ( i \ < in or-

<ler (o make ll"' vn'n r

Iieard at a distHiM-e. us when giv-

ing or<h*rs to a i/i tMit many per-

sons; the cry ot pniu or ilistrr—

.

Tlie original t rin l Haou.

pH. Haou jen ^ a lu^r

t y Hp pearHiice. Himk] Haou.
i

llie sound ot tl"' fK, (]
How liaou, the uoi-c <( :ing r.

V1^ The name t » lull.

\ Tin- ro;ir nt » n-n

^JJ)\^ I
cull out nlute! , (In* no

my
of \vee}»ui*» Hitil vr\ \n*i

the eri" by wlii**li out*

•kIIs >4 tiling. A name;

a designation a mark or naim-

to direct. The crow of a cork.

Tsun liaoii, lionorublt^

epithet meaning that o( mi-

other person. IV

ke haou, wlmt mark or imm-

be I? Fiintr ham.

p'aou, to fire a &alul^. , V^ft

Mmghaou, name or epithet

J Kwo liaou. the designation

given to (he country under a

purtioular »1 \mist y. as Ming^

l\sin. and so <>n. Tsze

Iihoii, tlie e[»itliet tukt- n by a

inrr<:Hntile house or shop; tho

denoiniiiHtion applied to a cer*

tain lot of yoods; as so many

chests of tea of the same kind

and qu'ililv, roininufily called a

< liup ot ten in Chinese, a Tsze-

li'inii. No ()»';iler io China

givrs hi> own nniiie to his

house c»r shop, hut hen lie

rummei s liusim-ss gives (he

liuuse or shop a Sepurafe name,

wliicli is expressed by Tsze-

haou; not by ^| Min*r, a name.

Haou cliauu t<> mil upon

by royal procIam;ilioit

Haou fanjr, u lodge at the gates

of public offices where persons

give in Uieir narnes.

H hoo, or Hauu
i»aou, to clamour and vocile-

ratc. Hauu kclL
;

lu
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lament and weep. ^^ liaou

ling, official orders or procla-

mations. IT:"»i paou

a salute oi guns. Haou

shay, a small room in which

each candidate composes

essays at a public exa minntion.

A person wiih a w!i*leM head.

H/f^ Much tulk lcquiKMtv.

it is erroneous form of

Kaou but. Kara ite condemns

the assertion of Cl""g-:"t-

t',ing.

* A woman's name.

Pertui bali<»n of mind;

I |A| fear; appreJiension a

Jarnx Read Kco, in suiue

I'etfn, lilt* deluge ol waters rose

to heaven.

^>|^ The li*;liL of the lieavefis;

" \Zf the white luminous Ap-

pearance of the sky R* nd

Kuou, pure white A surname.

The suma as Haou. und it»

several syuonv iihs. (ft T;v

TJ^j^ Tli" tar la hear viih

W»»y ca ||,., H,n,-

I"'"". and l cen-«,,<,.

l( Jiij II \vniif Iihou, abiid on

\v hu U tin* fjlj Spi n, gfMiii pn^H

from plu r u> (iltire. A|»|>l>c<l

lu i tnno <if h th*u; a rer"iii

fin n or !'""",'. (* I l un IVh til-

ers K«"i<l Kjkmi, ii SiniuinMS

tliC MM"H? Of H I'liU'M.

Aj>poarance of ihr mim

risinjr; the ligl" of the

rising sun; briglU; gplt-ndi']

The npppjirance of a vast

I |-4 colleciion of

in (lie deluge; overplus; more

lhan is neoessary for use; af

fluenco. Read Kaou, a put-

Tiame. To npplv water to wine

Tf:")u han a cn at ex-

panse of water. ^ Ihwu
t""g. a slieel of wattT —
by the violence of (lie wiiwl.

Huou h:iou I'uoti

\\ nrnunri

i'''. :i:»ft* of l»"

l:fM |i\ 1 I.'lilll ii;»»>u (i
'f^

1 Jl^jv vast, Miiincrous 'm'

Imiim»\ : mim! <»f tin* \-i r>p" enjo\ -

T.'

sigiinl ioi" of ancient So\ or-

Good; n Lron*M-al term np-

plicnble to what ever is
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goml of ils kind. lu esteem

good, to like, to take pleasure

in, to answer the purpose well

to enable one to do; Unit one

may have it in one's power.

Hiiou liw ny hwa JE] that

we may be able to lake bn^k

answer. ILM ;U jin.

u C<>od ruan Ilao" kh'an.

good lookine. if^^ f
Haou [>uli kh'oonKOUjextrem*-! v

annoyed and vexed, jjtf' ^
Haou puli, denotes (he Super-

lative degree.

}^ Haou i,an jin twan cli'oo, n

fondness to tnlk of olh^r ppo-

<ault..

Haou fan kwo diing, to he

fun'l of hilking aboct politico.

d' liglit in re:iHii.jr.

H;tou tsanj; tow, to l»e loud ot

wrangling.

V* Desire; concupiscence;

lust.

The name of a pl;"t

HAOU 289

The irame of a plaitt of

which tLtre are several

6peoies.

A warm vessel of a cer-

3l"J tain kind. The name of

a pluce. Occurs denoting light

and splendor.

Haou king the place in

which Woo-wang kept his

court.

1^5 To raise li:nid ami

H <?| "l ikis <o U|, or knock

inuliittliy opposed tu and lean-

ing against.

: The name of a stream or

|"J river; (he (i ppeuriince of

water; the noise of striking or

clashing aguinst water.

Name of a fish; a large

species.

Boar s bi is'Ies larjr^

as pencils. Haou-

('he, a species of wild

1_t£2\^0Ar" white bristles

r^V- Jlike skewers; a desi*»nii-

tmn of superiority applied lo

iho Emperor's Jiw.ses, co
aiul Ait cm». I^iniuefit talents and

vinut*; great superiority to

oMier men. A strong violent

leader; a mnrtial cliit-f. Tha

name of u tisli, and of a sword

an<l of a district. A surname.

Used for Haou, delicate

Ir.iirs; down.' Foo haou,

rich, wealthy; possessing the

power and influence whieli

ri' hes give.

Wua haou fa peen e not the

least deviation on eitlier aide.

Haou kh'e high spiri ted, in

point of princi[>le. ^ |^
Haou kee, eminent virtue and

talents; a hero, or heroine.
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^\ Haou kh'eang, robust, vio-

lent; acting by force. ^ ^t'i

Haou keu urli to pr"k up

the ears; to brittle up.

Haou noo
(
strong violent sla ve--;

a rich manV domestics.

IIhou shwan^, high spirits

cheerfulness.

X m The ditcli outside a city

ih name of a

plaoe. g^ Hoc ol/ing

Imou, to d»-lend the ditclios of

-itvJftHlV^ \H

S

Yen inin^ luin vii

kh'ung haou. the wild geese cackl-

eil on the cold ruin fulliri^ in-

to "(' en>|»i y ilit('li. \^ ^J}{

SliTh-liaou cl.iii

tsae kin Shen chow
f Stony

ditch station, whs situated at

the modern Shen-chow, on ihe

western border of 1 be prov xnev

Ho-nan.

To compare the quanf i»

y

iK of.

A ditch around a c\t\

Willi. Nume of a district

" Ki ;anp-iuin. Name of a river.

Haou king nfzaoii ^ji

:m ancient name of Macao.

i^J Haou pan keae, mime i

of a street in the city of Can-

ton Haou lun, (Canton
|

Oiiilect, How-tun) The second

bar on Canton rivrr.

iKl^i The rough course oyster;

IXi h < li'"er of oysters is

lulled Uj Haou-slinn. The

spat of the oysier tlie CMiinese

compare to a >tone. Name of a

place.

H;m.j k' h ""'r AeJl.

jJ^ Haou slie, dried oysters.

Long soft small pointed

•'xir or down any thing

f small. Name of %

mail weight ; a pencil

write with. A sur-

name. S ' haou, a spe-

cies of dop. T"' Sze,

'Ikre"h make a Hao' t"n

1 1 :tou tnuke a Le.

yf^ !pl
j* Fun liuou |»uli (s'o, not

the legist error.

h»tou. to put the point of the

[><imm1 iii one& inoulh when

ronsiilrrinp: wliat to wt ito. •

1 1 \vu v Imoii, lo write witli

rapnii . Joo liaou, to

wet llie point of the penril.

Haou w kwo fan 3^
<| not the least error or fault

Ilaou nu» sze, pelly

Rtliiirs; alTdirs not inrlwHed in

one^s duty.

Ilaou le die slitii, slight error

or failure.

Ilaou fa puh yung, not admit

the insertion of a single bail

^

close, secret.
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pf=I J
l lie rour of a tiger, or

I
- f of a wiltl boar; the cry

/ol a fox, of a rhinoceros,

!^[ V iimI so un TIih von '*
, f

liunuih Ix-it.ij shf>ulini:^
^III |>uli hliu. callefl out the

whole day wilhoui feeling

honrse.

Haou p'auu and

Haou Itoo, denote llie same.

To cull out aloud to call

upon to call to. The

Haou.
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flame a*?

The luminous appear-

ance oi (lie »k v in 8um-

^
m.r.!^

^

'j I *
I Yhm*; lae l.^/A'

kcuen yew, hoped and

trusted in the merciful

protection of Heaven, (said l>y

Kea-kiring, Finpeior of Chinu.)

liaou Hummer; heav-

en. 'ijj
1

Haou Vet-n

el»ang te, God thut rules in

heaven.

A certain kind of grain

to lessen to ake from

to spoil; to injure; to

-J-j-^ \ render void; vicious; bad.

^"1^ J A surname. Read Maou,

UQultitudiiious; cnnlused; ob-

scure Stih haou, in-

crease ami decrease; virtue and

v ":e ' l?: Fu""' luioii, plen-

ty and Heai th, applied to the

)' ertr SUi haou. wick-
e<l. injurious, applied to spirits.

Heu liaou or reversed,

defeclive; void; deficiency;

\v:inf.

t\ l ( 8'ae

to waste property in »n

f'xinivairant manner. ^§
Ilao'i lwan, confused, obscure.

Haou tsze, a rat is eo

called Irom its being pernicious

atid destructive.

{, The dazzling: e fleet of a

)|Pi3 vast sheet ol water; the

diizzlin^ »ind overpowering ef.

feet of viewing the immensity,

and considering llie depth of

the ocean; lu'nce applied to

subjects which dazzle and over-

power, by their immensity or

abstruseness.

i'o eradicate; to remove

1
grass or plants from the

surface of u field.
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"T Krm Y m. ' '
/.

I j and Vili, fui m"'u a an t r.

n< l..w rlie v tH ^
: he confuiii i«J^n of

<•','• n'lii ilfld >e< l i ( HlLr , "ill

li.-iiiii luiblt* to Ik* dr«,!'|','d.

A Miiali lm>ni (,
(

Iiti U*r.

/"I ) Fii'm i*;V ifprcsf iilnii:

f I t , rcat li "m'j lort)i
f

/ hI lei the priiifipul v"r'ls
a I_ : \ i)r the M-iiti i.» r , i

'
t nun-

^ ) ciatt d. A l"i' u( inter-

rotration exanni»ali<>ii, "r ml-

miration. In llu* m.'l II'' «»t .i

nrnietu e it (UmiuIcs hii i' iiry'

v"''h is answered in I lie

lov"'p;
member; at d"- l

a ?»'Mtei»ce, it denotes «Hmiru-

tioti imd in poetry, is nfien

nu-re toiu\ I

Hlli he! \\kw\\ he! how S|»lendul

how glorious!

Js^nn t>'e;iv koTli lie, both truu-

qtiil and I nippy.

\ Few; seldom; rar"; in-

\ \y f frequenli not close or

' tliick a! lied to binls

and beasts casting llieir

teatliorsorlmir. To hope;

to expect. To stop; to scatter;

to disperse. A surname. A cer-

tain enibroulery. Jj^

Ncu he she, a cci'Uin dmiiit

i

N^a-.u show

he kih, birds and hensts cast-

ing llieir ft-»ithers h\m\ <*<»»ls.

He liecu lie

Impiuii lu l»e a worth) hupin*;

tu he h sage. U.^ed lo express

ami at dent (1' >r' to \u\ vance

in l' "i 'iinii \ \v khV or

ffi ' H-

look w wvx\ to with t x|>ecla-

"pj* \\f UiV, rr"; «'x-

trim. <lu, :iry.

IK' v- \ wen lean^. I hot*** yuu

"1 •'' ,•"' ^ II"

i'oo, to meiiiiait- t lie at lanniK n t

of; lo dt*>ij:i»
t
to s l"me, to act

A cun test between the

I {J J heart Hnd coil nifmiiirt-

an eHwrl lu put on an Imnt^t

f" .'• i
ff(j Mr i) ni^ si"', »in

>i'iin^, tei vu€ hi% to appear

riiilit in ilie f;".'' ImiI be wroni;

in il"' lu'art. is rnlled He.

ffj] K I"', a (t.'^iii injr hs if; o-

Fang lull. N-ae he,

Jl^p-
iu ! f *» ("•' nut \vi(li-

'%
I
J out \v#'f*pin*r The m«)HM

of painful feeling without shed-

dm 2 t'/ars to pant, ^tronj:

brcAtliin^ iu sleep. Syo. with
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H<
,

strong hrcjiiliing in

; ^noiinc. To 1 mi^li.

I() |)ci|i>]i I

lim L"… to foniiniscr-

rf To drv ; <Ii v. D.i\ l»r«*;ik

M^llJ l^-j ihun,- 1,'. li-iit A~

i li>ral \vui<l, tmisferdiis Iimii-

^Jr> T rnt.-l, |.>^ : ,i|i ,

s

\yJ\ " v ei*|»"i:r , Im'is

To sol) timid. I»- trf.il.

lie lieu |>ei tjuiu

to 8oh and lanant i" , ''imm-

serato.

Open or "f"i t; not rl,,.s,'

'4T|4 ° r " i "'w N<>i HtuMi-

ti ve; carele.-s rtMni.-s. A sur-

II" , l.avm Lr a space be-

tween open, iioi ilnck.

Name i f a planl.

m
vn salioit tlie iuiise (»f

{-p'"ih iny: in iinL"'r, ftp!"" r"»2

o ';ik wiili difficulty. KtM.d

He, tlie brea tli omitte*) iu s|n-nk-

He slnh g ^[j to m:ike a plan

sible story to gloss over.

^; The noise made w1k"»

I
breathing io sleep; snor-

iriir. To blow tlie nose.

To bind; to connect; to

succeed to; to continuo.

(.'tiinif fi*d with ; lielonir to - is •

",. # ''

I'" l»i v kh'e tsze te, killed

f uid elder brotliers. and

I'i'mi'i t!,' 'lildw sun] younger

broili« is (If* ^ SI

h

t

tTiitioiis surcfedini; each "tl"'r;

ri(i"i ,"•

K wan In*. coiiM-quences; result

iliat wliii*li is connected with;

a p irticular event, or line of—i"< t

Ye w kwau lie yu wo, it in-

-Ive. me.

'1 'a l»e Slian-5*e jin, he belongs

to Slum-se or lie ib a Shan-se

II -lien lie, to sus-

pend or haiit;

He too linuu me al

i'i airecinxi to. ardent atlacli-

m^n(. He she, (>i;U

I < l;i((»s to Lhu a jre.

He sl.iili, rouiHuMed willi,

relate.! I". He she,

^^ ) I o conneot, or be con-

w 'wu'd, as if tied together

hy a string; bound; tied,

• onnec UmI, following in^ y ^ucoebsioii denoting re-

liillOM to.

To connect or be con-

nectcd following \\\ suc-

cession; connected, related to.
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Read Kli'e, to lie, to bind, to tan

ten or fix to as by t)ing; a

iaclied to monlall y.

He leuen tli*' affrcti.in-

altaclied lo. an<) hankering al-

ter He ne^M lull,

to fix the tltuuglils on Hii(l(ili:i

Wei lu', tit (1 lu. or mi -

iwlt'd with.

^ AA waiter, servant or tit

dant. Tlie mi me of i

place. Natue of u hill A \n\v

tit le of intcno^ulioii impl yin;

uiMi-riainly or doubt. How
why; A Hurnume. A la r^e l>cl

A|i|>eHrance ot walking

indignantly, with ear-

nestness and ardor. Read

Hesir, disquietude of mind.

* To take up; to remove to

another pla^e, Kt-ad Ht at*,

lo hold undiT ihe arm; to sup-

port.

yj^'C A sdiiit-lliirjo with which

lo s""ifi)' or frtsien a boat.

-' A sa^li or girdle. Read

h sleeve.

SIihi"' di>}rrare; liaving

|4 7v no seo^e ot shnroe. The

Hiitrer ul )i mean man; lo abuse,

(<i pul to slmine and disgrare.

A iiuinV iiHine. Head ilea, an-

j» r v Hpeerh.

H- I.' v ^fft «»r itSfi He
-

1

, , Ih»\v, h Ihisi vr,<lii«gi iirt-lul speech,

Yang he, nnme of a I!f ko, ilistorled; irre-

gular.

A road: r path a foot

paih. He kmjra

J
p " i

ly.

II «' wi i how wo

why come n(i<*i- uh. ineitiiin^

so late. \'\) li,', a wiUl

liorse; a fitio spirited Iior

plaiplant.

A oertain people. A
man*8 name. Oituvs, in

the sense oi Is are. Also nnid

to denote to wnit on; lo follow.

To wait; to slop or re-

main viili expectulion.

Name oi a bird. I'sed to

H^note a imrruw foot

path.

He v" how or t%
He \ u li"v, wailing

for my prince f He king

a very narrow toot path.

I

HinoMiist mountains. 1

^<>-C\
I

[^j He keen, amon^flt

j mountain paths.

A very email animal of

[IATv the mus species, snid to

gnaw the skin of sheep and

men, from which ulcers arise

tltnt art 1 niorial.

From Moufh added to

£i Clmo, Pulse bearing
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plants rmstny their heads. To

be pleased; to feel joy; to re-

joice; joyful, to give joy to. A
surnnme; the name of a wo-

iiihi) the name of a district

li^ad He, to desire; to iike

The same as Haou, and

lie. Hwai. Iip. or

it* versed, He hwan. or

li in lie, all ^xjiress joy aud

rt-joicing; Caking pleasure in

doing.

He keaou tlie wedding

"'an chair, u>ed in China

He 16Joy and delight.

Hf w' so!!]-- v!ul occa-

sion. He ^i-Uy ihe coim-

lennnce i'id"""ing l>ein^ pleas-

ed a cheerful conij(»nanrf*.

He yui. I'lrnsed; gra-

tified. Hh
, ul,

kl.

/f^T I " f
M «'l joy In ilf-

I I I light in. 'l'o '-;•'""'.

ot t'» dr^jiH. A surriHnnv

He 16 \ps to to it

joire; joy; deliu'l". S \ n witli

He.

W*- He-he. ho 15 8l>il.g P§^ ».e he

tlie sound or voicti <'f social

Uie sound of pU-asure oh r-

rymakin^ ; friggling and play-

ing, fjg^ E-he, a sign •"

interjection of grief, of aHmira-

tioo or desire; ulao uf tear ami

of ariger. Alas! oh O!

He he ho hu Pg ffpf PSf

laughing and tiitering. Pg- Pg*

lie he heuh heuh, tha

appearance or expression of

Iih ving succeeded, or having

obtained somethin«r. This par-

ticle also occurs as an impeia*

ti ve Interjeclion.

To ramble; to lake nn

7% f=| excursion for pleasure.

\ landsome; a pretty face

Sliwuy \w\ it houiin^ party

of pleHSiire. + Yew he,

hp excursion tor am usement.

^^^J Mei ho, ji famous an-

cie nt beau tv, who caused tho

ruin of the 1 1 oh Dynusty.

He " rhildi^ll pluv; the

play ot oliildren. Ho

s'"". ro v\hv to tilter and

l;iut;li C He wan, to

^ Fi oiu Heart and Jlish;

having obtained une'd

heai i\s wih. Tlie njind feel

•

in*r gratified atid pleased; juy

;

delight. T(* liul" in, or love.

To be fond of Hoiny.

I If ttiug ch'ing to he

fond of receiving fljiitcry.

Hin he\ joy and deli*iia.

3^ He kne tsauti, to be

tond of altering and making

new thing- ihe- sure way to

be pour.
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Very liot; abounding; to

jn burn or scorch.

The joyful light of the

"jp-j stars; to burn; to purify

by burning. The same as the

following.

To apply fire to; to heal

or decoct. Hot burning;

pervading every where :is lieai

and light; a slight decree of

light. An epilliet denoiin^

iliat one deserved well of his

country.

lie wei ipji a sliglit and in-

adequate degree of light,

X\ Choo he, name of ihe Com-

mentator Cbuofoo-tsze.

^^ An expression ul' deles-

A bright sparkling eye. I

^n fi arising from divine

)y |z| blessings. Felicitous;

happy, blis&iul; to announce or

pray to the godd.

iVS*
1Ie or IIe tsze

, fi?

«X>M name of an insect; ilio

country people deem the He-

iszc as omcnous of blessings;

Htid when they catch it let it

go aguin.

rain; the cry of pain and tain

|J of indignation. Head E
the mnrmur of resenlment.

lie he q^- liot; the cry of

,

spirits or dttuoas; the uame of

% bird,

ii/^ ""ion. To sigh; to Ihu^U

madl v; violently.

Hee ^ rlO a di^'Hse winch pro-

duces irrr.-olulion, puspicion,

him] a spiritl* *.-s state.

A blac k, iIhi k colour.

"• Read Ht-Ih, ami ShTh, a

carnation colour.

_i
' ° """ p. or pl:iy willi a

spear. To sport to piny

and lau^li pUy n&

' I'il VI" a (lieitti irul «-x-

/ liil»"ni"n; to |»l;iy or triHe

wuli (}(\ 1^ V< n li", to act

:i i'i '• h' 'ij L'i'i"' I'c

I i. «n prftciii c ''i p i l m
of liiuii) trirkg.

H,. I , 1, Imiih)

trit ks.
,jjf>

\lr lii o to tri-

fle and play. H luiifr,

lo Irirti* or v w itli ; to 86-

e '
1 1" h play

book. }k{ liv or it-

vim 8e«l, |"m he, n (*i'"|»nny or

sel of P l,, v,', ' .5t •> Htr

gllH ^llHIl^, lo \A:\ V on llu' S)lll(l
t

hs , i, Ijj^ I!e lie,

sound, noiso.

" In the riiim e \)n\ tn.i, cor-

>H or <l»»r""'rs are

ndupted lo |>oint oul tlie peiHM nl

ihiiractrrisiics of I lie cliffVron t

'Iraintii is " I i'ii:''. mid ihese par

•

iicul;ir words are made use of in

crv j>luy uuli^ri irainalcly, whe-
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tjier its complexion be Iragic or:

comic. No similar usage can be

found on the European stage, un-

less indeed we exce|)t the inva-

riable terms of harlequin, clown,
j

pantulooii, &('., in the Englisli

pan(oinine, wliicli still mark willi

f)ieciriion the station an<l < harai:-
\

ler ut the several performers, how-

ever varied may be the action of '

tlie piece. The words mude use
j

of, in Chinese plays, condLst prin-

cipally of the six following, viz,

7^ Mo, Tsang, SSng, I

'l'nn, Ch'ow, "'•
Tl»e His I o( iliese Mo, is call-

|

ed Lhou saiifr, and gen-

erally ty pitit d a prinoi()al rlmrac- 1

ter, as u tather, uncle, &c , or any

persnti somewhat advanced in

aire; himI is applied to

Nan-keo, male personages. }^
'luhg, is used in reference to

'

cliaracter8 wiih pain ted laces, or

llio.se wearing masques, being
:

vided into ^[ Hung and

) II''' 1 "ung, red and black

'IVanir, which are (he

or print'i|»al parts under tliis <ren-

r ral 'k'immimition. The F"o,

or set ondiiry, bein^ styled • ^
jfij Urh hwa nieen, second paint-

fd face, Santf, is a male cha-

racter, and is subdivided into TP

Ching, and /J Seaou, chief and

lesser. Tan, is invariably a

temale character, and is disiiu-

gtjislied into Chinor tan,

Seaou tan, and

Laou tan, besides wliich, there is

occasionally a ^ Chen tan,

which, in general, is a servant or

some such person, Ch'ow,

seems often to typify a character

disagreeable, either from personal

deforrail}r

, or some other cause;

hikI is hIso called

Seaou hwa mcen. The last,

Wae, is a Fun meen, or

painted-face character, and often

one with a grotesque and long

beard. The great divisions of

the piece, or the acts as we stylo

Uiern, exist perhaps rather in thft

book, than in tl»e representation

beinir, on the Chinese stage, not

so distinctly marked as on ours,

by lite lapse of a considerable in,

I

terval of time. The first is calle<l

Siic tfze, which means

lii'-r.illy A door; or the side-posts

of a door; Hiid hence, metapliori-

i cally the opening. The rest are

sty lt d Che
;
or breaks. The

words Sliang, and Hea,

to ascend and descend, are used

for enter and exit."

Ch'uy he kh'ow shing P/^

S Cli'uy l.e,

the sound of tbe mouth

e. the voice.

Jlili Woo-Le, the tone of sigU-
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i'»g or of nrlmiration.

He he sound, m

j

To strike; to knock.

/:
S other; d

t=

Danperous mountains si-

tuated opposite to each

other; dangerous a9 passes

siile oflofty mom"
A crrvice or o|', m

inp someiliin^ nflfords an

occasion to ininxluce blood-

shed.

MA kind of ralabnsli

shell of a gourd

r^Tj An earlhen ware v"""l

Breiitliinpr strong A8 in

anger; pa^it»n. R^a<l to

rt acli or extend lo

H

K»ie lt{in, linger ami itidigDHlion.

J^r^ To hum w*»e*l^ to burn

/V|>\| tlie grass on hills.

f\^^ A disease of crUIp. ( J ne

ms, food for oaule.

T" fi^Iif to war; a cer

fain appendage ol i bow-

Name of an insect.

I ain or catlle used as

^resi nls or off* rings.

Provisions. Yung-he.

certain pr ovisions of ceremony.

Siilb lin he. to eat

(or to have) a certain wiall al-

lowance gruittt'd to Setr-t>\t€

He lin f!<\ certain supplies

ol foc»d tjriuiud by governient.

He ynng, a victim of-

fered in Hiicienl tinus.

'"P^t N"""' 1" ^^^[ cloudy;

dull; obscure.

"' or ^ rul.-

IIHIUf ot the "UI'l'U

of fit** Chinese monarchy.

y}^ ^fl He liu a certain

jj^m l^in^t'rous mouiHiiinsiJi

ms
s See above under (lie se-

el character. Jyj^ He.

5
The breath emitted in

speaking.

A horse ^oing.

^ The rolour uf the sun

l lie li^hl of (lie moon.

if \'u \ \m< inlrn*led for ^nr-

^1 riti.-c; pure -j>otU-^s vie

-

lans Read So, a certaiu vessel

{or wine.

Ik mv a bullock devot-

ed to sacrifice. i!h He

>fu)g, victims; animals used in
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sacrifice. He yarig, a

sheep lor sacnfii e.

Motion or rolling of the !

lit', H wu v, or Kwt k
i. A

j^j fipj lurge species of tot toi^e.

Name of a con.-lt'lhition.

ances of halo near the sun, re-

ferred to in divination.

He or Hwuy, a field con-

taining- fifty Mow of land.

The name of a place. Read
K ux i, a kind of low mound or

wall raised round a field.

He or II 'i v, to take

with the Itniiii, kih] raise

from the giouml, or lead

by (he hand, as a child

to lead apart to connect

together.

He show t'uDg liin^

to take by tin- liand artd

walk logetlier.

He tae ^\\ h wuli. In take a tiling

with one. {/.Ij I 'e lie, "»

receive with boih liatwld and

in a re>j>ci ttul ninniier.

S
l

{k j% Keu he che, to lilt

up fro in (he ground.

I]

into the mouth. Food

given as a present.

4"

jr^ ITt% llwuy, Cliuy or Kv('i

an awl made to resemble

a horn. Some say, an ornament

appended to a child's girdle or

sash. A man's name.

He or Hwuy. Name of a

city name of a place in

the state Ts'e. Name of a hill

a dangerous iuountain.

He or Hwuy, a certain

^fa) large bell or utensil of

the kind. Food; certain appear-

j

\ He, Hwuy, or Shuy, ap-

I
/ [»earance oftaking a small

^> sip, supping or sucking-

j
;
splendour; risiiig

increasing; spreading ex-

tensively flourishing

prosperous, harmonizing.

To dry or drying. A
man's name the name of

a district. Used to de-

note felicitous, joyful. Read K,

lart'e and strong a tDan's name.

Muh In*, atioient name

of a species of ropf* •lanoinj;,

vulgarly called Bit Chae

jiien ^o, trrndinu on a supple

rupe. Heoirun ch'a,

Iivson tea. He

Uu che she, a flourishing and

ppaoefii] state of society.^ haou e fung, the

glorious timesof antiquity, from

whence cusioms are derived.

He cli'aou jin

suy, a prosperous dynasty, feli-

citous to men.
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l>ie name of a hill. A

/l
>
jJ4 su rname.

He or E. a

@ He I'e Jen.

l>uit:lii(i^. Read Cite, in il"'

same sense. Also to si«.p. lit'ii'l

'l'ee, to gnaw; to bite.

Sour; a sour i;\>U'. II''

lie, thick dregs. Name ('t'm
nu insect.

^/ l^T im witiP or hrn-li < tl.mi
—a

io wipe or bru-li

Rend to u

To plaster a wnll; to ro-

I

—— ceive, take or c(llwf. To

rest to depend upon

K«-, in the M"ne sen>e. W
E ne slitli uli

yue ke to ndurn a house with

mud i. e. to [ilnster a house,

is expressed by KV. l"> snme

is expres^t d l>y

l

M
oo ke,

)
i'' i'' /u\m "

:i l.-^i'inljiry tule, cf h di-

vinity *4|liltinir asiiiuler a

tUHiiniain in order to inake

a pussn^e fin* a river. Stron*?,

hVW r" i'" S'' "
)|I/V su- I lli. c iiiUmmIimI lo ex-

pel evil Jind noxious iiifl'"'ni ' .

A s|m ing un<l uuIuuwihI >;i< ri-

II I A.

~| * )U'>lov, inferior, mean,

I • / vulvar. lit ail 1

1

> descend, to cnude to de-

end. Tl"'v <lt fun* it l»v

'
I sao die tuy

slianp die clTim'. ll' :i dt'i""mg

below, the opposite of above.

Afruin, I':'"

slmng wei hi? a, lh' contrary

of above is Hea.

TWe te lieH, it is down below.

Te 1'^ t,ji".

a low or vulgar person

Show liiia, under one's

linn«l <»r p"\\ »-r. ^ "^F* 1^
('l,n t' umler the la-

l>ea v
si, he-

low i . e. he, below the steps

o( vl"j tlirone I stand, or,

your Maj \ IS] Ko hea,

council iliHml»er l»elow Uy lli',

same kind ol i'"' a in ihe

last sentence, is used fur tlie

pronoun "mi whin addrt*ssin};

ministers of st,i" wlio Imve a

sliare in iIip 1iu|m i iul councils.

P IVuh hen, loot below;

i. e. t/ou. to frienda

and equals. Sin hea, in
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the rnind, or the thoughts.

E hea, to leave in a pla'

lo e to one's posterity. [J^

Lin liea, to descend to in-

l*-ri(tr>, to c(»i"h'sct'ml to.

~P KeuM niinj; hiia liea,

u fd ince, or virtuous < ai

J:

Wuo sIuimlt <)'» i""i nei-

tli' r lii^lt nor low ; tinuble (o

II \v uy lieu, "> inMow tnvors oik

Sun»

liea di'iiig, to presenl ^ilts to u

person ahout lo c(»mmence a

jor'i"). I'ang lien, t"

put down.

J* kli'c, to repress

anger; to assmm' soft gentle

inniiners. Ili^i

keuoti tsze, to get out ol a sed an

rhair. |^ Heu lo. lIm* '

Avhei e a person hus seltlcd, who

liad previously ahsconded a

residence. liea lew.

flowing down, d^nou s low,

mean, vicious courses. "J^ j

Hea ma, to dismount. /
Che hea, under (he control of

used instead of the pronoun J
hy persons under the immediate

con t rol of any local ma>! is

Irate. Such persons are expect-

ed to shew more deference lhan

those who come from a distance.

Hea peih, to put the

pem il to paper. Hea
I'o". ihe lower part of tlie body.

Hea shin, the lower

" is of Hie human body; the

pans of genei-Htion.

Hea allow slioo, a hond, in

:iii''i.',t phraseology, ~^ ^*
Hen show, to put one's lumd

t«»; to begin to act.

Ilea t'a, to put down one's cot;

to lodge. Hea t>u, low,

niean conduct. Hea

to lay an egg. flea

l8*ze, the next time.

I"", or Nan-
ngaou. false St. J, ns island.

Hi ;a yne, next moon.

\^ Hen } ii it rains.

Hea w an. to ask oi' inferiors.

I f A certain rush which

| ' rows in waler; wlien it

floats on (lie sui face of (lie vva-

t' r, it is ralleil T een-

li\van»r ; when it sinks halt' way

to tlie bottom it is called

Jui liwang; and when it

grows at the bottom of tlie wa-

ter, it is called Te

A purging or dysentery.

Used to denote a side

apartment.

A surname. Read Kea
;

to borrow to make a
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supposition

iR^ Under for He

I r>V twul ve and ex(en«

le»i, to

extend lo

Read Kea. false, lo assume a

supposition or hypothesis.

pP 11 Ilea hoo u^ ^ the

I |yv mering ur diHi uhy ot

iiliorance.

tit 14 At leisin iinoocucitMl ^

self indulgent.

Ki : a, lw; ureal Z
\\ \\i t't\ lit-a die jlh, or \][%

Hen jlh, a leisure day.

Hiia \Th Ofx I' iHiir—, enso, s< 1

ii»rhiliT'n<t'. ^ T".'

k'wan l" :; lo iiulul^t* one's Belf.

uri Wu '. i Mm

ut l,,sunv

Man cliunf; t'ow lie," to Stciil

a little leisure in the midst of

mnrh occupHtion.

Hot, di v, bright, tlie in-

visible umtter ol hent.

A certain stone of h ra-

ther reddish colour; a

stone fractured or cracked. Er-

ror, fault, crime; split rent;

distant, remote; apart from;
i

Btern; severe. Name ol a place;
J

a surname name ot an animal

J1
JU Looking or gazing Ht lei-

1 1 j^)^ sure gRzin^ idly. White

appearance of (he eye.

A coarse kind of stone.

m

The cancer specie^ lobs-

ters, shi imps; the name

at Hn insect; ad of a certain

kind of whpple^ oarriago.

II" ma hot* the name

of a bird. ^U^IA ko.

nn me o( ii (••' tui" Hiiirnul.

Lung he&, the lobster. 4^
% I leu iiia. the toad.

A t;iiu plant. Also

p>^. read ' a.

^14 ^ Di-taiit remoto; f«r from.^ ciw
I ' i (n*Ih l.-*ze urh, to Hltaiu to

wIihI is distnnt, it is necessary

(<> !>• trin with wliat i.- iioar

n-i urh {?§

fnr and near, the same is iippli-

* tl i" the universal ditFusion of

civilizalion.

dipJ A rarnntion color clouds

ij I X. orimsoned by the rising

8un; a red Mppearance in tha

PHJ That on which the foot

U|JC treads; below the foot.

Yh he;i ^§ a certain

silver collar, put round

the necks of children with a su-

perstitious intention.

\^ A rnltlisli appearance in

the eastern sky. Halo,

4'uiii' variegated cloud.
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^[ Yiin litiu. cloudy; halo.

CIi'kou lea, the sky red in

the morning denotes rain.

Moo hea, the sky red in tlie

evening detiotes fair weather.

HJ : a p
roo ye® name ol

a planf. Tin. ( rewin Microcos.

Certain kind of sltoes

The lower character is

also read Tw an.

TjiI kin"' widiout measure;

interjuinahle praitle.

A pfirii-coloui horse.

A oerlrtin fish of ihe mn-
cer species, and of whicli

tln re are difTcroni siz' . Some
Hie dt'jarribed as om ciil.it lonp,

and others I v' m ' nr ihirly

beard several culiits U"'d

also (or the sm;ill shrini|>.

Sum mer; (lie woi»d (>('

tlu* f<mr > :tsuiiii; (he tm'*

when nature < \f>i,n'Ls Ireely

Nn me ot an uiw-ient Chinese

dynasty. Nam'* ol" a lake. Tl»e

nine Ilea, are nine lunes play-
|

ed at court on great rejoicings.

A large liou.se. A lui vt*ssfl

used in to ni pies va riefialf d with
1

Hie five colours. Reud Kea the

name of a place, and of » wood.

Also read Ho. lx Leili

Liia. a term, May 7th.

ilwa. hea, a name of China.

Hea che the summer sols-

tice. Hea ch'aou, the

dynasty Hea. Hea poo,

summer cloth; »enerally means

gras < loth. Hea t'^n,

s»immer senson.

The name of a liill.

A side apartment or out-

house.

Hi :a mun ihe port called

Anioy in the Provinoo of Fuh-

keen. Wang l.ea

fsun viilage at Macao called

Ilea, or Heh, anger, the

lone of anper; to threat-

en, to oppose or intimidate by

tUreateniiifr.

Hen lioo Itf to frigliten.

"^ hrU Ih l.iNi,

to nlarm, (o frighten.

Hiiu cIih, ptM'verseanfl deceilluL

ea or Tsuli. A wi!d,

crazed, mad manner.
"

Hea, or Ya, wide mouth-

ed efipii»<j;; also express-

ed by P f^f Pa ya. The

\v I .inglin^r of chiidren. (M. S.

Dictionary.) An in terjcction or

lone of alarm. A mere tone;

sometime used insteadofdislinfit

articulation. To rhyme, read

Ho. Han ya, appear-

-V

EK

MR

$

Hi

Er
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ance of a deep wide valley.

P^1
N^ae-ya, ah! strange! alas!

^ Ya ya pei, is the

language of vulgar oonteiilion.

The two first words are intend-

ed to mock the miitterin^ enun-

oi;ition of an opponent and the

last is pronounced with so much

ibrce as to amount very nearly

to spitting at him.

jjpa Kh'owhea Iiea

1^1J laughing. Sam« «s

Hea, a vust empty or <lesulau-

appearance between two Litis.

With the same pronunciation,

it is written erroneously tlies«

' m il \vil\
{]

ot which are pronounc-

ed Hea.

Cracked, as an earlhen

vessel; sjvli t, rent; a crack
y

a n . \ irr j»n api-rture; a

L clefl. <^fL ]^ Kli'ung hea

J A ;in opening.

Hi:a kelh a crevice, au a-

perlure.

HEA,

A press or wooden case;

a clie?t, box, or trunk a

case of wood or paste board.

Also read Ki : a, in the siime

sense. ^§ |M Se;mg hea
f

ft

chest or trunk. /J |M Seauu

Lea, small box, provided it bp

square; round ones are calltMl

a ladj's dressing box.

Shoo hea, a book cuse, a port-

able cover made eitli^r of wood

or pasle-board. [M Meh

hea, a case for ink.^^
Pae t'ee he: a, a case lo cuiwain

visiting cards.

Hea keen wei lang

encloses a sword und su r-

rounds a lan tern—expresses an

acute and luminous uiind beint:

"J by a person ol' no

great show.

A pari i» u!ar kind of l»am-

boo.

tfffl To inlmlr, lo swallow, to

T eulp. 1 Il. tl, lu.a,

or |I llffl 11"""' the

sun ii>l of m:i n v pf*rsun*-i voices,

I

!H W IhTU

hea isii v a", tlie iip|"':nu"'«

of urti mcnls turl"'i up. 4i
n[Jl—^

lii a yili Vixw cli'a, «Io yuu uvnil

you r-( If w[ its l»euig liot
y
and

drnu^li! of tea.

A kiitil cage in which

lo <'ur>fine a young tiger.

rho nume of a wood. A
-cabburd.
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Joy; dcliybL.

Jjl^f Hi u hea breath-

IVV ing ihrough the nose.

Af»peuranoe of fire; to

dry with fire

Accustomed to, familiar

with to a|>proach near

to; to change; to slight;

^f>|^ I to make li^ltt ot to d
) gpise; to contemn.

Jen hea % a tribe of people

eaid to be very liairy and

frightful.

11 ki urh kins die

$

approach tiear (to L"">d men)

un<l respect them. j^ Hea

hwuh, to be f imiliur with and

despise.
|

Hi:a nelli, close

HtUchment to, Jor sinister pur-

|x»,es. W'^x wo ui

Kli'i'i"' lo treat with

irreverence, disrespect, or cou-

lempt.; to prol'ane; Lo dtaecralt-

.

A particular pari u( dress

or short yai incnts.

^pTl L ^jurtcily ; ha vint; much

D I
to say the sound or noise

of talking.

+^|TJ Hea »ee $^ flowers

1—
f arrnnged, or appearing

in order.

4U\ I

Name of a fish.

Ilea-sha, numerous and

arranged in order, as if for or-

nament like the scales of fish.

^jk tee the cold

^>/V. striking oue.

MCioucliing under a pre-

cipice, or in a cave; mean-

ly ludged.

A name applied to sev-

eral mountains in China,

wliich join at top, and form an

immense cavern below, where

the liglit of the sud at noou

does not enter. The name of a

dislrict.

Ilea kh'ovv P name of a

place in the province of Can-

ton, where the opposite hills

seera to make an arch ov3r the

river.

17^^ Narrow strait; confined

|>^V passage by land or by

water. To be distinguish-

ed from Shen, the

111 1^1 I n;ime of a Province.

I [l^j ^ Ngeb hea, a stmit dan-

gerous passage amongst valley

and mountain streams.

TVin hea, the name of a place.

Hea urh ch'ang nar-

row and long; applied to

boats, Hea ylh, a nar-

row pass.

name

of a place on the river

tf^ Hwae also the name of a

Heen and of a Chow district.

-
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Hee or Hea Kind of tas-

sels or other ornaments

that hung from the cap, in an-

cient times.

Hea how §t) breath-

ing though the nose;

snoring.

Confined on each side;

narrow : strait.

Crooked; distorted teelh;

tlie leelh firowinpr again.

Broken or deficient noise of

gnnsliing or gnawing with tlie

teeth.

^t^S^ II" or u, appearance of

^J^l the moulhs of fish. Fish

moving their inoutlis. Appear-

ance ot many fish Noise made

in langliing, as Hft! ha! Rend

Slia, S' Ho or Ta, to suck and

drink. Noise made in eating or

drinking. Read Hea, a Mahom-

e<lan surname. A kingdom ot

tlie Toorks. (De Guignes.)

Much used in Tar tar Orlho-

giapliy, and pronounced Ha,

with a cuttural sound.

Ha-mi Lat. N. 43° W. of

Peking 22°.

To harmonize with; to

combine or blend with

:

instil madually into the

mind; to instil as if soaked or

steeped iu water; to extend; to

pervade every part; saturated.

HKA

P 00 t0 diffuse or

extend to every place.

Seang bea or Jfjp Ho hea,

agreeing or hm "ionizing, appli-

ed to tiie tempers and di>posi-

tiond of two persons. ^$
Yung liea, to unite or blend

to^etlur.

Hea yu min sin "J ^ AJ1

to in-t il into the minds of the

people '/p Ali IIcu sin, of one

!ni;ul iiUiniHte friends.

L^h^ To draw into; to imbibe;

to sup with the mouth

to receive as ihe sm Moes the

rivers which run into it; to

unite.

The iippearnnce of fire.

>n
A^/^ H' : a Ho oi Kee, a scab-

^Pl^l bard lor a sword. Name

of u wood.

An ornamented vessel.

^Jlj Kead Ya (
to open and

shut a door.

_Z^ A certain sacrifice to the

maui^ of ance&torfl, w hi civ

unites the near and the more

distant; to collect or unite to-

gether the various provisions

used in the sacrifice.

Ilea, Ko or To, a fat ap-

j |T| pearance; adieease which

induces cold or shivering.

Soaked as with rain; ea-

%^ turated.
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HUa
;
or K5j name of a fish

I(3 found in deep marshe?,

in ti|ia[>e reserpbling the carp.

Irpl| To employ strength; ex-

!_}/J ertion effort.

open

the mouih very wide; to

gape. One says, soutni.

To scratch to sera pe; to

j F-l pare.

-J-g3 A sometliin^ with whicli

|Z| to support any thing

which is bent by force; that

which keeps it in its position

that whicli adjusts a bow or

puts it in form a cross-bow.

Bij^
The eyo injured. Blind,

fzf used to denote ipnorance

ot letters and intellectual dark-

ness.

Hea ) ill muli 1^ —* ^ blind

of one eye,

leang muh, blind of botli eyes.

Bl^, >\. Hea yen jin,a hlind

man. Also called &"^ Hea-tsze.

To bind round, or tie up

^[ a iliinjr.

The noise of a wheeled

carriage; a certain iron

fastening at the end of the

p m axle tree to prevent the

^ y carriage being injured,

ence the idea of regulating

nd governing. The name ol

a star. Read Ho, the appear-

ance of turning aud shaking;

J

to drag or draw to.

Kwan hea, to regulate; to con-

trol. $ T'ung hea, gen-

eral command or control.

Chili hea, the iron pin

which keeps the wheel ot a

carriage on a moral regulator

of the wheels of society tho

public morals. A sage; a mor-

alist.

Filled; stuffed; satiated.

Hea ngo name ot

a certain bird. Also read

Hea or Ktih, Endea-

vour, effort, firm, deter-

mined.

E

ju keili pe Yin hetn chin,
6yon

should use every endeavour to

caution the good officers of

Yi" to avoid intoxication,

Hea, or Kee.

0»PI Hea keen, black; dark,

injurious, crafty, wily.

.T-— The noise of the teeth

gnashing or grinding a-

gainst each other.

Hea, or Kea. The cry

of a camel.

New die shing yue mow; to

che ming yue l»ea
?
the lowing

of a cow is called Mow, the cry

of a camel is called Hea.
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l)i

gent exertion. ^/j

I// K ^
yung leili sliii.^, Hei l»i ; a. tl.e

sound or nuirit- ma«le »n "x'

inn; strength.

Leili tto hea hea. 'nh

the exertion of inucli sirtriigtli.

Read Ho, diligent.

Blind.

HEAE

A bald appearance; bald.

To look a squint.

Name of a star.

A certain valuable stone.

ft

^

^'Vr To bind about; (o l"in"'

/1' or to suspend from.

i1

The honos "f the Irg; iln*

bones; tlie junction ot l he

hones; the members or

l parts of the body tlie

body iucludint; nil

/•-I— rts is v\ prt'SSrt] l>v

7J^ J
h," Ik-,,. .I

dred numbers

lieae, ihe six divisi«ni>; ilie fun

extremities, the head, and ih

trunk.

ffi^ Suddenly alarm. ,1

tated, surprized; d per.-

ed, scattered. Name of a river;

a man's name Used for sonnd-

in? an alarm with a drum.

Seh lieae, looked alarmed

surprized or agitated by a

change of countenance.

King heae, alarmed, fright-

ened, astonished.

n' :". (' to be surprized;

to rohsitlcr strange.

Wi-An ii^o, amazed, struck with

surprize, astonisliment.

I It'ati liiu^, (lie* ippeanm i:e of

li i^lit or alarm. ' Heae

tun'jr, sliuok willi alarm.

Iiorte indis-

tinct or stifled articula-

tion.

1

To take hold of; to grasp,

10 seize.

W()"'l'n mnnacles or

stocks to prevent a per-

son walUinjr; a general term for

weapons offensive and defen-

sive, lljost^ whirh conlain some-

thing are railed KI.V. The

lance, spear, bow, arrow, and

so on, are called Heae. Any

craft, art, or clandestine scheme,

is called

K

e heae, which
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also denotr8 :m in^eniuus run-

trivunce. t Pin*r 1"';"'.

military weapons.

Heae tow fo fight wiih

wea|>ons, and so on.

rTr^2, To sound an alarm with

X
^J)\\ a (1 rnm; to ni.tke a ttiun-

derin*; noise; to rouse llie iit

ten tion of nn ai m v to awaken

the re*j;irds of (lie woiM, as

Sa^es do. To strike as by

llmnder ar an e;u tli(juiike.

Keue lae
j Bold,

violent, assuinin^.

The sound or voice of an-

ger. Same a.< g Hr.

A certain tree, the lea

i

of which is ealen with

jirecii nut ; it Iims a certain fla-

vor that unites with the nreca '

A small hill separate*!

fiom a larger one; a val-

To separule.

A stream that cuts off,

ur sfparates. | l'u

a ^tn. Leaou

heae, a small strcaiu.

Heae or Heae

ch'ae, a crriain i'al)uIous

Cl.'ae.

Heae ch'ae Uwai» an

executioner's cap Read Keae,

strong, violent, domineerii^

appearance.

m
-

I'"e. remiss, lazy. The
•ii'-Honaries all read Kj'ae

.U negligent; slug-

Name of a shell fish,

wli":li walks sideways.

1" or P'nng-

tlie n a I); so called

f rom its sideward motion.

j young crab.

Kaou heae, an old rrab.

^ Hcao-hovv 3^ to

meet without previous

ai'poiritinent; accidentally; for-

Ujiiously
; pleased, gratified.

IlOW Scalier yi]

to niiM t luvi'k'ntally.

A
f'
arli(!,jliU " PHrt of the

"17^1" li'irness (or d ritwing wi(h.

:jbhk Wind and rain together,

4 j^l nnd for a coTilinunnce.

Ri'a'l Kt':"', \v ;iter flowing in

minierous slreams.

TT^hI To pair with; to plough

together; to accord; to

harmonize; ^oneral or mutual

consent; harmony; peace. To

agree about a price. Name of

an ancient book; name of a

bird.

Hme ho ^^^J general agree-

ment; harmony; concord, as be-

tween husband and wife.

7^ Heae shing, harmony of

souud in music.
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•JlH^ 'i'o ascend a carriage.

A gentle horse; one that.

i

fl̂/ accords with the wish of

its rider.

Ml Certain 6hoes.

Leather slioes; shoes of

any kind

Heae keuen a ""I consist,

ing of several pieces on wliicli

tho, Chinese make their shoes

^fe Heae t ow, the toe of a

shoe.

/fA^ The name of a fi-h.

Jiuil t leae lung, name of

a divinity. lie;id Kwei, a sur-

name.

Ilae 1 is-

quietude ol min»l.

"1 Flesh meat prepared in

a certain way; all food

j^j \ that is tliorou^Iily drr-

ed. Tlif skin

.

^ pSl Shoes: leather shoes.-
Bold; daring; a strait

;

straitened confined.

generous; disin-;
Heae ko ^ bold, daring.

... Thoughlful and calculat
'

" ing.

Concerned in mind; the

heart upset; rash, daring.

HEAE

: Hang-heae

V3_li air or vapour; dewy va-

pours midnight air of the nor-

thern regions. A watery ap-

pearance. Also read Hwuy,

nrul Hue.

To exliort; to wai m; to

enjoin precepts or injunc-

tions.

The name of a fi.h.

A certain vegetable of

ek S|>ecie8, and

wliu'h prevents sleep. A kind

of mat.

Dislikes; jenlousies; en-

vy. Ho heae,

potty j"aim"es.

StidtUti! v wiih alacrity;

cheerfully.

A—i"imce as that of di-

vine beings.

-^r/V Fillet or selvnge that

Ij I
binds any part of a gar

-

mu", as about the neck or the

knee. Large loni; garmer»ts

(hat hang down over ihe knees,

as a pptlicoat.

wine

of m

pell'

m
buny,

To say what is pood,

man's name.

A

A leaf of a folding door.

Heae or Keae.

^

Mo-lieae, small bones;

One says, firm, strong.
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HEANG.

tsi
From Meen

t a cave or

hut, and KICow, a mouth

or opening. A medium of com-

municHtion for the air, hence

from mouth. A window open-

ing town' (Is the north the face

directed towards; opposite to;

directed to an object; an object

of thuujjhtorstudy; time which

containd events to which the

mind can be directed time p«st;

iu'nMofcre, The points oi the

compnss. The name of a place,

ot a city, of a conntrv. A
Seh

heang kin hoo, stop up the win-

dow, and daul> up door with

mud Tso peli

Leang nan, Sitting to the north

and directed to, or facing the

south,' said of houses which

front the soiidi.

lieancr, opposilo to, or fronting

«a<-h oilier. Chung

lieane. tlie finnl object. /£, f^j

Ting ko hl:ang Vow, to

fix an object or a point of the

compass. Ui li

elilh sze heang, twenty four

points of the compass.

Sin lieang shatig, the heart

directed upwards. ^d ^(
Sin pull lieang-, tlie mind or

iieart does not apply ittielf.

^ Kh'wei sin heang

jib, 'the heart ot the sun-flower

turns to the sun
,

to devole to

anuth^r person a pure heart.~1 Y heang, r
Heang lae, heretofore; a while

past.

Heang ts'een ih'eu,

to advance forward.

Heang jTh kh'wei, the sun-flow-

er. |n) Heang neen, form-

er years. Heanir t*a

sl"6, said to him.

Heang seen, before; recently.

A woman's name.

A window

north.

towards (he

A certain valuable stone.

A species of fine silk.

To take food and go forth

to the field to labour; tiie

provisions of Lusbandraeu the

food of the army; the duties

paid to government, implying

that they are for the support of

the army. Jt Shang heany

or Na keacg, to jmy
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duties. Ciruii

kh'ow lieang yin, export duties.

Tsin kh'ow

lieang yin, expresses imports.

Cii'ow lieang, a name

given to a prince who murder

certain husbandmen in order

to obtain their provisions.

Heang Leang or

Pleang yin, duties; sums paid

to government on export and I

import goods, 'ffpj § n ;:
:"it:

tang, a licensed pawn broker;

one who pays to government
|

for the privilege.

From Kaon, hijjl', ab-

breviated, and Yui,

t
to say. To offer up with

^ suitable expressions; to

offer to a superior; to sa- I

crifice. To receive the

odour of incense. To en- i

joy. Heaou heanp, of-

lerings of filial piety, at tlic

tombs or temples of deceased

relatives.

Heang (uh IHS to enjoy hap-

piness. ^ Heang kwo, to

reign. Henng show, to

enjoy long lite. H^.inu

y»ng, to enjoy the use of.

^ Heang yen, Heang is

merely an entertainment laid

«ut in token of respect, without

partaking of it; Yen, denote?

S'ast. not in appearance, but

1=1

J

in realily.

Heang, denotes directed"

towards; the place to

wards which many persons turn

Twelve thousand five hundred

families make a Heung, a vil

lu^e. Used to denote sound

noise. To turn towards two

flights of steps; windows oppo

site to each other. Five houses

Lin, a neighbourhood

five Lin mnko Le, a lane

five Lo make fj^ T" a rlan

live 'IViili make Fang; five

Tung make Chow, and five

Chow make Heang. Time

past. A surname.

I li .ii.^ .jlfi ^[l|J former da^s.

Heantr 'io ' the old

mat) of n villn^e. who is allow-

ed the precedence of the rich

and titled. A nisiic.

UTant: p'in*:. the critici.^ms of

tlir villatro; the opinions of the

nei^^bourli'ind respoc tin^ wluit

one does !ji^ H""p sliin,

country t:eiillt*men who lia ve

:Ut"i'ie« ll»e decree rnlleil K''

jin. >j*»j* Heun*: ts'un, a vil-

laue. ; Heang !an^ f
par-

ties or Hssociulions in villages.

Hi : ;inj: vuen. a hypo-

|«e
Hean^ yuen teh che tseli yay,

a l») pocrite is the thief of vir-

tue.
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J.^f/ For a short space of time,

not oi long duration.

Over against towards.

The same as Hean».

See above.

Woo full yue heang, ' of tlie

five blessings it is said Heanp,'

i.e. press forward to them. The

five are, long life, riches, peace,

the love of virtue, contentment

wilh one's fate.

Heang pei toward the

back, backwards.

Vpr Heang ming urh che, to

rule in the full blaze of day.

Said of the sages, who do not

affect the works of darkness.

PY^tf I
Steam arising from heat-

( ed grain. Smell or fra-

grance. Name of a place.

Used to denote sound.

Name of an insect of the

silk worm species*

Sound; to respond lan-

guage inelegant, or vici-

ous"; of short duration.

1=1

A kind of beef soup.

The noise made by a

door; at the door, or be-

tween the steps up to it. A
kind of window.

Sound; noise; clamour;

a floating sound.

Heang ying, to answer;

to respond. Fang

heang, a certain instru-

ment of music.

To entertain or give a

banquet to a guest. The

name of sacrifice; to offer

sacrifice.

He ii'g sze Jp|J to sacrifice.

Sh»ng heang, are tbo

two closing words usual in writ-

ten prayers which accompany

sacrifices, and imply a request

that the gods or spirits would

(•orae and partake.

Fragrant; odoriferous,

as plants; fragrant in-

cense; fragrant wood; effluvia

contained in the air or caused

by the wind. Name of a plant,

and of a wine; of a hill, ot a

river, and of a man. Name of

a pavilion, Shay-beang,

musk.

Heang ngan a table with

incense; an altar, whether be-

fore an idol, or when doing ho-

mage to the Emperor, or any

document received from him.

^ \1}^ Heang-shan-lieen,

the district on which Macao is

situated. The principal town

is about half way from Canton

to Macao. The Magistrate of

that district. Hiag
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Iteang, to burn incense, or per-

form worship. F^eang

koo, the champignon.

Heang laou, the priest of a tem-

ple who offers incense.

Heang loo, a censer.

Heang rniib, odoriferous woods,

in Chinese Botany, inclii'le

climes, camphor, and myrrh.

Henng nang a little

bag t'ontninin^ something fra-

grant to al>out one's per-

son. ^ HfM,nor lova

ts'ae, a species of pulegium,

Penny-royal. Meaog

yen, the smoke ot incense.

A disease of the breath

l>H^ Sbay-hi ang )^ the

musk; the navel of an

animal

^ Yun ? li—
f

un-
L
J f.cbmissive, unsubdued.

A sail made of reed a

4 suil furled

Yung heiing f a

dog dragged unwillingly.

^J^^ A certaiM leguminous

plfint.

Heanc: shwnng

Jl^j to stund erect, to wake

no progvefis.

^C ' s"ike; to knock.

Ancient pronunciation*

(and generally) K'eang^

To descend to come down
from a higher place to

condescend to fall to

submit; to cause to come down

or submit.' to put down

to a lower situation or rank.

Heang chef to send

down hii imperial order,

Keanjr low, a certain star.

~
' r*M K' :

;»r)<r yth p'in, or (1^—
' Keang yili keili, to de-

grade to a lower place one step.

Htang sir), to submit

one's mind to.

8?inp
?
(o condescend to be bnrn

ini'> ill'' won*].

lvi.; ;mj: kTIi eeang t),mig to

irld or give way to oilier per-

The W'k part of the

dead or neck, that wliich

w>ts on the pillow; the strings

which tie a cap behind. Name

of a siat<s a surname. Lai ce

great. A word in frequent use

denoting kind, sort., species;

item thing. Ko

lieanp sat»<; le, all sorts of trade.

~~
'

Yili hean<?
?
one item.

Heang heiin?, duties.

Heang he a we ts'ing

oue item not cleared oS.
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HEAOU.

To lay across; to blend;

to imitate; to comply with

tlie wishes of another person

meritorious. Certain of the

symbols or species of things

railed Kva, motion.

3^ Luh heaou, expres>es cer-

tain of the Kwa and certain

numbers.

Heaou or Keaou. To

imitate to accord with

precedent.

Uity and obedience to

one's parents; filial piety,

duty to superiors. 8ome wri-

ters make it include every vir-

tue. It is placed at the head of

all moral excellence; and lewd-

ness at the head of every vice.

Heauu hinjr ^J" dutiful con-

duct. Heaou king, du-

^ J * OIK

tiful and respectful.

Heaou king, name of a book,

wf^il-known in China.

Heaou foo moo, to perform

one ?
s dutv to father and moth-

er. Heaou sliun, duti-

ful and submissive.

Heaou te, duty to one's parents,

and to one's elder brother.

Heaou tsze, a dutiful son.

Heaou sin, a dutiful

mind.

fee

t{

Celerity; cheerfulness*

A certain beam in the

roof of* a house.

Name of a stone; an un-

even stone.

Read Keaou. Good; ex-

cellent; beautiful. Asur-

m a palace, or a place of con-

finement for the ladies of the

palace. Yung heartg is also a

designation of the Emperor and

of kings. Keae, denotes a

straight street; Heang, a
crooked or winding one.

Heang pih an eunuch.

Prepared; a kind of path

l^^l or road.

Swelling; swelled.

Appearance of much

strength.

To bear burdens one

who is capable of hel[)iny

much, is in Slnintung nnd CI»e-

kenng, expressed by Ueang.

Name of* a plant.

: j (

\

A public path a lane;

, li^ a street. Pe

lieang:, a bye lane.

Yung heang, a kind ot piazza
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name To blend.

cl.ul.

keaou he, keaou jin leaon he,

when the pale moon goes fordi

—Iiow fine the appearance of

a beautiful woman. In tliis

quotation, some write the word

Keaou. In some parts <»f

the country. g( Fan haou wei die keaou,

wliatever is good id called

Keaou. Occurs in the sens^ ("

Keen and of 5^P K>am'.

keaou

haou, a good tigure,

^\\t To apply one's strength

^\J^ to, in obedience to some

order, or in imiLHtion ol son

pattern aim at, or wi.sli to t-
J-

fect some work. The proofs

of having exerted slren*:(!i ilu*

service. ^/

l

s in ^

yuen heaou leih, voltiniaril)

exerting one's stren«rih in (he

serviced another, wliirli is also

expressed by *^ Heaou

laou. ^t)} Paou heaou, to

serve as a recompense fur some

favor received

H^aou fa to act agreea-

bly to some rule. Heaou

leih, to exert one's strength in

compliance with the wish of a

superior. Heaou yen,

proots of some cause existing;

effects.

Fhid character is properly writ-

ten Heaou, though having

been harxled down erroneously,

and used for a long lime, it is

now common in the above

form.

Read Keaou, a beautiful

woman ariful. Read

Heaou, lewd; dissolute.

A surname.

A blending of hearts;

I 0^ hilarity cheerfulness;

cleverness. Read Keaou, in

much tlie same sense.

Like; to learn of; to imi-

tate; effort, exortioii

intent
; etftM'ts, result.^ to offer

up to, to advance. To be ef-

B<'HcioiH, ap[ilied to medicines.

Sliin heaou, divinely

Heaou fa to imitate an-

citMit i'X)imi l» > Ht*aou

pin, ai u^Iy woman affecting

the lit ile contractions of the

features wliicli add grace to a

pretty woman. Heaou

yew, to imitate and exceed the

original in a bad seuse.

To imitate; to make

something a law, or rule.

Fang heaou.

Heaou fa, and
lj Tseh

heaou, to conform to some rule.
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Ts ze wul. lie lieauu n:>

ko yang tsze tso tieth, this is

mn de according to that pattern.

f Knng heaou, meritori-

ous service.

Heaoa laou to labour or

exert one's self agreeably to

the wish of others, f

Heaou yen, effect, or con>e-

quence.

Tlie stem or handle of n

certain vessel ihe foot

of a vase; the cross bar which

serves as a foot to a certain

stand. Read Keaou, to confine

within wooden bars. A kind

of public school to compare

to exHmine.

Name of a river.

j^^J Variegated with black

'|^^ and yellow; a kind of n

SHsh or biindai/e. Rt-ad To, tu

bind; to tie or twist to stran-

'.

To taste provisions of

_ any kind except, rice;

provisions taken to (lie field, or

on a rambling exi'ursion.

Sound; noise*

The name of a hill, and

of a river.

Timid: fearful

The name of a river.

Confused; mixed.

or reversed,

H wan Iieaou. thick muddy wa-

ter.

^X/Ia Mixed, blende(. confused.

^JJ^V To mix metals; pulse, em-

ployed as food victims; flesh

and bones. Tlie name of a

place. Ooours in the sense of

Heaon.

Ilt Jiou lee ij separated; ar-

ranged. Heaou, expresses

a certain vessel filled with flesh

in temples. Heh, are the

h ints which fill another vessel

Heaou heh, every

species of food with tlie excep-

ot" graii).

A certain plant the juice

ot which quenchers thirsL

Rude speech disrespect-

ful language.

Name of a city. Name

of a U\\\. Read Ngaou,

name of a city.

Food; provisions.

Heaou chan, provi-

sions, victuals.

Heaou heaou

large appearance.
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Calling out; a loud cry;

the roar of wild animals;

the voice of anger or rage.

P'aou heaon, the cry of en-

raged tigers or leopards. Tiie

cry of an alarmed swine.

Heaou chuen Pjfq 10 pant and

breathe as in asthma,

tfe^ Vapour, steam or smoke

^ ascending.

A dog or pig in a fright.

griet.

Heaou heaou che peen

^[ a clamorous debating

in vindication of one's self.

Fear apprehension.

>l Heaou ping ^^^^ or

ij^ Heaou liemm, a

disease oi the throat ; incessant

coughing wliicli makes a per-

son stoop as if dtiii hied.

JlT^ Heaou iiili fl^: liil".

mountHinou-; hilly state

of a country.

A pig running;

<l^^ squeaking of a pig in a

frt^ht.

r^ii* A certain animal ome-

nous of good.

False; not wii'p. Read

Keaon. K'w
hing, unremitiing in the pur-

suit of gain. Read Yauu, ^(
Ts'eaou yaou, a tribe ot

short foreigners situated on the

Soiuh-east They are said to

be but three cubits high.

Fear, apprehension. The

uninterrupted tone of

morn-

^7J^ it)? intelligent, know-

ing. Clearly discriminated

perspi ( uons; luminous; appar-

ent and easily understood plain-

ly stafrd fully promul^ed us

i n gov*'rimeii t proilanuitions.

Heaou rlie to illustrate it.

8^ ^§ II»'"'i rhiing. the morn-

iitjr he II. ^^ Heaou yii, a

clear, perspicuous proclHma-

tion, or other official notifica-

tion.

-fcAr White; clear; bright.

Heflou or Keaou A pen-

tie good liorse; skilfuL

performance of a certain game,

wliirli i'Oiisists in throwing a

reed into a narrow raoutlied

vessel, and ('aUlimg it again

w i i h the hand hs it siarts out.

Heaou khe keaou

a

certain military officer.

>f^V P heaouHi-
^ lent temper or spirit;

boHstfnl. Read Hew, excellent

harmonious, good, blessed aud

atUuent.
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JJ^jj^
The vulvar form of" Heaou, elegant, harmoni-

ous, good.

To cull to; the sound of

l^j^J a [>ipo or reed. Pj^ ^£
Hea'"' vu, to call out aluud;

clamour. AUo read Ho, Pj^

Ho iio. stern, severe, cruel

H|»|)earance; harsh, sU*.n loud

voice. Some say, sound or

"'ise. One says, joy and re-

joicing; (iisue&ingly hot.

X|J A tail strong dog.

f^^S^ W'hl.silin^ muihI of n

fjjwj lliinp pjissin^ rapid iy.

^C^^t A short nosed dog.

Same us the prpceHinp.

Rewd Kcaou, |vroud.

-J-Jl^ Hollow root of n tree;
\

1 \^ lioilt»w cmi»t y. N.uik i'f'

a star; any tliirg l""!w fa-

:

mished or wi y r hungry

person 1^" Y»^n heaou

name of a star; to regulate to *

adjust.

Heaou iuli jin ^ a man
j

with an empty belly an un-

furnished mind; an ignorant

person.

0^1 Name of a bird which

^J l"s a hoarse or disagreea-

ble note; a bird whose flesh is

not fit to eat; ot another species

6oup id iii<ide. ^Sdiuc ui a brute

animal.

Hea, haou or Heaou ihe

rry or roar of a tiger; to

intimidate.

A clever artful woman
5

a woman of an inttlli-

gent mind.

Boasting; talking big; a-

larm or surprise. Rend

Keaou, the crowing of a co(,k.

Read Paou, bombast; inflated

or flowery talking witliout «tiy

reality. Paou paou
?

soui"i

noise.

Heaou chaou ^pp/nl many vm d

verbose. R^ud Mew. syn. wiili

P Mew.;J
"jf^i Kl/want; chuy cbe vs";g

yen yay, the irregular cotif used

t:lk of a madman. 43E >^

« Ivh'waiig oh ay

kli'e uhe Iieuou heaou jen, a

m«dman's ideas and lancrna^e

a re inflated and extravagant.

From four months and

head. The breath or

vuioe ascending- above (he liead.

To make a noise; to voeiferate;

noise; vooiforfition noise of a

market place. See under Ngaou,

3i3 A yellow coloured dog.

Am
Wljite; very white; dear;

bright; splerulid inani-

a[)pui*eut. Had I ing
s
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food in wliioh Peh, wliite,

applieil to dishes occurs thrice.

white. Read Peh, Lo strike^

He aou fan a set out of

HER
To accord witli to nniie;

" I to rhyme with; applied

to sounds.

Hee yun |t"f" two syllahl^-

that rhyme, p|

San to hee keih, I wish you an

union aud an abuhd:u"(' off I"'

three blessings, viz. ^3
Full, show, L>2C llUth,

happiness, lo»g life, and nial**

children.

United strenirtli or* ffort;

urgent. Rend Jj'ei, un-

wearied, ceaseless t'ff',"
~'

* S
letli seftng ts ung be€ che e yay,

three strengths uuitetl,

the sense of Hee.

Union of lhoi]<>ht har

^Hs
/jf] mony of Benliraent

^rf^ To take or lift u|>; to put;

to drap. A man's name.

^ Agreement; concord u

f
Ul0n 5 harmony; pervail-

ing amongst many to

T'ungsin heelt- ill,

with one heart and »niled

strength. T'"w
yin hee kung, same reverence

ftad united itspoctj i. e, mutual

res(»ect, rherislied by prince

and ministers superiors and

in t'eriors ,IK S Hea

luin kh e the people re

-

ypt'cllul Hr.rl rordially suhmis-

-e. m "— G «ang

ito cli'uli lai% hef le sze woo,

lake and brin^ liim forward to

y*\n in th«' inniKiyeineht of bu-

siness. The tide of a military

oHi^.M* df tlie 2nd or 3rd ranks;

tin' \}\nc\* <>t his command pre-

chiles this tide, as

K wany liJ^e; llio Hee of Kwanj^

( lmv too

itle of a mili-

8)i i y otli< er, ehtrtisted with the

C(>uh!uiim1 <»f a trarrison, and (lie

drh ol a district, j^f

11 t r lin^r. h >*»i t ol' M:ij'»r pen-

rl 1 in M r :ir inv.

% " ho an puii^r, unite in

lr"i ''" ail nutions.

^ I pan ta l»t:o sze,

title of tl»e fifth and sixth mi-

niaterri of ^late in China.

tif^j T') inspire, and to close

'

(-J tbo wouth.

A-Mj A hank or dnm raised to

\^ obstruct water.
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XJ^/ \ The sides ol' an animal

f\fjfj i
h—'; tlu-* ribs; the [Kiris

below (tie arms. The

front, middle and hinder

parts of a victim To re-

ceive or gather tusfMher; to re

primand. 3^ I""1 t(>

intimidate by strength and

force.

Heek'eu ^[ 1^ a certain stop for

a carriage, Hee tun
( u

kind of shield. * ft
Hee tso h?e yew, the It'U and

right sides.

(

Fear, apprehension, tv

, cause fear; to intimidate

Appenr«nce of wad r

J |^ flowing.

Vapour, smoke or fmm'

from heut ascending vi'

rapid force.

Hee l.ee l,e cold

^f^^ Strikinir one.

Hrg htii hlrMflim' to^'O-

ifier as a Jreeziut: mixdire.

Generous and d is in i trust-

ed forward to exei I. one's

self in behalf of others; emul-

ous to do wliftt is noltle and

disinterested an onriHiuiteH

epirit in the cause of what is

conceived to be right.

Haou bee, wealth and power

exerted in the cause of justice

and humanity.

P'ing sang yew hee khV,

through life possessed a gener-

ous, disinterested spirit.

Jin hee, a generous confidence

and disinterested, undaunted

fri«udsliip ( Woo-chay-yiin-foo).

Used for Kea
3

to take un-

der I he arm. Also read Kea, in

the sense of Kt: a, by the

side. Coramoi)ly, but errone-

ously w rit ten thus

Hee lee disinterested and

ardent mind. ||§ ^\\

Le e hee lte che iin, a

injui of ardent and disinterest-

ed mind, studious of moral pro-

\nwiy and justice. ffS. Hee

if m. I lie ctiurage of a great matu

"I'AlX " hold of; to as-

?»ntie or take upon one's

bt it; to support; to carry with

one, as under the arm to store

iv w lay by; to conceal to

cherish; to protect; to assemble

or gather together. To break

or destroy. Read Ttfi:e, to ex-

tend to; lo pervade.

lee cho yew keu

to have ability to undertake

any task. Hee kwei,

to assume on accouitt of one's

rank. Hee kung, to
L It

t;i ue up or carry a bow. -j^J

Hee shooj to conceal books,

a crime, \v hicli was by the
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law of I lie Tsin dynasty, to bt-

punished by destruction of the

whole kindred. Hee

ts'eu. to nip or squeeze, to ex-

tort. Hee, to assume.

KU'e, to insult.

A feheiif of

I

I

HEE

Hee hwang f^ilj
|

large boat or sliip.

Kee or Kee.

g.ain.

\^ To desist; to stop to rest

awhile; to terininute.

Njtr:u» liee, re.st; composure.

Ht:e cUoo to make a tem-

porary stop; lo stay to desist.

Hee che, a stoppage of

the puUe which precedes death.

Wi H" ii nh
'
dee P' p r°-

iountl, trlnomy, sombre appear-

ance. ^ ~~
' Hee yth heS,

to stop or rest a little.

1 1 tie k\inp[, to stop work.

Hee nee, to stop luisiiu^s;

a delicate expression fr fiiilm

or bankruptcy. H'C

^liow, to desist from acting or

working. Hii6 Seili, to

desist tor a time, lo rest a

while.

An insect with a sting.

V|E3 J A (\og with a sliort snout.

{jV^ f Fear; to terrify; to inti-

/ midate. Read Kea, in

the same sense; also de-

' noting fierce. Read Hea j
.

a dog stinking.

He^, or Ha, an insert

wliuse sting is said to be

very poisonous.

Hee or Ho f? Hee
|t^ kwuli, the bone of tlte

±M Hrc-l.ai,»^
J up and down.

Tl:e liead of a human

body; a head nuniei nl

ot bnmiles of pjijier, and of

books. ~ ^ CIioaTI. I'M

a hwndlc ot' |»Hper.

Shoo ke hi.*e, several casen ot

books.

|bj^T HTIi hee" of

a stntf*.

Straight up. A man't}

y\ name, who, in ancicn t

times, (r.um d the written clui-

ract^r. lnd Kiio. a ocrhiin

kind ot carriage or part of a

carriage. To tnKe away by

force; to plunder.

Hi r lei io fly slraiglit up.

1" liwa, slippery; de-

ceitful; art fill.

^.t^| A certain kind of eilk.

,lH By K'ang he, read Sew

and Sung^
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To measure to restrict,

to bind and ascertain the

quantity. I he name of a river:

one of nine. Read Kee, clear;

pure.

Mee hieB^^ :i red ap-

pearance o( the eyes.

To resiiict, to measure

or ascerlain the quanti-

ty. Read Kea, to grasp; to

strike. Read See, distorted; to

close or stop up; to brush away
and exterminate.

A certain part of dres&,

short garments.

By K'ung-he read Ngeb.

Name of a fisb.

HEEiV.

Represents a man stand

ing on the (op of a mor-

tar; a small pit; a pit sucli as

is dujr to lake or ensnare timers

by. To fall into a pit ; to cause

tn fail. Also read Kan.

m
The noise nuide by i dog.

A deep sunken eye.

Read Kea, in a similar

Niime of a stone. Re»d

K;in, rocks or stones

rusliin«r down from a precipice.

To eat flesh without he

ing Sfitiuied; still to swal-

low down to gormundize.

Head Han, thoroughly boiled

or matured.

To fall down to descend

in to to fall into a pit

to ruin or to be ruim'd;

lo fall down as a wall

'To sink, either a neuter

or an active verb to sink or

involve a person in some cala-

mity.

IH :

< n hae to involve and

injure to cause a person to

fall into some inisc hier.

Heen kh'anj^, to fall in to a pit

or snare; to (all into depraved,

vicious practices, which sink

or lower (he nilional nature ot

man. Heen neili, lo

sink, literally or figuratively, to

sink in vice aiul ruin

Heen tsi"g to fall into a well.

Tiie ring of a wheel a

ring; used to express

sinking down. Read Kan, a

kind of censer or sove.

All kinds of pastry made

like little pies; cakes of

rice or flour, indented

and filled with tasty

things.
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The name of a tish; vul-

garly called the mother

of all fish. Also read Keen,

and Taou.

To express anger witli

the teeth to gi»asli the

teeth.

|~| Read Keen, to look to

J5^L< see. A cloth cover for

a coffin; mixed. Read Heen
to be seen to discover; to view

to expose; to manifest; mani-

festly; to recommend to notice.

'J'he morning of the day.

Heen tsae now existing

now about this time. Com-

niunly written II eon, in

this sense.

jtf^t Hi en or Ki"'n. Lik.- ; t

j y^ he cuui pared to. [j^

S Heen I'een che mei, like

a celestial womn n for einincni

virtues, j]^ f/j] Heen hetn, a

kind of spy sent amongst (lie

enemy. In some works, the

same is expressed by Teg;

and in the style of tlie present

d "', by Se t>6. It al-

so denotes a vane or weather,

cock. Occurs in the sense of

Heen, to look. ^^{^
Sin sin lieen been. To

look about under appivhension

Heen kin cbe se tso

Heen, is the modern
Se-tso or spy.

J.jzl Mud; mire; a large bank

^/l^ or dike.

J^\3 A woman's name.

Name of a liill; a small

but dangerous hill. A
mountain level at the top.

Ijj^ Ta lieen, the name of a

liill.

P y-\ The snn appeftring nfter

I y 1^ rain or enow. Read Neen,

the li^ltt of the sun bright;

splendid.

The splendour of a pre-

cions stone; manifesta-

tion; to manifest; manifest at

tliio time; as now appears,

' " r

Heen nulli, or llren

t.-;ie, nil express now manifest*

ed; as now; h ppearing exist-

ing at this iiiue. The last ex-

ample is most frequent.

Been tsae ftth, that

person oi Jiuddha who now

r^i^ns over ihf* world viz. Mv^

leh Fuh. ill Heen yi,

ready money. lis opposite is

fcft Shay chang, on credit.

The eyes starting out. A
man's name, small eyes.

Heen heen ^^Uj^ to look fur-

lively, as when afraid

Heen hwiin, good-looking;

pretty; handsome.
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He coarser parts ol

^t/lJ grain after it is pounded

inio meal.

acer -

) l^. tain vege table wiih a

reddisli 6 talk. Read Han or

H wan, a laughing appearance:

a wild tthcep or goat with a

small horn.

Name of a <;ertain insect;

name of h lake.

SSpt-akinjr in a low tone

or wlnsper. A man'ti

name.

A small spear-like wea-

yy)\^ pon; a hojud carried in

tlie hand. Seen been,

a small chisel lor cutting with.

The name of a certain

|j barrier or limit.U
Q^ Repose leisure not press-

\}% J injrly occupied; people

who live retired, not in the

government; sometimes used in

a bad sense fur idle, SHUiHerin»r

soft, low voice in cotiversntion.

A crevice or openinir near to

Read Kli'een, a crevice; a space

between, said of place or time;

to make a space or interval; to

bear with; to diminish; noist-

of a carriage. Name of a bow;

of a place, and of a man. To

punish by military force; to

subdue; to spy; to separate by

slander. See Kh'een.

TViii^ heen, pure leisure; hav-
ing noihinti to do; or careless

and unwilling to do any thing.

IVh been, to be at lei-

sure. ^^ Puh teli heen,

not at leisure.

Heen Inva trifling chit-

that. Heen hea, at lei.

sure. Heen han or

Heen show, an idle fellow.

Heen )in meen

"in, loungers are not permitted

to enter. Heen

keu che sze a scholar who re-

sides in retirement, unoo^upied

with public business.

Heen sze, private affairs thnt

do not call for general interfer-

ence; trifling affairs. f
Heen ts'ing, a soft gentle dis-

ition.

A martial, formidable,

commandiriir appearance.

Heen, or Heen

ya, elegant, accustomed

'IIH The heart expanded.

Large; free; liberal, ea-

sy appearance, pleased, tran-

quil.

Heen jen pleased, tran-

quil (he heart enlarged, or

the mind divided; hence it also

denotes being roused by the

errors or vices of others; in this

sense used for the following,
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m
rou;

Heen

W\ ch

Acting w itb ardour and

zeal impetuous, as when

roused to act in battle.

Heen jen ardently, boid-

'

ly^ fiercely.

Hscase, a disease of

children which tlirows

them into fits; the fallii**: s"'k-

hpss vulgarly called

J^J Fa yan^ ieaou. Tl"'' per.-wii

falls down sudtlenly, rolls il"'

eyes, gapes, clenches the han«is

works with the fnef, Inaius af

the mouth, and iifter a while

revives. To be swelled out.

Vpn A division amongst d<^s.

^ J/^/j Do^s fiuliiinp the noise

made by (logs ii^htin^ fierce,

impetuous

A cltild in a convulsion,

\\})\ in which much of the

win ( e of (lie eye is discovered

looking u\> as to the sun and

exposing the white of the eye.

A liorse that shows the white

of its eye. To look.

IJ|J Fruiii daor iind a ir,m,l-

|H en bar something t Iial

opposes entrance or progress,

w biirrier; a fence; h fold or
|

pl toe to feed horses in; to fend

off; to establish rules or laws

against; to guard ajrainst; to

defend; 'to protect. La rye or

preat; to be accustomed to;

having seen much. Used to

denote at leisure; easy; fami-

liar; net:li»:eiit; idle, to screen.

^Jj Fang heen, to guard

a-ainst. jP^ Ma het-n, a

place to breed horses; one He('n

contains 2 16 liorses.

lie.Mi a|)pej»rance of

men and wt»men (omiiig nn<l

pnin^ moving; ni;il:"<'d.

Hem lioo. or Hit u

imin, a door where any U»ui)g-

er may enter; this use of the

word is improper,

in!! 1 he iiiiuie of a wood.

ts. convulsions or tall*

iiig sickness to wliicli

fliihiren are subject lliey

citll it a kirni of mildness.

A certain bird in form

J ( rt'seinhlinjr a wild fowl,

liaA
(

its t»il is tliree or four

I^JJ^ ) cubits long.

The crop or craw of a

bird the first siomadi

an finimal Having soni''-

thins: contained in the mouth.

Read Kli een, a kind of pouch

below the chin, in whi'.h i t is

said, a species of monkey stores

its food. Used in the sense of

KWeen, what is inadequate;

a Hefioif-nf-y, a failure.

Me^n heen vhe (eh, a

very small decree of of virtue.^ Ne»u
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lieeii jow, fuii kh'e shang the

birds having flesh in their

moutlis fly upon it. d^^
Sin het-n die, liatcd liim in his^
5*/- < 'li'ow che urh woo lieen

\ii ,e. smelhd it, and showod

iui dislike witli tlie nose.

Sliili tsin )'»ie heen,

ioeal Hp entirely is called Heen.

Read Kh'een, in tiie seiisi' uf

Kli'een. hutul>le retiring,

Kli'ecii tuy, ImitiiMv wilh-

divw ; or sfejiped l>ark. In the

Immhle, yielding, reliriii^.

KlTeen is *rpnerall v u^*-d. A
slipeji with lour l")n»s i< said

1o he df»nr»mi teii (t^ Meeu.

Heud Ki ;e, ta he fi U'd satis-

ti*Ml. deiitrliied full oi* sell", pre

snniinir.

V\\e l"'a t (I I awn diff,',

ent u a vrf; t"i mii'ii or

liavuii; parlialitii-s h\\<\ atilipa

tines; (li.^qni* UmI jrHloiisv sus-

picious, lo fli.^like, U) hav<* an

I vtT-idn in; a k'eling of ill

will; a prejudice igainst.

^phuii lLVn, a petty dislike,
j

Htti liet^n, t<» clu'risli a

dislike to; to have an ill-will

—

tins invrtliHntes Hticusations.

H^eii e dislike and suspi-

cion Heen khe to dis

like and ivject ur refuse
j
appli-

ed lo presents and to the wr'

son who offers tliem.

Heen sliaou, to reject (a dona-

tion) because it is too small.

Suspicion jealousy; 's-

lAf^ liKe Used lor the pre-

( eding. Read Leen, a curiam

Read Keen, to gnasli tlie ttuih

with resentment or indignation;

frreat dissatisfaction.

8ee Il;in.

H(K) he»M)
j|]ff g H r!i s -

ease of the lluoat, wlwcli

occasions a stoppage of ilie p t ss-

age.

^P To be believed by snpe-

nors, and from nor <Ie-

ineatiioir one's self witli modi's-

f' to excite tlie je;ilousies and

ill "'ill of oh^ervers. Read

KU enn, humKle, toiMerled.

See Han.

tpli \ Heen or Han, the taste

i^ilR^ / of 8ea water; sail tastf

;

malted; preserved in

brine; the name of a

place. Kwo I jfp}

too salt.

He.Mi yu chih {\,U

sauce HiJ
(
j n ts'ae. sal t-

ed vegetables. Heen

yii, salt fi-u

DifTu- - y; distress; sou^»l v

noise.
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. Great talent; to surpass

others. Composed o!

jaith fu /, sta tes mt, uiul

^pearl. Virtuous; moral

worthy; a term of n^pect

applied both lo men uiul

women, to wives and to

noblpmen, in direct address.

Sliing lieVn, sages ;ni(i

worthies. JVze lie^n,

self-righfpou? ar;is:"(al.

Heen how worthy noble-

man. Ii ;w v good

or virtuous wife. f He^n

teh, ^reai moral virtu*'.

, Heen ts'ae, tnlenl a^oom-

l
anied with morals. J1

^
Heen jin, a worthy, moral, vir-

tuous iiiiiri.

A certain herbaceous

plant; the stalk of a | int.

The string of a bow.

To cut one's throat.

A woman's name.

That which controls a

bow. The strings of a

bow: the appearance of the

moon in quarters wlien she lias

the form of a bow. The name

of a rountry a surname tl"'

imines of several places. Used

lor the strings of a musical in-

strument a quick vibrating

first quarter of the moon.

Hea heen, the last quar-

ter.

^jIT Tbe name of a plant.

Precipitate, hasty speech.

lie string of a musical

instrmeit.

Hiien 6een , the string of

an instrument Heen

to. stringed instrumt tits gener-

ally. ZTL Sun heen, an in-

strument witlt three strings.

T'an lieen, to play on a

sir iitred instrument.

Z^f Heen ko <*he sl"g (lie

sound of stringed instruments

and songs.

/{]~/^ Tlie bow or side of a

fijL hoat.

11"4"^ The giite or tripe of a

cow. The name of a

place

"^ To walk to go.

The sun appearing ft-

montrst the smull tops of

li ft's hs iim'"ii:.t threads of s»lk;

to muni lest, or be manifest;

li<;lit; splendour. Ornaments

for the head. A surname.

To cut or pare off.
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M Li^ht; tiiamft'St; a|t|>Kr-

ent; conspicuous; illus-

trious; to illustrate; to

- exhibit; njanifesliy ap-

parent; divirie glory.

T'etn yew

hgen liou, the ways of

Pi ovideiM*e are appureiit.

Sliin lieen or Ling

heen, divine or dpincuhl splen-

dour; glory.

Heen choo |^ munifest of

the world; illustrious; to mani-

fest. Het n k'aou, illus-

trious father said of the de-

ceased. ^\ Het»n ming an

illustrious niime. ]^ ^ifc H^'i

,e. a deceased mother.

Heen yew ts'in t'aoii,

there is mHiiit'estly secret plun-

der (of ilie public money
)

)^ Heon ta, manifestfd; mn-I^

ktiown become famous. ]^||

Heen ts'in, to erive f l« brity

to one's relations. I ieen

yung having celebrity lustre

^lory illustrious.

^vlil 1 Together wiili as if

f placed together l>y the

J* f liand. Otlierwise read

Chin.

^ N«rae of an in?e< t or

shell-fish the mtiscle or

cockle. The one is dis-

linguislied hy the term

black , ihe other by white.

Heen t'ang a salt pool

lor preserving cockles and mus-

cles.

-Bi3 \A leather bandnge or girt

^^(vliidi goes under the

^ belly of a horse. Some

-^f^ \^}', "'e part which is on

^ttu 7tlie back is called Heen,

ami that which cocs under the

M\y is called Yang.

-J^^^
Heen or Han, by Canton

J Jnl- people read Lan, a kind

of baluster or perpendicular

i'"ils as beiow a window a

Itouse formed by open pillurs;

a ('age; a kind of cart with a

asp "n it; cross bars are call-

er! Shun. A certain spring

of water. Laou l»een,

a kind of cage.

K u('n han, a cage for wild

beasts.

He"n chay a kind of cage

or carriage to transport wild

nnimals. ^ ^£ Hoo heen,

bit rs or upright pillars which

"up a door way.

J^j^ A ship of war, built up

T^IIIL so as to defend those with-

in against arrows and stones.

Heen or Han, a certain

large eartlien-vvare ves-

a vessel to contain rice.

^1//^ The appearance of fire.

Dry; hot.

y^^^ Heen or Leen, a do^

^^ witii a long snout; a kind
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uf hound a dog used m
chase. A black dog with a

yellow ohin

The tin it irritated by

souiethiiiK so as to occa-

sion disease.

'J^^ Name of a plant; a sort

ot leek.

Difficult; dan*;tM o'is a

lo( ty pi ec:i|>iious mountain

dan^eroud as vice and disease.

The naine ol a place.

Sze heen, m\me of an office.

Heen chuiitr in the midst

of danger. Heen sze, a

dangerous tiling,

tsoo, dar»*rei ous iin[»edinrienti».

Heen t'oo, " gero's

roads; naturally or morally, a>

the paths of vice, the prof^es^ion

of a soldier, and so on.

To ippear to proceed to

advance. Chen

lieen, a lotty aud dangerous up'

pearance.

Danger; dungerous.

Anger; angry.

A \\t\U dog.

From Injure, eye and

heart. To impress upon

me"'s minds ihe hurtful nature

crimes; to deliver laws to

rntrit one \vli<« does so. A ru-

ler ; a m niristrate; a superior

officer of the government. To
have seen and lizard much

well educated. The nnme of

a <li?'rir{ a surname ^Z!

Jin )ieen
t a benevolent mag is-

irate; a Ufi' 1
,

—

Heen kin n ^overiunent

pr"l"l,iti'"i. Heen

keen, a government trfmw"

fi"n; a piece of business. ^[
H' "M till" of r ma^is -

t.ute. n^n
te,'n loo tszc, luag ler ial heav-

en coiulcsi ends to('ontfr,&c nn

impious ad u I iilory ph rase used

ir> pelitiona.

rL^^rT A kind of rurtnin thnt

|? surrounds a cwrringe, iu-

u» niiike it cooler.

1 1\

Anger; indi^nHlion to

hale. Kt ad Hwan, know-

'killul in caliMjlatin^.

A cold (ii^eH^e*

^* To judne and decide; to

^» \ay tlie hand on and re-

strict; to grasp; to lay hold of.

f
k

Tt A c'ei tain kind of car for

>

I
carryinjr goodsj a car-

riage of an offirer of povern-

ment the front of the carriage

high: when low it is expressed

by Che. The extreme part

oi a roof; the front of a palace
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whither the Sovereign occa-

sionally descends. A kind of

stand for suspending musical

instninieuts. A laughincr ap-

pearance, g»iml>ols play seU-

enjoyment. N;ime of place a

surname.

Heen che ^§ elevated and

depressed, ^f
1^ Heen nganjr,

a lofty bold deportment,

HeVn rneen, a carriage, and

a <towii.

I^rf To impede. A limit; a

I limited quantity number

or perio<l of lime; To «et a li-

miied lime; to limit or fix a

stated time; to a adjust. Oc-

curs denoting hanle; hurry a

bar at a door.

Iliien ( e >' Heen

Je regulations or laws wliich

limit Mid restrain persons.
|

— Heen suit jTIi, limited

to three days. Heen

keli, a limited moiiif nt, witliin

wliich a thing must be done.

Heen too, a fixed num-

ber or lueasure.

character is from dog. A sur'

name.

Heen pwa" tit© offering

platler; certain presents sent

from a bride's parents three

dnys after marriage; a kind of

mnrriatre portion. j^C _tl Heen

shang, to off r up.

To offer;

6upei ior;

to present to a

used lo offer

|^ I any thinjr, in the langu-

7t )
age of courtesy; offerings

or unbloody sacrifices. Dogs

were once offered, Lence the

To bind to and suspend;

district under one ma-

gistrate. The principal town

of the district, and the officer

who presides over it are all

called He»*n.

Heen choo a title of a

m»e!st rate o a He^n district;.

Heen cbing the assis-

tant officer, or dej»uty magis-

trate' in h Heen district: same

as *^ Tso t'ang. Heen

ch
r

ing is a more complimentary

term. Heen kwan, or

Che heen, the princi-

pal «ivil officer in a Heen.

Heen l.eo keaou

yii. an uffi' ial tutor in a Heeu

district.

To lift up any thvng

with the hand said v.om-

uionly of people in a passion.

To pull or drag about; to lay

hold of to grasp.

See Han.
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HEIH,

To raise or take u(»; i<»

galher and unite i»»^e-

ther; to col lee t to join

to lead; to liiu ni- nizt-

Used to express, to burn

to move or excite a

J bounding Ih ill

Jiow, a imme of a ffuverninent

officer amongst the nuliuus of

the West.

|l]
ToCUt

Same as IKil.. to in-

^$^1 liale to suvk to inspire;

to drink to draw the loa^stonp;

to ^allier 111 or in<

TsiiiMig \ u!i lieth rhe, pelli k<io

cluni|Lr ell' 1
, wishiuj; to "•'!"•

or gutlit-r vi p in, inuet |'urpo.-
ly Hlretcli out \hnl \v)iii*h is lo

routain the tiling frallit* iv*l hp

H* iii t,inir \ un die U* w lit;

.i f^j-j

S ii"

nowintr rtliei ut the (>tire i IoimIs

W 1,^,,
ts'ae, the a|>|»Har>iiice L'""n,'"s

tiK'keH up. Ilrlh

lull a kind ut ii on-dion^,

said to extract poison.

A woman of a tranquil

disposition.

feL^. Warm hearted whicli

expression in Chinese,

denotes ardent attachment to;

which is either uood or bad ac-

(ording to the object.

To strike; to knock.

To dry any thing in the

sun.

To pucker up I he nose

to sniff the 'm»d of

i rnes shaken, is expi es.^t d l»y

t - I way helii Name of

h <iist I i<*t. Read HeS, denot-

ing, fear. Use'l ' i""inir. the

sides of an ainnntl hod v, also to

unite or join "tH'tl»t?r.

nation colour eeems to refer

to the <*lomls colou red by li^lit.

t l H"" lieen. a tamoiid

Lir" t ;U 1 1 wti v-chow-foo in

Ke.tii^-naii.

Tl,e nuiae niatie by a r'l-

pid current of water.

Tlie iiiif>eariiii(!e of water flow-

ing w ater fiiilin^.

H II. I'. TI. ts'ze ts'ze *
lo iisspiit servilely to wliat-

ever id said itn A|>f>eHtance the

opposite of virtuous and good.

T'» sportk precipitately.

6^ t Heth hea, the

so 'nd ot the voice iu conver-

satiou.
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A kind ot lam e or j;ive-

lin, with iassels for or

namen t.; several of tlie.se arc

stuck in the side of a war car-

riage. The appearance of be-

ing planted in an ufiri^lit posi-

tion. Fixed settled. The leal

of a door; a house a famil

v

The name of a pla<^ Read

T'a, in the phrase % T '

a

jun<r, mean wortliless poss-

essing no talents fit to be re-

jected.

lo\\

To draw in the breath

to inspire; to draw in to

inhitle; to drink. Tl»e name o(

a person.

TV Kh'e ch'uh wei

cITn v kh'e juh wei lieil), the

breaili [>a>sing out is Ch*»iy; the

breath passing in (to the lun^s)

is Heih. An expiration is ex-

pressed also by Hoo.

Hwuy helli, the noise ma(l"

by trees shaking, a rushing

noise.

HeTh chan loo che fow leang

inlu^

cool and floating dews

^ih Heih nuy seth yay,

Hrih denotes an inspiration.

Water <\r\ed up. Used

for Ke, bow?

w

^ailier together; to

olivet ; to take; to re-

ceive Al^o read Cha, to obiuin;

to take; to lift up; to lead.

To reach or extend to,

said chiefly of time; but

al-u of f>lace. Finally; last.

Heih
3 u sze hae

extoiniii»g to tlie extremities of

tl»e world. Heih

)ii kin, even lill now; up to ibis

momer»t.

^J^2 A pheasant' 8 tail stuck

as an ornament in a

liorse's hend, is calle«l

FMii^-heih . A certain piece of

iron with a hole or cleft in it.

/\. ^ Sound spreading, as by

ilie gale blowing ilirough

tr^es, and shaking their

tlAW V very roots, and the bells

/J I
Joi the palace. A man's

name. Read Pei, name of a

HAh hean^ certain in-

sects produced from damp or

water; a kind of mosquito or

gnat. Full heih, large,

preat appearance. A mau's

name.

teil From to wrangle and a

|J^2ij child. Children are fond

of wrangling. Long disputps

and wrangling; resentments;

bitter animosities; quarrels.

Hee-heih, an inarticu-
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late sobbing forth of angry feel-

ings. Fear.

A government order,

written on pieces of

board about a cubit long; the

utmost despatch was indicated

by sticking a feather in ihem;

which were then cwlled

Yu heih, haste; expedition. To

give clear and explicit orders.

The hranchless top of a tree

Ch'ang heili
:
a kind of

passport given to people, to al-

low them to return home.

Heih keih ^^ to rouse infe-

HEO
rior officers by mandates from

their superiors.

TJjjJff A man, who, by fasting

-^*/Q and solemn rites, serves

or worship spirits, and who can

see spiritual existences; a ma-

gician; a conjuror; a sorcerer;

a wizard. A seer. Women wLo

practice the same arts are call-

ed Woo, a witch. Both

terms are applied to men; the

last only to women.

1^ A staff with a horn, like

gibbous head.

HEO.

^ Heo,

- 1 ft re"

and Keo. Mark of

r^nt in any vessel. Stiff

hard soil. One says, hills a-

boundin^ in great rocks.

Heo, and Keo. A hill

witb many great slones

or rooks.

Vo receive instruction

to practice, or to con-

form to what is said. To

learn; learning; any stu-

dy or science, the plncr

where people study. ^
*^ Soo lieo. llie science

of numbers A surname.

<^ Sin lit: o, tlie study of Bio-

Yew heo. to

travel tor tlie sake of lenrning.

Hiiftng heo. a country

college or sdiool. 1)5

lie5 posnefised of e xtensi ve

knowledge, hi) universal 8<'l»o-

Inr. Ta lie5,

Seaou lieo, two well known

Classical hooks.

Heo ohin^ a teacher or

learned eupe rinten^nnt of stud-

ents in a district, Heo

chili, the growtli or adv»nie8

of learning:.

Heo »ze ta foo, learned and

eminent men. Heo sze is also

an official t'llf given «o slate.s-

H. o ,,a

bemig kung. younn gentlemen

accusiuuied to rows and acta
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of violence Heo heaou

general term tor a school or col-

lege. Heo .satig, a learn-

er a pupil. sze,

•a doctor or teacher.

Heo seih, to learn mid practice

wliat one learns. Heo

wan, to learn and hear, learn-

ing and knowledge,

Heo yang, to imitate a pattern.

A well dried up ; with-

out water in winter;

water running out. Read

Heaou, the noise made

by disturbing water.

Dry; parched.

wliat

To work horn. A man's

name

A kind ot wild magpie,

a bird wl""li knows wliat

is future. A small pigeon.

The pnze of HSiouisliment

and appi eliension alarm-

ed; frightened; to give a has-

ty look.

To look intently; to stare;

to gaze to look alarmed;

/afraid; astonished.

Heo-yen, the light-

^ning's flash.^ Wild extravagant talk.

I^5^1 A man's name.

!^ To play or jest with; to

trifle with and seduce; to

laugh at and ridicule. Name
of a stage for the post.

He heo, or Seaou heo,

to play with; to make game
of; to laugh at.

Heo heojen | fond of

gaiety and pleasure.

-^^L The wings or feathers of

a bird appearing white

and glossy; white and shining1

surface of the water. Read

Hhou, white plain feathers.

Also read Ho.

HEU.

Heu or Yii, represents

/ the air extending itself.

> From Khaou and
~

'

^Z^ki Yih, denoting the air fall-

^ J ing to a level. In; through;

to; at. In which sense it is

s)'n. with Yii, which is now

commonly used. Great; exten-

sive appearance. Occurs as the

name of a plant; of a tree; and

as part of the name of a district.

The middle part of a bell. A
surname. "J* Yii vii, the

distant appearance of a person

walking; feeling satisfied; con-

tented.
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Heu tseay "J* an exclaiuai ion.

denoting adiairalion.

Heu or Heu. To cover.

A certain cap or crown,

w orit by ibe Emperor and

Princes in ancient times

Chow—
Yin lieu Hea show, un<ier ihe

dynasty Chow, the cap reierred

to, was called Peen during

Yin, h was called Heu durin»

Hea, it was called Show. To

write it with Jih, Hi the

top, is erroneous.

Tt I : From mouth and
"

4 Kb'aou, the breath i"u-

ing forth freely. An interjeciion

expressive of distrust aud dis-

approbation; a deep lengthen-

ed tone, expressive of ron (ern

also of grief.

Fan if
tow c*iay, tu sbing to heu, in

all cases in which the mind

disapproves, the tone of voice

emitted is generally Heu. "ZT

Yun Lo heu e, a-

las! what shall I say.

Lew beu, a tribe of foreigners.

Heu e
y
kwae shing P

^

a tone of voice indicating

doubt and surprise.

Heu yew t
Tan yay, Heu, a

sigh of grief. B)' abbreviation

wvitten Heu.

I

The beginning of day;

(lie morning extending;

large, great.

JiT^ To stretch the eyes wide;

H ^ to stare to gaze mourn-

ful; sorry. Name of a district

name of a plant. A man's name.

9^ 3^ Hwuy-heu, the spark-

ling eyes of a mean man, on

the success of his sclieraes.

Sorry mournful

tion; tlioutrhtful.

I)i '-;v>^

To crook or bend to

twist as a cord a cord.

A surnnme; the name of a lull.

Urn cliii» ^f* obscure and

contorted; perplexity of min<H

to be oppi < ssed "r involved and

borne down by perplexity

^ZTL Wi*1e; remote; vngue;

~X 4 _ length of duration; dis-

torted; crooked depraved; to

cause the body or mind to be-

come tortuous; to deprave; and

depravity causes roving or va-

crnhond wandering; large.

Kli'e yen shiu Leu,
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If,

what he says " very vague.

Hen kw'o vague; loose

^£ Heu kev a long time.

h Hen yuen, vugne, re-

mote; indeterminate percep

tion; loose mode of thinking,

speaking, or acting.

Large great. Read Yi
an esculent aquatic root

in common use at Canton.

I

False hypocritical boast-

ing; to brag; to talk big.

Read Hoo, big, large?

r-y^ great applied to the mind*

J J body, or to things, lieu

heu, reiterated, denotes the

same.

To listen or attend tp and

X%\ accede to accord to

grant. To allow; to permit

to accede to promise to give

to give in excess, more than,

much niiioy. To enter or ad-

vance; to arise or flourish ">

make an appointment. Name
ot a city. A surname. Kead

Hoo, the noise made by per-

sons felling trees. ^/ g
Lull clTih hen, more than six

cubits. g Puh heu, to dis-

allow or refuse.

Heu shuou § very little,

g Heu to, a great many,

or a great deal- 8 Heu

t'a, permit, or let him. g

~

Heu Jiea ko yuen, to

muke a vow; or make some re-

^'io'is promise before the god.^

S Heu yuen, a vow; or

religious promise.

Y\Jb\ To blow with the breath

to warm with the breath.

Repeated, n Heu heu, to

soothe with words. To eject

spittle or slimy matter, as fish,

do. A sound in the throa( to

open the mouth and expel tlie

breath to call out; to hoot at

angrily. Read Kow, the voice

of a fowl; the crowing of a.

cock. Read How, 8yn witU

How, the lowing of a cow.

To rfiyme, read Cho.

To blow with the breath.

One says, it denotes

lai'ghing. Used for both the

preceding and the following.

Hoo or Heu. To present

or state to superiors. To
blow; to warm as by breath.

To soothe; to smile upon and

wlieedle; to laugh. Originally

writtpn Heu.^ S H
che laou, boo che jo tsze, the

labour of defending the people,

and sooth in or them like child-

ren. Hoo hoo

heu heu, giggling and stopping

at intervals.

Fung yew jin che yew
ch'uy heu, the wind is like a

prec
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man puffing and blowing.

JU%^\ Handsome pretty pleas-

3(PJ ing; affording pleasure;

joy. Read Kou, a common epi-

thet for a woman in Ho-nan

province. An old woman.

^To rail or scold at; to in-

sult; to put to shame; to

' try to clear one's self

Irom some disgraceful

'imputation. Also read

Keu and Kow, the second cha-

racter is read How.

The sun rising and dil-

P Dj fusing heat. Warm,

warmth. The name of a Heen.

To boil; to heat; genial

warmth; heat; vivifying

warmth; tlie general produc-

tive and nutritive warmth of

nature. Gracious; kind bene-

volent. The li^ht of the sun;

a earn ution colour.

Heu ngow warm, cordial;

genial heat.

[Unsubstantial; empty;

void; vain a vacancy or

' abstraction of mind, in

.which sense it is m cli

employed by the Bud-

histd. An empty void, or ex-

panse, as of th9 firmament.

Narae of a star one of seven

days, or the week of the Chi-

nese Almanac. A surname

Read Keu, a certain number

HEU
of cities. Name of. a place and

of a river. AH Sin hen
r

the heart disappointed and be-

reaved of liope or success.

Kh'ung heu, empty, as a ves-

sel without any thing in it.

Keang teh shin

heu, talks very vainly; empty

talk. H^k"
fang heen, vain and fallacious^

or a su|»ei fluous caution against

exciting suspicion.

Heu ling puli mei

pure spiritual intelligenoe an

unclouded min

Heu fow joo shwuy

shan*j p'aou, empty or unsub-

stantial a«i the froth on the wa-

ter. AH Heu sin, an emp-

ty miiul, means a humble mind

not full of self; also a mind not

preoccupied or prejudiced,—

willing to learn. Heu

tsze, particles, connective and

euphonic, Are so called in con-

trHdistiiu'ti.in from SB
tsze, solid words, verbs HDd

nouns. Heu

tan che ts'ze, empty prate; fa-

bulous stories. Heu,

woo, what id visionary and su»

perstitious. Heu woo,

name of a hill.

Drunk; drunk and rais*

chievous.
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Heu yung gloriously

drunk; that elevation and

haughtiness of imagination

which wine produces, and

which leads the intoxicated

person to acts of cruelty, vice

or madness.

n The name of a country

HJ village. The name of a

country.

5t

The roar or cry of a ti-

ger-

2 To blow; to blow softly

A with the breath. Pj^^
Ch'uy lieu, to blow with the

breath. Figurfttively, To re-

commend, to speak in behalf

of. These two words are thus

Histinpuished:

("1 keih

yue ch'uy ; hwan yue l»eu to

expel the breath rapidly is call-

ed Ch'uy ; slowly, is called Heu.

r8 wo

ch'uy heu oh'uy heu, employed

me to puff him a little; i. e. to

sav a good word for him. J^J

P JJl^Heuheut'ungshing
tsze pe wei heu, tsze kh'ow wei

heu, Heu and Heu, are pro-

nounced the same; (breath

passing) from the nose, is ex-

pressed by Heu; from the

moutb, by Heu.

Heu or Kli'eii. A great

hill or mountain; a moor
or common; a place of

resort; an old town or

city; a place of resort for

purposes of commercial

traffic. A deep valley. To
rhyme, read Yu. Kew
heu, an old place of resort; a
place formerly frequented but

now deserted. Kh'eu
cli'ang, an arena; a market

place. Woo
jih yih heu, a market held

every fifth day.

Ch'in heu mae ho,- to go to

market to buy goods. 1^
Kh'eu moo, a grave or sepulchre.

The name of a quadru-

ped.

Timid; fearful apprehen-

sive; to ery or weep;

breathing with noise through

the nose.

A noxious demon a mis-

chievous ghost; or a hu-

man being pretending to

be a ghost.

Heu sing kwei, a mis-

chievous devil—used in the

language of abuse.

A stony or rocky appear-

ance.

Empty, extravagant; in-

coherent talk.
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The name ot a place.

A beast resembling a

mule.

fJU Heu, or Heu. To raoan

from a feeling of p:';'

distress, is expressed bv

Yu heu, the tone of dit

find of painful thoughts; moan-

ing from a diseased moutli. T"

call to; a crowd of perx.ns

calling out in a confused man

ner.

Vor tliat extcml wiili

Qy^J wings; li"'l> flying

ing talk; also virtuous langu-

age that is widely diffused.

Wide-spreading; reaching to

tlie ends of earth; clear under-

standing and intrepid mind

to speak with cleHrness and

holdnes*. A man's n:ime.

Soft; flexible; applied as

a name to a certain tree;

a species of wall-nut.

heu pleased; joyful

appearance.

) Mischievously drunk in

/ a rage and mad by into-

\ xicution.

HEUR
* ^ 'Y\\0 hoii-'f's or holes in

V tlie carlh, ust-d in niricnl

times fur liuinan dwellings. A
cavern a den; a lurking place I

for animals or men a sinus in

the human body; a halo; to dig
,

a hole to dig out. A certain

halo about tlie sun.

Shay heue, the hole into wln< h

a snake creeps.

lieue, an interstice or crevice.

IleuG chung in a den, or

cavern.

Appearance of a deep

Ty\ void cavern. Deep, a

deep place. Ancient form of

Seh, to stop or fill up an

aperture.

Hei.e or Yih.

Ileut" liwang, to strike.

A cavern in a mountain;

Iw/V to di*x a den or cavern.

n/J^i To look atzliast; to 9taro;

J4/V Hffri^htt'd. Read Keue,

deep sunken eyes.

W il« r i."iiinpr with ra-

pidity from an interstice

or cleft, NamB of a river.

Hwuy heue depraved; vi-

cious.

Jf^^ Heue or Keuc, thread a

/JyV thread or a skein of

thread. Demon's garments.
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A garment willi a hole

V opened a part opened

for coolness, long garments;

demon's garments.

^f}^^ Name of an insect.

The blood of victims of-

fered in sacrifice, hence

from Ming JQL Min^, a vessel;

the hissing sound of Heue, is

probably an imiratiun ot the

sound of the blood issuing from

tlie slaughtered victim. The

J P'eih, is to represent the

blood running into the vessel.

Blood. Keih heue, to

weep blood, the most poignant

distress.

Heue kh'e clie yung |fj| ^
mere constitutional cour-

age, such as brutes possess.

The priiuii pies of order and

propriety, such as exist in ci-

vilized society, are opposed to

this, under the term Le

fa. HtMiu ki'v sanguis

draconis J^Lg Heue kh'e,

the blood anti animal soul or

life. The Kh'e is derived fi ora

the father, the blood from the

mother. Heue meh the

blood and veins; persons relat-

ed by blood. 4
Heue kh'e yew kh'wei. a drti-

ciency in the hlood and animal

spirits. Heue

khe cirang t'uli the blood and
'"mils having attained their

full ^lOWth.

A^rn Hciijor Heuh, still, quiet,

UIIL silent. In the same sense
>

tils') rvAil He.

Tlie name of a wood

vln('h is red like blood.

vffTf ' ' ie gutters for water

fJlIL that run amongst fields,

the moat or ditch around a ci-

ty wall. A kind of lock to stop

or admit water; to overflow

and destroy. Name of a river;

a deep appearance.

From blood and eyes. ^§
^JIII Tee heue, an ill-Iook-

i'»ir wicked, u*j;ly appearance.

ifn
Name of a plant.

Mb
To drive away with the

hand \o rend or split.

Motion or rolling of the

eyes.

Boots made of silk, cloth,

or leatlier ^[C^^Shwuy

water boots, made of lea-

Kinjr 1»oue, Pe-

king boots. Fang

t'ow hctie, square-toed boots.

$1 Tseen t'ow heue,

9harp-toed boots military

boots; officers in the army are

not allowed to wear the square

toed boots. Ch'uen
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heue, to put on boots.

t'o heue, to put off boots.

jfc-M; A large boot that comes

^p up the thi^h; a boot for

riding on horsebar.k.

A slight sound or noise.

Read Chue, to drink.

Read Keue, the voice of a bird.

Ch'uy keen show chuy, heue

urh e e, blew througlt the hilt

of the sword, amd made a slight

sound merely, as if the wiml

wliistleii through it.

HEUEN
The moon approaching

its close. Read Kwei, to

close; the termination of; to die.

A gentle breeze.

Wind; a breeze.

Hexh or Heue, waier

flowing witli rapidity.

Used to express sorrow.

Heug ytb ';J or } SeYh

heue, water t'oamuig down a

declivity.

HEUEN.

inak

Heuen, or Seuen. To

call to; to cull out. To

make a clamorous noise.

Clear, bright; luminous.

of a person. Slowly, leisurely.

Ui' u heuen

he! How ^lorioun! how re-

splendent!—was the blaze of

his moral excellence!

Formed of > Urb, two,

and H wuy, to go

round and return to the same

point. Effort to revolve; to

revolve between two; to extend

to; to promulge. Woo
|

*

lieuen, the name ot a ioreign

country.

Incessant bewailing. In

H—^ Curea, the incessant

weeping of children is express-

ed by Heuen. Eminent and

conspicuous in moral virtue.

Authority; to fear. The name

Heuen e ?H the

olothinp of a wall; i. e.

the green moss-like vegetation

that grows on old damp walls.

Splendour, refulgence.

Kead iJwu), fire; tu burn

as fire.

Considered the same as

the preceding. Emana-

tions from the sun.

Heuen, or H wan. A dog

walking or ruuuiog.

m
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HEUEN
Heuen, or He, a horn

A certain animal.

if
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A woman's name.

Large eyes.

1^)^^ Loud clamorous noise.

J2. Heuen hwa, or

P ^\ ii«uen naou, lii^h

words; cljimoiir, noise.

Tsow Isin yaetx uuy clith keen

fj'in kVh heuffn naoo, having

walked in the hall, notliinj:

whs observed but llie guests

rriHkinar a loud olumorous noise.

Kin die heuen

livva, prolnhited and put a stop

Co noise and clamour.

(sow yu y\\\ heuen |>uli kh'o

die he, the I'lainour ot grief

and larnentai ion in the cily

cannot be slopped. Tlie in-

cegsant weei»ir»i; of children,

is in i})tf-
Ch'aou-seen,

(Corea) t nll^d Heuen.

Tlie wooden mould put

within a shoe when it is

mil de; a last called also

Heuen t'ow, and

>
^•LiA. Used figu-

ratively for that which sustains

the external figure or appear-

ance.

f\^t The warmth of the sun;

HjEfc. an evening in spring;

genial warmth.

The flower of the bam-

boo.

The name of a plant;

which when eaten, is said

to insure the birtli of a son.

Heuen r'ang a mother.

Heuen t*ang

die kh'aou, a molher (alive) oa

whom to depend, to be de-

prived of this by death is ex-

pressed by Slab, losing this

support.

Name of an insect.

^^ ) Fallacious; false: irregu-

j^|3 I
lar; clamorous noisy

> the clamour and disturb-

^r^f \ ance made by a great

) many persons talking at

tlie same time. The name of a

Heuen hwa clamor; noise;

disturbance. §a Heuen

hoo calling out aloud bellow-

ing.

Heuen or Seuen, a cer-

tain small bird.

A sombre colour, com-

monly used for black

the colour of heaven a durkisli

colour with a mixture of yd-
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Jow the earth is considered

Yellow. To rule; direct; con-

trol. Still; silent; deep. Tin-

god of ihe norlb; one of tht

Seen, genii. A surname. The

name of a book.

Ht uen meh ^jtsilrnt; sedate,

applied to the Sovereign.

4 Heuen pin, 1 iiven aiui

eart!). ^ Hei e > poo, or

. Heuen too, tli- court of

tlie majesty of heaven; the

,ourt of one of the S^en genii.

v^! Heuen shing, was once

the title of Confucius; an Em-

peror who assumed tliis oharar-

ter. ch.:n»ed (hat of Confm his

lu Che shing. tL
Heuen 8ch, black colour.

Heuen taew, water. j&
Heuen ^een, or Shang"

lieuen. 8hin»g heuen, is also

applied to tlie heart or mind o:

man. Heuen yue, the

nin th moon.

hatred implacable re-

Heuen j ih the year under

certain circumstances.

HEUEN
of water. The name of a river

/^J^ Luminous; splendid; re-

y^/f^. lulg^nt; shining. The

ulare or light of fire.

tL^ Hastiness of disposition,

precipitate.

lt-f^ Name of a stone of a se-

t^YL condary quality; a man's

mime; a surname.

04-^ Shifiinp the eyes about

continually the eyes

wunderinp from object to ob-

j' ' t the opposite of a redpect-

tul steady we'-t invgular

;

.orderly. Ch"ng

heuen, a full heart self-sutfi-

v'wnt

Heuen tstlL IU the wind

blowing liriskly alon*r.

H"itM lu v. iIk' imine of a place.

Putfinii; brn^«in^; boast-

\ ihi: ctfi'i ing for gale; po-

duittic ; ret ominending one's

seW. T^ze heuen,

m To sell.

The flowing of water;

the lustre of dew on flow-

ers; dew hanging suspended

lioiti plants; ihe flowing ol

tears. A deep and wide expanse

Heuen neu A woman who

exhibits and [Haises herself,

caniuit be chaste. {^J

H» uen sze, a pedantic scholar,

in ust nut be believed.

^4-^ Good tfarruents; elegant

( iliing.

II(M lt 'n-iul. R according to

some, denotes yellow garments;

. rordiug to others, black gar-

nieots.
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horse

Heeii or Hent-n, otfcring

for sale; lo sell.

A (certain vase or tripod.

Heen or Heuen, the baol<

part of tlie ]\\ \v.

A kind of pit.

A one-year-old horso ac-

cording to some, a black

Name of a bird.

Exprrt clever ^liarp

swilt nimble. The name

of a fnimtry. Originally writ-

ten Ueiien.

Wiiliou t poslerit v sor-

row ful, mouMiful.

Heuen, Hwftn or KtMieii.

preci|>iiate
?

hasty, per-

verse disposition.

A hnsty leap ; a do*:

jumping and running

fast to liO|> or jump as a do"'

H iiste; hurry.

A small insect (oiind in

wells, known hy vjLrious

names; appearance of an inseci

walking.

n^M. Silk or thread wlncl*

binds or connects ihings

certain coloured vvruppiiig hi

the top of a colour or banner.

A ring or bow; the raiu-bow

.

Perspicacity intelli-

gence; wisdom; much talk.

To go with haste; hur-

ry or precipitation.

A man's name. Read

Yuen, certain insects.

£rt The motion or rolling of

Ihe eyes to look furtive-

ly; to gaze and stare about,

carelessly and irreverently.

Soft aud yielding; delicate as

young grain or as a child new
niH bright. Also read Shun.

u}^- H^j Lin heuen, without;

shore or limit.

Hi-uen lieuen ^| ^U) moving the

eves about, but not seeing clear-

y or distinctly.

A kind of ornamental

bindingr, wrapper, or

sash. Ornamented; elegant ap-

|»e;irance. Swift; fleet.

To seek or endeavour to

^J^^ obiain* Read Hing, a

surname; to go to a distance.

Heuen or Heun. An an-

cient instrument of mu

-

J_|rt
I

sic, used in temples, some-

^T^l r what resembling an eyg,

with three holes in it,

J^fe' made of burnt earth,

) There is a more modem

one wliich is similar to that iu

former use-

iH^T To be attached or sus-

/|yf^ pended to; in which sense
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the following is generally used.

Read Heen, a district of a cer-

tain size, the offices of the dis-

trict See Hi*en.

^>\> To endeavour to impose

tl^C upon by deceitful hollow

stratagems, as in war. To de-

ceive; to act irregularly. The

name of a plant.

To tie to and suspei\d,

as from tlie centre ot a

I oof ; used physically and mural-

HEUH
ly ; suspense.

heuen r to lian^r upside down.

Heuen kb*uiig to suspend

in vaco.

Heuen yii mun slian^, suspend-

ed from (he top oi tlie door.

Heuen leang

t'ow tsing, to hang one's self

ii
l>

to a beam, or throw one*^

selt into a well.

1 he name ol an insect.

1

bles) laid up for use. To feed.

To gather together; to

collect; to crowd togetlier

so as to spoil from not being

used.

HEUH.

To feed to nourish; to

rear or bring up ; to earo

fur and nourish the people of

a country; to contain, endure,

or bear with. Domestic ani-

mals in whi<;h sense, now re;id

Chuli. To arise; to obey or

yield submission to; to detain

or keep in a place. A surname.

Also read Hew.

Read Chuli, pain; pain-

|fl lul. Read Heul., fo

Jecf together; to blend. Proud.

Sst^ ITciih or Chuli, to accu-

mulate; to store or lioHi d

p; a quantity (ns of vejr^ta-

Vo excite to diligent en-

tleavour lo stimnlnte to

exertion. F[
F' lit uli kwa jiii, to ati-

iuu late the nian oi little

vii lue,—by wltich the person

speaking means himself.

Heuli tsae foo tsze "^P

exert yourselves, ye men

The light of the itiornintf;.

the risin<: sun making his

ap(»earnnce: tlio clamour of

drums. Also read Heuen and

Hhou.

H< uh jih the beginning

of Hhv; tlie morning early. ^1§^

!^ Heuh I»huI» keaou

keaou or He-

he heuh heuh, the external

marks of pleasure discovered

by a mean man od obtaining
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success in his sclieines. Smirk-

ing, jumping, giggling.

Tr*|gj Carrying tht' head grave-

J^T\ ly
; seriously attentive

munner ; gravity iuduced by

w:mt of suoce&s or failure; the

i»ame of a star. The same a»

the preceding.

Hc uli heuh jen grave-

ly; attentively.

HEUN.

I

The vapour or fog as-

tending from the tops of

^ liills; hot vapour, fumes

W ;ind exhalations arising

- ^ /iron) fire; steam, evapo-

ration. The vapours, appli-

ed to (lie minfl to ^ive offence.

Yew sin joo

li^iin, melaneholy is like va-

pour.

II,"m ('lie to fiiini^ute it,

H.'iitt Hie east

and suulli. it;ui lieun.

j>i"iiig cordially and cli^erful-

ly ; sitting ill an u?isel lied mai

ner; fidelity. ^ Heuri

late in the evening.

I Having deserved well of

I one's prince; having mer-

it in the sight ot the So-

verei^n meritorious loy-

I
alty. S
Wang kung yue lieun,

J royal merit (i. e. merit

acquired in the service of tl'e

kin^) is called Heuu.

7t Kli'ae kwo yaeu heun,

origiual merit acquired in lay-

ing the foundations of the mo-

narcliy.

Heun Iaou having deserv-

ed well of one's country; honor

conferred by one's country.

Heun tiseo, a meritorious

noble man.

See Heuen.

"
lI^j To raise or drive off in

J^jy\\ s lie f»urtifles by the

lorce ot fire; to fume or to fu-

mitrate; to evaporate, evapora-

tion, smoke; to send off in

To dry any thing with

the fire.

Heun v\mh cer-

tain nortliern liordes call-

ed hy various names in

Chinese history, this i&

one of their most ancient

The light which remains

after sunset; twilight.

1 lie brain a little muddled with

liquor i a pleasaut elevatioa.
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Vapour or fog before ihe

eyes; dullness of sight.

Fragrant exhalations

from plan ts; tratrrani

plants. In ancient times 1 'i

to expel demoniacal influences

To burn or cauterize.

Henn oliili to cauterize

Heun teh j>5

pe, the fiHtrrnnl odours struck

the nose. Heun ts'aou.

a [)lant carried about one's per-

son for the sake ot its smell.

iL^^ Insects produced from

heat.

To (iye; a li»ht red; a
j

dye produced by tluee
|

dips in the coloured liquid.

A light re<\ 'I ve. protluceti

7^7^ by three dips; used for
j

the precedinp:.

Intoxicated

fumes of wine or spiri-

tuous liquors; flrimk.

Heun l.eun j,n r,n-

dered clieeriul by llie influence

ot liquor; exliilaratetl ; elevated

the pleasures ot intoxication

^flj Any ihini? coloured by

iujL^ fumes or smoko.

A golden colour altered

or discoloured.

Heun hoo a cer-

tain infelicitous bird.

Heun or Hwan, strong

odorous vegetables, as

I

leeks atid onions, which are re-

jected by the Buddhist priests.

Strong meat; flesh meat of auy

kind, and fisli, all of wliii.li are

refused by llip Cliinese when

fasiin K . Puh sliih

heun, not e:it, aniniiil food nor

strong savoured plants.

Ilnin soo animal food

nnd |>nre vegetable diet, these

two words are used us oppo-

sites.

5 To heat; to burn li^ht.

ad H wuy, liglit; splen-

dour. Kt'tui H win, lustre; glit-

ter; a red cuiour.

Fire i"uir,i: forth smoKe

or steam rising

;

cxlialations.

Sieam or fume

^ViA as from heated vetfetahle

suhstHiu'cs fumes: exlialations.

\ W-ords flowing in a wi-

f
lar cun^taiit course, as a

,Mrv: of water words

obeying a certain rule;

to 6tn(e ancient prim i-

ples and the reasons of things;

to instruct; to leach to per-

suade; to exhort; Lhat wliicli

is lHUt;lit instruction doctrine;

to explain to fine a word.

Some savH Keaou, is to teach

men. ~^\\ Heun, to tench wo-

men. To obey or accord vviih.

Name of an office; of a quadru-

ped j aud ui* a dibtrict. A sur-

odorous
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name. Keauu heun, to

teach to instnirt.

Heun hwuy gjlj to teach.

H<miii taou, an official in-

stnirloi—in every district.

HEUXG,

^Jf\ ^Re|>reaent5 a deep pii,

wiJiA w i"to which things falliiiu

in contusion. Gi cm t wick-

edness; mnli^nity evil

calculated (o sink into

ruin human beinj^s. Calatnit)'

infelicity llie jtid^meiMsofliea-

ven adverse unprosperous.

Occurs in the sense of

Heui»g, to fear. Also written

Heupfr. TIippc I wo are used lor

each oilier, Kt ill heunp,

are opposites, good, evil; pros-

perous, adverse felicity, infe-

licity. Keih chaou.

Pro^no-tic of happiness.

Kh'eung Ueung keih

ngo, wickedness and evil cnr-

ried to tlie ulmo^t possifjln de-

,ree.

T'h sze Is'mg too she lieunjr, Ins

affairs are all unpi osperous.

Suy lieung, a bad year;

a year of scarcity and famine.

Keih iuii, ^ray dress,

indi^atine joy. ^
$K^ Yew heung

paou heung; yew keih, paou

ktsili, if evil is to beFal me, an-

nounce to me evil; if prosperi-

ty is to he my fate, announce

to me piosperily. A prayer

olFcrt d up by ihose wlio refer

to divination, to know what is

future.

Hi u tig chaou prognostic

of im pending evils.

H^ung tiih, mourningdress.

Henno; ming, an unhappy

f ale. [2^ ^* Heuner sze, a ca-

lamitous affair. ^ Ht'ung

sing, a raaliunjint star. ^
Heung teh, cruel valour or

power.

Formed from Jin and

Heumj Malevolent;

cruel. Distressinsr feur;

• he crv of fear, #
She she liin^

heung, to act cruelly from a

dependance on one's own pow-

er and influence.

Yin kh'e heung

yav urh kun^: che
?
attacked

them in consequence of heario^

their lamentations;—said of

ariuies.

Heung ngo cruel and

ked. Heung paou,

S
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or Henns yo, cruel;

barbarous. Heung sha,

to murder. H.-ung show,

a murderer. Heung

sing, a cruel disposition.

Aj-\ The breast, or thorax

9—^ Read Keiiii, in the same

sense. Commonly written

Heung or Heung

Heung heimg ^note

clamour and disturlmiice; alsu
]

the noise oi vociferous consuli-

ai ion.

Shin tang sin die shan^

wei heunjr, tlmi part of the bo-

dy situated above tlie heart, is

^ WV.vu
iieung cluing tu'ig |>uli tHe

keae, hetias no fish prick-

ing in his breast; i e. he has

ikothing on his mind (lint v<

him uneasiness.

Wei tun mnn yintr

heung, sorrow alone fills his

brenst. Heung chun*:,

in the breast.

Fear, apprehension, as

when imagining any

thing monstrous or

friuhiful in a dream.

HEUNG
^/j^jl Heung, or Heung-heung.

J Hj| The sound of water bub-

bling up, us from a spring; the

noise oi water rolling with ra-

pidity and torce; the sound of

drumming and excitation.

\ Heung or Heunp-heung;
" ihe clamour and noise

mnde by a trreat many

people hilkiiijr at tliesHine

dmo, either in delihera-

tiun or debate; the clamour of

a wliole counlry on any topic

wliirli interests ihem all; to

talk to del>ate; to dispute; to

accuse and to ticf^nd to con-

test; to wrnngle; to litigate.

The hreiist or thorax of

an nhiiiiul body fi^urR-

lively uded for lite mind

ur sent it-iit principle.

Heiin*: eh ung, inone*8

breast; \n ihe mind.

m
5g

The sound of people's

feet, when leaping fur

joy. The second <l"irar-

ter is also read Keung.

pi Formed from Kli'ow, the

/\^ mauth >w\(\ num. berause

the senior has a right to in-

struct. The first born 80n an

elder broiler; a senior; used by

friends 88 a term of reepect.

Te heung mnn,

brothers. Laou beunp,

old broiher.

Heung seen te how

the senior broiher takes prece-

d« nre, thn junior follows

Ueuug te kwo, ihe ua-
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tions of the sixteen brothers:

the number of stales into whirl*

China whs divided uhont

limn of Confucius.

Hemi^ yew le kung, the

t* Ider brother Iiould be kind,

the younger re-"»e<'

Heimi; te, a younger hroilu

in common acceptation,

Heunjr t'ae. eminent hrot her

a"d

heun^ I'ae >een san^. venerable

broi lit*r. eminent tea^lier,—are

all respecl (ul modes of (Hrecl

a<Mrees to eqoals.

nHeuiig or Keung, a wide

empty space

|p I HtMin^ or :'iiMir. m vidt

J desert ppHce surroun(iin^

an inhabited < ity.H "\ A b»i rit-r foniifd l>v ire

^1 J r
or val ' r :

lo linut to

\ \mA\Wut; |)lirhS»'olt>^y us-

i ^ d in i lit- iKir lliern vc

f J J Liionri. Det'p; protomid ,

remote. Name of a mouniain-

ous vviltieiness on (lie nortli-

east, in the midst of a great

waste. The mime ot a niursh

read Keui»ur , name of a certain

region.

il^r^ YTo po all around talking

!i f
aI1d acting as a spy cle

> ver; ii.telligent; spying

\ about. KU wei heung

smygjflj to peep, to spy, and

tell the result.

jl/Jrt| Heung: heung, to search

/\\ 4 with light all around; to

examine clearly. Read Keung,

light, ttful*:ence.

Void remote distant.

Light
;
splendour; lumin-

ous; illustrious. j!3 lj
Fleunj; pee, vastly differ-

ent; very dissimilar.

A certain wild animal

ike a boar, said to be

ominous; also called

^r?u Cl» ill heung. Name

^n^k /ut* a hill. A man's name.

Niime of a country. A sur-

name.

Heung pei two animals

like each olher in form, but of

different colours. Tlie Pei is

strong enough to root up trees.

Sometimes used for the

preceding. Read Jsung,

The male of birds. Mas-

culine; martial. The

iintne of a district. Ts'ze heunjtf

tVraale and male of birds

oriiriually, but now applied to

any creature. The elegance

and luxuriiince of plants is call-

ed Yi,i. The leader of a

flight of birds is called

Heung. Ying heung, a

man of very eminent talents

aiid virtue a hero, or heroine.
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To endeavour, or to seek Hing, to scheme; to plot,

to obtain. Also read I

HEW.

/ 1 ^ From Man leaning a-

|/|V gainst a tree. To <*e;ise;

to rest. To assemble under the

ehade of a tree; hence the i<len

to stop; to rest; to dosi8t; to

repudiate; to resign. Tu exe-

cute. Excellent. To conpratu-

]ate to praise. A surnanu1

; a

proper name. The nan"' of a

place. To rhyme, read Heaou

and Heu. Peh

kung keae hew, a cessation of

every species ofwork?, (as at tlie

close of the year.) Jj^ 'ft

Che sze yu^ hew, to give

up an official situation is called

Hew. Ne hew

to kean», do not talk so muoh

Piib hew, unceasine.

Kea sze Uu^

hew, make (you) wear the col-

lar till (you) die, ere (I) desist.

^fv T'an hew, a certain

medi(;ine. Used in the sense ot

R Hew, moaning, from sick-

ness or pain.

Hew chiog ^fjC a prognostic

of something felicitous. 'fqC

Hew hew, to resfrir-t to

retrench, Hew or

T'e hew, expresses an amuse-

ment made with inanimate fi-

gures, like Punch and Toby.

H^w t^ eih geang kwan ^fC

mutually sharing joys

and sorrows. "flC J^C Hew muh
f

tu cease, (in order) to wasb; to

leave official duties for the pur-

pose of dressing the head, bah-

iD^, &c. Ao ancient cust<»ra

observed every tenth day. 'f^I

+ f Hew pa ne, I do not

fear you. j^J Hew ta'ze

i!t; ffn. tfive up ihese thoughts.

J

f^ Hew shoo, a bill of di-

vorce. "f|l Hew wan, cease

to make further enqtiirv. f^Z

Hew seiti and [ h H- w

che, exi»ress to stop; lo delist

l'rom. 'f^< Hew sliow, to

desist Ironi any w"rk

Hew tse, to divorce a w i Je.

Hew hew kli'een

yav, Hew -hew denotes ruoih rn-

tion. or a strict econoni v.

To call to; a crowd of

persons calling out in a

confufled manner. See Heu.

l/j* Shade shelter; a place

/ l/jv to ptop and rest; the um-

brageous shade of trees.
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A^p^aranco o( water;

water passing away.

Cliarcoul is in some places

called Hew.

Excellent ; felicitous;

good harmonious cor-

delioate miuu te Read

Henon, to apply fire to; to boil;

to decoct.

A purging 5 a looseness

of the bowels; sore occa-

sioned by the contact ot certain

resinous woods.

A certain animal, said to

devour tigers.

A loi'g kind of needles.

A name of a horse; a

good spirited horse.

Hew Beh tl">

sound of the wind whisi-

A cerlain oniinouB bird.

Che hew, or Hew
& horned owl.

Wood deprived of its ve-

getable life. Dead pliints;

rotten wood stinking; offensive

smell; to fail; to rot; lo be for-

Organization destroyed

rotten dead; stinking.

Used for the preceding.

To cut. ^2 Hew-t*oo,

the name of a place; the

5

name of a hill.

Disease; sickness. Read
Keaou, a kind of cholera-

morbus.

) Commonly read Cb'ow,

strong smell; stink. Read
Hew, to apply the nose

P'^^'
y to, as a dog does, to smell.

< G^. Hew nhe, to smell

it.

s

an

hew urh t6o, smelled

thrice and arose.

An animal that resem-

bles a wild boar.

Hew, r Kew.

Kew hew, a dragon

8tretcliiog forth its neck and

progressing; a kind of low leap;

a rearing up.

The ancient form of

Cliiih, a domestic animal.

S

Lull chuli yang che yue

sang, yung cite yue hew, the

six domestic animals ( horse,

cow, sheep, bog, dog, and fowl)

when training up, or feeding,

are called Sang; when made

use of, they are called Hew.

Some distinguish Hew and

Chuh; thus,

Tsae shan yue hew,

tsae kea yue chuh, animals on

thf lulls (wild) are called Hew;
in the house (or tame) they are

called Chiih,
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Hew oliuh wei yew pee ^ I
a different.

5lJ Hew and Chuli are 1

HIH or HRH,

From a redJJesh colour,

ffl^V repeated. A red liot iin';

a, red appearance; anijer, hot

as fire; hri«;lit; luminous, as a

red hot. fire, or as the snn; to

scorch to burn. A surname.

Read Heii, to sooroh "> tlir*'a

en. Read Slali, swift. fl''et.

Hell heh hot, sconrhed,

bright, effulgent, glorimis, ap-

plied to heaven and to the truds.

Heh he, hri-lit; lumin-

ous. IM» he

lietien he, gloriously m iinilVst-

eH extensively diff'ised!

Heh y\\\ % ploriou^, u
splendour, said ot tlie g«"ls mid

ot heaven.

Red eyes.

to

The grating noise mad*

by a door opernn*;.

Uih Heh, or HSa. Aw'r

M^V the tone ot an^e

threaten to oppose or intimi-

date by threatening. S. iit ;,

I
To burrow, and l>m'v in

the earth, ns certui n m-

> sects do thetnsel vt s t>

aside; to open »

le in (he gi ound; to

rend; to split.

;

=

1>8/I Vl lie colour produced by

/ -inokyf xlialarioi)8;bl»ick;

urk; dull; ob8<Mire; the

lour that was esteemed

the Una dynasty.

A dark 8f>ot; name of a pla*^;

and of a river; a surname,

§S Yrtv IihIi. the darkness of

ni*rht. Mi ill heh. or

81iin heh, very black

or dark.

H, rli e a foreign sur-

mime. Heh kaou, a

sketch or laiMis<»»pe; a routjli

ouilii»e. /X Heh lun?

kejinjr, the river Amour.

UtAx poo, bUck cloth.

H'-li sin. a black heart., has

tlie same fiiiiirntive meaning 'is

in Eii^lisli. Ch'Ih sin,

a (rrimson heart, convevs a tr"()d

sense to a Chinese. Hrh

tsze, a hFa^'k spot a spot in the

sun is so ralltMl in history; a

spot on the (nee or human body.

Heh yuen, lead.

\\i \t jin. a black man, the

Chinese commoiily call tl"'m

Heh kwei black devils.

Dark mind; confusion of

intellect j a kind of stupor.
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To eXiinnne into; to pro-

secu te h guilty person

to scrutinize; to 6earch to the

bottom at*fiiduous effort; to ac-

cuse. Also read Hea and HeTli.

bom's of fruit. Tlie

;ernel or seed in fruits;

\u cleus. The real sub-

stantial circuinstaiices;

1 die facts; (o ptisli an in-

vesti'j" ion to latent facts. TJ^ed

for Heli- AI-o read Kae,

whi<:li see.

to go to extremes; an exr^ssi ve

decree of severity. ^
Ts"g lieh, investigate every

circumstance from first to last.

Heh sh:l» really and tru-

ly wilh truth and sincerity;

wi'.h strictness Heh

taou, walnuta.
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/l^r / kerne

1 he lower part of silk; a

maiiii name; a surname.

)
To investi^a te; to ex-

/ amine
; to put aside all

coverings or glosses and

ascertain the fact; to ve-

rify by the eye or the

louch to pare, cut. or carve

deeply. Tlie name of a spriiig

of water; used also for H"i
a kernel.

rfHrf Tli at inside a selvage

l/J/\> whith gives strength

and stiffness to il; the string

which draws close the neck or

oilier part of the garment, by

the Cliinese, called the bone of

tlie selvage.

The root or stem of a fea-

ther; a quill. Read L^ih,

a certain earthen-ware vessel.

hin.

Commonly read Kin.

/ \ Jfj* Hi" hin, ha vin*:

will to all ( features; henevo-

len t. Read Kin, to cut down

wood; the iron instniineni

wliirh does so; an instrument

to weit'h with ; a surname.

Hin, or Kin, Mudi

strength.

The son about to go (ortli,

to diffuse his benevulerit

rays early in the moruing.

F«n

1 1 1 1 ) sze ill cliuw h wan liin,

whoever would eflFl-ct any af-

fair must, employ the morning.

fljf Ta bin, very early in

tlie morning.

A woman's uame.

To be pleased (o rejoice

a surname. Hin

je», exhilaration; desire; feel-

ing happy to do j cheerfully.
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Laughing tor joy; joy;

deli^lit, whether in serv-

ing the gods or men. Tlie

r >narne of a certain strong

animal; name of a His

triot. A surname. f\^.

Hin jen. widi plea-

sure; readily. Hin

clia'»g, to be jovous; merry

Hin hin wi th cheerful-

ness and '1' litrM; satisfaction

joy. Hin-too-szp,

the Hindoos are so called in

Chinese history.

A preat body of fire or

li^hf t tt'iil;'we to

Jj-t
--

*'
(
snorch to burn soorcli

'Lj
J )

ng lieat at tin- hui.

HC.
Joyful, joy, delight, to

/ see dimly.

The gods eating fumen

of incense, to taste, to

partake of with gust to covet;

o desire; to move; to excite.

To like; to love; to de-

gire; to covet.

Ardent feelinjo:; fierce;

" mind directed to that

whicli is new and pleasing.

Certain ornaments of a

carriage To be pleased

or gnitified with. Read Yin,

to stop or close up. Read Km
or Kan, n danserous mountain.

Hin kew ^^^^ a carriage with

certain ornamented leather a-

bout it.

~r^^ Hin, or Hin hin. Con-

P f|? verrtfttion, talking; the

noise of talking, tnlking angri-

ly
;
talking with difficulty the

fumes ot the breath in talking.

Read He, in a siuiitar sense.

Internal heat affecting

the skin proud flesh

growing up; to swell out.

11 Too hin, the en-

trails of cows and burses,

the bladder of domestic animald.

A cracked or rent vessel.

HeAt HfftM»ting the skin

proud fltjyh growing out;

swelling up. Read He, pain.

To smoar (}ie vessels us-

ed in sacrifice with the

blood of nlain victims; to smear

an animal body with fragant

spices; a kind of erabalminp.

Tt» tuini^ate. A crime; an oc-

casion vi animosity and resent-

meni.; skirmishing and bl*»od-

shed national quarrels; wars;

a presage; a prognostic. A
kind of cloth cover for wea-

pons to put it on.

E heue hin rhe, to »iuear

it with blood. 'r'oohin,

to daub to smear. Hea

hin, a cleft; a crack a crevice;

an opening to discord; an occa»
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»wn ol quarrel.

Hin keih or Hin

twan, the causes of wars tl'e

minute differences or occasions

of quarrel. Hin yul»,

washing with per tumes. per-

for^ned by a sor(erees
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VVif.ii tlie blood of vic-

tinis
5
to smear the vessels

used in 8at*ri6ee. Same hs the

preceding to put a cloth cover

on spears, lances, and other

weapons.

m A man defendini: a Well

with a Knife To punish

trans^respions.

^ From Klieen, even, and a

/\ \f Knife. To punish pu-

> nishment By some it is

made to mean constant;

constant law or rule

tliat which is perfect a perfect

rule. Ke;i liine. to in-

flict punishment, ^fl, ^flj Woo

hing, the five punishmeius.

J Tung hing, to sot in mo-

tion the instruments of torture.

Keun tsze h wne

hing, a *;ood man cherishes a

dread of the laws, Lan
liing, to punish or lortui e it

random, and to an excessive

degree. Kli'ub hing,

to punish cruelly.

Hing fa J
to punish pu-

nishment. Hing

fa le hae, a severe punishment.

Hing heb, to intimidate

by tortures and threateninas in

order to make a person confess,

a practice iu Chinese courts.

Hing poo. the tribunal

of punishments, or court of ap-

peals at Peking, which takes

cotrr»izance of all criminal oases,

Hing sin, or

Hing wan. to examine by tor-

ture. Che hing, a pun-

ishment which consists in oom-

pressins; the finders,—inflicted

chiefly on women raeu have

their ankles compressed.

A mould an earthen

mould or pattern ; made
of wood, a mould is call-

ed Moo. oi;ide of iron

it is called Fan,

Fan
clioo sbih e t'oo yue hing:, pat-

terns or moulds made of earth

for casting: metals in. are called

HinR . Tgen
hing wan taae, the example
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wbicli he left remains entire;

said and wriUen in praise o(

those wlio Iihvh .Lj pM» Led litis

life. Heuen

6uh hing fiiii^, to teacli (good)

usages and be an exam pie to

all ar(Min') : Fang, is used

for v^T Sze fans:, the four

qiiiirlers; hII around.

fa ;in example.

^fft_j J
B-xiy, figure, figure con

j/ly pletely turtiud. IVi"
fix'd. AppluMl to iMjiMslmtents

eiiiicte*! by law, which slmukl

be embodied with the utmost

care, and when <rora|»leted. re-

main uiiiihera bly fixed Uwd
to illnsti ate the wonl flj lling,

|H]iiisliment6. Same as

Hing. The midille |>Hrt ou^li t

t" he written ^\ Keen, even

A ii;ime of a wood; a

It
j A rev tail) vessel used in

I / sarriHce, dL-si^ned to oon-

\ tain a kind of suti|> uiiide

k <>f iraiirant herbs and

.IP
Hing linu, two diff* rent ex-

pressions for the s'lme vessel

under different oircuinsianoes.

Form fiiiure sl»;i|x*; l>o-

dy that which is visible.

Yew Ling, having Fling

Him- kru»._' fj'

or lorm. expresses vv hat is ma-

terial. Woo hing, being

wilhuuL Hinff^ i. e. immaterial,

invisible; spiritual. To give

shape or figure to; to mani test

orexlnbit; lu exhibit the bones;

landscii[)e a certain vessel.

Hmg ch wan^ the fiirnre,

tl'e exi^rr»nl a[>peai anee.

llin*r yun*r die. to give

body or sl»>i|>** to; to exhibit its

shape Ijjlj Hm"' che, the

form or niHiuier in vlii' li a

thintr made

H ni£f t>elli kli'o e. suspicious

appearances, Hint; she,

I he asjif ot or t»eiif ral appear-

Hix-e of h dislr"t; laiids(»Hpe.

~J\^ Hing yunjj, figure vis-

ajre rounli-njifwe. )\^ fjg

Hiiitr tV Hing »eang,

corporeal iorm figure; resem-

1

J From Yaou Frit in-

7 -

f Jluences, and Ylli To

/ Oft/tose. the opposite ot

\evil influence; i. e. for-

tunate; lurky. Ltickily

;

ly blessed to bless, as

the Emperor does a place, by

visiting it. hence his going to

a place is expressed by Hing.

'I he nffe(»tion of tlie Emperor.

To obtain by good luck to

hope or wait for. A surname.

Hing teh to succeed or
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obtain happily. Hing

tseih, to succeed by the happy

influence of others.

Hing urh che yii taD,

wait till the morning.

Appearance of a tall wo-

man.

TTI^ Name of an ancient prin-

j J
|-# cipality ; name ot a dis-

trict; a surname.

A certain vessel resem-

bling a bell, but having

Jr-a lo"g neck. A vessel

for wine or spirituous li-

quor.

Anger destructive to one's self;

very, exceedingly. Some say,

near to.

Hing lang^^ cold;

frigid,

I

To pull; to drag upon or

involve one's self in. A
surname. Ying

hing, the appearance of

w
'a large expanse of water.

Ming hing, natural, ge-

nial, vivifying fume or vapour

Keaou bing t0

obtain by other means

than those of met it or of right.

To be unremittintr in the pur-

suit of pain. Nint;

hing. sycopliantic; parasitical.

Hing was originally written

without Man by the side: it is

a vulgar and a superfluous ad-

dition. Hing hwo, to

obtain by soma piece ot good

luck, without any merit.

Hing meen, to escape by

mere luck.

Hing or Hing hing, an-

ger; vexation; rage dis-

[ covered in the counten-

ance violent displeasure

Straight; directed

bent or crooked.

to;

S|>eech; abrupt address;

an angry tone of speech;

(
to speak with vehemence.

|J:^5 \ Also read Hang.

To act; to do; to perform.

1 J The actions; the conduct

In an official sense, to send to;

to transfer a legal case to some

inferior magistrate. To walk;

to go. Read Hang, a path; a

road. Read Hang, a class of

persons; a company; a mercan-

tile house or factory (Compare

with Hang and Hang.)

Koo bing, a kind of accompa-

niment; encore.

Hing chay sin che fa

the actions are the is-

sues of the heart.

Hing fang, conjugal inter-
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course. Hing lieung,

to burn incense; to perform

worship. Hing kung, a

palace to receive the Emperor

on his tour. Hin S

king ke to act as a broker.

jj^ Hing le, to perform any

ceremony, act of obeisance, or

homage. Hing so, to

fetter to put irons on a person.

Hing t'ang, wrappers

to strengthen the legs, used by

persons who travel.

Hing taou lieon, to send to

the Heen magistrate. |^
Hing ts'ang, acts and qualifica-

tions; character. XT J" Hiug

wei, actions; conduct,

.

To arise; to get up; to be

in a flourishing state; to

be in high spirits; to inkv

l^i I delight in, esteem to be

^^ J in great demand, as an

article of commerce; to move

or put in motion. Name of a

district; of a palace. A sur-

name. To introduce by au al-

lusion id poetry. Read Hin

to cover weapons. 0J
Kaou hing, high spirits, pleased

with.

Hing che Jft it or S Hing

keu, rising and being resident

in a place, expresses the varied

circumstances under which a

A

crosswise;

person is placed, whether mov-

ing about or being settled in a

place; all one does. ^
Hing fa, to arise and issue

forth to become flourishing.

Hing khV, to arise; to

rouse, or to be roused. 3^
Hing kwo leaou, tbe de-

mand (for au article) is past.

J^- Hing pingr, to put an

army in motion.

t'ow, joy; bustle.

Pleased joyful joy.

woman's name.

J-^^ Transverse

^J5> a cross.

Odours, or spices sm^lt

at a great distance. m
Hing beang, fragrant o-

dours; incense; fumes of fra-

grant incense; fames from liot

provisions; a good reputation.

A sour plum, somewliat

jP% like the green pa^e Al-

so read Hang. Compare with

HSng.

Hant' jin almonds.

Pel j hang, name of a place

in thb North.

The bones of the leg be-

low the kr.oe, pplied al-

so to the legs of bird

AS Hinp hint:, straight

i orward unbending.
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HO.

A Intended to represent the

ascent offlame; the mat-

ter of heat. Fire; heat fever;

to burn with fire. The first of

the five elements is water, the

second is /ire. Name of a star.

Name of an officer, and of a

well. A surname.

Sl»ih ho, to catch fire.

Kew bo, to put out fire.

Ho che ^ burn it.

Ho 6luh fun, chalk.

Ho kh'angr, a pit of fire.

Ho loo, a furnace.

Ho peaou, a fire declaration; i.

e. a despatch luminous and

swift as tlie rays of caloric.

Kh'e ho, to take fire; tin-

burning out of a conlla^ration

Teen bo, to strike h

light; to light a candle.

Ho pwan, a sharer of tho

same fire, a comrade, a rom-

pamon. h„

planet Mars.

Ho keu taou sze, th« priests ot

Taou who live in society, and

not in monasteries. Ho

sliaou, to burn with fire, j/^,

Ho t'ow, a vulvar term for

a cook. ^-\* Ho-tow, a

kind of smoothing iron. ^

Ho t'uy, Lam. Ho
ts'eih, sealing wax.

Ho ts'eih peen, wafers.

Ho yen, tha flame of fire.

Ho ) o, gunpowder.

Ho yo kh'euh, a place

where powder is made. j^C

Ho kh'e, hot fume, applied to

temper, denotes choler; when
it refers to the body, it denotes

fever.

Same as the preceding

in compound characters;

by some read Peaou.

A man who partakes, or

\J\k messes at the same fire;

a <"omrade; a companion.
J

0\^ Kea ho, household furni-

ture and utensils. |^ Ho
ch'ang, the superior of the crew.

This character seems to be an

abbreviation of Ho.

Fire issuing forth; fire

diffusing colour.

|> Ho or Hoo. The mouth

propelling warm breath;

the noise made when blowing

with the breath.
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The name of a place.

From >^ Muh, wood^

and an abbreviation of

Ciiuy, hanging down in al-

lusion to the ears of grnin.

Paddy corn, or grain \n gen-

eral; agreement; harmony. A
surnarae.

Ho me paddy, rice.

Ho meaou, a green shoot

or blade of corn.

"

f>

Buy, an ear of corn.

Ho shuh, a sheaf of grain.

Ho taou, name of a prain

well known in China. -JT

Ho ta a flail.

Grain for the mouth

Mild kindly coinpUi-

san t agreeing; harmo-

nious peaceful. To har-

'monize; concord harmo-

ny agreement peace. To ac-

company; to join with. A sur-

name. Read Ho, to respond

to modify and cause to mix or

blend together.# ]^
Sing ts'ing wan ho, a mild and

kind disposition. ^
Jin ho p'ing, a mild even tem-

pered man. Seang ho*

agreeing; harmonizing.

LeaDg jin pub

t?eiitig l»o. ihe two men doc'6

agree. Pfililio miUi,

disa*:reeint; at variance with,

muh, superiors gentle, and in-

feriors peaceful. ^tl

S ioo ho,

urb how kea taou ch'in^, let

liiisbaikd and wife agree, and

then tiie welfare of the family

will he secured. ^^ f̂

Puh yaou 6liang ho kh,e,

do not wound the feeling of

concord, or mutual amity and

good-will. U Ta ho

shaog, the first or < hiel priest

in a temple. T'ae ho,

the general prevalence ot truth

anH peace. Keang lio,

or Kb euen lo, to per-

siiad*- t'» mutual agreement.

T

Hwhii hwHii he lie ho ta cb'uh

kli'eu l**i)ou, quite pleased and

dclitil»ted to go out will' him.

/J ^ ^0 Seaou sang yue

ho, a small reed is called Ho.

K.mjii mun yu&

ho, tl":' gate of ibe army (the

passage by whicli they ad-

vance) is called Ho. Instead

of Ho-mun, P Liiv mun,

is now used.

Leang keun seang

tuy yue keaou bo, two armies
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opposed to eaoh other is called

Keaou ho. ^^ He ho, the

iiiimes of two Officers, said to

have directed tin* signs (t limes,

or the astronomical *'artm'nt.

Yang

ho kin kh'aou pei yay, Yar»ir ho

is the modern (support for the

back called) Kh f

aou-pei.

T'eaou ho, to mix and unite

together. Peh

yo tse ho, a hundred medicines

all mixed together. ]t

TsWang urh

pe ying yue ho, Ho expresses one

singing and another respond-

ing. To rhyme, read Hwuy.

Ho e and Yiin ho,

names of plac(\-. Ho

ngae
9

an agreeable, pleasinjr,

cordial manner. Ho
kh'e, a spirit of harmony har-

mony, a cordial good natured

ieelir»g and disposition.

Ho keen, fornication or adul-

tery, by (he consent of both

parties Ho nwan, con-

cord and genial warmth. ^0
Ho p'ine, a name of tea.

Ht> e urh sbwuy,

to go to sleep witli one's clothes

on. ^0 Ho sbun
t
complai-

sant; accommodating. ^0
Ho kh'e sang ts'ae, har-

mony, or a friendly kind tem-

per, begets wealth.

A little child crying.

A woman's name; fine

countenance.

The bead of a coffin a

coffin.

Name of a plant; the

^V* crooked handle of a har-

row or a plough.

Even tranquil peace-

ful. A man's name

Certain pieces of metal

hung so as to make a

jingling, sonorous, musical

sound.

Same as Ho, to har-

monize; to cause to ac-

cord to unite in harmony. The

name of a city; a palace a

bell and a man.

/ W
-
" Winch? who? what?

jWj Read Ho. To bear; to

carry. The name of a country

in the West. A hat or cap is,

in the We&t, called Tuh

ho. Joo ho, or revers-

ed, Ho j oo, how in what man-

ner? ^( Shwuy ho, who!

what! and Mo
kan joo ho, not dare as how,

are the language of defiance;

as let him do as he likes he

dares not to do any thing.

Woo ho or Woo

ke ho, for no great length of
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tune. Woo r,ae ho

and ft^ ^ Woo kb'o

nae ho, express that which is

unavoidable, as there is no re-

source; nothing can be done.

Woo nae

tel» wo ho, it is nothing to me;

lie oun do nothing to me.

J°° ho she teh, how

will it answer! nr what melhod

will succeed? King ho.

name of a female oiTi'-er during

the Dynasty Hun. Tan

ho, to sustain, to carry.

Ho ch'oo wliat place?

wliere?^
Yin ho or Wei l"'

each expresses, wherefore?

why? on what account? The

first expression denotes some-

what ot surprise, as what occa-

sion for! Ho jin

lae, who comes? Ho

P^ili. what necessity?

^ it Ho peth tinf:

yuou joo tsze, what necessity

to insist on having it thus?

^ Ho sze, what affair?

Ho che joo tsze,

why carry it to this extent?

Ho te woo tsae,

what place is without talent?

Amongst what class of the

community is talent not to be

found? Ho wuh, which

thing? Ho joo, in what

manner? How

A^Y Ho or Ho-hwa

the Nehimbium water

lily, it is called by various o-

ther names. Ho is a generic

term applied also to other

plants; the name of a place; to

bear or sustain a burden phy-

sically or morally; the noise of

anger. ^( Foo ho, to bear,

to sustain.

Ho e ihe larue leaf of the

water lily. Ho paou, a

Chinese purse, commonly worn

as an ornament. Ho
ts'een, llie small opening ledf

of ihe water lily.

ttTfF To speak angrily; to
"

"J l>lame; to interrogate, to

reprehend to eject tlie breath.

Reiterated, the sound of laugh-

ter. A tone of careless reply.

Yih

chin ho ho ta seaou, a fit of

loud hnii;l»ter.

Ho kh'een or Ta

ho, to yawn. Ho tseh,

to reprimand.

-XTT^ To pr;isp with the hand;

J MJ to push a side; to move;

to shake.

The river; viz. the Yel-

J "J low River, by way of

eminence; said to arise from

two sources. A river; name of
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a district, a certain wine ves

eel; a surname. Hwmul'

Lo, the Yellow River.

Yin ho, or ' T6en ho.

the milky way. *jfff Kew
ho, nine rivers referred to at

the time of' the Chinese deluge.

—
\ *^ San ho, expresses the

south, north and east of th"

Yellow River. Kane

Lo, name of a star.

T'aou ho, name of a bird.

Leang ho, denotes the north

and south of the river.

Ho nan 'PJ |^ one of the most

noted provinces in China the

region first called Chung

:w5. the central nation. ^Oj

Ho t'aou, the region encilos-

ed by ihe Yellow River on the

north, and the yreat wall on the

south, or that portion of terri-

tory em braced by the Yellow

River in ils course north of the

Willi, and return again to the

sou tli. H |,5 so.

an officer who controls the

boats on rivers.

^|L_Li A certain plant; name of

DJ a marsh,

A sacrifice; to sacrifice.

•
I I : Small plant; used figur-

ftl atively to denote what is

ot small importauce; petty de-

tails; troiiblesonie; circumstan-

liitl vexatiously minute. To
reprehend; to trouble or vex

severe niujor; a siirname.

Ho fah or Ho
cliing: government wliirh is

vexatiously circumstantial in

its laws, and which becomes in-

suppor tabiy oppressive by in-

UM*ferin^ unnecessarily with the

liberties of the subject; they

say it is worse than the rage

of tigers. Ho heae,

petty dislikes and jealousies.

"PT Ho kh'eh, to oppress

and annoy by minutely circum-

stantial requirements. Tff

Ho lan kwo, Holland, the

Dutch. Ho yang, petty

unimportant itch or ache.

To tell what he ought to

do. To reprehend to

blame to S[>eak sharply

to; to speak loudly and

in anger to rail at or

traduce; to interrogate abrupt-

ly. Name of an office of a

wood, and of a state.

Ke ho, to ridicule and rail at.

=^ gpj Te ho, to traduce or

slander.

Ho tseh g to rail at and

blame in a loud angry tone.

To turn the head aside,

and look slyly or imper-

tinently.
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J^JCi *\From to alter and pearls

i or money. Things which

'are changed or exchang-

ed articles of ccmraerce

I goods of any kind; to

deal in goods, to sell, to bribe.

Ho le jjlS to off r presents as

a bribe. Ho pei, a

pearl or valuable thing given

for goods money. Ho

sell, the quality of an article,

sometimes the colour of it. ^
Ho wiib, goods, cargo.

^ Yanir ho, foreign commodi-

ties. H ho,amixt.nv

or variety of articles.

Tun ho, to monopolize goods;
j

to do so with grain is prohibit-
j

ed. —^f(Yih^ny ho,

the goods that oome to market

with one tide or voyage; or

oilier occasion.

From to add and a pearl.

To congratulate; to feli-

ciiate; to express satisfaction

on another person's happiness,

by words or by presents; von-

firatulations on the new and

full moon, new year and other

holiday times. To sustain or

bear a burden; to carry on a

borse, mule, camel, or cart.

|
n
( Pin ho, to offer con*;ratu-

lutions on a term, or holiday.

Kang ho, respectful

congratulation.

Ho e or Ho le

presents given as congratula-

tory offerings. Ho

khMng, or reversed, Kh'ing ho,

to congratulate, to felicitate.

Ho lan shan, mountains

to the north of Kan-suh Pro-

vince. ^1 Ho tsee, to of-

fer congratulations on a term,

|3 Water penerally ; or the

f ^-4^ name c t a particular

btreaiu.

^ The sleeve of a garment.

The grease-liorn of a car-

riage; a utensil to con-

tain oily matter with which to

grease the ends of the axle

tree.

Evil; injury; a curse

from the gods. Evil; ca-

lamity misfortune, ad-

~/j-5^ vei dity, judgment, mis-

I I ^1 ery ; to destroy, to exter-

rniiiittt'. Pe ho.

to avoid a caliimity.

Ho hwan suy die

calnmities follow thorn

Ho (ul» e lul. ad-

varsity and prosperity are inti-

mately dependant on, or in-

cluded in, each other; they

seem to say tliat they generate

each other. Ho hwan,
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calamities. Ho keae,

steps to misery; that which

leads to calamity and distress.

H keae

sang yii le, all evils arise from

gain, or the love of it.

Many; numerous; a band;

a company; a crevy. Many
of any thing. Many per-

sons forming a group; a

party a banditti per-

sons of the same origin, and of

the same pursuits, partners in

the eame mercantile concern.

Ke ho, how many.

Ho ke a partner; a com-

rade; a companion; a person,

who enters into the same

schemes or plans. Ho

tang, a junta; a cabal men

combined for some secret de-

sign. Ho t
5 aou, band-

itti of robbers or pirates.

HO.

To close; to join to pair;

to unite; united; to as-

semble; to agree; agreeable to;

to accord with; to harmonize;

to suit; to answer; to reply. A
certain vessel to contain tilings.

A surname. The name of a

grain; name of a district. Read

Ko
9 a certain measure. To

rhyme, read Heih. E
fao or Ngow ho, to pair;

to unite in pairs.

T'een tso che bo, a (conju-

pal) union formed by heaven.

Keun chin

hwuy 15 or Ho hwuy,

the prince assembled with his

ministers. ^0 Seang ho, to

accord to agree.

E seang ho, thoughts, or ideas

corresponding.

ii

Kh'ungp'apfih

bo ne teih e sze I am afraid it

does not agree with your sen-

timents. Le ho, agree-

ing with reason; reasonable;

proper. Puh ho fa,

illegal. 7 Puh ho

kwei keu, not according to cus-

tom. Rih h5 le or

Pdh h5 taou le,

unreasonable. Foo Lo,

or Ho t'ung, an instru-

ment divided in two, of which

each contracting party retains

one. Leih ho t'unsr,

to form or make out.

Ta puh ho yung, he,

or it does not answer the pur-

pose wanted.

o ch'ing a term by which

things are expressed as united.

u u
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^ Ho urh yen che,

to speak of them unitedly, or

collectively. Ho chang,

to lay the palms of the hands

together, in the manner of the

priests of Buddha; to clasp the

hands and hoM them before the

breast. Hd meih, a

country of Western Tartary.

^1 Ho ho, harmonious.

Ho kunsr, to make out the

sum. Ho
tsze cli'ing wiih kh'e, H6-tsze

is a vessel to contain things, a

box. Ho kh'ow, to shut

tbe mouth. Ho kh'in,

certain cups out ot which tho

bride and bridegroom drink

wine and exchange the cups;

which forms a part of the mar-

riage ceremony. Ho

mun. to shut the door.

Ho pw'ao ta swan, to

unite, as in a platter, and reck-

on the whole amount; to esti-

mate: to deliberate and plan.

Ho yung, to answer

the purpose intended.- Bfl

Ho yen, to close the eyes,

Ho slnh, agreeing with tbe

pattern suitable; answering

tbe purpose in all respects; said

either of persons or things. -^'

H6 yih jin, all the peo-

ple of the town.

HO
Appearanceof the mouthd

of fish. Fish moving

their mouths. Appearance of

many fish. Noise made in laugh-

ins:, as Ha! ha! Read Sha, Sa
Ho or Ta, to suck and drink.

Noise made in eating or drink-

ing. Read Hea, a Mahomedan

surname. A kingdom of the

Toorks. (De Guignes.)

Name of a Heen district

name of a river; a sur-

A platter; a di^b; a box;

to cover over.

11 n' a box.

jzxn* To u n i te together to

jyL fA cover over; many per-

: us uniting together and seek-

ing with ardour. Why not? A
surname. A term used for the

Pronoun I.

IIu :: yen urh che ^
^ ,J . ii) 'i

(
'i you ail speak

your mind. H5 che,

used for I, or Me.

or Ku. ^ She

5 name of one nl' (he

*j Kwa, or lots in the

Yiii-king, represents, it is said,

something contained in the

mouth, which being eaten, the

mouth closes. Heacet in miscel-

laneous lots. She ho
9

denotes

in those of the regular

series or order, Hb
}
denotes.
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to close or unite, lid, further

signifies verbosity; loquacity.

Ho ho
|j

or read Kea-hea,

speech, word conversation.

Read Hea, Heajen, the

noise or sound of lau^iiiug.

jj^ Ho cha to take tea.

Ho
9

to drink, is used chiefly

by the Tartars, and different

persons use different characters

for it. 0&H6,R§Ho,lfgH6,
Ho, have all been giv-

en. The two first seem both

admissible. Ho tsew,

to drink wine.

To suck in voraciously;

to gobble u[>.

A kind of mat or tlmtch

covering; to cover with

thatch, to cover with any tiling.

Wliy not? A surname. Read

Kae, to cover; to screen to

overtop; to surpass all others.

^OZf The leaf of a foiling

|^a^ door a door; to shut; all

whom the closed door includes;

a whole family. To cover; to

unite all together. A particle

denoting why not? Name of a

state; a man's name.
j

Cirang-bo, the wind.

Ho yXh kung kh,e

the whole city's declaration, or

appeal for a subscription; as

to repair a bridge, and so od.

j@ Ho shuh, all the kiud-

red. 115 khetm, the

whole principality. H5
feea, a whole family; all the

family.

An interrogative parti-

cle, why? why not? To
stop as by a sharp interroga-

tion; to intimidate; to expel;

to drive out by hooting

^! Ho or Hea, diligent ex-

Wi ertion.

2^ Hea Lea yung leib shing,

hea hea, the sound or noise

nvade in exerting strength,

Leih tso hea hea,

doing with the exertion of

much strength. Read Ho, di-

ligent.

Ho or Yae. To thirst;

to be thirsty; a guttural,

gurgling, clamorous sound; a

shout; an angry exclamation;

a deep bollow sound; a broken

interrupted sound; the sound

of repletion, belching, f?^

Yin bo
3
a suppressed guttural

sound, as if from a stoppage in

the throat.

Yin bo, puh teh tuy, his voice

was stopped, he could not re-

ply. Sze ho, a broken

interrupted sound, as in weep-

ing and sobbing. Hoo

Lo, to shout or call out in an-

ger. T'ung e

heu ho, disappoioted, or unable
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to attain one's wish, to storm

and rage in vain. In the sense

of being loudly angry, one uses

How ho.

Ho taou, kh'ae lo

shouted out,—beat the gong.

Ho ngae, is said to be

hoarseness or difficulty of ut-

terance. Ho ling, to

egg on by hooting and crying,

—when murder is the conse-

quence, he who does so forfeits

his life. H5 kh'ae, to

send the servants out of a

room. R§ VS Ho tsew, to

drink wine, is sometimes writ-

ten thus.

Same as the preceding.

Mutual dread or appre-

hension. Read Ke to

desist, to rest, to sleep. Read

K5 to desire, to covet, hasle,

hurry.

Read Heih, to desist, to

stop. Read Ho, a short

nosed dog.

Certain embroidery on

leather, done by women

the doing of it, wide and ele-

gant; a kind of felt hair cloth;

a certain wooden vessel unor-

namented. §|̂ ^ Pang ho or

^§ Loo ho, diagonal threads

of a net; or streaks on a kind

of hair cloth; work done by

women.

Hih. A short nosed dog.

Read Ho, fear; appre-

hension.

A particular kind of cow.

Also read Kl:en.

AS Ping h6 white

l-J^I colour; slightly coloured.

Hempen coarse stockings.

A kind of hair cloth;

coarse cloth; a poor person. A
surname.

Name of a bird; a kind

of wild cook, daring ia

battle, from which circums-

tance its comb becomes an or-

nament of soldiers' caps.

Ho kwan a military cap;

also applied to hiph minded

statesmen who retire from the

emoluments of office in bad

times.

White rice.

From wings raakinp ap

-

parent ( flfort to pass out

of P"J Kh'ung, a void space.

Extremely high; flying high;

high minded. In the following

compounds, generally implies

passing with celerity and as-

cending high. Also read Keo,

Kiio jen, a lofty aspiring

mind; used in a good sense.

Generally implies speedy

celerity, fleetne38
1
ba^te^
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the appearance of a small hill

surrounded by lofty mountains.

The name of a hill called also

tlie Pillar of henven.

Hwuy ho, or Hwuh-
ho, celerity, haste, speed, speed-

ily; clieerfulness; alacrity; live-

ly temper and manner. The

gambols or frolics of animals.

6^ White colour.

Ho jen peb show,

a white or grey head.

n^f^ To strike the eyes; to

fj'^g look alarmed or startled;

to open eyes; to gaze; to

obscure the light; to cloud the

lustre, to dazzle with glare

of arrows.

A kind of soup made

from flesh, without any

vegetable substance. To ob-

scure or gloom, as by steam or

vapour.

^r^ A certain leguminous ve-

#•^3^ getable; pulse; fragrant

plant.

Ho heang ^§ the fragrance

of the Ho; a plant brought

from Cochin-china.

Ho, or K5j a horse with

a white forehead.

A bird that flies high;

name of a bird resem-

bling the stork.

Seen ho, so called from

'Seen genii being said to"

u

ride upon it in the air.

Hae-ho, a sea bird a bird of-

ten referred to by the Chinese.

To gaze; to look intent-

the

glare of lightning, the

lightning's flash.

A surname.

Ho-tseh name of

a baleful star. Common-
ly read Keh, a mark or limit,

and so on.

Ho, or Hoo-ho

HI L an animal of the fox spe-

cies, also certain reptiles,

The heat of fire; to scorch;

to burn; reiterated. Ho-

bo, great heat, masses of fire

flame. To traduce, to vilify.

Read Ko, Heaou, and Taou,

denoting the destructive effect

of fire in a literal or figurative

sense,

lY^
41 \ Ho, or Heaou. Stern, se-

JJJgJ I
vere, cruel appearance;

> harsh, stern, loud voice.

\ Some sound or noise.

^]|p) ) One says, joy and rejoic-

ing distressingly hot. See

Heaou.

The bed of a torrent from

the mountains; a valley

j
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a small creek from a river; a

ditch; a fosse; a pit.

Kh'e bo, the streams that run

in valleys amongst liills.

Ta ho, or Keu-ho.

the sea; the ocean.

Kow ho, a ditch or moat, a-

round a city wall.

Eo shan the name of a

bill.

Water entirely run off,

or dried up; exhausted.

Shwuy she

ho, the water b^gftn to

be dried up.

Soo ho ch'e die ) ii. to

resuscitate a fish in a dry rut

•

to supply it vitli u ater—used

to express affording relief to a

person in pecuniary or other

distress.

Ho ch'e a dry rut of a

wheel; a rut without any wa-

ter in it. Ho kan, dried

up; no water or moisture.

A
A measure equal to ten

^f* low. A surname.

j^;Kk Ho or Hwuh. A certain

cup or other vessel of the

kind; a certain uteiibil used in

archery for containing arrows,

a kind of quiver. A measure

like the preceding. Thin, poor

exhausted in a high degree.

The top of the foot, the foot or

hoof ol an animal. Read Keo,

a vessel for containing fat or

lard. A bludgeon; to rush a-

gainst ; impetuous effort.

Ho iub a certain bamboo

vessel ^^^^ Ho suh, fear;

fear of death said of animals.

Name of a place. A sur-

name. Read Shib, Shih

sliTh
t
to plough or cultivate the

ground. A surname.

Commonly read Hae, to

injure. Read Ho, wliy

?

wherefore? why not?

Hc t
Hwo, or Hwuh. En-

larged liberal. See Huh.

H5 or Keih. Weaken-

ed by disease; lassitude.

115, Yuh, or f% S§
Mung ho, a certain wa-

ter bird as large as a goose,

otherwise called T'een

n*;o. Applied to the name of

a dog. A surname. Read Kaou,

the name of a place. Read

Haou, large; great.

HOO.

The sound of the voice

continued after the en-

unciation of a sentence. Said

to represent the breath or voice
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rising and extending. From

He, a tone of enquiry, or

admiration. A tone of inter-

rogation, or expression ofdoubt;

also of admiration. Tone after

calling out a person's name.

Occurs in the middle of a sen-

tence, in the sense of in; with;

/row; to. Ke hoo, near-

ly; about so; without much er-

ror. Shoo boo, a qua-

lifying expression like the pre-

ceding. Ch'uh

Loo khe keen, issuing from

amongst them. jt

Ho hoo ts'ze, agreeing with this.

it E hoo ts'ze, differ-

ent from this.

Puh tsae hoo na ko it does

iot consist id that; tiie stress

does not lie there.

Tsae hoo, to consist in; to rest

upon.

Kli'e sin tsae hoo keun tsze, her

heart was upon her husband.

Sze hoo,* like; as if.

Woo hoo, an exclama-

tion denoting regret or admi-

ration; in which sense, in the

Classics, these two characters

are used in common with

Woo hoo Woo hoo

Woo hoo, and P

Woo hoo. Occurs Sjn. with

Hoo, to call to; to call upon;

to invoke.
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rp6 Hoo,

"J out;

or Ho. To breathe

to call; to invoke.

A surname; the name of a

plant. Chaou hoo, to

call and beckon to with the

liaucl. Ta hoo, calling

out loudly. Ta hoo, to

snore; *to snort. ^ ^f- Ch'ing

hoo, to use epithets of respect

when addressing persons. Read
Ho, a tone uttered when begin-

ning to enunciate. Read Heu,

the noise of blowing with the

breath. Woo hoo, alas!

Hoo noo she pei

calling slaves, and sending ser-

vant girls. Hoo t'o,

the name of a river.

if
A small limit or bank

to keep in water. The
name of a place. Minute and

multifarious.

The name of a river.

A woman's name.

Name of a plant.

^xfA To call out; to call to;

to call to come. Read

Haou, to deceive or insult.

A fish.
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Hoo or Heu. To pre-

*> sent or state to superiors.

To blow; to warm as by breath.

To soothe; to smile upon and

wheedle; to laugh. See Heu.

|—f To protect; that which

J closes upon and protects.

A door; an opening; a hole or

den. The principal person in

' a family; the master of a chop

or a boat. A family; a house.

To stop. Name of a state a

surname. Mun hoo a

door; a family. Ta

man hoo a powerful or weal-

thy family.

Seaou hoo jin kea, a poor per-

son or family. ^ Teen

hoo, a shop-keeper.

Cb'uen hoo, master of a boat;

a skipper of a vessel.

Hoo kh'ow ^ doors and

mouths; population. Some-

times a door, a passage, an en-

trance. Hoo mun, the

first character denotes an inner

door, and a door with one leaf:

Mun
t
denotes an outer door or

gate. "ojj Hoo poo, the

Board of population and of re

venue, arising from the people

H kh'
tsung soo, the amount of tht

population. ^ Hoo tuy

two families in equal ciroums

tances; referred to in affairs of

HOO

marriage.

To take out with the

band. ^» Hoo tow,

a vessel to bale out a

boat; to lave out water

with the Land.

I Light, luminous; to illus-

A r trate; red streaks; varie-

^ \ gated.

ill?

A certain medicine, a ve-

getable preparation o-

therwise called the Yel-

low of the earth, and

marrow of the earth.

The appearance of a

small hill.

The tail, or to follow be-

hind the name of an an-

cient state. Name of an office.

Hoo-hoo, extensive, wide cov-

ering. A surname.
>^

8ang-hoo, a bird that retires to

the shfidt*; a retired scholar.

Hoo pu or Pa hoo, certain

attendants of the Emperor on

his hunting excursions.

f/^ Hoo ts'ung, to follow and

attend upon.

-+1^ To impart; to ffive ex-

tensively. Poo-

hoo to diffuse widely.

Poo hoo, opposed to what is

reasonable; to act without any

dread or fear of cousequences.
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A certain bamboo, em-

ployed in fishing.

Name of a bird.

Y^l^ To call out; a tone of

7 lamentation an aspira-

lion or si^li. Name of a river;

a man's name. Read Hea, the

roaring of a tiger. Occurs in

the sense of -^p- Hoo, an excla-

n»Htion or interrogative purticle.

The streaks on the ti

ger's skin.

To cry out aloud to rail

A sunumie Read Hoo,

to spe-ak to in hii anyry

^ft^ 1 irisull m<5 inaniier; (i( lier-

P/T^ ') wiseexi-ivs^e.l by fl

Tuli Us'uy. Kliow Loo

t'o roar out with the month

m
Hand^oine, elegant, beau-

tiful, good, excellenf. to

r boast of beauty.^

V

Hoo pa, good, a local

phrase.^
A tiger: f;oru the streaks

JJ^U of a tifjprs shhi, and

J « man the appearance of

a rampant tiger pouncing on

his prey. A surname; name ol

a district, aud of a hill. A
chamber pot, from such vessels

being made to resemble a tiger,

in the time of Han.

Laou hoo, a tiger,

Hoo p'e ]^ a tiger's skin.

Hoo ch'in, a daring

servant of the crown.

Hoo mun, a tiger's gate, the

Bocca Tigris; a narrow en-

trance on the Canton river, de-

fended by forts on the opposite

"ores Hoo
lang che sing, a cruel disposi-

tion. P Hoo kh'ow

t^eu sbih, to seek food in the

tier's mouth; to engage in

perilous pursuits to grain a live-

If'ood.
|!fe Hoo

slie tan (an, to look like u tiger,

ready to leap on its prey.

Sound made by calling

out, or by lamentation.

The voice of a tiger.

Hoo beh |^ to speak in a

boisterous, fierce, iutimidaling

manner.

A kind of seal made like

tiger, giving auliiority

over the army. A certain ves-

sel made of stone.

Hoo p'eh choo Jj^ amber

beads. ^^3^ Hoo p'eh, am-

ber. The Chinese have various

fables about the origin of am-

ber; that from which Hoo p eh

a

v v
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is derived, regards amber as the

manes of a tiger. Amber is

also considered the resin of the

pine.

A species of pulse.

Name of an insect.

Fitting into each other,

like the serrated edges of

shell- fish. An uneven

y I
\ edge. A butcher's [)ejr or

) hook on which to lnrnu

meat. Keaou hoo,

blended or united together, as

the fingers of one band insert-

ed in those of the other.

. Seanp hoo, mutual, recipro-

cal. Shan ko

hoo ta, the responsive songs of

mountaineers.

Pe ts'ze hoo e chang, that

and this, ( the one and the

other) mutually depending.

Hwuy hoo, to have mutual

reference, regard to, or care of.

Hoo seangkh'e ch'a

to keep a mutual watch over

each other, required by the

government in the same tithing

Hoo keS, a bond given

by five persons, in which they

are responsible for each other.

required of literary candi-

dates by the government.

Hoo wuh, that class of fish

whose shells have serrated

edges.

Cold; congealed. ^5
Hoo pe, closed up by

P'e hoo @ a place

of confineruent made by

a railing a fence thrown

round, otherwise called

i^J , Hing-ma, to walk

a horse; a riding circus.

)"' Closed or shut up; fast

bound by cold or ice.

Cult!: the appearance of a sheet

of water ^ Mwan-hoo,

Hoo lian ^5 cold; fust bound

with cold.

^%V\^ Name of a bamboo; a

, smru 'liitig to hang a

strinp on somethint/ to fis ten

a cow's hHlter. The edible

shoots of bamboo.

Name of a plant.

Short gai merit

To remember: to recol-

lect; to debate, to wran-

s,eaou to speak an-

grily.
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To kneel with both knees

on the ground.

A wooden bow, a piece

of bamboo for stretching

out a banner in the form of a

bow. The name of a star.

Twan lioo. the name of a

an insect. Moo-hoo, a

certain banner or standard.

An animal possessed by

demons; a suspicious ani-

mal which will not herd with

others. A surname. ^fljc

Ling hoo f name of a citv.

Hoo e or ^ Hoo

hwo, suspicious, distrustful.

Hoo le the fox,

Hoo or Hoo loo ^Jj[

a kind of calabash. A
surname,

Hoo tsze a certain bank

raised against water.

The flesh hnnginp down

below the chin. An in-

terrogative particle; nnme of a

lance or javelin; remote; dis-

tant; a certain rouye or pig-

ment cuke. Name of a river;

name of a plant, of a district,

of a book, and of a country.

A surname. Aged

Loo hoo, to cover tlie mouth

and laugh; to make a noise in

the throat when laughing.

Hoo tseaou pepper.-

Hoo tee, a butterfly.

Hoo ma tsze, linseed.

Hoo wei joo

tsze how is it thus?

Even; level.

Hoo tseaou pep-

wood to the character Hoo, is

pronounced unnecessary.

A lake; the name of a

river, and of a district.

Hoo Lae cbe sze

a man who has travelled much
and has passed lakes and seas.

^9 Hoo kwang, a well-

known province of China. /^
Hoo nan, the southern di-

vision of the ancient Hoo-kwang

province, Hoo peh,

tlie northern division of Hoo-

kwang province.

^T^tt Chan Loo^]§ an ani-

VFyJ mal resembling a moo-

key.

Shan hoo coral.

Hoo leen, a cer-

tain vessel used in temples to

contain grain.

Something causing a

stoppage of the throat.

Name of a bamboo.

Hoo luh, a quiver for

arrows.
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Paste made from boiled

flour or rice; to pasie, to

daub. Read Hwuh, suddenly;

abruptly.

Hoo hwan confused; stu-

pid Hoo kh'ow, to stop

the raouth with paste; i. e. to

feed. W" e

hoo kh'ow, nothing to fill the

mouth with no food to eat.

Hoo sbwo. foolish talk;

to talk nonsense. Hoo

t'oo, paste and muddy plaster,

denotes stupidity; applied ei-

ther to thinking, speaking, or

acting.

j-J-H
Hoo tee4^^abutter-

»Q)J fly; for this there are

other cliaracters used.

A gourd or melon.

Hoo-loo, a chiiiIkisIi

In several of these terms, dif-

ferent chnracters are used.

Rill streets in Peking are

called by this name.

The part of a garment

which comes beluw the

|T'e-hoo Q§ gp/| a oertnin

ardent generous liquor

'made from cream. Used

figuratively f«»r the dis-

position ot Buddha.

Food; gruel; congee; to

depend on others for

food.

Hon kh'ow sze fang

to go every where seeking

food.

Hi Te-hoa,

with feet,

the liuman

jl a water bii

s-.iid to resemble

^ A common term for

j5J J beard; the hair on the

u inples. Not coniiiined in the

Chinese Di*ttionaries.

IIu<* tsze ~p* a >pwrd: a roan

with a beard. Hoo

sen, (he beard gruerally dif-

ferent words are used for the

hair on the upper lip and on

the chin.

Large great; empty

proud. Read Woo, to

be kind to; to soothe; to be

taken by surprize, embarrass-

ed; a lone of astonishment.

Tu cover; to cover over

> as witli a sheet. Large,

great; wide; possessing; bav-

ins; remiss; careless*

)0 or Woo, fle^li with-

out bones dried in the

and used in sa( rifit^e.

Larpe slices of meat. A rule,

a law. Read Foo, fat and beaiu

titul. Rertd Mei the flesh of

the higher part of the back.

To be regardless of in-

struction and ot morals,
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and gather in grain.

To watch for the welfare

|J^^ of; to assist; to guard

to preserve safe and entire

name of an office; of a musica!

instrument; and cf a place.

Hoo ch'ueri J^f a ship which

pives convoy. j^ Hoo fa,

to defend or patroi»ize the reli-

gion ot Buddha. Hoo

fu n g, a defensive envelope.

—

written on the outside of a let-

ter. Hoo-le, to super-

intend and take care of, as the

duties of an office.

Hoo wei, to surround and

guard. ,^ Hoo
fa lauu yay, a gentlemen who

patronizes the religion of Bud-

dha.

Ngoo or ^ ft Ts'ing-

fjJ^- hoo, a certain stone or

mineral found on a certain hilL

A dju kisli colour.

'Vhoo an an-

cient musical instru-

ment.

\ A cup or pot, as for wine,

tea, and so on. Name of

an office; name of a place,

and of a hill. A sur-

name. Tsew hoo,

a pot of wine. Ch'a

hoo, a tea pot. T o hoo,

a spitting pot; a vessel used for

beating time on when playing.

to persevere in the road to

ruin irreclaimable. The fa-

vor or blessing of heaven; hap-

piness.

To lean upon; to have

support, or tliat which

.does support; an exj»res-

sion fur a mother, j

She, is used for father.

Hoo is also used for both pa-

rents.

A certain wood; a term

J |f to express any utensil'

being fragile, and bad ot its

kind.

JL> "\ The bank of a river; a

P|
/ hank or shore; a lawn

> by the side of a river.

^ \ Name of a particular

p- J river.

To be attarhed to; to

have an affection for; lo

regret.

The appearance of rain

running down currents

rusliing and dashing against

each other. The name of a

river and a bird. Read O, the

n»me of a Heen. To boil.

Ta-hoo, a certain musical

instrument 6-hoo
(

a deep retired apartment in a

pla('e. Poo-hoo, the

diffusion of education.

The name of a place.

Read Ho. To cut down
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Hoo loo

bash.

a gourd or cala-w Water running slowly.

HOW.

* How, or How. From E.

to lead, to induce by or-

ders proceeding from the mouth

of one. A hereditary prince,

h king; to succeed or be next

to; after; behind. A queen

dependant princes or governors

of states. A surname. To

rhyme, read Hoo.

Yuen liow or Keun

how, a sovereign prince. ^£

Wang 1 or

Hwang how, a queen. f^f

lvh'eun how, asseml»lr <1 priiu*e>

or governors. j)1f|l Shin

how, spirit behind

.

are the

words cut on two stones placed

in tumuli behind Chinese

graves.

How t'ow ^§ behind.

The lone or voice of an-

ger. Shame; disgrace;

abuse.

To moisten; to imbue.

The appearance of cor-

diality.

Staring and looking with

angry glances.

To rail at; to abuse with

anger, and iusuitj specu

ous sycophant—like speech a

defect of right principles. A
surname.

How suy §^ opprobrious

speech abusive language; to

rail. How ping, insult;

obloquy; contumely.

to

meet by aocid**n i o ap-

pear pit-used and yrni ified, but

at the same time an apparent

want of stability or sincerity

.

The end or joining of a

bone.

How or Yen how

ihe trachea, the wind,

pipe. Comraonly the throat,

the pullet, the aesophagus-

whirh, however, is properly

ex[>resspd hv Pf^^gg Huw lung.

How pe ^J{j a sore throat.

From man extending a

cloth, and an arrow hung

^ ing from it. A target,

l/j^ } Ot the form of tlie target,

there were many varie-

ties, differing according

to the rauk ofpersons who
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shot against it. Promotion w"
obtained by good archer)

hence Choo how, be

came an epithet of the Chiefs,

or Princes of states, Vioeroie-,

and Noblemen. There are five

of Nobility, viz.

Kur.g, How,

Peh, Tsze, Nan.

Handsome, pretty. A particle usli.

erinir in a senteii^e, the same

as Wei, and Wei. Al-

so a surname. Occurs in the

sense of He, a tone closing

a period; and
/

fSf Ho, who?

what? how To rhyme, read

Che.

How tseo the How rank

of nobility. How yay,

epithet by which a nobleman

of the second rank from the

top is addressed.

Earth piled up, so as to

form a village lower or

altar; or an altar for the lane

or district, and on which the

name of the "village or district

is inscribed.

A woman's name.

Name of a hill.

An object to shoot at

with an arrow.

X^f^ Forms part of the names

\J^^ of woods.

How-yii ^^^^ a species of small

fig. How t'aou, the

name of a fruit.

J

The monkey species; the

I

name of a fruit.

How t8ze a monkey,

How hing, the figure

of a monkey.

^Cj^ / Kung how ^^^^ a cer-

tain instrumeLt ot music.

An angry appearance.

A sacrifice to procure

blessings.

Certain cutaneous pua-

tn\e< or leprous spots are

called ^^ K* \v- how, und

commonly ) How-tsze,

pimples; spots.

Deep sunken eyes; half

blind.

A certain insect of the

lizard or dragon species.

E how, the lizard

wliicb appears on the walls of

houses.

A certain pearl shell

found in the souLhera

seas.
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How low

appearance.

HOW
an avanciou-

How

Speaking; appearing in

conversation.

A particular kind of ar-

row. The second and

third characters are be-

sides used for the quill

'end, or root of a feather

How yii a small

garment.

Dry provision victuals

previously dressed,

^ang dried provi-

To wait. To enquire;

to w ait; to exp^Mfj to

protect or d. Pfl Wan

Low, to make civil enquiries

to visit an equal.

Teh lae tunj; how, 1 have

coiue on im'pose lo pny my re*

sp'"'". K "
how kii) n^ao, respe cllully en-

quire abotit (your) recent re-

pose; is a common phrase at

the cluse of letters, imply

civil enquiries about healtli

Sze-how or

l antr how, tu wait for.

How seu to wait (till tlie

guests) arrange themselves. A
phrase used oa invitation cards.

HOW
The voise of any animal

the lowing of cattle; the

roaring of a tiger; the voice of

anger.

t-J/L How, or Yin.

J4 J
New ming yay, the

lowing of a cow. Occurs in

the sense of the preceding.

From a House in which

it can be said are many

sons. Mountain-like.

Thick; lar^e; great;

weighty; liberal; gener-

,
kind; intimate. A sur-

name. How, is applied to

tastes expressing that they are

strong; the opposite is P6,

thin. The figurative use of

thick and thin in Chinese, of-

ten rorre6ponds to the English

hi a It and low.

How luh woo keanj^

S

§M great Hnd unlimited happi-

ness How ngan, great

favor or benevolence; an im-

p<irtant act of grace

How hwuy, a liberal (]onatiun,

t laiifruinj;e of courtesy.

@ How po eeang

ch'inn;. thick and thin rightly

adjusted or figuratively the

suitable degrees of civility, ac-

cording to what is due lo dif-

ft'rent persons. How
taou, liberal principles

Late. After in time, be-

hind in place; he who
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comes late must take the back

place; that which comes after.

postirify. A surname.

Jen how, then, afterwards, or

next. f^jj Ts'een how, or

Seen how, before and

af ier.

How lae afterwards;

hereafler. How t'ae,

subsequent ages. How
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slie, an after or future state of

existence. How sang,

after born one born subse-

quently to others, a young per-

-n. How jih, the day

after to-morrow.

D Breathing strongly thro'

5f Hj the nose.

Name of a fish
;
the roes

of which are preserved.

HUNG.

A large belly.

Hung' hung ttT [tC the

noise made by people

crowded together in a market

place.

(

Quicksilver mercury

that which (in Chinese

phraseology) is produced

by a transmutation of

Tan sha, cinna-

bar, or the native ore of quick-

silver. The second character is

further applied to denote an

indistinct vapoury appearance.

Hang- yung a wide and

deep expanse of water.

ill"

IV I J An abundance of fire

flame. To dry anything

with fire.

from

u

Spoiled, corrupted rice or

grain, grain become red

from being* spoiled in heaps.

Red reddish colour co-

lour of the southern re-

gions. Name of a place name

of a plant. Lo hung,

the menstrual discharge.

Hung hwa ^1 the red color-

ed Hibiscus Rosa Sinensis, com-

monly called Shoe-flower. ^1
XI. Hung keang, the stream

Hongkong. ^1 Hung*

maou, a nickname, applied first

to the Dutch, and afterwards to

the English, by the Chinese of

Canton. ^JC Hung paou

shih, the red precious stone worn

as a knob on the caps of per-

sons of the first rank,

Hung yen to po

ming, most of the handsome

women have been ill-fated. T!
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called Peh hung. Kfr iul

Kting-, an edible crab-like fish.

Hung ying maou, a <-ap

with red hair or silk on the

top; commonly worn by Chi-

nese gentlemen, and gentle-

men's servants. ^1 Hung

tan, red lead. Hunp

p'ae, the red declaration or

Ta p'ae, the great permit,

denotes, a Chinese Port Clear-

ance; locally called the Grand

chop. To request it, is expro^s-

ed by IVine hung

p'ae. To issue it, by ^ Fa or

HI Ch'uh hung p
y

ae.

A certain water plant

|L-r* Any coloured halo or va-

^H-L pour displayed by tbe

light ot the sun, the rain- bow

which is also expressed by

fcC T'een hung. Name of a

sword; name of a plant.

Hung tun or feL connected to-

gether. Read Heang, to involve

each other by verbal contests

or litigation, in this sense used

for the following. Read Keang,

a coloured halo about the tops

of hills. The name of a Heen

district.

^"1^ To confuse; to mix; to

quarrel to litigate; to

ruin. A man's name.

f|
Hun?

l-t^^ Lo hu

A certain sea fish with-

out scales. A white fidh

or Hung, 3^
hung, to sing sun«:s;

the name of a song, or class of

songs.

| I • Commonly read Kunsr.

Z Originally written

Kung, reprt-senting two hands

joined to holil something. Many

together. Read Hu"g,

( h'e-hung, name of a j)Iitce.

h4-+* The voice of song; the

, noise of a crowd of peo-

ple, as in a thronged market

plao.e. Cliow, or Tsow hung

to intimidate by an in-

distinct loud voice. To deceive;

to beguile and clipftt.

Hung t'a ch'uh lae

cozen, or beguile him out.

*^ Hung ling, by false pre-

tences to induce to ad
Hung p'een, to beguile and

cheat

A species ot banner or

- fl«g-

Water risintr contrary to

its usual (ourse; a tor-

rent of water; a dt luge, or ex-

tensive inundation of water;

water rusliinj: against rocks.

Great, vast; name of a river,

and of a lake, of a bell, of a

district, ot a hill. A surname.
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An irregular puKse.

Hung fuh great happi-

ness. H ung ngan, great

favor. Hung shwuy,

the deluge spoken of in Chi-

nese History. Hung

shing Wiinir, name of an idol

god, whose birth day is the

13th of the 2nd moon it is

Diuch observed.

O^jV A bamboo for leading off

water, as a pipe; a bam-

boo to bind things with; a bam-

boo utensil for drying things;

a fishing utensil.

^ ^ 7V Name of a plant.

Sheep's eyes, injuring

persons in some way.

1 A large valley. Read

> Keang, name of a certain

V valley.

The »ate of a street or

lane; a gate way. The

gate of heaven. |^ Kew
hun»r

9
the nine gates of the

Nine heavens. A bar or fas-

tening for a gate. A surname;

a man's name. Wide, exten-

sive; of great containing capa-

city ; a wide unoccupied space.

An extensive elegant garden.

To fight; the noise of

fighting and quarrelling.

2, The twang or sound of a

JfwL\ bowstring. Large, great;

of vast capacity; to enlarge;

to act on enlarged principles.

Hung leang liberal and

enlarged mind and mode of

acting.

Hang or Hung, the echo

in a large wide house.

Rest; repose.

Deep, clear, said of -

WJJx ter; profound, extensive.

Name ot a river.

A net, something that

ties or fastens to. The

second character also de-

notes strings that tie on

a cap below the chin.

A kind of strap to hold

on by, or to rest the arm3

on, in the front part of a

cart or carriage. The

Chinese use a transverse

piece of wood in sedan chairs

for the same purpose. Head

Kune:, in a similar sense.

H ung or Hang, trans-

verse bar; crosswise, or

athwart; figuratively, perverse;

unreasonable. Name of a star;

name of a district, and of a

plant; a surname; name of a

sign in divination.

'"sung hang, or Tsung

bang, lengthwise and trans-

verse; liues running east and
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west; and north and south; ac-

cording with, and thwarting,

either by fair or foul means.

Hung ch'uns: chih ch'vvang

iM oppose every way.

%| Hung neih, opposed to;

thwarting; perverse; unreason-

able. Hung hing, per-

verse, wicked conduct. -f^f

Hung ho, an unusual cala-

mity; a divine judgement.

Hung sze, an untimely

death.

T|C The rurabl ing noise of

carriages, or of cannon

the rattling sound of a great

many carriages; the tl»u nder-

ing roar of cannon.

Luy hung, the crash of thun-

der.

Hun*: li : e ij|r^ rent willi noi>t.*.

Hung luy, loud thun-

der.

Y
1 A scliool or college.

Hung kung, a palace

of learning. An academy or

scliool. To commence, or ad-

vance in studies, is called 3^
^* Tsin hung kung, to en-

ter the palace of learning.

Many; numerous; rapid,

fleet. Hung expresses

ihe demise of a prince or king.

IIiinur ch'e departed ibis

life; died, dead.

Hung or Hung
liw uli, a certain large

bird like a goose; hav-

ing white glossy Jeatliers

iind a long neck, the flf^h

is deemed excellent, there is a

larger and smaller species.

Great; vast. Name of a ban-

ner; of a place; and of a man;

a surname.

Hung mu ng *)
f

natural va-

pour or fog. Hung
peen, a very favorable oppor-

tunity. Hung yen, the

large and smaller kiuds of wild

geese.

f/ Appearance of an open

' U niouth. To be di>tin-

guished from Ch'Ih.

/ Alteration of the state

Y\S of any thing; clianfje;

inuiation; metamorphosis; the

changes wrought in nature^

come into being, or to exist,

said of animals, plants, and so

on. To change; to iransform

to transmute; to digest; to ex-

change; to barter. To cause to

repent, or produce a chantre of

mind; to change from a bad to
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a good life; to civilize; to re-

form; to turn from the world

to the priesthood. To have act-

ed contrary to propriety,

a

local term. The name of a dis-

trict. Also read Hwa, To

rhyme read Hwuy, Ko Ho,

and N^o. Keaou bwa,

instruction, and the effects oi

example; also the change of

sentiment and manner produc-

ed by instruction.

Fung hwa, in allusion to the

wind shaking the forests and

the fields of grain, ex presses the

clian^e produced in the man-

ners of ihe people by the good

examples and instructions of

superiors. They express begin-

ning to exist, by 5^ Ts'iiou,

to make, to form. Ceasing to

exist, as fading or dying, by

Hwa. Ts'aou hwa,

production and destruction; or

the power which operates in

nature to cause these. 3^
•fl^ Haou ts'aou hwa, good for-

tune or good luck. ^^^|^ Peen

hwa, a change from oue state

to another; a transformation.

Peen denotes the commence-

ment of the change, Hwa, its

consummation. Kli'e

hwa, and )|l Shin hwa,

are aerial spiritual transforma-

tions. "{^ Hing hwa, a

change or alteration ot the fi-

gure which is visible.

Yung-hwa, to blend together,

and change the state of each

ingredient; to melt away as

snow. Seaou hwa, to

melt or consume; to digest.

Sluli urh puh

bwa, to eat but not digest; to

read without improvement. 1^
Shaou hwa or ^ffc Ho

1» wa. to consume by fire.

Keaou hwa tsze, a beg-

gar. Wang
hwa kwo leaou, transformed

and ffone; i. e dead.

Hwa min^ a deadly fate;

its being one's fate to die pre-

maturely. Hwa yuen

or Moo lwa to beg

that property may be transfer-

red to the temples of Fuh.

Hwa sang, to produce; or

sometimes, to produce by a

metamorphosis, in contradis-

tinction from ? Lwan
sang, produced from an egg;

and T'ae sang, formed

in the womb,

"t/l/ Hwa or To, to change or

^ |Ai alter the position of with

the hand; to move to put a-

side.

Name of a wood, from the

bark of which cord is made.

The Change produced on

a planl in spriug; the in-
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florescence of a plant, this

character was not introduced

till the fifth or sixth century;

before that Hwa, was used.

A flower. Used figuratively

for pleasure; and commonly in

a vicious sense, indistinct vi-

sion. Name of a filace; a sur-

name. Woo hwa

kvo the fi- Ta hwa.

to flower over with lying glosses.

R[\ Yen hwa, tbe eye see-

ing indistinctly.

Hwa chow or

Hwa tMng, a boat appropriated

to pleasure parlies, and dissolute

revels; commonly called a

flower boat.

Hwa hwa she keae, a prodigal

thoughtless age. Hwa
keaou, the marriage sedan chair

used in China. Hwa
lin, a forest of flowers, a bro-

thel. Hwa p*aou, de-

corated rockets. \^ Hwa
san, to squander; to dissipate.

Hwa loo shwuy,

lavender water. Hwa
san^, aracliis hypogoea, a kind

of nut, called at Canton, ground

nut
9
called by the northern peo-

ple, ^ ^ Ch'ang sang

kwo, an oil is expressed from

them. Hwa tsze, a

beggar. Hwa tseaou,

chillies or cayenne pepper.

Hwa kea tsze the cy-

cle of sixty years.

Hwa tanp, the festival of lan-

terns; observed on the loth

day of the 1st moon

Hwa yuen, a flower garden.

Hwa lew rae

jin, flowers and willows stupify

men i. e. dissolute pleasure

does so -f>^ Hwa juy, the

pistils or pointals of a plant, or

tl'* l.ud of a flower.

Hwa jin or Hwa me,

seeds, ^fc j^f Hwa fang, the

cup or calyx of a flower. H
Hwa p'an, the petal of a

flower. Hwa seu, the

stamens or chives of a plant.

vf Hwa te, tbe stem of a

flower.

Wat or,—not in common

Name of a fish.

The transformation of a

demon.

Flowers; elrgant, varie-

gated adorrud with vir-

tue eloprance; splend-

our. White luiir colored,

varni>hed over. Name
of a place, and of a hill. A
surname. A certain star. A
designation of China, and of

its language. Formerly read
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Ho.

honor. Chung hwa

kwo, China.

Hwa fang the house of h

flower, the cup or calyx.

Hwa hea, a designation of

China. Hwa yen

king, a lar^e work of the Bud-

dha sect, which, from the spe-

cimen given in Ward's Hindoos

Mytholotry, seems a IranshLtion

of the Boodhu Poo ra nil ^ II

was published by Imperial Au-

thority, in the beginning of the

15th century. ^fc Hwa

kwang, the god of fire.

Hwa lin, name of a garden.

Hwa 1p eay, elegant,

splendid, Hwa mei,

elegantly adorned, showy,

Hwa peaou, a stone pillar

with which tombs are orna-

mented. Hwa ts'ae,

flowered, or varieffrtted with

divers colours. Hwa
yen, the Chinese language.

Gaiety or extravagance

of mind.

Luxuriant grain.

An excessive degree of

talk clamorous noise,

such as is made by a

drunken party, which

stuns the ear.

Ueuea hwa or Hwan

li w a. die noise of a yreat many
people's voices.

jTVjK An iron spadelike insiru-

|— ment tor dicing with, to

insert into the ground; to make

a kind of a gutter; to till.

130 To open a door; or aa

l^r^J open door.

Hwa low an ele-

gant fine horse.

Name of a bird resem-

bling the fowl species.

Th ree tongues or a

tongue and tvord. Words;

speech discourse; con-

versation to talk to tell

able to speak well in an

assembly. To clamour; to put

to shame; to direct.

Shwu inva, speech; talk senti-

ment.

hwa, not constittjle speech;

nonsense. PGh

isae hwa liea, not now narrate

il -not include it in the narra-

tive. Haou shwo

hwa, something good or agree-

ably said. Wo
yew hwa shwo, I have some-

thing tojay.

T a keang teih she

sliin mo hwa, what is it that

he says?

Hwach'ang it is a long

story, better not begin it, is

commonly understood. mm
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Hwa pee, to speak on partins

to take a farewell.

Hwa shwo, it is said, on dit

is a usual mode of commencing

a novel, or a new section, in

colloquial books.

Hwa (rh'ani; li\v;i t\van
?

talk of long and talk of short
5

—
much talk and altercation.

From Pencil placed a-

bove gron nd. To put

colours upon any gi ouim! '

r

to p lint or draw (he fi

gure and rolour of tilings;

a picture, The name of

an office. Read Hwa, to

mark with a line; to draw a

line of separation to limit; to

separute; to lay plans, to draw

out sr'hemes Name of a place.

7 \Sj Ynng hwa, foreign pic-

tu res.

Hwa che 'pg'§ a mark m:i(l'

with tlie tore linper Hnd ink

;

the point of the finder is placed

on the do(Miraent, and the im-

pression is considered a wo-

man's si»rnature.

Hwa che keuen, a document

or bond properly signed.

•H Hwa kung, the work of

painting in colours; drawing

fhf* person who paints or draws.

Hwa seane, to draw or

paint a likeness. Hwa
ya a mark placed by a person

alter his signature; the Chinese

require both a person's signa-

ture with his own hand, and

the Hwa-) a, or mark also, as

proof ot the authenticity of a

document.

*~rL J Commonly read

Hwa, a

mouth loud

Woo.

a large

vocif'era-

|dt A ram's horns beginning

to grow 5 a horny appear-

Name of an arrow. A
surname. Head Heae, a sheep

with one liorn a monsler

slu^ep. Name of a cap.

IjQjJ Theheeloftl.efoot.

lv IV 1 1 Wii-liwa, alone; single.

An impediment, as a

>lone in the way. Read

Kw ae, a square on a

chess-board.

A kind of snare for tak-

ing animals. Read Hw5
to fejrasp to seize.

A certain useless wood.

See Cboo.

HWA.
From bone and water. Name of a district, of a river,

Smooth, slippery; sharp.
|

and ofao ancient state. A drug.
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Hwa kwa.i a slippery

stick. A knave; a sharper.

Hwa le, keen, ueceitt'ul,

knavish, lying. Hwa

sliih, the name ot a medicinal

mineral Hwa she, a

slippery tongue; flattering.

Hwa shth tsze, an in-

gredinnt in the manufactory of

porc^Uin. Hwatsehor

Hwa ta, slippery ;
lu-

bricous.

ytS^t Disorderly barbarous,

Q applied to foreigners.

Artful, clever, crafty, applied

to children. Tricky; crafty;

lying; deceitful To bite; to

pnavv. ^ Keaou hwa or

3 Hwae hwa, cunning,

artful, der-eitlnl, crafty.

Una tszH a certain sea

animal, the skin uf which is

used as a garment, it is said to

liave no bones, and that wlipn

swallowed by tigers, it corrodes

their stomach.

acer-

^ tain mineral used in me-

dicine, and in the manufacture

of porcelain; otherwise written

A certain crab-like shell

fish.

Ha or Hwa, forlorn,

strong; robust; fearless.

To draw a line, as a rule

or limit, to separate with

\ a line; to draw plans; to

L scherca; to devise. Name

Jof a mountain and of a

place. To stop; to limit. Read

Hwa, a picture.

Hwa te tsze lieen

to mark the ground and limit

one's self. Hwa

kh'ae keae been, to draw a line

of separation, or a boundary.

Hwa hwa, to draw pic-

tures. ' Hwa yih, to

draw one line; to act by one

rule.

A style, or pointed in-

^^'j atrument; to mark with

a style or graving tool; to di-

vide or split open with a point-

ed instrument

Hwa kh'ae to split open.

Ji^fc Airy, light, tranquil-^ pleasing, haughty; self-

confident; fleet; switt.

_L^^ Heh or Hwa, to split, to

3 rend; to tear apart; the

sound of splitting or rending.

Wei hwa r

/[iS Hwahwuy, tooppose;

opposed to perverse; disobedi-

ent, the noise of cracking or

breaking.

BB Heh or Hwa, opening;

l
^jefj rending; breaking; split-

ting.

X X
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A hindrance or impedi-

ment, such as is occasion-

ed by a net.

HWAE.

From a Demon under the

clothes. The sleeve to

hide in the sleeve to con-

oeal under one's clothes

to store up and hide; to

into the breast To put

under the clothes, is expressed

by f Hwae, to hold in the

hand is expressed by Uh,

used for Hwae.

Hwa hwae ^! name of an

animal which lives in dens, and

ha9 a human countenance.

Read Hwae, as a Verb

Active, to spoil; to in-

jure; to break to ruin; to des-

troy. Read Kwae, as a Verb

intransitive, to spoil; to injure;

to go to ruin of its own accord.

The name of a hill. Faded,

as a diseased or cast off tree,

as it drops its branches. To

rhyme, read Hwuy. The first

sense, the Chinese expressed

by Po pae broken and

ruined; or by Tsze

hwuy, self ruined. Thn transi-

tive or active sense they ex-

press by ^5 ^1 Hwuy che, to

ruin it. Sun hwae, and

Po hwae, express in-

jured, torn, rent, broken, spoil-

ed in any way. The latter is

the stronger expression.

Ne puh kho
sun hwae, you must not injure,

or spoil it. ^5 Hew hwae,

a rotten trpp a thing entirely

spoiled, j^^ Ts'uy hwae,

to push, or persecute and des-

troy.

Hwae jin sin to in-

jure men's minds, as by vici-

ous books.

Tranquil peaceful.

From to hide in and

heart To <:herish or

contain in the breast or

mind, or month or womb;

tocherir-li kind regard to;

the thoughts which are cher-

ishod; to revert, or return to.

To surround; to lay or store

up; to wotind; to hurt; private;

selfish. The nnme of a distrirl

a surname. AH
Lwan wo sin hwae, to disturb

itS F.»o

moo che hwae, the tender con-

cern of parents.

Hwae teh to cherish
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thoughu of. and regard to vir-

tue. ij Hwae le, to cher-

ish thougltts of gain. *^
Hwae t'ae, to be pregnant.

A certain wood; the

fruit of which is eaten,

and is considered very strength-

ening; it yields fragrant exha-

lations.

MThe same as the pre-

I

ceding; the tree is said

to have a large black leaf, The

name of an animal. A surname.

Taou-hwae, name of a

country.

Hwae-le the name of a

place.

A famous river in the

I |Ft central partof China, and

which empties itself into the

sea, in N. L. 34° bO f
.

Hwae yuen / the source of

the river Hwae^ it is in the

province of Ho •nan.

Hwae ho, the Hwae river. <^
Hwae ho khW the

mouth of the river Hwae.

Hwae ngan, the name of

an ancient principality.

HWAN.

mf-f Hwan, or Wan. Every

^^ thing round, or spherictal

and turning, is called Hwan.

A bird's egg. A surname.

Name of a hill. T'an

hwan. a bullet. Laou

hwan, a kind of a rouud cake

made of rice and flour.

j/l La, hwan, a pill inclosed in

a si" 11 of wax to preserve it.
i^

Kaou tan hwan

san bolus, (tills, and powders.

Tan and Wan, both express

Pills.

Hwan tsze or Y5

hwao, a pill.

)j4t Hwan lan to

(j weep and shed tears.

One

Ml

Yuen hwan to

turn or roll the eyes.

One says, large eyes.

A kind of plain white

fiue silk; it has a white

snowy nap on it.

Hwan kh'o ^^^^warm breech-

es; he who wears them, said

contemptuously of a rich bad

man.( Hwan shen, fine

silk fau.

vijT A sore produced by

JjXi scratching.

Hwan lan name

^JCi of a plant mentioned in the

She-king. A fragrant plant.

A pill; the top of the
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Hwan too

of a bird.

< Hwan or Wan, entirely;

_ completed; finished; (lone;

well made; stro.ng. Read Wuh,

the appearance of putting away

the hair. Slilli

wan leaou. done eating.

Hwan ts'euen ^\ finished;

completed preserved entire.^ Hwan koo, strong;

firm, well-made. Hwan

kee settled, wound up; closed.

To strike; to rub; to cut;

to pare, as in working

stones,

^ To wpsh garments to

lVt^ cleanse; leisurely ;
slowly.

Name of a river.

Luminous; bright Name
of a Heen district. Same

as the following.

A certain bright star;

clear; bright.

A cake made of meal.

Also read Keuen.

A plant or rush of which

mats may be made. A
surname. Read Kwan, the

name of an ancient district, the

name of a valley. Tung

kwan, the district on the east,

of Macao. Kwan urh

to laugh or smile,

A certain round instru-

^eut; having the corners

rounded off and made like a

wheel.

A bone of the knee; the

knee-pan.

Large; an easy slow de-

portment; variegated; co-

loured; bright; gay. A
surname.

To call; to call to; to call

for; to bid or tell to Ho;

lo denominate; to name. §^
Shwuy iiwan ne tsof

ho told you to do it?

She hwan, to send and to call

bark; hence a domestic servant

is called She

hwan telh jin, a person who id

always at one's call.

1 1 wan rlio" called and

stopped* Hwan t'a

lae, call him here. ^^ fft

}\ Hwan sing she jin, to call

to and awake ihe world,—to a

due sense of moral propriety.

|[>|ft Pwan hwan dis-

\Z/^% obedient ; uncomplying;

perverse, irregular, rebellious.

-rjj^ To remove from ^ne pIbco

1 lo another with the hand;

to exchange. Pwan hwan

a violent unruly appear-

ance.

Hwan kwuh^# to chanpe the

bones; a radical, a tlioroush

change of conduct.
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H wan kwo, to exchan^f

thing for another.

Hwan ts'een, to exchange sil

ver for copper coin.

sjfG^ A river in Honan Pro-

f^jjl^l vin(te. Name of one of

the Kwa diagrams, denoting

scaiiered, spread out.

Hwan Ii\var» }^ af>pearance

ot an extensive collectionof wa-

ter. H wan lan, elegant-

ly decorated wilh various colors

Hwan lan \ decor-

tted with various colors.

/

> ^ f I he light of fire clear,

^bright.

Diseased; leanness. Read

Twan, in the dictionaries

Name of a place.

Fat; fleshy.

Hwan hoo@^ to cmI!

to. Read Ho T;"

ho, the appearance of shedding

tears.

Hwan ngae grief, appre-

hension; sorrow in this sense

it is also read I ieuen and Yuen.

4^ Hw[wan or Yuen, to draw

to pull or lead to a

higher place; to assist; to res-

cue physically or morally; to

elevate the public manners. A
certain sword or wejipon. See

Yuen. \J^(\ for ^ Hwan, in

the phrase 'j^'^ Pwan hwan.

Hwan t'ae tsoo chow jf[§.

to rescue the Euiperor
r
s

boat, which was aground and

attacked by an enemy.

^tjL^i Hwan or Yuen, water

drawn out in a flowing

stream^ the appearance of wa-

ter flowing along.

a
Large eyes wh i ch roll

about, or which draw

the attention.

Hwan or Heuen. Slow,

leisurely; gliding with

luxurious ease; prosper-

ous ciiwMimstances; care-

less; remiss; dilatory; de-

To delay to put off till

another time. Shoo

hwan, easy, expanded, loose;

not strict nor pressed; ease of

mind. ^§ Yen hwan, to

put off: to procrastinate; to

delay. Ch'e hwan, slow,

dilatory hue.

Hwan keih ^§ slow, precipi-

tate; gliding smoothly; urgent;

enjoying room; hard pressed

prosperity; adversity.

A screen or curtain./
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f rh

j^l Read Hwan, luxurious

x^fr vegetation. Read Kwan
h small cup for drinking wine

with. A certain water bird

Nm me ot a plant,

ll jijt Hwan or Twan. To call

H^j^jfr to; to chII out clamorous-

ly; to clamor in disfuitation.

Hwan hwau jnn. null che kh'e so

f'i vi\ v

J^f "ttli the vulgar profes-

sors of letters in ttiis ape. cla-

mor and wrangle in disputa-

tion, ignorant ot their errors

and misconduct 5^ Hwan
heaou, to make a noise and cla-

mor.

A feelinpr of sntisfaotion

joy; joy fnl Read Kwan,

denotes sorrow —fief felt

without Inivinir any one to un-

bosom one's self to.

From pia n ts m ou t h .'

.

birds, and aspiration; a

jocund assemblage of

birds. Joy sati>fiiclion

joy, displaytni by tones

and jestures; deliuht. ^ ||^

Ho hwan, tl»e name of a place

under the Hun dynasty.

Hwan he or He-hwan.

a common expression denoting

HWAN
to be pleased or satisfied with;

to like; to be joyful.

Hwan sin, a joyful heart.

H wan pell, a certain wine

or liquor that causes joy.

H

wanyu" r Hwan
15, a higli degree of pleasurable

feel i"g delight and satisfaction.

p A wild boar or pig.

Short.

Clangor; clamor; voci-

feration noise to rouse;

to stimulate; joy ful tidings; the

voice of joy. The name of an

animal, of a hill, and of a coun-

try. A surname. Read Heuen,

to alarm by clamorous noise.

To call to.

Name of an animal, said

to be like a horse with

one horn. Read Kwan, ugly;

di'fnrmt'd.

^^\t A certain wild animal.

sometimes spoken of as

like a swine, and at other times,

s:ii<] to rt stDihle a dogf. The

male is call Hwan; the female

^[ Lang. The wolf.

Hwan tsze p'e ffj
: wolf-

skin.

tppp Name of a horse; horse

iM£ frisking an<] playing uni-

ted witli other characters forms

several proper names of places
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and wash every tenth day.

Hwan he to wash clothes.

Expert; clever; sharp;

I^C swift; nimble. The name
of a country.

I^Sj Hwan, or Yuen. Round,

globular; complete, per-

fect. Read Hwan, to circulate;

to surround; to conglomerate

to look round with apprehen-

sion. Hwan
yu juen t'ung, Yuen is tlie same

as Yuen, round; and
M v
H2 1 uen t een t e, yuen the

form or body of the heavens.

T'Sen

hea hwan she urh khe all un-

der Leaven will look round

with alarm and rise up.

Hwan kh'eaou mun P
surrounded the bridge gate.

SI Hwan hwuy, the gate

of a market phce Jfl^

Hwan she, to look round with

alarm Hwan t'oo, sur-

rounding earth, a place of con-

finement. Hwan yang,

name of a Heen district.

The same as Kwan.^ Hwan-too, a wall

before one's face a surround-

ing or enclosing wall.

Hwan too seaou jen

rf
bare walls all round, a state

ot poverty.

persons.

An ancient city in Shan-

tung. Read Keuen, the

name of a village.

Name of a star.

To turn; to pace; to go

round; to run away; to

escape frotn.

The name of a plant, The

name of a bird Read

y, exuberant growth of

ts.

Hwan peaou f cer-

tain wooden pillars erect-

ed at halls of the deceased with

inscriptions on them; a title or

term of honor applied to de-

ceased statesmen. Name of a

river and of a wood. *
Pw'an hwan, progressing with

difficulty; a tuft of hair on the

head is also so named.

Hwan-kwei t certain stone

sceptres carried in the hmwls

by ancient statesmen.

Hwan-hwan, a martial appear-

ance. Also mournful; sorry.

To wash clothes. Ten

days, or a decade, is call-

ed Hwan, from its being a rule

in the time of Tang, to grant

absence from business to bathe
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The district ancientl\

included in the Imperial

domain a wall that surround.-

the palace. Name ot a district

Hwan yu 3^ all the world.

To connect or join toge-

ther, as tlie s(,ales of arm-

our; to tie to bind to pull or

roll up the sleeves and drawers,

so as to expose the arms and

legs.

\>gi1_ \Narne of a river; wat^r

/ rusliin^ toirether as in

> current or eddy. /^^^
\Lbl-li Seucn livai», watc r in

rapid motion boiliii:

but ling up.

J^l^i A dog leaping and nui-

ning. To run wiih haste

haste speed precipitalion.

A stone ring, \vi)rn as a

lemalt' ornament A ring;

\ a circle; to encircl**

"T v/ \ surround. A H'rnaiii'';

^l/j » I a man's name. Name of

an office, and of a river.

H\v an (*hn« n
'l

1'^ to turri

round H\van p'ei, c er-

tain jingling onuiinents worn

by brides. \^ H wan paou.

to embruce. Jfj^ Hwan

she, to look round.

Hwan woo twan, a ring has ih>

beginning.

A °^ Cil^ e or bait

Cord or line; to make

cord, is expressed by 'f^

Tso hwan. Silken cord; a

variegated silken ornament for

t lie tops of strenmers. Tlie rain-

b"' Tow h wau

sun ming, to hang one's self.

A certain sheep-like ani-

mal, said to Lave no

mouth.

!^ To tear a human beins:

to pieces with carts; to

draw or quarter.

;m yuen name of a

place.

Hwan or Han. To re-

turn lo; to revert; to

come back; to give or

pny back. To look or

| ^ J pay regard to; to tura

roLiinl lo encircle; forlliwith,

imiiH'd""el v still ; even lil 9

" ''. ^2 U,J
; Ke &I»e liwiuil

wIm ii wilt he reLui n 3kH

Seiiou

h wan, refer to tlie sun's nol-

slices. ftlL la hwan

t>ae, he is still in existence,

ptt S'Mi r, or lu^re. ^£ xiS

She cliay yan^

h\v aw she na yaup, is it in this

tnanner, or in tliat?

1 1 W iiii kwt-i che xS ililJ
to

cause to revert to.
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Hwan shin
?
to return thanks to

tlie pods for mercies received.

Hwan ts'een, to repay

muney. Hwan yuen, to

pay a vow; i. e. to perform the

benevolent or pious act pro-

mised to the gods at a previous

time.

A ring for the finger, any

ing or link.

v

A wall surrounding a

market place. A market

place.

H wan Lwuy the gate of

h market place.

TIip hair put up on the

top of the liead, accord-

ing to the ftnrient Chinese head

drees, by allusion, the tops of

mountains.

/—# From (wo childreii turn-

J I upsi'lt^ down Artifice;

p I oraft : fraud slight of

r'l»ft n d, ft deception of the

I eye demoniacal or ma-

arts; visionary ap-

. J pearanres apparitions.

Hwan yinp the shadow

of a dream or vision. ^*
Mung hwan, ilie visions of a

dream,- whioh vanish on awak-

ing. ^; Hwan yaou tricks;

Satan io arts; magic; witchcraft,

and go on.

Name of a plant

The appearance of flying

round in a circular mo-

tion, g Hwan mub,

a certain water bird.

: -
4 ^One who serves another,

rr* / particularly a servant of

the crown. A surname,

'ft Sze hwan, or

Kwan hwan, a gov-

ernment officer.

Hwan kwan Yen hwan

or Chung kwan,
an eunuch of the Imperial pa-

lace. Hwan nang, a

mandarin purse, the money
made in office; generally im-

plies bribery.

Vice, evil, fault, distress,

calamity, failing, misfor-

tune; to be afflicted with; griev-

ed for; grief. A surname.

Wang-she che hwan, haou she

jin t'ung ke, Wang-she's fail-

ing and misfortune, was liking

to make every body the same

as himself (in opinion).

How bwan, some subse-

quent evil or calamity.

Hwan nan chung in

the midst of difficulties and

distress. Hwan p,ing

to be afflicted with disease.

T Y
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Hvan
p'ing kin e ts'euen yii. the dis-

ease is now perfectly cured or

lam thoroughly recovered from

it Ho liwan hoo,

whatistbeevilof that?

Ho bwan, judgment calami

ty; evil; mi::ery.

Hwan nan tuli, grieved tliat it

was 30 difficult to understand.

is dh

isordered confuse;]; in-

distinct. Mwan
hwan, contused, indistinct, un-

intelligible.

The inner or lower sides

of the tiles of a roof.

To feed swire to offer a

bait to. Narae of an of-

Hwa'i yang, to

nourish to feed; to bring up.

HWAN.
From the people and su?i.

Dusk the twilipht, dull,

obscure, indistinct. Under the

Tang dynasty altered to the

following form.

Hwan ch'uh che ching

confused, bad, vicious

government. II wan me,

stupid; sottish: dull ot moral

perception. Hwan pV,

dull; obscure, applied to the

mind.

From Te low, and

the sun. The sun going

down; the twilight which sheds

some lustie fcr, or instead of,

the sun; hecce called

Tae ming, a substitute briyht

ness. Dusk; obscure; dull; con-

fused; in disorder; to compel or

oblige.

From marriage presents beinp

sent in the evening, and the

bride beiug takeu to the house

of h^r Lusband in I he eveniiifr,

Htrdnj denotes marriage the

bride is compared to the moon,

—when the sun sets, the moon

appears. A designation of a

wife's father. Premature death

of ho infant, before it is named.

: Cli'ung hwan, the con-

nexion of two families increas-

ed by more thnn one in(ermnr-

riage. *^ Hwang hwan
9

dusk.

Hwan leen sinking in the

waters of ilif delude.

Hwan Iwa n. in a state of dis-

order and co'it' imi. *^ jj^j

Hwan naou, mutldled biHins.

"j| H wan t/ov, a dull pate.

@ Hwan yin. marriage.

II w Tin 'vav or

Ting hwan, settled ni^ht; ni^lit.

7/C£ A bride's connexions are

expressed by Hwan a

son-in-law's conDexious are
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expressed by @ Yin.

Mae hvvan, to purchase a mar-

riage aHiance; to make large

marriage settlements, much

the practice in Shan-tung pro-

vince.

Hwa.i yin ' Hwan

yin or Hwan kh'ow,

marriage; the forming of ma-

trimonial connexions. ^(0

Hwan yin ts'een

hanj; choo ting, marriages are

fixed in a previous state of ex-

istence.

jRead Hwan and Mi",

I ^3 f form mind and dusk. In-

tellectual dusk; indistinct

/N4^ perception; confused i-

'deas; cloudy recollec-

tions; forgetfulness.

The name of a wood.

'
HOtlE

f Unfixed unsteady; un-

settled appearance. Re-

peated, Hwan-hwan, muddy,

foul water.

Read Hwan or Min, dis-

ease.

S

1

Fi-om head and muddy.

Confusion in the head,

atteiuied with giddiness.

Dullness of physical or

moral sight; ignorant.

To shut the gate in the

evening. One who shuts

the gate in the evening. One

who performs the menial office

of watching a door or gate; a

porter; vulgarly called ^^
aP^

Cliang mun kow, the dosj

that guards the door.

Kh'ow hwan, knocking head to

the gate, denotes visiting the

imperial palace. Shin

hwan, to open the gate in tlie

morning and to shut it in the

evening.

Hwa.. jin or

Hwan sze, one who keeps the

door of the harem an eunuch.

Blank; dark.

H
man's name.

wan lun, the whole of,

in a perturbed, confused man-

ner. Both characters are com-

monly written with water by

the side. Read Kwan, an

equal; to make the same as; a

brother. See Kwan.

Hwan tun

stupid; blockish. Name

of a person famous in history,

who was particularly stupid.

In Tso chuen, written with.

Shwuy, water, by the side.

The same as; to make

the same as; to unite

with; to'root up.

The name of a wood; to

bind wood together ia
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bundles; a club or stick. Read

Kwan, as Kwang kwan,

a bare stick; a sharper.

Hwaa ch'ing natural.

Hwan p'een, to cheat; to

practice fraud upon. 1^
Hwan too, a sharper; a cheat.

From water and perturh-

jjbj^ ed. A torrent of foul

water many polluted streams;

mixed and running blended

with mud and dirt. Whatever

is confused and in disorder

dull and opaque. A man's

name. Ta hwau, to

confused.

Hvyan ch'uh muddy; pol-

luted, foul. Hwan

cbaDg, contused nonsense ap-

plied chiefly to speech.

Hwan lau, to Lope to carry

some point by fraudulent ob

scurity. Hwan hvan

disorder confusion to confuse

^ flwan ming, a nick

name. Hwaa naou

confused clamour and uproar

}(^ Hwan t,un, chaos

chaotic. ^^ Hwan tsa,

mixed, blended the srxes not

living apart.

Hwan-hwan tun-tun, or

Hoo-hoo hwru..

hwaa, all confusion and disor-

der.

Fire; fiery.

Hwan, or Kwan, large

staring eyes.

A bundle of grass, straw,

or hay* To bundle up

Hwan,

^^ of ribb'

or Kwan, a kind

ibbon or silken cord;

to bind with.

Speech that is obscure;

unintelligible jargon.

Read Hwan, or Min. A
J:j^ certain leather belt per-

taining to a carriage.

F>t|j ( A certain kind of cake

^fct3 (
or bread.W
Hwan, or Hwuy, a wo-

man's name.

From many and waters.

A torrent rolling and

clashing. The noise of water

running as a torrent; water

and mud; foul; polluted; con-

fused; foolish; all blended toge-

ther, one mass, the whole of.

Great, large. A surname.

Hwan chuy water falling.

Hwan heaou, muddy,

confused, dull. Hwan

kea, a whole family.

Hwan t'een kh'ew, a celes-
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tial globe.

Hwan jen yih le, all knowledge

reduced to one principle in the

the mind, or a general acquain-

tance with all knowledge.

Hwan shin, the whole bo-

dy. Hwan t'eeri, the

whole heavens. |^ Hwan

jen or ^/)S Pei hwan, one

undistinguished mass, like the

foetus of a month's existence.

Hwan, H wuy, or Heuen,

lisht; splendour; glory;

the haio me &un, refer-

red to in divination. A kind

of drum-major.

Fo bind; a large bundle,

sheaf. Read Kwun. a

collection of all kinds of fea-

thers.

v|^^ A silly, foolish appear-

\
* ance.

^/I^l
Muddy water; foul; un-

clean, applied to ariirr"

filthy; impure; a privy. '
^

Tun hwan, confused, thick,

obscure, a bad disorder- Hot

and dull with vapours.

Hwan ch'uh ^ impure, fil-

thy, vicious.

Hwan, or Wan, strong

smelling vegetables; ani-

mal food. See Heun.

From a mulliiude and

talk or the talk of an

army. Jesting and bufibouery;

low mirth; obscene jokes; loud

scurrility, or merriment,

Yew hwan, a lewd buf-

foon.

Hwan e books or papers

containing obsceue language,

and lewd jests.

ffi^S A kind of yoke; carta

^^ turning round or avoid-

ing each other.

To walk; to go.

Name of a fish,

Hwan, or Wan, tooth-

less. Read Kwan, the

teeth appearing; to gnaw.

From n on in .mi enclos^

tire, lying under a cov-

ert; a filthy place; a privy.

Read Hwan, in the sense of

Hwan, dog; swine, and o-

ther animals which feed on

grain.

From mind andfilth. To

disturb; to excite; trou-

ble; disorder, grief, griev-

ed to dishonor, or put

to shame.

Hwan, Kwan, or Hwub,

to push with the Land.

From plant and dung;

Name of a plant; a kind

of mushroom.

I^f From flesh and hoggish.

Yv\ A fat appearance.
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The mind vajiouri.-l

rieved sorry raelan

clioly.

Hwan, or Wan. a wind

\J^\ ii'g current; an eddy.

Water dashing and making u

noise.

From spirit and vapour.

I'lie shade; the manes,

die spiriliJiil part of tlie

Y ;t 1 1 g priiici|>lt', wIhii

.sr|i;u ated tioin tlie body

l\ lt. P\ h, is Siiid to be the

epiritiiul of (lie 1 in prin-

ciple. The P't h is first generat-

ed, and the Hwan, t-ubsfquent-

1 v. Often corrt-spotids to tlie

word soul. They say, the liver

cuntains the Hwan.

Hwan fei the soul fled;

HWANG
as when a person faints.

5^ H wan hwan, multitudinous.

Hwan kh'e

woo puh che, the soul's essence

goes every where, the
1

soul is

not ooi»fined to any place. 2^

S p'eh

shin liitg die ming, Hwan and

P't h are names of the spirit and

soul. ^ Hwan puh

still, llie soul is not exlinguish-

ed. Hwaa

foo kli'e che shin, the hwan is

the divine principle attached to

the ethereal part of man.

/ittT Dull; stupid,

I t£

f|^S Grief of mind.

HWANG,

A kind of cu rtaii). oC ^rass^s and uf grain; thick;

. Lists fatigued, and so on.

A < ertuin part of the
j

'
1
* / M a n • 1 11 1

1 g JJU.*^ coarse,

horax. Kaou llll vid" uiisellled as the

\viivi\s applied to people's dis-

po.^itiotis ;md minds. Not capa-

ble of nice and ju£>l discrimina-

Itw ;in^. in e two vital pai is m-ar

each other in the liuinan IVaine.

A ptM'soii is haid to be fc" k to

KnoU'hwany^ denoting that

lie is dangerously ill.

Wa>te; liiu ren dull, ob-

beme. ,

1^ l'a-liwanu.

the year under cer laiu cii curu

stances. Read Maug, the seeds I JW^ stream that rolls away,

From to lose, and a stream

uf icdttr. A wide ex-

purine of waler, on which

the view ia lost, or a
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and is lost. To go to reach, or

to extend to.

]
A cloth to conceal from

!L (
f 'ie view; a curtain o:

screen; a partition; a cov
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UTZ^ Dullness of sight; ob-

fljjlj scure vision. Also read

Mang.

^A*^ A place to dwell in; to

dwell; wide, extensive;

vacant space.

Confused, forgetf 1 hur-

ried, fluttered, agitated;

unsettled state of mind

1 Hvvang.hwuh,

excedin^ly minute and

indistinct; vague; inde-

terminate uncertain; the

mind unsettled fluitered.

Hwang man? ft agitated,

hurried, fluttered.

!

UIL

Drought and heat.

A year of deartli unripe

fruit; empty; void.

Silk winding round and

extending farther and

farther.

"pdr Plants covering the

ground as a wilderness;

wild; barren waste; empty;

void; to render null. Grain arni

fruits unripe; a dearth or fa-

mine. To cover over; to ob-

scure. Name of a place; the

year. A surname.

Hwan ^ f" to give up; to

disregard any doty; to fall in-

to disuse. Hwang khV,

to reject and disregard.

Hwang- soo, to neglect, to

leave uncultivated, to lay aside

stl,(1 7- Hwang-tsun^
dissipated; loose immoral con_!

duct. Hwang yen, ex-

travagant feasting and enter-

tainments.

J
, g the

J IL moon obscure.

Speech uttered in a

dream; unreal, unsub-

stantial; lying; to tell

lies. ^^^^ Sliwoh wang,

to tell a lie; to say what
is not true.

Hwang mew incoherent

irregular; imtrue

Hwancrshwoor^ Hwang
yen, lies and noiist-risse.

A horse running fleetly.

'JIL

A title of dignity aplied

lo Heaven, or the Su-

preme Being; to sovereigns, to

queens, to princes, Buddha; to

deceased parents. ~-

Sarj

hwang;, the three Emperors,

titles of Fuli-he, and his two

successors. The ancient Yaou

and Shun, were entitled

Te, and under the Hea aud

UIL

m
pJIL
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Chow Dynasties, the sovereigns

were called Wan ? . Tsin

who first conquered the whole

of China, assumed Hwanjr.

implying that he had reduced

all to his sway, and th« t\t\^

has continued ever since. ^

Yii hwang, how Imperial!

^^ Yuh hwanp:, the ap-

pearance of going backwards

and forwards.

H waiig fei ^ffi an imperial

concubine. )^ ITw:m

liow, an empi c--.

Hwantr keih or

H\vi).n2 keih king she shoo,

a famous (ihilosophical book,

in which it is attempted to de-

duce the system of tlie universe

from namhprs. . Hwangr

shang or ^* Hwang te a

supreme potentate an Emper-

or who rules over kings :iti<1

primes; »o"ietimes usi-d as de-

noting" tliat the sovereign of

China rules bv rit;lit over all

tlie kings and Emperors on

earth. Ilwan^

shang If, the Supreme Poten-

tate; God. Hwanjr

t,een Heaven. Hwantr

te, the Imperial earth; the eart h

the second great power is na-

ture. Hwang i'een,

heaven in allusion to its great-

ness, aud the belief of its being

the source of all things, ,
Hwang kb'aou, title on the

t'unb of a deceased father.

m Hwang pe, title of a de-

ceased mother.

4 Fang hwang, or

I—C j f Hwuy hwang,

apf»earanne of hesitation and

uncertainty; going backwards

and forwards, in doubt how to

proceed or act.

Fung hwang

a

pair of birds, apparently

^ ^ ( quite imaginary, the lat-

FJpJ \ ter is the female. They

are, when they appear,

ominous of peace and happi-

ness. The teraale is said to

have (he head of a fowl, the

n*M;k of a serpent, the chin of

a swallow, the buck of a tor-

iise aiu] the tail of a fish. It

is particoloured, and six cubits

hiuli. These birds come from

Tan heug shan,

Tan lieue hill. OcMirs writ-

ten ^ Hwang.

Sound noise the noise

H-j-: of littlftchildren weeping..

In this sense it is repeated

Hwang li vvaug f harmony pro-

duced by metal instruments

and drums. Clamour, angry

noise.

Hwang hea the sound of

many person's voices; clamour.
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T'ang liwang, ho teen

yay

1 'anir hwan denotes, a united

f»lace;—two joined in one. The

ditch or moat outside a city

w fill, without water in it, is

also oalled Hwan^. A house

or apartment beyond the sur-

mundin^ four walls. The open

(pnei* before a house or grave.

Tsang yii teen

hvvan^, or interred in the

open spaoe before the tomb.

Cl— fuh yii

hwai)^, the city wall fell i

ruins into the dit< h.

Hwang, or 3^CM Neu-

hwanp, a concu bine, con-

rul>ine of lite ancient king

Yaou.

J Fear, iipprehension.

) -f-^ f H ' a n ^ j a o u fear

iul di^turhanoe.— applied to

the people beir»g alarmed and

disturbed.

Hwang: hwantr { | or ^(
Hwang kh'unor, a perturb-

ed, fearful, apprehensive state

of mind.

Name of a river; name

--f-^ ot a district. The narnf

of a god. Cold water.

Keue hwangj waves driven

with velocity. Yii.

hwang, appearance of rubbing

agaiust each other.
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A strong fire; a great' blaze; lighf luminous,

Sf'lemlid. Hwuy
liwang, shedding a irreat. light.

Hwa ,lg hwang MM denotes

the same in a high degree.

\||^| Disease.

Name of a bamboo; a

bamboo

house of bamboo.

Rice used in sacrifice.

A certain* kind^of boat

or vessel.

The locust also oalled

Hwang tsih, and

Hwang ch(ng and

Han hwang, and
?

C'hing. Vulgarly called ^
Po ch ung, the winnowing

machine.

Unoccupied; at le?surp.

Pressed, urged.

Puli hwang, engaged, not hav-

ing time to spare. >^f

Puh hwang hea slnli, not

liaving time to eat; no time to

take one's meals.

Name of an ancient dis-

:_tU ict.

The sound of bells and

/— drums. A military wea-

Hwang hwang ihe sound
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of music.

Empty, as a city ditch

without water; the ditch

or raoat around a city wall.

Tlie sound of musical in-

P^E struments; the ringing

of bells; the clangor of brazen

cymbals.

Dried provisions, or a

kind of bread.

Chang hwangr, certain dried

cakes forming a kind of bait.

The colour of the earth;

yellow; the name of ft

hill, of an ancient country, and

of a district, name of an office.

Forms a part of various proper

names.

Hwhii!? ft S an old man

Lew hwang, gay varie-

jr rt (ed silks, a certain vessel.

Ta hwang, a large <''•<'

bow; also rhubarb <Pl

Hwang ho, the Yellow River.

Hwanskeang, turmeric

roots. Hwang kwa, cu-

cumber Hwang kh'ow,

n little child. Hwanp

nuh, a wine cup.

Hwans keang m5, curry-stutf.

z^ Hwang new, a cow

Hwang poo, (Wham

-

poa) place where European

ships moor near Canton in

China Hwang

l»i»g kea pan, yellow covered

hoards in which Imperial do-

cuments are forwarded by ex-

press |8 Hwang

p'aou kea shin, the Imperial

robe put on the person~of the

Sovereign. Hwane:

taou, the ecliptic.

Hwang tse the mess of herbs;

the food of the poor.
=^

Hwang yii, a certain large fish

caught in tlie Yang-tsze-keMiig,

which is variously described.

The largest are said to be twen-

ty or thirty cubits long, and to

weitrh a thousand catties, or

C!»inese pounds j in sorae re-

spects it resembles the sturgeon.

It is said to be Woo

Hn, not to have scales, but to

have on its back and belly (ac-

cording to other accounts)

Kea, which is a kind of sctale,

and is used to define the preced-

ing word Lin.

A lake formed by an

accumulation of water.

Name of a river and of a star.

A particular species of

A certain stone sceptre;

called a half sceptre.

The yellow jaundice.

A certain musical reed

made iu ancient time&>
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Hwang koo to deceive

people by fair speeches.

Cord or string.

A certain insect with

a leech.

Appearing to exert

strength. Read Kwang,

to walk; to go. j^i Kwang
kwang, a martial appearance.

Name of an ancient na-

tion.

The yolk of an egg.

A horse of a colour that

looks like a mixture of

yellow and white.

Name of a fish.

Seen indistinctly per-

turbed; vague; fluttered.

Kwang, martial.Read

Sun and light.

bright; shining.

Clear,

# A

A kind of curtain to

screen off the light; an

ancient ornament on the head.

A table or couch for

reading at. A window
illumined by white silk.

y
\
I,, J

The appearance of a deep

iiJ\jf expanse of water. Read

^> Kwang, the name of a

river; bright; luminous;

martial.

blaze of light; efful-

gence. Tsze-hwuy sanc-

tions this reading. K'ang-he,

reads it Nee.

A large eyej a sharp vi-

vid eye.

Name of a plant

The sound of a bell*

A vapour or fume pass-

C WS from fire . A man's

name.

^/| 1 j From Urb, two and

\^\^\ Heuug, an elder brother,

f More further.

VrJ Hwang ts'eay, still more;

U J stiU further. Ho

hwang, how much more.

HWANG.

Tsang hwan- ^ i±t
noise made by a bell. I

Hwang or Hung, the re-

sounding of a voice or
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echo in a spacious deep apart-

ment or suit of rooms. Wide;

extensive; large; vast. A cer-

tain officer.

Tj t "^Hwang or Hang:, *he

jj^ f twang of a bow a ir

> tain or screen drawing

2"B\ U P-
Panghwang.

-J^C ) the noise of curtains be-

ing drawn suddenly up, or dash-

ed backwards and forwards by

the wind.

Hwaug or Kwang, to

extend; to measure.

The name of an insect.

fine appearance. See Hung.

^ A. kind of strap to lean

on, or Lold by, in the

front part of a carriage.

(

See Hung.

lvung or Hung, a kind

of knot; strings that tie

on a cap and hang below tlie

chin as an ornament. Strings

that fasten certain sonorous

stones.

ITung or Hwan gr. The

gate of a lane or street,

a gate-way.

Hwang hwang extensive

Deep sombre recess; the

echo of a large mansion.

Read Hwa'ig, the appearanoe

of u small stream. Rest; repose.

' |"|^ The rattling, rumbling

nuise of carriages or of

thunder.

U wang hing t'een heft
J

f~X

to ramble, or rake through

the world; to go every where

in a disorderly manner; or in

a good sense, boldly. See Hung.

Hui»p, Har»g or Hwang,

transverse crosswise

perverse. See Hung.

wfing or Yun"',

mu»k Ii wang, the ap-

pearance ot aspiring tops

of mountains shooting up

to the ht*aveus.

mi

HWO 01 HO.

To unite all the parts

to take the whole miTn-

ber; to include the whole.

Y Hwuh hwuh, appearance of

strength. Also read Kuh and

Hwuh.

wo or Hwuh, ice.

The toftgne and water,

two tilings which are

never at rest. Living; livel)f

;

moving; cheerful; to vivify.
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The name of a river, j^f

8an^ hwo, living. ^
Yih hwo. a purling, bubbling:

rapid stream water flowiiiL

with noise.

Hwo heen 7^ as manifest

and af>parent as it alive; ap-

plied to secret, plans which h re

discovered. Hwo ke,

plans that ever (han^e acoord-

ing to circumstances f^f |U

Hw 6 she, to give life to the

world, said of Medical men

^fC Hwo shwuy, li vinfr

water; spring water, *(^f

Hwo tsze, a living character;

a verb, ^{^f S Hwo tsze

yen, a living characier's eye;

a particle which varies nmch

in its meaning, according to its

place in a sentence.

Grain growing.

A boat progressing.

Hwo or Kwo. Name of

an insect.

A kind of sweet liquor.

A small short face.

H w o or Kwo, a little

head; a short face.

Used for the two follow-

ing, also the noise of

1

i

something rending or splitting.

Originally read Yih.

From a mouth, ajavelin,

a iid one place. A country or

place which is defended a place

respecting which there is doubt

of safety; hence its common

use as a particle, implying un-

certain perhaps; a certain per-

son one not known; this or

that; either; or. Occurs used

for Hwo, to excite doubt

in another's mind; to delude.

Hwochay expressesdoubt,

uncertainty, perhaps, prubab-

ly. ^ *, Hw6
jen, hwo puli jen, it may be so;

or may not. Hwo jin,

a ceriain person.

Hwo sl.e

cliay yang. hwo she na yang,

perhaps it is this way; perhaps

it is tiutt way;—it is either

tliis wa v or that way. (Jj

Hwo yin tseh sben,

perhaps on account ot reproof.

Hwo viie, one says.

Read Hwo or Hih, sound;

voice. Appearance of loud

laughing. Also read Kuiih,

Heue. and Yuli, in the same

Blown on by the wind.

To excite doubt in an-

other person's mind; to

5±ns

E8

§

i4
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unsettle the mind; to cause dis-

order; to blind the understand-

ing. To delude, as impostors

do, whatever their pretensions

refer to, whether regarding po-

litics, the cure of disease, tlie

telling ol fortuues, or, what

are considered by the Chinese

government, false religions.

E hwo, to have suspi-

cions ot; lo be in doubt about.

Yung hwo the name

of a star. Yaou hwo,

unsettled; perturbed state of

mind. Koo hwo, to

delude; to deceive b> false pre-

tensions.

Hwo she woo mm
to delude the world au«i im|">"'

upon the people.

Hwo che shin yay, a ln^l»

decree of delusion.

A creature said to inhabit

lUV / the sea shore, and vht'ii

. seeing the shadow of a

man (ailing on the water,

,
spurt sand against

Lira, which occasions his deaih;

otherwise called a short fox,

and an archer. It is used me-

taphorically for those who in-

jure others in an underhand

manner; it is spoken of as a

kind of devil. The name of a

hill.

The eyes appearing a-

sleep.

HWO
The sound of the wind

blowing adversely, as in-

to the mouth of a cavern.

The name of a bird.

Ho or Hwo, Why? why

not? wherefore? Read

Hae, to injure.

Alacrity, swift.

The name of a plant; to

measure.

Hwo, Ho, or Hwa, to

split or rend asunder.

To cut or reap grain.

A term used in Shantung

tor handsome; graceful,

applied to women. Read

Hoo, to feel affection or

regret for.

To seize; to grasp; to lay-

hold of with the hand;

to apprehend. Read Hoo, to

separate; to divide.

Appearance of a long

wide unoccupied space.

Agitation of mind; fear;

alarm.

A certain wood fit to

make cups and platters

Raining; flowing down

in torrents; water toiling,

rushing, and clashing as it rolls

alon?. A profound, spacious

mausion. Name of a river,
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and of a bird; also confounded

with some other proper names.

Hot.

To catch, as in hunting;

to catch or take a thief.

To obtain; to receive. The

name of an animal; name of a

door and of a district. Read

Hwa, to strive to obtain, to

contest or struegle for.

Hwo ngan %̂ to receive fa-

vor. )^ Hwo kew to ob-

tain deliverance; to be saved

from. Hwo tsang, to

find a hoard of stolen goods.

Hwo iseh, to catch a

tliiet.

To measure; a markin*r

line to adjust as wi*h a

marking line. The se-

cond character is read

Y5, in the fame sense.

Hoo hwo some-

thing in the throat.

To reap grain to cut

down the grain and ga-

ther in the harvest Read

Hoo, forms in composi-

tion, the name of a place.

Yun o, appearing

ur^ed, pressed embarrassed,

irresolute, giving up effort, or

sinking under difficulties.

or Ch'ili hwo

worm: also a worm

tlier.

peculiar to the mulberry tree.

Read Yo, to appear to advance

and stop, as a worm does when

progressing: Wa" hwo,

dull dullness; stupidity.

Noise made by hones

striking against each o-

Fine flesh.

An iron vessel witlioufc

feet for boiling flesh and

fish in a boiler.

Read Hwo, Yih and Uh.

"^5^ Silk to attach a sword to

the girdle; a piece of leather

in the handle of a sword, To
bind.

Yih hwo a heavy

rain.

Hwo, or Kwo. A bow-

string drawn with preci-

pitancy.

Irregular, wil( false or

foolish talk. A man's

Hwo, or Hwa, to draw

L a line; to paint or sketch.

iSee Hwa.

fjj
Hwo, or Hwuh. The

1PB3 noise made by rending

silk

j^
rj^ Hwo. Hih, or Hwuh.

Ppa P Hwuh tsel" to

call out, the sound of words,

or conversation.

yL^fah Hwo, or Hwuh. Unin-

1 telligent; dull; stupid;
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13

perverse.

Hwo, or H wuh. A dis-

ease of the eye

Within the bending of

the knee; the ham.

A. valley a wide open

spa^e enlarged liber-

al. To open Lo expand ;

in a liberal or generous

manner.

u jen open, enlarged,

lihernl appearance.

S Hwo sin yen, to expand

the mind by tri veiling and

socinp the world. Hwo
mtien, to remit liberally.

^^ Hwo or Iliih, fine silk

^|^)^ threads, fine liylit gauze.

A\<o a species of crape

HWUH

A thing being whole,

complete or rouud, is

called Hwan lm tlie

sam^ as [Ml Hwuli lun, any

thini; complete or whole; undi-

vided.

Hwiih lun t'un tsaou ^
to sw allow down a dale

en t ire*

yAjFf Tlie heart or mind li^li

J^,\ and inconstant us a '"/'-

ini/ streamer. To forget; to

m ;ike li«ht o f; to disregard to

contemn to do carek'ssly. Sud-

den nhnipl; suddenly; unex-

pectedly; terminated; speedily

disappearing or Hiuiihilaied, A
surname. A small weight or

measure.

Hwuh hwuli "'art less; re-

in i ss tow

1

1\\ I to let. pii

without thought.

Hwuh yew jin lap, a man

su<ldpnl v came. Hwuli

leo or Kirin- Invuh, to

dt-spisp to make little or light

of f;|:j Hwuli jen

15 yii, it suddenly came on to

rain.

Grieved, mournful. Same

as 11".

A name of' liiirHlm.

A^^/t Imperceptibly minute

and abstruse, so as to

leave ihe mind in doubt hesi-

tation and un'''rfai"ty.

r gW
H v uh hwrtnu ni

li wuli or'
j

11 wan^r hwuh,

these are all used to exp'ess a

state of uncertainty and per-

turbation of mind, from the
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H

eye or the mind being unable

to distinguish objects with pre-

cision either from the minute-

ness and indistinctness of tl"

objects themselves, or from the

dazzling glare of light thrown

upon them, which rather con-

founds than illumines. A per-

turbed fluttered state of mind.

[wuli or Kwuh, to strike;

push to dash aside;

to brush away dust.

I

Not yet quite light; the

dawn ofday. H wuh hin

^ Hj j* the obsirure dawn;

tlie inurning time, when

it is not yet fully day-

light.

^>fert ) H wuh, or Wuh. The

l| 1 r sound of water bubbling

^j^nf) ( ^orth water running

y J
with an interrupted ve-

locity.

To strike, to knock.

An ancient vessel or

utensil.

I

Read Hwuh, Wuh, Mei

or Mae. Obscure vision

'dimneee of sight from

looking long, and to a

(urreat distance; the obs.

cure light of the dawn of day

obscurely seen, as a streamer

at a distance. Distorted gaze.

Hwub to louk long;

the eyes which have looked

long.

Read Hwuh or Kwuli, h.

piece of deal flalicned

reed, ivory or stone, in ancieot

times held in the hand by

statesmen, when in the pre-

sence of the Emperor. Origin-

ally designed to write memor-

anda on, afterwards used as aa

ornament, and made of differ-

ent materials according to the

person's rank.

A melon-like fruit, which

grows under ground. Us-

ed to denote what is done carel

lessly. Ya hwuh, flue

and close.

Read Hwuh or Wuh, re-

mote; distant; vague.

Thunder. An unusua-

word.

A kind of flour cake.

I

A bird of the eagle or

hawk species, a small

species of hawk, employ-

ed as a favorile amuse-

ment of 'J'artar boys.

Read Kwuh, a bird of the pig-

eon species- Name of an office,

and of a particular kind of boat.

/J^H A water bird resemblibg1

M*^y a wild goose; a large wild

goosej called Hwuh from its cry.

Read Kwub, a suuull bud. A
AAA
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surname. Read Kaou, the uame

of a place.

Hwuh fa grey hairs. ]!
JLL Hwuh leib

t
to stand alone

and conspicuous.^^ Hwuh

ts'ang, the name of a dog.

A measure containing ten

\% Tow. A square meas-

ure with four corners; to meas-

ure. A surname.

f

Read Hwuh, Huh or Ho,

horn cup a quiver for

arrows. Used for the preced-

ing. See Ho.

Jih ch'uh we ghin rain^

yay. yue hwuh. [jj

thesun

going forth, not yet shining

clearly, is called Hwuh.

Read Hwuli, Huh or He5,

white and glossy feathers,

pure white. See Heo

gjli Read Hwuh, Huh or Heo,

the young of an animal

said to be of the tiger species.

Read Ho, the grunt or cry of

a pig.

ReadHvvuli,HehorHwa.

Hwuh l.wuli 1 u

a

boasting, self-glorying maimer

of aotins: or speaking.

^^ Tsze she maou hwuh,

self-com placenoy. One author-

ity says, the appearance of ra-

pid enunciation.

HWUY.

1 1^1 ^Designed to represent

I mJ w something revolving

/"within a circle. To re-

V volve; to turn round; to

'return. Curved; deflect-

ed; reverting to; bent down or

oppressed; to turn aside and

avoid. A surname; the name

of a city; and repeated, fsj fsj

Hwuy hwuy, the religion of

the Mohamedans. The section

of a book. A time or turn.

IeJ Cbuen hwuy, or reversed,

Hwuy chuen, to turn tlie hend

Hwuy t'ow she ngaa

turn tlie head and you will

fi"l the shore, said to the vi-

cious ndvising1 repentance. [b|

^[ H wu v se;ir»or, to reflnrt on

the past; to reooller.t. fBj

Hwuy e or fBj Hwuy si",

to change one's purpose. (>'' in-

tention of tlie mind.& lU x{ y t'^e" e ,

tsin jin leih, to endeavour to

turn the will of heaven (give

it a favorable aspect) and use

iIih utmost human effort. [El

Hwyy t'een, to change the

purposes ot Heaveu'-as lie who
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is childless by virtuous acts ob-

tains a son. (EJ Hwuy
pae, to return a vi.-it

/fFj]
Pae hwny^fjjijastate

I fi—J of indetermiriiition irre-

solution. To hover about as a

bird iroine and coming.

Pae hwuy want;

lae, troing backwards and for-

wards in a state of indetermi-

wion; nore commonly written

Pae hwny.

Hwuy hwu> flU{ a stupid dull

state of mind.

From to turn round and

1
1~I to pace. Pacing back-

wards and forwards in a state

of hesitancy. Pae hwuy,

wnlkinoj backwards and for-

wards; irresolute; undetermin-

ed; not progressing. These two

words are written very vari-

ously.

fMnl
l̂€art tl, rning round

I jUj and round irresolute;

undetermined; confused; in dis-

order; the character of an in-

terior man. Denotes the same

when reiterated.

\ilrTl Water turning round;

||Uy running back again and

forming an eddy. The name of

a lake.

Hwuy choo /4- to flow round.

1
1

f

Name of fragrant plants;

I ' J a medicinal herb.

From disease ov insect^

and to turn round. A
long worm in the abdo-

I men a kind of tape worm.

,To stop the market; to

give up trade. Sometimes

had recourse to by the

Chinese people, to bring

i the government to terms.

One says, to determine on re-

pentance.

To curve; to bend; to

turn to turn round.

Hwuy hwo, indeci-

^sion irresolution the

mind turning from pur-

pose to purpose, entirely

unsettled.

A bird a cubit long, and

jULTJ variegated with every

colour,

A bill without trees or

verdure.

A stony or rocky appear-

ance.

>^7[rj| Appearance of the collar

/jyjyi or selvage of a garment.

tjfU Fromfire and hand. Fire

that may be taken hold

of with the hand; i. e. the re-

mains of fire, ashes; cinders.

Kea hwuy, a certain

powder blown through a reed,

in the close of the year.

m Tsze jen hwuy, natur-

^
-ffi

|
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al iielies—a certain stone pow-

der used in making glass.

Jj^ Ho liwuy, common wood

ashes. P< Shib lnv.iy

burnt lime.

Hwuych'in^fi dust -

Heh hwuy, or KvC-

hwuy, seems a bitu ruinous mat-

ter found in a lake in the Lime

of Plan. Hwuy shoo,

tlie aqnirrel. Hwuy

idin, to burn to ashes; :i>ht*s;

Hv
tsiii nan Uiee, embers which it

is difficult to extinguish.

Sound; noise.

n To work or burrow with

I its nose in the ground.

To strike; to strike a-

»nrn8t earh other; to

grunt. A nose. A per-

>(ms name.

Tlie name of a plant.

-4r^^ A lar^e head.

^ A light black colour.

A general term for plants r

(rbs and trees. The se-

> cond character is used

I for thirty. Hwa
)|iw n v, flowers or plants.^ Sl»an yew kea

hwuy, thtre are excellent plan ts

om the liills.

\— Water flowing; tlie rip-

\j\ pie foaoi on the surface

oi water.

I^^j Frora Ardent and 3find.

m

mi

A certain long snake or

serpent; a grunting noise

like swine strivin^iigainst each

other in eatins. A surname.

Hwuy tuy Jft the disease of

a horse.

The silk worm in its se-

cond stage called also

Yung. Used also for the

preceding.

To mix water with flour;

to kutad.

Vo be in«li^rmnt; to re-

,"'r*M; to be vexed with

^||v W one's self. To repent,

*^-J /n(.entance. Name of

one of the Kwa.

itt Chuy hwuy woo keih,

to fin*! no room for repentance,

to tind it unattainable.

j T'ung hwuy, painful deep

repenhmce.

Hwuy han chV repen-

tance too late. '| Hwuy

lijfh, repret; indignation and

repentnnfie.
l

|
Hwuy

kae, or Kae hwuy, to repent

and reform Hwuy lin,

the consciousness of crime and

sorrow without altering for
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the betur.

H wuy tsuy tsze sin, to repeni

and renew one's self *
Hwuy tsuy, to be sorry tor and

repent of a crime.

Tli'' last quarter of tlu

H*-^y" (he close of moon

light. Fu^^y dull; dim oh-

sciire evnin*: ni^'ht ; dark. Uif

B Sli« hwuy, dark unprosper-

ous times.

Hwuy ming 0^: dimness and

splendour; evening and morn-

ing.

To speak to comfew fly,

pjjj^* to reitera te as chasing a-

wuy what is obscure To in-

struct; to leach to admonish

instruction to induce; to Mffnd

an inducement to ^
Man tsan^r

bwuy taou yay yur»jj hwuy yin»

the accumulation of a lioard is

an inducement to robbery; soft,

melting looks invite to lewd-

ness. Ting

ning hwuy e, instruction deli

vered with repeated charges.

She hwuy, to instruct

always. Jih hwuy, to

instruct daily.

Hwuy yen ohunor fuh

or HwL.v

urh shun shun, to repeat in-

struction; to teach by saying

the same thing over and over

—n.
H wuy jin puh keuen yny, to

instruct or tead

wearied assiduity.

wilh

A fat, plump, jolly face.

) From Chuen. to tun>
^ ' I
J^» AV

f
to one point, jind heart.

The heart diredd to

deeds of benevoleiKte;

gracious; kiinl; liberal;

according; with; accoinmodat-

i m u to bestow largesses; (o

shew tenderness to the people;

to adorn or ornament. A three

cornered javelin a district; a

surname. Successful Occurs

used for Hwuy.

Hwuy min )'5 keuh

]^ a kind of charitable dispen-

sary for supplying medicine to

the poor. Established by the

Tartar Dynasty Yuen, does not

exist.

H wuy lilh foo jin, the patro-

ness of barren women.
z^ Hwuy teih kee, lie who ac-

cords with the principles of

risrht reason, will be tiuppy.

• Njian Iiwuy, the exer-

cise o( favour and benevolence,

or the kindness performed.

/ The common form ot the

preceding.

Same as Hwuy.
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To examine into.

Hwuy or Tsuy, to ten

J±^ ( or rend open

fe
jjj^l

Hwuy koo an

^11a sect wliirh does not liv"

the year round, those burn in

spring, die in summer; those

brought forth in summer, die

iu autumn. Name of some

verses written by Contucius.

The ends of feathers, the

(
tips of wings.

A certain fragrant plant,

i I \ which ^rows in damp

raarsliy places.

To examine; to investi-

ijate. Ii»wi(Mis clever,

ilful full of schemes;

knowing; successful;

prosperous.

Read Hwuy or He. A
string for drawing toge-

the mouth of a bag or

purse; a kind of bag to contain

the heads of those that are to

be decapitated.

The end of an axle tree.

A woman's name.

Impetuous effort; to

^iiake to agitate to

.sliake the wine out of a

to sprinkle; to seat-

To take and move

with the hand or finders, as in

writing with a pencil to move

with the hand briskly; to point

out or direct. Read H\\ an.

{ Hwaa lun, the whole; en-

tire; unbroken. Che

hwuy, to point out with the

hand.

Hwuy ch'un {^^ (he approach-

ing; spring,—written and past-

ed on d'>ors at tl'e close of ihe

yejir ^ Hwuy kh'e

wuh. to throw away any thing.

|^ Hwuy san, to scatter,

Hwuy peih

or} II wuy seav, to write;

to write fa9t ) Hwuy
slia, to sprinkle, to scatter.

jftJ,
[
To remove; to scatter;

to disperse.

A blaze of li^ht, wheth-

er from tlie sirn or from

fire; lurniiMMis; splendid

-fftilu^nti applied hIsu in

i moral ss^nse. Read

Heun, to burn.

Hwuy kwang r
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Kwang hwuy, lustre; Sfilend-

our, luminous display. Hwuy.

or Hwan hwang, a

bright display.

A wooden pin in the wall

for hanging (hinj;s on h

kind of clothes' stand. In this

sense also read Keun. Read
Hwan, a crooked spoke about

a plough.

To shake out water; to

put away tlie whole.

Am animal said to be like

a dog with a human face.

White.

To fly with velocity and

noise. Name of a bird

said to be of the fowl species

and variegated.

To unite; to assem hie;

meet together; to colle<M

;

to as80<*iate An associa-

tion 5 a kind ot l>ei)efit so-

ciety a club. The meet-

ing or visiiinjx of persons of e-

qual rank tin* commuriioa tiii*;

ot information to su cli by writ-

ing; to undtM'siand to know,

or be able to do A seam. A
surname. A ( r tain annual

reckoning. jj| ^* Le hwuy.

to understand

Hwuy e ^[ the association

of ideas in compounding (In

characters; third class of char-
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a
:'' hwuy ^, t0

give a reply or answer to some
question pending Hwuy
H banditti Hwuy
1'5, or hwuy t'ung, to

u,,ite ionei\wr. Hwuy
fso. to know how to do ^*

Hwuy tan, or ~^-' Hwuy
bze, a kitid of money bill, or

letter of credit to draw money
in another part of the country,

used since the bank, notes were

given up See Ch'aou.

To revolve or circulate.

To draw or sketch a pic-

tu re; to paint pictures.

To embroider with various co-

lours; to adorn or variegate

with colours.

Hwuy lo draw a line;

to sketrli to 'aw.

Hviy hing or Hwuy
too to sketch; lo draw an out-

line of the form or figure; a
print or plate.

Small^ clouds; rain.

A door next the street.

A woman's name.

A large river rushing out

of a passage wln'cli ob-

structs it; in disorder; scatter-
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pressed by |^ Hwan hwuy.

»y §^ In coraposiiion, the name

I^JpJ of different rivers and of

a tract of country.

The colour of light or

of flame. Fire blaze.

I iiorou^lily dressed with fire.

Fiom havinq and pearls.

Wenllli; riches; opulence.

.

A general (erm for

H^&yveiiith Cloth and silk,

^ (he iiiicifnt eonsti

i

iud (s

ot weultli in China. To give

wealth to others; to bind tliem

to a certain line of conduct.

To bribe; a bribe. Show

liwuy, to receive a bribe.

Hwny i'hu\\ 5^ 10 give bribes

ami <lit*iate to; to bring entirely

under one's ii»Hueiice by bribes.

Hwuy loo t'un?

hing, to bribe freely aitd get

a ilioroii^li passage.

Hwny loo, to bribe; a bribe.

'"z^Tt^ To call uj)on a person

|j fj tlie noise o\ callinir to.

From /i'tnd mid to break

To wound or hurt by

striking.

From to strike, earth and

a mortar. To break to

pieces or be broken to

fill down, as a house, or

to be pulled down to be

laid in ruins; to pull to

P^^,J pieces a person's cbarac-

w

ed dispersed enraged oppos-

ing currents clashii)^ against

each other.

Hwuy liwo " appear-

ance of confltcMii^ stirpes wa-

ter driven violently upon itselt

with a noisy collision.

Hwuy lan to break by \>uU\n^

WMier into.

"TTt^ Broken (opened as aswol-

len ulcer.

i

To wash (he face.

tt^fe Hwuy or I'suy. To glance

P^^^ hiKSlil) an eye withnut

lite; a dull eye.

Deat; born deaf.

Certain red fringes orends

of thread in vveuvini; va-

rious coloured silk to embroid-

er to decora te to pai n t to

put a variety of colours on pa-

on cloth.

To stop in the middle;

to arrange in order. To

turn; to translate to call

oi to collect together; to

advert ; or cause to ad-

to deceive or ridicule.

The ou I side ^ate ot a

market place: the of

a street, in the Chinese manner;

a ioad
3
a path; the same is ex-
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ter to slander and vilify; to

put away from one to put a-

way calamities by prayer to

lose, as children do their teeth.

As a Neuter Verb, read Kh'eu-

ehing as an active verb, Shang-

shing. M Ngae hw\iy,

broken up by grief; the tone of

deep distress. Hwuy

ch'e, to lose or change the

teeth, as boys at eight years

old and girls at seven.

Hwuy che, to pull down, or

tear to pieces broken to

pieces defeated. Hwny

ch'oo, to exclude to drive

away evil. Hwuy hwae,

to ruin to spoil. ^
Hwuy p'ang, to vilify, or pull

to pieces a person's character.

Hwuykh'efang

uh to pull down the house or

for the house to go to ruin of

itself. Hwuy yii, to vi-

lify, and to flatter, opposites.

To dfslike to slander to

vilify. A person's coun-

tenance.

A large pepper tree.

From fire and to raw.

Fire; a blaze of fire.

A measure of grain con-

tainiag eight 4 Tow.

Name of a plant.

Small delicate a low

soft voice or sound. A
rapid, hasty sound. The har-

monious sound of a reed. Clear

bright the name of a star.

Hwuy
seaou kh'ow ming ehiiig yay,

Hwuy, voice or sound emitted

from a small mouth.

Hwuy hwuy jen, concord

or harmony of sound, either

from the voice, or from an in-

strument, f Hwuy pe,

the name of a star.

The same as

Suy, "Wei, or Hwuy, to

tear or rend apart to

split. Read Seue, to sweep a-

way entirely.

Small stars appearance

|4^3r of a multitude of stars

a group of stars.

The wings of a bird flying*

with velocity. The roots

of feathers.

Perspicacious intelli-

gent; clever dexterous

ingenious subtle adroit.

Ling hwuy, spiritual per-

spicacity lucid, quick percep-

tion. Che hwuy, *
Min hwuy, Ying hwtry,

knowing skilful discerning
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quickness of perception super-

iority of intellectual capacity.

The noise made by a cart

yov carriage the turning

of a carriage.

•^^^ To investigate and dis-

P/I^ criminate. A man's name.

A distorted mouth de-

praved vicious speech

ugly deformed. One says, to

revile to reprehend.

Ch'e hwny, distorting tJie coun-

tenance by contracting the fore-

head or as some say, contract-

ing or puckeiing up the nose.

To rend; to split; to ex-

pand to point out. ^1> Che hwuy, to point

out to with the hand to

make a signal to.

Hwuy kh'een, humble unaa-

suming enlarged, liberal-mind-

ed.

- A colour, a standard, a

banner, that with which

signal is made in ar-

mies; to make a signal to

with a flag, or with the

hand. Speed, celerity, quickness.

Hway che sze

kh'eu, to make a sign to, to go

away.

che e h.wang
?
to make a signal

to with the arm, as a herdsman

or shepherd does to his flock,

Hwuy hea, below the

banner, denotes waiting re-

spectfully for the decision of a

superior or actively, to make

a signal to those below.

Certain vessels used in

sacrifice for pouring out

oblations. Read To, to tear in

pieces, as rending a victim,

Hwuy or To, to tear to

pieces to ay in ruins to

cause to fall down as the

wall of a rity. To injure

to spoil to canso to fall

to cause to cease. TVan
to, to go a begging with a plat-

ter in tlic hand, in the manner

of the priests of Buddha, m
Hwuy 15, to fall in ruins

to fall down.

Ancient queen's garments

embroidered with trans-

verse pheasant-like colours. A
certain sash which bangs trans-

versely an apron. Good excel-

lent of its kind; a certain musi-

cal instrument. A threefold

vovi\. Urgent, impetuous oifort.

m
mart in Keang-nan.

Hwuy haou, a kind of bauner.

Hwuy t9ung, an Em-
peror who lived A. D. 1120.

He had thirty one sons, all of

whom he constituted kings
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and prave most of them princi-

palities in China, as was the

usage witli the Sung dynasty.

Ngan hwuy, a section

of Keang-nan Province.

Same as the first sense of

f^f^ the preceding character.

Garments worn by ancient

queens when sacrificing, em-

broidered with tartan-like

stripes a sash which hangs

transversely. An apron is so

called in some parts of the coun-

try; a kind of knee-plate worn

by Chinese. Read E a man's

name.

Hwuy or T^ei. An orna-

mental purse or bag con-

taining something fragrant. A
single curtain a kind of apron.

To shun; to dread; to

pf^- avoid to stand in awe of;

to pay respect to; thai name
which a person employs when

worshipping1 the gods; the name
of a deceased person, these are

deemed sacred and are not men-

tioned on common occasions

this usage began with Chow.

3 Pull hwuy, denotes be-

ing* dead.

|-« Commonly read Ch'ung.' A general term for in-

sects. See Cheung*.

A long snake a man's

name. A surname.

The price of an article of

commerce.

Read Hwuy or Hwuy,
streams returning and

uniting, A vessel or an utensil.

Tung
hwuy tseh wei p'ang le the

streams return eastward, and

form tlie marsh P'ang le.

Sha hwuy, the sand work-

ed up by eddies or currents.

Possessed with the de-

vil; diseased a diseased

branchless tree a swelling

growing out ofthe side a swell-

ing or diseased protuberance in

a tree. Lofty appearance of a

hill. Read Luy, the branches

of a tree interwoven and mat-

ted together.

Appearance of a fatplump

face to wash the face.

The voice of a bird. Wide,

spacious and light, said of

a house. The sound of the gra-

dual approach of a carriage

with bells. The ancient Dic-

tionary Yun-hwuy says,—the

beard on the chin. One says,

the jaw-bone. Read Yue, the

breath rising. To belch; to rift,

Lwan shing

hwuy hwuy, the jingling' sound

of the approaching* carriage,

PI Hwuy hwuy
kh'e ming, the deepest and most
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obscure recess (or innermost a-

partment of the house) was spa-

cious and light.

I
An extreme degree of

Jj^X fatigue.

T"^^ Hwuy or Kwuy, extreme

)^^\ weariness or lassitude

the tone or exclamation of fa-

1

tigue an extreme degree.

Hwuy, or HwiSy, the
i

breath. HoWy

obscure to obscure as with the

breath blown au a transparent

substance.

The sound of flying the

noise made by wing's or

feathers numeroua many.

Hwuy or Wei, anger, in-

dignation, rage.

Hwuy or "Wei, thorough-

ly boiled or dressed with

fire'

JANG.

The cause of a thing.

igJ* The appearance of walk-

ing. 5ft Kh'wan-

jang, in haste urgent hurried.

f^y To make a noise and cla-

mour.

Jang teh puh ch'iag t'e

meen, to make a disgraceful up-

roar and noise.

Soft, fat loamy soil; not

in clods. Earth a mound
a boundary, a place that which

is reared by culture, in contra-

distinction from what is spon-

taneous. Good and amiable, ap-

plied to children. Abundant;

rich, applied to the year. Con-

fused, in a state of disorder.

The name of an ancient play-

thing for children. The name

of a place. A surname.

San jang, refers to three class-

es of soil, by which the govern-

ment fixed the 1and tax, or

ground rent, to the people.

m SeTh jang, the name of a

place, a hillock of dust a bank

to obstruct water. Peh

jan<jf. white soil. Hvanof

jang, yellow earth.

Keih jang, an ancient game,

Keih jang urh

ko to play at jang and sing,

denotes a period of general na-

tioual prosperity it cannot be

used on any family or individu-

al occasion of joy. Kae

januf, denotes heaven and earth.

Fanjang, what remains

after filtli or excrements are

imperfectly swept away.

Fun jang, filth or excre-

mentitious matter.

E
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jang, an ant hill. Wae
jang, and Nuy jang, the

first denotes, an obscuration of

the edge of the sun in an eclipse

the last, a central eclipse. As

a local w ord, en rfh that ifi

thrown up by digging, or by

rats and other animals Uxat

burrow in the ground, is ex-

pressed by Jang. King

jang, a boundary or territory.

^* P'ingjang, level ground.

3^ Peen jang1

,
territory on

the borders. Tsee jangf,

adjoining boundaries.

Lin jang", neighbouring boun-

daries. E jang, differ-

ent or separate places. j^J

T'ung jang, of the same place

or country. "j^* Jaixg tsze,

a beloved child. ^^ Jang

teen, a present of the produce

of any particular place.

tjp A bent bow.

Jane, or Seansr. To po

with haste and precipi-

t.Rtion as if frightened.

Jan? yang, tini*)-

rous, fenrful hurried,

fluttered, wandering, wild.

/^^g Timid; fearful; afraid.

To fear,

Jang, or Seang. Nam<

of a tree, the bark oi

wliich fields a wlute substance,

which is bruised and made in-

fo bread, in Cocltin-cliina.

Trees by tlie side of a road.

J

j

hand and to iak« to one,

or push away to fake

posseesion oi to r« jec.t

to stop; to disturb or

cause Irouble to. Read Niw,
to throw inlo disorder. 5^

To jang, to seize hold of

and maintHin obstinately.

Jang ch'oo, to cut off or

reject.

to put into "onfusion and dis-

order. Jung ke to take

possession of a Cowl thai ^om^s

into one's premises.

Jantr pe, to ward off* with the

arm; to exert the arms.

Jang yaiitr, to take posses-

sion of a stray slieep.

J The hair in Hip utmost dis-

\ order, Kh'wang

j;u»g" diahcvelltrd liair.

The stalk of grain, grain

growing luxuriantly; lux-

uriance plenty of anything

abundance. A year of plenty.

A surname. The name of a

plaee.

j Name of an animal of the

monkej species.
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"^tf )
Jang, or Nang. Dew;

fog, or mist; small rain

-mud or mire; appearance

of water flowing. Name

of a river; and of a moun-

tain brook.

Fire.

The edible part of a me-

lon.

A hadkin""le

Ts'ze li\van<r mineral.

Sacrifices to dispel evil.

An utensil for wa^hinu

rice; to bind or bundle

An insect resembling a

locust, but smaller, and

which preys on the mulberry.

Reciprocal reprehension;

altercation wrangling;

noise of people's voices.

A yielding, complaisant,

polite, humble, address,

preferring others before one's

self; to yield to ve place to.

The name of a wood and of a

place. Jan^ M'Vl', fo

give place to a visitor,

Jang loo, to yield the t>atli to

Hnother person.

^fv Jariir le w uh tsin lae, to

dear the way tlmt tlnj preeeuta

may '<mie in ^| 01^ Jang

pwnti, to yield a dike (that may

he thy sunj(M't of dispute
)

Jang )u, yielding complai-

sant speech.

"^"i^j Name of a plant.

Name of a district.

4^nrT R^nd Jiinp or Seang, a

l^Vt iuould or other utensil

for cafltiug metals; to inlay.

Kow jang, a certain

military wnapon.

rffn? A local word, denoting

/J fat, plump.

JAOU.

^^^^ Keaou jaou, pleas-

ing, flattering, fascinat-

ing, slender, delicate.

Read Neaou or Yaou, to

J make an uproar and dis-

turbance, as ghosts are some-

times represented to do; trou-

blesorae, disagreeable.

-l^i Read Jaou or Neaou,

i TCi Tall, slender, curved

trees or wood. Delicate; weak;

elegant; crooked; distorted;

—

applied to things, to raurals, or

to evidence. An oar; to row-
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Jhou ch'iien, to row a

boat. Jow jaou, slender,

delicHte,fleductive female figure.

Jaou pae, broken; ruin-

ed.

^f3^ \ To wind round as silk or

/ thread; to go round; to

\ surround. A 8urn»ru(j
.

( Jaou seih, to

) stand round the knee, as

cliiMr^n round a parent's knee.

Jaou loo, a road or path

that winds or forms a circle.

J"ou > u kl.'e

nlian, surrounded llie hill.

Stubble, or rushes used

for fuel. ^2 Jaou

liwa, the name of a medicine.

Read Neaou, name of a vege-

table.

A sliort worm in the ab-

%JJ2 domen. Jaou

hwuy, a short and a long spiral

worm found in tlie abtK^men.

Clothing for a sword; a

PTC scabbard or covering for
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a sword.

The namn of a place.

7C
Great plenty of provi-

^Tli sions; abundant, rich,

affluent; overplus; exceedings;

tli at which may be spared; to

spare; to excuse; to deal liber-

ally and indulgently to. Name
of a nation and of a district.

A eurnarae. ^5 Jaou shoo,

to spare, to excuse, to remit,

to forgive. Jaou ming,

to spare life. Jaou ytt,

a rich, abundant supply; af-

fiuent.

.Read Jaou or Neaou.

Some read Yaou, to a*

gitate or trouble, confu-

sion aud disorder. Also

'io soothe, to tranquillize;

to feed to breed up as animals;

the domestic nuimald so bred

up. Same as Ch'uh, in the

same sense. \^ Jao'i l\tan,

to throw into disorder.

Jaou jin tsew fan, to

give people the (rouble of pre-

paring a dinner. f Ts'aou

jaou, or f Keaou jaou, to

cause trouble, annoyance and

distress.

A mild tractable cow;

mild, yielding, submis-

An animal of the mon-

^>|^ key species.
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JAY.

- LI • Read Jay. Dried plants

or herbs. Namft of a

place. Read Jo. to pluck plants

or herbs. Partible if, as. In

ancient books used lor you and

I. Pwanjay, clever,

adroit, in the languaije ot tlie

Budiilia sect. Lan jay,

the dwelling place of Binldlia

in certain favored regions ol

tlie west.

|j U : Respectful language.

^w~t Oh'ang jay, a saluta-

tion performed by raising the

i'ultled hands as liigli as the

face, and letting tliem fall a-

pain. It is otlierwise called

Ch'ang yih. Jay is a

tone used in replying to. Also

read So, in the same sense.

The ancient form of No.

/it A surname. J^y

|j 1 tu, lnrge; great; a great

many,—a local plirase not eanc-

tioned by Chinese Dictionaries.

To lay hold of; to stimu-

late; to excite; to pro-

voke; to induce; to stir

^tC»P- Cho jay, an

Jl— ) unsettled appearance.

Jay lian, to excite indig-

nation. Jay ho, to

bring calamities upon one's

self.

A tone of response, sig*

nifying that one hears

and understaudd. As.

JE AND JEUE,

Warm; hot; ardent

T'ecn k'e je. th^

weatlier is warm.

Je sh wu y, Itot water.

Je sin, a warm

heart, an ardent min d.

Je fang, hot soup.

Je ho, name of a place on

the N. E. of Peking; the sum-

mer residence of the Emperor

^flA".si^ of China, J4 naou,

warm tli and clamour—means,

that bustle which takes place

at (easts and crowded amuse-

ments.

Jeu5. To hum to set

blaze ^^'j!^ Jcue

tseaou. lo coiiflaL'rate; to

IISUh burnt. Shwm

K2J jeug, to buru and destroy,

as in war.
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JIH.

H Intended to represent the

object. The sun; the

day a day daily every da v.

Kin jih, to-day.

'IVo jih, yesterdiry

Ming jilt, to-morrow. \^

Want: former or past <i:i)'s

IVeen jih, tlie day he-

lore yesterday. How
jTH, the day a f(er to-nioi row.

H Jih chmg, the tliin-s

done, or to he done during the

day. Jih h,,,

ch'uh cbaou or UM t 3fe

Jil) t'ow shay k wang, ilie sun

shedding forth his beams.

)tlisl.e (ei, dni-

lv declined more and more.

•^tl^* Jii» Isae muntr

daily in the midst t>f a die a m

Jilt l<o. a daily exercise

or task Jill pun. J a

pan. S
Jih p';ing yun kh'e cheseli, h^lo

by the side of tl»e sun. ^/f

Jih sin, daily renovated, or the

condition improved.

^f- Jih tsew yue tseang:, the

gradual approaches of the sun

and moon gradual advances.

An ornament of a boat.

Garments daily worn;

|U ^armen t worn by a wo-

man i»exi lier person. ^'|^

JH» e, or |Q Jil, fuh, cum-

mon olothe^; ordinal y garmeiils-

il»e pariicular gannents reler-

red to.

A horse that goes a stage

daily. A fl' <M liorse; a

post horse. JiU

ma a post horse that

PliL/J J wiili {.rovernmenfc

desfxatdies. ^ Yih, is a more

modern word used in the same

sense.

A Jih, or Juh. To enters

to go inside; to recede

from sight lo receive. To put

within.

A

ClTuh juh, to

go otii and in, to go abroad or

to rem nin at home.

Wo juh kli'eu le

miitMi, I am ^oin^ inside,

y\ Pi"g ts'untr klTow

juli, disease enters by the

iiiou t h. i e. fram intemperance.

Ihng jfih

e wei clTuh, considr what

comes in, to regulafn thereby

the expendiluro. ^\
KliVu show jub e have all

hef*n received; is a com mon

phrase in letters. Show, is o-

c c c
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therwiae writleu Show.

A ?M® Jul» le ween, to go

inside. A

J

fih

t'a tsae nuy, pui it, wiihin.

I'wo lens; tweuly

Blunt.

JEN.

flic From dog andflesh. Do"'V

flesh.

From dog, Jiesh and fire

" To boil alowly ; to <lerort;

fc

to flimmer;don»-;f xistiui;.

M^L/C Jen is joined to many

7" dingle w<irds a eupliu-

l
|"x nio panicle. Jen is o

t^^t I ten a dsjum"Te or qi"

lifting particle iniiodn<

-

ing Another clause or rircum-

»lan(*e, and answ^r^ lo but.

Yes yes truly; ho; affi: mi'ig or

promising. si"

j<K> ts'ze fow, ia ii thus, or not?

Yue jen. it is nM.lied,

yes. We^l, ja
not necessarily so,

'l\sze jen, cer tainlv trulx :

flelf-pxifitins:; elt-e vidt-iit.

Fsze jVn nrh jen

seems to denote ahtolute Melt,

existence. K\v> jr,

.

doubtless; indeed; is » isn ( In

u»iuo of ao auitual.

Seuh jon, the name of a ser-

pent Jen how. nfler

that; aHerwnrde

-^j* Jen wei f«iw, reckon it

riul" or not. Jew i"h

J»ut. Jen yay, truly so.

Jen, or Siien. Weak;

tr»iiile timid fearful;

8oliciton§. At piwnt used to

denotn, harmony and ease.

ttAUl Jeuy or Neen. The sou'

d

|J," 'f cunvei SHU"i», w l»irh is

ne^ n. One says, to answer; to

reply to answer in the Hlfirma-

live.

or Ne'n, <lif-

uirti to do, or

1\> take hold of with llie

li ihd lo lif I; Co remove;

m> accord with; to follow.

J..,. ,'U

,

an animal of the monkey
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J**n or Net*n, n»me of ft

hnniboo»

Jen or Jiwn Silk. A
rt d <rolu(ir red as firf

Wild j»fhs or nther pulse.

Jen or Yen A surnumi'

a di.-ci|;Ie of ConfutMus.

/ ', walk, to ad vanoe. to

\itivade; ttgitated

P Jen jon, the ap-

peMrance of oliewing, or

ruminating in quiet.

Tall elegant figure; slen-

der and flexible

Jen jo. tall and deJu ate.

Jj§ Te<-n jtMu appear-

anre ut shooting oi't ihe

tongue

Ali* Luxuriant growth of

§ j plaitts; aliundant her-

hn^ ^fc Jin jf-n« turnu»jr

back whi d.s and ibi waid^.

,"1 ffl J " shay, a oer-

tnw Inrsre snake. 8»id to

-be tdihK'; an Kticient ap-

|i, ||, pellation of di>ufbern bnv-

tttTj baiinns R^ud T". '
Teen tVn, a,

animal lulling out its ioriiru^.

m.

Iron.

|ij J^n, Neen or Clten A
YT «^1vfige or border of a

^avmpnt; mi upper g»r-

^m*j nt worn by brides, A
i/arraei»t that covers the

knees Id all its senses

it iiaB a reference to cer-

tain purts ot dress.

B I Mucli left unsaid; a sub-

( jt'cl not exhausted.

Sir)

I he hair on the side of

the face; the whiskers.

Those characters have

mil cii the same seiiso as

the two preceding. The

liHir on tlie side of the

tiice; the temples or the

whiskers, and also the beard

on the chin.

From water^ wood and

nine. To put amongst

water and coloured wood

nine limes. To dye with

any colour; to imbue; to

jiffect or infect, as with disease.

To stain with vi* e; to dt file;

to pollute. A soft de!i( ate ap-

pearance. Je" fang,

a dyer's room. Jen

seh, coloured; dyed wuli some

colour. ^ Joa ping, to
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infect witli disease. h:""ts.

J«n woo, defiied, polluted Xi^Jj^ Briiutifiil elc«»nt; staled

J, n poo, to dye cloth. H'/fC 1 l,lv

j^p Selh so fetp^ T>. iml,ue with moisture;

imbued or defiled with vulgar to instil into; to niuisit-n.

A A human being, common-

ly understood ofman.

p Nan jin, a man.

\ |> Neu jin, a woman.

T'ajin, that

) / son, or another person.

/ Ca J in contradistinction from

one's self. La.m jin

kea, an old man; or, in direct

address, you, venerable Sir.

Koo jin, one of the an-

cients. Foo jin, a inar-

ried woman also, used for wo-

man generally.

my wife. Tsun foo

jin, your lady your wife.

Fan jin, or Jin jin,

all men everybody.

T'een Hea chejin, the people

of the empire or of the world.

Shing jin, the perit-rt

sages of antiquity, wlio possess

innate, and intuitive knowledge.

Heen jin, sages of the

second order, to whom study

was necessary. ' Yii jin,

the illiterate and uninformed.

jl^ Haou jin, a good man.

Tae jin a bad man.

Shcn jin, amoral man.

Ngu jin, a wicked man.

Seen jin, those who by their

high virtues, have risen to a

kind of superhuman or angelic

A Ta jin, great man;

a term of respect applied to the

hi ^'her ofticors of government,

answering to thv Kiiropean term

Kxvtihuv;i. Ta-jin, sometimes

(K-iiotes a person arrived at

nmnliood, in contradistinction

(Voni children. Seaou

jin, little man; generally de-

notes a mean worthless person

sometimes merely a person of

no official rank in the state.

Ki'a jin, domestics.

Choc jin, the master of a

house. Foo kwei

jin, a rich man. Kh'e\ing

jm, a poor man. "
jin, a beautiful woman.

Shang jin, or Mae

mae jin, a merchant.
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Kung jin, a mechanic. }\
Nung jin, a husbandman.

Sze jin, a scholar.

Shwuy show jin, a sailor.

Cli'uea sze jiu, a per-

son who g'oes between two par-

ties in tlie transaction of busi-

ness ^*|^ P'aou paou jin,

a messenger who runs to give

tidings. Ch'ae jin, a

messenger. }^ Chung jin,

a mnidlenut one who acts be-

tween two parties. Fan

jm or E jin, a foreign-

er. The latter is the more re-

spectable term; the same may
i K

be expressed by xSi Yuen
jin, a distant man one from

remote paiH:s. p^f She jin,

a r'o' t. Wei jin, he who
is, or acts the part of a man.

T

S jin, and

Chung jin, are the names of

two cities. A surname.

Jin san cli'a, an ex-

tract of tea. Jin chung,

the central spot, between the

nose and mouth. ^» Jin

kh'eh, a visitor. Jin san,

g""e'i{" a well known root.

Foreign Ginseng* is called f

#Yan- san.

m Jiu sang' joo peh

kh^eu kwo keih, haman life is

like a fleet white horse passing,

a>s seeu through a crevice, J1

^

Jin taou, the principles of

human conduct.

Jin ting shing t'een, men's fir-

ed purpose, is superior to hea-

ven. This seemingly impious

expression is intended to rouse

people to determined efforts.

Jin ts'ing, the human

feelings favor. Jin

yuen, human r ,/.>> denotes a

supernatural cause, affecting fa-

vorably the fortunes of a per-

son; making- him well received

among human beings.

4^ I. The beams or laths at the

top of a house, on which

the tiles are laid. The space

between those beams.

M
\A

Tlif man fish A mer-

}\\\J V man, or mermaid. A sea

inonsler, to be five or si

x

cubits long ; willi h lo'iy small

taii, having hair like a hurwe&
tail. I( lias a nose, ears, mouih*

h»nds. and l"'ad, alt covei ed

wild a vtM v vvliite skin No
scales I lie male ami f'eiualt*

ve both bt-eii cauutit. ami

preserved in a pond. \v here iliey

/ O H* nev itlt-iH'e; h'v" t"

I
* rratnrt s '' lia ' ii vu tue

in r n\ A«'< oidiri*; io

^orie, it d^m'tes ""iwt'.

k,in< 1 ot a I. lit; tlM>

tuiif s of fi uit seeds.

Al T eeu sin jiu
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Dg»^
y

ihe heart ol henven is

b^fit ficeiuit* arid love.

Kw«» jtn. the seed uf t'niit..

^Z! H. h jin, the kernel of init;-

^Zl T,wou jin, hi\ almond.

Jin cliing. heiievolent

t;ood government. Al J'"

a benevolent heart.

Jin tszf*. a seed f

^

Jin teh or Ji" "u""

virtue ot clun ily, liicludinf: he-

iu* v(»|t-nce Hn<l beneficence
>

fl^

J'" min n-ae wuh,

briievoleuce to the people.

lov^ o all creatures.

Jin wan fainount for i)enevo-

len,e ^ 'e

puli jiit t thf tiHtids and (Vet in a

"is'' insensible siaiv as it

An as(ronomi<*al i'Iiuihc-

ter, uwi in divnwition

thul iiifliu'iu-e in naluie wliidi

Doun^lu'S nnd sust:iins To sus-

l»in to lu ar; to be piejjnant

with. A(hilau>ry ^vtat

From man, the otli^r part

^ vinj: 8Mtni(i. To he

sin ct v for. Sincer** true to a

frimd. Trust coniiiiitted to a

l>t*rsoi» (iffi-Mnl siuia tion To

si"k"» to l)ear to snrve.

R^ad Ji»». to he fihl" : to w
^nu>lov ; that wliii li is snstaiiu^!

or tnk* n u' > one's self. A

suruKme.

JIN

Sin yii f'a"g yew yue jin,

b^iiif; true or iaithtul to a

friefpl is chIUm) Jim

^
iiin^ Inaou, v muli, yin,

jin, 8euh. six virtuen, filial pie-

ty, fVatv nial nfFection, peace-

fulness, harmony, lrie"U"f>

(ortipiission f Jin,
"(

Ji" ymfi an*! Jin ts'ung
t

enrh expresses, trusting to 0-

ther persons, letting tiiem do

as tliev please. Shang

j'n. Tao.i jin, to arrive

at llie fljue in which the duties

ot un official Hp|»uintrnent nre

to be exercised. f^:

Wo paou jin na

leeu »ze. I'll be st-curity for, or

to niMlerrake that affair.

f W,, ji" wo le*'i

I carry hui <leii I drat: the

(•nrrinire. 0<u urs in the sense

"f Jin, ami Jft Jin, con-

ce^iioii. pregrnincy. Also oc-

curs, but erroneously, in ttie

sense o} ^ Jin Jin

<"hn ijF, an im|>ortant irunt.

Jin laou, to bear f"t"_'"e

and toil in service.

Jin sze, to u ruler tftke, or hn

v\\n Tired Willi business

J"» t-ZM f*. to mdiilae

'" If Jin

kliV knu vt'i 10 jrv* ncopt* to

oues leelmgs and aci in a dar-
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as in search of; ^raduui and
cerlai" pr,,j;res's, as of u plant

growin"', or <if Uie refl.'ct. d

tlie sun.

J,

^J<r

Fhoroughly boiled or

cooked satiated.

SliKI, jin, too much done.

Kang jin, soup

well boiled, used as a

ff^neral expression for an

entei tainmenr. The lust

(
4 liarM<ter is ollierwi.se

read Nee, 'noting kind

of ctike.

6
The front part of u gar-

ment lian»!in^ down be-

tore. The part of a garment

whicli folds over and l>utions,

or fastens with loops at the

sMe. A mat to sleep on. Cer-

tain fastening of a coffin.

To tiiink to consider.

To pay for the loan of

anytliinjr; to rent a lionse.

Yun^ jin, lo be lured

to woik; to work for hire.

ing manner not payiny mix-li

rvgMrd to conseqiien ces.

J tn yuei* to sustain reseiit-

inenls in tlie [public service.

Below ui\der ; sustain-

ing.

From woman and to sus-

tain. Pregnan t w i th

young; to be with child.

."j From heart and to sus-

tain Il»at which the

mind hears, oontuins, or

>\s intent upon; or deli"' I"

s

in. To consider to re-

flect; to think. Read

"J
Ning, weak delicate; to

trust to Used by the Canton

people in an iiideli<*nie sense for

the pleasures of sexual inter-

course; ^ecmi d a y ross word.

Vulfirn rly usrd for th, so

how? Keje"

jin "ili since it is thus.

• Jin or Nin, to work,
l

- weave, or embroider,

with variegated silk

j

A large kind of pulse;

I soft; flexible Narae of a

I
place, ^r. Jiu jen,

j
or 0^ Jin jen, turru

J ing bat-kwards and fur-

ds; to advance or invade

g
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s

Vo moisten with water

as lea(her ifl. Leather

filled in m certHin way anH

Read Nin. %i n.i.

iiin, sou "d appearing not U>

increase.

i % x A sliarp-pointed wea|K>ii

J(J #<>r knife; slmrp, strong

\ dural>le edge or point ol

^1 F k ! wh;i ( »oii or insf riimriii

1 Pintfjin, mililarv

A measuie of eiglif cu-

bith I<
j ii"'(Ii T,' meH.^ure

(lie <lt*pll) The name "f h |»lare.

Tli ecu Hie VHiious opinions as

to iIip len^tlt of litis measure;

M>me make " five t ubitti. olliers

hix. &(,.

lllv J f
A iM i" "" »

^ n iuIIuw a pillow cm^e; a

ff^«A - A knife piercini:thr heart \

J^/ I

to bear " F"r"t'"l«';

v

f
|m»h8»'ssiii^ whility al>lt* to

I sustain or to h^ar. To

l)^ar; to forbea r; to en-

dure; patient; to 8ufft*r

tiejitiy. A surname.

KetMi jiiK rooiiMe. fi' m endur-

ance eitlier of suffering or st-

Ji.» kh'e.

rt'mvss ot^'s *A r«rry feelings

Al Jm sin hae le.

to allow one's self to violate

what is reasonable, j^"

Jin naf», to endure long——^otne

evil. Jin sinp, a p»ti-

J n\ sin, to bear lo do hi.

tlier what is good or bad

Ji" \ ii sell, to forbear

shewing dinpleHStire in (Iih coun-

t^riHnt^. Jm pud

I s u 1 1 . to be a r pitlientl y vili Ihss

tluui is qnitf sufficient

Jin \ ii ven. to forbear in

w r»l.<. Jiii jm, to hear

hPMrinu m'k"s "•«' sense of >^
Hull jiii, not (u hi ar to do

aitytliing harsh or cruel.

To know sufficiently so

as lo be ahle lo dincriini-

nnte; (o rer»»mnsp; (o know

one pereon "r tiling fi('m anu

I Iut ; to a 'kin»wkMlti:^ f 1 1 m t one

k tu»\v.s or is cunceined with.

2 1-6 jin. a <'«"'Ui" kind

ot wine g Jin rliin, to

re(^»»nise tlie n" li denotes

a<Minij m^i rra^ly to it iu one's

public duly or private von -

cerns in contrH«li8iiH*!tion

from a fxllacious seniblftnce

merely g Jiu sl"li or

reversed, lo Know to be uc-

ltd with. J. ii

t>,6. lo arkuowled^e an error.

fl^ Jin (suy, to confess

one
f

b crime.
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Name of a wood certain

stocks or manacles.

A ^ood kind of sword

^Filled; stuffed; crammed;

OTerflown.

I Appearance of gazing

ygSizing with indistinct vi-

sion or stupefaction.

The name of a winter

plant; a plant noxious to

man.

^^T| To stumble and stammer

in speech difficulty of ut-

terance what is difficult to be

expressed Speaking* little, on

purpose, and from a proper cau-

tion. Originally meant to

discriminate to recognize.

g^-
^iJ

A certain apparatus by

— J wliit'li a cart or carriage

is stopped; whatever impedes

or stops the motion of an ob-

ject; to stop. Fa jin, or

Kh'eu jin, to remove

that wliich stops to set in mo-

JING

tion; to begin to move.

439

From leather and knife*

^-Flexible and strong; soft

but not easily rent.

An animal of the mouse

species.

^P/^S Grain that requires

i h onyh t and immediate

attention; grain which is fully

ripe; whatever has been accu-

mulating for a long time, -vvhe-

ther good or bad. Jin

seih, or Jin shfili, fully

acquainted with fully ripe.

Jin suy, or Jin

neen, an abundant harvest, f
Jin rxgOj matured in tlie

way of vice.

rf-^V A "good flavor or taste

excellent. Maturely done

fully dressed, applied to the

victims offered in sacrifice.

Name of a herb and of a

tree.

j.
To lead to draw to bring

near to keep in succes-

sion to urge on to press.

^/TZ* According to; in conse-

y V quence, and in imitation

of; again as before. The name

of a country. A surname.

Jing fuh, again as before.

^fj

1

} Jing he, still it is so,

Jiug jing, appearance

D D D
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of disappointment. Jing

jen, still yet; continuing the

same ; still as before.

Jijig kew, the same as of old

as formerly. Jing

kh'e kew, according to what

was formerly tlie case.

Jing sun, son of a great-grand-

son.

Jing jen she chay mo yang, still

it is thus.

JO

The name of a place.

The noise of beating,

1>^C when rearing* a mud wall.

1

Jing jing, numerous;

many.

Goin ^ to arriving at;

reaching or extending to

a certain point; referring to a

given subject.

JO.

From the rujhl hn vd and

^^ a plant. To pluck plants

to accord with or yiohl to.

So) an, if, according 1o

circumstances perhaps.

Used for thou or you.

Name ofa plant; a certain

god of the sea. Applied to

the year, and to a certain

wood. The name of a ri-

ver; a surname. Also read Jay,

wliich see. Joo jS if;

supposing that since it seems

as. Yen seh

tsze jo, his counteuance remain-

ed full of self-possession.

Jo chay, if; perhaps should it

be. J"Wo
woo, if another error be com-

mitted or, if the case be again

mismanaged. ke, if;

then; since it is so. J5

pei
7
of such, or of tlie same

class.

^1 ^ Jo lew, a species

J-4 of the pomegranate. A
large tree possessing spiritual

or divine efficacy; hence larcre

umbrageous trees are worship-

ped, and the names of the sup-

plicants written on pp.per are

pasted on them.

Ji^t To take bold of with the

|,^Zj mind. Read No, to assent

or affirm with the mind,

Cli5 jo, an unsettled appear-

ance.

Tlie name of a plant, said

to be an everLTeen of the

leaves men make baskets,

V or caps to keep off the

j sun, and women use them

to fill up the soles of shoes the

leaves used to cover the leaden

cannisters of the green teas;

the skin of the bamboo.
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the north of China; name

|f|l^^ To measure to coiyec-

1

Jo or Neo, to drag to

pull.

Name of a certain tree,

said to grow spontane-

ously towards the rising sun.

According with what is right

and reasonable; similarity a-

xnongst several in this respect;

union of heart and virtuous sen-

timent, denoted by the form of

the character, which is made

up of three hands. XZ
~h J5mGh
tung* fang* tsze jen che shiu

muh, Jo-muh a divine tree

which grows spontaneously in

tlie east.

The streaks or lines on

the skin of the sole of the

foot

)Weak; delicate; soft; pli-

^4^y f able slender, applied ei-

y ther to the mind, or body,

%or to inanimate objects;

J fragile; fading ruined

dead or lost.

Shin t'e juen jo, a weak delicate

body. Jow jo, or m
Seen jo, flexible and weak

a delicate female figure.

Fan jo, a certain large bow.

Che kh'e jo, weak-
ness of mind without talent,

firmness or resolution. ^
Jo chlh, weak constitution.

Jo lew ying fung-,

the delicate willow meets the

breeze. JS kwan, weak
and capped— the age of twen-
ty.

if?^ Jo or N"eaou, waving inH the breeze: tall and slen-

der, applied to trees or to v/o-

men applied also to tlie vibra-

tions of sound.

A bow weak on one side.

Read Jo, the name of a

river. Read Neih or Keo,

to sink to drown drowned in

passion; excessive attachment
Read Neaou, to pass urine.

Name ofa particular kind

of boat

Name of a plant; by some
used as an edible vegeta-

t.

The delicate skin, or la-

mina below the external

Name of a certain bird.
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of a Cliow district, and of an

ancient state. Occurs for ^
Neil, a woman and is common-

ly used in books for Tfwu they,

/ou
y
^ndi/otir. Joo kea

your house.

Spoiled or rotten fish.

Name of an ancient state.

nAs; according to; like;

seeming as if; manner.

In this sense it sometimes fol-

lows two or more Adjectives; to

go towards; the second lunar

month. Used for f?5 Urh, in

. Joo kin, now. Forms a

part of several proper names.

Sze sze joo e,

everything1 according to one's

wishes. ^ Leang joo, the

name of a Heen district.

Joo e, accordincr to one's

intentions. ^ Joo lae

fiih, one of the names of Buddha

the second of the triad who now

rules over the world,

Joo ts'zc, as this thus.

Joo yuen, according to one's

wislica. ^* Joo jo, as if.

Joo son on "
chwang, or ffij Seun

se joo yay, like little chil-

dren.

To equalize; to traiH[iiiU

lize.

I To inihihe grnduallv to

\ rwk'r damp, in a gra-

\ d'.iitl manner.

"^ Name of a insect.

Name of a nl:inl

;

eai li other, an<) became mtfri m-

ully I'Miait^l.-il. To ; to eat

or Hrink vunu iousl v great eat-

er; to covet; to ucl i-r rt-y;uhirly

soi I Hr-xibK* to measure or

coiijet^urc; forms a |>nrt of

vt'ViA prnptM- lumies jfp

{{[[_
m:i('i yin Itcue. to

eat liair miw) drink hlo(>"—an

men nre si> :
" (' i t<> have done

in a su viij.M* stafe,

"^ Coinrnnnlv rend Ni to

r take 1''1(1 of. AUo rva<\

J'">, To ^i iisp; to 8eiz«» liold <)!

;

ami Neu, to i:ripe mid [>revt

bt'iug opened

.

l he n nmo of a iU' e.

The name of n bird.

is necessH ry; viz. rnir>.

Sto|>pi'd or impeded hy

ruin; 10 wait in doubt, or

hesitation. Some say,

the second cluu aoter is the vul-
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gar form of the first;. Others

read it E and define it,—to tie

and connect to^e (tier. Read

Jon, soft slippery skin or lea-

ther soft, in manner; delicate;

weak. Read Juen and Nwan,

in a similar sense.

P joo, much

talk; daMt'riiig. An-

other dt-finition is,— to recall

One's P^lf \v hen nttr>u t to speak

K^KhW
tteii iii; yen urh i^e joo, tin*

mouth about to speak, and stop-

pitiy itself-

1

' Jt»o or Yn, n necessar//

man. A sciiolar. A d<'-

nominAtion of persons,

)>wlio, in China, dtvotc

I lu-rns^Ives li>Mi"ly. Ori-

/"T-' uituilly tl"?ir in lerMion

' J J
was. to improve ihem-

ii^Ivcs in morals nnd science;

the object, at present is to ao-

qnii e a place in tlie sovei nnient.

'J'lie Litem li Joo, <lon<»les soft,

mild. A scholar leaches w\\\\

softness fi nd mildness

>^ Hi :o fhay olie cirinyr,

the (lennfniti!^ tion of* the learn-

ed. ^^ Tn j«>o, a great

scholar. Y§ joo, a

s< lolar UiaiseU' a constt'llation.

-l^, f^ T'untr jon, a thorough

scholar. f Mms: joo, a

famous scholar. P'e

joo, a mean scholar. >^
Hen joo, a vague scholar.

Foo joo, a rotten scholar;

i. e. one whose pretensions are

unreal. ^^1^ Shoo joo, a

petty childish scholar. f
Hun joo, a cold scholar; i. e. a

poor scholar, ^fi

^§ T'ung t'een te jin. yue

joo, he who underslands hea-

ven, ear (,h, nnd matt, is called

Joo. \^ Ch<>o joo, a man

of low stature; a piil;i r.

Joo chay, one who is 1pu"'-

i d a learned man.

Joo kh'eu, a Sf'hol'ir versed in

ancient and modern literature.

ff§ J (, ° keaou, the sect of

the learned. The Confucian

philosophy witli all that hus

been since appended to it, a

kind of mjtterif»lisra suid athe-

ism.

Slah, Vauu, san keaou. the Li-

terati, the religion of Fuh, and

the religion ol T'iou, constitute

three forms of doctrine or sects.

Appearance of eoft smooth

fj skm or leather; sott; smooth.

Synonymous with Joo.

Read Juen, to pierce or stab.

\ An infant at the breast;

attached to, as a child to

its parent; to be attach-

ft? k ed or pertain to. A sur-

3^^u| }name. Joo tsze,
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i

a nhild. Joo jin, title

of officer's wives of the sevenili

deuree of rank.

Read Joo, Juen, Nwan

and No Weak timor

. J"&
Yung joo, feeble; weak, eitliei

in body or mind. Flexibility;

weakness;"w— .

T'ow joo, to be afraid of; ti-

morous.

^ Jow. Juy, or eTuen. To

ff^ intro<liice or put forward

soiuetlnne with the hnnd;

o slain or dye. li^ad

Noo, to hold fast with

the hiuid To rub the

hands iu a disrespe<*tlvjl

uiatwier f"'*'' superiors. Itt ud

Now. ^^ K'»v joo, \o

prevent an atiair being opened

up.

^4t|^ Name of two diflF^rcut

i ivers. Tl"(:k und yWy-

iihe, as di eprs or Ite *es iiu("'(,-

in its course Eiiricln d with

luoi^tui e to sink or instil into;

nH>istened new aiul glossy <>l

u mild and forbearing temper;

patient niid enduring. Tran-

quil, composed slate. Rt'tnl

Jow and J uen, soft, anH endur-

ing; mild. Read Nwan, thaf

which remnuis after washing:

foet'es. K+ iul No, the appeal

ance of water Read E il"

name of a river «, >r>

jin. mild, soft, f«»rbearing m
y Jdo die, stoppt'ilj iinpeded,

moving slowly the fluw ob-

structed.

Generous win<s thick

pjjTll s'ib"ii"ial. Read Noo,

im same sen^a.

Sinn t garments, warm
,nul mm I (Minding the

iuins ] Joo k wa,

Hrnwers or hw<'l"j s.,I— oo, KB
j',o. ^ f San joo, a gnrment

int*Miiirtl to absorb the perspi-

ration. A kind o\ sliirt.

S/zi}zz
Slight tremtjloiis mo-

Jfi^ tioi the motion of in*

stM'is ; ih^ riHrne of an ancient

state. $ Joo tung, mu-

fion of insects.

D^1= The nnpearance of the

j^^fj l>oiies of tl»e arm; the

hi in from the shoulder. Used

for (lie (Heceding. Read Naou,

the joint of the arm.

I A fi(*ry appearance the

( colour falling or fading.

Name of fl fit?li said to

have ii human face,

lis SH J^ " e m°-

tion ot i" ear.
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From Foo, to hatch nn

efff/ y
and Yib, a bird.

Milk ; tender; soft. The breast.^ Ying hae poo

joo, un i»tfar>t wirking the

breast. Yang

knoii kwei joo tlie Iamb kneels

to suok, is a phrase which i's

bruu^ht to illustrate filial pie-

ty. Nhw joo (he milk

ot a cow. Foo joo a

glu tinous substance white as

milk, rnadii troin pulse, in com-

mon use among the Chinese.

T" W, a certain

star.^L Slah chung

jo(>) seems to denote certain

crystallizations (probably stal-

actites) in the province of

Kw li g-se. Also read Jow

J..o m.lk. ®
J' HL!<>w, a nurse. Joo

l'e'u>i oliWanum or j;inn resin

frankincense. Joo moo,

a wet-nurse. J )o r.ae,

the breast; the milk of the

breast. Joo poo, to

give the breast to an infant.

JOW.

l he foot of a brute tread-

ing un the grouiul.

1 Jow or Jiil>. flt'^h. See

Jul). Jow yen.

I I J

Jlesh eye. dull-sigiited

\ blind used in the langu-

age of abuse : the eye ot

a common mortal; nut the

J clear-sighl^dness of su-

perior beings.

Jow yen fan tae fleshly eyes

and a common womb, possess-

ing all the weakness and imper-

fection of common humanity.

A mild pleasing counte-

nance.

Wood [ha t will !>HT»d and

straighten soft, flexible

y wood smylhinj; soft,

J

flexible, mild, yielding

J submissive. To shew

mildness ;ii»d tenderness to.

Plants newly buddmtr forth

young plants Name of a coun-

ty. Jow juen ju,

soft speech in opposition to

Ngo khW, a mouth

ihat utters vicious an<1 ttar^h

grating words. j|p[ Jow

shun, soft, yielding

Jow jo soft and weak
|J

Jow kan^, soft and hard flex-

ible, unbending.

Joo yii^n jin, to shew kiudneds
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to siianpers or foreigners; to

Ci,use tht-m to live iu peact-

and qu"'t.

'^^ A woman's name. A

soft fiiri. iiialinL' womiiu.

Jow, or JNew. To bend

wi'' 1 ' e 10 UvisL ;

to work. To bend a piece ot

wood to make a hurrow; to

bend or strai^liten wood hy 1.1"'

appliciilion of fire.

Jo\v kh'ae, to twist open.

Jow suy, to twist and break

to (jieces.

Name of a plant.

Name of a river.m

JUEN

Good flesli meat; fat;

excellent ;*abuiulaitf,. A
mild pleasing countenance

Fragrant soft vem^ tables.

Name of a particular ve-

getable.

iL-^, The nnme of an animal.

U^ad Naou. a voracious

aintnul Forms purt of tlie

name of :iu slate.

To tread wiili i he feet

ot atiinuils to toi in a

kind of liuir-clotb by treading

\vi(h the feet ; to soften, or

moisten, apjilied to grain.

Soft, malleable iron,

Softwood land (he name

of a place.

Mixed iM'"in or food t"

7^1^ eat. 1\» mix to blend,

H s red ant] white feiilhets

^^3 Suit leather.

A certain appendage of a

cart or carriuge, to faoili

i.iir its propress tin ough miry

and over bli|»[»ery "lares To

hend to crook to tread upon.

|T-^. A horse with a soft hand-

)W C some mane.

Boiled or decocted rice.

Mixed grain or food.

JUEX.

"A"From a hnir and large.

Vvom beginnings small

>as a hair, gradually en-

larging, as witli some in-

sects

j|p ^| To pierce or stab.

Soft; flexible slippery.

Compare with Joo.

Slow, dilatory progress.
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Land by the side of a ri-

ver; tlie ground outside

a city wall; an open sjiace for

walking between two walls, in-

side the principal and external

wall, but outside a low inner

wall. Read No, sandy ground.

Also read Nwan, the land adja-

cent to a bank or river.

Meaou juen yuen, the

space between the outer and in-

ner walls of a temple.

Juen or Nwan, soft; weak.

Read No, timorous ap-

prehensive. *^ '/^ Wei
no, fear; apprehension.

Juen, Juy or Jue, to push

to disturb to apply the

hand to and rub.

1 A species of peziza. A
Ifung'ous excrescence that

grows from wood, eaten

Vby the Chinese other-

wise called Muh
urh, wood ears. Also a

kind of plum.

A valuable stone of a se-

condary class, white and
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red.

To move; to flutter, as in-

sects. Juen shay,

a snake, said to be of a reddish,

colour, found on trees.

Fields below the walls of

a city; tlie foot of a wall;

yracant and unoccupied

lands outside a city walL

Also read No.

7/lfQ To join the tern of a gar-

IjJ^Z Kient; to plait: to rumple

to braid. Read Nwan, short

drawers or other g*arments.

Pj^ A disease of the feet a

jJ^JK j int " the arm. Head
E broken bones and meat pre-

served in bripe. Bead Nwan,
weak; soft; flexible.

Name of a bamboo.

Soft flexible yielding*,

applied to the wheel of a

carriage which is hung*

so as to humour the mo-

ytion of the carriage ap-

plied to anything that; is

weak and yielding*, whe-

ther physically or moral_

ly. The second character

is in most frequent use.

Juen jo, weak delicate soft

flexible. Juen keo, a

soft foot a soft fellow, easily

imposed on.

r

s
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Juen or Nwan, possess-

ing a small property.

Joo, to bedew; to soften

to mollify. Read Juen or

Nwan, v/atery residuum

left after washing1 any-

thing; fences; thick sedi-

ment to wash.

To push or agitato any-

thing' with the hand.

Read Jun, to wipe or dust.

Read Juy, same as the

second character, see un-

der Joo.

Soft malU'ablo silver.

JUH,

From time audarnle; he

who lost the season of

agriculture, was disgraced. To

disgrace to put to shame to

cause to descend to a lower place;

to corrupt; defile; debaucli. )^
Ling jiih, to disgrace to

insult. Sew juh, to

make ashamed.

to degrade another person by

desceniliug1 to one's low condi-

tion, the affected languag-e of

courtesy. Juli ma, to

rail at, abuse and insult.

^ Juh shin, to disgrace-, or

defile one's person.

From woman an (\ dis

-

graceful. Laxy; indolent.

- fr
_
r Anciently read Nun. A

tribe of the Jlemifr

boo, Tartars, menHmiotl in the

time of the TsVV-n-bau,

(former Hau.) OK"r

the appearance of commisera-

tion or pity.

(
To cause shonie and dis-

grace. A surname.

A certain javelin or spear.

or { Chenjfili,

a conch or niattrass.

I)pmp: moist; liot; va-

ponrlsh thick and 8a-

vonry food; naino of a viver.

^ To dress a field to re*

move weeds*

//^S- Adorned ornamented

v;ith various colours,

Juh lan, craily variegated

and adorned. Juh tseu,

to collect together in numbers.

|^ Juh, Nuh, or Now, an

vvj^ instrument of husbandry
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for lioeing1 or dressing a field;

to hoe; to weed to dress a

field.

Shoots from apparently

%Jp- dead stocks a rush of

which mats are made straw on

which horses lie; thick; name

of a country a surname t
Chuh juh, a fundus that

grows out of dead bamboos

which reraran in the ground.

A mat a mattrass a

couch. Read Nuh, gar-

ments for a little child.

Chen jiih, a kind of hair mat-

trass. Juh tsze, a mat-

trass made of any materials; a

couch to sit on.

Dirty and black a dirty

id scurf on the skin.

Jiili or Jib, to enter to

go into; to put into; to

enter into one's possession; to

receive to enter on an under-

taking. Juh heo, to go

to school to begin to learn. ^A.

A

g Juh kwan, to be confiscat-

ed to government. Juh

kung, to introduce tribute. jJ\

Juh ting kh'eu

leaou, went into a trance,

Juh le to enter into reason

to be reasonable. ^A. Juh

sin, to induce people to believe

what one says.

Flesh the flesh, of ani-

mals soft; fat. Forma

part of several proper

Jjj
i names. Feij

I \ 3 flying flesh-birds.

She juh, name of an animal.

T'oo juh, a certain sea

animal. New juh, beef.

Yang jiih, mutton.

Juh hing, punishment which

consists in mangling the body.

ft BhXh

chaj woo meh, those who eat

flesh have no black spots on

their faoe. Juh

sliih chay p'e, a great flesh-eater

will be vulgar and mean.

JUN.

1 Jun, Chun or Shun. From
j

Iet/e
and ;i brn nch^ or

something to ward off 1

)^with. A specnes of shield;

,

to raise the eye and direct
\

it; the name of an office

'

J of a star name of un an-

cient state. Read Tun, a man's

name. ^* ^ Maou jun, a

spear nnd a helmet to oppose

and defend to contradict one's

self. Some read this Maou-tun.

Chun jun, a certain of-

fice about court, T'ung
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jun, brazen shields.

Kow jun, certain railing around

the Imperial gardens a eu-

nuch who presides over them.

Jun, or Shun, certain

transverse railing* placed

round an orchard or fruit gar-

den; a shield; to rouse to ex-

cite. Used also to denote

a

kind of hearse. See c.
a table. Read Chun, the name

of a wood.

To rub with the hand to

lay the hand upon to

soothe and tranquillize; to lay

the hand upon as upon the

heart, implying a defence of it;

hence, to soothe and quiet.

To suck as an infant.

Jun or Juen, to move as

insects. See Juen.

Jun or Juen, the name of

^1)3 a bird a bird hatched in

the evening.

^3 Jun, or Jun yue
y

I^^J an intercalary month.

From ki"y and y, because

ancient kings spent a part of

the intercalary month in the

gate of the palace; they make
seven in nineteen years, and

place them sometimes after one

month, sometimes after another.

To enrich with rain or

ni"tm to instil into

to benefit; to fatten; to enrich

riches. The names of some ri-

vers, and of a district.

Fun jun, to shai'e money or o-

ther good things obtained.

Fei jun, to fatten; to en-

rich a wealthy person or house.

f$ Jun tseh or Tsze

jun, to moisten with rain to

mollify; to do good to; to en-

rich fat and glossy sleek

pleasing soft style.

The name of a place.

The name of a wood.

JUNG.

^ Frora man below a cover

'

|

K)08e . C'rs "•,"

Vtlie fit^Ul, ' fK'rwd and

returned to their houses;

scattered; mixed; bleud-

J ed; hurried; people with-

out, any fixed habitation, wan-

•'' , fliw>i»t i tmnhlesome

• ". • j{j m̂
J'mg le»

San le, or Jung

kwan, officers off duty. Jung

is applied also to soldiers, and
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to their alowances when off

duty.

Jung, or Yung, The

name of a plare.
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ng or Chin, a buffalo.

^ To ent.

m 1

:,

-. t\ \ X military weapon; a cer-

TfTQ I
t!*m militnry onrriajfp. n

small one of the kind

Urge; great; thou or yon;

surname Mutually con-

nected to ftluck or snatch out.

3SL Woo jiing, five kinds

ot railitary"weapoi»8, the how,

javelin, and so on

Jung e, military 'esses

Jung pinj;, iniiitary whh

pons; military men.

Junjs: t'ing, an assistant officer

in a Heen district; otherwise

called'IWang.
Jung tVib, name of a place

in ^ancient ^history.

Jung woo, or 5^C Juit^r

hang, the ranks; the army.

To assist; to ward off

to push or thrust from.

Read Jing, in the sense

J-T/L \ ot the second^character,

' to continue; to urge or

press on; to lead; to draw.

Jjj^

Name of a wood.

Smaii fine hairs; felt or

other stuffs woven from
hair.

^frB Fierce violent, as a wild

CJP\k beast By some used for

Jung, fine cloih. Tlie name
of a beast the hair of whose
skin is fine and soft.

A small kind of bamboo
fit for making arrows of.

Tlie wool of sheep.

Fine cloth woollen cloth.

European woollens are

are comtuonly called

To-lo-i.e. Ta-ne,

common woollens. >J
8eaou ne, Worleys, or broad-

cloth. Seaou jux)g
t
flan-

nel.

A certain plant, ^j^^^
Jtmg jung, close; thick;

abundan t. A surname.

Thick garments; the se-

cond character is also

read Nung.

A stone; stony.

A large horse eight cu

-

bits high; fine hair or tur.

Many; a multitude; lux-

uriant.

Plants shooting up or

growing thick ; the name
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of a wood. Mung junp,

or Mang junt;, thick,

confused enuitciHtion; indistinct

speech. Luh juntr.

name of a medicine.

Woo-iung, the name of a place.

f|* Lung jung,

or crowded (ojrether.

T !

a jung, low; base; degenerat-

ed

1^ Fung jung, hand-

some beuutitul.

To push; to beat; to

5^^- pound, as in a mortar; to

stuff; to fill Read Neang, in

the same sense.

net.

it

Suli jung, a net

"ttifc I

"adu of hair; certain or-

>namental feathers; orna

ments made of hair or

feathers.

The name of a wood.

l^f^Fnngjiing. a cer-

tain kind of javelin or

spear.

Ornaments of silk, as

fringes, and so on; orna-

ments of soft hair; a thread; a

JUY

The appearance of insects

walking.

The appearance of walk-

ing or guilty.

Head J unjr, and Ne,

wine; generous wine.

Tlie hair of the head in

disorder; dishevelled bair.

I

Fine hair, fur or down;

warm and soft; hairy.

Jung maou, or

Tsze jung, fine

'soft hiiir.

Soft, fine bair or down.

Chung, or Jung. A wo-

man's name.

Indolent; lazy.

Wa—g, a ves-

sel injured or spoiled in

some way.

T'a jung, mixed;

contused; buse; degen-

erated.

JUY.

X\4\ Jny or Kwae. Deep;
j

Also read Niie.

profound; still; sileut.
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Tlie pointed end of u

piece of wood, to enter

the iron socket of a chisel or

carving tool; the Iiaft or lian-

die fitted for the socket. Read
Nwan, tin* appearance of plants

be{rin"ing to grow.

Jny t>6, a liaft ard a chisel,

understood (>eing apart, vvhicl)

renders I hem both useless;

ajM'liM to useless persons.

A loriil word for mos-

qnitn a poisniioiis soake

or serpent $"
juy, a cerhiiu while liird.

Plants growing, ns on

rocks; short ainl small

ar« expressed by Juy juy. A
shore or bank; name of an an-

cient state; certain threads or

faftteninp8 on the hinder part

of a shield soft, flexible. A
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Jd

^

the

'Hie pistils or pnintals of

a flower; the general ap-

pearance of the central

I'arf. of hii inflorescence.

So or Tsuy, a sua-

>Micioud mind, implied

by tlie character being

<;ora posed of three hearts.

I'll' 1 iiHtne of a sacrifice.

^^'^S flwa juy, tlie cen-

tral part of a flower.

J'y or Nny, the young
bninboo sprouting out;

leaves of the humboo
drooping and hatpin}; down.

^f^ V' 'ie oriiameiiUl fringe

a Clunese cap; some-

times in ado of siik, some-

times of tlie hair of a

(iow's tail dyed red.

species of ginger.

tf\^ From a pig and to bear;

i * swine bringing forth nu-

uerously. Luxuriant trrowth

of fruits and flowers. Juy
is commonly used.

^Zk- A pointed weapon, as a

^^la spear or lance; acumi-

nated; peaked; sliarp; small;

slender; keen piercing. Also

read Tuj. P KU'ow juy,

surname.

Sharp-pointed; a pointed

piece of iron.

To enter within.

Juy or Wei, a disease

arising from dump, in-

ducing lameness of the feet;

weakness; inability to resist fe-

male domination, is express-

ed by Yin juv

Juy cliihg, or Pe

juy, weakness and inability to

move the extremities, arising

from damp,
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sharp-mouthed talkative; lo-

quacious. »Tuy che.

keen, fierce, forward temper.

lj Juy le, sharp; keen

edge. Jiy sze, an ex-

perienced general

1 The highest degree of

perspicacity profound

intelligence; the clearest

discernment clear per-

ception of the subtile

Wnd abstruse, geuer"ll

v

applied to the Sa^es and

the Emperor of the dnv.

From f^f 6 or Ngo, the

hollow of a bone, in al-

lusion to its aperture

from tlia eye, in allusion to ita

clearness; and from KiSb,

a valley, in allusion to its sound

or echo. Juy che, in*

tuitive knowledge, -^.

^p* Juy mo ta hoo tsze

leu, ol knowledge, there is none

greater than ihe knowledge of

one's St IK

The ap|>earance of the

flowers of trees and

slirubs han^in^ pendant; the

ornanietitHl fringe of a cap or

bonnet soft
;
flexible; delicHle;

to continue or connect togelber.

Forms part of the name of

medicine. A certain banner.

KAE.

Grass or herbage grow-

ing in confusion Ac-

cording to Luh-slio«», Kaf de-

notes a deed or bond, in aii-

cient times engraven on bam-

boo.

1

Kae, or Hao. UrMisual;

uncommon. Tlie s^ame is

Kl,'el,"e

and |^ Kne 8zp.

A bank; a l>oun*lary a

circuit. A cliaracler de

noting one hundred mil

lions. Read Keae, the

name of a place; a step;

a reiteration of the flanie.

jPi

K'^eu ki"' |>5. ktXU te yay, JCeen-

kae, Hdted the ei^lit points

of the rompa^s stretched to the

extremity of the earth; the

wliolf eHrth tiie world, "f
-*

Shlli ylli yug chaou,

hlilh chaou yuS kinp, @l)Th king

yue ka«, ten Ylh, (or 100,000)

are culled Chaou; ten Chaou

are called King; ten Kine are

railed Kae.

T'ue-yTh t'an san kae, At the

T'ae-) Th altar were three steps,

Tom CIihou i. e.

millions are .called

King, ten of tliedf, or liwa*
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dred millions, are called

Kae. (K'ang-he.)

^ The light of the sun over-

shadowing-, or extending

its beams to all, and including-

^everything. All everything*

full; fully prepared.

Kae kae, r
J^P Kang* maou, a piece

of stone or precious metal made

in the form of a seal, and ap-

pended to the girdle on a cer-

tain day in the first moon; af-

terwards worn as a kind of

cliarm.

Large, wide-opened eyes.

A man's name.

Kae chuh, to stare at each other.

^ The roots of plants.

K"ame of an insect.

Some bond, agreement,

or appointment in an ar-

to connect together; all

connected: prepared, or arrang-

ed for to contain in. A man's

name. Whatever is right or

proper to be, .or to be done;

ought should to belong to

as a duty or riglit the person

place or thing* referred to; the

side; the above-mentioned, or

referred to. Kae chang,

?i debt owing. Kae e,

the said foreignors; tho^v i:>i-
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eigners the foreigners alluded

to- Kae kwan, that

vm'di belongs to one's control;

under one's gOTernraent.

^Kae SZer^
7F Kae sze teth 1100 ts'ae, to

deserve death a slave who
deserves to die, are terms ofa-

buse. Kae ting, should

be fixed or fixed as it should

be. Kae yaon, the said

officers or the ofHcer whose
duty it is.

- Unusual; strange odd;

extraordinary.

The great toe of the foot ;

the hair on the top of the

toe; to prepare, or be prepared

for the side of the face where
the whisker grows. An agree-

ment or appointment, to do

something in an army.

|f^^ A series of steps a bank

I a succession of one after

another, as in steps. Used also

for one of the nine regions of

the universe. P >7nn kae,

name of an ode.
f.; Kae

tea, a certain medicine.

Read Kae, Ngae and Hae,

an outer gate shut; to

sliut a gate; to stop; to impede.

See Ngae.
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A certain kind of soup to

rift or belch after eating.

Kae or Ho, to cover over

why not See Ho.

A disease of lameness a

shortness of breath a

disease of the throat,

•yt^ The sound of two stones

41^. striking against each o-

ther. Read Ko, tl%e sound made

by stones coming forcibly in

contact.

,

->j A certain shrub or reed

used as a covering-, or

thatch for a liut; to cov-

. cr to screen a covering

for a carriage to over-

top. Used also for cover-

^J^r ing or screening, in a

- moral sense. Used as a

particle, answering nearly to

For, when introducing a new

clause in proof of the preceding

Also read Ho, which, see.

Kae pe a coverlet.

Kae she, to overtop the age; to

exceed all otker persons.

A carriage, or the sound

of a carriage.

The appearance of the

bones of the head. Bean

^K5 a bar in the front part

j
of a cart, called the clii;

J3 1 of the cart.

flFf^ To sigh to lament

St ^^^ EaekVe fan

e to lament and sigh or sigh-

ed out his lamentatioiL

Kae, or^^ Khang-

kae, elevated
.
magnani-

mous
;
generous feeling high-

toned sentiment the grief and

perturbed feeling^ ofa highand

aspiring mind a mind that

contemns wealth in comparison

of jnstice and honour.

}^ Kli'ang kae jiu, a person of

enlarged and generous princi-

ples. Kae jen, having

a noble ardour and elevation of

mind.

oil To brush, dust or scrub

clean to wash to cleanse.

The following is also

J used in this sense.

Rolling as a torrent to a

'/a' v : to apply water to;

to clears or wash witli water.

The namo of a river.

Kli'ang- kao, to flow gradually

to.

A piece of wood Tvith

wbicli the graiti in a

bushel is levclted when

I mcasurhig it, vulgarly

b^L called Tow kwa;

to level; to reduce to a level;

to adjust to provoke resejit-

meut. Ta ka«, or
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Ta seuh, a large rough or

general levelling'; not levelled

with minute care generally

speaking.
—

' Yih kae, one

levelling altogether : without

any exception. T'uy

kae, profound : deep sombre.

frf/ A To change to alter wlie-

w)^, ther applied to the place

I

or the form, whether phy-

I

sically or morally to re-

J form one's errors. A sur-

name. Kang kae, to

change to alter. Kae

kea, to marry a second time af-

ter the death of a husband.

5^ Kae kwo ts'een

shen, to reform errors, and prac-

tice what is morally good.

Kae hwuy fuh suy,

blessings follow repentance.

Kae jth, another day.

I
l-I To beg-; to take; to give;

^5 Kh ?em kae, to

beg. Also read Ko.

Kae tsze, or

Kae shih che jin, a beggar; one

vvlio begs for food to eat,

f-*fej To rub to grind. Read

Kwei, to take.

KH'AE.

Kae or Kh'eli, to cough.

See Hae.

Commonly rea-d Holi, de»

noting-the kernel of mits^

the nucleus. Read Kae, a kind

of basket made of bark by cer-

tain barbarous tribes; the eaves

of a Louse; the roots of plants.

A rising from the stomach;

to belch used also for

coughing to call out in a loud

voice: to call out as if alarmed*

or to ii;irm others, as a person

driving a cart. Read Kh'e, in

the smne sense, lie.id E, to

belch. Kh'ing kh'iic, tft

t;ilk and laugh. Kli'ae

kh'ing, the time oi a cough,

but a momenU

,l^~t Commonly read Kh'e,X how! implying the op-

posite. Also read Kli'ae, in the

sense of the following.

Good; excellent victory

peace and joy. /V

/\ Pa yuen pa kh'ae,

il^^ \ sixteen excellent states-

men, in the time of

Shun. fl Tsow kh'ae, to

report a victory to his Imperial

Majesty. §JL Khae fong, a

gentle southern breeze. S|)L

Kh'ae ko, songs of triumpli

joy of a returning1 and victori-

ous army. Kh'ae seuen,

to return in triumph as a vic-

torious army,

tseh, joy; pleasure.
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J&|I Kh'ae, Keae or Yae, ;

^^'J large sickle or hook to

rub, or sharpen a knife or other

instrument; with diligent care :

assiduously. lj

ts'ee, assiduous attention to the

point of chief importance full

to the point.

JL^±L High and dry land.

-Ts'i

kang choo sliAvang kh'ae : \

.

I request you to move (yoiu-

dwelling) to a more elovatfd

and cheerful situation.

#

Cli'oo kan ts'euen

che shwang kh'ae, to reside in

a cheerful elevated place with a

sweet spring1 of water.

Coat of mail or armour.

Applied also to certain

garments of the Buddha pnests.

M Ki : a kh'ae, or reversed,

armour. Show kh\u\

armour for the head a helmet.

^£ Pe kh'ae, armour for

the arms. King kh'ae,

armour for the neck.

To open to spread out

to stretch out,~refers to

a piece of bone or ivory put on

the thumb for pulling a string.

To desire. Used for Kh'ae.

See above. A man's name.

The south wind which is

called also Kh,a'_'

fang.

li

\n
"

To open; tc unfold to'

unloose to separate froiu

to arrange in' order^ to

l,o:' in; U> commence, as

>a juurney, or a voyaye.

Kame of a star, and of a

ui.-trict. A man's name -

Le kh'ae, to sc-

parate fi(^

Tdow kh'ae, to walk or step

aiuu t, [ilj Kh'ae chch, to

" as a letter, fjfj ^J^l

it Kh'ae cheh kew chang,

to K(iuulr." "!d drbts by paying

a part, either one tenth, or two

tenths r and / Kli'ae

ch'iieii, or 'fT Kb'ae hiny,

to get uihUt i^li; to begfin

to sail, fjfj Kh'ae fung, the

i i>T« i'r('(ure in the pro-

vim'c ufi io-nan. f|l^ Kli'no

kwo
?
layinir the foumlation of a

dynast y. ^|fj ^f Kh'ae ko to

commence or appoint examina-

tions of tli e literati for the pur-

pose of conforring1 rewards

upon them.

kwan, to open school at tlio

beginning of the year.

Kirao k-ang, to dot with bloody

the eye of an idol, when it is-

dedicated Kh'ae poo,

to open a shop. Kha
she, to open up the sense of,

and deliver instructions. Used

hy the bonzes.
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Kh'ae peth t'een te, spread forth

the heaven and earth created

them. Khae tsing pe-

riod in spring Avben the Chinese

visit tlie tombs.

KAN.

A sliield, to fend off an

arrow or the slroke of a

8word to be opposed (o tu of-

ieiid against to seek to obtair.

fi om to endeavour to procure

a slreuni runniug' between op-

posing hanks ihe bank of a

river; the boundary of a sla(e;

offence, crime, or guilt, or thuir

coasequonces. EnltTS into nmny

pro|>er names. Kan

ngae, an impedimeiu or obsta-

cle to Uie doing ofa tiling.

'^[j Kan lie, st-iifiis]^
ko ping 1h,e the spears and

lai",es simiiltaiieously arose,

to revenge the misrule of ilie

Yuen dynasty. "f" Lan

kau, an oblique dislortcd a(»

-

pesirance. Kan leefi, in-

volving in tlie consequences

of. Puh seang kan,

h;ivi"g no serious iin portauce.

Kan shang

te die noo, provoked the an^er

of God,—by writing lewd books.

J5 kan, or Ke

lieu, how many? In this phrase

Kan lius the sense of Ko.

"^P T'een kan, or "f
1

Sliih kan, ten horary and hs-

tronomical characters

Te che, or Sluh

in h die, are twelve characters

joined with the preceding.

To cut; to pare to carve;

to engrave on wood to

Hew to fell

I y{^C Suy shaii kan muh,

J to go from hill to hill cut-

ting timber. Pul» kan,

s<nn( i times expresses Pj?^ Puh kWo seo ch'oo

kan, that it should not be pared

off. cast away, or obliterated.

In the sense of to carve, it is

also pronounced Kan. The se-

cond character is pronounced

JVeen, and used erroneously for

the preceding.

Kan kh'eh wan tsze, to cut or

engrave cl»aracLers or letters,

— on wooden blocks, in the

Chinese manner, ^ij Kli'eh is

strictly to curve the letter, and

Kan, is to cut away the

surrounding wood, bo as to

leave the letter standing out.

?!j Kaa cha kh'e
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muh, to cut down the wood or

trees.

Read Kan, or Keen, a

violation of decorum and

moral propriety; to introduce

confusion and anarchy into the

moral or civil relations (jf life,

applied both to the adulterer

and lo tlte corrupt statesman

clundestine; fraudulent.

'IVo kan, to act the villain.

jff Ilau Kan, a traitorous

Cliinese; one disaffected to the

ruling Tariar dynasty.

Keen ch'i'i, a corrupt and trai-

toi ous stiitesmjm. K ")

faii, to violate; to olfend.

[|^" Kan lieen. corrupt, fraudu-

lent, dangerous person. *ff

Kan lnva, artful; criift v.

applied to children. ^
Kan se a secret villain.

Daring troublesome

I J
causing" disturbance; an

extreme degree. Some say,

good; well.

A (loth bag.

To endeavour to procure;

to advance. Also read

The evening; the motion

of the sun. lit item" .
Kan kan, an nppearance of a-

bundance or a floui isliin'j

state of.

Read Kan, or Han, dry;

dried Read Hau-han,

water flowing away rapidly.

Half dried.

ff^
Nume of a wood; a val-

I liable sort of wood a c lub

>or slick to shield or tend

^ I 'ff; a posl or staff lor a

S^f
1

J ^P Liin kan,

railinL' ii balustrade.

Kli*e kan, a flagstaff. ^f*

Wei kan, a flag-staff used at

iho doors of temples, and by li-

terary graduates.

fi
Kan, Han, and Ngan, a

^species of wild dog in

I
the north of Clnna. A
man s name.

To stop a cow; or a stick

with which it is stopped.

J<>y and rejoicing; feast-

1^ iug an<l merry-making at

lie reception of a guest; enj oy-

inp easo nwd composure; fixed,

settled, sincere speech.

Lang-kan, a cer-

tain valuiihlo sione; the

name of a tree.

~|—
* A large lub or i>liilLcr.
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The stalk or stt jm of

U prfiin; a handle to any-

thiii*/ ; to take hold of.

>l

A reed; a stick of bam-

, l>oo a cane; a rod; a

staff. Tlie name of a

JJ-^ I plare. Teaou k»",

^^"g J a fi^lniit; rofl.

K;m tuli, bamboo pared thin

for wril ins; 011, as v:is done to

form ancient buoks

So ml) or stret'ih out

MirmcnLs.

Insects oonoding or

i Q wurkinp their way into

iliintrs. Read Kim, cer tain in-

se'Ms in w ells

dj^A Kwae kau, tl"'

8^ name of a pl:int. One

says, pearl ba iley.

The liver of an animal

body, which ihe Chinese

call the wood viscera.

f

Kan kWe t'iii)g, pain iw tin*

liver a liver complaint.

^fl Kan (an, (ho liver and tlto

gall. Kan"
too te liver arul brains smeared

ihe earth.

K

;

ts'anu Invan, th« liver Ci>ntains

the soul.

A horse raising its tai

aud going onward Ihe

KAN 461

tr-riit of a horse.

To advance; to go for-

w aid.

The bones of the leg;

the ribs; the bones gene-

The sun beginning to

shed forth its light; a

I red colour, such as is

\ made in the clouds by

the rising sun dry

dried.

A beater with which to

frame mud walls; the

ik of a tree; a handle; a

ng at the top of a well.

To look to see.

The stem of a plan ( the

trunk of a tree; the ori-

ginal matter or substance of

capacity for business; busi-

ness; to transact, business; to

do. A surname. Read Kan,

the wall round the inside ot a

well. Forms part of various

proper names. Sze

k»n, business; affair, g

Nang kan teih jin, a

man of talent lor business.

Shti) kan, ton horary clm-

racters. See "=f Kan

Kim^ kan, public business

Kiin foo che kuo,

to do tor a iuther \v hat he
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is unable to do for himsell'; U-

make amends for his defects;

Knn sze, to transact or

perform business.

Small bamboo. mm
Tsiien-kan, :irrows.

Kan choo, pearl barley.

To stretch out anytliin?

Qfl Kan, or Han. Tl.e sill)-

—|^[ stantial part ot a tiling.

r|7tr* Herbs; plants; the steins

h>f grain

The stems of grain; stub-

ble.

To pursue after; to en-

deavour to overtake; to

run lifter. Kan

t^aou, to si rive t»» be ear-

ly. ""iy kar.

to pursue aft or. Kan

slianu, to pursue alter aiul (»

vprt^ke. K;in puh

shan*;, unable to overtake.

K'an, or H;m. Name of

-l^^l 51 variegated bird of (h>

fowl spe<'ic\s; it crows hoth at

night and in the day.

#"\ Sweet what is excel-

/ lent pleasant agree-

> able; to deem sweet or

\ agreeable voluntary

I ' I ) wor'is that please the

ear specious, artful flattery;

pleasurjible A surname. The
name of a place; name of a liill

;

of a river; of a district; and of

a wood K:in cliay,

s"pHow corrupted flatterer.

^ l\f[ Kan chay, the sugar-

oit»e. {J^ Knn kh'oo, sweet

and l)ilter; pleasure uiu] pain

pri^perity find adversity. \^

Kan kee, a kind of bond,

often required by the Chinese

government from the people;

who hy this sweet knot ire 8iip-

j)0-»(l willijigly to bind them-

selves t(» h re tain line of ron-

(hirt. "tf^d Knf» sin, sweet

hcHi t —(icnules one's doin^ or

sutf'i'ing willingly; cheerful

eiihmipsion or resignation.

^\ Kan suli, province on tho

ntnili west corner of China.

!" K:in Is'aou, liquorice

rout some write 7^ Kan.

i, An earthen utensil or

4J vtwl N;ime of a cer-

s.on,^
K:m who sluiw woo phinir

kh'e, Kan-woo is fi vr\wl that

contains five (ot the inensui

e

culled) Slung.
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A woman with swee

words an epithet by

Tvhicli an o[4 "'"min desig

rrates liersolf. Kan

n'o, an old woman.

Name of a hill.

Kan chav, the

sugjir cane. See |J Kan
tl»e more usual mode ot writ-

ing it.

The heart sweetly ac-

quiescing; cheerful sub-

The (hiok water in which

rioe has been washed; a

thii.k deco(Hion of. Read

Kan, full; filled with.

Kan, or Kan-tszp,

the mHiidarin orange. Oc-

curs used for a bit or fx bridle

pu t into Ihe mouth, ^{j*

Kan |)'e, the skin of (lie 01 ange;

otherwise called Ch'in

P'e.

^JU. A certain earthen vessel.

: A disease of rhiHren.

said to ariso from eating

sweets to excess lience, ap-

plied to venereal sores.

Kan ch'witng, a venereal nlc^r

G G

a:!: the parts of generation*

Kan tseth, a disease of

children, said to occasion a sal.

hw <'o]om% and a swelling of

the abdomen.

To stop the mouth to

check confused talking.

A kind of purple-colour-

ed silk^ a purple colour.

. Kan ts'aou, the

liquorice plant. It is

known hy various other names,

and is differenily writ(f»n ;much

used in medicine. There are

said (o be seventy- two prepar-

ations.

A bait.

Harmony; concord a-

greement.

' From ^r
Peaou, reach-

innr from below and re-

Vrteiving from above. To

advance forward and

, t»!;e; to be daring bold;

intrepid to bear yv\th forti-

tude rash. Used much in the

language of courtesy, denoting

an inferior presuming to do,

through rashness or ignorance,

what annoys, or gives offence

to a superior. Tan

kan bold ;darinp; intrepid.

Puh kan, or

Piili kan tnntr, dare not; pre-

sume not,-—to assume the ho-
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nor you do me, and so on.

Kh'e kan, how dare I

Used in the sense of the two

preceding phrases. -pf-

Puh kan tsae fan fa, I

dare not again offend the laws.

Kan, Tan or Ngan, pre-

cipitous a dangerous

bank or side of a lnll; roek)'

appearance.

,P>
The appearance of the

sun rising.

Name of a wood which

couiesfroraCocbin-china.

Little or no taste; insi-

pid; tasteless. Name of

a branch of a river.

Tan kan, to wash to cleanse.

^ Forms part of a forri<rn

|)C word, denoting a kind of

Chief cup-bearer.

Clear; bright.

&3 To peop through a door;

Ji^lAj to look towards witli de-

sire or expectation; to look; to

view; to descend to. The name
of a paTilioii. A surname.

^1 To spy; to prjep; to try

j

to find nut; to watch

f Kan wanu

fma I

lir " \v;.i. he*] till

he was from l'ume and

Hxen went.

Kan, or Keen. A bitter

taste; an excessively salt

t taste lye for wash-

ing with. Sliih

rkan, a prepai ation mad&

in Sban-tung province

for washing dotlies with

the country people eel-

J lect Uv^ seeds, sleep them,

dry an<i burn tht in to ashes^

which they steep n^nin in the

water before used, add moal or

flour, and wait till the whole

hardens; Ihe >^ Sliib, or stone

forms a part oi the name.

Kan (or Keen) shwuy, a

lye to wash with. Fan

kan, foreign soap. The three

first characters are sanctioned

by the dictionaries, the fourth

one is in vulvar use.

Head Keen, according

to the Shwo-w&n, issuing

forth u pwards from 1TA,

whirli denotes the per-

vadium jtrinviple of mat-

(er. Heaven firm; strong; di-

ligent A surname; t'ne name

ot a dintrict. A<i vanc.iiit: ; l'<>-

ing onward without intermis-

sion. Also read Kan, dry; dri-

ed up. Ma
sli^ yue leen keen, ornanaents

of a liorse. ftro called Leen keen.

K>m
t-zt- ( hung jlh keen keen, live
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virtuous iwnn is firm and dili-

gent, to llie I;ust of his days.;S Nan
taze ping keen che kanji, man
partnUes of the strength and

firmtwss of Keen. Tlie first of

of the famous f'iul! t Kwa,

or diagrams. K:in l'ow

the nnme of a place.

San<{ kan, the name of a river,

Keen kh\van
f heaven

and earth. Keen lung,

name of the late Emperor of

China. Kan muh, to

take unfair «nd underhand pro-

fit. Kan shib, dry

and moist. Jf^ Kan tsing,

clean; entirely.

465

^ A kind of chest or box

r
a cover for the head a

lid or cover a small eup.

Name of a river in Keang-

se province. Name of a

district.

To move; to excite; to

affect; to influence; hs,

speaking of a bird, it is sai (,

J^l Eyin kan

urh ying, it conceives by the

influence (or subtile excitation)

of sound. To be affected by;

as Kan ngan, to be

i»0Tt4 \nj lavorsj to bu grate-

ful. Kan hwa, to af-

fect or influence, as by a good

example. S Kan
ying che le, the principle of re-

wards and punisliments in this

life, in one's own person or in

posterity. Kan
ying p'een, a well-known reli-

gious essay on virtue and vice,

inducing rewards and punish,

ments. Kan tung, to

move; to excite, cluefly refer-

ring to what is subtile and in.

tellectual, or whicli affects the

Passions. Kan yn
wuh, to be affected by external

objects; to influence Heaven to

reward or punish.

Kan keili woo ke, or^
Kan kelh me yae, iu fi-

nite thanks.

KH'AN.

A wide open moutli;

receptacle.

To take with the hand.

1 A deep pit or hollow at

^^fx )-fall down into the

the side of a hill; a val-

ley; to cause to sink or

midst

of a bank or precipice.

1^ a Kh'an jen, moun-

tainous; precipitous.

To investigate strictly,

in ordof tu arrive at
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absolute certainty; to judge:

to try a criminal to be

for, or adequate to.

Mo kh an, to rub or grind a"' 1

investigate; i e. to eniplo)

strenuous effort to ascertni.i

the fact.

Pun 100 ch uh loo,

cli'a kb'an szo keen, I the Che-

foo, am going out of town, to

examine into an affair.

Kh'iin ming, to examint-

clearly. Kh'Hii tw.u..

to examine; lully and decide.

A precipitous V>:""( ; be-

ne;tth, or at the bottom

of a precipice.

To sustain to bear to be

ablo lor, or adequate to;

to be worthy of tolerable;

a hill exhibiting a romautio

odd appeal since. A Burnume.

A protuberance or jutting out

of tho eai ih, extending over

a cavity below. Read Tsin,

eurth; earthy. One says, not

clear or pure. Khari

tftng, worthy or able to sustain.

^^ Kb'an lae, worthy to

be depended on. K""
yu, a professor of t!ie Fung-

shwuy art. Kh'an

yun?, fit or worthy to be used

Kh'an tseu, fit to W
adopted or taken.

KH'AN

Kh a" wei lean^

imig elu* Ls'iif , nmterials fit tu

bo beam;* nmi pilhus; ^aid of

men in a moral house.

S |^ \ A rocky, liill v, ii i ^iruUr

t-|pfl
I
appearance.

|[j

KITun yen, irre^ulMi-; int.

g2 \ ^ven; precipitous. Jij4ll|%

Kii'an n^o, a luouuiHin-

i To pierce; to stab;

overcome; to kilt.

Not satiated with food;

dissatisfied

Mournful and languid.

,% Kli'fiM, Han, and Tan.

tjfl,/^ To desire to obtain dis-

sati— fit'< 5 a sorrowful, a mourn-

ful appoararjoe.

/^ CoHL'ulated sheep's blood.

©ft
A pit a dunijerous place;

to IhII into a pit, suare or

some diinuer. Name of one of

the Kva. To dig a pil; to dig

a hole in order to sacrifice; the

noise of striking a tbing; oi

using tffoi t; th» name of a star;

the naiue of a place. A eur-

nauie. A dangerous precipice;

a small earthen vessel. To

rhyme, read Keen.^ Kh'"""
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shin puh che yu ts'euen, the

pit (or grave waa deep) bul

not so as fo bring water.

Kl»an kh'an fa

t'an he, with a chopping noise

fell the tree of wlii ( h carriages

are made. Kh,:"'

kh'e kt ill koo the drum struck,

emits the sound Kh'an.

Kli'iin kh'o, uneven; walk-

ing or getting alon^ the road

with difficulty; used also iu a

moral seuse.

To cut off or cut down

wood to cut to chop

fell, KU'an ke

t'ow, to cut off a cock's bead,

when taking a solemn onth.

A dragon-like ap[>ear-

ance; to receive; to con-

tain; to take to overcome

toDund noise a temple or pa-

goda of Buddha; a room at the

foot of a pagoda the square

niche in the walls of Chinese

houses, where they place the

idols and incense, or tlie ta-

blets of deceased parents

Shin Ich'an, the niche for

tl&e divinity; or a temple for a

god. Heang kh'an, a

niche for placing incense in.

To look to observe to

see to peep to spy. A
surname. Tali kh'an,

the place where tho Kmperor

views alone ^very variety of

amusement. Kh'au

teh ch'uh, to discover on look-

ing. Kh'an cl/a, to ex-

amine tea )^ Kli'an he,

to look at a play.

Kh'an tsin kheu to look in,

Kh'an puh ke<M), to

look but not perceive. ^^ >^
Kli'an keen, to look and see.

Kl"nkhi—eaou,

to view or esteem lightly; to

make light of. Kh'an

low, a kind of stage for seeing

at a distance. K"n
p'o leaou, to see through an af-

fair; to discover the trick, ar-

tifice, or vanity of. )^ >^

ij Kli'an kwo puh le she,

to have seen it is unlucky; a

bar to prosperity; this is said

in reference to witnessing an

oath taken with the cutting off

a cock's head, 3l Kh'an

t'ow, to see thoroughly into.

^^ S Kh'an puh shang

yen, to look at with supercili-

ous contempt.

Klian ko, to pass

through trials aud diffi-

culties.

t0 From Sin, Truth, and

Cb'uen, A stream flow-

ing always in the same channel.

Faithful, plain, unceremonious

language, said to have been the
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language of Confucius when at

court Klfaii

kh'an urh fan, plain, homely,

i3iiicere conversation.

KAN.

From eye
}
and to com-

pare. Looking at each

otber with determined

-opposition not shewing

submission by letting fall

tpt the eye perverse firm;

Ij^ obstinat e difficult. Name

of one of the Kwa diagrams,

denoting a limit. To limit to

bound, or a boundary. A sur-

rtO ^ The heel of the foot :—

JJtp^
j

they call it the root of the

Vfoot. 5^ Kan ch'a, to

From wood andfirm. The

root of a tree; that winch

is radical or fundamental the

source or origin of. Occurs in

several proper names, ofa car-

riage, ofa cup,~of a hill, and

of a star. Kan pun, ra-

dical; fundamental.

mo, the root and topmost bough

the beginning and the end. *

J[§ Kan te, the bottom.

Piug kan, tlie root of dis-

ease, either morally or physi-

cally. Lwan kan, the

source of confusion.

Woo kan, without any founda-

tion.

Name
plant.

of a poisonons

pursue a close enquiry.

J Kan pan, a heel

attendant
%
——a footman a per-

sonal servant. Kan suy
f

to attend on foot to follow as

a footman, to go along with, as

an inferior.

) Kan or Han, to wrangle

> to speak with difficulty;

= \ wrangling speech.

KH'AN.

To use effort in making

or doing anything, as is

required in first ploughing or

turning up hitherto uncultivat*

ed land to wound, injure, or

damage a thing, as the plough

breaks the ground. To rhyme,

read Kh'euen. t Mfe

Kh'ae kh'an too te, to break

up fallow ground to commence

cultivation.

Kh'an leTh ch'e yay, Kh'aa de-

notes strength exerted iu mak-
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ing or putting riglifc.

Kh'an te shwuy, duties le-

vied on newly-cultivated land.

^^^1 Sincerely; earnestly; im-

m portunately; with the ut-

most sincerity and truth

to beg or seek earnestly.

Kh'an ngan, to

^supplicate favor or kind-

ness. K'an kh'ew,

to crave earnestly.

Kh'fln keili, to beg

another person to give.

Kh'an kli'e, to pray or

beg with sincerity.

Kh'dn pin, to state importu-

nately to a superior.

Kh'an or Kwan, to gnaw;
to bite: to lessen.

To bind; to tie up.

To gnaw; to gnash the

teeth the noise made in

eating to crunch the gums.

KANG.

"T^T*' To bear to carry as on

poles of a sedan chair

the poles of the chair.

fa kh'eaou kang-

chung keen, entered inside the

poles of the chair. Kang

tae to carry on one s shoulders.

A cross bar attached to a

/j_L bed; a flag-staff; a small

sedan chair; to carry.

earthenware vessel.

Kang uug, a large

earthenware vessel.

' Kung, or Kang, diseased

in the lower extremities,

or inferior parts of the body.

Large as ^1 P'a«g

^|^|-X* kang, swelling of the ab-

domen. Ta kang, the

large intestine. T'o

kang, the protrusion of the in-

testine. Kang mun, the

entrance of the large intestine

the anus.

ft
Kang or Keang1

,
tape or

ribband for fastening*

clothes.

An iron hoop or ring per-

taining to the wheel of a

carriage the iron point of an

arrow.

^T"' Name of a star.

- ri T'een kang, the Ursa-

Major — much used by the

Buddhists in writing charms.

An eartlien vessel to con-

j^lj tain water. The name of

a place. •

,'
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A jar, or other eartheB-

i
ware vesseL

The ridge of a biU f

mountain the top of

high hill.

J

Firm; hard stiff; un-

yielding strength for-

^ titude intrepidity vio-

13s|| >lence. An adverb of time

denoting recently just

fSf-t now. King

kang shTli, the adiimant,

or diamond. Kang, I^W

Kang kang,

and |ll KM Ts'ae kang, all ex-

press a circumstance occurrinp:

very recently before tke two

first refer the event nearer to

the given time than the two

last. Bi $1] T'a ts'ac

kang taou, lie arrived but just

now. Kang cbe, that

very moment arrived.

Kang' ohe, ^l) Kang clung1

,

and Kang ta, all express

an upright and proper firmness

of character intrepidity forti-

tude. Kaner ngo, @ll

Kang lang, and Kang

paou, express courage and ob-

stinacy that are vicious and in-

human. Jow the

even clays of the month.

Kang fang*, strong1

.

Kang jih, the odd days of tho

month. Kang e, firm;

intrepid; valiant. Kang

jow, hard and soft sometimes

denotes male and female^ or

what corresponds to these in

iiianiinate substances.

Kang* keen, strong1 robust.

Kang yung, strong and dar-

ing brava

To raise to lift.

JDi£J Lofty timber a certain

strong beam in a walL

A knife or sword a stiff

l^j sharp edge to harden,

as steel is done by passing

through the fire; to temper

steel.

M A bollock a brown row.
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The large cord or rope of

a net; hence that which

regulates or controls that

which draws all together. A
prince, a father, and a husband

are called m )^ San kang,

Three Rang. Kang
keen, a general view of history.

Kang ling, the heads

or principal points ofa discourse

or book; the leading subjects

discussed; the sum of the wliole.

Kang muh, a general

outline, as of plants.

Name of a plant.

Worked or refined iron;

iron steel. Kang
t ee, steel.

A mountain the top or

1 ridge of a mountain.

KH'ANG.

Yf The human neck the

y Li throat. Read Kh'axig, the

name of a star. Strong; to shel-

ter to screen unbending to

oppose to attack as an enemy

to carry to the extreme degree

excess. A surname. }\j )

Kh'ang ch'e, name of a star.

Kh^ang yang, drought

:

want of rain.

Jt^jT ifC K'ang le, to pair

\j U to match, either as friends

or foes husband and wife a pair,

who are equal to oppose 'to be

inimical to to store up, A sur-

name. Read Kh'ang, straight-

forward, honest, blunt -manner,

1>
nang p'e kli'e kh'ang le, could

not preserve his union with his

wife, hut suffered her to be tak-

en away by another person

Dt It ^ A KVang chih

teih jin, a straight-forwardman,

— a person without art or ad-

dress. Occurs in the sense of

Kb'ang, to withstand.

A large wooden coucli,

which answers for a seat

^or a bed. In the north, during

the cold, they are warmed by

fire underneath. These couches

were introduced by the Tartars.

E Kh'ang

chwang tso chwang yay, K'ang-

chwang' denotes a sitting conch.

Kh'ang cho tsze, a

couch table, is a small table

placed in the middle of the

coach, to receive tea, and 6o on,

whilst two persons sit one on

each side of it.

A place in which to store

up, or put away.

Kh'ang or Kh^ang

kh'ae, elevated high-ton-

ed aspiring feeling magnani-

mous disinterested the grief
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which such a mind feels from

disappointment roused excit-

ed a state of excitation; to sigli

the utmost degree of certainty.

Kli'ang1 shwan^, high-

spirited; cheerful.

Kh'ang jen fan seih, high-

ly excited and sighed.

To raise with the hand;

J il4 to shake to sliicld or

cover to resist to oppose; to

withstand. Name of a Heen

district. ^/C Kh'ang' che,

to oppose the imperial will.

^ Kh'ang kwan, to op-

pose the magistrate. ^f/C

Kh'ang kh'eu, to resist to stand

in opposition to. Kh%ng
leaner, to resist paying the taxes.

Kli'ang sing", an obsti-

nate, perverse disposition, ^(fi

Kli'ang* twan, to oppose

some decision already made.
i _

ff
K^ang, or Hang. See

X / Li Hang*, to follow.

T° dr" dry; hot; to

J}Jli spread out or hani>- over

a fire for the purpose of drying.

Kh'ang' ho, fire with

which anything is dried or

roasted. Kh'ang clmnnav

a couch with fire placed under-

neath, on Aviiicli in Peking,

people sit and sleep.

x^rV Tho name wil.l l)oa,-i

a strong fierce dog; per-

verse obstinate.

JtkV A limit a boundary, or

division, as between two

fields.

Tiff

S

Kh'ang' lco, the

noise of thunder. ^\
Kh'ang Ian tlie sound or

clashing of stones,

n^f" The name of a star. Tho

fjjimk name of a district. Also

read Hang.
JU

Kh'ang, or Hang. To

stretch out the feet or

legs to strike.

Certain ornament of a

hearse the rut of a cart-

wheel a cart used in the fields.

^SlEi I

salt marsh or lake a

l^j^ place from which salt is

procured.

tVT? The name of a district.

Hl! [ffl Khang lang, a

I lofty door or gate tlie

appearance of a liig*h gateway.

A ycltow coTour.

]{ost : repose; joy; felici-

ty ; dt"iVh"Vil excellent;

blessed. A surrmra.o. A road;

a way; joyful assembly delight

in goodness. ^[ TCli'an^

wan, soft pleasing fasriiuvt-

ing*. ^£ Kh'ang chwang, a
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large level road. Kh'ang

kh 1

een, health and strength,——

particularly in old age.

Kirang kh'eano*. stroiif: ; ro-

bust hale. KVa"
ni ligj tra iqui I ity ^ ase and

health. t rie ' f tl:e five bless-

in,-

famous mathematician, who

wrote a book called

Hwang-keTh, in whicli the sys-

tem of Nature is deduced from

numbers, to the exclusion of a

Supreme Intelligent Cause.

I^fe Khang kh'eh,

//jv sound * noise.

A woman*s name. Rest

HM^ repose.

Name of a hill.

Klr-mg or Kh'ang

lang, an empty house.

Khang kh'ae, a

firm, elevated, energetic

touc of mind.. M Kh'ang 1—
J/<S'V empty void a hollow

V-i

beam.

Name of a river desti-

tute of water.

Appearance of the eyes;

in which sense it is con-

nected with several other letters.

The noise of stones.

zi^Ji^) The husk of grain chaff;

^ff¥S> fond of pleasure and re-

miss in government. The
name of an instrument of

>music. The name of a

hill. Me kh'aug-,

the chaff of rice. f
Tsaou kli'ang, dregs and

J chaff, the food of the

poor. P'e kh'ang1

, trou-

blesome minute petty.

4 Kh'ang e, the

name ofan insect, known

by the name of $f Ts'ing

I in7 the dragon-fly.

'(- |R Ife Lang kh'ang, tall

in person.

Name of a placa

i.

L

KANG.

To change to alter al-

teration; change a watch

of tlie niglit of wLicli

there are five. Name' of

au office. Kang

kae, to change; to alter ; cliange

;

alteration. ( Kaug low,

a watchman's box on the top of

a house. KaBg koo, a

drum * or rather a block of
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wood, on which Chinese watch-

men beat the hours.

Kang leen, a watcliman at
I

nio-hfc.

|"f7?^ An impediment or inter-

ruption to speaking, aris-
j

ing from the tongue stoppage

of the throat, affecting both the

speecli and deglubition.

Chuh kang, to bless, or perform

some other service to old peo-

ple, who find a difficulty in swal-

lowing their food to perform

which service, it is said, two

persons were in former times,

always placed near them.

R Kang yin, or KSng

yih, a stoppage of the voice

from grief sobbing.

A pit, or hole in the

ground.

.lwp-|i An impediment a bind-

**7/^ ranee stiff unbending'.

To liate or be indignant

to detest detestation.

To stir or work up and

make trouble.

TiP^
The light of the sun; the

sun high in the heavens.

Nameofa wood; straight;

erect to ward off, or ex-

pel noxious influences to prick,

as a thorn fierce. Kang

khae or

Kang leo, generally speak-

ing near-abouts things or

persons taken generally.

TiiL- tuiiuu ('fa river.

Name of an animal ft

Disease sickness.

A piiriieular kind of rice,

nut ;it h11 glutinous.

^^^f
j

The rope of a well

^
rope for drawing water

I with.

j

i The stulk or Blem ot

plants.

Name of an insect.

Name of a place.

A cloudy appearance.

' A hone sticking in llie-

iliroat fi-li bom's

unbonilmg sliff as a

J hone; of a firm ""yield-

ing temper resisting the cor-

ruptions ot the world or the

court applied to slate^mon.

A horary character. To

alter; to change; tl»e ago

ot a person a way a path to

confer or btbtow upon. A aur-
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name. ^ Ch'ang kang

name of a star. Kwei

kansr, pray what 19 your age?
1

Lull kane, name of a

celestial aniinut. ^"^^IVang
kang, name of a bird.

T'iion lany. name of a plant.

Kang L?i,ig, crosswise

transverse a puerirance.m
JU\ ot a dog.

P e kang, name

dog

Name of a plant.

V
Again encore to re-

spond to to continue in

succession.

^& llSlTs'ang kang, the

name of a bird.

The first, or Last quarter

of tbe moon a limit

-(he extreme point to

fill, or extend to every

—e.
Kang koo yth jin, the man who
fills antiquity or, who stands

alone without an equal. In a

literary point of view, Confu-

cius is the man and as a sol-

dier, it is said o( Kwan foo-tsze.

a person now deified.

.gMrmgk^ng, fool-

ish doltisii stupid.

The fierce ruys of tht

sun fierce. Read Hwan,

to dry iu the sun.
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' S At last; final finally.

] To draw or pull vehe*

r mently ; as in drawing a

J
bow-siring.

To draw the string of an

insirumenfe or of a bow

hist; finally.

Kang kh'eaou, a bridge

formed of suspended

Name of a fish.

Large pendantears, which

are considered as indica-

tive of noble birth and fortune.

^*|C Kang keae, high-mind-

ed; firm; resolute above what

is deemed mean or vulvar un-

settled something disquieting

the mind; li^ht luminous.

Name of a place. A surname.

Hikf Mournful sorry,

jjj^ ^ffi Kang g to

t;"'e; to continue to look-

Stem of a cer tain plant*

"I

Tsing represents the

I
manner in whicli fields

J> were laid out iu ancient

times. To plough; to cul-

tivate the grouud^ to em-

p

h
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ploy diligent effort in any pur-

suit. A man's name Name

of a bird ^ L.ih kan-.

to use diligent effort in culti-

vating the field. SI'f

kang, to plough with Uit' lOMfiie

:

to teaoh children. ^^

^

Pt-ili kaiig, to plough with tlie

pencil to write labor iously.

Muli kanir, to |>lou-li

\w\\\ \ha eye; to read mm li.

Kan S 1,5. or

Ka'g t*oo keuen, the curl-

ing clod lurned over by the

plough. Kang leen, to

plough the field.

Soup; hroih made from

meat. vep<j tables jhkV sea-

soning, j^jt Kan^r

vheen, a dog. anciently of-

fered in temples,

Kang she, a soup

spoon.

To heat the head to

hounce or rush apainst.

Read Kiieiij to loan for-

ward.

B̂

< \
iiidifttiuciiy.

ng raang, to see

~* A

4

M iiter of <HCt; true say-

ings. Kang kang, linst-

urging; pressing forward

ding.

A ringing noise or sound

to strike a<r;iinst; a mma
n:,me. IvUg
jen, the sound made by sonor-

ous nietuls, as of a bell.

^Ij^ Kang (heang, ilie noise

iDHile by inetuls and stones jing-

ling against each other.

KH'ANG.

1
^ The fleshy substance be-

I tween bones; the flesh at-

tached to bones to as-

ri-X* sent; to be willing. J^
J>

Puh kli'aiifr, to bo

unwilling: to reJiise.

T'a puh

kliTiM*; ying ynn, he

w ill not assent. {
will yon or will you not

-fit! Klra.-K leh, to

extort Inun by opposing

or resisting. Not SHiictioued

by Knng-he. j fj jtH, Kli'ang

tsoo, to hinder; to impede.

r ,y» An empty plain; a pit;

-^y^ a cjive; a den to put in-

to a pit or cavo. jj^

TYaou lio kli'iing, to l^np over

ii pit of lire uxjiresscti a dar-
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ing resolution eii lier good or

bad. FunsluK)

khang joo, burned the books

and thrust the literati into a

pit. ill Shan

kh'ang t'ung kuh, caves ancl

dens of the moun iuins. Rustic

country people, are (by the self-

conceited citizens of Canton)

said to ct>me from tlience; ihey

are oLlierwise called |Jj

Shan-man, b;ul»arous moun-

taineers To rhyme, ivad

KU'ang. Ki^'.gl:m,

a den, a pit, a valley or ditch.

A surname.

A beautiful woman. Read

Hai»g, a woman's name.

A perverse disposition.

iffeC^C
Kh'ang, or Hang. A ra-

U^JE^ vine; a rocky valley.

The bone or shank below

IZEl the knee of a cow. A
man's name.

The noise of stones dash-

inor against each other.

Kii ang kh a«»g, the ap-

ptarance of a mean man.

KAOU.

ATPl From Cow and mou th

To u cense to lay o[»en

before to muiounce; to declure;

to tell to order to ask to en-

ti'eat. A surname. Rt'»d Ko,

in the same snnse.

Slian*? knoii. or Kii'miir

kaou, to la v bt*lure a hit: lier

iribuiiitl. Yuen

the accuser , or |lni"ff. -^[^

Pe kaou. tho accused d"

lendiin i. Pin knon,

state to a superior. )|f

^*

Taou kaou, to pray to. ^* )j

Kaou chwang, to irap^acli, or

petition u^ainst to government.

^* Knou iu, to com plain

ot to send cnrn!>Unnts or accu-

satious. Kaou keae,

to confess to muke confession.

Kaou kh'eug

cli'ing kunj;, announced iii.s \iuv-

i"^ finished the work.

Kaou kea
3
to request leave to

retire from one's duties for a

time, on account of si('!;ms or

any necessary cruise. 7J^

Kiiou alie, a proflamaiioii i roiu

rnM^istrales to the people. ^
Kaou shit), a seal conterriiitr

offi. e K
st»o jin che, lo in (brm or tell a

person o(. g Kjiom sm'tr,

to impeach to arcuse.

Kaou tsoo. to in tbrm one's :m-

<:eslors by ftrayer.

Kaou is'ze, the words of' a pe-

tition aldo used by inferiors,
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or by equals througli con riesy

when about to quit a room ann

leave the company of anotl»ei

person, and denotes, I shall

now take my leave.

jflfp Kaou yu shin ming, "»

declare before the gods.

I&U^ Commonly read Haou.

M|Z| Read Kaou, \uu\ reflat-

ed, Pure; white; un6p()M<*H rt -

fuleenee g vey hairs.

Kaou show kl""w
king, to investigate the rlrt.ss-

ics till grey hairs crown the

head.

^Bright and variegated.

Name of an insect.

Appearing to look for a

long time.

tz^Jj^ To command to *ri ve di-

|Ifpf rections to inferiors to

proclaim hy writing <o sub-

ject. Kaon is to state to

superiors, and Kaon to ew

join on infiiriors; an Im!eri:i

declaration difTerent d ynnsti^F

have em ployed dilfi^nt vor'l

to express thi<=. g^
1 ^* K;iun

fun or, or Kaou (>antr, "'

confer by Imperial order some

faor^>rs on parents. Commoiil

obtained by purchase.

Kaoti rxi"g to order or enjoin

upon.

Name of an ancient place.

A surname.

"
) Represents a hi^h raised

lerrrace or gallery; hi^h;

>lo(l y eminent; elevat-

ed ; a iii^li decree of, nen-

J orally in a good senne*

Tanfcr a Chinese

holiiiay, on the 9 of (lie 9tU

moon. Kaou - le

Ji K
keen, elevated iflt ias extensive

views. Kaou

tau^ kin pang, to l>e proinoled

to the golden list, ui literati.

Ex(»ressed ns h wisli Hi the new

year. jf^ Kauu sinir, wlmt

is your eminent sum ame |^
C:w la, lofty m nd trreat.

0] jfl Kaou tsoo. a ^PHiiHf)*-

iher's m*andtatht;r.

K;iou laug, to asot'nci Iiigli lo

he pro rnoted.

liji^ ' Kaou M •
the

"Uy Hppearance of liilU

hi i J or mountains.
u|

J

I
Khou or Haou

(
pure

I
wliite applied to g v^
Kaou jen peh show, a

Imary wliite ht'ad.

J^l I
Koo kaou, scorch-

ed or withered with the

0p
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fierce rays ot the sun.

Rotten wood dried fish.

Name of a medicine

used a)?o for a particular

-j^Dt
I

sort of bamboo.

Koo-kaou, rotten. appli-

ed chiefly to wood.

The stem of grain straw.

I

Name of •place. A rough

^-sketch of any document :

let
I

tl»e original copy.

J Full kaou, to com-

pose in the mind.

Kaou kun», a head clerk in the

higher offices of government

supposed to be acquainted with

all the affairs of the office.

KAOU

To heat with fire hot

burning. Kaou-kaou, very

hot; a high degree of'lieat. Also

read Heaou, and Huh, Used

for slandering and vilifying.

To confer rpwnrds on

the armv. ^jp) Kaou

ke" or Kaou sze, to

reward (he army to confer

upon them honors and enter-

tainments. ^[^J Kaou kung,

extraordinary rewards confer-

red on workmen hwen build-

ing houses ^f-*
Kaou new,

bullocks given as a reward.

Knou Ihou. a cu-

B=U taneous disease; a kind of

leprous itch

.
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rDT K^ou, or Haon
?
a white

'IrJ luminous appearance.

Coini)are with Haou.

To pra)r to offor prayers

I

wi"1 sacrifice.

Kaou, or Cltuh-

kaou. a pole or bamhoo

for tlie purpose of pro-

pelling boats, or for

stickinjo: into the shore.

Fat; lard; greasy; glossy

;

rich food; sweet or ge-

nial. ^^ Ngan kaou

rirh favours confWr' '!

Kaou loo, fatten

ing dews. Kaou lean^

rich food. Kaou raulv

cofimeti^R; rouge.

Kaou leang tszp tp, t he sons

of rich men. I"ou

tseh, fat,; sleek ; smooth plosfiv.

|^ Kaou yo, a plaster.

Too kaou, to smear or daub

with grease or lard.

Plain white silk . ^B]

|H| Kaou e, men's garments

of a plain white.

Fragrant effluvia Used

to denote conferring re-

wards on the army.

ttt^ The bonet? of the legci.
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Rotten woo^ straw or

^^^Jt of wliioli the poor

make huts the tablets on

which tiie orders of grovern-

uient aKe written. ^^-^^ Kaou

keuen, the sections of a history.

Kaon or Haou, the rising

sun shining over the tops

of trees; live rising sun

clear; briglii asoendin»r

;

eminent. A surimrae.

UuLted aw; stubble.

The young of a sheep; a

lamb; sheep's ski".

A kind of pudding or

dumpling a sort of cake;

KiVA A sort of cake; paslry

;

{ a bait. •

| Sfaiwling: upon tlio top of

a Iwnjse and proHniminfr

ok unnonnrinfr to "o sing
j

to pr«>tract the tone or

smirid a long drawling

sound ln»h elevated a

bank of a lake or edge o(

^|^:| " marsh; a marshy place.

i^4v) Kaou kaou, ill-

re^ulHtud stupid. Name of

ih^ moon. A certain divinity :

;»n animal. A surname.

Kaou ppj the skin of a tijj^r;

Name of a wood a ma-

J^^j
I

chine for drav/ing wate?.

^^^1 Kaou, or Cheh, a marshy
' Vplace a marsh. Read

Haon, denoting to call Uk

A naTtie^of q-rain.

A certain plant.

A long distant appear-

ance a conftised mixed

appearance. Kaou

^^?^J I ko, the appearance of

, or luucos blended

and crossed.

A cover or bag, in whick

to place a bow also a

,

quiver ior arrows, some-

^Cpri tir.irs made of leather.

A large broad appear-

r^i^ fince appearance of a

large hoad.

Name of u bircL

The lower end of thm

spine the os coxendioisK
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strike. Kh'aou ch'ing-,

to finish or complete -any work.

Kli aou chino-, to exa-

mine and adjust.^§ Kh'aou

leang, to examine by measur-

ing or weighing in order to se-

lect. | Kh'aou puli, to ex-

amine by divination. gj^
Kh'aeu she, to examine and try;

the official examinations of the

literati previously to their be-

ing chosen. Kli'aouyen,

a kind of examination of the of-

ficers of government, wlien ac-

tually officiating*.

Water dried up,

To examine with the

hand to beat to inflict

torture in order to extort evi-

dence or a confession.

Kh'aou sin, to examine with

torture. Kh'aou ta to

l>eafc before a mag-istrate to

cudgel to drnb to flap.

A certain wood resem-

^in^ the varnisli tree,

j j
Kh'aou laou, a

utensil made of willows.

Kli'aoa laou,

crooked bamboos of

which a certain utensil is made.

KH'AOU

Raillery to vex, or ex-

cite by raillery. Read

Naou and Kevv, in the

same sense,

A large drum, said to be

twelve cubits in length

to beat a drain; to drum.

J

KH'AOU.

To lean against mutually

to be connected to clc-

>-pend on any person or

thing to trust to lor sup-

port. Kh'aou jin,

to rely on a person.

Kh'aou clio, ipj E kh'aou,

or' E kli'aou, trust to

reliance upon a state of de-

peudance, as on a relation for

the necessaries of life to throw

one's-self upon for support.

" Air, A*apoui% or the breath

^/ struggling to vent itsolf,

is represent by - Its being

stopped, is represent by ~* at

the top. The ancient form of

3 Kh'eaou. An effort of ge-

nius ingeuioas.

#1 Aged; a deceased father,

j
in which canncxion it

^denotes, finished; termi-

nated; to interrogate; to

question to examine to
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RE,

FT A bench or stoo to lean

J against or vest uopn

stand a (able. Repeated

Ke ke, steady tranquil.

Ch'ih sell, k,

ke, ilie purple steps were com-

posed and tranquil, unaltered

by the approach of danger.

Sezh denotes the soles of the

shoes. In ancient iinu*s they

were of ditFerent colours tlie

Imperial \v**re purple.

Yin ke, Itemed on the table.

Wan ke, a desk or writ-

ing table; the table at whicli a

s( liolfir pursues his studies.

J\j Ch'a ke, a small stand or

table on wliioh to place tea

Also wrili^n $ Ke

|H
Eke E

VI An anim:t or hmrmn bo-

L I
im,l"di'g flesh and

. bones. Used also for the

j

preceding. Ke

J foo, (he body; the exicM--

appenrunce of Ihe skin.

Ke pa, the male organ

of generation.

N;i;»i<3 of a place.

A door; a gate.

f!

ke. E ke,

i

epithet vi' an ancient Emperor.

Name cf the famous Yaoo,
so called Irom (lie place where
his mother lived.

The name of a wood,

whioli is burnt for mil-

lion for i Ke.

'^tf Name of an <inimal said

Mlj to resemble a rabbit.

Mih ke, name
ot an insect. The second

form is used lor Lunyrj.

*arth himine; hunger,

failure ot one crop id

called Kli'ec^.. A failure of

both crops is called K(3. Name
of n n aiHM< i nt state, A surname.

01 'la ke Invang, to

act the famine; to make pre-

tences of distress to induce

people to bestow charity. /|_t

Too ke, a hungry belly.

01 Ke ngo, hunger hun-

gry. K'' lift", hungry

and cold. ^IL <K K e m i n ,

famished people. Ke
kli'o, hungry and lliirsi)r

.

A stag-like animal witli

feet resembling a dog. It

lias a long tusk on each

fl^ih ( side of its mouth, and m

fond of fighting.

*j K^-uiuh, uuiue of a ti uit*
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2 0ue's own person one's

self self; private , sel

fish to record. An astrono-

mical ciwiractei\ A surname.

Ke, should hit distinguish-

ed from the two following cha-

racters E and Sze.

Tbze ke
;

self, united

w i I h my him, or her. TF, 3
Ching ke hwa jin, to

correct one*s self and reform

lher8
.

Ke so puh ) 6 wuli she

y u jin, whatever you dislike

yourself, don't do to other peo-

ple. Pe ke, or

J in ke, that or ar»otlier person,

or tliinir, and one's self.

11 K"eh ke full le, to

conquer self (selfiah and vici-

ous propensities) and return

to propriety.

Shay ke ts'ung jiu, to give up

one's own opinions or wishes,

and accord with those of other

people.

|-T £ To dislike to envy, shown

i(^ in the countenance it

called Too, in the actions.

Ke. To fear to stand in awe

of: dread or dislike of to

shun \\ ith horror, a's the anni-

versary ot a friend^ death to

liate or dislike, as Heaven does

pride; to shun as what is in

jurious to any pursuit, such at

trifling chiit and petty affairs

are to study, ^
"Too ke ohe sin, an envious dis-

position. Ke shin, or

& Ke jiii, tlie dreaded

houi' or day on wliich a piirer.t

or some relation died.

Ke t'an, to fear or dread.

To eat.

l'rom woman and envy.

|^ To be angry with, or en-

raged against.

From heart and dread.

Respect; awe; reverence.

A wooden pin on wliich

to suspend something.

A certain cord attached

to a balance. A surname.

M ShQli ke, a needle; a

large needle.

?H To kneel for a long time;

to be in awe or dread of;

discomposed. Kh
ke, the ceremony by which

statesmen are made to stoop.

•^^^ Sincere sinoerity to

riiB state or announce to to

warn to adiuoni.sh. A man's

nnrne. Also read Kaou. Bj^

Keae ke, to warn to te*ch

morally.

From self, or one i?dh'i-

dttal and to mention o?te

is easily remembered. To re-
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member to recollect; to know;

to record. The iiitme of nn of-

fice.

Ne ke teh puli ke ffli do you

remember or not ? g Ke, and

Clie, both express a writ-

ten record, as well as a recol-

lection of to know about, g

Ke neen, to remnmher and

tlMnk «>f. Ke

puh ts'ing tsoo, unahK* to recoi-

led distinctly. ' B t
Ke sing jili clme, the memory

daily becoming worse.

To separate and arrange

tin ea ( sofsilk; to arnui^o

and number to record a pe- i

riud of twelve year^. Name

of' an ancient st;ite. :
Tang ke, to enter on an account.

Kiin»r ke, to arrange

and put in order to rule to

govern. 31 Woo 1"', the

year, the sun, ilie moon, the

stars, and astionomlVal num-

bers; these are called hea-

veil's King ke, instru-

ments or meiins of tlie ruling

universe. - Ke kunj:, to

record a person's merits.

Ke kvo to make a record

of a person's (nulls. Kc
lull, to record a person's na me.

sze, to make a nic-

inorunJum of. Nccii

ke, the record of a [)et son's age;

the number of years that he

has lived.

Tli at on which some-

^5" thing rests or depends;

the counnencemei»t of a wull

a ton ndation tbut on whii-h a

f'jiruily or nation depends; a

|iu.->t-s>ioii a patrimony the

throne to begin 5 to com

-

ui' ii' t'; lo found side npar t-

ments or piazzas. The name

of an instrument of music; lha

name of a hill Furms part of

Lhe name of an insd umeiit of

hiibbiindry. K ^v

ke che, an old fouiulation.

^£ I soo tsuiig' ke nee,

a pan iinony, or possession

li;inded down from ancestors.

Ke nee, «ien otes also a posses-

sion luiiuled down to posterity.

3£ Che ke, the origin; the

found iition of.

ke. to a-sceinl tlie throne.

K'ae ke, and Shaou

ke, express,—lo comineiu^e; to

lav tlie lbiirKl;ition of.

Ke che, a foonilatioir

Name of a constellation

sieve or winnowing

)>machine, tliat with which

(he cliafF is separated

from the «;rain. The an-

cient forms ol (his chann ter are

very nunietous. gin % sue
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ke, a sieve. M P ke, a

sieve for winnowing grain.

B ke kh'ew she

nee, to continue the profession

of one's father. Ke

tsze, a relation of the ancient

king Chow, B. C. 1112.

Name of a bamboo.

Ornamented with a va-

"^f^^ ricty of colours; cei tain

caps or garments ornamented

strings to bind the shoes; strict;

the n tniost detrree ol". A sur-

name. Ke cliunfj, very

important; or, heavy, in a li-

teral sense. }^ Ke yen,

cxtomely strict, or rigorous.

die, sound; noise. Read

Ke, panting.

Ke or Kwei, a stand or

Jf^^^ case for provisions to

pliu e or lay by. Ke
a we or cast-, on vl

to lay by things. K,'

1< o, to lay up to lay by.

^ Ke sl.Ih \vuh
3
to lay Uy

provisions in a cuse or press.

Ke wiih, to put a thing

in a safe place,

"jjj^^ Name of a river a wjitei

j^^^l l»ly with iluee or iour

diverging leaves.

The name of at) insect

.

I" ke, injects wulking

the progressive mutioa of any
animal.

I

A foot with numerous

toes
5

reptiles walking

)>the progressive motion of

every creature that has

feet to sit with the feet

hanging down to stand on tip

toe and look with expectation.

Kel^mg, to stand on-

tipioe on both feet, and look to

with desire. Ke wang,

to rise on the toes and look for-

ward.

The appearance of walk-

ing a monkey climbing'

up a tree. Ke ke,

the motion of a stag*

walking going.

The end of an axle, bound

in a certain way with lca-

> iher the end or part

which pTOti'mlcs at the

v side.

To shun to evade.

Name of an ancient ciiy.

Commonly read E. Oc-

curs in the sense of the

eding*.

^l] ^| Ke keae, a crook-

ed graving tool, used in

cutting characters. Some say

that the Ke is a crooked chis-

el, and Keue. a crooked punch,
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struck with tlie hammer.

To drag to one side to

pull by one foot; to cause

to issue to educe to bring

forth.

To throw one's-self into

a temporary habitation

to give in charge to another

person to send by a person,

—

tinder his care or charge the

east side, Ts'ino* ke, to

give in charge to. ^ Ke
e to give one's wishes iu charge

to a person. ^ Ke keu, a

small sort of crab. Ke
sang, a parasitic plant; also

one who attaches himself by

mean flattery to the rich or

.powerful. Ke sho

)

sin, or Ke sin, to send

a letter by a person.

Ke yti an inn, or temporary a-

bode for travellers.

To take up anything" with

sticks, used as nippers

to contain in.

A particular kind of cow

^ otherwise read E fierce

violent.. Used for a tone of as-

tion.

Variegated; striped witb

different colours.

Name of an insect.

To jest and ridicule each

other wild irregular

speech. A man s name.

Bits of irregular waste

^ land, incapable of culti-

vation odds and ends any

small surplus. ^£ Tso ke,

title of a military office.

One person alone; fiin*

y^ irle or un;iss(»ciated with.

1 From 1W, Minute.,

^% small; a..(i Shoo, A
f soldier, guarding Mgjunst

I
the first ap|»roHcIie^ The

incipient tendencies to

motion the springs of action

a protrno.-tic; dangerous; hav-

ing fixed periods; times and

>ra>ons several to examine.

A qiialilyin^r exprt^ssion,

raihtT nearly tlu»ren bouts.

A p[)lieil to la<*k<M*iiii5 hi»H orna-

lm'nlint: vessels. fMf Wan
ke, all tlie springs ol action or

o f ^<tv*Miiinent in i country; or

in nature. Y..e ke

\M\ 'l' the mo'm nearl v full.

F„n sze

K iirii I"' in h in every affair

oi><tTV(i the proper moment (or

incipient, movompnt) and (hen

a( 4vU M S S$ Che ke

k\* shin, he who knows the first,

W "'.'s of action is divine. R'J

TV""' K'o TiVn, a few

days ago. Lao

jih woo kc. roniing days, not

nuan}* i.ow old and not lmv-
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ing long to live. ^£ Woo
ke, not many or mucli applied

to da vs or time, or to things

K, hoo,

yu, or J[SF Shoo ke, nearly

thereabout; not far from.

Ke to, or Ke ho,

li rat's or things mnny ; i. e

How many?

Ke wei niing cl) aou, subtile in-

cipient motion or action.

g Ko lieu, Severn! some a

^ood many.

Ke ming peh leih a rather

intelligent man. Ke

ke, many. Ke wan,

BPveral (imes ten thousand.

Ke w"i small; subtile; nn-

injte. Ke jih, r
Ke t'een^ a lew days.

Ke chaou, in tnuen or pro-

gnostic.

To clie w or < al io sigh

to moan ; an I \ -look-

ing mouth.

1 A limit or boundnry h

(bou6itnd le arotind the

r* royal abode. >^

}^ I

ftii— T een tsze

I J che te } ill kv (ho land

of llie son of h^a vrn, one thou-

sand le. Woo ke, illi

mitahle having no boundary

Ke foo, the father o

ibe Ke, a uiililar)' offi'"' v\ Im

had the command of the troops

on the Royal or Imperial do-

mam. Syn. with Yin.

Ke yiD, a limit; a shore; a

boundary.

To take; to pluck.

m
) That from wliicli motion

issues; the spring ihatori*

^ginates motion; changes

or perm ula (ions; the sub-

tile matter in nature.

Nam

i

1 of a star. of a

tree. H,» ke, celes-

(i;tl ii'ulh. J\j>tft Sin ke the

devices of tlie mi a d.

Keun ke ta cl/in, gveaC

officers who direct tbe motion

of Hie army; a kind of privy

council. Ke kva"
springs or oil"'i' moving prin-

ciples in machinery, 1^
Kt' lieue, an ingenious devi (

e

or contrivance.

[i| Ke pe^n peh ch'uSK strata-

geuid issue from u hundred

80urcos; fertile in si ra taverns.

Re f:" n wraver's

sl.op. K,' liwiiy, an

opiturluruty. { Ke lan,

a trap or snare (or catohinj^

aninuils. Ke mow, an

artifice; a stratH^em.

K,' ineih, secret. Ke

pecn. crafty and evef diaiigiiig,

'' Ki. cshou; a vve'iWBi i

J J J
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loom and shuttle. Ke

woo. the affairs <»f a state coun-

cil, or ministry.

Niioie of a speculum m
Seuen ke yuli bang>

|

un : sLronomiciil in-trument; a
py^jj

Name of a ^tar.

Che ke, a leech.

To cut asunder; to kill

sacrifices to smear a sa-

crifice with blood.

kii".l of circle or quadrant.

^i Tl"' residence of t lie Em-

peror and court, to the

extent of a thousand le; all a-

roiuni; a limit or boundary

inside a door. I

}<e. Um* Imperial domain

nuy che te, the

ground included in the Impe-

rial residence; within the Im-

perial domain.

A stone or rock in a

^Jj -J^ stream of water, which

impedes, aad excites, and pro-

duces a ripple; an iaipediment;

:

a stumbling block; to rub or

excite.

Ominous of good; auspi-

mS^C cious prognostic a Kind

of wine drunk after bathing.

A name of a bamboo.

A small repast; a small

portion of food a lunch.

The flesh on the sides of

the face; the jaws.

Ke, or ^ Ke sell, a

kind of louse; lice.

To speak against; to

slander; to ridicule; to

satirize; to re|>rehtMid. Name
of an office, tlie duty of which

is to examine and report,
ij

l »zc ke, to insinuate some

(Iuhl; Hguiiisl. persons in order

to make the in ridiculous.

Ke chu, to examine into,

p^* Ke f"ng to satirize; to

luake ridi<*ii]ous in a covert

miinner. Ke p'inp. to

discuss and find fault with.

Ke seaou, to ridicule and

speak against. Ke

seaou, to ridicule and l;tugh at.

^{ii^ The barb ot a hook or

*|^/VV an Hrrow; a hook or sic-

kle. j^ Leen ke, connect-

ed contrivMiict'S, hihHh by an

artificer. ^>
ke che kow, a hook without a

barb will not catrh any fish.

W^j^ A halter or bridle that

entors the mouth ot a

horse.

I Dearth famine; want;

^
hunger. See tlie second

1 form of the character.
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Detnons; devils The peo-

I |>le of the south of Chiini

' were so called in anciem

n teeth loose and in

danger ol falling out.

Tl"' pleasure of liRvinpr

fi»)islied some work, or

terrninated some affair.

AL
To divine to resolve

doubts by an application

to spiritual beings. The wes-

tern nations use, sheep in divi-

nation. The priest, they call

il Sze ke.

|r^F From mauth and divina-

" I (ion IV> enquire by di-

vin;i tion. J\^^ Ke e, \o ask

by divination the soliWion of

doubts. In tliis sense j'j K<'

is also used.

^ A famous siirnarae of an-

iqttify. Road E, an epi-

)>tiu't of linndsorae women
a kinp's wife a general

term for ooncuhines The

second form is oommoj). hnf not

<-orrert S Kr

sinp die k wo, nations [)OS;jessed

by the t'annly Ke. There were

forty hroihcrs, (B. C 11 10.)

^S^Po ke
?
acoinb;

,

^T/^ I
small- toothed comb.

To examine in to to conu

pare to unite to sir-

range; to deliberate; to discuss;

to detain to stop to reach or

extend to. Name of a district.

The name of a hill. A surname.

^ H" 1;e . ariful insidi-

ous crafty. Ke cli'a,

to examine; to investigate to

to examine into; to invest to

a literary subjoot Ko
show, or Ke santr (o

bow the head down to the

ground; to knock it against the

earth, in doing homaire to a

superior, or to deceased parents.

A certain transverse

heam of a houso; a cross

beam between two pil-

U\ rs.

A particular kind of bam-

boo.

An inn for the reception

of travellers. Ke
leu, a stranger or sojourner, or

the inn where he sojourns.

M A bridle or halter for a

^.^^ l»orse; to restrain !o res-

trict to hold in to econ-

omize the hair of the

head rolled into a bunck

on the top of the head ;

a single tuft.
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-j The bird whioli knows

(he house and times. A
fowl the fowl species.

I
1,1 '*5 niuno " & f

,llice
-
A

P I surname. YH.

chili ke, a fowl.

'i^OJ
1" ^een, the unnatural

crime ot Sodom.

jii a certain officer.

Ke mingr, the ("owing ot* the

cock. Ke, kin»

vanff, Cabrcta point, at Muoao.

Ke yen, foxvVs etjes,

corns on (he ieet.

The name of a bird.

ot a plant. Also read Kew.

The sun elightly seen.

A connective Parliirle,

^jXl ) From Fan to return,

^/Li / nnd Ke, the breath

/ An incessant rising of tin1

breath a hiccup I hat

comes on after eating or

drinking.

Already done or finish

e(] teriuinated eiuiud

nee it is done to (ail;

\ to lose. Ke yne,

t^/L close of the moon.

it KejenjootsV.

since it is thus.

-Hh yew shih che ke

a total eclipse.

T" plaster a w all; to rc-

•

~

- cei ve, t»ke or collect; lo

rest; to depend upon.

To plough deep and sow.

I The name of a place, and

With anH the ter mination,

end, or extreme decree of. Also

read Keih. Me ke, in-

terminable; without end or li-

mit; never ending, ffi Ke

ke, stanncl); firm; brave ap-

pe« rauce.

Name of u fish.

A designation of youth

whatever is you or de-

licate; small; slender; the last

of a series. M&ns
(:l"mg kt first, secoiid; and

third montlis of each quarter

of the tour seasDns of (he year.

At any of the four seasons of

the y<»ar, when prectMling the

words lor spring, summer, ;iu-

tuinn, or vvinlt r. Ke expresses

tliH Inst, monili of the quitrtt r.

Sze ke, the four sea^

soiis. — Ke che, the lit-

tle finder. Ke foo, au

uncle.

Agitation or perturba-

tion ofmind the pendant

end of a sash tied rouad the

body.

Tlie heart or mind per-

tuibud aud agitated; fear
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aused by sicknr'ss.

A certain district in th»

north, where the Eniper

or Yaou, af the lime of

D''luge, is said to have held

court Ke hin^:, to

wish well to a person to hope

he will be lorhniiife an an-

cient state siinaled in the re-

gion of the modern province of

B^irtf An exeeliont horse a

hoise possessing strengtli

and every other good quality.

Name of a district,

Peh ke, name of a fish.

wei foo, Jo t'oilow at a

noble lmr.se's tail ; to imitate a

Hood example.

rrTX. From wot'(h and (en. A
|Zf } complete number the

whole assembled, and delibera-

tion or calculation made of the

merits or demerits of the as-

sembled officers to reckon to

calculate to plau to devise.

Name of an office of a divinity

and of a district. Ta

ke, a triennial assemblage ex-

amination of the officers of the

empire^~when promotions or

degradations take place.

J^C T'een ta ke^ recorded or

noted at the triennial examina-

tion or holding the examina-

tion whether the notice is

favorable or unfavorable, is not

contained in the expression,

g Ho ke, a partner or

comrade. gj
-

Ngan ke, a

dark plot. ^r. Sang ke, a

plan to get a livelihood.

Peh Ice numerous schemes.

Ke swan, or Swan ke, to

calculate sums, or probable cir-

cumstances. Ke mow,

to contrive to plot.

Ke p
r
oo, or gf

-

fj^ Ke chang, a

book of accounts certain na-

tional estimates, Ke to,

or To ke, full of schemes.

The water in which meat

has been boiled thick

soup-like substance, used in sa-

crifices joined together,— as

many officers going to court.

The name of a river.

A certain plant growing"

in plains. The name of

a place. A surname. Compare

with yft Shuh.

yiji4, J>
Ke or Che, a mad do^.

Ke or He, to bind to tie

to fasten to to impede.

The head of a swine,

—

thought to resemble its

I \ snout.
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r Ktie. Repeated,

Ke ke, the appear-

ance of using1 violent effort.

Urgent; with haste; a martial

appearance a bamboo rod to

cease to stop.

K^ang fuh ke, to rehearse, or

explain the enigmas of Fuh.

j§j Ke keu, certain verses,

or enigmatical sentences of the

sect FflL.

The hair braided up in a

tuft on the top of the

head, in the manner of Chinese

women.

Foo jin 8oo kh'e t'ow ke, a wo-

man combs the hair of her head

up iiito a tuft.

i*. Ke and Kefh, haste

P/^. speed promptly huvvv.

^ Keib siih, hastily speed-

ily in a hurry urgently.

•/A^^\ A line of succession ; com-

ing one after another, in

^course successively; that

which contains or pre.

7|JJ!1Z J serves a succession of

continuing the same pursuits as

ancestors. >jS ||f Kwo ke, to

pass one's son over to a bro-

ther, in order to continue the

Ke moo, a

Ke seTh,

hereditarj*. Ki

ch'ing pub. tseue, an uninter-

rupted line of succession.

succession,

mother-in-law. }pB?

KH'E

KH'E.

Name of a white species

of grain. Name of a

wood, and of a vegetable.

U0 To step over to travel

itL^ by land or amongst thick

vegetation.

To arise to raise to com-

mence to begin the

origin the commencement. A
surname. Ts'ung

ho slnvo kh'e, from what place

begin to discourse on, or speak

about Noo kh'e

ae became angry anger a-

rose. ^ S Ta seaou

kh'e lae, burst into a loud laugh.

Hing kh'e, to rise up

or to rouse up the mind; to

have joy, or any other passion

exist in the mind, j/^ Khe
ho, to take fire the breaking

out of a coaflagi'ation; morally

applied to anger. Khe
keu, rising or dwelling in mo-

tion or at rest under all cir-

cumstances, ^fi ^4 Kh'e keen,

the view arising in the mind

tlie perception of circumstances

which nlfeves the will, or in-

clines it to choose the motive.

Klre lae, vp come, to

get up to arise is applied to

many verbs, denoting the com-

mencement of the action, as

Keang kh'e lae, began
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to speak. ^§ Kh'e neen, or

Kli'e e the first thought

or idea of. Kh'e shin,

to rise from a chair or to rise

from bed to begin a journey.

Kh'e twiui, the first

nioving- cause the ];oint of ori-

gination. Kh'e t'ow, or

Kh'e cli'oo, the com-

mencement the beginning.

Klit fauu' tsze to rear

or build a house.

A relative pronoun refer-

rin^* to antecedent per-

sons or things he she it

they. Also indefinite, as—its

'

his; any one; whoever the sub-

ject affirmed of. Sometimes

may be rendered, the: that. At

ihe end of a sentence, occurs

read Kh'e, as an expletive. A
surname. The name of a place.

The name of a hill. Kli

chung*, in the midst of it.

Kh'e jen, it is certain, or it

is certainly so. in Kli'e

joo, it is as if. Kh'e sze,

this. Kh'e ts'ze, the

next. _. Kh'e urh. tsze,

his two sons.

A square ugly face.

Thrown to one side

|»A thrown down whatever

is unable to arljust itself.
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Kh'e kh'e, fhe pranks of a
person intoxicated.

To crouch or kueel a long

'^^4. "me- The name of an an-

cient state.

To poison poisonous in-

jurious to teach to in-

Struct.
^

Jin kli'e che mow, strata-

gems taught by men.

->7g^ Name of a river, and of> a district. Khe

ngaou, Ke-ow point a place at

the entrance of the Canton ri-

To deceive; to insult to

A mans name.

|lf"|^ A footing* a foundation.

i^

Strong bold; valorous.

J^T
A flag' or banner with a

^jL
I
certain device depicted on

V it ; a standard a tribe

'f}"^ \ that adheres to one stan-

/ifl dard. Hwa kli'e,

the Jl"wer fl.ng, the American

flag. Hwang kh'e, the
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i/f llmo flftg^ i. e. the Danish flag

^^ Kh'e haou, a siy'na'

made with a colour.

Kh'e hea, under the standard

or banner, phraseology of the

Tartars. Kh'e hea

jin, or Khe jin, a Man-

chow Tartar, or a Chinese who

joined them at the conquest,

which was expressed by

Tow kh'e, orA kh'e,

throwing themselves under the

standards, or entering,

Cli'a kh'e, to hoist a flag-

The various seasons of

the revolving year a

year; a day; a fixed pe-

riod; an appointed time;

that which ought oi' must

be; a time agreed on to ex-

pect. Clranir khe,

flourishing times. jj

Tsnug kh'e passages in every

direction. (fil 7® Pfih

klie urh yu, to mret mni" !'"

edly. fijj Kli'e e, thn

of a hund red yeurs.

Kh'e (uh, one your's mom niny-.

jj Kii'e hvvu y. un iii>poini-

in« i n t. to meet or afisemhle.

g Kh'e lieu, \vhi( h i

highly nrohahlo or ('("'tain thai

whicli one iniiy venture to pre-

mise, K"ae kli'e, ilu

arrival of the appointed time

1\

Kh't* neen, the period

of a year. ^t*J Kh'e )'5, an

appointment or previous ar-

ran^craent. 3^ Kh'e wang^

to ho(»e; to expect.

f f| ^
1

I he game of chess a

^^^^ I
root or foundation.

Kan kh'e, a root or

^^i;
j

found;itiun of.

n^:t kh'e. to play at che6S.

Kl»e tsze, a chess

man. ^ Kh'e keuh,

a chess board.

Wei kh'e, a species of

chess, said to have been invent-

ed, B. C. 2200.

ro deceive by wliat is

false and unreal; to im-

pose upon to instill to blind

one's own mind to deceive

one's self. Kh'e foo,

to insu Kh'e jin, to

impose upon to cheat.

Kli
?

e keun
9
to impose upon

ih • -overei^ii a h\n\\ crime

st:itesmen . fj^ 5^
IV kh'e fa. laws against slander

and insult. existed in the time

<'(' MM Kh'e r.'e.n,

to chf-ut to defraud. II
Kh'e se, a lar-e | 1(

>
it ^. g ^

'IVze khV, or ^ Kh'e sin,

lo deceive om-'s own licart.

A 3'oung dog a wholp.

;;
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Lr A certain valuable stone.[ Yu kh'e, name ol

a tree. Kh'e lin,

^^5- J a certain temple of the

sect Taou.

CT-.Tr
]
Composed tranquil; feli-

I citous happy. Name of

[a district.

)\\) I J * Kin kh'e puh yih, of

late happy in all respects.

ijj^ Shing kh'e, the happiness

of promotion.

The revolving periods of

the year a complete year.

Used also for a fixed period. The

stalk of grain or pulse straw.

C
>A particular iind ofcake.

Kh'e le a certain

kind of boat.

j

The stem of peas or other

pulse. ^£ Kh'e tsaou

a certain plant.

|Klie OT Fang
[ kh'e, a shell-fish some-

j

what like a crab, but not

J
eatable some eat them it

is said. Luy kh'e, name

«of insect. Ma kh'e,

--^

one name of the leech,

tltt The print of a horse's

foot a footstep.

Kh'e keu, to sit cross-legged.

g

)

Kh'etW
f a certain figure of a per-

mW ( son assumed in ancient

j^^. ' times for the purpose of

expelling- noxious influences.

A fine - looking horse.

mJ7\ Name of a district. Q
Peli kh'e, is a name applied

to a certain fish.

It
sma11 species of goose.

A certain fabulous ani-

f. mal, otherwise called

Kh'e lin it is said to ap-

pear as a sign of great sages

being born into the world. The
male is caned Kh'e, the female

Lin.

} To gnaw to bite.

b Talent ability.

( M Woot'ak'enang,

no other ability not fit for any-

thing else. Kh'e leang,

or Kh'e kh'eaou, clev-

er artful ingenious.

Kh'e yung, military art, and

prowess. Read Ke, easy; lei-

surely.
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Women of pleasure sing-

ing girls players on mu-

sical instruments; whores; pros-

titutes. Professed prostitutes

were first introduced in the ar-

mies of the Han dynasty.

^ Ts^een sin kh'e, name

oi' a plant. Cliatigkl?e,

a whore. kh'e, sing-

ing prostitutes. ^ Kli'f'

neu, a female prostitute; the

name of a plant, said to cause

an oblivion of sorrow.

Lofty luxnriani. Name

of a hill famous in histo-

ry, so named from diverg-ing

into two branches to diverge

ov branch off to branch off at

the side of the road. A sur-

name. I^eaBg kb'e, two

brandies or paths that lead

ditterent ways two opposite

courses of action. KKe

loo Kh'e t'oo, or

Kh'e kh'aou, a road that

parts off and leads in different

directions.

A skilful hand clever

ingenious producing

what excites the admiration of

every one a contrivance ta-

lent ability, Kh'e e,

an ingenious contrivance in re-

ference to any work.

Kh'e e che jin, an in-

genious man. Kh'i'

kh'eaon, ingenious ingenuity.

3t Kb'e nang, ability cle-

verness dexterity in archery,,

and so oil,

A foot with more toes

than usual forked di-

verging a road parting off in

two directions. KL e

kh'e, the appearance of flying*.

'Z^i \ T^i ticrent from the coni-

\%\ I nion state of thing's; un-

)
usual extraordinary

strange woi\deiful sur-

prisino- mysterious.

When applied to numbers it

demotes single; odd, as
~

'

j

*

^ "^" Snn shih yew kh'e,

thirty unci odd. Name of a divi-

nity. pj Ch'uh kh'e, sur-

prising, zn "p^T San kh'e, the

three kh\\ avo Tsing

kli'e shin, animal semen, animal

life, and the-soul. Ch'ow

foo, corruption and )Ji

Shin kh'e, spiritual life, or a

state of animation, are said to

perform a perpetual mutation;

or produce each otlier in a con-

tinual circle. "^" Kh'e e

strange and extraordinary, "pj

Jp ^ Kb'e shin e chwaug,

a singularly good countenance

and extraordinary expression.

Kh'e kwae, strange

odd; monstrous^ out of the way.

*^ ^ Kb c kh'eung, an ex-
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traordinaiy state of poverty.

Kh'e seang, name of a

river goddess. pj Kh'e

teli, singular unique.

J-^^ The hend of a AVinding4

bank or shore. ( )tlu?r-

wise written these several wn vs,

^^ l'i£ all of wliicli are

pronounced Kh'e.

Mountainons path dan-

gerous precipice danger-

ous. A Kh'e kh'eu,

hilly irregular uneven

path dangerous and dif-

ficult to travel on.

To raise the foot in order
|

to step over to stand

\ erect stones placed in

\ the water to enable a

' person to ford a brook

slippery stones, or to step over

the stones.

Keen kli'e, spar-

S iug parsimonious dis-

satisfied,

-^r To take up a thing with^ sticks, operating- as nip-

pel's. 7x ujX K) n kh'e, an irre-

gular uneven appearance.

A certain precious stone

R| loud of play; a large ap-

pearance. Kli'e wei,

valuable; precious.

To reject to cast off, or

send away. J^C Ta

kli'e, death to die.

xfAt^ A tiger's tooth distorted.

t^3^ One-eyed.

To apply the car to one

side to apply the ear to

listen.

A sliove; a bank a long

9| coast a stony appear-

ance.

A cow witli one horn ele-

|||b|| vated, and the other de-

pressed. To obtain single.

Kh'e ng, certain forms

or parts of divination.

1"!^^ Haviiig1 only one fool

iJ-'^l* j

anything incomplete; sin-

rgle not in pairs.

\ KU'e kli'eu, to tumble o-

p(
m • m

/ C^2aJ ver on one side. ]tu] |SJ

Kh'e leu, one person inside the

door, and the other outside.

t^^K Each foot placed apart

jii^Pj to stride to ride on the

back of any animal, with one

foot on each side.

San wan kh'e, 30,000 cavalry.

Shen kh'e, a good l'ider.

P'eaovi kh'e, name of an

office. M t,ow

kh'e, a kind of precursor with

a flag flying, Fei kh'e,

certain fleet, archers in ancient

times. Kh'e ping, ca-
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valry. Kh'e new, to ride

upon a cow or buffalo. ' j

Ke or Kh'e ma, to ride on

horse-back those who do so;

cavalry. Kh'e

hoo che she, the state of a per-

son who rides on a tiger, if

he dismounts lie will be devonr-

eel hence it is said,

Khe hoo che she,

nan hea, it is impossible for

him who rides on a tiger to

dismount i. e. he who has en-

gaged in a quarrel with a ma-

licious man must fight it out;

submissiou will be certain

A certain iron boiler hav-

ing feet to stand on.

1
Kh'e ftih, gar-

! ments of paper cut out

^^JH
I

and burnt as an offering

Jl^^J to demons. Shay

kli'e, certain rites performed for

the purpose of expelling demons.

To supplicate happi;

f\y\ to ]»ray for blessings to

pray; to invoke; to call upon;

to state to; to beg, in the lan-

guage ofcourtesy. ]^ff, Kh e

taou, to pray; to beseech the

gods. ]^Jx Khe wang, to

beg and hope to wish well to

persons. Klie

W?ew yu tseh, to supplicate rain,

a label written on yellow pa-

per and placed in a censer by

the head ofevery family in times

of drought the government pro*

hibits killing animals for food;

professes to fast aiul goes in pro-

cession on foot, in plain raiment

to temples to pray. After rain

falls, the labels are burnt.

il^^l The god spirit or soul

Avhicli animates earth; the

J

earth itself; rest; repose

large great.

Mji: Ivli e-che, or

t^rXi Kca slia. a cc»arse kind

of hair-cloth garment, worn by

Chinese nuns of the Buddha
see u

Rocks 011 the side of n hill.

Affluent abundant; nu-

merous; great; enlarged;

"t twe. A surname. The name

of a district.

\ . .

/ A certain kind of preserv-
iVA " I ed fibh with tlie liquid,.

^jjjjP
j
Also read Che.

A long or tall appearance;

elegant. A man's name.

Road K'an, trrcat sincerity.

Kh an teen, endurance; for-

titude; small; few.

Respect; re^'ird to; affec-

tion for. Read She, or

Che, cheerful.

4S
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Name ofa medicinal plant.

A A medicinal plant em-

f ployed for the cure of ul-

cers,- a bridle or bit. Name of a

place. A surname.

-fc^X A standard with a kind

JJf/Y of jingling bells attached

to it, and certain devices of a

dragon.

- The curling ascent of va-

I pour; vapour; air; subtile

fluid; invisible operating

ttj^t j
infltience effluvia. Same

tj2iJ as Kh y

e. This is the

original form ot ^^Kireih, to

beg; or entreat;—because prav-

era or entreaties ascend.

Yew kh'e wuh

cli'oocliuli, reeling nn^er which

one does not know how to vent.

Kh'e or Kli'e, to cut. and

wound to cut to pieces;

to slab to pierce. Hairy ani-

mals used in sacrifice. Read

Kwei, or Kwae, to sharpen a

knife or weapon.

From rice and vapour

I Vapour or fume ascerid-

— ing from lire, operating

I on water or raoisiure.

J Fume vapourous exha-

lations cloudy vapour halo

ether elherial the primary

matter original substance of

animate and inanimate crea-

turesj the breath spirit, in a

low sense, as the anima, or

animal soul of brutes and of

human beings; au a }>piiritionj

the nniraal hfe; vegetable li fe

^

any subtile fluid; nervous fluii^

animal spirits; influence of th»

planets attraction magne-

tism subtile qualities or medi-

cinal powers the spirit or

tempej the feelings senti-

ments; p r in cipks or movemeu is

of mind, particularly anger

habitual disposition of mind

ardor; elevation vehemence

courage; vigour of miud. The

two Kh'e, are the imaginary

principles Yin and Yang. The

Jive Kh'e, are the different aira

or climates in the four quarters

and centre of the world. The

sioo Kh'e, are the Yin and Yang,

wind and rain, obscurity and

splendour. The twenty-four

K/ie
t are twenty- four terms^

into which the year is divided^

The seet Taau speaks of eat-

ing Kh'e, i. e. stifling the

breath for a length of time

and viu'ious other tricks. There

is a class of Magicians who di-

vine from observing the halo-

or Kh'e around the sun,

Tow klre, to catch breathy

as when rising out of the wa-

ter. Shoo kh'e, or

CirGh kh'e, to relax or ease
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one's feolin*rs.

Wo we yew le fang

siiou khV, I liave no i>l:it'e to

ease n>y m'uul. saiil after be-

\u\i scolilcd by a superior,

Kh e tseth 'e"l"l',

:u> ii-jigrt^ation of Kli'e, or sub-

|inni!\ry mutter, constitutes
|

iKulies. Kh'e chm, the

mure subtile, and the grosser

'•

parts of organized bodies; the

constituent parts of a human be-

ing. Kh'e liae, the low-

er part of the kidneys.

0J Kli'e kaou, elevated, light-

1

some feelings. Khe

li-ih, stou t and valorous stron^tl 1

Khe

'

cWh che pin, the constitiK-ut

parts of a human beiiifx, receiv-

ed from heaven what man is as

formed by nntui G.

tsee, a term offifteen days higli-

toned honorable feeling.

1. Kli'e, as distinguished from

J Le, is that in which figure

and the otlier accidents ofbotlit^s

exist. The basis or substratum

of material bodies; the primary

Le, anil
r
Taou,

ire 'uiunatt rinl aiul incorjtoi i al

principles. Kh o, and

Sin, answer to matter and mind.

Kh'e yew keen,

matter has limits it is finite.

Sin

KH'E

woo lieen leaug voo yuen kin,

m'uid has no limits; respecting

it there is no such tiling as near

and distiuit. Kli'e, and

Iliii^, tin* pnm<try "wffcr, aiul

form.

2. KhV. denotes tli(» ,•/
or iiunan spirit; hence in the

hn'nm^e of Choo-footsze, i5j^

Kh'e tsin, seems to denote

ant/ihilafioit. Spcakinu* oiMcuth,

lu^ys ^
' Kh'e tsiu tsih che keo yTh

tsin, wlion tlie onUna is con-

pietely exhausted or terminated,

perception or consciousness also

is tei-minntrd.

ruiining in a val-

i Mrram troiuainoun-

taiu.

A foot-path; a bye path;

a lwin'mv road to ticad

I' in* w alk upon aputh. Read

He, to vait.

Wntcr issuing from lulls

and rmmiug in a valley;

all(»y which has a stream of

Avater running through it. The

name of a bow; of an animal;

and of a ]>larc; also applied to

the name of an insect. A sur-

name,

^f^l From old mul to speak.

^| The age oi sixty, when
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it becomes (he duty not to act

one's self, but to direct others.

Aged; old to dire»;t; to adjust

The name of ait office. The

name of a state. Read Che,

to relisli to feel desire.

Kin che, gentry and old

people.

1 1 f ) Mtisic r^sotindin^ with a

t^f
j

victorious rtMurin!i<> ir-

)>(i» V to drsiie to advunoe;

as* cjk]. Used as a

ij pjirlicle denoting: a de-

nial of the pi t>[n>s»Lion. How ?

im plying the opposite. f^,

Kh*e kan, how dare 1? how

sir, 1 1 I presump?

3E Kh'e yew ts'ze le, how can

these principles exist?— tliere

is no snch jninfiple.

m
how nut th* 1 mh»? they are

the same.

Kli'e (sae hoo to slutou, how

consist iii the number or quan-

tiiy ?—it does not depend on

the number or quantity.

|Aj[tt To look for good 5 to liope

for to covnt to desirn

fortunate lueky. KliV

yu to hope to expect; to wish

to obtain to covet to desire

inordinately used in a bad

sense.

T_f" From door and mouth

To open bright. The

moniinf; star s' en in the east,

i-s called |g Kh'e m ing;

Uie eveninu' star in the west,

i-s called T'ae peh.

From ^ Khe to open,

and Puh, to strike;

q. d. to strike open. To open;

to open up to explain lostate;

to make deolaraiion of; to in-

form: to in.slruot; to separa te;

lo distint;nisli to engrave on;

the left wing of an army; the

front of an army; spring and

summer; clearing up of the

heavens; to kneel. A horse

with the right forefoot white

is called Kl.'e. A surname. Tlie

name of a state. The morning

stiir. T'een kh'e

jin, revelation made to man bv

Heaven to inspire.

Shoo kh'e, to inf'orui by letter.

Letters commonly begin with

K ing, respectfully y or somo

other word of courtesy may

precede the word Kh'e. MjC

Kli'e ch'e, to open the teeth to

speak ahotit. Kh'e

oit ay, I wotild state or mention.

® 11M Khe la che e,

a (ieclaration of one's will aiui

intention.

to open the numth.

Klie teih liow jin, to

Imud down instructions and in-

formntion to posterity.
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Kh'e lwan, to commence a jour-

Bey an expression applicable

only to the Empemr.

Kh'e raung, to teach or instruct

the young or ignorant, mm
Kh'e pe to opeu and to shut.

MjC Kh'ew to Mate iiJIairs,

or the person who does state

them. Kh'e t-oAV, to

state, to memorialize, or to re-

port to the Sovereign.

Kh'e teili klj'uc t:"m, to

exhort and to persiuule.

Kh'e y;\j che taou,

to tell or give iufonnation to the

master of a house, in the higher

Clea^' sky after rain; clear

night after rain. A sur-

name*

ift^t A kind of spear carried

—/|>^ by a fore-runner; an i*n-

sign of authority. Kh'e

keih, or Yew keth, an

ornamented lance carried in state

by the precursors of khxgs ami

nobles.

An ornament* kd banner or

ensign carried as a sign

of authority; a covering

\ for a hmce or other v(';i-

) pon. Read King, the side;

under the arm.

To desist; to breathe; to

stop; to rest.

A cracked earthen vessel.

KH'B

To break off; to forget; to

reject; to put away; to

give up; to refuse.

*^ Kh'e chang, to reject

y what is usual and com-

mon. Yen kh'e,

or Heen kh'e, to

reject with dislike or dis-

d.-.in. Kh'e she,

to rejeot tlie world, means to

die.

/V To stand erect.

II. Kh'e wang, or

Kh'e yang, to stand on tip-toe

looking with expectation.

Kh'e moo, to look to, or

think upon with affection.

A written agreement or

l>oiul, which in ancient

times succeeded knotted

\ cords; a bond a deed;

-^'Y' ) to uuite; to join; mourn-

ful; distressed; fear; an in-

strument for scorching tortoise

shells. A surname. Read Kee,

-vviilc; open to carve.

Shoo kh'e, a written bond con-

sisting of two parts.

IKVu kh'e, worthy frioud.

Teen kh'e, documents con-

voj-in-r laiuk-d property.

P'ae kh'e, to devote one's

self to a person by an act of wor-

ship or reverence. Kh'e

che, a deed of a house; paper on

wLicli to write a bond.
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Kli'e foo, a pers(Hi to whom one

lias devoted himself as to a fa-

ther. Khe ho, united

in bonds of friendship; union of

opinion and sentiment,

Kh'e kl?e in a mounifiil man-

ner. Kh'e shin, to de-

vote one's self to some god.

"jF
-

Kh'e tsze, a lad so devoted.

Khe tan kwo, a na-

tion which occupied the nor-

thern part of China, in the 13th

century.

Kh'e or Kh*ee, a hook or

sictle to cut to carve;

to cut avsuixiei'.

To delist; to rest; to take

Kh'e and Kh'ee, to record

on boards in ihe manner

of ancieut times; to contract or

bind. Read Kh^ee, to grasp or

take hold of; to support; to put

in order; to adjust and avoid

confusion; alone,

Formed from the mouths

^nn^ of several vessels, and a

^dog guarding them. A
I vessel of crockery ware,

J or any other material any

iustruraent, or any utensil a

tiling formed by mouldiug or

cutting; talent; ability. A sur-

name. Ch'ing kh'e, or

Ch'ing kh'e ming,

being made into a vessel or nteu-

sil, fit for some useful purpose;

in which sense it is metaphori-

cally applied to men. §^
Ta kh'e, a person of great talent

or ability. /j Seaou kh'e,

a person of little ability; weak

narrow-minded; irritable; iiupa-

tient.

Puh ch'ing \\\e teili tung se, a

good-for-nothing thing; said of

a person contemptuously, from

his want of ability, or his incor-

rect immoral conduct. ij §^
Le kh e, a sharp weapon.

YIu kh'e, articles manufac-

tured from silver. Kh'e

keae, or Ping khe mi-

litary weapons arms. Kh'e

is the prtniary matter, ^>
Hing che kh'e, the substra-

twm or basis of Jbvm and

Sang wuh ylie keu,

the support of the qualities of
0fS

animated creature?. Kh o

and Keu, are used for the

support, the basis or substra-

tum, of the qualities or accid

-

e?its of material bodies.

Read Klie, to give to*

Read Klh'eib, to beg to

crave.

L L J,
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KEA.

4f|-| From strength and mouth.

/4 H To add to to superadd

to increase to confer upon; to

inflict; to charge to do to. To

rhyme, read Ko and Ke.

Tsang kea, to increase.

HM ,8 Mei yue kea le

seth, to charge interest per

month. 8 Kea hing, to

inflict punishment.

Kea yih cli'ow, to take one

tenth. Kea ngan, to con-

fer favour to exercise kindness

to. |j/ Kea keen, are oppo-

eites, to add to, and to diminish

from. P Kea kwan, he

ceremony of putting the cap on

larls when they are deemed men

or to be married. At the mar-

riage of a son, the ceremony of

capping is observed. In an-

- cient times a bonnet made of

* cloth was first placed on his

heat|j uext, one made of leather,

and lastly, a noblemau's cap.

The chief parts of tbe ceremo-

ny are yet continued.

Kcia sha poo, muslins.

This character is in val-

g:ir use. Kea fei,

coffee. H |1 P KGa la pa,

vulgar name given to Java.

P'
' Kea lan. a cer-

tain god of the sect

Fuh. This character occurs

chiefly in the books of Fuh. In

the dialect of Fan, M
No kea, denotes a dragon also

a certain flower. Sang

kea, an epithet of the priests of

Fiih. t!/n ^ Sang ki : a lan,

the garden of the priests. 1

Ki a pei, name of a country.

Used'in common with ^/M Keay,

a certain vegetable.

From stick and to " 1.

One stick added to the

c nd of another. A flail for

tbveshing grain. The wefoden

collar, consisting of a square

form worn round the neck, by

criminals in China. They are

of various weights according to

the heinonsness of the crime.

A press for containing provi-

sions. II K"a sze

fang hew, vear the collar till

death and then desist.

—^ Kea haou yih ko

yue, to cause to wear the collar

one month.

"\ A stand or frame on which

"^i^
I

to lay or hang' a thing a

\ case, as for books frame

J| |^* \ of a picture a fold of a
mAC \ l „ -Ai^
9 >jv screen to place on a

stpnrl to lay up.

^

kea, a clothes stand.
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Slioo kea, a book- case.

Uh kiia, frame-work suppoited

by pillars in the interior of tem-

ples, and stately mansions.

Kin chung* kea, stand

on which to hang a bell a

name also applied to a kind of

interior pavilion supported on

pillars. SliTh

urh kea p'ing, a screen with

twelve folds. Ta kea,

to fight with sticks to wran-

gle and fight.

A house to build or rear

JF^s^ a house.

^fjfj^\ Mutually inserted as ser.

I rated teeth, so as to
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I

I^A wind instrument of mu-

sic.

An aggregation of mat-

ter on a wound a scab.

Kea or Keay, name of a

vegetable and medicinal

plant. Name ofan ancient state.

A double surname. Name of a

place. Used also in the sense

of Ho, the water lily.

An insect that grows a-

mongst rice.

To sit cross-legged.

gress.

A kind of hair-cloth or

camlet; the name is now

applied to cloth. §^ ^
)^Kea sha, or Kea

sha, a kind of cloak with-

out arms, worn by the

j Buddha priests.

Xt||| Kea or Ko the name of

au animal.

A scab that grows on a

wound.

A certain stone.

Grain.

Kea or Leen kea
;

a flail.

Words added to a per.

son's real character a

false accusation to debate or

discuss for and against.

a name
^iH of Buddha.

X± ^ A horse under the yoke,

lbhi/ or attached to a carriage;

to manage or drive a horse

to ride in a carriage, or

J any other vehicle; to sit

in a boat or other vessel; an Im-

perial carriage with the hordes

adapted to it. A man's name.

To ascend to mount; to embrace

an opportunity. A term of res-

pect applied to persons, like Sir.

If T ang kea, to mount; to

ascend, Ling kea, to

rush agaiu^t to offend to
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mount.

Tsun kea, or Kwei

kea, you, honored Sir.

t^jin Kea t^'aou, filthy

impure - language.

A species of wild o(>—p.

|.-| ( A i'tug; the male of tlit-

^ ( ilccr

KEA

a praiseworthy intentiwv,

K^a-kL'ing, tKe j Imperitil

title, or Kwo-haon of the reign-

ing Emperor of Chinn, A—

1817. Kea ping, is the

name given to an annual saeri-

fi" 1 dtli'red to all the gods, after

the winter goletiee.

Kea yii, ^ certain kind of fish,

s«itl to be excellent quality.-

lll^ Kea yu kwun, Uie*

pae»8 through the great vaU on'

the N. W. extremity.

Name of a plant

From Choo, a band

fcf of niu^ie standing up, and

U Kea, to fuld or to incrt^use.

Good exrcllent; to commrnd;

to praise; to be pleased; to make

happy. The name of a

Hemi district, ami also of n

Chow. A snrnaine.

Paou kt:a, to commend; to pniiw.

Kho kea, worthy of

praise.

Yu mow uae teh, kea

nae pei tseTh, what I encourage

is virtue; what I praise is ^rvnt

merit.

E kea le ts'in wan min, l>y the

excellent ceremony (viz. marri-

age) to unite in bonds of rela-

tionship all the people. jjl

Kea le, the excellent ceremony,

viz. the marriage ceremony.

Kea e, an excellent thought;

To borrow to make rh*

I ullusion to, A ^unuimo.X
False; fictitious; tt) bor-

row to suppose great.

Read Kea, exceHent; beautiful-

Read Kea, leave of aWi"'(.

Read Kih, to come to. Tlie*

name of a place,

Kh e yen we che

chin ki ;a, do not knor Avhether

the words l»e true or false.

Fin kra, or Kaon

kea, to request, or announce

leave of absence from official du-

ties.

Ken sze ngo paou yew chung,

supposing that the retributive

punishments of the wicked end.

Kea teo ch'e
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Ilea, a disease of women.

Jaou kea, the disease refer-

red to, arising from worms in

the abdomen-

A species of reed which

grows by the side of i.i-

Ctn? A disease of the abdomen

or bawrfsr which emaci-

ates the person.

A reed before it has bios

-

somed, which forms a

musical pipe; or a reed which

is sounded by blowing into it.

Name of a river. Also read

Hea.

From Ancient, and the

sound kea. Great; great

and remote firm stable happy

blessed or propitious.

Fan wuh

clnvang ta wei che kea, every-

thing of a large figure is called

Kea. Kung chuh, are

the prayers, or incantations offer-

ed up before the She, (effigy

of a departed ancestor) or art

idol, and the lord or master of

the house receiving blessings is

ealled Kea. S Chuh kear

to supplicate blessings.

'\% Chuh kea che shin, the

sincere desire or wish to suppli-

cate blessings,

A species of wild boar;

according to some, a mon-

KEA

ngae, to affect stupor.

K^a joo, if; supj>ose that it be.

Kea show yu

jin, to borrow the hand of a per-

son; i. e. to commit to his care.

Kea kung tse

sze to pretend public duty in

order to promote one's private

ends; or of what is just, to serve

some sinister purpose,

Kea sze, supposing what is not

admitted; if, supposing that,

Kea tseay, to transfer n

minally; to borrow or lend; to

use metaphorically.

To reach or extend to to

arrive at.

Name of a wood.

X
A wood adapted for mak-

ing beds; it possesses some

smell. A lever or other power

by which things are raised; an

ument for confining crimi-

A surname.

A strong cow or bufialo.

A boar; boarish.

J

A chronic disease of the

abdomen according to

some, arising from woruis. Read
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key-like animal.

The bone of the loins; the

haunch or hip-bone.

'J

A stag which sheds its

horns in summer.

From threepersons under

a shelter; in course of

time corrupted to the pre-

sent form. A pig under

a shelter. Inside a door

a house a family to

dwell a wife calls her

husband Kea. A scholar of

celebrity; a publisher of books;

a sect, as Joo kea, the

sect of the learned. A part or

particular region of the human

body; as, # Pe

wei leang kea, the two coats of

the stomach; domestic, or do-

mesticated animals.

Hwuy kea, to return home.

T'een kea, the Emperor, y^.

Jin kea, a man; a person.

Ch'uh kea, to be devoted

to the priesthood.

Kea ch'in, great officers of the

court. Kea ch'ang, the

head of a family. Kea

ching, the rules or government

of a fiirnily. Kea j in, a

domestic; also name of one of

the diagram?. Kea

shing, the genealogy of a fami-

ly, or account of its rise.

(ll, Kea she, the life of a per-

son; a written biography, ^i.

Kea taou, the ways or cir-

cum^iances of a family.

"^jp* Kea kung tszo, our young

master. Kea

climi tsin tseu^, to give up the

whole of one's property to cre-

ditors, or to government; furni-

ture, slaves, and everything is

included.

A common word for domes-

tic utensils, not sanction-

ed l>y tlic Dictionaries,

Kea ho, household utensils.

From wo7nan and house^ or

home. To go from home

to the liouse of a hushaml. To

marry, or to be married, applied

to the woman; to send a l)ride

to tlie hmi— (' of hvv liusl>;in<l; to

take a wife i- r>q >•('—("I ljy

T^ou. ^\ K* a chwang, a

marring portion—given with a

daughter, of whatever it may

consist, a toilet, furniture, mo-

ney, houses or laiuls; it is not

the usage to bargain for it.

Kea lecn, portion given

with the wife. Ivea
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tseu, giving and receiving m
marriage marriage generally.

Cloth of barbarous tribes,

V prol>ably once given in

tribute corresponds to the wordh

tax, duty, or tribute, in Chi-

Disquietude of mind.

From grain and to house.

To sow. Th.ey say sow-

ing grain is like u'i\'iiig a woman

in marriago. K'da, to sow or to

plant. Sch, to reap, or to

gather. The car is called Keci

the stem is called Ho. Some

pay, that fri'ain growing wild is

expressed by Keu.

Read Kea, the price or

value of a thing. Read

Koo to sell.

The value of an article;

the price.

Pub slnli kea, or

Puh cli\viui<: ki a, not a (fhlscly)

price; i. e. the real va-

lue theT'een k* : a,

price of a field. h

kea, the price of a house, fl

^( She kea, the present price;

the price of the time ; the price

that is current at the time.

She kea, the market price.

Ts
wuli kea yin jo kan, what is the

price of this article

1 Ho chin kea shih, a

genuine commodity, and the

'

true price. Kh'e kea,

to m^e the price. Keen

kea, to altate the price.

Lo kea, or Tee kea, the

price falling. { Kea chih,

or f Kiia yin, and

Kta ts'een, all answer to the

word Price.

Kea cliih ke ho, what price

Kea ts'een p'ing, an

even price i. e. neither dear nor

cheap. Kea ts'een

U or Ts y

ee?i, a low price

cheap. Kea ts'een

kwei, or Chung, or 0]
K(iou, or Ngcmg, all ex-

press a High price.

JitJf^ A shrub the leaf

of which makes a bitter

infusion or tea.

Good; excellent; beauti-

1^ fnl. Tsae

tsze k* :a jin, a genius and a beau-

ty. Fo kea, rather

good. Puh keen

kea, see no excellence,
.

Kea chang, a piece of fine writ-

ing.
>^ Kea jin, a beau-

tiful woman. Kea king,

a fine landscape. Kea

peih, good hand-writing.

Kea too, fine style of writ-

ing. Ki :a yin, good
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news by letter.

Numerous covert schemes.

gj^
Kf;a-ya, the ap-

])earanceofthe teeth stick-

ing out.

JLffy kow, artful

^ft~)\ insidious speeck

nun

j

A cup or vase made of

.some precious stoue; a

wine cup.

.W The first bads of plants

l-H
j
the first budding forth of

>anything to begin; the

first of the ten astrono-

"f^fj raical characters used in

forming the cycle armour

clothing Hie scales of fish, and

sometimes a prickly or serrated

cover, different from the com-

mon scale; the elytra ofinsects;

the nails of the fingers. The

name of an office. Occurs in

several proper names.

Kh'o kea, K'o denotes the first

of the Keu-jin Kea, the first

of the Tsin-sze Kh'o kea, the

literati. )K Chaoukea, the

nails of the fingers; claws.

Paou kea, tke first or head

man ofa tithing. Lwan

kea, an egg shell. KiHi

ch'ung, insects ofthe beetle tribe.

I=P Kea cliang, a certain

pav il ion or palace,

Kea kh*oo
?
an armoury.

Kea ling, or Ling kea, mi-

litary laws articles of war.

Kea joo, a garment intend-

ed to absorb the perspiration.

Kea tsiih, able-bodied

and fleet soldiers.

Large great.

The side of a hill; a decli-

vity a space between two

hills. Keil k5,

connected and forming a

continued line; continued

succession^

Kea, or Ya. A kind of

cage or railing to confine

animals.

A short garment; a gar-

1 j ment to absorb the per-

spiration.

The fore part of the breast;

fYy the chest Some say, the

space between the shoulders.

^If) A mail's name.
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A kind of cake.

An insidious, injurious de-

r(A mon; an evil spirit.

J\i\ To pierce; to stab*

A kind of cap Avorn in

^ancient times; a soldier's

garments^

To employ the heart or

mind about. Kea kea, the

chirping of a bircL Kea cx])ress-

es what falls out opportunely

fortunately; luckily; in the very

moment of time that it is want-

ed; seasonably; exactly; right.

Kea kli'o, that which is

exceedingly suitable, ^f)

Kea ts'ee, very opportunely or

fitly; as '^ Shwo

tell kea ts'ee, said very much to

the purpose very fitly ancl

pointedly spoken, Kea

haou, seasonably fortunately

quite opportunely, )^ f

^Si Kea choAv teh pun soo,

performs a circle (in a given

time) and comes exactly to the

number where the motion com-

menced.

To enter.

Kea or Ko, a frog. This

ff character enter.s into the

composition of the names of va-

rious animals.

A covering for the knee?,

made of leather.

Mei kea, a pad or co-

ver for the knees; also a

kind of leather belt, or

sash worn by soldiers in ancienfc

times also a plant used to dye

with.

Read Kea, or Ho, the

mouth and the parts

which form it; the jaw-bones.

Read Han, a yellow or sallow

countenance.

> 1^ Read Kea, to take under

Jf^r each arm; double, or laid

one on another to carry se-

cretly; to hold fast as with nip-

pers or pincers near to con-

nected or joined. Read Kee, hy

the side to grasp. A certain

kind of sword. Tan

kea, single and double.

Fan kea, certain religious MSS.

written and read by an Emper-

or of the T'ang dynasty.

3^ Kh'een kea, to grasp with

nippers; a specious artful state-

ment, which leaves no room for

i
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suspicion or escape.

Ki a tae to carry secretly about

one's person to smuggle. 5^
Kea cliiih t'aou, neriura

oleander. 5^ Kea pan, dou-

ble boards of a chest or box.

KM or Hee, generous and

disinterested forward to

exert one's self in behalf of o-

thers emulous to do what is

noble and disinterested an un-

daunted spirit in the cause of

what is conceived to be right.

Haou heS, wealth and

power exerted in the cause of

justice and humanity. f
Jin hee, a generous confidence

and disinterested undaunted

friendship.

The bank or the land by

the side of water.

A wall.

Read Hee, KeS and Kea,

to take nnder the arm

to take with one in a concealed

manner; to harbour in the mind,

•j^ Kea cha, to harbour

deceitful principles of conduct.

Kea heen, to harbour

or cherish resentment the rea-

son on account of which resent-

ment is cherished, often coines

in betwecu Kea and Heen; as,

Kea tsuy

Jaa che heen, felt resentment

for having been the object of

drunken abuse.

Kea or Kee, two sticks

held in the fingers, and

made to operate as nippers for

lifting food to the mouth a

pair of chopsticks.

Under the arms the low-

er part of the trunk on

the sidea.

Name of a place a sur-

name. Kea shYh,

an apartment built on one side

of the principal one.

A sore on a sboep or

other animal's foot.

Kea or Kee, the breath-

iner of a sick person in-

terrupted or short breath.

Kea or Ka, to peel the

skin from the face. To

mark or bn-nd the face is call-

ed "jj King.

K' u or Koili, endeavonr;

1^9/J effort; fTrm; determined.:^Sj^
pe yin heen cli'in, you should

use every endeavour to caution

the good officers of Yin to avoid

intoxication.

Delnlity induced by over

exertion,

-y^ljj Stony hard and firm as

zl a stone. One says, ab-

ruptly.
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Read Kea, the jolting

motion, or rattling noise

of a carriage. Read Kee, to fly

straight up. A surname.

-^^^"1 Kea or Keae, straw di-

{ vested of the external

V skin and woven into a

^iSl I
raat on wliich to kneel

^| |l| J when worshipping Hea-

ven.

A long spear or lance

the jolting and rattling

of a car t usual common or-

dinary, applied to form or cere-

mony. Kea kea, diffi.

culty of utterance; stammering.

^ /lis le
3
ordinary forms

or ceremony.

Ki^ orKee^n^RgK^
kea, the voice of a bird,

or of birds.

f The name of a plant.

Kea or Keae, rejecting

VL^i> whatever grieves or an-

noys; dismissing care; without

sorrow. A mau's nama

JTS^ ' -i -t : to nitoiui u;ioi)

I an atti'iitluM! a person to

announce or attend upon; a per-

son to announce or receive visi-

tors border limit to act or

represent. U^ed as a numeral.

Groat; linn unnioAcnble. The

name of a com dry. Alone; sin-

gle. A surname.

Kh'ew keae yu ta kv5
seek assi stance fi'om a great

^litlo. Ling keae, your

servant boy. /J Seaou

li(»ae, my servant boy. fiji

S Ta krac>

t^ae shen ngo die keen, he re-

mains on the confines of virtue

and vice;—denotes, lie is a per-

son of undecided character; nei-

ther very bad nor very good

KEAE. ^ Wo yih keae

woo foo, I am a soldier.
—

'

Yih keae lian joo, a

poor scholar. Paou kea^

an assistant to an agricultural

officer. Seen keae,

small; uiiimport'int. ^"
MOh keae, or Shoo

kea ice formed on trees,

Keae yu leang kho,

to border on either will do; ei-

ther mode of proceeding may

be adopted. ^ Keae or ^
^fY Ling keae, scales of shell-

fish; armour.

Great good one who

/ 1 serves. Used in the sense

of the procedinn:.
1[ Kea,9

jin, a great and virtuous maut.
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3 Chaou keae, messengers

who precede a personal inter-

view of great officers of state.

Keae or Ko. A Hon i id;

the voice; a noise.

V| I A kind of napkin to wrap

^-Ji-
I
round the hea.l.

The name of a hill.

Alone j single; to wait.

A kind of press placed in

f
cook-houses for storing

I up ps'ovisiuns.

'Xtht, Keen keae, valk-

/dfi ing in a tlistortcd irregu-

lar man nor, making no progi ( -ss.

yA clcnr hi iiilit fire.

m
, T" scratch a scratch or

'ifling.
> Keae la che tseTh, or

1>—;
jfj\ J c-lu* a comi»lainr that

consists in a mere itching ""
or a mere scratch; a matter of

little or uo importance. 0f
Keae chwang, a slight sore.

KEAE

5^ Keno seen, a large red sore

on the skin.

^ An intoiTOittcnt fever; fe-

ver and ague.

Keae neo, a fever that intermits

two days.

Keae, or Keae

J\ ' i''. tla* mustard plant.

- Tnraou keae, grass

straw. )^ Seen keae, mi-

nute; small something that is

trifling, ^f^!^ Keae mo, mus-

tiU'J.

^if K5 keae, an in-

.<oct with a froglike head,

scales uiul a long tail, us-

ed in medicine.

A lun se s tail tied up.

A fish said to swim in

pairs, each having only

one eye; commonly cuWvd

^\^J All : tlic prcci tliiiLT cir-

|~| cimi-taiiccs. things or per-

sons; t:iken collectively.

Kc.'ic -lie yay, all are

right; or K'':"'

.('i fei she, all are wrong.

Keae t'ung, all the same.

Keae pub kc-Tli, all

not come up to; none equal to;

none attained the same point.

i)A^d Keiie or Kae, togctln-r

I Avilh; uniting with others
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in strenous effort, Keae

keae, strong vigorous appear-

ance. ^ Keae yew, toge-

ther rove.

Keae or Heae, the voice

or song of a bird the

song or whittling of the north

wind pa—sing rapidly.
f|

P Neaou ming keae keae,

the birds sing melodiously. One

say^, the responsive song of the

l>irds Fung and ^[ Hwang.

Keae keae, harmonious

voices of many birds, as in a

wood harmonious sounds heard

at a distance.

/^ttl Pae keae, a bad

\ \z\ gait in wulkiii<i'.

JJbli A tree that jxi-ows on the

^ 1^1 grave of Confucius, re-

markable for being sti*niglit and

comely; a pattern; an example;

u mould; a rule; characters

written with a straight neat

stroke, ^^^ Kh ang k( ur,

firm straight-forward character,

the extreme of which is ob-

stinacy. Keae shoo, the

plain written form of the char-

acter; esteemed the best and

most elegant form.

J Lt^ \ To rub with the hand; to

J^ry
I
dust. Used also to denote

V a kind of drum.

\ Keae pae, to snatch from

by forcer
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Same as Keae, a step;

steps stairs.

^ijt^ Many streams flowing

^13 together; cold; incessant

wind and rain.

J^lf^ Another name for rice.

Steps up to a hall; a step;

a degree; a degree of rank

in the government service. The
name of a district. Name of a

star. T'mig keae, the

steps up to the hall.

Shing keae, to ascend the steps.

Keae keih, degrees of

rank. Keae te a step

ladder.

Coarse silk,m
The name of a drum.

To warn; to give precepts?

or orders to; to announce

or state to. Used also for

>a boundary or limit. Inhi-

bitions; precepts; to guard

against the indulgence of

the passions; to observe a

regimen to be ware of to be

careful against; to watch, as at

nights to be prepared for.

J^L Keae die keae che,

guard against it I guard against

it Keae che, a ring

for the finger.

Keae t'ung chae wub ju li
7
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warn you comrades not to enter

into a quarrel, J^C Keae

kh'ow, to observe a proper regi-

men. Keae sib, to guard

against lewdness. Keae

tsew, to guard against excess

of wine or liquor.

Keae yen yu, to be careful not

to speak too much when one is

ill.

To enjoin; to give injunc-

be urged or pivsstMl. Koad Ktli,

to be excited, to diligence and

atteution, or from alann.

Keae or Heae. Name of

w

J-|-|J A kind of cupboard or

Commands; precepts; or-

ders; injunctions; to com-

mand to tell or direct au-

thoritatively, or witli the

mention of some ponnlty.

Name ofa sword. i/^

Kin koac, to inhibit; to

forbid. ij^J Keaou k:u'. to

teach and warn moral instruc-

tion.

A dike or ridge between

two fields a limit; a boim-

daiy or frontier; a rogion.

-Used by the^Budilhists

for a division or set of

proocj)ts; a state of oxi<

-

tence to draw a lino of

separation to limit. The imuu'

of a place. ^> jit Keae che,

the foundation of a partition; a

lioundary. [5 Keae been,

n limit; a limited place' or time;

to limit or restrict, as extrava-

gance by decorum.

King keae, a boundary or ft'oi

tier as of a province, or other

di\ i-iou of territory.

She k('a tlic world.

Keae shib, a boundary stone.

A kind of stone sceptre,

held in the hand by Chi-

nese statesmen, in ancient

limes.

A man's name. Used also

for Kea^ a precept.

1 From knife, cotv, and

hont cuttinji to pieces a

cow's horn. To cut up;

- to lay all the parts by

themselves joints or parts

of a thing; to extricate; to

J open; to unloose; to put

off; to lilxo-ate; to explain; to

define; to illustrate; to be per-

nu'; to cease or desist; a

tvnee; a footstep; to convey of-

ficially to a place, as u criminal.

Used in a variety of proper

n;n.H k s, 1 employed for scvmil

ot' it> own oom])oun<ls.

She kojio, certain magic

arts of the Taou sect. m
miimal. Sre Chac

E

B*Tq
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^ Keae yuh tae tsze

che, took off his gem-girdle and

bestowed it on him.

Keae ch'oo, to expel noxious in-

fluences, and deliver a patient

by prayers, and so on. ^lj

jjf^
1

Keae taou kwan foo to

bring before a magistrate,

Keae ngTh, to present a state-

ment of the fixed number.

Keae k*ae, to open up a case;

to illustrate, ^ Keae

taou king, to convey to Peking.

Keae kow, troublesome

annoying interference in debat-

ing the rights of any proceed-

ing. Keae keae, the

pcnraiice of a cluster of s])ears.

M Keae puh klfae, un-

able to explain away or open up.

Keae kew, to rescue; to

deliver from.

Keae heang tsin king, to convey

duties from the provinces to

Peking. Keae keang,

or j^f Keae shwo, explana-

tion. 4 Keae mun, to dis-

sipate grief, Keae show,

or /J Seaou keae, to pass

urine to ease nature.

Keae sing, to rouse; to awaken

to recover from a fit of intoxi-

cation, the property of tea. %f
Keae &m to explain away

^vhat causes discord.
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Keae t'ung, the explanation the

same in two or more cases.

Keae t'o, to put off, as one's

dothes; to extricate; to let go.

Kea« wei, to raise a

siege. Keae yuen, title

of the first person of the degree

called Keu-jin.

/M MiM Keae tae, bold;

I violent; assuming.

^ur^ The heart loose and iuat-

I tentive.

Puh yixng shaou keae, not allow

the least remissness. ' f
Keae to, lazy; idle; remiss.

Jj Pae keae, weari-

ness; weakness; inability.

^ Kung keae, a

kind of public hall or

court.

Name of a tree, said to

possess some fragrance,

and which will unite with the

areca nut tree.

J I ( To scratch a scratch or

slight sore.

Old garments; garments

put off to be washed,

"Pf^ Name ofa medicinal plant.

Commonly read Keae,

good; cxcclleni of its kind,
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Compare with Kea.

^i^l A street which affords a

JilJ passage in every direc-

tion; a path any street; a place

where people crowd together, as

in a market. Applied to the places

where the pulse is felt. Name

of a pavilion; of a territory; of

a valley and of a street.

Ch'uh k('a( 1 out to the

street; to leave home for awliilc.

Chih k(.w a strai^lit

stive! . Kli'o lvoac, tin*

path of the invisible fluids; the

place on each side of the jxroin,

where the pulse is fi'lt.

Keae fan keang yu,

the talk of the street, and

conversation in lanes, f

Keae shang, on the street in

the streets, f^
1

Keae taou,

the path along the street.

^/^t To cut plants. Name ofa

jfl^J wood. Tae kmr,

stiff prickly thorns.

J

From a corpse and clod

q. d. the body returned to

I
a clod of earth or, to sit

/rh ^down on a clod; arrived

at the extreme limit a

fi xed point of time tlie

utmost limit; to arrive at

the limit, or tend towards it,

Kvm kh'e, to come to

the fixed or appointed time.

W\)o yxwu full k( a<

no distant place which lias not

been gone (o.

Puh che so keae, know not whi-

ther it is going,

Kvnv or Kao, the roots of

i
uits.

^Tj^ Keao or Kjie, an interaiit-

y2^^ trnt t'vvvw

Almll;a l)ullork; to

^|zj any strong robust fierce

aniinal. Keae hing, tho

j)unishinent of ca.stration.

KEANG,

A large river. N of

§„J_ a district; and (»f a sfnr.

A surname. K^ang, in Chinese

history, commonly refers by w ay

of eminence to ilir "nv;" rivi'r

called tl»c Yanu'-lszc-keaiiir. /X
Keang choo, a species of

iimhov. /X Ki ;
iin,u' clioo, n

porpoise, found in the Yaiig-

'

tszc-kfutij:. Keang ho,

the Yiing-tsze-keang mid the

Yellow Kivor, the two principal

hoo, the \nkv< on tho Yang-tsze-

keang. /X Ki'anix nail, a

province on the ea^t coast of

China, /X ^ Keaiig nin^S

tho capital city of Keang-nau
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province. Keang se, a

province north of Canton u JlH
,

"

Keang yuen, the source of
j

l^f* down.
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of a river. Also read Kung.

Grain hanging pendant

the Yang-tsze-keang it is placed

beyond the northern fi'outier of

Sze-ch'uen. JG1 >^f Keang yew,

the right-hand side of the keang,

i. e. the south side.

Keang tso, the left side of the

Yang-tsze-keang, when looking

towards the sea; the north side.

i

yOZ Keang* le, fra-

if— grant herbs.

"T^ l^ Sincere faithful solid

^IjL. substantial stepping

stones a ford a stream.

EH Shth keang, stepping stones

a stone bridge.

^^ A string* or tape for con-

|^J-a necting garments.

^\ An iron ring* or ferrule

rHJL j in the nave or centre part

> of a wheel the cup which

jC-^ \ forms a lamp a kind of

|p I' ' ornamental ring at the

end of the beams of a wall.

0fl Kin keang, or ^ELan
keang, the cup or containing

part of a lamp.

klj^ To hatej to detest; to feel

l"*^ indignation agains,t.

^'^^S] Water going out of its

I channel flowing in an

A deep red crimson.

The name of a place. The
name of a river.

) Heang or Keang, to des-

j

cend to cause to descend

Vto oblige to yield or sub-

I mit to come down, or to

send down. According to

Kh'aiig'-he, read Hean^, which

see. Keang

kh'e tsuh urh wan, subjected

(caused to submit) twenty thou-

sand of his men.

Name of a river at which

the ancient Shin-nung

lived, and from which Keang

became his surname. >^
Puh keang, the name of a river.

)0 Keang how, the Queen

of Wan-wang*, ^
Keang tae kung, a famous gen-

eral of antiquity, who was 80

years of age, before be was in

office.

The incessant weeping of
UJU ft child.

P Keang le;i3i;r :-;'nm urk

t'e yay, Keang -leang* denotes

the weeping of a little child.

h'i'egular course, or ni an

^•j opposite direction . Name ^

j

A cow with a long back -

9

>a white-backed cow a

I
white cow.



KEANG

•J^JLm Western shepherds bar-

l)m)ns shepherd tribes on

the N. W. of China. In

local use as an auxiliary

(
particle. Contrariwise

gay and elegant strong

and violent. A surname.… I"auS Wang,

})\^) wearied, languid appear-

ance. Ginger. T'ang

keang, preserved ginger. ^
is the vulgar form. Keang

is the coirect form.

A confused disordered ap-

pearauce.

A stream or river.

Name of a stone.

fA ^^Keang leatig, in-

.Jli sects found in exoremen-

titious matter.

WL A disease oft,he eyes. The

|_-|_1-a ast cliaractei' is read

tl^l Leaug-. One says, clear

bright eyes.

Name of a bird.

S^-fe A sort of tiger.

KEAKG
3"! Keangor Keo, the repre-

|—J seatation of a tent the

ornaments on the top of a tent.

M Keaug mang, not

li^jr pleasing-; not flattering.

Also read Heang.

r"ff^ )
Speech blended like the~

f^pt / lirams of a house. Cor-

(iial intercourse to

-X-?J^
\ ^L,eak to talk to dis-

|Vrf|A cDuivr': discourse; to in-

vestigate; to explain; explana^

rion; to practise; to plan; to

-(•. Tlie name of an office,

ui" of a hill. Kctid Kow to

iu-cord or consort with.

Puh haou keang, better not

>p iik alwut it. ffS Kean^

!:v.:t. h.inlk.

oh*uh lac, to wak out.

Ki''aii<; kcw. rcaMMiino;, by

which a sentiment or couvse of

action is ju- ''fied, accounted for.

Keang koo, to sppak or

discourse of old times; which is

done in the Htrcet? and market

places in China by an inferior

class of* street orators called

Kpfing-knn Si-en-

^111". K"m!2; tV>

leaou. to have •agreed upon, oe

made a final arranfrcment. 0^
Keang ming poll

lenou, fully explained clearly

-t'i!('iL Ki_:a"g slnvo.

to s]}f.".ik or f(ir,v(M--i"> ulx^it. UHf



Keaiig ching sze to

oeak or discour.se of politics.
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Keang ehing yii, to

preach the Sacred Commands.

See Shing.

To plough; to cultivate

the soil.

Clear harmonious straight-

forward.

From twofields and three

lines. A line of parti-

tion a boundary a limit to

remain without cwrupting after

death.

Name of a wood. A baf

or beam the handle of a

hoe; a certain bar by the side

of a carriage, Name of a hill.

: Keang keang, strong;

abundant-

Appearance of holding up

or supporting.

Remaining uncorrupfod

iBt after deatli. ^

To lie down

&t (
out; pix^tintc.

52
Tlie sanu* as

a limit or l»ountlaiy.

Tfpqf A strong lx>\v stit my
lii'in, physically or moral-

ly; robust; ijitrepid; jx>werful;

affluent; violent; lx>isterou8; to

eoni})el; to tbroe togetlier. Foniis

n part of proper names. Used

iu much the same sense as ^

Keang paou,

strong and boisterous,

Keang jo, strong and_weak. 0)

^ Kaon keang, a crafty violent

manner. S -|^" Ki :ang ts'eaug,

to take by force ; to rob and pluu-

Kfeangt or T
keang peh, the wLite romains

of the silk worm after its death.

A boundary or limit, rsuch

as divides fic'j'is.

From to limit and silk,

or leather. A bH; the

silk cord or leather stra]>

"with which a Iwse is re-

strained or bridled. ,
Ma keang, a horse's bridle^

Small stones.

Ginger, T'ang

kt ;a7ig, preserved giiiger.

( ^Elil SSng keang, gin-

' gei'.

A boundary; a limit; to

draw a limit; to fix: alxwm-

daiy. Name of an office.

-? Keang clie, bound

limit it. - Keung

-|*Pt keae, or | Keang

yih, the boundary as of a

ilistri^t or oountrr.
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Woo keatig, or Woo

keang, illimitable iutinite, either

in reference to space or time.

From?ca^raiul lane. Wa-

ter diverging into streams

like streets or lanes; a passage

for ships; streams running into,

or from the sea; arms uf the sea.

Reatl Hung, lakes passing into

each oiher. K; :

:i k'ow,

the iiioutli ».f a i)a?^ago; a port.

Kejuig keo, the foot of

a Btivmn or passage of water; a

port or harbour; the ports of

Indiii are so called at Canton

aud Tiulia itself.

Keang kiio ch'uen, English ships

from India, are so called at Can-

toD countiy ships.

KH'EANG.

A small black destructive

insect found in rice;

strong violent pow er-

ful firm; obstinate; over-

> bearing; to strengthen.

Among mathematicians,

Kiteang denotes an overplus or

excess. A designation of the

yearundercertainrircumstancep.

A surntime. ^ M Meen

kh'eang, an unnatural force or

constraint put upon one's self

or others.

to rob openly hj an act of vio-

lence. Kh'eang keen,

to commit a rape to ravish.

^ Klveang t'aou, arobber;

a highwayinan. Kh'eang

che to strengthen the will or

the mind generally.

Strenuous effort to urge;

to press upon; pursue af-

ter; to withstmul, or oppose by

force.

[ A net spread on the road

to catch birds or beasts.

Tlie name of a river.

"iJ^T Thv n;»nu' of n plant.

A cloth with strings at

its corners, with which

Chinese females fasten

tlieir infants on their

backs, lie first charac-

ter also denotes a string upon

which Cluneso coin is strung.

1 Kh i
;an^ ]>aou, or

Kh'eang 15 a cloth for bind-

ing a child to the nurse s back.

vStrong, unsubmissive lan*

guage.

Strength of sinew.
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Kh'eang or Peh

kh'eang, Chinese coin or

money. Some say, to string

the coin; a string of Chinese

coin, which has a hole in the

middle by which it is strung.

Name of a demon.

The appearance ofan emp-

ty valley.

Read Kh'eang, to beat;

to strike. Read Kli'ung,

to grasp; to pull; to draw; to

lead.

Bf^k^
Empty within empty as

^^ a bladder puffed up swell-

>^ ed with wind air only;

vain empty; ostentatious.

f } Times for songs are vul-

^PVC garly called Kli'^ang.

Sounding like aii empty

vessel. The last chal-ac-

J ter denotes also disease of

sheep the ribs of a sheep.
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Chwaiig kh*eang, or

Kh'eang teaou vain ostentati-

ous display; to assume an un-

real appearance of learning, or

=irtue or dignity.

Foo-joo kh'eang t'eaou, hol-

low ostentatious pedantry.

Peh kh' eang, the northern

tone or tune.

Kae kwo kh'eang lae, to change

one's tune~~ to speak or act dif-

ferently.

-JWg A hollow block of wood

1^5tl with a wooden clapper in-

side, used in Chinese music

hollow; empty.

A disease of the throat.

The appearance of a horse'

walking.

^§ Cliwang kh'ung,

the os coxendicis.

KEAOU.

ma

A sound or voice coming

from a distance. To call

to to call upon to invoke

to call; to name; to cause;

>a certain large kind of

bell. ttff^Ta

yu keaou keaou, the dis-

tant sound of loud cdnver-

sation.

Cliay jin keaou tso

shin mo ming tsze, what is this

man's name? {4
Ta ming keaou Sze-mow,

his name is Sze-mow. a

~

1 Yih keaou yih taou,

to come as soon as called. Ĵ

Seh keaou, called after the

colour; only nominal; merely;

the fact and the name not agree-

ing. Read Kew5
in the same
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1

KKAOU

staise. W^f Keaou npiou,

the apj>earance of elevation, of

being raised high. I

7 ^"K^auu wo t'ing leaou

]>uh ugan, cause or make me

uncomfortable when I hear it.

Keaou han, to ciy out

aloud, from any violent feeling,

either anger or distress, tr

/ Keaou hoo woo ying,

to call to, oi" to invoke, but re-

viAvv no tns wcr. ff^j 'j^

Keaou ko jin lae, call a man

here. Keaou t'a

lae, tell him to come here. B

Keaou h-an shin

mo, what is he calling a(»m?

mo, what is he, or it calk'tl \

The a])peanuice of wink-

ing or progressing.

From disease and contor-

tion. A kind of cholic;

a writhing of the bowels.

Read Kew, u swelling or

rising of the flesh. Read

Chow, a slight pain.

The name of a medicine.

KEAOU

Profound deep retire-

"^f^ ment still; quiet.

To call out aJoud; to roar

|I| j out; to call upon, or call

to; to tulk incoherently the

roar or cry of au auinml.

A contorted turneil-up

nose; a crooked broken-

like nose. The second

clianu'ter is ])ronounce<l

Yaou, and the third

Said to be derived from

Ta in the sense of

"icm, and to represent the legs

crossed. To blend; to unite; to

connect to deliver over to; to

exchange the intercourse of

persons in society, and offriends

trade commerce. The name of

a place. The part of a garment

wliioh surrounds the neck; the

part which folds over at the

breast. Si:ang keaou,

mutually blended or connected,

said of persons or things,

e k*';n)U, t<> lorm friend-

ships become intimate with.

Tsene keaou, to dissolve

a friendship; break off an inti-

macy. ][ Lan keaou, to be

intimate with every person one

meets. Yu tscw

keaou shwuy, to mix wine and

Avatcr. Keaou chcn, to

join in battle. Keaou
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cliTh, to exchange hostages,

Keaou ch'uli, to deliver uj

a person or thing. ^
Keaou foo to deliver to to

transfer to pass over to.

Keaou hoo
5
mutually con-

nected, or blended together.

mm Keaou yew, a constant

companion. "ijff Keaou yew,

acquaintances. Keaou

Kh'e, to transmit to.

Keaou keae, or f Keaou

keang, adjoining boundaries, or

limits. Keaou keaou,

the appearance of birds flying.

Keaou kea, to pay the

price of a commodity.

Keaou kan, excitements of ve-

nereal appetite. ^ Keaou

yew, the intercourse of friends

a "friend. Keaou te to

deliver over to the manag'e-

ment of another. Keaou

tsa, to mix. -^c 0^ Keaou

kae tub, deliver over to tlie

said Viceroy (such and such

persons). ^^ Keaoup'wan,

to deliver over the platter; to

deliver over the whole of a con-

cern, commercial or official, to

another person. Keaou

ho, Keaou tsi : e, or

Keaou kow sexual iiiter-

course incorrect and medical

phrasoology.
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Read Heaou or Keaou,

good excellent beauti-

ful. A surname. To blend. See

Heaou.

O^Lr Pj^ Keaou keaou, the

voice of birds. Read

Taou, moaning or crying xander

the most acute pain or distress.

p Wa yaou, lascivious

sounds lewd songs.
"

Yaou yih fan, to bite a

moutlifal, or as muclx as may

be swallowed at once.

Yaou wan tseo tsze, to

gnaw letters and chew charac-

ters; to ruminate or study the

meaning of words. Read Heae,

the sound of wind.

Beautiful handsome

pretty clever crafty

intriguing. Read Heaou,

J lewd lascivious.

From hand and to lay

across. To place in op-

position to; to compare to se-

lect; to examine to discuss the

rights of impetuous, irritated

feeling disorder to revenge

to oppose or question ihe com-

mands of a sovereign or a fa-

ther to argue or dispute with

a person wlio lias offended one.

To receive anything with

the hand. One say9, per*
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From transverse and wood.

Bars crossed, to confine a

criminal a cage for wild beasts

kind of stocks for the feet; to

.oppose as with sticks or blud-

geons to compare strength

to fight to examine and com-

pare to collate books or manu-

scripts. Read Heaou, a school.

A fence to keep in horses.

Compare with Heaou.

Kh'aou heaou, to examine and

compare; to adjust. Ke

kea'm, to compare plans; plans

to be compared. JE Keaou

chirig, to correct and compare

a book for the press.

Keaou leang, to compare mat-

ters; to measure and adjust,

A crafty little black cur,

with a large mouth, found

amongst the Tartars; an animal

resembling a dog; artful; crafty

maddened; wild; perverse; disr

.orderly. Keen keaou,

villainously, traitorously, (Tat-

ty- Keaou cha, or

KVei keaou, artful, crafty,

deceitful; lyiug; cunning; lrau-

dulent; cheating. Keaou

luvuy
?
or Keaou hwa,

crafty; tricky; fraudulent.

Keaou le maddened un-

governable~as anenraged horse.

Keaou lae, to remove a

charge from one's self and lay

KEAOU
it on some other person in an

artful crafty manner,

Keaou t\n\^, a specious artful

boy; a good-looking fraudulent

youth.

A comparison of white-

ness or lutre. The lustre

of the moon; the shining white-

ness of the sun; white colour.

A surname. Keaou

keaou, 6^ Keaou keih, or

6^ Keaou poll, pure white;

\\ liiir mid -liiniii^; lu-d-c; efful-

gence.

To look asquint. The se-

cond character is read

Maou.

SX Wc Keaou ngaou,

name of au ancient city.

From a silk string and

to writhe or twist. To

n round and twist; to stran-

gle. Read Heaou, a yellowish

colour; a string or sash with

which clothes are fastened. ^§
Ch'en keaou, to entwine or

wrap round. Keaou

t'ow poo, a cloth to wrap round

the head, Keaou e, to

strangle to death, often meaiii

to hang one's self.

Keaou lan, to twist a rope,

Keaou fan, to s1 ranglc a cri-

minal; —— in China the sufferei
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3ms his arms extended on a

-cross a cord is first twisted

round the mikles, laext round the

waist, xiud then round the neck,

and finally round the wrist.

Bribes xvre given to hare the

cord first twisted round tlie neck.

A kind of crocodile found

in the Yaiig-tsze-keang,

aid to weigh two thousand cat-

ties, to have four feet and to

resemble a snake; otherwise call-

ed Keaou lung.

n Grass or hay. Name of

a plant used as a vegeta-

ble. Read Keaou, the

root of a plant. ^
J Keaou suu, a v^etable

sprout

fT KeaoU leaou,

|VV small drawers or trowsers.

Ia The bones of the leg.

®t Keaou che, ancient

name of CochiiHchina or Tong-

king.

A certain crooked, piece

of iron or copper ^^J the

side of a carriage, compared to

horns or ears. A basket or

trunk attached to a cart to

push as with a horn ; to com-

pare strength to compare a

general view or staitement of.

In the sense of wrangling, read

Keo. Ta keaou, gene-

rally taken by the lump an

average an estimate. ^[
Keaou leang, or }^ Pe

keaou, to compare and mea-

sure to argue or dispute with.

Keaou cbung, heavier.

Keaou che, compared

with it. Keaou tsaou,

T Waste land or common,

outside a city or a state.

The name of a sacrifice. Name

of a particular place. 5^ =^
Ke yay, or Keaou

yuen, land outside a city a

common a -waste a wilder-

ness.

The pin on which a liinge

l/^ turns a hinge or joint

to insert metals as an orna-

ment. Keaou taou, or

Keaou tseen, a cutting

instrument that moves on a

binge; scissors, called also ^
Tseen taou. #T Ting

keaou, the pin of a hinge.

JliJ^ A kind of leather purse

or bag.

Keaou po
5
un-

handsome; inelegant.

Keaou ngaou, large head

and sunken eyes.

K^acm urh, pas-

try enclosing meat of va^

rious kinds a kiud of mince

pie.

o o o
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The bo of tlie leg near

the ankle. One says, the

joints of the several bones.

^4"^ A species of sqvialus or

Hsh, from which the

Chinese obtain shagreen the

tail is three or foiir cubits long,

with a string at the end; a kind

of shark or sea-fox. Name of

an office. Keaoa jin, a

sca-mouster, whose tears be-

come pearls.

Forms parf of the name

of several birds.

^jL Keaou or To. From white

Id and to let, loose. A glid-

ing* flowing appearance ; ap-

poarinq; to pass away a song.

Read Keth, respect.

To do to act. Keud

manner.

Keaou, Kcaou

hing*, to obtain by a lucky oc-

currence what one has no right

to.

From mouth and let loose.

^^Xk To roar or call out; loud

vociferating uoise. Used as a

Tiumoral of horses. Read. Kcuh,

to call. ^ jit Ma urh

ts*een keaou, two thousand

horses. Keaou hoo^ to

call out. § ffi Keaou

jea urh kli'uh, cried and wept .

Keaou keaou,. deep hol-

tow sound. Keaou ying,

1te ^uswer in a loud ahvnpt

Poor land.

To go round either to

ward off, or to circum-

vent, or to seelc to obtain to

assume a kind of fence con-

sisting of spikes in the wa-

ter, to keep off" barbarians a

sniull road. Read Yaou, to

'u or ward off.
>
f"J*

Tliu, l""n keaou hing, to

do what is dangerous from an

improper desn'e to obtain good

fortune. ®' ;7f§ Keaou fuh, to

seek fur happiness, or temporal

good. "[ Keaou hing, some

inrtanate coincidence by which

one succeeds, not by right or

merit* to seek some good at all

risks, and to succeed.

Keaou meaou, profound and

mysterious.

Lucky fortunate. Same

as the preceding.. Read

)>KeTh > haste; hasty, pre-

cipitate disposition.

' Keaou leaou, to state

to in a sincere Qjid faithful

maimer.

Keaon or KeTl^ to beatj

I to flog, as with a horse

|^| f

whip to strike by the

^^^J side; to grasp hold of.

Wrappers or bandagea

for the legs, to strengtheix
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the muscles of the legs, used by

people who travel, and carry

burdens on foot.

H^a Clear; binght white and

lumiaous. g Keaou

jih, a clear day.

The white lustre of some

precious stones. White;

luminous; refulgent

xpt/* Keaou or K>eih, a young

QM\ wolf.

Uneven stones rocky and

uneven. Read Heh, to

engrave or cut deeply real

solid.

I Tlie eyes fixed motion-

j

less; cleat; Wight.

vJ
Read Cho, tied or fiUm'li-

cd to hankering uf'tei*.

Rend Keaou, to wii the

^about; a wrapi^r for tbe

leg; to deliver up; to give

to a superior. Kend Hih,

the tape which strengthens

the hem of a garment.

Wan keaou, to pay or deliver

up the whole; to clear the ac-

count. Keaou - jaou
?

to wind round. Keaou

kh'euen, to give up one s ]>aper«

jit an oxaminntion of the litcniti.

Mk I('aou 'u' or

Ch'ing keaou, to jac^eut or de-

liver up to.

/c^)p metal handle or kneh

V^/J\ by whkli to lift aiiy ve:-"

sel or utensil; the Chinese cali

such handles An ear.

Delicate; tender; to bring

up delicately, us the child*

reu of the rich; elegant form

and manner; a woman's imm(5

famous in history a ocriui

i

kind of wine. Yaou

keaou, fairies; sprites,

Keaou kh'eh, term of rcsi^ect to

a daughter's husband. ^
^ Keaou jovr n^u 4w n

delicate female. Keaou

tsze, delicate and i^ii(is«me.

Keaou yan^
?

to nurse ten-

derly, said also morally of a-

betting a persoil's vices.

A low-minded man flush-

ed with success hi<»h

looks idle loose dissipated

self-indulgent; awmniiig and in-

solent.

To raise or lift the hand;

false;deceitful; to straight-

en; to gi'asp firmly; firm; un-

bending; unyielding; to iak^; to

select; to crook or straighten by

the application of lhe

An arrow issuhiG* forth^

To straighten what AA^as

before crooked; to make crook-

ed what was previously straight,

is expressed by -j^ Jow; to

btmighteu the perverse or vici-
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ous depositions of people; to

rectify in a moral sense. Us-

ed in the sense of |§ Keaou,

false deceitful assuming to

raise; to fly; strong; robust; ob-

stinate. A surname.

Keaoa keaou, strong; valuious;

brave to raise on high, m
Keaou ts'ing, a fraudulent

disposition.

The blossoms of grasses

and of grain, adorned with

flowers, aud high luxuriant

growth.

A specious loquacity; to

f||H| instigate to crime.

Kew keaou, to excite to se-

dition or conspiracy by specious

declaration; one who causes o-

thers to ofiend; a sower of sedi-

tion.

Originally denoted a

| wheeled vehicle; a r:in 1-

age; now applied to a vehicle

carried on men's shoulders. A
sedan chair.

Tso szejin keaou, to go in a ohnir

with four bearers, the people

are allowed two only.

Pa keaou, a chair carried by

eight bearers. Keaou

foo, chair bearers.

$
3^ Keaou e k'eu yuen, the chair

had already gone off a lon^ way.

Keaou keang, the pole

of a sedan chair.

KEAOTJ

Keaou man cimy leaoiT
3

screened by, the chair blinds.

Keaou tsze, or ^

"^p" Yih shing keaou tsze,

a sedau chair,

Keaou kh'wei te, the bottom

part of a chair in which tlic

Chinese place luggage,

Keaou tan, the short pole for

carryhi^ a chair which lies on

the men's shoulders when there

are four bearers.

A horse six cubits higli;.

|3| a wild horse; strong; un-

governable; self-confident; self-

iiululgence pride haughty

air; to be proud. Read lleaou,

a short-uot<e(l dog. Fun

keaou, impetuocis; nncontrola-

Wle. Keaou chay, proud

and rxtnu a^ant. £^/ Kt':"m

die, a proud, haughty mind,

^^%^ Keaou ngaou, thu haugh-

ty prancing air; the proud gait

of a horse; \nu\o and self-iiulul-

^oiK-e. Keaou ngaou,

to be proiul ami haughty; over*

bearing. f Keaou kin^

proiul and 5i^suraing.

Keaou chivy yin fan,

))i-iile, extrav«agaucc, ami obscene

prate.

Read Yaou, Teaou

yaou, a tribe of short

foreigners, situated on the south-

w<ist,. They aiv »ai<l to he but
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three cubits high.

Keaou liiug, to obtain, or suc-

ceed hj some lucky coincidence;

in this sense, same as Keaou.

Irregular, uneven, poor

ground.

To sprinkle; to cast a

small quantity of water

on, as in watering plants. Read

Leaou, water whirling round.

Read Ngaou, a man's name.

Keaou hwa, to*water flow-

ers. ^ Keaou le, or >^
Keaou p5, destitute of feel-

ing; ungrateful.

Keaou, or Yaou, stony

stiff barren 1;um1. %
Keaou te poor, st(aiy l.n.il land..

Long fcaihcrs of a tail;

numerous; to elevate to

raise; to excite; highly elevated

dangerous; distant; suspended;

a certain flag or baniua-.

Keaou fa, to raise or excite,

applied to the thoughts..

Kenou kh'e, to stand erect,

or on tip-toe. ^ ^ Keaou

keaou, dangerous; in dtinger

said of a house or family.

Keaou show, to raise the

h*'ad; to hold it high; to look

with hope.

Leen keaou, or

H

au k;en tsze

name of a plaut iinmd in great

abundance in vallies.

To trip lightly; to raise

the feet high; to rise or

to ascend high.

The ends of an axle-tree..

Boasting,' talking big; a-

larm or surprise. Read

Kiiou, the crowing of a cock

U'^ad Paou, bombast; inflated or

flowery talking, without any

reality. Paou paou, sound noise.

Read Leaou or Laou, ^Jp\

Leaou taou, many words; ver-

bose. Read Mew, Syn. with

Mew.

Kwang chay che wang yen.

yuy, the irregular confused talk

of a madman.

keaou, a dis-

torteel face sunken eyes.

An adhesive substance

made of skins, horns and

various other materials; glue;

to cause to adhere firmly; to

glue^ pertinacious; bigoted ad-

herence to? conspired together

pervei'se. Name of an ancient

school. Nnme of a river. Name

of a place. A surname. Deceit-

ful. Yu keaou, glue

made from fish.

New pe keaou, glue made fiom

cow's skin. Leu keaou,

mule or asses giue, a famous

Cliiuese uiudiciue, also called
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Kew t'een kung

keuou, and O keaou.

Tung keaou, a school

or college.

Keaou koo puh t'ung, obstinate

and impenetrable,

Keaou ko, the purer air which

vascends; levity unsettlediiess,

nii.sleadiiiess; crossing or run-

ning impetuous. '|

TVing shin jou keuou, or

ft:ffi Koaou ts'elh

seang t'ow, tis iutimate as glue

ami varnish.

A long distant appear-

nuvir, confu^cil; disorder-

ly. Keaou ko, the ap-

jK'ai'ance or figure of hallwds

or lances rapid motion, as of

spears in fencing intricate.

-\rJ^ Commonly read Chaou

p| to invite or make a signal

to with the hmid. Read Keaou,

to raise; to rouse; to excite.

Read Keaou, to awaken

from a dream to awaken

from sleep. Keud Keo, to ad-

A ort to notice.

\^ To ratfsr the hand to ac-

I tion. to 8tir and throw

into disorder; to excite confu-

sion; to trouble or annoy the

mind. Keaou jaou, to

make disturbance in suciciy.

Keaou chucn, to stir

round anything boiling, -jl^

'

Keaou lwan t'een hea,

threw the world into disorder;

to disturb the peace of the Em-
pire, as by baiiditli*

rj^%^\ A hole dug in the earth

deep receptacle under

grouml; a cavern • a den

a deep hole; a profound

^recess or sinus. Read

Leaou, the appearance of

a deep cavern. Name of

a pl^ce. Koaou

VH ^ kh,ow, the mouth of a ca-

K

The feces of wine used

to raise Uouy:li; ferment-

ing substance; a kind of yeast;

lcavon. Keaou

meen ping, leavened wheatcn

bread. Fa keaou, or

Kh'e keaou, to raise

with fermcntiiig substance to

leaven.

To call or roar out; to

make a clamorous noise.

Name of a bird charged

with undutifulness to its

parent, and cruelty to its off-

spring strong* wicked to

hang a human head on a pole

the top of a hill. A surname.

Name of a plant. Keaou

heen, deep hollow eyes. ^
Keaou heunor, a wicked vicious

uan. K( ion sliow, to

hang a criminal s h^ud iu a
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cage on the top of a pole.

tj^ An animal found in the

water resembling a snake,

and having four feet capable

of injuring a man a species of

' Lacerta.

From to imitate, a child^

and to heat. Superiors

giving inferiors some-

thing1 to imitate viz. a

^precept; a rule a law;

to teacli to instruct; that

which is taught; a sys-

tem of opinions or a re-

J ligion ; to command to

order. f Keaou mun, com-

monly denotes the Mohamme-

dans; but it also means Reli-

gion or Sect generally.
—

^

San keaou, the three sects, of

Confucius, of Buddha, and of

Laou-tsze JLL %ji Leih keaou,

r She keaou, t-o pro-

pound or establish a system of

doctrines.

Shing jin e shin taou

she keaou, the sages by divine

principles established a system

of instruction. Ts'eTh

keaou, the seven snhjects of in-

struction; 1st, father and son;

2nd, brothers; 3rd, husband and

wife 4th, prince and stal esmen

5 tli, the old and the young; 6th,

host and guest and 7 Lb, friends.

Keaou hwuy, to instruct;
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to teacli. Keaou hwa,

to change, or reform by instruc-

tion. ^/f| Keaou heun, to

give instructions and admoni-

tions to. Keaou kwan,

a school a place of instruction.

^ Keaou kwan, an official

superintendent of the junior li-

terati. Keaou sze, an

instructor in a low sense a

teacher of. Keaou shpw,

a kind of literary superintend-

ent in a Foo district; the ap-

pointment is for life. His assis-

tant is called Heuu^

taou. Keaou yu, a situ-

ation in a Heen district, of the

same nature as the preceding-.

His assistant is also called

Heun-taou.

I
To value one*s self; to

tSIL^ pay attention or regard

to one's self.

>Thick eyebrows*

\ ) To suspend upside down*u a head hung up with the

r-| (
hah' hanging down. Now

-^j^
J

written Keaou.
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KH'EAOU.

The anciout form of

Kh'eaou, an effort of geni-

us; ingenious. Sec Kh'aou.

Skill; ingenuity-; clevei-

^ J / ness, lvR-rrin^ ori.^inally

\ to workmanship. Skilful;

, frjf^ i inircuious, thut which isH ) made vidi skill ami in-

^•ciiuily. The excess of in<rcnui-

ty ;
craft; deceitful, wily artifice;

intrigue sj^ecious shameless

hs. A gonius. They say,

tltlTakl^Vaou j5chuc,

a great genius is like a fool; i. e.

he is fcimple, and docs not bear

the external garb of ingenuity.

Yin kh'eaou, sj>ecious,

false, illicit gloss. Peli

kh'eaou, a hundred ingenious

contrivances. Sing

kli'eaou, naturally ingenious and

oli'ver, Kh'e kh'eaou,

talent; ingenuity. Ko

kh'eaou, machinciy that is in-

genious;—ingenious in opera-

tion. ^5 Kh'o kli'uaou, won-

<lcrful or exti'Monlinarv ingenui-

ty-

Kli'eaou ts'e cli'ang i)'\vnn cliue

foo, a clever wife is alway> al-

lied to a stupid husband.

g Kh'eaou kr, an artful or in-

genious conlri \ance. 3
7^ KIiVka<»u yen ling sch,

specious talk and fair exterior

an ovcr-strai«ed effort to please,

is rarely connected with virtue.

Kh'eaou shTh, or

5

Kh'eaou yang, an ingenious

pattern. Kh'eaou tsl;e,

ready at ingenious devices.

S W Kli?eaou y' a

I crouching submissive man-

ner,

A small l>ir»l which builds

on trees. Commonly called

KhV'aou foo ncuou, the

ingenious housewife.

Name of a place

A cavity; a hole; hollow;

an interstice; an aperture

an opening; a fit time; the pas-

sages of an animal l>oJy are ex-

pressed 1 'v Kcv.' kh'eaou,

the nine orifkK The superior

seven about the head, pertain to

the Yang oncr<ry; the two

inferior ones to Yin.

Poh kh'eaou, all the pores.

ii^ |i£ Sin kh'eaou, the aper-

tures of the heart; the internal

passages; the apertures of the

mind; Sages have seven. Per-

spicacity and clear discernment,

is exprosst-d by having these

supposed inlets of knowledge o-

pcn, and the reverse by their

shut; honci- tlu-y say of uu
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impenetrably stupid person,
—1

3^ Yih kheaou puh

t'ung, that not one aperture is

permeable; he is most impene-

trably dull.

From Yaou, pleasing and

elegant, with Kaon
9
high,

abbreviated. High high and

bent back, as if still looking

higher; curved; bent; hooked.

A surname. A mau's name. Oc-

curs denoting, proud idle and

dissipated. Kh'euou further de-

notes, the poles of a sedan chair

being curved in a particular way.

Kow joo yu

kh'eaou, bent or curved like cur-

ling feathers. Read ICeaou, in

ihv stMise of Keaou, proud,

T^n
hea vh'e k'eaou keih cho ch'e, the

empire began to be discontented

and rapacious. r§ Kh'eaou

keih, the mind disquieted or dis-

contented. ^ jffj 1^ Kh'eaou

urh yay, proud, dissipated and

wild. Kh'eaou muh

luy, the species of tall trees.

High; an inn, or lodging

place for a stranger to

dwell iu a temporary abode, A
surname.

Not to know; to be igno-

rant of. A local word,

used to affirm, / do not know*

The Dictionaries Ts'ee-yun and

Luy-p'een, define it, a distorted

mouth.

The lofty peak of a moun-

tain a pointed summit

where water cannot re-

main. Name of a hill. A
mountain pass.

The -waistband of draw-

ers or trowsers.

To draw to pull a bow.

\rfj ^ A plank a plank laid a-

l^f^f I

cross a stream a bridge;

r
any utensil which has a

J«^^ cross bar. Name of a

J wood. A surname. Used

to denote, proud perverse in-

solent. Forms part of the name

of a place. Used for a carriage.

Rapid motion. Ho
kh*eaou, bridges over rivevs

were first made B. C. 900.

Muh kh'eaou, a wooden

bridge, Shih kh'eaou,

a stone bridge. T'ee

kh'eaou, an iron bridge.

Kang kh'eaou, a bridge formed

by suspended ropes.

Kli'euh kh'eaou, to bend a

bridge, denotes great strength.

The motion of fire.

#A lai'g'e reed or tube,

which gives a loud sound.

Read Seaou, iu the same sense.

p p p
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One says, an instrument of hus-

bandry.

The waistband of trow-

T^vjI sers which reach down to

the heel. Read Keo, a kind of

straw sandals.

Name of a place.

To walk nimbly to trip

lightly to climb trees

with celerity strong.

Kh'eaou kli'eaou^ to walk; to

go-

Pl^*"^
To raise the feet and

I

or climb high

^strong; martial appear-

B ance, applied also to

*^7^* J horses marching' pran-

cing. Reiterated in the same

sense. Also nad Kcio, tickled;

pleased, as by success proud

straw saiulnU. Kh'eaou

jeu, to trip lig-lifcly, but inse-

curely. ^ PS
ldi'eaou seili shaug, to place

the feet upon the knees.

A plank or sledge for

I travelling* through mnd.

Shing kh^eaou, to

ride on a sledge or sled.

The name of a fish.

The name of a bird.

"^ To beat or strike from

i^l^C the side, as in beating a

drum a stout dub or cudgel,

with which to beat or strike.

T'uy kireaou, to beat

the time or quantity, with the

hand, when composing" verses

the practice of Soo

Tung.po, a famous poet under

the Sung dynasty.

Kl^eaou koo, to beat a drura.

^ Kh'eaou kang, k) beat

the watch at inghis.

Kh'eaou inun, to knock at a

door.

'

High; lt>fty.

KE1Y.

Name of:i phmt. X.uir' of

yjt^ an ancient state. Name of

a ]»Iace. A surname. ^

s

Woo keay, a medicinal plant.

#ij ft M# Keay lau fuli,

M a denomination ot'liudvllin,

— applied also to the Chinese

Mars, KAvan-foo-tszc.

Keay or Kea, mountain

clad with forests.

Keay or Kea, pjai" stan<I*

ing corn.

llljlO

#1

I
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fj
Keay, or Kea.

Shih kea, a designation

of Buddha

KEE.

iT. To branch out gradually,

I and take hold of; to twist

or entwine about, as vegetable

creepers. See Kew,

The appearance of a man

without his right arm;

single one only a remnant

«hort; behind or lasts a spear

or halberd with a transverse

pike. Kow kee, a hook-

ed spear, ^5 Kee kee,

standing or jutting out alone

a jrreat mosquito. A surname.

Standing corn a corn

sheaf.

A kind of dish or plat-

tor.

A bunch of silk, or

thread,

A spear with a hook or

transverse pike,

rz^T^ To charge with a crrme

[J 1^ fac^ to face to question

and find people's secret or clan-

destine proceedings to interro-

gate with authority; to bring to

light illicit proceedings; to seize

hold on people's defects or faults.

Weakened by disease;

weak languid.

]

From heart or dog, and

to go away. Cowardly;

timid; fearful; afraid to

face an enemy; wfeak.

Wei kee, fearful, ao-

P-hensive.

Kee shih me urh, Cashmere, in

Central Asia.

I-j

From a swore?or strength,

or a sharp weapon, and

to take away. To take

by violence; to plunder;

to rob. One of the Kul-

pas of the Buddha sect,

mul seems to answer to

1 the platonic or great year,

' consipting of from 24,000

to 25,000 years, when the

world will begin anew.

Ta kee, to rob; to plun-

der. Kheai1S
t?aou ts'eang kee, robbers, pluu-

derers. Tw
ying kee ch'ae, to attack and

plunder a camp. ^}) Kee

t'aou, a robber or plunderer. ^J)

Kee leo, to seize as robbers

or "banditti do; to nlunder.

#^
Tsae te juh cliung show kh'oo
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woo peh kee, to suffer in hell

five hundred ages.

Wan kee mo shuii, ten

thousand ages (of suffering) can-

not atone for it.

Name of an insect.

The hands and the mouth

\Jf both engaged. Embar-

rassed; plucking plants willi the

haud,^ and nuils to urge; to

perplex to embarrass.

Kee keu, eniharassed for wait

ofmoney; perplexed; distressed;

applied to merchants in embar-

rassed circumstances..

•Jkil
One species of the orsnge.+ Keg tszc, the

niandurin onmge. Kee

kaou the wheel for raising wa-

tor, used by Chinese husbiind-

xcen. Said to have been invent-

ed by one of Confucius' puj»ils.

Kee kang, name of a

medicine. Kee ping, a

kind of sweet cake.

Wild; mad; cunning,

^PgZ| Kee kh'euh, name of

an aiiimnl fouud in the west; its

body emits an odour: it has no

skin.

To tie; to knot; to con-

jlj tract; to bind; to draw or

collect together; curved; impor-

tant; a knot; a bond an engage-

ment, y Kiie leaou,

tied; knotted; fixed; consume

mated, Wan kee, to

have something lying upon the*

mind. Te kee, to tie

or bind two together. ^§
Kan kee, a voluntmy bond or

engagement to do something——

oftt'ti required by the govern-

ment. Pa keg, to form

extciksive connexions; to unite

peopk to ones self; to make

<luv preparation. , 7^
Ngan puh nang ke€ favors

cannot bind him. -}T Ta

ki :

e, lu lie a knot. Ki-e

cliow, or Kee yuen, to

form an enmity; to induce a per-

son's lvstMitmont. Kee

keaou, united in friendly inti-

macy, ^ffi K'eS new, to

tAvisf and twine; to udhei'e per-

tinaciously to something.

^1 Kee shing, to tie a string or

conl. Kee tanp;, to form

a conspiracy; to unite as bandit-

ti. Kee ts'in, to form

a matrimonial connexion. §
^ft Keets'ae, l'cstoons; silk knot-

tod to form a kind of' irarUnulr

whioli is hung round a room*

Kee kvo to form or

bear fruit.

<»Na:r.c of a plant.

A hook or sickle.
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To interrogate; to ques-

tion with authority, as a

magistrate; to investigate strict-

ly, for the purpose of correcting

and punishing; to reprehend; to

chastise; to prohibit.

Kee choo, to examine and pu-

nish an offender. Kee

ch'aou, a clear morning. w$
Kee kew, to scrutinize narrowly.

^trr^ To pull up the clothes;

J'}l| to hold up the lower gar-

ments as if carrying something

in an apron.

Name of an insect.

To jump; to leap.

A wishful, longing ap-

pearance. Read Ho, and

Hea, breathing; panting.

A thoughtful appearance.

Diseased breathing.

A sheaf of grain.

The fruit of a certain

plant. Name of a coin.

Name of a hilL A surname.

Ming kee, a certain felici-

tous plant of the age of the fa-

mous king Yaou.
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Kee tee, a small

butterfly or moth.

_i tif To prate; to talk pedan-

tically of antiquity. A
man's name. | Che kee,

to prate about the ancient Sages,

and cause confusion to the pre-

sent age-

Kee or Kea, under the

atm; the arm-pit.

The side of the face; the

jaw; the instruments Tor

receiving and masticating food,

and of articulating words. The

name of a place. Forms part of

the name of a bird. ^*

Kee kuh, or Kee keu,

the jaw-bone; the jaws.

Kee or Kea, a kind of bas

—

ket for containing clothes;

to put into a basket.

Kee, Hee or Tsee, tickled

and pleased by success.

The mind satisfied gra-

tified; cheerful; pleasecL

* Kee sin, a cheer-

ful, contented mind.

To blow; to pant. Read

She, to pant after; to de-

sire.

A kind of basket or other

vessel to contain things.

The name of a hill. Read How,
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an instrument of music.

Kee sze, a scholar's basket

for his books and clothes.

_ Diseased breathing a short-

ly ness of breath.

Kee kaou, a ma^

.chine for drawing water,

f The Chinese husltajul-

man's water-wlieel.

.-^ Pure; clear; clean, used
^

both physically and mor-

1

ally. ^ Kee sin, a

pure mind.

'^ Kee ming how seu, I

have prcpurol pure tea

and wait for your compa-

ny to converse; written

on invitation caixls. m
Kee ts'ing, pure and clear.

^ Kee tsing, pure and

clean.

Cruel; fierce murderous;

banditti cruelly murdering

many persons. To raise;

or lift, as lifting stones to

throw at men; one m;in

of a thousand; i. e. super-

ior to a thousand a fowl

roasting. A surname.

Kee kee, figure or external ap-

pearance of.

Jfy\ The shooting forth of

grain eminent virtue and

talents proud. y^" f

Tsae

t!h che e yu chung chay, yuS

tseun kee, talents and virtue su-

perior to the rest of maukind, is

expressed by Tseun kee.

Ying kee, a person eminent

for virtue and talents, a hero or

heroine.

To overshadow or cover.

§ Keg yS a high

mountain.

Appearance of grain bud-

ding forth com beginning

to ear. Used also to de-

note chaff.

Koad Kee, and KeTh, for;

instead of. Read Kea,

-tumble.

Kee or Kea, accumulatod

, earth, dirt, or filth,

^SesMh
kh'o o kh'<'ii how kea, a washing

stone can remove an accumula-

tion of dirt or filth.

KH'EE.

Kh'e ov Kli'' ; (". Repeated,

^ \y?l
Kh'ee kh'eS, the

;ipp(':i;':u"'L' of using vio-

lent effort. Urgent; with

haste a martial ajipcar-

ance; a bamboo rod; to cease;

to .stop. \^ Kli'ee keu, cer-
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tain verses, or enigmatical sen-

tences of the Sect Fuh.

Keang fuh kh'ee to rehearse,

or explain the enigmas of Full.

•^B , Kh'eu kh'ee, to

make a great breach on

an enemy or set of banditti. Also

read O.

A hill or mountain stand-

ing alone; a stone table.

iij Ngo kh'ee, hilly; moun-

tainous.

|IeF To <lesist; to rest; to stop.

Read K5 to covet. Read

Ho, to be afraid.

To raise high; to lift up

one's clothes as when

fording* m stream a car-

riage goin^; with rapidi-

ty to take upon one's

self; to bear; to support; to be

answerable for, to state to su-

periors. Ncuh

minf>* kh'ee t ee, an anonymous

accu^ntion, addressed to govern-

ment, pasted up about the town:

—said to be a capital crime.

Kh*ee chay, an odori-

ferous plant, Kh'ee

tseay, to borrow. Kh ee

tsze, or Kh'ee tan, a

bond given when one borrows

money, Kh'ee t'ee, a

statement; a declaration; a de-

position, pasted up against the

Ik

walls of the streets; a placard.

A stick thrust into the

A/ ground over the grave af

a person who has died on the

high way. and having his name

inscribed on it. ^ KKee
choo a board with any memo-
randum written upon it, and a

seal attached to it; a board with

a person's crime written on it

a certain musical instrument.

T^uh Kh'ee, bald-head-

ed. Kh'ee tow, a cer-

tain wooden vessel or platter.

Without water, applied

to plants. Read Kh'o,

thirsty.

A rock standing alone;

stone tablet; a ix>und tab-

let; the motion of the feathered

tribes. Read Kea, an angry

appearance. ^ Kh'ee

shih, a rock or tablet.

To cany to the utmost

point to exhaust the

highest degree; to try to the

utmost; to destroy; passing to

the extreme, and commencing

again revolving in a circle, as

the five elements are supposed

to do. i^j Kli'ee ch'ing,

perfectly sincere to carry sin-

cerity to the utmost dogreo.

Kh'ee leih, to exert all

one's strength; to do ouo's ut-

most.
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fjQ To bear; to support; to

raise; to lift up.

A strong, violent sheep.

7^9 The name of a place. ^
Kh'ee yaiig, to castrate a

sheep.

Kin kh'ee, cer-

tain metal ornaments of a

To leave a place; to de-

part; to go away; a mar-

tial appearance.

Kl^ee or Kea, to cut or

carve ingeniously to

cut or make a memorandum on

a bamboo; honce the word

Kh'e, a contract; a bond.

Name of a river. Clean;

pure.

Read Kh'e, a bond; that

^ form of bond which suc-

ceeded knotted cords in ancient

times, consisting of two parts,

corresponding to the modern

cheque of Europe; it was used

also in the government, one

half being retained by the

prince, and the other half given

to the person serving close

union of friends an utensil for

scorching tortoise-shells, in re-

ference to divination timid.

Read See, a surname. Read

Kli'ee, enduring suffering se-

parated from friends wide open

place to carve; to cut off; to

terminate. Read K'eih, name

of a northern tribe to play.

Shoo kVee, a bond a

written agreement.

Kh'ee kwoi, wide open place

widely or long separated from

friends.

A hook or sickle for reap-

ing grain to cut • to

carve to ornament by

^engraving; to cut off; to

torni'mate. Also read Kh'e.

Kli'e P5 to ill-

treat; to rule tyrannically.

To take hold of with the

hand; to support; to hold

up; to put in order; to adjust

alone. Read Kh'e, to cut or

break off. To write upon a

board, in reference to the us-

age of prisons. T'e

Kh'ee, to hold up to lift to

support.

Read Kh'e, to cut or en-

grave. Read Kh'eS, to

cut off; to deprive of. Repeat-

ed. Kh'ee kh'ee, mourn-

ful; sony.

The end of a thread of

hemp; clean; pure; right-

ly adjusted; to measure to res-

trict; to reduce to rule or to or-

der applied to the waters of

the deluge. Kh'" to,
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to measure; to adjust; to limit.

Kh'ee tsing pure and

tranquil. Kh'ee ts'ze,

plentiful. Kh'e^ yo, or

Y5 kh'ee, to bind; to re-

strict.

^ To eat

KEEN.

Jf/r From man and con^ be

I J
cause a cow is a large ani-

mal that may be shared. To di-

vide; to separate, or distinguish

things an individual article sub-

ject or affair; a particular. An-

swers to~one; an; si. "f^

Jo kan keen, how man}7 ar-

ticles, or particulars?

Wuh keen, a thing.

«ze keen, an affair.

Heu to wuh keen, a great

many things.
1

Yih keen e fuh, a garment; one

)iece of dress.
~

*

Wo yew yTh

keen sze pae t5 ne, I have an

affair in which I solicit your as-

sistance. ^r "pj* Ko keen,

pvery article, or a variety of ar-

ticles. Keen

keen too nang, adequate for

every individual affair, or occu-

pation expert in everything.^ Pae tse yTh

keen yih keen, arranged in or-

der, each article apart, ^f
1

T'eaou keeii, a list of articles, 01'

Q Q-

topics; an account; an index.

Ngau keen, a case in a court

oflaw; aparticular afiair brought

before a Magistrate.

|-4 ) From eye and man. To

I
see; to notice; to observe;

> seeing; observing; fiiid^

^3 \ ing; finding that; to be

jtI 1 I impressed by; to be affect-

ed by; to be the recipient of, in

which sense it makes the pas-

sive of verbs. Read Heen, to

disclose; to expose; to manifest;

the present time. |^ Pe

keen, to see the Emperor,

Yin keen, to introduce to

an Imperial audience.

Hwuy keen, to assemble or meet

with. Seang ktien, to

see each other. Cliwang

keen, to bounce upon unexpectr

edly. To keen

to wan, to have seen and heard

much. TVoo keen, to

see for the first time ——it is not

then expedient to talk much.

^fe Keen king t^ang e
to begiu to suspect something
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from external appearances,

Keen kh'e, to be refused or

rejected. Keen kwae,

to be imprebsed with as strange;

to be offeiuied uy. Keen

kwo, to have seen before.

Keen ieang, to be excused.

Keen meen, to see a per-

son; to admit him.

Keen seaou, to be laughed at.

Keen sew, to feel a-

shamed. Keen shTh,

knowledge.

* Kt'en slulv kwang ta extensive

knowledge. Keen t'ow,

to fice through a clear percep-

tion of. IS Keen

king sang ts'ing, to act as cir-

cumstances may arise.

/J^t Like to be compared to.

I Also read Hecn, .1''"

see.

»LO Same as the preceding.

|/^ A comparison; or to make

a compai'isoii.

Name of a river.

A small sheaf of com.
l

•fF
From door and moo?); al-

ludhig to the light of the

>moon as seen tlu'ough the

crevice of a door, at niglit.

The second character it

the vulgar form. A crevice a

space between between, either

in respeet of space or time; in

the midst of; during the time of;

to make a space between to

separate to put asunder by spy-

ing or slandering; a spy; to

separate remotely; distant. Oc-

cur< denoting near; to contain

to beai' with to diminish; to

chastise by military force emp-

ty; unoccupied; a depraved or

lascivious look; reduced by dis-

cast'. Name of a place.

Tsae chung keen, in the

midst or between. F:m

keen, to befool an enemy by

siiala'.'fins. '

Yih neen che keen, within a

year. Keen keh, to se-

parate ami make a space or par-

titici. 1 L t^n. (^^V Keen

twan, to make a total separation

between. Keen tsze,

to range or take a place amongst*

fjj Keen taou, an unoccu-

pied road. T'een

te keen, between heaven and

earth; i. e. on earth; the situa-

tion of human beings.

1 Water running between

J two hills; a stream in a

Hey.

A Keen, or Han, large tree

\\ or timber.

3 A stream in a valley.

Name of a particular
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stream, or river.

Anciently a slip of reed

on which letters were

written, before the invention of

paper an official writing to

review or survey to diminish;

to abridge; to retrench to seek

to attain to select to distin-

guish and separate; negligent or

to be negatively rude great;

large; sincere; the sound of a

drum. A surname.
rP\h keen, particularly selected,

to fill some office.

Keen cha, or KSentseh

a letter or official document.

Keen ngaou, laconic

«nd abstruse. Keen

urh ming, laconic and perspicu-

ous. Keen leo, a les-

sening or diminishing taking

the most important parts a-

bridging an abridgment.

Keen jue, to survey; to re-

view, as troops. Keen

man, or Keen see, want-

ing in civil attentions— used as

an apology by the host

Keen k'eue, a vacancy in an of-

fice where there is little to do.

Keen tsing, a laconic

pure style; absence of tautology

and offensive expressions.

in the eye.

T v A kind of petticoat.

The colours of embroid-

ered silk.

Ta keen kin, name of certain

embroidered silk in the time of

the T'ang dynasty.

Name of a water plant,

wel 1 known in Chma.

To see; to look. Read

Heen, turning up the

wliite of the eye; much white

Read Heen, also as the name
of a plant. A surname. •

QHH To see; to look looking

l^tj/L mixeel; Wended. A liuiu.s

name.

Salt; a salt.

Name of a fish.

To establish the laws of

a government to raise

upright; to erect; to place; to

establish j to build; to build up.

Name of a wood, said to sfand

erect to a great height without

branches. Name of a star; and

of a district* A surname. ^§
Full-keen, the province com-*

monly written Fokien.

Keen kung, to establish one's

merits to deserve well of one's

country, or of society.

Keen tso to build a house.
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f Keen teh to build up vir-

tue; to edify, in a moral sense,

Keen ts'aou fang

uh to build a house.

Strong not susceptible

of fatigue; indefatigable

- un-vvearied and unceasing

as the daily revolutions

1

-of the heavens. Read

Keen, difficult to raise. A sur-

name. M 5 M Tsing

shin kh'eang keen, strong con-

H^ilution ami good spirits.

• Cliwaiig keen, strong, able-

bodied.

Tsun tV lnvau k'aug keen, hon-

ored body still strong and vigor-

ous; i, e. You, Sir, are still very

hale ami ^tout. 'J^ Keen

tsuh, an able-bodied soldier.

«4^^ To raise;-to lift; to carry

on the shoulders; to ^liur

to close to fill up to fix a

boundary; to strengthen to e-

stablish.

A strong fierce cow. An
animal said to be like a

leopard, with a human head ami

one eye. Name of a place.

A bolt, bar or other fast-

ening to a door; to Ptop a

stream of water with reods and

mud. KAvan keen, a

bar or other fastening to a door.

Expeditiously hastily.

Name of a river.

To number with the eye;

to run the eye over, and

calculate the number of.

Rice boiled to form a

gruel.

The origin or head of the

muscles; tiie end of the

tendons.

The noise made by stretch-

ing the tendons, as when

cracking the fingers by pulling

them.

IjJ^i The part of a Chinese

ii/>4^ lock, which is thrnst into

a case which contains the spring;

the key. ^ Keen pe, ex-

press the two parts of a lock.

Keen, is called male, the other

female the bolt of a door; per-

verse to break. Name of a

star.

The appearance of walk-

ing.

A case for carrying a bow

and arrow in when on

horseback a case, or to put

into a case.

A kind of rice gruel.

A horse of a dim colour

approaching to yellow.

^ Keen keae walk-

ing in a distorted man-
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)

Formed from a hand

grasping two stalks of

grain. Ping is form-

ed from a hand grasping

one stalk; they say, there

>are few things of which

so many can be grasped

as stalks of grain. Hold-

ing two, or several at the

same time several con-

nected to connect to

together with and and

A surname.

join;

also.

0^ Pun muh keen kae appli

both to the origin and the end.

Keen urh yew

che, to connect together and

possess them, as is the case of

joining together several states

and ruling over theiu. ]t

—. Keen ts'ze urh e, con-

nects, or unites, these two ideas.

Keen te to incorpor-

ate to unite two substances to-

gether. Keen ban, to

contain more than one.

Keen shen t6en he a, to

diffuse " virtue throughout the

empire to make others parti-

cipate of virtue. Keen

kae, to apply or belong equally

to several things. Keen

ping, to connect together.

Keen been, a lof-

ty, peaked, precipitous

mountain.

Keen, Heen and Leen, a

diseased throat.

Keen, or Han, dried rice

prepared so as to eat on

a journey.

A kind of silk which is

variegated and exceed-

ingly close, so as to keep out

rain. Keen seang, a

fine various-coloured silk an

elegant style of writing.

- A silken ornament, or

{44V tassel attached to a ban-

ner a kind of silken cover >

what is ornamented.

A net.

The flank or hollow part

near the hind quarter of

an animal. Read Heen, the

meat in a little pudding.

Keen hee, the side or flank.

Name of a boat.

Name of a plant.

Not filled not satiated,

nor satisfied; to beg; to

entreat.

Fish that go in pairs,

IMV^jV having only one eye each,

A lean, emaciated appear-

ance .

Certain birds that always

fly in pairs.
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tKan, or Keen, salt of a

particular kind formed

into a mass; its taste is exceed-

ingly inferior.

An animal of the mouse

or rat species.

To look down upon and

inspect from a higher

place; to examine into;

to look at; to oversee; to

Vexercise the oversight or

control of; an inspector

an overseer a eunuch

halo gathering round the

sun. Name of a star. A
jail or prison to put in jail.

Name of an office. A surname.

T'een keen, an astro-

nomer. Heen keen, the

jail of a Heen district.

Sze yo keen, a superinten-

dent of a jail. Keen

cli'a, to survey and examine

human conduct, as divine be-

ings do. Keen chuy, to

imprison and prosecute.

Keen lin, to look down up-

on from a higher place to

oversee. Keen mei, to

lie awake.
?^ Keen tub,

an official overseer a superin-

tendant; tlie IIoppo of Canton

is so designated. T'ae

keen, a eunuch.

To cut into small parts

to mince meat. Also read

Han and Lan, a broad sharp

knife or sword.

To look to see to be-

hold.

A large tub containing*

that which reflects the

moon; to reflect light as

from still water a mir-

ror; an object in which

one can see one's self so as to

take warning and avoid what

is wrong a precept or warning.

Used to denote, to examine; to

survey extensively.

E yu wei keen, consider me

a mirror take warning by me.

Keen kh'ung

hang p'ing*, a mind free from

prepossessions as a mirror, and

just as a balance. Ki;en

mei, affecting to sleep.

Keen pee, to distinguish clear-

ly as in a mirror.

Keen e tseu ming

yu yue, a mirror to obtain light

from the moon.

From hand and a states-

man. The ancient form

of Heen, a highly virtuous

and worthy person. Same as

the following.

To establish to confirm;

to strengthen to be con-

firmed in a purpose or opinion

solid hard; sound firm; stout;

strong robust determined
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constant durable. A surname.

Chay chang cho tsze tso teh

keen koo this table is made

strong and durable.

Kan pun k8en koo, the

root firmly established is un-

derstood either literally of a

tree, or of a person's bodily con-

stitution, or of his family cir-

cumstances and conduct; of all

wliich the expression affirms

that they are good and durable.

Chay

ko laou t'ow tsze keen chwang,

this old-lieaded boy (old man)

is hale and strong. $J
^[\f Haou keen ngang teih

sing, a fine firm unbending dis-

position; taken in a good sense,

in opposition to being weak

and timorous.

^ T'a keen e puh kh'ang, he

with a firm intention will not

assent.

E

keen kh'e sin teh, to confirm

the virtue of faith.

Tseang tsae

chung keun yue cliung. keen, a

general in the centre of the ar-

my is called Chung-keen.

Keen che fixed purpose.

Keen chwang1

,
strong

and robust, applied to a per-

son commonly to a hale old

man. ^§ Keen ching, re-

solutely chaste. Keen

jin, firmly to endure, without

yielding to suffering, or to al-

lurements. Keen koo,

and ^* Keen laou, strong;

firm durable —are applied to

any production of human la-

bour. ^§ ^fC Keen shwuy, a

lixivium or lie. Keen is

used on some sign-boards.

Keen shih, hard; solid.

Applied to things, strong and

well made. Applied to work,

correct, safe, and proper. Ap-

plied to conduct,—not easily as-

sailable, or thwarted.

Keen shth, hard and solid.

l^c Keen ying, congealed into

a hard solid mass; they apply

this language to metals.

ipG^ From hard and heart,

fjtL Sparing parsimonious;

niggardly. Read Heen, a know-

ing old man. j

|
Keen lin,

close; parsimonious.

Keen nang
?
a close purse.

^xV?" Fixed immovable.

To harden red hot metals

by putting tliem in water.

Beautiful and excellent of

its kind.

Firm; strong. Supposed

to be an erroneous form

of the following.
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Strong; firm; to pull; to

drag; to drag away; to

grasp; to sti'ike; to pull or

draw back.

^ Tpip
t
Keen tsan an in-

sect apparently ofthe silk-

worm species.

Firmly bound close

strictly compressed.

Strong in texture; firm;

the noise of something

strong, rending or splitting.

[ Keen yen, the

teeth sticking out expos-

ed to view.

Keen or Keeu. Mode-

rate temperate spa-

ring; economical; niggardly a

scarce year, A surname.

Kung keen yew le

with correctness and temper-

ance, there is propriety and po-

liteness. Kung denotes having

respect for one's self; a decorous

and correct behaviour.

>^ Puh keen che hae, the

evils of a want of economy.

Keen shaou, flj Tsee

keen, Keen y5
Sang keen, and ^ Keen
yung, express a laudable econo-

my. I«en p5 and

Keen lin denote an extreme

degree of economy; pai-simoni-

ous; niggardly; miserly.

/^|| ) A double-edged sword, a

^^'J pointed sword,

Taou ts'eang

keen keih, a single-edged

sword, a spear, a double-

edged sword, and a foi'k-

J ed halberd.

Shwang koo keen, two swords

in one scabbard.

Ts'ze lieung keen, male and fe-

male sword, two swords so de-

nominated. Shoo keen,

a sword which the literati are

allowed to wear, agreeably to

the practice of Confucius aud

his disciples, Keen lau,

species of cymbidium that will

grow without earth.
•

J*^^ Keen, and Leen. To ga-

ther together and bind up

to bind together; to restrict; to

restrain; to hold and present to;

to raise to view; to go about in

search of; to compose.

Keen ch ?

a, to inquire and ex-

amine into. ^^^^Keen keaou,

the name of an officei\

Keen shuh, to restrict and keep

in ordei\ M Keen teen,

to examine and arrange.

Name of a plant, the root

of which is employed to

cure a sore throat.

"9

%
A sort of envelope or co-

ver of an official letter;

to sort; to put the sauic kind
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together; to arranp;p; to make;

to compose; title, or label can-

taining the title of a book. A
sunianie. ^* Keen ch'uh,

to be attentive to one's own

tornper and coiulurt.

Keen fung, to close au envelope;

to affix a seal outside.

Keen shoo, to compose or write

a book. ^ Keen fao" a

title of the Han-lin yuen.

Keen ti
;en, to arrange and

take an account of. The name

of an office.

an envelope. ' Keen yen,

to examine to verify to exa-

mine a dead body in an official

capacity.

The e'eash hanging

^f/^ down and obstrncting the

vision. In some Lai'barous dia-

lects, denotes a district.

Sj^^

Keen, or Leen, the face;

^At the cheek. Commonly

read Leen,

J^^. Itteu, or Yen, a kind of

lie. § Fan keen,

foreign soap. ( Keen

sliwuy, a Chinese lie to wash

with.

Black; dark.

1^
The shoulder, which the

character is intended to

•epresent to bear on one's

slioaider; to sustain to be com-

petent to,; firm an animal

three years old. JJfame of a, bird.

A man's name. Seih

keen, to withdraw one's should-

er to desist. fffj

Piru;' keeu urh liing, to walk

slioulclar to shoulder, as equals

or friends, ff Tsze keen,

to anuei^take, or to bear to

take charge of; to be adequate

to. it Pe keen, equal to,

—in virtue, Keen tow,

r Keen p'ang, the

shoulder.

J

j

Keen, or Ke, pillars of a

r house; pillars supporting

a dome without wails.

I.

A pig* or wild boar, tliree

years old.

Name of a plant.

Q A roan's name-

A species of liawk.

If
Keen or Kan, a violation

of moral propriety to

introduce confusion into moral

or civil relatioiis clixiidesthie

k k u
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fraudulent; vicious villainous;

traitorous. Compare -with Kan.

Keert ch'in, an intri-

gumg courtier a traitorous

statesman, Keen keaou,

crafty; designing, ^ff g"J" Keen

ke a desio'ni tig treacherous

stratagem, ^ff' Keen niag,

specious, crafty, designing elo-

quence. K< :en sin, a

crafty, rtesis'Tiinsf, villainona

niind. Keen fang, an

intriguing traitorous party at

court.

Illicit amours and in-

trigues with women; for-

nication adultery unprincipled

intrigues or plots of any kind;

cabals, plots and court intrigaes.

\Bi T'ung keen, illicit in-

tercouse criminal conversation.

Ho keen, adultery by

the consent of both parties. ^

Kh*eang keen, fornication,

or adultery committed by vio-

lence a rape.

Ki^en fan die pei au intriguing

sordid avaricious set of peo-

ple. ^ Keen kin sha,

adultery or lewdness is allied

to murder. Keen seay,

iiitrigumg* and unprincipled,

A son or child. )\
Min jin

hoo urli yue keen, the people of

Fuh-kt:en province use Keen :o

denominate a child. They pro-

nounce it Tsae. Also read Yue.

Tall rushes or reeds fit

for making mats and

thatch. A suruame.

Land difficult to cultivate

whatever is difficult and

distressing1 dangerous.

Keen nan
5

diffi-

culties distress.

Keen heen, difficult and dan-

gerous. ||^ Keen ain, or

Keen kh'oo, distress-

ing; painful; bitter.

The feet hurt or wounded

by long walking; the feet

blistered the skin raised

^-upon the &et. Read Yen,

a quadruped standing on

its hinder feet, as a dog^

J or other four-footed ani-

mal about to climb a tree feet

adapted for climbing a flat

broad toot.

^^1^ From Shuh
?
to bind

y?JV together, and /\ Pa, to

divide. To sort; to discrimi-

nate; to abridge to close to

select an abridgment; a state-

ment.

To choose to select to

V discriminate

.

Keen seueu, to choose, as per-

sons to fill offices. Keea

tsih, to select from amongst, to-

clioose out of. ^^ Keen pei^

the tea called Camvoi^
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^-fc^ To discriminate by speech

J

to point out the right and

} the wrong, particularly

- tD to superiors, as a ininis-

IZfyV J ter to his Prince, and to

induce to alter what is wrong;

to remonstrate to endeavour

by reproof and argument to a-

rouse from error. The name of

an officer, whose duty is to re-

monstrate. Name of a bird, and

of a fruit. A surname.

Keen kwan, ^£ Keen ch'i

and
J^ Yen kwan, officers

appointed to point out mistakes

of the Sovereign, and to give

"him information respecting*

xvhat is passing in the country

now called Yu she, im-

perial historiographers.

Keen hing yen ting,

act agreeably to the remon-

strance, and listen to what is

said.

The thoughts disturbed

disquieted.

Cords with which a bas-

ket is bound to bind

with cords as coffins were in

ancient times, ^rlien not nailed;

to close as a letter.

Shoo keen, tire envelope of a

letter, Fung* keen, to

close a letter. Keen

meh, to be silent. Keen

shuh, to restrict to bind.

To injure or break off a'

I

pai-t; todiminifih in weight

} or quantity to lighten.

1
Name of a river. A sur-

J nnme. Keen kea,

to diniinisli the price of.

Keen peTh seay, to write

the abbreviated form of the char-

acter. Keen sh to

lessen the mm]ber or quantity.

The clothing of the silk*

j^jSj / worm. The ball of silk

as left by the silk-worm

the skin of the foot ruin-

pled and blistered. Keen

. a low voice.

Keen cli'ow, a species -of silk.

T^^H A long garment made of

silk st.uuod witli silk.

Read Keen, according to

Shwo-wan, issuing forth

upwards from YHi, which

-- denotes the 'pervading

principle ofmatter. Hea-

ven firm strong dili_

gent. A surname. The

name of^ district. Advancing;

going onward without intermis-

sion. Also read Kau, dry; dried

up. See Kan.

keen,

KH'EEK

Kh'een cl

a

performer on a musical

instrument. Also read Kh'itig,

great; attentive; careful.
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iff

Name of a hill.

The set u}>on the

I ^ present momeiit. IL.s::"

precipitate disposition. '|^"'
Kli'een kh'e, iraiet".':'i!ly urg-

ing a close or iennivtiLt ion of.

fy\t What the hanJ is

v

upon;
%

present possession,

ar occupation; to recorrf, or re-

member. Read Kiu, to grasp

hold of; to eatcli to seize.

K(':"l Kh'een, below; fit

^^jt :
'

''r uiKier a

oank or precipice; to ti^ke hold

of with the fingers. I:e:i<i Kin,

to gi\»sp; to seize. R^ad J(han

Kli'iiri khV, ""V"""':

\incven incomplete.

J^E^p A repressed lnugli; a

y^y^ p" :
-''— '"1 of much know-

ledge and wisdom. Ilc::;I I T "'n,

to (le>ii*c. Head Kluui, \ »olo

w

a bank.

kfs, © Kh'een to, a

large plough a certain

fastenJn of the wheel of a car-

riage; military weapons for shut-

ting up rooms; a kind of lock;

the handle of a spear; name of

a Lill. Read Han, iron tongs.

^ Kow kh'een. name of a

star. 2 Kh^?" ke i kind

of seal used by lion^comniii^i""-

cd officers, coxumonly made of

copper or brass.

KH'EEN

The claws of a crab.

Kin, insects follow-

ing in succession.
'

g/^^j Black; black hair. ^^ f I Kh'een show, the

/ black-heads, a designa-

v^?r* \ tion of the people; intro-

duced by Tsin the first

univeival iiKHinrch of tlie Chinese

ptr.t;^. Some say, tlie ]>hrase

was iritroiluced fi'om having

hlack eioth rolled round the^

head; the people are otherwise

OalK'<l Lo min, w inch

aho ailudes to their black heads.

The name of a principali-

ty, of a district, and of a

divinity. A surname. Us-

ed for the pnu-eding. A
]»inl pecking r- to peck as

To gape aihl yawn to

m't«'h one's self as when

y wi'ai'icnl and fatigued a

I

want of animal spirits;

J Ikmico, wan t or Iu:-i.mu itMi-

cy; to owe; to be wanting to;

to be (liHitient in. Name of a

river. For money merely duey

they use Kae, as a more

delicate expres^itin.

Kh'cr'i chae hwan ts'een, let

hiui who owes pay the mouey;

i. e. he who lias done the mis-

deed pust pay the forfeit.

Kh*tc-n heang, a debt; a sum

n bird.
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owing. Kh'een shin, to

yawn and stretch one's self.

Kh'eenjin ts^een

yin, to owe people money.

KhiienjhiPooim"

to owe sums standing, on peo-

ple's books

Name of a plant kno^m

by various names, as

cock's head, goose's head, and

crow's-head.

To take hold of on each

side; to compress as by

nippers; to take hold of with

forceps. Kh'een klv(3w,

to shut tLe mouth to be afraid

to speak.

To lock to shut and fast-

BB} a kind of lock nip-

pers or tweezers. ^ ^q"

Kh'een yu, to forbid to

speak to disallow speak-

in0 of the affairs of government.

Kan, "J" Kan tsze, a

species of orange sweet,

liead Kh'een, used in the sense

of the following. To put a bit

into a horse's mouth. *
Kh'een khov, to close the lips

and not speak,— from fear of

punishment.

Tongs nippers; pincers;

tweezers; forcej)s; a kind

of iron collar for the neck of a

criminal to take as with nip-

pers 5 to pinch; to gripe to in-

— ^»

jure as by resentment and ha-

tred'; a term of abuse.

T'ee kh'een, iron forceps or nip-

pers. Kh'een kh'een,

vicious, crafty, irregular con-,

duct. P Kh'een kh'ow,

to gag the mouth; to put to si-

lence. ^^ Kh'een choo, to

take a fast hold of with tongs

or forceps.

A light yellow and dark

0 W colour. Name of a river..

N"ame of a district.

To pluck ou t or shave off

the hair, as a punishment;

a kind of purple colour; proba-

bly a criminal's hair was so dyed.

To follow; to wait on; to*

attend on. ^A Kh'een^

jin, attendants.

P^£*
Heeu or Kh'een, a kind of

I pouch below the chin, in

)
which, it is said, a species

I

^ monkey stores its food*

M J Used in the .sense of

iCh'een, what is inadequate a de-

ficiency; a failure.

f Kh'een kh'een die tih, avery

small degree of virtue. Th&
crop or craw of a bird; the first

stomach of an animal having

something contained in the

mouth.

To gnash the teeth with

indignation against dis-

satisfied; cherishing dislike and
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ill-will to. Read Kee, in a sense

quite the opposite of the preced-

ing. Satisfied; contented; cheer-

To covet; to snatch vora-

ciously; to peck.

w^JT Not filled with food; <li—

satisfied; a deficiency; to

covet; to desire.

^

lin

kh'iien, very much dissatisfied.

P'aou kh'ecn, I feel a

want; I feel my own insu cien-

cy .

Kh'een sze, a dr-

ficiency of resolution Ixislif'ul

hi tlit' pre—ciice of.strangers.

Kh'een tsili die che, 1

extreme deficiency.

Kh'een necn, or Kh'iieu

suy, a year of dearth; a bad year;

ftimine.
Kl"e"wv

a bad harvc.-t.

e Respectful; yielding, not

p^. full of self; giving way

and joining with others; a lnnn-

ble disposition; humble; humili-

ty. One of the $1 Kwa. A
surname. R«ul Kh'een, quiet,

tranquil apppc.iraiicc. B<'"

1

Kh'een to give cause ofjetiloiuy

and ill-Avill. Kl.i'^n t'uy,

lmml)le ami n-tirhig-.

Kl^"

t'uy ghe paou shiu te yih fa, to be

humble and retiring is the first

and best rule for preserving

one's person. Kh"en

heu empty of self; having hum-

ble thoughts of self.

Kh'een how, humble and sin-

cere. Kh'een ke, to

humble one's self.

Kh'een sun, or Kh'een

jang, humble; yielding giving

To strike a sonorous stone

in vam or a useless drum

and sonorous stones. A wo-

man's name.

Yen kh'een, proud

and contemptuous; disre-

spectful.

To snatcli to pluck; to

grasp.

To take hold of; to draw

in; to pluck up; to snatch

out. The name of a plant. A
suniatne.

. Trowsers; gavmonts which
" ' reach to the feet like pet-

ticoats; to lift up gai-

ruts tl»at hang clown

when stepping through

nvtiv water. Kh'iien

'

similar, to lift up one*

3

ZMXt olothcy to ion\ a brook.
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Water.

Kh'ecu fa, the

name of a plant.

To stammer or speak "with

J

difficulty; difficult to ex-

press; correct, ^traight-for-

fj
Avanl speech. A surname.

J Kh'ecn ngo, faith-

ful; speaking the truth.

Lame; halt; sick and un-

able to perform any work

difficulty dangerous; high; tall

appearance,—applied to a hoive

playful crooked oppressed

broken stammering; distressed;

troubled; to snatch or pluck out

from. A surname. Used for

. Kh'een sih, stop-

ped; impeded.

A man's name. To stam-

mer; difficulty of utter-

ance.

%^' Kh'een leu, a lame

halting ass.

Name of a fish.

A band beneath a horse's

belly; a horse diseased in

the belly; to fail; failure; dis-

graced; to enter in a light con-

temptible manner. A surname.

To give loose or scope to;

to leave unrestrained; to

present; to send; to commission;

to send or put away from one's

self; to reject or expel

Kh'een eliay, certain presents

made of horses and carriages to

accompany a funeral with vic-

tims for sacrifice. ^
Kh'een ch'in, Kh'een

kwan, or Kh^ecn sze, an

envoy; an ambassador.

Kh^en sze lae ho, an

ambassador came to offer con-

gratulations, Kh^en
two, to put away delusions from

one's self.

To open.

A small mound or heap of

^"tK earth.

Kh'een khe

f|OS- not separated in affection;

inseparably attached; indissolu-

bly bound to each other.

To speak to angrily; to

reprehend; to blame; to

find fault with; to rail at; to

scold. Kh'een chuen,

to breathe or turn round; to sof-

ai^
ten down.

\

Kh'een jang,

to rail at and make a noise, gjg

Kh?

een noo, to speak to au

grily. ^§ Kh'een tsTh, to

blame; to criminate.

/^^L A dried cake made of

wlieaten flour; to work

with the hand as in working
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\\; to paste.

A kind of leather or skin

belt.

A bird peeking with its

bilL

To pull; to drag, as a

cow with a cord to drag

or pull forward; to con-

^nect together dr:i?iivil

hastily; confined to,— ap-

plied to learning. Naiiir

ofa place. A man's name.

Kh een InvSn, ilrair^od

into a chaotic, confused state,

—

a])plieJ to style.

kva, held in suspense,— said of

the mind. ^^ Kh'^on twan,

}>ullcd asunder,—— applied to the

feelings. 1^ Kh'een t<i :ay,

to pull or drag, to suit one's

own purposes, to the injury of

others.

To pull silk or thread a-

sunder and iniruvel it.

J A precipice; a valley; a

\^J\^ pit. See Klfan.

>j The majestic firm step of

I a tiger firm determined;

-. 1 sincere respectful ven-

deration for heaven; a cor-

'^^^
I

rect, pious, devout feeling;

benevolent. A sunianit*.

J Name of a district. A

Aveapon for hewing timber; to

take hy violence; to kilL

Kh'een ching, sincerity. ^r

Kh'een ching, detei'miwl

purity and correctness. ^|
Kh'oen kin, a reverential n':-

Ikm'I 'ul deporhnent. ]^
kli'ecn kee, respectfully cleau

and pure; mado clean f'roua hav-

ins ieeliugs of venemtion and

ivjir('t. )^ >^ Kh'een sh^

to kill; to murder. A^
Kh'een sin, a sinoorc devout

mind, fitted for prayer.

kh een, com-

ing up to in walking

overtaking.

To bear, or sustain a

^fj thi

^>Xjl Kr'r: transgression; ex-

ce.-s; iailure; tanlt; crime;

a noxious ilisoase. -
Sau fung shTh kh'een, three

u.-a<ies:m»l leu (MTors,~or things

l)lu)ncablo. K Shin^kh een,

to draw the lino over errors, and

point out exactly in what they

consist; the duty of a states-

man to his prince.

KU'een k(, io oxrood the proper

lime. ,( Kh'ecu yew, a

fault or crime.

KEILI,

ff-p
From To have niul Uyfol-

loir and persecute a

To stretch towards; to oxk'nd

to j to have a refereuce to; con-
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cerning; about; to connect with;

and; at; to; effected; completed.

Yew kin keih

yuen, from that which is near,

it extends to that which is re-

mote. ;S
Chung jin che leu puh

nang keih yuen, none of the

whole number able to extend

their thoughts to -what is dis-

tant. Ke keih, " 1

ing on tiptoe to look towards;

hoping; expecting.
~

'

We keTh yih neen, not ex-

tend to a year's time; not so

long as a year.

Leen luy urh keih, to combine

the sevoi-al classes and connect

". Lun keih

ho sze, dipcoursing about what?

T,an keTh

shin mo jin, talk ing al tout whom?

How liwuy woo

keili, to repent afterwards will

be unavailing, is a sentence of-

teu employed in government

edicts addressed to the people,

nang ch'ing

keih, caimot cany it into effect.

Tsokea effected; done

;

completed, and^ Yew keih,

again terminated, are words

which commonly close the post-

script of a letter. Keih

shp, or Keih she

teih, seasonal—)ie ; at the })roper
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time. Krih -he

teh ling, what is seasonable, will

be successful. Keih

ke at the time ofbraiding up the

hair in the manner of married

worueu; hence denotes a mar-

riageable period of life.

Keih te, a title of the three first

literary persons in the empire.

A man's name.

K ung keih, the grandson

of Confucius. His epithet was

Tsze sze; he compiled

the second of the Sze-

shoo, viz. Cliung-yung.

KeTh keTh, an einpty

unreal appearance.

-^"|^ Yi3i or Keih. Dangerous;

hazardous; perilous.

To walk or go with haste;

fleet, rapid motion.

TLe bolt which fastens a

door.

Wooden frame put on the

back of a mule to receive

the burden; panniers.

Silk threads arranged in

order regular series

)>steps, or degrees. Class-

ed; sorted. U^ed as the

numeral of heads taken

off by decapitation.

Tang keih, degrees different

sorts or kinds. P'iu

keih
}
degrees of rank in ilic :\;x\q
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Kea keih, to add to a

por-orrs nuik.
~~

'

Kea

yTh ke'h, to raise one step.

Keang sail keih, to de-

grade three steps.

Chsn v.'au keTh, to cut off ten

thousand heads. Keae

keih, steps or stairs.

Shth keih ui'h tang, to

ascend by gradual steps; phy-

sically or morally.

A box for containing one's

books. Foo keih,

to take one's book-box on one's

back denotes following some

master; fully expressed by

Foo keih ts'iu.- zr.

Name of a plant, other-

wise called Crow's head.

iM. d keih, a plant, the

skin of which is capable of be-

ing m^'.le inta paper.

F?J3 Name of a small bird.

To lay hold of with the

lmnd; to seize; the hand

having something to rest

upon 1o pull Avith the

hand. Used in compound

rluu'acters.

Kctb, or Kee. See Kfr.

The noise made by a lance

or spear striking ajjauist

something.

A spear or lance of a par-

ticular description, livnd

Vil), or NeTh for NeTh, to

run with a spear; to rebel a-

gainst. Head Peih, the moon

lln*co days old.

I 'i'i'i('(, from //}f/?t
r
nuntth,

ha?id, and two fines. The

two lines represent heaven and

canh. RtM'oiviiig from hoavon

the gift? of the seasons, and

I'ic'd with tlio benefits confer-

red by the earth the raouth

should plan, and the hands effect

avmIi promptfiess there should

be no loss oftime. Haste; sjuvd

promptly hurry hastiness of

temper. L )^ KoTh suh, has-

tily; speed ih-: inn hurry uigent-

ly. & Kung
sun ehe keTh yay, the hastiness

of Kuntr-smi.

The name of a hill.

i imMv precipitate teni]>(T;

"'lmnw". One says, at-

tentive and n s]jcctful; grave;

benigr.ant. Also read Kill, a-

dorned, accomplished.

The highest beam on the

roof of a house; henre tlie

idea of the utmost point, pUc
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or degree extreme the ex-

treme "degree; to curry to the

utmost; to exhaust; weakened;

languid. Occurs denoting, to

take and stop; to let go. The

moon in a certain position. The

name of a couutry. Also read

Ke. Sze keih, the four

points of the compass the four

corners. Sanketh, heav-

en, earth, and man.

Luh keih, are six severe calami-

ties. Tae keih, that

which existed previously to the

division of Heaven and earth,

or the present system of the uni-

verse. 51 Woo koih, five

tstuiidanl virtues. Peh

keih, the north pole.

Nmii kf'ih the south pole. A
Pa keih, the fom' points of

die compass, zenith and nadir,

and the extremes of longitude

ami latitude. Keih np-o,

very had or wicked.

KoTh haou, extremely good.

Keih te the utmost region,

or degree of.

Keih wei kh'o t'ati, exceedingly

lamentable. ,

To criminate to punish

to reject; to give up to

death. To kill to leave to perish.

To speak with difficmity;

pH[^ to sputter; to stammer.

A man's name.

Hard leather; the appear-

ance of the whip. Haste;

Good; advantageous; feli-

|~"| citous; happy; fortunate;

lucky; felicity; happiness the

first day of the moon. A sur-

name. The name of a district.

Read Ke, a surname.

Keih beung, good and evil; fe-

licitous and infelicitous; happi-

ness and misery. Keih

sze, a happy or fortunate occur-

rence, or affair.

K'^'S Pa

heung sze to, keth sze slmou, I

am afraid much evil and little

good will result fi'om it.

Keih sing heung

sing, a lucky star and a baneful

star. Keih sing

kaou.chaou, a lucky star directs

its influences to me, or you.

Ketli jih, a lucky day.

Tseh keih jih, to select

(from the Ainmnack) a lucky

day. UrhyW

ts'oo keih, the first day of the

second moon.

the happy (first) day of the

moon. b P»h krfh io

enquire after happiness; to di-

vine.
Kung

he na keih, I reverently wish

you joy and felicity;—a common
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salutation. Ta

ketL ta le great happiness, great

prosperity,—to you, to me, or to

this house, and so on.

Keili kh'inginwau t'aug,

may happiness and joy fill the

hall. # Jo e

kelh t;s'eang, happiness, bliss, and

the entire fulfilment of one's

wishes. Yih

kh'a« ta keih, Avhenever opened,

great succr^;- written by .shop-

mcu on tlie doors of the cases in

whicli their w ares are contaiuetl.

P Kli ae mun la

keth, gveat felicity attend the

opening of the door; vritten

vn paper unci pasted on people's

doors by beggars, during the last

night of the old year, that it

may strike the attention, and a-

waken the fond hopes of the iu-

Labitants, when first opening

the door, on New ye^s tnorn-

ing. The beggars expect an

alms as the reward of their good

Avishes.

jin t*een seang, the good man,

ieaven aids him. Kelh

ch'ang, personal or family pros-

perity.

Strong robust appcar-

I ance.

-J-iJL| Endeavour; effort firm.

WJ^
Joo keih pe yin heen ch'in, you

should u.se every endeavour to

(^antion the good officers of Yiu

to avoid intoxication. Also read

Kea.

Kee, or KeTh, See Kee.

Commonly written

Keih. Keih keu, shack-

led e!nWnaw(l applied to

the ciicmnstances of merchants;

as Shang leTh

keili keu, the merchants are iu

emljarras^od circumstances.

-jLJ^ Kee, or Keih, See Kee.

1 ^4 KeTh ping, dried

oran^t^ flattened like a cake.

Keih tsze, the man-

darin orange.

Kvlh, or Kre. See Kee.

u
Kl: e, or Kcth.. See K"g.

Name of a hill. Name of

a oountry.

"ti* | . A bridle for a horse; or

a halter by which to lead

a cow.

Ke Keih, or Kei, a bunch

^P^Y" of hair on the head the

manner of Chinese females' head-

drCs>; ati appeiuiage to ail oven.

Colloquially read Kei, to

give; to supply sufficient-

ly; to provide; to supply; to

give an oj^portuuity to an active

agent to operate; hence, to re-

ceive to be the recipier>t of, R^ad
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Kee, supplied with a ready elo-

cution too ready to talk; loqua-

cious. Tsee keih, a too

ready and specious elocution.

^0 Kung keih, to supply

with necessaries.

Wo keih ta ma, I was scold-

ed by him. Keih chaou,

to give a kind of certificate,

Keih sze chung, name

of an office of the fifth rank.

Keib wo shwo

ta, he was spoken to by me.

|p Keih wo ma ta,

lie was scolded by me.

^ The point at which op-

posing circumstances meet

-and clash with violence

urgent; progressing; im-

}ielied by circumstances;

drained of every resource; that

feeling of mind whicli is excit-

ed by being pressed urged;

hurried and not knowing what

to do; hasty; anxious; embar-

rassed; straitened in difficult

and distressing circumstances

pressed with want.

Cho keih, to become anxious a-

bout. Sze keih, affairs

urgent and pressing the moment

of action arrived; no further

time to prepare means.

Hwaii keih, Hwan, easy circum-

stances, Keih, severe pressure of

circumstances. Ts'ing

keih, to ask permission to with-

draw awhile from public duty, to

attend to private affairs, it

Ts'ze jin kh'e

sing shin keih, this is a man of

a very hasty disposition.

Keih ke a ready invention

of schemes or stratagems, at the

spur of the moment when the

dilemmaoccurs; to decide instant-

ly, the means of being extricat-

ed from it. Keih keih,

in great haste; impatient to act.

Keih pih^ urgent; pres-

sing; violently impelled; to urge

tyrannically. Keih sha,

completely nonplused unpre-

pared and unprovided for the

pressure of circumstances.

Keih sing tsze, a hasty-

disposition the name of a plant,

A kind of wooden clog to

wear as a shoe.

r^ll An increased quantity of;

/^UJ a great degree difficult

distressing to the mind; to play

to trifle comedy. A surname.

The name of a district.

Le fan clie keih, a mul-

tiplicity of affairs to attend to,

the airangenient of which is dif-

ficult; said of the affairs of

public courts. TselikeTh,

to play, or take amusement,

He keih, stage plays.
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Ping keih, state of disease

which threatens death.

!! He keth, play;

trifling amusement; mer-

riment. P
QM Ho keih, in-

cessant laughter.

Bricks or earthenware

not 1—mnit. T'oo

keih, expresses the same. The

name of a particular vessel with

handles, or as the Chinese ex-

]>rt'S8 it ^* Yew urb, hav-

ing ears. Tim keih, a

vessel into which burning char-

coal and ashes are closely cram-

med, and which the Cliinose

cai'iy in their hands, or place at

theirfeet too))taiu wannth in cold

•weather. A similar v('wl vidi

basket woi'k rouiul it, is in Can-

ton, called Show lieun,

liaml-wanner.

To strike to knock to

beat to rouse what is

to attack, as in Avar ;

to kill to rush a<rainst. Read

lleih, a sorcerer; a wizard. Kcad

Ke, a man's name.

H Kv\h tanjr Avan koo to beat

the drum a. (iic gate of the im-

jK-rial i)ahi('(' when waiting to

present a ]>e t i tion , g$
Keih koo to beat a drum.

KeTh mung, to rouse dul-

xiess,—applied to toachiug

causing them to undoi>tau*l.

Keih sha, to attack and kill

or murder. Keih ta

to strike; to beat to attack.

To excite as rocks which

impede a rapid ^frcam;

a rock quay opposed to a cur-

rent, ami inteuded to drive off

the waters excitement,— ap-

plied to the feelings, to anger,

or to gratitude. A surname.

Kan keih, roused to

grateful feelings. ^ Ch'ung

keih, to rouse or irritate by

ru^hino; against. Keih

lee, to rouse the feelings to ve-

licinciit emotions.

Keih fan li';ug niin to an-

noy and oppress good subjects

till they are forced to rebel. j^jSj

rdh t.^'ee, to rou^e; to irri-

tate, as hy faking to abruptly

;

to excite vehemence.

C\'i-tiiin thorny bushes fit

for making fences of—in a

length of time they grow large;

to fence. Name of a place; of

a medicine. Forms part of the

name of a bird; used to denote

Kyig keih, thorns ami briers.

A spear with more than

ono point; a long weapon

witli transverse points; a

kind of halberd. The

nanio of a place.

Shwang keih, n double-pointed
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speiir.

KeTh or NeTh, the border

or hem of a garment.

KH'EIH.

A high hill a small lofty

Vpeak rising' above a lar-

ger bill; dangerous.

To draw water out of a

vel; to draw; to draw

forth to lead; to drag.

Kh'eth kh'eih, unremitting ef-

fort, like pulling hand over

hand constant endeavour to

attain, ^fC Kh'eTh shwuy,

or Kh'eth tsing, to draw

watei* to draw from a well.

Kh'eth yin jin

ts'ae, to draw forth men's ta-

lents.

The hinder part of a gar-

ment; long garments; the

border of a garment that folds

over that which sm'i'omids the

neck.

^ ^ From vapour or air, bor-

Z i rowed to denote, to beg;

—to entreat. A surname.

Read Kli'e, it denotes to

\j give. K'an kheih
3

to beg earnestly.

H

kheih, prostrate to beg; i. e.

humbly to beg. Kh'eih

ngan
?
to beg* for lavour, or the

exercise of benevolence.

Kh'eTh tsze,^ Kheth urh,4 Kh'eih kae, are se-

veral expressions denoting, a

beggar. Kh'eih sze, a

begging priest.

Kh'eih wei she che, I beg you

to direct and inform me.

Kh'eih kh'eaou, to beg for

ingenuity, refers to a ceremony

connected with needlework per-

formed on the 7th day of the

7th moon, by Chinese ladies.

\t^^ Difficulty of utterance to

^ stammer to stutter. Com-

monly, but erroneously used for

Kh'eih, to eat; to swallow

figuratively, to be struck or im-

pressed with. I P
Kh'eTh kh'ow pub peen

yen yay, Kh'eth denotes the

mouth not enunciating with

ease and convenience.

Wei jin khW kh'eth,

he is a person who stammers.

IS Kh'eth fan, to eat rice;

i. e. to take any meal. fT^ 3^
ft Kh'eih kwo fan

muh yew, have you breakfasted,

or dined is often a mere sa-

lutation. Kh^eHi kinc,,

to be struck with alarm.

Kh'eih khVei, to put up

with an injmy.

Kh'eih sin show kh'oo, \o eat
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the acid, and receive the bitter;"

to suffer distress.
K'g

kh'eih, laughing appearance.

jn^tO To come to the close to

stop; to desist to finish

'^finished closed wound

up terminated ended

finishing' or closing an

account; cleaving it off. pj^

Leang kea tsing kh'eih,

both sides ( of the account

)

cleared off. ft
Swan miug leang kh'eih, cal-

culated clearly that both ac-

counts were fully settled,

Kh'eth kin, even till now.

To level grain when mea-

S>^a suring* it.

A fragrant plant.

peep.

A fleet horse a fleot-foot-

ed horse a horse going at

speed.

^/-^ Tlie name of a fish; a fisli

*" friskiiio- or rouniing about.

To cut a fish to pieces.

From small repeated, and

the suns light coining

through a crevice an

Vaperture; an opening; an

occasion. Now written

according* to the follow-

ine: cliaracters.

j
A crevice in a wall, door

or window a , cleft an

interstice au aperture

an opening to or occasion

of, in a moral sense an

incipient cause an inter-

ruption ol labour; a time

of leisure.

Tswan heue kh'eih, to

bore or make a hole or

cleft through which to

Yuen kheth, a

cause of rescnf^ient.

Heen kh'eTh, a cause of suspi-

cion and dislike, Hin

kii\'ih, an occasion of wars and

bloodshed. K'ae kh'eih,

to open a crevice to afford an

inlet to to commence an occa-

sion of said in reference to

national contests or wars.

Name of a place. A sur-

name. Used also to de-

note, an interstice.

A coarse kind of hempen

cloth. He kh'eTh,

two sorts, a finer and a coarser,

of the same kind of cloth, worn

by certain ancient queens.

y Shedding tears without

jf
^/ ^ noise to weep. Read

LeTli. \}L Peaou leili, im-

petuous.

to cry and weep.

Kh eth bcae sun ut ;cn, to

weep blood three years; requir-
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ed to be done for parents.

Kh'eih soo, to state one,s

case with tears.

KEO

Meat soup.

To eat; to drink; to re-

ceive an impression to

bear or put up with,

A SMx
wuh juh kh'ow yue k'eih,

to eat or receive a thiug iuto

the mouth is.called K'u'eih. P

T'an kh'elh, to eat.
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Kh'eih chae, to fast, or refrain

from animal food. Read Kae,

16 Kae how leth

tsang, to rail and wrangle keen-

ly. Kh'eih fan, to eat

rice to take any meal is so ex-

pressed. ^ Kk'eih kin,

urgent highly important or

necessary. Kh'eih k'oo,

to suffer distress. K'eTh

kh'wei, to suffer loss; to bear

an injury.

KEO.

A horn; to push with the

y4 horn a corner; one fourth

of a thing; a quarter; a certain

play or game applied to a di-

vision of an army; to a tuft of

hair on a child's head; to a tone

in music. Name of a star a

certain measure; name of a bird

of a plaut of a fruit ; of a fi.^h

of a place; of a city. A sur-

name. Yen keo, the

corner of the eye. Keo
jin, name of an official situation.

Keo kh row, to gore

with the mouth to retort sharp-

ly; altercation to quarrel to

bicker aud skirmish.

Keo leang, a certain measure.

toexakone's

horn, to maintain a spirited lone

used in a good sense.

Keo seang, a quarter chest; cmo

that is a fourth of a larger one.

Keo te, a certain play

or game.

Hills numerous and largo

rocks; poor bad laud; un-

even irregular ground.

"T*-^ To grasp a horse; to push,

stick or gore with a honi;

' to stick; to stab and seize.

To raise or lift up, as a

heavy metal tripod by

grasping, with outstretch-

ed arms, its feet.

Name of a wood; a cer-

tain beam of a palace; a

handle; a club, or wooden mal-

let; to beat; to examine.
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tain.

P^ Kco
f
or Ho, the motion

^t)#i of the eyes,

Stojiyrockyground hard;

firm; correct,

Name of a bamboo a

bamboo pole employed a-

bout a house,

ti A vessel to contain unctu-

ous cosmetics. See Ho.

From Jlesh and to throw

aside. The foot, because

it is thrown aside or hangs

back when one sits. (Kang-

be.) The foot of a moun-

Haou te k"5

a good foot; well established,

physically. Ta keo

wan, to tread with the foot safe-

ly. i Vv'uu

lung keo, to manoeuvre the hand

and play with the foot;— to

make use of a number of tricks.

Lch'Cih

ma keo lae, to expose the horses

foot; to discover the trick.

Ting keo choo, to

stop and stand still.

Kto foo a bearer of burdens; a

porter a chairman. ^Ip

Keo seh, the colour of the foot,

meaning the history of a person,

his character, situation, rank,

and so on* ! o leih

ta, strong of foot; firmly footed.

To lift the feet liigli hi

walking.

g Keo keo, the

haughty prancing gait of

a child the capering noise of a

petty-minded man under the in-

fluence of success straw san-

dals; dried and rough. Also

read Kh'eaou.

1^/ I Shoes or sandals. Straw

or hempen sandals.

j\i A curved horn formed of

a piece of copper on each

side of a cart or military carri-

age a box or chest appended

to a carriage s to push with the

horns to wrangle. Read

Kh eaou, to compare together.

A hill or mountain with

numerous large rocks.

Noise made by the collision of

stones. Also read Heo,

A clear bright eye. Read

Y5 or Uh, an incensed

look. Ancient form of the fol-

lowing.

To see and compare. To
awakeu naturally or mo-

rally; to be roused; to at-

^teud to; to excite notice;

to make clearly manifest;

to declare to; free; bold;

straight-fonvard declara-

tion; to notice, or advert to sud-

denly, as a person awaking out

of sleep; to perceive something

Jiot known before; to see or uu-
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derstaiid clearly. Sometimes

answers to the word Feel, Name

of a star. A surname.

Che keo, consciousness; percep-

tion; the powCT of perceiving;

Choo-foo-tsze maintained that

this terminated at death.

Che keo, to know or per-

ceive; the power of perceiving

and knowing; intelligence. ^
Fa keo, to bring to light

Puh keo, not adverting;

inadvertently.

Keo yew seay keuen e, felt

a little langour or weariness.

Keo lo heo, a school for

the children of tlie Ki:o lo.

Keo lo, a branch of the Im-

perial kindred.

KH'EC

From to walk against a

knot or bone. To stop;

to recede, A particle, the

import of which is gener-

ally to affirm strongly;

or with a conviction of

certainty and some sur-

prise, as Behold! to excite at-

tention. At other times it seems

to convey little or no meaning;

but to be merely euphonic. To

refuse; to decline accepting; to

throw away; really; truly; there-

fore; then. Leaou%h'eo,

to complete and throw aside

to reject. P Wang kh'eo,

to forget, ^/Piling
wuh keen kh'eo, I shall be hap-

py ifyou do not refuse.

Wan waiig wuh kh'eo,

I cherish ten thousand hopes

(that you will) not refuse.

Mi Kh'eo die wei

puh kung, to refuse is disre-

spectful. Kh'to e to

refuse to adhere to a person's

wishes. Kh'eo sliwo,

they eay, or it is said truly or

in some cases, Kh'eo is a mere

expletive. ~^"
Kh'eo she yih tsze puh shih,

the fai?t was, he did not know

a single letter. jl

Kli'eo yuh fa, rules for driving

away lascivious desires, sucli

as thinking on a putrid corpse.

P^>|^
K'i'eo, or Keih, loud, im-

moderate, incessant laugh-

From heart and reah La-

bour; toil; meritorious ex-

!>ertion. Read Keih, lassi-

tude; langour; weariness;

fatigue. .

.
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Name of an insect vari-

ously designated.

Read Ihii5 Ho and Hull.

From wings tending up-

wju'ds, A bird flying higb.

Read Keo, an aspiring high-ton-

ed raind.

lofty views; aspiring.

A surname; a lumie,m
To strike; to hit; to direct

efibrt to one point. Used

also for the following. Read

116, to turn the hand backwards

and forwards*.

High; elevated.

To moisten by applying

Avuter to; to water.

A stone or rock risuig

high and appeai'ing ma-

, nifest; the fact disoover-

TPI )-od certainty certainly ;as-

1^1
j

buredly; verily; the strict

JL» truth or fact; indeed.

^IjqjJ ^1 Kh*eo che, assuredly

know. Kh'eo keu, sub-

stantially proved real; true.

TV"*"*

Kb ?

eo kh'eo shili

shTh, indeed indeed, really real-

ly; matter of fact beyond all

doubt.

Read Ho, or Klveo, name

of a plant. One says, a

horsed white saddle. Rexul Ngoy

the name of a horse.

Read Kh'eo w Po, the

end of a bone; a bard

white bone.

Loud laughter.

Yuh kh'eo, immoderate

uninterrupted laughter, pj^

Tan seaou ta kh'eo,

talking and laughing much.

Fire burniog.

The upper lip; mineed

meat.

j]^^ Kh'eo, or Keu, a general

P4Jt^ rontribution to a feast; a

"' t witli wine made bj a gen-

eral subscription to it; a sort of

pic-nic.

g From Two eyes, wings,

ami a hand grasping the

wings. The fluttering, of

\ n bird to escape from the

htmd that holds it fast.

To dart side looks in au nflfright-

c<\ manner; not to look steadily

at anything; but to keep the

eyfs wandering about. A sur-

name. y|Q Kh*eo seang,

the name of a place.

Kh ?

eo sho, a light but firm mo-

tion active, applied to old per-

sons in praise of their activity.

Kli'eo t'eTh, to move



about as under alarm.

Under alarm; affrighted;

agitated to dart hasty

glances.

To take hold of; to grasp

with the paw or the claw,

dog or a bird.

The name of a wood.

An animal of the monkey

species; the female of the

kind.

)

) Kh,eS or Keu, the same

I as the preceding; and ap-

[
plied also to certain rep-

tiles.
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BP That kind of step which

the Chinese deem respect-

ful in the presence of superiors;

a short quick step. il^

Tsuh kh'eo joo yay, ex-

presses that mode of walking

which Confucius observed in

the presence of the Sovereign,

B? Name of a place.

To gaze; to look.

A large-made animal of

the monkey species;—has

a remarkably quick eye, and

possesses strength enough to

seize a man,

Lai'ge strides.

zLrt

IB A large spade or similar

instrument of husbandry;

to stick into; to cut down.

Kh eo, or Kuh, the skin

of anything, empty or hol-

low; the bark of a tree;

the shell of an egg or a

nut; a shell of any kind.

Read Heo, a hooting or harsh

manner of speaking to.

j^F^ ) The heart seen as through

fi^iy a shell. Sincere; faithful;

>good virtuous; conduct

I

^ seen and approved

jli% J within and without; at

home and abroad.

no
J

A bird hatching eggs eggs

_ ^already hatched; the first

J

bud of anything.

KEU.

From Kung, work,

and a hand grasping it.

Great; large; vast; myriads of

myriads? infinite numbers. A
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surname. Ken t'aou,

or Keu kh'ow, numer-

ous or powerful banditti.

Keu ch'a, tlie great raft

performed a circuit of the hea-

vens in twelve years, and exist-

ed on tlie western seas in the

time of Yaou, B. C. 2330. The

Deluge recorded by Moses is

placed B. C. 2340. The Great

Raft has probably an allusion

to Noah's ark. Keu

foo great wealth very affluent.

Keu han, a large class

of war junks, mentioned in his-

tory. Keu kh'eue, a

large sword.

the large finger the thumb.

Keu shih, a great house.

A great hill or mountain

to go to.

|/tr From heart and large,

I |_—^ Inattentive; remiss; ne-

glectful rudely.

To ward offwith the hand

to oppose to withstand;

to resist; to defend against ex-

ternal evils to arrange in or-

der to withstand. Applied to

certain bones of the legs.

Keu keen, to withstand or

resist reproof; to reject it.

Keu tseue. to oppose com-

pletely; to refuse to see a friend

to resist good advice.

Keu teth to oppose an enemy.

ill

B Light thrown from the

sun clear bright.

Jj A tree with a remarka-

J

bly large leaf, resembles

the Lew, or willow

tree its bark is decocted

to drink. Name of a u-

tensil to receive drippings of

water. Name of a city,

iLtr To stop to oppose to

A^Jll seize and take from by

violence perverse to over-

step to go to.

To look and stare af-

frighted.

/T |-f From x
/^V^ square, represented with-

in and an arrow
9
to denote,

hitting the exact square. A
square used by carpenters a

constant rule, law, or usage; a

pattern to square or adjust

the corner of a square strict;

correct. Occurs denoting, the

ground to engrave or put a

mark on. Kwei keu,

compass and square; an usage

custom rule correct form or
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manner; rules or usages of any

body of men a national cus

torn rules formed by any small

society or combination of per-

sons. Heo kwei keu,

to learn the customs or usages

of society, or combination of

persons. "»J" Show kwei

keu, to adhere to custom, or to

rule.

A species of black millet.

A torch the name of a

vegetable plant hemp

The name of a certain

animal.

An interrogative particle

generally implying the

opposite of what is affirmed.

The same as Klie how
denoting a suspicion or differ-

ent opinion.

tf^^1

The spur of a cock to

^|Zl stab with a weapon in-

serted to be opposed to, or dis-

tant from to oppose, or to

stand opposite to; to be distant

from resist to skip over in

passing* to; large; great.

Wei keu, to oppose or re-

sist. 3 Ch'aou keu, to o-

verleap to jump or skip over

f^. ' Ke keu, a cock's spur

Keu taou, the road be-

tween two places over against

n

each other.

gTo join the contributions

of many for the purchase

of liquor to make a feasfc.

Keu, or Keu fee,^ r Takang,ahard

sort of iron; great hardness or

obduracy fierce unrelenting re-

sentment large great. Name
of a bovr; a place a plant a

man and a sword.

Keu kung-, the Emperor a title

ofrespect ofgeneral application.

The name of a pavilion.

A certain place of con-

course.

i^|Z^ Certain harness of a car-

riage.

K^u, or Keu heu,

an animal of which it is

said a mule is the mother

and a horse the father,

resembles a mule.

The name of a bird.

A particular kind of

wheaten cake.

\ Words marked off by a

/ pause or stop in writing;

^ a period; a sentence an

\ expression a phrase a

^ ' term a word a line of

a verse. Low keu, the

name of a place. Bead Keu,

Sou kou, the name of a

place. Read Koa' sprouting or

cour

JEIS

.

2

s
luff
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budding out in a curling man-
j

ner. Keu tang, busi
j

ness or affair. ^^ f§ ^}

Yew shin mo keu tang,

what business or affair, have

you? Kow is commonly us-

ed for this character, when read

Kow.

ch'ing yih keu hwa, does not

form a sentence what is said

is unintelligible.

Puh ch'iug chang keu, writ-

ten unintelligibly. Kea

keu, a fine sentence. '

Yih keu hwa, a sentence; a

word. Ke keu hwa,

a few sentences a few words.

TseTh yen pa keu,

verses of seven syllables in each

line, and eight lines in a stanza.

1^1 Kaou keu le Corea.

Yuen keu, and

Keu Chang, names of districts.

Erroneously used in the sense

of ^fpj Keu, to restrict and of

Kow, enough sufficient

and of Keu, a square.

Keu show, the beginning of

a sentence. Keu chting,

the middle of a sentence.

Keu mo, the end of a sen-

tence.

A-»_f| Labour fatigTie severe

^J/J labour; distress.

Keu laoUj clistres9ni^ disease

KEU

severe labour in child-birth.

J

a

°

-Name of a plant.

Ornaments for the fcoe of

shoe they are embroid-

ered on the silk.

IV ^ From hand and a hook,

j

To stop with the hand

>to grasp to adhere per-

1^ I
tinaciously to to lay hold

1/\J J of and restrain; to throw

the arms about or embrace.

Head Kow, to hook to lay

hold of ; to cause to rush toge-

ther. Keu chih, to grasp

and keep hold of. Keu

ne, to adhere to the mire to

stick to; bigoted adherence to,

Keu k'een, to grasp and

drag. These all express a bi-

goted adherence to a particular

sentiment obstinate impene-

trable, stupid adherence to,

Keu

ne seaoa le shang leaou ta e, a

bigoted adherence to petty

forms, injures the great princi-

ples of justice. Keu

kwan, to keep in safe custody

and under control. Keu

kew, to seize and bring to au

examination before the magis-

trate. ^ItJ Keu na, to seize,

as a criminal ^pj Keu slih,
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to restrain; to restrict to pre-

vent disturbance used much
by the government to express

keeping inferiors in due order.

Read Ken and Kow, the

names of wood.

The name of a stream or

river. Also the noise of

water.

Read Keu, title of a wesf-

t?J em chief. Read Kow, a

path or boundary between fields.

A curved spiue hunclx-

backed.

To glance on every side.

^Read Heu, to smirk aud

laugh; deep hollow eyes.

:

Name of a hill.
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\ Ornamented toes ofshoes;

silk shoes with fanciful

j
devices worked on them.

Dried flanks of bacon

I
J curved slices of meat dri-

ed. Forms a variety of proper

names.

Name of a plant.

From to walk and to look i

about as a bird. To walk
:

and look round watch- 1

folly. Read Eoo, to send

or put in motion to di-

rect j to 'egulatc; to strengthen.

Used for the following.

, From foot and to hook or

'J [

bend. The hands and feet

^ shrivelled or drawn hy

j

the cold, %% ¥\
I T'oo keu kh'o t'ow, with,

out shoes and the head uncov-

ered; bare-headed aud without

shoes or stockings, the mi-

dress of a Chinese servant,

not allowed to appear in tLn

presence of a gentleman.

T'oo keu, also denotes to

lean upoh one foot; to hop or

skip about.

"

A crooked bar that at-

taches to the nock of a

draught horse. Read Kow, de.

nofciug also the appendage of a

carriage.

The name of a place.

j
Keu or Heu, the name of

a country village, and of

a city.

|K^J A two year's old colt; a

JiliJPj fine young horse. A sur-

name. Forms pard of the name
of a fish; of a song; and of a

tree. Kung keu, to re-

strain a colt from covering* its

dam. ^p) 1^ Keu le Corea.

ffs^l Forms part of the name

iuh^J of a fish, and of a roan.

Rc^d Kow, as the name of a

fi.sh.
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SI Keu kuh, or

RjtT^ P?t ko, a bird that can

imitate human speech a par-

rot. Forms part of the name

of a certain insect. Read Kow,

ppr.lied abo to the name of a

bird.

of righteousness. ^ Keu

sze, a retired unaspiring scho-

lar. Keu sin, that which

the heart dwells upon. ^ ^
Keu shin, denotes personal ha-

bit.

A species oftortoise found

an the shore of Eastern

Tai tary.

^JLj An animal of the mus

i species.

From the body and a seat

or resting place. A set-

tled place of abode; to

Y\Y dwell to reside
-,
to re-

\ main stationary; to con-

Pi
ft j

sist in to fill a place or

j
office to sit to accumu-

late to desist. Read Ke,

as an interrogative par-

ticle. A sui'narae. Ho

keu, or Ho koo, where-

fore? why? what occasion

Heen keu, to dwell a lei-

sure; unoccupied. ^ ^ Kwan

keu, office consists in. ^ J^x

Keucli'oo
y
the place ofresidence.

Ken choo, to dwell; to

live at. Keu
jiu yew e to dwell iu beuevo-

lence, and to walk in the way

To stand erect not hum-

ble \ proud, haughty car-

riage contempt of decorum

sitting with the feet stretched

out sleeping about carelessly.

In the She-king, applied to firm

stnjne s''mi'ls. >^

fJS Kwei wei t'een

tsze urh puh keaou keu, though

possessing the dignity of Em-

]>eror, yet not proud. f

Tseen keu how kung^

proud in the beginning, and af-

terwards respectful. mm
>^ Keu ngaou puh sun

r

proud; haughty; unhumbled.

A woman's name.

To store or lay np to

'
^ house. One says, to selL

Name of a hill.

From hand and resident

or stationary. The hands

diseased restricted embar-

rassed precipitate or straight-

forward. Occurs denoting, a
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place or station; occupying a

station or seat. \^ KeTh

keu embarrassed, as to pecu-

niary matters.

A certain reed that an-

swers to make walking-

sticks of for old men, and han-

dles for whips.

The name of a river, or

stream of water.

Name of a certain valu-

able stone.
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A local term for millet

grain.

A term used in the north

for goose fat, or the fat

of fowls dried fowls; remain-

ing long; durable.

Name of a plant.

Tbe hinder part of a gar-

\y\-f ment that hangs down
behind; proud; haughty.

A reptile said to resem-

ble a silkworm in form,

to be two or three cubits long,

to have feet on each side, and

to be edible.

Language or speech gov-

CI/IPI erned by some rule. A
man's name.

g, Keu leen, to sell;

to store up.

To crouch upon the hams,

'frl or to sit cross-legged.

Ke keu, to sit cross-

legged, in which posture the

legs are supposed to appear

like the basket Ke.

A saw; to saw; whether

stone or wood. The saw

was in ancient times used in

criminal punishments.

Name of a fish, resem-

bling another called the

stone-headed fish, with three

teeth like a saw; also form%

part of the name of an edible

reptile resembling the silk-

worm, but much larger.

;^J^
A speeies of miliet an

'

adhesive sort of rice.

Prom pearls or money

> placed on a tripod. Plac-

ed together; already prepared;

arranged; to present to; a u-

tensil. Kh'e keu, a

utensil. Hicg keu, in-

struments of pnnishment.

Fa leuh keu tsae,

the laws are already prepared,

^% Fnjqg keu, to present to

a superior. ^ Che

ming puh keu, knowing ray

name, I do not insert it ^

Cho keu, a utensil for

washing in, Keu pin, a

petition (or official statement

to a superior) duly prepared;

this is often the first sentence

in papers gent to government.
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Keu te to make out a

full and'clear statement of, to

present to liigher autlxori ty

Ken wan, an official do-

cument intended merely as com-

pliance with the requisite forms.

f^ Ail; both together with;

fA% fully supplied with, or

prepared. A surname.

Keu she, both, or all are right.

Keu ts'euen, complete in

• eveiythino:.

Ta'ae maou keu kea, mind ami

person both superior.

A hank to confine wa-

ter.

Keu, or ®8 Keu fung,

a sea storm that l>lo\vs

from every point of the corapass

on the coast of Canton; a whirl-

wind; a typhoon; it is mentioned

particularly by Chinese writers.

Occurs during the fifth or ^ixtjx

months of tlie year, and is pre-

ceded by a coloured rin^-Iike

or rainbow appearance, at first

-nmH, but gradually widenincr;

this appearance is called

Keu moo, and Chang
moo the mother of the tyj>l:oon,

aud of a disease. This whirl'

nnnd is said to be entirely u/t-

hnou n in the North of China.

A Par"culai kind of cake.

The name of a binl.

Name of a plant; of an

ancient state; anil of a ci-

A surname.

A utensil Tor containing

rice; a small hcaf consist-

ing of four handfuls; a utensil

for rearing silkworms.

JVom a tiger l<"'ing his

paws on a wild boar.

Fight iug and graspiug; impetu-

ous fleetness; name of a certain

wolf-like animal as to size, in

other i\ >jn icts resembling a mon-

key, and which springs forward

with rapidity.

J/j f5§ Fimn hand and a tiger

jj^^ j

leiiping on a boar. To
lay the paw or hand upon;

to take last hold of; to lean

J or rest upon to take pos-

si^sion of and to maintain; to

liave tigure form; to be substan-

tial; to uffc'i'd proof; to depend

upon or stute according to; in

tliis ^ense oiron used in govern-

ment papei s. T.^ee keu,

to lake or usurp with or with-

out pormi^siun. P'ing

keu, proof; evidence of. 4^
i/^i Yuen ken, to lead; to drawj

to dra^;. Keu shwo, a('-

ronling tovli:,( i said. |

Ken ta slnvo, according to

what lie says; to depend on what
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he says, Keu show, to

maintain fast hold of.

Hurried; agitated; afraid;

^ precipitately impelled

fleet or swift motion; hasty step;

a courier or express; fluttered;

in-esolute; struck with trepida-

tion; languid overpowered. ' A
surname. Hae keu,

fi'ightened, alarmed.

Keih keu, urged ou by strong

external impulse; hurried.

}^ Cli'uen keu, the persons per-

taining to the government ex-

press. >^ Keu seh, hurried,

agitated manner.

An ugly deformity of per-

jf^, son. Keu ch^oo,

or Keu kh'euh, a (")ai8e

kind of bamboo mat.

Keu kli'wang, a utensil for rear-

ing silkworms.

Name of a vegetable,

A wooden drum -stick; a

certain metal culinary ves-

From a bird and two eyes;

the watchful and fearful

glance of a bird pecking, and

alternately raising its head tc

look about. A distrustful, sus-

picious timid glance; hasty, a-

larmed, wild look; to stare; t(

gaze; the glance of an eagle; tc

be observant and careful; to pre-

—
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serve decorum. Occurs denot-

ing to walk; a large protuber-

ance on the neck of an animal.

Name of a bird; of a hill; and of

a rapid stream. A man's name.

From heart and a bird

looking affrighted. Fear;

4 apprehension. j

.Keu la, to stand in awe

^of the laws. Keu

pa or K'ung keu,

afraid apprehensive; to

be afraid of.

An ancient spear with

four points.

Lean; thin; emaciated.

^ Keu or Heu a great hill

a\J or mountain a moor or

common a place of resort; an

old town or city; place of re-

sort for the purposes of com-

mercial traffic; a deep valley.

See Heu. Keu moo, a

grave or sepulchre.

^Xj* "\ A vehicle with wheels,

-^p- / however drawn, whether

V by human strength, by

ni|,|| \ oxen, or horses; a wheel-

j^t ) baiTow; a cart; a car-

riage; a chariot; a vehicle with

wheels, drawn by horses; that

which contains, as the sj^ace en-

closed by the jaws;—hence ap-

plied to the jaw-bones. Read

Chay, in much the ^anie sen^c ?
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but rather denoting the wheel

than the carriage. Is found com-

pounded with various other

words, forming individual names

of things. A surname. Com-

pare with Chay. Keu

ya, that which contains the teeth

the jaw-bones, Fow

keu, a particular kind of net.

7^ . Ping keu, a military

chariot. Kin keu, name

of an officer. ^.T'een keu,

a farmer's cart, ^tt Kung

keu, name of an official court.

P Keu ma lin mun
carriages and horses approach

the door of a rich man.

To raise up before; to lift

with the hands; to raise

the hands in a respectful

manner; to move to raise

Vto elevate; to introduce

to notice; to recommend

to; to raise up in conver-

sation, or speak first of a

subject; to praise; to raise

by praises in the cstiiuation oi'

mankind; to promote in the gov-

ernment; all every one col-

lectively; the whole number; to

rise; to walk; to be raised in

one's estimation; to venerate as

the gods; to kill the victims

for sacrifice used to denote con-

fiscating smuggled goods a

bird flying away rising from

the ground; three taels weight.

The name of a wood of a place

of a hill; and of an animal.

E keu, a righteou? generous

act. ft
1 Keu muh

stang woo, to raise the eyes and

look at each other with dislike.

J^; Keu ch'ing, the whole

city; all the people of the city.

jj^ Keu che, rising and

rest; the whole of a person's

conduct, and circumstances.

'fX Keu hing, to bring forward

an affair and cause it to be done.

ftt Keu she, the whole

world; all the present race of

men. Keu jin, a re-

commended man, a literary

title; the second degree attain-

ed. ^: Keu shen, to pro-

mote the virtuous and good

•

J^l: Keu tseen, to recom-

mend to a person's employment,

and so on. Keu t'ow

to raise the head.

Keu or Yu, the name of a

wood.

Aj)i)oarance of Avulking

alone; a stately gait.

Keu keu tuh hing,

in a stately manner walking a-

lone. Keukeu

leang leang, going along in a

cool undaun ted manuer ap-

proaching to praise, and a dis-

dainful rejection of assisduice or

coinpuny.
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jfc^fi Diseased teeth tooth ache

rotten teeth; to smirk and

shew the teeth.

Poor; rustic; rude; ap-

plied to a certain cap or
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defence for the head, placed un-

der a basket or platter, in which

cakes are carried on the head.

Also read Low. Keu

soo, a certain defence for the

head, u&ed by people in the north,

who carry baskets and other

burdens on tlio head.

That which binds around

the foot; shoes or sandals,

anciently made of a coarse cloth.

KH'EU.

I , From great, and perverse.

Z To separate; to be distant

>or distinct from to go;

-^F^ I to go away; to go from;

^\ J to pass on in a regular

proper course, without impedi-

ment from the nature of things,

or from circumstances past

gone former; to put away to

repudiate. Read Kh'eu, to put

away fim to expel; to reject.

Le kh'eu, or

Le kh'ae kh'eu, to separate

from each other,

3^ S^ang kh'eu puh yuen,

not veiy distant from not verj

different from. Lac

kh'eu, to approach and reoedo

to come and go.

Shwo lae shwo kh'eu, endless

tautology. j&^MM Ne
kh'eu na le, or

Ne kh'eu ho ch'oo, whither are

you going?

Wo ch'uh kh'eu kh'waug

kh'wang, I am going out to

walk for amusement.

Tsin kh'eu, to go in; to enter.

Shang ts'een kh'eu,

to go forward; to advance.

Na kh'eu, to take away.

)M Kwo kh'eu, to pass; to

pass away. Keang

teh kh'eu, it may be said.

Keang puh kh'eu, it

cannot be said. These expres-

sions apply either to the langu-

age or to the reasoning. What

is said, is, or is not, agreeable

to the idiom of the language

or it is not consonant to right

reason. Keang teh

lae, can say, and the opposite

phrase. Keang puh

lae, cannot say, refer to the

speaker, and denote that he

does, or does not, possess ability

to express his thoughts intelli-

gibly and properly.

Pan puh lae, cannot be effected,

because the agent is wanting in

the ability which he ought to

possess. ' Yih

kh'eu puh hwuy
?
once gone, no
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return. Keh kh'eu, to

degrade from office or rank.

Kh'eu neen, last year;

also, former years.

Kh'eu she, to leave the world

to depart this life.

ft

L

Kh'eu tsew, to recede fi'om, or

to leave; and to approach to; or

to place one's self in as

Kli eu kwan, to leave the pub-

lic service. Kh'eu wan,

a destroyer of mosquitos; a spe-

cies of toiid.

The name of a conntry.

A man's name. Read Kea,

a surname; also the name of a

certain deity. Ken

sha kwo, a certain couutiy.

Kh'eu or Kea, to gape a

wide large mouth. Read

Kh'eTh, sound of breathing in

sleep; snoring. Also read Ye,

appearance of the mouth open.

J—1-^ A kind of wooden pack-

saddle for a mule.

To stretch the mouth wide

open; to yawn.

1—p: To expel to drive away

/|!^\ to disperse or dissipate,

as any noxious influence; to o-

pen and expand; strong; vigor-

ous.

The end of a ball of

l^\ thread; to connect; to con-

tinue in succession to bind.

U.-od for the name of a fish.

A utensil for containing

rice or cakes a utensil

for throwing over animals

in order to catch thein,

or to confine them.

The side; the flank to

remove or open out the

side, as of a box or chest; the

right flank or wing of an army.

A man's uarne.

Name of a plant; a uten-

^ made of grass or rush-

Name of an iusect.

#The sleeve of a garment;

au ornamented sleeve or

cuff; appearance of raising the

sleeve; the mouth of a sleeve.

jr-l^ Sound; noise; noiso made
in slee]>.

A feiK»e in valli os amoii^t

|^^ hills for confining animals.

Name of au ancient palace.

Name of a fish, said to r('-

#UV^\ ^ml)lc a cow; to have a

serpent's tail, and to have wings.

Niimo of a bin!.

A frojr-like animal.

To lift with the hand io

str»»lch out and pour mto,
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A pluce where water ac-

cumulates or runs off, as

in a gutter; large; great; gra-

dual. The name of a river. The

name of a tune. A vulgar word

for he, or him, she, her, or it.

Forms part of the name of a

certain armour, and of a plant.

5^ Kh'eu kh'eu, attentive;

heedful; diligent. !^ Kow
kh'eu, a gutter or water-course.

]^fC Kli eu slnvuy, water

running in a kennel or ditch.

A man's name.^ Chay kh'eu, a

white stone brought ft'om

India, of which the high-

est literary graduate makes

a knob for his bonnet,

pj From P in, many, in the

midst of He, to conceal.

A place in which to store or

lay up; a small house or room

to class, or separate; a separat-

ing line or boundary; ten valu-

able stones.—
'
|^ Yew teen yih chen, chfh

yih kh'eu, possesses a glebe of

land, and a small house.

Ta kh'eu, the great abodes,

denote heaven and earth.

Kh'eu ch,oo a place to dwell

in; to separate, distinguish and

decide. Kh'eu

kh'eu seaou kvvo, small petty

country. Kh'eu

kh'eu die sin, little petty heart,

is used by the person making

a present, and denotes, I present

this as a small expression of

my regard, which I know is of

no value. Kh'eu

kh'eu seaou wuh, little, petty,

trifling thing*. It is, by an af-

fected humility, applied to what

is one's own, or a present offer-

ed to others. See Ngow.

thj ft A rugged, uneven, hilly

r*j"" appearance an abrupt

peaked mountain.

To lift up with the hand.

Read Kow, in
%
fche same

sense. Also to feel and store

up, or put away with the hand.

Read Ngow, to strike.

Kh'eu e, to lift up robes or long

garments, as when walking up

steps. \^ Kli eu yu, to turn

round, or move about.

To beat to strike to

drive out; to expel.

To walk lame; an uneven

path.

The body, or a body.

Kheu, or P KVe

PpQ kh'eu, a dangerous cor-

ner or precipice; rug'ged, une-
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dangerous path.

Name of a small shell-

fish.

To drive away animals;

to expel them from a

corn field, that they may

not injure the grain; to

Vlash and drive a horse;

to vxxn or fly swiftly a

forerunner, and the van

of an army is expressed

'> by Seen kh'eu

the second division is called

Chang kh'eu.

Kli'eu alio, to drive out; to ex-

pel; a favorite phrase with the

Canton.government, applied to

the European ships of war,

which on all occasions they

threaten to drive away.

HE A street lane or road r

'^Ej which is a general tho-

roughfare, and which has di-

verging roads in all directions.

Name of a district. A surname.

Tung kheu, a high

road; a general thoroughfare.

f T een kh'eu, name of a

star some apply it to the Mil-

ky Way. Kh'eU

ko keang woo, sung iu the

streets and danced in the lanes,

in the glorious days of the

ancient Yaou.

Name of a bird. A sur-

name.

KEUB,

1 Hooked the barb of a

^4 hook; a hooked weapon.

' The reverse side of the

1^- preceding. Mark, by

wliich to recognize a hook to

mark off a paragraph.

^1 Keue keue, ap-

{
pearance of motion; as if

i J I hooked and pulling dif-

«4 J ferent ways. The second

character is also read Kee.

1 To pull or stretch out

different ways that with

which the strings of an

instrument or bow arc

stretched. Also read Kwae.

\ The name of a river dif-

/ ferent streams flowing in

> different directions to

^-+f I flow as water; to open or

£^/V ' spread out to stretch to

cut off*; to decide decided de-

termined. ]^ Keue e, fixed

intention, ijr Keue or

Keue jen, expresses a strong

convie ion or persuasion ofwhat

is affirmed. Keue yaou,

positively requires. '
Keue kh'eu, will positively lt*.

4 Keue shih, a piece of
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ivory put on the thumb for

pulling a string. Keue

tsa'ou name of a certain office.

p "1^ That with which a bow-

J/V string is stretched a kind

of ring worn on the thumb.

~) To pluck to snatch with

the hand or fingers to

twitch, as when pulling a

Atl
I

string to twitch and

/\ j J cause to rebound to pull

as a bow-string and cause to

shoot forth.

A stone ornament worn

>'V at the girdle a segment

of a stone ring an incomplete

circle. In ancient times a com-

plete ring was sent from the

sovereign to an officer banished

to the frontier, to denote his

return an imperfect ring was

sent to denote, the connexion

was broken of a segment of a

ring worn on the thumb, to

draw a bow with.

A hollow place in a large

sore.

Read Keue, or Heue, a

1 single thread, or a skein

i of thread. Read Kwae,

I fine silk thread.

To look to or regard with

dissatisfaction and resent-

ful feelings. Used also to ex-

press pulling or twitcliing a
J

string*

Parting words Avorcl^ ] >ro-

%y\^ nounced at taking leave

a farewell; the words of a dying

person. What is said or given at

death to be remembered by the

survivors is called Lew
keue. A rule or precept pertain-

ing to some art; the secrets of

any craft; the principles of the

pulse; the precepts or sayings

of Buddha. Also read Heue,

and Kei. Yung keue»

an eternal farewell.

Keang keue, to lecture on mys-

terious secrets. K*h'ow

keue, the mouth's mysterious

craft; specious jabber.

show keue, handicraft; the tricks

of sleight of hand. Pe
keue, secret arts known only to a

few. Meh keue, the se-

crets of the pulse, g Keue

pee, parting on taking a journey.

Ayoung fi'iskiiig colt, >said

in seven days to surpass

the dam; fleet; swift; applied

also to the wind. Keue

te a tall fleet horse.

The name of a bird.

A To dig, bore or woik out

an aperture; to cause to

issue forth the breath rising as

in hiccough.

An engine for throwing

stones; short to bow, A
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suniame. A pronoun, commonly

used in the - Shang shoo,

in the sense of Khe he

she; it; his; hers; its.

Keue wei, a dog with a short

stunted bald tall. Keue

e, a short-tailed garment.

J5 pang keue keo,

as (an aifimal) dashing to the

ground its horn.

Something held in or grasp-

ed by the hand to strike 1

;

to throw; to dash aside. §^
Ts'ae keue, to pluck. Read

Kwei, to draw up long garments

when fording a river.

The threshold and door-

posts. Yih keue,

a post in the ground for

fastening a cow to. A bit

Z^Y^ J for a horse's bridle a tstick

for beating a large drum to

rouse the beasts of the forest.

Ch'ang keue, un-

ruly; disorderly, as diso-

bedient children, or as piratical

banditti.

Name of a certain vegeta-

ble.

To walk fast; to go has-

tily; to jump; to leap; to

stumble to fall. Read Kvei

to move. Kee keue,

subverted; turned upside down

fallen down. Keue che,

to stumble; to stumble aud fall.

The name of a bird a

gatew ay tbe Imperial

gate a path in a gateway, or

through a gate; a path leading

inward; a path leading to a

tomb; a vacant place,

/[^ Keuh or Keue. 5
VlM kh'eang, or

Keue keang, perverse refrac-

tory.

Rising .singly; a solitary

mountain's top.

Keue kh'e, rising alone;

\

jutting or standing forth

}^jd% J singly, as eminent men

and sages.

To dig into the ground,

as in digging u well; to

scoop or hollow out, as in dig-

ging the ditch round a city; to

M:»ml out alone, in the sense of

the preceding. To carry to the

utmost degree. Read Kuh, to

spmul out or (^xtend.

y[|^ Keue ch'ing che to dig a

ditch roua»l a city. ^^
Keue Ic vri kev to dig a

hole in tlie ground, to be em-

ployed as i mortar.

Keue te, to dig into tlie ground.

Keue tsing, to dig a

well.

Commonly read Yuh, to

'piJ bore into as with a spear

to expand aud spread out as in

the spring season. Read Kea^,
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false crafty.

Inauspicious; infelicitous.
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S1^^ False; intriguing; crafty;

|^|^ to impose upon by deep

artifice. Kwei keue,

or reversed Keue kwei, falla-

cious; artful; crafty,

Kh'euen keue/ plots or schemes

ever varying with circumstances,

Yu keue, crooked; bent;

distorted contorted tortuous,

Keue urh puh

chiug, crafty and depraved,

Keue khVei, excellent or

l>eautiful. Keue kwae,

deceitful; crafty; strange; odd;

]>orverse. ^[ Keue keen,

advice given merely to please,

instead offaithful remonstrances.

A hook of a ring; a clasp

hook that links on to

another a certuiu hook

Vof a carriage a hook or

lock in the Chinese man-

ner, at the front of a box

or chest.

KH'EUE.

A vessel chipped or bro-

ken somewhat broken

off; a deficiency; a want; a va-

cancy, applied to government

offices. Read Keuen, strings of

a cap. Kh ae kh'eue, to

declare an office vacant.

Fang kh'eue, or Poa
kh'eue, to send some one to fill

a vacancy. Haou
kh'eue fun, a good vacancy a

good situation. Woo
kh'eue, no want.

Sang e kh'eue cho show,

loss of some part of the princi-

pal in trade. ^ Kheue fa,

defect; deficiency; want.

Kh'eue kh'wei, a diminish,

ing, as in the last quarters of

the moon; a deficiency a defect'

=^ Kh'eue leo, something

broken off deficiency defect,

i^; Kh'eue ngeh, less than

the fixed quantity.

Empty defective; want-

ing; not supplied with

disrespectful not according

with. Used as the name of a

sword, and various other proper

names wanting; defective; lost;

sense (of

the character) is lost.

Kh'eue t'ing, the Imperial palace.

Kin kh'eue, the golden

gateway; the gate of the palace

of the gods.

E yew kh'eue van, it is supected

that there is some deficiency in

the writing.

Wang kh'eue hing le to look to-

wards the Imperial gate (from

u distant province) and perform
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the ceremony of obeisance to

the Emperor. Kh'eue

t'eih, certain raiment of the

queen.

To stoop to bend down

and crouch to crouch

meanly and servilely, to be caus-

ed to bend down; to be forced

to crouch; to be oppressed to

crook or to be crooked. Also

read K'euh. K'eue shin,

are opposites, to bend or crouch,

and to straighten out. ]^
Wei k'eue or Wei kh'euh,

pressed down, by some oppres-

sive power or false charge the

second mode ofwriting the phrase

is that sanctioned by K'ang-he.

K'eue and Kwiih, certain

garments of the northern

barbarians. One says, to knot,

or connect by knotting.

^pJ3 The feet diseased. •

HE| To stop; to end; to ter-

|v]\i miiKiir.

Kb'cue heue, a

doorway without any door

to it

KEUEN.

Heuen, or Keiin, a place

B for inferior retainers al)out

public courts to live in. One

says, a prison for women an-

other says, a pavilion or shed.

J^Fl Keuen or Yuen, beauti-

y% ful pleasing excellent

handsome; sprightly; delicately

bent.

^f^|^ Keuen or Yuen, an^ry;

J fqj hasty; impetuous; violi'iir;

mournful; sorry; anxious; dis-

tressed.

J^PI Keuen or Yuen, to reject;

^ to put a"\vay; to give up

one's property as an offering to

government for public service,

or to. procure an office under

government. Seaug

keuen, cast off or separated at

death. Keuen e, to cast

off regard to right and justice.

Keuen k ui to pur-

chase an office in the govern-

ment. Keuen kh,e to

reject; to cast away; to risk or

hazard; to ri^k one's life; to die

and leave one's relations.

Kouon kh'eu, to throw away

one's life, or to risk it in the

service of one's country. *fj§

Keuen iia to pay money to

government. Keuen

tseih, emaciated to death; mor-

tal di^eu^e; death.
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^,8^ A small stream; a brook,

^ 1^ that will gradually swell

to a river. The name of a river.

To choose; to select; to purify;

to cleanse to expel; to put a-

way. A surname. ^ ' Keuen

hwan, a flowing appearance; wa-

ter gliding along, or running cir-

cularly.

B Keuen or Yuen, to look

|^ and .^taro at as in anger;

a reciprocal gaze.

A fine species of silk, used

for coverlets and couch

covers; a kind of net for catch-

iiig birds. ^ f Keuen peaou,

silk on which pictures are pasted.

^J3^ ) A net to spread over and

/f^l^ f catch animals; to catch in

l^^cj (
a net; to bind rouud and

]
straugle.

"U'fi Part of the harness of a

^pp3 large carriage app 1
:( 1

also to the scabbard of a sword

otherwise read Keuen. The tail

of a horse that wirii which a

horse is checked. ^^ Keuen

keuen, certain stones appended

to a gii'dle.

Name of a bird, and of a^3 plant- The bird is known

by various names; it appears

early in spring, and is a signal

to commence agriculture its

note is deemed mourn ful, and it

occupies the nests ofother birds;

it ^eems to be a species of the

cuckoo. It is otherwise called

T'oo keuen, or

TVze kvvoi, and so on. P
Keuen ie, the note or cry of the

keuen bird.

Eiug attached to the nose

->"j of a cow; a crooked stick

to restrain a cow.

To turn the eyes towards

to look with affection and

regard to; those on whom
r|^^ >one places regard a fami-

^tli. ly; near relations. A sur-

Jjf^ name. ^J^^ Kea keuen,

J one family.

^$ Hwang t'een keuen ming,

imperial heaven's kind commis-

sion,——to rule an Empire, used

in reference to Sovereigns.

Nuy keuen, within is the

family,—au intimation to stran-

gers not to intrude.

Ts'in keuen, relations who have

a claim on one's regard.

Tgeu keuen, the regard or love

ofheaven. Chung keuen,

love or aflFection to,

Keuen claoo, to place the eyes,

mind, or affections upon.

^^^ Leather or skin fashioned

jng^x in a certain manner; oui'l-

ed or rolled up; leather employ-

ed on the top of a carriage.

The bend at the knee

bent; rolled up; a scroll
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a section ofa book. Read Keuen,

to roll up. Keuen m'h

a certain plant. Keuen

she, name ofa star. Read Keuen,

crooked; winding; small.

Shoo keuen, or
~

*

Yih keuen che shoo, a book.

' Keuen yih, first section.

Keuen uvh, second sec-

tion. Kh'ae

keuen yew yih, on opening a

book, there is benefit derived.

There is some advantaii;^ deriv-

ed from the slightest rcadinjr,

how much more from dili^rnt

study. Keuen shoo, to
|

close a book. Keuen I

kh'e lae to roll up.

To desist from labour; fa-

tigue; weariness; lassi-

tude. Tsing

shin kwan keuen, the spirits

flagged. Keu

che woo keuen, to remain inde-

fatigable in a pursuit.

L5 shen woo keuen, un-

wearied delight in goodness.

Puh che yen keuen,

not know what fatigue is.

Keuen keuen, wearied; fa-

tigued.

Strongly with diligent

effort. Read Keuen, la-

bour; fatigue, i $ ilS
Sze tsuli p'a keuen, soldiers de-

KKUEN

sisted from their labour.

>^ He5 taou puh keuen,

to study virtue unweariedly.

Good well affected to

having regard for rela-

tions.

Keuen keuen,

attentive application of

mind diligent earnest

serious mournful. Oc-

curs denoting to throw a-

wnj one's life. To stop; to de-

sist.

Robust; bodily strength;

the fist; to roll up witli

the hand; to receive or gather

in or together.
'

Keuen show yih chuh, a blow

with the fist. Kcm-u

fa, to braid the hair.

Keuen keuen, strong effort

athletic energizing appearance.

Keuen shoo, are oppo-

sites, to roll up and to sjn^ad

out. Keuen

kh'e leen tsze, to roll a screen or

blind.

The hands or arras bent

by disease, MM p e

keuen, languor; debility.

To look round with affec-

tion, regard, or sorrow.

To bind to as with silk or

cor.l. (
sincerolj- and indissolubly con-

iK-ctcil: ltound to in altachiiR'Ut
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or regard. K'wan keuen,

bound up; tied round,

Keuen ling, certain military skin

garments.

J^j^ Pastry curled up in a par-

ticular manner.

Name of an insect, said to

be produced from corrupt-

ed vegetables. Clean; pure;

bright To illustrate; to put

aside. To remit; haste; speed.

Read Kwei, applied to a parti-

cular kind of paper.

4 Keuen meen ts'een leang,

to remit the land or house tax,

the house tax is for the Imperi-

al ground on which it stands.

Keuen chang, to remit

taxes and afford assistance, to

those involved in extraordinary

calamities, ^§ ^0. Keuen tsoo

to remit the rent of land to re-

mit the taxes on land,—an act

of the sovereign whose property

the land is considered.

To skip or hop about; pre-

cipitate; the quick jump-

ing about of a playful dog; to

skip about in a frantic manner.

KH'EUEN.

A dog; a general term of

y ^ the canine race.

Kow, Kh'euen, general terms

applied to clogs the first ex-

presses the smaller, and the se-

cond the larger sorts.

Kh'evien chS fa, a certain

mode of mincing meat,

Kh'euen show yay, a dog

keeping watch at night.

EC

Kh'euen or Heuen, the

appearance of water fall-

the name of a stream.

A rill; a brook.

From field and water-

cours§. A small stream

of water a furrow or wa-

ter-course in a field, a cu-

bit wide and one cubit

>deep; a valley to flow as

a water- course,—applied

to the diffusion of the

principles taught by an-

cient sages. Name of a

place in the west. Also

read Seun and Chun, a collec-

tion of water at the foot of a

mountain. Kh'euen

mow, a rill parting the acres

of land. Kh'euen lew,

to flow to run as water, and

be diffused. Kh'euen

Veen, to divide off fields by wa-

ter-courses.

A bond; a deed of con-

^/J^ tract written evidence

of a transaction. In ancient

times, such bonds consisted of

a tablet of wood, which being-

w
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split asutidet- with a knife, had

the edge of each piece serrated

-with corresponding teeth, and

each contracting party retained

one half of the tablet, in a way

similar to the mercantile check

of Europe hence the character

is formed from knife.

Ke kh'euen, or KhWen
yo, a deed or bond; an agree-

ment; written evidence proof.

Tsaou kh'enen

nrh hwo, take proof and you

•will obtain. Kh eueu

shoo, a bond or deed of landed

or other property.

Labour weariness fati-

jtj gue. This character is to

be distinguished from the pre-

ceding.

Crooked stick attached to

the nose of a cow.

The hand folded; the fist;

to grasp or hold fast; to

roll up; also read Yuen. A sur-

name. S
an empty fist,— to begin the

world with nothing.

Kh'euen the art of boxing.

Kh'eaen kh'euen, me-

lancholy; loving; attentive; re-

spectful. Keuen
fung keaon sze, a boxing mas-

ter and fencer.

tW, the fist. ^!
Kb'euen keo p'ooii ts^e, expert

with, the fist and the foot-

Cord wound up in a cer-

tain way.

Khr
euen orK'euen, crook-

ed wood, of which wine

cups are made; a coop or pen,

in "which to confine domestic

animals; a prison to encircle;

a small circle, or Chinese point

in writing. A surname. The

name of a place. K'euen

t aou, a snare.

Puh rtkng t'5 ta k'euen

t
T

aon, unable to escape his snare.

IB H ffl Ta ko yuen

kh'euen, to draw a circle to

draw a line around to insert

a period. The officers draw a

red circle over important pass-

ages of their proclamations, to

draw or to require the atten-

tion of the people to them. Q
^§ Peh kb enen, is a point

thus ^§ Heh kh*euen,

a point thus •. Tseen

kh'euen, is a paint thus
J, The

Chinese place these points or

marks by the side of characters,

as stops, and also in rows to

give emphasis to the passage,

as we draw a line below a word,

or print it in italics or in capi-

tal letters. The Schoolmaster

also marks his approbation of

a b^y's writing by marking it

wifli one or other of the above
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tagem and intrigue.

Kau keuh, a skilful player at

chess; a clever man. }^

Ketih wae che jin, a

man who has nothing to do with

the game; a person whom the

affair does not concern, "f^" "j^

Ts'een koo

chung seu yih keuh. khe in all

ages, every contest has at last

closed like a game at chess,—

a

struggle for no lasting purpose.!§ Keuh leang

peen seaou, a contracted miud

and little ability.

Keuh or Keue. See Keug.
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^/h|j Thick muddy water; in a

V/jI| confused disorderly state;

extended to tlie utmost degree

to make a pa.si*ge for water; to

flow in a disorderly manner.

Name of a bird.

KH'EUH.

A till standing promi-

nent the lonely summit

of a hill .

t=l A curling stump instead

J

of a tail; bent; to stoop;

}> to cause to bent or crouch

<ca|14
I
to invite a pei'son to one's

5lM J house to cause him to

stoop and condescend; to submit

or yield to circumstances. Refid

Heue. Nang
kh'euli nang shin, can either stoop

to cii'cumstances^ or can stand

forward, when they require it.

Seaou kh'euh ta

shin, a little submission will

produce great expansion, or pro-

mote one's interest

Yuenkli'euh, to oppress by soma

false charge.^

f

Kh'euh shin yu Lea, to put one's

self under the protection of

somebody; to submit to circum-

stances for awhile.
î
^j*

Kh'euh pei, bend the back.

Klieuh t shin

shin, to make principles bond

to the promotion of one's inter-

est. Kheuh sliin, are

opposite?, bent or curled up,

~

stretched out-; to stoop or sub-

mit, to stand forth when occa-

sion requires, ^ Kh'euh

tsee, to crouch meanly.

m
To die and not corrupt.

An insect found in wood;

otherwise read Chue.

Plants budding forth to

begin to bud. Read Chuh,

the uame of a plant'.
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Kli'euh cliwang, animals ap-

pearing to increase in size; to

grow tall.

^ H sffi
kh'euh, in-

distinct stammering bro-

l ken utterance garment

rumpled or rolled up

bent broken to stoop;

to crouch to conceal ; top
speak ambiguously or obscure-

ly; to cause to cease entirely;

to terminate. A surname, ]/L

Ch'ung kheuh smirking^

flattering, crouching1

;
uama^ilj

deportment to the rich and

powerful. ill

K

Jeub

shin ho shang, where is the

harm of stooping.

Crooked; bent; distorted;

bent down oppressed

charged fairly.

KliV'uh kh'ciih hing, crooked

ways; to ivalk in devious paths;

intrigue and chicanery.

KEUN.

-^jf Equal; equally; in equal

V parts or shares; all equal-

ly; to equalise or blend; an in-

strument for making bricks,

tiles, or other earthenware, A
musical instrument; the name of

a place. Also read Yuen. J\,

Tn chung keun fun,

all di\'ided equally.

Yew le keun fun, what pro-

fits may ari?e, shall be equally

divided. T oo

keun che fa, rule for an equita-

ble division ofthe land, through-

out the country.

Keun ts'e fang ching, all e-

ven, sfjuare and regular,

^1
Ninety catties weight, e-

^12
I

qual to eleven thousand

five hundred and twenty

Choo. Thirty catties

J make a Keim, aud

four Keun make a Shih, or

stone. ^| Keun shih, the

keun and the stone are the means

of equalising weights all over

the empire. A certain mould

used by Potters. Heaven, the

Great Framer. Great; impor-

tant. Ta keun, or

Hung keun, the Great Fra-

mer; Heaven Nature.

Keun yu an important order,

—

applied by way of compliment

to the official commands of a

magistrate, or the request of a

fi'iend.

- , * From Yin, a hand

^\ \ grasping a li?ie, to pre-

serve rectitude, and Kh'ow,

a mouth, giving orders. One

at the head of a community, to

whom all hearts are directed.

A chief a lord, a prince; a king;
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points.

Chay keu hwa kho kh'euen

kh'o teen, should this sentence

be marked with a round period

or a sharp-pointed dot

A vessel made of a crook-

ed stick, or bent willow,

f Pei kh'euen, a wooden

bowl or wine cup.

Kh'euen kh^euli,

bent and curled up, un-

extended, applied to the body-

drawn up as in cold weather.

A good head of hair; the

hair curled up.

• To advise to; to exhort;

I

admonish; to instruct; to

>stimulate to encourage

TPjt
J

by praise; to be advised

/\/4 J to acquiesce cheerfully.

Occurs ."a the sense of Leih,

strength. fl£ Ne
kh'euen fca tso advise him to

do it. Kh'euen she

wan, a writing for the admoni-

tion of the age a moral essay.

Kh'euen keae, to advise

and explain to. ^} >^ Kh'euen

hwa, to advise and reform a vi-

KhJ

euencious man.

keen, to advise or admonish a

superior.

-tug Power; authority tern-

||S porary or peculiar cir-

cumstances, which like authori-

ty compels one to deviate from

a regular course; hence,

Ts'ung kh'euen, to comply with

circumstances. ^| Kh'euen

ch in, a statesman who possesses

great influence with his sover-

eign. Kh'euen cha or

Kh'euen keue, crafty

and intriguing, according to

ever changing circumstances.

Kheuen hang, weights

and scales; to measure; to de-

liberate and adjust.

Yew kh'euen, possessed of au-

thority. Kh'euen mow,

to plot or scheme according to

arising circumstances.

Kh'euen ts'eay, for the time be-

ing, under these peculiar cir-

cumstances.

®j?Tl The cheek bones.

Meen kh'euen kaou,

M 1^ L^ang

IJ fEJ kh'euen kaou, high cheek

bones.

y

KEUH.

Formed from the hand

grasping grain to hold

in the hand j the hand filled a

handful. ^? Tsae

show yue keuh, being in the

hand is expressed by Keuh.
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I the hands t'

^pjj from,—

Name of a well known

plant; the name of a river.

Kiu ts'een kedh,

the gold coin keuh, name of a

plant. Keuh hwa, Can-

ton dialect, Kok fa the Keuh

flower, a species of chrysanthe-

mum Indicum.

Keuh. hwa tsew, a species of

wine.

To take hold of with both

hands; to take pearls in

the hands; the hollow of

to separate

Yih keuh,

two handfuls.

To bear to train up

small young; a boy; an

awl to l>or(> into to in-

vestigate to the utmost

J to exhaust a subject to

declare fully. A surname. Name
of a star; of a flower. Certain

garments; a ball made of leather

filled with something soft, used

in play. ^) Moo keuh

wo^ my mother bore me and

brought me up. T'a

kcflh, Ta keuh, or

Tsuh keuh, a kind of foot

ball,—— said to be introduced in

ancient times as an exercise for

the soldiers. f Keuh
heung, public munnur and clam-

our, on account of some evil.

Keuh wan, a ball.

Keuh wan, to investigate

with great strictness.

Name of a fruit produced

in Keang-nan, and which

grows in winter; of the orange

species and is preserved with

sugar.

JC^^ Keuh, or Hwuh, a ft'amtic

V jpl mad precipitate motion;

flying affrighted.

A bird remarkable for

knowing approaching

To investigate; to ques-

tion a criminal to scruti-

nize to examine with

strictness. Name of a

place*

From a square inside a

cubit measure, A limit-

ed square ou a Chinese chest

board the hoard with the pieces

arranged; restricted; confused

cramped, or cooped up in a lit-

tl(' space; the body bent or caus-

ed to crouch; coiled, or rolled

up; to curl the hair. A place

where any manufacture that re-

quires to be guarded is carried

on; as Ho yo keuh,

a powder manufactory.

Ts'een keuh, a mint.

Too keuh, a place for gaming.

Kh'e keuh, a chess lx»ard

with its pieces arranged.

Tb6 keuli, to play skilfully; stra-
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a sovereign; an emperor; one in

a dignified and honorable situa-

tion honorable; most honorable;

the father or mother ofa family;

a virtuous good man; a title of

respect in very general use

—

applied to superiors; to inferiors;

and to equals; to men and to wo-

men; to the living and to the

dead. As a Verb, to rule; to

govern to fulfil the duties of a

ruler. A sunianje.

0^ Fan yew te chay

keae yue keuri, all who possess

(or rule over) a country are called

Koun. Kwo keun, the

king of a country. J Ta
keun, the emperor of China.

^* Kwa keun, our king or

emperor, in the language ofcour-

tesy. J^C^ Ta keun tsze,

title applied to statesmen.

Ming keun, an enlightened

priuce. ^* ^* Hwan keun, a

stupid bad Prince.

Sze fang keuu tsze, all good

people everywhere, "^^^^C
Tsze ch'ing foo moo

yue keun, children compliment-

ing their father and mother call

them Keun. Kea keun,

the master or father of a family.

Tse ch'ing

foo yue keun, a concubine ad-

dressing her lord calls him Keun.

Foo keun, a

Tsun keun, your honor-

ed father. Leang keun,

Seen keun, your late fa-

ther. Foo keun, engrav-

ed ou a tomb stone, denotes the

father of a family. T'ae

keun, denotes the mother.

She keun, an officer des-

patched on service with imperi-

al credentials. ^
Keun chang rnin che ch'ing,

Keun, title of the superiors of a

people. Keun
jo ch'in k eaiig, a weak prince and

powerful ministers.

Keun ch'in, prince and minister.

^( Keun t'een hea, to

rule the empire.

Keun keun ch'in ch'in, to ful-

fil the duties of a prince, and to

fulfil the duties of a minister.

Keun ch'aug, superiors

in a family or in a nation. .

Keun tsze

min che foo moo, the good man

is a father and mother to the

people.

Keun tsze chin k'e tuh yay, the

virtuous man is particularly at-

tentive to his secret thoughts

and actions.

To take up; to sort and

put to rights. ^ ^
Keun chay, to pick up or

take.
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Pressed and urged by po-

verty or want; embarrass-

ed; restricted; enfeebled; press-

ed without intermission. Some

read Kh'wan.

A particular sort of bam-

boo esteemed for making

arrows; the young shoots

of bamboo. The name of

a river.

/

r Name of a plant.

A place where there

a

large concourse of people.

A kind of principality in ancient

times. Ts'in, who first reduced

the independent states of China

under one head, divided the

country into thirty-six.

A large head a mans

name.

An animal of the stag spe-

cies.

,

A round granary place

8^1 in which to collect grain,

and afterwards disperse it. The

name of a star. It is said, thnt

Keun, is a round granarv;

>^ Ts'ang, is square and ^fj

Keaou, is a granary dug in the

ground. Lun keun, a

spiral, curled, or twisted ap-

pearance, like a worm or snake.

S'Ul Keun or Kb'wan, sinceiv,

1 1^1 faithful, pure mind. '
fg Keun pih, or Keun

chin, sincerely devoted.

A plant well tasted, but

which often poisons peo-

ple. The mushroom; tlie name

of a hill.

A species of deer exceed-

ingly timorous, flies from

its own shadow when drinking

in a brook.

A timorous deer the name

of a country; the name of

Many persons an army;

twelve thousand five hun-

dred men. In the time of Chow,

the Emperor had six of such

armies; a large principality had

three; the next in rank, two;

and a small principality had one.

The head quarters of a general.

A surname.

Leaiig keun seang che, both the

armies maintained their ground.

Keun ke ta

ch'in, the great officers who

preside over the movements of

the army; a kind of privy couu-

c'il. Keun fa, military

law; or a military punishment.

<K jf^ Keun rain foo, title

of an officer who attends to the

making of powder, and exercis-

es control over Tartar subjects,

who are not usually amenable

to the local ina^istr:ites, not

even to tlie lii^hc^t officers, but
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to Generals called Tseang-keun.

Keon hee, a sort of Ma-

jor-general in the army.

Keun kung, military merit.

H keun keae

muh, the whole army perished

(by the western Tartars).

ffl Keun t'een, lands appropri-

ated to transported criminals.

^$ Keun woo, military af-

fairs.

To accumulate.

KH'EUN.

A flock of sheep; a herd;

a great many a con-

course of persons com-

r=r; i rades companions fel-

% ) low-officers friends to

accord, agree, or sort with.

Applied to the name of a hill.

~ A Yih kh'eun jin

ma, a crowd of men and horses.

Kh'eun been, the men

of worth and virtue,

Kh'eun ying, the men of heroic

courage. Kh'eun tsae,

the men of talent.

Kh'eun cVin a concourse of

statesmen around a court,

Kh'eun me, the bewildered

stupified world j the thought-

less and irreligious.

Kh'eun yang, a flock of sheep,

Kh'eun sang, all living;

mankind. Kh'eun urh,

a group of children.

A petticoat worn by fe-

males the lower part of

dress the margin or bor-

ydev of a shell of a tortoise.

Chung k'eun, the

part of a dress worn next

j the person. Pi:e

kh'enn, a slanting appendage

at the foot of a wall to prevent

the rain sinking to the founda-

tion. Kh'eun

tae che ts'in, nearly related, as

the strings of the petticoat,~
applied to very near relations.

Kh'eun che, the plaits

of a petticoat.

KEUNG,

A void space desert

waste country beyond a

wood or forest. The name

of a place.

Cold; frigid.

The bar of a door to bolt

a door the cross bar of

a military carriage for

sticking the weapons into

XXX
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A kind of handle like an ear.

Keung keung, clear in-

vestigation. P Keung

xiiub, to bolt a door.

Keung she, to shut the door

and examine a usage at exa-

minations of the literati.

Keung, or Heung, the

light of fire to examine

with a clear light.

W Keung
'
orHing

'
todrag

or lead impetuously a

gle garment. ^\ Keung

e, a single garment.

A fine strong horse a

J wild horse a horse at

grass unconfined.

^Irtl Filled satiated.

|y |l A window a man's name.

In I Light and ornamented.

Flanie ascending* fume

or steam rising.

Congealed coagulated

From sun and Jirc To

see light. Read Ting,

tlie appearance of smoke

issuing forth. A surname.

The last character is o-

therwise read Kang.

A single external gar-

ment; a garment without

any beneath: Keung e
a single garment.

jt-EL To advert to; to have the

attention excited distant

remote appearance of going off

remotely.

KH'EUXG.

To dry with fire; to dry;

to scorch.

To talk much to inter-

rogate; to question.

From a ca vern and a bou\

Lofty and vast as the ca-

nopy of heaven to de-

prive of entrance; to stop

up against rats. ^ K*eung

ts'ang, the visible expanse of

heaven heaven.

J^ From a human body and

^ a vavcrn. ]3i'ouglit to the

^last degree; the extreme

point no further means,

and nothing more to say.

To exhaust; to impoverish; im-

poverished poor to search in-

to a subject; to investigate to

the utmost degree; to reduce to

a state of helplessness. Name
of a man, of a place, of an ani-

mal, and of a plant, 7^
Kh'eung heang, the end of a

lane; no thoroughfare. mm
Kb'eung" khVan, exhausted

languid feeble weak poor
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Kh'eung kli'oo, poor

and distressed. %^ g Kh'eung

kee, deep enquiry profound in-

vestigation.

Kh*eung miu woo kaou, poor

people without any one to com-

plain to. AVoo kh'enng,

inexhaustible; infinite. ^^ 3^
Kh'eung too the road termi-

nated : no means left.

P'in kh'eung, poor; very poor.

Tsze kh'eang, unable to

argue the matter any further

no more pretences to urge.

Vt The name of a country,

'^p^ of a district, of a river
3

and of a hill. Labour weari-

ness sickness.

A species of bamboo of

which staffs are made,

which are used by old people.

Name of an insect, and

of an animal in the west.

Kh'eung kh'eung,

mournful; sorrowful. ^^ ^4*"

Kh'eung yin, the noise made

by the Kh'eung insect.

"J^y A fragrant plant a me-

dicinal plant.

A^H Keen or Kh'eung, solita-

ry alone to bow with

respect lustful.

t> Solitary, orphan-like; a

-

lone; no brothers; deso-

late none to tell one's

>tale to. Kh'eung, or

*l *^ Kh'eung kh'eung,

niournfal sorry; melan-

choly.

To return with speed or

J^l^ [
precipitation relapse

t))^J^ sing'le de&olate mourn-

^J^tuJ ^ >
melancholy.

The eye g^zjng at, af-

frighted. K'eung k'eung,

liaving* none to depend

on; desolate sorrowful.

^ A carnation coloured or

red stone coral stones,

or as the Chinese express

it, stones which are ac-

cumulated to a tree, or

rather a fabulous tree

which confers immorta-

lity. A man's name

name of a district, 3^ !
Kh'eung chow, the northern

part of Hae-nan island.

KEW,

Eepro^eat^ the transfoi'm-

w atioiib and winding search-

ing property of the principle

Yang. Nine. Repeated, Kew
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kew the art of numbering; a-

rithmetic. Read Kew, to col-

lect together. The name of a

country . A surname. Used iu

the sense of many. J^L j(f^l

Kew tsze moo, the mother of

many children. Jti Kew
f'uo niue officers who had the

care of goverumeni stores.

j/^f Kew ho, to unite or collect

together. Kcav lung,

nine punishments, Kew
k'eaoti, (he nine apertures of ani-

mal bodies, eyes, ears, nostrils,

and so on, P

Kew muu t'e tiih ya mun,

the court of the general of the

city, or of the Nine Gates of

Peking, a high military com-

inand. 7L Kew p'in, the

aiintb or lowest degree of rank.

Kew kew bo

soo, a kind of multiplication ta-

ble. % l@j Kew kew t 00
tables in which the nine digits

ai'e repeated nine times, some-

times, in a circle, also in a

square, and in a straight line.

[HI Kew kew

tseih soo too is a table in which

the nine digits are multiplied by

tiine
?
and their products succes-

sively multiplied by uiue to four

places of figures.

To unites a pair; proud

resentment an enemy.

Also read Ch'ow.

The breath ascending

-high. A kind of halber

J

with three forks.

A tassel or other orna-

ment appended to a lance.

To search to devise; to

scheme to investigate to

carry to the utmost degree; to

push to the utmost finally; at

last; to hate; to dislike. An
epithet of the southern barba-

rians. Chuy kew, or

3 Kan kew, to ui^e a close

examination. Keang

kew, reasoning reasons for

which. Kew king, ex-

amined to the bottom finally; at

last. Kew pan, to pro-

secute and punish, 59 Kew
wan, to interrogate.

1 ^m. Kew khc tsing wei

die waa, to investigate the sub-

tile and abstruse parts of a sub-

ject.

To take hold of leisurely

and negligently, not with

firmness.

'

f

yj
^ A remote wilderness; the

(j straw or grass on which a

beast lies. Read Keaou, the

name of a medicinal plant.

The name of a bird of the

pigeon species; name of

ft
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an office; to congregate; to as-

semble; to rest. Name of a

state; of a country; and of a hill.

A man's name; a kind of mush-

room. Pan kew a dove

or pigeon.

Kew kh'ow, the

lower part ofthe abdomen.

A stoppage of the nose from

cold. Kew te a stop-

page of the nose, and sneezing

from cold.

KEW 603

Said to be derived from

cauterizing in order to

heal; represents something ap-

proaching to the legs of a man
from behind. A long time; last-

ing. T che

fan yay, the opposite of tem-

porary, f^l Hang kew,

by name to each other.

^

Kew che, continue it long.

A body laid in its long

home; a corpse in a bed is

called She, and in a

coffin is called Kew, the

same is expressed by

Ling kew, a coffin with a

corpse in it. An empty coffin in

called Ts'in, or Kwan,

Ch'uh kew, to carry

forth to a funeral, Yun
kew, to carry torches round the

coffin at the door of the house

to carry the coffin to a different

part of the country,

Kew chay, a hearse.

Poor and diseased; chronic

disease; to dwell long in

the same state or place.m Chang kew, r ^ Kew r
Ch'ang kew, all express great

length of time; in perpetuity,

g Heu kew, a considera-

ble time. Jih tsze

kew, for many days. ^\
Kew pee, and Kew wei,

long separated; are expressions

used by fi'iends or acquaintances

on meeting each other, denoting

I have long been absent from you.

j\ "( Kew yang, long looked

up, and Kew moo, long

thought on with regard are

phrases used at first meeting, by

persons who have been known 1

Kew le wicked; per

-

verse; disobedient.

1 To cauterize. • The name

of a plant; a surname.

Kew ho, to apply fire

to the body for•medical

purposes.

A stone of a black colour;

considered as of the se-

cond class of valuable stones;

the larger form of writing the

number nine.

Eri'or farult; crime wick-

edneys. The judgments
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of heaven. Read Kaou. A sur-

name; the name of a country.

To rhyme. Read Ke, and Keu.

@ Tsze tseu kew

le to bring crime upon one's

self. ^ T'een

keang che kew, the calamities

sent down by heaven. i^C

Kew cliing, a prognostic of an

infelicitous uature,

1 1 , ) To branch out gradually,

I I and take hold of, to twist

^* [
01' intwine about as vege-

J*lj J
table creepers.

A large knife.

A slight pain otherwise

read Keaou, a Avri thing

the people in a seditious manner.

Kew ch'a, to examine

into the state of. + Kew
ho, to bring together and unite.

Kew kee, to wind up

and form into a ball, j^f*

Kew keu, to raise; to elevate

to notice. ^ Kew mew,

to bring to light fallacious or

clandestine proceedings.

Kew sail, to gather together

the dispersed.

colic.

Appearing to possess ta-

lents and strength mar-

tial; to stretch the neck and

raise the head.

Kew kew* woo foo eiuloweil

with military prowess; a mar-

tial appearance.

An animal of the lizard

or dragon species with a

horn. Also read Keaoiu

A threefold cord; to twist

a cord to collect togetlier;

to combine with many; to

head a conspiracy; per-

verse; wicked to raise or

elevate. To examine into; to

prohibit; to cut off; an open

loose appearance easy and cheer-

ful. Kew chung, to

combine the multitude; to head

To cause to cease; to stop;

to prohibit; to prevent; to

assist; to protect; silk threads

worked up into a certain form

to rescue to deliver from some

evil; to save. ^ Kew

ch'ing, or )^ Kew hwan, to

rescue; to deliver, to save. J^C

Kew ho, or Kcav

seili ho, to put out a fire, or

conflagration. }^ ^{C ^f*

j/C Yuen shwuy puh kew ho,

water at a distance will not put

out the fire which is near. >^
Kew lnvo tsemig

chueu lae, to restore again to

life. Kew ming, to

save life. Kew min, to

tave the people from some cala-
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mity. Kewjin

che nan, to rescue people from

difficulties. Kew she,

to rescue the world of living

persons from vice and misery,

used by the Chinese.

To bind and kill; to stran-

gle; to twist; to seek to

attain. Read Lew, to* bind fast;

to draw tight. A surname.

Read Keaou, to bind or wind

round to twist; to grasp; to

pull and give trouble. Read

Neaou and Leaou, in a similar

sense.

J^^" Trees, or the branches of

1^^" trees bending or crooked

downwards; to twist; to twine;

laid transversely. Kew
lew, flowing in winding circular

course. Kead Mew, a man's

name.

To take with the hand;

I to take out of as in draw-

r ing lots. | Neen

I
kew, to draw lots; in Can-

ton coromoiily expressed

by Chth chow. It is

used also as a kind of ballot in

making purchases; each indivi-

dual writes his name and the

price he will give on a piece of

paper; all the papers are put in-

to an urn, and the first drawn

out by a pair of chop-sticks is

the purolinscr to which all as-

sent.

Scallions and leeks. From
plant and unusual; be-

cause they grow after beiug cut

with more facility than plants

commonly do. Kew
ts'ae, the scallion vegetable.

Old, the opposite ofNew;
applied to time, to per-

^sons, places, and things;

\W I

a long time; formerly.

I J The name of a bird. A
surname. Used to denote a cof-

fin with a corpse in it. '^Pj

Jing kew, the same as before

the same as of old; still the same.

Kew e, old clothes.

Kew jtti, Kew she,

former times. Kew
kea sliing, a family renowned of

old; or for many generations.

K^w shoo, an old book.

Kew uh
?
an old house.

Kew yew, aa old friend.

>
A stable; a place to liouse

and take care of horses.

Filled; satiated applied

yto sacrifices to plan; to

scheme.

J
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A mortar for pounding

\~\ rice originally a hole

dug in the earth, afterwards

made of stone and of wood.

The name of a star the name

of a place, of a river, of a hill,

and of a bird. A surname.

Shth kew, a stone mortar.

Ts'in ts'aou

tsing kew, herself drew water

and pounded rice: equivalent

to women on the western bor-

der of Asia, grinding at the

mill.

The teeth of an old man;

J^\4 the teeth of an eight-year

old horse.

The brothers ofa mother;

the brothers of a wife

the father of a husband. A sur-

name. Ts'e kew, a

wife's brothers. Wae

kew, a wife's father.

Kew foo, or Moo kew,

uncles anS. aunts by the mo-

ther s side. Kew koo,

a husband's father and mother;

a father and mother-in-law.

KH'EW.

A natural mound of earth

I I - or hill; high a hollow

space an indented pit or val-

ley. An area on which to offer

' sacrifice great to collect to-

gether. The proper name of

Confucius, when it occurs in the

Four Books, they read it Mow.

Yuen kh'ew, an emi-

nence on which they sacrifice

to Heaven, Fang k'ew,

a lower place on which they sa-

crifice to the Earth.

Kh'ew le, ten families of differ-

ent surnames, forming a village

of a hundred persons'

f |^ The common form of the

J^l L preceding.

All K$5| Kh'ew yin, the

^%LL» common worm; the pro-

gressive motion of a worm.

- J To search, for to seekZ to beg to supplicate j to

entreat to endeavour to seek

to attain to invite to come to

class or sort with. Name of a

mountain stream a surname.

>|c Yang kh'ew, to beg of;

to solicit. 0f 5jc Kh'e kh'ew,

to pray for. Kh'an

kh'ew, to supplicate earnestly.

Kb'ew taou che

che, purpose of mind to search

for the principles of truth to

philosophize. A Kh'ew
yu jin, to seek or supplicate fa-

vours from other people.

Kh'ew keaou, to seek for

instruction. >}c Kh'ew

ming, to seek for fame
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Khew shing, to aim at superi-

ority, to be ambitious of sur-

passing. Kh'ew tsoo,

to supplicate assistance.

Khew y5

puh sze kh^ taou, to seek med-

icine (in case of plague), and

not pay attention to pTayers.
j

^fA^ An omametited cap re-

1

f^|V spectfal and yielding.
|

Name of a man.

Leaon kbW, the

bands aud feet appearing

cold.

A bail made of leather,

'

filled with hair, now made
j

-of a bladder, filled vtUIi

air and covered with lea-

1

'J ther ; a ball to play with;
|

name of ^ sash or girdle name

of a fish; of a staff of a lamp;

of a fruit; of a kiad of cloth

and of a species of silk.

Ta kh'ew, or He kew
to play witii a ball.

T'eTh kh'ew, or Ts'uh

kh'ew, to kick a ball with the

foot; to play at the Chinese

foot ball Seen kh'ew,

a Ijall of thread or «ilk placed

on the top of a cap.

Kli'ew he, the play of the foot

ball. Kh'ew tsze, a ball.

^< Kh'ew ts'ae, the prize

of the conqueror at the foot

ball.

A certain sonorous 3toue;

**^|' a val uable stone a globe

sphere.

celestial globe. TV kW
a terrestrial globe, ^ti 5^
Lew kli'ew, tbe 8ma!l Lslauda

between China and Js|»on, in

some books called ike iiekyo,

the Liqueo, arid the Lwo-choo

islauds.

The appearance of aliorn^

j horny.

Hurried pressed urgerrt

pi ecipitaie.

Skin garments. Forms,

a part of several pi oper

names. A suriiame. %c
Khing kh ew, lig*kt skin gar-

ments. Hoo kli'ew, fox

skin garments,

P

f

s

kh'ew, a man's name.

TToo kh ew, the name of a place.

' Shaou ke kl> to

continue tlie profession of one's

father.

tt-*^ To seek to attain by tke

/v9V influence of money; to so-

licit by bribes; to pervert the

law for the sake of money.

^^ Show kh'ew wang

fa, to receive bribes and per,

vert tbe kivrs.

x v
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To pair to join to col-

lect together to court or

seek an alliance in marriage

urireuh, pressing, vehement im-

p >rtunity name of a sacrifice.

>M Keun tsze haou

kh'ew, the laudable courtship

pnrsuod by a good raan. ^
3 f Haou kh'ew cli'uen, a

narrative of a happy courtship

Ghiuese novel translated into

English under the title of the

Pleasing History.

A particular kind of axe

or hatchet a pick or

chisel , such as is used by ma-

To lift up or raise with

the hand.

Dried or roasted rice

and wheat dried and re-

duced to powder. KW
urli, certain calces; same as

Cli'aou. ^ Kh'ew leang,

a certain preparation of rice

and wheat.

1^ An ugly face.

i

KEH.

-*/^^ To strike; to atfJick to

fight with to stop to

linht, as with vil<i be.ists.

^^ The growing or extend-

ing of \ho t-ranrlics of a

t;vc; to come to; to reach to

cause to come; to extern! to; to

excite or ii-flu^nce to scruti-

nize; to be ol).t ;
: .:t(: and disobe-

dieat. A mink or limit; a rule;

to rectify; to teach; 1o elevate,

isexpret=^ed by Keh-keh, to at-

tack to subdue. -A v piied to

tlie year under certain circum-

stancci. To change. A sur-

naiiic. A srtand or frame on

vhirL to su, pond 'r lay thinus.

^ ^ :f Keh clmy puh
dmy the obstinate and I" iv-

Itellious will not be parUoned.

1"

l

e a statute or law.

Keh wae, extraordinary;

beyond what is usual, or strict-

ly legal and just; very great.

4 4 Koh wuli, to scrutinize

mutter; to search into the na-

tinv of thin.irs. #
K('h wuh die die, to search in-

to the properties of things and

carry knowledge to the utnto^t

degree. H }*en »
ex-

cellent sayings, maxims.

^ Keh yu liwunp; t'een,

to influence or excite Heaven

itself. Koh yu

phiiug hea, to search to both a-

hove and below to mvh to
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heaven and earth,

Bones of animals; dried

bf bones exposed the

bones of the hinder logs of ani-

mals.

The bones of the broa^i.

Keh, or Lo and Mo, to

burn a hot burning nee-

dle. P aou 15, a brass

burning roller; to embrace a

burning pillar,—— a punishment

in ancient times.

1 Read Lelh, a tripod of a

certain capacity; a tH ol

f
wifh crooked feet. Read

I

Keh, an earthen vase or

] urn; nine lent lis of a cu-

bit, or the circumference of an

ordinary man's arm; as much

a? the liitiicl can ^ra?p, Nnme

of* ii state~one or the nine rivers

mentioned after the deluge.

V.-eu to denote a partition be-

tAveen, as by a closed door

part of a yoke that lies on an

ox's shoulders. The second

a common, but unauthorized

form.

The breast the chest; a

stoppage hi the chest, or

passage to the stouiacL; the

frame ou Avhich a bell is hung.

PGh 15 keh, not go

down the oesophagus; food dis-

agreeing vith the stomach n^A

rising again.

Keh or Heh, to gra-]>; :h

{Y4 inuch as the Jiand can

grasp.

A partif*'>u 'n'fD"g
at comes "

stops ingress and egrc to

stop; separated froia; apart. |^|jL

Tsdo -voh, to iiitercv'!>t or

make a ^foppage b^tw^en to

hinder.
| ^ Fang

keh nuy wae, to m?J;e a stop-

page or partition betv/ccu tlio^e

inside and outside.

Keh tseue, to separate entirely.

Keh peib, a prj'titiou

wail; used for the person who
lives on the other pide of a wall

a neighbour.

Keh peih keu choo, to live next

^or to. Keh
tell ke yuen, how far distcint iioni

each other. Keh
teli yuen, far separated; situated

remotely from each other.

The ?kins of animaLs de-

prived of their hair and

changed in their appearance,

but not cured or dressed dress-

ed skins are called Wei.

Skins of human or other ani-

mals. To pat off; to rejertt ; to

change to degrade from office;

the head of a bridle. Instru-

ments of music made of leather.
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A wing; old; a surname.

Ping keb, the dress and

unif^rui. Kae keh, to
|

cLange. P'e keh, skin.

Kt4i chili, to deprive :

of official rank. Keh ;

oh'ny. a military carriage.

U Keh clith lew jin,

io deprive of rank but retain

iu the office.

W K< n ( kev die vei ,

"n, to put off the old (or what :

was fcimt riy practised) is calleil

'

to renovate. Keh tuy
|

or Keii hb cu r to de-
!

<rrade; to deprive of rank. 3^

3^, Keh tseh, to deprive ef of-

fice and punish,

-iff* To gloss over or adorn;

to Hnj>ge; respectful* A
majirs name.

From shelter aud every,

a person sheltered Ky an

inn or common hall. A guest,

one wlxo conies to a place to

make a temporary stay any

person that comes from ouf side

a stranger a dealer from ano-

ther part of the country; a cus-

tomer. Banditti are also called

Kli'eh, when they come from a

foreign state. A surname.

Yew jin fcheh or

Yew kh'eh jin, be haa

a visitor. Pin kb'eh, a

visitor; a guest. Yuen

kh'eb, a stranger from remote

parts. Choa kh'eh, a

host and a guest. ^^Ts'ing

keh to invito a friend or visitor;

to invite a party. A customer,

as Fa kh'eli, to procure

customers goods which do so:

a travelling merchant

CL a kh'ch, a tea merchant a

dealer who goes to the hills an-

nually to procure the tea.

To cough to retch to

vomit. The noise made-

in retching or vomiting,

Kli'eh sow, to cough.

if D@ Kh'eh shTh ko urh.

Cashijur.

Ta grasp or seize with

tlie hand; to lay hold of.

To sustain to be able for

J/%J or adequate to; to sob-

dne. to repress.

pi Ho e kh'eh tang, how sus-

tain the weight of civility which

you confer or- the dnfeie& which

devolve on me.

Fiili j ;h'eh joo yuen, an inferior

man is not adequate to it.

Ke k'eh, envious and over-

bearing also, to dislike self-

control. 4* PW kh'eh, a-

varicious and injurious, Ipplied
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to the officers of government.m Great efibrt to forceones

self to be adequate, or

more than adequate for to o-

vercome.

says,

Steel fit to form a grav-

ing tool; to cut; to en-

grave; to carve to peel;

to skin. To use harshly

and avariciously. One

to excite painfol feelings.

A small portion of time; the

period of fifteen minutes.

Teaou kh'eh, to carve; to

engrave. Kan kh'eh, or

Kh'eh tsze, to engrave

characters. ij Kh'eh po,

ta use injuriously and insult-

ingly; avariciously.

Kh'eh po kwei, a selfish avari-

cious devil, a person destitute

ofbenevolent feelings.
—

Ytti ko she

shin yew pa kh'eh, one she-skin

(the space of two hours) con-

tains eight kh'eh. ^ijK'ing

kh'eh,@ Tsan kh'eh, and

Shaou kh'eh, a short

time. Chung kh'eh, to

make a new edition. ^zL

San kh'eh, a third edition, ^l]

Kh'eh neen, to think on un-

interruptedly, every moment

.

Kh'eh low, an instru*-

ment to measure time by the

dropping of water, a clepsydra.

Read Kh'eh or Kliae to

cough. Read Hae, the

laughing of an infant; an in-

fant; a child. See Hae.

KIN.

A piece of cloth or nap-

f^ kin; anciently a square

bonnet or wrapper put round

the head; a cloth cover to put

over a thing. ^* Show

kin, a hand napkin a handker-

ehief. Pei kin, a nap-

kin worn at the girdle in the

Chinese manner. P'ei

kin, a napkin suspended from

the ueck, and worn like a cra-

vat by the Tartar women.

Kin keu^ name of an office

+

to put an ornamented cover o-

rer a carriage, a carriage so or-

namented*

An axe to fell timber.

One says, an utensil for

determining the weight of

things. A catty; sixteen

Leang, make a catty.

To examine. Read Htn, bene-

volent. Kin kin, to ex-

amine clearly. Km
leang, catties and taels the

weight, the quantity ; as
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Wan kin le.ong, to ask th*

weight or qiuintity of.

d Kin, Hin, or Llh, much

j^i/J or great strength.

^tZ^ Near, in reference either

j^J^ to place or time. To

bring near; to approach near to;

to press upon nearly; referring

to the effecting of some object.

)IL Yuen kin, remote; near;

distance, generally, liead Kin,

Foo kin, to a])proarli

near. Read Kin, Kh'o

kin, one that may or ought to

be approached.

^

Kin choo cbay ch'ih, that which

touches vermiliou is reddened.

& Kin die \mn

shin, may I soon be ruined or

destroyed a curse or impreca-

tion.

pfih seuen, w
Kin haou puh yih, one of th( ('

sentences occurs in tlie close of

letters, expressing a wish thnt

a person may be well in vxevy

respect. Kin t not

for [vom right principles.

3ir^ The leaik'i' or harncs-- on

the hreech of a horse; to

restrict; to rostrain; to l)e par-

simonious; to ridicule and pnt

each other to slmme. To lak"

Kin keaou, ^parinjr <>

giving instruction unwilling to

tell.

KIN

Now; the present mo-

~f mcnt ; the present time in

contradistinction from ancient

times. Joo kin, or

Uvh kin, or + Muh

kin, or Yu kin
3
or

Yu kin, all denote1 tlic lime

now present.

or T'ae kin, till now.& Tsze koo keth

kin, from ancient times to the

])i'i'SL'iit. Kin jih, to-

day,
"

ft!"* Kin ^he, this age,

sometimes undcrsfood us ^t^.

Kin sang, the present life, in

contradistinction from a future

existence, either in this world,

or in a ^ej^iu-ate .^tato.

Kin she, the present time.

Kin Tsuou. this morning.

Kin ui this eveuing.

Kin yue, lhi> montii.

Kin neen, this year.

~ffjS^ Kiu moo, an aunt

yV"/ by i\u i nian-i:t<i'e of' a mo-

ther. Kead Chon, pleasing

smile; il'ina!^ gniety and levity.

Kin hciuitr, husband of

a wife's elder l>rnthor.

Kin to,liusba!iclof'ii witeV young-

er brotluT.

A ^niull sasb or girdle;

to string; to fasten to

( Ptlu*>; the part of a gaim^nt

M'hioh -urrotui'A- the neck. To
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knot; to bind; to fasten about.

Strings or tapes for fas-

j

tening garments; a sash;

a single coverlet, a species

Vof cloth or silk; a gar-

j

t, Keaou

#| kin, a kind of court dress.

J Kin khe persons

of some rank and old men; the

gently of the country. Same

as^ Kin. Kin tW
the margin or part of a garment

which surrounds the neck.

From Keh, untanued

leather^ and T'oo, earth.

Tenacious, adhesi ve earth

loam; yellow clay; mud.

To daub or smear. The

name of a plant. Time. The

name of a uation.
^

Rathei' deficient; hardly

just about; just able just

adequate a little over. Its com-

mon import is uo want, and yet

nothing to spare.

Che j'ung kin kov, hardly e-

nough for the requiisite expendi-

ture. ^ Kin e

shin meen, hardly escaped with

his life and person from a beat-

en amiy.

|:g:-f^ A small house; feAv. |^

^^^^ Kin leu, anxiety.

J^tt* Argillaceous eai'th clay.

^£ To plaster, to stop up

vith \m\i\ or lnortnr; to inter;
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to burv, to cover over with clay.

A passage above a drain or

sewer.

Name of a tree; a handle

to.

~J^S To die of hunger; to die

yd^. 011 the high way, to be

buried iu the high way.

A certain valuable stone.

Close fine texture.

Diseased; sick; in ill

health.

•^j^ To see; to see or be in-

f£/U troduced to a supferior; to

look towards the north, the re-

sidence of the Emperor. y\
Juh kiu, to be introduced

to an imperial audience.

Kin kwang, to be admitted

to the lustre of the Iiuperial

countenance.

Seriousness; respect; ve-

neration awe; solemnity;

serious care and attention

to keep a strict guard a-

gainst. ^ g Kin ke

to remember with veneration

and regard. Kh'in kin,

diligent and attentive.

Kin t'een keae, venerate the

iiiliibitions of henven, or the

warn ing given by providen ce.

Kin shin, the most care-
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ful attention careful; heedful.

Kin tang, to receive,

and place high, with respect.

A deaitix of vegetable

diet; a dearth or scarcity.

To regulate direct the

>j manner of; to ward off;

to prohibit; to guard against;

to be careful, to stop or hinder;

a cup for wine, or a waiter on

which they are served up; an

iustrument of music. [h

Kin che, to stop. Kin

chung, the imperial dwelling.

Kin yu fuug

han, to keep off the wind and

cold. Kin ho, prohi-

bited goods; contraband arti-

cles. Kin te a place

to which people are forbidden

to go; apartments sacred to the

Emperor.

Intense cold affected

with the cold. Also read
j

Hin, in the same s^ise.

To stop the mouth to
|

impose silence on one's

self; to refrain from uttering

angry or revengeful feelings;

to be unable to speak from dis-
\

ease; to be prohibited by autho-
j

rity from speaking. A locked

j-.

W Cluing jen kin kh'ow puh

nang yen, grieved »t, so as to be

unable to speak.

i

The part of a garment

J

which hangs down in

front; to ward or keep

-iy^
I

off the wind and cold

J the parts where garments

join and fold over and fasten

by clasps or buttons; the part

that surrouiuls the neck. Com-

pare with the second form.

Kin heung, or Kin

t6, the husbands of a wife's sis-

ters, elder aud younger.

-^v^r The roots of bamboos;

4 the name of a particular

kind of bamboo. Used for the

following.

FromJlcsh^ strength, and

J bamboo, because of the

strong fibres ofthe bamboo. The

Htron*; tendonou8 ]>art.s of the

muscles the tendons strong

and nervous; having strong

fibres. The name of a medi-

cine. A surname,

Kin leih, muscular strength.

Kin kuh, muscles or

tendons and bones.

Metal of any kind; the

metal gold, which is cer-

tainly designated by "4^1

Hwang* kit), the yellow metal;

yellow colour. Firm; hard; the

name of an office; name of a

place; of a hill; ''i'a tL>wer, and
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of a plant. Peh kin, a

hundred pieces <rf money.

Kin hwang seh
}
a co-

lour composed of carnation and

yellow, i Kin ke leh,

Peruvian Bark. Kin

eh'e, the name of a place,

^jS Kin ch'oo, the golden hinge,

a poetical name of the inoou.

Kill fung, the csesalpi-

na poinciana. Kin

yin hwa, the Lonicera Japonica,

the honey-suckle, used medici-

nally. Kin ko arms;

military weapons. Kin

kwc, a nation -which held the

north of China, in the 13th

century. Kin shan, a

romantic islet in the Yang-

tsze-keang.

ft^y To close up, as by con-

K3Ll gealed or freezing to

shut; to close; a hurried enun-

ciation. Also read Yiix, in the

same sense. J^t^ Kh^u kin,

an open mouth. Kin

kh'ow, a closed or shut mouth.

Ornamented or variega-

ted silk. A surname.

Used in various proper names

a place; an insect. |^
Kin sin sew kh ow, a silken

elegance of thought, and a high-

ly ornamented style.

Kin nang, an embroidered
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purse that which contains

thoughts the mind.

Kin sew, variegated with beau-

teous colours embroidered; or-

naiaented floury style ad-

orned with plates.

To bind fast roup.d with

a string or cord; com-

pressed; pressing; urgent, strict,

close consteucted.

7^ Kin kin pe cho. very close-

ly shut. Kin che, to

stop rigorously; to curb.

^* Kinyaou, or reversed, Yaou.

lcm, important; urgent; requi-

site; necessary.

) Vessels to contain wine^

used by the bride and

^bridegroom at rnarriagvg.

^fS^
J

The Kiu are made ofpew

-

J ter, silver, and so on, ac-

cording to the wealth of the

persons.

To hang dbwn the kead

and proceed with haste

and precipitation.

Kin or Keen, the name of

a plant.

KH'IX-

Name of a water plant,

used as a vegetable, much

esteemed. Name of a river.

^ Kh'in t3
?

ae
?
the Kh'iu

vegetable.
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A kind of cave, or pit.

JT
^^r^ A certain plant name of

^y1
" a place. Read Yin, a ve-

getable plant. Hwang
kh'in, name of a medicinal

plant; mueli used in febrile

complaints.

^ A large coverlet; a cov-

ering a covering or

shroud for a corpse.

Kh'in ying

woo ts'an, no shame felt

under the shadow of the

p) coverlet, denotes con-

^cious innocence. Kin

ch'ov/, a covering for a bed.

To place the hand on; to

settle or adjust with the

hand.

I^f^ Name of a divinity; a

JT"s"f surname. Otherwise read

Kh'eon.

'z^Jtl To restrain a musical

•^f^ instrument to restrain

tlu. assions. A certain string-

ed instrument at first made

with five strings to which two

were afterwards added. Name
of a place a surname a man's

name; name of an insect.

Fung* kh'in, bells or any

jinglins; apparatus hung below

tiie eaves of a house to ring by

the wind, Kh'in yun,

the tones of the Kh?
iu.

Kh'in p'oo, a music book.

Kh'in seh, two stringed in-

struments. Kh'in shoo,

a stringed instrument and

books, Al Kh'in sin, a se-

ductive intention.

Diligent sedulous la-

borious to pay sedul-

ous and kind attention to to

excite to diligence. A surname.

K'eh keen k'eh

kh'in, able to practise both eco-

nomy and diligence.

Kh'iu heo, to learn diligently

»

J Kh'in yew kung,

there is merit in diligence,

^ Kh'in kh'oo, or Sin

kh in, diligent and painful la-

bour. Kh'iu kung1

, to

work diligently a diligent

workman. ^} *^ Kh'in laou,

to labour diligently. jj

Kh'in min, diligent and active.

Kh'in tso sze, dili-

gent in the performance of

work, or transaction of busi-

ness. 'j^ Kh'in shiu, dili-

gent and attentive ; careful.

Kh'in keen jin kea,

a diligent and economical man.

Khin teh, the virtue of

diligence.

A surname. Yin

kh'in, oppressed by cir.

cumstances bowed down by
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^ > Mournful sorry.

Name ofa plant; an esteem-

ed vegetable which grows

in the water.

The appearance of stretch-

V^\. ing and yawning. One says,

respect, that which is to com-

mand respect; thoughtful; hop-

ing; majestic; grand. Name of

a district; of a hill the sound

of a bell. Kh'in, is appropriat-

ed by the Emperor, and is ap-

plied to his acts, and to what

concerns him Imperial.

Kh'in ch'ae, an Imperial En-

voy sent on any special busi-

ness. Kh'in fnng re-

ceived with profound respect

(from the Emperor). ^
Kh'in fan, the king's prisoner.

KVin teen keen,

Imperial astronomers,

Kh'in ming', au Imperial man-

date. Kh'in ts'ze, re-

spect this, closes every docu-

ment that comes from the Em-
peror; it denotes the close also

of a quotation from any Impe-

rial document. M Kh'iu

sze, granted by the Emperor.

J^d^^j The appearance of hills

Z^J^
I
shooting up to the skies

^ Kh'in yin, high point-

ed hills or mountains.

An animal with two feet

and feathers ^ animals

with four feet and hair, are

called Show, KVin
show, birds and beasts, animals

generally. All animals before

pregnation are called Kh'in.

Kh'in, also denotes to fight; to

seize. A surname.

To seize as a bird with

its talons to seize to

I take; to take alive; to

f
take prisoner.

' Kh'in iia or Kh'in

hwo, to seizes to take.

KING,

t^T From High, abbreviated,

^J and an upright line de-

noting height. Great lofty

extensive; the highest possible

eminence, with a hollow in the

centre of the summit. King,

denotes ten millions, A sur-

name. Peh king, the

ptesent capital of China; com-
--

monly written Peking. ^
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Nan king, tlie former capital.
|

h M ^ ^£ Shang kin
^j

hwuy sbe, to go up to Peking
|

to the general examination of 1

literati. ^ Fan king, the
|

yre:—'e:it c-ftpital. M King, ^
|

King too, or King !

sze, the place of the Imperial

residence. Kingchhig

the capitai city of a country;

the metropolis of China. ^
^j^, King clmou name ofa place.

King ke the ce
•within a thousand le of the ca-

'

pital. J^^l K ing king, mourn-
J

ful. Kiug kwo, Pe- i

king triiits.

King sin taou sang, a letter

ft'om Peking has arrived at the

capital city of this province.

King, or Keaiig, strong

violent; wrangling. A1k>

read Leang, remote dietftiit

to seek; to desire.

Strong; violent.

,

King t'ee, a violent ene-

my.

Liglit illumined r a re-

gion illumined and its

Lounilaries defined prospect

the appearances of things a

large road; a mountain. Name
of a hill, and of a star. A sur-

name; name of the wind. Read

Ying, shade, Kwang
king, the appearance of nature;

KING

and ©f circumstances. >^
Kea king, or Mei king,

a beautifiil prospect.

King che, a fine prospect which

is near. King

hing hing che, to look towards

and endeavour to attain—as the

summit of a mountain. fp§

King fuh, great happiness. ^*

^* King king, white; lumin-

ous; to direct the attention to;

to desire; to reach, f
King yang, to look up towards;

to look up to as to a superior.

An animal said to resem-

ble a deer, but smaller

and of a black colour,

King pe tae a leather

purse.

To the extreme point of;

to the close; the termina-

tion; the finishing of; the close

of a time, at the close of then

at last; finally; after ill; when

examined to the bottom; to the

utmost. Name of a place. A
surname. Used for- a boundaiy.

Kew king, investigat-

ing to the utmost~being fully

examined into,

Kew king ho yih, when fully

examined into, where is the ad-

vantage. King,

jen puh le, at last paid no at-

tention to it.

King jen joo tsze since after
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all, it is thus. King

tsow, at last went off. ^y
1"

King ning, repose to the last

perpetual repose.

King puh heaou teh, to the

last did not understand; still

did not at all comprehend.

From ground, and the

^5ry final or extreme part.

A boundary or limit; the front-

ier, the utmost verge of any ter-

ritory; the border; the place

where one lives; the state or

condition of life in which one

is. Juh king

wan king, entering the limits

(of another state or province)

ask what its prohibitions are,——

that you may avoid them.

Kwei king, your honorable

boundary, or place of residence.

My place, or province is ex-

pressed byM Pe king, vile

borders. King keae,

is the common phrase for boun-

dary.

Name of an animal, said

to devour men; resembles

a tiger or leopard, and when

young devours its mother. Some

say, also the name of a vora-

cious bird.

A utensil to receive the

appearance of things a

mirror; a looking-glass; clear;

bright; a surname. Name of a

stone. ShTh king

shan, name of a hill.

Ming king, a bright mirror,

Hten wei king, a

mirror for displaying minute

objects; a microscope, .
Ts'een le king, a thousand

mile mirror; a telescope.

P o le king, glass mir-

ror. King kea9
frames

for pictures. King kea,

a lady's dressing case,

Mj %^ King tsze le keen

ying, to see the shadow in a

looking-glass.

Strong violent lofty

^^j, quarrelsome vehement

precipitate; hasty; to drive a-

way from; abundant; cheerfuL

^* Tsang king, to wrangle;

to contest.

^^ King shing, very

cold appearance.

King, or King

|j king, to be attentive; cau-

tious; guarded against; a feel-

ing of respect; anxious; ulieasy -

T

watchful; alarm,

1 Streams of water flowing

I under ground; veins of

i

r
water. Otherwise read

J King.

Straight; firm; unbend-

ing. Read Ying, haste j

urgency. Same as King.
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"^1* Strong; unyielding; vio-

^JT/J lent; overbearing.

A narrow tra^k for the

l^fZ foot; a foot path; a path

which will admit of men and

cattle travelling on it, but not

carts or carriages; a narrow path

amongst hills; a short cut; a bye

path, straight forward; the dia-

meter; a stream running l

straight direction. Hasty pre-

cipitate; to walk or go; to pass

by. Shan king, a moun-

tain path. ffi Sang

puh yew king, a funeral must

not go by a bye path, ZH

}^ —
' )^ Wei san ch'ih

kingyih ch'th, when the circum-

ference is three cubits the dia-

meter is one. King

ts'ing, a straight forward dispo-

sition. Kh'e king, a very

narrow path.

A wood that resembles fir,

but is harder.

^{T^ Flowing in a straight

I I ^ course. Flowing through

permeable. Name of a river,

and of a district, applied also to

some other proper names.

With vehement impel un-

sity; violently urgent

franti c frenzy, or con-

vulsions.

" A foot path; to approach

to; to go near; to pass

straight up to; to pass by.

King ting, to go remotely

apart. )^ Kh'euh king, a

winding foot path. )^
King kh'e chay, approach and

commence,—usual form of be-

ginning letters amongst equals.

^^ The threads of a web; the

warp. To pass; to cross;

the person through whose

hands an affair passes;

applied in medical books,

yto the veins and the blood.

Classical or religious

books. King wei,

warp and woof, to unite

them to weave king, lines

> '
or paths north and south;

Wei, lines east and west, or the

lines of longitude and latitude.

From warp and warf Silk is

made, heuce King denotes what

is excellent; justice and dili-

gence; rules; laws; to manage,

or superintend. A woman's

monthly period. Woo

king, the five classics.

Che king, to bend the neck like

a fowl and stop the breath so as

to cause suffocation. King,

is a particle denoting what is

pa-snl, and in tins sense pre-

cedes the verb, as j^L

E king t$o leaou, it i: al-

ready done. King mfih,

to pass before the eyes; to glance
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over; as
~"

Ylh king muh che che yu

sin, having once passed before

the eyes, forthwith fixed on the

memory. King

ke sang le to follow the occu-

pation of a broker.

King t'ing, an assistant or depu-

ty magistrate of a district.

King fang, room containing

religious books.
~

•^^
' King yili sze ch'ang yih

che, by every affair a person

transacts, he increases his know-

ledge. King 15 the

veins and arteries. ^^J|)j^ King

uieh, the transverse blood ves-

sels. King heue, a

sinus, or receptacle of the blood.

M King leih, to pass over

or pass through a kind of se-

cretary; one, in public offices

through whose hands affairs pass

to the principal magistrate.

King Iim, the principles of

reason and justice; the silken

theories woven by the mind.

g King ke, the principles of

government and moral instruc-

tion; a broker; an intermediate

person between two contracting

parties, as for tea and other ar-

ticles of commerce.

Kingch'ing, a kind ofhead clerk

at the Hoppo's office, who is re-

ferred to in all the ordinary rou-
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tine of business. King

^liwuy, meii.strual discharge.
>f

King fei, current expence.

The stalk on which the

head is set; the neck the

front part of the neck; the back

part is called Heaug. King
is applied metaphorically to

Haou king, or

Wan king keaou, a

very intimate friendship.

Attentive sedate respect-

ful; respect; to shew re-

spect to; to venerate; to worship

respect for one's self and for

virtue; sedateness; seriousness

of mind and of manner. A sur-

name. King kin, se-

date, attentive; careful; respect-

ful. Kiug kung, to

shew respect and veneration to,' King laou leen

p'in, to respect the aged and

pity the poor.

King laou ts'ze yew, to respect

the - aged and show tenJer re-

gard to the young.

jpfp King puh che shin ming,

to respect more than the gods.

King sin lull, the

name of a Chinese moral nid

religious book, well knoAvn and

much esteemed, i^t ii^ King-

sin, respect and believe; devout

faith.
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To warn to caution, to

guard against. The same

expressed by 'j^ King

keae.

Sedate sincere, just and

equitable feeling; to cau-

tion to warn to punisli.

King keh, to punish with

justice and impartiality; and to

be always prepared against in-

jury or evil.

To warn to command or

order with the nieution of

^ouie penalty; to rouse; to ex-

cite attention to discompose.

Name of a song; name of a dis-

trict. Used iu common with

the following. King

ch ih, to reprehend to order; to

threaten. King keae,

to caution to warn, to exhort

with authority; to direct what

to do and threaten with the con-

sequences of failure.

^l^t \
From a horse and af-

Ifrighted. To alarm to

affright to astonish to

surprize. Chin

king, to strike or shake or

with alarm, as by au earthquake

or thunder.

King t'een tung te to astonish

all nature. King wei,

alarming and dangerous.

^} King tung, to alarm to

vouso; to excite. ^ Kiuu

KING

hae, or King kheu to

strike with alarm, to be afraid.

King teh ngae

leaou, alarmed to stupefaction;

alarmed; dismayed; astonished,

King chih, a Chinese

term, Avhich answers to March

6th. E A King sze jin,

to frighten to death.

Read Kin, a club; a staff;

the handle of a spear, to

withdraw the spear, or to be

pierced with concern for. Read

King, to compassionate; to shew

pity to; to feel for the dangers or

distresses of other people; to re-

gret; to be concerned about.

Dangerous; self-righteous; con-

ceited of one's own excellence

or greatness. Serious; respect-

ful; exercising ^elf-control to

esteem or value; to expand,

Puli king se hing,

to diM-egard small acts—will fin-

ally ruin great aftairs.

Kinf»* fa, to boast of one's own

merits, |^ 0J King kaou,

high opinion's of one's self.

vnf King kh'wa, boastful.

*| King koo seuh kwa,

to f^hew pity to the orphan and

commiserate the widow.

King king, strong and uu-

govenial)le, applied to a flock

of sheep.
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A certain wood or thorny

bush; formerly used to

inflict punishments, hence the

character contains the word, to

puuish. Otherwise called ^fc

Mow king, and

Tsoo king, from growing plen-

tifully at Tsoo. Name of a dis

trict, and of a hill.

King keih, thorns, thorny bush-

es. J 9^ King keae, a me-

dicinal plant.

KITING.

A large eea fish, the

)iJi/l largest are said to be a

thousand Chinese le in length

the smaller ones, several times

ten cubits. Compare with

E. Kh'ing t to

swallow as a sea monster; to

defraud.

To mark the fkce with

black indelible ink as a

punishraent. Some say, it was

only to put a black cap on the

criminal's bead. A surname.

Meh kh'iug, to cut the

skin of the face and fill it up

with ink.

Light the opposite of

heavy. To esteem light;

l I to make light of; to be-

rhave in a light manner;

I

levity. Kh'ing

kwang, levity and mad-

ness lig'ht. (li"ipM!(*d ir-
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regular conduct.

Kh'ing kaou meen, light bread

or pastry.

Kh'iug ch'ing seaou shing, light

weights and a small measure

Kb ing sang, to make
light of one's life, to be, or to

affect to be, fearless of death.

Kh'ing ch'ay

sliuli taou, a light carriage and

a welUknown road. |ij

^ Kh'ing* kh'ow ch' uh wei

yen, with levity of mouth to ut-

ter opposing words; imperti-

nent. Kh'ing shin

yin
3
words pronounced with the

lips lightly compressed,

A hundred mow or Chi-

nese acres of land the

name of a place the

name of a kind of basket;

to hold the head not erect-

In epitaphs it denotes timid,

cautious, careful. A very short

space of time a moment.

Ngo kh'ing, a moment a

very short time. Se

kh'ing, name of a hill.

Shaou kh'ing tang hea,

wait a short while.
ij

Kh'ing* kh'eh puh le, not

separate from for ^ moment.

Kh'ing kheh keen,

in a moment.

Name of a plant.
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Indirect lateral side-

ways; aslant overturn-

ed thrown down. Farms part

of the name of a hill. Read

Kh'ing, an instant of time.

K'ing foo, to lay prostrate.

Kk'mg pae, to ruin.

^ Kh'ing seay, to rush

down, as a mountain.

Kh'ing taou, to subvert.

Kh'ing ts'ae to waste pro-

petty. Kh'ing tW
she, to turn the head aside and

look at. M Kh'ing tseh,

to lay sideways. Iffi

Kli'iug' urh urh t'ing, to apply

the ear and listen.

Kh'ing yih, to turn over, or

break over the edge of that

which confines it,

To raise with the hand;

to raise or lift high.
'

Yih show

>kliing kh'e, to raise high

with the hand to lift up

with the hand.

Khing kh'enen, to salute

with the folded hands in the

Chinese manner.

Kh'ing* t'een che che mind

elevated high as heaven.

From the credentials giv-
j

en to a public servant,
|

hence the ^
!
|J Kh'ing, denotes

a statesman serving Lis priuce;

new written ^{} Kh'ing, to be

distinguished from Maou.

^^ ^ An utensil for adjusting

a bow, when putting on

I the string a stand a-

^gainst the wall for plac-

' I ing* a lamp on applied

df:K^ to the name of a piece of

% J
poetry. Kh—

tsze, a certain stand.

ll^t From to u$ue forth ^ the

/wy other part giving sound.

Highly intelligent and eulight^

ened also, au object towards

which all look. A title confer^

red in different periods of Cku
nese history, on rarJous of the

higher officers of state. Some-

times used by equals to each

othei*, as a term of reject ; al-

so by superiors to inferiors.

Under the dynasty Sung, the

Emperor addressed his minis-

ters by the word Kh'ing. A sur-

name. ^nT Chow luh

kh'ing, under the dynasty Chxm
(which ended B. C. 215) were

six Kh in^r. From these it ap-

pears, the more modern Six

Boards, called Luh poo,

originated. T'een k ing,

title of the first of the

Le poo. Te kh'ing, ti-

tle of the first of the p
Hoo poo. The president of the

'§ Le poo, is entitled
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Ch'uu kli'iuff of the

^ Ping poo, Hea

kh ing of the Hing

poo, Ts'ew kh'ing, and

the president of the

Kung poo, is entitled

Tung Wing Shaou

kh'ing, a secondary degree of

the same rank.

j::, Read Kh'ing, the part

where the muscles are

connected under the arm, or

about the ribs. Read Kh'e, a

particular kiud of silk.

db/t* Read Kaug, to strike a-

gainst and attack. Read

Sliing, anciently used to denote

sound. Occurs used for the

following'.

i'i'om the representation

of sometliing' hfwgiwg

1
I

suspended; to strike, and

Ju^-
I

ft sfonc. A s >norous mu-

a ) sical stone to hang up

ti^^
I

as a stone is suspended

I

the sound of a sonorous

^zt^ stone. ^ Peea k'ing

or Teh kh'ing,

are ditilerenfc sorts of sonorous

stones, there are several other

varieties,

gnving the reins to and check-

ing1 a horse. ^ ^ff Kh'ing

che, to stop in t5ie presence of

a sujlerior. ^ Teaou k'ing.
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to strike the Kh'ing, to clash;

jarring collision.

An empty vessel exhaust-

f-Lj ' ed; to exhaust entirely.

n Shih joo heuen

kh'ing, the house as a vessel

hung upside down.

shuh,

cannot narrate the whole.

Tsin kh'ing k «

so yew, to give (or telce) all

that is possessed, to empty com-

pletely.

Good excellent; benefi-

cent; happy blessed; to

congratulate; to approach with

congratulatory presents, offer-

ings or speeches; the great path

of right principles; a particle

beginning a sentence. Name of

a district. i^g He kh'ina1

,

joy arid congratulations.

Yu kh'ing, an exuberance of

bliss, the portion of a virtu-

ous family. J^Z» Kh'ing

chuh, congratulatory prayers

and wishes. Kh'ing ho,

to congratulate, ^
Kh'ing ho fung neen, to con-

gratulate an approaching plen-

tiful year, at the feast of lan-

terns. Kh'ing tfeen,

beneficent or congratulatory

state usages, as on birth days,
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KO.

A particle that precedes

a variety of Nouns, de-

noting individuality, as

k°

one man. Urh

ko, two. Pee ko

J another. Mei ko

A spear or lance with

Intn.-vei'j'e points at the

end, repreirenled .by the hori-

zontal line of the character. A
certain short weapon. Name of

a stnie. A surname,

Kan ko sze kh'e, shields

and epears every where arose,—

-

and civil wars spread through

the empire. Sze ko, an

raicient military situation.

The name of a plant.

An iron hoop of a wheel

a utensil to contain fat;

a boiler is commonly so

called, and in Canton pro-

B|PJ ] need Wo.

,

Kwang ko tsze a large boiler.

Ko t'ow, an iron boiler.

From Kh'o, repeated, ;

denoting a lengthened

> sound. To sing; in this
j

5

I sense now written
\

) Ko; and -pj Ko, is used
j

as the epithet of an elder bro-

'

ther. Used by equals to each

otter, though not related. In

the dialect of j)! Ying-

di'uen. /J> Seaou yue

ko, juniors, or small children

are called Ko, O (or

ah) ko, is used in the same sense.

The reigning family designates

the sons of the Emperor by this

term. Urh o ko,

is, in the language of the court,

the Emperor's second eon.

Wo teih ko tsze, my
elder brother.

To lengthen out the sound

ofwords tunefully to sing;

)
to recite in a musical tone,

2^Jt>
j

to sing with music accom-

^|/V ' panyiug. The name of a

hill. Ch ang ko to sing

lighter songs. Chaou

ko, the name of a place.

Ko she, to recite odes.

Ko seaou, to sing and laugh.

Ko woo, singing danc-

ing, or a kind of posture mak-

ing; the employment of Chinese

ladies of the imperial palace.

^Ji^ Ko yaou Ko, to siug

with music; Yaou, to sing with-

out it; singing generally.

1^ To bundle up; to bandage;

i^C^J to wrap round; to wrap

up; a bundle; the fruit of plants,
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a room or recess.- Ko
tsuh, to bind up the feet; fetter-

ed and unable to advain-e.

K"o she, bound up the corpse?

Paou ko to bundle up,

a bundle.

>
A goose is so called in

some parts of the country.

Ko, or Kwo. From free

and a resemblance offruit

-at the top. The fruits of

trees; really, truly, solid-

ly; to surpass; to exceed;

to overcome used to express

naked; bare. Occurs read Lo.

The second is the vulgar formr

but it also thus written in the

books of the Han dynasty.

Peh ko, every kind of fruit,

Ching ko, the truth and

reality of the Buddha religion.

Yin ko, a favorite ex-

pression of the Buddhists denot-
|

ing, a connexion with the divi-

nity. Ko jen, certain-

ly; assuredly; undoubtedly; the I

name of an animal. Ko
I

he, it is so really. ]^ Ko
lo, the first is the fruit of trees

the other of smaller plants; the
j

first applies to those that have

stones the other, to those that

have not any.

R

tsze,

fruit, fruits. Ko fan, a

fruit stalk.

~1 Ko, or Kwo, to pass; to

Pj exceed; past, in reference

to time or place; exceed-

ing a rule; error; fault;

crime. Name of one of

the diagrams; name of a state;

name of a stream; a surname.

Makes the perfect tense of rerbs.

Kwo. Tso ko, to

luive done before. ^*
Hing ko k'eu, to pass by and go

away. Che k
tseh kae, as soon as you know
your faults, reform.

Plants wide; hungry..

KH'O,

|-|| To have liberty to do; to

be permitted to have the

power of doing. May can;

might could fit competent;

proper; worthy. It forms the

adjectives which terminate with

abie as amiable. Sometimes

used interrogatively. A sur-

name. Puh kho it

may nut; it must not; it cannot.

Twan hoc puh

kli'o, must not on any account

whatever. Yew
ho puh kh'o, what is there in
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it inadmissible, ininroju'r, uv ob-

jectionable. K\\o olteii mnkc

an interrogative i^eiise; as;

Kh she

ke ko kin tsze, were there not

a few golden characters?

Kho woo, abominable; hate-

ful; odious. Kh'o

jin e such as people would like,

"pf Kh'o few, is it admis-

sible or uot? Kh'o ngae,

lovely amiable, Kh'o

hau, detestable. Kh'o

Jin, a coippetent man.

Kh'o kh'ow, pleasant to the

taste. Kh'o puh

kli'o, may it be done or not?

"pf Kh'o keen, it may be

seen. Kh'o e

she teh, it may be clone.

^^H^^J^ Kh'o shing t'an t^ae,

eft" it ever be enough lamented?

Kh'o seaou, laughable;

ridiculous, *tj^ Kh'o yay,

it may; it is permitted; it will

do. Kh'o puh

pei yu is it not most hunen ta-

ble?

_L||I Uneven rugged pro-H gressing with difficulty.

Unfortunate; unsuccessful al-

ways meeting with difficulties

or misfortunes and losses.

Puh olic heon k'oo.

does not know salt ami hitter;

does not know the affairs of

life. This is said of those who

Lave been brought up in afflu-

ence and indulgence.

The name of a wood a

1 V4 large branch the stalk

of a plant the handle of an axe

three cubits long; a means of

effecting; the imme of a place.

A surname. Foo kh'o,

the handle of an axe; a go-be-

tween in arranging marriages.

tt ChTh kh'o ^
kh'o, to grasp a handle in order

to cut down u handle~to em-

ploy men to rule other men.

+Pj Kh'o me, or

y|C Kh'o tsze mr, myrobalan^.

~

t
\
A stone inferior to the

J^M|
J

Yuh stone; a corne-

r lian stone white as snow.

"T^IIT
I

A certain shell useil as

I an ornament. Name of a

l>ird and of a metal.

The wheels attached to

the ends of the axle, or

the axle with the wheels put on.

^Pj Kan kh'o, a carriage

dragging heavily a j>ersou

struggling with difficulties,

^Pf Kan kh'o, impeded; ob-

structed.

The bone of the knee; al-

so the haunch or hip bone,

-j- I't Exr-rllonh to comiTionrl;
k

mny can ; might; could
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should. Occurs as if meaning,

the ornaments of a female's head

dress.

jXJ A measure and grain, A
I' I

line applied as a rule; a

class; a, series; order; rank; rule

by which degrees are determin-

ed an examination of literati

wood, hollow in the centre; name

ofa place. Applied to medicine,

answers to the word—practice.

h Wae kh'o surgical prac-

tice stirgery. Nuy
kh'o, internal practice; physic.

Kh " cli ang, the arena

for literary examinations for the

rank of Keu-jiiu Kh'o

che, name of an animal,

Kh'o fuii a distinction of

the period of standing, in the

several degrees, Kh'o

kea, having literary degrees,

Kh o keu an examina-

tion previous to the Kh'o-ch'ang

examination, Jlljf Kh'o p'ae,

to compel pei'pons to subscribe

to anything, or to compel the

people to serve inferior officers

without pay. Kh'o

t eaou, rules by which the pub-

lic literary examination are re-

gulated. Kh'o te, the

rules by which graduates are

accepted, ^f Kh'o t'ow,

bare headed—to appear before

a superior with the head or feet

unco\ ered, is a groat rudeness.

kho m
Kh'o tow, a species of

frog. Leih puh

t'ung kh'o, .strength is not poss-

essed by different persons in the

(' degree. Heang
kh'o, the local district examina-

tions. Ta kh'o, a trien-

nial examination.

flM ffl" ifel—
Kh'o tow, the tml-

pole. ChenclKM),

the fi'og. The tadpole is al^o

called Hwa tung, aud

Shwuy seen tsze, In

Canton called^V Luy
kung yu the thunder fish.

A hole or cavern a nest

formed in a hollow place,

not ou a tree. Tht? place where

wild fowl roost.

To essay; to make a trial

placed in order; dt^Iibera-

tion; plau; to examine accord-

ing to the plan or rule; a duty,

or task imposed at school a tax

or duty levied on any commodi-

ty; the name of a district.

Jih kh'o, a daily exercise,

or exercises to be gone through.

Kung kh'o, literary ex-

ercises, Kung kh'o,

tasks of work. I 5

kh'o ts'een, allowance u*i von ro

literary candidates.

Tsoo t'eaou yuh kh'o, are

four sorts of levies madu ou tlie
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people. Shwuy kho or

'llP] Heang kh'o, taxes; du-

ties. Kho ch'ing

Ch'ing kho the rules of study;

the statutes fixing the task to

be performed. Kho
ke the periods of writing exer-

cises. ^ Kho nee, the

occupation of a scholar; the pro-

fession of letters. Kh'o

KO,

From nouth, and

y\ Che, to follow. To fol-

low calling to, but disregarded

by the person before uo mutu-

al uuderstaiiding; each apart

each separatelj every each

one of all; various.

Jin ko yew sin, each \ww\\

has his own feelings,

Ko jin, every man. —
'

yih jin, to each (situation)

one man. # # | Ko
Ko jiu ko keen, each ruui lias

bis one views of a <ul>jcot.

Ko kwo
?
every liiition.

Ko ko ch'a p"S

every one differing fi'oin ano-

ther.
"~1 K5 yew

yih shwo, each ha? a different

tale. Ko pan

k5 pze, every one trau>acts his

own bi.iniH\^. Ko

wan, to examine literary essays.

A small bead or knot; the

numeral of beads or of

grain a clod of earth.
—

Yih kli() or
~

'
Yih tW

are used in a similar manner.

Read K\van, the name of a

plant; a man's name. ^

^

I Kh o kh'o ming choo,

every one bright pearls.

various colours variegated va-

rious kinds. 3(g

Ko hwan ko telh, let each take

his own apart. ^ ^ 10[

Ko seh ho wuh, every variety

of merchandise.

Read L6, the noise of

wrangling or disputing.

Read Ko, the cackling of a

fowl. Coughing and retching.

i

Feeling of profound ven-

eration and respect; man-

ner, commandiug respect

and a- a surname care-

" ful att 'iition to,

Clnh sze yew ko,

those u ho have the direc-

tion (in tcmj^les) must be re-

sj)<" i lully atifixtive and rever-

ent. Kin ko, attentive;

Ko kung ko

cli'h, to al lon<] ililigently to the
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^ Yay k5 a wild pigeon.

II K6 tsze, or PeU
ko, a pigeon.

^f~S Ko or K( :a
5
a leather cov-

- I ering for the knees, worn

i

by the military i a certaia

leather.

duties of one's office.

^ A screen before a door;

I^^l
J

a case or press in which

Vto lay by provisions to

I

lay l>y; to place on an

l^lj J upper room or gallery, an

upper story in a pavilion, from

which a more extensive pros-

pect is obtained, A council

chamber at court, where the

ministers meet. Name of a star.

The noise of a cricket. The

second form of the character is

not sanctioned by K'anghe,

Ko hea, to lay down.

Ko laou, a complimentary

term addressed to statesmen,

known in Europe by Colao.

. Ko shang, to place up.

-^h K5 tsae to place.

Ko, or Ho, to environ

to encircle and unite to

surround.

JLJ^ ^ Ko kae, a species

•bff of iguana found on the

south of the Meiling mountain,

bites off its own tail to avoid

being caught; the tail used me-

dicinally, the other parts are

eaten they are from six to eight

inches long. Shan ko,

a species of frog.

A pigeon applied also to

the name of a gourd.

^% Peh kc ch'aou, the Cam
Garden, at Macao, is so called.

B B

Kae or Ho, to request; to

beg; to solicit; to craver;

to give; to bestow. A beggar-

To cut; to cut off to di-

vide; to wouud; to injure;

to rnin. To rhyme, read KW,

j Ko she, to Castrate a3 a

panishmeut for adultery.

Read

Why

KH0.
JTTtli The name of a bird.

USSL Ho, to cover over,

not?

The sound of two stones

striking agaiust each o-

ther. KhJ

o t'ow,

-yr^t I the Tartar ceremony of

Mfn^ J kneeling down, and

knocking the forehead against

the ground

To die; to depart this life;

I to comply with tlie decree

r

j^yyy^ j
of nature.

she, to die
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Suddenly, as a boat strik-

jXLflu iJig against the sand to

extend to; to accord with.

Appearing to wish to

sleep.

A vessel to contain wine.

Read Kh'o, the name of

\^ a bird. Coraraonly read

Ho, why wherefore

) Desiring to drink; thirs-

I ty; anxious to attain or

'^effect; tj thirst after fi-

^^f-p
I

uratively. Read Ki e,

) water dried up.

Ke kh'o, hungry and thirsty.

Sze l,ii,n joo

kli6 to desire virtue as a thirs-

ty person,~desires water.

Che kh o, to quench thirst.

chny

e wei yih, it is easy to make a

thii*sty raaa tlrink.

Creeping* plants a cer-

tain edible plant; a plant

of which cloth is made for sum-

mer dresses. }Jk >^
Kwa kli 6 ehe ts'in, distant re-

lati(ns!"'n. j Kh'o poo,

r fb Hwang k'o poo,

cloth Trtnrie from the K5 plant.

li^Kl^t'iingyimg

twan, tovut asunder forever 1 he

creeper to put a final close to

liti-ation.

To covet; to desire, as a

thirsty person to be ea-

ger to attain an end.

,L^I The appearance of spears

l^J in a \v:ir chariot; urgent;

baste precipitate motitm; velo-

city; horses and diariots; noise

and clamour. ^ Kh'o hea
t

t!ie appearatice (»t* being turned

round and shaken or agitated.

ttfL The skin of anything

I which is liollow; the bark

M >f a tree; a shell of any

fcf^Jf ,kind; a nut- shell; an egg-

^ I shell Yun
--

I moo kh 6, mutlier-of-

J La. J pearl.

KOO.

~I~* From ten and motifh

I I that which has passed by

tradition through ten genera-

tions. Remote age? ancicut

old language. A surname; the

name of a plant. Koo

kiu ancient and modem, f

i

Po koo tung kin,

thoroughly verged in ancient

ni id moilcni affairs*.

Wan*: koo lae kin, the old

pa>scs away and the present

comes. ^ Jin sin

puh koo, meu's hearts are not
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as in ancient times; i, e. they

are not so good as formerly.

Chung koo, of long du-

ration; penmaieiit. "^j Koo

jin, or Si-en koo, the

anciente.
J^ Koo hliiii^

jin, the ancrent age?. ^
Koo kwae, strange, odd, mon-

strous. Kno keaou,

the ancient r:i"

principle?, "^f Kuo l:iou

old fashioned. tft

Kco die full ming, 1>( gin li" <:id

knavish tricks agnin. "^f

koo she, ancient times, p^p

koo she, ancient odes. j|j

Koo koo telh, old, ancient.

Koo t^eih, antiquities,

"j^ pq Koo yu, un old raying,

a proverb.

J[j^ Tax duty; custom paid

I |-| to government. To con-

jecture; to i-ockoM. To value;

the price. } Tae koo to

raise the price by unfair means:

a practice ]>robibired in ca>e of

grain, f Koo ke to reck-

on. f Koo k; a to make

an estimate of the value of. f

Koo U'aug, or repeated, Koo

koo 1* ang l('
:ang to conjecture;

to suppore; to speak, or give

an opinion , withont aHirming

fOsitiv('!y. i<0° ting,

. to settle; to fix the price.
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"ffjZ
An epithet of respect, us-

|4 e(l by a wife to Lor luis-

biiiid'b mother. A ftitlier's -•--

ters are ako called K,;o; a wife

falls her husband sister?. >*j

Seaou koo. The .sisters of

a grandfather are called

W;uig-k<.o. U.se<l :h u particle

implying tempoi-ary imlulgence.

The Dame of a star, of a state,

a»J of a hill.

J

f 5 koo,

a cross or diverging road.

Koo m« :eti, to exerci.- e leni-

ty and excise from some prni-

"hraent. Koo ni :ang,

the epithet of a lady at home,

given by her friends and domes-

ties. ^ Koo ni en, out of

indulgent consideration.

>

Koo ^elh, to l>e indulgent, as to

Koo ts"ay
f(r the time being; leisurely;

inuulgciilly. f$ Koocli'ung,

to accord with, in the exorcise

of a kind of indulgence.

Koo yay, madam Mrs., u^ed

only in the family by peo]»Ie be-

longing to it.

H

Koo tae ming jlh
5
just wait till

to-morrow, theee jour words

are the bane of life,

H Causing to be affected

Hy>C that which induces the

performance of, gt* the taking

place; a cause; that -which is

purposed. Therefore ; that which
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exists before, as a cause; old;

to become old and forgotten

to die. Cha koo, craf-

ty arts., Ho koo, what

cause? wherefore? m
Wei ts'ze che koo, for thit

cause. Yuen koo, cause

or reason of. Shin koo,

or E koo, dead.

Koo keaou, or Koo

jin, an old friend. Koo

e purposely. Koo kew,

old; long connected with.

Koo tso to do or purpose.

She koo, or

Koo tsze for this cause; there-

fore, Ta koo, mourn-

ing for the death of parents.

^ f \ Name of a river; to sell

/TTjT / to buy; the coarse and bad

\ of any commodity; to les-

^.!^ I sea or abridge to re-

) trench.

Y^* K'ew shen ki;a urh koo, to

geek a good price and theu seii.

applied to a person's abilities.

Koo tsew, to sell wine.

V^T Koo ming kan

yu, or ^% Koo ming

she yu, to buy fame and solicit

or purchase pi'aise.

W^L Name of a cow; the mal»

Tip of the species; a bullock

it also denotes the male of swiiu

and dogs.

KOO

From old and disease. A
chronic complaint; a sore

on the mouth of a child.

|^| A net; a net to cateh fish

- with; to catch in a net;

applied also to the taking

of beasts and to an in-

volvement by violating the

laws. Tsuy koo,

involved in crime.

>AI Sheep of a black and

white wool; iii different

>
periods applied to the ram,

and to the ewe sheep with

horn?; a black ewe sheep.

ŵoo koo yang pe shiih che, re-

deemed him by five sheep skins.

Liquor for drinking; li-

quor distilled over night.

To sell or buy wine or liquor.

Ab' rea<l Hv, @i
TVing koo peh hoo, pure

wine a hundred cups.

^J-A A vessel for containing

grain; a warm vessel. To
cut asunder or terminate.

it! Chay koo, a par-

plnii/ tridge the Chinese call it

a smaller species of the

Pan kew, which is considered a

bird of the Columba species.

From acrid. Fault crime

guilt; to cut open a victim;

to oppose a hindrance to other

people's buying and selling, in or-
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d^r to monopolize for one's self;

a necessity imposed. The moon

under certain circumstances.

Woo koo, innocent, guilt-

less. * Woo koo

show luy, to be innocently in-

volved trouble brought upon

one, without oue's own fault.

E

kew woo koo, fa yew tsuj, to

deliver the innocent, the guilty-

are punished.

Yu kh'e sha

puh koo, niug shih pub king,

compared with killing an inno-

cent person, better fail in the

execution of fixed laws*

Koo keaou, generally, gen-

erally speaking; a general collec-

tion of goods in order to mono-

polize.

From Hwuy, surrounded

on all sides, and ancient.

Shut up on every side; imper-

vious; hard; solid ston\' firm;

stable with fixed intention; ob-

stinate. Chronic disease. Rus-

tic. Originally; constant. Rei-

terated, used as an adverb for

certainly assuredly. A sur-

name. Name ofan ancient state,

and of a distinct. Keen

koo, or ^* Laou koo strong;

firm; stable sure, Choo

koo, denotes what is surely,

safely, well done; the allusion

seems to be certain, safe, or well

as if a master did it.

Pe koo, closely shut up as by

the cold of winter.

Sew ching keen koo, repuir

it and make it strong.

Kan koo ts
r
ze, would pre-

sume again to decline or refuse,

Koo e with fixed inten-

tion; purposely. f

Koo chih teh han, excessively

obstinate; extremely pertinaci-

ous. Koo jen, certain-

ly; unquestionably. Koo

show, to maintain firmly; to

strengthen; defence. [Sj

Kco tseih, a chronic disorder,

Koo ts'ze, to decline

wit!> firmness in spite of entrea-

ties. Koo sze

sell yay, koo is, stopped up on

four sides.

The name of a placey

which gave a name to a

canal opened by the Tartars of

the dynasty Yuen.

jTI To freeze to congeal; to

P close; to shut.

Koo or Hoo excessive at-

tachment to, Name of a

bird.

From disease and firm.

A chronic deep rooted ob-

stinate disease. Koo

ping, or ^ Koo tseih, dis-
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eases of long standing. For thf

first syllable Koo, and

Koo, are both used.

To stop up an orifice witl.

melted metal; to close or

stop up firmly. Koo

kin, or Kin koo, to stop up a

passage, or the road to, either

literally or figuratively, applied

to shutting the door of prefer-

ment against good men.

Ivoo tseth, obstinate disease.

Any vessel or utensil.

Certain Fait lakes or pans

XO . stretching fifty one le in

length, and seven le in width.

Badly made; not of strong tex-

ture; hurried; bustle; confuted

and temporary; to slobber; to

suck.

Fatherless; a child with-

out a father to look up

to. Alone; destitute; an orphan

a destitute poor person. A hum-

ble term by which kings and

princes designate themselves

title of office. Ko<

chow, a single boat, not attend

ed by any other. Ko<

hwan, disconsolate and orpbn'

spirits, who have no relative

to pay honors to their mano

or intercede for them.

KOO

Koo kwa, an orphan and a

Avidow. Koo

sang tuh ?ze, to live and die

alone. Koo shin, a per-

son alone a solitary individual.

Koo leth woo

tsoo, standing alone without as-

sistance, ^fll ^ Koo tub, a-

lone, single, without brothers

or sisters. )^ Koo tsze,

a fatherless boy, when de-

serving tnmsportation is allowed

to remain with his mother.

Koo low kwawan, a

scholar without loarued s-ocietj,

and whote knowledge is confin-

ed.

Name of a plant; name

of a place.

A net for fish.

IfflfJ A wine cup used at vil-

/jlAHr lage feasts; square having

corners a rule or law. Tlie

front of a furnace; a title of of-

fice. The handle of a sword.

A mail's name. Used in several

proper names. ^Hl 7 f^L Koo

puh koo, the vessel that should

have corners destitute of them.

"KvlT A large bone.m A

' To hire; to borrow the

-^jz: use of by paying a sum

>of money; to obtain peo-

j

pie's labour for inoiiey.

J A surname. Head Hoo,
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the name of a bird. The second

form is common, but not sanc-

tioned by K'ang-he. ^
Koo c'huen, to hire a boat.

Koo keaou foo, to hire

chair-bearers. Koo jin,

to Lire; to rent.

Koo ch'ay t'
cze to hire a carri-

age.

To turn the head and look

at; to look to with regard,

Ware and attention, as to

Trtj5
I

a child that one has to

/j^j^ ) protect; to keep the eyes

fixed upon; a protecting look.

Ueed to denote but. A particle

beginning a sentence. Used for

the preceding. To lead. Name

of a place. ^§ Puh koo,

to disregard.

Puh ttze koo neen, to pay no

regard to one's self, §^
Koo pan, a favorable glance; a

look of regard.

Koo seTh t'e meen, to pay regard

to and be careful of one's re-

spectability.

—ft A martial instrument of

^/j^ J

music made of leather; a

>drura. Name of a star; of

I

an ancient state; and of

J a measure. Koo is also

applied to sonorous metals and

to stones. -JT Ta koo, to

beat a drum. Lo koo,

the Chinese gong, Koo
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ts'aou, noise and clamour made
a greai concourse of persons.

To beat a drum to strike

any sonorous body; the

part of a bell which is struck

to encourag-e to arouse to ac-

tion to excite. $

$

Koo che woo cbe, drum them
up, dance tliem forward use

every means to stimulate.

Koo woo, to drum up; to

arouse to excite to encourage.

The eye closed with a

skin like a drum-head;

blind the master of a band, be-

cause blind men were found to

possess the nicest ears for mu-

sic Koo muh yuen,

a hospital for the blind.

Koo sow, the father of the an.

cient Sbun.

^ The commencement of

/JlJC- I
the lower extremities

I the thighs; a particular

pJl^ ^part of a carriage a

brauch of a stream; a

fold of a cord a division,

j
or share of; strong; firm.

iName of an ancient country.

Yih koo sang e,

one share in some trading* con-

cern. Tso ke koo,

have how many shares m
Sail koo so, a three-fold

cord. Ta p'e koo,

to beat the skin of the thighs,
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is by some used to expres.^

bastinading; flogging.

Koo hung, the legs and tht

arms metaphorically, minis-

ters of state. '

To sell or buy; a station-

ary dealer a resident

merchant Read Kea, the price

of a thing.

Worms in the abdomen;

a vessel injured by in-

sects; a poisonous preparation;

ghosts or manes of the dead;

the name of an animal suspi-

cious; to deceive and impose

upon. Name of one of the Kwa.

Read E, flattering.

Sang koo chang, a swelling <»f

the abdomen.

Kae kli'een kan koo, to cover

the faults and make amends of

the errors of deceased parents.

Koo hwo, to impose

upon by fraudulent pretences of

a superstitious or any other na-

ture. Koo yo, a poison-

ous preparation intended to kill

people.

KH'OO.

From old and wood. Rot-

ten wood a dead tree; de-

cayed; rotten; putrid.

T*ung khoo mountain forests

in a Ufoayod state, and marshy

KH'OO

grouinl^ without water—are not

taxed. ^ Kh J

oo kaou, de-

cayed, rotten. A 1^5 Kh'oo

hew, rotten putrid. U
Kh'oo kuh, rotten bones.

ft IS Kh°° li5en graiu

'TP that is not filled.

ft Name of a plant. Bitter;

I
"| u 1

1
pieaean t; painstak ing,

that which is troublesome; ur-

tront earnest pressing dis-

tivssiiig. Read Kb'oo, to deem

bitter; to dislike. A surname,

^(uj Ho kh'oo, what occasion

to be at the trouble.

Sin kh'oo, acrid and bitter, la-

borious, distressing. [^J

Kan kh'oo t'ung show, we'll

take the sweet and bitter toge-

ther. Kh'oo ts'ae, bit-

ter herbs. Kh'oo che,

resolution to take pains and bear

difficulties in the pursuit of,

Kli'oo ch'uen, to dislike boat-

ing. Khoo ch'ay, to

dislike a carriage.

Kh'oo kh'euen, to advise or urge

to in the most pressing raannei-

.

Kh'oo k'ow, pains-tak-

ing, faithful but unpleasant ad-

vice. Kh'oo siu, trou-

ble and vexation of mind.

^ Kh'oo tsoo, bitter distress;

very distrosping.

Kh'oo k'ow iiang yo, faith-
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ful though unpleasant, advice

is good medicine.

^*-f
A From ancient and words.

V^ti Words which explain the

progress and reason of thing?.

g ll Khoo heun, or

|

Koo heun, to explain ancient

books.

riJL Scorched or dried in the

/JD sun. Used also to denote,

the thigh.

J^Kj^ Applied to the bones of

|J the knee, of the loins, and

of the shoulder, Kh oo

low, the brains of a dead body.

-^ A species of rattan or

-f-|J basket work, bound round

njthing.

A certain plant
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To cut asunder; to divide

in two; to kill; to rip o-

n; to hollow out. lj C1
j- ij^i Kh'oo sin yew yen

ge sin, Kh'oo-sin expresses the

same as Se-sin, to cleanse the

heart.

A shed for a military car-

riage; composed of a car-

ria9e place beneath a house.

A store house; a treasury; the

word is appropriated to govern-

ment treasuries. Name of a

gate; a surname. Teen
kh'oo, name of a star. ^
Ts'ang kh'oo, a granary and a

treasury. Woo kh'oo,

five store houses, for different

purposes of government.

Kh'oo heang, property be-

longing to the treasury.

Kh'oo ta sze, keeper of

the treasury.

]
Clothing for the legs and

V thighs trowsers; panta-

loon s. They are called by

)
various names in diffei

ent parts of the Empire.

The third form of the

j character is in comraou

use, but not sanctioned by

K'ang-he. Seaou k!ioo

r New t'ow kh'oo,

shoi't breeches, the second term

is local. Che kh'oo

chung, to put into trowsers.

f Seih kh'oo, riding

breeches. T aou kh'oo,

overalls, for riding on horse

back.

KOW.

!

1

To the westward, a hook

or sickle is called Kow.

Name of a large lofty

tree.
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kh,e tsze, the seed of a certain

tree used as a medicine.

#—# ^\ In common rise to ex-

t^t\ I press rejecting or exclud-

V ing marking off on pa-

^J^f ( per what is to be reject- I

ed: and also, to hook "

with to inveigle to entice. A
surname. Kow ch'oo,

to put away; to reject.

j

Kow yin to inveigle; to entice;

to seduce to. Kow
ch'aen, to link on with to form

i

a clandestine and illegal con-
j

uexion with. Kow k eue,

to mark off the names of per-

sons left to be capitally punish-

ed. It is equivalent to signing

a death warrant. Kow
tang, is used in Peking, to de-

note business or affair. It is

also used in a bad sense, imply-

ing illicit intercourse.

"i^^f Keu or Kow, to hook or

1 "Tj take; to sweep or draw

together.

A dog, it is vulgarly ap-

\4 "4 plied to porters and gen-

tlemen's servants, Ta

kow, a great dog, means also a

gentleman's servant,

Chang mun kow, a dog that

guards the gate a porter. Name
of a star; of a plant; of a bira;

and of a place, fee. m
T'een kow sbth jHu a

in the heavens eats the sun,

which causes an eclipse.

\^ Kow fei, a dog barks. ^|
Kow kwo, a nation, the in-

habitants of which have human

bodies and do^'s heads. ^f&J f^i|

Kow t
?
ow, a thievish dog; a pet-

ty thief.

W

we suk teaou, to place a martin

at a clog's tail, means to affect

to correct an elegant esi?ay.

>Ar^vf A bamboo curved in a

9^4 J certain way with wliicli

fish are taken. Name of a place.

jtig Plants; grass; uncertaia-

ly; if; but; carelessly; in

any manner; illicitly. Name of a

rocky impediment iu a river. A
surname. >f^ fl[ Puh kow

teh, do not take or obtain in any

irregular manner. Kow

fei. if not. Kow fan,

to offend in an inconsiderate and

careless maimer; in couti'adis-

tinction from a careful attention

to correctness and to duty.

Kow ho, irregular; indecor-

ous; rude approaching to vice;

illicit union uf the ^exes,

Kow puh jen, if it be

not so. r Kow
tseay leaou szo, to put an affair

off one'e haxui in any irregular

manner. Kow ts'* :ay,

remise; liurried; careless man-

ner of doing things.
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HlA^i The lower segment of a

-pOj yoke; or the collar of a

horse. Name of the carriage of

an ancient Queen,

J^^t A crooked piece of iron;

Jj|^hJ a hook a kind of word;

the hook of a spear; a crooked

knife carried by barbarians; a

sickle. To hook; to crook; to

detain to drag; to induce.

Forms a part of many proper

names. Tae kow, the

clasp of a sash or girdle.

Yu kow, a fish hook. Ij

E kow, a sickle. |§
Kow keh, a hook on which to

hang anything. Kow
kin crooked metal a hook; a

clasp. Kow yin, to hook

and draw aside fiom tbe paths

of virtue and rectitude; to form

illicit coiinecriuiis;. Kow
yuen, an instrument for ascend-

ing or scalkig walls.

An old person the skin

of whose face always ap-

pears soiled with earth

extreiue old age, "when the

JJ j body seems to return to

earth before life forsakes the

y^-tcm. Kow laou,

very old.

Jj^l Du: '" damp cr wet;

^/f^$ scurf fiith; dirt; mire;

mud. The name of a country.

Read Kiih, dirty or impure with-

in. To rhyme, read Koo, a staiu

or disgrace; cause of reproach.

Ch'in kow, dust and dirt.

% Kwa kow mo
kwang, to scrape off the dirt and

rub bright.

Meeting together: occur-

ring or coming in contact;

junction of the productive ele-

ments in nature, Keaou

kow, junction of the material

heavens and the earth, in order

to the generation of creatures;

union of the sexes.

Kow or How, to rail at

and abuse to put to

shame; to disgrace; outrageous;

unprincipled specious abandon-

ed. |^ Kow le or |6
Kow ma, or | Kow suy,

to rail at and abuse,

^ To connect together, as

the beams of a house, re-

presented by the character. One
hundred millions.

A marriage; a secon4

marriage; love to; affoc*

tiou for; social harmony; con-

jugal union; sexual intercourse,

Row h5 or

keaou kow, the uuion of the

sexes.

A winding path amongst

hills.

To draw to; to pull; to

drag; to scheme; to plot.
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Kow kee, or Kee kow,

to knot or frame some conne-

xion; pometinies to form a reci-

procal enmity. Kow

or Kow sze, ;

thought engaged in framing

—ome device or plot; to study.

Kow yuen, to contract

some enmity.

To cover as with the

beatris of a house; the

wooden iranic of a house; to

unite or join together; the junc-

tion of the sexes; to finish or

complete; to connect together

and cause to arise, as fire.

f Keae kow, to open or sepa-

rate, referring to by-staiiders

peeping and making their re-

marks which cause dissension.

jin keae kow che yen, the re-

marks ofby-standers, which dis-
1

unite. Sze e kow,

the affair is already mixed and

,

confused. Kow tsing,

union of sexes.

A water-course in a field,

:

four cubits wide and four

deep; a ditch a moat. Read

Keang, water flowing in diver-

ging streams,
%

ff^ Han kow,

a channel ou a horse's back.

Haou kow, a ditch around

a city wall. Kow chung,

in a fosse, ditch or kennel.

KOW
Kow oh'e, a fosse or ditch

around a city. Kow
k'eu, a channel for water; a gut-

ter; a drain. Kow ho,

a channel for water amongst

mountains,

H To occur to one's sight

jTLI to meet and see; to hap-

pen to effect or complete. Al-

so read How. US Han kow,

rarely seen; seldom occurs.

Kow keen, or Yu
kow, happened to see; saw un-

intentionally, or accidentally.

A certain defence for the

j

arm in shooting with the

^bow and arrow, or a kind

of bandage for strength-

ening the arm.

To occur to meet; to

happen; to bolt upon; to

see or occur accidentally,

3^ Kow yu, to happen or oc-

cur accidentally.

To extend or stretch out;

to stretch a bow; those

who stretch the bow archers.

Used to denote enough suffi-

cient; adequate to.

Piih nang kow, inadequate to;

insufficient for. >^
Puh kow yung tsae lae

ts'eu, if not enough for the use

required, come again and get

more. Pa puh
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nang kow, implies to wish or

desire.

A bamboo utensil for

spreading clothes over a

fire to fumigate them; the

bamboo basket covers the

J fire as a cage, and the

clothes are spread outside all;

a bamboo utensil for other pur-

poses. Kow ling, a cer-

tain kind of basket.

Single garments narrow

sleeves light sleeves or

cuffs, intended for convenience

in using the hands ^ the rumples

or plaits of a garment.

To seek to attain for mo-

ney; to buy. Name of a

plant. Kow
shih wah, to buy a thing with

money.

To take the milk from a

|>cow; to milk a cow or a

goat.

To milk a goat.

From a bird in a shell

Young birds which, are

unable to feed themselves; tliose

which can, as chicken, are call-

ed Tsoo,

J, Kow mow, igno-

rant uninformed.

KH'OW.

PThe mouth of any animal

speech; utterance; an en-

trance a narrow strait or pass-

age into a lake or sea the

mouth of a river the passes on

the frontier, particularly the

northern frontier of the empire.

The numeral particle employed

when reckoning houses, per-

sons, draughts of liquid, and

knives or swords, A surname

Also a part of several proper

names. 3|E Kwae khow,

a ready conciliating elocution.

$y Haoa kh'ow keo, a

good utterance, fluency of

speech. K* :o kh'ow, to

wrangle with.

Suy kli'ow foo ho, to assent to

everything said. Hwa
kVcnv, indiscriminate loquaci-

ty. Tsang kh'ow

kh'e, to wrangle about words*

Fung kh'ow, to close

up or seal. Hae kh ow,

an entrance from the sea. /^
Hoo kh'ow, an entrance to

a lake. ^Pf Ho kh'ow, en-

trance of a river. ^§ Loo

kh'ow, the entrance of a road.

P Mun kh'ow, a door.

Hoo kh'ow, a house, a se-

parate family. Kea
kli'ow, the people of a house.
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P Jin k'ow, persons.

Sang kh'ovv, living persons.

Sang kh'ow, domestic

animals. Soo

kh'ow che kea, a family con-

sisting of several persons.

Kh'ow wae, tlie territories

beyond the frontier of China

proper, Yae kh'ow, an

important pass or road. PP
Kh'ow kh'ow shing che,

mouthing, or reiterating His

Majesty *s will.

Show kh'ow yuen p"'en, the of-

ficers and men who defend a

pass. Kwan kh'ow, a

pass where duties are levied; a

custom-house.

Seaou taou pa kh'ow, eight

small knives.

. \ To strike to knock a-

M / gainst; to strike out; to

\ deduct; to drag or lead a

^1^^
PJK Mei peh leang,

kh'ow p'ing san li
;ang, in each

hundred taels, there Avill be an

allowance of three taels, nine-

ty-seven taels will be esteemed

equal to a hundred.

Kh'ow che, a kind of discount

or allowance made. See Che.

Kh'ow choo to strike

out; to deduct from. U&
Kh'ow new ch'oo, the place

KHOW
where garmeur- clasp or button.

Kh'ow hwuj, to with-

hold or deduct the sum given

beibre. P Kh'ow mun,

to knock at the door.

KL'ow new, a buttoii or cla>p.

11 Kh'ow soo, to deduct

according to account. U

Kh'ow kung ts'een, to de-

duct from the wages of a per-

son.

rftt To strike; to strike light-

| ly; to agitate, or discuss

a subject; to ask; to raise the

haud to the head to kneel down

and put the forehead to the

grouud, as an act of reverence

and submission performed by

concubines and wrvants to the

master and mistress of the

hou^e; by the people to the man-

darins; and by all persons to

His Imperial Majesty. It is al-

so a posture of divine worship.

W Khow t'ow, mid P|J

kh'ow show, are the usual

expressions for this act of sub-

mission. The Tartars usually

express it by Kh5
tov and use the term as a sa-

lutation, without performing

the ceremony. ZH =^
Kh'ow bhow san ts'een, I ought

to make three thousand prostra-

tions. mm Kh'ow piii, to

knock hoacl mil state verbally, or



by any writing to a superior.

f!4o

From To attack and to

complete. To plunder of

everything; to pillage; a

plundering attack made

by a band of villains, by

pirates, and by foreign marau-

ders. Internal commotions are

expressed by ^ Lwan. Large

numbers of» destructive birds or

other animals are called Kh'ow.

o] Sze kh'ow, a criminal

judge. 7^ Hae khow,

piiate-. ^ KUow t"'!i

plundering banditti,

Kh'ow sha jin, to plunder

and murder.

A utensil employed in

weaving.

KhW or Tow-

>khW nutmeg.

\^ Tow kh'ow hwa,

mace. Kh'ow

certain medicine.

KUH.

From Water issuing

through a month or pass-

age. Water of a spring issuing

forth and flowing in a channel;

the water running between two

hills, or the course or bed of a

stream. A valley an empty

space; to nourish; the east wind;

the wind that makes the grain

grow a spout made with ham-

boo; a cavern in the earth a

part of the human foot. Name

of a place, of a district, and of

a hill. A surname,

Shan kuh che chung,

amongst the valleys and moun-

tains. Yang kuh, the

place where the sun rises.

^> Mei kuh, the place where

the sun sets. KGJb

shwuy, streams amongst hills,

and the dry bed of a stream.

Dry vapour hot steam

or vapour.

Manacles; a collar for the

neck. Used to denote

s traigh t-forward , correct con-

duct; self restrained by virtuous

principles, Chih kuh,

fetters and manacles,

A place to confine cows

and horses, in fields or

about farms.

To pray to superior be-

ings; prayers accompani-

ed with sacrifices. Otherwise

read Kaou.

flfc
Generous welltasted wine;

I {Zf the heart hardened, as by

drimkenne^s, Hard-hearted

4ft
in
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inhuman; cruel, in an extreme

or very high degree very fierce

indignation. Also read Ho,

jj^ Kuh ching, tyrannical cruel

government. Kuh fa,

cruel laws. Kuh hing,

inhuman punishmeut.

Kuh lee, cruel fierceness a

high degree of fragrance.

Kuh kwan, a cruel mandarin.

Kuh le to use cruelly

or harshly inferior officers.

jl^ KOh neo, fierce; cruel.

Kuh, or Kwuh, a hurried

enunciation of or inform-

ation given to. A proper name.

Read Ho, a large water

bird of the goose species.

Read Kuh, a mark to shoot at,

made of leather. Ching

Kuh, the part made of cloth

which surrounds the leather is

called Ching; the centre part

is called Kuh.

Kuh, or Kwuh, a bone;

the hard and smooth parts

of an animal body. A surname;

the fibres of plants; taken for

the whole person. Used in one

place as the name of nutmeg.

Kuh leih, the strength

of bone possessing strength.

^* Kuh heae bones and

all the parts of the body.
l

H* Kwei kuh, a noble boue,

a fine figure or worthy person.

Sang kuh, victims used

in sacriiice. KGh

keen jow, or ^ *^ Kfih

keen suy, the fleshy matter, or

the marrow in a bone. ^7

Ta twan kuh, to break a

bone. Kiihjow

che t>in bone and flesh rela-

tionship consanguinity. ^§
*^ Ts'ten kuh t'ow, a mean

boae, is used in abusive langu-

age to denote lowness of birth

or of conduct

From bone and strength.

To exert one's strength.

A bone-like appearance

issuing forth; the new ris-

raoon a bird that by its

note foretells approaching good

or evil.

A generic term for all

?orts of grain. Real so-

lid good substantial

^^ft- I wealthy continual suc-

I cession name of a river*

me, rice.

Kuh yu, a Chinese term which

happens on April 22nd.

Kuh chung, a certain cup,

or other vessel,

/t ) The middle part of a

^jj^ j

wheel, in which the axle

moves; the nave; seems

used for the wheel, and

for the carriage general-

mg
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ly. Ch'ang kuh, or

Ch'ang kuh, a military car-

riage. Leih kuh, sol-

diers standing near the wheel

of an officer's carriage, and

holding an umbrella to defend

him from the sun, military car-

riages having no cover.

T'uy kuh, to push forward a

wheel to recommend or pro-

mote a person. Kuh
hea, below the nave; i. e. near

the Imperial person or resid-

ence,

KH'UH.

A cavern dug in the

ground for a dwelling; a

hole in the ground a rat hole.

Kh'uh sliih, a den, or

dwelling under ground. Name

of a hill. Kfih—
ho, grain at the side of a rat

hole,—it is said the rat will not

eat it, so man should not injure

his neighbours.

Kh^eli or Kh'eue, a den

or cavern.

A small hill; a hillock.

gjjjtKVuhwQh, hilly;

mountainous appearance.

From DD Heuen, to make

V a clamourous noise, and

Yuh, a prison, abbreviated.

The loud expression of grief by

strong crying1 and tears. The

name of a star.

Ta kh'uh hlie lae burst into a

loud fit ofcrying. T'vmg

khuh, to cry bitterly. 55
Te kh'uh, to weep and cry. J^c

Ngae kh'uh, 1amenta fcioa

and crying.

Kh wuh or Kh'uh. From

T'oo, earth, and Keue, to

dig or hollow out. A mound

being raised by digging a pit;

a hollow cavern a den a cave;

a hillock or mound of earth.

/^^Kh'Shkhuh, con-

stant and severe labour

and toil, either manual or men-

tal; appearance of firm and de-

termined effort.

Kh'uh kh'uh kh'eung- neen, to

labour and toil all the year in-

cessant study.

T> D l> ]j
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rAn ingenious gloss or or-

xiameufc; skilled in any i

work or craft a mechanic; an

artiGcev a workman work

an officer of the government.

Used for the following.

Koo kung, to hire a labourer,

or workman. Yung I

kung, to hire one's self to la-

bour. . Chang* kung,

constant work, «H Twan
)

kung, a job. Hwa kung,
j

a gardener. Pwankung
{

piece work. Lun kung,

work done by the day.

Kung ching, work properly ad-

justed; lucid order in -writing.

Kung foo, work; occu-
|

pation. It /\ Kung jin, a
|

^varkinan; a meclianic; a com-
j

r'i'm labourer. Kung I

tso, to do or perform work.

Kung ts'eang*, an arti-

ficer.

Meritorious service; me-

rit; the praise or consid-

eration in the state arising

from meritorious service ser-

vice; affair, or work. Also de-

cotes the virtuesi of plants.

Part of a surname. To rhyme,

xead Kin. Ta kuno;,

mourning worn for nine months.

Jg Seuou ki

worn for five months.

Tew kung, to have deserved

well. Keuen kung

ming, to purchase rank,

Jin kung, human affairs.

JlL Leih ktrng, to begin a

meritorious work, or establish

one's merit. JjX Ch'ing

kung, to effect or perfect any

good work. ^ Kung laou,

meritorious labour or service,

1^1 ^| Kung ming, rank in the

state, supposed to be the reward

of meritorious services, but of-

ten purchased.

Kung ming taou show, rank

come to hand; i. e. already ob

tained. Kung teh, vir-

tuous deeds, meritorious in the

sight of God. Krmgfoo,

work, the preceding character

is commonly used. rP9 ^}
Ts'ing kung, to request a re-

ward for one's services.

Kung kwei jin

kwo kwei ke, to give the merit

to others, aud take the blame

to one's self.

Hasty temper.4x
To attack as in battle

to put in order good

stronsf the assaults of desire*

on the miud; to attack u ^er-
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a:

son's faults; to roase A sur-

name. Kung shoo, to

attack books, is to apply close-

ly to study. ^
Kung jin die yin sze yay,

to attack, or aim to acquire a

knowledge of people's secret

and private affairs. 4^
Kung t'eh, to geld a horse.

Kung keih, to attack and

strike.

The name of a place.

Read Keung*, a wooden

bridge; a flag-staff.

>^ I
-
* Commonly read Hung,

71 red colour. Read Kung1

,

denotes women's work; sewing

or weaving.

yfc-*- The iron that goes into

the nave of a wheel. Al-

so l ead Keang.

To offer up to; tribute

the tributary offerings

sent from distant provinces or

kingdoms of tlie same empire.

^ Le wuh, expresses pre-

sents sent from equal and inde-

pendent states. Kung*, further

denotes——devoted offerings of

personal services; bence implies

merit, and is thus applied to

officers. A surname. j^f

Kung ch'iien, the sliip which

bears tribute. Sending or offer-

ing tribute is expressed by

Tsiu orA Juh, preceding the

Viord Ktmff. Kmigfoo,

to pay duties or taxes to the

government. To offer to a .su-

perior is expressed by Kung; to

take from an inferior, as in the

form of taxes, is expressed by

^ Foo. f Kung kea, a

certain contribation paid by the

Canton merchants to govern,

ment; it seems to denote a pay.

iug of money instead of articles

of h'ibute. |fp Kun<y pin,

the articles of tribute.

Kung- sze, the envoy who ac-

companies the tribute, and who
does homage in the name of bis

King1

,
Prince, or Governor.

Kung slioo, to offer up; to

present oSerings
3
as of taxes,

tribute, and so on.

Kung yuen, a hall for the re-

ception of literary candidates at

the usual examinations.

)
The Uvq hamh held up as

wlieii presenting sonic-

i_| f thing, or in the manner of

the Chinese bow.

A bow to shoot with,

which the character is

thought to resemble; cover to a

carriage bent like a bow; a land

measure eight cubits long, three

hundred made a Le. Name

of a district, and of a river.

La kung, to draw a bow.

Kung chang. an instru-
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nient used in measuring land.

Kung sbe, or

Kung tseen, a bow and arrow.

Kung

itta p o che yTh urh, a little ac-

quainted with archery and horse-

manship.

1 )
The body one's own per-

j

son; ones self.

\ Kung ts'in k'e sze,

I to do the work one's self.

1 J Kh'eQh kung, to

bead the body and bow forward.

Chin kung, I, the Em-

peror. JVo* Kuns

hing sin teh, what one does one's

e'elf, the mind obtains, said of

literary exercises.

From a covering and the

Ao</^ abbreviated. Tlie pa-

lace of a king or Emperor, chief-

ly the private apai'traeuts for his

family, and the chambers for the

Avcinen. A wall a temple a ti-

tle of office; a note in music; to

surround. Show kung,

the name of a tree; a lizard thai

creeps on the wall.

Hiug kung, a travelling palace

i. e. one for the reception of the

Emperor when travelling.

Kung sbTh, a hou^e ; a (hvel-

Kng; imperial apartments; the

j>hrase first became confined to

imperial use in the time of Tsin.

Kung chuug, within the

KUNG
palace. Kung hing, the

punishment of castration,

Kung kin, the inner imperial

dwelling; the sacred apartments.

Kung ngo mei

neu, the handsome women in the

palace of the moon.

Kung t'ang che shang,

sitting in public court.

Kung teen, a palace.

From Pa, to turn the back

up, and Sze, selfish, the

opposite of that which is selfish

and unjust general public

just; equitable; fair; the male

of animals. A term of respect,

addressed to persons name of

certain official situations; a title

of nobility; name ofcertain stars;

a surname. ^tf Keuu kung,

a king, or sovereign of a coun-

try. Seang kung, a

state minister. Sze

t'ow kung, the master of a shop.

^tt Kung choo, a prince..

Kunor fei, public t'xiu'u-

diture. ^ Kung kan, or

Kung woo, public af-

fairs, ^tt Kung keu, a cer-

tain public office. ^ Kung.

kea, my father. ^ P Kung

mun, a public gate, an official

place.

^ Kung taou, just, equi-

table. Kung sin, public
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spirited. ^
Kung

p'ing ching chih suy "w oo tsze

seih sze wei shin, he who is just,

equitable, and upright, though

he be not blessed with a sou,

when he rests in death, will be

a god. ^ Kung sze, term i

by which Chinese designate Eu-

ropean Companies, ^ti SJ

Kung sze ch'iien, a company's

ship. The English Company

is expressed by

^jfiE Ying-keih-le kwo

kung pan ya. i^f Kung

so, a public place; a kind of hall

where a Company of Merchants

meet; that of the Hong Mer-

chants of Canton, is known by

the term Consoo. The phrase

known to residents by Consoo

charges, is expressed by^
Kung so hang yung.^ Kung sze, are opposites,

as public, private; just, selfish.

Kung tf^ze, toys like

men and women, for children.

Kung sze leang

tsin, both public and private du-

ty lied, Kung tseo,

the first of the five ranks of no-

bility, ^tt Kung tsze, the

son of a nobleman a term of

respect like Master or Mister.

^tt Claow kung, or

Chow seang kung, Mr.

Chow. Kung

tsoo ta jin, the title by which

privileged persons address the

magistrate of a Foo. ^
Kung tsze kea, a gentle-

man s family.

Woo kung, a poi-

sonous insect; the centi-

pedes, prepared by the Chinese

for medical purposes. Name of

a plant,

H \ Derived from Jih, twen-

^ I
ty, taken together. Re-

presents two hands, unit-

-II* \ ed to hold something.

Z 1 General many collective-

ly; the whole; all altogether;

with; the same to all to in-

clude with. Read Kung, r
to

take the control of artificers;

towards. A surname. Also

read Kung, to give or supply

with. Read Hung, forms part

of the nacae of a place*

Kung t'ung, together with.

Ta kung, or Tsung

kung, or reversed, Kung tsung,

the whole collectively.

Ho kung, all united.

Kung ke the whole number

reckoned up; sum total.

/J-l- To place; to arrange; to

\/\ offer to; to supply with;

to give; to declare; to give in

evidence. A surname.

Yin shih kung fung, to

offer meat and drink to one's
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parents, or to the gods.

Kh'ow kung, evidence, deposi-

tion, declaraiioi) of a witness, or

the declaration of. a criminal.

Kung che, to be well

provided for, as with provisions.

Kung chth, to fulfil the

duties of a situation.

Kung keth, to give to, or sup-

with. Kung ying,

)iying what is necessary;

ng'the fees of office.

Struck with fear; appre-

hension.

-J-I^
) The mind collected; seri-

T^j^V
J

ous; sedate; respectful;

reverential, in opposition

jf^rTl
j
to levity, flippancy, disiv-

vA J spect benigu; affal >le;

cordial. A certain court officer

who watches at night. To treat

a guest Avith humility and cour-

tesy. Kung, on epitaphs or in

elegies, expresses correct and

virtuous conduct; a fine exter-

nal figure, and submission to su-

periors. The name of a district.

A surname. Kung jin,

title of the wives of officers of

the fourth rank. Kung

he, respectfully wish you joy; I

congratulate you. 1^ Kung

king, serious, yedate, respectful.

Kuug, refers to the external de-

meanour King, to the mind.

Il^lf
Kuug, or Hung, flame of

a torch.

KH'UNG

To unite the bands toge-

ther, and raise them before

the breast ai the Chinese man-

ner of making a salatation; to

take hold of Avith both hands;

to encircle. The name of a dis-

trict; a surname. Chuy

kung, to let fall the raimeut and

make a salutation with the

hand^ done by the ancient

king Shun, and without further

effort, the world was tranquilliz-

ed. Kung chaoti, to

encircle Avith light; to grant

protection, as is done by a feli-

citous star. JUL Kung leTh,

to staiul in a respectful posture,

Kunir to make a

salutation. ^ Kung show,
JLLL

to <alute with the hands. *^
Kung how to she,

to wait for a long time.

r Certain beam or pillar

that supports the centre

ofa dome, raised on a colonnade.

ItH* Name of a valuable stone.

^/ Also road Hung, a mail's

name.

KH'UNG.

>-!r* The firmament or ex-

pause of heaven great

wide vacant; to empty ex-

hausted; pool-; broken; empty.

When it is applied to the heart

or mind, it denotes clearness of
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perception the mind unoccu-

pied by previous erroneous sen-

timents; unprejudiced. Used by

the Buddhists for a state of ab-

straction. The name of a place;

of an office; and of a prison.

S T'ae kh'ung, heaven.

^ Shing kh'ung, to take

an opportunity of every one

being absent. Kh'ung

chvmg, in the air.

Kh'uiigheu, vacant, unoccupied.

4^ j Kh'ung leaou, reduced

to nonentity aimibilated.

Kh'ung yen, empty talk;

prating about the good one does

not practice. Kh'ung

sin fuh, take it with an empty

stomach. Kh'ung kwo
to pass off without any reward

or any thanks; ro passNvithout

effect. S Kh'uiig show,

a certain manner of bowing.

^jj Kh'ung te, an empty

place. j Kh'ung uh, an

empty house. 4^ 3^ Kh'ung

yaou, to request to do without

rewarding,—to invite to dinner

and have nothing to eat, said

by the host.

jj^g Kh'ung t'ung5 ig-

norant: rude. Read K'ung,

hurry of ])u<iness haste ur-

gent. Road Kh'ung, wemy

An empty heart, means

unable to attain one's pur-

pose; dissatisfied; and also the

mind devoid of knowledge; ig-

'

norant; simple; pincere; unde-

signing. tSfS'tfc Kh'ung

kli'uug joo yay, in a simple rus-

tic ignorant nanner.

To draw or pull with the

baud, as a bow; to draw

in or check a horse; to strike;

to eject; to impeach or accuse

in an official form; to petition

against to government. ^^ ^*
Kh'ung kaou, to accuse or pe-

tition against, _* "f^

Kh'ung kaou urh shih

tsze, to accuse, or impeach to

government upwards of twenty-

times.

Kh'ung liow, an

instrument of music of

the reed kind.

A horse's bridle that

^^31 with which it is checked.

To lay' hold of with tlie

hand; to embrace or grasp

round. To roll or bun-

ble up; to biud.

See under Keung,
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"1^1 Apprehensive of some

J^ evil; alarm; aflVight; sus-

picion; anxious thought to sup-

•

pose; to imagine; to reckon up-

on or calculate. Hwang

kh'ung, the name of a rapid

water course. Ch'ing

kh'ung, really apprehend.

Kh ung keu, Kh'ung is the

first impression of alarm Keu

is the subsequent fright; fright;

alarm tremor. Kh'ung

hwang, alarm agitation ofmind

or spirits. Kh'ung pa,

supposition, suspicion; to sup-

pose; to apprehend.

To bind with leather;

to bind fast; to maintain

firmly; well secured, applied to

the defence of a city. To dry

with fire; the name of a state;

and of a district. A surname.

Kh'ung koo, well bound

or secured; safely guarded.

To give to; to present

with; to supply with; re-

spectful; to do with respect; the

name of a district; a surname,

-r^f "\ From bird and its young

*3 I j I
o7ies. An ancient desig-

\ nation of excellence; a

^> fj I spacious vacuum; an ori-

^jJ\) fire; an aperture; the hole

of a musical instrument; the

passages of an auimal body; the

name of a bird; a surname. ^*
*ifL Pe kh'ung, the nostrils.

Shan kh'ung, interstices in

the mountains. 5^ Kh'ung

heue, an open place a hole; a

cavern. Kh'ung

foo tsze, Confucius. -^L "J^*

Kh ung tsze pilh

yu kwae, Confucius did not

speak of the strange or marvel-

lous. -fL Kh'ung shing,

Kh'ung (Confucius) the sage.

Kh'ung taou, a thorough-

fare; a road not stopped at ei-

ther end; a highway.

Kh'ung ts'eo, the peacock.

13^^ Read Kh ung, a small cup.

t̂

t

Read Kan, a cover or lid.

KWA.

YtT" The cucumis species; cu-

JJ^^. cumber and melon forms

a part of various proper names.

JJS^ Se kwa, the water me-

lon. Hwang kwa, the

cucumber. T"l: c:i kwa,

a certain medicine.

Kwa chow, name of a place

near Nanking, and also of a

place beyond the great wall, on

the N. E.

Kwa C'ccn \>Ci\\ nu U\ don't
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touch your shoes in a melon

field, lest people think you are

stealing their fruit.

Distorted; deviating from

rectitude.

To lead; to drag; to strike.

Divination; to divine and

mark by lines; a prognos-

Ta kwa,

- Chen kwa, or | | Piih kwa,

to divine, or cast lots. There

are two modes of doing t!ii

either with three coins cast

from a tortoise ^hell box, or

taking one from amongst sixty-

four slips of wood. The eight

diagrams, or Pa kwa, invented

by Chow,

JrW^ To be separated from; to

^f^f lay by to hang on the

middle of the little finger of the

left hand; to divine by straws

placed between the fingers; to

hang up; to suspeud.

' Heueu kwa, to hang up with a

line. Kwa e, or

Kwa sin, thought and heart

suspended, anxious thought.

SI* Kwa jin ch'e

kee, to be hung upon people's

teeth and jaws, to make one's

self the topic of their constant

conversation. Kwa leu,

suspense; anxiety. Kwa

shang, to hang up.

Kwa tang, to hang up a lamp.

Read Kwa, Hwa, and

Kwae, a kind of chess

board, or rather the squares on

a board to binder; to impede;

to fasten, as a horse to a crook-

ed bnmeh.

From hand and earth

twice as if to draw a li-

mit with the hand to suspend,

or Lang up. Kwa
sing ch'a, the raft hung upon

the stai*?. Compare vith f3
Keu and ^* l:',u

Certain coarse silk from

which the finer has beeu

taken; thread or cords knotted

and used to fasten a horse to; a

crooked piece of wood threads

formed into a knot.

Kang kwa, a particular kind of

pointed-arrow.

- - Long upper garments worn

^iltl by women the sleeve or

ornamented cuff.

CHkva,torush
"l1"^ against an iiDpedim^iit

to fall into a net. Kwa
ngae, to hinder; to impede, as

by a net. Kwa neen,

to think with anxiety.

To deceive; to fail in; to

HZjTI disappoint. Read Hwa,

an impediment ; a hindrance.
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KWA
To separate the flesh from

to cut off the fiefh and

place the skeleton by it-

seif.

'fa

A ^L^u-i'tbJ mouth. Read

Ko, a suraame.

An ancient divine person

who operated at the crea-

tion of all creatures. Common-

ly called Neu kwa, the

character woman is for sound

only, and does not denote that

the person was a woman. Neu-

kwa, also invented a musical in-

strument, of the reed kind. The

name of a hill a surname.

jfefit g a shig

•^{^J or snail without the shell.

A yellowish horse ivith a

black mouth. Forms part

of a man's name.

Kwa, or Yaou, hollow

indented; a pit; a concave.

Also read Kwa.

From a covering or a

V house^ and P^n, to

^distribute, or divide and

I give to; hence, few; lit-

' j tie; seldom rai'ely sin-

gle; alone. A widow; a woman

^vithowt her husband at the age

of fifty: a terra used by kings

snd princes for J and me. The

second form, which is common,

is not correct. Kwa, is u^od

nipo in a ^>od sense. ini]^y!ii;r

KH'WA

few desires, and little to say.

P3h woo kwan

kwa, do not insult a widower

nor a widow. Koo kwa,

fatherless and widows. ^
To kwa, how many

Pow to yih kwa, to les-

sen the superabundant and add

to the deficient, thus equaliz-

ing, Kwa foo, a widow

woman, Kwa ho, to

unite in society rarely,

Kwa jin, or Kwa keun,

I, the king, used with affected

humility, implying that his vir-

tues are small. Kwa
tse the wife, properly call-

ed, she being but one. f

Kwa teh, possessed of but little

virtue. Kwa wan, to

have heard but little; to be un-

acquainted with the world,

Kwa yCih, few desires.

KHWA,
Striding1 and strutting;

big; self-conceited; extra-

vagant. Otherwise read Keu

and Kho.

From big and hear*. Great

iu one s own estimatiou;

self-conceited perverse cow-

ardly.

Kh'wa or Koo, the legs

or thi^bfl the space be-
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tween the thighs; a fat appear-

ance. )]% Khwa he a, be-

tween the legs.

-^^^ From big and words. To

I

talk big to boast to

italic and brag much

I large,-~applied to cloth

) and garments. ]^
Tsze jin haou kh'wa,

this raan is fond of boasting,

g Pj^ KhVa tsuy, to brag

to vaunt. Kh'wa kow
or Kh^wa yen, boasting,

rhodomontade.

To pass over to surpass

to stride over to sit, as

on the back of a liorse to sit,

an ancient local word . The

thighs between the thighs.

Kh'wa kwa to straddle

and stride in walking.

Kh'wa ma, to ride on the back

of a liorse.
|

Kh'wa shth tsze kea, to step

over, or tread under feet across,

a form of abjuration of the

CLriS cian religion required by

the Chinese, in their public

courts.

^Si KWape'or

HJt Kh'wa pe, a soft lub-

berly person a puffing boaster.

KWA.

To rub off; to pare off;

to scrape. One says, to

press forcibly with the fingers or

hand; or violent attrition.

K,va mo,
lj

T'elh

kwa, or Ail Kwa sto, all

express to scrape or pare off.

[] -f*- Kwa tsze, to scrape out

letters. Kwa
seo kea t^'tien, to pare off stin-

gily, or deduct from the price

agreed on.

KWAE.

f
f

Diffluent streams; soft

JC^ / flowing; parting; divld-

\ ing; to divide. Also read

\ Keue, that with which

! the strings of an instru-

ment are stretched.

To pare the flesh. From

^/J men's bones, and to throw

them aside. To be distinguished

from Ling. To dwell apart

to separate from beside.

A staff held in the hand

I to assist the feet. To

|>swinclle to kidnap to

-f-tf steal children or women.

^77J ^ K^vae chang, a
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staff. K^ae

fan fuo neu, to kidnap and sell

women and girh. , Kwae

p^en
?
to swindle; to cheat and

seduce; to persuade to run away.

Kwae teze, a kidnap-

a swindler.

Kwae p'een jin ts'ee, to se-

duce away, or elope with a con-

cubine. Kwae tae, to

carry off in a kidnapping manner.

A staff to support old

bones an old man's staff.

K^vae chang, a

walking stick; a staff.

Said to represent the back

bone to turn the back

upon perverse wicked;

pti^anore extraordinary.

Kwae e strange,

unaccountnb!e
?

in a bad

eoiise. Kwae

»u, rlevor and ingenious, in

eon^e; crai'ty.

A kind of basket for car-

rying fish in.

Different from what is

ccinmou strange mon-

strous; superhuman; un-

natural appearances, as

fairies elfs; hobgoblins;

Grange appearances seen about

wild lonely mountainous places

false and woiulerful stories; a

strange odd visage to deem

strange; to be surprized at.

Kwae suy, superhuman,

monstrous appearances, a&

ghosts, elfs, &c. Kwae

^ing, a cheerful disposition, j

Kwae tsae, an exclamation

expressive of surprize and as-

tonisliment. Kwae t!an,

ionary tales of wonder; mar-

vellous unfounded stories; fond

of the marvellous. *

Kwae pub teL, cannot be deem*

ed strange; it is not to be sur-

prized at.

] Kwae wuh yay fef

hea shih seaou urh, a strange

thing which flew cIoavd at nights

and devoured little children.

JL^^ Kvae or Kwei. From

[
a man and assembling.

One who excites to combination

or conspiracy. She

kwao
5

or ^* f Ya kwae, a

person "who goes round amongst

the dealers in rice, to induce

them to sell at a higher price

on particular occasions; a man
who effects combinations a-

mongst the dealers, punishable

by law.

Kavuc or Kwei, to cut or

break asunder.
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Kwae tpze or Kwae

tsze show, an executioner.
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KH'WAE.
The heartflowing . A flow

of soul joy alacrity

Vspeed cheerfulness self

JV-« indulg-ence. A surname.

|yV J ' Puh kh'wae, r
P^h sbwang kVae,

indisposed; not in good health.

K wae e cheerful, pleas-

ing thoughts or feelings.

Kh'wae hwo, glad and live-

ly; elevated spirits keen sen-

sation of pleasure.

Kh'wae kh'wae kh^eu, go rn'ge

forward with haste.

Kh'wae 15 joy and delight; de-

lightful.

Kh'wae Ling woo haou poo, to

walk fast is not a good-looking

pace. P Khwae
kh wae kh'ae mun, make haste

and open the gate. ,

Kh'wae ma, a fleet horse a

courier a postman.

Kh'wae seay, make haste,

Kh'wae t'ing, a fast boat

;

a hoy.

Occurs in the sense of the

preceding. Otherwise

read Kh'eue.

tt^^ KVae orHwae, to drink

^ a constriction or stoppage

of the throat. ^
kh'wae, clamour, vociferation.

A surname. A person's name.

Read Kwae, the name ofa place.

Read Kwa or K^vae, meagre,

thin countenance.

] From dog and assembling

or quick. Artful; crafty

causing disturbance and

trouble. Keaou

)t-\^ kh'wae, crafty fi'audu

-

v lent; deceitful.

A man's name. Read

Hwuy, to adom the seams

of a cap with stones.

To cut or mince. The

name of a state. Very

small minced meat or Hsh; it is

a modem usage to cut up alive

fish or pig's head, and eat them

without dressing; supposed to

be very strengthening, called

Yu-sang, living fish;

eaten chiefly in winter.

Kh'wae cliih, minced and roast-

ed.

|gf^ Perturbation and dipquie-

I tiule of mind.
f

Hwan kh'wae, a state of stupi-

dity induced by sickness.

Kli wae Iwan, the thoughts

disturbed, perplexed and confus-

ed.
•

Eead Kwae, as a verb in-

transitive, to spoil to in-

jure; to go to ruin of its ovnx
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accord. Read Hwae as a verb

active, to spoil to injure; to

break to ruin; to destroy. The

name of a hill. Faded, as a dis-

eased or cast off tree, as it drops

its branches. See Hwae.

1
A clod of Garth a seg-

I

merit or fragment, or

^portion of a piece; dol-

_ I tish, unintelligent as a

I I J clod. Occurs used for the

pronoun I,

J^C TVaou wuh che ming

yue ta kh'wae, the name of

that which creates (namely Hea-

ven and Earth, Nature) is call-

ed Ta-kh'wa^.

T

kh'wae, a clod of earth.
"

Yih k'wae leang kh'wae,

one piece, two pieces, &c.

—

"

i Yih kh'wae te, a portion

of land*

Cli'in t'oo wei pung kh'wae,

• dusty, or loose earth is (called)

Pung.k'wae. ^^ P,okVa(
to break the clod; as plants

sprout up through it.

Kh'wae jen woo che,

doltish and ignorant.

To breathe; a long breath-

Kh'wae or Kwan
kh'wae, certain grass or

if i rushes fit for making

i'J
I cords of. The name of a

place. A surname. ^fj^

Khwae how, certain thread, or

cord wound round the handle

of a sword. •

KWAN.

^SZj^ A covering under which

\\ many are assembled. An
oilicer of the government whe-

ther civil or military, great or

l?ioall; the word translated by

the Portuguese Mandarin^ and

which is now adopted throufxli-

out Europe. Kwan is also u-ed

to denote, the place where busi-

ness is transacted at court, au(l

may be translated government

Occurs in the sense of business

or affair the senses of the hu-

man body are called the Five

Kwan, the eye?, ears, nose,

mouth, and eye-brows. A sur-

T'een

kwan ts ze fuh, may the rulers

of heaven confer happiness. >7^_

Juh kwan, or Kwei

kwan, to revert to the mandarius;

to be confisouted to j?overnniei)t.

Kwan ('"li, an official

appointment. ^ Jf^ Kwan

foo, a general term for an offi-
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cer of the goveruraent, answer-

ing to the word Mandarin.

Kwan hwa, the general lan-

guage of China, called the Man-

darin. ^ Kwan

hivan jiu kea, a gentleman's fa-

mily. ^§ Kwan loo, a gov-

ernraent road. g g Kwan

te the respectability becoming

a magistrate, ^ Kwan
yang, the air and manner of

a magistrate magisterial— •not

used in a good sense.

From wood and to rule.

To close or shut up; that

which encloses a dead bo-

dy; a coffin; that which

closes up or terminates all

human affiiirs, with respect to

the individual; to gather or col-

lect together, K wan

ts'ae, a coffin. Kwan
kwo, an internal coffin and the

external slielK

^ Kavjiu kwan. Name of a

y |5 river; perturbed; confus-

ed; hurried; excited, as boiling

water.

Diseased; sick; disease in-

duced by the grief of a

good man.

' A tube or reed employed

as an instrument of music

-a bamboo or any tube tin

rpeas of which pencils an

^ \ h.ane: to gni(!<- hy llie use

of the pencil or by writing; to

rule; to control; the general

control of. Woo kwan,

the viscera. Kwan h( ;a,

to keep in subjection. ^*
Kwan keen, to see through a

tube; to see little used by per-

son's to express their own limit-

ed views. J Kwan le, to

direct or rule. Kavrii

shuh, to restrain and keep iu or-

der. Kwan yo, a kind

of porter at the Imperial palace;

Kwan yo, is also an instrument

of music. Chaou kwan,

to oversee and keep in order.

^>t,"l A certain appendage of a

vpT^I 1 carriage, commonly made

>of iron; in hearses made

of wood. Th^ coulter of

a plough.

1
From a covering and

I I^ J

many assembled to eat.

\ A hall or house for the

^jf^
j

reception of strangers or

J^l
I travellers, an inn a place

provided by government for of-

ficers; travelling on duty is call-

ed Kung kwan. Any

public hall, an exchange or place

where trading people meet

i

ichool. Occurs in the name of

a place. Too kwan, a

gaming house. Yen

kvvau, house for snK>king o-

piniii. /| I S.nM-u mmig
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kwan, a boy's school.

P'eaou kwan, a brothel.

E kwan, the hall of foreign-

ers; the rooms' of European

Companies at Canton are so call-

ed. Haviiv kwau, a

merchant's hall. Hi o

kwan, or Shoo kwan, a

school. Kli'ae kwan, to

open a school. Tu

king kwan, a kind of private

academy for grown persons, in

which the ancient classics are

taught. Kwan so, a

public hall for the reception of

merchants or scholars.

Kwan shay, a house or dwelling

place. Kwan ching, the

government or rules of a school.

From water, mortar, and

JUf^ a tub. To wash the hands
|

to wash with water in a tub; to

wash the hands before offering

sacrifice. ^ Kwan tst; e,

to wash aud comb.

Kwan showj to wa?h the hands.

fi Kwan se, or M
Kwan uh, to wash; to cleanse;

to bathe.

Read Kwan, to cap; to

put a cap on a young man
a ceremony formerly performed

by his fether, when the indivi-

dual had arrived at the age of

twenty. It is now performed

on the day of mnrriafre. Fe-

males have a similar observance,

instead of being capped, their

hair is put up and dressed in a

particular manner, with a bod-

kin of wood, copper, silver, or

gold, according to the wealth of

the parties. Kea kwan,

to add the cap, or perform the

coreintniy just described. Read

Kw an, the person who overtops

all others, the bead; the chief.

A surname. Meen

kwan, to put oft' u cap. This is

]>lain language. | Shing

kwan, raise the cap i. e. put it

off, in the language of coui'tosy.

mm Kwan meen, a cap. 7^
Kwan chang, caps and long

robes; i. e. fine raiment.

lid^ Read II wan, a grass or

J (Zl rush of which mats are

made; a mat. A surname. Read

Kwati, in a similar sense; also

the name of a ])lace; and of a

valley. Tung kwan,

the district on the eastern side

of the Bocca Tigris.

A certain part of the sto-

ij^ The name of a plant; a

certain Avater bird. Also

read IIwan.

Name of a river; and of

a district; to run or flow

to one place to drink; to

assemble or collect toge-

ther; fv< lr g'wving plants :
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to pour out as a libation. Read

Hwaii, flowing in large masses.

Kwan choo, to spread

out in many streams, ^|
Kwan kwan, to state with the

utmost sincerity, jf^ Kwan
kae to apply water to to flow

to. Kwan shwuy, to

put water on plants to water.

mm Kwan tsuy, thoroughly

drunk, Kwan te, to pour

a libation on the ground.

Read Hwan, to rejoice

to be pleased. ReadKwan,

to be sorry and distressed. ^|
Kwan kwan, sorrowful,

without having any one to tell

one's tale to.

To raise fire; i. e. to ig-

nite to heat with fire

fire rising or flaming up the

person who ignites the fire at

sacrifices.

The name of a valuable

stone. A man s name.

A kind of jar; a vessel

for drawing water a ves-

sel for containing water, wine,

or oil. Used also for a tea can-

nister or tea catty it is appli-

cable to a great variety oi mugs,

jars, and so on, whether made

of earthen ware, metal or glass.

Name of a certain water

bird, which from its fond-

jiess for water, always begins

to sing at the approach of rain'

To look to observe to

travel, or to ramble, and

observe to cause to be

observed to manifest.

That which is observed;

, the external appearance;

]%/T . J
many. The temples of the

Taou sect, are called Kwan. A
palace an elevated gallery a

man s name; name of a district.

Used for the following

Kwan chen, to look up to, as

to a superior. i~f Kwan
hing, to observe the actions or

conduct Kwan kh'an,

to look at and observe.

^Pf Kwan ts'ze kh'o keen,

those who observe this, may

eee, &c.
i
"g* Kwan yin

shan, Padre hill, behind Cantx>n„

Kwan yin, a merciful

goddess, much spoken of, and

frequently represented, ^^"g*

Kwan yin poo sa the

goddess Kwan-yin.

Yung kwan, external appear,

ance deportment.

From a representation of

a string passing through

and money. Pei, anciently

denoted a kind of money, which

having a hole through it could

be strung together hence, to

string or connect. Used for the

following to connect, as beads

F F
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strung together to pass through

and through to p?»ss through

the middle to implicate or in-

volve tbe name of a state. A

surname. Tseth kwan,

an account of one's self, requir-

ed at public ex<an>inations, stat-

ing the place of one' 3 birth,

age, and figure.

Kwan yue oh' a, the- raft linked

with the moon; has probably

some reforence to the ark as

spoken of in India.

Kwan tung or Kwan
cboo, to pass right through ; to

see through witli the mind.

A heart or mind which

has passed through af-

fairs. Accustomed; lmving had

experience of practiced in.

Formerly written with hawd,

as the following; now written

with heart. , '\M @
Seih. kwan t?ze jen, doni be-

comes second nature. '|

Kwan shuh, matured in, fully

ac'iiuiinted witli. Kwan

woi, f Kwan lung, or |

Kwan t«o, accustomed to

do.

r^g* To be ftCCurtom r'

r

mili"r with '

preceding character. 1( .. vlis-

re^pectful to.

Kwan tuli kwei shin, irrever-

ence or impiety to the gods.

KWAN

' Pained, diseased; unable

to fulfil the duties of a

I situation.

^jjy^ A certain large fish a

j
Person advanced in life,

and without a wife; at>

old liachelor or a widow-

er; few; used also for the

preceding. ^ Kwan keu,

to live alone. Kwan
kvra^ a widower and a widow.

Kwan yu, u large fish,

said to fill a cart itself.

From a door aud to pass

threads transversely. To

fasten a door with a cross

)
bolt or bar; to stop up;

to close a door; the bolt

of a door; the gate of a

j
market place gate to a

grave. A bar; a limit or pass;

to pass over to to bear upon;

to effect or implicate in conse-

quences. Morally, a boundary

line or limit between virtue and

vice; happiness and misery. A
paf-s famous in history, situated

between Ho-iian and Shen-?e.

To pass through to proceed

from, or bj the way of, >^
*"3 "^P" Puh kwan avo S7f\

it does i.ot concern mc. ',
Pe kwan, to shut a gate, as of

n market place.

Tsing wei kwan, the line be-

tween purity and doSlemen t

.
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Le yuh kwan, the

boundary between reason and

passion, z^l San kwan,

the ears, eyes, and mouth.

Kwaii churig, answers to

the modern Shen-se Province.

i^jt Kwan he, consequeuces;

the e i!s which fbllovr any g: v

-

en proceeding, or "ngle act.

Kwan kh'ow, custom-

house, in Canton called a Cliop-

house. The people who attend

in them are called

Kwan kh'ow kea jiu, or

^5 Shwuy yuh. The atten-

dants fi'om the Hoppo's office

are complimented by ff^

Tay-mun. Kwan k'ung,

the eye into which the handle

of an axe is put. Kwaa
Kwau meh certain pai'ticnlars

respecting the pulse. P
Kwan mun, to shut or bolt a

door. ^{5 Kwan poo the

Hoppo of Canton.

Kwan urh se, denotes the re-

gions on the west of Honan.

! Kwan sm, it concerns

my mind.

To pour out an oWation

when sacrificing also to

pour out wine, and invite

guest to drink.

the appearance of two

horns. The two tufts of

hair on the heads of Chinese

children. In the colloquial dia-

lect, the two tufts of hair are

called T g keo.

To pass the threads trans-

^ |J v^rsely iu weaving.

KH'WAN.

From a cor, i ing, and a

toild sheep. Aluvgehonse^

Abroad, wide, large, easy,

liberal, generous, kind,

forgiving; to enlarge; to

widen. ^~ )^ Kb'wan yih

ch'ih, a cubit broad.

Kh'wan ngan, kind, extensive

benevolence.

kh'wo, large and wide.

Kh'wau yung-, indulgent for-

bearing. KhVaia shoo,

to expand to relax to open

out; to take relaxation.

Kh'wan ta, larger wide; li-

beral; indulgent.S
( The hip bones; the bones

of the pelvis.

Something desired by the

^ I
mind, but which is still

^unattainable sincere

real; afJectlonate; single-

ness of intention to seek

a passage through to reach or

extendto to detain transverse;

some memorandum engraven

on; empty; leisurely; uame ofa
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river : numeral of afiairs. Used

for the following.

Yih kh'wan sze, an affair; some

occurrence. Kh'wan

kh'euli, or Wei kh'eQh,

to impose some hardship upon.

Kh'wan tae, to treat

KH'WAN
sincerely, liberally, generally.

Kh'wan tung, the name

of a plant.

Empty vacant; hollow

rotten wood. Also read

Koo, and Ko. The name of a-

KWAN.

I In the Dictionaries, read

Sj^ Hwan. Commonly read

Kwan, a stick a staff; a rod of

wood or metal. See Hwan.

Kwan p'een, to swindle.

Kwan t'oo, a sharper.

From public and gar-

ment. Imperial raiment;

court dresses. Also read

^Keuen.

K-wan e sew chang, im-

^* ^ perial dresses and embroi-

y/^^ dered garments.

Kwan lung- p'aou, the dra-

gon robe,

~

-five dragons are em-

broidered on it; common court

dresses have four.

Kwan meen, a robe and a

crown.

To turn.

The appearance of water

flowing moving rapidly;

rolling to roll about as

anything round does to

roll to run. Used in

Canton for boiling.

Kwan shwuy, boiling water,

peculiar to Canton.

^fe Kwan yuen teih choo

tsze, pearls that roll about.

Kwan ne loo pa,

make off with yourself, said

in auger to a person.

j» / To hoe or put up the

ground, or monld around

the roots of plants.

To cut or shave off the'

hair; a leafless tree. A
man s name.

A fish a large fish. Name

of the father of Yu,

the repairer of the Deluge, fa-

mous in China.

KH'WAN.

From a plant surround-

ed and fading, because

of the confinement. An old

house. Fatigued; wearied; ex-
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hausted poor; diseased; weak;

bed-ridden; lassitude. The name

of one of the Kwa. To be

confused; disordered, as by wine.

Sorry; mournful to labour as

in studying what is not yet

perceived. Used as an active

verb, to exercise superiority of

strength or of talent, so as to

cripple. To repress; to weary;

to fatigue; one who opposes in-

effectual effort, as animals that

are hunted. Kh'eung

kh'wan, wearied or exhausted

by ineffectual efforts in pursuit

of honor or of gain.

Hing le kh'wan fa, a

want of, or inadequate supply

of, travelling necessaries.

Tse kh'wan, to supply the

wants of the necessitous.

iol P'ing nae kh'wan

wei, by disease is rendered

dangerously weak. Fe
kh'wan, to be wearied or ex-

hausted. Kh'wan choo,

to weaken to disable; to inca-

pacitate from acting, ami to keep

under a kind of control.

Kh'wan fa, a failure of

strength, or of pecuniary re-

sources. Kh'wan keuen,

wearied; fatigued.

Kh'wan yuh, grieved vexed;

anxious. KVan
leih fa yay, Kh'wan, denotes a

failure of strength.

From heart and to com-
press. Sincere, devoted

mind. Kin shoo
shin kh'wan, with much respect

sincerely state my mind used

in letters.

KhVan khVan khVan khVan,
sincere and devoted in the high-

est degree. Kh'wan
shin, or Shin kh'wan, sincere;

plain unadorned.

From hand and to com

-

press. To beat and bind

in order to render firm; fine

work; to take, to work on. ^®
Kh'wan keu, well made

shoes; strong shoes; to labour

at making shoes.

From wood and to con

—

fine. The posts of a door;

the two side posts; sometimes

moveable, as in carriages; the

posts of a gate; referring to the

gate of a camp. To bring a

work to a close; the appearance

of concluding or finishing; to

arrange in order.

From silk threads and to

confine. To tie up; to

bind; to weave.

Kh'wan kh'e lae, to tie up; to

bind persons previous to punish-

ment. ^1 Kh'wan pang,

to tie or fasten with cords.

pB From a gate and to com-

I J press. The posts of a

gate; the gate of heaven; the
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door which leads to the female

apartments; the chambers of the

women. KhVan fan,

a pattern of female virtue said

respecting the dead.

Kh'wau foo title of a military

officer. Kh'wan nuy,

the abodes of the females,

Kh'wan wae, the hubitations

of the men.

kh'wan, the gate of heaven.

1X1^ Bald headed; the passage

of the ear.

Kh'wan or Keuen, the

mushroom,

' KtVan
yew we urh ch'ang tuh sha jin,

the mushroom has a pleasant

taste, but constantly poisons peo-

ple.

irft The earth; the name of

one of the | Kwa; the

ideal meaning is compliance or

obedience; hence the word is ap-

plied symbolically—to statesmen

who are servants, and ought to

be obedient to the Sovereign to

wives; to the moon; and to things

generally, which are inferior and

ought to yield or to be obedient.

Its opposite is Kh'een,

Kli'een kh'wan, heaven and

earth, the sun and moon, the su-

perior and inferior.

KhSvan chin, the figure obtain-

ed by Fuli-he from the back of

a tortoise*

I—I Together; at the same

time; an elder brother; to

take precedence a surname; the

name of a hill. Read Kh'wan,

a man's name. KlVwan

te, or KIi'avSu ch'ung,

an elder and youj^'er brother;

brothers. ^
Ne ling kh'wan ch'ung haou, are

your brother s well?

Kh'wau how, before and after.

lli )
Kh'wan lun, fam-

(
ous moimtaius on the N.

/ W. of China in Central

Asia, of which many fa-

bulous things are said.

The yellow river is said to spring

from the north east edge of the

range of mountains.

Kh'wan kang, name of a hill.

Kh'wan shan

p'een yuh, title of the literary

rank otherwise called Shwaug-

yuen.

Beautiful stones; a stone

J-JTu like a pearl.

An embroidered sash; a

cord; a child's sash. Read

Hwan, a seam.

p| Drawers or breeches any

garment for the breech.

Kh'wSn tang,

breeches also the name

of a plant.
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The spawn of fish gene-

rally; also a very large

fisdi, said to be several thousand

le long. II Khw5n
hwa wei p'ang, the Kh'v/an is

transformed into a P'ang,-

~

which is a very large bird.

Name of a bird that re-

sembles a fowl, but larger.

A path in the ladies' a-

partmentri of the palace.> Kwei khVan, a

virtuous accomplished

woman.

To cut off the branches of

trees.

From fire placed above

Man, denoting illustri-

ous splendid glorious;

light; splendour; bright;

shining. Naked plain

bare bai'ely only. Read KAvang,

to illumine; to adorn to shed

lustre upon. Jlh kwang,

the light of the .
Yue kwang, the light of the

moon. ^£ "3fe Choo kwang,

the sovereign light; i. e. the

sun; this phrase is also applica-

ble to the light or glory of Deity,

as in the following sentence,

jji Shin kwang

p'oo chaou, the light of Deity

illumines every place. '
3^ Teen chuh kwang, light a

candle. 3^ Hwuy kwang,

3t Kwang ming, ^fe

Kwang y:io". Kwang

KWANG.

hwa, or 9^ Kwang ts,ae,

all express what is light, splen-

did, and gay. Kwang

chaou, to illumine.

Kwang yung luh ta

foo title written on cards of

persons of the first rank,

Kwang heen, to manifest.

3^ Kwang t'ow bald head,

i Kwang ts'een

yaou how, to give celebrity to

one's ancestors, and to reflect

glory on one's posterity.

Kwang jun, bright and

glossy. Kwang keo,

naked feet. K^vang

shay, beams or rays of light.

Kwang ming

ching ta, truly great and splen-

did, said of persons or things.
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stick, denotes a person possess-

ed of nothing, who goes about

swindling. Ting

shang yuen kwang, the rays of

glory round the head of Bud-

dha; sometimes represented by

a ring of bright copper.

^* Kwang king, appearance of

circumstances; a prospect; the

aspect of affairs.

An utensil employed in

weaving; a certain timber

at the head of a boat.

Kwang lang, or ^j^Q ^§ Kwang
lang, the name of a wood, of

which the best chair poles are

made.

^ / \ f

^

From water and light, A
\J Li kind of lustre issuing from

water bubbling up. Name of a

river; wide and deep; used to

denote perturbation.

Kwang kwang, a martial ap-

pearance an angry aspect.

H^k ^BJEPang kwang, the

/J/li urinary vessels; the blad-

der.

A wild levity of speech

incoherent talk; to seduce

] by imposing on with ly-

ing speeches.

A martial appearance.

Repeated Kwang kwang,

a martial appearance; va-

liant bolt commanding. A
doubtful character.

From a house and im-

/ perial yellow; a large pa-

lace; large; great; wide; exten-

sive; to extend; to widen; name

of a place; and of a military car-

riage; a surname,

Ch'uen che yu kwang, pro-

mulge them more extensively.

Lo taou

ui'h kwang poo che, to delight

in the principles of goodness

and diffuse them extensively.

S Shin fung

kwang ta> intellectual capacity

of great extent, >^
Che khe puh kwang, a con-

tracted mind.

Kwang yuen nan che, a subject

of vast extent which it is diffi-

cult to understand.

m Kwang hing yin chTh, to

perform extensively virtuous

and benevolent deeds.

Kwang chow foo the city

district of Canton, with the sur-

rounding country; also the ma-

gistrate who presides over it

^ Kwang ts'ae heo,

to increase one's talents and

learning by reading.

Kwang hee, a military officer

of the 3rd rank, in Canton.
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Kwang keaou, or

^ Kwang kee p'ang yew,

extensive acquaintance. ^
TT Kwang hing Ban

keaou, to propagate widely the

three religions viz. that of

Bnddha, Taou^ and Confacius.

Kwang* tung, the pro-

vince ofCanton. Kwang

se, the province adjoining Can-

ton, on the west; these two pro-

vinces are under one governor,

and united called Leang

kwang, the tivo Kwang.

Kwang leang, un-

Xkj[^ Fearful; tiuikl; apprehen-

IE "'e. KhVang
kee, timid; cowardly.

Kh'wang keu, fearful; filled

with alarm.

fc^ The ends -of a cofSu.

j-^ KliVang ho, the head

or eud of a coffin.

The margin of the

even.

KH'WANG.

Originally denoted a

square vessel; hence, by

allusion it denotes square; right;

to right; to rectify to assist; to

deliver. Occurs in the sense of

distorted, or declined fi-om the

perpendicular. The name of a

place. A surname.

K'e kh'wang ta very lame.

Kh'wang ching, to right, to

put in order. Kh'wang

fang, square, regular.

Kh'wang kew khe ngo,

to rescue fi'om vice.

E£ff 8ft Wl Kh'watig jaiig, in

haste, urgent.

J

the ball of the eye.

>^ Kaou kh'waiig, a high

j

eye-ball. BR^S Ten
' kh'wang ta, eye ball la?yge;

supercilious, proudly contemp-

tUOUF,

A kind of basket for con-

taining rice; a basket gen-

erally; the name of a star; a cer-

tain couch or bed. Name of a

place. Kh'wang keu,

a basket used when sacrificing-

Kh'wang fei, a basket

in which presents are sent.

JrEp To speak falsely to lie;

to deceive; to cheat.

Kh'wang p'een, to defraud

by lying speeches.

^^ Kh'wang eeaiig,

walking in a hurried mau-

A horse with curling ears.

The appearance of water.

g o o G
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^t-r' \ From a dog aspiring to

^ t , /
reign over others. Mad;

ambitious. A disease

which effects the mind

r.ud disables it from jud-

ging between right and wrong,

what is advantageous and what

is not. Madness; iusanity; mad-

ness exhibited by anger and

rage; used in a lower sense for

any wild s or extravagance

of thinking or acting; entliusias-

tic, in a good sense. Name of

a hird, of a hill, aud of a river.

Shoo kh'wang, book-

mady extravagantly peduutic.

Kh'Avang ch'e, mad, fool-

ish. Kh'wang fei, to

bite like a mad dog —applied

contemptuously to a per.-on who

is in a violent patriot! ; ambiti-

ous projects. Cfc Kh'wang

kh'euen, a mad dog.

K'wang ts'aou, incoherent, wild

levity of disposition; extrava-

gant and eccentric. 4i
Kh'waug wang, mad, irregular,

vicious conduct extravagant,

wild schemes or pretensions.

Kh'wang yen, incoher-

ent wild, extravagant talk.

iff A kind ofsquare carriage;

J^I La wheeled carriage or a

—
! wheel-barrow. An unma-

nageable wheel-barrow.

Water collected in a lake-

or pond. Name of a ri-

ver; name of a star; the glare of

water; a wide surface of deep

water. Paper coloured yellow.

Chwatig kh'wang, a pa-

per case neatly made to contain

any present;* paper cases or

boxes generally.

A cave; k cavern. The

grave or pit in which the

dead are deposited, a desolate

wilderness; an extensive region.

From the sun and widely

spread. Clear; bright

empty; vacant; waste; distant;

remote; of long duration. A
surname. Kh'wang keh

far separated; remotely apart in

respect of time.

Kh'wang jih ch*e kew, to

delay the time long.

Khrwang yay che te,

waste land; a wilderness.

R Kh'ung khVang, waste;

void unoccupied*

From eye aud wide. A
dead colourless eye; a life-

less eye to extend the eyes

wide; to stare. Le

kh'wang, to look; to gaze.

Raw silk; silk in a con-

fused state, not yet formed

into threads.
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KWANG or KUXG.

The upper part ofthe arm.

The name ofa country; a

man's name. Pe

kwang, the arm.

K'euh kwang, to bend the

arm. Koo

kwang urh miih, legs,

arms, ears, aad ^yes;— ' states-

men are such to the Sovereign,

A wine cup made frora

rhinoceros' horn. A
crooked appearance; curi-

ng "P; large; great.

Kwang kwang, a firm

straight-forward appearance.

Kwang yaiig, a large sheep.

KWEI.

] A kind of sceptre made

of fine stone, carried in

\ the hands by ancient gov-

Tlfc I

ernors or princes of states,

^dtl J as the signal of autlrority;

the Emperor gave them as the

badge or seal of his appoint-

ment. A certain measure.

To cut; to cut open; to

pierce to step. Applied

to killing victims.

The laurus cassia, the

Chinese say it is the best

of all medicines it grew in hea-

ven, and fell from the moon.

Three sorts grow in Cochin-

china. Kwei hwa, the

olea fragrans. Kwei

p'e, cassia lignea. Kwei

lin the capital of Kwang-sc+ Kwei tsze, cassia buds;

a valuable kind of whicli comes

from Cochiu-cliina through

Kwang-se province, and is call-

ed Ngan peen kwei,

or Peen kwei. A finer sort is

called Ts'ing hwa
kwei. Yuh kwei, cin-

namon.

An instrument of husban-

dry. Read Wa, to plough.

Kwei, or Kwa, long gar-

j\dtl menrs; a kind of gown or

external female garment, that

reaches to the feet. The sleeve

or cuff of a garment.

Kwei, or Kwa, half a step

or pace; to step with one

foot; the distance of one step.

Read See, effort beyond ones

strength larae effort. '
Pe kwei, the appearance of ex-

ertion. Kwei poo, Kwei,

denotes the length of one step,

or three cubits; Poo, is the dis-

tance of a step, with each foot,
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or six cubits.If
Kwei poo puh wang, not to for-

get for a monieut.

Ktf The name of a district.

A surname.

A solitary <loor of an a-

partraent resembling the

Kwei, sceptre; particularly
j

the rooms appropriated to the

wouieii and children; the retir-

ed apartments of unmarried

lemales. Kin kwei, a

board on which the names of

officers were written; a list of

officer?. King kwei,

a kind of rattle, to give an a-
j

larra. Shin kwei,. the

deep or retired apm-tmeuts.

Heang kwei, the fragrant
j

apartments; and a great many

,

vther adjectives joined to Kwei,

'

express the apartments appro-
j

priatod to the fe :
Kwei k'wan. Kwei ko, i

or Kwei mun, a email
\

door leading to the female a-

partments the female n ^art-

nients; the females themselves.
|

Kwei neu, an unmarri-

:

ed lady. Kwei sew,
j

an accomplishecl female; a writ-

er of verses.

Kwei mun sze ts'iiig, the affairs

of women.

To ruin or demolish; a

wall of any building; Lu

ruins ruinous.

Change; difference; extra-

ordinary change. To re-

pout; the appearance of stand-

ing alone.

To reprimand; to blame;

to deceive; to impose up-

on to insult. Strange odd;

to oppose right principles; to vi-

lify; perverse, wicked. Name

of a star, and of a city; and of

a man* A surname, *

Kwei kwae, or ^> Kwei e

strange, wonderful, unfounded,

false, visionary tales of wonder,

Kwei hwuy, to re-

proach; to vilify to calumniate.

Kwei keue, false; art-

ful; crafty, ^fe Kwei suy

to follow any false and ridicul-

ous pretender, without examin-

ing the pretensions made; to bo

»lo!ude<l to vicious practices.

M Kwei yu to circum-

vent or shoot birds by artifice,

rjp^ A tablet dedicated to an-

ccMors, the temple of

which 1ms ikllen in ruins.

From two bars laid across,

to detennihe the centre.

Water flowing, from four

points to fill up the centre

part. An astronomical

character, applied to years,

months*, and days; the lafit of

the ten horaiy characters. • A
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surname. HookSng

kwei, a kind of watch word us-

ed in armies, and denoting a

want of provisions.

T'een kwei, or Kwei

shwuy, that natural supply of

semen to the male, and of blood

to the female, necessary in the

first stages of life to the growth

and perfection of the auimal,

and subsequently necessary to

procreation,

Urh ts'eih t'een kwei che, the

catemena comes on at fourteen

years of age.

Agitation of mind; anxie-

ty. 1[ Kwei kwei,

agitation and concern of mind.

Read Ke, in the same sense.

From a great man view-

ing things. To view by

fixed rules. The instru-

^^Lx > ment by which a circle is

I made. Compasses; a rule;

a custom a usage; a fee;

j to rule; to regulate; to

govern; a dial; to calculate; to

plan; to scheme; to draw a line.

Name of an office; and of a

fish* Jlh kwei, a sun-

dial. 5^ Yue kwei, a moon-

dial. Properly Kwei.

Kwei kliew to try to find

out some plan, Kwei

keu, compass and square; u^age,

custom; a regular mode of doing

things. Kwei-keu, is al^o the

name of an animal. ^[
Kwei pe to oppose or act con-

trary! to the laws; to pervert

them. |3J Kwei t'een, a

piece of land divided into uiue

parts.

Read Kwei, a small deli-

cate waist • Read Tsze

and Chuy, in a similar sense.

Handsome, elegant figure; slen-

der, delicate; the appearance of

a woman spying or looking and

examining.

To tear up silk in order

to make garments,

Pe kwei, to split up wood

for making utensils, and to tear

up silk for garments; to pre-

pare materials.€ To look with one eye; to

j

look attentively; to peep;

yto spy; to look angrily.

Read Ke, in a similar

sense. Kwei

kwei, the appearance of success

and self-enjoyment; having at-

tained one's wish.

I

The lower part of the

character is man; the

J>upper part a fiend-like

j

head, and Mow, the/m^

j dulent craftiness of a

fiend. Spirit of a dead man; a

crhost; a demon; a devil. Kwei,

implies, reverting to; that ^piri-

)
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tual state of existence to which

human beings return at death.

Name of a star; of a country,

and of a bird. A surname*

Kwei tow fung, vulgar

term for a whirlwind.

Kwei kwae, strange monstrous;

demoniacal; fiends; fairies hob-

goblins. Kwei mei a

kind of demon; malevolent fairy

or elf, said to proceed from

mountains and woods, to injure

human beings. )p
Kwei

shin, spirits, in general.

^ Tsae jin kwei shin,

the human spirit. Kwei

yih, a man of a crafty and mali-

cious disposition, jpf^ >^

]^ Kwei shin che tsoo yew,

the assistance of the gods.

Great extraordinary

excellent magnificent

strange monstrous.

^4 Ta kwei e teae great

and extraordinary calamity; a

convulsion of nature, as moun-

taius rushing down and occupy-

iug the beds of rivers, at an

eclipse ofthe sun or moon. Read

Kwei, jj^i |^ Kwei luy, cer-

tain ludicrous, but ingenious

moving figures, made of wood,

first invented about A. M. 3000;

at present, called

Muh ngow he, comic perform-

ance by wooden figure^ a mock

drama, or puppet show. Also

read Kwuy.

Handsome; excellent; a-

buudant great strange.

Same as the preceding.

if|S A round good pearl; ap-

^J\^i plied to a precious stone

of au inferior quality. The

name of a tree. Rare; extraor-

dinary; precious. Mei

kwei, name of a pearl also of a

round cake, called the moon-

cake, eaten at the harvest moon;

applied also to a reddish stone

called a Jire-pearL 3^ 3^
Kh'eung kwei, applied to a pearl,

and to an inferior stone. J%
Kwei wei, rare; precious.

Not low or common lof-

ty noble, honorable dear;

high in price. To desire; de-

sirable. A surname. Name of

a district. Kwei is applied by

way of compliment to whatever

belongs to another person. ]^
|| Kwei chow, one of the

southern Provinces of China*

Kwei kwo, your coun-

try.

I

Kwei sing, your

surname, Kwei seang,

a noble countenance.

Kwei keen tuh, the honor-

able superinteudant~of duties

arising from foreign commerce;

the Hoppo of Cantou.

Kwei yang, the capital of Kwei-
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chow Province. Kwei

yew, your friend. K
tseen, noble and ignoble, worthy

and base; dignified and mean;

dear and cheap.

A kind of press with

shelves and doors, A
large chest exhausted; termi-

nated; to fail. A surname.

U Shoo kwei, a book-case.

|5 Yo kwei, a press to contain

medicine. Wei kwei, a

counter or table with drawers,

used in shops.

To sigh deeply; to ridicule

a person. To commiser-

ate; to shew compassion to.

A box; a press; a shop-

counter the name of a

hill. Kwei tung, a

drawer which pulls out, as be-

low a table or counter.

3 Mung kwei, a spe-

cies of monkey brought

from Siain that catches rats

there are black, white, and yel-

low colours of the same animal;

it is compared to a domestic cat;

some say, the weasel.

An utensil made of straw

or rushes. Name of a veg-

etable; and of a hill. A sur-

name. Used to denote a clod

of earth.

^ Read Kwei and Kwae, a

basket for carrying earth
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One says, a bamboo arrow.

A kind of button or string

to fasten clothes on with;

embroidered; variegated.

See Kwae.

A large durable kind of

wood, fit for making cof-

fins and boats of. Certain or-

naments of a coffin. Used also

for the preceding characters.

Name of an ancient state.

To revert to; to return

again to; to return to the

same place, or state; to

throw one's self on, or

^ attach one's self to; to go

to the bridegroom to be

married, said of a woman,

to throw in; to send; to

J unite; to give to, or pro-

mise; to terminate. Forms a

part of various proper names.

Hung yen to puh haou kwei

kee, most of handsome women

have terminated their career

badly. Pa kwei, a

phrase of the Taou-sect.

Lae kwei, or Kwei

ning, a visit from a bride to her

parents. Ta kwei, to

go forth at marriage never to

return, Kwei ch,oo,
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to divide and give every one a

share; addition and subtraction.

, ^ Kwei e to return to

right principles. Kwei

fuh, to return to submission; to

submit to. Kwei kee,

the winding up, the close of any

affair, or course of action. ^§
Kwei kea, to return home.

M Kwei koo, or

Kwei jin, deceased; dead.

Kwei koo le to return

to one's own, or former dwell-

ing place. '@ Kwei sze

or Sze kwei, to desire to return

home. Kwei t'een, to

return to the field, to resign

the magistracy. f^c Kwei

woo, to revert to non-existence.

A cluster of little hills.

Great and lofty; standing

alone; conspicuously eminent.

Traitorous plots, as of

banditti originating fi'om

"without. When arising

^lJLa
J

from within the court or

Z A j country, they are express-

ed by Keen, or

Keen kwei, traitorous banditti.

dt|Jf ^ The mark or rut of a

f|y If wheel the end of an axle

. a rule a law; disobe-

^/Ta Vdience to the laws or

y " treasonable plots arising

outside. Puh

j/Lj J kwei, not conformable.

KWEI

^/l Kwei taou a constant

path or road, as that of the

stars; an obedience to constant

rules or usages.

Distorted; deflected; de-

1 praved extremely thin

>and emaciated; deeply in-

volved; to lean or depend

J upon.

Water dried up rotten

earth or mud by the side

of a stream issuing from

the side of a cavern, or of

a larger stream the mar-

gin of a stream a bank.

Kwei or Ke, shelves, or

a press to put away pro-

visions in; a kind of cup-

board.

To raise the head; a small

point; the appearance of

a cap; a cap with a particular

kind of fastening under the chin,

used in aucieut times.

To left up the garments

yi, as when fording water.

Otherwise read Keue.

Kwei, or Kwei-

kwei, moved agitated

moved with velocity speedy

motion; to walk fast, A sur-

name. Otherwise read Keue.

The name of a fish; a fish

with a large mouth and

small scales a kind of porpoise*.

Also reaJ Keue.
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To lament; to sigh; to

sigh deeply expressed

also by ^ Kwei jen. 0-

therwise expressed by ]/C

Tae seih.

A chest or box to bind

up to put into a box.

^ T'ung kwei, a copper

i The chief of all animals

having mail; the tortoise.

The Chinese affirm, that

l^i>y (

>na^ure has formed no

male of the species, and

that it copulates with a

serpent hence the vulgar

phraseology of ^ht Kwei

kung, for a cuckold; and

f Kwei tsze, for a bastard.

The name of a place name of

an office, and name of a star.

Kwei pei, a tortoise-

shell. Kwei muh, a cer-

tain wine vessel. Kwei

kh'uh, the back of the tortoise.

Kwei keaou, glue made

from tortoise-shell,

•^gli Sharp; to cut; to wound,

JH^JJ A person's name.

A square vessel for con-

jm^^ taining gi^ain, used in sa-

crifice. 3£ aS Wa kwei, ear-

thenware basins used in sacri-

fice. Kwei wan, large

basins used at table.

KHWEI 679

From the sun and to vary

or digress. A gnomon to

show the declination of the sun;

a dial. Used for the day.

Ife Fan kaou ke kwei,

to burn tallow aud continue

the day—for study,

kwei, a sun dial. Tue

kwei, a moou dial.

To contest and take to

take with the hand to

draw lots.

Neen kwei arh fun,

to divide by lot.

KH'WEI.

The space enclosed by a

person's striding; between

the legs. The name of a star;

oiip of tlie 28 constellations

which, consists of sixteen stars,

and looks like a person striding.

Kh'wei keu, the appear-

ance of raising the feet and

walking.

From feet ami danger-

ous an uneasy posture;

to kneel to kneel as an act of

reverence or worsltip to kneel

and sit upon the heels; the feet.

San kh'wei kew

kh'ow, to kneel thrice and

knock the head nine times a-

gainst the ground.^
B Kh'wei hea kh'e taou

ii H ir H
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shin, to kneel down and pray to

the gods. Kh'wei sung,

to kneel down to, at parting. ^|
Kh'wei jing, to kneel down

and meet. These two sentences

denote the crmg-ing conduct of

inferior officers.

pT^, Great greatness ofmind

y\ to enlarge.

T'ten wang
kh'wei khVei sco urb puh low,

the net of lieaven is large and

wide, but lets nothing pass

through.

JjJ^ A vessel for rice a gen-

JTTL eral term for vessels. A
vulgar term for a. helmet.

^ Tow kh'wei, a Lelmet.

KhVei kea, helmet and ar-

mour.

To jest to play and tri

"A fle with to seduce.

Pjnl Khwei chaou, or

Kii wei seaou, to je»t and laugh,

to play and make game.

Placed in opposition to,

fy\ as the sun and idooh; at

a distance from. Often used

for the following.

KhVei -weijih kew we have

been separated for many days.

Kh'wei keh, parted

ft'ora removed to a distan ce.

M ' Kh'wei pee fih yue,

separated from each other a

months

Aa eye possessing little

life; looking at with dis-

pleasure; perverse look to stare;

to stretch open the eyes; placed

or being outside.

Wan muh khwei kh'wei^

all e- v-es gazing. ^ Kh'wei

koo an outcast or orphan.

To guess; to calculate; to

conjecture; to surmise the

meaning of, to examine; to con-

clude. KhVei
t
y

o sze le, to guess or calculate

the import of any affair or prin-

ciple* Peh khvei the

name of an office.

KhVei che yu sin, to en-

quire of ones own mind.—
* Kh'wei yTh, to calculate;

to reason or conclude in the

same manner, said of the sages

in different periods.

KVei or Ke, a strong ro-

bust appearance a mar-

tial, bold, daring manner; fierce;

cruel*

The herb malva, or mal-

lows; esteemed the best

of all vegetables; also the

name of several varieties

of the Hibiscus. Name
of a place; a surname. Used

also for KhVei.

Kh'wei hwa^ the heliautkus or

sun-flower; called al?o f{
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Chaou jih klxwei.

KhVei sin htfa^g jih,

the heart of the heliantlius turns

to the sun. KhVei

shen, a fan made of the malva

leaf.

A horse whose gait i?

majestic; strong; violent;

indefatigable. KhVei

kwang, curly hair on the back.

From to look below a ca-

vern. To peep; to spy;

to look furtively es out of a

hole or cavern to look. Used

to a step taken with one foot,

which the Chinese call balf a

pace. Used for the following.

KhVei keen, to look;

to observe. Kwan

kh'wei, to peep through a tnhe

the field of vision small.

KhVei fan, to peep; to spy

about, to go about looking at

from impertinent curiosity, or

from some designing motive.

Kli'wei tseh, to spy

«,nd fathom with the mind; to

discern clearly abstruse princi-

ples.

From to took below a

9^>¥4 door, to turn the head

aside and peep out at a door;

to spy; to peep; to observe nar-

rowly. Kh'wei kwan,

ot l| KhVei she, to look;

to observe; to look narrowly.

KliVei ts'ee, to look

or spy furtively*

A sudden pain in the

loins.

From a spirit and the

yi^Vi north polar star ; the

head; the headmost; groat; the

name of a star; a certain insect.

A surname. A small mart.

Occurs in the gense of K'wei

and of Kh'o. [j K'svei

shwae, the headmost^ a leader.

Kh'wei sing, or other-

wise Peh tow, the north

polar star; hence the lirst, the

headmost, the god of learning.

KhVei woo
?
large, great;

applied to a pei'son's stature.

Food; victuals; to pre

-

pare food to carry in

food to superiors; (o offer in sa-

crifice; to make a present of

food to; to present to. Read

Tuy, the name of a certain

cake.

Kwae or Khvei a store

house in which to lay up

straw or reeds. KhVei
tseth, the name of a star.

An engine for throwing

stones against an enemy;

applied also to banners or stand*

ards.

To unite and water. Two
streams joining water

flowing in a channel the name
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of a river; broad and deep.
)f

Hwa kh'wci, a small flow

or stream of water.

Kow kh'wei, Avater running in a

kennel or gutter.

^
See Kwae -

-^^^ Kvrae or Kh'wei, to as-

111^3 wmble and offer sacrifices

for the removal of some evil or

calainily. § Kh'wei jang,

to drive nwuy some calamity,

Kl"i ('r Hwae, that

"vxliith I'inds ganu( nts, as

a sash; or tliat which is bound

by the a^h o!' by strings; strings

that fasten gaimeuts about the

neck. *

Kh'wei, Kvae or Kwo.

From hair and to colivet

together. The Luir done up in

a bunch on the top of the head.

M:i('td meat; a fish paid

•" to be generated irom the

refuse of minced meat throYii

into the Yang-tsze-keang riveiv

The cheek or jaw bones;

otherwise, a road diver-

ging nine different ways,

hence from Nine and

Head. Tlie namo of n

mushrooru of tlie larger

kmd. ^ ^ Chuv^

kh'wei, a man's uanir-.

Name of a tree.

KH'WEI

A road diverging in nine

directions. KYei
ts'euen, name of a place in the

ancient kingdom Loo,

Name of a plant, name of

an ancient statesman.

To ridicule or play with;

a mau's name. Read Le
mournful; son'y; pensive; diseased.

A failure of the breath

failure; deficiency; defect;

diminution. The exertion or

fatigue which causes weakness

or defect; the gradual lessening

of the moou; to injure; in the

lHii^uago of courtesy, to put to

some trouble; to obtain soane

good owing to the efforts of o-

thcrs; owing to some circum-

stauces. To be injured or lose in

trade, is expressed by

K'eTh kh'wei. Kh'wei

foo
9
to be deficient iu uiaking a

due return for benefits received-

Kh'wei jin, to injure a

persou or in a lighter sense to

occasion them trouble in order

to serve one; to be injured or

ill-used by others is called

Show jin kh'wei.

Kh'wei yin a defalcation,

or failure of sums due. ^
KliVei wo yen yu, o-

vriog to what I said.
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Kh'wei kh'een, to owe to; to be

in arrears to. Kh'wei

twan, a failure and coming short

of; a deficiency. f
Kh'wei lcaou ne, I trouble you

i. e. I give you annoyance bj

my requests to you; my well are

is owing to you. K'wei
soo, the number, cr am t, of

the deficiency. ^ Kh'wei

k'uug, to fail entirely a great de-

ficiency. K'wei

soo shin to, deficiency to a large

amount.

KWO.

The fruit of trees; really

:

truly solidly; to surpass;

to exceed. See Ko.

Firm mind

daunted.

Fruit. See Ko.

bold

Kwo lo name of

vf\ an insect, said to resem-

ble a bee in appearance.

^ To pass by to pass over,

or beyond to exceed; ex-

cess fault blameable.

That which is past in re-

spect of time.

1

Kwo t'een ch'iiy, a water
|

wheel for raising water

to inundate fields the Egyptian

wheel. 3^1 "3^ Kwo kwang, to

throw a false gloss over some

affairs. Kwo seen

kheaou to pass the angel'

s

bridge certain rites are per-

formed tlxat departed spirits

may pass this supposed bridge.

Kwo kh'eu, past and

gone applied to that which is

already done; applied to that

person of Buddha whose reign

is past. >M Kwo king, to

pass through a district. }^
Kwo shin heue meh,

to put the blood in circulation.

>S Kwo kh'ang shay,

a species of clematis.

Kwo sang, or )^ Kwo jih,

to pass one's days, to spend

one^s life. Kwo
tang shay, impatiens Chinen-

sis, or Balsam. Kwo
to, an excessive quantity, j^i

Kwo t'ow, over head, a vul-

gar expression for an excessive

degree like over head and ears..

Kw t o, or

Kwo tsee, to go beyond the

measure or limit excess.

A utensil to contain fat;

RJ a boiler is so called. See

Ko.
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A spear or lance with

transverse points at the

end. See Ko.

A line applied as a rule;

a class a series order;

rank. See Kh,o.

KWO.

See Kwuh.

To enclose round; to bun-

dle or bind up; to embrace

within its fold6 to retard or im-

pede; the end of an arrow which

is placed on the string. -f^

Paou kwo, to envelope; to sur-

round and keep together.

Kwo fa, the hair bound in

a tuft on the top of the head.

Ke kwo, a combination

of ingenious springs.

Kwo nang, or Nang kwo, to en-

dose as in a bag.

An ugly face; false, de-

ceitful.

A clamorous noise of

voices a discordant sound

boisterous; noisy; clamor-

ous distracting to the

ear. Kwo kwo,

ignorant appearance.

rf|^ Kwo yu, or

P"e ch'ung, a

slug, it has a variety of other

names.

Ktvo kwo, the noise made

by a current of water.

To tread on with the foot*

Fleet hasty a man,s

name.

j

Kwo, or Kwe. A gene*

ral term for a state or a

}> nation a kingdom an

I empire. Kwo is applied

) to the smallest states and

places, a? Mwan

1& kea kwo, Malacca state.

Wan kwo, ten thousand

(i.e. all) nations. ^ |8 Chung

kv5 the middle empire, China.

Tartars call their empire

Ta ts'ing kwo, the great

and pure empire.
m^

Tse kwo yung, to aid the wants

of the country. Kwo
choo, the lord or sovereign of a

country. Kwo ching,

the politics of the country.

Kwo chaou, the existing

ii\na>ty. Kwo hwaog,
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or ^* Kwo keun, are ex-

pressions which denote the so-

vereign, Kwo kea, the

royal or imperial family; the

government of the country.

Kwo se the signet or na-

tional seal. Kwo &ze,

national affairs. Kwo

t'ang, the national treasury

Kwo wang, the king of a

country, often denotes a depen-

dant prince.

pRR Mouth chattering; trou-

blesome and incommod-

ing loquacity.

side.

paad

A woman's head dress; a

kind of cap that covers

the hair; a cap worn when

mourning.

The bend of the leg be-

low the knee; the ham;

the hinder part of the ar-

ticulation of the thigh

with the knee.

Desert waste land outside

cities. The name of a

state. A surname.

Ch'ing kwo, cities

and the waste lands out-

Large great; wide; va-

cant; to widen to ex-

to pare with a sword ; the

name of a district. ^
Kh'ae kwo, to enlarge; to ex-

pand. ^ Kwo urh

keli the-Groorkas on the north

of Bengal,

-^j*
I

A deep valley expand-

^^1^
J

ing; widening. The la"

y ter character expresses

^ j

also the stoppage of rain,

J and the dispersing of the

clouds; clearing up.

jko^^j To stretch out that which

i^lP i is small till it becomes

large. Read Hwang, to

beat; to pound.

An external coffin, the

interior one is

Kwan, To measure.

called

#| Kw5 chow

J yu kwan, the shell sur-

rounds the coffin. f Sbih

kwo, a stone external coffin,

was three years in makiug.

Skin with the hair taken

off, used in covering car-

riages.

A surname.

Tl)e raarks of a tigers

^JJ^l^ foot made in the act of

seizing on its prey. Name ot*
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an ancieut state; a surname.

To cut off the ear of pri-
j

sorters taken in battle, who

refuse to submit; they are

>put to death, and their

ears preserved as a 'proof

of victory. Read Hwuh,

denotes the face.

i
KH'WO.

Open wide: broad re-

mote; distant; long apart;

LA

perverse painful. Hen

kb'wo, vague; wide of the mark.

Keen kh'wu, widely se-

parated; long separated from a

friend. 3fB Kwae kh'w5

]>erverse; disobedient.

KJi'wau klrwo, wide, broad; to

widen; to lengthen a term.

See kh'wo, diligent; painful

endeavour; a desire to see.

Kh'wo ta, wide and large.

KAYtJH.

Kwuh kwuh, the

appearance ofone's having

exerted his utmost possible ef-

forts.

To unite all the parts; to

take the whole number;

to include the whole,

Kwuh kwub, appearance of

strength.

LA.

4^ To drag, to pull.

1 La taou, to pull down; a

familiar expression for quash-

ing, or terminating any affair.

La ch'ay or Chaj,

to drag to pull to tear asun-

der to drag along.

1^ La te na wan tsze,

the Latin written language,

this expression is taken from

an Imperial document.

La show, to grasp by the hand;

to make an acquaintance with.
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LA,

Jllf From to pierce and knife%

/fCy in allusion to tfee dissev-

•ering effects of a knife. Per-

verse; disobedient; wicked; un-

social; unkind; inhumaB*

^Vj> Woo kwae la

cite sin, perversity of disposi-

tion. jj Po la, the sound .

of a bow string. Pa ^
la, the noise made by fish leap-

ing or frisking, ^ij La she,

to lacerate a corpse.

La la, loquacity. $lj ^[ La

ma, tbe Lama of Thibet, or any

of the priests of that religion.

La she, to evacuate the

contents of the intestines.

ffe Sa la, or reversed,

La sa, bad tattered rai-

ment mean clothes.

P^il P Ho la, precipitate

I utterance.

, To cause to approach; to

^ l l » pull near to break to

destroy; to break tbe ribs or

bones; to force to join one; the

sound of the wind.

La jin lae, to force to accept an

invitation. kh'eu, to

pull away. L"hayto
pull and haul. La Id, cKay

ch ay, to pull and haul a person

about to force an intimacy.

La sha, to drag about

and kill. La chang, to

get into debt; to urge people

to ieud one.

A kind of soup or broth,

mixed witii meat.

A very acrid pungent

taste. Sin

shin yue la, acrid in a

high degree, is called La,

Tbe wax formed by bees;

bees wax; waxed a re-

sin from a certain tree,

Hwang la, yellow

bees wax. S ^PehlS,

white wax, L5 mei

hwa, the name of a flower, the

calycanthus proecox.

La chuh, a wax candle.^
La yew, a kind of soft wax.

La tsuy, the name of a

bird.

Sometime after the win-

ter solstice, when sacri-

fices are offered; to bind. Name

of a sword name of a barbar-

ous state. Otherwise read Leg.

Te la, the 5th day of the

5th moon. ^ ^T ?

eeu la, the

1st day of the 1st moon,
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La yae, the 12th moon.

La t'a, the appear-

ance of walking in a slow

pacing manner. Read Lee, the

waving of banners.

LAE.

A certain kind of auspici-

ous wheat- Tlie ancient

character represents a

sheaf bound up, it comes

by the special blessing of

heaven hence, the character is

borrowed to denote—to come; to

effect; to bring to the point wish-

ed. Also a surname.

Wang lae going and coming;

having intercourse witb.

Tsze yuon fang lae,

to coxwe from a distant j»art.

Neke she lae, when

did you come?

Ta we tsang lae taou, he

has not yet arrived, <

T'a lae leaou, he has come. 'jUi

fj( f#^ T'a tso teh lae, he

ean <Io it; he can succeed*

Jf^ Keang puh lae, cannot

express it, or unable to persuade

to. She

ghin mo lae leth, how did it come

about? Yuen lae, or

Lae yuen, the original cause,

state or circumstances.

Meh lae t'ow, no source

ft'otn which to spring.

Heang lae, heretofore.

Tseaug lae, or How lae,

hereafter. Kin e

lae, from this time hencefor-

ward. Lae loo, that

which comes iroui a distant part;

as, Lae loo meen,

foreign flour. Lae sun,

the grandson of a grandson, ^j^.

- Lae leih, the origin and suc-

e progress of a thing.

Lae jin a messenger, ^fv

Lae t
r

ow, that from which

a thing proceeds. Lae

ya, come here, used by the Chi-

nese when calling a servant*

To reward labour; to en-

courage to induce to come

by kind treatment a precept;

an order; a prohibition; sincere;

right; firm. See Chih.

Occurs used for the two

I*

preceding.

The pupil of the eye dis-

torted to squint; to look

a>ide; to ogle; to dart a bright

Meen lacf to
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throw a sparkling eye, or glance

upon a person, ^ P7an

' lae, to look upon with afiection,

>A local word for wheat.

To confer upon; to give

to an inferior.

Laou lae, to reward; to

induce to approach by

U bestowing gifts.

Lae yu to give to an inferior;

to confer*

A wild plant, the leaf of

which is edible. The

name of a country; and of a hill.

A surname.

A horse seven cubits

high : coramonly applied to

mares. Lae pin

le mow, tall mares aaid elegant

stallions,

rfe^ ) To lean or depend upon;

I
that which affords sup-

\ port; to be beneficial to

^*|^ I one's owu family; in a bad

I ')
^11^ To assume what

is not true; to act upon what is

not the fact. A designation of

persons, implying some thing

bad. The second is a vulgar

character not sanctioned by the

Dictionaries.

l^i Chung chin kwo ae e

ngan, a nation depends ou faith-

,

LAE 689

ful statesmen for its tranquillity

Woo lae, to have no re-

gular dependance, simpljr ex-

pressing a state of destitution;

also crafty, artful, scheming,

fi-auclulent; the latter is the use

of the expression in the central

parts of the empire.

"Wan she yung lae, a per-

son or tiling on which all agea

depend. Lae how, in-

timate acquaintance.

Lae, or Tsanglae>
to have an aversion to; to

hate; to'dislike. Commonly used

for Lan, idle; hzj.

tt| Read La
5 P6 M to

turn over and examine or

sort with the hand. Read Lae,

to push away or reject with the

hand; to rend or split aud de-

"roy. Eead Ngan
9 also in this

last sense.

Water flowing over a san-

dy bottom. The name of

A virulent disorder, or

sore. Laechwang,

a large species of itch, the skin

breaks out in blotches or pus-

tules, like the small pox,

^jrX^ To fall down in ruins, or

/||^^ to involve in ruin. Read

I "Ti, remiss in offering sacrifice.

mm Choo lae, to curse, to

utter imprecations.
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^fe^ A wind Instrument with

three tubes, and of which

there are three different sizes;

any ingenious combination of

bores or tubes, like an organ.

Lae ts'ung teen

khe or T'een lae, a
j

whizzing sound in the air as by

the wind passing amongst trees,

Lae, or Lxiy. To gloss

over with worde; to con-

ceal from
3
hy the language used.

The refuse of pounded:

rice^ coarse food.

Name of a plant. Shady.

Certain offerings present-

ed at the door or gateway,

such are usual when children

are ill. Read Shuy, certain

small offerings or sacrifices..

LAN.

CoTetous; fraud, practis-

ed in divination; greedy

extortion. Tm"au a-

varicious and greedy,

Lan tsang, the hoards arising

from greedy extortion; to lay

up hoards l>y those means.

Lan ho, to extort with ava-

ricious gi-eecliness.

Salt briue in which fi nite

are preserved; the name

of a tortoise-shell utensil, for

(livhiation, and through which

water is allowed to drip.

f Lan ts'an, a ma-

levolent, ugly, wicked ap-

pearance.

P^J^ To desire, as food to

ITFf, cause to desire, or to in-

duce appetite. Read Kan, to

call out clamorously or angrily.

Read Han, to spread unfounded

reports.

Greedy voracious; vehe-

ment, in desire. Read;

Han, strong robust.

An overflowing, or mmx-

dation of water; to over-

flow; to exceed the prescribed

and due bounds; excess; literal-

ly and metaphorically, to en-

croach upon r to violate float

-

ing; superficial; unsettled, loose,

applied to speech, to sound, and

to action. Name of a river.

Brine. Read Han, a potter's

vessel a vessel for bathing,

Shang fa woo lan,

no excess either in rewards or

pimishments. Lan che

to branch out or spread exces-

sively, Laa hing, ex-
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cessive tortures, unauthorized

by law. PI Lau

seay tnun peTh, to scribble on

the doors and walls )^
Lan show, to receive or accept

of too much. T.an t,eu

to take excessively,

Lan yung, to use or enr Aoj ex-

cessively. Lan
keaou yew, to associate with

any vagabond.

A large basket,

Hwa lan, a basket of flow-

ers. Keo lan, a basket

with feet. Lan, or Lan

kh'wang, a basket.

A plant which dyes blue;

a blue colour. Name of

a bird; of a place, and of hill; a

surname. Hung lan,

a kind of purple colour.
|J

Ke'ay lau, an expression of

the Buddha sect, denoting a

great many gardens.

Lan seh, a blue colour.

Lan teen, a certain yellow

dye. Lan Teu, bad dir-

ty garments. The following is

the right word.

A single coverlet; clothes

without any collar or pro-

per hem; bad clothes

Lan leu, tattered bad raiment;

mean clothing. Sail

Ian, the name of a place.

From to sec, express^.!

by two different charac-

ters. To look at; to ob-

serve; to inspect. Name
- of a district; a surname.

Lau wiih kh'e

hing, to view the creatures, and

use them to introduce ideas in

poetiy.

%\ Kan lan, the name
of a fruit resembling the

^olive, of wliicL there are

' two varieties. Q
Peli Ian, a yellowish sort.

Woo lan, a purple kind.

To view and grasp with

the hand. To grasp all

one sees; to hoard up as

monopolizers do.

Lan ts'ae or * Lan
ts'eu, to seize or take hold

of, to take hold of more

than one ought.

Lan mae pan, to usurp the whole

management of to monopolize,

a Canton phrase. Laa
taou, to grasp and carry sheaves

fgrain. % IW
laii sze ts'ing, to interfere with

and usurp the management of

every tiling.

^! Rpe such as is used in

boats or ships a cordj- a

rope a cable.

S
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Fire raging in confusion.

^| K'an lan, express-

es the state and feeling

arising from being unable to ob-

tain one's wish; an expression

of disappointment.

=^ ( To roast till a thing be-

comes yellow; to toast.

Mountaiu vapour fog

hanging about the tops

of Lills is called

^

(
Shan-

Ian, the name of a hill, aud of

a district.

^ From door and something

|^t|
j

in ii. A v"
—or stoppage in a doorway;

a screen or covering for

j a carriage; closely shut

up, obscured. Evening; fad-

ing; falling; rare or small in

quantity, applied to the drinking

of wine. To act irregularly; to

go into the palace without hav-

ing proper passes; a ring that

surrounds the wrist; an armlet.

Name of a district. "f
1

Lan kan, railing or balusters; see

+ another mode of writing the

phrase,

iJH To stop or intercept with

^1 the hand. Wi Chay

lau, to stop or hinder; to prevent

the approach to. |^ Lan

keae to stop the paseage of the

the street. Lan tsoo,

to hinder; to impede to stop;

to prevent doing. Lan

yu to stop a mandarines car-

riage, for the purpose of pre-

senting a petition.

A rail as for support in

going up stairs, or in

passing a bridge; railing to con-

fine animals. The name of a

wood, in which sense it is also

read,-Leuen. New lan,

a railing to confine^cows.

Kow lan, a crooked railing.

Lan kan, a baluster, or

railing.

Streams flowing and run-

ning together, forming a

coutinued course; thick water

in which rice Las been washed.

Lan man, the appear-

ance of heavy showers of rain.

One says, to separate and spread

wide. Lan Jiaiij appear-

ance of a long stream of water.

^M^g Boiled or roasted in an

excessive degree; boiled

to rags hence, torn rent; bro-

ken ragged tattered to break

to tear; clear bright, as by the

light of fire. Ts'an lan,

in a very high, or excessive de-

gree, applied in various ways.

# T an to tse5

puh lan, so greedy of getting
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much, as not to chew what one

does eat. Mei lan, rot-

ten and spoiled with the damp.

Lan e ragged garments.

Lan heae, slit or worn

out shoes. Lan tsuy,

very drunk.

Lan fan, rice

^gruel made very thick

and eflutiuous.

I

J

) Lan hwa the

/ name of a fragrant plant

/ well known in China

\ species of the Epinden-

duim the general name

bhe class Gynandria. The

name of a tree, of a cloth, and

of a man. Applied also to the

pulse. Ta lan, cochi-

neal. Fung yen lan,

name of a plant, species of Iris.

Muh lan, tbe name of

a tree. Hwan lan, to

wet the balusters with tears.

Hwan lan, thick free

growth. Lan ch'ay, to

flatter. Lan chow, the

capital of Kan-suh province.

Idle talk slander false

accusations,
g T'e

lan, to attack by false

charges.

To leap or pass over; to

surpass.

To enter, in an irregular

unauthorized manner in-

to the interior palace.

A woman of an idle lazy

disposition sleepy

^miss idle lazy,

j

Lan to, idle lazy. 1'

> Lan foo choo, a

certain wild sow.

f

LANG.

A wave; the waves of a
[

river, or of the yea; uu-

'

settled profligate; dissipated.
\

A drum to drum. Name oi' a

well. A surname.

Laou lang, alarmed and disturb-

ed. T o lang, waves.

) Ts'aug lang, the name

Oi' a river. Iv ang Isuig,

the name of a river. P ^

Loaou lang, wandering nnd dis-

sipated as a vagabond. j

N. : o iang, irreverent pride and

rklicui", ^^ Lang e ?
dis-

"}>:i""i iwea. j 3 Li\ni^ Uiw,

flowing appearance. ) "^p*

Ijan^ tjaze. a dis«ipatod prodigal

a pi'otiigate wnstelui spcHclthrift.
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Lang yung, an extra-

vagant use of things; extrava-

gance; prodigal waste of.

An animal like a dog;

with u pointed snout. A
wolf; name of a star; of a place;

and of a plant. A ^uruanie.

Ch'ae Inng, a wolf. J

Lang ngo, cruel and wick-

ed. ^% Lang le, or ^
Lang tseih, a year of \Av„\y

and joy; to have so mucli as (<>

throw away some.

J\j) Lang tsze yay 'li
whelp and Jesert mind, i jih

expression applied to people of

bad disposition. Lnng

pei, or J L!ig

lang pei pei, fettered; eni!»ar-

rassed; nonplused. Pei, is .-aid

to be an animal resembling a

wolf, the young of which are of-
,

ten born without a leg, in wliich

case they are unable to walk n-

lone; hence the allusion.

M Tang lang, the

light or appearance of fire,

^^»"| The name of a plant; a ,

j

kind of tare that grows

amongst and injures good
I

grain, formerly used to

J feed horses.

A lot'i v door or gat(Avay

;

vacant; empty; wide as a

desert, an unoccupied waste.

Nunu* oi' a hill; and of a torri-
j

tory; a m?«n s name,

Lans: lang, loUy; extensive vast.

Lang yuen, a place

where the Seen genii reside.

Clear; bright, lofty, hvight

ujkI v\cm\ A surname.

Lar;g chaou, to

solicit proDle'- aspistunce.^ Lang

Ling te\h slnvo taou, said in a

eloar distinct tone*

Lofty; eminent. A cer-

tain vessel or utensil.

Apartments or small

P rooms built on the east

and west sides of large houses;

they have generally l)efore them

a piazza or covered walk.

™P Lang foo hea, apart-

ments around the court or yard,

in the front of the lmlL

The name of a wood us-

ed in making seden-chair

poles. The iiame of an insect,

Ming lang, a kind of

rattle. u>ed to make a noise

when ii^hing, in order to frighten

the fish into rlie net.

If Lang kan resem-

bles a pearl; a stone of an

inferior sort. Occurs forming

a part of various other proper

names.

tfr^ Forms part of the name

JKRj of an insect called

Lang tang, denoted also ineffec-
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tual effort, by allusion to the

etruggles of the insect mention-

ed.

Lang tang, a kind

of lock; something that

locks round the neck; things

fastened together^ so as to drag

heavily; wearied; fatigued. The

sound of a bell.

The name of a place, and

of an office; a title of re-

spect applied to men by their

wives, and by servants to their

masters, and by friends to each

other. Ling lang, your

LANG.

V/\, Derived from ice, the o-

J "|| ther part giving sound-

Cold; frigid; indifferent; still;

clear; pure. A surname. Read

Ling, in the dialect of7^ Woo,

)^ Ling tseh, denotes ice.

3^ Lang j^, are opposites,

both literally and metaphori-

cally, as cold hot indifferent;

zealous. ^ Lang ping

ping, cold as ice. Lang

15 cold and comfortless, being*

fallen into neglect.

Lang fan woo we, cold,

insipid, tasteless, applied to

books. 5^^>
Lang seaon, a

cold disaffected laugh.

The majesty of divinity.

A neighbouring state or

nation the name of a species

of grain; name of a medicine.

Vulgarly used for the corner of

anything. Ke lang, how

far? a term used by husband-

men. Lang keo, or

Koo lang, the corner of

anything* square.

JUL A square piece of timber

a corner the highest

beam of a palace the majesty

of the divinity. Kang

lang, virulent, vicious.

Mo lang show, a person

who takes hold of either end of

a story, not desirous of coming'

to any decision.

J*|g# From four, square, and

wood. Same as the pre-

ceding a Tartar name.

Lang yen, name of a book

of the Buddha sect.

3 j J J
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LAOU.

A person aged seventy;

old aged venerable a

term of honour and respect.

Laou, at the end of phrases, is

a kind of vulgar complimeata-

ry term, which some deem an '

insult, as Waek^ang

laou, a person from beyond the

Yang-tsze-k< 5ang; i. e. a man of

another province. A surname.

Urh laou yay, a

gentleman *s second son, if he

have arrived at the years of

manhood, Laou chue,

old and stupid. Laou

keun, or Laou tsze, the

founder of the Taou-sze sect,

B. C. 500; otherwise called

Laou tsze taou keun,

he is said to have appeared in

every age under different names.

7^ Laou wan shan, is-

land called the Great Ladrone.

Laou sze, the title of a

priest of the Taou sect.

Laou ne, scurf dandriflF. ^*

3c of Laou foo tae the title

by winch privileged persons

address the Magistrate of a

Heen. Laou tsze, old

bo?/
r

a familiar terra for fa-

ther. Laon vane-

ts7,e
7
an old tasbion.

Luuu yay, a title of officers ul'

inferior rank, and of private

gentlemen. Laou yew,

or /J Laou seaou, the very

old, and the very young, for

whose pectiliar circumstances

the law provides.

#^T^ Strong place of confine-

"|
""""

* merit; a prison. From a

covering and a caw. A place

to keep kine in; cattle, gener-

ally those for sacrifice, includ-

ing sheep and swine. Name of

a hill; a surname. Ta&

laou, a cow. Shaou laou,

a sheep. Tso laou, to

be confined in prison.

Ts'eang laou, to take a firm

grasp of, neither naturally or

morally. g Laou ke a

strong recollection of. [§|

Laou koo, or Keen laou,

strong, applied to any work

well put together.

Large. Keaou

laou, coarse, large.

From burning shining

>

and strength. To employ

one's strength to toil

to labour to fag weari-

ed; fatigued; to give trou-

ble to; service meritorious ef-

forts worthy deeds merit.

Read Laou, to take account of

ulna's services in order to re-
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ward them to console to com-

mend; to encourage; to reward.

A surname; a name of a city; a

hill, and of a weapon,

Kh'in laou, diligent labour.

T'oo laou, to labour in

vain, Ch'ow laou, to

reward for services performed.

*^ Yew laou, anxiety of

mind grief. Kung

laou, merit meritorious.

Kaou laou, rewards of oxen,

•wine, and so on, given by gov-

ernment to the military on par-

ticular occasions. Laou

kh'oo, severe toilsome labour.

Laou kin, labour gold;

i. e. the money given to recom-

pence labour. Laou

khVan, wearied by labour fa-

tigued. Laou

sin laou lelh, to labour and toil

with mind and body. *^
Laou lelh, to labour with, bodi-

lj strength.

Laou kh'oo hwan nan, difficul-

ties and distress, Laou

ping, or Laoa ch*ae,

disease supposed to arise from

excessive exertion of mind or

body; a spitting of blood, with

fever; weak pulse and cough

a consumption.

Laou tseh sze sze tseh

shen, labour induces reflection^

and reflection virtue.

Laou sin, to labour with, the

mind»

Occurs in the sense of the

preceding.

/Kt^ Strength of the mind worn

i?5^ out wearied^ fatigued

exhausted.

Noise; clamour.

Laou naou, and

Laou t'aou, express the same.

i^t To drag for in a river;

to find with a drag and

pull out of the water; to take

from a deep place, or from a-

mongst water. Also read Leaou,

to take; to take with a hook.

Shwuy te laou

yue, to drag the inoou out of

the water;—vain and hieffectu-

al effort. ^
Shwuy chung laou kew jin, to

save a man from the water. ^J*

f ~W Ta laou she show,

to take up dead bodies out of

the water. Laou khe
to raise up, as from the bottom

of a river, by grappling.

From labour aud disease*

Iu the language of Corea,

poisonous drugs are called Laou*

Commonly used to denote, an

emaciated figure arising from

fatigue or long indisposition

tLry say, a cougli becomes what

they mean by Laou.

Laou eliing, au iuterual disease
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induced by excessive labour.

Laou le an ugly ap-

pearance; a thin emaciated fi-

gure; in the north applied also

to pernicious drugs, or to what-

ever is of a poisonous nature.

A certain kind of shell

fish.

An accumulation of wa-

yj^^ I ter in the streets caused

\ by excessive rains arush-

V^St \ tm rent like a flow of

I J water; a rapid stream.

Name of a river.
%^ Laou

shwuy, a sudden torrent of wa-

ter caused by rain, and that

&oon passes away. 1^ Laou

laou, complicated eonvolutionr

as of creeping plants growing

wild; complicated, abstruse.

pQgl? Laou ts'aou, noise;

^T/r clumour; vociferation. To
clamour; to vociferate.

A hankering, excessive,

stupifying affection for, or

love to. A surname. mm
Lwan laou, the affections han-

kering after, or intensely set on

an object. Koo laou,

a hankering regard for the mind

set on prostitutes; a whoremou-

ger» Laou hoo, to en-

vy. Laou yae, lewd^

profligate j lascivious.

14-1 A city or place of abode

mournful; sorry, A sur-

name; the name of a place, and

of a hill. A measure of land;

commonly called the Chinese

mile, about three and a half go

to an English mile; a lane in

a village a village. Five fa-

milies are called Lin, neigh-

bours, or a neighbourhood five

of these Lin, make a Le; 360

Poo, make a Le, in laud

measure. One Poo is six cu-

bits; 250 Le are considered a

geographical degree.

Heang le, an aneient term for

wife. Tsze le, one's

native place.

To trustf to depend upon—

Rustic; vulgar. "(M

Woo le che che urh,

nothing to depend on.

^ Chih urh puh le, plain,

but not vulgar.

Yay jin ko yue le, the song

of the rustic is called Le,

Le keu, or ^| ^ Le yen,

vulgar coarse expressions.

Le suh, vulgar; k>w-

Le, or La^ inserted m
colloquial book* as an ua-
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defined tone at the close of a

sentence or paragraph,

Jf^f Chuh le, an ex-

%-JlI pression by which bro-

ther's wives designate each o-

ther. Compare with Chuh.

A kind of barrow to re-

move earth some say it

means to stick into the earth.

Read Chae, the name of a wood,,

Luy le, a kind of basket

for carrying earth in, or the in-

strument by which the earth is

put into the basket.

Le, or Hoo le,

the fox, or as they call

it a wild cat, of which

^ there are various species.

Hoo le pe
fox skin. ®

•

Le maou pelh, pencils

made of the hair of the fox.

Le show che pan,

the streaks on the head of a fox,

to which some things are com-

pared.

To work or polish gems;

to control; to rule; to

direct; to regulate; to rectify;

to govern; to regard or pay at-

tention to; to meddle Avith; the

principles in matter, in bodies,

in the universe, and in man, by

which they are regulated; righi

principles; reason in man; the

principle of order by which the
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universe is rcguIatetT. Tlie veins

in animal bodies, or streaks in

stones or wood. To separate or

divide; a go-between, or marriage

contract-maker. A surname

certain paper. Le, as distin-

g«shed from Kh'e, is an im-

material incorporeal principle.

Kh'e is the more subtle or in-

sensible parts of material exis-

tences the substance on which

figure and the other qualities of

bodies are reared. Whatever

hasfigure is founded on KKe;
whatever is destitute of shape

orfigure, belongs to Le and to

Taou. Kk'e is below.

Hing, i. e. form orfigure; it is

the Kh'e, or Keu, the

containing vessel; the substra-

tum; the subsistence of material

bodies, the primary matter. Le
is the Taou, or principle which

is upon
9
or inherent in, materi-

al bodies, and is considered their

j^i Pun, root or origin; nor has

it anj Kwa t'a ch'oo,

place in particular where it is

appended or attached to them;

nor can it be decided whether

Le or KKe is first, though ifan

order must be mentioned, the

precedence is given to Le. Le
also denotes a kind of 'principle

of organization; the internal

essential form of Europeans-

Le is sometimes spoken of as a
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kind of soul of the universe.

The heavens, the earth, and all

animate and inanimate creatures,

K ft
~

^M S CMh she

yib ko le, are but one Le, or

principle; and as to human be-

if K6

tsze yew yih ko le, every one

has an individual and distinct

Le. The universal Le is com-

pared to the water of the ocean,

out of which each person takes

a part, some more and some less;

still all belong to the water of

the ocean, which is supreme.

ft Le chih khe

chwang, reasoning straight, and

feeling strong; expresses hav-

ing the right side of a question

and supporting it with energy.

Le fa, to adjust the hair.

5 Le hwuy, to perceive or

comprebend the principles or

nature of. Le kh'e

heo, the science of immaterial,

and of material principles or ex-

istences,—has a considerable an-

alogy to the metaphysics of Eu-

rope. Le kh'wei, to be

deficient in reasoning; to have

the wrong side of a case or ques-

tion. 5 Le lun to reason

or debate. Le heo, per-

sons well instructed in the prin-

ciples of moral science; virtuous.,

persons. Le
taou jin f'tth when reason comes,

man submits when he is con-

vinced by reasoning that he is

in the wrong. Le sze,

to attend to, or superintend af-

fairs. Le so

tang wei, that which it is rea-

sonable to do; what ought by

rights to be done. Le
yuh, reason and passion.

A vulgar character used

for the sail of the boat.

tiffi#llWeileleuhlan,
masts, sails, pullies and ropes.

The carp fish.

Le yu t'eaoix

lung raun, the carp has jumped

into the ch'ago"c gate—is appli-

ed to literary men who have

made rapid advances in rank.

Slnvang le, a pair of

carp, now used to denote a le"

ter
9
or epistle.

From She, a royal

scrvayit^ and one, imply-

ing the unity of purpose in the

mind of rulers. One commis-

sioned by a superior to rule o-

tliers. An emperor or king; a

magistrate of any rank; a re-

corder or writer of official pa-

pers in public courts; one em-

ployed in the subordinate execu-

tive departments. The four sea-

sons. A surname. Read She,

to receive and fulfil the duties

of an official situation.
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Shoo le a writer in government

offices. Chang le a

superior officer. Shaou

le, an inferior officer.

Seimle, an active, upright, good

magistrate. T'an

kwan woo le, an avaricious cor-

rupt magistrate.

Le ch'e jin chay, Le denotes

one who rules or governs men.

Le poo, the board of

magistracy which superintends

all civil appointments; the fill-

ing up of vacancies, and the pun-

ishment of official delinquents

throughout the Empire.

Le muh, attendants on courts,

-^|'^, \ A email species of plum

•

I
is called Le, or

V Le tsze, to arrange, as for

V a journey. Name of a

%4 ) star. A surname. &
T'aou le, a peach and plum

—denotes reromtaending a per-

son. Hing le, travell-

ing plums,—or travelling ar-

rangements,—denotes one's bed-

ding and baggage when going

ozi a journey. Le

tsze ch'ing, a famous rebel who

caused the downfall of the Miug

dynasty.

Le hea piih ching kwan, don'i

adjust your cap below a plmr.

tree,— lest people eay you are

stealing plume. L(

t'ee kwae, one of the eight genii

culled Pa-seen.

A sharp edge or point a-

cute profit; profital
'

the interest on money to bene-

fit; advantageous gain; gainful;

suitable; smooth felicitous; to

covet. A surname.

j Taou kh'ow puh le, the edge

of the knife is not sharp.

ij Kung le, just gain.

U

Sze le, selfish, unjust gain,

>f> Chen puh le, an un-

successful attack in battle. lj

Le seihy interest on money.

The Chinese generally speak of

so much per month hence,
'

Yih yueu pwan, one

dollar and a half;
~

Yih fun woo, or
—

'

Yih fun pwan, one oandareen

five cash, is equal to 18 per cent

per annuum. But -""1

- Chow neen yih fun woo,

the year round one candareen

five cash, is 15 per cent. m
* JE Le tun seaj ching,

sharp, blunt, deflected, straight

— used metaphorically in de-

sei-'.bing human character, ij

Le hae
5
severe; forrnidahle.

ke sun jin,

to benenr one's self and injure

others. ^f\\ Le kh'ow, sharp

mouth; i. e. groal Huciiry of
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speech and smartness of reply.

lj Le taou, a sharp knife.

Sj "J^ Le t'een hea, to be-

nefit the empire or the world,

as by some literary production.

j t|j Le she, lucky; the cause

of prosperity, a few pieces of

copper coin given to a child at

the new year, Le fa,

or Le she, Le

loo, prosperity; success in one's

affairs, lj Le wuh

le jin, to benefit creatures, and

to benefit man. lj Le yili,

advantage; gain.

^ji Lin le, a common

phrase to denote being

clever, ingenious.

Sound; voice; noise.

cle

The pear, deemed cold

but injurious; otherwise

> called K'waekwo,

the pleasing fruit. The

J face discoloured by age;

name of a plant,
#
and of an in-

sect. ' Sha le, the san-

dy pear a particular kind of

pear, brought from Pe-king.

Seue le, the snow pear,

brought from Shan-tung.

Le yuen tsze te, the

sous and brothers of the pear

orchard, play actors.

From sharp and disease.

J/y*4 A purging or dysentery;

a flux; tbey distinguish fifteen

different sorts. Heue

le, a bloody flux. Tsew

le, a purging from excessive

drinking. See le, or

,7 Seay le, looseness of the

bowels, Kew le, a

chronic dysentery. jf£ Le

ching, a disorder of the bowels;

a purging.

Name of a plant, and of a

flower. A surname.

7^] Mo le hwa, the name

of a well known flower,~jasmi-

muu grandiflorum.

To compare together; to

Y \ adjust; to class; to ar-

range to generalize. Laws; re-

gulations, Pe le, to

compose, to adjust.

Fan le, general rules.

Kh'ae le, to make a new regu-

lation or law. Leuh le,

laws in general. The word Leuh

denotes, the original standard

laws of the empire; the word

Le, denotes explanatory and

emendatoiy clauses, or bye-laws.

Wei le, to oppose the

laws; contrary to law.

Chaou le, according to law.

J^ll Name of a tree, the wood

f/ J which is used by cart-

wrights,

^a/JL Water running down a

4 declivity. Le le, the sound
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of water riwiuing down; to de-

scend or go down to; to go to,

or arrive ^t, used 1^ superiors,

jto supervise <kt overlook. "Jfft

Vd Le eh'e, to exercise gov-

ment, to govera. Le

jin, to go to an office, or the

place of exercising control.

Le mm, to descend to

the people, in <xvder to attend

to their aflfeirs*

To descend to, in the

sense of the preceding. A
seat or place of exercising rule

or control. Read LeTh, the

sound of the trees of a forest

when agitated by the wind.

From a dog going out at

J/S^ I
a door. To stoop ; to

bend; crooked; perverse;

ungovernable wicked

impenitent. To extend

or go to; to stop; to fix; to set-

tle. AIho read Lee.

Kwae le, perverse; unruly; vi-

cious. Paou le, violent-

ly profligate outrageously un-

reasonable. Fei le

t'een, to fly up to heaven.

Le chth, to be settled in

one's station. ^1 Le

k'eue sin, to stop his mind.

Anger; angrily wraug-

Ung. ^^Han le, die-

obedient: refractorv.

Lee, or Le, the song or

voice of a bird, the voice

of the tnrk. ^^P^ Low le,

the voice of a bird.

Leaou le, the voice of the crane.

Fung shiug he

le, the sound of the wind and

the voieo of the stork,

A defence for the end of

tlie finger or thumb, which,

twitcbes the strings of a

hmu) vir other infttrument

.

to strike or twitoh the—

I

feti'ings with one's finger

to twitch, twirt or suap

asuuder; to guide with the hand;

a? a rudder; to manage a spooiK

Used In a sense similar to

the preceding* Read Lee,

tlie name of a tree, Ke

le, a kind of internal epruig.

CoaivuoBly read Luy, tears.

Read Le, to flow Mith ra-

pidity. Leaou I*1, a ra-

pid current of water, sufficient

to wreck a boat. Te'o

le, cold, frigid appearance; "Cold

and cotniurtle^ri.

Clear bright elegant.

Name of one f»f the Kwa.

Dispersed, scattered; opposed to.

From water and to dis-

perse. Water entering

the ground; soaking the

- earth to iustii; to infuse

^Hf^ 1"' drop? thin and had.

K K K K
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name of a hiil, and of a river.

Shun Ie nutritious; mea-

gre; applied to the public man-

ners, denotes good and bad.

Lin le, the sound of rain,

nutumnal showers.

A wild pear.

To separate and a splin-

ter. To split or rend

d.

From a stone or gem nncl

bright. The shining ap-

'anre of a mat.

le, or ^tt Lew le, a peari;

a kind of vitreous glaze put on

the outside of the roofs of Im-

perial houses; used to denote

glass. Po-le, glass.

„|^4j From grain and shining,

ii- Elegantly pendant, as a

shoaf of grain; two handfuls of

grain make a Le.

' From clothes and to se-

I
parate; that which keeps

V them from separating; a

^ i string or sash an orna-

) mented sash worn by wo-

men. 5 f Ke5 le, to knot

the sash to contract a marri-

age.

From to disperse and

wings. The name of a

bird; to separate or go

from to leave to di^pei rc

apart; distant- to divido

in two; pairs; in order, applied

to tones; arranged. Name of a

horse; a plant; a wood; a terri-

tory. Seang le, to part

from each other. Pfih

le, not separated from; always

employed about; constantly en-

gaged in. Le kh'euu, to

leave the group or party.

Le kh^ae, to go apart from.

Le pee, to separate or

go from to be separated or scat-

tered abroad. Le, is to go to

a short distance; Piie, to remove

far off. Le san, dis*

persed scattered abroad.

Le sun, the children of sis-

ter's children. ^^L^fijX
Lew le shTh so, scattered abroad

without habitation, as in times

of famine. Le

teh ke yuen, how far off is it^ Thin poor wine.

A species of wild pear.

To keep off with bam-

boos. A fence made with

bamboos a hedge.

Yuen le a garden hedge. §^
Fan le, a fence. Jj^,

Chaou le, transverse bamboos

a kind of lattice work, ^|
Le 16, a place fenced iu as a re*
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A kind of tare that grows

amongst grain, not entire-

ly useless, but injurious to the

better grain, for wliich cause it

is removed. Used also for the

preceding.

By Canton people read

Le, Not sanctioned by

the Dictionaries. See Che.

To split; to rend open a

rent or crack iu the skin

of ripe fruit.

A woman without a hus-

band; a widow.

The tail of a cow, or of a

horse strong curly hair;

long hair; hair mixed in a con-

fused state; anything very small

or minute.

To subject, or cause to

submit, by the force of

reasoning; to regulate; to

govern domestic happi-

> ness; a nominal denomina-

tion in numbering; name

of a small copper coin, by

Europeans called Cash,

J commonly considered the

decimal part of a Candareen

which answers to a hundred. A
pair or twins. Name of a pa-

per; of a hill; and of a plant.

A man's name. A surname.

Haou le puh ts'6,

not the least error.

Ch'a che

haou le mew che ts'een le, the

error of a hair's breadth (in the

principle) will lead to an eri'or

of a thounand miles*

Le mei, to covet.

Dried grass or hay. A
surname. Le loo,

reeds or rushes.

A kind of gluo or paste,

u^:gc1 in making shoes

black many; an epithet;

of the people of China.

The name of a district; of

a hill; of a river of a stone.

Used also for the following. A
surname. Le ming, the

people, so called from their

black hair.

A certain valuable stone

used also for the Le or Po

le, glass. See Le.

An incjtrument of husban-

dry; a plough; to plough

\ or cultivate the ground.

^»|| I Forms part of a name

r"| > ) applied to the northern

hordes. Name of a territory

earthy streaks, as on the faces

of very old people. Le

taou, the coulter of a ploagh.

Black; a black and yellow

cow, said to resemble a

tiger; used also for the

preceding. La

heh, black, applied to the

face and eyes.
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A oertaiu plant; a stem

or branch : forms part of

the name of a stone.

Tlie ve^el. Tow, filled.

A vessel used ia certain

rites. The original form of the

following being confoimded

with Fung, She,

added to distiagtush them.

^^ From a super/toinrat
\

jjt^T I moiiifestation and a ves-

) set used in certain ritefl.

Cltf liitv— , deeonui!, proprte-

)Hlj j tv. The tirsr idea of Le

;

is that of footstep; the footsteps

or traces to be obsermt in wor-

shipping the gods; a rite; a cere- !

rnouy the principles of social

order; the decent; the decorous

in religious worship, and in the

intercourse of society. Deco-

rum; propriety what is becom-

ing; the rules which assign

every one his place; politeness.

It also expresses what is decent

and becoining in families, and in

individuals. A surname. Of-

,

ferings to the gmls; presents to

individuals; an act of obeisance;

the particular forms of obei.^auce

or homage, jjla ^ Lc

tsang che, buried him with fu-

ueral rites or honors. /
Le e, the principles of moral

|

propriety and good conduct.

|

Le mo ta yu
fun, there is nothing in the rules

|

of propriety ofmore importance,

than that part which marks the

sphere, station, or raak of every

one. ' ^| Le er the rules

or forms of politeness and cere*

mony; the forms of propriety

and good behaviour.

Le jaug, polite; yielding; com-

plaisant. B Le pae

jili, the day of the rites of wor-

ship; the sabbath of the Christ-

iaiis and Mahonimedws. 1^
Le moou a polite gentle*

manly deportments Le

poo, the Boapd of Bites and

Ceremonial Usages. One of the

six Chinese Boards, at Peking^

Lv ta, a great, a solemn t

or pompous rite, or act of ho-

A liquor made by being

distilled one night; sweet

wine. Name of a district.

Le tseueu & sweet spring.

r/L Many a mxdriciule.

A coarse strong stone; a

whetstoue. To grind; to

rub. Severe; stera vio-

lent; racing; rapid as

flight excessive ugly,

cruel; to act cruelly or tyeanni-

cally ; wicked; dangerous bank;

disease. To commence; to sti-

mulate; to excite to. To ford

a» stream with one's clothe? on.
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A term applied to the ninth

Baoon. A surname. Read Lae

ulcers caused bj daubing the

body with lacker. Read: Lee,

severe^ or according to (me, tlie

©rnataental tassel of a pupse.

j^. Mo ler togriu^y to sfiarp-

en; to discipline aiul reform,

Ele h6en

ts'ae yen, to eticourr^e tfiose

possessed of virtue and talents.

ML Le fuug, a violent wind.

Le kweir au injurious

demon of ghesty that has no

temple built for its reception af-

ter the* death of the bodyr which

it had animated^ no posterity

having been left by the deceased..

To ford a streaia by tread-

ing on stepping stones^

A virulent sore ; a kind

of pestilence; noxious

fluvia. Occurs denoting to urge :

to impel to kill. Also read

Lae.

^JL To exert oue
r
^ strength

to stimulate by admoni-
\

tion to rouse and encourage
i

others. Meen le, to

!

urge to strenuous exertion.

|^ Tseang le, to praise and
|

rouse to exertion.

Vicious; bad wicked a-

larmed frightened.

Name of a fruit tree.

Coarse rice not cleansed.

Read La.

shih r coarse food.

A sfcone for whetting or

grinding tools a grind'

stone a whetstone a coarse

stone coarse strong*.

Le shih a coarse stone that

A species of oyster ; call-

ed also i^fc Mow le

^ Shih le, the name of a

fish. $ Le feng, an oyster

From a stag walking a'

lone in seareh of food'

An elegant gait good -

elegant; gracefal beauti-

ful fair attached or

z^boand to
;
flowery lumi-

nous bright manifesta*

^nyT tion; to give munificent-

l'\ ly. Name of a territory,

OO of a hill. A small boat -

r

14 > it enters into the compo^

sition of various proper names.

Me le, elegant, applied

to person& to dress, or to,the

furniture of a house. 01

Kaou le, Corea.

A

Lejin

au elegant person. Le

tseh, beautifolly^ glorious*

Ji|R^ A pair of stag's skins,

Together with a pair a
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couple husband and wife; con-

jugal union.

To open out; to cut open.

A local word.

Beautiful; elegant. Name

of an ancient state. A

surname. Le ke, name

of a female famous in history.

Read Se to look to ex-

amine with the eye. Also

read Le. Le low, to

look and examine minutely.

Neatly bound together

connected a certain or-

namental cap worn in former

times a group or multitude of

persons walking together. Al-

so read So, and Se.

Plants growing upon the

ground.

^
classical

The name of a place,

surname.

A

An elegant fleet horse

ffli to travel with a pair of

horses; the name of a hill. The

name of a district.

Kaou keu e Corea, according

to some modes of writing it.

Hwang le, name

of a large beautiful bird.

From net and words. To

complicate or blame o-

thers to speak against theni

rather less directly than is ex

pressed by Ma, to rail and

scold. Le ma, or re-

versed, Ma le, to scold to rail

at and abuse.

That which the foot treads

a shoe; to shoe, or

apply a shoe to the foot

\ to tread upon.

Le te the sole of a shoe.

Le hing, to tread to

walk.

Name of au insect in-

sects eating into wood.

Also read Lo and occurs de-

noting a shell-fish. Name of a

hill a man's name.

Fang le, the

classical name of the

town Ngan-kh^g-

foo, on the uorth-west margin

of the Po-yang lake.

To divide to cut asunder

to split straight forward;

to lay open. Read Le, to pierce

stab.

To be mournful sorry; to

occur to meet with.

Name of a kind of rash

fit for making brooms of

a fragrant plant a plant

that grows on a 3tone

name of a palace of an

ancient state; a surname.

Le che, or Le che,

a fruit well known in China;

the term is applied to the tree

also; the Dimocarpus Litchi.
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^$ Le p'oo, name of a place.

To be attached to; atten-

dants on public officers,

and in public courts, were

called Le jin, in-

Jerior officers. A sur-

name. ^[ Le show, a kind

of head person, one skilled in

accounts, Le tsze, or

Le shoo, the Chinese
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characters, as abbreviated by

order of Ts'in, (the first univer-

sal monarch of the Chinese

states,) so called because fram-

ed by the inferiors in public

officers.

Perverse; vicious wick-

ed a virulent disease.

Name ot a hill; also read Lee.

Le foo a perverse; un-

reasonable; violent mau.

LEANG.

age

Two; a pair; a conple; to

double numeral of two

wheeled carriages a cer-

"ain weight.

}^ Na leang ko jin, these

two persons. '

Ylh leang ch'ay, a carri-

Leang ef the two

E
y
denote heaven and earth, or

the two principles which exist-

ed after the first separation of

matter. Leang

mei peih ho, the two excellent

ones, a genius and a beauty

must unite in marriage.

JlL Leang keang, the provinces

of Keangnan and Keangse.

L^ang t,ow shay, a dou-

ble headed serpent.

Leang ta the two greatpowers;

i, e. heaven aud earth. 5^
Loang* t^'aou. tbe plaintiff and

defendant.

Leang keang tsung tub, the

governor of Keangf-nan and

Keang-se.

Leang kwang tsung tuh the

governor of the provinces

Kwang-tung (Canton) and

Kwang-se, hence the

expression Leang (two) Kwang.
~"

*
Ylh leang yin

tsze, one tael of silver.

Yin leang, money,

ill The common form of the

preceding, in the sense of

the weight or measure, by Eu-

ropeans called a tael. This

form is not sanctioned by the

Dictionaries.

Lining or Leang,

K'e leangy
art, craft, in-

genuity.
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A certain string or fast-

ening for shoes.

A pair of wheels; one

cart or carriage.
'

YTh leang clf&y, a cart or

carriage.

Iri^ A kind of fkhy or sprite;

iflfj^ otherwise culled ^

rWung leang, an appari-

M|
tion that resembles a child

J three yems ol*L

J^m^ Read Leaug, remote, dis-

MAJ^ tant. To seek; to desire.

Also read King, sti'ong violent

wrangling-

^/Y^f Cool modersitely cool

cool fredi la-eexe.

4]^ Ts'ing leang, clear eooL

Leang shwaiig, plea-

santly cooL Leang

shwuy, corf watw.

Leang san, an umbrella to shade

off the sun.

Read Leang, to take pos-

sessioaa of; to rob; to plun-

der. Read Leo, to plunder; to

seize and take from by violence;

to take in war.

^v4^ ] Cool; sparing; uncomfor-

y/T^ table, when applied to a

VpersoH*s circumstances

\|-f
a

pleasant, when applied to

JL^p the wind. Name of a

district; a surname. Occurs de-

noting, to trust that a case

30 to believe. ^| pj^ Na leang.

LEANG

to take Kn tiu iirg. Tdx

leang, possetj^ed of little virtue.

^5* Leaug fung, a cod

breeze, Leang

po che hiug, cold, unfeeling,

stiff^ formal treatment. '
Leang khwae eool and plea-

sant Leang ting, a

eool pavilioru

tf^f To dry or scorch in the

HJjf^ sun.

Cl'J~£ Sincere true speech; to

fj^% believe; to confide in; to

trust; to suppose that a thing

lia.- taken place; to know clearly

and certain^; to aid; to help;

to assist; to take the oversight

ot The name of a barbarous

district, A surname. ^jl

Keen leang, or gj^ Yuen

leaiift to believe and hope the

best <ff a person; to excuse, or

mate allowances for,

Leang peih teh

show juh, I suppose you must

have reeeived (the letter), &e«

A kind of carriage said to

be onee fitted up for sleep-

ing in, but afterwards under-

went cei'tain alterations-

Clear; bright

Kwang leang, or ^5
Ming leang, bright; splendid,

T'een leang, day light.

f T'een leang lcflou.
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the heavens are illumined, it is

now day-light.

Good, morally and natur-.

ally, as well as in the

works of art; a good or consi-

derable portion of time; far on in

the night; a term of regard used

by husbands and wives to each

other; to be able to do. Name

of a hill, and of a plant; forms

several other proper names.

Wan leang, mild and good

disposition.

Chuh e pub leang, to harbour

dishonest intentions.

Fiih leang kelh, unable to

effect, Leang e, a skil-

ful medical practitioner.

Leang foo, good commodi-

ties. Leang keang, ga-

langa root, or galangal.

Leang kew, a long while.

Leang ma, a gentle

horse. Leang sin, a

good heart; virtuous principles

and dispositions. ^J^Sang

yay, late at night.

Leang yue, the tenth moou.

jrgf To do good; a good work.

I |<V Also read Lang. }}^ f

Lang t'ang, a long appearance.

Leang or Lang; excessive

weeping without causing

the voice to be heard it is also

expressed by Keang

leang. Read Lang, the incessant

weeping of children. P

Leang hang, blowing.

A disease of the eye.

T'eaou leang, to

jump or leap. Read Lang,

to hop or proceed precipitately;

to appear desirous of advancing,

but with ineffectual struggles.

From the sun above the

earth, and a mile, A
measure; to measure; rhe mea-

sure of; a measure that is capa-

ble of containing. An enlarged

mind; capacity; feeling or views

of (he mind. A Hrait; to judge.

Shang leang, to deli-

berate and judge. Y Teew

leang, ability to drink, it is a

compimien t to toll a man that

his f Tsew leang

ta ability to drink is great.

71 Leangjuh e wei

ch'uh, to measure or keep an

account of one's income in order

to regulate expenditure by it.

: Leang to kwa, mea-

sure bow many? what quantity?

Leang kwo, measured.

T^T Leang to, to measure;

to conjecture.

Leang joo chin yen, the feeling

L I. I.
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and views (of an inferior man)

are like a needle's eye.

fcf^t^ From measure and grain.

I

Grain for food; a daily

)>ration of food pay of the

soldiery; taxes paid by

landholders. Name of a

medicine. Shih leang,

to receive the king's pay.

Tsi:en leang^ the pay in

money and kind, given to the

army; also the taxes paid by

farmers to the government.

Leang ts'aon, provision for

men, and provenJer lor horses.

>j§ LPang taon, an officer

over the public granaries a kind

of commissary.

^jlff A "wooden binflge; stones

J/|>^ or rocks termimiting a

stream a beam or plank the

top beam of a house; a seam or

streak at the top of a cap. Name

of a hill; a surname also enters

iuto the composition of various

proper names. T'ung

leang, a beam. Ta leang,

a western constellation also the

name ofa place. Keang

leang, strong; the name a divi-

nity. ^^ Kheaou leang, a

wooden bridge for foot passen-

gers. ^ Yu leang, a bridge

for carts. Yu leang, an

apparatus for catching fish.

A species of grain which

grows in the northern pro-

vinces of China, am) of

which there are different

kind^ also a tare-like

-sveed, usually expressed by the

second t'luiracter. |^| Kuou

leang, barbadoe^ millet. f yjC

Leang me, or vSuh leang,

are different sorts of the Leang

giauu

LEAOU.

TFrom a ch ild witho " i

arms. Intelligent; know-

ing; fixed detennined; finished.

Leaou, is a veiy frequent par-

ticle in the spoken language,

serving to round the period, and

form the perfect tense.

Wo keen leaou, I have

seen. Ta W' -
he is come, f Che

taou leaou, I know it.

Pa leaou, enough I very welL

Yihyu we leaou

ere a sentence was finished.

, Leaou jen, certainly; clear-

ly. Leaou tang, finish-

ed , or arranged well.

7
Leaou puh teh, forms the

superlative; as, >^f *f
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Leaou puh teh chay mo

baou, excessively good.

Leaou keen, to see entirely, ap-

plied to the omniscience of the

gods. Leaou sze, or

)^ Leaou keiih, to finish or

conclude an affair. To make an

end of business and have no

more trouble with it.

The legs crossing each

other, from weakness in

walking; a cow with its legs

crossing each other. Also read

Peaou,
J^*J

Leaou taou, the

feet reluctantly dragged after

one.

Tlj||| A sound in the ear; a par-

*|yH ticle expressing—careless-

ly; any how; a desire or wish.

To depend upon. Name of a

place; a surname. The name of

a wood. Woo
leaou woo lae, no support nor

dependance. Leaou

ts'eay, or Leaou e, an

expression of diminution; care-

lessness; indifference,—the scope

must determine the particle by

which it is to be rendered.

Leaou leaou woo

ke not much; not many. ^{1

Leaou lae, to depend upon;

to have support; support.

Leaou 16, falling; sinking.

From a measure and grain.

To measure; to estimate;

to calculate; to manage; to re-

flect; to deem. To consider or

judge; to suppose; materials of

which things are made; capaci-

ty; provender for horses and

cows; a clear distinct sound; to

pull. Leaou le, to man-

age; to exercise control over.

n Leaou seang

puh taou, unable to foresee and

make arangements for; unfore-. Leaou
nan tsae neih, I think it will be

impossible to conceal them fur-

ther or longer. Leaou

wfih, or TVae leaou,

materials for making any thing;

as H^eau
wuh materials for making gun-

powder,

The fat in the intestines

of animals.

A companion a comrade;

a colleague; a fellow offi-

cer; persons of the same rank

of the same kind or class. To
labour together. Read Leaou,

a good appearance; an easy and

gentle manner. A surname.

Kwan leaou, a fellow officer.

Peh leaou, all those of-

ficers who are in service at the

same time, T'ung

leaou, one of the same rank.

Ch'in leaou, officers of gov-

erument, generally.
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rtp^ Leaou, or Leaou, the cry

or voice of any creature.

A small window; to study

^ at the same window; a

fellow officer.

Trung leaou ehe yew friend,

a fellow officer. M Leaou

fang, a public office, or a room

in wbich the officers assemble.

Leaou ts^ae, a pla'v

where officers of the govcru-

ment meet ; the officers of gov-

ernment.

Perspieuous, clear dis-

cernment; clever; intelli-

geut. To oversee and examine

into; cheerful a vacanr empty

appearance. ' j' Leaou leTh,

the eye and mind both struck

with alarm.

To take hold of a thing

with the hand; to manage

or wield it; to play or fence with

a spear. To sustain or support.

Leaou jin, to pull about

a person in play. Leaou

koo, a certain kind of net, or to

manage it.

Fire lit up in various

ways, and in various

• places, as a signal of ua-

\ tional concerns, intciuled

_J^^ J to arouse the attention of

all persons. Ting leaou.

certain lights lit up in the pa-

lace.

LEAOU

From a dog and fire lit

up. To hunt wild beasts;

to hunt at uights.

To resist disease; to stop

it; to cure; the practice

of medicine.

Clear vision able to see

distinctly, and to a dis-

tance. A good eye.

)||^ Yew leaou, to sa-

crifice to heaven.

A kind of basket to con-

tain parts of the victims

used in. sacrifice; a basket to

carry fish in. Fung

leaou, a kind of mat shed or

lai^e umbrella under which

stalls are kept.

To wrap round, to bind

about; to wind round; to

manage; the nan>e of a sacri

fice; a man's name. ' ^
YUi leaou fa, a lock or tuft of

hair. Leaou jaou, to

wind about; to saunter round.

Fine white metal; silver;

au empty furnace; fetters

either for the hands or feet.

Show leaou, manacles.

Keo leaou, fetters for the

feet. Leaou tsze, a

cook; an unusual terra.

Remote distant; far off;

reiterated in tbe same

aeuse. The uauie of a Tartar
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state- - Ta le

Leaou tung, or

Leaou kwo, a state on the north

of the gulf of Chih-le, which

existed in the 10th and 11th

centuries; it succeeded and was

considered the game as

K'e-tan. )^ Leacm shwuy,

name of a river, which rise6 in

Mauchaw Tartary, and passing

through Leaou-tung, enters the

gulf of Chih-le,

Name of a small bird.

01^f Leaou, or Lew, to fly

high. Leaou leaou,

a lengthened sound of wind.

Read Leaou, and Chow,

a man's name. A sur-

name. Read Lew, the name of

a state.

To depend upon, as true

or real really. Feelings

of commiseration and indigna-

tion.

Wa leaou, deep

recess; a hollow cavern

j

distant, remote, wide, unoccu-

pied, vast, solitary; silent.

From a plant, and to fly

high. Name of an acrid

herb, which seems to fly up in-

to the air. Name of a state, of

a river; and of a pavilion. A
surname.

A deep valley an empty

solitary place; profound;

deep; vacant.

LEE.

To separate to distingu-

ish; to arrange in order;

to place or be placed in a certain

gradation the ranks ofan anny

to spread out, or state in order.

Khae lee, to separate

and arrange; to make out a list

of. S Chin lee, to place

in order; to arrange in rauks.

P

T
ae lee, and

Pae lee, both denote, to arrange

to put in order.

Lee tso khe tsze, to sit in

order. Lee tsuy, the

first of the series i. e. the best

composition ofmany others. ij

Lee wei, or ^ Lee

kung, constituted persons; i.

you, gentlemen, ij Lee

neu, eminent women, mention-

ed in history. Lee

chuen memoirs, or biographical

sketches of eminent persons.

Cold air, or vapour.

Name of a certain wood.
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Fromfire and arranged.

or spread out. Fire rag-

ing; ardent; impetuous; enthusi-

astically; daring in the service

of one's country, or in adhe

rence to virtue; excellent; dig-

nified majestic splendid fierce

cruel anxious. Occurs in va-

rious proper names.

Ching lee, or Lee neu,

eminently chaste; virgins or wi-

dows who have preferred suffer-

ings and death, to a violation

of their purity. Tsee

lee, to die in defence of one's

country, or of personal virtue

and chastity. Lee sze,

one who dies for his countrv.

>£ Chung lee, a faithful

devoted servant of tlio crown.

Lee lee, or Wei

lee, magnificently imposing; ma-

jestic. Lee-liie, also denotes

mournful; anxious.

d Name of a plant employ-

J ed in conjunction with

some other, to expel noxious in-

fluences. Also forms part of

the name of a plant used in

dyeing.

) Remnants of silk left af-

I ter cutting out clothes;

o tear silk or cloth to

jj
I

tear or split open to

rive to rend to split

A man's name. Peih

LKB

lee, tornrrent Mee
lee, harsh, destructive govern-

ment. Lee kh'ae, to

tear or split open, said of cloth

or of wood, or of the earth, and

01

if A bird described as a

I
kind of wood-pecker.

J
To tread over a space, as

in hunting; to leap or o-

verpass with long strides to

take hold of.

Heo puh lee tang, the student

must not overstep the regular

order. Lee seih, to

tread upon the floor mat in an

irregular manner; to advance

in a disorderly way.

Resembling the hair bris-

tling up on the top of the

scull the hair of the mus
species; the bristles of a

^boar; a long beard. The

name of a horse. The

hairs or bristles on the

neck of fish or dragons.

Kang lee, a pig,

or boar.

^4 Fxom dog and the bristles

( I
of a hog. To hunt wild

^animals to hunt; to pur-

sue earnestly, or to have

passed through to strike

with the alarm of an earth-

quake; name of a porpoise; of

a bill and of a carriage. *}T
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Ta lee, or T'een lee,

to go a hunting.

She lee she woo, to have

hunted through, and become

familiar with, all the affairs of

the world. ^ Tsee lee, in

regular order.

LEEN.

From a wheel and to go.

The constant circulating*

of a wheel to return to the

same; to unite; to connect; to

join, or to be joined in marri-

age to cause to adhere to, as

with bird lime; used in vari 'us

proper names. Used as a par-

ticle of connection, and; even;

also. S^ang leen, join-

ed; to join; united together to

unite. Leen choo, con-

nected pearls; name of a work

to assist students, i Leen

kea, a flail, like that of Europe.

§^ Leen seih, metal, not

refined.

Leen tsze, twins.

Ke leen, a small

species of fowl.

J To carry things and tran-

sport them to another

place; to carry as with a hand

barrow.

A ripple caused on the

^^j^ surface of water by the

wind passing over it; appear-

ance of shedding tears. Name
of a river. Read Lan

?
large

waves. Leen shwuy, a

vulgar term for water in which

one has bathed.

A vessel anciently used

in temples to contain the

grain.

)

L^ien hwa, or

L
Leen ngow ho,

I
J *

I
the water lily. Ho, is the

northern terra.

Leen fuug, or Uen
fung king, the isthmus at Ma-

cao, called by the English the

race ground. Leen

fung meaou, the temple or Joss-

house at the race ground,

Leen fang, the calyx of a

water lily.

Appearance of an insect

half curled up.

A kind of copper; metal

not purified; things oon-

nected, as by a chain; locked

tocrether connected a chain.

T'ee leen, an iron cliain.

A kind of chariot pulled

by the hand,—applied to



the Emperor's carriage; hence,

Leen hea, expresses

what is near the court, or near

the emperor places around the

court. Leen kuh

che hea, below the wheels of

the imperial carriage, near to

the emperor. Leen keu,

a kind of hand carriage or

wheel-barrow. Leen

ang the name of an office.

Leen taou, path within tlie

palace.

-+f*| Name of a well known

^|>^V tree that bears a bitter

berry, called Kin
I

ling tsze, from their shape.

To separate and water.

yJ^JV To boil silk well for the

purpose of separating it

Ij^j Fromfire and to separ-

Z^jV ate. To separate the dross

from the finer metal by the ap-

plication of fire; to refine me-

tals. Leen jin sin,

to try the hearts of men as by

adverse and by prosperous cir

cumstances in providence.

j^ilir
The internal skin of a

/JylV melon.

To boil as is done with

Jf^y^ silk or things that are

dyed to select to choose; to

experiment to learn by experi-

ment; a surname. Keen

lten, to ess;' v or try by experi-

ment, jf^, Ts'aou leen, to

practice or exorcise, as soldiers.

Leih leen laou

ch'ing, formed by experience

«*ii)d age; familiar with, from

practice. Leen fuh,

one year's mourning.

From metal and to S€

-

j>arat(\ To melt metals;

to refine in the turnace, applied

also to mau undergoing trial, and

being benefited thereby puri-

fietl metals; anything fully ma-

tured experienced and expert

in; to practice. Read Keen, a

certain iron about a wheel.

Twan leen, a magistrate ex-

pert in the law, on<l who dis-

covers great art in making out

a case; used in a l»ad ^enso.

Peh leen, purified a hun-

dred times, most pure.

Leen sze, an experienced and vir-

tuous doctor amongst the sect

Taou, is denoted by this term.

Leen shuh, fully prac-

tised in; duly matured.

Leen tsing, or reversed, made

quite porfect by practice.

To collect together, as

grain in harvest; an in-

g;ith( ring or harvest; to

collect together anything;

y^\/\ J
to amass; to hoard up.

A surname.
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Tseu leen woo fuh, collected to-

gether all blessings. Tseu leen,

is also used for avaricious ex-

tortions. Show leen,

to gather in the harvest.

^* Leen chow tsze

show, collected together his war

boats and stood on the defen-

sive. Leeu ts^n, to

collect money to make a collec-

tion for some charitable purpose.

^j^f-p-
Water overflowing; inun-

//'a/V dation the edge ofa wave.

3R^/w ( Name of a plant of the

Ai-J. [
creeper kind.)
A certain kind ofdog with

a long nose. Read Heen,

in a similar sense.

Ti^W To shroud the dead; to

>SA dress for the grave. It is

the Chinese usage to dress out

the corpse with the finest aud

warmest clothing that the per-

son's circumstances will admit

of; the clothes are of the same

fashion as those worn by the li-

ving. A shroud surrounds the

whole, and is sometimes bound

to the corpse with cords'

Show leen, to shroud and

coffin.

The cheek; the space be-

tween the eye and the

jaw; the fkee; used metaphori-

U M

cally for reputation. Read Tseen,

a kind of meat soup.

Woo leen, no face; shameless.

Se leen, to wash the

face. Sae leen, the

cheek. j| Tew leen, to

throw away a person's reputa-

tion, to say soraetliing to the

disgrace of a pei'son.

O/X. To fix the price beforo

/i/^X coming to market; a kind

of forestalling. Also read Peen.

By the side, or iu a cor*

ner; a corner; economical

pure; uncorrupted by a-

varice, or by bribes; mo
derate in one's wishes; not

avaricious, but its opposite. To

examine into. Enters into se-

veral proper names.

Leen ch'e, modest; bashful; mo-

derate; unassuming j the oppo-

site of avaricious and of shame-

less conduct. Woo

leen che shameless; brazen-fac-

ed; abandoned.

Tso kwan ts'iug leen, au uncor

rupt magistrate, Keaou

leeu, aflfected moderation, seem-

ing* to reject what one really

wishes, Fe leen, name

of aa ancient palace, and of a

certain divine bird, which has

the power to raise the wind.

Leen keg chiag

cliih, pure aud upright.

M M
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Leen tsee, correct in one's

conduct, without excess or ex-

trava^anoo. R Leen yu,

or Lang leen, a corner.

s

Thin poor bad the name

of a mountain stream.

far.

L^en e intermin-

able fire; flame extending

or continuing long.

A large coarse stone

red colour.

jin, a spurious virtue; it
j

I

LtEN

A sickle; otherwise call

Ij E kow, a shear-

ing hook.

is applied to four fovras

of false benevolence.

A bamboo screen a cur-

tain or screen ofany kind

a window curtain ; a scroon to

a sedan chair,

leen, or Jl

Kwa
Shany1 leen, to

pnt up the screen. Fang

leen, to put down the screen

Cbiih leen, a bamboo

Leen or Lin. From the

heart andfires. A feeling

ofcompassion commiser-

ation; to compassionate;

to feel tender regard for;

to love. Leen

seiib, to compassionate.

Leen ngae, to

love.

Poo leen, a cloth

curtain. Mfih pan
'

leen, Venetian blinds are so call-

ed; and also,

New peh hee ch'wang, tripe-

fold windows.

E [fe The sides of the leg.

W^jV
JJ

Nuy leen, the inner

side of the leg. Wae
leen, the outer side of the leg.

X'^In Lin or Leen, variegated

^ I
with streaks.

A box <o contain per-

fumes a lady's toilet,

^fv Chwang1 leen, a

bride's portion a toilet*

>and whatever else her

parents may give her.

King leen or

|M King hea, a dressing

case, used by females.

Connected with, as an ear

to the head; joined withr

associa ted together to

connect to join to nn ite

)
to arrange in a concati-

nated form. Tuy leen,

a pair of labels of various

lengths, whether made of wood

or paper huug up as ornaments

against the walls cf Chinese

houses, on the pillars of tem-

ples, and so on. ^ Kwan

Iwn, ft list containing the order
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in which officers are to move or kind of tent; a colour

act. jt Leen beuug te, I fff r flag^hung up where

to unite and settle the order of

brothers.

wine is sold. ^ Tsew leanj

a tavern.

LEIH.

I
Sinew nerve; strength

spirit; force; power; ef-

fort vigour; diligent endea-

vour; strenuously; assiduously

to employ one's strength about

a thing1

. A surname.

Yew lefh, possessing strength.

Khe leTh, strength, or

the invisible animal influence

which supports strength. ^
Shin leih, bodily strength.^It Shin chwang

leih ki :eu hale and robust, gen-

erally addressed to old people

as a compliment. ^ Sin

eTh, strength, or active power

of the mind. Muh leih,

• the power of vision.

Urh leih, the power of hear-

ing. d Tsin sin

keih leih, to exert one's heart
I

and strength to the utmost.

H^e leih, to unite efforts.

S Chung leih, or

Ting leih, great strength.

MSen leih, or LeTh

po, deficiency ofstrength; weak.

Yu^ leih,

Ch'tih ldh, or Cho leih,

to exert one's strength.

Ch'uh le:h yu kwo

kea, t# exert one's self for erne's

country. ^ Fei leih, to

spend one's strength. *^

Neen foo leih klveang,

rich in years, and robust in

strength; rich in years, denotes

being yet young, having many

years in reserve, jj^, Ho

leTh, the power of fire.

Tsew leih, the power orstreugth

of wine. Kung leTh,

the strength of a bow,

Ping eTh severe dangerous dis-

ease. Pelh leth, strength

of pencil, denotes either writing

the character with a stiff firm

stroke, or writing in a nervous

style. i~Jf Leih hing, to

practice with assiduity; it is al-

so a technical phrase, denoting

the practice of moral virtue, or

those precepts which one may
have learned in contradistinc-

tion from J^r Kh'ung yen,

empty talk; prating about vir-

tue, but never practising it. ^}
Leih ching, to be employed
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in laborious government service.

LeTh heo, to learn assi-

duously. Leih leang,

strength of capacity.

Lelh leang pub tsuh, a

deficiency of irc-ngtli, talent, or

power. LeTh keuerr,

wearied fatigued. f|f LeTh

peen, to argue strenuously.

^X-f-| Leih, or Lib, to (fivine by

grasping sixty-four straws

between the fingers, according

to certuia rules. To bind, to

eomplefe; the name of a district.

- t
,

The original form repre-

§ I I
eents a man standing e-

\rect on the earth. Erect;

—X— I to erect; to establish; to

J form or fix; to place in

order, or each in its own station,

as trees in a forest to arrange;

to effect; to perfect, or accom-

plish the point of time when

anything takes place. Soon

speedily. The name of a car-

riage, ^ She leili, to in-
1

stitute. Keen leih, to

build up. Chung ieTh,

fo be situated between two, and
t

belong to neither. Ch Ui:

leih, to stand naked, means to

be destitute of every thing, jt
5^ Leih ching, name of a sec-

tion of the Shoo-kiug.

LeTh cbe, to form a resolution.

JL Leih e, or & Leih

pin, to fix one's intention or

mind; to determine on doings

something; to resolve in one's

own mind; as

Leih e wei shen, to determiney

or resolve on the practice of

virtue. JUL Leih kh'eh, or

LeTh tseih, immediate-

ly instantly, Leih

ch'un, February 5th. JL
Uth hea, May 7th. jll

Leih ts'ew, August 9th, ,IL

LeTh tung, November 8th;

these four are Chinese terms.

Leih ming, to establish

one's fate; to act so as to influ-

ence ones deetiny favorably

A.D. 1418, established the first

of the Ming dynasty. JX.

^ Le!h yen cha klio es-

tnbliehed duties on salt and tea*

A bamboo umbrella with-

out a handle one that lays

on the head like a broad brim-

med cap, vulgarly called »

5^ Tow pang, those that have

hniidles are called Tang.

I^ih kflh u cap worn

by the drivers of military wag-

gons,

«f _ A grain of rice; food

b/_
I
particularly rice. *

Tseue leih ptth

shih, unable to eat any

thing,—from sickness.
*

Yih leih me, a grain o
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rice. 3& Ytih leih, white

rice.

-1 , A kind of basket for coiv

,
^ / ^ fining or carrying pigs in.

The name of a plant.

The chesnut, named from

the fruit hanging pendant

down. A hard durable

wood. Firm enduring

commanding; severe; to

exceed or overpass. Name of

a district. A surname. Used

also in the composition of some

foreign words. ^fT Hing

leih, a finger post to point out

the road. ^fC Shwuy leih,

name of a plant. Leih

lee, a piercing cold wind.

The tablet, dedicated to

the deceased, in the tem-

ple of ancestors*

itfflS Fear; apprehension. '
* Leaou leih, intimidat-

ed; fearful.

>^ The name of a river; and

of a district.

Wind; an impetuous gale,

mixed with rain. A storm

of wind and rain.

The signs of the heavens,

sun, moon, and stars,

which are noted with venera-

tion, and delivered to men for

the division of time.

Leih soo the numbers which

determine the place of the hea-

venly bodies &c. Leih

fa, astronomical rules.

Leih shoo, an almanack. The

books of the Han Dynasty use

the following form, which also

has the definition of the preced-

ing.

^ To pass by; over, through

or to; to pass to a place,

^ or to pass through succes-

I sive periods of time; to

J overpass or transgress the

law; a state of confusion open;

space between, said of the teeth;

next in order; erroneous; to say

the whole. Leih leih, arranged

in order; retired; as amongst

hills solitude and silence. A
metal vessel a brass coffin* The

name of a hill, of a district, and

of a lake. Hwan leih,

the name of a book.

King leih kwo 1 to

pass and come over.

Leih ch'ing, to go over into the

city. Leih jih, succes-

sive days; time.

Leih kee ch'ang yay, succes-

sive ages of perpetual night;

in a state of future sufiering.

Leih kea, astronomers,

mathematicians. Leih

luh, appearance of elegance and

splendour. M Leih lae,

from former times to the pre-

sent. Leih tae, succes-
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sive generations or ages.

The name of a wood, said

to be a kind of oak A
certain apparatus used ih rear-

ing silk worms. A stable for

cows or horses.

Water falling in succes-

sive drops. A dripping

or dropping of water, to

pour out the last drops of

wine when drinking.

Leih heue, to shed one's

blood; to commit suicide, ^jff

5^ Che leih, the sound of snow

and rain. Leih yih, a

slight flowing. Teih

leih, * the sound of drops falling.

>li^ 2^ Leih leih, a swell-

)Jbk\: ing on the neck.

To rub; the noise made

V^pff by something riving or

splitting. Used also for the fol-

lowing. Forms also part of the

name of a stone, jjv/^ Teih

leih, clear; bright.

Peih leih, or

M P'eih leih, rapid chips

of thunder; the noise of splitting

or smashing.

Ldh mh aroad

"fziii for a barrow or cart;

wheel rut.

A certain useless wood

neither fit for the carpen-

ter nor for fuel. Persons in af-

fected humility employ its name

as representing themselves.

Name of a place, aud of a bird.

A certain earthen vessel.

tO^ Teih leih, a bright

'y^v pearl.

" Small broken stones; peb-

bles or sand.

Hwang leih, name of a wood.

Tan loih, or

Tail sha, a red oxide.

To move motion; a step,

"V A man's name. Road

L6, Leen 16, or

Clio 16, to surpass or exceed

thers; extraordinary.

The path of a carriage;

the rut of a wheel.

Perfume or incense pot.

Name of a place; a sur-

name.
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Ll¥).

To partition or divide

land to part to every

one a share a boundary

Ifl^^ l to plan; a plan; to dimi-

J nish the labour of; to

lessen to abridge. In a slight

degree a little; to esteem lit-

tle; to despise. A path, phy.

sically or morally to walk; to

go; to visit; to take to violate

or offend; to seize; to sharpen.

A name of various sections of

books. A surname.

King leo, to pass through and

arrange; plaus of proceeding;

applied also to planning a cam-

paign, or the conduct of an

army. Hwfih leo, to

despise or treat with contempt.

^t Leo ke che, to visit,

or go over the ground on which

the city walls are builfc.

LiJ o yew che shih, pos-

sess a little knowledge.

Read Leo and King, to

brand the face with ink

and a style; a Chinese punish-

ment. Also read Leang, to take

by force. Read Leo, to seize by

violence.

Read Leo, and L^ang", to

rob; to plunder to take

by violence to punish. |

Loo leo, to carry away persons

captive, ^fj ^jl Kee leo, or

Ts'eang ^5 to rob and car-

ry off property by violence.

LEU.

tj^f The back bone the spine,

I -f a portion of which is re-

presented by the character. Cer-

tain notes in Chinese music.

Name of a kingdom a surname

the name of a bell, and of a

sword. Yew leu

lelh, having strength of spine;

possessing1 great strength.

Shin leu. lon^; extended

a local term. > Lea sung,

Spain. >j Seaou leu

sung, Luzon, Manilla.

An associate a compani-

on; a fellow traveller.

ybfjl Spontaneous gro vvth that

I
|d which grows wild,

fcjfcj The gate of a village

I J twenty-five families make

a Leu a door or gate. The

name of a particular door the

habitation of the Seen, genii.

The name of a pavilion name

of an ancient offin? nnxcie of a

IB
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stone of a sword; and of a flag.

Name of an animal. Occurs

denoting a beautiful woman a

surname. Leu yen, the

habitations of the poor.

In the army, five hundred

men are called Leu. A
stranger; a guest in a

\
strange place, a company

/JrK J or assemblage of persons;

many persons arranged in or-

der; a road or path. A surname;

sometimes denotes grain which

grows wild. ]^ Shaiig

leu, a travelling merchant.

Leu leih, great strength.

Leu te a place to re-

ceive strangers, in a strange

place, Leu tsze in

order; arranged in order,

^t*^ The back bcme; the back.

toName of a sacrifice

hills and rivers.

Low or Leu, the exertion

of effort or of strength

>to lead a cow or to fasten

it to something. A num-

ber that is troublesome

annoying from the number. The

name of a place and of a river

a man's name; the name of an

animal; to trail as long gar-

ments a curved appearance

dull; stupid. Read Lew, a small

mart.

Leu or Low, the back

bent curved distorted.

To bend. A surname. Read

Low, Show low, a

^crooked arm. Pei low,

a crooked back. Tseu

low, a curved or bent instru-

ment or u tensil with which

things can be taken hold of, or

carried. Leu kow, short

ugly appearance. Leu

keu name of a place where tor-

toises are obtained.

Many times; frequently

Leu chen, frequent battles,

Leu ts'ze, many times.

Leu, or Low, a chronic

ulcer; an old swelling,

5^^^ Keu leu, a crook-

ed back.

Certain hempen threads;

pieces of cloth paid as a

forfeit by those who neglected

serving. Forms part of the

name of a plant.

yj^^ Leu, or Low, parts of a

garment which fold over;

old tattered garments of the

poor.

Leu, or Low, name of an

edible plant the betel

plant, uame of a place; a plant

boiled up with fish.

Leu ye, the betel leaf.
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To think ou with desire,

expectation or anxiety

concern of mind; to plan to de-

vise; to think of till a clean

perception be attained. Great

concern suspicion A surname;

the name of a place; the name

of a wood, "t* Wang leu,

a kind of general view or plan

f.

Woo yuen leu pelh yew kin

yew, he who won't concern him-

self about what is distant, will

find sorrow approach near. ^§
Yew leu, mcurnful anxie-

ty. L •. —-— dllTl-

OU8 thoughts.
k
' L : w oe,

a kind of banner held ia the

front of an army.

Repeated,
fj, Leu-

leu, unwilling to do; not

using any eftbrt; uuconstraiued

appearance.

jpB'L To assist by advice or en-

I^UJ couragemeut.

Water; to wash clean

pure; to cleanse or purify;

to filtrate. Leu lo, or

Leu poo, a cloth or silk,

through which water is strained,

^^fc A certain plant, used as a

frfcJ^ red dye; otherwise called

Te heue, earth's blood.

To form; to model.

A kind of heated iron,

with Tvhich things aro put

into form.

A cottage in the raiddt of

a field for the husband-

r men to repose in; a gene-

ral name for coarse habi-

) ta;ions; thatched or mat

hu ts. To lodge or pass the

night alternately, as when on.

duty. The name of a state; of

a district; of a city; and of a

h ; lL ' ^ Pe leu, my house.

Leu shay, a cottage.

Read L?n, the name of

a medicinal plant. Read

Loo, rusues that gvow by the

side of rivers. Nau.o place;

name of a rivcr>

Pr^- The skin; the ivcni of the

IJj^L alulouien; arranged iu or-

der; to transmit from a u :gber

to a lower authority; to revM)ru

Name of an ofiim

An animal ro^embling a

^Sjra
I

horte, and having long

[
car.-. A mule. ^>

fir
j

K'een leu, anordii arv sort

J§j J of anile. Yay

leu, wild mules in Lea>Du-tung,

said to attack aud devour men.

/j Seaou leu. was applied

to an animal of the Mus ^pecie-s

in the state Tan.

Grain growing spontane-

)^ ouely, without sowing or

cultivation; wild grain.
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-^^] From strength ^nd J
: tv,

or small. Infirm; weak;

feeble; but just adequate;

)
j

scarcely sufficient. Mean;

J vulgar; depruved.

A low dike or w«H to

fence in a field; a road or

a path, to separate them i torn

others. To mark or draw the

limits of a field or road water

contained by a natural inucuta-

tion on the top of a hill; to cl;iss,

rank, or sort with. % Ma
leue, a path, or other place,

fenced in by a low wall fur

horses, i^F Fung

taou yue leue, a shut up, or

sealed road is called Leue.

From nail and hand* To
take hold of with the fin-

gers of one band.

' To plough the ground and

raise the clod.

To pluck or take hold of

with the fingers; to rub

or feel with the fingers.

j
rj- Ytth leuS, to move the fin*

gers on a flute.

Zr^v Leue or Seug, a weight

il^T equal to 24 taels.

P

LEUEN.

To put to rights to re-

gulate; to connect; to con-

tinue without interruption; to

bind or fasten to; the name of a

district.

From attached to, and

womcm. Yielding, com-

plying; attached to; warm

atFcction for; longing af-

ter. Sze leuen,

affectionate remembrance of*

^^ Yuen leuen
t
elegance

and beauty of person,

Leuen or Lwan. From

bound to, and heart.

Waim afiectiou for anient at-

tachment to, as of brothers or of

lovers. Used also for the stu-

pifying hankering of the human

mind after vicious pleasure or

sordid gain. A surname. Com-

pare with Lwan. Seang

leue", mutually attached—said

of brothers. Keuen

leuen, a constant recollection of,

and longing after; permanent

affection for, or addictedness to*

^H!^ From bound to, and hand.

To bind or tie to in any

way to attach, as by ligatures;

an interminable concatenation

01' a coutvaction of the haudci
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or feet, from disease, t
'

. ed in

the sense of the prer-pdino*.

Leueu keu, 1x)k1 ,d re-

stricted; a contract ioi« f the

hands or feet.

To select or choose; to

collect together.

Flesh cut into slices; minc-

ed meat; the viscera offish.
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Lcuen ts'ee, to cut or

mince. Leuen leuen, a

thin emaciiired appearance.

Name of a plant>

LEUH.

f

Leuh kh
large appearance.

To divide or distinguish;

the division of the notes

of music, as made in ancient

times; a constant rule; a law;

military law; a penal law. Cer-

tain of the laws formed by the

Ts^in dynasty, which were deem-

ed fit to be preserved by suc-

ceeding Sovereigns, they were

arranged in nine sections, by

a person of the next dynasty.

Certain rules of rank amongst

the military. To state or re-

cord to weigh the merits of; to

dress the hair; the rules of ver-

sification. Keae leiih,

rules or precepts of the Buddha

sect. { Pub leiih, terra

for a pencil. E leuh,

according to law.

T'een leiih tsuy yen, tlie

law of heaven is most strict.

From to divide and hand.

To put away the dregs or

fceces to separate the pure from

the impure-

Sorrowful mournful.

A large cord of rope; a

/|V"|-* rope, such as is used in

ships and in mines; to let down

a pit, or the shaft of a mine; or

into a grave; a pulley.^

§

Leuh lo a pulley,

tseang, to let dowa leisurely in-

to a pit or grave*

The flesh of sacrifices,

AJt
5-

Leiih leaou, the

fat of the intestines of the vic-

tims prepared in a certain -way,

and burnt, to fill the tempi©

with, its fames.
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LEH.

From man and strength.

V4 Sche
vu jay, an overplus, a remain-

der. S— Shih

fan clie jib. yay, a tenth part.

_|L-|-j To divine by grasping

sixty four straws between

the fingers, according to certain

rules. See Lelh.

H-jLjj
The ribs; otherwise call-

H ed Ef) Leh kub, and

^# P'ae kuh. Read Kin,

the sinewy part of the muscles.

Leh p'ang, the side.

|^4-f Veins in the earth a third

\^J-4 part, or the diameter of a

circle.

A bridle with a bit to it;

to bridle; to restrain; to

conti'ol by violence; to force to

'do-; :j ai-rrrtgle; zo engrave up-

on. Ma leh, a horse's

bridle. Kh'ang leh, to

seize or detain by force.

Tih leh, to control. 5^
Peih leh, or Khoo leh,

to distress to molest to ill-use.

Leh. hew, to force to

stop to lay an officer aside

from the duties of his station,

without depriving1 him of his

rank. ^} Leh ping, to shut

np troops in a narrow compass,

by a 9nperior force. Leh

so, to extort from. Leh

ling, to insist upon to require

instant pevforniarico to force

to do. Leh shih, to en*

cprave or cut letters on stone.

Cjtfe Leh e, making no

l^ T^ ad vauce not progressing.

LEW.

— Six, generally pronounc-

ed Lew, by the northern

people. According to the Dic-

tionaries, read Luh. See Luh.

^^>^ The streamers of a ban-

ner and the pendant or-

naments of a cap, of which the

difference in number denoted the

difference of rank.

r-f— ) The name the preced-

/Jj\\, I ing. The streamers of a

(v banner, and pendant orna-

mentg of ancient crowns,

the Emperors crown had

twelve, six before and six be-

hind. J£ Khe lew, the

streamers of a flag or banner;

small stripes attached to the
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principal flag. Meen

lew, the pendant ornaments of

a crown.

\jr% From water and stream-

IJIU er. The motion of water;

to flow to pass from one place

to another; to descend on unres-

trained to fall into a certain

course of action; to cast offmor-

al restraint; the course or pro-

gress of; to select; to beg or en-

treat. Occurs in proper names.

Ch'uen lew, the flow-

ing of a stream. Hea

lew, a low degenerate course of

action, or set of people, ^\
Chow lew, or Lew

chuen, flow round and extend

to every place. Fung

lew, gaiety and pleasure,

Cb'uen lew, an account of

the progress of.

T'ung lew ho woo, to join in

in the courses of the vicioup,

and to unite in their filthy prac-

tices. Hwang lew,

name of a liquor. '/ Lew

choo, flowing, as a stream of

water, or as blood in the veins.

jf^^ Lew shay, to shoot or

flow out into many streams.

Lew Pha, floating or

shifting sands.

Lew t'oo keaou chan, to trans-

port three thousand le, to trans-

port three years to strangle, to

behead, four punishments.

Lew tung tsing

shin, to cause the animal spirits

to flow through the system,

—

by exercise. Lew tseh,

roving banditti, wandering free-

booters. Lew tsuy, a

crime which is punished with

transportation three thousand

le. Lew te to shed

tears.

^ff^ Fine gold pendant orna-

ments of a crown pen-

dant gems.

5 Lew le, a pearl;

a certain vitreou s sub -

stance, or glaze. Shining

bright. The name of a state.

Lew k'ew kwo, the

islands on the east of China, call-

ed in European maps, Lekyo.

Those to the northward are

called the Ta, great Lew-

Kew islands; those to the south-

ward, are called the Seaou,

small ones; the Loo-choo is-

lands.

^|Lewhwang sul-

phur*

^ ShTh lew, the

pomegranate.

Lew ho, the* fire of the

pomegranate, denotes its
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PD

flower. Lew lew, the name o (

an animal.

) To stop; to detain; to de-

lay; slowly; leisurely; a

long time; to put in or-

|>der. Name of a place;

of a hill; of a plant; of a

fruit; of a bird, and of a

7 state. A surname.

Lew choo, to detain, as a

guest. Lew

jin shih p'een fan, to detain a

person to a family dinner.

Lew hea, to keep or take

care of. Lew k'eue, a

keep-sake given at death.

Lew pee, a keep-pake a

thing given on parting.

5^ Lew sze puh kh'een,

detained the messenger, and did

not send him back.

( Name of a river; to flow;

j

to issue forth.

A certain vessel used to

contain rice. Lew

le, a certain vitreous sub-

stance; sometimes used to

denote glass.

The blood or humour?

detained on one spot, A

j

large swelling on the neck*

or face.

B9 J

A den or cavern.

A kind of basket in which

fish are taken.

3^ Tow lew, to lin-

ger about; to hang off and

on; to lurk about.

The dripping of water

from a house.

Chung lew, an interior apart-

ment.

A bay or chestnut horse

with a black tail.

Read Low, and Leaou, to

fly high; the sound of the

wind.

Lew, or Leaou, deep clear

water; still; retired.

To burn the weeds on

laud that the ashes may

operate as manure before plant-

ing or sowing on the land. A
surname.

j

King lew, to kill.

Name of a bird called, on

the Yang-tsze-keang.

P T'een lew, said to resemble

the quail.

The appearance of clear

(U deep water; thewiudpase-
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ii]g with rapidity. The sound

of the wind, the name of a riv-

er. Yew low, the sound

of the wind. Lew leang,

clear and bright.

A certain weapon to kill.

To arrange. A very au-

• cient and famous surname.

\ P'e lew, a tree

V| /' with few branches and

open foliage. Lew tsze,

w Low yTh, a certain

fruit from Keaou-che,

Cochin-china. ^Ij^ Lew pei,

name of an amiable and eminent

general, during the civil wars

of China, in the third century.

To plough up the ground;

to plough within the

dikes which separate the fields.

The willow, or a sort of

palm; the weeping wil-

Ioav a soft tree of free

growth. Name of a star;

and of a carriage. A sur-

name. Lew, or j f Lew
shoo, the willow; a species of

palm. It is thought beautiful,

and is used figuratively for plea-

sure: eyes and eye-brows are

compared to its leaves, t̂ ^' Lew me hwa p6en de-

ceived and stupified by willows

and flowers; i. e. by dissolute

pleasures.

A certain quantity of silk

threads. Ten threads

make a Lun, ten Lun make

a Lew,

LIN.

From two trees. A clump

of trees on a plain a

a grove a mountainwood

foreat a clump of bamboos an

appearance of luxuriance and

abundance. A surname.

Yu lin, the name of a star a

military title.

Yu lin koo urh, orphans of the

military. Lin ohung, a

note in music. Clifih

lin, a clump of bamboos.

^rora and a forest.

I
Water dripping from

trees; to wet or soak with wa-

ter water falling from the

clouds, from a house, or from a

vessel a pool or pond. y

Liu le to be drenched with

raiu. Lin hwa, to wa-

ter flowers.

The name of a stone

name of an ancient state,

A disease which canses a

difficulty in passing cu'ine,

either from gravel or other

causes. Woo
liu peh cliuh, five causes of a
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stoppage of urine, and gonor-

rhoea.

Any rain of more than

^XfS three days continuance;

abundant and genial rains; in-

cessant rains. Yu liii,

plentiful rains.

'1 An ignis fatuus, said to

abound on the site of

bloody battles, where the

j^s^l ground has fattened with

>the carcases of men aiid

horses otherwise called

Kwei lio the de-

vil's fire. According to

others, *^ j/ Ying lxo,

a kind of glow-worm.

Feeling ashamed, abash-

1 ed.

Preci pitous side of a

mountain an abrupt high

precipice.

Water running amongst

stones. Lin lin, a clear,

pure appearance as of

water that runs over a

rocky bottom.

The appearance of pure

clear water water that

issues from hills, and runs a-

mongst rocks. The name of a

^ Lin p'een
?
streak-

ed or marked with veins.

A certain eartlieu-ware

vessel to move; to cover

door

over or screen.

A field mucli trodden with

the feet, or a path that is

much trodden on.

Water flowing amongst

rocks or stones to rub

stones thinner; a stony appear-

ance. Rearl Lang, Fing

lang, lofty large rising emi-

nent as a mountuiu.

To tread upon trodden

the rut of a wheel.

The noise made by a car-

riage; the threshold of a

the appearance of num-

bers, and a flourishing state.

To walk or act with dif-

ficulty to desire covet-

ously parsimoniously to select

with care. )^ Lin seuen,

to choose or select persons for

the government.

Near to connected with

five families. Persons

dwelling near neighbours

states which border on each o-

ther assistants on eacb band;

ministers of state the sound of

a carriage. Pe Hn, or

Keh lin, neighbours a

neighbouring house. ^5
Lin le neitrhbourhood.

The scales of fishes o-

therwise called

Yu kea. It would appear how-

ever, that sometiiaes they dia-
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tinguish between Lin and Kea,

when speaking of the scales of

fishes. Lin poo, the fish

class in contradistinction from

other classes of living creatures.

S Lin shay, or

Yun nan keu mang,

apparently a species of Boa con-

strictor, found in the south of

China.

A stag of a large size; a

certain animal of a bene-

volent nature and disposition;

a fabulous animal, said to ap-

pear as a prognostic of sages

being born into the world one

appeared at the birth of Confu-

cius. The name of a district.

Used to denote the light of fire;

splendour. Lin che, a

son and heir.

From a granary^ and

grain. To give grain, or

the supplies of food or of pay;

to confer upon. Name of a riv-

er.

Intense cold clear and

cold. Repeated, Lin lin,

denotes the same in a higher

degree; a cold stern manner; a

feeling1 of awe inducing obedi-

ence. Hanfong

lin lee, a piercing cold wind.

^^ Linjen, stern severe

manner. Lin tsun, im-

plicit obedience obedience,

yielded in coi^sequence of being

struck with awe.

A public granary; one

prepared by the govern-

. menfc to provide against

Tj^
j

vfamine. The name of an

office. T'een lin,

the name of a star. >^
Ts'ang lin, a grana-

ry. Me lin, an ancient

school or college. Poo

lin, to attain a place amongst

the privileged graduates, on a

vacancy occurring. Lin

ltth, or Lin shen, a small

allowance given by governmenf;

to a limited number of inferior

graduates.

Fear; respect; awe; dan-

ger dangerous. Read

Lin, extreme weariness or las-

situde, as if trembling witli

cold.

The name of a bird; a

path trodden with feet,

or run over by a wheel.

A plant adapted to make

mats of. A surname ap-

plied to the stones on the

top of a city wall.

To tread upon; trodden;

the rut of a wheel; to run

against, or run over a person,

with a cart driving rapidly.

The noise made by a cart;

the i
;ut of a wheel,
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^ Mean niggardly spar-

ing; sordidly parsimoni-

ous; avaricious to regret

to part with to be sorvy;

Vto be ashamed and dis-

graced. Lin seh,

or P'e liu, mean

and niggardly unduly

J sparing*. Kh'een

lin, or 'j Heen lin, parsi-

monious. T'an lin
?
co-

vetous avaricious. Sew

lin, to feel shame and disgrace.

j Hwuy lin, the appear-

ance of grief and distress.

To superintend; to look

upon from a higher place

to descend to to come to

the point of action to

commence doing any-

thing; the time of meet-

iug with, any person or

circumstance large

great. Name of one of the Kwa
diagrams name of a carriage

of a territory; of a gate, and of

a mountain. A general weep-

ing. Keen lin yuen,

title of the deputy governor of

the province.

^ff Lin ch*in seen t*uy ohan

when about to enter into ac-

tion, he who first runs back

must be beheaded. Lin

mun, to enter the door, said

of blessings. Lin

tsow she, when about to go.

Lin ts'ae, coming in contact

with wealth meeting an oppor-

tunity of being enriched.

Lin ia tsee, to come to

some great emergency. f

Lin yu, to reign over the em-

pire.

LING,

From Tseih, to assemble,

andTsoe, a seal or ensign

of autboriiy. To order;

to enjoin upon; to warn;

to cause to occasion

rule periods of time

good excellent. A surname

forms part of the names of va-

rious places. Ling —, the

soarid of a dog's collar. Used

iustoad of the -ju'(monn yovr
y

law

before the words father and

mother^ brother^ so?i daughter,

&c. Ch'ih ling, or

Haou ling, an imperial or-

der. Kung ling, the

laws. Kin ling, lawa

and prohibitions. "fi Heen

ling, the principal officer in a

district. W\f She ling, or

pr Yne ling, certain terms
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or periods by wliich the year is

divided. ling, a

period of fifteen da}'o, ol v,
rhich

there are twenty-foiir in a year,

each of which has an appropri-

ate name. ^
Ling choo wan chay sin

che, to cause all who hear, to

believe it. § Ling

wei cliing, to oblige to be a "wit-

ness, old and young- people who

labour under any disease shall

not be called on. Ling

chih, your cousin, &c.

Ling ngae, or
=
f

A
Ling

ts'een kin, your daughter, -p

Ling heung, your elder bro-Z i¥* •

ther. -fi Ling* te, your

younger brother.

lang, your son. Liner

shuh, your uncle. Ling

tsun, your father. ^[ Ling

t'ang, your mother.

From man, the other part

I |^ giving sound. Alone to

play; to act the buffoon^ to em-

ploy; to be employed. A sin*-

«ame.

l"a she ling le teih jin, he is a

clever man. She ling',

one who serves. ^fp Keen

ling, the name of a district,

' Ling jin, an imperial droll,

or merry-anclrew also, a musi-

cian otherwise expressed by

Ling lun, or "f^
Ling kwan, a master of musi-

cians, f ffi] Ling le, clever

quick of apprehension, f
Ling chow, a double 'surname.

f j .

Ling ting, alone; dest"

tute walking alone.

To split vvilh a knife to

cleave asunder.

f
Derived from ice, the o-

^jj ther part giving sound.

Cold; frigid; indifferetifc still;

clear pare. A surname. Read

LaiLang, which sea

je, are opposites, bofcli

ajid metaphorically, as cold

liot; indifferent; zealous.

A place of coiifmement

formed by rails; a prison.

To grasp something sus-

pended to lay hold of; to

hold suspended.

A ringing* or tinkling

P sound in the ear.

The noise made hy water

\4 and by wind. Roiteraled,

it implies the same. The name
of a river, and of a city. Read
Leen, long- hair ail tied toge-

ther.

A certain valuable stone

of an inferior kind.
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5^ Ling lung, a stone beauti-

fully and ingeniously carved,

applied io persons in praise of

their dispositions or talents.

J^J^ To sell to trade. A man's

name, Ling

ch'e foo an ignorant stupid

trader a simple foolish person.

Wings or feathers the

|4j4 feathers of an arrow a

peacock's feather, granted to be

worn as a mark of distinction,

given by the emperor; it hangs

pendant from the cap over the

ylioulders.
d̂

Tae hwa

ling, to wear a peacock's fea-

ther. They are distinguished

by having one, two or three eyes

011 the feather and by a differ-

ence of colour, the usage was

never known in China til! the

present dynasty.

'grA To hear with the ear; to

*| \V listen to; to yield obedi-

ence to.

The name of a plant, and

of a place. Ffih

ling, a medicinal plant used in

the cure of the venereal disease.

T'oo fuh ling, Can-

ton china-root. Ling

urh, a fungus plant, said to re-

semble a mouse's ear, or a vo

-

man's ear-ring.

rfl/v, Name of an insect.

Ts'ing ling, a species

LING

Of lOCUStr

Choo ling, name
of a medicine.

Ling ting, the ap-

V^Y pearance of sauntering a-

bout everywhere.

A kind of little bell sus*

^J2"[J pended at banners and iu

other situations, to make a jin-

gling noise; words or speech

which consist of mere sound

without any important sense.

Ling ling, the sound as of a

bell. The name of a book; of

a plant, and of a flower. Forms

part of the name of a medicine.

Small rain the residue of

a shower; the residue or

o<M numbers -

r the exceedings of

thousands, hundreds, or tens.

The word Ling, occupies the

place of the European cypherr

when one denomination is omit-

ed
5
as
~

*

"~
' Yih peh

ling yih, 101. Name of a riv-

er. A surname* HL
Ling suy kung foo, odd

jobs, either intellectual or ma-

nual. Ling singr odd

stars, means miscellaneous ar-

ticles. «^ Ling suy

yin, broken pieces of silver

money. Ling soo, rem-

nants of an account fractions.

Ling 15, scattered and

standing alone.
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1 A rail or l)eam cross bars

or lattice work of a win-

dow. Hung ling,

certain cross bars of a

door or window. |

Yen ling, a transverse

1^17^ beam below the eves of a

house.

The neck; the neck of

clothes, or that part of a

garment which surrounds the

neck; to put in order; to gov-

ern; to direct; to receive as a

present, or instructions; to re-

ceive in charge, and have the

command of. Name of an office;

and of a territory-

Show ling, the head literally, or

a person who is at the head of

juiy concern. E ling,

the neck of a gaiment.

Fung ling, a collar worn by the

Chinese. Ling keaou,

or Ling leo, I received

your instructions. Ling

ming, to receive an order; to

acknowledge having received it.

Also the language of courtesy

when assenting to some request.

i\jC Ling show, to receive.

Ling seay, to accept of

a present, and return thanks for

it. Ling chung

poo yih, to take charge of a

number of constables; that is, to

put one's self at the head of

them.

LING 739

The top or side of a hil^

where a pa th may be

made; a mountain. [Jj

Shan ling, hills and

I P mountains. One of the

most noted in China, is the

Mei ling mountain on the

northern boundary of Canton

province; it is otherwise called

Tayu. Ling

nan, the south of the mountain

i. e. of the Mei-ling mountain,

Ling peaou, the whirl-

wind or typhoon of Canton, is

so called in Chinese books.

Name of a bird. Q ^%
Peh ling, the lark.

The teeth, denoting the

age; the year of a person's

age. Hea ling, long

life; great age.

Ling, or Ling. Ice; an

accumulation of ice; an

ice-house, or place in which to

preserve ice; struck with fear;

to put to shame to insult. A
surname. i Kh'e ling, to

insult. 4 Ling shih, or

Ling yin, an ice-house.

Ling jin a persoji to

take care of ice. The first word

used as a verb, would denote,

to insult a person.

Ling juh, to disgrace 5 to disho-

nor by words or actions; to a-

buse; to defile; to violate female
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chastity. Ling peih, to

insult; to tyrauuise over; to ex-

tort from. ^ jf^ Ling neo,

to behave to cruelly or tyranni-

cally.

A finer sort of silk, much

used for external long

garments and ornamental pur-

poses. Tsaug ling, an

ii'regular uneven surface.

Ling lo chW twmi,

four kinds of silk, which enu-

meration is intended to include

every species.

The trapa bicornis, com-

>monly called Ling

keo. The name of a lake.

LING

Ling juh, to insult and flisgrace.

Liug neo, to treat cruel-

mm Ling leih, the

jolting rattling motion of

a carriage;—applied to persons,

wenis to denote a strutting

proud gait.

>^Ji Name of a fish, said to re-

l^lPV senVble the carp; ako of

a tish Avith four feet, that swal-

lows boats; the name of an ani-

mal, and part of the name of a

medicine.

A bont or other vessel; a

boat with windows.

A lofty raound high emi-

nent; the Imperial tombs.

To aspire to a high place; to

aim high; to insult to desecrate;

to invade; to treat contumaci-

ously. Name of a plant; and of

a place. A surname.

TVin ling, to invade the rights

of. Tung ling, and

Se ling, the eastern and

western tombs of the Imperial

family. Ling che to

put to a slow and ignominious

death~by cutting the body
slowly to pieces, inflicted on

parricides and traitors

A certaiu kind of wine or

liquor considered of good

quality.

From the residue and an

e?ichantress. Spiritual

the subtle ethereal part

of Yang, is Shin,

divine; the ethereal part

of Yin, it? Ling, spiri-

tual, Man is called the

Ling, or spiritual part of

nature. That Avhich is
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good; felicitous; efficacious; any

invisible or spiritual cause that

is efficacious, is said to be IAug.

Pub ling, inefficacious,

not followed with the expected

result, in reference to what con-

cerns more subtle causes, or to

any prediction. The dragon

tortoise, and two other animals

are called four Ling. That

which is efficacious in holding

intercourse with spirits. A sur-

name. ^\ Ling fun, an

ancient skilful diviner.

Ling shin, spiritual; divine,

Ling hwan, is generally us-

ed for the human soul.

Ling hwu)r
,

great mental or

spiritual discernment.

Ling ke, an ingenious contri-

vance, as in mechanics; the pow-

er of contriving, Liug

kew, the remains of a deceased

person, contained in a coffin.

Ling khe, spiritual;

immaterial iufluence,

Ling tae the Imperial observa-

tory. Ling yen, proofs

of the spiritual efficacy of vir-

tue. Ling yu, rain

that conies opportunely, wlien

expected. ^ Ling ying,

a certain and efficacious answer

to prayer, from the gods.

4^^^ Tlie residue of a shower

DPP to drip; to fall.

Ancient form of the pre-

ceding; name of a ve^ei;

a man's name.

Existing separate fi'om

distinct from; besides; an-

other person, thing, or time.

Fan wflh

leang fun yue ling, everything

divided in two is expressed by

Ling. Ling keu, dwell-

ing each apart; living separate

from each other. Ling

jib, another day. It is said,

Ling yue, another moon, or

mouth, is sometimes used.

Ling wae, or

Ling wae teih, besides exclu-

sive of, or over and above.

An earthern ware jar or

pitchex'; tiles of a house

top, of a particular description.

LO.

A species of silk; to ar-

range in. order a net for

taking birds with. Name
of a state, and of a river.

A surname. /\

Sinh pa lo lian, the eight-

eeu immediate disciples of Bud-

dha. Lo khe a part-

icular kind

Li:e lo, to

of silk.
ij
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Lo ban kwo, a fruit

u.-ed in medicine, eo railed from

its growing in clui-ters of eight-

een each. Lo king,

or Lo p'wan, a compass

to direct the traveller, and by

which mariners steer.

Lo lo name of an animal,

Siu lo, name of nation on

the east. Lo han

sung, the Chinese yew.

Lo ptih, name of a priest,

who saved his mother from fu-

ture sufferings. Leuh

lo, a pulley. Lo sze,

a screw.

Possessing superior abili-

ty in the management of

affairs, Low lo, active

inferior officers, or attendants

amongst banditti. Chay

lo, strong aud active, but not

virtuous.

A tone employed in song;

the prattle of a little child.

Lo so, or H Low
lo, troublesome, confused, mi-

nute and petty requests or state-

ments. Lo tsaou, to

make a clamour and noise; to

distress by rude behaviour.

To split or rend asunder;

to take or select ft'om a-

mongst.

f^-^ A particular kind ofwood

used for obtaining fire; to

split or rend. ^ Lo to, a

liedge oi*lence.

A bamboo utensil for car-

rying things on the end

of a pole, commonly there is one

suspended at each end of a pole

-which lies across the bearer's

phouldor.

da From silk and plants .

^pR The small creeping twigs

Avhich entwine old trees are call-

ed Lo, and Neu lo.

Those that wind about smaller

plants are called T,oo

-

sze, rabbit threads. Forms al-

so part of the name of a hill,

^fp. From silk and to walk or

go. To cruise or patrol

about; a patrol of soldiers; to

surround as by mountains; to

screen from. )@ Seuen lo,

to cruise or patrol to go about

as a watchman, Seen

lo, Siam.

A piece of copper beaten

thin into the form of a

shallow tub or platter, which

when struck, emits a loud sound;

used hy the Chinese in their

armies, and before civil officers

when parading through the

streets, to serve as a signal of

their approacli, commonly call-

ed a goug, by Europeans; small

ones are used in boats and in

plays. In the array they are

said to have iuiswered also the
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purpose of hand-basins. The j

large ones give a deep length-

ened sound; the small ones, a

short harsh jingle.

T,ung lo, or§ So io, name

of the gong. Ta lo, to

beat the gong.

A certain kind of cake.

From grain and to con-

ynect. A kind of sheaf of

grain; four handful 3.
•

t ^ \ A shell-fish of the spiral

j^f^ I
screw-form kind, usually

'

' called the green and pear-

ly snail. The name of a

fish. Hae lo, a

sea shell. Ko lo, an

insect resembling a bee with a

slender waist. Lo sze,

a sorew. Lo t'een, iack=

ered wai>e, inlaid TriiK sheila.

A mule from a =iai)ion

and a she ass. Lo

tsze, a mule.

Fruits which j/row on the

ground, and vh"h have

no kernels, in coutriuUstiiiction

from Kwo, fruits which

grow 011 trees and have kernels,

-yfff Nak^l; unclodifd. Name

'J>^V of a river; and of a hou^o

tor ihe reception of stnmgen

E o to cloihe the nak-

ed. Lo ch'uug, the

naked inject, the lminau spe-

Nak^l; unclothed and thn

figure appearing fruit

Avithout a phell. Name

of an animal with ahort

-hair.

LO.

To fall the residue of.

Y5 16, to die; to

die suddenly.

The bright dazzling glare

\ZM ot water the name of se-

veral rivers and streams of wa-

ter in China. Lo shoo,

the figure obtained by Ffih-he,

from the back of a tortoise.

' L6-yang, a place ia

Ho-nan, famous in Chinese his-

tory.

Leaves of plants falling

about on the edge of a

wood to scatter about singly,

as if let fall by accident; to fall;

to let fall, pi* to put down to

{'oil togetlu-r and t'<n'm a vill»
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"^ge; tbe place to wbicb one

tails, or to which one is led by

circumstances to lire to be

settled! and avracged,—applied

to sacrificiug-. Name of a star,

an rl of a bill applied also to

the year. # SWh5, to|

lose. Sbih 15, really;

truly. y^- Hea 15 a resid-

ence. M H Ts'un 15, a village

or country bamlet. Tun

lo. a place wliere soldiers are

stationed. T^eu 16, a

place of resort for a multitude

of people. Cho 15, an

affair settled; a plan concluded,

and every one's duty pointed

out. Laou lo, unsuc-

cessful labour and effort in one's ''

pursuits mismanagement.

Petb 16, heaven.

,

Luy 16 a man illustrious and

T'ee

15 fcc hea, to fall to the ground.

Lew 15, to fall off from

one's own place, to some other

re gion from necessity.

Chih 5, ill-divected toil and la-

bour. MiK T '

s t>6 15

15, a free, fnank, and easy open

manner. \^ f^i- Kiiaiig lo, to

fall or put down to a lower

place. f Lo hi ;cn

kli'aiig, to tall into a dangerous

pit either literally or ligaia-

tivply. ffc i.o ':Vi"g s;h:-

LO

rifices offered Avhen a bouse is

finished. Lo lo, every

one apart.

Lo t'a mun kh'euen t'aou

le to fall into their snare.

Lo peth, to put down a pen.

cil, means to begin to write

with it. Lo seue, a fall

of suow.

^f.-^ To burn a red hot iron

point. ^^ Faou 15

a burning brass roller, used as

a punisbmeut in ancient times.

Threads of hemp or silk

f|Vfj the blood-vessels a kind

of net. Lo meb, or Meh

lo. tbe veins and arteries, the

blood-vessels. They speak of

twelve Lo-ineb, and twelve

King-meh.

Lo yih puh tseue, a continued

unbroken line of.

The unctuous thick part

ofmilk cream, that which

> fattens a Hqour made

ytVom mare's milk by tho
'. 1

!

Tartars from the ^ame

materials a dry prepara-

tion is made.

A white horse with a

black maue. Name of an

ancient state of a district. A
surname.

A speckled cow. A man's

Lo lo, ai-
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m

fairs clearly distinguished.

Po 16
5
speckled: variegated.

. Ch'o 15 to overj/ass or

exceed the many; to rise distiu-

gaished; or to be promoted be-

fore others.

Name of a bird; name of

a horse with a black body

and white mane; name of a ri-

ver; of a state. Lo-yaug,

name of a district in Ho-nanj

otherwise / Lo.

'Cft/A Read Yo, a general term

for music. Read Lo, plea-

sure; delight; exultation;

>to delight in that which

is deemed pleasure, as

#^#Eshenweil6,
to consider virtue plea-7I\

sure. He lo, Ue
y
is in-

ternal joy; Lo, is the external

expression of it.

Lo shen puh keuen, unwearied

delight in o-oodne^s. ^
Lo shea, to deli<xbt in moral

goodness, Lo taou, to

delight in moral science. ^§
L5 she kh'oo yuoa,

pleasure is the cause of f'ftlru

Lo jia die 15 yew jin che yew,

to rejoice with those who re-

joice; and mourn with tuase

who mourn.

in
From every and JooL A
path or road the track

wLich becomes manifest

from every foot treading

on it; a passage either by

water or land; means or oppor-

tunity of doing. A bow. A
Yin

jin ching loo, to lead a man the

right road. ^§ Kwau loo,

a government road, ^§
^ Woo loo kh'o tso-Wj i!o

way to go; no course of action.

Shwuy loo, water pass-

age, to fnivel by water,

]^ Luh loo, land passage, to

.

travel by laud. Taou

loo a way, or path, either pliy-

eucully or momlly . ]^
1 1 Loo puh t'nng hing, a pass-

age closed at one eud; ul:-o a

wt of notice, donotiiig no

thoroughfare^ put np at the en-

trance of a street, when the

passage is impeded by any tern-

poi 4arv cau^e.

)ft n' or a viveVy and ofm a district.
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Name of a valuable tone.

From ram and path; the

vapours which fall in

oU-av nighl?: genial dews the

d..Hv; to disclose: to divulge; to

moke apparent; an appellation

of ecrLain terrasor period. The

name nf a terrace. A surname.

Nanif of a white water

.
^. bird that flies in groups.

P"1 lo0
'
name oi an "f-

tice.

To give property to; to

bribe. Name of a vessel

used in temples. Hwuy

loo, to bribe; to give money to

for improper purposes.

Hwuy loo t'ung hing-

bril'ei from head to foot.

So tseu hwuv loo,

to extort briber.

A oarria<j;e or vehicle for

4*|| j.er-ons to travel in: :i

certain part of hanioss; large:

great'; applied also to the name

of an insect, Vuh loo,

the Imperial carriage.

* \ Salt land; natural wilt.

/ Name of a pluce. X t'

V of a tragi atit plaiit; fume.

A surname, i hvd to de-

note, a great shield.

@ Loo yu, salted tisli.

Loo yen, Loo, is uatural

talt; Yen, is sail maimfactnretl.

V

LOO

^ Shun loo bad land which

pays a light tax. Loo

poo, the order of travelling with,

the Imperial carriage. 3^
Loo mang, a light, flippant, care-

less manner of doing things.

See below.

Violent,' strong; to shake

to agitate.

Blunt; stupid; dull mix-

ed; confused. The name

of a state. A surname.

IVooloo, coarse, vulgar, stupid.

Loo tun, obtuse, stupi-

dity of mind. Loo

uiang, stupid, rash, confused

manner; flippant; careless.

Loo k'6 the state of which

( oiifucius was a native.

A large shield the large

oar or scull used in the

stem of Chinese boats. A hi^h

military carriage. "jp

Loo koo feze, the name of a

truit.

To take alive *

f to take

captive; to tnke as pri-

w".'rs in war. Jsame of a ter-

ritory* Show ts'een

loo a mere slave to money, one

who has the ta^k of keeping it,

\m\ dares not use it.

To take captive; to seize;

to plunder.

A vessel for containing

rice; a place to contain
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fire a furnace a place for

selling liquor; a black co-bur.

Used to denote reeds that grow

by the side of rivers. The name

of a river, ^ Tang loo

a place for selling wine also a

certain ornament for a horse's

head. Loo kuh, the

fruit commonly called loquat,

and P'e pa, the mespi-

lus japonica.

P P Loo loo, noise of

crying to pigs. One says,

P Hoo loo, laughing;

laughter.

Black, stiff earth; earth

not yet broken up by cul-

tivation. Tsew loo,

place in which to sell wine or

spirituous liquor.

A hemp of which cloth is

made.

A particular description

of boat the eud of a

Some say, the head, o-

thers the stern.

Loo, or Leiu

under Leu.

See above

The name of a river, and

of a district.

A place to contain fire;

a furnace; a stove; a fire-

place; a vase for incense.

*J0a Ho loo, a furnace.

Fung loo, the small portable

furnaces of the Chinese,

Heang loo, a vase containing

the fragrant matches of the

Chinese.

Reed s that grow from

twelve to twenty feet high

on the banks of the Yang-tsze-

keang. Used for fuel, aud for

repairing the banks of the Yel-

low River, The name of a ci-

ty; of a river, and of a pass or

barrier. Loo ch'ae,

reeds used for fuel.

Loo hwuy, aloes,

T^3 Leu, or Loo, the skin.

See Leu,

^ mm Luh loo, a kind

yraj of windlass, such as is us-

ed at the mouth of welts to raise

a bucket.

The head; the forehead

j

the scull-

Khoo loo t'ow, the scull of a

dead person. Loo ngei>,

or $M TW loo, the fore-

head.

A place to contain fire;

a furnace; a vase for in-

cense. The same as Loo,

A vessel for wine applied to

the name of an arrow.

The head the forehead*
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The name of a fi -h.

LOW

morant

Loo tsze, the cor-

LOW,

mal.

note

dull:

i

Loo, Leu, or Low?
a cow

bound or tied; a number

that is troublesome and

excessive. Name of a

place a river and an ani-

A surname. Used to de-

-engraving. Also simple;

stupid. A mound or cu-

mulus. Keuen low, mind

and body both exerted.

The back bent; curved;

distorlfMl; to bend. A pnr-

name. Low kow, short

ugly appearance.

Loquacity, verbosity.

Leen low, appenj ;!iu-r

of'troublesomeness; troublesome.

1 Low le, the voice of a

bird.

.^g* To draw; to pull; to drag

to throw the arms abovii

to embrace. /J

1M Seaou urh low t "a'?

hwae chung, to embrace a child,

and hold it to the bosom.

ix Low choo, to hold fast in

the arms. Low p'aou,

to embrace; to throw the arms

around.

A swelling of the neck;

a morbid swelling of any

part.

I rfe^ "\ The upper stories of a

^ I
house; an upstairs room,

\ To collect together. A
\ purnamo. Forms part of

jt^ ' the name of a country,

Te ke low, which

.-torv? which flight of rooms?

Fei low, a certain mili-

tary carriage or chariot of war.

Ch'ing low, the apart-

hum its above the gate of a wall-

ed city. ^ j
Tsin low, the

summit of n pointed hill or

mountain, f Low pan,

the floor of a room.

Low ^hang, in an upstairs room.

Leu, or Low, a poor ha-

a mean hut or

other abode; poor and mean.

See Leu.

-ff^ Low ho, a kind

of work with diM^onal

lines or streaks; nets or hair

cloth, done by women.

A kind of bamboo basket

for carryiug, or keeping

any thing in.

Name of an insert, and of

a large animal. Name of

uu uJ'chard or garden.
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j
Leu, or Low, betel plant:

(
piper betel leaf eaten by

the Chinese, with the are-

ca nut.

Low, or Leu, silk thread

thread. See Leu. ^fj

Low ts'ee, to cut small; to mince.

Name of a certain sacri-

fice at a given time: in

some parrs of the country re-

garded as a great holiday.

A sow.

n

1

Hard iron capable of en-

graving; to carve. A sur-

name. One says, a boiler; a

meal. Applied to the name of

a sword. !j Kh'eh low,

to carve; to engrave; to cut,

fi§ Tuh low, the

bones of the head parti-

cularly the calvaria.

Kh'oo low, the scull of a dead

person vnlgaily called

K'ing fun, light powder, and al-

so ^0 T'een ling kae

the celestial intellectual cover.

To avoid concealed; pass-

ed to oblivion; absconded.

Narrow eojifiued place; a

|UL narrow dirty lane; ugly;

low vulgar mean obscure i

peiiy; having seen but Utile of

the world; uninformed, from

living alone, or in obscurity.

Aho read Loo. Pe lo^-v,

low; viiigar; mean.

Tseh on*, low obscure place or

origin. Po low, ruin-

ous mean house. i^l^

M low sin been, an ug-

ly face and malicious heart.

Yiu low che ts'ze,

low obscene language.

Ch'ow low, an ugly person vul-

gar and ugly looking. ^Jj[

Koo low, alone and un in struct-

ed. ^lilSB Keen slnh

shin low, knowledge exceeding-

ly partial. Keen

urh puh low, economical with-

out meanness. [^ Low

heang, a narrow mean lane.

Low seih, an absurd or de-

praved usage.

Lovvle che ts'ze, vulgar speeches

or forms of prayer.

From water, a body, and

rain. To drip or ooze

through; to leak; to let out, or

disclose a secret; a retired place

an aperture; to work or bore a

passage through; to instil to

coiifcr favor on to lope to

omit. Name of a :>liU!e and of

a well. Uh ehe

low, the dropping of n bouse;
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the water coining through the

roof. Uh low, the north-

west corner of a house, a secret

retired place.

Tung hoo teih low, or

Kang low, names of the clepsy-

dra. ' See low, or ^
See low, to disclose secrets.

8hih low, to lose any

thing. Ch'uen te

low, a ieak in a ship or boat.

Low tang, to omit to

in serf on any paper.

Low wang, to escape out of the

net; literally or figuratively; to

evade the laws, or to escape the

punishment.

A swelling, or protuber-

ant ulcer.

LUH.

—L Six. Te ltth,

sixth. "J Shih luh,

Luh ch'eh,sixteen.

dice. ^7 Euh fang, six

offices, or rooms for certain de-

partments at public courts. The

six departments are the same as

the six boards at Peking. See

Poo, Luh ho, the

four cardinal points, the zenith

and nadir, ^% "f^ Luh shih,

sixty. ^ Lflh

shih hwa kea, cycle of sixty

years. Luh keih, six

forms of calamity incident to

human beings, ^\ Luh
luh, six times six, or thirty six.

Lilh tsoo p'oo

sa, a certain divinity,

I

To cut or engrave wood

^
/ tlie origin, or original ma-

\ tevinl.

Name of a certain valua

ble stone.

To drain entirely of wa-

ter; to exhaust or drain

completely the name of a place,

and of a man. A particular

kind of small box or press.

Stony appearance; rocky

uneven ground is express-

ed by Luh luh; also the appear-

ance of following or trudging

after. Occurs denoting small.

Lfih luh yung

jin, a mere drudge; a person of

no talent.

^ hf ^ Blessedness or happiness

/J[n^ I
the emoluments of office;

>oflicl?.l income. The name

of a district; a suruame.

Fah luh

woo keanef, infinite happiness

and wealth. Fung luh,

official oniolumeiit.
'
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T'een luh, name of an animaL

LGh heang ts'een

chung, to enjoy an income of a

thousand ingots. ^
Luh wei kaou shing, high

promotion in emolument and

rank.

^ LQh-sQh, the

rustling of garments.

A case for arrows.

A green colour*

Luh fan, green vitriol.

A plant of which cloth is

made; applied also to the

young shoots of bamboo, and to

ft certain pulse*

A kind of liqour or wine

which is deemed excell-

ent. Ling luh, the name

of a generous wine.

The colour of metal the

veins of a pearl shell

to transcribe to record;

a record, or a narration

of to take a general

compound of the teeth order

or series of a list, or index.

T'ang luh, to transcribe

or record. Mfih luh, an

index. Liih luh, agree-

ing amongst themselves.

Liih sze, the name of an of-

ficer. Luh tseih, a cer-

tain list, J^L Lfih ta'en

Ts'eu luh, to take and record;

to be recorded, when chosen to

a degree.

^^ Luh urh, a cer*

tain famous horse.

A high dry mound or dike

hence the conmjou word

Luh is applied to ^§ Loo,

a road, deuoting land travel t-

ing*, in conti'adistinction from

Sliwuy loo, going by

water. A surname,

Luh leang, the dry and woody

regions of the south-

Grain, the latest planted

and the first ripe.

High and dry; the water

f" I \ completely drained off; a

dry path; the name of a terri-

tory, and of a district. A sur-

name. Shwuy
liih keen ching travelled both

by land and water. Liih

loo, land road, to travel by land,

LQh suh show

tse, in succession all received,

that is the whole number in

successive parts.

Luh suh taou, arrived in suc-

cession.

Deer, one of the most ti-

mid of animals. The male

is called Kea, the female

Yew, and the young

JMe. Luh is used in a great va-

<J Q Q Q
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riety of proper names.

Lub jung, the points of the

stag's horu used as a medicine.

?t5T The mind at leisure a

change or turn of mind.

Name of a river to ooze

V/i^tl out. water draiued off

tl)^ dregs.

A kind of basket; a tall

basket.

IE Leih luh, the rut

mude by wheels.

The foot of a iill a wood

or forest at the foot of a

tJ
2 LQh show, the

keeper of a forest.

Leaou, Lew or Luh, to fly

high.

To put to shame; to dis-

grace.

United strength or effort.*

"J Also read L^w and Lew,

in the same sense.

From spears and flying

about. To kill to slay

by the sword of justice, or in

war; to cut to pieces to man-

gle foolish conducl; disgrace.

Used for tlie preceding.

Sba luh, to kill and man-

gle

Sl>i kli'e sang urh luh kh,e sze,

to kill tlie living and mangle

the dead.

Luh luh, a long

large appearance; other-

wise read Leaou and Lew.

Kew lew, mutually leading

or drawing each other

LUN.

From Tseih, to con""'"

|f|J and Tsih, to record on a

To arrange in order; to

\f^\
Kh'wan luu, the

roll

thiuk

figure of the Leavens; anything

spherical. The name of a fam-

ous bill, the parent of all other

hills.

Jt^*' Constant regular - spe^

J cies ; class kindred; re-

lation; oapable of compari>^»vi

. ^nd arrangement \ that which

k yiglit aud proper - to clioop.

A suiBame. Woo luu

five relations in wbich human

beings stand to each other they

are also expressed by

Jin lun, the relations of man-

kind; and Ta lun, the

great relations.

•f^ T'a puh shih woo lun, he ia

ignorant (of the coimnon) re-

lative duties.

@ Hwtth lun, round ;

complete.



LUN

Hj^^ Kh'wau im the

name of mountains of

( *w4iich many ftibnlous

lJJ^I \ things are said, pi\>bab-

W , the mountains of Cen-

tral Asia.

J^j^^ To choose to select ap-

*j TOJ plied to selecting men for

^the service of govern-

I

meiit; to connect or join

together. % Lnn

seuen, to choose to select,

Lun ts'ae ta teen,

the great state rules respecting

the selection of talent.

The ripple on the surface

of water caused by the

wind brushing over it, which,

to the Chinese, suggests the

idea of circles or wheels the

water whirling round; a whirl-

pool to sink in a whirlpool

used to denote~ present disas-

ters and future misery hell; to

perish a confused unclistJn-

^•nislied state; chaotic.

Ch'in lun t'o 16 to sink

lower and lower; to sink down

to hell. Hwan lun,

chaos state in which matter

existed previously to the form-

ation of heaven and earth.

Fun lun, a precipitate mo-

tion of water, drawing every

thing to a poini. 3 Lun

hwuy, or ^ Yin lun, wa-
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mi
^ To arrange silk in order,

^TB0 to manufacture \i; to com-

pare and distinguish the differ-

ent sort? and class them; to clas-

sify; to adjust; to wind silk.

Name of a plant, and of a place

a surname. King lun,

to sort silk; King, denotes sep-

arating the ends of the threads;

Lun, joining the several sorts;

just thoughts; to put in order.^ Sze lun, silk adjusted

or sorted; the first repve^enta

the royal ideas in the mind; the

second, the expression of them*

V® 10 Mwan fuh king

lun. the mind full of just con-

ceptions and iucicl theories.

Lun yin, the commands

given by His Imperial Majesty

as they appeal* in the Peking

Gazette,

To discourse about; to

PBtJ discuss; to reason to con-

sult; to place ideas in proper

order and express them. Name

of an office; a surname.

Le lun, or Lun le, to reaeon or

argue. Chuy lun, to

infer, g|jt Peen lun, to dis-

pute i to debate. E lun,

ter circulating as a whirlpool.

Lun 16, to sink to a low

state, always disastrous.

J^ A f^Iie^f of grain.
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to deliberate, H Lun

kwo chin g, to discuss the poli-

tics of the country.

Lun keih, to speak or discourse

about.

Lun king yih tang t'a kh
r
euen,

when discussing slaudavd and

fixed principles, it is also neces-

sary to understand peculiar, or

unusual ciix'imstances.

I sze, to discuss business.

Lun she, to discourse

a!>out the world in 'different

ages. 'Lun twan, to de-

LUNG

cide npon.

h A wheel; a wheel with

jflj spokes; large great; the*

north and south. ^^Kwang
lun, east and west, north and

south. Lun chuen, to

revolre, or circulate.

Lun hwuyy the doctrine of the

metempsychosis, Lun

lew, to flow or turn round as a

wlieel; to do by turns, ^ffl

Lun lew tso, to do or take

a task by turns j alternately

•

LUNG.

To play with innocently;

to play or trifle with in

order to seduce; to take inde-

cent liberties with to treat with

want of respect; used much to

denote performing, acting, or

doing any business or work.

Mae lung show

twan, to exhibit ostentatiously

cmes own cleverness.

He lung, to trifle and use fami-

liarities with. Woo lung,

to play, as in fencing and danc-

ing. Wan lung, to pl^

for mere amusement. J

Lung chang, is said of having

a son. Lung

kh'eaou fan ch'ue, to affect to

be clever and turn out a fool,

Lung fan, to prepare

rice. Lung

le^oti show keo, to intrigue and

piaj underhand tricks.

Lung hwae leaoo, spoiled,

tell yih keeu haou sze, he has

done a good thing.

R

Lung wa, is to have a daught-

Igiiorant; stupid; silly.

The note or voice of a

bird.

Rising high m the centre^

as the summit of a moun-

tain high and fertile; eminent;

abundant rich conspicuous
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glorious. Name of a tcrritoiy,

and of a district.

Lung koo kin, to be the glory

of nncient and modern times,——

stid of the precepts of Confu-

r Lung p
?
ing, a

gloiious subjugation or sub-

mission of all the earth to the

dominion of China; name of a

tune played at court on the re-

ception of foreign ambassadors,

JRs Lung le, great poliu*-

iiess and generous hospitality,

Lung shing, affluence;

abundant wealthy. |^ '
Lung ts'ing, liberal, generous

disposition.

Aged and diseased.

^ I
K'eung lung, the

expanse or vault of hea-

ven is so denominated.

From 3ov,flesh; the

other parts are to repre-

sentjlying in a torteous

manner. The chief of

r all reptiles; the draco or

dragon applied also to

the lacerta species, in-

cluding the alligator, said

to possess the power of

increasing or diminishing its

size, of being either visible or

invisible, and so on. Some have

horns, and others have no horns;

Home ascend to heaven, and o-

thers do not. The name of a

stftr; of a hill; of a city; of an

office; of a plant; and of a divi-

nity. A man's name. Lung,

denotes the sovereign of China;

and is an epithet applied to

things pertaining to him. It is

the Imperial badge or coat of

arms affixed to his books and to

his standards; on these it is em-

broidered or painted in the man-

ner of the ancient Scythians,

Parthians, Persians and Ro-

mans; hence the word "Draco-

nes," standards, and "Draco-

naries," a standard bearer^

Occurs in the sense of—to per-

vade; affection or love; har*

mony. Budding forth or ex*

panding. Read Mang, part"

coloured. ^| Ymg lung,

the Draco volans.

Keaou lung, the scaly dragon.

: Lung chang, an Im-

perial honorary tlocnment giv-

en to oW nirii. *)^ Lung-

chuen 'li'w'ii I »o« r. Avi'th which

they rnii ran--, a poixm boating

at the sainr rimr, n hvge drum

in the centre oK the boat.

Lung hoo pang, an Im-

perial list of the new Keu-jin

graduates. Lung chung,

a certain species of bamboo.

^r Lung hing hoo poo,

walks like a dragon, and paces

like a tiger, expresses a stately

[ Lung foo, themanner.
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mime of a stone. $ Lung

^

hea, lobsters, 3 Lung

kiili, the bones of the dragon,

used as a medicine. ^ Lung

teen, a temporary palace, in

which to perform rites to relieve

souls from purgatory.

Eung luy, the dragon or lizard

class lacerta. Lung

wang, the dragon king, or

Hae shin, god of the sea,

the Neptune of China.

Lung wei, the Imperial throne.

g S Lung yen, the dragon's

eye, the Dimocarpus Longan,

or fruit Longan. Lung

yen, his Majesty's countenance.

Lung t'ung, rude,

uulinislied, unfit for any

tiling.

t The throat. P^P||How
lung, the throat; the gul-

let. P|| How lung

heang, sound or noise in the

throat.

A great sound or noise.

Read He, souud, noise.

A grave; a high place in

the midst of a field. In

some of the provinces, the hus-

bandmen inter in their own
fields. Read also Lung.

To walk in a distorted

manner; to be einlarrus.--

f Lung timg, to

walk straight forward.

A lofty house," a mixed con-

fused appearance. Name
oi a place. A surname.

To grasp; to seize; to

drag; to use effort; to ef-

fect some end; to work or oper-

ate on. ^} 1^)1 Ngaou lung,

to cast lots in a certain way,

vluni drinking. \it La

lung, or lh Ch'ay lung, to

pull and drag to one.

Lung ch'uen, to bring a boat to

the shore. Lung fa, to

Miul up the hair. Lung

kin, to work near; to bring or

cause to approach near; to near

a boat. ^ ^o, to

seize; to plunder. I Lung

e(5 to form a compendium.

A kiud of cage or railing

to keep in auimals.

A large precious stone

aid on the altar when

praying for rain. J^ Jj^ Ling

lung, the noise made by orna-

mental stones jingling against

each other the noise of the wind

a clear bright appearance,

3 To rub, or grind to grind

corn, or to sharpen a tool

by rubbing; to use effort to ef-

fect what we intend. A stone

on which to grind. Mo
Jinig, to rub to grind to rub

on a stone; to fag at study.

-
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Graiu scattered abou t

grain in a diseased state.

An aperture a hole; an

t
orifice; a den,

Khung luug, a hole or orifice.

Ktth lung, a den or ca-

A basket for containing

earth; a cage; a quiver

foi arrows; to hoard up and

monopolize goods. Name of a

place; a kind of arrow or car-

riage made of bamboos, ^/v

Ho lung, a basket contain-

ing embers, carried by people of

the north in their hands during

the cold weather. Tseo

lung, a bird cage. Choo

lung, a pig basket a basket for

carying pigs in, according to

the Chinese manner. Name of

the plant Nepenthes distilla-

toria. Tang lung, a

lantern; a cage for a candle.

- Lung chaou, a basket for

taking fi^h by allusion, a sen-

tence which includes the sum of

the whole es^ay. Lung

15, a bridle; a snare a thing

that surrounds as a net; to in-

veigle and devour; to get the

control of people.

"^ Deaf unable to hear dis-

tinctly. (
T'iieu lung te ya, heaven is donf

and the earth dumb. ^
Ts'ung lung, name of an animal,

Che lung, silly and deaf,

A fat appearance. Dull;

obscure, g Mung
1 ii ng, stupid confused dull,

^§ T'ung lung, the first

appearance of the moon.

A large natural bank; a

dike between fields. Name

of a district. A surname.

Lung se, name of a place of

note in history.

A horsed bridle.

LUY.

From rain falling ou a

Jield. Thunder; a thun-

dering noise to reiterate

or echo what another says.

A surname. Hing

iuy, to thunder. * K'een

uy name of a spirit tliai in Iiea-

veu creates or forms.

Luy kh'eung, the island Hae'-

nan, Lay iuing

peh lo
?
the thunder resounds a

hnndred !e. ^^ Luy peen,

the tluindor's lash, a poefical

term for lightning. mm
t-liing, tlie sound of (iiuikUt.

Luy szc, or j]ilfJ Luy
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shin, the thunderer; the spirit

that presides over, or control?

thunder. W t6en
'

thunder and lightning.

Jjg& To rub or grind anything;

to pound as in a mortar.

Luy lan, or Luy

suy, to rub to pieces.

The name of a wood.

Fei luy, small ris-

ing outside the skin occa-

sioned by the heat.

A bud opening; begin-

ning to flow; appearance

of a pendant flower.

P'oo luy, beginning to flower.

Often; repeatedly. Also

read Leu. Luy

yih, often changed.

To heap upon; to lay a-

bove each other; to pile

up; to bind or tie to; to impli-

cate; used for the preceding.^ He luy, to bind toge-

ther; to unite persons together.

^ Luy keih, to cause in-

volvement; to extend to some

person, to implicate.

Luy sze, a business involved

and embarrassed; an embarrass-

ing affair. Luy ts'ze,

repeatedly declined.

Luy leth, a ga-

thcvtng that swells and

LUY
increases.

A black cord; to bind or

[Vyf^ fasten with a, cord, as a

criminaL Luy see, or

Luy see, a cord with

which to bind a person.

Excessively fatigued.

The name of a plant, and

of a territory.

A class; species; sort;

kind. In the language of

botanical and other class-

ification Poo, denotes

class, order, or genus

and Luy, a genus or spe-

cies. T'ung luy, of the

same species. Jin luy,

the human species.

The joining ofsilk threads

a slight disease; perverse;

requiring trouble to manage,

-^f^ A crooked wood which

turns the clod in the

manner of a plough.

Luy sze, an instrument of hus-

bandry for turning up the

ground.

^ A kind of eulogy on de-

_ JV ceased persons; to eulo-

gize. Luy wan, a writ-

ing containing an eulogy; such

papers are presented by frienda

and relations; they are written
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on silk, and are considered a

present, which the other party

returns with correspondent pre-

sents.

To slip the foot; to stamp

with it.

Fields parted off or laid

out.

To injure; to destroy; to

injure mutually. ^¥

Sze luy, a certain wood that

does not rot. f Kwei luy,

figures used for a mock drama,

or puppet-show.

A military wall; a ram-

part or fence; piled or

heaped up. The name of a star;

the name of a public officer; a

surname. A hilly appearance;

the name of a hill. Reiterated,

Luy luy, external form, figure

or shape, strong and robust

graves near to each other, and

in a certain order. Read Leuh,

the name of a demon. ^ )^
Shin kow kaou luy,

deep ditches and high ramparts.

Luy shih, stones piled

tip to form a wall or hill.

Hea luy shih, caused a

pile of stones or rocks to des-

cend. Jp Shin t'oo or shoo

and Ttih luy, the names

of two "brothers, said to have

lived in high antiquity, who

were deified in consequence of

E R

their control over evil spirits.

Their names are pasted upon

the doors of Chinese houses at

the new year, La
tse seih, in the close of the year,

sacrifices are offered in the e-

vening to these two demons.

To form a wall by heap-

ing up unburnt bricks, is

expressed by 3

^ Luy keih.

A vessel for containing

earth like a flower pot.

To connect or bind toge-

ther; to concatenate; to

string* together to involve to

implicate. A surname.

Bending dov?n sickly

idle lazy. The appear,

ance of standing up in the midst

of many.

To grow and spread as a

creeper; a kind of basket

for containing earth.

A rocky appearance; to

strike.

A certain creeping plant

and its leaf; the name of

a hill.

An ornament of the hilt

in of a sword.

A vessel to contain wine,

with clouds and thunder

R R
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depicted on it, ta denote the

stimulating effects of wine; a

vessel to wask 01 bathe in, de-

picted in a manner similar to

the preceding, to inspire awe.

) Luy shoo, a spe-

cies of bat, kaown also

by several other names.

Disease sickness.

Ta pour wine upon tlie

ground a continaation

t the sacrifice.

Read Luy and Leuh.

V From tvater and ungov-

crju/ble. Tears flowing from

the eyes; weeping. Read Ler

to flow wifcli I'apldity,—applied

to water. s^ Hea lny
?
to

shed tears. Yu luy, to

rain tears; tr> weep copiously.

Lo hea muh lay,

the toavs droppad from her eyes.

Tse luy, cold, frigid,

comfortless appearance.

Han luy, to restrain one's

tears the tear standing in the

eye. 1 Laiy li an, the fur-

rows made by tears falling.

Lean tUiu meagre e-

rnaciated. Laou

luy, old and emaciated.

The testicles of animals;

the eggs of birds. Read

Kh'wan, the spa^n of fishes,

more commonly called

Ya-tsze.

Fau wuh die saug

pelh yew tae lwan, every crea-

ture that is procliiced, is either

from the womb or an egg.

i^p Kc lwau, a hen's egg',

^ Luy Iwan clie wei,

the (lunger of piled up eggs. ^[1

|j Lwan p'aou, the coat of the

testicles. Lwan sang*,

oviparous produced from an

eg'g, in con tradis till ction from

LWAN.

T'ac sanof, formed in

the womb. P Lwan tsze,

the testicles*

It denotes sometimes to

confuse to disorder a

state of confasion and dis-

order. At other times, to

^regulate; to put in order.

The latter sense occurs

in ancient books. The

first sense is that in com-

mon use. ®L Tsr.

lwan, to cause cfisorcler to

make insurrection or rebellion.

Ta lwan, great confu-

sion, or a formidable state ot
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rebellion. / Lwan che
are often contrasted Lwan, de-

noting a state of anarchy, con-

fusion, disorder, political or

moral Ch'e, a state of order

and a general prevalence of

moral principles. Lwan
chin, a statesman who throws

the court or the country into

confusion or who introduces

anarchy by an attempt to over-

turn the government.

Lwan jang, a tumultuous noise

or clamour. * Lwan
jih shin, anarchy prevailed more

and more every day.

Lwan seen, ravelled thread.

Lwan tso lwan

wei, irregular and disorderly

conduct.

See Leuen.

A small pointed hill the

\X\ vertex or summit of a

mountain a mountain's peak

to surround, as hills sometimes

do.

j^j Tw'au lwan, put

altogether as if formed

into a balk

tp,

\ Leuen, or Lwan, warm

K / affection for; ardent at-

tachment to; being devot-

ed or nddictod to. Com-

pare with Leuen.

Lwan seh. t'an ts'ae,

addicted to sensual pleasure, and

covetous of gain, |^ > Lwan
tsew, a hankering attachment

to wine.

The name of a ttee
y
the

wood of which is 6aM to

be yellow, the branches red, and

the leaves green. A kin^ of

railing. The two sides of the

mouth of a bell. A surname.

Applied also to the appearance

of bamboos. ^^^^ Lwan lwan,

lean; meagre; emaciated.

Lwan, or Leuen, flesh cut

into pieces; minced.

Certain jingling bells, in

ancient times attached to

the Imperial carriage and sus-

pended from the mouth of the

Lwan bird, hence these

two characters were used to de-

note the Imperial travelling ve-

hicle. Kin lwan, the

Imperial chamber of audience.

I^h'e lwan to begin a

journey; to set off from a place

an expression used only by the

Emperor. Lwan kea,

the Imperial carriage.

Lwan shing, the jingling of the

Lwan bells.

A certain fabulous bird

J} "j called divine, and adorn-

ed with every elegance of figure

and colour, as well as every

charm of voice. Fung
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lwan, two fabulous and celebrat-

ed birds. Tsae lwan,

most elegantly adorned and va-

riegated. Lwan

ts'een fung keen, a letter with

presents from the bridegroom

is called Lwan-ts'een; one from

the bride's house, is called Fung-

keen, a^p Lwan ling, or

Lwan taou, certain j in*

gling bells, attached to the Im-

perial carriage, and suspended

from the Lwan's bill hence

Lwan is used to denote the Era»

peror's carriage. See Lwan.
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MA MA

The ancient form of this

character resembles the

mane, the tail, and the

"four feet of a horse* A
surname. The name of

a gate, aud of a pavilion.

The horse they say, has

liver, hence so easily af-

frighted; it is a hoax to tell a

person to go and buy,

Ma tan, a horse's liver,

Kh'e ma, to ride on horseback.

T'een ma, name of au

animal. Shang ma, to

mount a horse. Tsaou

ma, a species of cricket.

Ma ch'ay, a cart or chariot

drawn by horses. Ma

cli'e, uarne of a plant.

Tow e, or ^ Ma hoo, a

stool, without back or arms, a

square-topped stool on which th«

Tartars &it cross-legged. *

Ma kwa, a riding jacket, the

short garment of the present

dynasty, Ma luh, ap-

parently a species of millepides.

Ma peen, horse-whip.

Ma shang, on horse-

back —to do a thing on horse-

back, means to do it immediate-

ly. Ma tW a land-

ing place, by the side of a riv-

er. Ma t'ung, a close

stool.

Common form of

to rail; to scold.

Ma tsew, to cliattor or talk

m
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much, with wine is one's hand.

Ma, in Canton, is used for

the European measure of length,

called yard. It is also an in-

terrogatn^e termination in con-

versation, and in colloquial

Looks,

Rl^1

From femaJp. and horse.

^! A mare, th^ epitliet hy

vhich children designate their

mothers; mamma. Servant wo-

men and nurses are also caUed

Laou- and

O-raa.

To rail at; to abuse by

J opprobrious : nt_un;i^e; to

scold. Kh'ing

sze shen ma, flippant people are

fond of scolding. Le

ma to rail and altuse. mm
Seaug ma, to rail at each other.

]\In naou, or

Mauaou shih, the

cornelian stone.

,^lVf£ Certain ticrifices offered

y||i(\>| by persons who travel, iu-

teuded to be addressed to the

road. Also sacrifices offered by

military commimders before a

battle.

I
Is used for the cornelian

^ stone. See Ma.

Weights used in scales are com-

monly called

Ma is used at Canton for the

liuropean yard.

An insect that is a blood

sucker; a leech.

To add to; to make inge-

nious appendages.

Loquacity; to chatter and

talk with the wine in one's

Name of an instrument

W of music a surname. A
plant of which the skin

C \ is made into cloth, and

the seeds eaten* Read

Ma, hemp, also called J^C

Ta ma. |^ Ma poo, ffias.s

cloth; otherwise called

Ilea poo, summer cloth, |l^L

Ma luh kea. Malacca

otherwise called

H

Mwan la kea; and

te. j^i Ma seen, hempen

thread. Ma shing, hem-

pen cord or rope. Ma
yew, hemp-seed oil. ^jl

Ma se, hemp generally; Se, is

the male plai>t. Ma
moo, the female hemp plant.

Jfe "J" Ma tsze, hemp seed.

Ma , , v
kung yew moo, the hemp plant

has male and female.

Ma chhig, iemp stalk steeped

and brokeiu

A large kind of cow.

A cutaneous spotted (lis*

oase, to whioh all rliildrcu
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are subject, attended with fever,

probably the measles. >

Ch'iih ma to be attacked with

the measles. ^1 Keo ma
the feet asleep~stagnation of

the blood. Ma fung,

an incurable kind of leprosy, to

which the Cliiuetie are subject.

See Fung.

A Canton local vord

j^vf Ya ma lan,

ivory camp basket.

H&i ma a frog.

MA,

A kind of napkin rolled

round the head in the

ancient Chinese manner; a kind

of turban the hair done up in

a certain way. A kind of band-

age or sash. Ma ngeh,

a military ornament for the fore-

head.

Ma or Mo, to rub or brush

in order to cleanse; to ob-

literate or blot out.

H

sha, to brash away, or usurp

entirely; to'seize or carry off the

whole.

MAE,

To buy to purchase.

Tso seaou

raae tnae, to carry on a petty

trade. ^fC Mae shwuy, a

certain ceremony of procuring

water and sprinkling a corpse.

f

Mae chtih, to bribe a

person to obey one's dictates.

^* Mae ho, to buy goods.

B 6^ A Mae mae teih

jii a dealer; a trader.

Mae lafj, to procure by purchase.

Mae lung, to eftect by

the influence of money.

Mae mae, buying and sell-

ing; trading; dealing*

Mae pan, a kind of niai'ketman;

one vAio procures provisions

and other necessaries in large

houses and public offices; a com-

n"loi

Name ofa river in Keang-

se province.

^ ^ ^
- To sell; to part with for

money. Mae keu

to sell off. ^ Mac kwan,

to sell offices in the state.

^Ma.sea.u, the shewing^

of a handsome vain woman.

Mae ko jiu tslug,
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to procui'e favor ©r influence by

money or bribes,

^

Mae show twan, or Mae
lung, a vain ostentatious display

of one's cleverness.

Name ofa plant used for

food, and in medicine.

J.ffl To inter; to bury; to put

anything into the ground

to secrete; to conceal to har-

bour; to ay up. The Canton

people used it for annexing to;

connecting with; which is ex-

pressed elsewhere by Leen,

or Seang leen.

Show mae, to lay, up; to put a-

v\-ay. i Yen mae, to co-

ver over; to close, or shut.

^ ffl ^/t Ko ch'oo- mae fuh,

to lie in ambush in various places.

Mae mae, to buy and

lay up till wanted. The Canton

people say, Seang mae,

to think on all the particulars

with one's self, so as to be ready

prepared. ^| Mae muh,

to conceal, to hide. ^M&j^:
Mae muh sing ming, to

conceal one's name and surname.

Mae tsang, to inter; to

bury. Mae ts'ang, to

hoard or lay up in secret.

Mae tuy, to heap up. •
Mae yuen, to harbour re-

sentful feelings. Mae
shay, to bury a snake~a highly

meritorious act to prevent peo-

ple treadiug on it which act,

they say, is deadly.

To travel remotely ta

exceed to extend far; to

rise supererainent; old.

Neen mae, or Laou mae,

aged; sixty years of age; old.

Mae chung

oh'aou kh'eun, to exceed or rise

superior to one's own race; and

surpass the whole group,

)^ Mae mae, negligent; remiss.

Sand and earth that has

been raised by a whirl-

wind, and rained down as

if from the clouds. Wind

and dust darkening the

heavens. A severe and sudden

storai of this kind occurred in

Peking, May 8th. 1818 and

which much alarmed the reign-

ing Emperor Kea-kK'ing.

MAN.

J^L A kind of vegetation; a

connective particle there-

fore; and. ^^fS Man yen,

extending interminably; infinite

extent. Man ke, a fam-

ous beauty, meutioued in histoyv.
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Slow; remiss; negligent;

careless.

Keun ts^ze kh'wan urh

puh man, a good man is easy

and liberal, but not liegligent.

Remiss; inattentive; dis-

respectful contemptu-

to insult; to disgrace; to

defile. Woo man, or

^^ See man, disrespectful,

contemptuous.

A kind of curtain : a cov-

ering or screen.

Leisurely; easily slowly

|^C- remissly; negligent; dis-

respectful rude proud.

j Tae man, idly; remissly;

carelessly negligent. {
Man man, to behave negligent-

ly and disrespectfully.

Man man, or Man seay,

slowly; to take time to do; us-

ed imperatively, take time; a

little slower.

Man tsang hwuy taou, to lay

by carelessly, is an invitation to

steal.

Lan man, said of

flowers that open in clus-

ters or large numbers at the

same time. The cluiracter Man,

is not sanctioned by the Diction-

creepers. Man yen, to

spread and shoot forth; diffu-

sive, applied to style,——not es-

teemed. ^/y Man yen, ex-

cessively diffusive verbiage,

rlyH^ To insult disrespectful.

Used for Man used

also as a particle. Khe
man, to treat insultingly; to at-

tempt to deceive to deceive

superiors, even heaven.

To walk slowly.

anes.

Creeping plants to shoot

forth and spread wide, as

The southern barbarians,

a tribe that chatters like

some birds. • The name of a

bird. A surname. Commonly

used for a rude and barbarous

people, or those that the Chi-

nese esteem so. Unreasonable,

Man meb barbarous na-

tions.

Man ts'e yaou tsze woo

fa kh'o che there are no laws

that can govern a barbarous

wife, and an obstinate son.

Man sing, a barbarous dis-

position. /J Teaou man,

perverse and unreasonable

not governed by reason, but by

wilful passions.

Man kh'euen ta sze

laou sze foo, the fist of the bar-

bai'iau has killed the boxing mas-

ter tlie uninstructed has defeat-

ed a master of ordinary rules.
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MANG.

•"B A foolish old person; an

I I old dotard to give no an-

swer when spoken to.

From heart and lost.

Fluttered; hurried press-

ed with business excessively

occupied; hurry precipitation.

^* 1 Puh yaou mang,

don'fc be in a hui*ry. l
\tl

Mang suh, hurry, haste, bustle.

^i-JLa Wide, extensive as the

w surface of the ocean. ^JZ

Mang yang, extensive; o-

cean-like.

vYil Mang, or Mang mangf,

^| the confounding and

dazzling immensity of the sur-

face of the ocean vastness

vagueness incertitude. The

name of a district, ^\ >^
Mang jen puh cbe, stupid

vagueness of conception, stupid

ignorance, Mang ts'ang,

the dreary appearance and ef-

fect of a road through a desert

or common.

lI-T Mang, Wang, or Mang.

From lost and eye. An
eye without a pupil blind pre-

cipitate, applied to the wind.

Mang yen, blind eyes.

Mang yu sin, blind-

ness of heart or mind.
>^

Mang fung, a brisk gale of wind.

7th.

A rocky hill; the name

of a hill.

Mang, or Mang tsze, the

sharp beard or point of

- grain; any sharp point.

l^j ^| Mang ehung, a

term answering to June

Mang mang, is

applied to what is excessively

great, crowded or thickly com-

pressed to fatigue, and to great

folly. 3fe Kwang mang,

slicdding forth a radiance or

glory.

A fine fat glossy Chinese

face a smooth easy

flowing style. Fung
mang, the edge of a sword a

sharp edge.

The beard of wheat.

A dog with a thick coat

of hair; mixed blended;

confused.

Confusion, from a diver-

sity of language or dia-

lect.

The appearance of a largo

rock large great a-

bundant; affl uent A sumauie.

Read Mung, as Mung

jimg, to speak in a confused

manner, in mixed dialects.

Mang isa
?

bleuded aud
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crowded together,

A dog with a thick coat

of hair. The Dictionaries

prutbr the character given above,

without dog by the side,

\ A dog fond of hunting

' rabbit- amongst the grass

thick brush-wood jun-

,
gle; confused, indistinct,

.! disorderly. The name of

a plant which poisons or stupi-

fics rt^h. TI)p name of a coun-

try. -^. TVaou mang, wild

jilaurs; rustic; countrified,

Mang chwang, or

Loo mang, careless; irregular;

inconstant; incoherent in speech

and in action; disorderly.

The royal serpent the

largest of the serpent

tribe. Name of an in-

sect wliiclx devours leaves.
$l
^J1^ ' W i Mang luwg,

large serpent of Cochin-china,

said to have a square head,

Mang p'aou, n c ertain em-

broidered court dress; worn l>y

the officers of government on

any public occasion.

Loo mang, per-

turbation of mind; suspi-

'JJL Mang hang, a vast

expanse of water,
y

1^ Mang lang, a great desert.

MANG.

A senior or superior; the

beginning of; large; great.

The name of a district; a sur-

name. To use effort, the seni-

or of certain relations; a wo-

man's elder brother. The first

mouth of any of the four quar-

ters of the year. Mang

choo, the name of a lake.

Mang ch'un, the first month

of spring quarter. ^[ ^5
Mang hea, the first mouth of

summer. Mang tsev

the first mouth of autumn. ^
^* Miin^ tuw, ilio fnvr mon ill

of winter quarter.

Mang how, the son of the Em-

peror at the age of eighteen.

Mang lang, great in

one's own esteem ungrateful

and discourteous. *^F* Mang

tszeMmcius, a disciple of Con-

fucius; writer of that portiou of

the Four Books, which goes by

his name, B. C. about 350: con-

temporary with Xenophon, He-

rodotus, and Socrates.

A fierce strong dog strong

vehement; fonnidable; vi-

The
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name of a hill, A surname.

Kh l mang, lenity

and severity, zzl ^£ San

ta mang, the three most cruel

passions; viz. euvj, detraction,

and rebellion, ^^ Maug

ching, severe, tyrannical gov-

ernment. Mang hoo,

a fierce tiger. Mang.

lee, decided, resolute to an ex-

treme; fierci^ violent, g

"f >Ci Mang fa sin sin, rouse

uj) a spirit of faifli iu Provi-

dence. H^ Mang tseang,

a resolute fletennined general.

Tso maug, a spe-

cies of locust, applied also

to a particular kind of light boat.

^ Tso mang, a small

light boat, called so in al-

lusion to a locust

Subjects of the empire;

according to some, it de-

notes those who have been

fugitives or emigrants

from other nations and

have been naturalized

simple; imprudent; coun-

try people.

t—-^ From to lose and light

To go on without light;

precipitate haste hurry. O-

therwise read Hwang. Used

also for blind; lose of sight,

fiff Mang, or Ming, plants

budding forth; to germi-

nate; to bud. Mang

uee, to send forth shoots as from

an old stock. Mang

neen, the first risings of thought.

Mang ya, to shoot forth

young buds.

Mang

mang hwuy hwuy, con-

fused, perturbed, stupi-

fied.

n
A species of frog, vulgar-

ly called T'oo ya,

^an earth duck, it makes

a loud croaking, and is

found chiefly about fish

ponds. A particular kind

of bamboo. A surname. Read

Ming, to energize; to use great

effort.

MAOU.

RTo cover or overspread,

as the canopy of heaven;

a double covering. Also read

Ma on.

n A covering for the head;

a child's cap~used by

barbarians.
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fFi'om to cover, aud the

eye* To advance blind-

fold; to hold something before

the eyes and still go on; to shut

-one's own eyes; to wish to be

deceived. Blindly; rashly to

rush upon heedless; to assume;

to affirm falsely. That which

covers the head. Read Meh, to

covet; to offend the imme of

-a people. T'an raaou,

to prefer being blinded not

wishing to see the truth.

Maou cliuh, to give offence

intentionally. Maou

fiui, to offend ignorantly or in-

considerately. Maou

sze, to rush rashly on death, to

brave death.
r̂
Maou

heen e to brave suspicions; to

do what may lead one's charac-

ter to be suspected.

Maou been, to brave danger; to

run risks. fl^C Maou mei,

to act rashly from ignorance.

Maou ming, to assume

another name. Maou

fung yu, to brave the weather.

A cap. Maou ho,

TH a hat box. Maou

teen, a hat shop; a hatter.

Maou tsze, a cap or hat.

+ 1^ Maou ting, the knob

or button of various materials,

worn by the Chinese as a mark

of their rank.

Envious ill-will, occa-

sioned by the happiness

or eminence of others to look

at with hatred and dislike.

^1 Inordinate desire covet-

1 Maou tseih.

or fj^ Too maou, envy; en-

vious dislike.

A cross bar connected

with hinge of a door.

Water rising high the

^||"^| swelling of water by any

increase of its quantity.

To look down and exa-

Mi—I mine minutely to look

near to or carefully at.

The tair on the eye-

brows the hair of brute

animals; feathers; down nap

of cloth, the short hair on the

human skin; grass or herbage;

the grain on the earth to de-

prive of the hair the name of

a bamboo. ^% Jow maou,

sheep wool, Hwuy

maou, curly hair. PuU

maou, victims not of an unmix-

ed colour. Urb maou,

grey hairs.

Puh maou che te, ground -with-

out any grass or herbage.

Maou ch'ung, animals cov-

ered with hair.

Maou kuh sung jeu, the hair

aud bones o stand erect ; tG
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struck with astonisliment.

^ Maou ping, a disease of the

hair any slight defect of cha-

racter.^ A cow's tail held in the

IJ'^^ hand to make signals

with, by posture makers used

also in the army, as a kind of

banner; riding in a particular

maimer. Maou kh'ew,

a hill higher in front than on

the farther side. Maou

riew, a particular kind of wild

cow. Maou t'ow, a cer-

tain constellation.

)^t^ A dull eye dull stupid

drunk; old.
j

Kwei

maou, not knowing what one

does, muddled, clouded; stupi-

fied. Maou maou, oc-

curs denoting, to consider.

U| Maou tsaou or

^

Maou ts'aou, stupified unsuc-

cessfal, aB a literary candidate.

Thirty years of age; o-

thers say, it denotes also

seventy and eighty aged.

Laou maou woo che,

old and ignorant.-
•f

klvi^, diligent in study even at

the agd of ninety, said of the

^fingient Shun.

Herbage overspreadiug

anything; vegetable food;

a kind of soup made of vegeta-

bles and meat.

Maou and Haou, destitute

of; exhausted. Compare

with Haou.

To select to choose; to

look askance.

^ Maou t,aoa, ex-

ceedingly drunk.

A horary character, the

fourth of the Te

die, including the interval from

five to seven o'clock in the

morning; also expressed by

Maou she. Keaou

maou, five o'clock in the morn-

ing, jE Cliing* maou, six

o clock in the morning.

Pfih tuy

tsze woo maou yew, mid-night

and noon, raorning and evening,

not corresponding i. e. discord-

ance or irregularity iu the thing

spoken of. Flourishing; abun-

dant luxuriant. Sze

maou, the day of one's death*

«9P Cliwang maou, to rush

against tlie time; i. e. to fail of

being present in proper season.

Kh'ae maou, commence

a series of terms, as in €he pay-

ment of duties to goverument.

"I L
^T|"f / A certain star one of the

-—a / twenty-eight constella-

"RH l

tions -
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luXTj

3 Keaou maou, to

look askance.

A certain water plant

herbs or plants growing

luxuriantly.

J(-\^h \ A cat the animal that

hunts mice and field-rats*

which destroy the grain

hence the character is
-

compounded of young

grain, which the cat defends.

^§ Maoa choo, a certain

species of swine. Kj^ Maou

urh, a cat.

Maou urh t'ow ying, strix bubo,

the great owl.

From metal and cat* The

iron utensil used in boats

to catch hold of the

groand an anchor. In

Canton called Naou.

P'aou maou, to cast anchor.

Kh'e maou, to weigh

anchor. Ch'uen maou,

a ship's anclior.

'

Reeds or rushes that grow
• high out of the ground.

Name of a nation; of a pavilion

of a gate; and of a hill. A sur-

name. ^k Maou fang, or

Maou shay, a thatched

cottage. Maou seh,

choked up with reeds said of

the mind. ^i^^ Maou

too che tsoo, earth rolled up in

a plaut, and given to a priuce

in token of the territory grant-

ed hiin to rule over.

Maou tsae a. wild kind ofendive.

4 i£ Maou teen, a thatched

shop. . Maou ts'aou,

thatch reeds used for fuel.

An , insect that devours

grain; reptile that devours

the roots of plants grows

> numerous when corrupt

magistrates prevail.

Maou tseh, au insect

which destroys the root,

is called Maou; on that destroys

the grain, is called Tpeh,

Maou-hoo, a particular kind

of flag.

The general colour or fi-

gure; the air; the man-

ner; the visage the coun-

tenance. A surname.

Read Mo, to draw a like-

Yung maou, the

external figure; the aspect.

Meen maou, the counten-

ance, /jjg Le maou, polite

carriage; polite. ^0 vSeang

maou, likeness in general.

§^ Maou ch'ow, ugly.

Maou ch'ow urh sin

heen, an ugly face and a mali-

cious dangerous heart. 0^ ftf
1

Maou Tiaou, a good appearance.

Maou sze shen,

looks like the virtuous; hypo*

critical.
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MAY.

A<lant. Yen may, I pronounced mat, and denoting,

squinting eyes. A sur-
|

who? xchatt

lu the Canton dialect,
j

ME.

Rice with the husk. A
xjV surname: name of an an-

cient school. Fun me,

to embroider, as if scattering

rice. /j J^. Seaou me, a kind

of millet. Me fun, rice

flour. Me
p'ing kiien, the price of rice is

lowered and is moderate.

Me leang, rice; grain.

To enter; to go round;

deep; obscured.

The mind perturbed and

> stupified; puzzled bewil-

\ dereil befooled.

Dust or motes entering

the eye, and blinding it;

or obscuring its vision; to dis-

like; to loathe.

j^> A deceived, perturbed

i/^f2r ^tate of mind a blhul t'-

pid attachment to; a state of

intellectual and moral stupefac-

tion, such as is induced by vice;

to stupify to puzzle; an enigma

is called. Me. yu, see

beloAv. Chlh:

me puh woo, pertinaciously stu-

pid. Me hwSn chin

a cloud or region that stupifies

the mhul. Me hwo, to

stultify and deceive; to bewil-

der; stupify and seduce, said of

sensuality. Me low,

name of an ancient labyrinth,

Imilt by the Emperor Tsin-che-

Invang. Me too the

path of vice and stupefaction.

Dulness or obscurity of

vision; badness of sight.

An enigma; a riddle; to

puzzle; a rather modern

Me yu, a puzzle;

an enigma.

Intoxicated drunk.

word.

A large species of deer,

compared to a bufialo.

Water plants mixed. A sur-

name. Ch'ow me, an

ugly-looking person. ^§
Me jung, the tips of a stag's

horns,~-used in medicine.
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m The name of a fish some

say, the spawn of a fish.

f Plants that grow aod float

according to the course of

the water. ^§ Me woo,

name of an odoriferous plant.

Certain ornaraetitnl parte

of a horee's haruess.

Rice boiled down to a

gruel consistence.

Me fei to destroy entirely

to exterminate.
>^ Me

Ian, to boil to rags,
>^

Me lan kh'e min, to ty-

rannize and break to pieces the

people slaughter and carnage

of the people. Me mee,

to destroy entirely to extermi-

nate.

A halter for a cow; to

connect or fasten to; some-

thing by which to lead or drag*

Laid prostrate or inclin-

ed; to pour out 7 to scat-

ter extravagant; wasteful; sel-

fish andsnmll; destinneof; with-

out; not having; not being; im-

plicated in crime. Me me, slow-

ly; leisurely. P'o rae

profuse,—applied to the public

manners. Ch r
e me, pro-

digal. Me ch'ang,

constant; not forever.

.Me le gay, showy handsome

display, Me inau ele-

gant; adorned with beautifu 1

colours. ,g Meji£
ptth sze to think on every day.

Boiled to rags; destroyed;

a hot appearance; a people

oppressed and broken.

Me lan, boiled to rags,- broken -

r

macerated; oppressed.

ITo open out; to cut open,

A local word.

A bow with certain ivory

ornaments, and wrapping"

at each end, is called Kung,

without those ornaments it is

called Me. A bow unstrung and

the two ends turned back. To
desist; to stop; to set at rest; to

repress; to keep down; to de-

stroy to pass to oblivion. Name
of a place.

mThe appearance of water;

to Avash a corpse; to drink.

To let go the string of a

bow; to shoot the arrow

to reach or extend eveiy

where; the close of; the

end of the first moon after

lying in; to extend; re-

motely to spread to heav-

en noxious iuftueuce. A sur-

name. Ta me, the name

of a state. ^ Me fimg, or

Me poo, to mend; to re-

pair; used also in a moral sense;

to screen or cover over.

Me lek fuh, oue of the
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names of Buddha; the first of

the triad, he whose rule is al-

ready past. Me
yue che king, the presents 6ent

at the close of a month after ly-

ing-in, Me lun, the

principles of nature; to supply

what seems deficient.

Me lung, certain ornaments of

a carriage. Me me, in

a pit)all degree.

Appearance of an exten-

fJrHI si'e collection of water,

yj^ ](
Meaou me, a wide ex-

panse of water. Mc

me, the appearance of water

flowing.

A female monkey.

Me how, a monkey.

A young deer; a young

animal of any kind.

Me ma, a species

May, or Me, the bleating

I of a sheep. ^ Tseu

may, the name of a city in

Yun-nau.

MEAOU.

JmA^ \ Spiritual and incorapre-

y^J^ I hensible; transmutations;

delicate minute; fine sub-

tile spiritual abstruse

wonderful; good in a high

degree; excellent. Kh'e

meaou, strange; wonderful.

We meaou, minute and sub-

tile. Tsing meaou,

subtile essence; abstruse specu-

lation. iiP %\ Meaou ke, or

Meaou swan, a fine plan;

a divine calculation.

Meaou ueen, young; youth.

Meaou sze a fine affair; a-

raazingly good. Meaou

seang, a fine thought.

M The highest point of a

tree.

The pointed beard ofgrain

anything very small and

minute.

, From dark and small.

5^ Small minute; abstruse.

Hn\
One eye small piercing

^ view eye deep sunk

wanting one eye. Small; mi-

nute subtile. Shin

meaou, profound and abstruse.

Meaou lmng she,

lie who has but one eye, can

yet see.

Fine; flowing, applied to

style.
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^Ujh^ Meaou haou, the

^[pX I appearance of the ocean,

/•viewed at an immense

I distance white glitter-

^J^^. J ing ; vast confounding:

and iudistinct.

Meaou meaou hoo. how vast

how boundless, f Meaou

mang, immense; dazzling; con-

founding, us the surface of the

ocean, applied to subjects, which

fi'om their vastness or intrica-

cy, cannot be subjected to strict

investigation and proof hence

it implies what is vague and

doubtful.

Delicate fine plants a

small delicate stem of a

plant.

Distant; obscure, as the

sun sitting behind trees.

Meaou ming, deep; ob-

scure; profound. Meaou

meaou, a distant, indistinct view.

m

I f
A From field and plant.

rrj Grain growing in a field;

the first budding forth of any

plaut; excellent grain; the sum-

mer's hunt; numerous descend-

ants or progeny. An ancient

and still independent tribe of

mountaineers on the south-west

corner of Kwei chow

province. Name of a territory,

and of a hill. A surname.

Ho meaou, voung paddy.

Meh meaou young

wheat, Meaou e, pos-

terity. Meaou tsze, a

tribe of savages, who have wings

and live like brutes. (Kang-hc.)

Name of a tribe of barbarians.

Jrfi-
* To draw to sketch pic-

^pq tures. Meaou

kin, to put gold on China or

lacker ware. Meaou

hwa, or Meaou seay, to

sketch or copy.

v " > A cat. See Maou.

Meaou, or Maou, an an-

chor.

Small; to esteem small

and petty; contemptuous;

to view with disrespect and con-

tempt, Meaou khing

to regard lightly; to disregard.

Meaou she kwei, a

proud contemptuous devil.

Jl^ Meaou she, to look at with

supercilious contempt; to disre-

gard. .

Iqffri A A temple dedicated to an-

/ cestors; a temple of Bud-

V dha, a place dedicated to

-|^*^> \
the worship of departed

/%t$ spirits and the god?.

^ Ts'in meaou, Ts'in, is the

back or interior port and Meaou,
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the front, of a temple, mm
Muaou 1 i the title or desig-

nation of deceased Emperors.

Meaou maou, the ap-

pearance or arrangement of a

temple, Meaou fang,

the hall of a temple; the move

public apai'tmeuts.

MEE,

To consume or destroy,

as by fire; to terminate.

Same as

To i>luck up with tlie

hand to rub; to work

with the fingers.

To destroy or consume

with fire; to exterminate;

to cut ofF; to annihilate;

to extinguish.

Ch'uy mee, to blow out

a light. Tsze

ts'eu mee wang, to bring ruin

on one's-self. Tsenbu

niee, to destroy to the founda-

tion; to exterminate a race of

people. Mee tseue, to

<;ut off; to be without posterity.

Mee wang, to destroy,

as a house or family.

Mee tsin, completely destroyed.

Scraped or pared light,

thin, easy; negligent; un-

civil; contemptuous; not; a ne-

gative particle; destroyed.

Mee le, rude. Mee

woo, without, destitute of. j^,

Mee yew, have not.

Twigs for making bas-

kets of; to split up reeds

and twigs for the purpose

of making baskets or

mats*

A certain transverse belt

or skin in military carri-

ages, intended to sit on to

cover.

Mee mung, cer-

tain small insects gener-

ated by damp and putrid mass-

es, and which are destroyed by

the sun.

Putrid blood defiled by

blood. Woo mee,

to defile; to misinterpret a per-

son's actions.

MEEN,

A low wall to ward off
,

undistinguished mass or crowds

urrows; unable to see; an on the right and left.
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^'HC The name of a river; an

\jf ^4 excessive quantity of wa-

ter.

dow

To hang* down the head-

Meencho, to hang

down the head and peek.

From Too a hare, the

dot being1 omitted. To

dispense with to prevent; to

avoid to put away ^ to stop

to put off; to free from; to put

off the cap, and bind up the hair

in the rites of mouruiug. A
snrname. Read Man, silent; a

mourning cap. Also read Wan,
to bear a son anything new.

happily avoided, or dispensed

with. Ch'oo meen, to

dispense with entirely; to ex-
!

<5use; to forgive. Meen

tsuy, to forgive an offence. \

Meen laou, to prevent trou- i

We. flS Meen t'o, to put I

away. ^ Meeu kwati, to

remove from office.

Meen kwan, to put off a cap.

To endeavour; to use ef-

fort to force one's self

to do; diligent to urge to; to

persuade to to stimulate.

Fun meen, prompt, ardent

effort, or to excite and stir up

to exertion. ® ^^
Meen kh'eang urh tso, to force

one's-Belf to do, either from dis-

like to, or from the difficulty of

that which is to be done.

Meen ie strenuous effort,

Meen kh*eaasr, hy con-

straint, by a force put upon

OHe's-sclf.

To bring forth ofTspring,

to bear a child. Rt;ad

Wan, slow; sauntering; fla ttei =

ing female deportment; used in

a good sense. ^^^Yun meen,

the act of parturition.

To bring forth young; to

bear a child.

A kind of crown worn by

the Emperor and inferior

princes in ancient times. The

top part appears like a flat

board laid on the bead witbi

pearls or gems strung on silk,

and suspended in regular rows,

before and behind. The differ-

ence of rank was marked by the

number of gems. T&e Emperor

is said to have liad two hun-

dred and eiglity eight.

]
j® Ma meen le yay a linea

crown was the (ancient) dress

of ceremony.

Kwan meeu tang hwang, the

crown, palace, and Emperor,

these words exproee an open,

noble, and dignified behaviour,

in any station.

Miih ^e£i, the

name of a tree,
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bas pentandrum, of the flower

of which cloth is made.
fc

1 Yih paou meen hwa
?
a

bale of cotton. Meen

hwa, cotton, Meen

hwa slia, cotton yafn.

?»feen poo, cotton cloth.

)
A preparation of fine silk,

1
- having the appearance of

cotton floss silk; unin-

terrupted continuation

of; connected; to continue

to posterity; remote; enduring;

thick close weak. A surname.

Ch'ow miien, closely

bound, Meen cVang,

enduring loug lasting1 a long

time perpetual. J0$ -^k Meen

jow, soft; delicate; weak.

Meen leih, having little

strength, weak. Mven

melh, close thick texture close-

ly united. ^ M&n
meen puh tseae, uninterrupted

succession or continuation of.

Ijvjp Meen yuea, remote; dis-

' tant.

Black eyes. Meen

v^r maou to see to a great

distance.

The face; face to face : tbo

surface; the first appear-

ance of things the front:

towards. T;

meen, face to face. ^*

[Sj Pei meen, back to back.

.

Mwan meen

ch'un fang, a vernal breeze

spread over the whole counten-

ance. Le meeu, within;

the inner surface. Shawg

meen, the surface the upper

superficies; to rise to the face.

Meen che, to point out

a person's faults, or to repre-

hend him to his face.

Meen cb'ib, to speak sharply to

a ud find fault with a person to

Lis face. Meen p'ang*,

the* side of the face the jaws.

Meen pin, to state to a

superior verbally, and face to

face, Mi;en shin, to ex-

plain to in person, not by let-

ter. 5^ Meen sung, to de-

liver to in person to give into

a man's own hand.
x

0^, Meen peih kung shin, the

face to the wall, the merit is

great,~attainments are made

by the student who retires for

study, [fij Meen ts'een, be-

fore one's face. Meen

ts'nug, to follow with the face;

to give countenance to, by smiles

or looks of approbation.

^2p|T| To endeavour to encour-

l"jAJ age; to excite to stimu-

late a local term. S ft

Sliaou ineeu, to endeavour to

e>:cite>
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To tbiiik to reflect to

endeavour.

Sunk ov immersed in ^£
1|BJ Ch'in meen

yin tsew, addicted to drinking.

^Apcl^ Fine silk remote dis-

^8>l]ij tant; absent to think a-

>bout over and over back

Sze meen, to ponder to

think upon what is absent.

Meen teen, country on the

west of Yun nan province, an-

swering to Birmah.

A Wheaten flour,

Meen shih, pastry.

>^ Meen fun, flour.

wards and forwards.

Meen seang, or '@

the name of a place.

To look askance.

/
Read Miug, to shut the

f eyes. Read Mt ;en, con-

H I fused perturbed appli-

ed to the miiid, or to the

eyes; bewildered, fa Meen
muh, to sliut the eyes, as in

death. Meen beuen, said

of a certain medicine which con-

fuses the mind, and bedims the

eyes.

To hear; to listen.

Tlie top ofthe skull which

covers the brain*

MEH.

A certain tribe in the

north. Quiet settled

fixed,

§ To meh, an ani-

mal resembling a mule,

but smaller, produced ft'om

a male ass aad a cow.

(Kang-he.)

tf^L^ A raised path between

yy\ fields, in the Chinese man-

ner, that serves as well for a di-

vision, as to walk on; a street

in the market place a road.

A surnume. f*"p P»B Ts'een

meh, a path north and south, is

called Ts'een east and wt is

called Meh. Meh shang,

in the streets; on the road. [^
3^ Meh loo seang fung,

to meet upon the street or higb

way.
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¥iom flesh anu blood, and

a stream dispersed in all

directions. A vein of an

r^itf r- animal body, or a streak

in otone or wood. The

pulye; the blood flawing;

the current of blood; one

Tern of thought, or a complete

idea from beginning to end; one

line of succession, g Chin

ineh, or Kh'an meb, to

liel the puke. Heue

meh, the veins*
—

'

Ylh meh urh lae coming in

one unbroken line of descent or

succesgiou. ^fe Te meh, the

Teins of the earth.

MA
seuu hwan fuh pei woo so puh

!

cbe, the blood circulates to the

belly and back, and extends to

^very part.

Meh seih p
?

iug ho, the beats of

pulee even and regular. J^t

Meh 16, the arterie?.

Meh le, a rein in wood or

etone; also the principle of the '

pulse. P Meh num the
:

parts at the wrist where the '

pulse is> felt.

Meh. or Kwa, the eye; to

look at lightly.

Meh mfih, small

rain, that distils without

noise.

Commonly read Mo, as a

negative. Occurs in She-

king, read Meh mdi, silent, still

and respectful.

Still; quiet; silent.

To mount a horse to leap

or pass over.

An animal said to resem-

ble a wild boar; to have

the trunk of an elephant,

the eye of a rhinoceros,

the tail of a cow, and the

foot of a tiger.

^ The bearded grain wheat,

I of which several species

J:

are distinguished. A eur-

I
name. Tsoo meh,

J oats, not esteemed.

Ta meh, or Ta
tsoo meh, barley, thought unfit

for human food.

Sail keo meh, buck-wheat, used-

partially to make pastry of.

Meen meh, wheat, used for

&c. TsW
meon meh, rye, used partially.

Kh'eaon meh, a species

ol* wheat said to have triangular

grains, probably the same na

San keo meb. ^ Meh
ts'ew, autumn; harvest.

A dog driving out a per-

son for a while; dark;
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6till; in a deep sombre recess;

silent. A surname.

Keen meh, complete silence, as

if the mouth were sewed up.

W

MelV meh woo

jen, silent—not uttering any

words. Meh jen

kew, kept a long silence.

Meh teh na, Medina.

St Meh shih yu

ein, silently to impress upon the

mincf. Meh shoo, to

write out from memory,

Meh seang, to meditate in

silence. Meh she, a si-

lent declaration of the will of

heaven revelation of the Divine

will,

r{^0 Quiet; still; silent. Oc-

*\ \\\ curs denoting a feeling

disquieted, or discontented,

Meh meh puh

tsze ngan, Meh meh, not self-

composed. Meh jen,

silent; silently. Meh

eeang, to think silently; to me-

ditate. Meh

urh taou k'eu, preserved silence,

and ran away.

-Vy^ From earth and Mack

:

black, is from two fires

and an opening, where the black

smoke issues forth. See Heh.

Black ink; a dark colour; black

as ink. One of the five Chinese

punishments consisting in mark-

ing the face of a criraiual with

ink j a measure of five cubits;

darkness of countenance; a dark

visage; obscure. The name of

a place. A surname. Read

Mei, a weak frail appearance^

^ Wan meh che

jin, a man of letters and ink, a

literary man. Han mehr

pencils and ink. Han is a poe-

tical word for pencil.

Mo meh, to rub (Chinese) ink.

Lo meh, to drop infe

i. e. to write. Lin le

meh, to shed forth mk, as in

watering plants; to write with

great freedom a flow of words.

T'an meh, to covet ink;

denotes a magistrate being cor-

rupted by bribes. $

T'an meh seen, to strike a line

with a string. ^tj§ Koo
meh, the name of a country.

On epitaphs, the use of the

word Meh, implies the censure

©f corruption in a magistrate?

aud of slander, injurious to vir-

tue and the virtuous.

Meh yu, name of a certain fish

ji^, Meh hwuy, an ink-like

or black kind of ashes or dust.

Meh t'eih, a certain lea-

der of a sect in the time of Men-

cius. Meh liu a person

of note during the dynasty

Ming.
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Meh Me, or Mei, fallaci-

ous speech. P Me
ne, artful; crafty. -

A string or cord of two*

folds, or according to o-

thers; a three-fold cord; to bind

with a cord.

MEI.

The naioe of a state; the

mime of a territory; the

younger of sisters; the senior is

called Tseay, and Tsze;

hence ^3 Tsze«mei, sisters,

generally. Mei, is a very gen-

eral epithet applied to women,

without uuderstanding it sti'ict-

y. Name of a flower. f^pi

Kwei mei, denotes the settling

or marriage of a woman.

Wae mei, sisters by the

same mother, but a different fa-

ther.

From sun and a negative.

A deprivation of the light

of the sun; obscure; dull as a-

bout the time of sun-rise or sun-

set. Name of a medicine.

Maou mei, rashly and blind-

ly acting without due consi-

deration, or right understanding

of a subject.

Mung mung mei mei, dull; ob-

scure stupid going on with-

out a clear understanding of

what one is about,

Yew mei, dull and obscure,

applied to a path. Mei

pin, to deceive one's own heart.

Dullness of sight indis-

tinctness of vision.

"^4^ A plant used as a dye.

^i h unnatural monster,

demon, fairy, or elf, that

proceeds from mouutains, to

frighten aud injure human be-

ings; described as having a hu-

man face, body of a brute, four

feet; and delighting in seducing

or tempting maukind; otherwise

called Ch'e-mei.

^rV* To desist from effort; to

7|^C re-t; to shut the eyes and

withdraw the soul; to sleep;

sleepily; stupid. The name of

a fish. Mung mei, to

dream in deep, i \{\}

'Vin urh ptih mei, to sleep

without shutting the eyes un-

sound sleep. Woo mei,

to be awake, and to sleep.

The name of a fish.

From wood and to strike.

A small tree, the stem of

which is fit to make a staff of, a
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switch for a horse, branches aiv

called Che; one of a thing

a numeral particle. A surnainu.

Certain inner eaves of a house.

'f^jT Keen mei, a cross ]>iocr

of wood put in the mouth as u

gag when entering into battle.

Ke mei, how many

;

Yang ts'een urli

mei, two pieces of foreign mo-

Ch'ae mei, to

guess the 11 \

i

m her of fingers

thrown out when drinking, it

thus written by some. See Ch'ae.

Mei kwei, a cer-

tain red stone.

From woman and small.

A small delicate womau;

eUrgant; handsome; good.

Black mould induced by

long exposure to rain

Jirty spots on the face black

spoiled.

One who goes between

certain persons, not yet

iuliy known to each other, in

order to arrange marriages, or

family alliances; a go-between.

Whatever operates as a cause

of bringing to pass obscure

to covet. Tsze mei, to

push one's self officiously in-

to other people's affairs.

Lung mei, a high spirite(

horse. Tsew mei, v

certain feriueiit for liquor.

Mei cl.o, Mei jin,

or Mei po a person,

who in China, goes between i'a-

milies to arrauge marriages rue

last expression denotes thai the

g;n-})etvveen iis a woman.

5USpoiled, j/y^ Mei-lan,

fj
putrid or spoiled ft'om age.

V
A collection of soot; coals,

.mC Yen mei, or

j
Ho fan mei, soot, con-

densed smoke. Meh

mei, ink. Mei fan, or

Shih tan coals.

Sacrifice offered by the

Emperor, for the purpose

of obtaining an heir.

To ensnare birds by some

artifice and catch them.

Grass growing or spring-

ing up; each; every; com-

monly on every occasion

constantly always al-

though; notwithstanding;

|Xj to covet or desire; a sur-

J
name. Mei ji"

each person, .
Mei yih keen sze, each or every

aftair. ffl Mei teen, a

f fn! field.

Dieease occasioned by an-

xiety; anxious concern of

d. '- Chii) i indi«-
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position arising from an accu-

mulation of anxious cares, and

vehement feeling.

1 A general term for the

genus, prunns.

r Swan mei, a sour prune.

I

* Yang mei

J ch'wang, a Uubo, or in-

flhmmatory tumour in the groin.

Yang mei, the name of

a red fruit. Peaou mei,

the falling primes,—applied to

the marriageable age.

Mei hwa, name of a flower.

Mei ling, a w^ll known

mountain which divides the

province of Canton, on the north,

from Keang-se province.

Mei mei, obscurely.

Mei sin, true as the Mei.

Mei tsze, prune.

Mei yu, rains in the 3rd and 5th

moons.

The flesh upon the back

the ribs or sides of the

back. Defined also~above the

heart, and below the mouth.

H Mei jow, the flesh upon

the back, said to be a dainty bit

of pork.

A certain herb which

grows in damp places, a

kind of moss; a fertile field,

A certain kiud of large

4^^* lock; a lock with which

jaounds are fastened to each o-

ther; two locks inserted in one

ring. P f Muu mei, cer-

tain rings which serve to fasten

a door, and which are called "^F*

"f^ 3^ T^ze moo hwan, the

mother and son rings, from one

being larger than the other.

Rain in the hot weather,

or summer months which

causes clothes to mould and rot;

(hnnp; mould. g Kiih

uiei hew, grain rotted with the

damp. Ying mei

yu, rains in the 3rd moon, 5^
vSung mei yu, rains in

tlir oth moon. Fa mei,

to mould to be spoiled with

the damp. Mei lan,

rotten with the clamp, said of

clothes laid up, as in case of

pawning them; the pawn-bro-

kers are not answerable.

The eyebrows; an epithet

of aged persons; certain

stone ornaments the

gi'oimd about the mouth

of a well. A surnarae.

+ Tswan mei, to contract

the eyebrows, as in a frown.

Vov mei, sorrowful

eyebrows, to make a rueful

countenance.

Kew jen mei che keth, to

save from danger imminent aa

buruiug eyebrows, used when

Pegging the loan of money.
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Laou keun mei, name

of a kind of Pekoe tea.

Mei muh ts'ing sew,

elegant eyebrows~not thick and

bushy. Mei show, the

eyebrow of old age.

Akind ofmound or altar of

earth, or its surrounding

wall.

From woman and the eye-

brows. To speak to to

accord with smirking; smiling;

wheedling flattering adula-

tion looks of love, and seduc-

tion; adulation from men. Name

of a place. Hoo mei,

artful and seducing.

Cli,en mei, flattery; flattering.

Woo mei, soothing flat-

tering. Keaou mei, ele-

gant fascinating appearance.

Mei kh'euen, to flatter

-power, Mei fae the

mincing gait of a Chinese womau.

The name of a hill.

The eves of a house the

oross beam at the top of

door. Mun mei, the

liniel of a door.

The eyebrows of a lake.

Plants growing on the

margin of a stream water

plants growing freely and much

mixed together. The name of

a lake.

A certain place in Sheu-w
) To stain; to defile, as by

j

foul water in the langa-

)>age of affectation, to de-

I

file another person with

5>^Li J one's mean affairs to an-

noy by making* requests; i. e.

to request, or ask to do. 4

€ Mei t6 to request or en-

gage a person to do something

for one. )^ )^ Mei mei, wa-

ter flowing ; the appearance of

water,

H T'ae mei, or ^5u
m I Tae mei, a species of

tortoise-shell. Read Maou, a

sort of sceptre held iu the hand.

The sleeve or cuff an

embroidered sleeve to

take hold of and open; to open

and spread out. The name of a

state. Fun mei, to se-

parate, as friends going to dif-

ferent places.

From large and sheep.

J^/>^. Sweet good excellent,

in its kind elegant; beautiful

to be fond of pleasure; to de-

light in. Tsan mei, to

praise to comniend to extol.

Mel jin, or Mei

Tieu, a beauiiful woman.

Mei jin keuh, place
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where are handsome women

to employ it as a bait for extort-

ing money, a practice of Chi-

nese blackguards. Mei

sze, an elegant scholar.

Mei we, a pleasant taste.

Mei kh'wae

puh kho sliing yen, inexpressi-

ble delight.

The manes of anything;

the subtile part which re-

mains after the grosser parts

are destroyed or corrupted an

apparition.

Minute particles of earth

dust weak unstable

wanting hardihood and intel-

lectual courage to advance. fe§

Mei too dust; or

Yen ch'in che mei,

smoke aud dust, seem to ex-

press stupidity and weakness.

MEIH.

From hanging down at

the ends. To cover to

overspread to cover anything

with a napkin.

To stop rest repose

stillness; silence; silent;

secret. A man's name. Read

Fuh a surname.

fc^^ To look with care to look

attentively to; to look for

t short time.

"^H/ )
A wli^speV; careful ; at-

j
tentive at l'cst; still si-

(
leut

*
Tseih meib,

HiSL still; quiet; silent.

Hills forming1 a kind of

amphitheatre, or large

ball to stop to rest

profound still silent; se-

cret. Name of a state,

aud of a district A snruame.

Pe meih secret; hidden.

Se raeih, small deli-

cate. Tsing meih, still;

silent close secret.

Ke meih, a secret spring or

moving cause. Chow

meih, close; thick, ^i^^ Kin

moih, intimate; iamiliar.

MeTh how, close intimate

friendship or acquaintance.

Meih sliTli, a secret apart-

ment. Meih yew, an

intimate friend.

Honey applied figura-

tively to what is sweet

•and flattering. ^§
Pungf meih, bee's honey.

T'oo meih, ground

honey, so called from the bees

in the north making their hives

In the ground. MtiU
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meih, honey found on trees.

Po lo meih, the jaca, or

jack fruit. ^ Metli fung,

a honey bee. Meih la,

wax. Meih t'aug, ho-

ney.

V Meih lo, the name

I l-J of a river in Hoo-kwang.

From claws and to see
9

trying to find and from

>not and to see. To search

for that which is not seen;

to seek; to search to en-

quire after. Meth

yiu sliih, to go about from house

to house, seeking something to

eat and drink.

The ropes or cprds of a

net*

To cover over; a certain

snare for taking wild ani-

Read Ming, obscure.

To plaster, as a wall to

smear to daub.

Fine silk; small fine

delicate connected.What

one silk-worm emits, is called

Hwuli, Jim Hwuh
5
make

Meih, and ten Hwuh make

Sze.

To cover to cover any-

thing with a cloth.

The cover of a vase or

tripod in which are plac-

ed the victims for sacrifice a

cloth cover.

To put transverse spokes

through the rings of a

large tripod for the purpose of

lifting it.

MEW.

Silk wound round; close-

ly bound; perverse.

Ch'ow mew, closely bound

together intimately connected

thick close.
/

Pe mew,

a man who is an enemy to him-

self and others also.

Mistake; erroneous; fall-

acious false; irregular

speech. A surname.

Clia mew, erroneous.

Mew woo, erroneous; deceitful

false.
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Mm.
A general building forth

01' growth growing up,

or vegetating merely,

without knowledge. The

people or subjects of a

country, iu contradistinction

from those in the service of gov-

o-nment or who possess rauk.

The prince is the mind or soul

of the people, and they are Lis

body. Yu min, the

simple foolish people.

Shoo min, the cominon people,

S Sze wei

f^e min che show, scholars are

at the head of the four classes

of people, viz.

Sze uung kung shang, scholars,

busharnhnei], mechanics and

mprchants. Sze min,

Ta min, or

iScaou min, names of stars.

Min ping, a kind of mi-

litia in China; an armed police.

Min poo, formerly the

board of revenue, now called

Hoo poo.

\ P.ninful feeling; a wound-

^^ I mind; commiseration;

> chiefly on account of the

I state of the people; con-

i^^J ) corn for one's country;

strong; violent.

lldSL The name of a hill in Sze-

ch'uen; and of a district

in Shen-se;

l^f The appearance of water

-

>H an extensive sheet of wa-

ter; water flowing away; ex-

hausted; exterminated; put an

end to; destroyed. Narae of a

marsh. iR^ Min
muli woo c&uen dead and for-

gotten; nothing narrated re
specting one who is no more.

A certain valuable stone

of an inferior sort. A
man^s name.

\EcL Turbid foul water; stupid,

^f-f confused. Read Hwm
disturbed, unsettled.

A certain line for taking

fish a line or cord a

string of Chinese coin; the name

of a city. As a local word, it de-

notes to give one's garments to

another person. Min

man, the jiote of a certain bird..

A certain valuable stone

of a secondary sort.

Exertion to exert one's

self; effort employed; the

heart's wish unaccom-

pliphed. ^ Min

min, a state of disorder or

confusion.

An autumnal sky; melan-

choly feelings suggested:

by the fall of the year.&
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1" Haou k'erh yu min

t'een, to weep and call upon or

invoke heaven, Min
t'een, heaven, in allusion to its

brightness and splendor in au-

tumn.

Min min, cordial

7J>*V agreement and harmony.

Grief; sorrow; commise-

ration to compassionate

or feel for the distresses

of others. Min

ts'eh, to compassionate; to

commiserate, jf^

Min jin che koo, to compas-

sionate peoples' being destitute

of any assistance, as orphans,

widows, and those who have no

one to depend oiu

Mourners standing at the

door or gate, the mind or

feeling wounded by painful re-

flections disease induced by

grief. Exertion; effort. Name
of a place. A surname; a mail's

name.

A hollow kind of reed fit

for making mats of; hol-

low as a reed.

From an insect in a gate-

way. A species of ser-

pent. The ancient designation

of the inhabitants of Canton and

Fiih-kt^n, previous

to their union with China.

Min sang, the province now
called Fuh-keen (Fokien).

To advance with celerity;

to speak in a free and

flowing style; clearness

and quickness of percep-

tion; gi'ave, serious, re-

spectful; the great toe of the

foot. Name of a tone in music*

Tsung min, clearness

of perception and quick parts.

Min urh haoa

heo, clever and fond of learning.

Min shin, possessing:

quick parts and close attention.

Mia tsee, or Tsee min
celerity; quickness, applied to

the mind, or to the actions..

fc~f i
Min, Mang or Meen, See

fLB Mang- Read Min, to

, strive; to force one's self;

to do against one's will..

Min meen, a kind

of force or constraint put upoa

one's self; to use effort unwill-

ingly.

To exert; to use effort.

{ Min meen, effort;

exertion; to force ones self.

Name of a river in Ho-
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MING.

From evening and mouth,

because in the dusk, in

order to be known, it is neces-

sary to call out one's name.

(ShAvo-wan.) To name; to de-

signate; a name; a title; being

named much; famous; meritori-

ous; fame; repute; reputation;

nominal; a surname. Occurs in

the sense of Tsze. To do a

thing under such a name, is to

do it under such a pretence.

Tsze ming, to name one's-

self. Joo rning, milk

name; i. e. the name given to an

infant at the breast.

Yu ming, the Emperor's name.

Mae ming, or

Koo ming, to buy a name; i. e.

to use various arts to procure

notoriety. Haou

ining shing, a good reputation;

a good uarae. Yew
kung ming, possessing merit

and fame, denotes commonly

having some rank, obtained ei-

ther by purchase or any other

means. >^ Puh koo

ming, to disregard one's reputa-

tion. Puh yaou

ining, not desirous of fame. 5^
Khev ming kh'ew

le, seeking fame and gain.

Maou ming, to assume an-

other's name, or reputation; to

forge a name. To ming,

to assume the name or credit

of, openly and by violence.

^% Neth ming, to conceal a

name; anonymous. T'o

ming, to throw off one's name;

give it up, or desert fi'om where

it is enrolled. Tsoay

ming, to borrow a name; to

make a pretence of.

Jin yih ming, one mail.

Ke ming, several persons;

or interrogatively, how many

persons Ke ming, to

record the name of; or make a

list of persons. ^5 Ming

t'ee, a card with one's name ou

it; a visiting card. ^5
Yew miug woo shth, it is

nominally^ but not really so.

^^ Ming shih puh

ch'iiig, tfie name and the reali-

ty do not balance in the scales.

Miug ch'in, eminent or

celebrated statesmen.

Ming e, famous medical practi-

tioners. Miug haou,

an epithet, or denomination by

which anything or person is

known. Ming muh, a

list or index of names.

JLi* The buds of the tea plant;

tea plucked in the eveu-
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ing; tea; narae of a flower; and

of a hill; used to denote gener-

ous wine. Ming mo,

a high, tall appearance,

Ming chung, a narae of tea.

From name and to speak.

To name, or give an ap-

pellation to everything; to dip-

cuss the names of things; or dis-

tinguish things by appropriate

names.

A certain preparation of

boiled wheat and other

grain to form a drink of,

|* Ming ting, very drunk.

To remember the name

and the merits of; to write

and to engrave, and to publish;

to cause to be known and remem-

bcred in^ucceeding generations,

4g Ming sin, or

Ming kh'eh sin, to engrave

upon the heart; to remember in

honor of.

The united splendors of

the sun and moon. Clear-

ness, brightness, brilli-

ance; bright; clear ; intelli-

gent, perspicuous; to shed

light on; to illustrate or

explain. Fun

ming, clearly; manifestly.

Ming cli'aou, the last Chi-

nese dynasty, which closed, A.

D. 1643, ^ Ming die,

clear; perspicuous, *^

Ming tow mae, to sell by auc-

tion, the Chinese of the inte-

rior do not appear to have the

usage. Ming peh, clear;

to understand clearly.

Ming yen heen paou, a

clear verification and manifest

retribution, in the punishment

of sensuality. Ming

peeu, clear; discrimination; per-

spicuous distinction. 3i

Ming khe tang, to illustrate

or explain the order.

OFJ To see with great clear-

ness.

MTo bud forth. Also read

Mang, which see.

Ming chaou, incipient action or

motion, the first symptoms of.

An open or explicit de-

claration before the gods

to bind ones-self with an oath

an oath; taken with the shed-

ding of blood, and sipping or

drinking of it; implying a wish,

that in case of violating the pro-

mise made, the individual may
l>e treated as the slain animal.

Ming how woo

e, after an oath there are no

doubts. Ming sin, a

heart not afraid to appeal to

ilie gods. ming she, to

lake an oath over a sacrifice.

M Ming heung _tc,

bwoni brolliers; persons not rc-
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lated, who bind themselves to

seduce others, a practice now

strictly prohibited by the gov-

ernment for obvious reasons.

Derived from day sixteen,

and to cover, because on

the sixteenth the moon begins

to be obscured; ten to be added

to the six, is implied in the

character day. Obscure; dull;

gloomy; deep and silent recess,

as of a cavern or wood; dark;

the obscure perceptions of child-

hood; the setting sun; obscure;

a state of obscurity; the invisi-

ble state of departed spirits;

hades, a middle state previous

to the final retiubution..

Yew ming, the obscure regions

of the dead, hades. Read Meth,

to cover, or blindfold; to take

and tie animals.

Ming wan puh ling, dull; stu-

pid unintelligent.

Ts'in^ ming, heaven.

Peh ming, the northern sea.

Ming keen, in hades.

From man and clouded.

Very drunk.

Clear pure; bright ap-

pearance. ^^ Ying

ming, a young woman.

Ming ting, to control one's self,

a plain, even face,

A small drizzling rain

cloudy vapours, as about

hills; an extensive sheet of wa-

ter presenting to the eye no li-

mit; a certain northern sea. 7

Ming muh, filled or ma-

scerated with water; rendered

glossy by gradually instilling

moisture,

Ming, and Meen, to shut

or close the eyes dullness

of sight the eyes of fish, it is

said, are not shut night nor day.

Compare with Meen*

Kan siu ming muh, to

close the eyes cheerfully in

death. Ming ming, the

appearance of looking at with-

out distinguishing.

To close the eyes, the

same as the preceding.

Ming ts'ing, a mixture

of blue and black colours.

Ming kee, a for-

tunate plant ; a leaf grows

eveiy day from the first to the

fifteenth of the moon; and fi'om

the sixteenth to the end of the

moon, one falls every day.

^* Sze ming tsze, the name

of a medicine.

A certain small insect

•K^^ which destroys the heart

of grain.

Int Ming or Mang, vessels

which are used in eating

or drinking, crockery and ear-

then ware.
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all manner ofhousehold utensils.

From the mouthy and to

order. Fate fatum est

quod di'i fantur. The fate

the lot; the destiny of indivi-

duals in this life the life of

liuman beings; an order; a com-

mand a decree a precept,

T'een ming, the deciee
5
or

will of heaven, Haou

:ming, a good destiny; ill-fated,

•is ezpressed in various ways.

Kh'oo ming jin, a

foitter fated man. Sze

ming, a deadly fate.

Swan ming, to calculate desti-

nies : to tell fortunes.

Sing ming, or Sang

ming, life. Shang ming,

to wound life; i. e. to kill.

Sang ming, or Shih

ming, to lose one's life.

Piih koo sing ming, to

disregard life.

Hwang shaug ming ling*, the

Imperial order. Ling

aning, I reeeived (your) com-

raaads, a civil mode of ex-

Fixh ming, to

return an account how orders

have been executed.
—

*
~

*

Yih yihjoo ming, every

thing has been done according

to order. Pin ming, or

BR Ts'ing ming, to request

commands to ask permission.

ffi Ming p'6 joo

che, fate thin as paper, a bad

fate. Ming ch'ang, long

life. Ming ngan, cases

of m-urder.

Ming* yew keih heung, there

are fates felicitous and infelicit-

ous. Ming tuh, poison-

ous fate*

^1 The note or voice of a

bird the voice or cry of

any animal a noise made by

the wings of an insect, or by a

Tbell; sound emitted from any-

thing'. The name of a bird. A
surname. To sound the fame

of to cause to emit sound.

H New ming, the lowing of a

cow. R 1 Tsze ming

teh e to sing or hum from at-

taining one's wishes, and feel-

ing happy.

MO,

From hand and hemp.

To touch to rnb with

the hand; to rub against

each other to feel to

grind; to press or urge; to de-

stroy or extinguish,

Ch'uy mo, to feel to endeavour

to find out, to coujectare.
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Foo mo, to soothe as by

patting1 a child on the head.

Seaug mo, to rub a-

gainst and vex each other.

]^ Tso mo, to rub and polish.

)^ Seaou mo, to operate

upou by medicine.

Mo keih te kwo, also writ-

ten ftp Mo keay to
the state or district of Magii-

dlitt, where Buddha was born.

Mo lung, to feel about

and play wifcb. Mo ne,

-- the name of a place where Bud-

dha resided with the assembled

gods. Mo so, to play

with. Mo tang are us-

ed to denote the operations of

nature in creation.

To rub to grind to af-

flict a stone or mill.

Used in common with the pre-

cc ling. Name of a place. '
Chaou mo, keeper of the

seal. 7^ Sbwuy mo, a wa-

ter mill. Joa

cho joo mo, like catting and

polishing. Ta mo, to

rub or grind; to screw out of a

person. Mo koo, a

fleshy edible Tartar root.

Mo leen,.to practice; to fag

at study. Mo lung, a

stone for grinding; a millstone.

Mo nan, to vex; to af-

flict.

Demons supposed to af-

flict human beings, devils.

Keang ffih choo

mo, to subject all devils.

T^een mo woo, certain

genii, Mo kwei, a wick-

ed super-human spirit; a devil.

) Yaou mo, small;

delicate minute; an in-

terrogative particle, -^t

S Shin mo, or

She mo, what?

Ta lae leaou mo,

has he come

MO.

The highest part ofa tree;

small; thin; weak. The

("•d, in contradistinction from

the origin^ the root
9
or the be-

ginning; the close; the la^ t the

tct miiuition of. Mo, applies to

tUc four extremities of au ani-

mal body; and to trading peo-

ple, as the lowest order of the

community. The name of a

hill; a surname. A negative

particle. Mo, denotes the ends;

n.inute leavings, the dust of

things broken small and reduced
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to powder. Ch'a mo
?

the broken dust of tea which is

bought by the poor. "^^^
Lew hwang mo, brimstone

in flour, Pun mo, the

origin and the end; "what is

fundamental and what is ac-

cessory, yj^ Mo jih, a last

or final day. M5 keu

the last sentence ofa paragraph;

the last member of a sentence.

Mo ke, a closing, or the

last portion of any period.

B Mo she, the last time; the

last period. tselh,

the four extremities diseased.

Mo ts'in, the last or

meanest ofyour relations; mean-

ing one's-self, when speaking to

one's kindred.

The name of a female

famous in ancient times.

Kh'e mo, to reject or

despise mechanical arts; accord-

ing to some, to reject or throw

away fragments of food,

Mo heo, the mechanical

arts.

Mo, or Meh, to rub; to

rub out; to blot out; to

obliterate; to brush to dust; to

rub a knife across one's throat.

Too mo, to blot out or

erase an erroneous character.

M6 king, or

Mo sze to cut ones throat. ^\
M5

leaou tsze ke teih t'een le, to

obliterate the moral sense in

one's mind. Mo sha,

to take or brush away entirely

MS tae, to rub a table;

to scrub it clean.

3^"^ Name of a river; name of

a city; slightly obscure;

one of the stars of Ursa-major.

Used to denote spittle, slaver.

Peh mo tsze, white

spittle.

dtA^ To feed a horse with grain.

|/|V The name of a place.

Mo kh'e ma, to feed a

horse. M6 ma

kaou keu, to feed the horse and

grease the carriage wheels, to

make the preparations necessary

for a journey.

itfc M5 1ehWfia

>?JV well known flower in Chi-

na; jasminutn grandiflorum.

The sun obscured by an

intervening forest; a ces-

sation of; a negative; not;

do not. It generally de-

notes the highest degree

of the adjective which follows,

when that adjective has a noun

following, as . Mo

ta t'een, there is nothing great-

er than heaven. M5
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tei, not not;* is it not? it certain-

ly is. ^£ Mo jor not as;

not so good as; better, so and

so. Mo shin

yu sze
?
nothing in a higher de-

gree than this. M6
tung show, don't move the

hand; don't stir;- don't do any-

thing. kwo

yu nothing more than nothing

more so than,

j-jj^j
Stillness; quiet j silence;

rest. Read. Meb, in the

same sense.

Silence; stillness; quiet,

Tseih mo

woo shing, still and without

noise; or Teeih mo, denotes au

absence of noise.

M5 pin,

Mo yew, or

kh'eh, friends of the acting of-

Jicer, wBo assist him in a capa-

city superior to that of a clerk;

a private secretary; otherwise

called Sze yay, or

Tso mo, to act in the capa-

city of a M6-jiu.

j^S M5 or Moo, to seek by

feeling with the hand; to

feel; to grasp with the hand.

^? Yung show mo
wuh, to feel for a thing with

the hand. 7#
Mo puh cho t'ow Ioo unable to

feel his way; unable to devise

any plan of proceeding. 1^
Mo po, to seek for with the

hand.

Fioating sands, as in the

sandy deserts of Tartary;

a dry careless manner. Name

of a river. *^ Sha mo,

the sandy desert in Tartary,

known by Hie name Shamo, f

T'au mo, pure, without vi-

cious passions indifferent to.

Mo mo jeu, exten-

sive fields of sand; widely spread

out. Mo puh

seang kwan, of no consequence

to the person speaking.

A disease which consists

in an itching eruption.

rf^t The thiu delicate skin be-

/^t/v neath the external skin of

animals the thin peelr ou the

internal surface of reeds, or

within the outer bark to touch

delicately; to soothe to soothe

by submission or kneeling to

Mo she, to view as of

no consequence. CMh
mo, the internal peel of the bam-

boo.

To sketch a likeness ofany

^^J^ thing; to make a draught

of. Read Maou, the figure; ap-

peai'ance or resemblance.

^^J^ Mo tsze the name

• of a plant. Read Meaour

to view with contempt.
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Remote; distant; to view,

as far off; to look at in a

distant manner; to view with

contempt. M5
urh nan chuy, remote and im-

possible to be overtaken; either

physically or mentally.

M5 jen puh kh'o

ffi—h Wew irrecoversibly gonej

gone so- remotely as not to be

again sought after. 3^ M6'

mo, distant f far gone; moura-

fulj sorry.

To die. See^ Mfiiu

MOO.

The fingers of the hand

the definition: is rejected

by Kh'ang-her

ll Moo, or Mow, the male

-^1J— of quadrupeds. See Mow.

jYf ^ The character is said to re-

Mj-
* present the female breast;

a mother figuratively, that

which produces. Ke

moo, a step mother. jR§.

Tsoo moo, a grand-mother.

Ke kang, a cock.

Joo moo, a wet-nurse.

Foo moo, father and mother,

5c l^r Ta foo moo, heaven

and earth. "^" Ke moo, a

lien. "^" Moo ts'i% a mo-

ther. Moo tsze, a mo-

ther and child; thus, and revers-

ed, Tsze moo, applied to things

which produce, and the things

produced »s also to things of

which there is a large and a

email of the same kind.

YftlL A widow of the age of

>irjr fifty* who becomes a kind!

of school mistress; the wife of

a younger brother, calls her Ims-

bandr
s sister Moo. Used to de-

note a midwife, vulgarly called

Show sang, or

Tsee sang;

Jj^l The great toe of the foot*m mm Peen moo, the

great toe or thumb growing on

to the adjoining toe or finger.

A term for a cow; a fe-

male cow.

To call upon to invite to

do; a general invitation

or request as when calling upoix

people tojoin the army; request-

irrg a public subscription for the

repair of temples,' to give a boun-

ty to induce to enter some em-

ployment,. Chaou moor

an invitation or request address-

ed to alt persons. Moo
ping, to invite by proclamatiou
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to join the army. Moo

yuen, or -ffc Moo hwa, beg-

ging appeals made to the public

by the priests ofFuh and Taou.

Moo hwa chung

sew, a public invitation to sub-

scribe to the repair of a temple.

A hillock a grave a

tomb. Fun moo,

is the common term for a tomb

or grave. Tsang

moo te, to contend about the

place of interment. The great

preference given to certain si-

tuations leads to frequent litiga-

tions about graves.

Moo le, the limits of a grave;

the present law is that the li-

mits shall extend. Ts'ih

<5h
5

eh, seven cubits, within which

space no other person has a

right to^bury. UMooclie,
or Moo che an inscrip-

tion on a tomb-stone; an epi-

taph.

The name of an ancient

royal concubine.

To desire ardently to

think upon with affection

to look up to with esteem and

respect; to accustom one's-self

to think of; to have a hanker-

ing after; to wish for.

Moo yung, a double surname.

Moo she, to love pow-

er; to be ambitious.

Moo kh'e kea tsze to

wish to obtain the property

of some rich person by adula-

tion.

Moo, or Mo, to touch; to

feel. See Mo.

To touch; to imitate a

form; to sketch from me-

mory; a form; a pattern; the

manner of. ^^^^ Kwei moo,

the external maimer; the de-

portment; a rule; a law.

Moo seay, to draw a like*

neps.

The evening. A surname.

^^Chaou moo, morn-

ing and evening. Moo

chung, the evening bell.

Moo yay, evening and night.

Plans fully matured and

settled well organised

plans. ^ Mow moo,

to devise and settled what

is to be done.

Moo heuen, to instruct in

•" ) what is requisite in one's

situation.

A pattern or mould; the

form oi' manner of; exter-

nal figure. A surname.

J^^ \ Moo t?ze a form

) to be imitated; a pattern.

Moo yang, a pattern,

Moo fan, a mould for

casting anything iu. ^^^4
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Kwei moo, manner or deport-

ment; behaviour; a rule; a law.

Feathers folding over each

other, as in the natural

caate of birds.

person, is called Moo
pae. Otherwise read Mo, which

Read Moo, to kneel long

on making obeisance to a

/ Moo or Mow, the Cliinese

acre of land. See Mow.

MOW.

/Sze, or Mow, deflected

private selfish schem-

ing; fraudulent. In this sense

Sze, is commonly used.

Read Mow, in the sense of

Mow, a certain person, place, or

thing; the proper name not be-

ing known, or purposely con-

cealed. A blank is sometimes fill-

ed up, thus b b b and read

Mow, mow, mow. Ideas well

expressed, or passages which

are emphatic, are often in MS,

and sometimes in print, marked

with a string of these Mow, and

which are called Leen

mow, answering the purpose

which Europeans effect by draw-

ing a line below a word in MS.

or printing it in Capitals. The

Leeu mow, are vulgarly deno-

minated Tseen kh'euen.

*A Leen chuy ta

mow, to mark with a line of

Mows. 5^ Leen teen, a

Btritig of dots, thus ill gives

inferior emphasis; and

Leen kh,euen, a string of cir-

cles, thus gives the

highest emphasis to, or intimates

the fullest approbation of a pass-

age. Mow te a certain

country.

The lowing of a cow; to

like; to advance to pass

over; to encroach upon or in-

vade; to take; to seize; barley

a certain vessel to contain grain

in temples. Chung mow,

the name of a territory.

Tsin mow, to usurp what

belongs to another; to seize from

the people.

Equal to; of the same

rank or class; even,

^0 Heung piih seang

mow, totally different; quite uu-

equal.

To urge or persuade, to

diligence effort endea-

vour

The pupil of the eye; and

the eye generally; they
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suppose the eye shews the cha-

racter, and teach to watch a per-

son's eye.+ Ts'un hoo jin

chay, mo leang yu mow tsze,

there is nothing about a man

which shews his "Character more

than the eye. M(

v

tszo
?
the pupil of the eje.

Mow tsze puh

yung wei, it is not ea?y to act

the hypocrite with the eye.

Barlev ; in Chinese called

large wheat, 'Mow

uieh, barley and wheat.

" j a A spear or halberd with

three hooks. ^
Mow t'un, a spear and shield;

two things, sentiments or ex-

pressions, which oppose each

other. Tsze

seang mow t'un, to contradict

one's-self.

( fik Keu mow, mean;

miserable.

Mow, or Woo, an earthen

vessel to contain grain.

A boiler with a cover to decoct

medicines.^2^ H^vang mow,

an earthen boiler made of yel-

low clay, used for decocting cer-

tain medicines, employed to heal

ulcers.

*H^J Kow mow, a sim-

I l2L pie foolish appearance.

From effort and eye. To

bend down the eye and

look intently a dimness of

sight confused dishevelled

hair. The name of an insect,

A surname. Mow mow,

dim dull clouded.

A kind of iron boiler

armour for the head a

helmet certain circular

casing inside a cap.

^§ Tow mow, a helmet

Plants growing freely and

luxuriantly a certain

species of melon. Mow
shing, plenty; luxuriant; abun-

dant.

From heart and plenty.

The mind fully engaged

in action strenuous effort a-

bundatit flourishing luxuriant-

ly. Used also in a moral sense.

Mow sew, strenuous en-

deavours in the cultivation of

virtue.

Certain insects which are

destructive to grain.

The parts of a garment

above the sash or girdle;

long garments.

Kwang mow, Kwang, de-

notes east and west Mow, north

and south.
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One of the ten astrono-

mical characters, called

~} Shih kan, the middle

(one of the ten, aus"'ering to the

period when all tilings in na-

ture are flourishing.

*JJ%^ From flourishing and

-plant. Plants and trees

growing freely luxuriant

flourishing afflueat strong

in high liealth; elegant; strenu-

cms effort five persons ai*e call-

ed Mow. Name of a territory.

A surname. Also read Moo and

Mo. Mow blnng, or

JJ^ Fung mow, exuberant; a-

boanding* in a high degree.

From mouth and one iu

it. Sour fruit; used for

the name of anything wlten that

is not knowji, or is wished to

be concealed. Also read Moo.

Used for the pronoun I and al-

so for otlier personrf without

mentioning their names; as

Mow j in, a certain person.

Mow kh'oh, a certain

stranger, Mow mow,

is used wheii reading and pass-

ing over names or sums, and so

ou, without pronouncing the

proper characters.

L-riJ^ To deliberate; to plan to

|J/|^ devise; to consider proba-

ble evils and provide "gi"" t

them; to scheme, to cynaives

to plot; to consult with; to lay

plots for ii\e acquisition of.

Name of a vegetable; of an in-

strument of music anu of an

office,, A surname.

E

to con.?^^ vr:t'i or about.

Mow chin, a Stateeuian

wliose dudes con^.^t in devising

" wms» ^ Mow kv6
to nieciiiate the conquest of an-

other countiy. .g 5^ I niov,

a ^tmtagem. §^ Mow leo,

schemes, plans, strutagcins.

\h\ Mow meen
5
lo v.vsjh r n per-

son's phyylogiiomy.

Mow sze^ to pian^ to devise; to

lay a stratagem to contrive an

ai'tiilce. ^ Mow sze, per

-

bOiis skilled iu devising strata-

gems. §^ %
9

ij J^j) Mow le sin,

a mintt covetous of gain,

^< Mow to, to scheme aud to

conjecture.

f The male of VutOo; a

v| ii - I bolt of a door; :i pi.stoii

\ or em*bolu;?; the part of a

Chinese lock wliich is in-

serted into the ca^e con-

taining the spring. Name of a

hill. i^iow iaa ch,a

a variety of the cumc41iu japoni-

ca. Mov 1c, a kind of

oyster. Mow ma, the

male heiap phait. Mua

mow, or Hoo mow, the

boil of a door.
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pin, male and female.

Mow tan, a famous Chinese

flower; the Pceuia Mouian.

Read Mow, or Moo six

cubits make a Poo,

or pace, a hundred of

those paces make a Mow
of laud, the Chinese acre,

a hundred of the ancient acres

were equal to only forty of the

modern ones by the arrange-

ments of Tsin, 240 paces were

made into one acre. Name of

a hill and of a territory.

s T'een mow, fields; land.

Also read Moo, which

see.

To barter commodities

for each other; to deal;

to trade to carry on commerce;

to buy or sell. Mow
mow, dulness of the eye; ob-

:r(' vision. Mow yTh,

to trade by barter.

MUH.

A tree, striking its rootsrv downward and grnwhig

upwards; wood. Oue of the

five elements of the Chinese;

one of the eight musical sounds;

stiff; unbending. Name of a

pjant. A surname.

Shoo muh, a tree.]Nlfili

clvang, a bludgeon; a club.

Muh heang, putchuk, a

fleshy root. % Muh keo,

a kind of wood scoop.

Muh 1)00 in Botanical language,

dcuotes the class or genus of

trees, yfv^ Muh leaou, wood,

as a material, of which to make

anything. j
Muh

h"'?ui kIioo, sapiudus abruptus.

t Muh meen ^lioo.

l>cnnhax ceiba. Muh
siu^, Ihe phuiet Jupiter.

Muh tow wood.

Muh I'o, a kind of bell with a

Avooden tongue, used by heralds

in ancient times to call the mill,

titude together, to listen to their

in(-s.-age from the prince. See

Yew.

To wash and oil the hair;

to enrich, as by dews or

precious ointments to I" 1 enrirh-

ed; to receive favors or bless-

ings; to regulate. A surname.

\^ J^V Ming muh, gcMitlo pniall

rain, f ^^ ^ft MCh y nli

ch*ae keae, to bathe aud fast.

iMuh show, to wa.^li the

l"""b sometimes performed as

u religious ceremony, denoting

ivp, l to h-acred. thing*, ba

MCih show kin sou,

I >va>lic(l my hands and icvui-
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ently composed thin preface.

S M\lli ngau te

tsze, a disciple who has receiv-

ed blessings—from some divi-

nity; then follows the person's

name; tins is the way in which

. perponp who repair temples sign.

Se muh
?

or

Muh yuh, to wash the head and

batlie.

Meh mGh small

'^ypV rain, that falls without

noise.

B Originally intended to 1'e-

I
semble the eye; the eye;

> that which directs; the

#\ head or principal person.

J The index of a book; a

square on a chess-board is call-

ed Jj Fang muh. To name

or designate; to look with the

eve. Ho muh, to shuttlie

eyes, and compose the thoughts

is tlie way.

P'ei yaug muh leih, to strength-

en the eyes. Teaou

muh, a list of; a schedule; an

index. Yen muh, the

eye. Kaiig miih, the

noose of a net; a compendium;

a general account oj] applied

to history, to botany, and so on.

Tseie muh, the several

sections of. Te miih,

a text or theme; a little of a

tiling, to aflbrd occutiioa for

more enlarged clibcussion, ox
1

further action. Fan

muh, a general list, in Avhicu

the several persons or things

are stated separately.

KLo muh, the literary ranks

Keu-jin and Thiii-,sze. '
Hung miih, a certain plant.

Sze muh, the four quarters

of the globe. Muh luh,

an index to a book; u li^t of tlio

contents. Muh
keih urh wan to have seeu with

one's own eyes, and heard with

one's own ears. ~p Muh
hea, in one's eye sight; imme-

diately. Mtth

puh shih ting, eye uot know a

nail, ignorant of letters.

Muh leen, name of a priest

who rescued his mother from

the sufferings of a future state.

Muh che, to look at it.

|g Muh woo fa ke,

to pay no regard to the laws.

Muh chung woo

jin, to look with contempt on

every body. Muh
clioo wuh, to name everything.

Muh suh, a cer-

tain kiud of grass, used to

feed coavs and horses.

A kind benignant eye; re-

-f\ speciful and cordial true

kind fc^lingj utLaciicd to; a,-
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greemeirt amongst kinclred and

friends. Ho muh, liv-

ing at peace and in harmony.

Unh iiu, to agree with

neighbours, in an individual or

Miih

tsin bavrnony subsisting a-

mongst relations.

eyes.

Mo, ov Muh, pretty eyes;

or otherwise deep sunken

The ancient form of this

character represents a

- hand below water. To take

niiytliing out from amongst wa-

ter; to dive into water iu order

to take out something.

m7^K^ To terminate; to end; to

y^J^^ die; the dead; the same

as the following.

Muh ts'un keun kan, both

ihe dead and the living are

t]»ankfu], said to friends who

luu e n^^isted at funerals,

Muh yu ch'in, died in

the ranks.

To exceed or transgress;

to covet to sink; to ter-

minrue; to end; to die; a nega-

tive particle. Name of a river,

^tl \^ Kan muh, Kan, ex-

presses to enricli, Muh, to im-

poverish; to enrich or.e
?

s-?elf at

the expeuse of another perpon.

Min muh, to sink to

utter oblivion. ^^ Wang

niuli, to (lie; to perish.

Muli jin le, no lx>dy puys

Miy attention to it.

J\I tih yo, myrrh.

C<M'tain ornamental bind-

ing to a carriage, five dif-

terent leather belts of difibrciit

colours which fasten it together,

and serve also for ornament,

A kind of wild duck.

iLiL From to strike and a cow.

One who tends cattle; a

herd a pastor; a shepherd a

keeper of horses; to put out to

pasture; to feed; pasture; to o-

versee; to take cure of one's-self

or other? a man's name. A
surname. J^. Jin miih, a

local niagistnite, Tsing

muh, or 4^ T'ecu muh %

i

husbandman; a pastor.

Muh yang, to keep sheep.

Muh ma yuen, pasture

or grass for a horse* ^
Muh ma, to take care ol* horses

at grass. Muh iii*m to

rule or take cure of the people.

^% Muh new, to tend

r('v Mull i'ung, a

boy avIio takes care of cattle; a

shepherd's boy.

Grain; a pleasing, be.inti-

ful appearance; personal

demeanour that commauds re-
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spoct, esteem and admiration;

grandeur; respect cordial feel-

ing jilca^t'cL A surname. Syn.

"\vitli the following, j}^

CImou mul), a cei'tuin order ob-

served in placing the tablets in

temples Cliuou, denotes the eft,

y"l( Muh, the right. ^
Muh inub, an expression of ad-

miration, applied to

Wan wang, a famous ancient

king.

Read Mew, ami Lew,

close iutiinate intercourse.

Read Muh, a cevtaiu name of

bud import applied to a person

after his death a modern sui-

name. Read Leaou, to wrap or

"wind about.

The name of a place*

Thought the same as it
Muh, a shepherd; the land of

shepherds.

MUN.

ttrt From Hoo a door

I J witli one fold, repeated.

To be distinguished from

Tow, to fight. A two-leaved

door; a gate; a door of any kind;

an entrance. Name of aii office;

of a territory; of a surname. A
family; a sect; a division of a

subject; a class of persons a

prorcssion. E mun, (he

medical profession.

( h'wang mun, a Aviiulow.

Full mun, the sect of Bud-

dha, t^, Tan mun, a Kin-

gle-lcaved door. P Shen

mun, a two-leaved door,

Keaou mun, a sect or class

of persons who hokl certain opi-

nions or doctrines. P Soo

mun, an obscure family.

Mun fuiigj the credit or re-

putation of a family. "]>

Mun Lc:a, or

a pupil; a scholar. P ^ Mun

hoo a door. P
Muu hoo pQh tuy, aii unsuita-

l»Iciiess in the circumstances of

families so as to prevent a mar-

riage alliance.

Mun low too te the gods of the

tlnor nnd of the upper story,

Mun nuy, iu^ivlo the

door, or gate. Mun

shang, or Mun t^zc, at-

tendants in the outer ajiarU

meats, and at the gates of pub-

lic offices geiitleiiien's porters.

Mun wtiriig, a spleiulid

family. Mini wae, out-

side the door. Ta

mua kh'ow, or 0f Kaon

inuiij a great or high gate, means
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a family ofwealth and grandeur,

really——or one which affects to

be so. Teen

ju!i mun fung, to debase or dis-

honor the character of a family.

} Mun hwan
5

fat;

1 1 >J full plump appearance.

A particle added to pronouns

and appellatives of persons, to

form the plural as Wo
mun, or Ngan mun, we,

or us. No mun
?
ye, or

you. Ta mun, they, or

them. Te heung

mun
9
brothers. ^ Yay

mun, the attendants of officers

of government in public offices,

K6 wei yay

mun, all you gentlemen,

Koo niiang mun, you

ladies. By the Tartars,

Chay mun, is used for this, here,

&c. 0[5 "( Na mun, for that;

there they, &c.

)
Grieved sorry. 1^

( Yen mun, sorrowful,

Fan mun, the iniud

vexed and grieved.

Mun teli hau leaou,

exceedingly sorry,

Sin hea na mun, become

sorrowful and melancholy.

TsWmrni, r f| Yew
mun, grieved sorry witjlan-

clioly.

To touch with the haud

to lay the hand upon; to

feel to take hold of; to shake;

to stamp, Che n, to

take hold of; to grasp.

^

Shang lieung mun tsuh,

to wound the breast, and stamp

with the feet,—has an allusiou

to aucient story, and expresses

counterfeiting external appear-

ances contra i'v to one's real

wishes. Mun seh, to

feel for, or crack lice, 1

Mun sin tsze wan, to

lay the hand upon the heart

and ask one's-3elf.

Read Mei, indefatigable.

Read Mini, water running

between two hills which seem

to form a door or passage for it.

A hill terminated and

leaving* a passage for wa-

ter. Same as the preceding.

Haou man, the name of

a district.

Name of a certain plant;

a species of grain.

A certain stono of a red-

dish hue.

From full and heart.

^K^i Vexation and grief.

Man mun, or Fan
mun, vexed and grieved sor-

row aud cuuecru of mind.
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MUNG,

From to cover and a hog.

Covered over dull stu-

miintelligent. Same

as the following".

&' The name of a plant of

a vegetable, and of a me-

dicine. Large dull obscure;

dulness of perception; rash to

beliave to rashly or rudely; in

aflected humility, used to de-

note receiving anything, im-

plying at the same time some-

thing degrading to one's- self,

as rash, blind, and so o?a, but

meant as an expression of gra-

tilade. A term by which the

mean and petty are designated,

as a stupid school-boy. Name
of a hill; of a river, and of

gate. ^> To mung, many

thanks. Hung mung,

chaos. Ta muns*, the

place of the rising sun.

Kh'e mung1

, to enlighten the

dull. Mung fan, a fore-

ign tribe on the west of Sze-

ch'ueu. Mung ngan, to

be grateful for kindness receiv-

ed. Mung hwan, or

Mung yu, dull, confused,

clouded, simple state of intel-

lect. Mung heuu, to

teach boys. J^s. Mune1

koo jiii, a Iviungkoo Tartar.

Mung mei, rash, dull, pre-

c imitate; to act blindly, ^^^i
Mung pe obscured covered

o\^er. Mung* sze, a

teacher of boys. Mung

sze, a dull scbolai*.

Mung* tung', a school boy.

jj> Language which is ob-

scure, wanting in perspi-

cuity.

Mung tung, blind,

so stupid as not to see the

To cover over and shol-

ter, as a house does.

i )jj P'ing nuiBgj a screen

covering a shelter.

Tlie comforts of a shelter, are

best known, they say, in tlie

midst of a bleak wind and liea-

"7 rain. Mur.g mung",

abundant plentiful luxuriant.

To gather or collect to-

gether,

J-^^^ Name of a tree with yel-

p^V lov? leaves the Mango

tree, f'f^ Mung* kwo, mmi-

goes; fruit of the raangifera In-

dlca.

Small drizzling rain

t^K- tliick foggy. The luimo

of a rivor. Mnnff bnng,

ui'ii^inal vapours i hick, midis-
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oi* u nuu\-l]. ^~1

%^ Mung

yili ch'ang, a dream anything

tliat is like a dream; the present

world. ^* Muug chaou,

some intimation or prognostic

in a dream. ^* Mung

keen^ to see in a dream.

ffl] ]\Iung koen, iu a dream.

>^ Muiig mei, dreaming iu

(.Me's sleep. ^* Mmig" ::"ir

<1reaming thoughts; reverie. ^*
Mung yen, unplcastuit

t!r</ams, occasioned they say by

laying one's haml upon one,s

heart; the niglitniare.

Small drizzling rain.

Dimness of the eye; ol>-

scurc vision Avail t of

light; duliic^; obscui ity

to feel ashamed to be sor-

ry. Read Mee, meaning

, dull. Read also Mang in

J the same sense. The third

lbrra is not authorized.

f Dull stupid grieved

vexed sorry.

Mung jen wang keo,

^ quite lost to all observa-

tion. Mungmung,

dull; stu[»iil; ignorant; &-

J shamed.

tin^uished mass of vapours.

ii? P Mvmg lung, the

sun obscured by vapours.

Mwng mei, dim appre-

hension dull perception stu-

pid.

Mung tung, a long

narrow species of war

junk used on the Po-yang lake

at a fa us battle, A D. 1420

in which sis hundred thousand

men were engaged on one side.

A small flyiug insect -

%
a

summer's insect.

Miuig kwei, the

weasel according to some,

others say, a species of monkey.

A large appearance,

fleshy, big. Used also for

obscure ] to obscure.

Mung lung leaou, to hide
'

from and deceive.

A vessel filled full of food

the appearance of such a

vessel.

Themoon amongstclouds;

obscure; to see obscurely,

to see appearances in one's

> sleep to "dream a dream.

Div s )y diviners of

their import, are divided

into ^ix sorts. The name
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A kind of vegetation; .a

connective particle \ t'he»^-

fore; and. See Man.

To cover, or be oovorcd

with eartli.

Man, or Mwan, a kind

1-3^. of curtain a covering or

screen.

yS^ Appearance of being £11-

ed with water cxce^^ive

quantity of water, destroying

things hy its superabundance;

spreading and cxtendhig re-

motely; set loose; tlie source, of

-a river; colour of the clouds.

# )(^ Lan mwan, widely dif-

fused; extensively disclc:

Sing* keih, a hasty clisnnsi-

tion. Singmwau, a slow

mild disposition. Me
mwan, vague, loose diffusive

style. See Man.

Mwan m-wan, level even -

9 a

long road^ ^ distant appear-

ance. Mwan seay, Iov r -

«r a little.

Mwan taau joo ts'ze, dou't talk

thus.

Plain, unembroidered sil k,

f\yj^. applied to long tracts of

land which have not undergone

much cultivation.

Mwan, or Wan, planis

which creep aud spread

widely, applied also to other

tbmgs which extend widely and

""'•rune intricate. A suruame*

Long-; extensive; a certain ve-

getable.

-iQj To insult disrespectful.

F"^^ See Man.

]/ The name of a place.

m A brlok-layer'a trowel,

vulgarly called

Ne mwan, or Ne taou.

a mud trowel or l;:iife.

To cover or be covered

with earth. Oiie ys, tliQ

rotting of iron; rust.

iTX*- rail the whole of all

j J'W sufficient enough tba

completion of a fixed period.

Ch'ung mwaii, filled;

completed, applied either to

things or to time.

-g- Mwan sin hwan he, rejoic*

ed with all Ins heart.

*SM^t'a«gkeIhk'ing,
the whole house filled with joy

and biasings.

Mwan fuh mwan luh, nui or

blessings and wealth.

3

U Mw9n kh'e fa mae, the

time being elapsed, sold off.

Mwan nieen, over all the

iaco. VlS % M" an to
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urh sun, the whole floor filled

with children and grand-cliild-

ren. Mwan sliin the

wliole body, Mwan
t\)\v, tlie whole of the head.

Mwan te kin

ts'een, the ground all covered

with, gold and coin.

Mwan )u6 the month complet-

ed, applied to the month of a

woman's confinement.

- Mwan k'ow ying ch'ing,

to have the nioutb full of pro-

mises a profusion of promises.

or Manchu Tartars.

Read Mo and Mwan, the

back of coin. A surname.

Dulness of sight; to blind

or deceive another per-

son. A surname. To deceive

and impose upon.

Wo piih mwan ne, I won't

conceal it from you.

Mwan p'een, to deceive and im-

pose upon.

Mwan cho ts'ia yew, concealed

it from his relations and friends.

rtjuT To pass over a wall Read

Pvvan, as H Pwan

sbau, to walk in a lame mnn-

NA.

"\ Read No and Na to tran-

7/ I /
sfer commonly used for

pointing to another per-

place or time a

that; there; then. A sur-

See No. Na

ch'oo, that, or that place.

Na ko, that thing, or per-

sou. M M Na le, where

how Na neea, that

year. Na sbe, that time;

theu. ^ Na sze, that af-

fair.

To prosecute and seize;

-j i to take hold of. fwj

^"5^ ^
Na wan, to seize and ex-

^4"* amiuu.

Na hwo taou fan, to appre-

hend, seize, or take np robbers

or banditti. Napuh

wan, or Na puh

choo, unable to get a firm fast

hold, or to ascertain a point

with certainty. {t^j,

Na ta telh ts'o, seized hold of

his mistake, error, or fault.

U^JCh'ay na, inexpli-

P<W cable jargon the non-

son si cal jargon of a drunkard.

•j^Pl gf| ^ Chen na, incor-

rect bad pronunciation :

a kind of stamraering bad ut-
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Pa na, to collect
|

together and tbvow away

as filth tLat is collected.

ft3
t

Pa na, tlie hair

in coul'usioa; dishevelled

hair-

*t Read Ftth. Bending or

V- curved towards tlie left

commonly read Na, a line drawn

from left to right,

\J^i Commonly read N"uy
?

K J within. Anciently, read

Na, to put within to receive

inside.

5&i3b
Na6 to ta

j
e or

^1 J collect together. J
Wa na, the appearance of a fat

little child a handsome ap-

pearauce.

Mournful sorry.

From hand and to put

within. To place any-

thing in water to immerse.

j^rH From silk and to put or

/p| J receive xcithin. Silk put.

to steep or soak; to put into;

to give to; to present or offer

to; to receive into one's possesT

gion. A surname. Used to de-

note within. ^^ Yung na,

to contain; liberal feelings,

Na cbih, to receive tribu-

tary offerings from smaller for-

eign states. %m Na full, to

receive or enjoy happiness j to

be in comfortable circumstances.

Na heang, or

jN'a shwuy, to pay duties to the

governirient. ^^ kuug,

or iS
: a tsin

? to offer pre-

sents to present offerings to a

superior in token of devoted

submission and attachment.

N a na, of fu'ge contain-

ing capacity.

^J
e cerfca^a

I 8-3 garments of the Buddha

priests. Na tsze, a

priest, a term by wliicb. they

designate tliemaelves the ex-

pressions H^J Pin na, or

N a te, are also used by them.

A fox-like animal, that

hunts the mouse species.

. A certain ring or bar to

-^j-f^ which a pair of liorses

are fastened to a carriage.

To hammer, or work

iron.

^r^^ To press upon heavily

with the hand. |^[

P'tie na, lines drawn from right

to left in writing, are called

P'ee those from left to right,

are I lied isL
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NAB.

•nr/ A particle expre^^i-^e of

/ \l denmrrings but ; il may

\he; often translated is, am,

was, then, will then, cer-

tainly. At the beginning

aud end of sentences, it is an

expletive, sometimes used in

the sense of you
9
a certain per-

son. The imme of a place the

name of a fruiL The Chinese

thus define it, a particle con-

nect in the preceding and the

following: a particle continuing

a subject; denoting a difficulty

©f expre:;sior" denoting a siow-

ness of expression; denoting a

sentence already finished.

Jo nae, or T^f 7^ Nae jo,

as to, or but as to.

V.:

1

The female breast; milk

to ^ucklo. New

nae. cow e milk. ^
T"p tsze ch'a, a pre-

Iiaratfon of milk whicli

Tarfsr^ 'viuk as tea.

'

Nae nae, a term of

respect addressed ro young mar-

ried "woinen, Nae ma,

or? '' "n'w to

give suck to a child; a wet-

nui'He, 58^1 Nae pe the

skin of milk; tlie scum or cream.

The Ttu tars congeal it and car-

ry it ou journeys. Nae

tow' the nipple of the breast.

grf Nae, or Nae ting,

a large vase or tripod.

A certain light punieh*

ruent, which may be

home; to deem light and bear

with; to endure; patient endu-

rance; to bear; to forbear.

fjlj^* Jin nae, patient endurance

or forbearance. ^* Nae

fan, to bear trouble and annoy-

ance patiently. Nae

fail, to r car patiently a press of

ation, or busines^. ^^
Nnc 1 lian, to bear the cold.

Nh- sing, a patient disposi-

tion. ft Nae fung

shwanLS ro bear wind aud hoar-

frost.

Name of a plum-like fruit

of which there are three

species, of diliierent co-

' i"'. and of an acid taste.

^/J i To occur or meet with.

Woo nae ho, or

j Miih nae ho having no-

vr-(>in'ce.
y

fSf Nae ho, in

any affairs uudecided on, to so-

ii-lr stance or a decision from

otlier,. Nae

teh wo ho, what can he do to

me? Nae

ho t'a puh teh, you can do ao*

thiixg to hiuu
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NAN,

From laxttrianf vegeta-

tion^ and Tin giving

sound. The region of heat and

luxuriant vegetation the region

which sustains and cherishes

plants and living creatures; the

south; the name of a piece of

music. A surname. Nan, the

south, and the other words re-

ferring to the points of the com-

pass, are in historical works, us-

ed as verbs also, for going to

the south, north, &c. To rhyme,

yead Nin, or Nmg. ^ ]^^
Che nan ch'ay, a compass.

^[ ^\ Che nan chin, the nee-

dle of a compass. Ho
nan, to fol<l the IkukIs, aiul bow

in the maimer of the priests of

Fuh. Nan ch'ang

foo the capital of Keang-se pro-

vince. Jj Nan fang, the

southern regions; in the south.

S'/ft^B Nan hae been, the

district in which the European

lkctories, at Canton, are situat-

ed, and tlie magistrate of that

district. Nait keih, the

south pole. Nan king",

the city so culled, formerly the

seat of government.

Ngan nan, Cochin-china; in the

classics called Nan keaou,

iu the time of Han/ called

Keaou che, or Hlfc Che.

Nan keaou, the hill on
which the Chinese sacrifice to

heaven, at the winter solstice.

Nan meen, towards the

south; sitting with the face to-

wards the south, which the em-

perors of China always do, when

sitting iu state. Nan
woo, are two characters which

precede the epithets of Buddha
and various other demi-gods; it

seems to answer sometimes to

O! in ascribing praise or offer-

ing supplications. Nan
wan, Praya Grande, at Macao.

Nan yue, an ancient

province.

^ Ne
nan yen puh leaou, Ne-

nan, is interminable talking; in-

cessant chattering; hence appli-

ed to, Yen yu, the chat-

tering of swallows.

A^7^ Nan, or Shih

1 1 M the name of a wood,

yK * Nan muh tae e, ta-

ble and chairs made of the Nan

wood.

f Nan nan, mutter-

ing indistinct speech, bab-

bling loquacity, ffi Chen

nan, the sound of eonvetsatioru
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fA ) Difficult; difficulty; used

f£ for what is very difficult

j or impossible distress

fJL I suffering; grief; grievous;

r^- great; important.

t
I

Keen nan, distressing dif-

£ j Acuities. Heen

jian, dangerous and difficult.

|p. Muh nan, the name of a

pearl. Nan ch'ing, dif-

ficult to effect.

ISan e ts'eh leang, difficult to

comprehend. Nan nang,

difficult to be aMe.

Nan sze, a difficult or distress-

ing affair. Nan teh,

difficult to obtain.

Nan hwo chin ts'ae, diffi-

cult to procure true talents,

—

for the service of government.

,- iM! N an taou it is hard to

say, it caimot, must not, or shall

not be.

Fear; reverence.

From field and strength.

An official charge or of-

fice; the lowest of the five titles

of nobility. The male of hu-

man species; the male through-

out nature,

Chih wuh yih yew nan neu,

plants all have male ami female.:S Chfih

yew ts ze heung che luy, bam-

boos have female aud male spe-

cies. Nan t?ze
5
a man;

a husband.

Nan neu show show pub

ts'iu, men and women in giving

and receiving must not approach

each other,—but the one lay on

a table what is to be given, and

the other come and receive it.

Kang jow,

en kh'wan, Jj^ Nan

Mow piii

Heung ts'ze, or Yang

yin, these expressions are all so

many terms for male andfemale

in the sexual system, which is

supposed to ]>crvade nature.

The first character in each ex-

ample denotes the male, and the

other the female.

To redden in the face; to

^IJ1^ blush; to feel ashamed;

l^Hliful. MM^S Nan

yen seang keen, saw each other

with blushing countenances.

J-lkf 1"}^ Mei imn name of

a tree which bears an acid

r fruit; the leaves of the

I

tree are like those of the

J mulberry.

Name of a liu'ge snake,

said to be edible.
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NANG.

A bag; a sack; a large

fi^p bag or sack; to hold in a

bag. A surname, \^ ĉ Hing

nang, travelling bug, expresses

whatever one takes with him

on a journey.

Nang suh ch'ing kh'ow tao,

a sack is commonly called Kh'ow

toe. S Nai.g

k^ung joo se, purse is as empty

as if it had been washed.

Slow; tardy. «

To advance or push f<»r-

^ ward violently; to fill l>y

T'uy nang, to

pu^h from one with the exertion

In foraiei' times; formcr-

;y^ in times past; the o-

tiier day. ^§ Nang jih, on

a former day; some days a^o.

"gf Nang seih, in former

times.

The appearance of water

flowing. The name of a

river.

NAKG.

j

To l>e able; ability; pow-

er; talent; skilled in

work; competent for one's

duties. Name of an ani-

mal resembling a deei\

Hjrl Tb'ae nang, talent

^* and capacity. 3b
Nang jin, an able person.

Nang kan, able to

manage business; clever in busi-

ness. Nang sze, com-

petent for business; capable.

Weak; wearied.

A dog of a very hairy

kind; a vicious dog; clam-

Ts'aou nang, cla-

morous contentions.

Plants growing in confu-

sion.

NAOU.

Clamorotis noise. ! ^

c'feratioii ; clamour. Also re»d

Iieuen naim, out ciy vo- Ka. ^jj I Laou uaou, noise
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Alices.

I

f Hwau naou, con-

fusion of intellect; pertur-

bation of mind; confused and

excessive talking; clamour.

From to arrange ami

Ch'uen, which represt-nts

the hair, and Sin, the bra in

itself. fl T'ow suy, the

marrow of the head; i. e. the

brain. Mo, or

Woo t'ow uaou, no head nor

bruin? denotes inability to find

out the causes of an affair, more

from the «uaceountal>leuess of

the affair itself, than from defi-

ciency of talent in the person

considering it. The MS. Dic-

tionaries say, it denotes impru-

<lent; foolish.

, The manw of the head

the brain; glossy and soft,

as if rubbed with marrow.

Naou tue, the Lag

that coutaius the brains;

the head. Cli:u)g

naou, Chinese camphor.

Naou low, is said to de-

note rheumatism.

Wo yaou ne telh

naou kae, I want your scull,

is a threat intended to induce

inferior officers to be careful of

their behaviour. Naou

k;"' tlie top of the scull, which

Covei\s the brain.

1"^
From heart aud brahi.

Something that vexes

I
one's mind and disturbs

( one's brain; having vexa-

I J tion; indignation an^ re-

JM sentment. Fan

AlW naou, or Ngaou

naou, vexation and disturbance

of miiid. Naou ban,

Oliver and indignation,

Naou noo, or |^ Fa naou,

anger; angry; to become angry;

to give vent to one's auger.

p0i
To speak contumeliously

to each other; to vex or

provoke bj words*

Ma naou. the cor-

nelian stoiu\

To twist; to contort; to

Avrench; to disturb; to

vex; to mix in a confused man-

ner; to scratch.

Naou Iwan she fei, to per-

vert right and wrong; causing

confusi(»n aiul animosity by slan-

der and tale-bearing.

N:iou =in, to vex and disturb

the mi ml.

Crooked wood bent; <li.s-

iork'd, iu a moiul bcnse;
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to bend; to wrench; to break;

weak; flexible; to disperse, as

the wind. Read Jaou, an oar;

to row. Wang naou,

distorted representations; mis-

representations or false charges.

Jow naon, supple and

delicate,~applied to the body.

Seen naou, in the west

country, denotes anything small

and delicate. 5^ Naou

ch'uen, to row a boat.

Noisy clamorous conten-

tions debate wrangle,

g Heuen naou, clamorous

debate. ^ Naou

naou cbe heo, a state of learning

in which every one followo a

different master, and whose opi-

nions clash.

A kind of bell used in the

^JXl army, but which lias no

tongue; the covnH of the bell.

The noise of inetal instruments,

or trumpets in contradistinction

from drums; at the sound of tli6

Naou, the drums stop, and the

troops form themselves iuto a

certain position.

)tjj^ A certain kind of dog.

Q |X| Name of a mouuiaiiu

Weak, feeble, delicate.

A species of monkey*

Weak ; feeble.

\^
ttff"^ From gate and market.

plpl j

The noise, tumult, clam-

Vour and bustle of a mar-

> ket place; to rail and scold

lH J at ia auger; streperous;

to make n bustle about, ^
^ Haou puh je naou, a

great bustle and tumult of joy,

Ch'aou uaou, to make
a strepei'ous noise when blam-

ing or scolding any one.

Jaou uaou, to make a dis-

turbance. ~" Ta
ruiou yih ch'aug, to make a

great bustle and noise for a

:le Naou jc
3
bustle

and heat; liuriy, tumult, from

a great concourse of busy peo-

ple on any ocoasion, or tumult

of joy. Naou pin

t'ee, to make a disturbance by

riun^ercus petitions.

P^tS
1 The bones of the front of

JjflJj a tortoise; the bones of

the arms; hoi and broken as

over-boiled meat. Some say, m

part of a dress,

^Vji^ Mire miry. Name of a

f stream a surname. Read

also Cho, and Cliaoiu
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NE.

To approach from be-

hind to accord with

coucord part of the name of

Confucius. A nun or priestess

of Buddha. Stopped; fixed; set-

tled, ffM^^ Sang ne

meen tsin, priests and nuns, are

not allowed to enter here, is

pasted up at the door by many

persons who do not wish to he

importuned for charity.

Ke koo or Ne san.i^ a

nun; a priestess. Ne

kl^ew, or Ne shan, the

name of a hill; to this hill the

mother of Confucius addressed

lier prayers and received Con-

fLicius as a son, in consequence;

henoe iW forms parts of his

name.

Thou; thee. Ne

man, you or ye..

_

/A. Ufl She ne man
v^4\ teih sze, it is your affair.

JkYy^ Used also for you, in di-

|, Li J rect address.

Chay ko puh

she n© mun teih mo, is not this

yours? ^ Ne teih, thine,

or yours? Ne mun
teih, your, yours.

^||^ A colloquial particle, in-

" terrogative

positive^ if, when.

also sup-

liead Ne
2
to

call to, or direct a person,

Tsang mo she

heaou ne, what, then, is filial

piety? Bfe

nan yen* yu yay Ne-nan, the

chattering of swallows*

The name of a place wa-

ter mixed with earth.

/ Cl A slave girl, in a family,

/fit is called Ne, op ^
Ne tsze.

Nuh ne, a feeling

of shame ashamed to

colour up with shame.

From water and mud

l/Ui mixed. Mire; to put in

the mire miry: rotten soft?

weak; thick
j
clammy adhe«

sive ;
stagnant impervious

bigoted. Name of a river. A
surname. Keu
ne piih t*ung, bigoted aud im-

penetrable to reason and to

argument. Tsze ne, a

certain national seal.

^fC T,o ne tae shwuy, drag-

ged through mud and water,~

-

an obscure style. M Ne

ch'waug, a wiudow pasted with

paper.
%

{}^ Ne shwo, mud-

dy clayey speech i. e. a stiff

senselesfl adherence to auy oex>
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tain form of speech.

Ne yu fung shwuy, bi-

g-otedly attached to the super-

stition of the FuDg-shwuy.

Ne show, to put one's fore-

head in the mire; said by the

courtiers to His Majesty, when

expressing that they will pros-

trate themselves before liim.

Mire; clay; miry; clayey.

The fceces of wine.

^Cpl From grain and coming

1/U after. Grain springing

spontaneously from the seed

which fell the preceding year;

wheat. Read Neih, the first

ripe grain.

wipi Mourning dress for the

head. E ne a

good well-looking dress.

J4pi To call upon, or to a per.

fyl^ son speech which is un-

fel Swan ne, aii ani-

mal said to resemble a

go fivelion, and which cai

hundred le at a time.

A species of deer also

used to denote a lion-like

animal. This character is com-

monly written erroneously for

Maou, the external appear-

intelligible.

Appellative of little chil-

dren; a limit; the utmost

limit the banks of a river. A
surname, Twan ne, the

extreme point the first bud-

ding forth the commencement

the origin. PCh

loo twan ne, not to make the

least disclosure. Pene
to peep to look obliquely.

A certain small insect

;

used also to denote the

rain-bow. ^ [J^ Kce rie, ap-

pearance of stretching out tlie

bead.

Hung ne, the

J^Si rain-bow, ifi

1 r, Ne heen ya che, where the

rain-bow appears the rain stops.

Ne shang yu e
variegated dresses,— worn by

the inhabitants of the moon,

now -worn on the stage.

r^(i^ Ne, or E, A fish said to

have four feet. See

The M.S. Dictionaries consider

Kh'ing and Ne, the

whaie; iue £L:t being the male,

the other the female.

A certain transverse bar

m a carriage.

A certain lion-like ani-

mal a young deer. A
man's name, Ne k'ew,

a large garment made of young

deer skin.
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A fnttier, in life, is called

Foo, after death

Kh'aou, and when in the hall

or temple of ancestors, he is

called S Ne. The hall or

temple of a father. A surname;

the name of a place. A tablet,

dedicated to ancestors, when

moving from place to place, is

called Ne.

Me, er Ne, the appesr-

ance of water flowing.

See Me.

A cheerful disposition.

Fat; glossy; smooth; oily

/Ji^X matter congealed.

Fei ne, fat. Kow

ne, dirty and greasy, ^j^^
He ch'e-, ft stoppage in the sto-

mach from excessive eating,

^^l^ Ne hwa, fat and smooth.

A compositiMi of flour

p—|* a cake a bait, literally

and figuratively. Properly read

Urh, which see^

Neang, or Ngang, used

by females for tlie pro-

noun I. Read Yang, towards^

to look up to; to look towards;

to hope for to wait. See Ngang.

"f
Yaup;, is now used in the

ionncr sense. Neang

neang, great, how great! hwh:

dear in price; strenuous effort.

T ;: Jier.iig, to* exert

ones-3elf,

Neang, or Yang, to raise

the head and look upwards

with expectation ©r de&ire; to

look up to, either with regard,

with admiration, or with a sense

of dependence. A11 expression

of atifectionate regard; to order

an inferior; to transmit an offi-

clai document to juiother officer*

Read Yang, to trust to; to relyr

wait on, A surname. See

Yang. Neang la^, to.

look up to, and depend upon.

JL/^f \ A designation of young*

^tj^
I
females. Also a vulgar

V term for mother. The

first form is in most gen-

eral use. Yay

neang, or Yay neang,

father and mother.

Sclli e neang, a name of a par-

rot. * Selh meen

neang, name of a horse.

Neaug tsze, or Koo

n rcr
JlJ
«:cti

>

ul epithet for a

young female, either married or

not. Neang neang, a

title of ladies of the Imperial
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house and of goddesses the

Empress or Queen.

To ferment liquor, or

wine; to ferment; to ex-

cite, as sedition or rebellion.

Neang tsew, to make
liquor or wine.

KEAOU.

The feathered tribe a

bird. Name of a state;

of a star, and of a hill.

Name of an office. t

Neaou ehow, a light

boat for a party of pleas-

ure. Meaou Ian.

an aviary. Neaou

ts'eang, a fowling piece; a mus-

ket, or match-lock. ^ ^M!

Neaou taou, a tortuous path; a

winding road,

Neaou, or Teaou plants

which grow from or rest

upon another; as parasites.

^§ >^ Neaou lo che tsin

a relation ofmutual dependence,

or rather entire dependence of

one on the other,—is an expres-

sion used by either side when

negociating a marriage.

To wind round with a

cord connected with to a

great distance, or depth pro-

found remote soft delicate.

Neaou neaou, wiuding

upwards like smoke* |^
Neaou swan, profound, or deep;

wrought with care; not super-

ficial, applied to style and

thought Neaou yuen f

distant, remote.

Soft; flexible and long.

The definition given in

the preceding is by some appli-

ed to this character.

Handsome; excellent; to

^^,. bend,

-ff^P^ From woman and weaky

>5\PV or small. Long and small

delicate, feeble as a woman

moved by the wind; reeds wav-

ing in the wind; pleasant sound,

' as Is made by trees shaken by

the wind, ^ P Neaou no,

wriggling mincing walk; wrig-

gling motion, like a worm.

^>33 Read Neth, to sink into.

i Read Neaou, to pass urine

urine. A vulgar word, the same

is expressed by Ngo-neaou.

To pull about, and play

fj//^ with, in a lascivious man-

ner; lewd gambols; light, seduc-

tive speech and behaviour.

From body and water'

Animal water urine

to pass urine, more delicately
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expressed by /J Seaou

peen, the smaller convenience.

A vulgar character used

in the sense of the preced-

ing.

To play and make fun;

to jest and laugh. Also

a troubled mind; feeling an a-

version to. Read Yaou, deli-

cate and beautiful. Read Jaou,

flattering and fascinating.

NEE,

t ^| From child and hand. A
A child handling its toys all

the day. Read E to de-

termine upon; to decide;

to grasp. Read Nee, to

take with the fingers and

collect together; to make

up a story, or false pretext. A
surname, Nge been, or

|§ Woo nee, to make up

false charges which involve and

ruin other people. 3^
Nee tsaou yaou yen, to raise

false reports, or idle stories.

To stop or fill up; to put

l>-down. The second is a

vulgar unauthorized form.

Name of a certain stream

or river; black dirty mud,

at the bottom of stagnant

water; to blacken,

Nee p'wan, or a

dirty platter, applied by the

Buddha sect, to the defilements

of the world. ^^ Nee
puh tsze, though plunged in

mud, not defiled,—said by Con-

fucius respecting himself,

/^B Nee yen tsze, mud dyes

a black colour.

Disquieted, applied to the

state of the country. ^JQ

Wiih nee, in a disturbed .

state; dangerous,

Z^f Three ears. A whisper

J^|^|-» addressed to the ear of

another person.

A mouth without any

rule or law to itself. The
mouth moving or chattering

and talking; vilifying; backbit-

ing, Joo nee, loquaci-

ous; wordy, indistinct murmur-

ing, Wj^ Chen nee, indis-

tinct whispering.

To take with the hand;

to lift up, as long gar-

ments. Nee jeu, a

quiet state of the country or of

the world.
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Nee tse shing t'ang, lifted his

robes even when he ascended

the hall of audience, said of

Confucius.

To tread upon with the

|^ feet; to ascend or walk

up. |§ Nee keo, to ad-

vance forward; to walk up an

ascending path.

Tweezers for eradicating

hair; nippers; forceps 5 a

utensil for taking up a thing.

^ Nee shih, the loadstone.

Kead N ee, a blaze oflight

J^ftl effulgence. By Tsze-

liwuy read Hwang.

B| A mark to shoot at; a

rule; a law; the person

who in criminal cases decides

according to law; the judge.

5] Nee sze or

Nee t'ae, the Nee-sze^ or the

criminal judge in a province.

A small pillar erected in

J^^J a gate-way a kind of door

in the centre of a gate- way, in

the Chinese manner; on common

occasions persons pass round on

each side, on more important

seasons the centre door is open-

ed.

T'ee nee, high,

^5J^ lofty mountain.

Anything exceedingly

dangerous. Wfih

nec, or reversed, Nee-wuh, un-

settled disturbed state.

Any occupation thnt

which is a person's ei!i-

l>loyment, "whether manual or

m' ntal for a livelihood 01' for

amusement; that which is al-

ready done a particle forming

the past tense that which lias

been acquired by labour; a patri-

mony. Sze nee, busi-

ness, occupation, profession.

Heo nee, study or the liter-

ary profession, E nee,

the mechanical arts.

Ta nee, rich in virtue having

made great attainments iu vir-

tue* Kung nee, hav-

ing merit; having deserved well

of one's country. Pun

nee, one's original profession.

Ke nee, hereditary pro-

perty. ^^ Kea nee, or

•

Ts'an nee, family property

of any kind. ti Nee e, or

Nee king, already sign

of the past.

Fear; apprehension; dan-

ger; dangerous.

Name of a place known

in Chinese history. A
surname.

From guilt and son; the

children of concubines

the children of women

who have commitcd sorae

crime wbicli are comj>ar-
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ed to the sprouts from the root

of a tree which has been cut

•down; the offspring of guilt

applied literally and. figuratively

for the consequences of crime

luxuriant and elegant.

Nee chung, a race, the offspring.

N ee chaug, a debt of

guilt, claims coming on one in

consequence of guilt.

That which remains in

the ground of a tree that

is cut down. A surname.

^f^. Nee sang, to sprout out a-

gain from a remaining stock of

that which is cut down.

Mang uee, the first shoots,

or young sprouts.

To take anything clandes-

tinely with the Laud, to

draw it in and secrete it; to take

with the hands; to hide.

To bite; to gnaw; to seize

with the teeth. A sur-

name. Woo nee

kuh, do not gnaw bones~be-

fore company*

To take or work with the

fingers.

NEEN.

To take hold of with the

fingers to handle.

Neen hwa, to take a flower

with, the fingers. f^j Neen

kew, to draw lots.

Ne(3n lung, to play with the

lingers as when studying and

writing. Neen peih, to

bold a pencil. Neen

shoo, to take a book to read.

A certain species of grain.

Paste or auy glutinous or

adhesive substance to

paste. Same as the following.

Neen me, a glutinous

rice. Neen chaou, to

pabte a document to the eud of

another, j)^ Neen poo, to

repair by pasting to; to cut out

an erroneous character and paste

a piece of paper on the place.

^5 r Narae of a fish with a

large head and small bo-

dy, having no scales.

p Viscous substance; paste;

to paste; to fasten toge-

ther, or against a board or wall

with adhesive substance; to be

connected with a person the

name of a place. ^fc -
Neen tsae peih shaiig, to paste

against the wall. ,
Weeu sin fung, to paste (in the

Chinese manner) the cover of a

letter. Neeu
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che e fan, paste it with rice

(the usual manner in China).

To ponder; to consider;

•/ to read in a singing tone;

. the thoughts. A surname.

Sze neen, to

think; to reflect.

Hwae neeu, to harbour thoughts

of.

Yih neen che ch'ing, kh'o

tung t'een te one sincere

thought can move heaven and

>eartlu Tsa neen, mix-

ed or confused thoughts.

Choo neen, to tui*n one's

whole attention to. |*

Kwa neen, suspense to think

about in suspense* Neeu

king, to sing or chant over re-

ligious books. Neen

shoo, to study, or to recite,

Neen keih tsze, reflect-

ing on this, or the thoughts ar-

riving at this point.

Neen t'ow, thehead of a thought,

that is, the first conception of

an idea; the thoughts reflec-

tions; intentions*

Muddy; to take mud from

amongst water.

A kind of a oakum put

into the seams of a boat.

The track rope of a boat,

or the rope with which it

is fastened to the shore, and

which is usually made of reeds.

Neen, or Yen.

Yen yung, the mouth of

a lish seen out of the water; the

gaping appearance of a fish re-

spiring.

te^^ Neen, or Yen, to examine

^}^% and verify, as goods are

by the custom house waiters;

to examine and judge whether

an effect arises from a given

cause or not, as in taking a kind

of coi'oner's inquest effects

which prove the existence of a

given cause, as the efficacy of

a medicine; the fulfilment of

what was previously declared*

Heaou neen, the fulfil-

ment of; efficacious operation;

an effect or consequence. If
Neen ho to examine goods

on account of the custom bouse.

^* Neeu kh'an, to look at

and examine. Neen

miiig, to examine closely.

Neen she, to examine offi-

cially a dead body.

A round stone roller, us-

ed by husbandmen to

break anything with, or to grind

off the husk of graiu.

Neen, or Chen, a wheel

for breaking or grinding,

used in husbandry.

Two tens, united twen-

ty.

i
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yTh jTh, the twenty-first day.

^>M» To work with the hands,

as in forming felt.

Neen raaou, to work hair

or wool into a felt.

y^r^ A year the year of a

S person's age,

Shaou neen, a young person.

Laou neen, an old per-

son. ^ Kew neen, last

year. Ming ngtm next

year. T'een n( :en, the

period of life decreed by heav-

en. Neen chang

chay, seniors. Neen

taug chay, those of the same

age. ^ Neen shaou

chay, juniors. Necu

hea, or Neen te at the

close of the year.

Neen tang pi3h hwo, about

forty years of age. ^
Neen shaou tsae kaou, young

in years and possessing enQuieut

talents. Neen tsin

leaou, the close of the year.

/V "f* ~* Neen tseang pa

shih urh, near eighty-two years

of age.* Neen neen, an-

nually; yearly.

Neen, or Yen, carrying

the head high; fine look-

iug; stern; dignified; command-

ing respect.

To deliberate respecting

Avhat is to be done in a

doubtful case.

; Teen neen, bad

wine or spirituous liquor*

NEIH.

To fiide to conceal to

be hidden concealed to

abocond clandestine.

Tsze nelh, to hide one's-setfc

Ts'ang neih, to hide or

conceal. T'aou neTh,

To neth, r
Neih pe to avoid shewing one's

self; to lie concealed. ^
Neih rning, to conceal one's

name anonymous. 1

Neih wei, to run away and hide

ones self.

Small eyes*

A feeling of shame to be

ashamed. Nuj

neih, internal sense of sharoe.

) Daily frequent inter-

> course with; familiar ac-

^||^ \
quauitauce with.
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Neih or Neo. See Neo.

\A^i To lay the hand on; to

grasp to excite or provoke. ^§
DOT

Neih chen, to provoke o
battle. Cho neih, or

Che neih, to catch or

take hold of, as catching a bird

Weak as water. Unable

to guide or save one's self;

to sink or put under wa-

yrjA \ ter; to drown; to be sunk

|^J J into an excess of any pas-

sion or vice, so as to be unable

to recover one's self. Read

Neaou, to pass urine,
jf

Lan neih, to overpower by las-

civious airs. Neihngae,

blind attachment, as that of pa-

rents to spoiled children.

^fC Neih shwuy, to sink into

the water.

A name of wood.

A small but lofty hill; a

smaller hill whose sum-

mit rises higher than a neigh-

bouring large mountaiu dan-

gerous height. Also read Keih.

Neih neih he, what

dangerous elevation

^ \ food; anxious thought.

Mournful; sorry; grieved

and mourning for want of

] Neih and Yih. From to

run against with a spear.

^Rebellious opposed to

^zfl just authority; contrar3r

~Xt^J or opposed to, said of the

wind and of the tide; confusion;

to calculate beforehand; to re-

ceive. Name of a river. In the

time of Tsin, to present a pa-

per to court was expressed by

Yih. f Woo neih, a great

degree of disobedience to pa-

rents, which is a capital crime.

^[^\) Fiih neih, disobedient;

rising in opposition to.

Fan neih, to rebel against the

government. Neih che,

to know beforehand; prescience.

Neih fung, a contrary

wind. Neih foo, a dis-

obedient wife. Neih

fan, a rebel; a traitor,

Neih shwuy, an adverse tide,

Neih tsze, a disobedient

child. Neih tseh, re-

bellious banditti,

A certain water bird, said

to conceive by looking at

each other. Neih

neih, the cry of a wild

goose.

A certain small plant of

various colours.
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Neo or Yo. From tiger

and a boar,s head iuvert-

etl. Unfeeling; harsh ; fierce;

cruel; inflicting calamities; ty-

raimizing over; calamities sent

from heaven.- Paou neo,

cruel; tyrannical; causing suf-

fering like the scorching sun, or

a tempest. I^^SlPi Ling

ntio shiii choo, to insult and af-

flict the gods,~means to do so

by afflicting the people.

Neo cliing, tyrannical gov-

ernment.

Cruel disease, attacked

by two extremes; disease

in which a person is sometimes

cold and sometimes hot; there

are numerous distinctions and

varieties of the disease,

Pin neo
?
cold without heat,

^fc ^§ Mow neo, hot fits, with-

out the cold. Kwei

neo, irregularity in the time of

the fits. Nea fseih, fe-

ver and ague. The diseases to

which Neo is applicable, are di-

vided into^§ Pa chung,

eight sorts, according to what

are considered their different

causes, viz.

Fung han shoo je

shih shih chang seay, wind,

cold, the heat of the atmosphere,

artificial heat, damp, food, va-

pours, and demoniacal influence.

Ng6 or Nuh. To catch;

to seize. See Neih.

Ch'uh neih, to work with

the hands and feet, as in convul-

sions.

These several characters

are variously read Ngo,

Neo, aud Y6. See under

Ngo.

Name of a star; of a riv-

er; and of a state. The

female of the human species; a

woman; a daughter; to give a

daughter in marriage; a marri-

ed woman is called Foo; an

unmarried woman, Neu. 9^
Foo neu, wives and daugh-

ters. Cli^oo neu, a young

lady not introduced to society.

Ching neu, or

T'ung neu, a virgin.
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Neu chih, a niece. J/^ 3E
Neu choo puh wan

yu chiug, the Queen or Empress

is not previously informed of

any act of government; is not

allowed to interfere. (Kh'ang-

he's praises of the Ming dynas-

ty.) Neu ching, or

Neu ching, name of a tree;

plants which do not cast their

leaves in winter ever-greens.

Neu kung, women's

work. 3^ Neu sang, a

priestess or nun. Neu

se, a daughter's husband; a son-

in-law. Neu

yew woo puh ts'eu, there are

five feminine faults to prevent

a woman's being taken in mar-

riage. Neu tsze, a wo-

man; a girl. J/^ Neu mh
oi* Hae neu, a female

child; a girl.

A cord or string; a rope

that fastens a boat to the

shore, a string that binds gar-

ments. Read Na Cha-

na, the appearance of two things

adhering.

NEW.

f1^ Those animals that the

Chinese consider of the

bos genus; large victims. The

name of an office. A surname;

a man's name. Hwang

new, the common bull and cow,

Shwuy new, a buffalo.

Se new, a rhinoceros.

Pin new a cow -

Mow new, a bull.

Kh'een new, to drag a cow

name of a constellation, ^f-*

New p'e Chang, tents

made of the skins of cattle, as

used by the Tartars. +
New hwang, bezoar a concre-

tion formed in the stomach of

animals. New p'e

keaou, glue, ^f-
4 New jow

f

beef, ^f
1 New p'e, hides,

|5 New lang, an insect of

the cerambix or beetle tribe,

New p'e tang'

lung, a leather lantern; a dull

stupid fellow. New
shun seh, a cow of a uniform

colour, not spotted.

New tsze (or tsae) jow, veal.

^* ^5 New nae ping, milk

cakes, a species of the Chinese

cheese. For European cheese,

they generally use the English

word cheese. New
peb. ye, the guts or tripe of a

cow. ^f
1 New ts'euen

wan
?
a cow that is perfect, used
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as a victim.

KNew, or Niifl, to feel a-

shamed. W New ne5

ashamed to blush to redden

in the face.

JLjf New or Ch'ow, to turn or

<|jL twist with the hand; to

wring as a wet cloth; to grasp

or collar a person. New

chuen, to turn and twist to

throw the arras about for exer-

cise. New^kee, to twist;

to twine. New pin, to

collar and carry before a ma-

gistrate and state one's case

verbally, ^fll New sung, to

seize a person one's-self, and

carry him before a magistrate.

This is done when the police

runners are bribed to omit their

duty.

New or Ch'ow, the name

of a wood.

Half dried, as clothes not

sufficiently dry. j^/J 'JS

Yew new, nearly dry, approach-

ing to dryness.

NGAE

A dog of a proud disposi-

p L tion to approach near;

accustomed familiar with dis-

respectful. Reiterated, to do

again the footsteps of the fox

and other animals a fox, A
man's name.

New yu ke keen, vainly and

pertinaciously attached to one's

own opinion.

A mixed kind of rice.

To knot in a manner that

may be loosened again;

to bind a knot the place where

things are knotted or bound to-

gether, as where a sash is tied.

A surname. f^K^ New ho,

to bind or join together.

The top part of a seal,

where it is grasped by

the fingers a knob a

button which fastens

clothes the knob on

which anything1 turns. A sur-

name. Kh'ow new, to

button. New kh'ow, a

button.

E or Ngae, represents a

pair of sheers to cut

herbs to regulate to

put in order great ta-

lents to punish. Com-
pare with E.

Is GAB,

VI A certain plant possess-

ing caustic qualities; a

person fifty years of age, so

named from the hair turning

gray.

X

Shaou ngae, a

beautiful womuu.
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An old pig a boar.

Ngae or Ae a tone of

J>/^ slow reply a belching

sound, arising* from repletion.

Sin ngae, to ask witb

alarm. Ngae ying

sliing, Ngae, is the sound of re-

Ply.

Yue tmig ying she yue ngae, in

the province of Canton, answer-

ing in the affirmative is ex-

pressed by Ngae.

Ngae paou shin^, Ngae i» th&

sound of repletion. Also read

He, which see.

Ngae or Yae dust.

#
* Fan fung kh,e urh yang

sha keae yue ngae, all sand (or

minute particles ) raised and

spread by the wind, is express-

ed by Ngae. Ch'inngae,

dust or sandy particles carried

into the air.

Ngae or Yae.

Piih ngae shwuy, pure

water.

The female of a certain

small bird which discov-

ers great ingenuity, and

which is commonly called

Kh'eaou foo, the

artful clever woman.

The colour of the srm.

A man's name.

A slave woman a female

servant. Read Hp, a

mean epithet, applied?: to wo-

man; play or amusement, as in

comedy licentious dallying.

Used as a particle of af-

firmation an interjection

or sigh on seeing -what is amiss

or affairs going wrong1

; a tone,

used in songs. Read Hwae, a

tone of anger and rage.

^J-^ Hot very hot a large

,J fire; a raging flame.

Some impediment; to stop

or hinder.

Ngae, or Ngeh, the name

of a stone; to spread or

extend a curtain.

Tpl^l The vulgar form of

jl^^ Ngae, an impediment

some objection to. Ngae

sze, an impediment to the per-

formance of any affair, or an af-

fair which is attended with some

evil, and is therefore objection-

able.

To impede or stop a door-

way with wooden bars.

Painful feeling a wound-

ed mind compassion

commiseration pity ,

grief; lamentation; to la-

ment; lamentable, as. the

early death of a parent, brot lier,

or child to compassionate ; to

regret; to feel u love lor, or uu
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interest in. A surname the

name of a country. To rlijme,

read E. J^.^ Ngae e mourn-

ing clothes.

Ngae sze urh shuh kh'e

hing, to feel regret for the dead,

and to record their actions.

Ngae kh'uh, to lament and

weep. ^ Pei ngae, to feel

compassion for. Ngae

lin, or |^ Ngae king, to

commiserate; to pity.

J^, j Puh sliiug ngae teaou,

the highest feeling of regret and

commiseration. Ngae

tsze, a child bereft of its mo-

ther. J^, Ngae tsae, how

lamentable J^,

"t^i Ngae tsae, shin kh'o ngae

yay, Ngae-tsae (expresses) wor-

thy of the deepest regret.

Kh'e ts'ing kh'o

ngae, the affair is lamentable.

^^^i Ning ngae, affected com-

miseration,

A foolish silly appear-

ance, like that of a young

whelp, looking disconcerted and

irresolute.

%4^f The whiteness of snow or

of hoar-frost.
)

- Shwang ngae ngae, the

white hoar-frost. Read

E in the same sense.

-yiJf To rub against each o-

"tl^T. ther to rub or grind sharp

a whetstone; sharp acuminated.

Read Kh,ae, strong.

A disease which induces

silliness or idiocy.

The operation of Jin,

or a benevolent mind; to

feel attached to; kind feel-

ing; regard tender com-

passion; love; the love of

pleasure to think on with

ardent affection; to regret,

or be sparing of; secret

attachment. A general

compliment to superiors is to

attribute kindness to them. A
surname. In the style of epi-

taphs, to have been sparing or

parsimonious, is expressed by

Ngae. 3^ T'ung ngae, to

love even to pain, as the tender

affection of a mother,

Kho ngae, lovely amiable.

Ngae jin, to love men; to

cherish philanthropy. ^t

Ngae seh, the love of dissolute

pleasure. * Ngae seih,

to be sparing or tender of.

Y Ntrac tsew, the love ofwine.

Ngae wuh, to feel ten-

der regard for all creatures; ani-

mate and inanimate.

Ngaeor Ngae

1^^, jen, like as if; appoarins;

as if. Ngae, or
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Ngae ya, or reversed, Ya ngae,

shortness of breath difficulty of

breathing, f Ngae tae

vitreous magnifying glass. To

rhyme, read He.

The usual form of

^^ Ngae, or Ae, warm air or

>^ breath. A belching forth

disapprobation; to belch.

8^1 Ae yo, is a vulgar exclama-

tion expressive of surprise or

anger.

To shade or obscure

I| Ngae ngae, the dim

light of the moon. Ngau

aigae, dull light; obscure, as twi-

light

A certain valuable stone.

Clear; pure; whkc.

Dull; obscure. 8^
Ngae tae dullness or

dimness -; said chiefly of the

sun's being clouded.

To screen from the sight.

Cloudy dull; obscure;

the feeavens covered with

clouds, Ngae t'ae, dull ;

obscure; that which relieves

dimness of sight; spectacles.

To cover; clear pure;

gruall delicate.

/ L5| & die; a delicate word to

express death. Also read

)^SSS^ f K6 to lean or depend up-

Exuberant vegetation

umbrageous; shady to

cover; to screen, ff^ N^an

ngae, fragrant effluvia.

Ngae tuy, luxuriant vegetation

of plants or trees.

Luxuriant vegetation^

thick and shady umbra-

geous; abundant; luxuriant, in

a good sense; fine person and

demeanour; plenty of learned

and able men to serve the king.

A surname. Ngae keih,

a tine scholar-like carriage or

deportment; dignified and hap-

py appearance; pleasingly dig-

nified. Ngae ngae, is

the language of admiration on

seeing tine personable men of

good address; dignified^ comely;

graceful.

A cloudy appearance; va-

pours foggy.

Read E or Ngae, rice or

otlier food corrupted and

spoiled; stinking- The name of

a cake.

J
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Fragrant; odoriferous,-

~

applied to plants.

Le ngae, a small

species of mouse or rat.

E and Ngae, false; doubt-

ful; mutual doubt, or sus-

picion; to compare to deter-

mine upon. Syn: with E.

Occurs, bnt erroneously in the

sense of E. Luxuriant; a-

bundant. Kead E, obstinate

stoppage; constipation. Read

Hac or Ngae,

ngae, silly foolish appearance.

To impede; to hinder; to

oppose; to stop; to limit;

an impediment a hind-

rance; to limit or restrain

> hj the principles of mo-

rality, as the sages of an-

tiquity did by rules of

decorum and by music.

Read E, a certain blue

stone. Fang ngae, hind-

rance or objection to acting; se-

rious consequences apprehended.

Alarmed apprehensive

afraid. Read E, to judge;

to intend. Read Yih, an intel-

ligent child.

Name of a wood impedi-

ment; bars which shut or

close, and so impede the pass-

age. Same as Ngae.

Wild herbs or plants.

_a
Sfih e ngae

wei ch'e ngae tsze woo yay,

commonly employing Ngae, for

Chy
e ngae, (foolisb) is errone-

ous. It is however in general

use, ^ Ngae ji n, a fool-

iish doltish person.

Ngae, or Yae, clinging-

to; not possessing the

mind dwelling on some illicit

attachment.

NGAN.

a bf

1

F

Name of a hill. Errone-

ously used for Ngau,

a bank or shore.

Ngan, or Kan, rocky ap-

pearance of a hill; clean

stones, as those over which wa-

ter parses rapidly to rub stones

to rub silks Avith a stone.

Tan nj^in, reJdish stones or

peblJes cinnabar.

A species of wild dog or

fox; according to others,

its foran is like a fox, its colour

black, and in length it is seven

or eight cubits; on it? forehead

is a horn, and it can destroy ti-
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gers and leopards. Applied fi-

guratively for a country prison.

A large face a broad

forehead a bald bead,

A high shore; the bank

of a river or canal; a high

bank and deep water; steps up

to a palace; figuratively, a per-

son of eminent talents and vir-

tue; nearly the extreme limit

of a road; the end of a jouniey;

to exhibit the forehead, or a

Ligh forehead. The name of a

person. A country prison.

Shang ngan, or

Tang ngan, to ascend the bank;

to go on shore; to land; to dis-

embark. Kh'wei ngan,

a man personable and valorous;

eminent for strength and hon-

orable feeling. Ngan

sluing, on the bank. -

Stillness repose rest

tranquillity; to rest satis-

lied in; to remain in the sphere

allotted oue; fixed; settled; safe

how? what An interrogative

particle. Name of a district.

A surname. Ch'ang

ngan, long perpetual repose; de-

notes the region where the court

is situated, ^ P'ing ngan,

tranquil and comfortable at

peace. Ngan 16

chung, in the midst of ease and

pleasure. Ngan fun, to

rest satisfied in one's owu sphero

or department. ^
Ngan selh hiiang, benjamin or

benzoin. Ngan heang,

to enjoy tranquillity; to rest hi

enjoyment of. Ngau

hwuy, a southern division of the

province of Keang-nan, which

is now established into a dis-

tinct province. Ngan
hee, to rest as from labour; to

sleep; to repose, Ngan

keu to dwell ut ease and quiet.

Ngan 15 kung a

term of contempt for a mere

man of pleasure.

Ngan nan kwo, Cochin-chiua.

Ngan jin title of the

wives of officers of the sixth

rank. ^ Ngaii kh'e, a

name of tea.

Ngan p'in 16 taou, to repose in

poverty, and take pleasure in

wisdom and virtue. j

iNgau ts'in, to sleep comforta-

bly.

Name of a hill.

To place or pat down to

stop or cause to desist;

to place the hand on, as ou a

sword; to act in conformity to;

according to; to rub with the

hand; to try; to examine; to hold

as the reins of a horse.

E show iigau wuh, to
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keep a thing from moving by
j

applying the hand to it.

^ Ngan fa, or Ngan
|

\enh, according to law.

Ngan poo tsew pan, to

conform to the step, and to ob-

serve the streaks, denotes a

hicid order in composition.

Ngan ch'u sze, the cri-

minal judge in a province; by

right entitled Tn

aou yay, by courtesy called

Tnjin. Ngan tang,

to pat in i^awn.

A kind of stand, bench,

or table; an official table,

as of a magistrate; that

^vhich is placed on his ta-

ble; a case in law; an eat-

ing utensil; a limit or frontier;

to examine and verify; placed

hi order to put in a certain po-

sition. One says
?
the name of

u wood. Kew ngan, an

old case. Fan ngan, to

agitate anew, or revive a case,

ifr? Ming ngun, a case of

murder. Heang ngan,

an altar of incense.

Tsae ngan, on tlie table on re-

cord in a public office,

Mflh ngan, a table in meteoro-

logy. Ngan keen, a

ease in law. }[f
-N gnu tuh t'ung ruing, a thorough

kuowledge of all cases is pos-

sessed here is written over the-

offiee in publfc courts, where

tlir law proceedings are preserv-

ed. J\j Ke ngan, a bench

or tal>le. '[ Ngan ts'ing,

or Ngan yew, the cir-

cumstances of a legal case.

A certain stream of water.

Serene clear sky; the e-

veuing; tranquil; a state

of peace and order; harmonious;

mild; gentle; benignant; fresh

and abundant, or flowing, appli-

ed to skin garments. A sur-

uarae. Tsaou ngan,

morning and evening. ^
Ngan yin, a statesman known

in history.

A kind of cup.

A cart that carries home

^1 grain from the field, fill-

ing all with comfort and joy.

An herl)aceous plant.

same of a village.

The saddle of a Horse.

k

V Ma ngan, ahoi -<

From y^. Ta large and

Shin, to extend.

Something spread out as a co-
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vering. One says,—with haste;

precipitately. A man's name.

To detain for a long time. Name
ofa state. Tlie name of a village.

Used by the people in the

northern parts of the Em-

pire, for the pronoun I.

H jin

ch'ing wo yue ngan, northern

people expressing I or me, say

Ngan. Also read Yen, or ac-

cording to some, Ye, great.

To contain in the mouth

to put food into the mouth

with the hand. It is much used

in the religious books of Fiih.

Lame walking in a spraw-

ling manner.

A .small thatched cottage;

a round cottage; a straw

hut for soldiers. Read

Ngo, Low pig-sty; a

sniallinonastery formonks

or nuns, chiefly for women, ^§
-xf* |^ Ngan, tang sze,

kwan, are four words applied to

houses for, religious devotees,

answering to monastery, con-

vent, abbey, and so on. ,
Ngan leu, mat or straw sheds,

reared by an array.

Ngan t'ang, a nunnery.

Water* Name of a river.

To remain long in water;

to steep in water; to macerate;

to spoil; the bank of a river.

Eead Yen, to drowu.

Ngan lew, to remain long, as

from home.

Waut of light; dulness;

obscurity; opaque dark.

Ngan lan, exceed-

ing or inundating; excess.

Read Yih, disease, half

lying down and half sit-

ting up. Read Ngo, lame'

The selvage at the neck

or border of a garment.

Read Yen, large wide garment*

Read Ngo, a kind of bag, to

cany water for a horse.

To give to; to take; a lo-

cal word in this sense; to

tattle; to slander or backbite*

Ngan, Yen, or Ye, flesh

or fish preserved by salt

and brine. Ngan

choo tow a salted pig's head.

8 Ngan jow, salted meat,

^| Ngan ya fan, salt-

ed duck's eggs.

Pickled fish, or other

meat preserved in salted

liquor.

Cloudy; an extensive col-

lection of clouds and va-

pours,

Ngan, or Ngan

yj^ shun, the quail. The

Chinese suppose that the frog

is in spring transformed to the

quail.
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Ngan ngan, fragrant o-

doriferous

Free and luxuriant

growth abundant vege-

tatiou.

To lose one's voice, and

be unable to speak from

grief or excessive weeping. By

some defined, to call aloud. In

the states Snug and

Ts'e, a child's weeping inces-

santly was expressed by Ngan.

T,i>r A burying place in a moor

l^i or common to bury or

inter it is also expressed by

E ngan. It was point-

ed out to the poor, to induce

them to attend to the inter-

ment of their relatives.

To cover or conceal with

the hand to screen or

shade. Read Ngan, to extin-

guish or exterminate. Read
Yen, to reject. Read Yih, to

grasp or seize.

XJL The snn without light

H the light of the sun ob-

scured; deep as a cavern sora-

bre; gloomy; dark; in the dark;

secretly; unobserved; mentally

Ngan shlh

kwei shin che, what is done in

a dark room, the gods know it.

3 Ngan hae, to injure

clandestinely. Ngan
mei, dull perception; dull; ob-

scure. Ngan seang, to

think unobserved; to think to

one's-self.

"^ Fully acquainted with

skilled or versed in; to

have been long accustomed to

to have an extensive kuowledge

of; to remember to recite; to

sing out in a loud voice. The

name of an office. Read Tow,

to relate fully or entirely, n

Nganleen, or Ngan

shuh, accustomed to; versed in;

maturely and extensively ac-

quainted with,

zbizT The outer gate shut; hills

|^| impeding a passage; the

mind stuffed with facts not re-

duced to order by reflection.

Read Hae or Kae, stuffed with

a collected mass. Ngan

t'eih, an opposing enemy.

(Jj Ngan shan, dangerous raoun-

taius, which prevent passing on.

P^r To boil; to boil fish or

flesh.

I^lIh To shut the door retir-

l^^J ed; sombre; deep recess;

small portion oflight evening;

night. The name of an insect.

A kiud of cottage.

Ngan jen urh jili chaug,

the sun shining in a retired

place; viz. the mind of a good

man.
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m Water coming suddenly,

and with great -violence.

^ Ngaa tsan, a sor-

rowful visage; a mourn-

iul look.

Very black, or dark ex-

tremely dark. A man's

m Ngan yu, a gale

of wind a storm a vio-

lent and sudden gust of wind.

Name of a bird.

Ngan shun, the quail.

Also otherwise written.

See above Ngan.

Ngaa or Yin, harmoni-

ous clear sounds.

Piles ofrocks rocky hills

and precipices grand,

commanding, sublime ap-

pearance; dangerous, as

rocky precipitous passes

amongst mountains,

}^ Ngan heen, danger-

ous, threatening calami-

'^ty to the people.

Ngan , is used for th e

name of a place, and

Ngan, is more generally

read Yen, meaning grave;

severe stern; dignified;

majestic. See Yen.

Nyan cluing*, a spe-

cies of black tea.

L^tT Ngan or Ten, a den or

cave in the earth. ^
N gan ch'oo kL'ing-

to bend the head and

at a cave.

A rocky hill.

A mountain sheep or

goat.

A fine appearance of, or

the appearance of large

long teeth. ^ Tsan ngan,

the appearance of the teeth.

To cover to screen from

to cover as clouds do the

sun the clouds covered as by

the light of the sun. A narrow

pass or road is called

Ngan cbung. A large-bodied

vessel with a narrow mouth,

which, causes liquids to come

out with a gurgling noise a

turning inwards. The name of

a place. Name of a hill.

Ngan tsze, name of a divinity.

Ngan pe obscure

mean, said of one's-self.

Ngan meh, to be

'ft^ ileut to say nothing,

^§ Ngan e, breathing1

strongly in sleep.^
Ngan meh wei wei express

nothing" but answer by an in-

articalate sound. These are the

dctiniticms of Tsze-hwuy and

Sha-muh. K'ang-Ue ilcliiics it,
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the noise made in sleep.

-jr/V Thoroughly acquainted

with to recite in a mu-

sical tone. A man's name.

A thatched or straw cot-

tage.

Profound deep; sombre

dark coming* suddenly

as boauciiig on one iu tbe dark.

^ S Ngan jen

luykeih che, suddenly the thun-

der struck him.

^u^f Read Yen, a proverbial

or common saying ab-

rupt unpolished speech.

-Read Ngan, to blunder,

or say something impro-

per. Fan ngan,

to boast one
1

s-self ; dis-

spectful.

|Xf From cause and heart.

/^1
I

The heart influenced by

>soine cause; to confer be-

p| ncfits upon; to shew kind-

i \ J ness to; to exercise love

to; to enrich with kindness a

partiality to; favor; kindnesses;

grace; gracious; benignity; be-

nign. Name of a district. A
surname. Wang ngan,

w Foo ngan, to forget

favors received; to be ungrate-

ful. E Paou ngan, to re-

compense favors received to be

grateful.;2 T
te.aou che ngan, a recreating fa-

vor is used by persons in the

language of gratitude, to denote

^ high sense of favors received.

Shin ngan, divine fa-' T'eeu ngan, the

favor of heaven; often denotes

ilie mouths of flatterers, Im-

perial favor. %̂ Ngan

n.aae, favor and affection.

^f Ngan kho an extra exami-

nation of the literati, granted by

special favor of the Einperor,

Ngan jiu, a benefactor.

Ngan shaug, gracious

rrwurd^. Ngan teen,

grace; favor; applied to every-

thing that the Emperor does.

f Ngaa teh, the virtue of

kindness and benevolence.

Ngan tseh, or Ngaii

hwuy, beneficent acts; chai*i ta-

ble deeds.

A woman's name.

^jjlS^
j
To warm moat by a alight

fire. Read Wan, warm

a slight geuiul waimth.
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The name of a plant. Kame of a herbaceous

i'^/i plant produced in south-

ern regions.

NGANG.

1 1| t Ngang or Neang. From
^ J* head and a seal of office.

Used by females for the pro-

noun . Ngang ngang,

great how great; high; dear

in price strenuous effort. Also

read Yang. Tsze ngang,

to exerfc one's-self.^
|J

Shang tsfih

ngang tseh hea kh'o yuug,

when superiors are worthy to

be looked up to, and depended

on, then inferiors may be em-

ployed or directed with autho-

rity.

ylrrt From man and high. To

f| look upwards to raise

the head and look upwards with

expectation or desire; to look

up to, either with regard, with

admiration, or with a s se of

dependence an expression of

affectionate regard to order an

inferior to transmit an official

document to another office.

Read Yang, to trust to; to rely

or wait on. A surname.

{ Kh'e yang, to stand look-

ing up to to think on with

affection. Soo

yang fang ming, heretofore

thought with veneration on

youi* fragrant name said to

persons ofwhom we have heard,

on fii'st meeting them.

Kevv yang, long looked up; I

have lone: regarded you.

Han ban ngang

ngaug, a stern and intimidating

manner, f"^ Ngang chang,

to depend on a person; to be

dependent. Ngang and

Foo, are opposites, to raise the

head and look up to bend the

head and look down.

Ngang moo, to look up, or

think of a person with regard.

Ngang t'eeu

ch'ang fan, looking up to hea-

ven
?
gave a long sigh.

Ngang wang, to look up and

hope for some benefit or to

wisb to see a person who is

venerated.

The name of a hill.

I—§ To raise to elevate; to

J rise as the sun; to rise

and shine forth raised lofty;

elevated carriage; the gait of

a fine horse ;
Ligli, applied ta
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price. Read Yang", the digni-

fied course of s.cHoa of a virtu-

ous man.

Ngfang* ugaug ts*een le keu, a

horse that carries his head with-

out drooping on a journey of a

thousand le, applied as a com-

pliment to people's sons.

^SJ( Ngang ts'ang1

, an elevated

dignified tone and carriage,

She kea kaou

aigang, the current price is very

hi^h. Jin maou

heen ngang, a man of a fine

erect carriage, one who carries

his head higb
3
in a good sense.

The slanting corner, or

'j^P gable end, of a house fit-

ted up in the Cliine3e mam'jer;

is called ^[ Fei ngang.

A piant found on th

e

margin of pools : the

plant otherwise called

(] ang-poo, a species of acorus

calamus.

To raise the eyes and

tj3 look.

AlS A lofty head to carry

T^l the head ereot.

A certain kind of shoe or

sandal is, in the north

and iu Corea, called

N^ang-keo,

mm Ngatig ngang-,

tl'.e appearance of a borse

euraged a fine going horse.

Read Ngang*, a horse shaking

its head a horse alarmed or

frightened; a horse with a whito

belly.

The name of a bird.

\yf Ngang or Yang. From

Ta, something1 great, in

the midst of f| Keung, a void

space. Ngang-, or

Chung1 ngang, the middle; the

centre of; the half of, as the

nig*lit. Extensive, entirely, is

expressed by *^ Ngang*

ngang*. We ngang, the

name of a palace, under the dy-

nasty Han. Read Ying, the ap-

pearance of standards; of white

banners spread oat and produc-

ing* a glittering1 effect. -'

^rfT^ A term by which a wo-

man designates herself

instead of the pronouns I and

me.

Bit ^H^Nga"gkeang,un.
^JrV. willing to submit to any

one; perverse; froward ;
insub-

ordinate. Po ngang, the

navel.

Jt"?X* An earthen-ware vessel,

*^T^ either used to regulate

music, ov to contain water or

wiue appearance of fulness or

plenty. The name of a door.

A surname. Ngang

yu pei, a fulness of virtue, seeu
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even on the back. Ngang

tse, the name of a wine.

Ngang or Yang, the sound7 or tone of replyiti"'; tlie

sound of running water.

Ngang yih, the interrupted

. flowing of water. Yang

yang, interrupted breathing or,

sobbing from grief.

Jjt^ Dust; small earthy parii-

cles flying about sand

blown by the wind.

ttlfe Ngang mang, ob-

i^V scure or dull light. Read

Ying, clear, bright the day a*

bout two o'clock applied to the

light of the sun, moon, or of any

thing splendid and dazzling.

8 Ngang seue, the light

or dazzling effect of snow*

-Li Appearance of being ac-

%)J\ cumulated or heaped to-

gether a flail or other instru-

ment for threshing grain. Read

Ying, a certain fruit tree a

species of prune.

Ngang, or Yang, early

knowledge; intelligence}

knowledge; wiyuom; to enquire;

to ask to question sound oi*

voice*

An earlhen-ware vessel*

I^? Same as Ngang.

• TJng ngang*, appearance of

a large swelling about the necki

A thick species of liqour

or wme»

NGANG,

|||| A hindrance; an impedi-

1/^ merit. The vulgar form

of the following.

Stiff; unbending; to stiff-

en; to harden; hard, in-

flexible; strong; powerful;—ap-

plied also to the mind.

^| Shoo kwei sow ngang,

in writing what is valued, use

fine stiff lines or strokes. 5

Ngaug hwang, name of a

paper used in the T'ang dynas^

ty. ^I Ngang jucn, stiflT,

supple hard, soft; domineering,

yiokling. 1 Ngang

kh'e juen, the strong iii.sult the

weak. Ngang sin, aa

inflexible hard heart.

*

m Ngang clio tan, to assume

courage.

Stiff, inflexible leather or

ekiil. Same as the pre-

ceding*
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NGAOIT,

B""f% Feeble as a new born in-

fant, or to die as soon as

born bent or crushed down

deflected broken calamitous.

Eead Yaou, a crouching wheedl-

hig manner; trying to please;

delicate and tender exuberant

foliage. A man's name.

|J^^
Fear apprehension,

Jrf\ To measure,

>/^^^ To apply water to in or-

^/V der to mollify, enrich,

soften, or cleanse; figuratively

applied to the mind being ex-

panded ; soft rich mould, or

earth to wash. The name of

a ppring, and of a river. One

of nine regions. People of Can-

ton and Fiih-keen used it for

the rain watering plants. A sur-

name. Read Yuh, free growth

luxuriant vegetation.

Kh^euh Bgaou, the name of a

city. ^1 Ngaou show, to

wash the hands, l^i

*tli Ngaou wo sin yay, expand,

or give scope to my mind; to

cheer or exhilarate.

Name of an herbaceous

plant. Kh'oo

ngaou, a medicinal plant of a

fitter taste, used in Keang-nan

for removing flatulency. Also

read Yaou, as the name of at

plant.

To- trifle and ramble a-

bout. Ngaou-ngaou, a tall

long appearance; pleased

raanner. Used for sever-

al other characters denot-

ing proud; clamorous; rudely

inattentive. The name of an

insect; to roast or burn; the

name of a place. A surname.

Uncivil; proud to treat

with neglect to brave

proudly. ft Tsitig

singkeaou ngaou, proud, haugh-

ty disposition. |^
Chang kh'e keaou ngaou, to

nourish his pride.

Ngaou yo or neo, proud and

injurious. *^ Ngaou sing,

a proud disposition. 4

Ngaou man, proud and rudely

inattentive..

Ngaou, or Haou, strong;

robust; violent.

Ngaou, or Haou, strong;

robust; violent talents and

strength.

Ngaou tsaou puh twan

shing yay, Ngaou ts'aou,

an interminable incessant

noise.

Chung kh'ow ngaou ngaou,.
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-wJL To drag with the hand;

to break or snap asunder.

Read NgaoUj perverse, contu-

macious, continued rage, like

that of incensed beasts. ^}
Sze ngaou, four periods for the

performance of certain duties.

Ngaou k'eang, perverse

and violent. Ngaou

king, stiffnecked, obstinate. ^}
Ngaou tsze, a perverse ob-

stinate son.

The light of the sun.

Boats or other vessels con-

nected by their heads or

a certain piece ofwood by which

they are connected.

The name of a stream of

water.

To dry or roast with fire;

to bake. Used also for

the general application of fire

to water, to boil; to broil,

Ngaou yo kaou, to de-

coct medicine by a slow fire.

^fC Ngaou shwuy, to boil

water. Shun ngaou,

to broil with the application of

flour and of fat. Ngaou

ngaou, the tone of grief.

A certain large species of

dog

A certain musical instru-

ment, or jiugling stoue.

NGAOU

every mouth is clamouring to

be supplied. Kea

kh'ow ngaou the family has

nothing to eat. t#
Ngaou ngaou tae poo, an infant

erying out, waiting to suck.

Hung-yen yu fei ngiie ming

ngaou ngaou, the birds Hung-

yen in flying, cry out mourn-

fully, Ngaou ugaou.

i

Proud haughty behaviour

to; to slight or behave

rudely to; to trifle or take

liberties with.

A hill with a number of

small stones \ stony rocky.

Name of a liill in Shan-

tung. A high lofty hill.

Appearance ofbeing shak-

en and agitated.

A storehouse or granary.

A certain lance or spear.

( Proud; haughty; honora-

[ ble by bii^th.

To strike; to attack to

shake.
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life A certain plant called by

several other names.

^[j Ngaou ch'e, the noise or

voices of a multitude,

Ngaou ya, not listening to; mu-

tual disregard or inattention

difficult to understand, like a

person who has lost his teeth,

^t:^ Ngaou sow, an old tooth-

less person.

Not to hear, or listen to.

The two large claws of a

crab.

/^2, Heae yew uvh ngaou pa

tsuh, crabs have two large claws

and eight feet.

A worthless person who

is a disgrace to his ances-

tors, one who will not

listen to advice, and talks

irregularly. Ngaou ngaou,

the noise of incessant weeping;

an angry clamorous noise. A
large appearance; the extreme

degree.

yS^t The two large claws of a

crab.

^ To ramble to wander.M Ngaou yew, to

roam to wander about; to go

to a distance.

The nume of a place.

Burnt carfticn ware to

burn eurtheu ware. The

name of a hill.

The feound of the wind.

A spirited fine horse; a

vicious intractable horse;

proud and regardless of

consequences.

/ Ngaou kh'ce, proud and

doinincering.

> Ngaou wan elie che hwan,

pride induces calamity for ten

thousand ages. T'ae

ngaou, sluggish aud insolent.

The large claws of a crab;

several words arc used to

denote these.

To dress with fire to

dry-

The name of a fish. Same

as ^ Ngaou.

An ominous bird with a

white head and red bill;

a l)ird said to have a human

face. L Ngaou yih, a li.sh

f^aid to resemble a bird.

A certain sea-monster said

to cany the Piug

lae mountaiu otx its back; this

mountain is the abode of the

Scon, genii. The Ngaou sis-

tnins the pillars of heaven.

Ngaou tov the Ngaou's

head,—is an oiuiumeut ou the
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on i side of the roofs of Cbinesi'

temples. Tuii

chcn ngaou t'ow, to attain tlu i

first degree of literary rank,

1^1 Fi om D Keung, ami

) * Ts'ae, vegetables; a void

pace. Dwelling in a retired

corner; the south west corner

recondite; abstruse. The name

of air^Qjffice; accumulated toge-

ther; five sacrifices to four points

of the compass, and to the centre

phico. Naiut 1 of n iill; to blend

together by boi ling. Read

Twan, the name of a divinity.

Ngaou nieaou, rccon-

dti e profbun d apprehended

with difficulty; wonderful.

Xr^j Land near to a shore or

coast; land habitable on

all sides, or square pieces of

land which is habitable; a bay.

Read Yuh, in the same sense.

A common form of the

preceding. Some write

(lie Chinese name of Macao, viz.

Ngaou raun, with this

let ter. Ke ngaou, Kee-

ow Point. (Ross's Chart.)

Ta ngaou, the island of Lai;

-

t;io, or Tyho. (Ross's Chart.)

Ngaou, and Ngaou, oc-

curs in the sense of the preced-

ing.

^ 1^^* A labyrinth; a maze; a

-J^^ retired place in the soutu

east corner of a house; profound,

Euviouf; envy.

'f^l^f
Vexod; iiulignaiit; avnri-§ cious, ' Ngaou

lian, indignation res(Mitment,

Ngnou naon, vexed

ini patient angry feeling.

To rub; to grind.

Deep river or hay; a bank

cr shore. Ngaou

mun, Macao island; or rather

Peninsula.

a bank or shore a mound near-

to Avater.

Pain; dolour.

^y>\^\ A certain part of a dress

"jH^ a short garment,

•Jri^l Secret conversation

P^^* speech or conversation

to announce or tell to, A man's

The crop, craw, or sto-

mach of a bird.

A warm vessel,

To be envious of food; to

dislike it.

Tlie name of a small iisli.

The .name of a bird.
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SfJf' Ngaou, or Heaou. From

^ four mouths and head.

The breath or voice ascending

above the head; to make a noise;

to vociferate; noise; vocifera-

tion noise of a market place.

Ngaou ngaou, self-sa-

tisftiction; self-complaeency. A
complaining tone; sighing; re-

viling, vilifying others^ pits or

hollow places in hills are called

Ngaou, the name of a quadru-

ped; of a bird said to have four

wings; of a river, of a hill, and

of a country or district. A sur-

name; a man's name.

Ngaou ch'in, noisy arid dusty.

^pnl ) To fly or roam about; to

^^51 (
spread the wings and fly

^ to soar to move about

\ in a sailing easy maiiucr.

NGEH

Ngaou ts'eatig

ts'een jin, to fly sailing about to

tbe distance of a thousand Jin.

An epithet applied to an

old woman, a designation

of a mother. Read Wuh,

jPi Wuh nuy, a fat little chili

Wuh chang, the spirit

of mother earth.

To murder or kill entire-

ly; to exterminate; an im-

petuous attack and dreadful

slaughter. Name of a hill. Read

Peaou, the name of a creek.

Lofty high headed; as-

suming remiss negli-

gent; inattentive; proud;

haughty. A mail's nama

JS'GEH.

The small door of a house

straitened; in difficulty;

hampered cramped wearied

out.

MSame as Ngeh, to be

distressed, to be ill used.

rfjIpT A large insect in some re-

^Vl4 spects resembling a silk-

worm.

-p^ SXUCNgeh seh, laugh-

/WV ing talk witticisms or

j' '' s the noise of laughing.

To seize hold of with the

hand; to grasp; to seize,

to take hold of with the

whole hand; to pull. Used

- also for Ngeh, a yoke.

Jin che ngeh wei kew

tsun the circumference

of a nmu's grasp is nine

a cubit. Ngeh

-wan, or Ngeh waii, to

tukc a pci sou by tbe wrist, as a
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friend under feelings of sorrow.

Ngeh, or Yib an uneven

tone of voice; the chirp-

ing of birds; the cackling of

fowls; also expressed bj

m

A very large strong pig;

five cubits loug.

A strait; a narrow defile

a narrow path, or other

road dangerous for car-

riages; a pass; in straits

embarrassed poor; mean.^
Chow wan min che he

ngeh, to relieve the dis-

tresses and embarrass-

ments of all the people. j|J^

Ngeh kh'eung urh

ptih min, in extreme poverty

without feeling grief or resent-

ment, on that account.

Straitened for food; ap-

pearance of hunger or fa-

mine.

That which is applied to

the necks of horses or

>oxen to enable them to

draw; a yoke.

Kea che e

hang ngeh, to put ou a restrain-

ing or regulating yoke.

Sli j
To look or observe to see

/u/u ' a strait, or difficulty; to

j
r
*"^l

i advert to with facility;

/tj^f ) easily alarmed.

I^J The lofty summit of a

^yj^ mountain stan^in^ alone

the irregular isolated peaks of

liills.

Every one having a pepar-

rate ^toiy debate; con-

trovcrpy strong language a

bold tone. Reiterated. Ngeh-

iigeh denotes the earn e. In -

sti'uctions or orders given in a

commanding manner and tone.

A man's name* Also read Leo

and Lo. Occurs in the sense of

Y5j a boM raat\Iy toua,

\ The space between the

/ hair of the scalp and tho

> eye-brows; the forehead;

I anything placed in front

J
au inscription over a door,

in some places called Sang.

Not to desist; iuceesant. The

name of a place a limited or

fixed number or quantity.

Kh'waa ngeh, broad fovo-

head; a liberal allowance, j^,

Peen ngeh, a board with ati

inscription placed over gates and

doors- Thuh ngeh, the

full number or quantity.

Ngeh soo, a limited, or fix-

*^7^ -
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to distribute or give out in fix-

ed quantities, numbers, or ra-

tions. Ngeh keo, the

corners of the forehead; the tem-

ples. Ngeh wae, be-

yond, or over the fixed quantity

or number.

A lofty peak of a moun-

tain. ^ Tseh ngeh,

the tops 01 mountains appearing

single and uncounected.

The name of a fish.

To laugh. Read Woo, to

p IC revile; to back-bite. Read

Keo, Kea ya, incorrect

speaking.

>\

An animal of the mud

species.

NGO.

yijy To rouse, to be agitated

I U and roused from sleep to

convert from bad to good; false;

untrue. Read Hva, open mouth-

ed; gapiug. »

Ngo or Yew, to inter-

fjt?!!^ prct; to explain the lan-

guage of men or of birds and

brutes; to induce; to seduce, as

birds that are taught to invei-

gle others; to convert or change

from bad to good; that which is

nourished by a root which im-

proves its state. Ngo, or

Neaou mei, a bird like

the hawk, used to catch other

birds. Neaou mei, is the com-

mon term. Tso ngo, to

be a seducer.

A horn.

m To change language or

speeeh from its proper

me, from truth to falsehood

false; untrue; erroneous to pro-

mulge what is false; to rouse

to excite; to move. Name of

a brute animal. Name of a ser-

pent. A certain kind of wild-

fire. A surname, gft Ngo

cha to extort money by false

pretensions, chiefly by pretend-

ing official authority, gft
Ngo p*een, to impose upon; to

defraud by fklse stories, ^fjj

W Ngo yen, or |ft Ngo
yu, false unfounded tales, what-

ever they respect, gft =g gffc

PO Ngo yen ngo yu, lies and

unfounded stories, jt ^f;

pfC Ts'ze jin piih ngo, this man

does not tell lies. Kt
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E ngo ch'ueu ngo to repeat

and transmit to others the false

stories and erroneous principles

deceived from one's neigli hours

to posterity.

Pan sze woo ngo, t© do busi-

ness without intrigue or lies,

n/]/ Exceedingly lame; quite

iJ^fXj altered from a natural

state.

Ar/h To alter the form of; to

il^l^ pare away the corners and

make round.

A/K The name of a fish.

Ngo, or Wo, I; me; our;

^yCi used with emphatic ap-

propriation when speaking of

one's father, mother, or coun-

try, or of the reigning dynasty.

A surname. Wo kwo,

our country. The Emperor says,

Wo chaou, my family,

our dynasty. T'a

t'ung wo, he with me, he and

I. w
wei jin she joo ts'ze, I am this

kind of man; my raanner or

temper is so.
"
( Wo mun,

we, us. Ngo telh, ray

or mine. Ngo noun

telh, oui's.

yAfN Hasty momentary ap-

WK pearing to fall.

Ngo j en, suddenly. Ngo
kh'ing, a very short time; a

moment. Ngo

lo sze keae, the Russian frou-

tier.

To recite verses; the sound

of recitation, f Ngo
she, to recite au ode; to read

verses in a musical tone,

5^ Ngo kaou yin yay,

Ngo, to chant or recite aloud.

f Yin ngo, to recite or

chant.

Ngo, or No, appearance

of stony rocky hills.

Good. Used under the

Tsin dynasty for tlie word

Haou good. Names of se-

veral females. A surname. ^(
Ch'ang ngo, the concubine

of the prince^ E mentioned

in ancient story, who ate the

medicine which confers immor-

tality, and was translated to the

moon without dying.

Kh'wa ngo, a certain celestial

female. Han ngo, a

certain famous singiiig prosti-

tute.

}

Ngomei shan,

^-^Q / a hill in Sze-ch'u^n pro-

vince. iffi Ngo ngo,

or I^'^Tb'o ngo, high,

k fly, applied to the sum-

mits of mountains.

Ngo or No, to rub.
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A certuiu river in the

north of China,

The appearance of certain

stone sceptres.

^? Ngo ngo, a white

colouiv

Rocky mountains.

K The name of a sacrifice.

A certuiu plant, the young

stems of \^hich are edi-

ble; the leaves are fragrant

when decocted.

Full and elegant dresp,

abundance of clutlie;? and

rliieiy.

To recite in a singing

tone. It is much the

practice of Chinese liter-

ati to hum over theii*

iXf J compositions. At the

public examinatione it is found

necessary to prohibit this when
all are assembled. A man's

name. Nfro she, to re-

cite verees, g Yiu ngo,

to ying grave verses.

Ngo, or IVan

ngo, the eilk-wonn; the

inject which feeds o", the mul-

berry; an ineoct, which more

than others, fliet* to a caudle;

otherwise called IIo

^va, and Moo kwang.

Also rtad E. Ngo mei,

fine delicately curved eyebrows.

H Ngo mei yue, the

moon in her first quarter.

Even; regular; deflected

or bending on one side;

tiie hat or cap awiy; for a short

period of time.

Hungry; hunger; want of

food; famine; to fast from

mvf?"ity, Ke ngo
hunger; famine; the latter some

di'.Mn the stronger word,

T'oo ngo, stomach hungry.

Ngo kwei, hungry de-

mons; wicked men in that state

to which the death of the body

rt'inoves them. Ngo
fow, to <lie of hunger on the

high way.

Ngo kwei ch'uy seaou, a hun-

£v/ Jevil playing the flute; a

cortain Chinese torture.

Ngo sze, to die of hunger.

jf
~

'
Ngo leaou yih

t'eon, fasted a whole day.

A goose, ho called from
1

carrying its head high

and proudly; it is called

by various other names.

When wild it is called

Yen. A particular

position of troops. Name

ofa plant. Shaou

ngo, roast goose; the Ngo

uiid the Yd, the goose and the

duck are both said to prouounue
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their own name in their usual

cry. Yen ngo
5
a wild

goose. Ts'aou ngo, a

domestic goose. T'ang

ngo, a pelican the barbarians

use Ngo fuh

ch'uy maou, the down of the

goose's- belly to imik" clothes

and coverlets of. |f Ngo

mei, a name of tea.

H Ngo luh, a par-

ticularkind of horse.

Po ngo, a horse shaking its

head.

From the minister of a

priuce making his bow'

1 To desist from labour

> to cease; to rest; to lie

down to sleep; change or

R I alteration, snch as takes

J place in sleep the place in

which one sleeps. Kaou

ngo, to sleep with the pillow

high; to set the mind at rest.

Ngo ming le to de-

sist from projects of fame and

gain. Ngo nuy, or

Ngo fang, a bed chamber.

Ngo t'a, a board or bed

to sleep oik

NGO.

Commonly read Ya, or

Ngo, to colour or wash a

wall. This it said to have been

the first idea of the character,

aud hence its usual meaning,

second to and its denoting the

name as Ngo. One who

has nought bat specious ap-

pearances a vicious person

vice.

Gro or Ngo, earth of vari-

ous colours; white earth

iiltered, it is said to make porce-

lain of; white-wash or plaster

for walls; a wall; a house; an

vinplastered house to white-

wash; to plaster or smear.

Peh Dg6

heh tsing hwang ngo, white

earth, black, blue and yellow

earth.

^ What is intention ally-

bad j is called Ngo; what

is not designed, is called

3^ Kwo, mistake; error.

Vicious wicked bad

rJJ^| noxious; unpleasant; bad

J to do, applied to ugly,

coarse, filthy. Used for what is

hard or thick. Read Woo, to

dislike, to hate, to be averse to,

ashamed of hard or difficult

to express. An interrogative,

how where Keaou

woo, mutual hatred,

Kh'o woo, detestable.
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Sew woo, ashamed.

Woo tsae, where is it?

^go chuh, curses. Ngo

e, bad clothes, tattered gar-

ments. Ngo jin, a

wicked bad man. Ng6

kwei, devils. W Ngo shin

wicked spirits. Ngo

shih, bad food. Ngo

tsem, unusually noxious dis-

ease; incurable complaint; one

of the seven reasons of divorce.

Ngo tso, hard to do.

4 Ng6 wuh, bad or noxious

thing.

Used for the preceding.

|7^> A vicious wicked man.

D

ternately in responsive strains.

Luh-shoo also defines it,

Leang jin

ying ho nrh ko yay, two per-

sons singing in alternate res-

ponses. To strike with alarm.

ngo, language di-

rect to the point. Also defined,

the appearance of a high cap;

the side of a sword.

^^||
A sharp sword,

pPP Ngo or O, the teeth brok-

Ngo, or Yin ngo,

an angry appearance an-

grily. ^Read Y5, T5

yo, or 5 the voice of a certain

bird.

A white kind of valuable

stone.

Ngo, or Woo, a certain

insect.

The name of a fish, which

resembles a snake.

Ngo, or Ne6, to beat a

timbrel or drum. Ching-

tsze-t'ung affirms that it

is neither to sing nor to

beat the timbrel, but be-

ing composed of two mouths,

denotes two persons singing al-

en in the mouth. Said to

be the same as Ngo, and

Ngo.

PQ A high abrupt bank

what resembles a high

shore or batik.

Struck with sudden sur-

prise or amazement; as-

tonishment; impediment;

^hindrance non-oorapH-

I ance. The two mouths

so, are by some per-

I V J sons joined thus.

Ngo jen, surprised aston-

ished.

A pit dug on purpose to

take animals to dig a

pit.

00
The teeth broken j the

gums.
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The name of a river.

The central parts of a

blossom. Hwa
^ngo, a flower the central

and protuberant part of

the blossom.

6?) § Ngo ngo, plain,

H v straight forward langu-

n I

a8*e ; tlie language of a

^sincere honest man.

No no, as distinguish-

Wed from Ngo ngo, denotes

J the obsequious assent of

a sycophant. |f Kb'een

ngo, plain, abrupt unceremoni-

ous speech.

1 To meet to light on to

^
X^l occur to come together

to encounter to meet

with, contrary to one*s

inclination to see that

which one has no desire to see;

to be struck with alarm on see-

ing or meeting with to ruah

or bounce against. ,

Name of an ancient ter-

ritory, and of a city.

Ngo ngo, to discuss in bold

language; a limit a boundary.

A surname. Used to denote~~

surprise. ^^ Ng6 lo

sze first syllable also written

N^o, Russia: Kwo, na-

tiou, is sometimes added to it;

and Jin, man, for Russian.

Ngo jen, manifesting

externally, —— as the feelings,

when surprised.

The point or edge of a

t/ sword. Used to denote~

-

a boundury or limit repeated

Ngo ngo, denotes high; elevat-

ed.

m

To carry the head high,

in a grave formal or stern

manner.

A certain bird which

^in|/ shews a determined at-

tachment to aspot hence "iV.

Ngo leih, to remaiu immoveably

in a place. It is also called

Yu ying, the fish eagle; and

some other names.

MNgo or Yo, alarm fi'ight;

awe and reverential still-

neps; simple; sincere. The year

is sometimes denoted

Tso ngo. ^* Ng5 mung,

alarmed in a dream, or frighten,

ed by a dream, which seems in-

explicable.

n hi
I

yA high bank.
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Luxuriant herbage or fo-

liage.

MA man's name.

&^
]

N

g— a large

{s\\]H3
j

fish of the lizard species

j> which lurks hy the shore,

I

and devours men and ani-

• 7
J

inals; the alligator.

Ngo, Neo, or Nee, the

8prou ts wh ich grow up

from the stumps of trees

which have been cut down.

A surname.

Ngo, 0 or Ho, appear-

ance of the mouth of a

fish; fish moving their mouths;

appearance of many fish noise

made in laughing, as Ha! ha!

Read Sha, Sa Ho, or Ta, to

suck and drink noise made iu

eating and drinking. Read Hea,

Mohaniedan surname. A king-

dom of the Turks. (De Guig-

nes.) E khW
sha yin, to sup or suck in with

the mouth as in drinking; to

make a noise with the mouth

M'han driiikinor.

Na
Jjo-sbang tsow tsin lae, ho ho

ta seaou, the priest came walk-

ing in, ha! ha! laughing aloud.

Ta ho seih, to

gasp or yawn. The books of

Fuh, read it Hea or Ah. Luh-

sboo, reads it Kea, to suck in

largely. Hea tsze, the

attendants of the Emperor (MS.

Dirtionary.

Ngo, or 6, to stop to

cause to desist; to cut off

or terminate; to reach or extend

to. Used to denote settling

down with the hand.

NGOW.

I PI FromPy

in
y denoting many,

|HEL in the midst of He, to con-

ceal.

Fan yen ngow chay,

keae yew so tsang yay, when-

ever Ngow is used, a place to

house, store up, or conceal some-

tliiiig is implied. A place in

wliidi to store or lay up; a small

house or room; to class, or se-

parate; a separating line or

boumlary ; ten valuable stones.

\w Kh'eu kheu small; tri-

fling; petty. A certain measure

to conceal or hide. A surname.

Read Kow bent; curved; to

grow, or sprout out, in a bent

or curling manner.

Szc tow wei ngow, four

tow make a Ngow.
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P

Po ngow, to hide; coneealmeut.

Ngow mang ta, curl-

ing; bent forth.

|p I
Ngow, or Kow.

J5I5 J Kow t'ow, to pick out

with a sharp instrument.

The siuews or tendons of

the feet.

|£T Ngow, or Yew, to l>e

[PP. pleased; to sing; the prat-

tle of children. The name of a

river. Read Heu, to use pleas-

ing language; to sootbe; to com-

miserate. Read Choo, an angry

-voice. Read Ngow, or Heu, to

voiuit. 0^ >^ Ne ngow

che, soothe and soften him,

Ko ngow taou

chung, to sing in the midst of

the road. D!i"@Yen
ju ngow ngow, language sooth-

ing and condoling, or comraise-

rating.

Heu yu ho yue maou^ Heu-yu

denotes concord and satisfac-

tion; cordiality and being well

pleased. US* Heu

yu show che received him, or

it, with cordiality and pleasure.

a
SS Ngow bene, to or

vomit blood, 11 Ngow

t'oo, to vomit; to spit out of the

mouth.

p An accumulation, or hil-

00 lock of sand. One says,

a toml>.

A mother; an old woman;

to nourish, applied to na-

ture, under the idea ofa mother c

A tuatfs name; the name of a

bin

T'een heu fow urh te ngow yttli,

lieaven overspreads with a ge-

nial influence, and earth nour-

ishes natural productions.

4=—^ A house or habitation of

jlJF! foreigners.

'

^Jpp / Extremely hot, applied te

' the time in which saori-

kh\ iJ \ fices were usually ofleredc

)

Commonly read Choo a

hinge. Read Ngow, to

twist and distress the mind.

To apply water to for a

long time; to steep; to

soak; to macerate; to sofYmi by

steeping. Fragrant. }

Ngow lan, to macerate to soak

till a thing falls to pieces. m
Ngow ma, to steep or soak

hemp. Ngow jow, to

soften by steeping. mm
Ngow yuh, a very fragrant ex-

halation.

A rising from the sto-

mach; to spit out; to vo-

mit; the noise of vomiting; a

kind of insect which resembles

the silk-worm, A surname;

the name of a river; an execu-

tiouer's sword. ^ Ngo>y
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ngow, noise as in vomiting.
|

ilk Ngow see, to vomit and

purge, j^. /j Ngow taou an i

executioner's instrument.
|

Ngow-yang, a surname.

> A kind of bib to receive

4(|D87 or vipe away the spittle

} ov slaver of cliildren com-
j

^jpA> monly called

i

W%J Kli'ow shwuy ngow.

J'p7L A kind of club or blud- 1

lllijX geon; to strike or beat

with a stick or cudgel. Tt is

used for florlitiiig with tlie fi ts:

al?o,^ Tow ngow, to ii-!it

untl wranjrle, as people do in the

gtroets. N.u-ow

shang clie ming, to wound a

person mortally as in a battle.

Xfrow pe, to beat to

death. ^ Ngow sha, to

kill a person when fiuhting.

^7 Ngow ta, or N gow

keih, to beat with sticks; to

j jo-lit nnd squabble with sticks.

Ngow shang, to wound

Kin ngow, a golden cup,

Se

a place. Ngow low, a

high confined country filled with

reeds or bamboo baskets.

|n A deep sunken eye. Read

J-jjnP Keu, the eye wandering.

^5lS A certain bamboo uten-

j I sil, used in rearing the

silk worm,

jJJ: A certain plant. Al>o

|D read Heu, to nourish,

t+iJrT A small species of silk*

worm.

To recite or sing verses;

to sing songs; Used al-

so to denote to nourish- §^
Ngow ko or l^i Ngow

yung, to sing songs,

nrj Old fat or lard to soak

jjjPP skin in lard.

/c{0 fja Ngow ho
W5i tain large ring for pulling

A bullock.

A small earthen basin a

tSiy* cup; a deep one of the

kind. A surname.

-. P^an ngoAv, half a cui>.

open a gate,

A kind of leather sheath

l£2 for a spear.

tnfSf A certain water fowl. A
surname. Ngow

loo, a certain water bird.

|Tl An image of wood, in th'-

i^^J sense of the follow ing. In

its other sense, read Yu.

A carved image of a liu-

man being. Tv'» or h
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pair; an eveu numljer; of the

same company or class of per-

sons; to accord with; to harmo-

nise; to pair; to unite; union; to

occur; to happen accidentally.

A surname. Mfih Dgow,

a wooden image. T'oo

ngow
?
an earthen image.

P'eih ngow, to pair; to unite

in marriage; a pair; husband

and wife. Pei ngow,

and >( Ho ngow, also ex-

press to unite in pairs.

Ngow seang, an image; an idol.

Ngow j in, a statue.

Ngow jen, accidentally; by

chance.

!^ Ngow or Yung. Ngow,

I^J OY ^^ Yen yung, the

raouth of a fish seen out of the

water, the gaping appearance of

a fish respiring. )^
Shwuy ch'uh tseh yu

ng(nv when the water is mud-

dy, then the fish thrust their

mouths above the surface.

An earthen-ware bowl or

basin,

J^fTj To plough in pairs; two

^[KJ men Avorkin^ together

two men joined on any occasion

a pair; to pair; to put two to-

gether; to occuv to meet; to

pervade all nature. The name

of a place a mun'f? name; a sur-

name. ^If Ng-ow kang,

two persons ploughing together

—'"as an allusion to two eiwi-

nent persons mentioned in hi.--

toiy, who would not leave a

country life for oliices in the

state.

Name of a watei' plant.

Name of a place. i\^t

Ngow sze, threads of the Ngow

plant.

Mffl The front part of the

Q|^J shoulder; the boues on the

front of the shoulders.

Irregular distorted teeth.

,
Nin or Jin, to thread a

needle a single thread;

to twist threads and form cord;

to connect to seek to attaiu,

^Jj] Nin chin, to thread a

needle.
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h-Q^ ^ From heart below a shel-

ieT . an(] placed on neces-

sary utensils; below all

is an aspiration. Rest;

> repose tranquillity de-

siring oue thing rather

than auother; that which

bad better or rather be

^ done; generally followed

by tbat which had better not

be, in a succeeding memb(T of

the sentence. Name of a dis-

trict. A surname.

Kwei ning, a bride's visiting

her parents for the first time

after leaving home.

Ting ning, to charge over and

0Ver again. Khang
ning, a state of repose and tran-

quillity, ^ Yu ning, re-

tiring from office for three years

after the death of a parent.

better die than go.

Nh lg

tso t'ae pMug kh'euen, mo tso

le lwtffl jin better be a dog in

times of general peace, than a

man in the mid^t of civil wars.

f Ning po, a place in Che-

keang, N. L. 30°.

Ning koo t'a, a region near the

river Amour.

Nrg

kii
?

o sin kh'e yew, puh kho sin

kh'e woo
y it is better to believe

that it exists, than that it does

not exi^t,—no harm can arise

from believing it, but disbeliev-

ing it may be attended with se-

rious consequences.

[f^^ T

T

ing niDg to di-

"~JT^ rect; to caution; to give

a diarge to, as parents to child-

ren, or servants; seniors to jun-

iors; to state fully to, amongst

equals. T Fail

fuh ting ning, over and over a-

*ruin, charged him or her.

--W^T^ To pull and drag and

throw into confusion.

Ts'eang ning, to seize and

tli row into confusion.

A wood, the bark ofwhich

is steeped in wine and

taken medicinally.

Ning mung, lira^e. ^^^^^j^
Ning mung shwuy, lemon juice.

V*^^*w
Water and mire, slippery

l^T with raire. ]$ Ne

ning, 01, Te ning, a slip-

pery miry i-oad.

^ j
From Sin, truth, abbre-

viated, and a woman be-

cause the belief of women

is easily obtained by art-

ful and specious language.
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Talents; insinuating address

smart in reply; ready in verbal

disputation; artful in language;

flattering.

Le kh'ow ts'ae yue ning*, being

expert in the mouth, talent, is

called Ning; i. e. talkative, rea-

dy in reply, retort or debate.

Hwo yue yung yay jin urb puh

ning, one said, as to YuT)g-
5
he

is a good man, but not ready

and smart in reply.

Chen ning*, cringing*, specious

flattery. Keen ning,

crafty specious; malicious adu-

lation. Ning foo art—

ful, specious woman.

A surname to desire

quiet. Same as Niug.

NO.

How where great,

much to terminate; rest;

repose to transfer to. A sur-

name. Sliow

fuh ptth no, to receive infinite

happiness. [5 No tseay,

or Che no, to transfer

from one use to another; to ap-

ply to some use not intended.

See the second character below.

Compare with Na,

Easy, leisurely deport-

ment of an elegant female.

Ngo no, or O-

handsome; elegant j beauti-

ful appearance.

To rub with the hand; to

change ov transfer from

one use to another. !^ No

e or |J No tseay, to trans-

fer from the proper use, and ap-

propriate to some purpose not

intended;— ofteu used in mo«

ney affairs; to embezzle. See'

P No; these characters are in

this sense used for each other.

1 TVo no, to rub between

the hands.

To rub between both

hands. No sha

to rub sand between, the

hands for the purpose of

cleaning them»

A pill made quite round.

-L'E^ No, or Juen, land by the

fj^ side ofa river; the ground

outside a city wall; ground be-

tween two walls a lower wall

bejond the principal one. See

J

E^1 No, or Nwan, weak; fear-

ful; timorous; apprehen-

sive. Wei no, fearful;

apprehensive. No j6,

weak and feeble.
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No me, a glutin-

ous kind of rice, used in

making spirituous liquor;

not commonly used for

food.

1

To drive a^vay by certain

rites maliguant or pesti-

lential demons, formerly done

thrice a year. Those peculiar

rites are now discontinued, but

various of the present day, ire

performed with the same inten-

tion. Abundant; copious.

O no, delicate, soft; yield-

ing; slender; as a branch or

twig; walking in a measiueil

with pace a genteel gait.

No, or Nan, to exjiel pes-

•^T : tilence or demoniacal in-

fluence. The same as the pre-

ceding.

NO.

£j^r A tone of assent, ap-

probation, or promising.

When a master or father calls

Wuh no, do not answer

i. e. do not take time to answer,

but run immediately.

Ying no, to answer to respond.

I —L^

S Tseen jin che

no no, puh joo yih sze che ngo

iigo, the perpetual assent of a

thousand ^oopbants, is uob

equal to the blunt disapproba-

tion of one good man. —

'

Yih no ts'een kin, one

word (is promise enough) for a

thousand pieces of gold.

NOO.

A slave; anciently per-

sons who had committed

some crime; it now denotes

—

persons bought with money.

The reigning family sentences

many lighter offenders to slav-

ery; applying the word slave

to those bought is not now sanc-

tioned by law. Noo po,

a slave man. - Noo pei,

a slave woman. Noo
ts'ae, a slave; or one possessing

abilities n6t superior to a slave.

Used by Tartar statesmen for

I, when addressing the Emperor.

^feC Strenuous effort; the ex-

^JJ ertion of strength. Read

Noo, a desperate exertion of
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strength; effort that terminates

in death. Noo
Feih kea ts'an, exert yourself to

lake an additional quantity of

food; said when advising1 per-

ai »ns to be careful of themselves.

Nooleih heang

tseeu, to exert strength and

press forwards.

The wife's children; chil-

dren hi id o-rand-children;

l^fche tail of a bird; bland-

^^5^ I ishnieut; delicate. Read

* J Tang' a place to store up

tivasnre; the national treasury.

Ta'e noo, a wife and

cbildren. Luy ts'e

noo, to involve one's wife and

children.

A cross-bow; it propels

several arrows in succes-

sion they are sometimes plac-

ed as traps in passes to shoot

animals, in which case it is ne-

cessary to suspend a board giv-

ing warning to passengers.

Fang noo, to let off a cross-

bow. Shang* noo, or

Chang noo, to stretch

a bow. Noo been, the

string of a bow.

•^^^ Angpr (Hsplennure; pas-

sion ; to be any^ry with.

Han nor>
3
repressed an-

ger. Paou noo, tierce

anuer. Fa aoo, to vent

one's ang'er. Fan noo,

oi' ^j^X- Naou noo, aii^er;

angry; vexed.

Noo kli'e shan ^ kun, angry

feeling1 hurts tho liver,——and

the liver is connected with tht*

eyes, therefore ang'er hurts the

sia-lit. Noo yen

noo seh, angry words and an

an ^*ry countenance.

Noo she fan seaou,

when angry to turn to its op-

posite aud laugh,—a sign of

(Tuft and intrigue.

An ugly old horse a car-

riage horse. Used hj the

statesmen to express themselves

when writing to the Emperor.& oo t'ue kh'eo

lcih, I (a weak old horse) will

exert my strength, iu token of

my obligation to your Majesty,

'S^—a

A stone fitted to the end

of au arrow, as a point

a coarse stone on which

lo rub a thing to a point.

A tumour growing by the

side of the eye.
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NOW.

Sl^^ A kind of hoe for rooting

>|^/^ up weeds; to clear the

ground of weeds.

Now, or Jucn, a certain

tree from which a tinc-

ture is made.

^^5? A soi't of rabbit or hare.

A surname.

The language of impreca-

tion.'
-nT^V ( Now and Kow, to suckle

a child, ignorant.

NUN.

Weak, small, fine, deli-

young. Shaou

delicate and handsome~said of

Avoinen and of colours.

young. Keaou nun

Same as the preceding.

Js'UH.

Nixh, or New, to feel a-
j

shamed. See New.

To stammer slow of

Pr^l speech. Khow
nuh, to stammer; to speak with

I

an impediment; to speak cauti-
j

cmsly.

-+r4-| The hand moving con-

^J|/^l stautly.

An internal feeling or

sense of shame.

Ts'au uuh
9
ashamed feeling

To wound with sharp

To feel shame; to be as-

liamed.

NUN (.

To break up the ground

and plant tlie grain to

fuitivate the ground; to plant, or

^o\v. ))]* Shin mmg the

*liviue liusl)aiulnian
?

a" ancient

Empei'or who taught agrioul-
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ture to the Chinese.

Woo nungj to attend to agricul-

ture, or the affairs of agricul-

ture. Nung kea, those

who follow agriculture.

Nung foo 31 Nung kung,

or Nung jin, a husband-

man; a peasant. Nung

seh, to sow, and to reap.

Much talk, but not to the

point unintelligible jar-

goa. Nung iiuug, mut-

tering iu a low tone,

Nung, or

O

Nung, I me.

Kheu nung, he him. In the

dialect of Woo, Nung is

used for man,

Tullg liuug ap-

pearance of extreme cold.

Thick, applied to liquids;

much dew; rich; strong,

applied to flavors and to infu-

sions, as Heang nung,

high- flavored. Nung

cha, strong tea. Nung
fan, thick and thin; these are

opposite terms,——applied to li-

quids and to style. The Nung,

denotes a close, compact, nerv-

ous style; the Tan denotes a

more diffuse style verbose 3

many words but little meaning,

Faiu; disease.

JllSt Gram grenving close and

thick plants and trees

growing closely andiuxuriantly.

Thickly clad; having on

jPJ^ a great many clothes.

Ulcerous matter; pus. S

Nung par a pustule

filled with matter. fiL Nung

bene, purulent matter.

Strong liquor; generous

\^.ine; high-flavored wine,

Nung tsew, generous

high-flavored wine.

J"t Fi ona to enter, und a void

IAJ
I
space. Within witliin-

\ side; the inner part; in-

»\ tei-ual; in the midst of;

J inside a house; an inner

ap.artment; included in.

Puh tsae nuy, not with-

in- not included.

S

Tsae t^eang che nuy, inside

the wall. & Fang

sluh yue nuy, inner apartments

are called Nuy hence,

San nuy, three inner apart-

ments. No;o nuy, a

bed-chamber. Ta nuy,

the iuuer apnrtmcuts of tb&

-
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imperial palace. Chih

liny, a certaiu office; also called

Shaou nuy. Ho

i\uj, the name of a place. 51

Woo nur, or Woo

chung, same as Woo

tsang, the five viscera,

Fun nuy, within one*s part; i. e.

included in one's duly.

Nuy clult, one's own nepbew,

in con ti-a distinction from one's

wife's nephew. ^%
Nuy woo foo, Tartar domestics

in the Imperial household: the

Emperor's personal slaves.

These persons are always sent

to lucrative offices connected

with thp revenne. Nuy

j;n or Nuy tsze, my
wife. Nuy cMh neu,

& husband's owu neice.

Nuy mo, assistants employed

by public officers at their own

expense.

ko heo sze, ministers of the

privy council. ^tfe Nuy te

the interior of a country.

>^ Nny tsae scholastic learn-

ing; book learning, in contra-

distinction from a general know-

ledge of letters and mankind.

Nuy wae^ inside and

o^(sicle: internal ami external.
«pt •

—

•

T\ Nuy yvm, in wlii(h it

is said,—referring to any letter

or other document.

A stupid foolish person;

iyuorant of business.

fil Hunger; famine; famish-

ed; putrid tisb or flesh,

Nuy urh, famished; de-

stitute,— applied to departed

spirits whose posterity on earth

is exterminated.

WAN.
t|^^ Warm? temperate; soft;

mild gentle bland.

Nwan jih, a warm day,

^Mf%% Warm water.

Warm warmth arising

from fire. Wan
swan

4
warm, as by steam.

Nwan khe, warm vapour.

A warming, in the cant

sense of that word, ap-

plied to feasts a feast given in

China, thr^c days after marri-

age. Nwan seih, afeast

to the friends of the bridegroom

after marriage.
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Commonly read E a

fierce violent dog. Read

0 the appearance of the mul-

berry tree. do, soft

and flexible,— as the waving'

branches of the mulberry tree.

* \ Disease; sickness. Read

<^|1| I
Kea, a disease of little

> children, by which they

^lL^. \ appear in a fright; con-

) vulsions.

IfH| or Ah, one side higher

% -J than the other, as a man

appears when carrying some-

thing heavy on one shoulder;

distorted the side of a moun-

tain; a bank to lean upon or

against. The name of a place;

a palace; and a demon. Who?
w hat? A familiar appellative.

ch'ing, a certaiu pa-

lace. 0-me-t'o-

fub, Amida Buddha is an ex-

clamation uttered, with uplift-

ed hands, by devout Chinese^

wlieu they would affirm any-

thing solemnly, or express seri-

ous concern. ch'ay,

a mail who marries an old wo-

man. ko, the sous of

the Emperor; the princes of the

blood are so called under the

Manchu dynasty; it is a Tartar

word. Jb[i pe
3
to suit onea

own crooked purposes to the

caprice of others.

o

shwuy, who?

0-me-t'o-

fub, puh yaou yueu kh'euh t'a,

for Buddha's sake don't accuse

him falsely. S wa,

Ava; a country placed on the

south ofYun-uan province.

wei, assafoetida.

O keaou, mule or asses glue,~~

-

a famous Chinese mediciue.

See Keaou.

or NGO.

O or Ngo, earth of vari-

ous colours. See Ngo.

Vicious bad wicked.

See Ngo. 6 hing

vicious conduct; wicked actions.

seib
?
vicious practices.

sing, a bad disposi-

tion; a thing bad in its nature,

fe O fcselh, traces or evid-

ences of wicked conduct.

A wicked man.
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or Ngo, the involunta-

' i^l/v ry n ise made by persons

exerting their utmost strength.

or Ngo, an aperture or

slit in a wall. Read Yae,

blue earth. Read Kee,

Kh'eu kee, to make a great

breach upon an enemy, or a set

of banditti. i Yung 6, to

oppose water by an earthen

moimd or dike. Slah 6
the nair»e of a place-

To forbid or prohibit to

do to cause to desist.

See Ngo. O che,

5 yih, or 5 choo, to

stop; to cause to halt; to pre-

going farther.

To place fire beneath to

put fire under fuel.

Painted with various co-

lours.

vent

A kind of net for taking

fish, or birds, which i&

cast over them; to take witb a

nvt. Name ofa moantain stream.

or Uh, the crowing of

a cock.

The bridge of the cose

aud upward to the fore-

head a saddle. A surnarneV

Tsiih d, to frown and

rumple the nose, when pained.

Yew 6, the name of an'

animal.

To stop to obstruct; to

prevent reaching the ear

of. Yung 5 to prevent,

or stop from going further; to

prevent being told to.

O fung, to 9top or prevent the

growth of.

To cover over; a covert;

a small religious house.

PA.

EThe cru st which foim

s

inside a boiler; to adhere.

Name of a territory; of a state;

of several districts; ami of a

plant. A surname. Ko
pa, the crust "which adl^ res to

a rice boiler. |§| Pa
t>o loo, a Tartar title of honor,

given to general officers in the

m'my. ^ Pa tow, a legu-

minous plant, which with rhu-

bavb, forms a very drastic purge.

^} Pa shuh, the name of a

place mentioned in history.

Pa puh teh, to wish

to desire; to desire much.

|Pt P Pa ya, large-

"LfJ mouthed; also the angry

sti iving of an infant. ^
Ya pa, dumb. iffi

P Pub cli'uh shing ya pa, a
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silent dumby.

fflJH
Two rolls of silk; a bun-

pLa die; that which wraps

round a bundle; a curtain.

PJlJl The part of a bow which

is grasped by the hand.

3 Pa ma yew, tar.

A disease of the tendous,

otjoints. 'jCiCh'waug

pa, the cicatrix of a wound.

From hand and to ad-

here. To take hold of;

to grasp; to seize; to grasp that

with which one brushes away

a thing numeral of things grasp-

ed with the hand. A musical in-

strument. To grasp with one's

Iiands, A surname. ^jti

Yew pa ping, having a hold

of a hand having proof deci-

sion of character. Ho

p«i, a torch.
~"

"
Yih

pa taou, a knife. Pa

ehe, to take hold of; to hold;

figuratively, applied to affairs;

or to controling one's-self.

^pj) Pa heung, to take hold of

by the breast ^ to collar, ^£1

Pa ping, to grasp a handle; to

have a handle to grasp; to have

something to lay hold of.

Pa po that with which one

sifts, or drives away a thing.

Pa show, to hold fast;

to keep possession of. ^fi

Pa too to scrape the ground.

Pa tsung, an inferior

military officer.

,

The name of a place.

^tTQ The white of plants or

Md flowers; a colour not tru-

ly distinguished. Used for the

following.

The flower of a plant; the

inflorescence; applied also

j

to flowery elegant composition.

j
Meat of any kind driecl

?

'/KJk { The second character is

^Crjt (
also defined, an ugly-look-

C$
.)
ing animal.

Floating spars; a raft or

^1J[^ floating bridge.

Pa tseaou, the

musa coccinea. A man*s

name. Used also for inflores*

cence of plants^

|4|jrt Shells which are esteem-

^|\|^ ed valuable.

ACaC A particular kind of bain-

boo, or reed which has

thorns growing out of it, the

shoots when eaten are said to

cause the hair to fall out; a

fence made with reeds.

Le pa, or Pa le, a prickly fence,

or thorny hedge.

^7|-r| A sow; a sow two years

^Jrl a old some say, a large

sow. A paiticular kind of dri-

ed meat.
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ml
A military carriage; iron

a harrow with five teeth;

a rake; applied also to

the barbed point of an

arrow. Pa t'een,

to liarrow the ground.

^rrt The leather of a bridle;

^pLj, the part of the reins grasp-

ed by the hand; certain leather

straps about a carriage the

reins.

The appearance of the

tuft of hair done up in

the Chinese manner. ^
Pa na the hair in disorder.

E Pa ya distorted

teeth; irregular teeth.

|=t j ^ Pa chen, to en-

croach upon and usurp.

^ Pa waiig, a usur-

>| |_| \ per, applied to a prickly

1 1—I J plant, a species of cac-

tus, placed by the Chinese on

the tops of their houses, in or-

der to expel any evil influence.

Pa taou, the rule of

mere force. Wang taou,

the rule of reason.

IE

An artificial embankment

raised on opposite shores

of a river, and extend-

ing considerably into the

stream, so as to uan'ov

the passage for the water,

ami to impede ita course.

The handle of a knife or

weapon, f Paping

a handle, either literally or fi-

guratively.

The name of a river in

Shen-se.

\ From net and to be able.

^^ / To be able to deliver from

a false accusation or a pet-

ty fault; to desist; to put

stop to; to eay nothing

more about; a frequent tone at

the close of sentences, meaning

little or nothing. Pa

kung, to give oyer work in the

urilinaiy sense, to strike work

for a rise of wages, as is often

done by the Canton weavers.

Pa k wan, to dismiss

fi'om office. Pa show,

to desist from acting or doing

anything. Pa leaou,

enough; very well let it be so;

there's an end of it. 7|j

Pa she, to stop trading; to de-

sist from buying and selling.

Pa she, to desist from

the usual public examination?;

these are united acts of the peo-

ple, when unusually oppressed

by the government. This re-

quires Jin sin ts'e,

sameness of disposition, and uni-

on of heart; which is the cha-

racter of the people of Fuh-keen

I) jviiice but not of Canton.
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P'A.

A kind of rake for rak-

ing together plants.

Woo ch'e p'a, a five-

toothed rake.

-XlJ*? An utensil for collecting

I wheat; an instrument for

levelling the ground; a handle.

, P
e I)a the name of a

fruit, commonly called loquat,

the mespitus japonica; also the

name of a musical instrument

with three strings, commonly

written P'e-p'a.

|J
To pcrajie; to scratch; to

crawl like the motion of

a crab. A surname.

Ma p'a, a cuny-comb.

Urh p'a, aii ear pick.

Fa kh'e lae crept up.

P'a show, to scratch the

hand.

P'e p'a, an instru-

ment with three strings,

played on with the fingers. P'e,

is to push the hand from one;

P'a, to draw it back again; as

in playing on the Pe-pa.

A cloth to wrap round

and adorn the forehead 5

a kind of turbnn; a kerchief: a

cloth worn to cover the bronst

and belly of children. ^*
Show p'a, a handkerchief. BM.

T'ow p'a, a turban.

Used in the same sense

as the preceding. The

second is vulgarly used

thus.

From heart and wliite.

To fear to apprehend; to

imagine to suppose, A
surname. Read P6, pure.

Piih pa, don't be

aiiaid; there is nothing to fear.

Kung p'a, to apprehend;

to suppose or imagine; to think

probable I dare say. Read

Peh, the body of the moon dark-

ened. Same as the word

Peh, the manes; the shades of

a person deceased; the moon be-

ginning to shed light and in-

crease; hence Pa, to usurp; to

encroach upon by force. Name

of a place; and of a river. A
surname.

P
a heh a-

fraid of the dark. P'a

sze, to fear death. Hae

p'a, or

to be alarmed.

King p'a, to fear;

PA.

A The ancient character re-
j

it denotes to turn the back up-

preseuts the back heuce
|

on; to separate from; to put a-
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sunder; in which sense, also read

Pei. Eight. A Te pa, the

eighth,@ /V SzemSen

pa fiuig, expresses the four car-

dinal points of the compass; and

the same divided, so as to make

eight points, south, souih v(t

west, &c. Neen

fang urh })a, ago just twice

eight; i. ( just sixteen years of

a^e.
""I"* /\ Sliih [ja, eighteen.

* Wang pa, or

Wang pii tov and

Woo k wei wung pa, are

all terras of abuse, denoting one

who lives on his wife's prostitu-

tion; one lost to virtue.

AS Wang pa tan or

A Wang paje teil

a

bastard, in opprobrious langu-

age. Pa shih, eighty.

AA Pa pa, eight times eight,

or sixty-four. Pa keo,

or Ta hwuy, star ani-

seed. Seaou hwuy,

small aniseed.

A dog dragged by the

/J^^ foot by a person going to

stab it, to stick into and pluck

out again. Heh pa, to

PHt away-

Fa, Y% or Puh, the name

of a place; to regulate; to

stick in the ground; to till the

ground.

To pull out; to pluck up

\J/^ with the hand; to eradi-

cate; to storm and take a city;

to raise to a higher place; to

^hind forth, eminent or conspi-

cuous; to return, fleetly or pre-

ci])itatelj; the point of an arrow.

Head Po, to grasp. Read Pae,

to shoot forth branches, ^3
Ch'aou pa, to raise or rise

o .vr the heads of others.

T'e pa, to raise; to promote.

Kew pa, to pluck out

or rescue; to save. Pa

keen, to draw out a sword.

Pa kung, a degree of litera-

ry promotion that occurs once

in twelve years.

Pa khe kan, to pull up the

roots. Pa leih, to exert

strength. Pa tseu to

take for amongst, Pa
tsuv, eminently conspicuous,

like plants growing higher than

ofhers near them.

J

' To sacrifice to the presid-

ing spirit of the road,

when about to take a journey.

* This phraseology, according to the people of Canton, arises from

the viscera of the tortoise having parts like the characters Wang
and Pii. Dr. Hager and others say, the Wang should be

Waug, to forget; and that the Pa, eighty refers to eight virtues.
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The demon of drought;

an apparition said to ap-

pear in the southern regions, like

•a pigmy two or three cubits

tighi with the naked body ap-

pearing through tattered rai-

ment, xind having one eye in

the forehead its motion is rapid

as the wind, and precedes severe

droaght,

|tv| From hand and to sepa-

rate. To divide asunder;

to rend open. Used in

the larger numerals for

the number eight. Read

P'ee, to tear or read asunder

tli€ noise -of rending.

-fe^ Po 01 Pa, to rule or di-

4 4^ rectj to arrange in orders

to exclude; to separate ; to spread

put; to appoint. |^ Tung
})a, to distribute or givr forth

from a treasury. Ch'eh

pa, the name of a fine horse.

Pa lwan fan

chnig. to put away anarchy and

restore to regular order. |^
Pa kh'ae, to spread out; to

lay open to break and opea, as

clouds do. kh'exx,

to exclude; to reject. 55
Pii sung, to divide and send to.

Pa ts'^e, to draw bow*

PAE.

To strike with both hands;

to throw from one. Read

Pe, to throw in ruin. R^ad

Peh, to tear meat and throw it

upon a hot stone and roast it.

A small species of grain

small; minute*

Very white rice; a small

'^1^ I fine species of grain; very

I small and minute, appli-

J ed to hypocrites.

Wearied; exhausted; ex-

treme lassitude, induced

by disease. Pae

lae weak, doltish, foolish

blockhead.

if.1

Dried food dried rice

prepared in a certain way

as rations for the army aUo for

the reception of guests,

A leather tube for blow-

ing up a fire; a leather

bug to put musical insti'uineats

i

To bow the head to the

ground; to let the hands

hang down as a token of rever-

ence to bow; to worship to

visit; to perform the usual cere-

mony on being appointed to high

offices in the state; not to ac-

cept these offices is expressed by

f Puh pae, not perform*
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ing the obeisance. The name

of a plant. Hwuj pae,

to return a visit. ^3 Pae

liwuy, to assemble on ceremony.

Pae keen, to go to see

a person; to pay a visit.

Pae bo, or Pae

neen, to pay one's respects to,

and congi-atulate, as at the new

year. ^ ^ Pae kh'eh, to

visit a person who has come to

a place. Pae

fuh neen king, to worship Full

and recite hif form of prayers.

Pae p'oo sa, to wor-

ship heathen gods. Pae

peang, a minister of state.

Pae shin, toworkup the gods. I

V-E?, The sound of water; va-

9/ I ter increasing in a great

degree. Fang pae, wri-

ter rushing forcibly; clashing

and raging.

Q^-. To subvert, or to be sub-

/^/V verted, A verb, either

active, passive, or neuter, ac-

cording to the scope. To break

to spoil to ruin,—said of things

or of affairs, or of persona; to

defeat an army spoiled meat.

}^ Shirii? pae, victory and

defeat. Pae hwae, to

injure to spoil. Pae

kea
?
to ruin a family,

Pae loo, ruined and divulged,

~applied to aecret transactions

which are brought to tight.

Pae sze, to ruin an af-

fair. Pae muh, was de-

feated and killed. |J
Pae fung siih, to injure or ruin

the customs or usages of a peo-

ple. Pae hwae jin r

to ruin men, as vicious prac-

tices do.

|"| Reciting or praising. Us-

ed in the dialect of

Fan, which is situated iu the

To separate - to spread

out to open asunder to

strike with force to rouse.

)>pae pae, an ostentatious

vain manner of walking;

strutting; affecting state.

Pae show, to

J swagger and throw the

arms about. Pae poo^

to spread out to arrange in

order a cant term for doing a

person, settling him, or doing

bira some injury. ffi Pae

tsew, to lay out wine.

i 4

P

ae mae sh wuh, to

spread out things for sale.

PAE.

/Jt P'ae yew, or re-

\P\ versed, Yew pae dissi-

pated play aud amusement; the-

atrical amusemeut. Also read
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i9r a

Pei, Pfei bway, irreso-

lute; undetermined flying about

from thing to thing.

To push, as pushing' open

door; to arrange or put

in order to place in proper si-

tuations. ^ Ngan p'ae, to

compose and adjust. ^
P'ae cho, to arrange tables.

P'ae keae, to arrange

any difference to put an end

to a quarrel' P'ae keae,

to rush forcibly and abruptly.

lj P'ae lee, to arrange in

a series. P'ae pan, to

stand in ranks, as soldiers. ^
^li P'ae pe, to arrange in tmi-

form order. Fae peh

to put in order to adjust. ^
P'ae ts'e, to arrange in a

line to arrange the whole

number. Fae

nan fan yew, to arrange peo-

ple's difficulties and share their

sorrows.

An official exhibition of

/I »^ the will of government

a warrant a permit of the cus-

toms a clearance for ships

cards a shield; a board with

an inscription on it at a door

or gateway. Ts'ing p'ae,

to request a permit for a boat,

or clearance for a ship.

Che p'ae, gaming cardff. See

Che. Ta p'ae, cards

made of ivory. Hung
p'ae, or Ta p'ae, a port clear-

ance, jf^ Fa p'ae, to issue

a permit or warrant, j/^

Ho p'ae, an express, 4^
Hoo t'ow p'ae, boards car-

ried before government officers

in the streets, ^* P'ae kfila,

the ribs,—applied to mutton or

pork chops. P'ae low,

r P'ae fang, an orna-

mental gateway, commonly call-

ed a triumphal arch.

P'ae p'eaou, a warrant to seize

any person. " P'ae sbe^

a proclamation.

To branch offinto streams.

Water dividing into sev^

eral streams; to ramify;

to branch off; to appoint to va-

rious departments. (
p'ae, to branch off, literally or

figuratively. Tsung

p'ae, ancestors and the posteri-

ty that branches off. fM fi

P'ae le to appoint persons to

attend to certain affairs. p^C

^\ P'ae pee, to separate into

several branches; to separate*
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PAN.

To take or grasp with

the hand to dress dress.

Ta pan, r
Chwang pan, to dress exterior

show and manner. f

Ta pan teh haou, well-

dressed.

San fon jin ts'ae,

sbih fun ta pau, three tenths of

m aterial may be made ten-

tenths by dress, said of beau-

ty. Pan koo sze to

dress up processions in the an-

cient fashion. Chinese are

very fond of ifc. Pan

seh, or Cb'un sell, cer-

tain gay processions of the Chi-

nese at the commencement of

spring.

A certain melon, deemed

felicitous.

/VS Read Pun, a fish with a

/4M^ large head numerous.

Read Pan, to confer; to spread

everywhere; to disperse to di-

vide to; chiefly said of the Em-
peror conferring gifts aud dis-

seminating orders, books, and

so on. Used to denote the

temples. The name of a bird.

Pan hing, to send to

every part" of the empire to

promulge. Pan hea, to

send down to promulge to

give or make known to inferi-

ors. ^§ Pan shang, to grant

or bestow extensively,—said of

the Emperor. Pan szer

to confer, said ofthe Emperor.

To pull back; to lead; to

draw to to reach from a

lower place and grasp some-

thing above. T'uy pan,,

to push from, and to put to.

Pan cli'ay, to pull into'

some affair; to implicate.

iLlr^ A board a plank planks

|fr^ used in raisingmud walls,

Hoo pan, a list ofhouses

taken in the country,

Pan tseih, a list of population.

mm Pan too, a statistical

account of the empire; the ex-

tent and population of the em-

pire.

A wooden board; a flat

board, used as an instru-

ment of punishment; a kind of

bastiuade, used in China; the

board on which lists were in

ancient times written hence, a

register. ^7 Ta pan-

tsze, to bastinade. j^i

Ch'wang- pan, the boards of a

bed. pan, two

pieces of wood with which sing-

ers beat time to beat with;

them is called Ta-pao.
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San pan, or

San pan ch'uen, a European

boat is so called at Canton.

Ift^ ffi Pan cbih puh

t'ung, impenetrable abstmacy.

-w-fy* \ From knife and stone. To

J^/J^ / divide stone seals and

> give one to eaeli prince.

TjrrT I To confer and distribute

t/J**^ / and place in regular or-

der; a series a rank; a row; a

gradation a class of persons ex-

tending to every part; colours

arranged in order ae stripes;

variegated. Name of district,

A surname, ^tt San pan

three classes of attendants in

public courts. ^tt Mun
pan, those who attend to the

person of the magistrate in his

official character. Tsaou

pan, the lictor who inflicts the

Tbamboo. KhVae pan,

messengers who run on public

business,
~' Yih pan

jin, a class or series of persons;

a company. He pan,

a company of play-actors.

P'ae pan, to arrange the or-

'

der in which persons stand or

serve; to arrange in ranks as
.

soldiers. Ch'ang pan,

one who fills a place constantly,
j

. Shang pan, to serve
|

one's turn. Hea pan,
|

to retire after serving one's turn.

]

Kan pan, a footman

a personal servant, Pan

lee, 3Efc Pan ts'ze, or ^
Lun pan, these several ex-

pressions denote a series of per-

sons who attend to some service

in rotation, as persons who wait

on kings aud nobles, ^ji:

Pan maon
, cantharides, by some

written |J Pan maou. 3&j£

Pan pan, the noise of carts

of carriages; things arranged in

order. ^£ Pan shang, a

supercargo, is so called in Can-

ton. Jjfe Ta pan, is the

name by which the chief or

first supercargo in a company

is cEenominated. The Chinese

of Canton also apply the term

to supercargos of single ships,

who have been of long standing

or whom they wish to compli-

ment. J^^^ pan wan, streaks^

T^VTC Streaks; stripes, or varie-

gated colours.

Pan lan, variegated stripes.

Pan kew, wild pigeon, the

Chinese accuse it of undutiful-

ness to its parents.

From boat and something^

with which to turn it

round. To move to remove; to

separate j to divide and distri-

bute to revert to manner

class? way; or fashion. A man's

Daine^ Name of an animal; aud
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of a place. Name of a river. Us-

ed for several other characters.

Variegated adorned with

^Pf/ bright colours.

^ To exert one's strength

j

in doing, arranging or

)>managing; to manage; to

-j^l j

transact; to do; to prn-

IU J vide; to prepare.

Pe pau, to make previous ar-

rangements; to provide for.

Mae pan, a kind of market-

man; one who makes all neces-

sary purchases for the house

and table a comprador.

Shoo pan, a writer or in-

ferior clerk in a government of-

fice. Those in the Hoppo's of-

fice are called Ts'iiig

shoo. Pan teh haou,

well managed; done well.

*

J Pan le to attend to and di-

rect what is to be done,

Pan sze, to manage busi-

rolling eye of a beautiful wo-

man; to look affectionately; to

look about. A name of a wood.

The name of a district. A sur-

name. Fan koo to

look to and take care of; to look

-atchlully. P'an wang,

to look and hope for.

) ^ An eye with a great deal

of white. A man's name.

@X Fan tsing, a ca-

taract.

The scar of a healed

#\vound a cicatrix the

marks of the small pox.

P'an kh'e, a scar on a horse's

back.

The veins on a stone.

The internal sections of

melon, or of fruit like

the orange. The petals or flow-

er leaves of a plant are called

Hwa-pau.

FAN.

7\ The white and black of

the eye clearly distin-

guished; a beautiful eye; the

To lead or draw; to pull;

to climb up to a higher

place. Fung p'an,

or Kau p'un, I

venture to drag you to

my house; form of invi-

tation. f Kung

p'an, to depose ami implicate o-

ther people. P'an ch'ay,

to drag into an affair; to impli-

I
vau kwei, an

epithet denoting the degree, o-

therwise called Keu-jin.

P'an liea lae, to pull

down, as the branches of a tree.

P'an tse, to climb up.
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P'an yuen, to climb up,

as to a bird's nest,

g P'an or PVan. From half

f\} and flesh. The half of

a victim a slice of large fleshy

enjoying ease. Some say, lean-

Sin kwang t'e

p'an
?
an enlarged mind and bo-

dy enjoying ease.

PANG.

A wooden club.

Pang or Pung, a fish

which divides in half, and

which contains lirine; an oyster

from which pearls are j^rocured.

Yu jin teh le,

the fisherman is a gainer by it.

Pang ho seatig

che when the oyster grasps

fast the bill of the heron.

—

This adage is employed to de-

note that the retainers about

public courts are great gainers

by bitter litigations.

Pang choo, a pearl from the

oyster.

A state, or nation com-

y}4 monly applied to smaller

states. A surname.

Pang kea, the family that pre-

sides over a nation and the na-

tion, which the prince considers

his family. Pang kwo
?

a state or nation, a smaller and

larger nation; nations, generally.

•W^I/ A piece of wood, used by

\TV Chinese

which they strike the hours of

the night. Used at public of-

fices, and in the army also,

A big stick, or wooden

club.

To tie to bind with cords.

A modern character not

used in ancient times.

Pang foo she tsaou

take hiin bound to the market

place and execute before the

multitude—is a sentence always

written on the board which

courains the warrant for capital

punishment; the board is affixed

to the criminal's back. mm
Pang fuh, to bind; to tie.

To perform the necessa-

ry work to the edge of

a shoe; to bind a shoe.

Commonly used to denote

to help; to assist.

Seang pang, to render as-

sistance to. Heae pang,

the binding of a shoe.

Pang koo to pay attention to,

and take care of. ^* Pang
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show, to put one's hand to in

order to assist*

To stand opposed to

guard; to defend; to sur-

round for the purpose of de-

fence.

] From hand aud side. To

J

screen by placing before

to propel a boat by work-

-J^^/
j

ing at the ^ide. Rra(l

J/J^ 1 Pang, to strike; to pound;

to wrest or plunder from.

)^ Pang jiii. a boatman.

^1^^ Two hoats laid by thv side

of each other. |J
Pang jin, a Avaterman.

P'ang, and the following ai*e

both used in this sense.

Read Pang, a support at-

tached to the side of a

bow; to propel a boat.

Read Pang, a splinter of

wood. The rule or order

in which literati are chosen and

officers selected is called Pang.

Used to denote a fleet of boats,

or ships. Feuou pang',

to publish the names of the gra-

duates—to become notorious, in

a bad sense. Ta no-

pang, to attain literary rank,

tliat of Keu-jin. ~^

Yih pang ch'uen, a fleet of boats,

oi' ships. Pang che, to

flg or bastinade. Pang
second person from the top

of the literati. Pang

jin, a watei'inaiu

A staff; a club a cudgeL

Yung
});ing Iwau ta, to fight in a dis-

orderly manner with cudgels

and sticks,

Keaou seih kh'eueu pang, to

teach and practice boxing and

cudgelling,

P'AXG.

rjjl^ ^ From flesh and exube-

Jfj
1

I

rant. Fei p'ang,

fat; large; fleshy. ^^
PJo? I P'ang chang, a swelled,

f 4^1 I protuberant abdomen; an

u^ly appearance; fat; large.

Large; great; by the side;

noar to, Fang

woo, by the side of noon

near noon. P'ang

ch'ub, diverging from the

-as a bje road. 1

P'iiiifr peen, by the side.

P'ang jo woo jin, as

if there was nobody standing

near,—prnud disregard of o-

tlnTs. Pang jin, by-

"iiiidei?.
^
P'ang kwaii,

to look on each side; indifferent

and regardless.

To approach to; to leau

against. Read Pang tho

right and left sido; lateral,
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E p'aBg, or Fang

cho, to draw near to; to recline

against. Fang

jin muu hoo, to depend on some

family for support.

P'ang muxiy a side door.

^^l^ To run by the ftide of as Ft

the driver of oxen in a

cart, P'ang liwang,

perturbed; agitated state, com-

monly through fear.

Raiin, or water rushing

Hi down; the name of a riv-

er; the noise of water rushing

and dashing, as in a torrent.

iHH P'ang p'ang, tlie noise

of the wind striking against a

thing. 7§j^ Fangp'eior^

P'ang t ta yu, a

very heavy rain.

The noise of a stone fall-

ing; the name of a hill;

to rub; to grind, Uyed in Can-

ton for the European pound

weight, and for a pound sterling

* P'ang P'5 yuh

tmlh^ the crash of burstiug ac-

cumulated vapours a phrase

denoting heaven.

A side-going fish; a crab,

also called ^ P^ng

heae. ^^Fang kh'e, a dif-

ferent species of crab.

U ^ S^oin. ffi^K

4̂ P'ang kwang shan

kh'e, a kind of rupture or -

hernia, consisting in an infla-

tion of the groin and parts ad-

jacent. )Jjk Pang kwang,

the region of the groin.

To slander; to vilify; to

injure a person's reputa-

tion. B^P Fci p'ang,

or f HAvuy p'ang,

to vilify; to slander; to

iuj u re a person's repu tatiou

.

P'ang t'uh, to slander; to

speak ill of persons.

P'ang, or P'ang, a kind

of militeiy carriage a

chariot "with an elevated

superstructure resembling

a room. P'ang

p'ang, tlie sound of a cha-

^ riot

j
Au abuudant fall of snow ;

/ the appearance of rain

[ and snow, * P'ang

)
p'ang, or P'aug

p'ei, snow in great quantities.

AJU The name of an insect;

to move about. Read

Fang, Fang fuh, re-

sembling seeming as if.

P'ang yang, to saunter a-

bout and pass the time.

P'ang hwang, to be agitated

with. fear.

-JHt" P'ang or Fing, a certain

wild plaiit.
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A lofty house; filled full;

crammed. The name of

a place. Also a surname.

PANG.

To fall in ruins; the fall

of anything high, massy,

or honorable; to fall to lower

circumstances; to rush down as

a falling mountain the death

of an Emperor is expressed by

this word. A surname.

Pang sba, a species of butter-

fly or moth.

To bind; to tie; to fasten

garments about a child;

certain bandage tor chil-

dren, to fasten them to the

back of the narse.

Pnng or Fang See Fang.

A kind of wet dock in

which boats are safely^
moored.

P'ANG.

Of the same class, school,

or soqiety; an acquaint-

ance; an associate; a friend; a

pair of wine cups. P'ang

yew, a friend or acquaintance.

mm P ang tang, a cabal or

party of intriguing designing1

men about a court.

4flf| P'ing or P'ano-, to put

/v\ the cartii iuto, gr cover

over a grave; to inter; a path

or walk for the purposes of

archery to stop a stream of

water, for the purposes of irri-

gation; to shake; to tremble;

the noise of eartb rushing down

from a wall, from which it is

loosened.

A kind of tent pitched in

the fields or other places

for temporary purposes the*

tents or sheds erected by the

Chinese for theatrical exhibi-

tions. Ta p'ang, to

pitch a tent*

A dead body swelled out.

P'^ng or P'ing, a swell-

y/J/J ing of the abdomen a

dropsy; a eonstaut flow of the

menses.

Name of a stone.

P'ang sha, borax, sub-

borate of soda, used in

medicine.

A certain kind of milita-

ry carriage*

A certain fabulous binJ

trausforuied from a fiali
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of an immense size, several

thousand Chinese miles in ex-

tent; at every frisk or leap, it

rises ninety thousand miles.

wan le to spring ten thousand

miles at once, said of rapid

promotion,

^^ The sound of a drum

5^>^ certain appendages to

military chariots. A surname.

The name of a river, and of a

district. Name of an ancient

state situated in the modern

province of Chih-le.

P'ang le the western side of

the Po-yang lake. Abundant;

numerous affluent; haughty; a

path; a road; to progress un-

ceasingly.

/

•

Fang kh'e, a

small kind of crab found

on the sea shore.

P ' ^ Large swelled belly.

^ P'ang hang, large

swelled belly, like a hog,

^ P'ang or Fing, a kind of

f curtain or covering, jj]?^

P'ang* mung, spread as a

canopy; by the side, a curtain

or screen is called P'ang; spread

over or above, it is called Mung.

To exclude or put away

illicit intercourse with

women, as with tlie slaves or

female servants in the house,

A fine of four taels imposed for

indulging iu sexual intercourse

during a fast, j^jj" P'ang

mun, a side door.

The name of a plant thQ

name of a man.

To unite silk or cotton

y J J j

threads; to form a kin'i

f clth t unite or jiu-
I many together; a line for

j, V J |j J marking with or to

twitch the line, which in the

Chinese manner, is inked to

extend the string*, as ef a bow.

ffTo send to cause to ac-

cord with; to follow; to

hasten.

^^J/ Hastiness of disposition;

^ I
precipitancy of feeling; a

faithful straight-forward man-

ner. Pang p'ang

yuh t'ung, a vehement, impetu-

ous desire to act.

P' A swelled appearance of

a tlie abdomen large bel-

lied.

To boil by tlie application

j

of fire. The second form

)>is the ancient character,

¥tlie first is vulgar and

) modern. ^ P'ang

ch'a, to boil the water for the

purpose of making tea. ^ j^.
P'ang leen, to boil for a length

of time, and stir about to de-

coct. H P'ang

t'eaou shih wuh, to boil and

prepare food.

<A
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PAOU.

""^^ To fold about; to enwrap;

to envelope.

From to infold, and self.

To wrap round-as a womb

that is pregnant; to enwrap; to

infold; to envelope; to contain;

to assume to one's self; to un-

dertake; to transact for another

person. A surname. The name

of a hill. To rhyme, read Pow.

Kl/ae paou to com-

mence the usual contracts,

So paou shin kwang,

that which it includes is very

extensive, speaking of the sense

or meaning of words.

Paou chwang, a storehouse or

shed in the fields or hills, for

the reception of tea or other

products of the earth.

Psum cluing, a name of tea, so

called from being folded up in

paper parcels.

Paou pan ch'a, to form a kind

of wholesale contract to procure

teas. Paou fuh, a - nip-

per with which to surround a

bundle; that which is wrapped

up; a bundle. Paou
han to contain in the mouth;

i. e. not to disclose one's feel-

ings; to say nothing.

Paou kwo, to include within

^ surround ami include, said

both of things and of ideas.

Paou kwan, to be security

for; to pledge one's-self that &n

at^'air will succeed./^ Paou

kaou, a kind of silk bag.

Paou ko
y
to wrap round; to

wrap up. Paou khe
t(> bundle up.

Yung paou fuh paou kh T

e,

to take a cloth wrapper and tie

up a bundle. Paou lung,

to enclose as in a cage; to cage.

Paou kh'e lae, to

bundle up. Paou lan

to forestall; to monopolize 5 to

take the whole direction of any

atliiir; to conduct a lawsuit is

called ^iWi^ I^Paoii lan

^ze sung. Paou pe,

the wrapper, as of a bundle or

bale. Paou pan, to en-

gage to tnuinact in a wholesale

way, taking upon one's-self the

detail. Paou

t,:'ig ho sin, to cherish a male-

volent spirit under a fair ex te-

nor. Paou so, or

Paou so shing, twine.

Paou t^ang, to be stor-

ed up or contained in.

Paou yung, or Paou

han to contain or bear with pa-

tiently*
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Paou or Pa< u t° pare

Si^ off; to plane; a joiner's

plnne;. to cut or dig with a hoe.

Paou seo, feo pare^ to

thin by paring.

From hand and to infold.

To grasp hold of; to com-

press between the arms;

to infold; to embrace^ to

have within one's breast;

to feel; vapour directed towards

the sun. Read Peaou, to lead I

to take. Hwae paou,

to carry in the bosom,, as an in-

fant. Paou choo, to em-

brace oi' hold in the arms.

Paou e, to adhere to jus-

tice. Paou foo to em-

brace and sustain; to undertake;

to imitate good examples.

Paou ban, to feel or cher-

ish resentment. Paou

kaou, an inferior who impeaches

in behalf of his master.

Paou kh'euh, to feel aggrieved.

Paou kwei to feel shame

aiid regret. Paou

ffih keo, to embrace the feet of

Buddha. Paou p'ing, to

be sick.

To cover and plant. A
kind of grass that grows

on high and dry ground, and of

which mats are made; to fold

up in mats; that in which m^at

is folded up; free-growing lux-

uriant herbage. Also read Pow,

the husks of graiu. }|^
Paou che fa, a certain mode of

mincing meat. Paou

Ieih, a certain fruit,

Paou pun, the root; the parts

adjacent, Paou ts
reu

to fold up in rushes or grass

to fold up presents one sends to

a friend; presents.

From Jlesh and to sur-

round. That which sur

-

rounds an infant in the womb

is called Paou and J5 Paou

e. To swell; a bladder.

Ch'uy ya paou, to blow a

duck's bladder full of air.

S T'uiig paou che

lieung te brothers by the same

father; brothers in the strict

sense ofthe word.~The Chinese

use the word brother in a very

extensive sense. J^i Paou

heung, an elder brother by the

same father.

Paou le heu khe a bladder fill-

ed with air. Paou te

a younger brother by the same

father, Paou jin oc-

curs denoting a butcher and

cook.

Paou,, or Paou

tsze, a plane for flatten-

ing the surface of wood.

Paou seo, to plaue ofi:
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Satiated; filled with food.

Used also iu a metaphori-

cal sense; an indolent self-iiidul-

gcnt disposition, and an ear o-

pen to flattery. A surname.

g Paou sbih, satiated with

food; indolent. ft Paou

yub, satiated with food or drink.

Paou leaou, or

Shih paou, I am satiated is

used by the Chinese, in the same

way as I have dined, is by Eu-

ropeans.

Fish preserved in brine;

stinking fish; dried and

disagreeable-smelling fish. A
surname. P'wu

t^an keun, a famous poet. m
Paou yu cbe sze,

living in a place where saltr'l

fish is sold~corrupts the smell

and blunts its power of distin-

guishing, as the society of vici-

ous people does the moral taste.

To till or plough; to stick

into the ground.

Paou or Ngae. See Ngae.

From man and an abbre-

viated form of Foo to

hatch. To feed to nourish; to

embrace; to defend; to protect;

to preserve entire; to give re-

pose; to sustain; to be surety

for; to be answerable for. A
surname. A city of a certain

size. Chung paou

jin, a middle person; a mediator.

Tsew paou, a kind of

waiter in a tavern.

Paou ts'euen, to preserve entire.

Paou ts'euen shin

ming, to preserve life.

Paou ch'ang, a kind of consta-

ble; an old pei^on in a street or

neighbourhood. Paou

ch'uen, to secure a ship~as the

phrase is at Canton.

Paou hoo, to preserve to pro-

tect. Paou kea, or

Choo paou, a surety; one

who is answerable for another.

Paou kea, one who is

security or surety to the gov-

ernment for a given European

ship. Paou ken, to re-

comraend a person, and be se-

curity for his good behaviour.

Paou shang, a security

merchant; a native merchant

who is made responsible for for-

eign merchants vho trade to

China.

A station for defence; a

small citadel or post de-

fended by military.

i From clothes and to pro-

tret. I^K^K'eangpaou,

. cloth in which to wrap up chil-

dren; a cloth with which, in

jCJliina, they are fastened to the

n urse's back , The following
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also occurs in the same sense.

From plants and to pro-

tect. Thick luxuriant-

growing plants. Name of a cer-

tain vegetable. New sprouts

from an old stock of the mul-

berry tree, growing thick and

spreading as a cover or shade;

to cover; to shade in an easy

tranquil state/ Used for a cloth

in which Chinese children are

carried on the nurse's back. To

store or lay up,—applied to a

variegated flag or banner.

To proclaim the excel-

lence, beauty, or merits

of; to praise; to commend

virtuous and proper con-

duct large garments.

Used in several proper

names. A surname. Read

Pow, to collect together.

Paou ming, long

garments. Paou

peen shih chung, praise and

censure impartially distributed.

The fierce rays of the sun;

scorching; cruel; destruc-

tive of life; cruelties in the

chace; a fierce, boisterous wind;

a storm; a tempest. Paou is

applied to the loud boisterous

clatter of instruments.

Paou paou, rising suddenly and

abruptly. A tract of land six

le square. The name of a place.

A riuruame. Read Puh
?
to diy

with the suu; to manifest; ma-
nifest; to exhibit.

To pass over and above.

% S Paou chih, or

Paou sub, the person or

persons who remain over night

in the public offices at court;

also denominated Paou
clnh.

Fire going forth and ut-

tering a sound; hot; fall-

ing; fire bursting; rend-
( .

°

I ^ \ ing or splitting as by the

/ v jv J explosion of powder; to

dry with fire. Paou

chuh, crackers made ofgunpow-

der stuffed in paper.

From to compare and ar-

I
range and ten; hence it

denotes a tything, or tything-

man.

l^ ^^B A parti-coloured horse.

A certain water bird; ap-

plied also to designate a

horse.

A gem; precious; vulua-

ble; a term of respect; to

esteem valuable, felicit-

ous, happy applied to the

national signet, the great

and to the throne.

Tang ta paou, to ascend

the Emperor's throne.

T'ung paou, the coin of China.

Sze paou, four sorts
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bvof precious stones, used

scholars to express paper, pai-

vilt
ink, and a stone on which

to rub it; they are

Woo kea paou, invaluable.

Paou hang, precious mer-

cantile houses i. e. your house !

of business. Paou pei
j

a precious pearl anything very

valuable. Paou ^Ikmi,

*o esteem -and value virtue.

P sliili, or Paou \

slia, corundum stone. p^H

Paou tau the birth-day of a de-

ml-god. Paou i

slien jin yay, to esteem and va-

lue good men.

To make a return accord-

ing to what has been re-

ceived or done to l'ecom-

pence; to repay; to re-

quite; recoinpence; requi-

tal; to announce to; to give in-

formation of either verbally or

hy letter to report or state to.

^ B Yew ngan paou

ugan, he ^vho has received a

favour must make a recompence

for it. 3^ Wang paou, is

to hope for a recompence from

•others. Too paou, is

to hope to be able, and to be

desirous of making a return to

others. ^ How
«gau t'oo paou, I liope to make

returu for your great kind-

Yang paou, aa

open or nmnifest recompence,

|^ Yin paou, a secret or

hidden recompence. §
Fuh paou, a happy or blessed

nn-ompence. ^ Ngo paou,

a recompence of evil.

¥l* Ngo pelh yew ngo

j)iiou, vice or the vicious shall

1"' recoinpencetl willi evil.

& Suh paou, a sudden recom-

pence, or a quick notification*

!^ Ts'ee paou, to announce

to with haste. T'uug

paou, to notify everywhere; or a

jrciuTal information given to all

the officers of a city or province.

^ |^ King paou, the Peking

Gazette. In the provinces it

is in manuscript, and hence is

called ^ King ch'aoiu

Paou, occurs in tin' sense of

115 to unite. ^ Paou

diov to revenge. ^[ Paou

ngan, to make a return lor some

lavoi" or benefit received; an act

•of gnititiule. & 'fja Paou sin,

infoi*mution or intelligence giv-

en; to lcport or state to.

Paou tsze, a messenger.

U

Paou t% ami ^M Paou

ying, to make a return, or to

recompence. In a religious use,

rewiU'ds aud j>uui>]iments.

to revenge a wroug look.
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pard.

An animal like a tiger

with round spots; a leo-

A surname.

P'AOU.

The roar of an enraged

tiger, or of a wild boar;

to roar an enraged or angry

appearance.

A kitchen or cook-house.

Faou cli'oo, or

P'aou jin, a place for

killing animals and cooking

food; a cook.

A drum - stick. Read

P,eaou free growing

bushy shrubs. Read Tow, the

name of a plant.

P'aou, or Faou

kwa
9

or §R P'aou

hoo, a certain gourd of which

a drinking cup is made.

The bubbles whicb. rise

on boiling or agitated

water pustules or blisters on

the skin the noise made by

water bubbling up. The name

of a river. The name of a fish.

Shwuy paou, a water

bubble. P'aou sow, co-

pious abundant. P'aou

shih, to moisten or make damp

with water*

A blister on the hands or

feet a vessicle.

To embrace or surround

with fire. To roast or

bake amongst cinders, or

surrounded with a crust

of clay. To apply flesh

to the fire, is expressed by

Chih; to roast before the fire,

is expressed by Fan. Com-

monly used in the same sense

as P'aou, and applied to

guns, cannons and rockets, in

which powder is enclosed. j^C

Fang p'aou, to fire guns.

Ta p'aou, great guna.

Haou p'aou, a signal

gun. King p'aou, a sa-

lute. M P'aou che, to de-

coct medicines.
P

t'ow, the common rocket.

B P'aou yen, tbe gun port-

hole of a ship's side.

A disease which causes a

swelling on the part af-

fected; a swelled face.

An engine employed in

war, for throwing stones;

it threw stones twelve

catties -weight, twelve

hundred cubits. This cha-

racter is now applied to

cannon, for which some

use P'aou, see above. The

ast character is in common use

for throwing stones with the
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hand. ® P aoa ch>ay a

war chariot for throwing stones,

otherwise called

P'eih leih cli'ay.

To cover and garment.

1Li A ong garmeut reaching

down to the feet, and covering

the inferior parts of dress the

front j)art of dress. f
P'aou kwa, a long under gar-

ment, and a shorter one out-

side. Mang p*aou, or

Lang p*aon, upper dress

with an embroidered square on

the back and breast, worn by

persons of rank in China a

kiucl of court dress.

To ran; to run away; to

raise the earth as some

animals do with their feet; to

excavate. Read P'o, to stamp

with the feet.

i

P'aou lae p,aou kh*eu, to run

backwards and forwards.

P

3

aoa ma, to run horses.

P'aou tsow, to run off

to race.

A containing vessel a

gourd; a calabash,

Twan king

ta fub yue p'aou, a vessel with

a short neck and wide belly is

called Faou.

Ch'ang urh sow shang^

yue hoo, long and lean in the

upper part (of the vessel) is

called Hoo. Paou ye,

the leaves of the P'aou, when

young make soup in the eighth

month they become bitter.

JJ^, Paou kwa, the name of a

star.

Put down at to throw

with the hand; to throw

or spread out.
P

sbih tow to throw stones.

^(^ P'aou wang, to throw and

spread oat a net. Faou

kh'e, to reject; to throw away.

P'aou chuen yin

yuh, to throw a stone in order

to bring a gem; to give a thing

with a view of getting some-

thing better in return.

Name of an animal re-

sembling a deer in some

respects. Read P'eaou, a mar-

tial appearance. Name of a

plaut to eradicate plants a

bird changing its colour or cast-

ing its feathers.

Pjfe Sound the voice of any

Jaw animal

P'aou.

Same as

PE.

^ A ladle or spoon a wood-

i^d eu ladle witk which fle^h

is lifted from the pot when per-

iunning the rites of sacrifice,

—
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a word not in common use.

A stick or sticks used as

a fork, with which, at fu-

neral sacrifices, victims are lift-

ed out of the boiler, and placed

in the vessel prepared for them.

\\/ Two spoons u niformly

arranged on a table. To

compare one thing with another;

to put in order; to classify; to

collate; in epitaphs denotes, to

select and follow a virtuous

course; to provide; to prepare;

to make; to approach near to;

nearly related, or contiguously

situated to reach or extend to;

to refer to; to equal; even; re-

gularly placed according with;

corresponding or answering

close the point of an arrow.

Pe, is further found in connec-

tion with various other char-

acters. )^ Pe fang, a com-

parison an analogy.

Pe kh'ew, is an Indian word,

untranslated, applied to the men-

dicants of the Buddha sect. }^
Pe kh'ew ne, a mendi-

cant nun or priestess. ^
Pe kh'aou, to collate and exa-

mine.^ Pe k'ew sang,

a mendicant priest. Pe

p'ing, to compare and criticise,

applied to books, or to the ac-

tions of the people, }^
Pe p'ing teih hwa, debate

or discussion about the merits

of. Pe meih, close;

closely connected; thickly situ-

ated; intimate. ^> }^ Puh pe,

not equal to. }^ Pe te,

metaphor, used in poetry.

Pe yu, or Che yu,

as to; respecting^; extending to;

equalling. ( ~ ill

Pe yih pe kh'an shwiiy

kaou, ruake a comparison and

see which is the tallest,

/Ll> To separate from; to di-

vide; ugly, fit Po
hwuy, an ugly womau.

jy^J
Steps; to be paired with.

- yOne says, the step on the

j
shoulder. A man's name.

J^Lf^ The epithet of a deceased

AMI mother. Tsoo pe,

a female ancestor.

Kh'aou pe, Kh'aou denotes a

deceased father and Pe, a de-

ceased mother — deceased pa-

rents.

Affording shade and shel-

ter; to cover over, appli-

ed to certain covering of wheoL-;

to lodge or reside in a place.

Name of a place. Pe
min, to protect the people; to

shelter them from evil. J[j^

Pe yew, to protect and aid, ~>

said of divine protection and as-

sistance.
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"1 Adjoining, as contiguous

fields clear manifest

substantial; to assist; the

>heart full the navel.

Forms part of the name

of hills. Name of a dis-

trict. Rffc Kh'wa pe,

to crouch softly or servilely.

Se pe the clasp of a

girdle or belt. Pe leen,

adjoining. f}Jt Pe loo, a

name of Buddha. Jt Pe

lew, the branches of trees open

and irregular,

^IJ^ Ornamental silk fringes

yjtl'U and tassels, applied to

flags or banners; silk almost

spoiled; silk of an open wide

texture; a series. Pe

mew, loose and complicated; er-

roneous,— said to apply meta-

phorically to personal character.

Grain which does not ar-

rive at maturity; a kind

of tare which grows a-

mongst grain, and re-

quires to be carefully se-

parated from it; a kind

of chaff or grain not fill-

ed ignorant. Pe k'ang,

chaff or husks; dust and dirt;

broken fragments.

i Pe kan the mu

of au animal; a prison a

jail.

Pit
Name of a hilL

Steps to ascend high

steps leading to the Im-

perial throne. Keae pey

steps; steps leading up to a hall,

or court. "f^ hea, de-

notes the Emperor, and is used

by his ministers in direct ad-

dress. Pe pe, many

arranged in regular order.

A comb made of bamboo

or wood; to lead or draw

a kind of rake for taking

shrimps.

The navel of an animal

body.

To pair; to couple with

to equal. A woman's

name. E pe, a small

appearance. Pe meir

equally beautiful or excellent.

To strike with the hand

I
thrown backwards. Read'

Pee, to play on a string-

ed instrument with the

fingers.

Careful heedful atten-

tive; laborious; painstak-

ing; the appearance of water

flowing from a spring.

The handle of a spear; a

^yy^ kind of stand on which

to hang a bow. Read Peih, a

pair; the stem of a peucil.
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Pe kh'ew, hills with wood

on their summits.

^/if/ Water flowing between

two banks the appear-

ance of water flowing as from

a spring, with constaut uninter-

rupted motion, increasing and

widening as it rolls. The name

of a river. Read Peih, in a si-

milar sense. / Pe yang,

the name of a district.

^ Divine; that which can-

not be fully explained;

Vabstruse; secret; mysteri-

I
ous ' The name of an of-

J fice. A surname. The

second character is also read Pee.

Name of a fragrant plant. ^j^

Pe show, or Pe

ch'ueu, secretly communicated,

generally used by quacks in

reference to their modes of cure.

Kiu pe, to shut closely, as

in locked jaw. MjC Kh'e

pe, to open and to shut.

lif Pe mim seay kL.'eh
?

to shut one's door and thank vi-

sitors, but not see them.

Pe mun, to shut a door or

gate. Pe hoo, to shut

one's door, from a wish to be

undisturbed in study.

'§ Pe mun sze kwo, to

shut one's- self up and consider

one's errors. Pe kh'ow,

to shut the mouth.

Pe seh, to close or fill up.

|^ Pe ts'ang, to store or lay up,

applied to the stores of na-

ture.

0|
Pe or Pei, to give a seal

to, and constitute a ruler

or goveraor; to give authority

to; a clean pure stone or gem.

Read Seh, according to the old

definition.

A closed door; anything

secret, not allowed to tran-

spire; deep; mysterious; divine;

careful; attentive.

To shut a door; to screen

or shade from; to conceal

to store or lay bye; to stop or

close up; to shut anything.

That person, place or

thing; a term denoting, to

put away or exclude. it

Pe tsze, that and this; you and

me; he and him; both.

Pe tgae, exclude him out of the

question.

Pe, or Pei, the ancient

form of this character, is

>froin Tso the left, and

Kea, the head or first;

'^J "*J hence, inferior,

T'een tsun te pe
3
hea-

ven is superior, earth inferior.

0J -^L Kaou pe, high and low.

- Pe chih, inferior, or

low office; u e. he who fills one.
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used by inferior officers, when

addressing their superiors, in-

stead of the Pronoun I.

Pe kang, meanly crouching

and proudly assuming.

Pekh'euh, mean, servile bending

and stooping; crouching; sneak-

ing Pe low, or

Pe pei, mean; vile; vulgar;

low. Pei pe, inferior,

low class of persons. /^

3 ^§ Pe woo koAv ts'een,

mean and filthy as a dog; base.^ Pe pe imh

tsuh taou, very mean, unworthy

of being mentioned.

Pe seuen, humble; lowly obe-

dient, in a good sense.

Pe wei, mean condition.

#To cause that; to enable;

to give; to benefit; to ful-

fil the duties of an official situa-

tion; to accord, or follow. {

Pe ue, to squiut, or look a-

slant.

Lrr^ Pe or Pei, to be attached

I to; to devolve upon thick

> abundant; a low wall; a

low damp place; marshy

land.

From woman and low or

mean. A slave womau,

either one who has been bought

"with money, or one who has

been made such, as a punish-

ment. Applied to the name of

a fish, and of a bird.

Kwan pe, slave women, who
are made so by the government.

Pe tsze, a feraale slave

generally, was, in former times,

a person who committed some

offence; a term by which women

sometimes designate themselves.

A low cottage; applied

abo to palaces that are

built low low short. Used to

denote the no^e; a certain fe-

male bird. J^. Yew pe,

tlie name of a state.

Name of a river.

A disease arising from

damp; the name of aa ar-

Hot with fire; heated.

To look askance.

Pe e or Pe e, to

look first to the left side

and then to the right; the

embrasures on the top of

a wall.

Pe, or Pei, an upright

stone to -svhich victims in

> the temples were forraer-

]y fastened; a stone set on

its end and having an in-

scription od it; a stone tablet

erected in temples or at tombs,

in palaces or in houses.

IE Pe ke, or Pe wau,
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the inscription on a stone tablet

the memoranda engraven on it.

"JLYj j Slanderous; fond of de-

P /|"* traction.

/^ttt Pe or Peih, to ornament

7|V7|^ with a sort of facing, the

upper border of a garment.

Com raonly read P'eih,

which see. Read Pe, in

the sense of comparison*

Pe, or Peih, name of a

J^i^ tree, the wood of which

is yellow; a certain odoriferous

plant.

The arm, from the elbow

to the wrist. From the

slionUl^r to the elbow is called

Naou. The shoulder and

leg of a victim.
"~"

Tsoo yih pe che leih, to as-

sist with the strength of an

arm. Pe che

she che, the arm directs the

fingers. Pe ch'uen, a

bracelet worn at the wrist.

^\ Pe tsee, the joint of the

Tattered bad raiment

spoiled poor; bad of its

kind to desist. Used by affec-

tation for the pronoun my and

our. A surname. Used to de-

note stopping up; closing. ^4
Pe kwei, the appearance of

using effort. Pe leu,

my house. Pe suh, our

vulgar customs,—in this place

or neighbourhood. |^ Pe
yew, my friend.

Fit^
& erroneously used for

^/C M Pe and Pe. To

fall prostrate to fall down
dead a dead body lying ex-

posed to cause to fall down
dead to kill to slaughter

wearied disgusted bad vici-

ous. Also read Pee.

Silk; wealth; things giv-

I |l en as presents, of what-

ever they consist. Pe

peh, pieces of silk; presents gen-

erally. •

Low brushwood which

covers the surface of the

ground to shade, as by the fo-

liage of a tree to conceal to

shelter to screen; to oppose

to cut off; sfaall; minnte. The

name of a place. Read Peih, to

strike; to brush to separate.

Pe koo to cover the

crime; to take satisfaction for

it. ^ J£ Piili tsuh

pe koo insufficient to make sa-

tisfaction for a crime.

Pe heen, to keep eminently vir-

tuous men in the shade, instead

of drawing them into public life.

Pe muh, to screen or

shut the eyes. Pe seh,

to screen and close up.
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Pe seih, a cover for the knees;

a pad worn on each knee; an

apron. Pe tsang, to

screen aud keep warm, appli-

ed to nature in summer.

Pe fung yu, to shelter

from the wind and rain.

Pe yu khe chih

yay, (the mind) obscured, cloud-

ed, or shaded by grosser matter,

—so as to cause idiotism.

Completed ready pre-

pared provided against;

sufficient; entirely every-

thing prosperous; to pro-

Vvide to assist to guard

against. A surname. 0(5-

curs denoting the claws

of animals, aud long mi-

litary weapons. ^* 'flffl

Kaou pe, to announce that a

thing is completed.

Chun pe, to prepare. )\i

T Fan sze ts
$

e pe leaou,

everything is ready. ^§^
Yu pe, to provide for; to make

previous arrangements. j

7 Pe hea leaou, prepared.

11 pe hwan keih, to be

prepared for emergencies, ^jl

^* Pe kh'aou, to retain for fu-

ture investigation, said of li-

terary subjects.

^-tt Certain dried cakes, used

in the army when on a

march also used for the enter-

ml

tainment of guests.

I^Joi Large and robust; to urge

-J and tyrannize over to be

angry without the influence of

liquor.

Tcm Filled with wind; a aen-

r^f^ sation of stoppage of the

subtile fluids a diseased state,

induced by grief.

From mouth and a gran-

|J5j firy. To accumulate ava-

riciously, and distribute no-

thing; avaricious mean sordid.

J2.|> 1
A small confined city; a

jPf 1^ I frontier town a small

district; a country place.

Five Pe make a ^(
Heen, district. Rustic;

low vulgar mean vicious •

bad to esteem so to despise

to contemn. Pe

suh che ch'ing, a vulgar term

of compliment. |5 Pe e,

poor vile idea; i. e. my thoughts

or ideas. Pejin a mean

low person. ^[{^ Pe lin, par-

simonious contemptible; nig-

gardly. Pe low, low;

vulgar mean. Pe le,

vulgar coarse. Kh'o

pe, despicable; contemptible.

^ The nose; the first or ori-

I

gin of, from an idea that

)>the nose is first formed

in the womb; to bore the

nose of au animal.
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Pe chnn, the point of the

nose. Pe t'e ch'ung,

a slug. Pe kh'ung, the

nostril, Pe leang, the

"bridge of the nose. Pe

t'e, bubbles. Pe tsoo,

the first ancestor in a line of

genealogy. Occurs in several

proper names. Pe yen,

snuff.H Pe foo, the ap-

pearance of -using great

effort; robust strength; angry;

indignant.

Glossed over adorned

ornamented,—applied to

herbage. Read Fun or P'un,

impetuous.

J^^^ Pe or P'ei, the reins by

ff which a horse is guided

in a carriage.

Pe or P'ei, a certain wild

animal like a boar and

possessing great strength

sometimes having yellow and

white streaks. A man's name.

P'E.

To pass wind backwards.

Fang p'e, to break

Avind from behind, used con-

temptuously for what a person

says; as are also the expressions

M Kow pe and

Fang kow ch'ow p'e.

Ta p'e koo, to flog

on the posteriors. Pe
koo, the posteriors.

To strike with the hand;

Li to push from; to turn

round; to compare and decide;

to declare officially to decide

upon and reply to a petition

or statement from an inferior;

the reply to pare or scrape off;

to assist. Part of the name of

a musical instrument. $ ^

P'e chun, to declare an acqui-

escence in, or granting the pray-

er of a petition. P'e

hwuy, official reply,

P'e ineen, to slap the face,

P'e p'ing*, to criticise on

anythiug". P'e she, an

official answer to some piocla-

nation.

P'e ping jin che ch'ang twan,

to compare and discuss,— to

animadvert on people's merits

and defects. P'e

p'vvan cliing sze, to animadvert

officially on the language of a

petition.

A fruit-bearing tree; that

with which victims are

lifted and put in their place a

small-toothed comb, ^
P'e p'a, the mespilus japonioa;

a fruit commonly known by tlie

rame loquat Loo-keuh.

Pe pa ye
;
the leaves

li
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of the loquat tree, nsed as a

modicine in coughs.

^-|-* To pnsh from with the

': hand. Name of a fish.

i Pe Pa ,
name of a

etringed instrument.

,A crack in any utensil,

the parts still adhering.

P'e shwang, a

caustic medicine, appli-

ed to ulcers. It is ex-

cetnling'y poisonous, and

is sold with much caution.

The guts or tripe of a

cow thick, substantial,

or important a certain

sacrifice.

Hi ) P'e ma, a certain

plant with a leaf resem-

bling' liemp from the

seed an oil is expressed,

\vh ich is used in making the

red pigment, used by the Chi-

nese, to make an impression

with a seal. Castor oil plant.

Iron; the iron coulter of

, , a plough the barb of an

Vf^H >aiu'ow the name of an

arrow having a broad

long barb.

Kk'wa pe a per-

son soft and cringing

servile and boasting.

'.Name of an animal re-

[ sembling a hog.

J

Name of a certain fero-

cious animal found in

Leaou-tung,——said to re-

semble a tiger. Nume of

a flag.

P'e hew chin t'ny, the P'e-hcw

keeps down noxious influeuces

—— is a sentence written as a

charm on tbe corners of Chi-

nese houses.

To skin skin bark

peel a wrapper; a case.

A surname. Po p'e, to

peel off the skin. Ltth

pe, deer sic in. Hae

lo p'e, sea-jnule skin; i. e. bea-

ver skin. Hoo p'e, fox

skin. Le p'e, is also fox

skin, but of a different sort.

Ta— Wuy

shoo pe, squirrel skin.

Teaou shoo p'e, martin

skins, none below the third

degree of rank allowed to wear

them. T'ae

p'ing teaou p'e, seal skin also

called * Yu p'e.

T'a p'e, otter skin.

Kwei p'e, cassia bark. ^pa

^^

t<
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2^ Shih ew pe, pomegranate

peels. Pe foo, the skin

which covers an animal body.

P'
e kiih seang

leen, the skin sticking to the

bones,—applied to the suffering

of hunger in a future state.

^ P'e shih, the region of the

heart. Fe yaou tae

a leatlier purse worn round the

waist.

To cut with a knife to

chop to hew.

A part of clothing which

covers the breast and

a kind of waistcoat.bacl

book

To open or spread out

to open, as a scroll or

t
to cover over as with

clothes, or to cast them off to

break or reud as a vessel.

jjj P'e shau, to open a passage

amongst hills, P'e me,

the appearance of an army rout-

ed and thrown into disorder.

P"W sanfa,

the hair of the head in a disor-

dered state dishevelled hair.

P'e lan, to turn over

and read slightly the pages of

a book. Fe shoo, to

open a book.

Fatigued wearied in a

state of lassitude weak-

ness inability. Pe
keuen, wearied

j
fatigued, as by

wan,

study. Pe nan, fatigtr

ing and difficult, said of offi.

cial situations. P'e

remiss idle careless.

A rent paid in gvaiu.

|Lr|*^ Angry; vexed; sorry.

-a^lfj P'e or P'ei, the covering'

X>vC spread over a person

when sleeping; to cover over;

to extend to; to add to; to be

added to. The sign of the pas-

sive in verbs. To cover with, or

to put on clothes; to prepare or

provide the space enclosed by

joining the ends of oue's fingers

and thumb. A surname.

P'e kaou, one who is accus-

ed; a defendant. P'e

m^en, or P'e wo, a j>al-

larapore, or coverlid. : ^[C

t IJ,
e shwuy tsae, to suffer

some calamity from water.

I)e liae, to suffer an injury.

P'e keen, was seen.

Artful debate and litiga-

p/^v tion aninrating others

by specious declaim" ion insi-

dious accusation. f|}^ P'e

ts'ze, the language of debate or

insidious disputation.

To confer upon to bene-

fit. !]2 E pe, in a re-

gular series or urdur.
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Read P'o, lame in the

feet. P'e or Pei, to bear

up only on one side, as a per-

son lame in one foot to stand

on one foot, in a careless irre-

verent manner. P'e

' keo, lame in the feet.

{fAt Fe or Fei
3
a bank to

embank the side of a

lake or poud^the side of the

road. The name of a place.

Distorted; leaning on one side;

subverted.

A certain part of the har-

ness of a coach horse a

girth.

Crooked distorted bone.

fftM Wei Pe crooked;

winding; distorted, both in a

literal and figurative sense.

To be benefitted; to give

to; to assist; to supply

what is deficient to enable to

i\o to give permission to do;

small. The name of a city. A
surname,

Yew p'e ching ch'e chay, that

which assists or is beneficial to

government. f P'e joo,

a long garment. P'e

ylh, to be beneficial to; to assist

an ntfair.

A part of the stomach

the internal tunic of the

stomach that which, as the

Chinese conceive by its action,

causes digestion to stop. The

name of a city.

P'e kh'e ])iih haou, bad temper;

vicious disposition. ^jtC

P'e kh'e shin hwae, temper

or disposition exceedingly spoil-

ed; the principles vitiated.

P'e kh'e, the gastric efflu-

via; the disposition; the temper

of a person, P'e wei,

the stomach the appetite.

The name of a city, and

of a district. A surname.

The embrasures on the

top of a city wall to be-

nefit; to cause advantage to.

jlip. Show pe an officer who-

keeps v/atch on the city wall.

From bone and inferior.

Tlie thigh bone. §^
P'e koo, the thigh.

A eeiTain military drum;

also a drum employed in

court amusements of fencing and

posture making; to drum.

Pc or P'ei, vile; wicked

J3f l)ad. Read P'e, to ob-

struct; to hinder from proceed-

ing in a proper course; in which

sense, it is the name of one of

the Kwa. Tsang p'e,

good and evil.

Ch'ang kh'e che p'ei (or fow),

try whether they taste well or
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not? She fow is it, or

is it not is it right, or is it

«t? W
So yen wei che she fow, I don't

know whether what I say be

the fact or not or,. Avhether the

sentiment be right ov not.

She fow Idi'o hing,

may it be done or not?

Kho fow, is it proper or not?

may it be, or not

Tsang fow, has it occurred; or

is it done yet, or not?

We che teh show

fow, I don't know whether they

are received yet, or not.

Pain disease a gather-

ing or concretion in the

abdomen an obstruction; stop-

page weak; debilitated.

P'e kli'wae, a disease like

the stone or gravel.

Great large. A man's

^fH name. Also read Pow.

J^^^ A mean person under the

iufluence of success and

prosperity partiality for; blind

affection for; depraved; concu-

piscence; lechery. Name of an

office. P'e ts'ee, a fa-

vorite concubine. P'e

hing
? P'e t'ung, or

y\ P'e jin, person vS abused for

Jj^^ To make f

and declare; to compare

one thing to another, or to sup-

pose a case for the purpose of

illustration; to make, or to be,

clearly or well understood.

P'e fang, P'e joo,

or ^f- P'e yu, a compari-

son; a metaphor; to make a sup-

positive comparison. >^
P'e ptih yuen, not very dif-

ferent from. P'e jo,

supposing; as if; like as.

To go out of the way of;

XEcmht to avoid; to shun; to re-

tire from; to go into solitary

retirement. Hwuy pe
to retire to stand back when

magistrates pass along the street.

P'e she fei, to retire

from notice, in order to avoid

making one's-self the subject of

discussion or altercation, for and

against. )@ P'e nan, to

shun distress and difficulties.

Fe she, to shun the

world. P'e sfili to avoid

what is vulgar and common*

PEAOU.

The outer garments; the

highest point of exteri-

or; external; to manifest exter-

nally anything set up as a
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guide; statement offered to a

superior; a manifest. It is ap-

plied to relations by the mo-

ther's side, as they do not par-

take of the same surnauie, and

coihstitnte one T'ang, or

house. Name of a place. A
surname. She shin

peaon, a watch, Chung

peaoU, a clock. Peaou

choo, to make manifest; to ar-

range seats so as to shew the

rank of the persons. ^
Peaou chang, a kind of pravcr,

read before an idol, and then con-

sumed by fire. Peaou

peh, to make a clear exposition

of. Peaou peaou, erect

in person conspicuous amongst

many. Peaou tsin a

relation not of the same sur-

name. Peaou heung

te distant brothers; that is,

cousins by the mother's gide.

Peaou san, to

give; to distribute.

A female name.

To separate and give to;

to scatter or disperse.

Peaou, or ]Jf] Hoo
peaou, a lady's handker-

chief; a kind of kerchief worn

round the neck by women, par-

ticularly Tartar women. Used
for pasting paper pictures on

silk or thicker sheets of paper,

and fitting them to a roller.

Jt|iff The highest point of a

^\^\ tree; the point opposite

to the root; a branch liiglily

situated; a signal port; a sign-

board a streamer; a streamer,

as a signal on the end of a pole

u warrant from government; to

in^'ribe or insert in a book,

Ch'a peaou^ to hoist a signal.

Peaou che, exceedingly

gay and haii'

Peaou cliun, or Peaou

yang, to exhil>it an example to

others. Peaou kh'e, a

flap; used a< a si^n.il.

Peaou ch'uli lae, to appear

conspicuous amongst others.

Peaou ts'eang, a missile

weajjon.

To strike; to beat, or feel

the breast aying the

hand upon the heart ; to full; the

point of a knife or sword to

'1"' a signal to. 1^ Peaou

kh'e, to make a signal with a

flag.

P'EAOU.
Flying vith the velocity

of light or fire; a signal

made hy fire; rising in a

]i*rht airy manner,—ap-

plied to the motion of a

streamer; a government

warraut to seize persons;
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eaou,

a pawnbroker's ticket a paper

authorizing |i person to act.

Tang p'eaou, a pawnbrok-

er
1

^ ticket. Chtlhp

to issue a warrant.

Ts'een p'eaou, a paper authoriz-

ing to receive money,

P'ae p'eaou, a government war-

raiit. Occurs also written with

wood by the side, in the same

sense.

yj^M^ Light; airy; volatile; nim-

iJ^r% ble; active. Applied to

personal character, occurs in a

bad sense, demoting levity; gid-

diness.

|U| j
I A middle-sized bell, giv

yjT 4 U)S au acute light sound.

Read P'eaou, to prick a wound

with a pointed stone; to cut off;

to rob; to plunder- Also swift;

light urgent. Read Peaou, the

close; the termination of.
ij

"jj P'eaou leo, to rob or plun-

der. §|} P'eaou tseih, or

^ j|King p'eaou, swift; nim-

ble; active, applied to soldiers.

P'eaou ts'eang, a mis-

sile dart or spear.

To seize by violence; to

attack and plunder.
||

P'eaou, occurs in the same sense.

Having no rule, measure

or limit irregular; the

appearance of being blown ra-

pidly; a carriage ruunuig with

an immoderate degree of swift-

ness. P'eaou ch'ang,

singing loose or licentious songs.

Leviiy; lightness of clia-

4>»J> racter and conduct; giv-

en up to prostitution; a whore

to go a whoring; to follow af-

ter loose women. A woman's

name. Haou p'eaou,

addicted to lewdness.

P'eaou ch'ae, or P'eaou

shay, a bagnio or bawdj-house.

i( P'eaou yaou, to put a-

way disease, P'eaou

tsze, a prostitute.

P'eaou too yin, wlioring, gain-

ing, and drinking.

A silken streamer affixed

to the end of a pole; a

cloth wrapped round the head.

Urgent pressed vehe-

ment.

To dry anything in the

To float; to be moved

and agitated, as by the

wind cold and bleak,

I

Name of a river. Used

]ir^ J to denote a certain dis-

ease. j P'eaou hae
?
to na-

vigate the seas. / | P'eaou

p'eih, a kind of echo. /

P'eaou p'eaou, the appearance

of soaring high in the air; to

stretch out cloth on the surface

of the water, and expose it to
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the air in order to whiten it; to

bleach. P'ea"

lev/ lang tsze, a floating wave;

a dissipated person.

A rnoss-like plant, which

grows and flows on the

Avater.

}^ The rapid flight of light

P^J^ or fire, applied to a ]>a-

lace gate of a red colour.

C'l'iH p'eaou a <li-

viniiy of the southern rogions.

Feaou k'eue, a certain

tratc of the Imperial palace.

^fkkT A kind of gourd or cala-

ZlvJJi bash, of which a drink-

ing cup is made; used also to

lift wator with.

Silk of a blue and white

colour; an azure colour.

P'eaou p'eaou, a light

blue colour; light, buoyant,

<;ending appearance, applied ">

a bird rising in the air. ^/
P'eaou meaou fung yun,

a style elegant and sublime;

phraseology remote from com-

mon use,

A spiral wind a Avhii'l-

\viiul; a suddeai and rapid

wind; alight mailing appearance,

as if carried by the wiud; to

blow or be blown by the viu(l;

to fall; easy flowing gait.

Fung p'eaou, a gust of wiud.

I P'^uhae,

P'eaou yatis;, to be blown over

the surface ofthe sea or ocean. In

this seit-e synonymous witli

Fcm.u. |1' Feaou

])'eaou jo seen, a flowing gait

like one of the immortals,—said

in praise ofa woman's mam^r

ofwalking. Ilfj P'eaou tung,

moved or agitated by the wind.

A fleet horse strong and

flj]J^J valorous; a yellow horse

cl>;»nging colour to white spots.

One say^, a horse with a white

tail. 5 P'eaou khe, the

name of a military office.

Part of the viscera of fish

of which glue is made.

—^jPj^" P'eaou or P'aou. See

1":'".

Appearance of moving or

walking; a group; a com-

a herd.

The noise and aj>})oarance

of rain and snow blencled

a l'all of sleet.

fLL

A "white colour a bird

olwuigi ng its feathers any-

thing of *a deud dull colour, in-

si<-ad of flossy and bright.

To eradicate weeds from

field. f^fS P'eaou

maou, grain not filled.

Name of a plaut of which

mats mid sandals are made;

applied also to several other

plants.
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ii The bit ofa horse's brklle.

^^'^||^Peaoupeaou co-

pious; abundant.

JLA| Three of the first stars

^| in Ursa-major, called also

^ Tow ping, the handle

of the Tow measure, to which

that group of stars is compared;

to bear or draw; to attach to,

as with cords; a target.

From three dogs. The

appearance of dogs run-

ning round about, as wlien play-

ing-; applied to a spiral wind

which rises from the ground

a whirlwind,

P'eaou or Fow, to die of

hunger to be famished

to death trees or plants decay-

ed or rotten and falling to the

ground.

PEE.

|T To separate; to put asun-

H 4 der; to distinguish. Read

Pee, to recede from each other

to leave; different; other an-

other. La the Peking colloqui-

al dialect, used in a prohibitive

sense, as, do not; or less form-

ally, don't. Formed from to se~

parate flesh from bones.

Fun pee, to separate with

the hands, or to distinguish by

words, or any of the senses.

Hehpeb

puh nang fun pee, cannot dis-

tinguish black from white.

Fun pee seeH how,

to distinguish that which pre-

cedes from that which, comes

after. Peen pee, to dis-

tinguish or discuss the differ-

ence of things. Le pee,

±o recede or go away from. {^Pf

ko pee sang

kh'e, brother don't be angry.

Ne pee kwan
wo, don't you interfere with, or

control me.

Pee urh ch'ing che, to speak of

them separately. ^ PeS

cbe, to distinguish fchem,

Pee how, after separating;

after we separated, -~ used in

the beginning of letters.

Pee ko jin, another

man, or other people, according

as the scope may make it sin-

gular or plural. *

Pee urh ko, another,

Pee hea tuh show, in

some other way put down or

apply his poisonous and des-

tructive hand.
'|

Pee yaug sze tb'ing
3
another or
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a different affair.

Pee le ts'ow, the sorrow of

parting.

A species of tortoise, said

to be produced on the

laud, but to reside in the

Iq^K. water; to have three feet,

and to hear with its eyes.

|/^^ Name of a star, and of

J an office. A surname.

Muh pee, the name of

a plant.

P'ee ts'ing, to push aside in or-

der to clean to make an excuse

in order to avoid an imputation

of immorality. P'ee na,

P'ee, denotes drawing a line

with a pencil from right to left,

thus J • Na, is to draw one

from left to right, thus V.

A painful swelling, which

has burst the skin.

ft

I

/

P'EE.

f
P'^^ see, the ap-

pearance of flowing gar-

ments. There are various other

modes of writing this phrase.

Peih or P'ee, a hurried

manner or appearance;

hastiness of temper or

fJZ^ \ disposition; vicious; bad.

P^jen diligent.

^ P'ee sing, a hasty bad

disposition.

To strike to strike light-

ly to knock asunder to

brush away to put off;

to seize to lead; to drag;

to draw. ^!
P'ee hwuy ma t'ow, to turn

round a horse's head. |)^
P'('e kh'ae, to cast off to pay

bo farther attention to. |^

To pass the eyes over

to glance at to look at

slightly a hasty glance the

eyes or sight obscured.

P'ee keen, to take a hasty

glance at.

-^oi/^ Clothes garments to

rlfPC brush or dusfc,~asbwith a

wide sleeve, or the tail of a

long robe.

To tread with the feet;

to lean on one foot.

P'ee see, to walk round

circular motion.

A bird of the fowl species

{77^ with handsome feathers,

which it is said to admire in

the reflection of water called

by a variety of names, some of

which correspond to that of

the gold pheasant,

meen, a certain ornamented cap

worn in ancient times.
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PEEN.

1
• The name of a district.

I
* A surname. Hurry per-

turbed hasty also expressed

by Peen keih a rule of

government; a law, as^C
Ta peen, grand system of gov-

ernment. Read Twan, joy, glad-

ness.

+1

A gladsome joyful ap-

pearance. 'l^f

Puh shing hin peen, excessive-

ly glad.

-5-^ To touch with the hand

to strike the hands toge-

ther, as when beating time to a

song or Chinese dancing and

posture-making. Read Fan,

the appearance ofturning round

in a yielding manner.

The name of a district,

and of a river.

A stone needle a certain

stone probe, used by the

Chinese surgeons. Peen

chin, a stone needle; to probe,

literally or figuratively.

To put a coffin into a

grave to inter. ^
/A^ Peen puh lin kh'e

heue, when interred I was not

present at the grave.

To dispraise; to censure;

I^r^, to injure; to depress to

detract, applied either to just

or to unjust censure, to merit-

ed blame or detraction,

Paou peen, to praise and to cen-

sure,— as the historian does*

Peen hea, or

Peen tseh, to depress to cen-

sure and degrade, as is doue by

the government to its officers.

Peen sun, to censure

to blame, either one's-self or

others.

A cap or dress bonnet

3/| serving1 to keep up the

hair, and to shew the rank a

kind of leather helmet, used as

a designation of military offi-

cers; struck with fear; hurried;

precipitate; to strike with the

hand. Name of a star of a

territory; and of a hill. A sur-

name. Yuen peen, civil

and military officers, ^*
Koo peen, to clap the hands; to

shake with fear. Peen

hiug, to run with haste.

To grasp with the hand;

(J 9 to brush or sweep away;

to reject.

Peen ts'ze wuh puh yaou

leaou, throw this thing away,

it is not wanted. ^ Peea
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ming, to risk one's life; to throw

it away to attain some object,

—— chiefly revenge.

The name ofa bird,—said

to be a species of vulture.

From man and change.

To alter the situation of

him who is in uncomfortable

circumstances rest; ease; con-

venient; expedient; advantage-

ous; giving repose to; accustom-

ed to; experienced in; to per-

form the offices of nature; then

thus; so; immediately forth-

with; sti-aightways; just; just

the same as that is. Read Peen,

and repeated, as Peen

peen, to discuss; a fat, plump,

fine appearance. It also denotes,

to accord with the people's de-

sires. A surname.

Puh peen, inconvenient; disad-

vantageous inexpedient.

Keen peen, less trouble-

some; more convenient and plea-

sant. Tsew shun

peen, to embrace a convenient

opportunity. Ts'eu

peen, to aim at convenience,

ease or comfort, or that which

contributes to them.

Ts*ung peen, and

peen, to follow one's conveni-

ence. Peen she, is; is

of course; just so, an affirma-

tion in which there is a freedom

. of assent and fullness of convic-

tion, as to that which follows

as matter of course,

Ta peeu, to ease nature by stool

•

Seaou pifen, to pass

urine. To, seaou peen, ex-

presses both motions. <^
Kung peen, just aud expedient.

Teh Iieaou peen

yih, obtained what is advantage-

ous. Hotang

peen e how very convenient

and easy. Shwo

teh peen, easy utterance, or said

to the point. Fang

pe^n, is a phrase used by moral

and religious writers, denoting

great advantage, doing that

which tends to the welfare of

persons. Peeg che,

then it comes to; at last.

Peen kho, then, or thus

may. Peen tang, con-

venient and safe; comfortably-

arranged.

r|^^ Artful speech specious

(Xl language.

A whip; a lash; a rod of

wood 01* iron to whip; to

flog; flogging is the punishment

inflicted on officers of govern-

ment. Ma peen, a horpc-

whip.

Ta t'a ke hea peen tsze, give

him a few lashes. Peen

ta'ch, or Ta peen, to

whip or lush.
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&

The name of a sea fish.

Read Peen. Pin, or Fan.

From door and a list or

writing • Tablet placed over a

door with an inscription on it,

in the manner of Chinese gra-

duates flat low a round ap-

pearance a small boat.

Se kwa peen, the Chinese

lighters or chop-boats. >^
Peen choo name of a sword.

Peen chow, a boat.

Peen tow fung, a cer-

tain hissing poisonous snake.

Peen ts'eo, a famous

physician of antiquity*

A thin utensil or vessel;

appearing otherwise than

round or globular; flat; a board

or tablet. Peen ngeh,

a board or stone tablet, with an

inscription, placed over the door,

and in the chambers or halls of

Chinese houses.

To arrange together; to

put in a certain order,

said of books, of names,

Xtf^ \ ofthe materials ofwhich

J
books are composed; to

connect things together with

cords; to twist to plait a cer-

tain head-dress or turban.

Keen peen, to arrange ma-

terials and compose a book.

Ta peen, to plait, as the

liair. Peen le, to wind

round a fence, as ci^eepei's do,

p(en neen, to write an-

nals, 'jj^ Peen sew, to con-

nect together materials and com-

pose books; a literary title.

lj
Peen lee tsze haou y

to arrange marks in certain or-

der. Peen ko urh
to compose a song; to put a

number of lines together.

The bat, which is known

also by various other

names. The name of a fislu

* PSen fuh, a bat.

Ott Lame or distorted about

l^fq the feet dragging the

foot behind, as a lame horse

tlie knee-pan. ^§ Peen

seen, to walk round about.

A certain fish with a

small head and a large

body a flat fish.

The body distorted.

On the frontier; on th&

border; by the side. A
surname. Chung

^_|_* \ peen, Avithin and without;

J inside and outside. ^
P'ang peen, by the side of.

Peen king, the borders

of a province, or of a country.

Peen shang kh'en,

gone to tlie frontier.
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Peen shoo, or PSen ting,

stationed on the frontier; some-

times denotes, banished to.

Peen seh, the outer or re-

mote possessions of a country.

Peen te the country on

the frontier. Peen wae
?

beyond the limits.

The name of an office,

peen, or 3^ _S
tow, a vessel made of bamboo,

used during the rites of sacri-

fice; a kind of basket to contain

fruits.

To plait to twist

twine to plicate.

to

Fa peen, the hair of the

head plaited as a tail in the Chi-

nese manner. Ta peen,

to plait the hair.

From words and acrid.

To divide; to distinguish;

to judge; to discriminate clear-

ly; artful, specious language;

dispute; debate quarrelliug; to

rule or direct; to insinuate; to

pervade every }3art. The name

of a place. Jpf We peen,

a slight insinuation, when one

does not dare to speak out plain-

ly. Tsang peen, and

fif Tow peen, to fight and

wrangle. Peen lun, or

Lun peen, to debate; to argue.

Peeu ming, or

Peeu peh
?
to illustrate clearly

to argue a point clearly.

Peen po
?
to contradict.

Peen pee, to discriminate;

to distinguish and separate.

A chaiige of circum-

stances, whether great or

small an alteration; a

turn of affairs; an insur-

rection, or a revolution in

the state. A change from exist-

ence to non-existence; from non-

existence to existence, is ex-

r< by Hwa. A change

iu the ordinary course of nature;

an ominous calamity or judg-

ment from heaven the change

with takes place at death.

Peeu hwa, change trans-

(Viinintion traupmutation.

Peen kang, change; altera-

tion. Peen t'ung, or

Kh'euen peen, a change

from ordiuary aud standard prin-

ciples, on account of some pre-

sent necessity or peculiarity of

circumstances. Peen

yih, or Peen kae,

change alteration.

From knife and acrid.

To cut asunder to di-

vide; to distinguish to

dispute or discuss; to as-

certain the bars of wood

laid transversely below

J tlie boards of a bed to
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support them; numeral of fields

regularly laid out. A surname.

A change; the part where a

skin is separated and agaiu join-

ed. Fe fun peen,

to be at the trouble of explain-

i"g. Wen
ching e woo chay, to discuss

and rectify what is doubtful and

erroneous, Peen

keih heung, to distinguish and

ascertain the felicitous and in-

felicitous. ^en

pee she fei, to distinguish right

from wrong, Peen po,

to contradict. ^i
Peen seh,

to distinguish colours.

P'EEN.

yj-^ A splinter; a fragment a

J \ bit; a slip; a petal of a

flower; a leaf of tea; the half of;

to break asunder; to divide; to

judge. Yv |^| P'ceu han, a

short note or letter, as Euro-

peans say, a line. PSen

che, a slip of paper.

P'een yen, a small portion of

speech; a word; a sentence; one

half, or one side of a story.

P'een she, a short period of

time; a few minutes.

Oi± ) P'een, or Feen

•U^ I ( te indurated skin hard,

stiff skin, as that on the

hands and feet of plough.m

men; a loose skin, as if not ad-

hering* to the muscular part.

P'een show cbe

tsuh, the skin of the hands and

feet indurated,—as by severe

labour.

Read P'hig, a light kind

of carriage. Read P'ang,

the noif=e of horses and carts.

Read P'een, in the same sense.

A pair of horses attached

to a carriage or cart; addi-

tions made to the side; together;

approaching at the same time.

Name of a place. %f P'een

ts'in, together arrive,—said of

blessings which are wished for

at the new year.

The ribs united as one not

5
distinctly marked. Used

also to denote indurated skin.

By the side; lateral in-

clined; partial to; bent

upon having or doing; retired;

selfish; depraved; one half; be-

longing to; fifty men; twenty-

five chariots of war. A sur-

name.

Chung che leang p'ang yue

p'een, the two sides are called

Feen. Sing

ts'ing p'een peih, led away by a

perverse attachment to; disposi-

tion wholly devoted to one form

of pleasure or amusement.
*

Yih p'een che keen,

a partial view, or opinion.
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—

.

P'eeu fang, a concubine.

PSen ngae strong par-

tiality. P'een

che wei hae injured by exces-

sive partiality, or the excess of

some passion. Fiien

yaou, inconsiderately bent on a

thing; determined to have it at

all events. T^'een kaou,

high on one side. Feen

too, degree of longitude.

To make a circular tour;

to extend, reach, or go to

>every part; to pervade e-

very place. P'een

mwan, to fill every part;

to fill the whole empire.

P'een poo, to distribute to

«very place. ^ P'een

shin, the whole body.

A writing on a slip of

bamboo, as was anciently

the usage a leaf or section of a

book. Iu some parts ofthe count-

ry, the bamboo Avitli which pu-

jiishmeut is inflicted, is called

P'een, A delicate bamboo, the

shoots ofwhicli are edible. Name

of a hill. A surname.

Shoo p'een, the leaf of a book.

P'een slilh so

tsae, it is coutained iu books it

is found iu print.

To fly swiftly; to move

about appearance of

crowds and bustle, as at a pa-

lace, or a road filled with troops

and banners. P'een

p'een, to move lightly and airi-

ly. If 1^H H Tseih tseih

p'een p'een, the appearance of

going and coming incessantly.

Small straight; cramped
^-t - -

narrow,—applied to gar-

ments and to the mind; also to

territory. P'een low,

cramped aud mean. >J
r :

'v'n soaou, small.

l
>?
i

: (ni sin, narrow-minded; has-

ty; fidgety; pusillanimous.

To spring upon a horse to

mount. Commonly used

to denote taking six ad-

vantage of; to deceive; to

cheat to defraud.

I j Shing cb'uen p'een

ma, to go ou board a boat, and

to uioiint a horse. Hung

p'een, to cozen to cheat; to in-

timidate. Mwan p'een,

to cheat by concealing from.

, Kwang p'een, to de-

fraud; to impose upon.

P'een ts'iien, to defraud of mo-

ney.

0>
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PEH.

^-, I
White clear explicit

\. . J manifest to explain or

make manifest; obvious;—in al-

lusion to this sense, to write

means to write or spell errone-

ously; i. e. to write the charac-

ter which is most obvious to an

uninstructed person; that which ;

is done freely and disinterest-

edly. S Peh yun

.shan, the high bill behind the

city of Canton. Peh

chwang, to swindle; to act as a

sharper to obtain under false

pretences. Peh fail,

alura. # Peh yuea

fun, white lead or ceruse. ^
Peh she ngan

?
to do a

kindness without any interest-

ed motive. Peh jih, or

Peh chow, clear day-

light. Peh haou, a name

of tea. Peh e jin, a

man of no rank.

Peh tow kb'ow, cardamums.Q
Peh keo, to glance at con-

temptuously ; a slight superci-

lious look. Peh loo,

September 9th, a Chinese term.

Peh lan, a fruit resem-

bliag olives, called the Chinese

olive. ^ Peh tun tsze,

:an ingredient in the manufac-

ttu-e of porcelain, the charac-

ters are doubtful.

Peh liih fling, the white stag

grofcto a romantic retreat on

the borders of the Po-yaug lake.

pa iflh

t'ung shoo yuen, the college of

the white stag grotto, where

Choo-foo-tsze taught in the

eleventh century.

Peh fan yn, a fish called the

rice fish.

A senior a superior; to

I
|Z| control a father's elder

brother, so called from having

the control of the family an

elder brother; the third rank

of nobility epithet by which

' a wife addresses her husband.

The name of a bird. A surname-

The god of a certain constella-

tion. Also read Pa, a tyrant;

a chieftain. Woo pa,

five tyrants famous in ancient

story. Peh chaou, or

Peh laou, a certain

bird, said to eat or devour its

parent, and hence the emblem

of undutiful children.

Peh moo, aunt father's elder

brother's wife, Peh

shuh, uncles, on the father's

side, generally mother's bro-

thers are called Kh'ew

foo.
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|g From white and cloth.

YfJ Silk; it forms part of an

official title name of a plant.

A surname. Ts'ae peh,

money and silk wealth.

The cypress or fir; large;

t-f great to urge. Name of

a state and of a hill. A sur-

name.

SFrom one and clear. Ten

times ten one distinct

round number; a handred us-

ed for the whole number or

species many; numerous. The

name of a place. A surname.

5l :ft Peh nnlh ohe

eliding', the superior (or best)

of all trees.

Peh fa peh chun^, a hundred

s—hofs, and a hundred kits, to,

sucoeed as often as tried.

Peli hwuy, the hundred as-

semblage the general assem-

bl.-tge of nerves the brain.

Peh kwan, all the officers

of government of every rank.

^ Peh. le the name of a

sword. f Peli ling, name

of a bird; the lark.

Peh ke yingmow, to intrigue

and employ numerous strata-

gems. Peh taiih, a centi-

pedo. "f^ Peh ts'een

wan, a hundred millions,—it is

twed as an indefinitely large

liuu^ber; hunJcecls
)
thousands,

and tens of thousands.

L^T From man and a hun-

dred. A hundred men, or

the leader ofa hundred men; like

Ts'een, a thousand men.

These two characters occur as

denoting a hundred, or a thou-

sand pieces of copper coin.

Jt3 Same as Peh.

* M Peh heang mtth

a species of cedar.

l^, "] From two men with their

^\ \^ backs turned on each o-

)>ther. Perverse to turn

JLs^ away from; to oppose to

#i^L^ > repeat to run away; the

north. Woo
san chen san peli r I have been

in three battles, and thrice de-

feated. iy Pae peh, to be

defeated. Tung

se nan peh, east, west, south,

and north. Tsae

peh peen, in the north.

1W Tso peh heatig nan, sit-

ting north towards the south,

expresses a building having* its

front towards the south.

Peh king, the northern me-

tropolis of China, commonly

written Pekin or Peking.

Peh keih, the north pole.

I Peh cluh le, the pro-

vince usually called Pe clie-i,

in whioli the Chinese court re-

sides. Peh ta*een, nioy-
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ed northward. Peh

sing, the north star.

Peh tow, Ursa-major.

^ I To fall prostrate on the

ground. Poo peh,

to fall down on the hands and

knees to go on the bauds and

knees like a child; to press to-

wards with celerity; to do one's

utmost to hasten to relieve.

1 An edible root; a species

J of turnip. Tan

peh, the name of a flower.

To creep on the hands

and feet.

From man in the midst

of thorns. To expel to

banish to a remote distance

amongst the foreigners of the

west. The name of certain

barbarous foreigners, known in

the time of the Han dynasty.

P;EH.

Read P'eh and Pa cer-

tain ornaments for the

head, worn by soldiers,—used

also to denote, a napkin wound

round the head, or worn as a

sash. Show pa, a

handkerchief.

^ Urgent; pressing; reduc-

I

ing to straits compelling

^in an arbitrary manner.

I The second is a common,

J but unauthorized form.

To press bard upon and embar-

rass, as by an enemy's troops.,

3^ Seang peh to press

upon each other, KelU

p'eh, hurried flutter-ed bust-

ling. Kh'wau p'eh,

wearied and exhausted by tb<3

pressure of circumstances,

Peih p'eb, to compel arbi-

trarily to tyi'aimize oyer.

To touch to pat to

strike with the hand.

Also read Meh and Po.

P'eh chang, or P'eh

show, to clap the hands, a-

ruused or pleased.

P'eh cliang, the Chiuese slml -

tlecock, vulgarly called jf\^

Ta-yen. P'eh ugan, or^ P'eh kung ngan, to

strike the judge's bench or ta-

ble, in anpfer at the witness or

prisoner. Feh pan,.the

Chinese castanet.

Tl|^ Part of the name of am-

^|-f ber, which is called a

medicine, and is said by the

old dictionaries to have been

brought froiri India. Its attrac-

tive electricity is noticed iu

these words, -
yr Shih je nang heTh keae,

when rubbed hot, it can attracts

light straws. There is a great

variety of sorts, and various

opinions about its origin sev-
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eral deem it a resin that falls

from trees, which in time be-

comes araber one thinks it

dragon's blood. Heue

p'eh, red amber.

Meih la p'eh, yellow amber.

Hoo p'eb, amber.

*g^| The dregs or foeces of

|I| wine.

A large vessel which na-

vigates the seas.

E p'eh, a foreign ship.

P'eh ts'aou cli'uen, a Chi-

nese juuk.

From white and demon.

The sentient principle

the animal soul; the spiritual

part of the Yin principle the

Chinese use phraseology which

answers to body, soul, and spi-

rit. P*eh, corresponds to the

last word they say the lungs

contain the P'eh. P'eh is also

defined, form; figure; a certain

tree. Peh

foo Ling che ling, Peh is the

spirit attached to the material

form of man.

P'eh urh miih che

t^'ung ming, P'eli, is that in ear

and eye which hears and per-

ceives. ' Fell

jin yin shin, the P'eh is man's

Yin spirit.

P ?eh jin che tsing shwang, the

P,eh is animal spirit which

gives hilarity or cheerfulness.

P'eh san, the spirit was

scattered or dissipated, express-

es either a person's fainting or

the dispersion of the P'eh after

death.

A species of wild hemp.

Read P'6, to split or rend.

Read P'e, a certain fruit.

A certain kind of yellow

wood, re&embles porae—

granate, and has a yellow

bitter bark; used in mak-

ing wine, to denote which-

this character is sometimes em-

ployed.

To oppose; to act contra-

ry to; low vulgar vici-

ous; to increase to as much a-

gain. Answers to fold, mean-

ing to double. — Kea

pei, or
1 Kea yih pei

to double the number or quanti-

ty. Slnh pei tenfold.

-

^ Pei pan, to rebel. ^
Pei wan, to extract from

books secretly.

Xy^ To add earth to; to add

mould or manure to the

roots of plants; to assist; to
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nefit; to nourish - to stop tip with

earth. Read Pow, a hillock.

i^Jc ^tt Ts'ae peiy to plant and

to manure; to origitmte a per-

son's fortune,, and to continue

to assist Iiim. j^pf Pei yaug,

or Pei poo, to nurse;

to nourish -

r to endeavour to

strengthen the conv^titution.

To dry with fire to hatch

with fire, as the Chinese

do duckr
s eggs.

'fJ
j
Pei kan, fire dried.

^/it
I

W Keen pei ch'a,

The appearance of long

garn^nts or robes. The
name of a district.

canipoi tea.

See P'ae.

^ |^ From heart and ?iegative" or bud. That Avhich the

rniud deems evil; to commise-

rate; aii expression of feeling

without tears the feelings af-

fected by pain or tender com-

miseration. Ts'ze pei,

tender sympathy compassion,

Pei ngae, grief and com-

miseration.

Pei hwan le ho, tragic, comic,

parting, meeting, four kinds

of plays. ^ Pei leang,

distressed, Pei shang,

pained arid wounded—referring

to the feelings. Pei

ts'ee, acutely pained or griev-

ed. Pei t'ung, grief

and paiu..

Plants shooting up luxu-

riantly and widely; a sud-

den change of counte-

nance disobedient oppos-

ed to just control. A
surname. Seb
pei joo yay, assumed a respect-

ful demeanouF; fall of venefa-

tion and respect. Pei

sii>g, a comet,

l^^fc^^l Read Puh and Pei, copi-

ous; abundant^ perverse?

disobedient rebellious;

confusion; anarchy vio-

lence. A surname. The

fourth character is

Hw6 uncertainty^ turn-

ed upside down. '|

Pei neih, to rebel rebel-

lious, f f Pei teh
9
perverse

virtue; i. e. to be kind to stran-

gers and neglect one's own kind-

red. /[ Pei le, perverse

civility being respectful to

strangers and disrespectful to

one's own kindred.

or Pei^ From two

men with their backs turn-

ed to each other; the north. See

Peh.

ft
Sores on the head a scab-

bed head; bald. A man's

name. Pei kea, the
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dried scab which covers a sore.

The back of an animal

body; the back part; the

opposite of face, front and sur-

face; to turn the back upon to

carry on the back; to be op-

posed to; to oppose the vapours

or halo seen by the side of the

sun. It is applied to longevity.

A man's name. ^* Uli pei,
* TV
the roof of a house.

%̂

Pei foo, to turn the back; to

carry on the back to desist; to

be ungrateful to.

Pei how t'eaou lung, to back-

bite, and excite animosities.

Pei le, unreasonable; vi-

cious. Pei meen, the

back and front also the back

surfiice. ^* ^§ Pei nang, to

carry a bag ou the back. ^*

^^j Pei suncr, to repeat meuiori-

ter. Pei slioo to re-

peat raemoriter,—it being the

practice for boys to turn away

the face from the person who
v

bears them repeat. ^ ^Vj) Pei

sin, a kind of waistcoat without

sleeves. ^* { Pei sin, to turn

tlie back upon one's belief; to

apostatize. Pei she, to

violate an oath. Pei

tseih, the back.

Certain long garments.

#1

A hundred war chariots

despatched by an army

make Pei chariots ar-

ranged in order; a com-

pany a sort, class or se-

ries; that may be compared or

sorted with; forms the plural of

pronouns, T'ung pei,

of the same class or sorL

Wo pei, we us.

Ts'eeu pei, tho^e that are first,

or have the precedence.

How pei, those that come

after in place or time.

The tortoise shell, or

]>earl-oyster shell, which

was used as a circulating

medium in the exchange

of commodities, till about

200, B. C. when the Ts'een,

or copper coin were introduced.

Poi is now used for anything

valuable and precious certain

ornaments of military armour.

Name of a silk; of a musical in-

strument and of a district. A
surname. ITo pei, the

ancient money. Paou

pei, anythiug valuable; much

esteemed precious. ^Jj

Pei leh, a Tartar title of nobi-

lity of iigh rank.

The narae of a water di-

4* vinity. Pei wei

' the name of a hill.
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Xg Pei, or Pei to, the

tree, of the bark ofwhich,

in Ava, books are made the

same tree is said to be found in

the state Mugudhu, where Bud-

dha was born and where it

grows to the height of 70 or 80

cubits, and in winter does not

cast its leaves.

An animal said to be of

the wolf species, and the

young of which are often born

destitute of one ov two feel, and

cannot walk without 8up}>ort;

hence a state of embarrassment

is expressed by Lang-

pei,

3fl Ornaments of tortoise-

-j^ shell ornaments which

are iulaid.

Pe or Pei. For this and

several of its compounds,

pee Pe.

P'e, or Pei, an embank

-

meut. See Fe.

Fei shwuy, water which is kept

in by au embankment.

PEL
V" Large; great; to present

Z| > to to receive with re-

spect. Much used in the Shoo-

king for Ta, great, 3i "jP

P'ei tsze, the eldest son.

Strong; many.

II

Should not; ought not.

To re-erect a mound or

raise a hill to stop; to

fill up. The name of a hill.

Earthenvrare not burnt; a wall

behind a house. The name of a

god. To add to or increase.

^^ P'e or P'ei, vile; Avicked;

tZt bad. Read P'e, to ob-

struct; to hinder from proceed-

ing in a proper course. Com-

monly read Fow.

M A tone of insult or defi-

J ance; the noise of persons

Avrangling.

A hill or mound formed

again, or added to.

P'ei che a local

phrase denoting a wish

that a thing may be.

From not, aud formed in-

to muscular substance. A
woman in a state of one

' 'month's pregnancy an

embryo an unformed

mass, applied also to

J clouds and vapours.

P'ei tae an embryo of one

month.

The name of a place. A
surname. H-a

p'ei, the name of a district.

Ta p'ei, the name of a liill.

that
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Drunken and

with food.

satiated

Pei pei the appearance

- of a horse going speck-

led with yellow and white co-

lours.

A modern character, used

2 p[ to denote, making up a

deficiency or loss to restore.

Fei ch'ang, or

P'ei hwan, to repay; to under-

take to pay for another; to make

good some loss. p"
poo, to make up any loss; to

supply a wanL Fei

teen, to make up that for which

one has been security to make

up a loss; sometimes required

of the officers of government

To add mould or earth

to; to fill; to attach to; to

second; to accompany to bear

a person company; to assist to

benefit. The name of a hill.

Pei chh the comp-

troller of the households of an-

c

i

ent tioblemen, the term by

which they designated them-

selves when they visited the

Emperor's court. Fei

kh'eh, to attend a guest or visi-

tor. P'ei pwan, a com-

painon; to bear one conipaiiv.

PV'i sung, to bear coin-

P'EI

pany wlx?n going to a place; to

escort. P'ei she, to wait

upon; to assist or sOTva.

Fei kea jin, bride's-

mai ds. P'ei tso to sit

with.

Vyrfc The appearance of mov-

I S|l injr, talking, or progress-

ing increasing; large; great;

<*o]»ious; superabunilant; rainy;

copious showers. The name of

a river in Leaou-tung. The

name of a marsh; of a plant; of

u district; sad of certain stream-

ers or banuers. A surname,

Pi-t cipitate; laid prostrate.

Clfe p'ei, impetuous effort;

to expand or spread out.

Teeu p'ei, subverted and

thrown into disorder; a state of

extreme distress aud poverty.

J-A^ P'ae, or P'ei, certain silk-

/JffJ en variegated waving ban-

net's or streamers to attach

them to the staff on which they

are suspended. M J$ Fei

p'ei, long pendant streamers,

and the appearance which they

make.

Copious heavy rain; ap-

peai'anceofwater flowing;

very wet marshy.

P'ang pVi, drenching heavy

rain. Fei p'ei, the sound

of rain and wiudL
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From a man, ally and

Kin, a napkin. Things

attached to a girdle. As a vei'b,

to attach to the girdle; to gird

about one; to have always with

-one. Metaphorically, to remem-

ber, A great river receiving

and carrying along the smaller

streams iu its winding course.

P ei fuh, one's girdle

and clothes; to keep the recol-

fiou of ahvays about one.

f¥j4 A girdle or sasli with cer-

tain stones attached to it

for ornament. The same as the

preceding.

BP'ei, the colour of wine;

also a fellow; u mate; a

conipauioa ; au «q uul an as-

sociate.

K\v;aig ta p'ei t'eeu te, iu great-

ness imd vastaess equal to heu-

ven and earth. £

A

<Jh^vy p
r
ei siieii jiu, to look back

and ii38<K:iate one with his an-

cestors. & P\*i Wv,
husband and wite.

P'eih p'ei, a couple; a pair. &
)|f ^ P'ei tsoo kh'aou, to place

together with ohc's ancestors,

in a sacrifice. HI Pel

heaug, to sacrilice to coiijoiutl)r

SE P'ei lin, the name of a

forest P'ei fa, the

punishment of marking the lace

by puncturing.

PEIH.

From to divide and a

51& pointed lance. Divided

to the last degree of minuteuess;

absolutely; decision an expres-

sion of decision; certainty and

necessity must; it is requisite;

it is necessary. Ho

peTh, what necessity?

Piih peih, it is not necessary.

jj^ We peili, it is not by

any means certain ; it is not ne-

-s?.rily so. ^ Peih jeu,

It must be «o. Peih

king, it must at last, or after all

l>e so. ^ Peih tiug, iit is

fixed; settled; decided on.

Peih yaou, it is al>schitely

waited; it is insisted mi.

Full. ^
P'ing yen peih loo, ex-

tended groups of liorses filled

the road,

L ^ Peib, and Pee, to strike

and knock down; to strike

in play.

—l-f— Fragrance odour. The

name of certain plunts.

P^ih, or Pe a well-fed

liurse i a horse fat a&ij

strong.
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i
" The savour of dressed

$ provisions the smell of

certain fragrant herbs, said in

reference to the rites of sacri-

fice.

f
"^

1

To oppress; to ill-use; to

compress; to fill; to dis-

tend. Seay pelh, and

Fuh peih, a kind of

buskin tied round the leg, from

the knee to the foot used in

ancient times when going to

court. Peih yang, the

name of a place.

Read F5h, a piece of silk

or cloth spread out as a

web, and having both its mar-

gins ornamented. Read Peih,

certain bandages rolled round

the legs to strengthen the mus-

cles when walking a sort of

greaves.

Sincerity of mind and in-

J fi I tention; feeling of grief;

something oppressing the mind,

iff! 'fe Kh'wan peih, the mind

sincerely bent on; the most un-

feigned sincerity.

^ jpT Water agitated and dash-

ing about a bathing

room; decorous and regularly-

adjusted appearance. ^\
Pe'h hwuy, water thrown into

tumultuous motion.

From rxinning and pres-

sivg. To approach near;

to press tipon to reduce to

straits to drive before one; to

urge in an arbitrary, despotic

manner; to tyrannize over; to

compel imperiously. 5^
Kh'eu peih, to press upon and

drive out. Ling peih,

to insult and oppress; to urge

cruelly as a person forcing his

creditor to sell his children in

order to be able to pay the

debt. 3^ Peih p'eh, to

press or urge by strength or

power; to oppress; to compel

to a certain line of conduct.

5tjS j5i Peih kin, near or con-

ti:ruons to ^ Peth king,

pressed bard upon the capital,

with an army. Peih

sze, to cause peopled death by

tyrannizing over them.

To dry

dried.

with fire fire-

A wall; a mud wall, or

other military structure

for the purpose of defence a

rocky precipice. The name of

a constellation. The name of a

country. Ij^ Ts'eangr peih,

a wall generally.^
peih, tbe wall of a house.

Chaou peih, a wall placed

opposite the gate of a gover

m'nt officer. JJL
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Kea t'oo leih peih, a family

which possesses nothing but the
,

bare walls of a house a poor

family. Keen peih, or

Keh peih, a partition

wall. Kehpem!

liu shay, a next-door neigh-
|

boar. ^ Keen peih

teth, or ^ Keh peTh
|

teila, neighbours between whom
there is only a partition wall.

(* Kwa peih, to hang a-

gainst the wall. Ne
I

peih, or T'oo peth, a

mud wall. Fuh peih, a
'

double wall. Fun peih,

a white-washed wall.

A valuable stone made

^ round to resemble hea-

ven, and sometimes in the cen-
|

tre a square hole, which is to

represent earth; an auspiciQus

stone,—much used iu ancient

Chinese courts as an ornament

or badge of authority hollow

in the middle. Kwei

peih, are different sorts of or-

namental stones in ancient use;

a sort of Letters Patent. The

Kwei is about a cubit long; the

Peih round. |^ Peih seay,

to decline receiving1 a present,

aud returning it with thanks,

written on the card which is

returned.

The end; close termina-

tion ; completed j finished

all at last a writing or do-

cument; laame of a star cer-

tain wooden stilts for lifting

victims certain iron beneath

a cart or carriage. Name of a

place of a state of a divinity

and of a bird. A surname.

Show peih, all received

finished. Show peth, a

writing offered to a superior.

Peih ke, English cloth

called long ells written P^1

P§ PeTh ke, and ^g"^ Peh

ke. ^ Peih ke ch'uen,

the ships which come direct

from England, are so called.

Peih nae sze, com-

plete is the business: the work

or affair is finished.

Peih hwuy yuen, having finish-

ed, he returned to his office-

Peih king, at the last;

after all.

Cold wind.

A hedge; a place round

which a hedge is drawn;

a poor place of abode a cart

for fuel.

P

T«ng

rann peih hoo, a country cot-

tage with a wicker gate, this

expression is differently writ-

ten. ^§ Peih loo, a carfc

that goes amongst the bills for

fuel. P Peih mun, a gate

or wicket, made of sticks or
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A net for catching rab-

bits and birds; a net af-

fixed to a- loug handle.

Name of a certain medi-

cinal plant a wicker

gate. Peih mun
p'ung hoOj a wicker gat«, and

a mat door a country cottage.

Peih or Pe, to cause to

stop; to oblige to halt;

clear the way before fche Em-
peror; to put every other tra-

veller oft' the same road Ira-

perial journeys or travelling.

Choo peih, the stoppage

of the Emperor and his retinne

at any place when travelling.

Peili lin, the arrival of

the Emperor with his retinue

at a place wheu travelling.

^ffl Pads ov coverings for the

^T'T* knees, formerly worn on

special occasions, when having

to kneel much at the ritea of

sacrifice similar coverings are

now commonly worn by the

Chinese, Soo peih,

mourning dress.

) From bamboo and a pen-

I
ei

1

" A pencil or other in-

strament for writing

with the European pen

they call Ngo
raa'm peih, a goose-quill pencil.

A pencil was called by various

names in ancient times; Tsin

the first great monarch of Chi-

na called it PeTb. Whatever-

it was made of
y
whether wood

or bamboo, as long as it mark-

ed characters, the same name
was applied to it. To write

with a pencil or other instru-

ment. Name of a star aud of

a flower. Han peih, to

put the point of the pencil ir

water, or in one's mouth, ^fi

^ Tsan peih, to wet the point

of the pencil. Lo peih,

or Hoa peih, or

Hwuy peih, to apply the pencil

to paper to begin to write.

Ta peih, a large peua

denotes good writing or com-

position. Peih

che yu shoo, to write in a book.

Peih cbuh, a small bam-

boo of which pencils are made.

jin, a man immersed in pencils

ami ink. PeTh cluh, iv

particular uianner of foruiing the

characters; a free bold hand,

^aiil chiefly of the running hand.

^ to ^ Peih t'-'O ^hih
5
a

kind of secretary auioiigfit the

Tartiirn.

^E{^[ Stone of an azure or blu-

A=i ish colour. PeTb

16, the first or highest.

Peih yiih, a certain valuable

blue stone.
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r]7"ll A certain pnpple splice

^jU\J / attached to a bow that

> with which a bow is sup-

|J|Jj4-| I ported and adjiiHted to

^ JK-i ' ai:t; to ad<l to or dou-

ble distorted y pei-yerse.

^Wj Foo peih, assistatjts to the

Emperor ministers of state.

Peib keaou, aids to in-

!=rruction r~such are penal laws.

/jTif Commonly read Fuh, de-

Vj\i noting Buddha. Read

PeTh, to assist; to help.

Peih yTh, very strong.

J^^^
A certain horn blown by

}^ the Tartars in order to

frighten horses. Peih

fa, a cold wind. Peth

fei, the bubbling up of a spring.

lK^?
Perverse; obstinate; self-

willed resisting advice

and reproof.

Read Pe, a hancfle. Read

Peih, the coffin -which is

next the corpse in contradis-

tinction from au external shell.

P'EIH.

Distorted on the right;

as if leaning to the left,

One says, it is like raising the

head, and stretching out the

body. Read E, to or at; down

to the ground.

From eight, and envelop-

ed, representing a piece

of silk folded up;, eight folds of

silk in leiigth. Sze

chang, four ehang; i. e. 40 cu-

bits make a piece of silk; to de-

note which p'elh IS DOW
commonly used. To correspond

to; to unites to pair; two, or a

pair; either; of one of two who
have been united an intimate

friend; a husband or wife. A
numeral of horses. Read Muh,

a domesticated duck.
—

'

Yih p'elh pei a pair.

P'elh foo, a married man; a

husband. Feih foo, a

married woman; a wife. &
Fei p'eih, or E P'eih

pei, to match to pair. [/5

B

P'eih pei che tse the

time of pairing; the period of

marriage,

" I ft A Read Seu, sufficient to

/ record. Read Ya cor-

V rect,- right. Read P'eTh,.

^ I a roll or piece of silk

J
or cloth applied also to

the European cloth imported

into China; numeral of pieces

of silk or cloth.

~

1

Poo yih p'eih, one piece of cloth*

Fun p'elh tW, to
.

share amongst the Hong mer-

chants, the Company's woollens.^ Feth t'ow chuen

the ships which bring the wool-

lens, the direct ships from Eng-
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laud. P'etli t'ow

fun, a share of the English Com-

pany's woollens, had by a par-

ticular Hong merchant.

Bf4 Feih t'ow, a piece of cloth

clnefly understood in Canton of

the woollens imported by the

English.

tt^K A designation of royal or

^| I
imperial personages an

epithet applied to heaveu a

term by which a widow address.

es her deceased husband when

sacrificing; clear; discerning; a
|

majestic exterior with little rea-
j

lity laws punishment to

burst or rend open to kill; a

crowd of person ^ driven back

affrighted. Name of a star. A
surname. Used in the

Ta lieu, for partiality or excess

in one's likes and dislikes.

Jiu che kh'e so ts'ia ngae urh

p'eih yen, men are excessively

}>artial in what they have an

affection for. Ta p'eih,

to execute capitally; to put to

deatli. Si Feth kung, an-

cient princes. \X
P'eih e che peTh to kill some,

to prevent the murder of many.

P eTh ming, merely no-

minal.

^/n^ Mean low depraved; li-

P| centious. Feen

p'eih, deflected from Avhat is

correct; depraved. Seay

peTh, licentious; le^vd.

Siiay p'eili che sin, a

licentious disposition.

Kwae p'eih, perverse bad.

Fang p'eih, abandoned; li-

centious. Yew p'eih,

dark secluded recess, as amongst

hills. Feth henng, a

bye lane.

To strike or break open;

) f to tear; to split; to rend;

to cut; to divide.

iM-ih, or^M Feih leih, the

abrupt shock of the noise of

thunder. # ChV><>

p'eih leih, the first shock; the

tii>t word uttered.

To beat the breast to

bend; to break asunder;

to pluck off; to open; to" i draw a bow to drive a-

) way, or separate froin;

the ilmnil.. H Chih peth,

to bow the arms atul legs, when

doing ohcisniH-e. Keu

p'eih, the thumb, which the

Chinese call the largest Jigger;

the greatest person amongtft

many. FeTh kliae to

break open to separate.

"eTli ping, to break ln-ciul.

P'eih seTh, to split or

rend opeu. P'eih yung,
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tp beat the breast and stamp

with the feet, as in cases of ex-

treme distress.

P'< "' or Ping

Pnp p'eih, to bleach clothes

or garments in the sun.

A large kind of brick.

or plicate.

Peih, or P'eTh

tseTh, and ^ Kea-

p'eih, indigestion constipation;

costiveness an anxious desire

of food; craving appetite, phy-

sically and morally a thirst

or spitting of phlegm, occasion-

ed by excessive drinking.

|^ T'an p'eih, an accumulation

of phlegm. Slnh p'eTh,

canine appetite. ^

a

keae yew yih p'eih, wo p'eih

tsae chang keu, every one has

his craving appetite my dis-

ease is an excessive foudness

for poetry.

an excessive fondness for dress-

To fold or plait garments.

P'eOi tsem, to fold

Lame of both feet; unable

to walk; to fall prostrate.

From a gate and to burst

open. To shake; to burst

forth to open; to expand, ap-

plied to the expanding or vivi-

fying operation of nature in

sj>ring to avoid; to shun to

retire back to flow as a stream

.

MjC Kh'e p'eih, to open.

Kh'ae p'eih t'een

te, spreading abroad the heavens

and the earth, after the exis-

tence of the chaotic mass.

P Feth rami kh'ew

yen, to throw open the gates of

the court and invite honest men

to come in.

fs* From rain and to burst

forth. The shock and

noise of thunder; the rending,

as of an earthquake. A name of

the god of thunder.

P'eih leih, the shaking effect of

a clap of thunder.

P'eih leih ch'ay, a chariot used

in ancient times for throwing

stones.

PEW.

The streaks or spots of a

tiger a small tiger; any

streaks or veins. A surname,

]^^ Pew ping, elegant and

perspicuous style.

Long hair; bushy hair.

^/ Read Shan, the wings of

a house.
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f
Pew-pew, the

appearance of the wind

blovviug.

PIN.

7iP

Read Piu, or Pan, to se-

parate to divide; to piir-

tition.

Name of un tuicieut slat.'.

Name of a modern distrirt

in Sheu-se province.

To accompany to recei -' e

a guest with the usual ce-

remonies. Read Pin, to pay re-

spect to; to venerate, or wor&liip;

to arrange to advance.

)^
Tsee pin e le yu6 pin,

tsee kwei shin yzh jen, to re-

ceive a guest with the (usual)

ceremonies is called Pin; to ap-

proach the gods, is expressed

by the same. ^(' Pin seang,

an assistant in performing the

necessary ceremonies at the re-

ception of any friend.

One who is paid respect

and attention to; a guest;

a visitor; to receive a vi-

> sitor; to submit or be sub-

jected to the influence of

right principles or civili-

zation. Name of a weat-

erii country; and of an office. A
surname. The second form is

common in all the compounds,

Juy pin. a term in the

llt'ih moon. Se pin, a

domestic tutor; he calls his em-

!

'' n Tung-kea.

Yay pin, a species of mon-

key. ^ in elioo. guest

and host. ^ Pin fuh, to

yit'ld to and wait upon.

Pin kh'eh, a guest or visitor.

To put the dead in a cof-

fiu, and carry forth to the

grave; to perform funeral rites;

to inter. ^3 Yu piu, fu-

neral songs. Cli'iih pin,

to carry from the house to the

grave with the usual funeral

processions. Sung pin,

to attend a funeral.

Full pin, the religious rites per-

formed at the grave.

Piu leen, to dress the corpse

and place it in a coffin.

Piu ts'ang, to inter.

\
The margin of a lake; the

I
side of a river, or of the

S

sea; :i place that is near

or connguous. ^fv

, Shwuy pin, the uiurgin

of aay collection of water.
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Hae pia, the sea shore; on

the coast.

The hair on the temples,

so called fi'om its appear-

ing on the margin of the face;

or according to others, from its

being near the top of the head.

The present feshion with Chi-

nese ladies, is to make the hair

011 the temples stick out in a

bushy manner. Piu fa,

the hair on the temples.

The areca or betel-nut

tree. Pin lang,

areca or betel-nut, of

which there are various

preparations; the last cha-

meter is a vulgar form.
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1

To expel *o reject. Used

for «oue sent to receive a

national visitor, or kind of an-

cient envoy. Pin ch'ih,

to eject; to expel; to drive from

one. j^f Pin kh'e, to re-

ject; to put or jcast away,

A woman; a handsome or

beautiful womau the ap-

pellation jof wives deceas-

ed^ a term applied to

Imperial concubines; cer-

tain female geniu ^(& Fei

pin, imperial concubines;—the

modem term is
Ĵ

Kwei

jin. Pin jen, numer-

ous*

m

^^ Numerous; crowded in

/" confusion mixed^ 'blend-

ed, applied to variegated or-

naments. !• Pin fun, or

Pi11 l)in a numerous and

confused mixture of colours and.

ornaraent.s.

4f*A A due flaixture of plain-H ness aud ornanient. Read

Pan, bright colours. <^
Pin pin keun tsze, an

honest raau with an adequata

portion of ornamental accom*

plishments.

Anciently read Lin. From
granary and grain. To
give food to; to give; to

confer; to receive what is

conferred. Now read Pin,

^nd commonly used to denote

a clear statement of any affair

made to a superior. Pin, is to

state to a superior, whether ver-

bally or by writing whether

'petitioning something, or to

give information of whether

from the people to an officer of

government, or from an inferior

officer to a superior several de-

grees higher; the official langu-

age is also used in families; a

servant or inferior speaking to

his master, is expressed by Pin;

whilst the master's commands

are called §^ Yu, which is used

hy superiors in the goverameut,

to exprebs their orders giv^u tc
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inferiors, or to the people. Gov-

ernors of provinces and others,

who write to the Emperor Jo

not use Pin, but T. For

Europeans, Soo, is perhaps

better than Pin, for what is

mere statement or explanation.

Hwuy pin, or

Pin fuh, to reply to government;

to return an answer to some

superior officer. Pin

ngan, to pay respects to a su-

perior. Pin kh'ow, to

prostrate and knock the fore-

head again t the ground to a su-

perior. Pin keen, to

see a superior. Pin

khe or Tszc pin, a per-

son's natural constitution and

disposition of miud.

Pin ming, to state clearly to a

superior. Pin ming, to

ask for leave to do.

Pin yu shin miug, to

gtate in player to the gods.

M Kaou pin, or Pin

peh to st^tc to fully; o ac(juse;

to ^ive information of.

Pin show, or Pin foo,

to ask ponnispion to receive;

that ^vyhieh is received frona

keaven fbot is natural

to oue. Pin shin, to

pray to the gods. Pin

ts to take leave of a superior

officer. Fin m' u pe-

tition or statement.

Pin yu t'eeu, expresses the

natural endowments received

from heaven, or to declare to

lieaveii.

3^$ Lin pin, elegantly

ornamented with stones,

ivoiy, and so on.

.^jjZ Name of an ancient state,

f^l^j near the region of Sze-

eh'ucn, the region of the ancient

dynasty Chow. A surname.

PIN.

From wealth and a share.

One who has a small por-

tion of W raith possessing uo

property poor. Fin

^ze, a poor scholar. ^[
r'in low, or Law p'in,

poor and meara,

fa, poor and inadequately sup-

plied. l
v
in t^'cen, poor

and mean \vt circumstances.

puh yu foo

telh, the poor cannot contoud

with the rich. ^ ^ Pin

kh'ouiig, poor; exhausted.

The female of quadru-

pd,— npplied also to

l>ird.s the female organ

» : neration; the female

<>f plants 4t
P

in

m' liie feniuli? ui*gHii of gencr-

iUiou iu auiiuals generally, ca-
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pable of procreating. *
Pin hoo

?
the vagina,—rather a

vulgar expression. 4t ft Fin

mow, female and male. ^fL&
P'in khe a valley.

pf Many nouths or porsou?

D|) to whom order is dictat-

ed by one presiding; two would

wangle, three give decision and

order to deliberation hence, a

series; rank; degree; class; sort;

rule; limit mauner actions

conduct; to arrauge; to' classify;

a thing or substance. A sur-

name. The name of a place.

1=1

pp Kew p'in, the nine ranks

iiito which all persons possess-

ing any rank are divided in

China. They are distinguished

by a small globe of different

materials and variou.s colours,

Avorn on the top of their cap.

Kwaa p'in, the rank of

officers, civil or militiuy.

' pp Te yih p'in, the first

rank; also, the best sort.

vSze p'in kwan yuen,

an officer of the fourth degree

of rank. There is a difference

in the same degree, a first and

a second; e. g. PP
Ching urh p'in, the first or prin-

cipal of the second degree,

pp Ts'ung urh p'in, the

subordinate of the second de-

gree. ^tfpMHop'in keih,

what rank or degree? jlpf

Kung p'in, articles of tribute.

pp Kwo p'in, to exceed
.

one's rank or proper sphere, fjp

P'in p'ing, to classify or de-

termine the place of. jlp |^
P'iu kehj that conduct to which

a person is naturally disposed.

P'in sing, natural dis-

position, pp iTS P'in hing, ac-

tions; conduct. Fiu

cliih, the natural elenicnts or

constitution of. {fp P'iu

niuli, a table of contents, in the

books of Buddha, pp 0]
P'in keh kaou kwei, emi-

nent natural talents and virtue.

P'iu keh hea

lew, naturally of a meau and vi-

cious disposition, pp ^yj P'in

wuh, various articles or sub-

stances.

Urgent pressing pre-

cipitate uninterrupted

continually. A surname. For-

merly used for the margin of

any collection of water; and the

name of a fruit ^ Fin
lae, incessantly coming to one's

house. ^§ P'in pan, con-

stant gifts conferred by the Em-

peror. |^ P'in soo, con-

tinually; uninterruptedly. 5^
f P'in tsuy, urge incessantly.

J-T^ To contract the eye-brows,

^j^JiJ as in smiling or laughing.
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^^ P'in seaou, to smile; to

smirk; to lartgh, said ehiefty

of women.

The apple tree.

Fin kwo, an apple .

brought from the north of Chi-

na to Canton. Fin po

a fruit produced in the south,

tlie sterculia balanghas, the fruit

of which is eaten as a.substitute

for chesnutn.

A plant that grows on

^y\^ the surface of the water;

four leaves unite and forai an

appearance like the character

ffl Teen. ^^ Fin fanr

certain water herbs employed

in saxrrifi^e.

To contract the eye- brows

from grief or anger to'

fhnvn. Heaou

p'in, a bad imitation; re-

fers te an ancient tale of'

an ugly woman imitnting the

ft own of a pretty one~the ugli-

ness of the one and the beauty

of the other, were increasecL

PING.

Name of one of the Sh^h

k(in, or characters usod

in the division of time.

Tsiug ping, denotes heaven.

jj^ Ts'ing woo, denotes

earth. Ta ping, the

name of a deity. Ping is used

as a surname. Sometimes de-

notes the tail of a fish.

j||
JfTl

Mournful; grieved; sorry.

IS'^J & Yew sin

ping ping, a mournful heavy

heart.

The handle of a spear, or

of any instrument; u han-

dle in a figurative sense;

having the control of

authority. The name of

a hill. Hwa ping, a

handle ofspeech,—«onietIiing tc

found one't* speech upon to make

it plausible. Kh'eueir

ping, authority
;
power.

Uih ping, two powers vrc^

j)unishment8 and rewards, or

benevolent treatment.

Yew pa ping, having a

handle, having Foraething to*

ground one's actions upon.

/Vf J light of fire; luminous

^

perspicueus. Wan pin.^,

a luminous style.

Sickness disease, liter-

ally or figuratively phy-

sical or moral disease defect

fault; to cause disease; to cause

a vitiated sentiment or feeling
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in the world to criminate. /

Ch'e ping, to cure a disease.

Maou ping, fatilt of dis-

position or temper.

Ping fang, a merely nominal

rank. Ping she

che heo, a kind of learning that

vitiates the world. Ping

ts'enen, convalescent.

Ping yih che kea

jin, a family afflicted with the

plagne. Ping koo, died

of disease, in contradistinction

from any casualty.

Ping yuen, the source of a dis-

ease.

Strong; defended firm;

well compacted.

An appellation of the

third moou a cavern or

i-^^ I den an excessive degree

7|f^J ) of sleep disease occa-

sioned by alarm or fright,

Ping yue, the third moon.

JrjK ] Two standing together;

TllT together with and; also;

moreover; act of coiti(»i.

dtjL ft Pi«g leih, with

^united strength.

1 1||
Pingfei, not, by no means.

— Ping kea, to ride

together. Ping

\J \ J te two flowers on the

same stem united together.

Ping chung, equally heavy

equally important, ^p-fj Ping

hing, to walk on a line with

each other parallel.

Food made from wheat-

en flour joined in masses.

Pastry cakes made of any-

kind of flour. J^f

Shwuy yin ping, a kind of

dumpling or pudding; common-

ly called Shwuy meen,

and T'ang meen.

Joo ping, milk cake; coa-

gulated milk; a sort of cheese.

Ping tsze, cakes or pud-

dings. Ping shih, pas-

try in different forms.

1^*1, Weapons of war those

who use the weapons

soldiers; troops an army; to

use the weapons; to attack an

enemy. Ch'ang ping,

long arms, Twan ping,

short arms, as the sword.

Ts'aou ping, to exercise

troops. Kh'e ping, to

raise or put an army in motion,

ttj ^ tJ Ch'uh ping ta

chang, to go forth to battle.
'

Ylh che ping, a division

of the army. T'een

ping, the army of heaven^ and

Ta ping, the grand ar-

my, express the Imperial troops.

^ Kwan ping, the gov-
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ernrnent troops. Fuh.

ping, troops lying in ambush.

Yue ping, to review the

troops. Tsung pincr

kwan, a general officer.

Ping ch'uen, a ship of war.

P

ing ch uen choo, a

captain of a man-of-wav.

Ping kh'e, or Ping

ke'ae, military weapons; arms;

militaiy stores. Ping

tsuh, or Ping ting, a

soldier. Ping kwan,

an officer in the army.

Ping t'ow, head of the troops,
(

term applied by the Chinese to

the Portuguese governor of Ma-

cao. Ping keu, a war

chariot. Piug kea, ar-

mour. Ping poo, one

of the six national councils,

that which has the control of

the army,

^ful Ice, Ping p'een,

(^4^ or * Ping tm.-,

• ice; a piece of ice. U<
>^JV f Ping han, cold as ice.

A ^ Ping po, luiil.

J * Ping die, the fat

of animals. ^
Ping shan yih heen, ice elevat-

ed to the height of a mountain

is still dangerous,—is slippery

and it may melt,—such is ele-

vated rank. ^'C J^
1 Ping p'een,

Indian or Borneo camphor;—— if

is brought {rom Sumatra. ^|
Ping t'ang, sugar-caiidy.

See Pang.

From a hand grasping

(I ra in . A handful of

^r.iin to gi'usj); to lay hold of.

Piug e, the invarial>]e

principle of ri^ht; to maintain

it. Pi ni: cliih, to ad-

here to a correct course of cou-

"ii r. l^ing kung, to

liiy liolii on j ii- 1 ice; to act just-

ly; to conduct an exaiuiiuitiuu

on principles of justice.

PING.

y I Even equal fair just;

I equitable level tranquil

undisturbed. Read P'ing, to le-

vel to adjust prices or weights;

to reduce to a state of submis-

sion; to conquer a plain; tran-

quillity plenty. Name of a

place, Kung p'ing, just

and equitable. T n

p'ing*, scales or balances. Ji^

^* Tae p'iug, a state of pe^ce

and plenty. Te p'iug,

a level place a plain a level

place iu front of halls and pa-

laces. P'ing ch'ayigv

ordinary common, in a dero-

gative sense. P'ing fuh,
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to ffubjug-ate. Fing

Dgaii, a state of tranquillity and

comfortable repose. ^*
P'iug* yuen ho haou, to re-

concile conflicting1 parties.

Fing te kh'e

fang po, to raise the wind and

waves on a level plain, —— to

make a disturbance where there

is not the least occasion for it.

B F'ing she, ordinarily

on common occasions constant-

ly. P'ing soo, hereto-

fore; usually. P'ing

t&ng^ of equal rank. ^P*

P'ing jih, daily commonly.

J^IV Level ground a flat le-

*^f^ vel place.

"JtflE
Name of a tree; a door

|^ made wihh flat boards a

kind of table for chess.

^£ ) Fin-, or Fow
f

I
ping the thin moss-like

/ substance which grows on

L \ the surface of stagnant

V f / water. Name of a place.

^ P'ing sbih, name of a

fruit that grows ou the water,

recognized on a certain occa-

sion by Confucius.

Fing shwuy seang fang, or

P'ing fcsung cha

ho, the accidental meeting* of

friends, as vegetable sub;

stances floating* on the surface

of the water are brought acci-

dentally in contact.

To discuss and settle the

order of; to deliberate

to arrange to fix to criticise.

The name of an office; and of a

city. A surname. Pe
p'ing, to criticise to censure

or praise. Ke p'ing,

censorious to speak against

to detract from the merits of.

Pin p'ing, to debate

the merits and rank of.

Shang p'ing, or Kaou

p'ing, to praise, ff^ P'ing

lun, to discuss the merits of; to

dispute, P'ing ting, to

fix to settle to criticise to

decide on the merits of a writ-

ten composition, Fing

yue, or Yue p'ing, to loak over

and revise a book for the press

which is generally, in China,

done by a different persoia from

the writer or compiler.

A^^*
) On a line with

|>l I f with together.

/1 J. f P'ing ming, to expose

|/ I
' one's life in eoinbat with.

P'ing- kh'e, to rise up

together to contend.

P'ing keu, to stand opposed, as

an enemy. A
P'ing pa poo wei yih poo,

reduced the eight tribes to one.

/V^i Retired secluded. Read

\f7y P'ing, to exclude . ta re-

even
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ject to throw out.

Anciently a wall built

inside a door-way as a

screen to screen to cover to

keep outside to reject to put

away. Fing e, a cer-

tain divinity that presides over

rain. Fing fung, or

Mun p'iug, a flat screen

placed in a door-way a certain

aquatic plant. Wei

p'iug, or Leen p'ing, a

folding screen placed behind an

altar or a throne.

To expel; to drive away.

W P'ing leu, the

name of a a tree*

A pitcher or other uten-

^4
I sil for drawing water.w.

\ To be dispersed or scat-

\2 I tered abroad to wander

> idly; to flow away as wa-

i I ter from a spring; to ex-— J pel to drive away.

IE M Ke p'ing, the

^ name of a place.

The colour of the face

^ the aspect; a grave couu-

tenance a fall bold counte-

nance an angry look.

Hasty; precipitate; giving

unrestrained scope to one's

V temper or feelings; draw-

t^l^l ing each other into a vi-

^ / cious course; tomake light

of or disregard property. The

second is a vulgar and unautho-

rized form,

/yj To possess generous con-

f\f fidence in; to employ; to

send.

To ask to enquire of; the

same as the following.

M Pi"g thlg eleSant

graceful carriage.

To ask; to enquire of; to

invite; hence the charac-

ter is formed with ear by tho

side. Ancient ambassadors go-

ing on embassies of peace was

expressed by P'ing. Princes

going personally to the Emper-

or, was expressed by Ch'aou.

Enquiries respecting great af-

fairs; a request to many; to

espouse; to betroth; the presents

given, as fixing the subsequent

marriage to request, in a res-

pectful manner. Hea

ping to send marriage presents.

How p'ing, a large mar-

riage portion. }^ jjia Kwo
p'ing le, to send the marriage

gift or eapoubalts. ^tfl^ CLing
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•p'ing, to call forth from private

life eminent and good men to

fill offices in the state.

J P'ing ting hea, to betroth

to fix or settle the marriage.

5^ P'ing keun, to answer

the call of the sovereign and

engage in the service of the

state, P'ing ts'ing, to

'request to come in a formal and

re.-pectful manner witli presents.;

to engage a prWate tutor.

A staud for h valuable

stone; leaning on; resting

or depending on; accord-

ing to proof; that which

is capable of being prov-

ed; this Vi ord cominences

statement^ implying that

what follows can be proved. A
surname. ^P'ing keu,

proof; evidence for the truth of

a ca^e. Fing fa

sliw o, according to vliat. he

sa) let hiin say what he lik©^.

>4^5^ From to depend cm and

a bench. To leau upon

Ji bench or table to trust to;

that which may be trusted to;

proof. Fing e and

P'ing kh'aou, to lean

against; to depend upon.

ke, to rest or lean up-

on a table.

proof; evidence o£

PO.

rom water and skin. A
ruffled surface water

moved and agitated by the wind

a wav«; a fall of water; the

glare of water; shiniug bright-

ness,——applied to the eye and

the moon; glossy. Name of a

river; and ofa lake. An appella-

tiou of age. Occurs in various

proper names. We po,

to cotomiiuicute one's wishes by

a slight glance of the eye

either good or evil.

Po lang, or Po t aou
wave; the waves of the sea.

/ Po 1 name of a place,

and of a fruit; the pine apple,

Po lo meih, the ar-

tocarpus or jack fruit. H

Po seaou, pretty; handsome.

A bank; a declivity; a

hill; rubbish tlirowu up

so as to form a hill.

Kin po, the light of the ^fc ^^ Po ts'a^, the n;

kcih, to flow V/Sl of a vegetable.moon. Po

lo, or couiinunicute to others, Po lo, or MdL
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lo the pine apple, and the jack

fruit.

Po le, vitreous

substance commonly

written Po le, glass. In

the Chine?e dictionary it is call-

ed Yuh, " a gem; the pre-

cious commodity of the western

nations;" and it is added, that

during the Ming dynasty an eu-

nuch sent to Europe, to

procure a gla^maker to come

to China. Po le

king, a looking-glass.

P° le tsew l)ei
a glass

wino-cup.

^rfe A sieve with which grain

^/ ^ thrown up for the wind

to blow away the chaff; a

through which the grain passes

is called Shae.

#Read Fan, Pwan, and Po,

a surname. The name of

a place. Po-po, a martial ap-

pearance; appearance of age.

^0 Po ch'ung, the

§33 name of a hill.

To sow; to disseminate;

to scatter; to disperse; to

Name of a district.

ffi ^ Po khe, to reject; to

put away; to throw away care-

lessly. Po luDor, to be-

fool; to dupe; duped; cheated.

Po yangr (o agitate and

remove.

expose to the wind, as grain,

that the chaff may be blown a-

way; to spread a report, or pub-

lish to the world.

White plain and una-

dorned the grey hairs of

old age; large bellied; an ani-

mal with a white belly. Name
of a plant. Copious; abundant*

Po yang, name

p} |^ of a ll'evn district, whore

the Po yaug hoo, a

vell-kiio'n lake on the north-

ern frontier of Keaiig-se pro-

vince, is situated.

P'O.

An appellative ofwomen

particularly of old mo-

thers, much used in the books

of the Buddha sect, in various

senst^s. The name of a state.

The name of a city. Used also

in the names of some divinities.

1 Yih p'een p'o

sin, a kind feeling towards,

—

the foeling as of a mother.

Tscr ,un- ,)'o,

Sang p'o, or ^ "" P'°»

a nii.hvifo. Mei p'o, a

go-betwppn to arrange marri-

ages. Laou p'o. a fami-

liar term for wife.^ Kung

po husband and wife; father

and mother; a wife designates

her hust)niid's father and mother
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by these terms.

po P luxuriant

vegetation exuberant

growth of plants or trees.

P'o ho, name of a medicinal

plant.

Rent; torn broken hav-

ing holes rent through

Avhich one can see; ruined; de-

feated, applied to armies; tak-

en by storm,—applied to towns;

failed; found out, applied to

schemes. Read P'o, used as a

transitive verb in all the above

senses. ^7* Ta p'o, to rend;

to break.^ Chuh

tsze p'o e, to take each charac-

ter apart and opeu up the mean-

ing. K'an p'o leaou,

to see through a device; to find

out a deception to see the vani-

ty of the world.

Slab p'o ta to see through false

pretexts, assumed by a person.

Kh'euh p'o, the name

of a musical instrument.

P kea fang chan

to ruin a family and waste the

patrimony. P'o fuh, to

tear open the belly,——means to

lay open one's mind to a per-

son also to open the bowels vio-

lently to purge.

Po she jin che yu

hwo, to break through the fool-

ish delusions of mankind.

P'o hwae, to destroy.

P'o Ian, broken in piece's,

as meat which is over^-builed.

P'o pae, to defeat an

army. P'o sny, broken

into small bits. P'o

ting, to rip open a seam ; to find

out a plot. Fo e tat-

tered garments.

P'o or Pei lame in the

feet; leaning on one side,

as when standing on one foot*

Commonly read Pe or

2X Fei. Read Fo,

P'o to, uneven not level.

^ Uneven deflected on one

side; in a small degree

ratl.er; doubt; suspicion.

P'o heang, rather fragrant.

P'o haou, rather good*

P'o kew, a good while,

P P'o heaou

teh, know or understand in a

slight degree. P'o to,

a good deal; rather much. |^
Po yew, to possess in some

degree abundant to possess

much.

A species of frog a toad.

From Kh'o, may or

should, reversed. May

caunot incurable forth-not

with then.
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Fo puh kli'o yay [H Fo uae, insufferable,

tsung fau kh'o, Fo denotes may
J

^*_L A v ulgar form of the pre-

not, should not. and^ from a | j ceding p.
Q nae

reversed Kh'o. 13. 7l?1fe
p'a lo, unable to sustaiu or to endure,

a certain cup for drinking- wine.

PO.

1

Read Feh and Meh, to

stop; fo strike. Reiul Po,

>is applied to the arm ami

the shoulder.

Keen po, the shoulder.

From water and white.

The glare of water the

appearance of water a small

wave to anchor at the shore

to anchor or moor in a bay.

Fun po, the appearance of*

flying in a crowded group.

Y Wun po, to anchor in any

creek or buy. ^ Tan po,

still; retired; wliolly unoccu pi-

ed; abstracted trom the world.

A kind of screen or cur-

Y f^l tain.

'IV po, the

foeces of wine or sj)iritu-

ou^ liquor; the grosser part is

called Tsaou, and the rice which

floats is called Po.

&A Kin po, thin leaf" goid gold

The sides the rihs; the

PI shoulder.

|% k
\ Pa or Po, to drag alwg

f\t I by the leg and stick it;

to stab. Ch'ih

p6 or CMxh pa,

to put away dead and

noxious influences.

To walk or trarel through

grassy or shrubby pat lis:

tlu 1 lower part of u cimtlle. V^i

Po she, F6, is to travel by

laud; She, to journey By water.

Po see, the

of trudging nlong the road to

travel laboriously.

HJ-^ The short hair that ^rows

rV\. on different parts of tiie

lH)dy; white flesh.

^VlT The roots ot'grassos; stulu

ble; a thatched cottnge; a

nnme of di"fferent plants.

Pelli po, a plant said to ho

a cure iigainst the tooth-ache*

Tung po, or

Foo po, or

^

Naou po, certain small belle used
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to chime in harmony with the

chaunting performed by the

priests of Buddha.

Plants taking root down-

wards and growing luxu-

riantly upwards luxu-

riant growth.

General; extensive; uni-

versal. The second is an

erroneous form. "[ *^
P6 heoj generally learned

an universal scholar.

P6 wan, to have heard and

read murli. f§^ Po ngae,

universal love; general benevo-

lence.

To apply the hand to; to

touch; to strike witli the

hand; to fight with a person to

Avrest from by violence.

Po keih, to strike; to at-

tack. + P6 foo

k'in seh, to play with the lingers

on a stringed instrument, as on

the harp.

Po or Puh, tlie noise made

by the bursting of crack-

ers; to rend to burst; to

urge or press with fire;

fire-dried to dry with

smoke or fire; to heat; to burn; to

cauterize.

Garments with short

sleeves; single garments.

A large bell. If^ Po

il^^J" liiij certain flowery orua-

ments on the cross wooden bar

to which a bell is hung.

Ts'i :en po, an iiisti'ument of

a kind of hoe.

A certain fragrant herb,

which is burnt in order to

emit its odour.

Trees of a forest standing

singly, not blended with

thin; slight; poor;

bad; light; few; single divslike;

inattention to; poor treatment;

a screen or curtain. Name of a

river; of a pavilion. To extend

to. Kh'eh po, to carve

thin near; stingy; to browbeat

mxl extort from. K'Ing

po, light and trifling; contemp-

tuous. 4 Lin po, Lin,

denotes woody; Po, overgrown

with herbs or plants.

Po lio the plant commonly call-

ed mint. P6 kh'euh, or

Tsan po, rings of cane

suspended for the silk-worm to

form the cocoon in. ^$
Po ming, a poor fate; ili-fated.

Po moo, the evening

twilight, near sunset.

Po hing, cold indifferent beha-

viour to. P5 she, to

look upon lightly to despise*

How po, thick and thin,

Po ts'ing, little affec-

tion for cold inditfere^t.

Po ts'ee, to cut into thin
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slices or small bits. P5

tsuy, a slight offence,

-j-^rv Crammed together in

confusion; stuffed all to-

gether; to fill up. Fwan

po, to sit cross-legged and dis-

robed. •

From a knife ^ and to cut

and carve. To split, tear,

or rive to peel, or scrape off

to flay to put off; to uncover;

to cut up an auimal to let fall

to cut; to wound. One of the

| Kwa, or diagrams. Read

Puh, to strike against with

force to break off the shell.

Ch'ow po, to exact ex-

cessively and with severity.

Po rain, to flay the people;

i. e. to oppress and harrass them.

Ii To tread with the feet

to step upon.

4& From hand and to issue

forth. To spread out; to

expel or reject to fall open;

to disperse to turu round to

reduce to order certain cords

used in drawing a liearse to the

grave. Read Fuh, a certain

large shield; something that is

put on the finger when playing

on a stringed instrument.

Ch'ih po, appellation of a

good horse. Pwan po,

to allot to every one, to point

out to every one their several

duties. Po kung, a

bow recoiling back. p6

kh'ae, to open out.

]a, appearance of extending a

bow; pert; saucy. P5

sung, to distribute to.

A sort of melon. Name
of a p lant, which has

nine leaves growing from the

same stalk.

Po yu, a vessel

used by the Buddha priests in

begging and when eating, oc-

casionally. E po, the

priest's robes and his dish

anything transferred from one

to another, as from father to

son, is so called. ^ji

Yew yun po, a name of the fig.

A freckled horse; parti-

coloured diverse contra-

dictory to contradict; to meet

at the termination of the pre-

ceding, and continue the succes-

sion. Peen po, to con-

tradict in argument. m
Keae po, the breaking and

opening of the clouds in a con-

fused manner. Po

cli'uen, boats which receive the

cargoes of other boats and con-

tinue the line of inland naviga-

tion. ' Po ng-an, a deci-

sion of an inferior court revers-

ed by a superior tribunal.
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§ P6 keih, to contradict to

oppose and argue a measure.

^ VI jea ta noo
;

suddenly burst forth in a great

passion. ^§ Po suh, in con-

tinued succession; one after an-

other.

The name of a place.

Ancient name of a place

in Ho-nan.

Sudden; suddenly; to ar-

range Imstily sudden

change of countenance, as when

disconcerted by soraething un-

usual. A surname. The name

of a place. See Puh.

Frozen rain hail to

hail in some places call-

ed Peh yu, white rain

and Ngaug t'ow yu,

hard-headed rain, this applies

to the larger bail-stones which

break the roofs of houses, and

kill the cattle in the field.

Po or Paou, the noise of

anger of laughing of

throwing down a stick.

m
P'O.

The noise of striking, or

of stones dashing against

each other to strip slaugh-

tered bodies and mangle the

corpse, applied to the ribs

and the shoulders dried meat;

large slice. Keen p'o,

the shoulder. P'6 t'ow,

the top of the shoulder, on which

a burden rests.

Cbo or P'6, a case in

which bamboo reeds are

fstuck woody luxuriant

herbage.

Plain; hard; close wood

metaphorically applied to

the dispositions and characters

of men any utensil not yet fi-

nished the matter or substance

of, without^ the finishing1 gloss

or ornaments. Chih

p'o, substantial honest sin-

cere; devoid of show. %^
P'6 shih, plain and solid sub-

stantial true and unaffected.

>^^ P'o soo plain and un-

adorned; simple manners.

^ To lean towards; to lean

I

against to fall to pat

Vlightly; to strike; to flog;

I

to brush away.

J Peen p'o, to lash; to flog.

P'o mee, to extiug-uisb.

a light by a motion of the hand,

which causes a puff of wind.

P'o pe to strike the

nose, or sense of smell, with

odoui's of any kind.

A gem not yet freed from

its external coat; au un-
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polished gem. A surname. The

external covering of a gem.

j|| P'6 yub, an unpolished

stone.

^J^ To throw forth, or sprin-

4^5C kle water; water dripping

out; a shower ofrain; the show-

ers following' in succession. *{^f

)^ Hwo p'6, lively; cheerful.

)^ Yih p'6, a shower.

The bark of a tree; a

certain medicinal bark;

large abrupt separate or dis-

taut. Used in the sense of

P'6. Read Puh, fundamental.

Hnul Puw, a surnauie.

POO.

—J^p* Cloth made from cotton

HJ or herap to spread out

in order to arrange; to spread

out; to diffuse; to infer; a spring

or source; name of a plant; sa-

crifices offered to the stars. A
surname. Loo poo, a

banner with writing on it ; a

proclamation extended at the

end of a pole.

Poo che teli e, well laid out and

assorted, properly arranged

and transacted. Poo e
plain cotton garments, express-

es being a simple citizen, with-

out rank of any kind.

Poo peh cloth and silk.

4^ Poo pa, object shot at hv

archers a target.

Poo cbing sze sze or

Poo ching sze, to spread

tlie decisions of goverumeut

the Treasurer of a province;

all local appoiutmeuts are man-

aged by liim. Poo she,

or -f^ Poo shay, to bestow

charity.

To extend extensive fill-

ing the whole space.

J

Afraid alarmed to cause

f fear to alarm the miucL

Cha poo

yu min, to frighten sim-

ple people with false preten-

ces, as conjurors do.

Kh'ung poo, or ^( King

poo, alarmed; frightened.

Poo tsuy taou pe

to run away under alarm for

some crime committed.

To feel to expand; to o-

peu out; to disperse; to

^scatter to strike, ^[ffj

Poo pae to injure a

person iu some way.

-t^U To take to pursue alter

j \\\ for the purpose of takiug;
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to endeavour to catch or take;

-to strike and seize. poo

lme to persecute. Poo

hwo, or Poo na, to pur-

sue and take an offender. ^[
Poo neaou, to endeavour to

catch birds; to fowl,

Poo ts'eih, to pursue for the

purpose of apprehending,

Poo t'ing, a kind of inferior

police officer who has a court

of his own. Poo taou

to hunt out robbers. ^[
Poo yu, to fish. ^ Poo

yih, police runners; constables.

Poo fung tsfih

ying, to pursue the wind and

catch at a shadow ; to follow

•visionary projects. The offi-

cers of government often cau-

tion the people against so do-

ing, in ch^risliing hopes of in-

fluencing justice, . for Chinese

officers, they say, are incorrup-

tible.

^^^fe A book to keep accoynts

y^}jf^ or memoranda a regis-

ter a narrow piece of ivory-

carried in the hands by ancient

statesmen at Im perial inter-

views. Read P6, an utensil

"used in rearing silk-worms a

kind of curtain. Read Peih, a

pillar. Choo poo, the

name of an office, a kind of

ii^eper of public nccounts.

Tang ke poo, to insert

in the books of a shop or mer-

cantile bouse. Loo poo,

the order of travelling with the

Imperial carriage.

To repair to mend to

supply what is wanting*

:

to make up a deficiency to

benefit; to assist. Name of a

city. A surname. In numbers,

Poo denotes one thousand mil-

lions. Poo is used medically fcr

increasing, strengtbexiing or sti-

mulating. Poo kh,e to

increase or strengthen the ani-

mal spirits. , Poo heue,

to strengthen or increase the
^3

blood. ^ Poo liwan to

repay. Poo ch'ue, to

join together the parts of u<

thing which has been torn to

pieces. Poo sbuh, to

redeem. , Poo che, make

it up to you,—I'll try to recom-

pence you. Poo ts'eih,

to repair to mend. ^^
Poo po to repair or ruend a

rent garment. Poo e

to supply what has been pre-

termitted, ff f Poo

p'ing t'ow, to make up the in-

jury a dollar may have received

from its being cut or worn.,
^jC Poo yin shway, to make

up the differeuce of silver in its

value, under difFcrcnifc (inum

-
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stances; as whether in the form

of dollars 01* sycee silver, whe-

ther broken or whole dollars.

'J^aXT Poo, is the sum of all

the parts a collective a-

mount a general control of

thing'& arranged untler one

head \ a general division of; a

tribe; a clas& an arrangement

of the stars. The name of a

particular star. A division of a

book a numeral particle of

books a public court. Poo, iu

the language of classification,

denotes class or genus

Luy, is species. Poo is used for

a tribe of men, applied to

the Tartar and Mahommedan

tribes. ' Yih poo

shoo, denotes all the volumes of

a book. ~
^

Yih pnn

shoo, one volume. Woo
poo, the five elements into which

the Chinese divide material ex-

istences. Hwuy poo, a

MabomiBedan tribe. "o{5

Poo show, speaking of charac-

ters, denotes one of the radi-

cals. J Luh poo six

boards, or supreme courts at

Peking, viz. 1st Le, Ap-

pointrnents; 2nd, P Hoo, Re-

venue; 3rd, jjlaLe, Usages; 4th,

Ping, Army; 5th, Hing,

Punishraeuts and Ctli,

Kmig' Public works.

f In ancient times, denoted

a single pace; it now ex

-

presses the distance taken in by

a step with each foot it is

commonly called six cubits; to

walk to go; the course or ways

of to go on foot to travel in

a vehicle moved by men instead

of horses; to walk leisurely; a

footing or landing-plaee by the

side of a river an anchorage

for trading boats in this sense

the following is more generally

used. Malevolent spirits that

injure men or animals. A sur-

name. Occurs in various pro-

per names. A certain kind of

dress a sword ornaments of

a woman's head-dress, a sword,

&g. — Yih poo yih

poo, step after step step by

step. J^fe Lew te poo,

to leave a few paces of ground;

not to push to the utmost, nor

exhaust one's-self entirely.

Ma poo, name of a demon,

supposed to injure horses, and

to whicli sacrifices are offered

in winter. T'uh poo,

singular talents possessing

some art unknown to others.

Kwu poo, the changes

or fortunes of a country.

^0 T'een poo, the ways of hea-

ven, the changes ofprovidence.

Kne poo, to ascend a

throne. *fT Poo hiug
Y
to
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walk on foot went on foot.

Poo keun, an army of

infantry. Poo , to

practice riding on horseback.

Poo le keen nan,

to walk with difficulty.

Poo sze to move an army.

Poo leih, or T'ny

leih, to make astronomical cal-

culations. Poo yaou,

certain ornaments of women's

head-dress.

Poo or Fow, a mart; a

place where ships and

traders assemble.

put food out of one's own mouth

into that of another person's, as

is done by nurses. ^ Foo

joo, to give suck to to feed

with milk.

FOO.

To go or creep on the i

hands like a child to
j

crawl. Foo peh, to go I

on the hands and knees; to do

one's utmost to go to; to strive

to attain.

Considered a vulgar cha-

racter.

t'aou shoo, the vine.

Poo t'aou tsew, wine made

from the grape.

P'oo t'aou tsze, the grape, also

called P'oo t'e tsze.

P'oo t'aou kan, dri-

ed plums or raisins.

«To feed as a child, by

putting food into its

mouth. T'oo p'oo, to

A vegetable garden an

orchard. Foo

yuen, a garden for fruits

and vegetables.

Laou p'oo, aa old gardener.

11^ fl[ B$ Foo she, from

MTf* three to five o'clock in

the afternoon.

^/^i* Streams that run into,

^ 8 14 or out of large rivers a

small creek or inlet. A sur-

name, compounded with vari-

ous other proper names.

Ho p'oo, name of a district

in Canton province, where

pearls are, it is said, obtained.

P'oo keang, the name

of a district.

A species of rush or j un-

cus which grows in wa-

ter, and of which mats are

made. Name of a district. A
sarname.

Large; great; pervading'

everywhere. In the Four

Books written Foo. To

disperse abroad all over the

world. Occurs denoting to daub.

Read Po
5

Po mo, the

appearance of water.
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^tt: Read Foo and Poo, the

name of a place; and of

a plant; otherwise called the

sword plant.

Disease; to afflict with

disease; an internal ga-

thering or induration.

The beginning or origin

of anything.

Large; great; to talk big;

to deliberate; to reprove;

to assist.

ArH* Commonly used for a

1^1(4 shop, but not sanctioned

by Chinese Dictionaries. They

write it Foo. Foo

lino, or Foo kSa a shop-

keeper.

To abscond; to run away;

T^Rr to become a fugitive; to

hang in suspense; to be owing

to government. P'oo

ciiae, to be owing a debt,

i&r}^ To spread out; to extend

fU t" w'ange; to lay a table-

cloth or make a bed; to pervade;

a shop where things are spread

out; disease a ring for pulling

to a door. P'oo chen,

to spread out or lay a carpet.

P'oo cl£in, Foo

chang, or P'oo she, all

express spreading out or laying

in order arranging.

P'oo p'e, a winding-sheet.

P'oo chang wau

tsze, a shewy di.<pl;iy of diction

a pompous essay, without re-

gard to the solidity and tiutb

of the matter.

To feed to supply -with

food; a meal taken be-

tween three and five in the af-

ternoon. Name of a bird.

P'oo ch'ue, to sneak for

Name of a flat fish, said

to have a presentiment of

approach 'uig rain, otherwise call-

ed /X Kiiang t'un, and i^C

Keang choo, the river pig;

both of which names answer to

the porpoise.

'„ I mj \ Poo or Peh, grass; her-

I—I a kind of mat;

thatch for a cottage. Read Fow,

ihc name of a fragrant plant.

P'oo te name of a tree

produced in Maguilhu, the dis-

trict where BiuUUia was born,

tf P'oo-t'csa-t'o,

an Indian word introduced with

the Budilhn sect. Some of the

priests say it means to observe

with feeling; others that it de-

notes completelyJinishcd; imv

according to the genius of the

Chinese language, v,oiiUiu:ted to

Foo-sa, the god.s, di

dcnii-Lro(ls of the heathen, pg

Choo p'oo sa, all the

gods; much used in the books
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of Buddha for a class of intelli-

gent beings, superior to man,

not creators deified men and

women the idols of pagan

temples. The phrase is in con-

tinual popular use, and by some

defined to be the same as

P'oo tse, universal kelp,

or assistance afforded to all liv-

ing creatures; and is considered,

W W 1$ M Tsun ch'ing

shin kh'e, a term of honor and

respect addressed to the gods

of heaven and earth.

C From lift Ping, equally;

all together, and Jib,

the day. Day everywhere a-

like; universally pervading as

the light of the sun; the uni-

Ibrrn light of the sun; or the

stm, without which, all is re-

• duced to the same darkness

great; pervading. A surname.

*^ ^ Poo feen che

liea, over all the world. "^^C
Poo t'een ttmg kh'iiig,

the whole world joining in con-

gratulations.

Pr
oo tse cliuug sang, to afford

universal help to all living crea-

tures, said of the gods.

P'oo she, to confer univer-

sally. Foo t'ung-

t'a, a general receptacle in which

the ashes of the Buddha priests

are put after death.

P'oo yang, to promulge every-

where. * Foo tse

yuen, an hospital;—for the re-

ception of the aged poor.

A list of; a genealogical

pf tables a biography; to in-

sert in a genealogy, or write a

biography; a list of the village

population; a certificate to per

-

tain to; to arrange; to spread

out an affair in order.

Tsuh p'oo, a genealogical table-

Khin p'oo, a music

book; a book to teach to play

on the stringed instrument kiru

|^ Khe p'oo, a book on

chess* Leih p'oo, his-

torical annals^

POW.

Pow or Fow, to take up,

as water in the hollow of

. the hand in order to drink

it; to take in the palm of

one or both bauds.

^ To collect togetlier; many ;:

numerous; also to reduce

or take from. ^ £5r

Pow to jih kwa, to withdraw

from tiie superabujidant, and
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add to the deficient.

^ Pow and Paou, the husks

of grain a certain melon.

See Paou.

P'OW.

To draw in the breath;

to inspire.

Chung

fun wei p'ow, to divide

in the middle is Fow. To cut

or tear asunder in the midst; to

split asunder; to break or cut

open, w lj PW khae to

cut, rive or tear open.

P

P'ow pvan or lj Fow
twan, to decide in judgment; to

say which is right and which is

wrong.

Read P'ow and Paou, to

grasp to take to one; to

exact the duties on salt to

strike. A surnarae.

,ov keh to exact duties with

excessive rigour.

A certain earthen pot or

jar- T'i'ngp'o"',

a copper vessel for containing

things preserved in brine or

]>ifklt_'. ^^ P'ow low, an

earthenware vessel.

PUH.

Represents the longitudi-

ual ami transverse veins

of the tortoise shell; to scorch

the tortoise shell to cause the

veins to appear, and 1'rom thence

to draw prognostics of good or

ill; to divine by means of the

tortoise shell to conjecture; to

guess; to confer upon, A sur-

name. Chen pub, to

cast lots; to observe the prog-

nostic.

piih kh'ew shin, to ask by divi-

nation, and to supplicate deity.

Ml Puh kwa, to divine or

foretell by the sixty-four kwu.

Piili kh'o, the service

of divination.

Puh keih hing kung, to divine

a lucky day, to commence the

work. Piih she, to di-

P6, or P&h. A clod of

earth.

Net. PRh

teh e not can stop; ex-

presses that one is com-

pelled by circumstances.

W" ,,n

puh toll, I wish. Piih

kho should or ought not.

H teli puh khVu,

caa not but go.
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Ptih kea puh keen, neither
|

to increase nor to diminish.

Pdh kan, not dare. Com-
|

mon expression in the language

of courtesy, denoting, I presume

not to assume the respect or ci-

vility which you shew.

Pixh tseih puh le, not

instaut not remote, denotes tak-

ing the middle course; not whol-

ly concealing, nor yet disclosing

too much; not wvy urgent, nor

yet regardless, Piih

peih, not necessary.

Puh she, not is it is not so.

When the emphasis is laid on

She, Puh she, denotes being

wrong, or in fault; as

>f> Wo yew piih she, I

have not is; i. e, I have done

something not right. >^
Kh'e puh she, how is it not?

affinniug strongly that it is.

Puh she, not time; not any
j

fixed time.

Haou piih lnvan ie good not to
j

rejoice i. e. exceedingly.

^ Piih sail puh sze,
j

not three, not four; neither one

thing nor another; au unsteady-

person who commands no re-

spect. Puh yaou, don't

want; do not. pahj
or Puh jo, not as, not

so good as; better so or so.

Puh jih, not (many) days.

Puh jen, not so; by no

means. Puh ch'ing

jin, to act unwortliy of a human

being. Piih ch'ing

tan, things that do not make a

complete list; small retail arti-

cles- Pfih teli pfih,

cannot but.

Piih teh puh peen, compelled

to discuss.

Puh wei, yih t^eay, not only

but also.

Piih joo she fei jin, he who is

not so (virtuous as this book re-

quires) is not a man.

Piih tsuh sin, incredible.

Puh tsae hwa

hea, not included in the narra-

tive; i. e. there are occurrences

omitted which are not worthy

of being recorded.

Puh tsze keo che, to be un-

observant of one's own temper

or conduct. Puh seaou,

it is unnecessary; there is no

ocoasion. ^S Puh t'e, not

detail occurs in light compo-

sition when one subject is drop-

ped aud another taken up it

also means not to introduce hi

conversation.^2 Puh p'ing t^ih

sed p'ing tsih shay che, when a

grievance exists, redress it

when it is redressed, dismiss

the subject.
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Puh chih shin kew, riQt worth

investigating deeply; not worth

enquiring into. Puh

seaou, not like one^s ancestors,

unworthy of them.

Puh, or Pei, plants shoot-

ing up luxuriantly; dis-

obedient. See PeL

P6 ov Pulu See Po.

Sudden; suddenly; to ar-

range basrily; sudden change of

countenance, as when discon-

certed by soraethiiig uuusuul.

A surname. The name of a

place. # 41 Puh j ( -n

lmig kh'e, arose su.l.lenly.
^ ,

f
, . ' r ' …

Puh tsuh, appearing fl u t-
l>uh-koo,and ^^ 1\

tered or disconcerted.

a spring bi" ling up; copious;

altuiulant; contused. Name of

a place, and of a sea. /j-

Fiing puh, impetuous dispersion,

as of the feelings or of clouds.

t¥M Pul» jen, suddenly. j$
Puh kt'iH?, agitated gur-

gling or guslnng ftu tli of water-

Puh ts'e, name of

~

4

" n ]ilanl, rom])aivd to the

l't :" tl of lol,sfcei'S5 the outside of

bulbous roots which is black,

the iuner and edible part white.

It is vulgarly called Ma
t\\ The scirpus tuherosus.

Puh or Pei, possess in<r

J
-
J abundance; unsubmis>i\

c

to just authority; disolK-ilient

rebellious. See Pei.

Kh'e puh, to seize in angei 1

. '|

Puh ncih, rebellious; di—

ol K^dient to parents^

To cause confusion by art-

ful and seditious speech;

to delude; to mislead by

fair speeches, and iiuluee

a state of anai'ehy ivlvl-

lion; disorder- Compare

with PeL

vSiuUlenly bursting forth,

as pluutri budding, or as

kuo a pigeon.

To follow or comi>ly; he

\~ys^ who gives hmi >elf to

serve a servant in a family^

one engaged in inferior, laV>ori-

ous, ami mean employments; a

cliarioleer; a disciple* Used iu

tlie language of self-al>aHenicMit

to desitrnate oue's ^elf; employ-

ed in niciui service; to have res-

pect to, or belong to; to hide,

A sunuiuK'. ^| Sze pull,

miJ T'ae puh, names

of a certain official situation.

P^h troublesome

and degiiuiiu^. POh

jx 1

, male and female domestirs;

strictly speaking, not fclaves, but

in cuunuuii u&e tlic words :ue
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applied indiscriminately to do-

mestics, whether bought or hi-

red. Keapiih, domestics,

Name of a river; and of a

district; a particular kind

of bamboo. In the dialect of

Corea, it denotes a drum.

A napkin or cloth to wmd
round the bead; a kind of

military cap; the lower

garments pared off in a

particular way.

The toes or claws joined

with a web-like substance

web -footed like geese and ducks;

joined; connected.

Read Paou, scorclaing

tempestuous. Read Puh,

to dry in the sun; to display;

to manifest; to make known to

the people to publish to pro-

mulge. Sbae puh, to

dry; to expose to the air and

BUD.

Read Paou, a heavy rain.

Read Puh, water gushing

from a spring and rushing

dowu a precipice with

noise. ^ Haou puh,

water gushing forth with noise.

'M )^ Fun piih, the noise and

dashing of impetuous waves,

)^ Puh poo, water running

with noisy velocity in paths or

ways amongst the mouutaias.

gPuh or Fuh, displeasure

and anger discovered in

the countenance; looking augri-

PUN.

*Tbe root of a tree or other

plant; the foundation fuu-

^damental; the origin; the root

or source from which. Used

for / my, and our. Pun is used

to denote a book of the lighter

kind; an official document; a nu-

meral of volumes, (] Foo

pun, a duplicate document.

Kh'euh pun, a song book,

^^jS He pun, a play book.

Paou pun, to be grate-

ful to one's ancestors, aud to

sljew it by offering sacrifices.

Pei pun, ingratitude to

aucestors; ingratitude for favors

received. Kan pun,

the root; the fundamental part.

j/^. Shang pun, to state to

the Emperor; to present a me*

raorial. "^y?fC Show pun, a

visiting card presented by au in-

ferior, saying who and what the

person is. Pun e the

garments proper for a person to

wear, such as belong to las

Y
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riuik and station. Pirn

fun, what is iu the department,

province, or duty of any one.

Pun foo I (the Che-foo

magistrate.) i~t Pun hang,

my hong or factory.

Pun kwo, one's own country.

Pun nio, the root aud

the top branch the origin and

the eud; whut is essential, and

what is only a circumstance.

Rm lae raccn

im
w
ih original face and eyes; i. e.

natural complexion.

Pun sze, ability; talent; capaci-

ty for business, ^ Pun

sin, one's original intention,

Pun ts'aou, the uame of a

large botanical work, or Chinese

herbal. Puu ts'een, ori-

ginal property possessed by a

pei'?on capital; principal, in

contradistinction from interest.

Pun ying, what is pro-

per or incumbeut on any one.

From three cotvs in a

fright. To walk or run

on the highway to run

about in haste; precipita-

ntion; hurry; to contract a

marriage in an irregular

hurried manner, without

the necessaiy presents.

K6 jin pun ko jiu telh pn,

k't every one vua al>out his ovu

business. Pun
lae pun klieu running back-

wards aud forwards—busy "with

the harvest.

Pun po laou luh, to run amongst

waves and to toil on a rocky road,

~denotes the toils and cares of

life. Pun raang, hurri-

ed; bustling about. , Ptm

she, to run with haste hurried

and propelled by want-

To walk or be conveyed

at a quick pace; to run.

To throw into confusion

with the hand.

AVant of intelligence; stu-

pid; dull disposition.

The interior part of the

bamboo tbick-headed

coarse; stupid.

-^^ A kind of basket used by

bricklayers aud builders

of mud walls; a basket for car-

rying earth or manure.

P'UN.

i

iwiX

Fun, or P'un, dust; dust

or earth raised. Oue says,

> a great barrier or mound

to eject; to throw in, or

1 to mix.

The name of a river wa-

ter bubhliug forth, as from

a spring; tho noise of wa-

ter gurgling forth or run-

ning with impetuosity.
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From to divide and an

utensil. An earthenware

vessel, used in ancient times as

a measure, and also to beat time

on during their rude singing

aud music; a jar, pitcher, basin,

or tub, without regard to the

material of which it is made; a

vessel for boiling salt in. Name

of a medicine; and of a place.

Leen pui] a basin

to wash the face in.

Hwa p'un, a flower pot. ^§
Lin p'un, to descend to tlie

tub, the act of being delivered

of a child. In Chinese usage,

the woman stands aud the child

falls into a tub, which is pre-

pared to receive it,

T'ung p'un, a vessel used in

cooking.

Strenuous, impetuous ef-

fort; otherwise read Pe,

and Fun.

To expel forcibly the

breatli from the mouth;

to spurt out; to snort; to hoot,

as at a dog hurried enuncia-

tion. P Ta p'un, or

P'uu te to sneeze.

P'un shwuy, to spurt water from

the mouth. P Fun kh'e,

to rave furiously iu anger; to

snort.

A mat covering fbr a boat;

—same as the following; a

vessel for straining liquor.

A mat covering for a boat

in the Chinese manner,

used also for a mat sail. ^}
Poo p'ung, or Chaug

p'ung, a covering like a teut, or

lai'ge spreading umbrella. ^7*

Ta p'ung, to hoist a sail.

Hea p'ung, or

Meen p'ung, to lower a sail.

P'ung ch'ang, a temporary

building made of mats, such as

the Chinese erect to perform

plays in.

P'ung or Fung, to meet,

or come in contact with;

to occur to fall in with to rush

against; to be opposed to. Oc-

curs used for a seam large.

The name of a state. An ap-

pelJatiou of the year under cer-

tain circumstances.

P'ung cho, to fall in with; to

meet or occur. P'ung

p'ung, the sound of a drum,

P'ungjin ch'ing

clie ke to call every man one

meets an intimate friend.
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Pr
ung, dust. One says,

dust raised by the wind.

A plant that grows a-

mongst hemp, said to be

edible confused in disorder

growing fi'eely; luxuriant. The

name of a star; and ofa district.

A surname.

P

rung

lae shan, a hill inhabited by im-

mortal genii. Fung

cho t'ow, dishevelled hair.

P'uug sung, the

hair complicated and iu

disorder.

P

,ung tow
,
a kind

of helmet.

A loud laugh a great

noise; also read Fung, ap-

pearance of a high mouth.

Fung, or Pang, a club*; a

long wooden cudgel.

Prung chuy, a wood-

en club or pestle^

Fung chang, a

kind of stone worn as an

ornament.

P'ung p'ung, free and lu-

xuriant growth of plants?

copious; substantial^

PWAN.

^^1^ Pan or Pwan. From to

^1 separate and a com?, be-

cause, they say, a cow is large

and may be divided.

Wuh chung fun yay, a

thing divided in the middle; the

half of anything. Read Pwan,

a large fragrant of,~1 Kea yiti yih yuen

pwan, price a dollar and a half.

* Mei yang ko

pwan, a half of each sort.

Neen ke pwan peh,

fifty years of age* Chih

pwan, to break off the half.

Pwan heang, half a day; a

short time. Pwan tsze,

a son-in-law, by marriage of a

daughter, Pwan yayv

midnight.

See Pan.

To put away; to remove.

Bead Po in a similar

sense, ^ft Pwan er

to remove to some other

place; to remove to an-

other plaoe of abode.
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Pwan tow she fei, noisy

bickering and altercation.

Pwan lung she fei,

to be a talebearer to carry

stories from one to another to

tell tales and cause relations to

disagree. )^ Pwan ynn to

transport to some other place.

FWAN.
Eldest son; an associate;

a fellow; a companion to

follow; to accompany; to attend

upon. Also read Pwan, in the

same sense. Ho p'wan,

a partner an associate a col-

league. T'ung p'wan,

one of the same rank and cir-

cumstances; a companion.

Ice breaking up.

rp

divide to distinguish to take

asunder and again unite; to

judge to decide two halves

fit to be joined to be joined in

marriage. Occurs in the sense

of
jf-j-

PVan, to unite two

halves; to join the two sides of

two separate bodies. !]
Sldn p'wan, to judge; to decide.

J Shoop wan, seems to de-

note official decision or sentence-

P'wan twan

ngan keen, to decide a case in

From knife and half. To

law. Pe pVan, a writ-

ten decision or sentence of gov-

ernment. PVan shoo
7

an impression of a seal divided

in two halves, which by their

correspondence, afforded decid-

ed proof when joined together.

JZp Level ground. One says,

I to turn up the ground; to

move or level it.

To reject to throw away

4 |* to disregard to separate

to divide to cut off; to halve

to separate, as an oyster,

P'wan ming, to risk one's

life; to venture the loss of it,

P'wan shlh, to throw a

stone. P'wan ts'ae, to

throw away property extrava-

gantly.

From halfand to go hack.

To separate from; to re-

volt; to depart to another coun-

try. Read Pwan, light; splen-

dour. Pei pVan, to

renounce allegiance to to de-

sert from. Fan, is properly

to rise in immediate opposition

to the government and

P'wan, to flee from under its

control they seem, however,

to be used in common.

Pei p'wan, to rebel against

P'wan lwan, rebellion and

anarchy. Mow
fan p'wau neih, to lay plans of
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insurrection and rebellion.

>^Z|> From half and water. A

I

~

\ semicircular pool of wa-
|

ter in the front of Chinese col-

leges seemingly to oblige per- i

sons to walk to the right and

left; to scatter to divide.

)^ Yew p'wan, to pass the
[

pool, by means of a bridge

thrown over a ceremony per-

formed on obtaining the lowest

degree. P'ow pVan, to

spread out the heavens and

the earth. ^fv P'wan shwuy,

or V^1/ P'wan ch'e, the semi-

citcular pool, P'wan

kung, a college, in which is an

image of Confucius.

|Tf{|^ A path that divides fields;

I
to disobey the rules for

dress, imposed by an existing

dynasty. -j^ P'wan hwan,

a martial, bold, violent ap-

pearance.

g
See P'an.

Ropes for throwing round

and entangling the feet

of a horse; Ke, denotes the

cords or baiter which is put

about a horse's head.

Ke pVau, to restrict,— used

metaphorically for the restric-

tions of moral principles.

P'wan t'aou, a snare; to

cord or biud fast. P'wan

15 a snare or trap.

P'wan so, to biud with cords.

#Same as the preceding.

Also certain leather har-

ness to attach a cow to some-

thing which is to be drawn, or

which fastens round the tail of

A basin or platter to

3^|S^ wash in, or to drink out

of. P'wan 15 to rejoice.

^Ttl See Fan.

1m
Jufl* A tub-like vessel whether

pTTt . made of wood or metal;

a batliing tub; a vessel to con-

tain rice. Name of a state; of

a dog; ami of a gate. A sur-

name. Winding; curved.

P'wan ch'a, to examine in-

to. P' wan fei, the ex-

ponccs of a journey. f
P'wan cb'en, denotes the sarae.

§S P'wan koo the first

man, according to the Chinese.

g P'wan kee, to investi-

gate narrowly. P'wan

ming, engraved inscription on a

bathing vessel. ^ Kcaou

])'wan, to transfer the affair.

g P'wan soih, to sit cross-leg-

ged. Fwan Avan, to

interrogate; to question all a-

bout an aHair. P'au
yu, vessels for rice.
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A rock or large stone,

such as are found in moun-

tains. PVan ya, inti-

mately con federated,— said of

banditti. *waii

shih che ugan, quiet and repos-

ed, as if settled on a rock.

P'wan shih, a rock.

Tsoyu p'wan

shih che sbang, sat upon a rock.

A small bag.

P'wan cluh. or

P'wan nang, a little bag or sat-

chel

A large girdle woru round

the waist men's are made

of leather, women's of silk; an

ornamental girdle. *
P'wan tae ts'oo ying, to re-

ceive a girdle when first enter-

ing on office,

A surname. The name

of a district. Also read

Fan, foreign. See Fan. Read

Po, a martial bold appearance.

® P'wan yu been, the

district of PVau-yu, in which

European ships moor at Hwong-
poo, (Whampoa) ou the river

of Canton.

The dregs or washings of

rice; dirty like spots ou

the face. Name of a river; of

a spring; and of an ancient city.

Read Fan, bruised rice. Read

Po, the name of a district.

PSvan ngan, name of a per-

son famous for bis beauty,

P'wan yu been, the dis-

trict of Hwang-poo, is also thus

written. See the preceding.

7^X^ Name ofa mountain stream

in which ^fc^V T'aekung

angled. Read Po, name of a

stone fit for pointing arrows.

Read Fan, certain insects

wliich breed beneath ear-

then jars. Read P'wan, prostrate

on the earth writhing; curling;

burrowing ia the ground; to re-

coil back to. P'wan

muh, the name of a place.

& P'wan taou name of a fruit.

Sa. Three tens united

thirty.

-^fE Sa or Tsa, to take; to re-

^/J^ ceive to obtain j to draw

or lead to raise to courtesy

iu the manner of Chinese fe-

males, by letting the hands

drop towards the ground also

the bow or prostration, by put-

ting* the head to the ground,

performed by men. Read Keili,
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one. A surname. Sa

chung, to sow.

Sa ma urh ban, Samarcand.

^§ Sa hwae, to throw from one

and destroy. Sa khae
to spread open; to put aside; in

legal cases persuading the par-

ties to come to an accommoda-

tion. |^ Sa lae, to make

much of a trifling circumstance,

in the hope of implicating other

people and benefiting one's-self

by it. Sa me, to scat-

ter rice, a ceremony performed

at Chinese marriages.

Sa p'6, or Sa po, to

throw from one, as water to

throw away one's property.

Sa show, to throw loose

one's hand; to give up an ac-

quaintance; to shake one's hand

of a thing.

Wind the sound of a sud-

den gust of wind. Read

>Leih, in a similar sense.

^^^SL Shwae sa, fading;

declining, as is indicated

by grey hairs on the temples,

Sa jen, a sudden gust

of wind. Sa sS, sound

of wind.

A surname. P,oo

sa, the gods and goddess-

es of the heathen, in wljich con-

nexion it is defined, to assist or

help, aud to see everything; or

in the same sense. Read Cha,

to tuck up the garments to-

wards the girdle.

A spear or lance a small

pointed weapon to scat-

ter on the surface for the sake

of ornament; to engrave.

Sa hwa, to inlay flowers, or

to carve flowers on pewter ves-

sels. Sa ow to carve

on, or inlay with pieces of gold

or silver to wash with gold.

^§ Sa tseeu, sort of point-

ed instrument like blank scis-

sars, with curved point for

probing and examining silver.

Children's shoes shoes

of a particular descrip-

tion, with a vamp that comes

high upon the instep.

Coarse; ugly or bad of its

kind. A surname.

So or SI S"a,

the noise of something

falling.

Sa or So. Tan

6a
9
inattentive unobser-

disrespectful.

i Sa la, mean, bad

raiment.

To set loose; to scatter

to disperse; to throw from

f
f
I

V
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thus, Leaou keen, see-

ing perfectly everything; also

Che hwuy leaou

keen, wlse^ intelligent; perfect

discernment; omniscient. The

term P'oo-sa seems to Lave been

introduced from India, Avith the

Buddha sect

SAE.

Sae and Shwae, a napkin

worn at the girdle ; a lea-

der; one that heads many; that

takes them under his command

and control; a general or com-

mander-in-cliief in the army. A
surname. Read Seuh, to lead

and to be led; to collect toge-

ther, and to yield obedieuce.

^ Tseang sae, Keun

sae, Yuen sae, or

Choo sae, a general officer;

a commander.

Uncertainty; a want of

correspondence in the

thoughts or intentions.

i-in To moTe; to agitate. Read

^AS? Tsae or Chae, to choose

to select* T'ae sae, to

move.

^ A bony substance found

7rJ^li^ in some horna,

Sze or Sae, a kind of
ixu toy

screen for a door.

Fow sae, a kind of screen for a

door; according to some, a sort

of gallery.

A bushy beard.

clary

The side of the face; tlie

lower part of the face;

the jaws. ^ Sae

kee, the jaws; the sides

of the face. The first

word refers particularly to the

jaw^; Kee, to the whole of the

side of the heacL

Read Seh, to stop, or fill

up* Read Sae, a boun-

a limit,

Sze or Sae, snmll; trifling;

petty captious; over rai-

insincere.

Bamboos joined together

to intercept the passage

of fish. A term used in play-

ing at chess, denoting the stop-

ping of the enemy's pieces from

coming over the other side.

From to stop an aperture

with pearls. To make a

return, or grateful recompence;

to aim at excelling to strive

to surpass; to contend for the

victory, in play. J Sae

ma to run horses against each

other. Sae seue, may

contest with snow for whiteness;
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8ae seh, tSeli
;
colours, here de-

notes figures representing the

antiquities of China, dreysed up

iii the gayest manner and carri-

ed l'oumi the streets in proces-

sions together v i th certain

idoJs; Sae, denotes a content for

excellence. Sae shin,

or Paou tse, are equi-

valent expressions, thank-offer-

ings at the close of the year,

presented by the husbaudman.

Sae tang, a striving to

excel hi an exhibition of lati-

terns. Occurs 1st moon, 15th

day, commonly called the feast

of lnnterus.

SAN.

Three. A surnaDie.

Te third.

ZZL Tsne san, again, and a third

time; i. e. repeatedly. ZH
Chaou pan moo sze,

morning three, evening four

iiidipt'mct perception of thing?,

undetermined; irresolute.
~

San chih fa
?
three cu-

lils of law ; an in>trument of

torture with which the anclos

nv^ compressed. zzL

Son ch'un cha tea plucked af-

ter the 22nd of June, the fhird

time that the leaf is plucked in

spring. San kang, three

bonds or relations they say

these are a prince and minister,

a fatlier and son, a liusband and

wife. S;m keih te

the three highest in literary

ranks.^ Sa"k<o
Itih po three young ladies aiul

fcix old wouicn various; sortfe

of pfrolling women, whom some

Chinese families forbid to euter

tbeir doors, zzi San kwauL%

three lights, the sun, moon, and

stars. Sau lew kew,

(Ik* thinly sixth, and ninth days

(;"'" r marriage) appointed to

receive visitors to the bride,

San pan, tliree classes

of attendants in public courts.

See Pan. zH San paou,

three Precious ones,—which are

worshipped by the sect Ful-u

San sing, tliree felicit-

ous stars.
~

\ San ts'injr,

three Pure ones, Avorshipj)ed by

the sect Taou. San

sze, the three superintendents;

viz. the tmisui-er, judge, and

superintendent of salt, in each

province? z^. San ts,ae

three povei'P common ly said to

he Heaven, Earth, and Mau.

Sau t.seaou, the upper
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portion of the. kidneys.

San tsuh, the three kindreds,

viz, of father, mother, and wife.

~
'- Sau ts'ze, thrice.

n The appearance of torn

garments. Lan

san, tattered clothes.

sisting of feathers oniaments

attached to flags and banner.-./ San joo, a certain gar-

meat to absorb the perspiratiou.

m
San, or Sliang. Orna-

raents consisting of hair

or feathers streaming, coloured,

or worked in a particular way.

Read Tseeii, name of a fish; a

surname.

"^ San, or Shaii, the pinus

\^ lanceolata, or fir wood; a

wood much used in Canton for

making furniture, and in Keang-

uan province used for boat build-

ing. See Shan*

San or Shan, a short gar- I

ment a single garment; 1

u general term for clothes or
|

garments. See Shan.

I

Clrang san, a long garment.

E san, garments gener-

ally. Nan

jin ch'uen telh san, men's clothes.

Cj^H The noise of a dog bark-

ing.

Rice mixed up with soup

in a particular way rice

flour mixed up with minced

meat; mixed; blended.

Read San and San, certain

pendant ornaments con-

San or Shan. From a

knife ami a written docu-

ment. To pare off; to obliter-

ate; to expunge; to reject; to

settle; to fix what to retain, or

what to reject in any work.

Sau ch'oo, to reject; to ex-

punge. ^J>C San kae, to

expunge and alter. !] ^ij San

seo, to pare off, Sa"

ting, to expunge and fix the

reading.

a Mwan san, to walk

in a lame manner; to n}>

-

pear not to make progress. Used

to denote, scattered; dispersed.

'a !1 ^ii
3
a creep-

ing drawling gait.

lH" Lan san, in imminent dan-

ger of being broken broken and

scattered about. San

hoo, or San hoo che

coral. ^! San (or Shan)

hoo choo, coral beads. mm
San san, the souud of stones or

gems striking against each other,

as stones suspended at a girdle.

To let go; to disperse; to

scatter to dissipate to

waste; to break up an assembly

to take amusement; dissipated
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state of mind. Natne of a wine

cup. A surname. Name of a

musical instrument.

Heen san, leisure;' amusement.

Ts'ae san, to disperse

money liberally. i^^C Lan

san, idle and dissipated.

San hwa, to scatter flowers,

refers to certain rites perform-

ed in behalf of departed spirits.

San kung, employed

only for a job, in contradistinc-

tion from Ch'ang san,

constant employment.

San man, diffuse and vague.

y^C San miih, wood that is use-

less. MIM San sze

lwan seang, scattered, dissipat-

ed, irregular thought, incompa-

tible with devotion.

San shih, to scatter and lose, as

papers. San tso to sit

dispersed about in a room.

SAN

A certain kind of cake or

flX dumpling of easy diges-

tion,

.n § I San or Shaa, to mow, or

yV J shear.

To cover] to shade off the

jf^ sun or rain; an umbrella^

parasols and umbrellas were first

mentioued iu books, published

about A. D, 300, It is said,

that they took their rise fiom

standards and banners waving

loose in the air.

Y

USaii

au umbrella to keep off the rain.

Lo san, the large para-

sol of the officers of government,

carried by attendants; is other-

wise called *TTh

chaou san eil) the broad-brim-

med bamboo hats of the poor

Chinese. Chang sanr

or Kae san, to open, or

spread out an umbrella.

San or Sang, Jin

san, the medicinal root

commonly written Ginseng

,

San kea
?
a certain con-

tribution paid to government by

the Hong merchants of Canton.

^^ To ooze or leak out leaky

name of a marshy lake.

San le, to leak or flow

out. San low to leak?

to leak out gradually; to exhaust

or weaken by a gradual process*.

San see, to ooze out

imperceptibly.

Long, tall trees tell

branchless trees fishing

stakes planted iu the water ia

order to catch fish.
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A woody forest-like ap-

j^V pearauce; abundant; ma-

jestic; sombre and impressive;

commanding to plant trees

Melia azedarach, a tree bearing

berries like the elder; the Chi-

nese make clogs of tbe wood,

and also clothes tru nks, the

wood being inimical to insects:

the wood is, from the Canton

prouunciation of the Chinese,

commonly called by Europeans,

sham wood. San muh,

the San wood, ^fc San

shoo, the San tree, or melia

azedarach. San yeu y

majestic; dignified stern; se-

vere.

A disease attended with

cold and trembling.

SANG,

The mulberry tree. Oc-

curs in several proper

names. A surname.

Foo sang, the region of the ris-

ing stm. Kh^ung sang,

name of a hill. Sang

chay, Sang and Chay are two

varieties of mulberry tree.

Sang yu wan king,

in the evening of life planting

the Sang and the Shoo trees,

said of old men who have re-

tired from public life.

Sang shin, the mulberry fruit.

s

ang

hea yew seun ch'e che e, the

strange phenomenon of the gold

pheasant unalarmecl beneath the

mulberry, a state of peace by

the virtues of the presiding ma-

gistrate. Sang

tsze che te, the peaceful region

of a retired patrimony, in whicb

are the mulberry and the Tsze

trees.

The stone base ofa pillar.

The middle of the fore-

head the front. Used

also to denote the mulberry

tree. }^ Kwo sang, to pass

over the head, said of water

str uck on its surface,

pip \ From to weep and to pas

^

JL^
I
to oblivion. To pass to

obscurity to be forgot-

ten to be lost; to lose

the seat of authority; to

fail to attain the cliair of power

or the throne to lose to des-

troy; to die. A surname. Read

Sang, to mourn for the dead;

whatever is connected with the

period of mourning the dress
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of the mourners tbe funeral

utensils, and the funeral rites.

?

an le sang sze

to manage the affairs of a fun-

eral. Keu sang, dwell-

ing in mourning, is said of

those who are in mourning for

their parents or senior members

of the family. S
Foo moo die sang, the funeral

or period of mouruiiig for fa-

ther and mother. Sung

sang, to accompany to the

4
g-rave to attend a funeral, 'j^

^ Teh sang, like # Teh

slnh, are opposites and express

success and failure.

Sang fuh, mourning Ta

kaug, expresses raourning nine

months. Seaou kung

is mourning worn three months,

and is also called Jpji Sze-

ma. Sang kiia, to rain

cmes family. Sang

sau ncen, to mourn for three

years. Sang shih, to

lose to fail of succeediuq*.

1
Cj Sang waug, or Sze

sang, to die. Sang sze,

the affairs of funerals.

Sang sin piug khVang,

to become mad.

SANG.

To bear to produce to

: cause; to excite; human

life a state of existence, the

present or the future; a male

performer on the stage; unripe;

new. How sang, a young

man. ^1^. Seen sang, a pre-

ceptor. Ts'ang sang, the

people. Laou sang, an

old venerable person.

Heo sang, or Mun sang,

a pupil a scholar. ^
chay

puh sew, sze tsiiang he keu, if

the living do not cultivate vir-

tue, how will they be prepared

for death?^P g Sang

che cbe ts,ze knowledge con-

ferred by nature natural ta-

lent. Sang fan, a for-

eign tribe on the west of Kan-

suh ptoviuce. ^r. t^I Sang

kh'e, to be angry; to fume with

rage or passion. ^t^_ Sang

liug, living creatures; animat-

ed nature. Sang ming,

life. ^—
hing sze, doing the ordinary
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business of life, ^f-,^ ^C^-
Sang shin foo moo, the parents

to whom one owes one's birth.

,f^. J^C Saag sze sze ta

life and dea:h. are great con-

cerns, ^r. ^} Sang shiih, un-

ripe, ripe not mature, matur-

ed little acquainted, well ac-

qnainted. S
Sang- sze jin che she clmug,

birth and death are the begin-

ning and end of man. ^4
Sang pae tsze, to give birth

to a profligate ruined child.

sting teli, born ; formed

fashioned. Sang tseang,

starch made from pulse, eaten

by the Chinese, Sang

ynen, a graduate of the rank

called Sew-ts'ae.

An animal of the dog

species, said to have a

human head, and to be

able to speak. Also an

animal of the raus species.

LiJL Cattle used for victims in

[ I : sacrifice a bullock per-

fect and spotless. The ~\

San sang, three victims, are,

bullocks, sheep and swine. The

six Sang, arehoi\ses, kine, sheep,

fowls, dogs and swine. When
begun to be fed, they are called

Ch'uh when about to be

used, they are called Sung.

He sung, victims for sacri-

fice. Sang kh'ow, cat-

tle or victims generally.

^•^^ An instilment of music

^1"*^ cod sis l ing of a collection

of tubes Chaou, denotes a

large one of the kind. Small

slender. Name of a place. A
kind of mat. Saug

liwang, a wincl instrument", con-

sisting1 of several tubes. ,
^lA Sang ko, to blow the sang

and sing, indicates peace aud

plenty.

Lean meagre.

The eye diseased by some-

thing* growing* over it,

as a cataract. Error excess

crime calamity; a certain de-

moniacal disease to lessen to

diminish; to save trouble; mea-

gre; lean. ^[ |J Sang kli'

to decline to refuse.

Sang sze, to abridge; to lessen

the trouble of.

Wealthy opulent; rich.

A daughter's children; a

grandchild. A surname.

Sang sang or Wae sang-,

children of a sister.

Sang- kew, Sang, denotes a sis-

ter's children Kew, a mother's

brothers. Sang se a

niece's husband.
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From eye and small. Read

Sing, to look carefully

to examine. Read Sang, within

the royal domain or palace; a

place where people will be es-

amiued; a province; to 1c l ^

to diminish. Keen sacg,

Sang sze, to abate to abridge

an affair to make as little

trouble about it as possible*

Lean; emaciated.

to dimiuish^ to abate.

^ Kwang-tung sang

ch'ing, the metropolis ofthe pro-

vince of Canton. Sang*

ch'icg, the capital city of a pro-

vince. In each province its me-

tropolis is generally thus desig-

nated; hence, at any place in

the province of Canton, the city

of Canton is denoted by Sang-

cKing. Sang hwuy, the

metropolis of a province.

Sang fun, the distinction or

different ranks in which the

provinces are held.

Sang leih, to diminish the exer-

tion of strength to save one's

self trouble, Sang yo,

abridged restricted.

Sang keen, sparing, economical.

JBJ Sang hing, to diminish

the punishment,—on account of

the heat of the weatlier. ^

Priests of the Sect

Fub
7
who are otherwise

3d P Sha-mun, and al-

so denomiuated )^ Shang-

jin. superior men; there are se-

veral other names by which

tbey are designated.

Ho-shang, harmony and eleva*

tion, is the name most usually

given to them. These terms are

not applicable to the priests of

the sect Taou.

Laou sang1 ta tso, an old

priest sitting* cross-legged in

silent meditation. They call

themselves P'in sang,

poor priests. Sang jin,

a priest. 'f^ Saug, sub, are

opposites, the priesthood and

the world spiritual and secular

affiiivs. Sang kiia, a fra-

ternity of priests the priests of

Fuh gernerally.

SAOU.

vSaou, or Shaou, in a small

quantity or degree ra-

ther; gradually; a granary, so

called from small quantities be-
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ing given foi'th at a time. The

distance of three hundred le a-

rouud the royal abode; in an e-

Ten or equal degree. Some-

times used for Seamen.

^[f Saou kho rather well; qua-

lified approbation.

Saou saou pfih pMng, rather

discomposed; one's feelings ra-

ther troubled.

The stern of a boat; a

particular description of

boat; a fast-sailing boat, with

armed men in it; swift; fleet;

rapid.

To eject or put away; to

sweep the ground; a dike

made of bamboo or other reeds

and earth blended. Ta

eaou, to sweep to brush,

Saou pa, a broom.

Saou te to sweep the ground.

To brush to sweep to

search by the authority

of government; to eject; to cast

away. Naou saou, a par-

ticular mode of putting up the

hair on the top of the head.

Ta saou, to sweep or brush.

Shae saou, to sprinkle

with water and brush,

Saou hing, to brush away a

person's elevation of spirits, by

reprobating* that which affords

him amusement or pleasure.

Saou pa, brooms.

Saou fcs'uh, to search and seize.

Saou ts'ang, to send

down the last boat oad of goods

to a ship, locally called the

Chow chow chop.

y\2 Saou soo ts'euen wan, to

clear off entirely an account.

Proud.

Moved agitated; sorrow*

fol. Saou saou,

labour fatigue weariness.

To scratch with the fin-

gers or hands the nails

of the hand. ^^""^ Saou show,

to scratch the head.

Saou yarig, to scratch a part

that itches.

Saou, or ') Saou-

saou, to wash and cleanse

rice, or the noise made by doing

The-name of an animal.

Agitated disturbed

mournful larae. Enters

into several proper naraes.

Laou saou, grieved, distres-

sed, a Fung saou or ffij^

Saou jin, a poet, so called

from
>^ Kh'euh-yuen, an

ancient poet who drowned him-

self, and whose memory is still

kept up by sailing the dragou

boat annually, to search for

A A
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him. He composed a piece call-

ed Le saau.

Saou sha or sa, to hang down

waving, as anything* suspend-

ed. Saou see, cold and

bleak.

An elder brother's wife.

Sau
shuh piih t'ung wan, bro-

ther's wife and her bro-

ther-in-law* should not

converse together is the old

rule. Mow saou, a cer-

tain man's wife,

A general term for boats

Pi^^ or ships.

From many mouths on

the top of a tree. The

singing or chirping of a

multitude of birds. TheO sound ofmany voices. The

second cliaraotei* is the vulgar

form.

fi* Dry dried with fire;

scorched. Kan

saou, dry. Saou lee,

burning hot; fierce as fire ap-

plied also to people's disposi-

tions burning1 with rage.

From silk and nest. To

unfold the raw silk from

the state in which it is left by

the silkworm. Variegated.

— Saou san p'un sliow,

to boil thrice and work in a

basin with the hand, said of

preparing silk.

'1 The fat ofdogs and swi ae;

lard; any kind of raw

meat.

Noise clamour distur-

bance; vociferation. The

sound of drums.

SE.

TITT The west; the region ap*

y~~I propriated to metal. A
surname. The name of a place.

Read Sze, in the same sense.

Tung se, east and -svest;

taken together, they answer to

the word thing *

Ta se yang, Europe, ,J
Seaou se yang, India, m

Se kwa peen chuen

boat, employed at Canton to

load and unload ships, locally

called a chop boat. Se

ngan, the capital of Shen-se

province; the province itself is

sometimes so called. JJ\

Se kwa, the water-melon.

M Se fan shuh lin, a

name of pearl barley. See

E. Se fan leen, a

secies of clematis. So
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ning, a region on the N. W.

corner of China, where there

are some foreign tribes subject

to the reigning dynasty. ^§

Se pin, a private tutor.

7$ Se yang fang, the

hall of Europeans, the establish-

ment of European Missionaries

at Peking. Se yang,

the western ocean, was at first

employed to denote Europe, and

is now sometimes so employed

but it more usually denotes Por-

tugal, which, in Peking books,

is expressed by "f

^

a kwo.

A roosting place for fowls;

the birds perching and

resting on the trees, as the sun

approaches the west; to desist;

to rest; to rest from wandering.

^^ Ke se, to roost; to set-

tle down in some strange place.

3^ m̂ Hx^ Se hwang taou

tso, sauntering, unsettled by

the side of the road.

to
Much grieved very sor-

ry; to look angry.

Bruised rice.

Sze or Se, to break or cut

away, as brambles before

an entrance to a tomb; to open

a passage to; forthwith; this.

A stoppage of the breath

or throat; the neighing of

a horse; a loud voice or noise;

a broken, interrupted, mixed,

crashing, clashing, clattering

sound, ^* Se sha, slaugh-

ter or carnage effected with a

crashing noise.

+C To clash aside; to cut a-

pTyf suuder; to rouse; to di-

rect the attention of the learner.

Te se, to point out and

direct the studies of a learner.

To remove ones-self or

other things to be re-

moved or be transported

> to another part of the em-

pire by order of the so-

vereign. Ts'een

se, to remove anything

to shift one's place of abode.

Mang moo san

6e, the mother of Mencius re-

moved her dwelling thrice, in

orJer to obtain a proper place

of abode for her son.

Se yue, to exceed the month, to

be removed into another month.

A A kind of gauze bandage

I worn round the Lead in

former times; to connect

or bind certain ornaments

for carriages; the appear-

ance of many in a group. Read

Le, a kind of cord. Read Sae,

applied to certain streamers.

Read So, a handsome-looking
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kind of cord. Read She, a long

appearance.

Straw sandals sandals

Avorn by wrestlers or pos-

ture-makers. , IK

q [ Yew kh ?

e pe se
?
like

J throwing away a pair of

old sandals. To se, to

put off one's sandals.

Read Se, and Sae, certain

shoes or sandals.

TJti

An animal of the cow

species having a horn on

its nose, and a horn on

the top of its head; by

some likened to a boar,

and by some to a buffalo. The
rhinoceros bicornis others are

described with three horns, one

on the nose, one on the fore-

iead and one on the top of the

head, a strong inflexible wea-

pon; strong; the internal part of

a melon. Se new, a

rhinoceros.

^iTt Fine small minute; de-

licate; petty; trifling; mi-

nute attention; careful. ^^
Tsing se, subtile attenuated

distinct. Kh'e

se e shin, his petty trifling has

attained its extreme degree, f
se, careful in conduct.

Se ch'a, a miuute inves-

tigation. Se koo mi-

nutu causes; petty, trifling rea-

sons or circumstances.

Se poo, fine cloth. Se

sze, trifling petty affair.

Jt^ Se sin, minute, careful at-

tention. Se ts'ee, to

cat into small bits to mince.

\^ Se tso, a minute doer;

a kind of spy.

V^r^ To wash the feet; to wash

l/lU physically or morally; t<y

cleaciflte. Occurs in several pro-

per names; a vessel to contain

water, j^/fc Soo se, to comb

and wash; to dress. Se

eho, to wash. J^/fe Se p5

to strip nuked. Se yiib,

to bathe. Se show, to

vcxiAx the hands; also the name

of a plant, ^fe Se meen,

to wash the face.

Se e shang, to wash clothes.

^* Se sin yaou

yen, important words to cleanse

the heart.

Se, or j^j^ Se mar

hemp; the male or unpro-

ductive plant; the statements in

K'anghe are contradictory; some

writers say the female plant.

Woo tsze yue

tseu, the plant without seed is

called Tseu, with seed it is call-

ed S«. Se urh, a cer-
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tain plant.

From a scholar and a

man of talents* A su-

perior; the person who is

one's daugli ter's su peri-

or; daughter's husband is

called Se by her father; a wife

also uses the same appellation

for her husband; in reference

to this and similar appellations,

different usages prevail in dif-

ferent parts of China.

Neu se a daughter-in-law.

Leaou se, an appellative us-

ed for each other by persons

who live in the same house. 55
A-se, two persons who have

married sisters call each other

A-se. Ch'uy se, to is-

sue a public notice to obtain a

husband for one's daughter. In

some provinces this is done by-

wealthy parents who are unwill-

ing to part with their daugh-

ter, and who therefore bring the

son-iu-law into their own fami-

ly, instead of the usual practice

of sending the daughter from

home.

A royal or imperial seal;

the great seal of a nation

commonly written thus Se.

Wang chay yiu, the

seal of him who rules.

Excessive timidity fear

in company; bashfulness,

which prevents proper

behaviour. Seh

se, looking afraid or a-

shamed.

SEANG.

.1" From eye and tree. The

^*tj eye prying amongst trees

>to look and examine; to

blend with to join with;

,
mutually reciprocally

often merely denotes that the

verb is transitive. The substance

of, in. contradistinction from

mere accidents. Read Seang,

to assist to help; to lead. A
minister of state; one appointed

to receive an ambassador ; to

support; to direct; to cboose;

the sound of beating to accom-

pany a song; the art ofphysio

nomy an appellation of the

moon to reckon. Forms a part

of various proper names.

Kan seang, to observe phy-

siognomy. Foo seang,

to assist; to help; to aid mutu-

ally. Seang, or Tsae

seang or Pae seang, a

minister of state. Seang is also

used as a verb, denoting* to per-

form the duties of a minister of

state.
~^1 Seang
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yu y\h ch'ang, to associate with

for a long time. *
Seang keen e choo, the ceremo-

nial of visiting each other.

Seang fa, the rules of phy-

siognomy. Seang hing,

the external figure. ^
Seaug kung, a title of respect

applicable to young gentlemen,

though sometimes continued to

those advanced in years.

Seang seun yu jin,

to accommodate one's-self to

people to crouch basely to

other people. Seang

haou, mutually on good terms;

intimately acquainted.

Seang ke, following in succes-

sion consecutively.

Seang kew, to afford mutual

relief to.

I-Jfct
Side apartments small

/^|-| rooms for bed chambers

rooms on the east and west

sides. j^Q Seang fang, a

side apartment a room for the

retirement of the females of the

family.

^^ Prom heart or mind, and

to be attached or tending

to. To think to consider a

tliought to think of to expect

or hope for - to think of that

which one desires to obtain.

Meb seang, to think in

silence to meditate.

Sze seang, to think; to muse;

to study. Seang ch'uh,

to conceive a new idea; to dis-

cover by thinking; to imagine.

Seaug kh'e, to think up,

to recollect a former idea, or to

imagine a new one.

Seang puh lae,

Seang pixh kh'e, or

Soang puh ch'uh, unable to

think of; unable to call to one's

recollection. ^[ ' ^[ Seang

yih seang, to think or consider

awhile to reflect for a short

time, Seang seang, the

image of a thought; an idea,

^^tt Name of a river ofa hill

ITR and of a lake. To boil.

^fE Seang fei, a species of

bamboo furrowed as with fall-

ing tears the name has an al-

lusion to an ancient tale res-

pecting a concubine of the fa-

mous 5^ Shan.

A kind of boot in large

carriages; a bamboo bas-

ket; a box or chest a place to

store things; a granary; a small

room. E Sf^ang", a

clothes chest. Ch'a

seang, a tea chest. Pe

seang, a leather trunk, yfv

Muh seang, a wooden trunk or

box. Cbuh seang, a

bamboo basket. Seang

fang, a granary. Seang
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kee, a box for containing books.

A light-yellow coloured

silk, the colour of the

young mulberry leaf.

Peaou seang* or Siiang p'eaou,

gay-coloured silks.

Seang chili, a variegated silk

cover for books.# Seang ov Yang, false; un-

real; pretended to feign,

Shen wei

cha se*ng chay. skilled in mak-

ing* a feint. E seang, a

child's basket,

Seang wei puh che, affected not

to know. Seang

kh'wang pe she, feigned mad-

ness to a^oid the world.

From a covert and sheep

or lambs, A village school

to feed or nourish with instruc-

tion a school or college. In

ancient times, a place to receive

and take care of aged people

belonging to the state.

Heaou seu seang, are

three terms applied to national

schools iu three different pe-

riods of Chinese history. ^
^t-\ Yih seang sang, a gra-

duate in a city school.

Seang, or more common-

ly Tseang. To examine

and deliberate on to

judge of; to illustrate; to

explain to state clearly

to; good well; skilful. Name
of an office. Occurs read Tang,

to feign what is not real. See

Tseang. Yen
puli kh'o seang, denotes either

what cannot or should not be

exhibited clearly.

Seang ch'a, to state to m order

a clear investigation,

Seang keae, a clear explanation

of. S^ang1 seih, clear;

explicit full and luminous.

Seang t'6, to state to a su-

perior, in order that he may

decide. Seang wan, to

enquire into fully.

An elephant. Before a

live elephant was seen by

the Chinese, they put to-

gether the bones of a dead

/ one to resemble the liv-

hence the word denotes au

image or species. The visible

forms or representations of the

infinite changes, transmutations,

or combinations, which take

place in nature, by the combin-

ation of the Yin and Yang, or

the female and male forms of

matter, and by which felicity

or calamity are prognosticated

these are the mysterious sub-

jects of the Pa-kwa, treated of

in the Yih-king. A rule, or

law; a kind of pantomime exhi-

bition a kind of official inter-

preter. Name of u district. A
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surname. Occurs also in sever-

al other proper names.

Seang ya, elephant's teeth; ivo-

ry. Seang keaou, the

religion of Buddha.

Seang tsun, a particular kind

of wine cup.

To imitate; figure; like;

similar. JinsSang,

figure or likeness of a man.

Yung seang, likeness of a

person's face. Hing

seang, figure likeness; an im-

age, jpf^ Shin seang, :m

image of a deity; an idol,

Seang sze, similar to.

The oak. Seang

kwo, an acorn.

Seang leih, a chestnuts

ryy' To disrobe one^-self and

Z^^C plough the field to put-

off or put away; to ascend; to

pass over; to assist; to effect;

to accomplish; merit obtained

in the army to praise the meri-

torious. Name of a territory;

nnme of a district the fore

horses of a carriage. The name

g

1

of a place. Kung seang,

all joining to effect some work.

Seang sze, to finish any

affair; to accomplish.

Jang, Neang, or Seang,

^^J^ to coat inside or outside

with metal ]>];ite; to inlay with

metal. 06] Kow seang, a

military weapon. >^fl Seang

pei, a cup coated inside with

metal of any kind.

Jang, Neang, Seang, or

Shang, to push away; to

expol to usurp; to seize

what comes in one's way;

to cause trouble aud dis-

turbance; to bare the arm to

prepare to fight. Occurs de-

noting courteous; yielding.

A horse whose right hind

foot is white; a spirited

Hoot horse; to elevate; remote;

di tant. Name of an official si-

tuation. T'iing seang, a

horse carrying its head in an

elevated proud manner.

To fly back again; to look

or turn back; to throw

the arms backwards and for-

wnrds like the wings of a bird.

Seang seang, a dignifi-

ed cojnmanding appearance.

Di icil fish.
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SEAOU.

1 1 From J K'eue, beginning

to appear, and A Pa,

to divide ; just large enough to

be divisible. Small; little; pet-

ty mean; contracted; light.

/J Ta seaou, are opposites ge-

nerally when speaking of things.

/J Kh'eun seaou, a parcel

of concubines. /J /J
Seaou sin seaou fub, little faith

(in rewards and punishments)

will cause little happiness. /J
]^ Seaou fuh, the lower part

of the abdomen or region of the

mons veneris. /J |^ Seaou

han, January 6th, a Chinese

term. Seaou jung, flan-

nel. /J Seaou jin, a mean

unprincipled selfish man tlie

opposite is ^* Keun-tsze.

yj> ^/j^ Seaou keae, a servant;

one's own servant. ?J y^i

Seaou kwo, a small fault. /j
Seaou kit^, a small vessel

a contracted mind; the opposite

is Ta leang, liberal feel-

ing. /J Seaou mwan, May

22nd. Seaou kea

soo a person of petty calcula-

tions, and a minute vexatious

mode of doing things.

Seaou sin, to be careful and at-

tentive. /J Seaou seay, to

B

write the smaller form of the

numeral characters to write

an abbreviated form of letters.

/J ^* Seaou shoo, July 8th.

Seaou seue, November

23rd. /J Seaou leu

sung, Manilla. /J Seaou

tseay, title of ladies, miss; ma-

dam; mistress. /J
Seaou hae tsze, a child. /J

Seaou tsze, a little boy; a

]ad a pupil. /) Seaou

yuen, a petty resentment. ?J
Seaou hwa, a whisper.

J Read Seaou, and Tseaou.

t4 From small and JlesTu

Flesh and bones; I. e. constitu-

tional likeness; likeness betweeu

a parent and a child; they say

that the blood of a father and

his child, if let fall into the same

cup, will unite as one, but uot

so of other persons; and to this

ordeal of legitimacy they some-

times have recourse; small; dis-

sipated dispersed. A man's

name. * Pflh

seaou foo foo, an ignorant hus-

band and wife; stupid, dull peo-

ple. Puh seaou, de-

generate; depraved; not like the

parent; a son designates himself

Puh seaou, in letters to his fa-

ther. ^ t̂
Seaou pe huud-
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some pretty. Seaou

shih, to dissipate; to disperse.

Seaou tsze, a son who

imitates his father.

f^|>

Like; appearing like; as

f~3 if. Seaou, or

Seaou ts'oo, handsome; pretty.

Sang teh p'

seaou, formed very pretty.

Obscure fully set in

night small.

Yuen seaou, the night of the

15th of the 1st moon.

Seaou bing, the name of an in-

sect which emits a light.

WJJ^ In the dictionaries read

JY4 See, which see. Collo-

quially Seaou, as

Piih seaou lae, there 1s no occa-

sion to come. Ptih

seaou tso, it is unnecessary to

do it; you need not be at the

trouble.

To thaw; to melt; to di-

gest; to be dispersed to

be dissipated; consumption; in

a mercautile sense, denoting the

sale of goods; to be completely

dried up. Name of a place; a

certain disease. Seaou

chaug, to disperse or lessen a

swelling of the abdomen.

Seaou pae che chaou,

a sio;u of approaching ruin.

Seaou tsae keang

fuh, to remove judgments and

induce blessings, Seaou

hwa, to digest. Seaou

k'6, to allay thirst.

Seaou keen, to diminish,

]^ Seaou mee, to extinguish;

to destroy entirely. Seaou

seih, a melting and breathing;

figuratively, something trans-

piring; a slight rumour or re-

port of; news. Seaou

san, to thaw and disperse; to

make an end of or lay aside.

Seaou seaou, broken

tattered; mean. Seaou

shih, to thaw or melt; to dis-

solve. Seaou show,

consumption of goods by sale.

Seaou shih, the name

of a medicine.

To walk; to go; the ap-

§ peamuce of walking.

Salt-petre they distin-

guish it into seven sorts.

A stone appearing hard. 7

Yang seaou, foreign salt,

petre. 5 Seaou hwang^

niti-e and sulphur. ^ Seaou

ch'ang, salt-petre works.

Raw silk.

A name of certain insects.

Narae of a fish. A sur-

name. Seaou seaou, a

small spider with long legs.
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ch uii seaou
?
the sword (of the

executioner) goes forth from the

scabbard of its own accord on

the evening before an execu-

tion: This is the vulgar legend.

Commonly read Suh, re-

spect awe reverence.

Read Seaou, in a similar sense.

The sound of blowing; a

hissing, whistling, roar-

ing sound; to whistle; to roar.

Read Ch'Ih, in the sense of

Cli'ih, to speak in a rough ai)gry

tone. Kh'e

seaou yay ko whistled and sung

to divert the mind from what

vexed it. Shen seaou,

skilled in whistling.

A reed used as a musiml

instrument; the ends of a

bow. Seaou kwan, a

reed; a kind of flute.

Seaou seaou, the

name of an insect called

a small spider, with long

legs.

A certain bitter herb; the

name of a state; of a bar-

rier. A surname.

Seaou foo
5
an instrument for

cutting plants. Seaou

seh, plants and trees shaking

and casting their leaves when
blown by the northern wind.

Seaou sze, a temple of

v^^^ 3^ Seaou seaou, or3^
^^ Seaou yaou, to saun-

ter; to move about for amuse-

ment; to indulge oues disposi-

tion without injuring one's-self.

To fuse metals; to melt;

to dissolve. A surname.

Seaou ch'a, to finish

one's errand, and carry an an-

swer back; applied particularly

to official messages,

Seaou hwuy, to melt as metals;

to dissolve; to destroy.

Seaou kin, to put gold leaf on

paper, or on porcelain.

Seaou mo to rub to pieces; to

destroy by handling.

Seaou shwae, to fade or be in a

declining state.

A kind of sleet, in Chi-

nese, called damp snow.

Vapour clouds the lighter

clouds in the higher regions of

the air, near to heaven the

halo near the sun. Used to de-

note heaven. The name of a

place, A surname. Name of

a state, Ling seaou,

the name of a flower.

|y A case for a sword a

3 scabbard, generally made

of leather, sometimes of

II
shark skins.

, Taou seaou, a sheath for

ft a knife; a scabbard for a

sword. Taou
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5

the Buddlia priests.

Seaou seaou, the neighing of a

horse. Seaou t'eaou,

lowly; solitary; desolate; poor.

Deep clear water the

name of a river in Hoo-

tkwang. A surname. Us-

I
ed for rinsing rice.

Seaou sha seay,

to take a little amusement.

^| Seaou seaou, the wind and

rain driving impetuously.

To be pleased; to be joy-

ful; to smile; to expand

the countenance and open

the teeth to laugh. Name

}-of an animal.

He seaou, to make a jest

of; to ridicule,

Kh'o seaou, laughable.

Seaou na, to re-

ceive with a smile, or with cour-

teous satisfaction, anything giv-

en. S le

ts'ang taou, beneath a smile to

conceal a knife.

To make fair speeches

specieas seducing man*

> ner; to assume aa unreal

appearance of virtue and

P3v goodness to appear to

entice or persuade people to

goodness. Read Sow, angry

words. Seaou

wan tung chung, to make a stir

amongst, by an appearance of

virtue and knowledge,

Seaou shwo, the lesser histo-

Rapid flight; fleet motion

3^ \^ 1^* Seaou seaou, the

youad of the wings of a bird ;

the feathers or tail of a bird

rubbed off.

SEAY.

From these and two, A
small quantity small

few.
~k Yih seay, a little.

~
•

Muh yew yih

seay, not have a little; i. e. not

possessing any. Way

seu, a small portion of time, or

of any commodity.

Seay seaou che wuh, a thing

small aud uuimportant.

r

Chay seay, these. N»
seay, those.

The snuff or remains of

candle.

JJ^I Not regular and straight?

/y f aslant; oblique; diagonal;

spread out or scattered unset-

tled. Read Yay and Chay, the

name of a valley.

Seay yang, the beams of the
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sun falling obliquely, as in the

morning and evening.

Seay wan, transverse or dia-

gonal streaks. Seay

fuh, an outer garment or gown

that widens as it descends. ^|*

Seay fung, an unsteady wind.

Seay she, to look as-

kance. Seay yue, the

moon's light failing*

Deflected swerved from

the line of rectitude de-

praved bad vicious; corrupt-

ing noxious obscene lewd

impure thoughts; specious, but

corrupting language. ReadYay,

occurs in several proper names.

Aa interrogative particle.

"tT Seay bing, depraved vici-

ous conduct. ^f|5 Seay

keaou, false and corrupt doc-

trines. Seay mo, wick-

ed spirits; devils. Seay

sin, an incorrect vicious mind.

Seay shuh, depraved

arts the demoniacal arts

charms or spells of sorcery.

Seay tsze, lewd phrase-

ology obscene expressions.

A garment that wraps

round j a kind of apron

distorted irregular

J\ jj^ \ lewd vicious. Used in

f^Af J the sense of the two pre-

ceding. "^" Kh'e seay, un-

usual, in a bad sense -

T
irregu-

lar, applied to dress, to speech,

and to behaviour specious

slanderous lewd, ^£ Seay

choo, an inclined post or pillar,

Jftt T'6 seay, to put

^1' off. Cheh seay,

to pull down to throw into

ruins. |J Seay sze, to give

up, or desist from an affair.

^ Seay ho, to deliver cargo,

^f* Seay hea ho, to de-

liver, and to take on board

cargo.

Thrown on one side; in-

verted subverted.

^ To place or lay a thing'

down; to put aside or ex-

clude to subvert to put

an end to to put away

>from one entirely, as re-

sentful thoughts; to bring

one's- self to a placid tran-

quil state of mind; to let

J the water ran off; to

write; to draw; to paint; to

cast a likeness in a mould. The

second character is a vulgar

form. Moo seay

ch'uen shin
y
to draw the figure

and exhibit the spirit or anima-

tion of the original.

Seay chin, or Mi^ Seajsangr

to paint a likeness of a person.

Seay hwa, to draw a

picture. Seay shoo, to

write a letter. Kh'ing
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seay, to cast an image.

Seay tsze, to write characters;

a writer in a mercantile house.

To let the water run off

land to drain a purg-

ing a dysentery sand without

herbage. Seay juen, or

Seay juen leaou, to

be weakened by purging.

T'oo seay, to vomit. '
See seay, to purge; to leak out.

' ~~
'

Seay yih tsaou, to

pui'ge once. Seay too,

a flux or dysentery.

Seay yo, a purgative.

A roof or covering sup-

ported by pillars, having

no walls nor doors; a place for

military exercises a military

school to place to store up

things a case for, or place to

lay up musical instruments.

Tae seay, a raised

mound or terrace with trees

about it.

JL To decline; to put away,

or withdraw from. To

thank; to express grateful feel-

ings; to confess crimes or errors.

Hwa seay, a fading and

falling flower; a flower taking

SEE

its leave. Tang seay,

an expiring lamp. To

seay, many thanks.

Kan seay, to feel and express

thanks. §^ Seay ching,

to resign one's place in the gov-

ernment. Seay kh'eh,

to thank visitors, through the

medium of a servant, but to de-

cline seeing them,~done by the

literati without giving offence,

when near the time of their ex-

aminations. ^l Seay

kvo ngan, liaving returned

thanks. Seay ngau, to

return thanks for favors receiv-

ed, for kindness or gracious acts

coufen-ed. Seay sze, to

withdraw from any affair.

jjf^ Stiay she, to leave the world;

to die. Seay tseue, to

break off a connexion with; to

decline seeing or receiving.
j*

Seay tsew, to thank with

wine; to give a dinner to.

Seay tsuy, to acknowledge

or confess a crime. '
Seay fee, a hand-bill or placard

promising a reward. jkt

Seay tsaou, thanking the furnace

divinity.

SEE.

yUf* Read E the name of a porsed; amused. Read See, to

1 viver spread out; dis-
I

put away to drain off; to flow
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r

out; to purge; to issue forth and

pass over j mixed blended. A
surname, jjtj^

,/
See seay, to

leak out; dysentery; purging.

Pure clear respectful

J

observant attentive la-

borious; minute; broken

into small parts mere

ends or crumbs; to reduce

to dust or powder; to view with

indifference, as unworthy of at-

tention, is expressed by

Puh ^ee, by the Northern peo-

ple, read Puh scaott,

Puh see kh'eu, there is no

occasion to go.

So see se koo, minute; petty

causes trifling reasons.

See see, an unsettled ap-

pearance going and coming

backwards and forwards.

The refuse of pounded

rice; what remains in the

mortar.

To tie; to bind; a bridle.

See pwau, to bind

with cords to fasten to

with cords, as animals are.

A sheep chewing or feed-

ing. Otherwise, read E.

See woo, to treat

with indecent familiarity.

To put away; to cleanse

a well; to scatter to dis-

perse to desist; to ooze or leak

out; to perspire. The name of

a stream. A surname.

See choo to expel or put away.

Commonly read Khe.

Also read See, au ancient

statesman.

Seih or See. A surname.

One of the sons of

Te ktih, and brother of the

famous Yaou, who is sup-

posed to have lived about A.

M. 1600.

To rub, as when brushing

the teeth to rub off.

Read Kee, to grasp and strike.

Mee see, irregular; un-

even not regularly square; to

press with the hand to close or

fill up.

See and Kee, the two side

posts of a door; a pillar;

the name of a wood.

Sound a gentle sound.

^^ Accordance; to adjust; to

I blend and preserve order;

yto cause to harmonize;

to confound; to mature,

by the application of fire.

S^leyaug
to adjust the principles Yin and

Yang, said of nature and of ru-

lers.

Tee see, levity of

mind; incapable of noble
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purposes; discontented.

Read E, expanded; amus-

ed. Read See, to desist

or rest from; to be dissipated;

to leak or flow out; to put a-

•way; to diminish from or les-

sen, applied to an offence. The

name of a stream. See

low, or Low see, to leak or ooze

out: to disclose a secret.

See khe to vent one's an-

ger; to dissipate it and cease

from it. See seay, to

purge a purging.

Name of a plant, and of

a state. A surname of

notoriety.

Rags; the residue of tat-

tered garments; defiled;

impure; to defile; to treat with

contempt and unbecoming fami-

liarity; garments next the per-

son ordinary garments.

See e, undress, which im-

plies disrespect to a guest or

visitor. § )S Seg

tuh shin ming, to give offence

to divine beings,~by impure

garments or vessels used in sa-

crifice want of reverence for

the gods. ^5 ^k, See man,

disrespectful to; wanting in at-

tentions to a friend or visitor.

See tub, to profane

what is sacred.

SEEN.

From Che, to go,

^/w placed on Jin, to go

forward to precede before

gone before, (deceased); soon;

early to begin in the first

place cause. Read Seen, to

lead on before to precede those

whom one ought to follow to

put first. A surname.

Tsow seen kh'eu, to advance

forward.

Ne seen tsow yih poo, do yoa

step on first. Tang
seen, formerly also in front,

^ti^ Liug seen keuu,

your late father.

Seen che seen keo, prior

knowledge and perception of.

^fff Seen che, sometimes

denotes foreknowledge, in res-

pect of what has not yet taken

place; a prophet, Seen

foo, or ^* Seen kean, my
deceased father the latter term

Seen keun, is applicable also to

the late Sovereign or Prince,

Seen how, before and

after. Seen jin, a per-

son decea sed. Seen is used

with the words father, mother,
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Ac. to denote their being no

longer in life* Seen

ma n forerunner; a harbinger.

Seen sang, added to a

person's name, is a term of re-

spect, as master; teacher Sir.

With Hie emphasis ou Hke last

syllafele, it denotes a farmer

state of existence, ^fe ^fc

Seen te seen t'een, before

the earth, and before the hea-

vens, said of Taou, the

logos or reason. Seen

t
9uyy to retire first, as in the

•case of two conflicting armies.

4//f-^ Commonly read Se, to

wash. Bead Seen, to wash

the feet. A surname.

Seen tsuli, bare-

footed. P'een

seen, to walk or move roand

about, fts in the Chinese man-

ner of fencing and posfcure-

maklng.

Metal or gold which is

burnished and glossy a

small chisel the two corners

of an anient bell - metal or

gold ornaments at two ends

of a bow.

U I
From man and hilL Pla-

] |-L| to's demons of the third

or lowest class, who being in-

vested with vehicles of grosser

materials are sometimes visible

and sometimes invisible. They

are supposed to inhabit hills

and mountains away from the

haunts of men; to be immortal,

and to have the power of being

visible or invisible at pleasure;

they are spoken of as profound-

ly skilled in a kind of akhymy,
And as having1 discovered the

philosopher's stone, by which

they can change whatever it

touches to gold, raise the dead,

and produce various wonderful

transmutations. /\ f Pa
seen, the eight seen or genii, a

reference to whom is common.

Woo seen, five seen
9

they are said to be heaven, the

gods, earth, water, and the hu-

man soul. Fung seen,

the name of a flower the im-

patiena or balsam.

^llj Seen me, a spe-

cies of rice, used to make
starch of.

The name of a fish; a live

or fresh fish fresh-killed

meat or fowls clean pure

good. Name of a state; name

of a hill; and of a stream, that

issues from it A surname.

Read Seen, few; rare; seldom*

Yen seh seem

ming, clear, bright, beautiful,

fresh colours. Sin seen,

and fresh. Ch'aoanew
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seen, ancient name of Corea.

Seen e few there are

few such I it is rare I

T'een hea seen e, there

are few sueh in the world^1

Seen ming ho wflh,

fresh new goods. Seen

yu
r
fresh fish.

Kind of running scabs

which gradually spread

' over the skin, wider and

wider; they are distin-

guished by various n.irnes.

grows on old damp walls.

Fish or other animals ncw-

, ly killed; fresh meat. Us-

ed for Seen. See above.

Seen or Tseen, to ascend

or rise high.

Deathless immort.al. Same

as Seen. Seen

seen, to brandish, as a weapon

to caper about.

P'een seen, to

walk round; to dance a-

l>out; makiug various at-

titudes in the Chinese

manner.

fine;

Certain wild leeks that

grow on the hills

-

Small pointed; fine; mi-

nute weak delicate. Read

Ts'een

ts'eu, specious artful

crafty cumiing.

o, a famous censor of an-

times. Seen jot

delicate; slender*

Seen teen, the

glare of lightning.

Fine sillc; delicate; small;

silk, the cross threads of

which are black and those

lengthwise white; certain

ornaments for clothes

,
parsimonious to priclf

with a small point. So

seen, a very small appearance.

^5 Seen kh'eaou, ingenious

fine work.

Seen che joo ch'un sun, small

fiugers like the spring shoots of

the bamboo, Siien show,

u sjiiall hand. Seen

yaou, a slender waist.

A small delicate hand; a

huly'a haiul small; deli-

near
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cate; to take with the hand.

Read Tsau, and Tseaou, to take

or grasp with the hand.

Slaver issuing from the

mouth, as when the mind

longs for something. Read

yj^f^ \
Yen, the flowing water;

f J continued succession.

Too seen mub, to foam

at the mouth, as in a fit.

f^i Seen muh, saliva appearing

like foam, Seen e, a

kind of bib for children.

Read Seen, Sin, Shen,

and Tsan, to take to

pluck.

^ Covetous desire; to desire

ardently excess over-

Vplus; to praise. A sur-

name. Read Yen, the

^^S- path to a grave.

Ch'ing seen, to praise to exalt.

T'an seen, to covet; to

desire to excess, Hin

seen, to look to or expect with

joy and delight. Yu
seen, to laud; to extol highly.

Seen moo, to desire; to

long for; to think on with affec-

tion. Seen yu, or Yu
seen, excess overplus too

much; a surplus of profit.

The sun rising higher

with increasing splendor.

Seen lo kwo, Siam,

or Canabodja, commonly road

Tseen-lo,

^j^f ^ Thread of any kind; silk

H^JS^
J
or cotton thread; to lead

•or draw, used metaphori-

cally for a spy,

Cliin seen, a needle and

thread. Mae sSen to

hire spies. Seen poo,

the paces of the thread the

stitches. Seen kung, a

spy- Seen so, a string

or cord.

Snow melting as it falls;

snow and sleet falling.

Rarely; seldom; few; re-

gular; correct; fresh.

To kill the autumnal

hunt.
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SEH.

The first idea of this cha-

racier is the exhibition of

the feelings in a person's change

of colour in the eountenanee

colour; quality j
description or

kind of persons or things lust;

sexual pleasure appearance

manner. Woo seh, the

five colours, blue, yellow, red,

white and black. Seh

seh, every visible object.

Ts'ae seh
y
diversity of co-

lour; variegated. Yen

seh, colour. Pe seh,

porcelain. Ko seh, e-

very kind. Ching seh,

a grave sedate aspect, air or

countenance. d̂
Show seh,

self-pollution. Keu seb,

hurried agitated manner.

, He seh, a joyful counte-

naDce. Noo seh, an an-

gry appearance. Neu

seh, sexual intercourse with

women. Nan seh, or

L Ke seh, tmnatural crimes.

Ch^ng seh, refers to

the quality or touch of gold and

silver.

T

8ze

yin ke kaou, what is the touch

of this silver? Tsuh

seh, perfectly pure; or

Kew kew it is nine aud nine

tenths. In alfusion to the knife

at the top of this character it

is said, of persons, that they

are Taou t*ow, knife,

headed, addicted to venereal ex-

cess. Seh chW, an ug-

ly face. ^* Seh tsze, dice.

Seh jen urb

heae, coloured up with fright.

Seh ter the colour or

quality inferior;

Seh shin yen, very beautiful

and fascinating* Seh

yiih, or Haou seh, ad-

dicted to sensuality. Colours

of cloths. j^I Hung, red

Poor or Poo t'aou;

ts'ing, purple; Lan, blue?

Ts'een lan, light blue;

Tsang, brown Heh

tsung, dark brown j^X

Hung tsung, light brawn;

Lub, green Hwang, yel-

low Yuen, black and

Hway seh, French grey or

asb colour.

From quick and two in-

sects. The fast-running

insects; lice those that

breed on thehuman body,

or dogs, and on cattle'

T'eaou seh, a flea^ »

lop.
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A certain stringed instru-

ment; numerous many;

a robust, stern, severe manner.

A man's name.

Kh'in seh teaou ho, conjugal

harmony. |^ Seaou seh,

bleak and stormy; blasting ve-

getation. |^ |^ Seh seh, the

noise of the wind.

yfe Seh, or Sheh. From

1^1 Lae, to come
9
and [&]

Lin, a granary. Whatever

comes or is brought, is stored

up in the granary by husband-

men, and therefore they are call-

ed Seh foo, or

Show seh, to gather in the har-

vest. Desirous of accumulat-

ing; covetous; avaricious; spar-

ing; parsimonious; frugal. A
surname, Lin seh, or

Keen seb, sparing; fru-

gal parsimonious avaricious,

Seh foo she, officers,

who in ancient times superin-

tended the affairs of seed-time

and harvest/ Seh yen,

sparing of words,

A surname. Same as the

||P^ preceding.

XAg/T From grain
y
and to store

1J§J up in a granary. The

grain fit to be gathered in; sav-

ing; avaricious. Kea

seh, to sow and to reap.

Liu Ka9
covetous j avarici-

ous; niggardly.

From water and several

impediments. Rippled,

like the surface of water

running over stones

rough; nigged. Name of

a bamboo.

Seh, or Shih, inability to

speak, or to speak with

difficulty.

Commonly read Soo, to

state to; to inform of'

Read Seb, or Shih, timid; a-

Iarmed; afraid.

To fill; to fill up; to close;

to stop an aperture; to

obstruct; to hinder or prevent;

a solid, sincere character; an

important and dangerous pass

to a country epithet, applied

to the moon under certain cir-

cumstances. Read Sae, a boun-

dary; a limit on the border. A
surname. Tuy seh, to

stop up, as by piling earth over.

Pe seb, to close or shut.

Teen seh, or

Seh mwan, to fill up.

Khe seh y Kh'e, expresses gates;

roadsy and bridges; Seh, walls

and otfer means of obstructing

the approach of an enemy.

^5 Seh seb, a disquieted, un-

tranquil appearance.

Seh kh'ow, to stop a person^
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mouth; either by not affording

him any reason to talk, or rea-

soning so that he is unable to

reply; it may also denote the

stoppage of any aperture, which

word is generally expressed by

SEIH

mouth. 7^. Seh tseh, to

stop or prevent censure,—to en-

deavour to slur over an affair,

or perform any work iu a care-

less manner, designed merely to

preserve appearances.

SEIH.

Half of the moon appear-

ing at sunset; the even-

ing. The evening of the

a I day, of the month, or of

J the year, to each there

is a peculiar epithet. The name

of an office; of a place; and of a

hill. A surname inclined; not

at right angles. Ch'aou

seih, morning and evening. *^
Ts'eih seih, the seventh e-

vening of the seventh moon,

a Chinese holiday.

Seih shih, a house not at right

angles.

The tide rising in the e-

\y vening; the evening ti*U%

in contradisthiction from /
Ch'aou, which denotes the morn-

ing tide, but it is used for tide

generally,

) From meat cut up and

p| I
sun to dry it; dried meat

> what existed in time past
;

\ formerly anciently a

J long time ago. Used to

denote one uight. A surname.

Read Tso, streaks or marks on

horn crossing each other.

Nang seih
?
or Ch'ow

seih, yesterday. Seih

iu :en
5
in former years.

'

Yih seih, 01 T'ung seih,

the whole night. Seih

jih, on a former day. ^9
Seih khe a former appoint-

ment.

From evening under a

_J)y care. The mansion of

the tomb a long dark night.

Chun seih, laid up for

a long night; coffined. *^
Ch'ung seih, a grave.

A~ff^ Painful feeling regard

I
for affection to; regret

for; to the sparing of; economi-

cal parsimonious covetous.

* Lecn seih, to compas-

sionate to sympathize with.

1 Lin seih, to be parsi-

monious. Npio

seih kwang yin, to be careful

of oue'a time. Kho
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seih, worthy of regret; lament-

able. *| Seih shin, to be

sparing of one's person to be

careful of one's self, either lau-

dably or to an excessive degree.

Seih yin tsze, to be

saving of money. *| Seih

wuh, to be sparing in the use of

anything to be careful of, and

not destroy or waste anything.

One expiration and one

h |^ inspiration make Seih, to

breathe; to sigh audibly; to de-

sist; to stop; to take repose la-

zily, when repose should not

be takea; a place of rest ; to put

a stop to; to toil; to labour; .to

increase; the increase of proper-

ty by the use of the capital; in-

terest; to stop up; to fill. Name

of an ancient state. Seih,

or Le seih, interest on

money. J^. T'ae seih, a

long sigh. Koo seih, ex-

cessively indulgent; overstrain-

ed affection for. ^ Seaou

seih, melting and breathing; i.

news transpiring news a re-

port. Shin seih, a mo-

t. ^[
Ch'uh ts'een sang tsze yue seih,

to put out money to produce

children (interest) is called Seih.

Tsze seih, a son.

Ngan seih, rest; repose.

Cli'ow seih? to catch the

breath as in sobbing.

Seih leaou neen

t
?ow pa, to give up all furtlier

thoughts about.

Seih t'een hea che ping,

to put a stop to military opera-

tions iu the empire.

Seih yaou wang, to put a

stop to idle tales of apparitions.

A son's wife.

xVtW* Seih foo a daughter-in-

law, by the marriage of a son.

P From fire and to stop or

breathe. To cover over

embers to preserve them from

being extinguish; also used to

denote extinguishing fire, either

literally or metaphorically.

From an axe aud wood,

or a splinter. To split

or rend wood; to separate;

to divide; to discriminate;

to distinguish. Name of

a nation of a city and of a

plant, Seih e name of

a book on ancient literature.

^[ Seih e, a term denoting

the rainbow,— not the usual

name, "olj P'ow seih
?
to

split asunder to discriminate

accurately; to solve doubts.

To distinguish; to discri-

minate clearly,

A white skin; a pale or

fair couutennnce. Name
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of a wood. Some confound to-

gether this and the preceding

character,

ITo scour or wash rice.

The name of a district

Seih leih, the

noise of rain.

The name of an insect; a

species of lizard*

A single garment with

short sleeves that leave

part of the arm exposed to o-

pen a garment and expose the

breast, as the Chinese do in bra-

vado; to put off the clothes and

expose the naked person, the

arms or breast Tan

seih, the breast of a garment

thrown open; the naked body

seen through a garment,

Seih e, a kind of upper

dress, which leaves part of the

under dress exposed, in order

to display its colours.

A metal having the co-

lour of silver, and the

consistence of lead or pewter;

tin; to confer; to bestow. A
surname. The name of a place.

A certain fine kind of cloth,

Heang seTh, hard or sound-

ing tiu it is deemed of super-

ior quality to the soft: tin, or

that which will not ring on be-

ing struck; European tin.

Kew seih, nine presents,

consisting of horses, garments,

and so on, conferred on certain

occasions. Fun seih,

white lead. Seih chang,

a kind of official staff or crosier,

carried in the hand by the su-

perior of the Buddha temples.

Seih khe, a tin or pew-

ter utensil. Seih la
9 a

certain pewter-like metal,

Seih yu, to confer; to be-

stow.

From Ts'ae, to dis-

criminate and mind. To
^know and understand per-

fectly thorough compre-

hension of complete

knowledge; to investigate to the

utmost; all; entirely. A sur-

name. Seih che, to

know fully; occurs in govern-

ment papers as a command, re-

quiring those concerned to in-

form themselves fully of the

contents. ^fj* SeTh

twan chow lan, cut without ex-

ception all the painters of the

boats.

Seih siSh, a crick,

et. seih

suh, to fight crickets, or grass-

hoppers ——a kind of gambling
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to which tke Chinese are addict-

•ed, the gamesters fight^em for

cakes, but in their slaag, each

cake is understood to mean a

certain sum of money.

From wings and white.

The reiterated motion of

a bird's wings in rapid fligiit;

to repeat the same act; to ac-

custom; to be accustomed to;

to practice custom habit A
surname. Heo seth, to

learn and to practice.

Shin laou seth eh'ing,

when old, habits are formed-,^1

Sdh siili so

kh'een, dragged by custom; the

slave of habit. Seth

ieen, to practice. Seih

raa, to practice riding on horse-

back. Seih seih, easy,

as when accustomed to a thing.

Seih sliflh, accustomed

and matured, formed into a ha-

bit. Seih suh, prac-

tices; usages; custom,

Seih shang, to be accustomed

to, and to esteem, Seih

yen, to be influenced by the ha-

bits of others.

Seih kwan tsze jeu, custCHaa be-

comes nature.

Seih, or repeated Seih-

seih, the sound of endur-

ing or suffering cold; the cry

or exclamation of a person who

suffers from cold.

R^ad Seih 4mA Yih, glos-

sy ghinlag feathers; lus-

• tre; effiilgeiioe. ® SeTh

seili, a sort of fire fly, or the

light which it ^mits.

A mat spread on tlie

ground, the ^ineient cus-

tom before ihe inv^ntion of

-diairs and tables; a table; a re-

past; an enterteiument; affection

for; dependence 011 to rest; to

mrsnge. A sunmtne,

Yen seih, a f^ast or entertain-

ment. Wun t'ung

«eili, to ask who is to be at the

same table, when invited to an

entertninmenL SeTh

chung, at the table, _tl

Seih shang p'aou, crackers

let oflPat entertainments of wine;

the Chinese the sraall of the

powder removes the effects of

wine, Seih she, the

table is prepared, or laid out.

The name of a plant

large; wide, applied to

garments. Used for the preced-

ing. Seih keu, a kind

of reed that grows in the north.

Shoes with wooden soles

clogs worn iu ancient

times; a large appearance. The

name of a plant. Used for the

following.
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Salt land; land left dry

by the tide, and from

wliich salt is obtained.

From varnish and Jlesh^

or varnish and knot. The

knee, or the knees; a wea-

pon of the spear kind, or

a shield to feud off a

pear. P'wan seih, to

sit cross-legged. Che

seih, au appellation of a gentle

horse. Se»h

lieu clien e, childreu leaning on

a parent's kuee and looking up.

TT Seih hing, to walk or

creep ou one's knees.

Seih t,ow kuh, the knees

pan.

^ Name of a cooling open-

ing medicine.

J||5 Low marshy land; damp

moist land whence springs

and streams take their rise.

Name of a district A surname.

Yuen seih, Yuen, is an

elevated plain Seih, is a damp,

low uxar^h.

Double garments; a gar-

ment thrown over the iu-

^-ferior garments but dis-

closing them in part; to

continue in succession; to

succeed to; hereditary; to enter

another country by force, or for

purposes of submission to in-

vade slightly confused confu-

siou. A surname. [U She

seih, hereditary, applied chiefly

to rank or honors conferred by

the sovereign. Taou

sevh, to receive sayings or prin-

ciples handed down from the

ancients.
—

' Yih seih, a

suit of clothes. Seih

t-" o, hereditary nobility.

Seih yin, hereditary, the

heirs of officers who fall in bat.

tie are entitled to the situations

their fathers held; the rank of

Te tfih is hereditary

for ever in the family ofthe con-

queror of Formosa; he is also a

Kung yay, or duke.

See or Seth, a surname.

See See.

SEO.

hit To cut and form; to pave,

shave, or scrape off; a

flight invasion or usurpation of]

territory; to plunder, or seize I

from by violence; weak, and li-

able to spoliation a tool used

before the invention of paper

and pencils for engraving char-

acters, now applied to the

Shoo taou, or knife employ-
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ed to erase characters. Read

Seaou, a sheath or scabbard.

Read Shaou, or K^a

shaou, a certain official situa-

tion; a kind of overseer of a

certain portion of aml. Read

Tseaou, Tseaou keh

that which is employed to spread

a net. To rhyme, read Seih.

Foo seo, to chop off

with a hatchet; to correct a writ-

ten composition, 'J^lj K6 seo,
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to cut away from, ^(j Kwa
seo, to scrape off. #J Svo

cheh, to degrade to a lower si-

tuation* ^* Seo kh^eu, to

substract or take away from,

Seo leaou cheh, to

deprive a person of office.

Name of a bird.

m A slight invasion or en-

croachment on; to steul,

or by stealth.

SEU.

A wall on the east ami

west; to be seated on the

east and west sides, in the

Chinese manner hence

the usual sense of the

character, viz. order; ar-

rangement; a school room,

oi" college; the order of preced-

ence between seniors and ju-

niors. A surname; the preface

of a book in which its subse-

quent arrangement is sometimes

stated, Ts'ze sen, in

order; in a regular series,

§^ Seu luu, to discuss in lucid

order.

Choo or Seu, said to be

an oak.

Choo, or Seu, a certain

J
m

plant

From head and hair. Tho
hair on the feces the beard

the beard of fish; to wait

> for or expect ; slow to

wait for necessary mate-

rials that which is ne-

cessary; requisite. The

uame of a state; of a city; of a

plant; of a vegetable; aud of a

bird; the name of a weapon, A
rnun's name. A surname. The
second is a vulgar forra it is

correctly read We or Hwuy,

tlie name of a place.

Seay sen, a little of anything

Szeyu, or Sen

yu, a moment momentarily.

Seu yaou, or

lJeih seu, absolutely requisite.

Pfih seu te

keih, there is uo occasion to in-
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ti-edVice tRe suBjeet.

Sen yu keen jin, firmly

ensure for a moment.

Seu neu, the nnme of a star.

To stand expecting to

stop or wai^ for} a Mian's

name.

W

The beard r particularly

that on the elrfn r the sta-

mens or chives of platits are

called Hwa sen.

^ PfiKyaouleue

lioo seu r ck>n't play with a ti-

ger's beard. Hoo,

seu, ts
r
ze, the beavd oa the up-

per lipr ou the ehia, and on the

ebeek, or the whiskers. Heo,

h not sanctioned by the Dio

tionaries. ^[ Seu fa, the

beard and hair of the head,

Seu fa tsiu peh r the

beard and hair entirely grey.

The fleshy part of a crab,

cut or topiv to pieces all

together mutually to wait.

Name of an office ^ of a- tree

and ofakind ofbutterfly. Name
of a place, A manr

s name. A
surname. A euphonic parti-

cle. Le seu, inferior

officers or attendants in courts.

Chooseu, to accumulate

or store up, to be ready,

Seu leu, a particular door

or gate.

Epith^et applied to those*

who possess talents an^

knowledge. Read Leu, open r

loosely connected.

^Lfc£ To purify or give a taste-

>f ^ to wine hy means of a>

certain plants One says, deepp

to dig deep; to disclose or ex-

pose the figure ©f a things a richi

appearance~^>plied to dress.

A vessel asetl in offeriug

sacrifice^

Grain perfectly ripe. Ripe

grain falling down; grairt

used in offering- sacrifice.

Grain given as a ration^

grain nsed in sacrificing to

> the gods, How
seu, ferge income from

the government.

To know; possessing na-

tural talents and acquirecf

knowledge an appellative of

those possessing, wisdom falla*-

cious; cleceitfuL

Fine pure wine, or such Ii-

quor as the Chinese drink.

§^ Seu tsew, generous

wine.

On meeting with rain t°*

stop rain falling from

heaven; necessary Avhafc

is necessary to deubt; to

hesitate; to delay to stop.

Keun seu, the necessaiy

supplies of the army; an annual
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contribution paid by the mer-

chants of Canton, on account of

these supplies. ^ 9^1

Seu sze che tseh, hesitation is

the thief of business.

Jt/j^ Easy manner; leisurely

the mind not hurried, nor

fluttered.

wlJ^^ Weak; feeble; according

J(fff^ to some, a wife; and ac-

cording to others, a concnbine;

au inferior wife, in which sense

it is read Joo. Read Now, a

woman's name.

Fine close silk; silk of va-

rious colours. One says,

a close fine net. A man's name.

The edge of a piece of silk, from

its being the usage in former

times, for two parties to tear a

piece of silk through the mid-

dle, and each retain one half;

that by their subsequent join-

ing, proof might be afforded.

An island; or according

to others, a hill.

A fragrant plant; elegant;

excellent, applied to wine.

Yu, luxuriant herbage.

Seu or Yu. The name

of a fish.

Commonly read Seay, de-

flected depraved. Read

Seu, slow j tardy leisurely ; dig-
1

nified.

A composed, dignified

walk easy motion lei-

surely; steady, tranquil, sedate

appearance formal grave

commanding majestic; tardy;

slow. Name of a district of

an ancient state and of the

year, under certain circum-

stances. A surname.

Seu hing how ch'ang,

to walk slow and keep behind

seniors.

To arrange in order; to

converse about. >^ ^Jt

Seang seu, ^Jt Seu

hwa, or ^Jt pj^ Sea t,an

to converse together.

T'een seu, the celestial or-

ders; f. e. the five relationshipsy

husband and wife, father and

son, and so on. Seu

lun che
y discourse of them in

order.

j^ri The coarser part of the

silk obtained from the

cocoon, it is unfit for being

formed into threads to com-

pound, or make tip various in-

gredients to reiterate ver-

bose anything pendant. |J

Lew sen, the flowers of the

pendant willow. Maou
seur a cloth in ancient times

wound round the head.

Pae seu, useless silk. y^

dR

i
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Kwo seu, excessively verbose.

Seu taou, to repeat over

and over; tautology.

Seu lun, to state the same ar-

gument repeatedly.

The end of a thread, by

pulling which a ball, or

cocoon of silk, is unfolded; the

commencement; the beginning

of; that which is necessary to

evolve the whole and to pre-

serve order the course of e-

vents that which is left by an-

cestors to their posterity to

search or examine into.

^ T'ow seu, or Twan

seu, the beginning* of an affair

the first principles or circum-

stances without which nothing

can be done.

Muh ts'ing muh seu, or '[pj

Woo ts'ing woo seu, no

pleasant feeling, nor any means

of effecting one's wishes em-

barrassed nonplused. ^^
Seu yu, remnant overplus

something not included in the

preceding general mass, like

the end of a thread which re-

mains outside the ball.

A certain kind of silk.

^ Seu or Tseu, to collect

together to assemble

to live together; to accumulate.

SEUE.

•i^^i To brush away and ex-

j— tinguish, or exterminate

with the hand.

J
From rain and a broom.

" lZ| *
( Rain that may be swept

t^\TP ( away; frozen rain; snow;

) because snow soils like

dust and may be brushed away;

to render white as snow to

whiten figuratively; to clear

one's-self from blame to re-

venge an insult or disgrace; to

put away; to wash clean to

rub off. The name of a hill. A
surname. Seaou seue,

a term that answers to the 23rd

of November. Ta seue,

a term that answers to the 8th

of December. Seue ch'a,

a kind of moss that grows on

stones. Seue cVe to

revenge the shame caused by

insulting a woman, to remove

the disgrace. Seue han,

or Seue yuen, to take

revenge by bringing to justice

the person who has injured one

or by taking private revenge.

Seo or Seue, to pare off

;

to cut or scrape.
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SEUEN.

Effort to revolve: to re-

volve between two to

extend to to promulge.

4=^

From a house or covering

in which winds revolve

and cause to circulate the

material principles in na-

ture; to revolve and ex-

tend to every place; to spread

out; to expand to promulge; to

proclaim to to declare to to

summon a high degree of in-

telligence slow. The name of

a district. A surname. A cer-

tain appurtenance of a carri-

age; early grey hairs bald.

^* Seuen hwa, to diffuse

the principles of order and of

civilization. *^ Seuen kaou,

to proclaim an imperial pro-

clamation.
A

pL Seaou shth,

an imperial mansion.

Seuen yang, to spread or pro-

mulge.

A stone formed in a par-

ticular manner for orna-

ment, six tenths of a cubit long.

Jp^P^ A certain utensil.

"lh^ From Yen, waving

as a banner, and /H
P'eih, a foot. The feet of the

soldiers' march round at the

signal made by the colours; to

circulate to return to come

to the same point again, as

anything that revolves. Used

as a par ticle for afterwards

then; next.^ ^£ Chow seuen,

to bring matters round for peo-

ple; to bring things about.

Seuen lun, revolving, as the

sun and moon to circulate.

Seuen fang, a whirl-

wind. Seuen heang, to

return to oue's own village; to

return home. Seuen

wan, curly down air, or the

ripple on water.

The name of a valuable

stone an astronomical

I instrument, used in re-

ference to the planets.

The name of a star. A
man's name.

Comracmly read Hwan,
to revolve, or revert to.

Read Seuen, to circulate;

to revolve quick forth-

with prompt.

A stand or support to any

thiug. Name of one of

the diagrams or Kwa in

which place, it denotes

being humble aud lowly,

in a good sense; humble;

adapted to use; universal-
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ly diffused, as the wind or air;

to take hold of as if to place on

a stand, or to select.

^PEL To dance round in a cir-

cle; to choose; to select;

to choose and appoint officers of

government; apprehensive; ti-

morous. Read swan, to reckon

up ten thousand. Read Suh, a

piece of silver. Peh

seuen, a certain pearl or shell

of commerce, or rather a piece

of money. Kiu

suh che p'in, a certain series of

fines for small offences.

Seuen hea, to choose; to select.

Seuen joo, or

^

Seuen joo, careful; apprehen-

sive; timorous; undecided.

Seuen keu, select promo-

tions in the government.

Seuen keen, or

SEUH

Shaou seen, for a moment of

time; for a short period.

~f" Seuen sze, to select officers

of government from amongst

the literary candidates.

Seuen tseh, or reversed, Tseh

seuen, to select from amongst;

to choose.

^ Seuen or Heuen, that

with which a circle is

made; a compass,

Read Seuen and Juy,

name of a valuable stone

an astronomical instru-

>meiit. Same as Seuen.

Seuen kwei, a

certain precious stone,

used about ancient courts.

Seuen ke an instrument

of stone to represent the revo-

lution of the heavens a sort of

planetarium.

From Woo or Mow,

and a line representing the

earth. Nature sinking or fad-

ing, as in autumn. A character

which answers to the ninth

moon, and the hours from 9 to

11 at night; to be distinguished

from Shoo, a man and a

spear, to defend the frontier.

Name of a certain stone.

SEUH.

The heart's blood affect-

j

ed. To feel for; to com-

v

r
nii-seratc mournful to

j
fuel affection for; to love.

Moved; agitated; to feel

sorry to commiserate; to com-

passionate. Fooseuh, to

soothe and compassionate.

Shin seuh, to compassionate

and relieve the wants of the

needy. Yew sefih,
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grieved for the distresses of o-

thers. 1i 1

Seuh leen, to

compassionate ; commiseration

.

1 Seuh pin laou, to

com passionate the poor and a-

ged. *| Seuh ching, be-

nevolent acts of go rernment

SEUN.

jj_rf Seun or Tseun, a period

F^J of ten
9

either days or

years each mouth is divided

into three Seun. The first,

second, and third, are express-

ed by Sharig, Chung, or

f Hea, prefixed to Seun. To

extend everywhere; all equally.

NSen e ts^eih

seun, aged 70 years, m
Sau seun, three decades a

month. Shang seun,

the first ten days of a month.

Seun che, the name of

a star. Seun nuy, with-

in ten days, Seun wae,

more than ten days.

To bury one or more

living persons with the

dead, said to have been an

•ancient custom.

Sincere faithful re-

spectful manner cher-

ishing awe and reverence for.

Shin seun, faithful

truly devoted, j '|
Seun

ieth, afraid apprehensive

standing in awe of.

E

The cross bar at the top

of a stand on which a

bell or sonorous stone is

hung. The upright posts

are called Heu. The

name of a district.

To follow the dead to the

grave and be interred Avitb.

them, once the partial usage of

China; to pursue an object im-

moderately and seek tlie attain-

ment at any risk, even that of

life, either ia agood or bad sense,

according to the object nought.

Che sze piih

Beun, to refuse comply idg (w i tii

what is required) even to death.

Seun kwo

kea die keib, to venture life ami

fortune to serve one's country.

Seun uan, to take a vo-

luntary share in difficulties of

the country.

Seun yu lio seh, to be given up

to the pursuit of gain and plea-

sure. Seun tsang, to

inter the living with the dead.

Seun ts
T
ing, to comply

with people's luunourau
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/-» The name of a stream

Hj faithful; sincere; distant;

remote; fo weep silently; equal;

even. Seun te to shed

tears; a discharge from the nose'

Seun or Sun, the young

shoots of bamboo, which

are eaten by the Chinese;

they generally sprout out

in the fourth moon, but

there is a species which

sprouts forth in the eighth

and ninth moons. Read Yun,

a flexible bamboo of which mats

are made, Seun ya, a

sprout' or bud a tenon, or end

of a piece ofwood fitted into an-

other piece.

The name of a plant; and

of a state. A surname.

^ To enquire; to inve^ti-

J

gate to ask about to

^communicate information

I to; to contrive; to scheme,

J 8^\"
kli'e koo enquire into the cause

of. ;3 Seun keih

kh'e sze, to ask about an affair.

To go before; to exhibit;

to manifest; to attack by

words. ^9 ^Pj Stiang seun, to

attack, or point at each other,

said of friends, that it should

not be done.

Name of an ancient na-

H| |^ lion; name of a place. A

surname.

To transmit to others

what has been committed

to one's-self.

From to walk anil a shield.

To go as one is ted; to

comply or accord with; to act

agreeably to; to go round with;

to revolve; to goothe; to go a-

bout; to examine. Foo

seun, to soothe; to encourage.

Yin seun, to fall in with

existing circumstances, in a bad

sense, implying sloth and re-

missness; doing nothing, -f^p

Che seun, to maintain a stea-

ily obedience to.

Seun bwan ptth e, to re-

volve unceasingly. Seun

hwan, to revolve or circulate;

to go round and begin again.

•jj^ Seun lc, agreeable, or

according to law. Seun

leang, a docile disposition.

'jj^ Seun seun, leisurely.

Shim or Seun, to rub

with the hand. From

hand and shirhi. To defend to

soothe; to encourage; to take au

interest in; to sympathize with.

The seam down the back

of a Chinese garment; to

seam or sew to biud rouud.

Seun, 'LVeun, and Heun,

a gentle, tractable horse i
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• yielding docile innoxious;

harmless; benign; to approach

to gradually cause to accord

with. Seua leang, gen-

tle; tractable good.

^/// ) From to go and a stream.

P^V*. To go about from place

> to place in order to exa-

mine what is doing, whe-

ther by land or water, in

the town, or in the country; to

cruise; to go the rounds. 3^
Tseuu seun, to recede; to

draw back; to hesitate. jtSf

Seun ch'ueu, boats which cruise

about the river for the detection

of smugglers and petty pirates.

Seun foo, the deputy

governor of a province; other-

wise called Foo Yuen.

Seun jaou, to make a

circuit or tour. Seun

keen, an officer placed over vil-

lage; a kind of overseer. 5^ |
Seun poo, kind of aide-de-camp

to the principnl officers of a pro-

vince, they have both Wau,

civil, and Woo, military

ones. Jjf^ Seun she, to go

and look round. 5^ Sen 11

show, to go round aud keep a

watch.

Seun or Tseun, high lof-

ty,—said of mountains.

Great large pointed

pierciug; urgent; impetu-

ous.

Deep beds of rivers or

streams deep water

deep; profound; abstruse;

the name of a district; to

take out of or from.

Seun wo e

sang, took my property

to support himself.

SEW.

To direct; to regulate; to

adorn to cultivate the

reasoning faculty, or the

principles and practice of

virtue. A surname. TF.

^\j> Ching siu

sew shin, to rectify the

heart and regulate the ac-

tions of the body,

Ts'een sew, the sages

of antiquity, Kin

sew, to be attentive or diligent

in the regulation of one's con-

duct, jj^ Ts'eea sew, to

compose a letter with care.

11^ Sew yin clnh, to prac-

tice virtue, to obtain the appro-

bation and blessing of heaven.

Sew fuh, to study and

practice what tends to happi-

ness. Sew Ie to direct;

to regulate. Sew
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yiu kuiig, to perform secret un-

ostentatious deeds of virtue.

Sew leen, to study the re-

fining and purifying of one's

nature. Sew poo, or

^^ Sew ching, to repair.

# Sew shin

e sze sze, to adorn one's person

with moral virtue, as a prepa-

rative for death. Sew

&hen, to cultivate virtue.

Sewkedi'e

jin che taou, the principles or

rules by which to improve one's

own virtues and reform or gov-

ern other people. . Sew

teh, to cultivate the practice of

virtue. Sew shin, to

adorn one's person with virtu-

ous habits.

A den or cavern in hills

nountains. A deep

valley; a ravine.

From garment sxid^pass-

yiM age* The part of a ^:ir-

ment at which the hands go out

and in; tile sleeve of a garment;

the cuff. f& Pwan sew,

a garment with half or short

armn. 3^ Sew chin, a

sleeve pearly a pocket book,

containing what is thought va-

luable. Sew «how, to

put the hands into the sleeves

or cuffs of a garment.

Grain flowering; beauti-

ful flowers; flowers which

are followed by fruit gay

splendid elegant luxuriant her-

bage. Tlie name of a district.

A surname. y Sew e,

fine raiment. Sew kli'e,

elegant, subtle matter, human

beings; a fine person.

Sew sze, au elegant scholar, ap-

plied to persons having the fol-

lowing degree. ^ Sew

ts'ae, adorned taleut, a title of

the lowest degree of literaiy

rank, and of rank in military

From sheep. To offer or

t present to; savouiy food;

food for the mouth the mouth

causes shame hence, to be a

-

shamed to feel ashamed; a con-

sciousness of having behaved ill

or done wroug. Che

sew, to know shame; to have a

sense of honour.

Puh che sew, insensible to

shame no sense of honour.

Han sew, to blush; to be

bashful. H«e sew,

P'a sew, or Wei

sew, bashful; ashamed to do; a-

shamed of. Sew ehe,

a feeling of shame.

Sew k'wei, or Sew te,an»
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to feel aehameel; touched with

& sense of shame, Sew

juh, to be disgraced aud insult-

ed, as by reproach, or by rude-

ness to women, Sew

seo, to cause a person to feel

much ashamed hy some just re-

proach.

f^Tr: To present or offer food to

Jjj^ a superior; savoury food;

to nourish; to feed.

Commonly read Suh, to

stop at night to lodge;

the stars in their places; a con-

stellation. Read Sew a group

of stars.

vAA^ A thick consistence, such

VI S as arises from rice steep-

ed in water a slippery soup-

like consistence, y Sew

suy, a sort of jelly-like soup.

Sew, or Tsew. From

man, and J^j} Tsew, to

approach to. To engage to

procure to hire.

To variegate with diffe-

rent colours; to embroid-

er; to embellish. Sew

hwa, to embroider with flow-

ers. Sew shang, em-

broidered garmeuts. Kin

sew, to embroider aud work

with gold aud silver threads.

Sew hwuy

ts'euen too to ornament with

a complete set of cuts or prints.

Rust on metals, they ex-

U (
press it by metal produc-

ing a garment or cover

-

ing for itself*

SHA.

From water and small.

The small stones dispers-

ed by water; sand; pebbles; an

appellation of anything small

and sweet. Name of a district;

ofa hill of a wood and ofcertain

pulse. A surname.

Ch'ang sha foo, the capital of

Ho-nau province. Sim

le a particular kind of pear. *

Sha kuh me, sago; some

call it Se me.

Sha mo-, the sandy desert in

Tartaiy, also called Gobi.

Sha meen, the shallow sat>

dy shores of a river, on which

the Chinese build houses, which

are the resort of prostitutes, gen-

erally. Sha raun, the

priests of Buddha, hence Sha-

?ncmism, in this connexion it is

said to denote diligent, careful

conduct. Sha peh, a

species of oyster. Sha
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fang, soft sugar, Sha

te island of St. Johns. |^
Sha t'ang, rattan, ^j? Sha

shing, a kind of hoarseness or

catarrh. Sha yu the

shark; otherwise called

Hoo sha.

n^ "

,

Kea sha, a kind

of cloak worn by the

priests of Buddha.

'j^ijn Small stones pebbles

r/^ sand. Used for Sim.

Choo slm cinnabaris na-

tiva, used by the Buddha priests

for writing charms with.

Tan sha, a red oxide; Ver-

million. Sha le pears.

Sha pe the hide of the

cow. Sha jin, the seeds

of a certain fruit, used in medi-

cine.

^A1 Sugar, as expressed from

4V the cane. ^ Sha

t'aug, soft sugar.

^/t\ Gauze; a silk of thin tex- !

7f\^ ture worn in sumnu'r.

Poo te sha, the leaf

of a tree dried, aud every part

removed but the fibre, which

lias the appearance of gauze,

:

aud upon which the Chinese

paint figures, usually of their

demi-gocls. T sha,

:

crape. Sha maou, a

cap with two silk wings, worn

under the Ming dynasty now
used to denote an official cap,

or the official situation one oc-

cupies; not to keep the Ska-

maou on erne's head, is to lose

one's situatioii. Sha

seen, the threads of which

gauze is woven . Sha

tang, gauze lanterns.

Sha yu the shark

fish.

/|^|
Li'ght; giddly; sprightly;

j^C- light-beaded; crazed,

Sha scaou, or Sha

ts'ew, vicious; immoral.

To sprinkle water to

|J[^^ scatter; to disperse as by

the wind. Read Sha, to fall

down. Read Se, to wash,

Sha saou ting nuy,

to sprinkle water on the floor

and .sweep inside the hall. 7

Sha jen, an alarmed appear-

m Read Sha, and Shae, to

wash or cleanse to sprink-

le, lued for the preceding.

Read Seen, a respectful appear-

ance; dec]) water; a steep l>ank.

Read San, afraid; apprehensive;

frightened. Read Se, to wasln

Occurs denoting Snow. Read

T.^uy, a fresh appearance; lofty

.
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eminent.

^| The voice broken as by

hoarseness. Read Yae

the voice spoiled the breath

belling or rising sobbing.

SHA.

Tsa or Sha. ^^ Sha

tee, the sound of ducks

or geese feeding. P [f[f Sha

heue, to daub the mouth with

blood when mutually entering

into a solemn engagement,

—

said to be an aiicieut custom.

A bamboo utensil a kind

of coarse fau made of

bamboo.

A kind of pall or mantle

of state thrown over a

coffin in ancient times3 \ made of feathers, uot

^5^^ J commonly used bj poor

Chinese; a ftiu; a kind of ban-

ner.

Small rain a slight show-

^S^* er. B# Sha she
? the

time of a summer's shower; a

short time; in a moment.

To smear the Hps and

sides of the mouth with

the blood of a sacrifice,

/^JLf \ over which, an oath is

) taken swearing mutual

attachment to. Sha

heue, to sip or smear the lips

with biood. s)c tfi >t ^
Slia heue heuug te persons uot

related, who take a solemn oath

to adhere to eacli other.

Motion of the eye a

IT| glance or wiuk with the

eye.

From hand, a club and a

J

spear. To overcome; to

j
seize to wound; to kill;

r to murder; to be destroy,

ed or forgotten; to die;

to destroy by the appli-

cation of caustic, mur-

derously used to denote the

superlative degree the hoar-

frost killing vegetable life; the

name of a lance. Read Sa, to

disperse; to scatter to sweep

away entirely to bang down,

as anything suspended. Read

Shae, to pare off; to degrade

to cover with the feathers or

wings. Used to denote the tone

of grief and distress. Read

She, to murder a superior.

>^ Ffih sha, to submit to en-

tirely. Sha luh
?
to kill

and mangle the corpse.

Sha sze, to wound mortally; to

kill. f Sha show, an exe-

cutioner. Sha ts'ing, to
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prepare bamboo for writing on

an ancient usage.

Sha or Tsee, a fan. ^
Shen, is a more usual

term; the first term was used

in one part of the empire, and

the other in another part.

Sha foo a certain utensil

formerly used to keep meat

cool and freslu

Sha or Shae. The vulgar

form of Sha. To o-

vercorae; to seize to wound; to

injure; to kill to strike with

noxious influence; to terminate.

ff keh seaou

jang, as far apart as the hea-

ven and the earth. Shi

sing, a baleful star.

SUAE.

Read Sha, to kill. Reiul

Shae, to pare off; to de-

grade to cut off and form the

seam of a garment; the lower

part of a shroud haste, rapidi-

ty of motion.

A long spear; to hurt or

injure; certain scissors for

clipping wings.

Read Sze, the name of a

bamboo. Read Slm<' a

sort of sieve; to pass through a

sieve; a vessel through whirU

liquor is strained.

m
Slia, or Shae. See Sha.

To dry in the sun; to air.

Shae kan, to ex-

pose to the sua till dry.

Shae e, to air

clothes. Shae

sun-dried laugau fruit.

SHAN.

A hill; a mountain; hills

in general wild, applied

to birds. Shan

cliueii hills aud rivers,

account of them. 1 1

}

Shan ch'ay, a wheel for

rai,ug water turued \>y the cur-

rent of a stream. Shan

ftuig, the peak of a mountain.

1 1 1 H Shan ngo, a wild goose.

Shan hae kwan, a

pass at the eastern end of the

great Avail, on the sea coast be-

twt'L'u the pruv ince of Cbih-le
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ami Maii-chow Tartaiy. \ \
[

Slum se, a province on 4he

west of Shan-tuiig.

"Shan tung, a province of China.

W Shan

^cb'uen kwei shin waRg yen, un-

founded tales about the spirits

^of liills^nd rivers.

#

.'Shau yew-kan, species of evouy-

mus. Slmn soo

iiing, species of jasmine.
\ 1|

3' Shan kin k'euh, daphne

indica. Slian kean^,

species of alpinia. |^
£han pin lang, callicarpa.

Shuu sliih lew, species

iof gnrdenia. jj^ Skan

Jiwang p'^, species of hyperi-

<mm* jjj Shau keae

shoo, species of fagara.

I^^J" Shan lan shoo, species

Shan peh fan, or

Peh ye eh'a, mussseuda. ^^
Shan tang, species of melodinus.

V I Pish frisking in water;

to flmuse; to take fish

with a kind of wicker work

pet. Name of a river.

CT|T* A disease which causes

/ PL| pain in the lower region

of the abdomen, and in the or-

gans of generation. ^Jl]

Shan kh'e, wind whioli causes

a swelling of the testicles, with

F

acute pain and stoppage of ur-

ine^; a kiud of stricture.

^| || To slander; :to speak evil

l^tMJ of; to vilify.; to backbite.

Sim" p'ang teh

ke to .slainler others, and take

merit to oiies selfl

Loug feathers; ornaments

-—^ consisting of feathers or

of coloured hair. Read Tseen,

a surname; the name of a fisli,

#San, or Shan, the pine or

fir tree, ^^j* Shan,

shoo, Pinus Lanceoluta, ^
Slian niuh, deal or pine

wood, much used in China.

A short garment; a term

applied to garments or

clothes generally,

-j^ Han shan, a garment

to al>sorh the perspira-

tion. E shan, garments;

short clothes.

MTo pare off; to obliterate;

to expunge; to reject; to

settle; to fix what to retain, and

what to reject in any work.

UBil Chung fuh chay

shan kh'eu, to obliterate repeti-

tions.

Good or beautiful; te

speak against and rkli-

cu'le. Read Pwan, ugly. Head

Siien, fi person's gait or mauner

of walking. Head So^ the a^>

-
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pearaDce of a lady's garments,

trailing on the ground as she

walks. Wian seaou, to

epoak ao-iiinst utid laugh at.

tIHI fj\ "a" hoo, coml.

^]|| ALo reatl Sim, vv'bich see.

Tews flov.'iiig; sheildiug

tears copiously.

SHANG

To out herbs or grass

large siekIe or scy the

with which grass is cut

down. Occurs denoting

the blossoms of plants.

To hold a thing in the

mouth* Read Tsau, sound

or noise*

SHANG.

±Wbe» rejtd Sbang, it de-

notes hig'h; above; emi-

nent; exalted honorable on,

or upon. Kead Sliang", it de-

Dotes to ascend; to advance far-

ward; to present to a superior;

to put upon paper; i. e. to write

down; to honor or respect.

Hwang shang, a sovereign

prince, or emperor. The em-

peror of China : they object to

give the title to any other mo-

narch. T,ae sbang, epi-

thet of tbe most honorable,

applied to the Emperor^ de-

ceased father; and to the found-

er of tbe sect Taou. >^ Jti
*

Ptth shang ylh ko yuS,

Dot more tban a month.

Che shang, the highest.

, T"en sbang^ in heaven.

Kan shan^ khea

ta pursue after. Jtl !^ Shang-

oh^aen, to embark.

Shang ngai>
7
to go on shore*

"f^ ShaDg hea, above or

below about more, or less.

Shang heen, the superior

officers of government. _L "~[^

Shang hea yew

san ts^een jin, about three thou-

sand men. Shang jih,

tbe 1st day of the moon.

Sbang koo, or Shang

she, higb antiquity former

ages. Shang

keae kelh kh'eu, to go upstairs.

ShaDg low, to go up to

an upper room.

Shang piih shang,

hea pilh hea, neither able to go

up nor down,—a person non-

plused. vShang pnn, to

present an official document ko

a superior, or to tbe Emperor,

The single word Shaug, of-

ten denotes the Emperor, or

the supreme person, either on
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earth, or amongst assemblies

of the gods. Shang yu,

an imperial mandate or order.

Shang yue, the emper-

or said. Shang uoo, the

emperor was angry.

Shang soo, to enter or write

down in an account.

SLaug shing, the second of the

Chinese tones. Shang

seun
y
the first decade, or ten

days of every moon.

Shang woo, or Woo

shang, the forenoon,

Shang te, the High or Supreme

Ruler the epithet, though

seemingly to express the Christ-

iau idea of the deity, is how-

ever applied to more than one

divine personage.

Shang keh ts'ang kh'eung,

to reach, extend to, or iiiftueuce

heaven above by virtuous ac-

tions. Shangf heo, to

go to school. Shang

p*ing, to ascend the scales; i. e.

to be weighed.

Ts'eih ts'een shang p'ing, to

weigh or reckon the dollar at

seven mace value. 5j

Shang sze ma p'ing

tuy, to put on the weights and

weigh. Peh shang, or

Shang king, to go to

Peking.

<f M~> From A Pa, separated^

I^J and Heimg, directed

towards. The miiul Avisliing to

attain ^ to esteem; to value; to

receive in in;uTinge a princess,

by whifh it is intimated that

she is nor T^eu, takm, as a

wife usually is, but received an

a favor frmn the Emperor. To

direct or oontroiil whatever is

carried before the Emperor

hcuce a title of officers about

the conrt. Used as a particle,

yet, -still; nenrly; probably; to

boast; to brag. A surname. To

add to; to adonu Usod for tho

precediDg.

l^j*
Iiaou jin chay, avoo t?

shnug che, he who loves virtue

and benevolence can have no-

thing more said in his praiso,

Ho—ha"g a superior of

the Uuddha priests, any priest

of thiit sect,

Kuou shaiig che sin, a high

ambitious mind. t^T n^1

Ilea shang heh, the ancient dy-

nasty Hea
?

esteemed a black

colour; Yin jin

shang peh, the people of the

dynasty Yin, esteemed white for

mourning. ^ Shang

kung choo to marry a princess.

Shang e, the head im-

perial physician. ^^Sbang

keaou, to attach pr paste to. |mJ
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Shang shib, to attend to the

Eoaperoi's food, an appellation

of- the head cook. Shang

shoo, title of presidents of the

six boards, or tribunals at

court they are said,

Choo ta ke, to direct the

great plans of state. Shanpr,

yet often corresponds to

Suy, although^ in the begin-

ning of a sentence q. d. al-

thoftgh it be ^oyyety
&o, R.

Shang ts
r
eay, still jet; however.

Read Shang or Cbaug,

clothes ganncnts. See

Cliang,

To give from a superior

to an inferior; to ('('nii'r;

to bestow; to grant as a lrti-fress

or rewai-d to encourage hj re-

wards; to reward. Said also of

heaven or providence; to pmise;

to commend; to take pU'aMin 1

io. A surname. Cli'ing

shang, to praise. Shang

keih^ Shang ht^ in T(
Shang teze, to bestow; to

confer upon;an inferior.

Shaug fa, to reward and to pun-

ish. Shang hwa, to

delight in flowers.

Shang he, to confer a theatricul

entertainment; the language of

the Emperor respecting foreign

ambassadors. Shang

wan, to afford- op supply amuse-

ment. ^ Shang j\\e y the

loth of the 8th moon; the liar-

vesfc moon,

/N Shang or Heang^, rations

W of food; grain* Jfij.

Keun shan<^, taxes paid for Hie

support of the array..

From No, dtfficidhj

I of utterance^ and

Cliang, abbreviated, added to^

give sound to the cliaracter;-

fi'om without, to ascertain what

is withiir; to devi.se; to arrange;

to deliberate^ to adjust by con-

sultation; to measure; a travel-

ling merchant; a mewhant; to

carry on commerce. Name of

the sccotul (lynasty of Chiirese

historians, it commenced about

the year 1 7o0, B. C ami ended

c'llxHit 1113, B. C. The hitter

part of the dynasty was deno-

miiiated Yin, und is sfjokcu

of hy some historians as distinct

from Shang; the sovereigns of

this are denoniiiiated

Wang. The name of a king-

dom founded l.y Id The

name of a state; and a district.

Applied to t portion of time be-

fore sun-rise and after sun-set«

One of the notes of music. A
surnnme. In elegies, to ilhis-

trate the meritorious and peace-

ful citizen, is called Shang. In:
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the sense of, to deliberate, syn.

with Shang, to be distin-

guished from J^j TeTh, which

is formed by Koo, within

-

side. |^ Hang shawg, or

Yang hang shang,

a Chinese merchant, engaged in

European or foreign trade, at

Canton they are commonly call-

ed, from the provincial pronun-

datiooi of the word yfT Hang,

Hong mepchants. The same

character is also pronouweed

liing, hence ^Tj ]^ Hing shang,

a travelling merchsHit. ]^
Yen shang, salt merchant, of

whom there are licensed eom-

panies in China. Kh'eh

ghang, a n^erchant who has come

from u distance, one who visits

a place for mercawtile purposes.

Shang t'ung

yew woo, the merchant makes a

transfer of what is possessed lor

wfiat is not. g|| Sha^n^ e,

M Shang leaiig, or j§
Shang cho, or Shang

seaiig, all express, consultution

or deliberation between two or

more persons.

Shang t
r
eaou, or

\^\ Shang low, imiues

of certain plants.

To wound; to Injure; to

hurt; to wound the heart.

Grieved mournful though

distressed m mind; to give pain

to the feelings. A surname.

Also read Shang.

Cho shang che sze, mortal-

ly wounded.
fFee ta sun shang, to wound
and injure by falls and blows.

Nuy shang ping,

an inward complaint.

Shang ming keaou, a breach

of morality. Shang

jin ming, to injure a person's

reputation. Shang ts'ae,

to waste property.

To die before arriving at

the age of puberty un-

tiniely death to die.

Kwo shang, to die in battle.

Chrang shang, to die

between the ages of sixteen and

nineteen, Chung shang,

to die between the years of

twelve and fifteen.

Ilea ^Fiang, to die between eight

and eleven years of age.

Woo fuh die shang,

not to be mourned for,—Is said

of those avIio die under seven

years. Puh wei

sluuig, to die under tliree months

after birth.

to murry an espoused' wife after

her death, a youug woman

avIig dies under nineteen years

of age, lias a paper effigy mnde

by her pm-ent^s, and tlie inteutied
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husband receives the effigy home

to his house with the bridal

rites; he then burns the effigy

and erects a tablet to her me-

mory. This is the object of

the parents; the laws forbid iu

vain this usage.

) To worship on the road;

)\\^ ( to offer sacrifice to the

spirit of a road; to expel

evil spirits.

\ A general term for wine

f^i^ I
cups; a full cup; to cause

\ people to drink wine,

iflj
\ The name of a deep ri-

f3^ ' ver. Lan shang,

beginning to issue forth the

commencement of a stream,

wheu the quantity of water ap-

pears not more than would fill

a cup.

SHAOU.

^^J
Not much not many lit-

tie in quantity in a slight

degree; few in number; young

in years; to detract from to be

wanting to, or deficient; to owe;

to suffer the want of; to be de-

prived of; to diminish.

To che, to praise.

Shaou che, to detract or slander.

To shaou, many, or

few; i. e. how many?

Laou shaou, old and young. ^*

Shaou neen, or

Shaou neen jin, young the

young. Shaou foo

Shaou paou, or ^
Shaou sze, guardians of the

heir apparent, and regent in

case of his minority now a

mere honorary title.

Shaou k'ing, a certain office of

tlie fourth rank. ^ Sliaou

kh'tien, to owe to.

Shaou puh teh ta or

Shaou ta puh teh,

couUl not endure to be deprived

of it; cannot want or spare it.

Shnou tsze, the young-

est son. Shaou yay, a

a gentleniiui's son when a boy;

a young gentleman.

Exertion; effort; endeav-

our, or as they express

Tsze kh'eang

yay, to force one's self. Also

beauty excellence.

Shaou nung, to stimulate or

exhort husbandmen to diligence.

Also rend Sliaou and Keaoa.

-rjl To invite by a motion of

the hauds. See Chaou.

To ooiuipct ; to join the

J\\ p| cml.— of a corJ to cowti-
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nue in succession to lead.

Ke shaou, to continue or

keep up what existed before; to

imitate and equal the virtues of

a prodecessor, 3 j^L Shaou

wei, to succeed or be heir to.

3 ^fY Shaou keae, or Keae

sliiiou, one who is the medium

of communication between two

yj^JJ
An ancient instrument of

P music; to continue the

virtues of a [)red(icessor, said of

Shun, being a worthy suc-

cessor of the ancient king

Yaou. Elegant; pleasing; bland.

Name of a district. A surname.

Shaou hwa, the fading

glory of hnraan life.

Shaou kwcOiig, the pleasing

splendours of spring.

/f| / The name of a city. A
|iM surname. Erroneously us-

ed for the following.

S|5 Neen kaou teh shaou,

advanced in years and emineut

in virtue. Shaou

foo tsze, a celebrated scholar of

the Sung dynasty.

^^rt Commonly used for the

|J preceding. High emi-

nent; to persuade to encourage.

Small and distorted in the

mouth or spout; verbose;

to mention often cry of lietors

who precede officers of govciu-

ment. Read Seaou, Shaou, or

Chaou, anything pointed; any

place where guards are station-

ed as a defence against banditti,

which application of the word

arises from its beiug used for

Tseaou, to blow a trumpet

in order to give an alarm.

Seaou paou, a kind of for-

tress. I] Seaou tsung, and

"j^ Seaou chang, certain

officers iu the army captain of

the guards. "| "f^ Seaou hea,

to be stationed on a particular

guard. B^J Seaou jin, a sen-

try. P Seaou ch'uen, war

boats with troops employed a-

gainst pirates. Seaou

fan, a spy; a scout.

A bow shooting forth an

^Jp) arrow the ends of a bow.

-J/I^ To select or take from a-

mongst; to eject or cast

jiway; to brusli aside; to pluck

up; to eradicate. Read Seaou,

to move; to shake. ^]
Yaou seaou, moved agitated.

Seaou leo, to seize by

violence; to piunder,

A tall tapering branch-

1 less tree; the extreme top

end of a tree or of a branch; a

pole or staff held in the haud

by posture-makers small small

wood for fuel, the rudder of a

boat; the person who steers; a
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waterman or sailor to strike

and drive away. Mfih

shaou, the end of; the end of a

rope. Kaou shaou, a

long pole with which waterman

propel boats. ^ Shaou

kung, a skipper of a boat.

Shaou tpze, a lielnisman; a

X
a small quantity; iji u

a ration of gniin fh nn tlic ^«>\ -

enniKMit stores; L.v

Sliuou, because it is given in

smaH quantities at a time.

g

Shaou slnh, an nllowaiice

from government. Sliaou

yew, possess in a slight dogreo.

V Sh 1W
shaou or Shaou

ke a bamboo vessel for contain-

rice, either when washing It, or

after it is boiled.

SHAY

A large species of spider.

Name of a fisL. A sur-

To bum with fire; a fire

lit in moors or waste laud,

to l>uni down the ferns and

l>nsli< j s to sorve for man j re; to

hoil, to roast. Shaou

t'lin. to tnko tire; to set on fii'e*

j/C Sliaou ho, to light a

fir" Y Seaou tsow, spi-

riinnus Ii(|iior. Shaou

k<
v
>, slices of roasted meat.

Sliaou 1" t'oast fowl,

~1 Shami yih hoo ch'a,

to boil a pot of tea.

S<wmi e tsi
:r 7th moon,

from tlio 1st to the 15th day,

wln'ii ('l(»thi's or parti-coloured

j >a per in lieu of clothes are

l)ui*nt, and so sent to the invi-

sihle state to clothe tlie doceas-

SHAY.

yg-^y A surname. The autho-

>^_J rity of this character is

disputed. Some suppose dmt

it is erroneously written for

Yu.

According to Shwo-wan,

a field which has been

cultivated three years

I accordiup; to others, ouo

J^f\ J that has been cultivated

two years. R^ad Yu, to culti-

vate. Land cleared the first

year is coIJod ^* Sze, the se-

cond y^ir Shay, the third

year ^\ Sin, the fourth year it

T'een.

J^»^ To slop; to rest; a lodg-

\ \ in^ in h mnrket place; a

cottage used for the pronoun
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I when gpeaking of oues own

junior relations ; a constellation

of stara; a day's march of thirty

or tbirtj-five le; to cease or

stop; to fall; to part with or let

go; to remit. Name of an of-

fice. Mnou shay, a

thatched cottage* Shay

te my brother.

Shay chih neu, my neice.

Shay hea, my house.

Shay ts'in, my relation,

Shay liaih, to abscond.

Shay ming, to part with

one's life,

To sell goods ^without re-

ceiving their value at the

J

1 time; to give credit; slow;

remiss; distant

Shay chang, credit.

Shay jrme, to buy on cre< lit.

Shay mae, to sell on

credit.

To let go^ to part with;

to give in charity to

reject. A surname. Shay-

is also used hi this sense.

Site slmy, to part with

ooe's property in charity to tlie

poor «.i)d distressed.

'Slmy pmi, to part with boards

for a -eoffin,~to give a coffin in

charity. Shay puh

teli, cannot part with.

33ESi Ch'ay or Sliay, affluent.;

extravagant prodigal.

See Cb'ay. 8hay yung,

extmvagan t expenditure.

Bead Tae, or Shay a

terrace or room bnilt o-

ver the gate of a city.

Yiii -shay, the building over t.he

of a Chinese city.

Ilae sliay le, the priebts of

Buddha. ^ Shay le, the

priestesses of Buddha.

wei or Ch'a pe,

these two exju'e^sions deiwte

biu-niiig a dead jniest,, according

to the usage of t;he Buddhists.

FVooi u heavenly prorjr-

it
spirit that presides over any
given region^ the supposod di-

vine bemgs wfeo grant a parti-

cular i-egion to any given fami-

ly of rulers; when -the dynasty

fiiils, they ai«e said, to lose the

Shay tsrfh, i. e. the gods

of the land and of the grain

these are worshipped hj all the

officers of government. Shay,

also denotes the sacrifices which

are offered to the gods of the

land. It sometimes denotes also

the altars where they are offered.

Anciently twenty-five houses

constituted a Shay, and had an

«,liar; at present eveiy street

.ami village has one;—these are

called Sze shay, private

or local altars, they were at one
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time prohibited. jjtt
r

Peen

shay, ten or fifteen Louses.

Q Shay jlh, a certain day in

.spring on \vliu:h the laves rustici

and compitale^ are wor^liipped.

4M ilS^-^av. .Inspirit
J^jg

tiiut i>i*u.siitL*s over favor-
*

nh

presides

Fruin the bod" and n mm-
sure. To sei"l from the

body to a measured distance; to

^I»oot m arrow; to aim or - m't
f t as with un an-"v; to "m't, as

the vmvs of ll^ht. Read Yay, a

oei tain office. Read Shih, to
\

point ;t anytiiino; mnl t:"> '.

KeaJ Y>h, to didi!:".

Yi"g shnyy to cast blame u|;oii

another which does not belong

to him. 3^ Soa.j^r <lia\%

to point to, or he opposed to

other. Ch'ung

v to be pointed agaiu^t or

to overlook, as a wall; the end
0**21 ^ouse, and so on~deemed

JflQ Shay k\van<r,

to shoot forth ray;^ of light. ^
Shay kung, a beetle-like in-

wt whoso probovsci^ and feel-

ers appear like a bow and ar-

row
- M S?i Shay tseeii, to

an ai'r ^hay
)'i"g an imaginary fieiul, that

seeing the sLndow of n wnn
mlkiig aloug the shore, shouts

foi'tli sand from the wuUr

v/hich causes his deaths to im-

plicate a person,

A snake or serpeut; they

divide them into four

classes viz. such as are

J

natnral to water, to hcrbs^

to wood, and to earth.

They saj a serpent hears with

its eyes, aiul a cow with its

no?e. The name' of a plare.

A ^uniunic. Read E,

Wei e, toi tuous; to wri^ii* with

soh-sati^f'artioii. Ali 8hny

sin, a poisonous miiid; r.i:ii;( i-

ous; designing harm. Jjj^

Sliay t.-uh, iIk* feet of a mi

art? a u-cle^s ulditiou to a pic-

ture, (aululo^v is useless. 4

jf^ Shay ying, the shadow ofa

^nake,—makes a .-uspiciouti per-

son ill.

To remit punishmont; to

lbrgivo; to par ii; to let

> go; to set at liberty. A

J

Mirnmne. Ta
I ^hay. a general purdf)ii

granted by the Emperor,

/j ^l iShay ^ea^u kvo to !'< r-

give n small offence. ^ ^
Shay tsuy, ' f .r ^ve a crime

against society or to forgive sins

nj;aii.st tl...* Dcily. Shay

yew, to forgive; to pardon.

Read Slaty or Shili. From

H^T " deer and to shoot. A
ail Hiiiuial like a deer whicU
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expels from its navel a fragrant

substance; the muschiferus, or

musk aininal.

heang, mu.-k.

SHE.

I,
I

The churnctor reprc^t vnts

X a f>ersoii stretched <n" as

a dea<^ h '• n corpse an elHjy

of a deceased per.-on clad in

the clothes he wore wlien alive,

and placed in state to be wor-

shipped by bis or her descen-

dants, au ancient usage; to ar-

range; to set in order.

Kung slie, the effijxy of an an-

cestor. >^ TVin piih

she, do not sleep strotclied out

like a corpse. She le

inactive as a dead Ixxly, atul yet

receiving the emoluments of of-

fice. P She tso, to sit

formally and attentively, mo-

tionless as a dead body.

Ordure; excrements.

She tung, a clo^e

stool. ^*^ She neaou,

^ordure and urine. Mx
Tccn she, a moauing si^h-

ing tone; a liumining

sound.

From death and a body

stretched out. A dead

body a corpse. On the

bed it is called She,

in the coffin it is called

corpse. \ She lmo, a dead

body, inciudiug every part of

it. She tsh the frionds

of a deceased person, gosiorally

of a murderetl person.

)\\^ Slie kew, r spe-

cies of pigeon,

±She or Sze, a loarned

man; a scbohir nppliL'd

nUo to soldiers; ami is a g(
;;K ir-

al appellative of men. See S;^.

/
I

^ vShc, Sze or ( to learn

to serve; to fill a public

situation; to net as a magistrate.

'ft Cli'uh ^ze, to go from

hoiiio and outer on iiie puhlic

service. S Cl/ua

tang sze pan, wlien fir&t enroll-

ed as a public otticer. ^)fj

'fi Fuii full w not

to enquire into affairs; not to at-

tend to business.

A family, in tlie larger

sense of the won!; kiml-

red;oneof a family or clan; col-

lectively they are called ^
Tsuh. The siu'iiame of female's.

The family immes of women

formerly only applicable to per-

sons of family. The poor bad
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Ming, namely but not

She. This character was ap-

plied to women, as Sing, to

men. S^e sing shoo,

a Inograjjhical book-

To lick up anything with

the tongue to lick, as

ajuiuals do. 1^
Laou new she tuh,

au old cow lick its calf,

old people love their

childreu.

From a horizontal Ihie

representing heaven,

and three perpendicular

strokes representing the

light coming down from

the sun^ moo?^ and stars.

A sign from heaven; a

decoration <»f the will of

heaven to declare to

manifest
; dteclaring; proclaim-

ing; telling to inferior?*. A sur-

name. Used to denote seeing,

tj Kaou sh" a govern-

ment proclamation. §/f| 7J\

Heun she, to teach to instruct.

Kh'ae she, to open the

minds of the simple or ignoranf.

Meh she, a silent ma-

nifestation; u revelation from'.

hi'iiveii a Chinese' term.

7J\ Che she, to point out to—

She che, to cause to

know; used when asking, a per-

son to tell one something.

[-f-y ^ From hand seizing the

J

middle. An impartial

^narrator of events an his-

t\% I
toriau ; li i^tiOry. A sur-

J^n^ j name. T'ae she,,

the president of tfie historiogra-

phers. Name of one of the nine

riverr. New she, one

who attended to the affairs of

the Queen. Ta she,,

wlio revised the l>ook8 of six.

principal orticers. ,J^^ Swm
she, who narrated the affairs of

m'i ghl,mu'ing states. ^§
Kwo she, or She kwun,

writers of history, employed by

government.

Koo kin shoo she, aucient and

mtKlorn books and Iiistories.

Slie slioo, a historicar work

eomposed in the time of

1^ Cliow-Peuen-waJig, (B-

C. 770) by Cliow, who held,

the situation of T ae

slie, a"(l who framed the

Ta chuen wan, ancimt

H'al cliaracter. Slie-shoo, is al-

so used to denote any history-

She ke, history.
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w From man and business.

To seud a man to manage

affairs. (Luh-shoo.) To order;

to send to cause to succeed or

answer the purpose ^ to use, or

employ. Read vShe, to be sent

to be employed f>n public ser-

vice; a messenger; to act, or

operate. Che she, to

point out, or direct what others

are to do.

Chay yang she pub teh it wilt

not answer in this way.' Heu to she jung,

a great deal of expense. ^»
Puh foo she yung,

not enough for (necessary) use.

YHi ko Iae

she, a messenger who comes^

She jin kheu send

a man. She teh, will it

answer? or affirmatively, it will

answer. She yung
tcih, one employed in a family;

a domestic. She

fei ta great expense.

She yuh, a servaut; a man sent

or called; i, e. a servant.

She yung, to employ or use;

that "which is u^od expense.

Shejin, a messenger.

She kwan, or She

eh'in, an envoy, or ambassador.

A market place to buy;

I JJ to trade in the market; a

concourse of different sorts of

people crowded, like a market

place to encourage and rouse-

talent by the hope of bringing

it to a good market. Occurs in

the name of several stars. Name
ofa district; low, vulgar, vicious.

Tt) Pa she, to stop trade.

See Pa. She kea, the

market price the value of any-

thing at a certain period.

She low, a tavern for drink-

ing and dissipation. rjj ^*
She yu, low vicious language.

She tsing che

jin, vulgar low people, such as

crowd about markets and public

wells.

A horse running fast; ra-

pid motion progressing

swiftly; sailing fast, not

stopping to observe cus-

tomary forms. I

She tsiix, to run into, as with a

ship into a harbour.

An age, or generation

the space of thirty years;

the world ofpersons ib.oii-

|||
'

|^

kind. A surname^ jt

1

Ts'ze she, this life.

Lae she, the life

to come. These expres-

sions are to be understood ac-

cording to Chinese notions of a

metem psychosis the former life

and the life to come, generally

denote a former, aud a future

4
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existence in tliis world.

Suu!g she, the high ngos;

i, e. ancient tin,,.

Muh she, last age of a dynasty,

or the last period of the world.

H*>w ^be, flic next, or

succeeding age. mm
she' expres.^es either the wliole

of life, or at other times to close

life. Tang hIic, in that

age; abo, in j)resence of t\w w.
Ji" t-ao slie

shnng, the people of the world.

fit Cli'uh she, to l»e horn

into the world. < jjJ^ Wang

she, and Kh'ou she, ex-

press age that are [just and gone,

or to go from the age; i. e. to

die; wliidi is also c'x!>r(':"'il hy

M ttt: Kno sl.r, 3^ (M: KI.V

she, Wan «r she, and

'LVy.r Aw. T-'r«n

she, or ^ Itt Seen she the

former life.

E

«liin she she, to enter peivonal-

y into the business of the world.

SI lo clioo, i title of

Buddha. She

keae piilj haou, the s(:itc of the

world is not good. |^ Slio

kca, au ancient family; or a fh-

mily that has stood for several

generations. 81 ic szo,

the business of the world, j/ih

She tae, gonorntions of

She sclh che

tseo, hereditary iiol»ilily. ftf*

She jin, people of the age;

mankind.

Name of a fruit,, with a

\ red skin and composed of

a soft pulp; the diospyros.

To give credit in mercan-.

til" transiLctions; to sliow

lenity to offenders.

I [I To graze; to chew the

L cud, said of sheep.

fjf-^\ Said to represent the

~~y^^ barb of an arrow an ar-

I

row; a dart; as swift as

, >an arrow; straight for-

ward ; true to the raark

to vow; to swear. Name
of a star. A surname.

Haou she, an arrow

formed on purpose to whistle

as it passes tl) rough the air;

tlie whistling1 sound.

She kli'ow puh e, to ad-

here firmly to the same decla-

ration. F She

hea joo yu, the arrows fell like

rain. ^{ She yuei), to vow;

to s\vear.

To receive, as the orders

of a superior; to be near
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to; to be at the side of to fol-

low; to wait upon. Occurs in

the sense of a duke.

^ JJL Chuy show she leili,

to stand by with the hands

liaiiying* close to the side, the

posture of respect in Chinese

attendan fcs. CL'ang-

she, a denoniiiiation of ten eu-

nuchs, vho caused the revolu-

tion, or wars of the Sari-kwo,

during the reign of Heaou-ling,

of the Hhu dynasty. mm
She lang, a certnin office about

the court. 1 She

ki:
f\ ng hl ;n sze

?
a kind uf reader

to his Majesty, a situation of

the fourth rank. ^{ She

tub, ia used iu a similar sense

as the preceding, f^J* She

wei, the imperial body-yuards.

She fun- tso

yew, to attend on superior's.

Che or She, inteuded to

represent tl\e brisHes and

tail of a swine. They sny,

dogs delight in snow;

horses in wind; and pigs

in rain. The name of a state;

of a star; and of a medicine.

The second form was anciently

used for She, and also denoted

a many headed mon3ter, they

are now occasionally confouud-

ed with each other in compound

characters.

—f^, )
Sze or She. Vvom ground

y \
*

/ and the tenth of a cubit.

A place measured and

subject to fixed laws ; cer-

tain chambers for officers

about court; eunuchs. The first

Buddha priest invited to come

from India to the Chinese court,

was lodged in one of these, from

which the temples of Buddha
took the name She.

LjJtl^ T^om heart and a public

1 j
office; depending on one's

)-power or .authority. To

trust* or rely upon; to pre-

|r|J J sume ou; dulness of in-

tellectual discernment. j

Tsze she, self-confidence; pre-

sumption. SI lib she, to

lose one's chief support, viz.

one's mofcber, by death, 'j ^

She ku'eung, to presume on

one's physical strength.

She lae to trust to; to rely

upon to assume, used either in

a good or a bad sense.

She she, to rely on tlie posses-

sion of anthority arid influence.

1 She ts'ae, to depend on

one's wealth.

She ke ling wiih, confidence in

self, and insulting to other crea-

tures,—assuming' and insolent.

The appearance of a ban-

ner unfurled expanded;

spread out; to arrange; to set
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out; to act; to use; to add to.

Read E to remove; to transfer

to; to extend to; to confer upon;

to bestow. A surname.

She wei, actions; conduct; be-

haviour. She tse, to

supply the wants of people in a

charitable maimer. She

yhay, to part with one's proper-

ty in charity. She ie,

to pay respects to. She

poo, to extend to or bestow up-

on, jj^j / She ngau, to bestow

a liivor; to shew kiiulnes^. jj^

^fT She hing, to grant that ;i

thing may be done; tlie langu-

age of entreaty to superiors, and

of courtesy to equals.

She chang, to stretch out; to do

one's utmost, Slie chen,

to. expand to spread out; to

Launch forth.

progressing with difficulty com-

ing from outside; easy jocund;

cheerful. %
She ngan puh k'cw paou, to <lo

a favOT without wishing u.

ie< iompeTice.

Time; an hour, or two-

J4>J hour period one of the

I I

four seasons to time

H\T ^rightly to wait for a

I proper time; an occasion,

^y*^
I

The name of a place. A
J surname.

urii slie^ twelve two-hour

periods of the Chinese. '^(^

Yih ko she shin, one

two-hour period. Sze

she, tbe four seasons. ' fl^f

Yfh she, at once.
*

H^F Ts'een tsae yth she, one op-

portunity in a thousand years.

B H she r B$
Shiu mo she how, when

what time? Na she

tse'h, then just at that time.

fl^p Puh she, no fixed time;

continually, "j^ Koo she,

ancient times. TseTh

she, immediately, Suy

she, wlienever it occurs; when-

ever it is convenient

To she, a long time. B^F

She e, fashionable clothes. D^p

She hing, or She

shang1

, to be in present demand,

—said of articles of commerce.

Hj She puh tae

jin, time will not wait for man.

She kwo, fruit that is

in season. B^p She kh'eh,

every moment of time con-

stautly. She shin

]>eaou, an hour manifestor a

watch. She p'ae, or

She yang*, tlie fashion i. e,

the preaent form of garments,

&c. She tseili, a tirae,

or particular pei iod a term,

Hf ^if She she, always; con-
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tinnally.^
She jih ho tsuh ne tsae, what

sufficient reason is fchere for a

bigoted adherence to times and

seasons.

A kind of hen roost form-

ed in a wall.

T© replant to erect, as

t

standard. She

, lo tsze, name of a plant.

She t'een, to re-

plant a field, as is done

with ri<;e.

The internal bent of tlie

mind is called Che;

' when chanted in wonls,

it is called She.

Verne -

;
poetry an ode

composition which may be sung

or chanted. To take in arms us

"is done with an infent-

She king, name of the collection

of verses made by Confucius.

She jun, the rhyine of

verse. She jin, a poet.

The two most famous poets in

€hina are fl Le-t'ae-

peh, and Too-foo.

She shoo che kea, a

family devoted to poetry ^nd

letters. T^6 she, to

•write poetry. >?V Lull she,

the six sorts of verse contained

in the She-king. N'go

i»be, to cLuut verges.

The name of a fell,

which enters the Yang-

tsze-ke-ang in the fourth

month, and returns lo tlic

sea, in the eighth.

To let go tl.r f 'i'g of a

Ikuv; ft bow unbent. Laid

set loose uncxert^e<l

spoiled. Used alrio for

She, said of tlie strings of

a l.tow, or an instrument.

( hang slie, to extend "»

slacken. She Lnh, ro-

miss. She—,

She fei or Fei she, a

1m>w unbent
;
disregard of rules

to decline; to fail; to decay; to

})eeomo obsolete, or annulled.

) From the sun on the me-

I
rirUan. Straight; direct^

I

right; that which the mind

approves ami delights in;

* to be in a certain condi-

tion is, am, are, or any

of the other tenses, as the

scope requires. She
9

al£rms

that a thing is so, and answers

to yes also affirms that it is

right; to be right.

Yew puh she, to be in an error

She often answers to a relative*

pronoun, this, that, or these9

pointing to what Immediately

precedes. A snrname.

Puh she joo ts'ze, it i*

not so. She e, by tlieae;

H H
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from these circumstances; on

account of these reasons; by

these means therefore. The

verb Ske, refers to some state;

condition; quality, or accident.

To exist, said of things, is ra-

ther expressed by Yew and

^r. Tsae Yew, expresses abso-

]u e existence; and Tsae, exist-

ence iu a particular place.

She fei, is, not; right and

wrong tattle slander fiHer-

cations pro and con.

Slie M puh keub, right

Ai)d wrong in an undei'ided

state clonbt.

Slie tseh yen she, what is sv>,

say that it is so, do irot He

nor prevaricate.

She kh'o fan yay, it is to

be lamented

P^ A spoou a key.

Ch'a slio, a tea spoon.

Tang she or

She kang, a soup spoon.^^^^^
J So she, a lock's key; aS

key

Commonly read Te to

raise up. Read She, to

collect or assemble together, as

a flock, paid of birds flying in

groups. The people of the north

use She, to denote a spoou.

Clioo she, name of'a «fislri<'t
5

——snid to abound in silver.

Commonly re.id Kh'e, the

age of sixty; aged. Read

She, wsed for die following.

To take high pleasure in;

to have a great relish for;

to desire ard^itly. To in-

dulge the animal appet-

ites; to hist after*

Puh ^lieshenyeiv

to di.sn4isli virtuous dis-

course. She

heo, to i*elish, or tako pleu*

vuiv in biogi Hphy. ^*
She t>ew ^eh, to bv atldirted to

wine and dc>mtichciy.

^fg^T Naiiu- ui' a plant used in

^Yj^ ^liviuatiun sixty lour

'/' of Jittbreut leugths are

used.

*X|^1 Commonly read Che, to

^/ I
crook to bend; to break.

I\cad She, in the same sense.

From tcordsami to breaks

By words to decide a

crime; that is to decide whe-

tluT it exists or not; to bind; to

bind down to to bind to the

truth; to bind solemnly; to i\>

ceive the command, or be com*

mancled, or appointed by the

Sovereign. A mmis name. To

swear; to utter an oath, or im-

pn'catiou to vow oaths are

iK'rornpanied by various signifi-

cant forms, as breaking a por-

celain *'up; blowing out a light;
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and shedding blood; cutting off

the head of a cook deemed

most solemn, and which none

like to witness, deeming it infe-

licitous. The government in

China require no oatlis. ^E^1

Watig she yuen, to utter a

false oath. f
She kh,o shuh kh'e kwo, an oath

can restrain his excesses, or

faults. She yo sin,

an oath binds to belief~between

parties. She

hing shih shen, vowed to per-

form ten virtuous and benevolent

actions. ^[ She ytien, wish

uttered with an oath an impre-

cation. She yo, to bind

with an oath.

From to break and to go.

To depart to depart this

life; to go away to be lost in ob-

livion. A particle of affirmation

at the beginning of n sentence.

Jlh yue slu^ e,

tlio days and months are gone.

K'o she, to die; sudden

ilea th used by the Emperor

when mentioning the demise of

st a legmen.

* To use to employ to

compare; to try; to essiiy

to endeavour; to experiment; to

try or examine the literati at

fixed periods, and in difterent

places, Ch'aiig she, to

try the ta^tc of; to make a trinl.

^ Kh'aou she, a literary

examination. JLL Leih she,

to institute a trial, or an imme-

diate exam ina (ion.
'

She yTh ^lie, or She she,

to mako a trial, ^Pt She

ts'eu, endeavour to take with

the hand or the mind i, e. to

think on. She yung, to

employ or use on trial.

To kill a superior; to as-

sa^siiiate, to nuunlcr.

3E. She kh'e clioo, murder-

ed his mustur.

She or Shae, a cortaiu

kind of bamboo; a sieve

m utile of hjnuhoo; to sii't.

She or vSze, a shell fish.

^fSLo^he, a cockle;

u ^i' al slicll-tish like a ecrew.

She or She ts'aou,

n i certain herb used in

divination; to divine with the

She herb. The name of a hill.« Puh she, certain kinds

of divination.

To eat to gnaw to de-

vour. P She ha,

one of the Pa-kwa. See under

Ho. A tone of voice, issued

on beginning to speak, extend-

ing or reaching to a given point.

Grief; sorrow. Also read E.

She tse ho kelh,
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wishing' to gnaw the umbilical

cordy how cBivyou renefi it Of-

ten u^vd in proclamations to in-

timidate and warn the people

by assuring them that after they

hnve violuted the lawar a:wish to

undo what they have done, will

be iiii practicable,

Mjj^ She, often read Che, the

beginning the com-

mencement the origin. Read

SI"', to begin to originate.

Answers to "vi when intro-

duciug the second member of a

sentence, which expresses a cir-

oinnstauce that rnnst be preced-

ed by something else. Enters

into several proper names. The

jiaiae of a hill, and of a district.

Pin she, the origin.

Fangp she wei, and

then it may be done, some-

thing else having preceded.

^f] She dioo; at the beginning.

She chun^, the begin-

mng and the eud.

1 t

From to rndidfest and to

I see. To look; to view; to

^examine; to take know-

[ ledge of to receive, or

|/|VJ take to cause to be seen

and understood to teach; to

behave to. Name of a hill; and
"

'

: ver. A man*s name. A

surname. Pub
tli'o e she, must not view light-

ly. Fa she, to imitate:

Miug she, a rabbit..

JH§, >^ Shen she che, treat-

ed him well,

She jin yew ke, to view or treat

others as one's-self

Seun she, to go round and ex-

amine, as police officers do.

To step or leap overr to*

ovei paHH; to exceed.

She or Sze. Derived from

SI 10, one who records

occurrences. Altair occupa-

tion eiMployment InisiiR'ss

concern -

}
service; to serve; the

suhjiM't of thought or speech;,

that which is done; an actiuiu

Svo J ;z

' From Sriuh, a cer-

<i/y^V t'un plant, and Tow,'

» I pulse. 2^ —1"

^J^^
>n jelly-like coiuliment

in;ule l\o\n flour. SL
Tow she, a similar snb-

J stance, made from pulse,

huth usetl in cooking.

Sht' cli'un^, name of a black in-

sct't al»out tli* "ize of a tuu

which Hies on the surface (»f

^valer. She yew, or

Tsiiang yew, soy.
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Strength authority pow-

er; influence; splendour;

the parts in wineh the

strength of male animals

reside the parts of gen-

figure; state or condi-

tion of. Yew
ts'cenyew slie, possessing wealth

and power, or influence.

T'a she kh'eang

chang. she, he trusts to (Ins

own) violence, aud depends on

his own influence.

Ts'ae she, wealth and power.

=^ Kh'euen she, authority;

power. ^4 Wei she, man-

ifestation of greatness pomp

f»tete; splei)dour; majesty.

Fung t'ow ho ehe

a state of things like a confla-

gration drive" by tlie wind;

important, sudden, and irresisti-

ble. Tsae she, in actu-

al authority, hold an official si-

tnatioiu Pling she, the

figure, appearance, or state of.

She kh'eu she, a

oa.strated or gelded pig.

Kh'e hoo che she,

the ptate of a person who ride«

on a tiger, it is more dangerous

to dismount than to remain on

its back; to be so involved in a

bad cause that retreat is certain

ruin.

An epitaph a eulogy

pnrT honorary titles conferred

by the sovereign after a person's

(tea th • Fuug expresses

tbo^e conferred during life.

she.

I The tongue. U^ed for

I f the hook of a clasp tlie

tongue of a bell. Occurs denot-

ing words. A surname; the

name of a state of a plant; and

of a bird. Kh'ow she,

the mouth and tongue,——to be

talked about. Woo she,

the name of an insect. ]^
"^"

Ch*ang she, the name of an ani-

mal. She clien, a war

of tongues; a war of words; ver-

bal altercation. She

khow, a master; a teacher. ^
She tseen, the point of the

tongue. § She

keen shfn ts'eang, a tongue,

sword, and lips like lances.

vShe or Che, to break a-

suncler; to break off; to

deduct ; to diminish to lose.

See Che. ^ She pun, to

lose part of the principal in

trade; to obtain less than the

prime cost, She ch
r
in,

to be defeated in battle.
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To step over; to ford, as

hy stepping stones. Kead

Shih, to take up. Read Kea,

to change.

Commonly read Ye, a

leafof a tree, or of a book.

Read She, the name of a dis-

trict in Ho-nan.

I

A bone or ivory ring,

worn on the right thumb

by arcliers, to prevent the

string of the bow injur-

ing the hand.

From water and to pace.

To ford a stream to cross

over; to wade up to the knees.

In a moral sense for pas^iiiir

through; crossing over to; im-

plication. Name of a district.

A surname. Kead Tee, l>l<xul

flowing. tfc Che

shin she she, to maintain }iro|KT

conduct in passing through the

world, "f
1

Kan she, to im-

plicate; to involve.

Kh'een she, to drag into and

implicate. Haou
woo kan she, not at all impli-

cated or concerned.

She she hwa, to be acquaint-

ed with, and make great use of

the language of the world,

unmeaning compliments.

ijil She keih fei le, to

have a tendency to indeecJiey

Yu wo woo ^he,

SHE

it does not implicate or concern

me. # Shg lee

shoo she, to wade and to hunt

through books and history, to

m"l much. The same expres-

sion is used in reference to the

world, having by experience

become acquainted with it

—^JXj \ From words and weapon.

ttj^
I
The things with which to

\ to impel people, and put

jr/jf i them into their place. To

) place; to arrange; to es-

tablish to institute to sup-

\>o>a large. A surname. A
band of soldiers, or cantonment,

Slie fa, to enact a law;

t<> tlevise some means,

Slie liwo, or She she,

siipjuising that; let it be suppos-

vd. AL She leih, to esta-

blish to appoint; to institute, or

constitute, She seih,

to make an entertainment; to

provide a feast. She

":ang, to made various supposi-

tious in one's own mind,

She "aiig to Ppreuii a net

ior birds, or for men.

From hand and to wltls-

per to lead by the ear; to

take; to receive; to put in or-

der; to direct; to controul; to

take the general management

of; t<» act for to ])ursue after; to

record. Keen blie, to
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take the general charge of se-

veral affairs.

Kwan sze puh she, to direct af-

fairs without economising the

number of persons employed,

such as by giving one person sev-

eral departments. She

she, to pull out straws—a kind of

drawing lots for the purposes of

divination. She le to

take the management of for an-

other person; to attend to more

affairs than one. She

che, agitated; perturbed; alarm-

ed; 'subjected. She

ts'eu wiih, to take a thing up,

as from the ground.

Heih or She. To puck-

^^/V er up the uose to draw

iu the breath. Name of a dis-

trict in Keang-nan province.

See Heih. She chang,

are opposites, to draw toge-

ther, and to spread out.

>^ She shih, the loadstone

—

is sometimes thus written.

^ti She, or She, to utter op-

probrious language,

P She tuh, to vomit forth an-

gry or virulent speeches.

SHEN.

From Yang, a sheep,
• JL .

in the midst of King,

mutual wrangling. Read

Shen, good great; excel-

lent; well adapted to; vir-

tuous moral fel icitou s

gentle; mild. Read Slien,

to be attached to that which is

good to be skilled in dexterous;

to do a thing well to do in a

great degree.

Jin sing pun shen, the nature

or disposition of man is origi-

nally good.

Meen shen sin ngo, a virtuous

face, but a wicked heart.

Meen when, on good terms

with a person externally; ac-

quainted with.

Pan le puh shen, to misma-

nage. Neu
tsze shen hwae, a female che-

rishes many anxious thoughts.

kan e shen yu le, dare not make
virtue a bait to fish for gain.

Pe shen puh lew peih yew kh'e

ho, he who makes a secret of

the principles of virtue (instead

of diffusing them) will have

some strange calamity befal him.

Cha shen chay, or

Wei shen chay, hy-
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pocrites. Shon chi"g
J

good governnaent. Shen

fa, a good plan means adapted

to the end. Shen leang,

mild gentle.

She" Li"g

die yu ke kung che yu jin, vir-

tue, practice it yourself, and ex-

tend it to othi'rs.

Shen le ke kea, to manago one's

own hou^e or family well.

Shen lain ]»uh 1","

'

the root of virtue nol linn.

Shen kow, to c:istriite a

Slien ma, a gentle horse.

B Shen ngo li
:;iug

paou, virtue and vice have two

different recompences.

Shen sze, to die well; to die a

natural aud easy death, in a goo<l

old age. Shen

ngo fun too» virtue aiul vice

take different roads.

Shen teh, virtue, morality; vir-

tuous, moral.

Shen le kea woo, to manage the

affairs of a fainilv well,

Shen jin jlh twing,

good men daily increase.

Shen yaou, to wave beauti-

fully,——said of tree^

^^og From good ami siik. To

/|\|if mend; to repair; to put

in order to prov'kle; to a<ljust

to state on paper; to write out.

Occui s denoting niagisterial an-

ger. Shen sew, to put

in or'k'r said of weapons,

Shen seay, to write.

)

FIOm fies 1̂ and good.

/ The flesh of victims; good

i'tKul duly ])repared. Name

of an office.

T—aou shen, breakfast.

Wan shen, dinner.

Chin pheti, excellent food.

Kuiiir nlion, to give

provisions to~useii chiefly in

reference to private tutors.

Shen sew, food, victuals.

Name of an uucient state

on the west.

Commonly read Tan, sin-

gle; alone. Read Shen,

a proper name. Shen

foo, mime ofa city, *j Sheu

vu, a (HM'tain Tartar geueral.

A species of eel, describ-

ed as resembling a snake,

without scales, and cover-

^ffi
j

eil wifh slimy matter

iM^p' found during the summer

months in sliullow water, wbero

it Imrics itsrlfin tlie mud. O-

* Shay

shen, T'oad To, name of a large

fisli, the skin of which is used

to cover dnnnn.

I PP Shen, or (lien, a k'vd

plaou at tlii? foot of aii al-
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tan a place f©s sacrifice; where

(the earth is removed; toevei it,

'or excavate it slightly; ground

which is wild or common, Itead

Tan, broad, wide.

Cho t'oo

nvei t'an ch?oo te wei shen, to

build up earth makes (an al-

tar called) T'an ; to remove the

earth, makes ^Sheu.

An appellative of what-

ever possesses boauty and

el^auce of mdtion. See

Chen. "See ^ilso the se-

cond character in a dif-

ferent sense below.

Shen keueu, elegant gait; pleas-

ing carriage. ^^^ Shen Hie",

relations.; kindred.

Shen or Cherv a change

of dynasty ; to resign to;

to transfer to anothor ge-

neration me<\\tation <5on-

templation abstraction

the sitting in the posture of

deep thought, and abstraction,

.adopted by 'the priests of the

B ui3dha sect, #

M

Ts'a« shen wo@ taou, to contem-

plate -and 41806111 the principles

of reason and virtue.

Shm sze, !t>he priests who "en-

gage particularly in tl>e religious

^exwcises, in Shutradistinction

from thohe who ^attend to the

secular economy of a inonaste-

rj. Compare with Chen,

Shea or Chen, au itisect

of fche cricket kind. See

^From an opening in ti

wall, and winffs. That

which moves like a wing a

door now applied to two-leaved

doors ^j. d. a pah' of ^/ings to

the door way; a fan; to fan; to

agitate. Ta shen, to

ply a fan. ' Tt?ze ^hen
$

to fan itself, said of the com-

mon iU'a. P Shen mun,

a two-leaved door. "jp*

Shon tsze, a faiv.

From hand and fan. T<^

brush off; toagitate; to fan*

J^Fqp From fire and fan. To

tan ^lie flame; phy.<lcallv

and «aorally; to make a flame;

to act as an incendiary; to se-

duce ^he
f
people and lead them

on to mischief; to put the pu-

blic mind in a ferment? to de-

lude as an impostor.

Shen hwo, to delude as an in-

cendiary. K& Shea

two j in sin, to deceive and stir

up peoj^e's minds.

A certain valuable stone,

Shen poo

shih a mangling stone, used by

Oal^nderers to put a gloss upon

clotlu •

^-r^t From words mui fan. To

pj^^ seduce and impose vpovt
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ot'

people by fair speeches; to in-

etiguto people to do what' one

•wishes.

To geld a horse; a geld-

ing-

From eminent, to divide,

uiid words. An officer

who in ancient times explained

divinntions. In the times of

Ts'iii, an officer who controiiled

the Queen and the heir app:>

jxMit's l^onsehold at, present ;i

cfi tain ollicer about court. S<"'

Chen

['lien or Shen, a spt»oie8

^JViFf of toad. Sec Chen.

Plentiful t
lmviiig sulH-

cient fov; to give tu; to

bestow upon tlie poor.

Slieii p'in, to supply the wunts

of the poor,

Chen or She", see Chen.

I J=L Head Tai>, Uut but when.

f^j Shen hwuy, ftppearing

to {vtvance- with labour mid dif-

ij^l To resign to anotlier so-

^ t
veivign to change the

ilynnsty ; used in this sense in

commoi> with Shen. Read

Tan, slow remiss a feninle

Fkve. If W 35 T Slieu

e t'oen li&t^ resigned the empire.

Shon or Chon, to det(H-

I mine to huve j to assume;

W u^urj> to- take upon. oucV

self to do, without proper au-

thority. See Chen.

Tsze shen, self-assumption to

assume.

To sacrifice to heaven to

IjgL resign to, as the ancient

king Shun, did to

Yu. In the books of the Han
dviiasty, this word was often

\vi"itt(M) jji Shen, and succeed-

in*; ages used them for onch o-

tbor.

L SmeH of wheep rank

frouzy fetid; U\v fat of

^he^p; the ^mall of all ainiimts

tliiit iWd on t^iass or herbs.

* ('li'mv sheu, rank frouzy

fond.

V<vd in the sense of tlie

preceding. Read Tau, to

expose a part of the arm or

t>rrast. A man\s name,

SJien or Slian. From

door and a cross line. A
rross 1 niv \'itli which to fasten

t

door. ^ PI SUen muu to

nhut or bolt a door-way.

From door and a ma/b

stniuliHg. To peep out

ut" a doov tho appearance of

stepping suddenly out at u door;

to shun; to cvy,ue; to he seen n

short time; to move or pass

quickly as a flash of li^Utuing*

u swmme, ^ Ta sbei"

to listen. W Sh"
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two kh'eu, to slip over unno-

ticed, as by a small door, m
Sheti she, seen but for a

short time. Shen ehen,

to be agitated and move hither

an<l thither. Shen teen,

a Hash, or the flashing or (lnrt-

ing of lightning. Shen

yu, specious; artful; adulatory.

m From a flash and fire.

The motion of fire; the

darting motion of light-

ning; the second and third

forms are also read Teen.

A species of fever and

ague, in which there is an

interval of several days.

Slien m} a j>r<>

vince adjoitiing Ho-nan,

on the west, the region in vhicli

on the page of history, the Chi-

nese first a|»peai*; it was ancient-

ly culled Ko kAvo.

Ts'in, the tirst universal mo-

narch (who subdued the six

conteiuling states of China) a-

rose from this region, \vhicli

is said to be easily defended; iu

his time called P^^^^lvwan
clmng.

tf3^ Jen or Sben, weak fra-

\f\\\ gile; timid tearful so-

licitous. At present ust-d to de-

note, harmony and case.

Commonly read Yen,

'4 shiirp pointed. Read

Slien, tlie name of a city.

SHIH.

I

Teu. Te yih, the

tenth. Ylb shlh,

ton.
~" '

~h Yih woo

yTh sbih, five, ten, and so on.

Puh shih ts'euen,

incomplete imperfect.

Sluh fun, ten parts, or ten-

tenths the whole complete

perfect, perfectly; the highest

degree used as an adverb, mak-

ing the superlative degree.

^^^^Shih fun liaou, very good;

perfectly good. SMb!

san hang, tlie (former) site of

the European factories at Can-

ton. Shih tsze kea,

a frame like the character "^4

Slab, a cross, f ShTh

tsze keae, streets lying at rlghfe

angles, "f" Sluli tsze

man, cross harbour; ihe Typa,

at Macao, "f" "f^ vShih sbih,

teu times ten. SWh

fun ta very large. ^'
Shih ts'euen, complete, perfect,

Slxib puh ts'euen,
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ten (i. e. all) are incomplete-

Shib pa tsze, eigh-

teen beads, an abbreviated num-

ber of the 108,used by the Bud.

dba sect. Shih

fuu che urh
}
two tenths.

~- Shth ylh, eleven.

y y From man and ten. Ten

I I persons; in military lan-

guage, two files of five men

ea(h, jvre called. Sbih.

Shih wiib, or Shih ke
household utensils. In ths col-

loquial style, Shih mo,

is used for what aud who

f • ShTh mo sze, what

aifair

^-^ Without control remiss;

^^ to err; to leave behind.

oue to lose to Sail failure;

to slip to miss; to neglect
\

Wang shih, to die; com-

,

pletely lost.

shih hwaa mo, have you

lost your soul used when rail-

ing at people lor their stupidi-

'

ty. E shih, to leave be-

hind one aud lose. Shib '

cli'a, to neglect to exaraiue in-

to. ^^1^ Shih ching mis-

'

rule; bad government. >^
Shib kh'e ch*uen, to lose

J

the knowledge of, by not be/^g

banded dowu. 3k^f\^ M i

c
wuh to ^ to cherish many

suspicions in consequence of;

losing something. Sbih;

ngae, lbsfc favor. ^J^C Sbib

ho to eei fire to- by accident..

>^ 2^ Shih hwan, to faint a-

way. Shlh l(

w

> to lose'

by falling down- or mislayiiig..

Shih hwao p'ehs

maou, looking as if one hadi

lost one's soul i spiritless; stu*

pi<l. Shih she, to lose

the time; meaus at any im-

proper time. SMh
t'eaou seu, losing the thread, or

the end of the thread.

Shih jin, to address out'Vself

bo an improper person. ^Si

Shih kh'eu, to lose altogether.

Shih sin, to break one&
promise. >^ Shih tsee, the

loss of female chastity, an act

of adultery, Shih tsuh,

to slip oue's foot; to stumble;,

to full ^ Shih yen, to say

what is improper or offensive.

~|— A rule or pattern; a spe-

J^^^ cimen to measure to

form like; to imitate; to uee or

employ; to respeot; across bar

in the front of carriages ; a- eu-.

phonic particle at the begin-

ning of sentences. A surname^

Tsze shih, a oopy-head.

Shih yang, or

Keh sbili^ a' pattern; a specie
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f. ty \ To dust clear; to wipe

njpLi
I
with a cloth -

T
to rub; to

> cleanse, applied also to'

iTtaP* I the washing of sheep.

\r\

)

Fuh shih
r
t& dust

off; to wipe away,

kovr, to wipe off the dirt.

Shih te wiped away the

tears.

A cross bar in Chinese

carriages and sedan

chairs plaeed before the person

sitting, for the propose of lean-

ing on when he bows to per-

sons passing.

Shih or She. From hand

and1 to unite. To gather

together to take with, the band

and collect - to, enquire about

what is not known; the num-

ber ten; a certain covering for

the arm, used in archery.

Shih e, to take up what is

fost. Shih kh'e, to take

Hp from the ground.

Shih keae, to take up a straw,

—as easy as doing so. 1^
Shiii mub, vulgarly used for

Shih mo, who what;

Show shih, to collect

together and put in order to

prepare baggage &ir a journey.

' MJ \ The stones of mountains;

I
stones ^ a stones hard

> sonorous stones for musi-

\ cal purposes a measure

) for grain and liquids.

Name of a star, and ofa district.

A surname, Fan sbih y

alum. ^^^5 Pw'an shiii^ rocks.

Ho shih, a flint. "R
Yuh shih, rare and vahiable

atones. ^ Shih chay,

name of a medicinal plant.

Shih choo, a stone of a red

colour. Shih e, or >Q
J^E SbTh juj, a kind of moss

that grows oo stones,

Shih, hwuy, lime. ^
Shih lew hwa, balaustias or po-

megranate flowers. ^§
8hih chung joe, stone formed

like icicles stalactites.

Slnli hwuj kli'wang, a lim&

kilnr or qufck lime,

Shih lew, the pomegranates

Pe added makes pomegraiiat©-

peels*. The pomegranate is poe-

tieally called^dt Ta«-tsaoiu

Shih tow wev

shih, ten tow made a shih; i. e

120 caries. Shife

Inva tsae agal, a species of sea^

weed of which glue fe made.

SRih lung tsze, ther

stone dragon . the lacerta croco

-

dilus. Sliih tan or

Mei shih, eoal.

Shih uaou yew, er Shib

ts'eib, naptha or bitumen.

From divine manijestn-

tion and a stone. A sort
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of stone shrine for placing the

tal)let of ancestoi-s in, after it

has been worshipped.

to ancestors.

A grain measure contain-

ing one hundred ami

f twenty Kin, or cat-

JL^f Large, full, ripe; mature;

applie<l to grain; learned

virtuous; eminent.

Moaou clie ^lnh, grain fully ripe.

Sluh ^ze, or

Sh:]i yen, epitli^ts, applied to

eminent men.

A (vrhii" i'wli] mt very

destructive to grain.

From a coverhig ai'i to

go to, A place of \v<\ a

dwelling; the apartments of tlie

family. A wife; a house, or fa-

mily. A cavern or grave; a case

lor ii thing. Name of a hill. A
surname.

the principal wife, ^'j 'lVuh

shih, a concubine. ^* Kung
shih, a hou^e; a dwelling, some-

times menus tlie Imp(—'rial a|)art-

ments. gif T^en shih, a

quiver. Ying shih, a

northern constellation, zzl

San shih yew shih, at

thirty marry. Show
shih, to take a wife for one's

self or one's on. She

sWh, a temple or hall dedicated

ifci^ Shih t
rangT the

ant lio".

!^1^ A onse for a knife; a scab-

T^dL bard for a swovd.

Rea<l Sliih and Clnh, the

means of nourishing the

body to eat or drink,

chiefly to eat ; to feed to

muIo what was before

done to retract; to eclipse the

sun or moon to befool or im-

pose upon. Read Sze, food to

give food to; to feed. The se-

cond is a vulgar form. Occurs

is various pioper names.

Ileae shih, a sacrifice.

Yue slnli, an eclipse of tlie

moon. Q Peh shih, a li-

vid complexion. Hwang

sliih, sallow.

nn eel i pse of the sun. ^ ^
Xs Urh slnh puh hwa, to

ont with the ear, but not digest,

to hear instruction without

studying or coniprehending it.

Mfih slnlu dishes made

for mere ornament, not to V>o

oat (Mi but to 1)0 looked at.

Keeu shTh, food obtained

with difficulty from the land.

Sim slilh, fruits, fi.-h

and aniniulH. Shlh .chc,
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to give food to; to feed.
/^

Shili die, tl»e lore linger.

|g Slnh fan, to eat rice;

to take any meal.

Shili hv'ae ji" to eat that wliidi

is injurious; to be injured l>y

eati!)g. ^ j^I Shili jow, to

eat flesh, means, wheu used

by the Emperor, feasting on a

sacrifice. Sluli keo, a

horn of the rhinoceros.

Shili woo lecii, to cut im-

moderately gluttonous.

Shih kh'ae lae, to m"l

as oil does on paper.

ShTh kh'ing nae foo, in

the time that one uuiy eat a

meal, revive again,—said of a

fit

ShTh maou ts'een too to eat the

herbs and tread on the soil.

Sluh tsew, to drink Avine.

W Sluh yen, to retract

what one previously said.

J^t^ To enjoin; to order; to

^/J commaiul; to strengthen;

to repair; to prepare; diligent;

attentive. % Shin slnh,

to charge; to enjoin up"n.

Shih ch'a, to give orders to

police officers; to despatch on

some government duty.

Shih fang, to give orders

to any office, or the office from

whence the orders arc issued.

To injure; to corrode; to

diinuiisili to eirLTouch

gradually; to edipse; an

\
eclipse of the sun oiiuoon.

9 an e-

clip^e of the ^un. Sun

slitli, to be gradually wasted,

said of proi>erty. Yue

shih, nn eclipse of the moon.

#\ From nan an«l a napkin.

( Shih, gives sound.

To wipe; to cleanse to

rub and brighten to

paint; to adorn to gloss

over; weapons; the neck or cuff

of a garment, generally orna-

mented with fur. The second is

a vulgar form. ^
Fun shih tae p'ing, a prettyuled

general tranquillity^

Yen shih puh lae, unable to

to glow over effcctuully.

Le etuh, a martial appearance,

—used to denote the Emperor.

Show shih, ornaments

for a head dress. Niie

shih, to make up some pretext

in order to excuse some fault.

ffi Fun shih, to white-

wash; to colour the outride; a

false gloss. Wan Th

ornamented elegant.

Shili kh'e, military wea])Oii^.

Sluh che kh'e

yu, to assume the garb of know-

ledge in order to impose ou the
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simple.

To wash and cleanse rice.

From TVae, to take

and separate. To take

up; to unloose^ to liberate to

free; to put fiom one; to melt;

to disperses to suhniit; a deno-

mination of (lie sect Full to

explain; to illustrate; to gloss

over; to happeii to occur. A
surname. Shih e to

ilispel doubts, IfiJ Shih

liwuy, to liberate ami send back

fhnn banishment Shih

tian, to lay aside one's reson t-

t. Shih

kea mow ne, one of the names

of Buddha, probable the name

as Shakyusingku, an Iml iau

name of Buddha. Shih

kea, or n Shih mun, the

'sect of Buddha; the first sylla-

ble of Shlh-kea-mow-ne being

taken for the whole word, which

is the usage of the Cliiucsc.

Shih teen, the cauonical

hooks of the Buddha sect

Sluli ming ming
teh explain the clear discern-

ment of illustrious virtue.

From to accord and to

walk. To go to; to oc-

cur; to happen to hit ex-

actly; to accord with; to

'suit usual self-pows-

siou tranquillity good; joj fill-

ed; supplied equally; the bride

going to the house of her hus-

band. Read Teih, the principal

wife; to direct; to control. Oc-

curs denoting an enemy. Read

Sluli, to accord with. jj§

Teih tsze, the son of the priu-

cij»al wife, the heir.

'IV'ih w an emiueiit scholar,

slnb yung,

d»K*s not answer the purpose,

3^H Shih chih, just occur-

red, or met at the point of time.

3^ Slnh jen, suddenly ac-

<Mdentally
;
by chance common;

usual. Read Teih, jen, alarm-

ed. Shih ts'ae. just

now occurred. Shih

ts'ung, to follow; to adhere to*

To know to rec<^nise,

KcjuI Che, to remember;

to record any inscription or

letters engi-aveu on any utensil,

Ji 1^ Keen shih shin,

jn'ofouixl knowledge, vf^

Mfth puh shih ting,

eye does not know a nail,

—

ignorant of letters.

Yew pwau meen che

slnh, to know luilf a person's

face^ a >ligh< k<*^uaintance.

^( Ki*en shili, to see and know;

knowliKlge. ^0 Seuiig sluh,

n«''|iiainto<l wUh. Shuh

slab, iuliinatel^ ac(iimi"tcii.
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Shlh 3 in, or Jin

shTh, to know.; to recognise.

(W Shih ts^u teihjin,

an agreeable person.

Shlh kh'e meen, to know a

persoii's face, to be acquainted

with hhn. Shih ts'eu,

to know and practice wbut is

agreeable to others.

From a covering over a

string of pearls. Af-

fluent; full stuffed; solid;

real sincere; to eram or

fill fruit the effects

things; that which really

is. A suruanoe. The third

lonn is aa abbreviated vulgar

form, ^[ Sze shih, tiie re-

ality of affairs the facts.

Yew mii5g woo shth,

lias the uaine, not the renlity^

merely noniinal. Hwa
shTh, flowers and fruit; speciou8

show aud reality.

Ch'ung shlh, filled with wealth

or learning. Mwan
sbih, a vessel filled full, jp^

Kee shih, the forming of

•fruit after the blossom.

Cho shih, to set about a thing

in earnest strenuous effort.

* Laou shih, old and ho-

Desfc; simple and sincere.

Shih shih lo 16,

truly; really safely; securely. 1

Shih shiih, .really per-

tai"s or belongs to; really is.

ShTh shih, or

Chin shih, true; sincere,

Sliih tsae, true; real; very;

really.

From water appearing

stagnant and covered o-

> ver upon the earth.

Damp; moist ; hurried

figuratively dejection

depression of spirit cloud of

mind disappoiuttneiit; iu thia

sense prevailed chiefly iu the

western parts of the empire-

The second is a common, but

erroneous form, it is read Ta
The name of a river.

Kan sliih, dry and moist.

Shih suh, extremely impe-

tuous, tfM Ta shih, to rao,

isten. ^ M Ch'aou shlh,

damp; moisture; a noxious va-

pour exbaled from tiie earthy

wet. Shih kli'e, humid

vapour.MM ShYli shvh, glos-

sy, having a g'lare like the sur-

face of water.

sang, animals supposed to be

generated by damp and mois-

ture in contradistinction from

the 0fi Lwan sang, ovi-

parous.

Commonly read Shay, t&

shoot au arrow, Bead
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Siil!], to potut at aiijthiag and

take iL

ill

Plentifal carnation eo»

lour; anger. Name of ai>

ancient statesn^an, A

SHIN.

r ff - Said to represent; the

vtJ
1 back of a buuoftu body,

)-vvhich is capable of t:o" -
j

j

traction or ^fcnslou. To
'

^ J c : icwi to to sfretuh .-at;

1 erpiain to-; to clear up t"

yawn tue hours from 'iw l;\
|

five in the »fteruoon aga-ii) .
t'

reiterate The r;ame of a ^tftte;
j

of a dibliict; ot p )^U: ar"l u!

a ], he or ponri. ^ Shm

kh'ciih, to :=traiy:h^n out, and

crook. Shiu ldA';

the ti^e ^rom tliree to five P.

M. Shin le^ to clear up

tl.o i L^hts of a ease to i'edxess a

Shin luiug,

tu pT:"" clearly.

sl:ih, to expend ordtn's or ujunc-

tions to. Shin shin, ea-

sy incuilgeut ei^oyrog e^sn

and oomfv*r:. ^^ Shia yuen,

to right & person vho is false-

ly a^eusetl. Sliin wan,

an e pWmWy paper from an

i?i[erior oSicer to his su] i er;

^ft|3 ^° extend to spread out;

Vv to ex^laia to straighten

to strwtch out j to clear up tin;

cause of the injured. A sur-

name. Siioo shin, to

r^mi to exhiFurate.

KiiWn shin to yawn and

srr, tch one's-self. #+#
Shin show ^liiii tsub. to ('y-

t'!iid tlxe arras and feet. {
Shin pilh chib, una'bie to

straigliten, or to procure justice

for one who is oppressed,

Shin ming, to explain fully

and clearly. Shiu k,efili,

are opposites, straight, crook-

ed; and io a figurative sense,

righted aud iujured, or op-

pressed.

To rehearse; to recite

r

the sound of recitation

the moan of acute auJ painful

ffeeling to sigh to Tameii^

vl!u'h is expressed also by Pl^l

p Shiu yin.

To stretch out anything

in order to increase itu

length.

Wood tbbit fades and die*

of its owu accord
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From to extend and signs

from /teamen. Every e-

vane^cent, invisihle, inscrutable,

spiritual, ojK^ratHig power or

cause, is called Sliin; a spirit;

the human spirit; divinity; god,

in the sense of heathen nations;

divine spiritual the animal

spirits. A surname, ^§
^iljj Tsing ling yue shin, what

is subtile and spiritual is called

SLin. They say the shin or

spirit ofman resides in the heart.

jpffi Kwei ^hin, spirits, gen-

erally: Kwei is the spiritual part

oVthe Yin, principle. (See

Yin.) The human spirit after

death is called Kv.'ei and had

spirits, or devils, are called

Kwei. Shin, is the spiritual

part of the Y«ng, nrinciple.

(See Yang.)

Yiiig ifhin sae livvuy, idolatrous

procession 3 in whicn Ihe image?

v)f their gods are paraded about

the streets. >^ j|i Tsing shin,

life, animation, good spirits.

Shin choo, the tablet on

which the name of a deceased

person is inscribed; by sorae

Europeans used to denote the

J.oiil of spirits; the Su pivme

God. i$ ^ Shm che

ngan, the favor or benevolence

of deity. ^$ Shin hv. mi,

the spirit and soul, or the spiri-

tual immaterial part ofman.

Shin ling, spiritual; iiUel*

iectna not materii»i.

Sijin itiing the gods beforo

whom nothing is d.'u'k or ol>-

wure. jfltp Shin meaou, di-

vinely excellent. ^
m
of deity. f#M |J «hiu

ts'een fa she, to take uu oat it

before the gods. Jfilj? oliiu

seang, effigy of a god; an idol,

JpF}! f Shin seeii, certain genu

much spoken of. See St Jl^ti

Shin t^aou, the divine ilanl.

The fame as Che. \
J^- ^2 Shin szo pub t u:. a

defect in the cogiiiition^ / the

soul,—— idiocy is thu.- !efin^ci.

SWu
muli joo t« en k -vai yutig, the

eye of God is like the light-

ning'^ Hash.

^^\t From sitk and extended.

t\^% A pash or girdle; a

to surround the waist, leaving

it ends hanging dowri ;»s at) or-

nam^nt: to bind as with a sa?h;

ili<we entitled to we.^r an orna-

mental sash gentry.

#

Ktaiig shin, a country gendv-

man. Tsin shin, all ilto

civil aiid military oiHcers ©f the

goveriiment, or the red book con-

taming a Hst of tliem.

Sliiu sze, a graduated cL^iuf^
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To excite motion time;

the sun, mooi and stars,

which divide time by their mo-

tions; the hour from 7 to 9 in

the morning. Peh shin,

the north polar star.

Sliin mo fihe shin, what

time? what hour of lae day?

] From woman and motion,

I To be pregnant the

f motion of a child in the

J
womb of its mother.

From a covering and the

^pj^ north volar star. A re-

tired apartment; the Imperial a-

pnrtments, in allusion to the em-

peror being like the polar t?tar.

] From the snn
9
and to ex-

cite, or put in motion.

pTLe light of the sun

I
beaming forth in the

morniug; the morning;

clear bright light. ]^
Tw'ing ehin, very early in the

morning- ]^ Shin fung, a

certain bird of prey which de-

tour the pigeon tribe. ]^
Shin tsaou, or reversed, Tsaou-

shin, enrly in the morning.

1 The flesh used in sacri-

fices offered to the gods

of the land; raw fk'sh:

fc

wlien dressed for sacrifice

it is called Fan. The

second form occurs in

some proper names.

A certain sea spectre; the

frog. Name of a district.

Shin ch'ay, a certain

hearse. ^e Shin khe, or

Shin low, a certain vi-

sionary monster seen at sea,

said to be like a snake, with

horns and like a dragon, irv

the lower part of the body, hav-

ing scales sometimes assumes

the form of a watch tower. ^[
Shin t'an, lime put into the

coffin by Chinese.

Said to resemble the hu-

J^j
I
man body; the body of

\ any animal; used also me-

t~t I tKpliorifMlly for the trunk

1 of a tree; the hull of a

ship. Use for the pronouns I,

or me; one8 person.

Chung shin, the whole of one's

life; sometimes denotes the close

of life. Ch'eh shin, a

naked hody. Ch'uh

shin, what a person springs

from, either their parentage, or

%\ hat they were wben they en-

tered into the business of life.

Shin chvang body

^tout;liale; robust.

Shin t'e p'ing ngan> to be'

in l.oalth.

Shin kea kwo t'een hea, one's

]>ornon, one's fnniily, one's coun-

try; the world.

shin t'e juen jo, a weak delicate
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body. Shin tuh

fcwo, an ancient name of India.

Shin cbwang

Je»h keen, hale and strong. ^
Shin kea, body and house,

«>r family, to have these, denotes

possessing property. ^
Shin tsze yew ping,

unwell; sick. ^ Shin t'e,

the human body. 0j
Shiu heang kaou tseor he

enjoyed a high degree of noble

rank.

The name of a deity

pregnant. A surname.

"1-1 ] From sweet and to pair,
" VL: Social delights; excess of

>~ pleasure ^ hence its usual

meaning in an extreme

J degree; very; it generally

precedes the adjective,, some-

times follows the "words which

make the affirmation as,

>^ Ling juh e shiu, in-

sult and disgrace already carri-

ed to its utmost degree. "^C

T'ae shin, to excess, in

anything, ^* Ke shiu, be-

ing in an extreme degree. —

'™

che e shin kh'e kho tsae hoo,

once is too raucli, how should I

do it again.

Shin puh seang e very unsuit-

able^ Shin teh e

to succeed in one's wishes verj

fully. Shin e, an ex-

clamation denoting a thing hav-

ing arrived at an extreme de-

gree. Shin haou, very-

good. Shin kwei, very

dear. Shin, or

Shin mo, what? who?

Shin sze, or Shin
mo sze, what business? what af-

fairs? Shin sze, verj
right.

From much and heart.

Sincere; true. Read Tan,

pleasure; delight. Rpad Chun,

silly foolish, ftf ^ Chin

si i iii slow and suspicious. l

!

Shin shin, the heart deviat-

ing from rectitude.

Sang shin, tlie

m u 1 berry fruit. Read

Chin, a kind of hatchet for fell-

ing timbeF.

Sickness: disease; a dis-

[ ease of the abdomen; a

chronic obstinate disease

of the abdomen.

Sincere true; faitlifuL

The name of a state. A
manr

s name.

The name of a plant.

An appellation of one
r
s

father's younger brother's
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wife, and of one's own younger
|

,

brother's wife.

From a covering and to
j

separate. To protect and
]

.
discriminate to investi-

I gate clearly; to form an

% )
opinion of; tojudge rigbt-

\

eon sly; to restrain. A Burnaine.

Shin pw^an, to jud^e;

judgment. § Shin hd.

or Shin wan, to try

:

to investigate; to examine into;

a judicial inquiry.

From true and heart.

Siiicoi-f : ihon^htiul n-

ipoet fill still careful at-

( tentive; cautious. A sui-

) name. ^^-Keae shin,

to be wjiU-hf'ul ind cirfumspecl

to be ol>s<>rvaiit of one's own

conduct Kin shin, to

l>e atroutivo Lo; to be careful of.

Kin ^bin, Pcrupulouplv

careful about une't conduct.

Sliin kh'e tuh yay,

attends carefully to what he

does in solitude; and to the se-

crets of his heart, known only

to himself; said of Keun

twee, the good man.

ilvilg \ Sincere true devoted.

lyL ( H Kwan sliin, or

Chun^ shin, sincere-

ly devoted to.

To mile to laugh t ftt;

some say, to laugh aloud.

Read Chin, to sink. Rea<i

Shin, namo of an nucient

state. A surname.

From an arrow and a

bote. To stretch still

more still more how

much more?

From waff'T a envt rn,

mid a wood. Deep,

—

applied to water 5
deep,

strong colours; very; ex-

tremely profuuinl : recon-

tlite. Narae of a river; of

certain clothe?; and of a

district. Read Shin, to

^yjV nii-a^ure the depth.

Che shin, profound wi^dum.

Shin clnh, a retired se-

cret apartincTit. Shin

]i«raou, profound and abstru^e-

^ Shhi kenou, a deep in

-

tt r<*ourse that is an intimate

acquaintance. Shin Ian,

a deej> blue colour.

jtp Shin we ngaou meaou, ex-

tremely subtle and wonderfully

abstruse. Sliin shin,

deep inquiry, or invostitration of

Shin shan,

far umon^st hills. Shin

tst ;en, ileep; shallow; abstruse;

Shin

shin t<6 yiL
?
made a profoimJ

bow.
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From thought and words,

P^l^ Thought; to consider; to

express one's thoughts in the

way of advice or reproof seri-

ous reproof; to recede to deep

places.

The viscera which secrete

the urine tbe kidneys

to lead to induce. ^ 3^
Sin shin pull keaou, want

of commuaication between the

heart and kidueys, is the cause

of an iiivoJuntary einifssion of

semen. Nuy shi" the

kidneys. Wae shiu

the testicles. Shin

nang, the testiculorum bursa.

To flow down with noise;

to run off; said of water.

Name uf u marsh. Shia

le, the appearance of the flow-

ing of a stream or current.

SHING.

I
^ A certain measure for

y I graiu and liquids; it con-

tains a hundred and twenty

thousand grains of millet, and

is shaped like an English pint,

without the handle; to accumu-

late; to rise; to ascend; to ad-

vance name of one of tlie Pa-

kwa. Among weaver,*, eighty

threads make a Shiiig.

Me sliing, a meiusure fur rice.

^f* PeTh sliing, a stand

(like the measure Sliing) in

which to put pencils.

J Yue shing feen ting,

the raoon rises to the zenith.

Hwan shing

yu t'een, the spirit (of the de-

ceased) ascends to heaven.

Shing shang, to ascend up.

Shing t*een, to ascend

to heuveu.

\z3 From sun and to ascend.

The sun ascending to as-

cend; the sua high in the hea-

vens; tranquil peaceful; uni-

versal tranquillity.

(li' Shing p'ing sbiug she, au

a^e of pea<;e and plenty.

Shing or Cliing- See

Cliino;.

From to ascend and a

mound of earth. To go

up steps; to ascend; to

Jv-ff* ^advance; to be promoted

' " to a higher degree. A
surname. ^^ "~^
Leeu shing ylh piu to

rise successively to the first

rank. ^5 f^t Kaou ^hlng, higli

promotion, often used as a wMi.

t^jt*

•

Shing t
9Hug

y
to ascentt

a hall or public court.

Shing p^aou, to fire a saiute; to
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fire a gun.

|-4^ Shing or Ching, to }ki'-

feet; to eftect to com-

plete; to accomplish. See Ching.

From sun and perfect.

^ The suu shining in his

strength; light: splendor glo-

ry. Name of a piece of music;

a vessel for containing rice.

From to complete an J a

vessel. The gniin pre-

pared in vessels for offering to
|

the gods. Accomplished; per-

fected; completed; great; al>uu-

daut; plenteous; affluent tionr-

ishing; any good in the higliest

degree; excellent. Complimen-

tary adjective applied to ano-

ther person's country, or uative

place. The name of a certain

vessel; of a hill of a courtly

iind of a place. A surname. To

put into a vessel. To receive

or contain anything. Also read

Ching, which see. Sliing

che, generous rule or govern-

ment ^ Shing fuh, pomp-

ously and solemnly dressed ouL

^» Shing ngan, abundant

kindness and favour. <
Shing hwuy, liberal gifts,—us-

ed iii courtesy for any kimliiL's?

done. M Shing king,

Mouk-den, the metropolis of

Manchow Tartaiy. |^
Shing 1"' the luxuriance ele-

SHING
e

gance. Shing ming, fa-

med; celebrated; fomous.

Shing teen, especial state

regulations. Shing tel^

Jaily moral renovation; contin-

ual increase in virtue,

Shiug shwae che she,

the state or circumstances of

prosperity and of decline.

jj^ Shing she, an ahiuidant age;

a period of general plenty aud

prosperity.

To drive a carriage to

ascend to overcome to

avail one'» self of an op-

purtuuity to take occa-

! sioa from the state of cir-

cumstances to rule; to platu

A Bui'name. Read ghiug, a

carriage; things in pairs, or ia

fours, Nome of a plaut; name

ui'a place. Shing cli,oo

are two words used in arithme-

tic, the first denotes increasing

the uumber either by addition

oi* luultiplicatiou; the latter di-

minishing it hy subtraction or

divisiou. Shing ch'aou,

to take advantage of the tide.

Sliing fung, to avail

one*s->elf of a fair win< i.

SI— ke, or Shing

she, to embrace an opportunity,

as to circumslaiicvs. <
Sliiuir ma, to mouut a horse.

Shing she, to embrace
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an opportunity, as to time.

Overplus surplus re

J\\ J maindor not only.

Yu shing, that which re-

waitis aver and above.

Shing ytli pwan, one half

Tomains over.

To geld a ^tulHon.

To warn to caution. O-

therwise ren<l Chin*;',

|||^ Shing shing, caution; atten-

tive to; cautious.

The name of a river.

To land to praise to

commend. A man's name.

Shing or Ching, a string,

^IHfi rope, or cord a line to
j

point out the line of duty; to

enforce it. See Ching.

San ho shing, a three-fold

cord. Shin qt 96, cord or

string. Shing:

shing ke ke, Strang and con-

nected together or continued in

a line. Shing kh'een,

to adjust errors as with a line.

^ To be adequate to; to be

I worthy of; to sustain; to

Vraise or elevate; to carry

to tbe utmost degree. A

J
surname. Ornament of a

lady's head dress. Read Shing,

to be su|>erioi' to; to overpass;

K

to overcome to conquer to

g^aln the victory over to win

at a game. The name of a dis-

trict. Hwa sliing, or

Jin shing', ornaments

of flowers or embroidery; used

on Jin jih, "s (h}"

as the seventh day of tho first

moon is called. Tae

siting, the name of a certain

bir«r N—
shrauf cVtnug jin, adequate to

an important sitnation.

Puh sbing jin, not equal to

the duties of one's station.

Puh shing, not to "be sur-

passed the highest possible de-

gree, as P^h

sliing h'ui lie, inexpressibly glad.

Shin? foo, to conqnei',

and to be conquered^ to win,

and to lose.

From mouths, car, ami

skilfiiL To comi>ieliend

as soon as heard; intuitive

perception of all truth;

one who knows the nature

TTjpl of things instantly, from

j

the hearing of the ear, and

who can explain eveiy principle,

Possessing universal knowledge

wise; sage; pei'fection in virtue

•ami knowledge sometimes seems

to denote satreil holy. Name

of a wood, and of a river. A
surname. Shing clico,

K
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all-wise sovereign, the Emperor

of China. Shing-

t'eeu tsze, the all-wise son of

heaven, means the reigning

Emperor; ant! Shing

eh'aou, hif= all-perfect rule or dy-

nasty. ^ Sliing che the

imperial will. Shingtae,

and Shing she, the pe-

riod of his reign. Shing

seang;, holj or sacred images.

Shing heen, the wise

and the virtuous. Shing

jin, a man possessing all wisdom

and knowledge; a wise man; a

sage, such as Confucius.

Shing jin

jin luy che .show, a wise man is

the hea<l of the human species. 1

Shing jin che

le, the sages formed the laws of I

decorum. Shing ming",

sage-like perspicacity.

Shing shioi, holy and divine, are

expressions applied to Kmig- ie

Emperor of China.

Shing mun te tsze, a disei-

ple of Confucius. Shing

yu, auy proclamation of the

Emperor; In particular, a book

of Political Moralities, compos-

ed by a late Emperor, and para-

phrased bj a Vice-Govemov of

a province. On the 1st and 15tli

tlays of every month, or the new
uud full moon, the principal of-

ficer of the province assemble

in a hall, and listen to a preach-

er mounted on a table, who re-

hearses memoriter, a section of

the Shiiig-yu, first in Chinese,

and next In the Tartar language

for the ben^t of the soldiers

who atteud. Compare with J§
Yew, and Keang, which,

with this, exhibit the ancient

and modern preaching China*

>

The noise made in beat-

ing a mud wall, whoa

raising it; many; a niut-

titude.

1 Sound any sound or

noise; voice to utter the

voice to speak to' de^

clare; to state in writing;

the notes in music the

tones or accents, in the

^ Chinese language to

promulge to praise. A sur-

Te sbing, a low

Kaou shing, a

high voice. * Haou

miug shing, a good reputation;

celebrity. Ta shing, a

load voice a great noise.

Woo shiag, the five notes

of music. Sze shing-,

the four tones, in the Chinese

language. Yuh shiaig,

voice.
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the sound of music. W^.

Shing ch'ing, to state verbally.

2^ 5^ Shing chang", to give

publicity to.

Shing1 ming* tseea kaou name

gradually becoming distinguish-

ed or famous. Shing

keaou, instruction^ moral teach-

ing.
lj Shing seh

ho le, music, lewdness, the pos-

session of wealth, aud the desire

of gaiu, are the snares which

ruin mankind.

Happiness felicity a-

g^iiu; forthwith; to com-

plete.

SHO.

/^I Read Cho or Sho, a kind

of spoon to take or lift

out with a spoon. See Cho.

^l/t Noise of dashing against

^| .J water. See Cho.

^^Af' A spoon or ladle for liffc-

J ing water. Read Peaou,

the tail of Ursa-major. To lend

to connect.

"^JlT A certain medicine. See

Cho.

i(M ^J^Shensho, adis-

quieted unsettled appear-

Light; splendour; to em-

bellish. Used also for the

following. Read L6, the branch-

es of trees, withered and broken.

To melt or fuse metals

Z>fv to urge, as with fire to

impel with the clamour of a

multitude shining bright

beautiful eyes.

'^So or Sho, a particular

kind of spear or lauce.

So or Slio, to suck.m
Sho, or Sho sho,

timorous; frightened,

~

-

said of a dog that will not coma
near a person.

SHOO.

JTXu To be distinguished from I

-^S- Muh, to sink. A mi-

'

litary weapon of the spear kind;
|

the handle of a spear; an appel-

lation of au ancient form of the

character. ^ She shoo, a
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sort uf fluil;

SIioo
?
01: Choo. See Choo.

jTTt To take by tiie hand. See

Choo.

Smv.v; remiss; procrasti-

nating; calamitous.

To open owt; to sjneud

oj)C'n; to expand; to ex-

i i I i irnt o; lei sure ease order

eomfbrt. N;tme of a state, and

of a tripod. A surname, ^f*

Shoo cli
T

;in^, cheerAil in

good spirits. Shoo ch^'ii.

or Cheu-s]joo
?

to do busiuess iii

a free easy niuinior. * g
Shoo e or ' ^Slioo >in, an

easy min<l.

8]H*eail out ; rolled up.

Shoo hwun, leisurely; unhturied

jx'i ibmoiazice of any thing; ease.

^J* Shoo yung, hv\u<: at

one's ease; unrestrained numnei'.

Shoo yung, leisurely,

easy circumstances \n re^j)ect of

property, Shoo ^hin,

wide; expanded; roomy having

free scope.

Name of n bird resem-

^F bling a duck; the preced-

ing was originally used iu this

nense. kSIioo fuo, a duck.

Shoo yen, a goose.

To kill; to cut off; to put

an end to; to exterminate;

to wound but not desti*oy to

di.stinguLsli or. separate; differ-

ing from; to exceed. A particle

marking strongly the su[»ciia-

tive degree; an expletive. Name

oi* a pavilion of the fjlj Siien,

genii. Shoo-

yew che cli'an, rare productions.

Shoo puh keae

e, fur from giving any concern

to the mind. ^ 5^ ^
Shoo t'oo t'utig kvei all the

ilifferent roads unite in one; i. e.

all the systems of moral instruc-

tion a^-oo in requiring virtue.

SImo puli kli

k(':" (|uilo inexplicahlc.

Shoo sze r to put to (loath.

i^D Shoo shuli, very much

i( to; is very. Shoo

t'in^, a residence of the f vSi
;en,

genii.

Niime of at medicinal

plant. See Choo.

Shoo or Choo, naine of

an ancient coin. See Choo.

i%^^ It Tsze shoo pnh

ke determined to r-eekoii to tlie

last farthing,~extreme rigour

in exacting taxes.

A public court; to be at-

taclicd to; to be plsiced in.

Shoo, before an officer's title,

Wr( "ejs that he is not perma..
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nently appointed to the situa-

tion, but is merely acting in it

for the time being. ^
Shoo chung, or Shoo

nuy, a public office or court.

^Sj Ya shoo, ^ Kung

shoo, or
J^ Kwau shoo,

the office of a magistrate; a

court fov the administration of

justice.

ftg§ The light of the rising

rVpf sun; the heavens illumin-

ed in the east; the morning;

fight; clear; manifest.

"^M^^ A root like the potatoe.

I
Shoo, yu, or

\ Shoo yu, an esculent

^hfe
J

root. Ho-lan

j shoo, or Shoo

t>ze, tlie European potatoe,—in

Canton named after the Holfau-

diers or Dutch, who probably

first introduced it.

The mus species; rats or

mice; it includes the squir-

>rel and tlie rabbit. Tl*e

name of a bird. Name of

J5|^\^J a wood, and of a plant.

A red colour mournful^

Laou shoo, a iat or mouse.

Sung shoe, a dormouse,

or squirrel. Fei shoo,

Fuh shoo, a bat.

Shoo )
ren, excessively ti-

morous. Shoo

show leang. twan, a vat's head';:

double design, i. e. irresolute;,

undetermined.

The disease of melancho^

ly; afflicted with griefl

The character is formed vith

Shoo, a rat, in reference to the

timidity of that animal.

Short garments

clothing.

mean

A generfc terra foi- alt

I

plants that grow erect; a

tree; to set on end; to e

-

J:

rect; as a tree 5 to plant

to hang upon a pole; a

door screen; the uame of

an aiiiiiuil. A surname.

Slioo che, the fatty sub-

stance of a ti'ee; the resinous

matter which exudes from it*

^j" Shoo yin hea, un-

der the shadow of a tree.

f

yj^C Shoo muh, a tree; trees.

]* Shoo pe. the bark of a

tree. vShoo tsze, the

legitimate sons of princes, who

are by the Emperor appointed

to be heirs.

^yl^-L To enrich as with sea-

I sonable rain, diverging

streams; Avater rusliing through

narrow passes, Kan

vshoo, sweet, (i. e. seasouable)

showers.
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From a royal domestic^

a hand, and an urn. To

J

stand erect; to raise on

%. Vend; to place upright; to

establish morally up-

right; chaste; an inferior

office; an attendant in the

pa]ace; an inferior mean person.

A surname. Shoo t?ze,

a child; an inferior low person.

Muh shoo a shepherd's

boy; a poor lad. Shoo

lelh, or Keen shoo, to

establish, one's reputation.

\\C To be placed at the fron-

/ yV tier or extremities of the

country to defend it. It is of-

ten a kind of banishment; and

is sometimes inflicted as a pun-

ishment. The character must

be distinguished from Seuh.

f^C Shoo show, or J^C

Shoo piien t'ing, to defend

a frontier against an enemy or

. banditti.

Read Too a certain bit-

>^f, ter herb. Read Shoo,

slow. Shoo ch'e, slow;

leisurely.

Shoo or Yin, and Tow,

to stop or dam up water.

According to the heart

or feelings benevolent

•indulgent; considerate; to

excuse; to treat others as

^^>J one would like one's-self,

4r

and not an excessive indulgence.

^3 Tsze shoo, to excuse

one's self, the opposite of blam-

ing one's self. ^( Chung

shoo, faithful and benevolent.

I|| : Frow a house and tlio an-

cient form of effulgence.

A great many a multitude.

Near to; nearly. A surname.

Fat and handsome.

Che shoo, or "^p* Shoo tsze,

the sou of a concubine; an an-

cient name of an office,

j^l Teih shoo, the principal

wife, and a concubine.

Shoo min, or Shoo jin,

the common people.

Shoo keih sze a new-made

Han-lin pjrailuate, Shoo

ke, or Shoo hoo a qua-

lifying expression, as nearly

somewhere about; not far from.

To declare or manifest

with a pencil. To write;

tlie thing written; a let-

ter; a book; the name of

J some particular book a

certain form of the character.

"Wan shoo, an official

docuraeut. SI9 Ts'ing shoo,

the Hoppo writers.

Sze shoo, the Four Books of

Confucius. Shoo cbe,

a kind of bond or written agree-

ment. Shoo club, a
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case or cover for a book.

Shoo choo Shoo

kea, or } Shoo kwei, a

stand or shelf for books; a case

or wooden press for books.

Shoo e clothes for a book;

i. e. a cover of cloth or silk.

Shoo muh, the eye of a

book, an index. Shoo

pan, or Shoo show, a

writer in a government office.

Shoo sang, a scholar

I me. Show shoo, to

write with one's own hand.

Shoo tung a boy to dust

and take care of a library in a

gentleman's house.

To lose in a contest of

-W| any kind to present or

offer to, as from au inferior to

a superior; nationally, in a tri-

butary sense, the things offered,

the empire and all it contains,

considered the property of the

sovereign; to exhaust the whole

of; to ruin; a part of an animal

body. Shoo

wa ts'een leang, or Shoo

tseang, to offer up, or pay the

taxes to the Sovereign. ^(J

Shoo li a, to offer up to; to pre-

sent. Shoo ying, to

lose, and to win to be beaten,

and to gain a victory.

Shoo or U|t Shoo

heue, a spot about an inch

and a half extent on the back,

opposite to the navel, referred

to by those who practice cau-

terizing.

Grain a kind of millet;

the name of a place of a

bow; of a yellow bird, and of

an insect; a certain plant.

Keo shoo, a certain pre-

paration of grain, used on a ho-

liday in the fifth moon.

Shoo or Choo, a cottage

in a field; a garden, or a

house in a garden a village a

separate apartment. Read Yay,

in the sense of Yay, the

country beyond the limits of a

town, g ^jC Heu shoo, the

name of a place on the west side

of Soo-chow.

SHOW.

The arm, fore-arm .and

hand, forming three divi-

sion to which there is an allu-

sion in the character it cora-

mouly means the hand alone

to handle, Hea show,

to put one's hand to to act.

Yew show, or

Heen shoAV, an idle, unoorupied,

profligate person. ^* Ying
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show, or Mwan pliow

tlie wliole hand, what one cjui

<rrasp witli the whole liancl.

' Sliow cliang, the palm of

t]ie hand; a handful.

Sliow hea, "beneath one's haml;

subject to one. Show

])oi, tlie back of llio hand.

Show pnn, a card liold in

tlie hand by interior "
-wlien they have an audience of

superiors, and by which tlwv

toll who and vlmt they are.

Show twan, handicrnft ; arr

trick; cleverness; to be clever

in the performance of,

Show tsuh, hands aud feet; bro-

thers. Show wan, the

wrist of the arm. Show
|

yin, manustupration.

I* From Kwan, A
^4 er)nnent officer; and

J

Ts'un, a law, to liold fast to

keep; to maintain; to guard to

df'feiK, to protect; to supervise.

"r|-* Ch'ing ^how, a garrison.

W Shov h'h choo to

maintain firmly; to hold fast,

the patrimony left one. *rj"

^ Show cliing, or f]J

81ioav tsee, to maintain chastitv

inviolate. ' 3^ Show pi:('ii

to guard lite frontier.

KWov fa, to keep or obey the

kiu' ^ ^ 81k>\v how, to

wait for. vf* Show kimg,

the deftHuler of the palace, tlie

ln^erta bullaris, a lizard, "rj"

^ Show pei, a military officer,

about the rank of a Major. tJ"

Show suy, watching for the

year; i. e. sitting up all niglit

waiting for tlie coHimencoment

of the new year, "vj" Show

sang, to sit on tlio ground a-

round a corpse. Show

ting, to maintain firmly, either

pi ivsically or morally.

A hunt in winter; an im-

^1^1 perial hunt on lands of

Avliich the grass is burnt.

Seueu show, a hunting tour,

in former days performed by

the sovereign, who went round

to the small"' principalities.

' From Peaon, to drop

<hnc and Meih, to

cover. To receive; to accept

of; to continue the succesion of;

to contain; to endure; to bear,

Fornis the passive tense of vet'bs.

^ TVze show, to refuse

and to aot'0])t. PuH

kan show, dai-e not accept in

t\\v language of courtesy, I pre-

sume not to accept of your pre-

sent. >f Puli vin show,

it is not proper to reroive."' Cli—
show, to receive. Mae
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show, to/ purcTiase.

Teen show, to receive iu pledge;

"to give n sum of money on a

liouse or other property, left in

pledge.^ Show

iiguu shin chung, to receive

great kindness and bounty.

' Show cliejew kwei,

I blush to receive it. ^^3^
Show tsaou, to be made creat-

ed. Show hing, to be

punished. ^ Show khe
to be subject to a ptM*,-onV anger.

Show nan, or

^

Show koo, to suffer distress and

ill-usage sufFeriug from any

cause. Show tsuy, to

receive the punishment of a

crime; to be punished.

To inform of verbally..

To give to. A surname.

Ch'ueu show, to

communicate to, as a master to

a pupil. Show

e heaou king, gave him (the

book) Heaou-king.

Show show, to give and receive,

A piece of silk to which

official seals are suspend-

ed; they were formerly twelve-

tenths of a Kjubit long, in allusion

to the twelve months of theyear;

and three cubits broad, in allu-

sion to the three powers heaven,

earth, and man. A kind of fas-

teiiing of a curtain,

/w From a hand, and to

wrap about. To bind or

restrain; to collect togo

f ther; to take; to rouse; to

1 1 1 receive to desist; u cer-

tain cross bar in Chinese

carts; au ancient cap name of a

divinity. Fa show

wan, to issue and to receive of-

ficial docuraent.s. { Ch—
show, to levy taxes.

Show cli'ih, receive and break

open, coraiaon on the address

of letters. Show fang,

to detain and to set at liberty,

are opposites.

Show teih show ko teih

ko, some were gathering in, and

some were reaping the grain-

^ t ^ Show shih hing

e to prepare baggage and ne-

cessaries for a journey.

Show lew, to receive and retain,

as persons who run away. i\^C

Show shih, applied to tilings,

is to prepare; to make ready

applied to person^ to make a-

way with them, by imprison-

ment and death. Show

shuh, to receive a fine instead

of punishing; to receive a ran-

som. i^C Show leen, to ga-

ther iu the harvest. ^•
Show leen seay, to draw iu a

little wheu one has gone too far
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in any affah\ i\jC Show tan,

a paper acknowledging the re-

ceipt of things; a receipt.

Sbow ts'ang, to receive aud

lay up] to conceal.

\ The second form is in-

I
tended to represent the

^ head with its hair. The

i hea4; the chief; a lead-

) er; to head to go forth;

iuremost to manifest external-

ly the beginning the origia

of; the chief importance; the

first; to come forward and sub-

mit. Occurs in various proper

names, Yuen show, a

monarch or sovereign.

Tua show, to knock tlie head

against the ground, — iu the

manuer of the Chinese prostra-

tion. ^ §^ Show keih, heads,

used wbe^n speabinfr of rut*,

ting off so many heads.

Sliow ling', a bead or leader.

Show seen, the first

first; most important.

Show shih, bead dress of wo-

men. Sbow tsuy, to

come forward and acknowledge

one's crimes. Show
ts'ung, the principal offender,

and the accomplices*

From boat and. head.

The bead of a boat; the

SHOW

The second form is from

oldy spoken, and sentencet

Longevity great age

long life; used as a deli-

neate term where death is

really meant. Name of

a star; and of a place; of

a hill and of a wood. A
surname. Jt Shang

sbow, a hundred years of age.

Chung show, seventy

^t-ars of age. Hea shor,%

fifty years of age. - Yaou

slio\v
?
are opposites, prernatnre

dtath, and long life.

Show e, garments for a corpse^

prepared in oue's life time.

Show pan, planks to make

a coffin, bought and brought

home with music and feasting

during a person's life time; the

Emperor prepares his coffin ou

the day of his ascendh>g the

throne. They have an idea that

to do so prolongs life. |U:

Show she, long life, said in

conuexion with medicines cal-

culated to prolong life.

Show ts'eeu, presents of moru'y

givea by old meu to visitors on

their birth days the visitors

carry home the money and give

it to their children as a pledge

of long life. Show tsew,

entertainments given by old

people on their bi t th days.

Show tan, a birth-day;
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birth-day of deified persons.

P^h Animals with fopr feet

^ / and hairy a quadruped;

\ a brute animal a beast;

i a wild beast tame do-

"ipiTv mestic animals are called

Ch'uh. Jin

meen show sin, a human face,

but the heart of a brute; igno-

rant; cruel brutish.

Kh'iu show, birda and beasts.

Tsow show, terrestrial

animals, ^ji ^ Show cli'in,

an officer placed over the im-

perial forests, or game; a royal

game-keeper.

Show or Ch'ow, to sell;

to part with, or deliver

up for a pi'ice to give an equi-

valent foi* to recompense; to

respond. Also read Shuh, in

the same sense. Koo

show, or Mae show, to

sell. Seaou show, the

consumption or sale of commo-
dities; to sell off, or diminish by

sale. Show kea, or

Show obih, the price 01?

value of what is sold*

SHUH.

An abbreviated form of

Shuh, a certain bitter

plant, which is so named when

it prows amongst hills; when

it grows in a plain, it is deno-

minated

[^^ Shuh, Ch'uh, or Seuh,

I fearful apprehensive; to

^entice; to seduce. ^^'|^

j

Yew shuh, to entice to a

j1> i J deviation from moral rec-

titude.

Ml
A certain grain; a vis-

cous substance made from

grain.

Seuh or Shuli
3
to entice;

P>/|u to lead astray; to seduce

by specious pretexts. A man's

From amongst ffrain

Pfl where the path is not

easily discerned. To walk a

path or road; a foot path a

road iu the midst of a city; the

way of doing a thing; an art

or artifice; a trick a plan; a

device; a scheme a precept or

rule the means of effecting'

some end sometimes in a good

sense often referring to de-

moniacal arts witchcrafi, &c.

An occupation art or trade

pursued for a livelihood.

Heo shuh, the art of study j

the art of thinking.

Sze sbub, the four fine arts
9
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#^^
poetry, general reading, the

rules of decorum, and music.¥ slitih, #jSeay

Hh(x\h % Fa sh«h 5
'jj

Fang sliu.h
?
or Ke shfih,

superstitious or diabolical arts;

nrt; craft recondite rules for

effecting, generally something

ab3truse and mysterious, and

often bad. Sin shuh,

the arts or soliemes of the mind

taken eitlicv in a good or bad

sense, Shvih e or

Shuh soo, kind of magic

twls or calculations, wliicli are

illegal. Shuh sze, a

kiod of magician one who pre-

tends to have intercourse with

invisible beings, j/jtj

>^ Shuh yew sben yew
puh shen, there are both g*)od

arts and bad.&
iti*

From to go in a track.

To com ply with what lias

before existed; to continue; to

practice what lias been invented

by another to narrate to state

to; to tell; to rehearse to col-

lect and give publicity to other

meiis sayings; to publish orders

received; to arrange. The name

ofa cap. Tso and Shfih,

are used in a kind of opposition,

tlie one for making or invent-

ing; the other for declaring to

the world, or following up the

practice ofV To translate,

f Shuh eliih, officers, at aa

Imperial audience, arranged ac-

cording to their rank.

"f^ Shuh urh puh tso, pub-

lished, but did not invent.

From wood and to sur-

ro7tnd. To be distin-

guished from Tsze, a thorn.

To biinl with cords, as a bundte

of slicks; to restrain; to coerce

ami keep viriiin proper limits;

a sheaf of grain; a bundle of

(•l'ftli. iv" PV'ib, make a

Shfih Hfty arrows make a Shuh;

ten pieces of dried meat also

make a Shuh. Name of n pluce.

A >iii i>;uiic. shuh,

or Kwan shu-h, to re-

strain those under one's care

frinn any iiregularities. f'^

Sluib sew, a bundle of dried

joints of meaty the ancient sti-

given to a teacher; hence

money given to a scliool-

nw^tcr is now called Shuh-sew,

and f Sew kin, or

Sew yin, money to buy the

flanks of me.it. Shuh

tae, to bind a sash or girdle a-

bout one.

Suh or Shuh,

Tub siih, to move, or

shake the head; a sort ugly ap-

pearance.
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To suck to inspire to

imbibe. Head Tsuy, the

bill of a bird.

|^ From superior and small.

J\\ The lesser superior; i. e. a

father\s younger brother an

uncle by the father's side. The

following character is now use»l.

Occurs also for Shuh, pulse.

Jit/ To collect; to gather; an

epithet of respect applied

to men by theii' juniors. Term

by which a wife addresses her

husband's younger brother; a

junior brother of one's father;

nn undo. A surname. {
Peh shuli, a senior and a junior

luicle by the father's side, ofher-

-\vise denominated

Shuh foo. Shuh moo,

uncle's -wife; aunt, 8huh
3
or

Shuli shfili, husband's yt>un^er

brother; wife's brother-in-law.

Soaou a shuh, the

junior. Ta a shuh,

the senior of those denorainafed

Shuh. Shuh chili, an

uncle and nepliew.
>^ Ling

^huh, your uncle. Ki :a

shiih, my uncle. Tae
shiih, title of a certain officer.

JtJt-y To begin to move to act

llJVV to do; to repair; good

excellent.

X-i^^p A female officer for the

X/JvC control of the Imperial

household.

^J^Tt From water and super-

ior. Pure; limpid; un-

corrupted virtuous accom-

plished. Sliuh jow the

appearance of water.

Shuh jin, title of the wives of

officers of the third rank an

epithet applied also to men of

virtuous lives. Shuh

khe temperate weather; spring

season, Shuh neu, a

virtuous and accomplished wo-

man. Shiih bliiii, heed-

ful; careful correct conduct.

Shiih jin keun

t^ze, an eminently virtuous man.

7^ i Shuh teh, female vir-

tue.

A generic term for all

kinds of pulse.

11^ Shuh slnvuy ching

lnvan, (the poor man) with

pnlse and water offered (to his

parents) causes them to rejoice.

^X^^ Shuh t^'ae, Indian corn.

Name of an insect resem-

bling the silk \voriB,

said to produce a kind of ^vax.

Name of an animal; of a place;

and of a utensil, used in sacri-

fice. Pa shiih, the name

of a place iu Sze-ch'uen pro-

vince. Shuh kwo, one

of the three kingdoms of the

third ceutury; also an ancient
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a class or species; relation kind-

red; the nine degrees of consan-

guinity; to cause, or occasion;

to give charge of; respectful.

^§ Ts'in shuh, persons re-

lated to each other.

Kea shuh, domestic relations;

persons allied to the same fami-

ly. Hea shuh, inferior,

fj^j T'aug shfih, if it should

be. / Ta shuh, is in a

very h
i
gh degree.

vShang sliuli. still is.

70t Wan woo t'ung shuh,

the governor-general of civil

and military affaire?.

ShTh shuh, is really; truly is.

haou, very intimate.

Shuh kwo, small states attach-

ed to and dependent on a larger

oiie; tributary states. ^§
^§ Shuh tsae che tsin is

very nearly related.

vSliiih yuen, an inferior officer is

the Shah-yuen^ of that superior

under whose orders he is placed.

Who -\vliui The ori-

ginal form of Shuh,

food dressed with fire ripe; ma-

ture; plentiful.

^

Shuh nang tang che, or
k

*

< Kh'c sliuli nang che,

(exclusive of sages) who is ade-

quate to it?

state in China, situated in the

region of the modern Sze-ch'uen.

' Shuh ke a large spe-

cies of fowl.

^1 Name of a wood resem-

5^J bling the willow, having

a large leaf of a reddish colour.

Name of an insect about

the size of one's finger,

and reyem1)]ing a silk

worm, A man's name.

A long garment; a gar-

ment worn by prostitutes.

Read Tow, a short gar-

ment; otherwise read Cho,

in the same sense. Read

Tuh, to put into or lay

J up in.

Read Cho, a kind of small

bell, commonly used to

te bracelets for the arm.

Read Shuh, a warm vessel, us-

ed in the north for wanning the

hands. Name of a medicine.

B| Name of a bird.

From Wei, a tail of

an animal, and the sound

Sit a h • A t tac lied to, as

a tail is to the body of an

animal; conuected; relat-

JWt e<3; to pertain, or belong

m J to; to be nearly allied to;

particular state of being; is
9
ab

-

solutely; to collect or assemble

together; coming in successiou
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Shuli, or Chuh, a kind of

lodge or hall by the door

in ancient times the room

h
appropriated to the edu-

l^ilj ' cation of children in a fa-

mily; a domestic school an out-

er apartment in the palace, where

ministers meet to arrange and

make each other acquainted

with the business, witli which

they are about to advise the so-

vereign; hence Shuh, has

always been said to imply

Shuh, being matured, or fully

acquainted with. These ante-

chambers, lodge, or halls, are

on each side of the gate, and

are referred to by the terms

east or west, right or left.

Shoo shuh, a school or aca-

demy. Places intended to be

let out at the public examina-

tion times for the convenience

of strangers, are so denominat-

ed.

Food dressed with fire;

meat quite done. Ripe;

mature; well versed in; skilled

acquainted with; intimate; the

eldest son's wife. In the books

of the Han dynasty, read E, de-

noting insinuating speech, 'fBf

Ho ts'ow puh plaili,

what fear of not succeeding?

Seang shiih, intimate

with each other. Sang

shiih, are opposites, raw, boiled;

vipe
5
unripe; unskilful, skilful.

Choo shuh, well boiled.

1

~

' Yih neen yili

sliuh, one crop a year.

Leang shiih, two crops.

Shiih show, a skilful band

a hand accustomed.

Shuh slnvuy, sound sleep.

Shuh t'ow, thoroughly clone;

i. e. boiled, matured, thoroughly

perceived by the mind, applied

to study.

hhwttl has-

tily, rapidly; a dog run-

ning fast.

>Shiih to piieii, many sud-

den changes.

To ransom to redeem

y^^. M'hat has been mortgaged

to redeem from punishinent by

paying a ransom or fine; to a-

tone for crimes by meritorious

deeds. A surname.

Tseang kung shiih tsuy,

by meritorious acts, to make a-

tonement for crimes,

Shuh hing, or 9M Shuh
tsuy to pay a ransom to be freed

from the punishment of a crime.

Slitth hAvuj, to ransom

and bring back, as a captive pre-

viously taken.

To throw to the ground.
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SHUN.

Shun, Chun, and Fun,

plants budding forth with

difficulty. See Chun.

Pure unmixed. See

1&U Chun. SI sell,

without spot, applied to victims

used in sacrifice. * Shun

yih, purity and singleness of

object or intention; unmixed.

-4jJ-" Read Tun, the appear-

ance of plants begiiniiiif;

to spring forth; an edible plant.

Shun or Chun, a foolish igno-

rant appearance,

v"^* Pure; simple; unmixed;

S^f^ true genuine; to wasli;

washed pure large great a

salt taste. Read Chun, a broad

piece of cloth or silk. See Chun.

^ Shun fuii$? correct pub-

lic manners.

Shun how fung suh, pare and

fiiithful usages. Shun

slum, the appearance of flowing

and moving onward to pour

out water.

A bullock of a yellowish

4"^* colour, aiul having black

lips; a bullock seven cubits high,

such as are used for sacrifice.

B^pf
Generous pleasant wine;

i^T liquids ofa thick substan-

tial body seminal matter, a|>-

plL'il to nuture geuerally es-

sence respectful; attentive; ob-

^rvant. Shu" t,
excellent wine.

Slum, or Tun, a certain

musical instrument made

of metal. Read Tuy, the lower

end of a spear. Read To, a cer-

tain covering for a corpse.

The lips; the margiu of

the mouth the second

form is common, but not

correct. New
shun, the name of a plant.

^[ A bird of the quail spe-

cics. Name of :t star, and

of a district. N^nii

shun, or ^ Ngan shun, u

quail.

^ij^^ Fi'om lip and water. Tho

ylj1^ margin of a stream.

Name of u plant, and of a

red flower, otherwise call-

ed Slnui liwa, sage; be-

lK'voltMit holy. An ancient

king, or Chines chief, who liv-

ed B. C. 2100, uUn called

Yu-she
?
and Yu-
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From a quick-fading

Shun Jlower. The mo-

^ tion of the eyes- tbe

nQ\ twinkling of an eye.
4

S Yih shun che

keen, in tbe twinkling of

an eye.

Slum yen urh die

khung, annihilated in the

twinkling of a moment. |^
' Shuu seih, the twinkling of

an eye.

Name of a pretty flower-

ing plant, which is re-

markable for its fettling

soon, it blossoms in the

morning and dies before

night; in this sense the same as

the preceding, otherwise called

Muh-kiru

Tseen, or Shun, to suck

as an infant; to suck a

wound; to lick.

A certain water plant.

' Shun tsae a cer-

^tain edible water herb.

Read Twan, free growing

plants.

From a head and streams

flowing as it directs. To

accord with the will of another

to obey; to yield; to comply

Jill

with; complaisant; to let go as

it likes; to offer no hiudrance

©or a'estmint The name of a

hill; harmonizing with; flowing

smartly by; prosperous; to avail

one's-selfofan opportunity.

Ho sliua, harmonizing with;

agi^eeably. Peh shun,

to agree to everjthii)g. )|

Puh shun disobedient; bad, un-

intelligible style. Shuu

e agreeably to one's wish. J

Shun fung, a fkir wind.

If^f Shun t'eeu foo the ca-

pital disU ict in the province of

Chih-le, or Peking.

P

Shun kh'ow, to speak without

cm-e. Shun king, bora

in prosperous circumstances^

J Shun le, to act reason-

ably; to write welh

Shun le, with freedom ami ease,

Shun peen, to take au

opportmiity. Slum peih,

to write with freedom,

Shua sze, to comply with cir-

cumstances; to serve one's pa-

rents dutifully, Shun

shwuy, the tide with one. J

Shun tseen to remove ob-

sequiously; to draw a fair con-

sequence.

M M
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SHWA.

F^g| Slnva, or Slnv?. to scrape I

•^|y ^| to brush to rub; to —mib;

to cleanse; to put away from.
|

®l| Se shwa, r >ffilj

j

Sit \va ^e, to wa«h and scrub. J^fc

Se shwa kee tsii^,

to wash, and scrub cfean.

m Saou shwa, to brush.

Tloae shwa, a shoe brush,

^l] Shwa chow, a scrub-

bing brush. Shwa

heae, to brush shoes.
ij ^fti

Shwa pa, a scrubber for cleans-

ing vessels. ^| Shwa

paou
7

a curry-comb.

Shwa ya, to brush the teeth.

From hand and napkin

J[A below the body. To wipe;

to dust or rub clean.

The narae of a river.

Shwa, or Shwe, a bird

arranging its feathers

with its bill. A slight

taste or trial.

A sip. Otherwise vevA

^"|"* Leuh, a sound, as of sip-

ping.

SHWAE.

-Q- From Yen, weak and.

-^ clothes. Wearing away
like a garment; to fmlc; to d<>

cline; to become weak to les-

sen; to diminish; to fall off; toex-

t ^nniiitite. Kcad Chuy, moura-

SHWA.

To give a violent and

forced construction to.

Aa ugty face.

Shwa or Sha, to piny : to

trifle to amuse,

l\eea shwaa
expert; clever.

Wau shwa, or He

^hwa, or Shwa he, to

play to trifle; to pass the time

idle or viciously. ^* J^i

Shwa ngae tsze, to play with a

fool or an idiot, by teiiing him

ridiculous stories.

To buy wliat is not right*
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ing garments the name of a

city. Hing shwae, ris-

ing and declining, opposites.

Shing siiwae, plentiful

and deficient; vigorous and de-

diiiing. ^^lS Shwae

pae che chaoii, a sigu of ap-

proaching ruin.

Long toft hair. One gay^,

solitary.

Weakness; debility, occa-

sioneJ by disease sickness.

The name of a dog.

The name of a wood.

SHWANG.

From ^( Le, cloth of an

open texture which ad-

' mils the lights and

Ta, to enlarge. To en-

large the opeuings and

admit the light; light and cheer-

ful; a grateful sensation of ease

aud health cheerful; comforta-

ble; to please to gratify; impe-

tuous; valuable; name of a star.

A man's name. To miss; to

f.ul vi; error; detect.

Mei j^hwaog, very early in the

morning clay break,

Ts'ing shwaug, pure and pleas-

iug a good style perfect

Lealth.

Yew seay puh shwang kh'wae,

a little indisposed, said of ones

health. ^P Yih

seay puh shwang, not perfectly

right, Stnvang kh'wae,

pleasant delightful; good heunli

and spirits,

Shwaug muh yue sin, to grati-

fy the eye and plenpp the heart,

said of books or style, or auy

thing that interests.

Shwang shih, to lose,

Shwang sin, to fail of one's

promise. ^^d Shwang sin,

grateful to the heart.
j{{*J

Shwang yo, to miss of, or break

an engagement.

Used for the preceding.

An intelligent; cheerful;

natural disposition.

Read Chwang, Shwang,

or Tsang, cold.

To rub aud cleanse things7 with tiles or stones iu

water.

^fc* From rain, tlie other part

employed for sound; con-

gealed dew. Hoar frost; figu-

ratively, frigid; cold; grave. A
surname. A crystallizatiou

,

3 Peh joo shwang,

white as hoar frost.
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P'e shwang, to brave the hoar

frost,~to expose one's self to

it. Tsze shwang, a

certain candied fruit.

Shwang keaiig, a term which

answers to October 21st.

Shwang wci, dignified; strik-

ing with awe.

-

A widow. Koo

shwang, or Sliwa

foo, a widow woman.

Shwang keu, to dwell alone as

a widow*

Name of a bird tfiat flies

before the fall of hoar

IrosL

r From two wings gi^asped

j

by one hand. A brace

of birds a pair of any-

I

thing; double \ a pair of

/^/V oxen to plough - with*

Name of a quadruped; and of a.

T)irtL A surname. A piece of

land of a certain size.-
'

Yili shwang heae, a pair of

shoes.
—

* Yih shwang

.show, two hands. Woo-

shwang, no equal.

Ta shwang lub, to play at dice-

Shwang to, double flow-

ers are chieflj so calle«l.

Shwang luh, dice. .
vShw;mg ts'in, the two relatiou^

father and raotheiv

8HA\TO.

Read Sho, Shwe, or

Shwo, from words and to

exchange. To say ^ to

speak to converse to

narrate to explain to

teach; worcfe; speech discourse;

explanation illustration; state-

ment. Read Shwae, to talk to

and persuade. A surname,

§^ Keae shwo, explanation

commentary. Shwo

che, to tell; to state to vei'bally.

Shwo jin she

fei, to talk scandal.

Shwo hwaug, to tell a Ue,

Shwo teh yew re-

it is reasonably saicl, what you

say is reasonable-

ft Shwo teh che le, said in air

incoherent, irrelevant manuer.

Shwo cha leaou, or

ift Shwo ts'o leaou,

said erroneously mistaken ex-

pression. • Shivo p
r
o, to

divulge, or to tell clearly what

is secretly designed,

^ Shwo ch*ang shwo twan,

or Shwo twan shwo ch'ang, al-

tercation pro and con; tittle tat-

tle respecting any persou or
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thing. Shwo p'o

jin, to declare to a man's face

what Lis ill designs ave.

SHWUY.

^|L> Intended to represent

XJV streams of water. One of

the five Chinese elemenfcsj wa-

ter; a stream of water. Used

for tide a tide a voyage; an

occasion of bringing to market;

as ^* Shwuy ho, the goods

brought by a particular oppor-

tunity. Tsf

een shwuy,

ast voyage. ^fC Ta shwuy
y

to draw water. Ta

p'ing shwuy, to measure with

a line. T'uyjin

liea shwuy, to involve u person

in ruin. ^[C Juh shwtty, or

Hea shwuy y to dive.

Shwuy kan, low water.

Shwuy ta, high water.

^fC Mwan ahwuy, slack wa-

ter. ^{C Shun shwuy, the

tide with one. Nelh

shwuy, the tide againsfc one,

^£ ^fv Kan shwuy, to go with

the tide, Tseen

shwny leaou, to get aground.

^ Shwuy che, a kind of

leech. Shwuy ch
T
ay,

the Chinese husbandman's wa-

ter wheel, applied also to a

fire-engine. Shwuy keo,

expense of water carriage, op

of a passage by water.

Shwuy 15, ebb tide.

Shwuy le, water or rivulets be-

neficial to agriculture.

Shwuy leen, or Shwuy
show, a waterman, or sailor.

Shwuy ma, or

Shwuy k'eo, kind of water mills,

Shwuy new, a buffalo,

Shwny p'e
r
the skin of

the buffalo. Shwuy
peih, a sort of pencil always

kept moist in water.

Shwuy tsing shih, crystal.

Shwny shay, a water

snake. Shwuy t'un, a

kind of porpoise. Shwuy

ts'ing-, rivers and streams. ^[C

6 Shwuy sze t
y
e tuh y

a naval officer who takes the

command of a fleet, au admiral;

perhaps answering ta an E«-

ropeaa senior captain, or cora-

modore r A similar sense is ex-

pressed by

Shwuy sze tsung ping kwati,

Shwuy yin, quicksilver

or mercury, Shwuy
tsze, stained hj water.
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ft—
A uapkin attached to a

Chinese girdle; a hand-

kerchief.

)

1 A sacrifice offered to a

/y/V ( gate; a smaller sacrifice.

From to weigh and grain •

The taxes levied on1
taxes custom duties; to leave

to persons, as by w ill at death

to lay to rest. A surname. Read

Tuy, to put on mourning afhn'

hearing of the death of a person

at a distance. Read Tu':)i, black

garments* Eoud To, to unloose

or liberate, Nil ^hwuy,

to levy taxes. Ts'uy

sliAVuy, to urge the payment of

the taxes. (^] Low shwuy,

to smuggle. vShwuy koa,

to rest on a journey,

Shwuy an, n custom-house.

To confer -garments to

clothe a corpse to mourn

for a pei'son at a distance wheu

first hearing of his death. To sa-

crifice.

Read Shwo, to ^peak to

converse. Read Shwuy,

to persuade to, by specious elo-

quence; to excite or seduce to.

Occurs read Yue, to be pleasing;

pleased. .

Who? Avhose? Avliat? A
PW surname.

Ts'ze wvih she shwuy telh,

whose is this thing? y^f

0^ 'fSf Nae teh shwuy ho, to

whom is it of any consequence!

do your worst Shwuy

ho, who? what ? Slnvuy

ji", Avhat person

Shwuy kan, who dares? §^
Slie >iviiy who is it? §^

Shwuy che tsze, whose son?

Shwuy kea tsze, of

who^c family is lie a son.

Shwuy, or Suy, certain

stone signets in ancient

times given to the princes or

chiefs of the small states in Chi-

na, by the person acknowledged

as Emperor, and which was the

symbol of authority; a sign of

happiness; an auspicious omen

any thing good. The name of a

district. Suy wuh, a

thing which is considered aus-

picious.

auspicious omeu a favourable

prognostic.

Erom eye and to hang

down. To sleep; the name

of a flower, and of a plant.

Ta shwuy, to go to sleep

to put one's-self in a posture

for sleep. Shin shwuy,

or Sliwuy shuh, sound

sleep deep sleep.

Slnvuy keaou, to sleep; to be a-

sleep. tl Shwuy sing, to

mvakcu Ironi sleep.
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SIN.

A bird flying swiftly; ra-

} \^ pid flight. To be distin-

guished from J\x Fan, all, eveiy.

yTJ From swift and water.

\J V To sprinkle with; the ap-

t pearance of water speed; velo-

city applied to the wind, ami

to military stations, which, as

well as answering other purpos-

es, expedite important informa-

tion to the chief seat of govern-

ment. ^ Fung sin, the

conimencement of a gale, or the

times in every month when they

are expected; a gale.

Yin sin, a military station,

they are placed at the distance

of three or four English miles

from each otlier. Sin te,

the place where a military sta-

tion is situated.

-—*
"] From quick and tvords.

To interrogate an inferior

judicial examination. To

accuse; to rail at; to peak

sharply to; to direct; to

move or agitate, ^fc

Chih sin, to seize or em-

ploy a person's words; also to

seize and to interrogate.

T'ang sin, to examine in open

court. Ting sin, to ex-

amine in a private apartment.

IH Sin kuiig' the answers

given at an examination. hK

/Ptn Sia k:e the close of an

amiuation, ^{ Sin ts'ze, the

questions put to a criminal.

a From swift and to go.

To go with speed speedv

quick; hasty; sudden,

Sin so woo cli'ang, fleet-

ing and inconstant,—said of hu-

man life. Sin luy thun-

der that follows immediately

after the lightning. Confucius

always rose and dressed himself

when severe thunder storms oc-

curred at night, in order to pay-

respect to T'een noo

the wrath of heaven.

1 Intended to represent the

I Li* human heart. The heart

the affections; the mind; (he in-

tentions; the motive; the origin;

the middle of a thing. Forms a

part of proper names. jVj)

Ch'ing sin, to have made up one's

mind.

Ch gjiu

che sin, puh tsuh e kwei ts'eh

tsze le the minds of common

men are not able to failiom this

principle. W
fei sin ke to waste one's contri-

vances. J© Fa" mi

teih hwa, to tell lies.
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Yung sia, to employ the mind.

Leili sin, to determine;

to resolve on doing. ^
Seaou sin, to be careful.

Leang sin, a virtuous mind; a

pood conscience.

Shth sin hwuy, to liberate and

send back from banishment.

Fang sin, to set one's mind

at rest. Sin

hwa too khae the heart's flow-

ers all blossomed, hopes were

excited, the mind was exhilar-

ated. & Sin te

kwang ming, an intelligent

mind. d Sin ptih tsae,

or ^ Sin pfili tsun,

absence of mind; wandering of

the thoughts. j&g
Sin fuh woo e the heart or mind

without aught to lean on; with-

out fixed principles. Sin

how, heart thick; a liberal bene-

volent good state of the heart.

Sin che kaou, high-

toned mind and feeling, in a

good sense,

Sin chay maou che kan, the

heart is the root of the counten-

ance. Sin liug, spiritu-

ality of mind; denotes gi*eat in-

tellectual acumen. fit

Sin woo hing te
woo been leang, mind is incor-

poreal aud infinite. Sin

sze to be dead to an object; to

give up all intention of obtain-

ing. Its opposite is express-

ed by^ >P Sin pub sze.

Sin ts'ang shin, the

beart contains the human spi-

rit. Sin sing, the tem-

per or disposition of a man.

A!l Sin to, full of thoughts

tending- to suspicion. jd
Sin shuh heen tuh, a

turn of mind or disposition,

which is dangerous and poison-

ous, applied to the love of

slander.

/ Sin, or Tnin, fearful; ti-

morous; apprehensive.

A \ Read Sin, and Seih, the

L^S^I / calvaria; open space be-

> tween the ossa tempora-

/g?? V lia, which, in young sub-

|3J5^ jects is filled up with car-

tilaginous pubstanoe; in Chinese

called Siu mun, or

Ting mun.

Acrid; pungent, A char-

*~ acter employed in the di-

vision of time; occurs in proper

iiames. A surname,

Kh'e Avei sin, its taste is

acrid. Sin^the^Mag.

nolia Purpurea.

kh'oo, severe labour; bitter toil;

distress.
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Said ofa bow which beuds

easily. A man's name.

A long appearance; the

-j--4 name of a place, A sur-

name. Se sin, a medi-

cinal plant used as a sudorific.

Sin sin, mimwous

many. Sin yay, de-

sert; wilderness.

A horse of a mixed red

and yellow colour; a red

or carnation colour; applied to

the colour of animals and of the

earth a bow whicli is equally

flexible.

#From man and word, A
man of his word; sincere;

• unsuspicious; unwavering; true

to oiies word; truth; to believe;

to trust belief; faith that which

is believed; truth; true. A seal.

According to ancient usage, a

messenger; to lodge two nights.

A surname; a name of a district

Sze shuh kh'o

sin, it appears worthy of belief,

^ Wo puh sin, I do

oiot believe. Keen sin,

to confirm faith, or Keen being

adjective, firm belief.

Koo sin, denotes the same.

E sin, credulous.

KhJ

e kh'o shin sin,

liow cau one entirely believe it?

Yin sin, a seal.

^ Shoo sin, a letter.

N

Slnh sin, to break one's word.

Ta sin ta fuh,

great faith (in Providence) great

happiness. Sin chiu

an envoy { Sin poo

Wig to go wh^re-ever one's

feet leads one, in a careless

maimer. ^ Sin king

sliwo, to believe the sayings of

sacred books, f Sin she,

a true historian; a true histo:

!F3 Sin seih, news,

f Sin teh, truth, or faith,

^ Sin hing keun tsze,

a man of truth and virtuous

conduct. Sin

shih teih jin, a sincere mau.

Sin or Tsin. From work

and mouth denoting con-

fusion, and from hand

and a measure,. To ex-

press putting th ings to

rights. The name of a measure

of eight cubits length; to con-

tinue as before sudden tem-

porary to use to employ; to

search for; to seek to investi-

gate. Used as a local word for

long. A surname. ^f
7^ Sin puh cho, to search with-

out finding. 2^ Sin chang

common, ordinary. j
Sin shih mo tung

se, what are you seeking for?

^ Sin sze, to study.

5^ Sin wei, to try to discover

N
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the relish of. Sin yih,

to investigate the reasons of

things; to study.

To take hold of to take

and draw to one.

Siu cli'ay, to seize with the

hand to pull to tear.

Deep water near the bank.

Name of a river, and of a

district. Sin yan?

te the name of a place.

To warm anything with

the fire.

& Sin yu, or

f| Sin lung yu, the

sturgeon fish; the dearest fish

in China.

^1; From hatchet, to erect,

\ and wood. To cut down

wood; fresh; new; to renovate;

to renew or improve lhe state

of; to restore or to increase what

is good, applied to persons in-

creasing in virtue; and to the

daily increase of plants. A sur-

name. >^ Sin ch^ung, to

fill a new situation; to be newly

made or installed, Sin

fow, Penang. Sin

kan heen, a district in Kiiang-

se where the camphor tree

grows large, Sin he,

r Siu neen. the new-

year. Sin lang, a bride-

groom. Sin foo,

Sin foo jia, or Sin

jin a bride. Sin seen,

fresh,~applied to fish or to any

material, Sin t'een, new-

ly cultivated land. Sin

wan, newly heard, news.

Fuel; brambles or larger

wood for the fire; fire

-

wood; to collect iire-wood on

hills, on in forests. Sin

(h,ae fire-wood Sin, denotes

single pieces o£ wood; Ch^ae,

)>uiulles of sticks.

From Seen, to go

) L7C forward, doubled* To
advance; to proceed forward.

Sin sin appearance of

a multitude; a crowd.

'zrjf^ From words and to go

L before. To enquire to

ask; many together. ^
Sin sin, a large company the

voices of many; a harmonious

assembly.

r£|L. From horse and precede

^SfflT
I
mg. The appearance of

\ many horses a large

/AH \ group or company.

y |^ Siu siu, the sound of

many persons going and coming.

From to be bom or liv-

ing, reiterated. Many liv-

ing beings standing up together.

large sort of boiler; a

certain kind of vase*

ft
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The hilt of a sword; a I
Otherwise read Yin, the edge

small kind of dirk. The of a sword.

name of a district. A surname.

SING.

From woman and to be

borft. Those born of wo-

man. The family name or sur-

name. The Chinese express the

whole of their surnames by ike

hundred Sing, which is a gen-

eral term for the people or sub-

jects, Peh sing, the

hundred surnames. '
Sing ming, surname and name,

Siug poo, a list of sur-

names; a biographical work,

Sing she, both denote a sur-

name; Sing, is the more com-

prehensive terra She, is a par-

ticular branch of an extensive

kindred.

^ftMt-» From heart and to be

I
I born. The nature, prin-

ciples, or properties communi-

cated by heaven innate quali-

ties what is born with man

the nature or properties of a

thing; the natural constitution,

ability, disposition or temper of

man; what is done without ef-

fort; natural, t
Tsing sing wau ho, a mild a-

greeable disposition, ^fff}

Sing ch'ue, a person naturally

dull aud unskilful; unable to \

learn, Sing hau, cold

in its nature,~applied to plants

or other natural productions.

Siug hwo k'wati

hwan perhaps of a liberal easy

disposition. Sing keih,

of a hasty disposition.

Sing ho yu ke, a dispo-

sition agreeing with one's own.

Sing le, nature's prin-

ciples; the light of nature-

\pj Sing ts'ing, the temper or

disposition of a person. )^
Sing wan, warm in its nature.

From the sun and to pro-

duce. A star; a spark of

> fire; dots; single, uncon-

I

J

nected things. Name of

J a plant. A surname.

Woo sing, the five planets,

in which the sun and moon

are not included. >^ King

sing, a fixed star, j/^ Ho
si"g a spark of fire.

—

*

^ j/C Yili sing che ho
?
one

spark of fire. ^^ Ling sing,

miscellaneous; various.

Kin sing, Veuus. Muh
sing, Jupiter. SliAVuy
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sing, Mercury. Ho sing,

Mars. T'oo sing, Sa-

turn. Sing, kh'e

fieo, astrology; it was prohibit-

ed in China before the Chris-

tian era. Sing ho, the

stiiny (milky) way.

Siug piien, a comet, or extraor-

dinary appearance of a star.

^ Sing suh, a constellation.

Sing sing, numerous as

stars. M^ Sing san, scat-

tered about like stars.

Sing yay, stars and wilder-

nesses, partn of the heavens cor-

responding to the Chinese ideas

to parts of the earth; phraseo-

logy used iu Chinese topogra-

phy-

f ^1 From mind and star.

i—

.

Fear; apprehensive (lur-

king the stillness of light;

a tranquil and intelligent

mind. ,

The noise of a dog bark-

ing. Read Shang, a spe-

cies of monkey an ani-

\ mal resembling a dog

I
t I with a human face.

Raw meat, or meat not

sufficiently boiled; the fat

of an animal body; stink-

ing; filthy.

From wine and a star.

To be roused from into-

xication j to awaken, or arouse

from sleep; to awaken morally;

to excite to a state of serious re-

flection. Read Tsing, tlie name

of a star. Ta sing, to

rouse; to awaken, Sing

yen, words which awaken or a-

rouse attention* ^§ Siug

muh, to arouse the attention of

the eyes. ^ Sing sin, to

awaken the heart; to arouse the

mind.

The coating of iron rust.

From smull and eye. To

look narrowly to exa-

mine into to watch

watchful. Rtad SSJtig, to

diminish; to lessen a pro-

vince.

Woo jih sail siiig woo shin, I

examine myself thrice every

day. Shwny sing, to

awaken from sleep.

T^uy sing, to become sober af-

ter intoxication. Sing

cli'a, to investigate.

¥

Sing ch'a kh'eh.

ch
r
e che kung, the meritorious

work of examination and re-

formation. ii^ Sing sin,

to examine the heart.

Sing woo, to arouse; to awaken

to a sense of.

Sing or Tang, a certain

sugar-like substance nxade

from rice.
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SO or SHO.

From a hatchet and the

sound Iloo. To fell tim-

ber; the place where it

falls a place; a thing; a

cause or means; the things

which that which; to di-

rect the whole strength

ii/l to one affair. A surname.

Jin so ngae,

||i the thing or things which

Ml J I men like.

Hing tsae so, any temporary re-

sidence of tLe Emperor.

Kung so, a public place; a

public hall. *
Fang iih yih so, a house; a place.

Keu so, a dwelling place.

Ke so, a good mauy

some. So tsae, a place.

' So e, that by which;

the cause; on account of which

therefore. So e jen,

causes generally.

So foo shang chay, the

wounded who were taken pri-

soners. So

keen puh shoo, that which (we)

see_our views, or opinions

ai'e not different.

So wei ho sze, what Is it

that he is doing?

^ Kwo so, the chat-

tering of little children to

each other.. Keaon so, or

She so, to instigate to

what is bad; to sow discord a-

mong neighbours or friends.

So hung, to seduce by-

false and artful representations.

A weaver's shuttle. Read

Tseun, the name of a

wood.

A utensil used in weav-

ing.

To dance or make pos-

tures appearance of the

garments tucked up to

I sit at rest. Name of auX J ancient palace.

P'o so, to bear; to endure.

Lo so, name of a chief city,

on the western frontier ofChina.

Keih so, a fleet horse.

^ So po che keae,

an idle, negligent world., Commonly read Sha,

sand. Read So^ the name

of a pavilion. The name of a

wiue.H )

Mo so, to rub

T/JZ
I
with the hand. Read

Sha, Ch'a sha,

the appearance of open-

ing.

So p'o, exuberant

growth of plants and
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trees. Reversed, P'o so, the

roots of plants.

The sound of shells rub-

bing against each other;

the second is a vulgar

form.

So kee, a small

diminutive sort of crab.

The sound of stones

gems striking against

each other; minute; pet-

ty; small troublesome;

intrigues delicate; fine;

continuous connected together

on the borders. Name of a

place. A surname.

Ts'ing so mun, an ancient offi-

cial situation. Leen

so wan, a chain carved in the

wood of the door posts and

gilded over. ^ So kee,

connected together. So

see, So so, or

So suy, minute; petty; trouble-

some fidgetfcy contracted

mind; low petty cares and oc-

cupations.

A lock to lock to fetter

rings; a chain.

,tmg so, a brass lock.

I
Langt'angso,

a long chain.

So tsze kea, a kind of ar-

mour made of small rings,

So mun, to lock a door.

So shang, to lock up.

So she, the key of a

lock a key.

From wheat and a

[branching sound. Wheat
coarsely ground the re-

fuse of ground wheat.

From words and to sit

To sit people down by

talking; to agitate by specious

language; to get the better of

by adulation.

The wild frolics or ludi-

crous tricks of a drunken

From a plants slender,

and a garment. A gar-

ment composed of leaves to de-

fend persons against the rain;

to cover over and screen from.

Bead Suy, the appearance of

pendant flowers. So e,

a coat made of bamboo leaves

to keep off the rain. The poor

wear coarse ones; government

couriers wear a finer sort, which

go into a small compass when

not worn.
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SO.

From wood and silk

thread. Cords made of

the fibres of plants a

string or cord; to bind

with a cord; that which

binds morally a law

disquietude of mind to

take hold of; to pull or extort

from. Eead Seh, to stretch or

exert the mind to study to talk.

Name of a place. A surname.

.Also read Soo. Wan
so, to study a subject with

pleasure. ^ Leh so, ex-

tortion to extort from by inti-

midating, or by the unjust use

of power. /V Pa so, refers

to the Pa-kwa, ^ So cha,

to extort from by false pretexts.

So keu, to live apart

from friends. S5 go,

fear; apprehension. So

pze, to study; to comprehaid.

From hand and to pulL

To take secretly; to pull

or draw out; to infer from cer-

tain premises. Read Sa, to take

out with the hand; to select.

M5 so, to feel or try

with the band.' So soo, to

find a result from given numbers.

^ From disease and a cord.

A diseased agitated pul-

From metal and a string.

Metal drawn into slender

threads; iron wire. Read Sa, a

chain or iron fetters.

j
From moon and to oppose.

5rV4 (
The moon beginning to

} recover from its obscurity

\ 6 first day of the moon;"
) to begin to commence.

Ho so, congratulations

and compliments paid at the

houses of the rich, and at the

public offices on the first day of

the new moon. Kaou
so, an ancient usage of sacrific-

ing a sheep on the new moon.

So fang, a northern re-

gion. S5 jih, the first

day of the new moon.

A long sort of spear.

Uh so, a certain play

at chess.

Commonly read Soo, a

number to number to

reckon. Read So, and Suh, nu-

merous troublesome hurried

irreverent the mind fluttered.

P,in so, in an excessive

degree; too frequent.

So so, irreverent haste, is im-

proper when offering sacrifice.
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soo.

Prom to hang down and

silk. Pure white silk

^hanging down white

plain not coloured; not

J
ornamented; the original

state of heretofore, or as a

thing was at first. A surname.

Read Seh, to search into what

is mysterious. Seh yin,

or So yin, to seek after

the strange and marvellous.

Shlh soo, to eat simple

food a vegetable diet; to fast.

Soo choo, the name of

108 beads, used by the Buddha

sect, in their prayers used as

an ornament by the reigning fa-

mily, and called Cli'aou

choo. They seem to have a re-

ference to the 108 ceremonies

mentioned in Ward's Hindoo

Mythology, vol. 2, p. 260.

Soo bing hwa, jasmi-

num officirmte.

Towards; constantly in-

clined to.

The craw or crop of a

bird. A certain star.

tFrom heart and pure.

Sincere; true feeling or

sentiment; one's real purpose.

A1E h sin

fuh keen ts'ing soo, to open

ouu's mind aud exhibit one's

real intentions.

To mould earth or clay

into the form of some-

i^)H [
thing, to make an image;

an idol.

From hand and uncolour-

ed. To take a thing fur-

tively.

To drive water back

^contrary to its natural

course.

From wood and to flow -

in streams. A piece of

wood with open teeth; a

> conih; to comb out disor-

dered hair. Read Shuh,

to dress. Keo soo,

a horn comb.

-Chwang shiih, to dress, a term

used by women. ^It Soo

so, to oomb and wash to dress.

Soo t'ow, to comb the

haul.

From the diverging as

streams. Open wide a-

pnrl coarse; to divide; to

spread or lay out ; to state

to; a btutcmeiit presented
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to the Emperor to direct or

rule to eugrave to dismiss

large. Name of a vegetable; of

a hill; o£ a bird; and of a qua-

druped. A surname.

Tsin soo, nearly, and more re-

motely related, Foo soo,

branches and leaves in abun-

jdance. Jtl Shang soo, to

present a statement to the Em-

peror, ^ffi ^§ Soo melh, open

and close.

A generic term for all

edible herbs a grain,

Keu soo, a species of mush-

room. Soo shih, coarse

food, such as is €aten by the

poor*

Coarse; open distant; re-

miss; lax
^

careless; free.

See above under the third

form, of which these o-

>thers are varieties.

Soo yu evils arising

from remissness.

Soo tsae, free in parting

with one's property to as-

sist others.

From words and to r€

-

prehend. To inform of;

to accuse, or to state in

one's defence, after being

„accused; to detract from;

detraction; calumny.

Kaou soo, to tell or

inform of. Sjf Soo

UiJ koo or % Soo yuen,

to tell one's grievance.

Soo clfing, or Soo che,

an explanatory or defensive

statement.

Soo, or So, a place that

which. See So.

To go contrary to the

stmim; to meet or go a-

gainst; to urge or accuse,

^ To reckon to count; to

number a number; sev-

eral a few; to enumerate

a person's faults and re-

^primand him. Soo, is ap-

plied to a kind of numeri-

cal fate or destiny. The

second is a common but

/C> unauthorized form.

Ke soo, how many

Ke soo, to enumerate; to reck-

on. Ke soo, to make a

memorandum of an account.

Piih soo neen, not

many years. Swan soo,

to reckon up an account.

Yew ting soo, it is de-

termined by fate. Soo

mub, au account a number,

Soo p'wan, the Chinese

abacas. Soo poo, a book

of accounts. Soo jin,

several persons. Soo

jih, a few days.

§^ A certain medicinal plant;

cheerful joyous happy;

to desist; to take to resusci-

O O
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tate to agitate. Name of a

pavilion, and of a Btate. A sor-

name. ^C Soo tang

p'o, a famous Chinese poet.

Soo chow, a famous and po-

pulous district in Kiiaiig-nan.

To take and collect toge-

ther as grain to desist

and rest to enjoy tran-

quil joy to come to life

again from the dead; to

resuscitate; to revive after ap-

parent death, as is the case

v.'ith some insects in this sense

the preceding1

is also used.

Yay-soo se kwo yen kew she

sang yay, Jesus, said by the

v^restern nation s to save the

. world. (K'ang-he.)

Soo ho yew, storax.

I

Soo luh kwo, the islands hi

the Sbo-to sea, these islanders

bring small pearls to China.

A certain wood used in

formrng a red dye.

A certain preparation of

milk, called iu the north

Ma sze ko,

Too soo, a certain

liquor to drink as wine, a

medicinal preparation.

HH To pass wiue through

i^H something to purify it

ft era dregs; to separate; to Ji-

vitle.

From again and to live.

To live again to come to

life again, as after a fit of

the falling sickness to

revive; to resuscitate; re-

suscitation.

sow.

From hand and a mortar.

An old person. Read Sow,

a respectful epithet~applied to

an old man. Read Saonj in the

sense f fft Saou.

Sow sow, the uoise made in

washing rice*

Aged an epithet of re-

spect addressed to aged

persons. A man's xmme.

From to scour
y
below a

cover. To couccai; to se-

crete to liide crafty to seek

for what is liidden; to search a

house. >^ Sow jin, the

name of a certain office.

1^4^^ From hand and to scour.

I To shake; to move or toss

^about, ad when searching

for anything to search

as the police does by or-

der of government to study

the import of; intellectual re-

searches; the sound of an arrow
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flying. Sow keen, to

seai'oh a man's persOB.

Sow lo, to search books.

Sow sin, to search to find

anything. Sow sow,

xnoviag; shaking. Sow

ts'eih, to search in order to

seize.

To steep in water to ap-

ply water to meal; fco pass

>urine. The name of a ri-

ver, Ts'een

how sow, the natural eva-

cuations, P'aou sow,

plentiful abundant.

Sow sow, the noise of cleansing

rice, Sow peen
?

the

urioal discharge.

An eye without a pupil

a term applied fco an old

1
^ 1 From demon and herb*

A A plant called Che earth's

blood, taken as a medicine to

increase the quantity of blood

also used as a red dye. A bun^
in spring season to hide or

screen.

To congb up phlegm; to

cleanse the mouth. ^
K'eh sow, to cough cough—

K'eh sow
too fan, to cough and spit out

phlegm.

From disease and to scour.

Scoured by disease; lean;

emaciated. Fei sow, are

opposifces, fat and lean.

Sow joo ch*ae, as leaa as

billet wood.

Saou or Sow, & generic

term for a "ooat or ship.

The sound of tbe wind.

Prom speech and to scour.

I

Read Saou or Sow, siuali

>miuute to seduce ta

lead; secret detraction

^J^j to rail at behind backs.

From plants and a num-
ber. A thicket or wood

in which is a numerous collec-

tion of animals fit for food, and

where are lakes for fish cram

-

med into. Keu sow, a

utensil put on the head, by those

who carry baskets ou their heads.

To shake; to agitate, in

order to throw off.

Tow sow, or Tow
soo to shake off, as dust.

Sow kh'ow, to

wash or rise the mouth.

Yu«g
ch'a sow tsing kh'ow ch'e, use

tea to wash, the teeth clean with.
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Early in the morning; re-

spect and diligence shown

in tlm morning. A surname.

Suh t?aou, the morning.

Sub yay, momiug and

niglit.

f ® Ch'uh suh, unex-

ten<led, not stretched out.

t/JU From man in a valley.

The lower walks of life;

common the custom vulgar

inelegant. Also the common bu-

siness of life, in coiitracUsfmcticm

i'vom the pursuits of those who

afFecrt to rise above the affairs of

this world. Fu»g Buh,

the public manners; the customs

of the world. She ^uh,

the customs or manners of the

age. Sang suh, priests

and people. Hwan eiih,

to leave, or be turned out of the

priesthood.

common dialect a common say-

ing; a proverb. Suh

wuh, a vulgar thing.

Suh jin, a common vulgar per-

son.

\ Intended to represent a

silken net haudle to catch

birds with. To accord

with to follow or to

J cause; to foUo' to head

to lead; to tako the dkectiou or

command of; to receive under

one's orders; prompt; sudden

action
; light and active; a mark

an object erected as a guide; ar-

ranged in order; generally; a

general view or statement of,

A surname- Name of an office.

TPung siih

chung keun, took the general

command of the whole army.

Tbung suh, to take the

general lead, or control of,

Peaou suh, a leader or ex-

ample. Ta suit, gener-

ally ^peakingj on the average.

8 iih ling, to go before

and lead. Suh kwei

kcu, to adjust laws and usages.

Sfth seen, to take the

lead to go before;- to be first in

the practice of, Suh

sing, the light or guidance of

iijituial reason. Suhjeu,

suddenly; promptly.

^ft^ To cast down to throw

|"* to the ground. A vulgar

character.

Seth suh, a crick-

et.

A generic term for Vege-

tables. A surname.

Suh. still, the whistling of

the wiud passing with rapidity.
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A kind of sieve, thick and

5^^^ close the wind causing

plants to fall as ifpassing through

a sieve,*~applied to leaves fall-

ing. flfeTM Siih suh

hea luy, shed copious tears.

^ So, or Suh, to pant to

f
hem; to suck in. Read

Sow, to cough.

To step smartly to a pro-

per position on seeing a

superior; attentive respectful;

to pass with alacrity; speedy;

fleet. Feaou suh, light;

quick ; nimble. 3^ Po suh,

the appearance of anything that

is short.

Kuh suh, appear-

ing afraid of death, ori-

ginally affirmed of oxen.

The footsteps of a deer;

fleet; with haste; speedi-

ly; quick; hurried. ^[ 3^
Woo yuh suh suh, don't

desire to make too much haste.

Puh suh die

yung, an easy manner. | 1^
Mang suh, hurried.; precipitate.

Siih suh, hurried; in a

hasty inamier, jtft )^ Siu suh,

haste and expedition; with

promptness.

The food contained in a

tripod or boiler; rice food.

From a shelter for a htm-

dred men. A halting

place at a distance of o-

very thirty le; a stage to

rest at during the night

when travelling, and where is

situated an inn at which people

collect together to pass the night

in any place. Read Suh, or

Sew, the stars of night; a gen-

eral term for a constellatiou.

The name of a city. A surname.

Used for Siih, see above.

+ /C & Urh shih pa

suh, the twenty eight constella-

tions, of the Chinese.

HeTh suh, to stop and rest.

Lew siih, to detain to pass

the night. Suh chang

to spend the night with prosti-

tutes. Sing suh, the

stars.

From silk aud to gather

together. To confuse; in

a state of disorder; to contract

in dimensions; to creep in; to

pucker up; to bind with a string

or cord. A surname,

Tsuiig siih, in confusion or dis-

order. { Suh shin, or

Siih shin, to contract

aud to extend,——as a worm does.
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^(g Suh show, to draw back

one's hand; to cease from. ^{0

^8. Suh twan, to shorten,

Muh suh, or

^5 Muh suh, name of a

wild root on which cows and

horses can feed.

A particular sort of grain

much esteemed and used

> in distilling liquor, other-

wise called Seaou

> me. Small sand. The

name of a place of a river; and

of an ancient state. A surname.

Name of an official situation.

Suh me, Indian corn

maize*

Insincere and adulatory

compliance with the will

of a superior; to be influenced

by their looks; timid; sycophan-

tic.

:

From silky cordial agree-

ment, and a pearl. Com-
monly, but erroneously

^written with silk and to

sell. To connect toge-

ther; to follow iii succes-

sion; continuous; succes-

sively coming one after an-

other; to continue the virtues

of a predecessor: A surname.

Ch'uen sub, to continue

a family. Lull suh,

successively; iu continuance,

applied to the occurreuce of e-

m

vents and to the arrival of ships,

/p^^ Ke suh, to continue the

acts of a predecessor; to be a

successor, Suh been, to

many a second wife, after the

death of the first. Suh

rzc, an adopted heir.

Siih eze, to continue the per-

foi'mance of.

Name of several medicin-

piaiits shoes used in

wet weather.

_ From moving on the sur-

face of an abyss. Dread

fear; awe; respect; still-

ness; reverence; to recede

or draw back religious

- . ave to receive a guest

|«l!kpU J courteously; with speed;

urgent. Occurs in several pro-

per names. Yen stth,

dignified; commanding; severe

respect; veneration for the gods.

Suh suh, a display of

respect and decorum; also fleet;

swift. Suh tsing, a re-

verential stillness,

^J^fe Deep and clear; rapid mo-

y/ff|] tion, A surname. Used

also to denote~scouring rice.

-iB3 To rise up with eager-

P nesg to draw together, as

one,s garments, jj^, S3h

jen, the appearance of pulling

one's garuieuts about oue and

rieiug up.
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i
From to walk and hold-

ing a standard. To lead

foward as a standard bear-

er does to be led forward

to follow to honor to

collect together, as around a

etandarcL Read Shwae, a ge-

neral , a leader. Kii'een

suh, to drag forwards.

Suh sze to lead forward an ar-

my*

SUN.

-4;^i From hand, mouth, and

a Pear l- To diminish

to lessen to injure; to spoil; to

lose. Name of one of the Kva

diagrams. Yew
Bun woo yTh, injury is connected

Avith it, but no advantage.

Sun hwae, to injure and

ppoil a thing.

Sun jin yih ke, injure others

for the sake of benefiting one's-

self.

From a son and a thread.

Denoting continuance iu

a line of successiou ; a son's son;

a grandchild anything that

grows a second time. A sur-

name. Tsze 8un pos-

terity. Nau suu a

grand on. Neu sun, a

granddaughter. Urh

eun, a remote descendant.

Tsang sun, a great grand-

Heueii sun, a

grandson's child. Wae

sun, a daughter's child. *^
Teeu sun, a fabled goddess, o-

tberwise called Chih

neu. Puh seaou

sun
9
a degenerate grandson

a

mode ofspeaking used by grand-

children, when referring to

themselves in the presence of

their grandfathers. Sun

kh'euen, a name of a sovereign

who lived during the civil wars

of the third century, and who

with Lew-pe, king of the state

Shuh, opposed the growing

power of the state Wei.

r\\)^ Water boiling or bubbling

forth.

An animal of the monkey

species.

> A certain fragrant plant.

J^ From to walk as and a

grandchild, Cornplai-

sant; retiring; yielding;

resigning iiumble re-

spectful, KL'eea
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gim humble; yielding.

Sun clie, a humble mind.

Sun jang, or Jang sun,

humbly; yielding.

A bird of prey, said of

spare pregnant birds.

To point a piece of wood

and fit it to enter an a-

perture. Sun

t'ow, the end of a piece of
k

wood fitted to a hole; a

woodeu spike.

To spurt water or any li-

quid from tho mouth; to

eject with force from the mouth.

From evening and to eat.

An evening meal; water

and flour mixed; dressed

food; a morning meal or

breakfast, is expressed by

Ymig.

\ From a stand with things

placed orderly upon it.

|-jp| To select, aud arrange;

to grasp and keep hold

^of. Name of one of the

Kwa diagrams humble

and submissive.

Sun yu che yen,

J to speak to mildly.

Sun yen, insinuating speech.

Sun juh, to enter gra-

dually and in au insinuating

manner.

SUNG.

From tree and general.

The generally prevailing

tree the pine or fir tree; its re-

sin is said to be converted to

amber in the space of one thou-

sand years. The name of n flis-

trict, and of a river.

Sung heang, a certain fragrant

plant. /X Sung hwa
keang, a river which runs cast-

ward and enters the river Amour
or the southern side. ^ ^j"

Sung shoo, the fir tree.

Sung slioo, the sciurus or squir-

rel.

From pines and a moun •

(ain, or from high and a

mountain. A lofty moun-

tain; eminent; highly ele-

vated.

From hair and the pine

tree. 4 P'ung pung,

dishevelled hair a sat.e

of confusion to loosen

the hold of; loose ; lax.

Sung hwa, cot-

ton uncompressed, work-

are opposifes, loose, fast

, t'ght. 'Simg—
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a little looser or less restricted.

^m Sung kh'ae show,

to let go one's grasp.

Sung tsuy, soft and spongy,

applied to provisions.

From pine and plant. A
vegetable which flourish-

es all the year round.

From words and public*

Public litigations about

property; strife; conten-

tion; wrangling; the noi-

sy disputations of a great

many people. Read Ynng, in

a similar sense. Tseu

sung*, the wranglings and con-

tentions of many persons, some

taking one side and another

party the opposite side.

Kwan sung, official litigations.

^Si Tsze sung, self-reproach

the voice of conscience.

From public and head.

The countenance; the vi-

sage seen by every body; an

easy free state; public. Read

Sung, to make known to the

public by praises to publish

or declare the virtues of; a cer-

tain sonoroud stone the name
of a musical instrument; a term

used in divination. A surname.

Tsan sang, praises

P

commendations songs of praise.

Sung teh, to praise the

virtues of.

From double and the

mind. Double minded

timorous fearful agita-

ted by hopes and fears.

Sung jen, in a ti-

morous manner.

^Jt^ The mother of the an-

^Ki cient Emperor

The name of a bird of

prey, which resembles a

hawk, it devours smaller birds,

and is said to be employed in

catching fish.

From to stand erect and

bound round. To stretch

oue's-self out and stand in a

stiff formal manner respect

awe; fear; to raise or exalt to

rouse up; to shudder with fear;

the sensation caused by horror',

the flesh creeping on one's

bones; the name of a bird,

Sung tung, to rouse or a-

gitate; to be roused or moved.

Sung or Ts'ung. Origin-

ally from two men listen-

ing to each other. Ac-

t 1 V cording or complying1

Xy/v ) with easy calm man,
ner; an absence of all hurry.

See Ts'ung.

Sung sung yung yung, with

ease, leisure^ and gracefuluess %
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From a buzzing sound in

the ear, such as is felt by

deaf persons. To excite

by coutniual talking to;

to stir up persons by ad-

vice; often used in a bad sense;

to elevate; high ambitious no-

tions. ^ Chuy suDg, to

egg on; to urge and stir up; to

revive afresh. So sung,

to instigate persons to illegal

conduct; to stir up injurious li-

tigation. Sung kh'e, to

stir up mischief^

From heart and a rust-

ling sound. To alarm ; to

rouse to awaken, as by advice,

ffi Sung jung, to excite to

action by advice; to stimulate a

person to joy or anger, which

lie did not previously feel.

J : • From a covering and a

-^(V wooden pillar. The ma-

terials which constitute a dwell-

ing to dwell. The name of an

nncieut Chinese ptate; name of

a district. A surname. Name of

one of the most famous dynasties

in China. Sung cli'aou,

the name of two Chinese dynas-

ties, the first ending A. D. 273,

distinguished by the term 4

Peh sung; the latter ending

1281 distinguished by

Nan sung, and Ta
Bung.

To send to a place; to*

present to; to accompany

a guest or an. ambassador

<^^^ \ a short way wben he take»

J his departure to return'

home; it was the ancient usage

to accompany hfm to the gate

of the city. Muh svuig,

to follow with the eye, as long

as one can see a person who is

receding from the view, 5^
Tsuug suug, a skilful archer

f

the appearance ofonewho shoots-

with freedom and ease. j^fe

Pac sung, to visit a person who

is about to leave.

Sung neen kh'eung, seeing out

the old year. jflsf Sung Ier

to offer presents of conrtesjv

Sung sang sze^

ma, divinitres wbo preside over

the birth of children^

\ From high and mounfaih^

A lofty mountain; high;

>elevated. A surname. The

second form is otherwise

J read Tsung, and is ap-

plied to elevated devotion. See

Sung. Sung paer

the highest worship the wor-

ship due to the gods'

Sung shan r a mountain in Ho-

nan province, also called

Chung yo.

To recite; a kind of reou

tatioa; chanting or sing-
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iugij to accompany music. Used

also to express discussing; dis-

puting reviling and calumni-

ating. The name of an office.

The name of a bird.

Sung king, to chant prayers, or

sacred books in the manner of

the Buddha priests.

Sung t'tih, to read in a hum-

ming tone.

SUY.

Suy or Shwae, the lower

part is intended to repre-

sent a man's legs pacing along

with a slow step to drag one's

legs after one sluggishly to

walk in a composed steady

manner*

Prom water and tranquil.

A all still shower of

rain; ttie name of a river

Bead Nuy, thict turbid

The traces of a carriage;

a certain sash inside a

"carriage for a person to hold

by and steady himself steady

quiet tranquil to tranquillize

by stopping or driving baclc,

applied to an array.

Keaou suy, a kind of drawn

battle. Sze suy, to die

in battle, Suy suy, great

tranquillity. The name of a dis-

trict. Read Chuy, the appear-

ance of long hair or feathers,

one says of a person walking

alone. Read Joy, certain fringes

to colours or to caps. Occurs

read Tuy and Hwuy, applied to

b sacrifice. Read Tuy, sitting

at repose. Read To to sink

deep into the mind-

Name ofa fragrant plant;

a plant of which ifc is re-

marked that geese will not eat,

and which is beneficial in head-

aches. ^§ Yuen suy, cori-

anrler. Yuen suy

jin coriacder seeds.

A clear bright eye; pure;

glossy to look at straight a

direct view the margin of the

eye. Name of one of the nine

heavens spoken of by the Chi-

nese. Suy f^en, the fifth

heaven.

jl^ftr^ From heart and to die.

I
vl

j

Grief; sottow; meanclio-

Vly showing itself in the

il^^ I countenance. f

I I
• Ts'eaou suy, vexed and

grieved. Kh'wan suy,

depressed languid grieved.

nCjut To rub or grind to bruise

t^y1

or break to pieces; to se-

parate and reduce to small bits
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by the application of any exter-

nal force; minute and trouble-

some affairs. Ling suy,

in minute odd bits; miscellane-

ous articles. Ta suy, to

smash or break to pieces,

Fan suy, troublesome; vex-

atious; scrupulous; importunate.

So suy, little bits; trou-

blesome. P'o suy, brok-

en to bits. Fun suy,

reduced to bits and to powder.

Sa suy, to clip silver

into small pieces. Suy

show, to beat one's brains out.

Suy yin, broken silver,

or dollars clipped to pieces,

JUL7fc Grain in "which there is

no mixture unmixed

pure all the same; complete.

Occurs used for the preceding.

i Shun suy, containing no

admixture of the same sort

unmingled; incoraplex.

S:J^y To rail at; to abuse; to

|^|^™* vilify to interrogate; to

reprimand; to impeach to ac-

cuse. Read Tsiih, to rail at and

abuse a person. J^J §^ Fun

suy, angry abuse. IS ^ How
suy, opprobrious speech abu-

sive language, Ling suy,

to insult*

Deep recess far in a-

raongst; applied to houses

which have apartments behind;

far removed from the front en-

trance, and to banners far in the

rear.

To accord with; to give

loose to; to refrain from

^^ offering any check or bin-

*t$H^ drance to; not to oppose;

|>to pass on prosperously;

to presume to ofone's owu
accord to advance } to

succeed; to effect; finally;

J then next forthwith.

The name of a state; a water

course. Wan
eze suy e, everything according

to one's wishes. PQh

suy, not to accord witb; not to

comply not to yield to offer

resistance to. Heang

Buy, moor or common outside a

town. Ch'ung suy, fully

supplied with everything,

Suy yuen, or Suy

e, to have things agreeable to

one's wishes or desire^

Suy peen, to act according to

oners convenience; to do as one

likes.

Suy k'e fang t'eih che ts'ing, ta

give loose to dissipated passions.

Suy jin, the name of ao

office.

A small treneh or ditch

in which is water; a wa-

ter course in fields, two

cubits deep.
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j^l^ ^ An instrument to obtain

f^^Q fire; a speculum for ob-

taining fire from the sun

As called Suy, or

Kin suy. Muh
suy, a utensil to procure

fire from wood by rotato-

ry friction. Suy jin

she, the first person who pro-

cured fire for the use of man.

A certain valuable stone

which is attached to gir-

dles, and supposed to be lucky.

The flower of grain.

Suy-suy, the beauti-

I ful appearance of grain in

^ flower.

From garment and tofol-

low or to send. Garments

presented to the friends of

a deceased person, intend-

ed to clothe the corpse; in

modern usage, money is given

instead of garments.

To accuse; to interrogate;

to reprehend; to blame;

to rail at. A man's name.

A path leading to a tomb;

a bye-path to avoid an

enemy or banditti a sub-

terraneous passage a

way path, or road. Name
of a plant; of a territory,

and of a small district; to

turn round; to come back; far

retired from view. The second

form is otherwise read Tuy.

Strings by which the Chi-

nese attach stones to gir-

dles or sash, not much
in modern use.

Name of an ancient king-

dom. A surname. One
of the ancient dynasties of Chi-

na. Read Tow, to tear flesh to

pieces. Suy chaou the

Suy dynasty.

To accord with; to yield;

to follow obediently forth-

with; immediately,

Suy yu urh ngan, to feel

repose wherever one lodges.

Suy po chub

lew te jin, a man who goes down
with the stream, and sinks to a

low intellectual or moral state.

Suy tseih, immediately.

Smooth; slippery a mar-

>pl^ / row-like substance with

l^^ f which a thing is made^

)

sliPPei7-

^fc-l^ From a hand grasping

J* two bamboos, hence a

broom or besom, and a broom

tailed star* A comet. The

name of a plant. Suy

sing, or Pei singj an

ominous star; a comet.

A broom made ofbamboo

used for the preceding,

which was the original form.

,
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Suy sing, a comet.

The name of a plant.

Au ancient kiud of fine

cloth.

The marrow, or medulla-

ry substance in a bone.^ Lun ke

-tsee suy, to sink into the

flesh aud penetrate the

bones, denotes instruc-

tion peuetrating the miud.

From eye and tofly high.

Read Hwuy, to raise the

eyes and stare; to look

angrily. Read Suy, tbe

name of a river, and of a

ict. A surname.

The name of an insect;

and also of a quadruped;

a suppositive or hypothe-

tic particle though; al-

though; supposing or ad-

mitting that it be.

Suy 16

yih puh tsung if an affair or

course of action be wrong, al-

though pleasurable, do not fol-

low it. Suy jen, al-

though; even if it were.

IJuy, or Suy, four small

^
sheafs of grain, each as

^much as cau be grasped

j

in the hand.

^ From grain and afavour.

An ear of corn the flow-

ers and fruits of grasses;

^elegant; anything resem-

bling au ear of corn. The

third is the original form

derived from grain and

fingers or claws at the top, to

resemble an ear of corn.

Read Suy or Seih. From

to issue forth, and a ce-

lestial prognostic. Calamities

and frightful monstrous appear-

ances, inflicted or exhibited by

the gods, in consequence of the

imprecations or vices of man.

J0t Ho, expresses evils or cala-

mities which men iuflict upon

themselves. Suy, denotes

those that are immediately sent

from heaven, Kwae
suy, a strange, monstrous ap«

pearauce.

Also read Shwuy, auspi-

cious felicitous. See

Shwuy. Suy kw6,

Sweden.
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From Poo, a pace or

to pace, and Setih,

an astronomical charac-

ter. A measured space

of time that includes the

four seasons; a year; the

- produce of the year; the

harvest; the planet Jupi-

ter. Read Sefih, in the

senses above given. Read

So, a certain species of

grain. Kwei suy,

presents offered on the

last day of the year.

T'ae suy, name ofa heathen god

who presides over the year.

Wan suy, the name of a hill,

also epithet or title of the reign-

ing monarch.

Wan Buy yay, or

Wan wan suy, denote the Em-

peror of China. The last phras

is used on particular occasions

by the military, as in Europe

the cries of long live the king

Vive FEmpereurf Spc. ^^j^
Ts'een suy, a title of kings or

governors. Neen suy,

the years of a person's age. ^ff

l^i Sin suy, the new year. tJ*

l^i Show suy, kind of vigil kept

on the last night of the year.

Suy ch'ing, the acts of

the year, or the things incum-

bent to be doue during the year.

>^ Suy sing, the planet

Jupiter. Suy wan, the

last night of the year.

Suy jih poo yay, Suy,

denotes the march or annual

course of the sun.

Chwang suy, strong robust age.

SWAN.

Swan ne, a name

of the lion, said to devour

tigers and leopards. One

says, a wild horse and

another says, a dog ruu-

J
ning precipitately.

From wine and slowly

drawn off. A sour taste;

they say, all sour medicines

nourish the bones a loitering

gait, as when there is great de-

bility felt; a grieved and afflict-

ed state of mind. Name of a

territory of a river; of a wood;

and of a bird. & Sin

swan, the mind grieved and af-

flicted by any distressing news.

Swau kwo, pickles.

Swan ke, the name of aa

insect.

, From teeth and sour
9
ab-

breviated. Swan or

Ya swan, the teeth set on

edge.

®
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A Chinese abacus. From

bamboo and to play, in-

dicating that long prac-

tice is requisite to make

one familiar with it. To

reckon with the abacus;

|^ -J to reckon in any tvay to

number; slips of wood to keep

an account in certain games; to

speculate; speculation scheme

a certain baraboo utensil.

Ta swan, to suppose to

guess; to estimate to devise.

"kP Haou meaou swan,

a most excellent scheme or stra-

tagem. T'a

hwuy swan pw'an, he knows

how to calculate; he is skilful

at framing schemes.

Chay ta swan pwan or

Chay ko swan

ke, this calculation or specula-

tion. ^f* Swan ke, to cal-

culate; to scheme; to plot.

g^
-

Swan ke jin, to lay

schemes in reference to other

persons; to plot against them, or

to meddle with their affairs.

Swan pVan, an abacus for

calculating with.

JJ^ \ Allium; garlic.

I
Ts'ung swan, onions. Tj^z

1

Swan lwan, or

Swan tow the head

or bulb of garlic.

A vessel to contain any-

thing; a box to keep caps

in; a bamboo utensil to contain

rice in a boiler; a bamboo plat-

ter.

SZE.

±From one, the commence-

ment of numbers, and ten

perfect number. A learned man;

one who devotes his mind to

the study of moral duties chief-

ly; one who is complete; an ap-

pellative also of mexi generally,

and of soldiers; a general term

for officers of the government.

A surname. Name of a dis-

trict. Yung sze, a brave

soldier; a strong man.

Ting sze, a strong military mau,

one who can lift a tripod. "7^

Hea sze, an inferior officer.

Chung sze, an officer of

a middle rank* Shang

sze, an officer of higher rank,

Neu sze, a woman of

masculine talents.

Ta heo sze, a great learned

man a statesman of the first

rauk. >^ Tsin sze, a liter-

ary title of the third rank.

Muh keu sze, an idol.
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3T T'een sze, as astrono-

mer. Teh sze, or

.
t". Woo shang sze, a devot-

ed follower of Buddhism,

Choo sze, or Keu

fjze, a retired gentleman one

who disregards gain and the

pursuits of ambitio».

|M Sze che yu taou, the

mind of a good man is devoted

to right principles, ^* Sze

tsuh, a soldier.

ttChe She or Sze. To learn

to serve; to fill a public

situation to act as a magistrate.

See She. Che sze, to

resign a public office.

EAn astronomical and ho-

rary character.

Shang sze, the third day of the

third moon3 a term or holiday,

Sze she, from 9 to 11

in the forenoon.

m
m

To sacrifice to sacrifice

to the gods or to depart-

ed spirits. One says, that

50 I

Sze, implies like as

J if; sacrificing is like meet-

ing with those who have depart-

ed to a separate state an an-

cient designation of the year.

)IfE Tseue sze, having no

one related to sacrifice to one's

manes. JJf& Sze kwei, to

sacrifice to the devil. JJi^^
Q

Sze shin, to sacrifice to the gods.

SB Sze la

t'eeii sh&ug te to sacrifice to

Heaven, or to the Su[»reme

power therein. jji^l

Sze lavang to, to sacrifice to the

earth. ]Ji^

Sze che saug peih yung

ts'euen wuh, for the victiuis m
sacrifice, perfect animals nitrsfc

be used, they tnust be without

blemish. y^Q Sze peen

jin to sacrifice to tlae spirits of

the deceased.

An instrument of hus-

bandry for levelling the

^ground previously to

throwing in the seed; a

kind of harrow.

J

An impartial narrator of

events; an historian his-

• A surname* See She.

She, or Sze. From man
and business. To send a

raan to manage affairs to order

to send; to cause; to sucocd, or

answer the purpose; to use, or

employ. Read She, to be seut;

to be employed on public ser-

Q

:s

fe

t
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vice a messenger. See She.

'p^ Sze wei che, to cause to

be done; to cause to be effected.

Sze kl?e ling, to

give it spirituality, applied to

idols having the eye dotted with

blood.

She or Sze. Derived from

^ She, one toko records

occurrences. Affair occupa-

tion employment business

concern service; to serve; the

subject of thought or speech

that which is done; an action.

Wan sze, ten thousand

affairs; i. e. everything that en-

gages human effort all the

concerns of intelligent beings.

Wan wuh, tea thou-

saud things i. e. everything*

that exists.

Ta keaug shin mo sze, what is

be talking about. /j ^* Seaou

sze, a small or unimpottaut af-

fair. Cha sze, service

on which one is sent.

M Pub cbing king che

sze, 1icentioa s, immoral pur-

suits. To sze

teili jin, a busy body.

Tew sze, have business, ex-

presses either being engaged, or

tbere is some unpleasant affair

going on. Pun sze, abi-

Hty talent.

t\}J T'a she yew pun sze teib,

he is a person possessed of abi-

lity. I^t King sze, to pay

respect to business; to be at-

tentive to it. Sbe sze,

the subject of odes; poetry.

Tso sze, Kan szo,

Hing sze, or

Pan sze, all exprt^-^ doing some

work or service, Ching

sze, national affairs politics.

Kung1 sze, public busi-

ness. [^ Shang1 e

kwo sze, to consult on the af-

fairs of the nation.

Sze sze joo e everything

according to (your) wish an

expression of good will towards

a person.
'|

Sze ts'ing ta teh hun, a very

gi'eat or important aSair.

Sze foo moo, to serve

or attend dutifully on father

and mother. Sze
y
when trans-

lated into English, is often im-

plied in the othei, words of the

sentence, as

Ne Lso sLiu ruo sze, what are

yon doing? As a verb,

Puh sze sze, not manage

affairs? not attend to business?

Sze t'e, Sze

tsMng, Sze kan, or

Sze woo, all express an ac-

tion, business, or an affair.

Sze te the decent, becom-

ing and proper, in any affair*
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"A

Sze, or She. From horse

and a government officer.

>To run fast as a courier;

haste to hasten to sail

fast; to run with speed.

Fi*om Hwuy, four

square; and /K Pa, to

divide or separate, denoting

that the square is to be separat-

ed, hence four. A surname. ^
Te sze, the fourth.

Szo ciioo j Sze Ilea,

Sze fang, or

Sze meeu, express all arouud

every v;here. Sze-

ch'uen, a large province on the

west side of China. ^ Sze

e, foreigners'on all sides of China.

P^j Sze fang, four square;

the four points of the compass.

Sze fang eke

fung, a wind which blows from

all points of the compass; a

whirlwind; a typhoon.

Sze heang, tlie four points of

the compass. Sze ke

or tixf Sze she, the four sea-

sons. Sze liae

<;he nuy, Aviihin tlie four seas,

—

denotes everything in the worlu,

in a loose way of speaking.

Sze kh'oo ts'euen

shoo, the imperial library a

great national collection of

books. Sze fang

keun tsze, good people all a-

round. Sze te or

Sze che, the extremities of

an animal body. Sze

tuh, four principal rivers iu tlm

north.

Villi The name of a river, and

I |h—I of a district; came of an

ancient state. Te sze,

tears from the eyes are called

Te; a secretion from the nose

is called Sze.

a piace in Sban-tung, where

Confucius established a school.

^Ejjn From a horse and four.

Four horses attached to

one vehicle a carriage and

four. The name of a star, and
of a territory.

A minister of state tran-

saciing business at a dis-

tance from the court; heuce the

character is formed of How,
a prince or king reversed. To
have the control of to rule; to

manage; to direct, A surname;

the name of place. To rhyme,

read Sze. San sze, the

three Sze; viz.

p

oa

ching- sze, tho officer who is en-

trusted with the revenue of a

province. Ngan
ch'a sze, the criminal judge of

a province. Ten
yun sze, the inspector of the

salt department.

T'ung- cliing- sze, the officer
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through whose hands official

dooumejits pass to the Emperor.

Sze sze, to manage or

have the charge of any business

or affair. Sze le to rule;

to manage. Kung sze,

to control or manage any pub-

lic or geueral concern, in con-

tradisfcincfcion from that which

is an individual coneeru. It is

a term applied to European

mercantile companies,

j
Ying keih !e

kwo kung sze, the English com-

pany. San (a sze,

a subordinate officer in crimi-

nal boards at Peking. J ^
tf) Ta kwan sze, to go to law.

^« Seun keen sze,. the

officer of a village, or of sever-

al villages. Sze yo, a

jailor. Sze ma, weights.

To wait for; to wait np-

•"tj on to observe to spy

out to examine. fii^ 'lSj

Seang racea sze, to Observe or

watch each other; an oblique

T'an sze, to en-

quire into; to try to find out.

S/.e how, to wait to

attend upon.

^ A square bamboo trunk

for containing ck>thes or

other things. The name of a. Shoo sze, a book

chest.

m

IX

\ From to control
7
and to

look. To spy; to peep

to look and watch used"

I chiefly iu the northern

J parts of China,

From to eat and a mem
to control. To feed to

give provisions to; food;

victuals; provisions.

j^^l
From Tseh a record,.

y)\-0 and mouth* A mouth to

read, the records of the family

in the hall of ancestors to suc-

ceed to come after and keep up,

or continue a succession; child-

ren grandchildren posterity

descendants; hereafter; to learn

to practice. A sunmrae.

How sze tsze sun^

depcondantp; posterity,

W

r
oo tsze sze, no son to suc-

ceed. Ke sze, to adopt

a son. Tseuc ?ze, to

exterminate a family^

Sze tsze, an adopted' son.

A avoman's name.

nf

Like; similar to; as^a&if;

1" or kind; to continue

r in succession still mere to

/|-" I offer. A surname. fl
•P J ffi Seang sze urh

puh t'ung, like each other, aud
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yet different. T&'ing

sze shwuy, as clear as water.

Sze she urh fei like

right, but wrong. Sze

fei it appears wrong.

Sze she, it appears right. ^\
Sze puh nang yen, as if

unable to speak.

-^Hf A term by which bro-

jAi^K theirs wives designate

eacli other; the senior sister is

commonly called Sze; aud the

junior Te.
T

e
a concubine of the ancient king

Wan.

Jt^^jL To wait; to stay; great.

1^/^ A surname. Repeated,

Sze szey a herd of ani-

mals walking slowly.

Sze how, or Tang sze,

to wait. ' Sze sze, to wait

or prepare for death.

Sze taou jih, wait till the

day arrives*

The bank of a river; the

margin of a stream.

—f^ Sze or She. From a mea-

>J
*

j
sure and o issue forth.

A place from whence laws

are promulged; chambers

r^J^I J or courts for public offi-

cers temples of Buddha a

hall; a chamber of eunuchs.

1^ Hae chang sze, a fam-

ous temple, opposite the Euro-

pean factories at Canton, jj^p

Foo sze, a public court.

Foo sze, \\ omen and eu-

nuchs. Sze mun, or

Yuen sze, a temple of

Buddha. Sze hwan,

Sze jin or

Hwan sze, an eunuch.

LAV] From man and evil, that

evil which befalls all men.

The dispersion of the

> principle of life; to dis-

solve as ice; to die; the

act of dying; death; in re-

spect of young persons

and inferior men, it is express-

ed by Sze; in reference to old

persons and princes, it is ex-

pressed by Chung, to come

to an end. A surname. \j

Puh sze, immortal. Occurs as

the name of a place, and of a

tree. Shen sze, a na-

tural death to die well.

Shen

sze mo yaou yu shen shin, to

die well, nothing is of more im-

portance than to practice virtue,

Sew shin e

sze sze, to practice virtue to

prepare (wait) for death,

^fe^W Sze sang yew ming,

death and life are decreed.

Sze ming, death decree,

denotes urgently aud seriously.
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^ Sze piili ming, to

die without a manifest cause; a

legal phrase; a death suspected

not to have been by natural

mean.s. Sze peh, a pale

livid complexion, like a corpse.

^ Sze show, to maintain

or hold fast till death.

Frora hearty and the se?i-

sorhim or brain. To

think; to consider to de-

sire or wish; to commi-

serate. The name of a

district. A surname. An eupho-

nic particle, sometimes at the
j

beginning and sometimes clos-

ing a sentence, E >ze,

the thought; intention, or will.

A^l Sin szo, the thoutrlits

of the mind. Sze leang,

to deliberate. ^ Sze

scang, to consider to reflect

upon, ^% Sze woo

seay, pure thoughts.

Sze so, to study; to search for

with the mind.

IS^ Sze sze, to re-

$Ui prove or admonish with

frankness and sincerity. Read

Tsae, strenuous effort ; great ta-

lent and ability appearance of

a large beard.

^PE| A particular kind of cloth

worn in mourning,

Sze nmf^or^gj
Sze fub, coarse gurmeuts that

constitute a lighter inounimg.

Sze or Sae. Fow

^Li sze, a kind of wooden

screen, placed by the Chinese

in a door-way a cei'tnin curved

and connectiug part of the walls

of different chambers.

Many persous assembled

together an army a

place where many are assem-

bled, as the metropolis of a king-

dom; a person who collects aud

heads many, as a commander or

general; a master; a teacher; a

moral instructor of the world

sometimes a patron. Name of

a divinity; of a kingdom; of a

district, and of :m office. A
surname. Sze, denotes a person

skilled in a tiling; hence,

Ch'a sze, a tea inspector,

one who judges of the quality

of teas. ^ wShwuy sze, a

naval officer. ^ King 6ze,

the residence of the Imperial

court. slio

che sze, one who is au iihslruc-

tor of ten thousand ages, Con-

fucius. she

che sze, any gage. Sze

ch'ucn, Chinese war boats.

Sze tae a kind of abbess

iu Chinese nunneries.

Sze yay, a Jcind of literary

friend, or unoiHcial assistant,

gt'iicially attached by govern-
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ment officers to their esf.iiblish-

ramit, vvith whom they advise

on public business, they are o-

called Nuy

t From a dog and quad-

ruped^ and a master.

TJie noblest of animals, the lion

a dog that bares two whelps.

#1 P|L Sze tcze jih

how, the roar of a lion.

Sze tsze, Tneuon ne, or

Peh ohow, all denote

—

the lion.

!

A small shell fish.

Lo gze, a cockle.

A wild horse.

) Sze or She. From a hat-

I chet and a particle which

prefers to things before

named. To split or rend

j by a hatchet; to separate

by splitting; this; that; these;

a demonstrative pronoun of any

person or gender.' An eupho-

nic particle; a particle denoting

forthwitli; immediately; in a

sliglit degree; low; mean; infe-

rior. A surname. Ke
Sze, an appellation of a horse.

Po sze, the name of a

kingdom.

The neighing of a horse;

to belch.

Sze, or Se, ice melting;

a thaw. The commence-

ment of a thaw is called

Pw'an flowing away,

is called Sze. The

noise of scattering or dispersing;

to melt away entirely.

Sze keen, to diminish as by

melting away.

Persons, who with armies

procure fuel and forage

|>a servant; to cut and slash,

j

as in the confusion of bat-

p>)| J tie; in a confused manner.

Seaou sze, a servant

boy; my servant, Sze

sha, to fight and kill in the con-

fusion of battle; carnage.

Sze yang tsuh, men who

procure forage and dress food.

To cut forage for a horse;

to feed; to bring up; to

serve one who does serve

menial foragers to divide to

part ; used for the preceding and

following. Several of these

compounded with Sze, are

used for each other.

JfiS^
Sze or She, to raise with

f/yl the hand to rend; to rive;

to split. Used for the preceding.

Loo sze, a bird

employed in catching fish;

a species of pelican.
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^^/\ That which h vomited

I
forth by the silk worm;

Vraw silk; called also

I

Sze fa, minute; small;

j fine as silk. Hoo

sze, the silk which comes from

Hoo-kwaug province in contra-

distinction from Too

sze, the native silk of Canton.

Sze meen, silk garments,

stuffed with silk; coverlets, ami

shrouds are made in this w ay

;

the garments are exceedingly

warm, and the shrouds presci*ve

the body long. $
Sze haou puh ts'o, not the least

error or mistake; perfectly right.

/Mow, or Sze, deflected

private selfish schem-

ing; fraudulent. See Mow.

From grain and selfish.

The proprietor of grain,

is in the north, called

Sze choo peculiar; private; in-

dividual; plebeian applied to all

below the Emperor; privately;

secretly clandestinely; selfish-

ly; selfish private; clandestine;

nefarious, A surname. A terra

by which sisters designate each

other's husband. Kung,

and Sze, are used as oppo-

sites public, private; equitable,

selfish. 4V^ Ekung
miie sze, to destroy private feel-

ing by regiud for the public.

Jihyug W
sze chaou, the sun and moon

shine 011 all alike.

Tsow sze, to smuggle.

Sze hea, or Sze te, a

private secret apartment,

^» Sze kh'eh, private mer-

chant. Sze

Ling t'aou ncih, to run away.

Sze shi, selfish, partial,

unjust feeling.

Sze kh'euh che ts'ing, selfish

and crooked disposition.

Sze yo, a clandestine en-

gagement,—as between lovers.

S/e ya a private office

of a magistrate. %L Sze

yiih, selfish, inordinate propen-

sities or lusts,

ttij An animal like a wild

/\ i cow or buflfhlo, and hav-

ing a single horn; a rhinoceros;

the horn is said to be three cu-

bits long, and to weigh a thou-

sand pounds; the skin is hard

aud thick, fit for making cases

or armour. ^jt Sze kwang,

a cup made of the rhinoceros*

liorn, or any horn cup.

Commonly read Sluh, to

take vicluals; to eat or to

drink. Read S/o, food; to give

food to; to feed. See Shih.

J^^. To remonsh-ate; to repre-

pJjf^Q heml; to blame. Other-

wise read To,
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Read Sze orTsze. From

pearls and to change. To

Vchange the possessor of

Q|9 j

them; to confer to "be-

J stow on inferiors; to give

as matter of favour.

'Shang sze, to confer as areward.

Kh'in sze, an imperial

'bestowment. Sze kung,

•are opposites, Sze is conferring

'on an inferior, Kaug is offering

to a superior, ^ Sze yen,

to confer an entertainment,

—

phraseology used by the Em-

peror. T^^^ Sze ting tae,

to confer a knob worn on the

€ap, a mark of rank,

Sze koo to patronise,

UvSed ae a kind of capi-

tal letter for tlie number

four* Great large the utmost

degree ; excess error profli-

gate; dissolute; to arrange; to

lay out and expose dead bodies-;

-a shop or market; a certain sa-

crifice. Name of an office. A
surname. S/e

choo sbe chaou, or Sze

ch'in, to spread out deud bodies

in the street or public places.

Faug- Sze, or

Fang ts'ze, loose dissipated; ir-

regular profligate.

g_ To watch guard or "keep,

^S a prison; to •examine';

I io investigate, as a jailor.

J

I. • Large; great; to enlarge;

to greaten. PJurap; fat;

extensive; long. Also read Tae.

Forms a part of several proper

•names, Ta leaou

tae,^

T

a ch5

tan tsze, enlarged his liver i. e.

^assumed courage. >^C ^
Ta ehang foo, a great man a

man of eminent talents and dis-

interested mind. Ta e,

great idea of one's-self, de-

mates tlie cold ungrateful iudif-

R

ference with whidh some per-

sons receive benefits.

Ta e, members of the medical

board. Ta ha«, a term

which answers to January 21st.

P Ta been, the great li-

mit; death " mors ultima linea

rerum est, (Horace.)

Ta heo sze, ministers of

state. Tahmgbgen,

the distriet in which Peking ia

situated. Ta hwang,

rhubarb. Tajin, a title

R
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applicable to persons of the 1st

and 2nd degrees of rank. Used

by courtesy to inferior persons,

and amongst the people to each

otlier in private letters.

Ta kae, Ta te, or

|

Ta leo, generally speaking;

speaking in general terms.

Ta laou yay, a title ap-

plicable to persons of the fourth

and third degrees of rank.

Ta leo seang kin,

generally speaking, nearly the

same. Ta seaou, great

and small; old and young.

Ta show keo, large

hands and feet; i. e. having

great influence or power.

Ta seiib, a term which an-

swers to December 8th.

Ta shoo, a term which answers

to July 21st. Tatiiig

a chop boat.

smalts. Ta ts'iug

kwo, China, under the Man-

cliow dynasty. Ta

ts'ing ping, the army of tl»e

Manchow Tartars is so deno-

minated by the historian of

From a hand and a nail.

To strike to beat to

thump; to lash to fight. An
auxiliary verbs which precedes

many active verbs, denoting a

doing or performing the action.

Ta pan, to dress; dress,

Ta chung, to cover a

mare, -fj Ta chaug, to ar-

range. Ta tsW
fung, to raise the an tunuial wind

to endeavour to obtain some fa-

vor. Ta fS to eend.

Ta ho, to strike a light.

Ta leaou chaou

hwuy, to make a signal or siga

to,—understood by both parties-

J^C Kung ta, to fight, to at-

tack as in battle. ^7 Ngow
ta, to fight and squabble in th&

streets. tT Ta ktuig, to-

ongage to work or labour.

Ta kea,. to fight with sticks

or bunds. Ta kh'ew or

[*1 Peh ta, a certain play

with a ball. Ta leaug,

to measure. Ta laou, to

(lt';g or pull out of the water.

Ta shwuy, to sleep.

Ta fung paou, to blow

a gale of wind; a storm.

Ta paou, to sweep or brush.

Ta pa shih, to box;

to fi^t one?

s way through life,

—

means to succeed by one's own

effort. ^ Ta teen, to point

out; to arrange; to plf»u.

Ta fing, to listen; to hear;

to try to find out.

Ta ch'ae ch'aou too, rites

performed to deliver souls from
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purg<atoiy the friends of the

deceased invite the priests to

perform these rites at consider-

able expense. Ta yen,

to play at shuttlecock.

He him she her it

that; other; another.

Tafang, that place, or some

other place. Ta jih,

another day. T'a jiu,

that man, or some other man.

T'a shwo shiu

mo, what does he say?

T'a neen, another year.

T'a mun, they; them.

T'a teih, his; hers. ^
T'a mun teih, theirs.

TA.

Ta-ke, a vicious

queen, famous in history,

B. C. 1100.

i-g-feqf Mutual recrimination. Ta

^& ta, or URtfi Ta ta, to

giggle and laugh to stammer.

Disquieted; restless.

JiO ) Read Tan and Ta. From

I m I heart and the morning

•

/ Labour; fatigue grief; a

l-~l \ wounded mind, urged and

4vti^ ) oppressed commisera-

tion. L^
ta ta, or Tan tan an anxious,

disturbed mind.

Ho pee king ta, what occasion

for alarm and fear

-^|^ From water falling into a

receptacle. The monoton-

ous sound of water falling; a

person ecjaoing whatever is said

to him; to join or unite; reiter-

ated, reviling; backbiting; rash

audacious; blindfold or fool-har-

dy; avaricious, sluggish, sleepy^

Name of a river. To march

l)eating a drum.

A defence for the finger

in sowing; a thimble; to

cover or add to; to feed

or rub; to engage or avail

one's-self of.

From a foot jailing on

the ground. To tread; to

beat on the ground with

the foot, as when singing,

^ slnh

te poo, or Ta

keo wau, to place the foot firm-
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ly on tlie ground -

r used rueta-

phorically for steady conduct.

P'ot'eeheae,

to tread to pieces iron shoes,

in search of a grave, whilst a

grave may be found at the place

from which one set out.

Ta ts'ing, to observe the wor-

ship at tombs (luring the seventh

moon of tlie year;

The sound of something

fk r.g; earth heaped up,

as appears vIr'u a Avail or other

building falfe into ruins.

* A bamboo rope to drag

boats with; that which

. follows a question, viz.

^an answer to answer, ei-

' ther by words or actions;

to reply to; to make a re-

turn for kindness receiv-

ed; to recompense; to sustain.

N:uii(' of a river. A surname.

Ying ta, or Ta ying, to

answer; to respond.

Paou ta, to make a return for

favours received. Puh

ta, to give no reply. ^
Piili peih tuy ta, there

is no occasion for any reply.

Ta le presents sent in

return for some received.

Ta pae, to make a bow in

return for one receired.

Ta poo, a kind of coarse

cloth. • seay, to re-

turn thanks, or presents with

thanks..^ Taj en, to forget;:

appearance offreeing ones

self from— ritWing one's-self of

cave. Read Ta, to take with

the totigue; to lick.

From hand and tofollow

as an effect. To touch

to strike; to place upon

to add to; to raise or build

up; to engage or take a

-4;0^ I passage in a boat or ship;.

to suspend; to lean upon.

JL^
I

+|$KTa paoi,, or

^( TS, ho, to' announce

in aildition to, or put on goods,

expresses the Hong merchants

of Canton adding the duties

payable by shopmen to tlieir

own in tlieir reports to govern-

ment; or

T'e teeu kea kea ho, shipping

goods for shopmen, "whom the

government does uot recognize-

^2* Ta ta urh, the Tar-

tars. Ta choo, to take

a temporary lodging*

Ta p'aug, to erect a stage for

the performance of plays in the

streets, and for other purposes.

too ch ta

engage to go by a passage boat*

ka^, to cover in; to

raise a shed or house.

Ta suy, broken pieces of dollars,,
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added to make up the full va-

lue of a sum or a discount of so

much per cent, to make up for

the lightness of dollars^

From to go and fortunate

or great. A thorough

passage permeable on

every side penetrable

>pellucid; transparent; in-

telligible; intelligent; to

cause to know; to inform;

passing through j success-

ful in literary pursuits or

in the affairs of the world to

promote; to spring forth as a

plant; to accord witli and ad-

vance; to visit every place; e-

very all; all equally suitable; a

narrow room a window ^ a small

sheep. The name of a district.

It ChTh ta yu

ts'een, to address immediately

to the Emperor.

kh'euen, to understaud peculiar

circumstances and not apply

general rules to them.

Ta tsze, a general term for the

Tartars they dislike it.

Ta, is used in history,

Ta taou, the great high road of

right principle; the regular ex-

ercise of the passions; joy; an-

ger, and so on.

Ta puh le taou, In prosperity

(the good man) does not depart

from right principles. )^
Ta jiu an intelligent person,

thoroughly informed on eveiy

subjects

T'A.

The sound of something

falling; earth piled up; a

tall spire consisting of

three, fivey seven, nine

and even thirteen storiesy

commonly called a Pagoda a

temple of Buddha. A surname.

The T'a, or pagodas are very

common in the interior of Chi*

na they are generally placed on

some eminence, and often on

the tops of high hills. Within-

side, thej are hollow, have win-

dows in each story, and often

a wiuding staircase leading to

the top, contained iu the wall of

the building, like the monumeut

at London Bridge, which is in-

deed a kind of T'a, the pagoda

half way to Hwang-poo, where

European sliips moor, is called

Ch'eh kang t'a, the

second bar pagoda (a spire

known to all who have visited

Canton) is called

Sze tsze yang t'a, or

SMhle ta.

P'a chow t'a, is a famous pago-

da in the province of Canton^

built about A. D. 1600.

To run away; to rebel a-

gainst.
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To strike to beat to

chastise. T'a

tBze, the Tartars other sylla-

bles pronounced Ta are used

to denote the same.

Miry; slippery injurious

to others.

Name of an animal resem-

bling a small dog, said to

live in the water and to

XjB^ \ eat fish; these are called

Q^M J #| Hae t'a, sea t'a,

there are others which inhabit

the land, and are called |^
Sliaa t'a, the hill T'a, by souu*

called the castor or beaver,

some say the otter. T'a or ^{C

Shwuy t'a, the otter.

T'a pe the otter skin.

The name of a plant.

To slip the foot; to stamp

with the foot.

A small door in the in-

terior part of the palace

a screen in a door way.

/0 Tan or T'a, uneasy; dis-

133 quieted.

From wings and to cover

or overspreads A nu-

merous or a daring flight; to fly

in company witli many; to fly

high.

Ta or T'a, below tlie sur-

face of the ground; to fall

down. Fang

uh taou t'a, the house was com-

pletely subverted, or thrown

clown, Tsaou t'a, to

knock or throw about
;
to annoy

or distress,—is sometimes writ-

ten thus.

To repress feeling; to sub-

mit.

S T'a tang, a fine

sort of cloth, said to be

brought from India, and

winch is otlierwise callevl

To lo jung,

the name now given to English

woollens.

i

From ha?id and the sound

T'a. To approach with

the hand to feel to

strike to take a fac-si-

mile with ink and paper

from aucient tablets or

vases to make a sketch

of. Simgtafac-

similes of the dynasty

Sung. Kew t'a, an old

facsimile. + T'a te

ts'een, to take a duty from deal-

ers in tea.

From wood, a covering,

ami feathers. A couch

or bed; a long narrow bed; a

certain kiiul of couch.

B Shang t'a .shwuy, to sleep
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on a couch.

To tread upon with the

feet; to place the feet up-

V on the ground. Le,

q

{

Ts'een, T'a
?

or

$ )
T'aou, all express

placing the feet upon the ground

the degree of force with which

the foot is put to the ground,

is increased in each succeeding

word as to walk to pace; to

tread to stamp .vitli the feet.

From a door and to Jly.

A door in an upper gal-

lery. Name of a nation

beyond seas, where there

is a race of savages with

human faces and bodies ofbrutes

of a yellow colour.

jung, possessing mean talents;

low; brutal; savage.

Fully baked or boiled

broken or fallen to pieces.
air

w • •

T'a ping, a cake dried

in a certain way.

Fromflying and to walk.

X^3^ A kind of hurried, hasty,

flying step. - Lee t'a, a

hurried step; a careless maimer

of doing things.

Name of a river; aud of

a district. Ch'uh

t'a, waters rushing together.

T'a, or T'o, to slobber up

greedily to swallow down

in a hurried noisy manner, with-

out properly chewing. Pj^ Pj^

T'a t'a urh shih, ate in

a slobbering hasty manner.

TAE.

The opposite of whatever

is good; perverse; rebel-

lious; vicious. The south-

ern barbarians express o-

>thev persons and them-

selves, by the word Tae.

(Kh'ang-he.) The two

middle forms are corrup-

tions of the last, which is

a part of the word Kuh, a
bone, and denotes a rotten brok-

en bone.

y To change for instead

1 of; iu the place of; an

age; a generation. The name

of a country. A surname. A
certain state of the pulse. Jfj^

^pT
>

f^2 Tsoo tsung san tae,

ancestors for three generations;

i. e. father, grandfather, and

great grandfather. Leih

tae, successive generations, zzi

San tae, three generations,

often refers to the three dynas-

ties Hea, Yin, and Chow,

Chaou tae, recent ages,

in contradistiuctiou from anti-
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quifcy. Peh tae

kwan se, the northern or Tartar

dynasties, and the region abont

the province of Shen-se, or the

N. W. comer of the empire.

H1 Tae kh'euen, authority

exercised instead of another;

delegated authority. }\
Tae jin tso sze, to do

something for a person.

tS Tae shan
5 tS

fJ^I Tae tsuncj, ^ []j

Tae shan or Tung yo,

a certain mountain in the pro-

vince of Shan-tung,—said to be

upwards of forty Chinese railes

in height; considered the high-

est mountain in China. At va-

rious periods of their history, it

has been an object of worship.

Xlh ^ffc Mei tae, or Jft

Tae mei kh'6, a

particular sort of tortoise shell,

used in manufactories.

>^J^ 1 A bag or sash; a purse

a cover for books,- Shoo tae a bag to

JTJ^ contains books, a man
I |J^J whose mind is full of

books, Yin tae, a bag

to contain money.

Ho paou ts'in tae, a purse

^iorn about one's- person,

Ch'en tao, a sash formed like

a bag open at both ends, fre-

quently worn by the Chinese,

To confer upon; to give

to; to lend with an inten-

tion of being returned to the

original owner; to lend on in-

terest. Read Teb, same as

T, to lend to a person.

Kh'wan tae, to shew indul-

gence to those who have com-

mitted some fault. 'fg Tae

tseay, or Tsi av ta<% to lend or

td I n UTOW.

Dt'i ived from far, or in-

.',/,/ <>f\ and black. A
black line painted iustead of the

Jiair of the eye-brow, which has

previously removed.

Ts'ing tae, name of a medicine.

Tae heh
9

to paint the

eye-brows black,

-^-j^t 1 Intended to represent the

|Tj thing infant, viz. a kind

y of tash worn round the

-U Avai.st to fasten the clothes;

wfi J a girdle; tape or ribbon.

To cany with one, as if attach-

ed to one's girdle; to take a per-

son or persons to accompauy one;

to be connected, or appended to,

either physically or mentally;

places locally connected a

neighbourhood. The second is

a vulgar fonn. 4^ Kea ta(

to cany secretly about one.

Shoo tao, name of a plant*

Ylh tae te fang,
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a neighbourhood.

J » Half the head diseased; a

7w

fpT red aud white discharge;

fluor albous
; a disease of wo-

meiu

iyl To stand tiH ih© proper

f J season arrives -

% to wait

till; to wait for; to be provid-

ed against; to "behave to; to

treat well or ill. ^§ Seang

tae, to treat or behave to in

uny manner. Tae tsuy,

to wait for the punishment of

one's crimes. 1 *| Tae man,

to treat with indifference and

neglect. Tae

*a puh haou, treated him ill.

Tang tae ming

jih, till wait to-morrow.

fl Tae t'een she, waits heaven's

time; L e. till the proper season,

or till suitable weather.

like that of a young whelp. In

KU'ang-he read Ngae.

Tae tsze, a simpleton; a fool.

To pile one thing on ano-

ther to carry on the head

to heave over head ; to bear or

sustain physically or morally

to meet; occur, or fall in with.

Foo tae, to bear or sus-

tain. Ting tae, wear-

ing knob on the top of the cap

•as a mark of rank the knob

8

worn. ^ M ^ Pah
kung tae t'een, not live toge-

ther under the canopy of hea-

ven,—determined that ouduu^t

perish, the language of re-

Tenga. Tae maoti, to

wear a cap. Tae jih,

the place where (he rays of the

sun fall.

fjj^ Nae taa^ ignorant

of affairs; unskilful.

Commonly read Ngae, a

foolish silly appearance,

T'AE.

See Ta. Read Tae, the

same as the two follow-

ing.

Large great; very great;

excessive ; broad and ex-

tensive. Used as a term

of respeet and honour.

Forms a part of several

proper names, of hills, winds,

districts, divinities, and so on.

Slippery. A surname.

Tae fang, the west wind,

'Fae hwa shan, a fam-

ous mountain in Shen-se pro-

vince. J[v §a T'ae keen, a great

overseer a eunuch of the pa-

lace. T'ae urh

puh keaou, great, but not proud,

applied to the Emperor. JiZ

Tm
jow chay tso sze nan ch

T

iug, he

who is too soft in his disposi-
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tion, in performing any work,

(or transacting any business)

completes it with difficulty.

T'ae sban, a famous moun-

tain; there is another called the

(/j Seaou) little T'ae-shan.

T'ae suy, a clay image

of a man to represent the divi-

nity of spi'ing. Tae

sze, M T'ae foo, or^JC^:
T'ae paou, guardians of the so-

vereign, la cases of minority

they act as regents. >^C

T'ae tae a title of ladies,

whose husbands hold a certain

rauk, and of the elderly ladies

in a gentleman's house, j
T'ae to, too mucli excessive.

Tae tsze tae

sze, T'ae tsze

t'ae foo, or T'ae

tsze t'ae paou, guardians of the

, prince. £ T'ae

tsze shaou sze,

T'ae tsze sbaou foo, or J
Tae tsze shaou paou, se-

condary guardians of the prince.

T'ae tsze, a prince; the

heir apparent. T'ae

y^gy the sun. T'ae

yuen, the capital of Shan-se

province T'ae yay, ti-

tle applicable to persons of the

fifth, sixth, and seventh degrees

of rank.

jf \ - The name of a place in

V the midst of the sea.

^ I ^ Slippery; waters flowing

y/>V to excess rushing over

and washing away excess to

boast.
T

t'ae, to

wash or cleanse. Sha

t/ae, to cleanse with sand.

From large and face.

(13) Read Pwan, a large face.

Read T'ae, big jaws, a term of

abuse, applied by tlie people

of the south of China to thoso

born in the north. T'ae

tsze, a nor; hern Chinese.

^ \ Read E, I; me. To be

I—f pleased; to be gratified.

Read T'ae, a surname. The
name of a district: a name of

three stars. T'een tae,

the name of a hill. T'ae

ting, an epithet—applied to the

three highest officers of state;

eminent; exalted, in which sense

it is nsed as a term of rospeot

in epistolary style.

Laou t'ae, venerable sir.

Heung t'ae, exalted brother.

^ Tae chaou, for your

eminency's review,—pnt afc the

close of letters, "j^ ^[ T'ae

foo, your honoured name, an

expression used on the address

of letters before writing the

name. pf T'ae ki; a, emu
n«ut sir.
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7fZ^ To begin; to approach;

y\Pi to be nearly about; on the

limits of; dangerous. Used for

the following.

Woo seaou jiu tae don't ap-

proach bad people. Wei

tae dangerous; in imminent ha-

zard. T'aekeihj nearly;

not far from.

ceive; to impose upon.

S

From heart and high .

igh minded; supercili-

ous; careless; remiss; negligent;

inattentive to; a kind ofnegative

rudeness. Read E in the same

sense. Name of a bird, j

T'ae hwan, slow; sluggish; idle.

t T ae t tsze

Dgan, lazy and self indulgent.

^ i§ T'ae mau puh

king, careless negligent; disre-

fipectful. T'ae

yu t'ing twaii, remiss in decid-

ing, in public courts.
1

T'ae to idle; remiss; lazy.

"I

To raise; to lift up, as a

A sedan chair; to shake; to

>*move. The second form

is in common use, but is

properly read Che.

^: T'ae keu to raise up. -f^p

}eJ T'ae hwuy kheu to

carry back again, M T'ae

sae to move; to agitate.

X^/^k Silk threads ravelled

JjljP^ wound about; slowly, di-

latory; suspicion j doubt; to de-

T'ae lny, the class

f^t of mosses and lichens in

Chinese botany. i§
T'ae han shang keae luh,

the mossy cicatrices of the steps

were all green.

Read E, mutual imposi-

t'011 ; leave to. Read

VT'ae, appearance of weari-

r?rp ness and fatigue; to de-

I^P J ceive, or to insult.

Kh'e t'ae, to deceive.

BJl^
From fiesh and raised.

W A female three months

advanced in pregnancy any

period of pregnancy the womb;
to run from and rebel against,

^db Pei t'ae, the first stages

of pregnancy; the embryo; the

beginning. Pull shit

t'ae, not kill pregnant—animals.

Yew t'ae, or

Hwae tae to be pregnant. ^-
Lo t'ae, Hcia t'ae,

8 Chuy t'ae or

T'o t'ae, to fall from the woml)

al)ortion. T'ae koo horu

blind. T'ae keaou,

taught from the woml> said of

of the mother of Wan-wang; to

teach in the womb, a Chinese

idea, ^f^, g T'ae sang, born a

living animal from the wouil^~
not from an egg.
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given time to Lave iale^s that

equal the task to overtake

and to be connected wit& Read

Te, to blend. ^ ^
Wo we che t'ae yay, I am

not equal to the task.

Te te, appearing to blend har-

moniously; tranquiL

From clojtd^ and touch-

ivg to. Cloudy dull; ob-

snire; expressed also by

Ngae t'ae, clouds

obttcurijig the sun.

An elevated terrace opeit

on all skies a stage a

gallery, in ancient times

raised at city gates a title

t of official rank, sometimes

applied to persons ofmean

[
condition. Occurs read

Hoo. Low tae

a gallery. Chung

t'ae, the presidents of the

rJ^^ courts in Peking.

I

t Ileon t'ae, the Yu-^lic or

Wae t'ae, a ti

tie of other inferior officers.

Yung t
r
ae, the board of rites.

^ Shae t'ae, a terrace

the roof of Iionses for drying

things. T'ae ts'een^ be-

fore the bar of a judge or magis-

trate. 7^ T'ae wan, For-

mosa.

/^f P'ei t'ae, a smperi-

1 or domestic in the bouee*

] To reach or exteud to a

f given time even till.

i T'ae kin y even till

From handand from tail.

To grasp an animal's tail

with the hand to ap-

proach from behind to

extend to.

A kind of lock or bar on

river; a rapid, caused

by water stvHitened in its course.

There is a kiud of windlass on

the bank of the rivers to draw

boats or other vessels up the

lock or rapid. Sometimes (^f^

$1 Leang ngan

shoo chueu chtih) ou each bank

ifl erected a tnrning wheel or

windlass. T'ae kel), a

table or list of the duties to be

evi(d at those places*

Ij;^ ) flf^ Ngae t'ae, an ob-
v

scare dull appearance re-

mote and indistinct.

^"tl" Read Te, a certain wood.

'j| lieml T'ae, and reiterated,

T'ae-t'ae, fteeustomed to; skilled

in from having had long experi-

ence; completely master of.

From to go and to. To
pursue after and uudcr-.

take; to reach or extend to any
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of the great; an assisant in the

houses of statesmen.

T'een tae, an epithet, applied

to hired labourers in husbandry,

a disgraceful epithet.

Tae ngae, alarm-

ed; frightened ;
perturba-

tion of mind.

From hand and high. To

elevate with the hand; to

raise or lift up; generally de-

notes two persons carrying a

thing. Tae keu, to ele-

vate; to raise; to lift. 1

T'ae sae, to agitate; to shake.

^^^r Name of a plant.

, Yun t'ae, an edible vege-

table.

I
: ) Large great; excessive;

extravagant; an appella-

tion of the western wind.

Tbe name of a hill of a

^district; of a lake; and

of the imperial altar. A

term of respect.

Tae p'ing, general or

universal peace; general

tranquillity. T'ae shan
y

a mountain of Sban-tung, fa-

mous in history.

JJ^^l From heart and large'

I

Extravagant prodigaL

T I

Chetae

|t*T^ >woo too, unlimited extra-

^ vagance* /J Seaou

AAr^ sin, a littlehe art, denotes

|, J care.

From mind and able

When the mind feels it&

ability to act, it induces

a certain external posture ;

IBtl the figure or manner of;

the gait ami behaviour.

E t'ae, the exhibition of one's

thoughts by the manner, [^f

Ts'ing tae the external ex-

pression of the passion which

exists in the mind; amorous be-

haviour. Seaou jiii

t'ae, the manner of worthless

persons. Chy
e tae, a

foolish manner. T'ae

too, external manner or behavi-

TAN.

A certain carnation color-

ed stone. The dot repre-

sents the stone
9
the outer

I ^ part a well. Carnation

I
^

I J colour; a kind of philoso-

pher's stone, spoken of by the

sect Taou.

Ch'eh sin woo wei yue tan

a red heart without guile is call-

ed Tan; hence, A^ Tan sin,

a sincere heart. They say, that

the heart of a bad mm is black.
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Tan tan, the name of a country.

Muh tan, and

Mow tan, name of flowers. The

Mow-tan, they call Hwa

wang, the king of flowers.

Tan sha, a red oxide; Ver-

million; denotes the same as

Choo. ^Jvt Tan tsaou, poet-

ical name of the pomegratiiite.

Tan t'een, the louver re-

gion of the abdomen.

The banks of a canal or

river thrown down.

From ear and weak. Dull

of hearing. The name of

an ancient state. T;ni :tn-

> ciently denoted teacher or

master. Tan, or If}'}

Tflif Laou tan, an appelhuiuii

114- of the founder of the

Taou sect.

The Sim rising above the

horizon, which is repre-

sented by the lower line. The

morning; clear; bright; lumin-

ous; the first day of the year.

Occurs in the sense of God or

^l>irit. A character, which in

plays denotes a female charac-

ter. See He. Yuen

tan, the first morning in the

year. Ko tan, a bird

which in the night calls for the

morning. Chin tau,

a name given to China, in the

westeru regioufcr. Keu

tan, an actress,—one vrho acts

a female character.

I\X Tan or Tan, to expose

the naked arm; only; c-

— prcially; but very whenever;

as soon as; unrcsfraiiipd. A
surname. Kh'e tan,

how only! Tan

yuen ne haou, particularly Vvish

you well. ^fH ,
Tan ma, or

£^[I Tan ma, a horse left at

full liberty.

To strike or brush aside;

to lift; to raise; common-

ly u—<1 for Tun, to

carry a burden; and the

(liiuntity called a load or

pecul, viz. 100 catties. ^0
Tun ch'in, to brush away the

dust. ^0 Tan keaou, to

raise or lift high. Tan

tov a person at the Hoppo'a

office, who superintends a cer-

tain peculage on all goods ship-

jkmI i'roin Canton I lie wliole u-

mount is divided amongst the

inferior writers, &c. at the of-

fice.

!?

s

Hwang tan, the

Jr?^ yellow jaundice.

tjrf Fleshy; fat; phlegm. Yul-

/4~~• garly used for Tan,

see lx'low. La tan, iat,

fic^liy, greasy.
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^J> \ From water carried off

V / — application offire.

\ Thin as vapour tasteless

Vt^ \ as water; insipid; used fi-( gut atively in a bad sense;

light volatile carried away

with the wind; watery a rich

taste is expressed by Nung.

Tsing tan, poor; pure.

Tan p6, thin; indiffer-

ent poor free fiom vicious

passions. Tan fan, in-

sipid poor food.

RI3 The bolt of a door; any-

thing by the side of a

door by "svbich it is fastened,

A single garment; alone;

one single simple an

> orphan only entirely to

exhaust thin poor or

bad sincere credible

that which is the ground of be-

lief, as a bill or bond; to make

sincere; to go round or enwrap.

Rend Tan, great the name of

a district; a double surname,

li^ad Shen or Chen, in the pro-

per name - Chen yu
?
a

general of the I^J Heung

noo, Tartars; Hunnorum dux.

(De Guignes.)

1< Cli'nen yih keen tan sban,

to put on a single garment; i. e.

garment of a single plait or fold,

not double, jl" ^ H ^
Shin tsze tan p'o, a body poor

and bleuder,—a feeble cuiibtitu-

tion. Koo tan, or

Koo koo tan tan,

orphan-like; isolated. -
Paou tan, a paper announcing

something. ^ Hwuy tan,

a bill on some one to pay mo-

ney. Chang muh
tan, a bill, as from a shopman.

Ho wuh tan, a list

of goods bought or sold,

- Kh'een tan, an account of

money owing. Kh'ae

tan, to make out a bill,

Fa tan, to send a bill.

Show tan, a receipt.

P'ing tan, a paper drawn

up to be referred to for afford-

ing proof on a given subject.

E tan, a paper drawn

up after mutual deliberation an

agreement. Tan han,

thin and cold, poor and distress-

ed. Tan p'o, denotes

thin, poor, weak, deficient, either

in plain language or metaphori-

cally. Tan t'iih, alone,

single. ^ Tan tan, only

nothing more. Tan

tee, a visiting card of one fold of

paper only, a card ofmany folds

is called Ts'euen fee.

P Tan
?
or Tan, thick; hea-

vy; intense; urgent; great.

temple? a kind of wood-

platter iu which the ta-
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blets of the deceased are placed.

»From heart and the sound

TJ

an^ Distress afraid;

timorous; worn out with fatigue

and labour. Read Chen, diffi-

culty and distress, & Ke
tan, afraid of apprehensive.

1 Sze woo kh'e

tan, in danger of death and still

without fear, said to over-

bold children.

Puh tan laou khoo, not afraid

of labour.
J

|^[ Tan kae

afraid and unwilling to reform.

To bear a burden; to car-

ry; to sustain; to be an-

swerable for. A surname a

name a certain long necked

vessel for preserving fire a

measure of a certain size.

Tranquil; easy. Also oc-

curs denoting—to move;

to excite.

The name of a river the

appearance ofwater tran-

quil; still; sometimes moved and

and agitated.

To carry on the shoulder;

to sustain a burden, phy-

sically or morally; to un-

dertake and be responsi-

ble for* Read Sl^n, to

lend support to.

Puh kan tan

cl»'incr, I dare not undertake it.

Tan tang puli

choo, unable to sustain it; un-

able to bear up under it.

. Shen choo, to lend support

to a lord or patron.

tan ho, to sustain a burden to

help any affair. Tan

kan, ^§ Tan t'eaou, or^
Peen tan, the pole used by

Chinese to carry burdens with

across the shoulder.

Tan paou, to be surety or se-

curity for*

"Pi/C Pendant ears; applied as

a proper name to a peo-

ple, who are said to occupy cer-

tain southern regions.

Tan, or Kh'oo

tan, the gall, supposed

) the seat of courage, hence

HH courage; the horse they

/ •#
* j say has no gall, hence so

easily aflfrighted. The name of

an iusect, and of a plant. A
surname; to rub the down off

peaches. Hee tan, the

courage ofa great man.

Kan ten, the liver and gall.

Ta tnn, great courage; bra-

very. Hwaa
sliin she tan, the whole body is

gal 1 insensible to fear.

Tan ta, bolil; during. m
Tan fan, vitvioluui romanum.

A hirge (juanlity of grain;

truLli; to trust; sincere;
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abumlant; plenty. A surname.

The name of a country beyond

peas. Also read Chen.

i}L Strength exhausted; fail-

i/4 vire of strength.

From eye aaid hesitating.

Looking furtively like a

tiger about to spring on

its prey to look at some-

time iiear, when the in-

tention is directed to

r

something more distant;

excessive enjoyment or

indulgence addicted to

peasure. .
Read Ch'in, to

put forth the head and

peep.

Large ears hanging down

addicted to pleasure; ex-

cessive indulgences to look like

a tiger about to spring on its

}»rey. Properly |!fc Tan.

^fc Tan tan, a formidable fierce

look, ^fc Tan urh, ears

that liang down to the shoulders,

, An appellation, in ancient

I times, of certain bavbar-

v

(
ous tribes; now common-

I

ly used to denote an egg

J of any bird.

tan, duck's egg,—the name of

a place. Ke tan, a hen's

egg. Tan boo, a tribe

of people, who at Cantou, live

entirely in boats, originally

T

fishermen who came from the

south to Canton; they seem to

have been nanieil ft'om the figure

of their boats resembling tin eir^

•
'} From protractvd and talk.

^'/^ To talk at raiidoin to give

^
scope to a faln?!ons, inro-

re nt, in ered iblc mod

e

I of .speaking; fabulousnon*

"^VQ sense to deceive l»y lies

> imd noiLseuse great; wide

extensive to bring forth and

rear oliildren; the bi'th-day of

great personages, and of the

gods is called Tan, or

Keang tan. The name of an an-

cient state. ^1 Show tan,

or ®E Tan sliin, birth-day.

Vulgo Sang jih. Poe-

tice Ts'een ts'ew, a thou-

sand autumns. Tan ma,

to dispose of horses.

Tan sang, to l)ear children, $^
Tan wang or reversod,

Wang-tan, rude, fabulous le-

gendary tales.

pj To eat to swallow to

r "j devour to en I ice with a

bait. Tan e le, to

ensnare or seduce by the liope

of gain.

: Han tan, flowers

about to blospom,——their

appearance when about to bud

forth.
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TAN.

it-ff
Level; plain; wide; com-

H[ posed; lightsome. A sur-

name. M T'an jen

piih e mind quite even, perfect-

ly unsuspicious.

"%r| To bare the left arm and

side, always done in divi-

nation; the right side is bared

when punishment is inflicted

to expose a part of the naked

body. Read Chee, toe place

where garments open or fold

over. T'an meen, to

mske bare, or to disclosp.

Pe fan, or Sew

t'an, garments intended to ab*

sorb the perspiratioh.

Prom fire placed above

fire. Read Yen, the as-

cent of flame. Read Tan: clear

and beautiful discrimination, or

argumentation. J^C '
Ta yen t'an t,an a copious and

perspicuous style.

Fy\^ Stillness; quiet; rest; re-

l^r^. pose; settled unsuspect-

ing conviction of. Used in the

sense of T'au, to redeem by

money.

To taste; to eat; to entice

with a bait; to swallow.

Wild
; mad-like. Occurs in the

sense of insipid. A surname.

Weaou t'an, or Pj^

T'an shih, taste; to eafc.

an t'an, a long-

level space of ground; a

kind of earthen vessel.

J^l^ From heart and a burn-

J^/^ ing flame Grief and vex-

ation of mind a state cf feeling

compared to anything hot and

burniug; to burn. Read Yen >

hot; to beat.

Phlegm. Tan
ho ping, internal disease^

fever and phiegm. Tan
yaug, the suffocating throttle

which precedes death*

A sort of ground cloth or

carpet made of hair.

Young sprouts of certain

rusbes that grow in

luarahy places.

From warmth and words*

Conversing on a subject

one feels with warmth; free

conversation 5 chit chat; to con-

verse familiarly; familiar con-

versation; to dispute. The name

ofa district. *^ Show t'an
r

the name of an ancient royal

play thing. ^"an

cli'aou ching, to prate about the

government or politics. ^^^^

T'an king puh peih ne yu ylh
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tsze che keen, in conversing1

a-

bout, or esplaining the classi-

cal books, it is not uecessary to

adhere tenaciously to a single

word.

J^)C To serve up food. Other-

^i'v wise read Yen, certain

cakes.

01

A horse panting, or bro-

ken winded joy; rejoic-

ing; fulness; abundance,

as of strength or ability.

See Chen. P Tau
ho, denotes the appearance of

shedding tears. T an

yen, ease and leisure.

if|^f T'an or Chen, a kind of

I nr covert carriage.

An ancient bow which

threw a sort of bullet; a

bullet a ball; anything

^
sraall; ti small city; to

^ " draw ihe string of a bow;

m~t to play on a string instru-

>4 ^ ment with the fingers.

Kwei fan, certain mete-

orological phenomena, in which

persons are injured; a sound

heard but nothing seen.

Tsow t'aa, to accuse to the

Emperor. T'an ch'ang,

to play and sing. Tan
kin to play on the kin instru-

ment. T'an men

seen, a carpenter's marking line.

The utmost degree of;

iha last stage; the tei'mi

nation of; to destroy entirely,

^ T'an lelh, with the

whole strength of,

A disease arising from

excessive labour or fa-

tigue,——applied also to the yel-

low jaundice, and according to

some, to erysipelas. Also a dis-

ease of diildren, accompanied

with windy swelling,

A sort of &?mall round

bucket for carrying provi-

sions in. The name ofa bamboo*

P A sand bank in the midst

of a stream an islet. Thei
narac ofa territory. Read Shen,

water rushing and dashing.

The name of an ancient

district, and of a hill.

Read To the name of an an,

cieut uatiou.

Reaching or extending

- ^y^* to; spreading out wide

and extensive. The name of a

place. A surname. R^ad Yen
and Shin, sharp; an inetrunieiit

of husbandry.

Chung kwo t'.xn keih

kwei fang, from China to the

regions of devils,—viz. foreign

state, T'an ugan, great

To take far into th

9

mouth, or to take into the
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Air; look; manner, f

T'aa hwuy, appear-

ing not to advance. Also rend

vShen. Tan fan

jen easy, leisurely; no appear-

ance of haste. Read Tan, but;

but then.

An altar at which to offer

ii p sacrifice, pronounce

oatlis, or perform other

\ religions service, a tem-

J porary erection, or appro-

priation of a place for a sover-

eign to meet the princes of o-

ther states; for priests to per-

form religious services; au are-

na or place appropriated to some

s|)*'ciiil purpose. Occurs in his-

tory denoting a central hall.

Ivnul Shei), to put a side eurth,

or level the ground; common

or te land. To rhyme^ read

Chang, occurs read Teen. Tan

denotes ^/ T?e eli'ang, an

art'mi or level space on which

to sacrifice. Shih fan,

a stone altar. vSan

ch'uen t'aiij the altars of the

hills and rivers.

Sliuy t.seih fan, niters to the

gods of the land and of (lie grain

.

Chuh tau to erect

an ahar. Wan fan, a

pla<;e of meeting for literary

men. She fan, a place-

to meet auJ compose verses.

364 TAN

mouth greedily.

AS© To tliink; to ponder.

JL^5 To feel or explore with

the liand; to search or

t-xainine into; to tear or reud.

A .-o Yin or Sin, to ar-

r;m^e; to adjust

The iiume ofa river; deep;

the uaine of a district.

^# \S Tan tsze yang

meen, pa^snge opposite the south

side of Macao, into the Typa.

Sacrifices offered seven

^5*~f I nionths after I lie decease

FFi I of parents, when certain

J moiu iiing is put off.

From words and exti tid-

ing vndehj. Largo to

\ talk big; to manifest or

dfclarc1

; to discuss; easy

J and conniving at; to de-

e. The name of a state. A

To pay before hand for

things bought.

From metal and rearking

to. Tlie edge of a sword

also the hilt of a sword. Otlier-

read Sin.

FT® A dark coloured horse,

with a yellow stripe alon^

its back; a horse with wl"tv
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^4V Yin t'an, a place for re-

citing verses. Hang
fan, the place where Confucius

taught. 3^ Yaoa tau, or

f Seen t'an, the region of

those genii called Seen. ^^^1

Saou t'an, a place of concourse

for music aud amusement,

T'an man, wide extensive

appearance.

4^^^ The name of a wood, and

of a district. A surname*

The name of an individual.

Tsze t'an, a certain red

wood used by the Chinese for

making furniture. Q^ Feh

t'an, white saudal wood, ^
Hwang t'an, yellow sandal

wood. T'an muh r or,
T'an heaug, sandat wood.

From hand and a certain

bird or difficu It. To opei i

to spread out with the band

the place on which things are

spread out; a stall; to arrange

and pay in certain sums or di-

vidends; slow remiss. A sur-

name. Read Nan, to settle with

the hand. Ts'ae t'an,

a stall with vegetables exposed

to sale. Kwo t'an, a

fruit stall; a stall with fruit

spread out. Pae tan

to spread out, as wares upon a

stall. T'an keaou, to

pay, in certain proportions each,

to government. T'an

p'ei, to make up any loss, by e-

very one paying a proportion*

\ From wafer and difficult

«^jxl / Water rushing through

> narrow passages amongst

vgg \ 1'ocks; a rapid a shallow

¥"1^ J rocky rapid. Read Nan,

the appearance of water rushing

with rapidity. Read Han, wa-
ter runuing off and leaving a

place dry. A Shlh
tan eighteen rocky rapids ia

the Kh'an keang river,

in the province of Keang-se.

T'an sze, a pilot through

the rapids.

A disease which consists

in a rigid contraction ofthe

nm.-eles or tendons, and is com-

mouly spoken of in connexion

with cold and tlarap.

Fung fan, palsy. T'an

twau, rigidity of the muscles in-

ducing lameness in the hands

and feet.

Appearance of the hair

hanging down to stop.

Ornamental fringes to a

cap which hang down o-

ver the ears
r
or in front.

The hair hanging down

the hair lianging down to

the eye-brows, as is tlie usage
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with children.

From fire and a bank or

fy^. shore. That which re-

mains from burnt wood; char-

coal coals. A surname.

Mei t'au, coals.

ShTh t'an, a stone which is burnt

as fuel. M T'oo t'an, mud

and coals, calamities; distress.

Muh t'an, charcoal.

Chuy t'oo t'an, to fall

into distressing circumstances,

said of the people, j^-

Fow t'an, or Foo fan,

a light kind of fuel used in de-

coctiug medicines.

I

Gravy the serous juice

that oozes from flesh. §^
Tan hae, gnivy

briny juice in which meat

is preserved.

f

From hand and to issue

forth, from a cavern or

> deep. To bring with the

liand from a distance; to

explore to feel or search

for; to spy about; to make en-

quiries respecting; to essay; to

examine; to visit and make civil

enquiries. Ta fan, to

search to explore: to spy.

Tuug fan, to discover motst

T'AN

clearly. Ta" lm the

lowest of a triad of literati, who

are placed at the top of all those

iu China. ^| Tan shwuy,

to sound the depth of water.

T'an she, or She t'an,

to essay to tiy to examine.

T'an siii to endeavour

to obtain information respecting.

T'an t'iiig, to try to

hear about. T'aa

pang yew, to visit a friend.

A sighing sound; to sigh.

One says, a long breath-

ing. According to Sha-muh, to

express either grief or admira-

tion and praise. 1^ Ts'eay

t'an, lamentation and sighing.

Chiang fan

shwo t«ou, with a long sigh said.

MJS^^ Woo yung fan, uot

perpetual (or eternal) sighing.

~

1# T'an seih yih

fan, sighed and lamented awhile.

• j| Tan seen, or,•
Tsan t

9
an

9
to utter aspirations

of praise.

To emit the breath with

strong feeling, either from

J>
grief or admiration a

I

drawling tone at the end

j of a line when singing in

concert; to sigh; to utter aspira-

tions of praise. Ch'ang

t'an, a long sigh. T'an

mei, or T'au seen, to
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praise or admire with iniirticu-

ate aspirations.

|"\ ^ Tan teh mind

above and mind below, a

vucaut and inconstant mind; a-

fraicl timorous; Otherwise

read Kh'an.

d S PS Tan tan, the ap-

8/lr pearance of abundance or

affluence a great number, or

quantity of.

Ul^tP From dark and very.

iV^LS Dark umbrageous

cloudy.

To desire inordinately

to covet; to encroach ou

the property or province

tl of another person covet-

J ous; avaricious; anxious

to succeed, or to make progress

ou a journey; avidity.

T'an hwuj, covetous desire of

bribes. T'an haou, glut-

tonous, §^ T'an k6 covet-

ous and cruel; often applied to

the magistracy iu China,

T'an she 15, to covet

the pleasures of the world.

^* Tan lan, to covet wealth is

expressed by T'an, to covet food

is denoted by Lan. They are

used generally for avarice and

covetousness. ^§ T'an

hing loo, to be eager to get a-

long the road. T'an

t'ow, the object coveted,

^* T'an tsae to covet wealth.

^ ft^5Tankinafoolish
appearance.

TANG.

A surname.

I

From afield and the va-

I lue set upon it. What is

suitable, or proper; that

^which ought to be done;

to sustain; to bear; to

stand in opposition to; to

J meet or occur; to be equal

to; adequate for; considered as

or equal to; to rule; to give any-

thing as a pledge for money re-

ceived; to pawn. The name of

a district. A surname.

3

Kow tang, to usurp authority,

as is done by understrappers

illicit intrigues business job,

, P'ae tang, to spread out

a certain banquet. ^* Kwo
tang, beyond what is right and

proper. Teeu tang, to

pawn. Choo tang, or

T^ng choo, lie who receives a

pledge. Chili tang, he

who pawns; to pawn.

Le tang, ought, in reason to be

so. Tang fa, to sentence
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a criminal and execute a propei'

punishment. "f* Tnng hea.

then at that time, when t\w

tiling occured.

Tang puh teh to jin, to be

equal to many; to be competent

for various duties. Tang

kea, to stop the carriage, of a

visitor, and take the compliment

intended. This usage is perfect-

ly satisfactory to both parlies,

and is a great accommodation

when the visiting person has to

go to many places, which is the

case after a birth-day, and simi-

lar occurrences.

Tang puh kh'e, unable to bear

up under; inadequate to sustain

the weight or responsibility of.

Tang mun, to close or

stop up a gate. To
tang, or T'ing tang,

well and safely aiTanged.

Tang kin, that which at

present exists. § Taiig

kae, secretaries and writers in

public, offices, ^gf Tang

meen, before a person's face.

^| Pei how, behind one's

back. § "f^f Tang ho seen,

Avhat ought to be first?

Tang kin ho shang,

priests who act at the pivscni

time,
ŵ Tang taou, name

":'in "

r

a

ki" hwang k' tLe reigning

t

^

Emperor.

qh^^ To cease; to stop.

From high and black.

Not new; soiled by keep-

ing; a village consisting

of five hundred families;

^fellow villagers asso-

ciates com paaions per-

sons leagued together for

^IAr^ illegal purposes; an intri-

JRJp J guing cabal a traitorous

parly; to involve; a place a

time; knowing; intelligent; sud-

ilcn nppearanoe; to compare; to

speak straight forward, to rouse

to attention. Read Chang, a

surname. T'ung taiig,

of the same party. JE
Tang ehing, the chief mail of

a village wlio settles their dis-

putes. Tang yu, the

wings (udheivnts) of a traitor-

ous party. Tang san,

a species of giuseng.

-4^f^ Tang, or Chang, a group

^^ or gang of persons ; to

strike; to impede; to cover or

screen to push. Kead Hwang,

to strike; to l)oat. Te

tanp;, to oppose, stop, and hinder.

Cli ay fang, to cover; to

screen; to impede.

An acrid hrh, by some

called Chinese pepper,~

•

is produced in Fokicn a sort

ul \vO(jdcn Lub.
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^d*
j
From words and proper.

( Right words excellent

-X^^. ( speech to persuade to

p|T| 1 virtue and reprehend vice.

|^ Tang Inn, correct ratio-

cination.

A certain military weap-

$ on.

-m^^ To oppose and impede

^\^§ the progress of; to stand

in the way of; to withstand.

Tang choo, to stop ef-

fectually. Tang piih

choo, uoable to stop.

Tang kea, to decline putting a

visitor fco the trouble of coming

all the way. See Tang,

Fingtang, r
P'ing tang*, to put an obstacle

to.

Name of a wood a wood-

en couch certain trans-

verse beams of a house.

4 K'wang tang, certain trans-

verse beams- Tang

fang tsze, or I^Ts'eh tang,

an office containing military

clerks under the Tartar banners.

Tang, or 3^ Urh

tang, ear-rings, or other

pendant ornaments certainjing-

ling ornaments attached to the

g i rdle or su spended in other

places. Name of a plant.

^ Lang tang, or

Kin lang tang certaia on i a-

ments hung up in the palace,

which make a noise when agi-

tated by the wind; Laug-taiig,

is also a kind of lock or fetter.

§ Tang tang, Ting

tang, or Ting tung,

stones appentled to tlie sash or

girdle which make a jingling

noise when a person walks.

^» Yun taug a Par-

ticulnr kind of bamboo.

Certain bamboos by the side of

a carriage to lean against.

From garments and pro-

\\-\ per
9
or decent. Garments

for the breech the part where

the lower extremities divi*lp.

f Kae taug, or f
Leang tang, certain garments

for the breast and for the back.

K'wan tang, or

Kh'wan tang, breeches.

The pendant part of the

ear the well (or lower

hollow part) of the ear.

^{^^ A certain tripod for con-

y/pE| taiuing hot wine the

sound of a drum. ^ Lang

tang, a large lock or fetter; ail

iron chain,

i I
•

High land. To be distin-

—*—
' guished from Peh

the north.

u u
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T'ANG.

From a convert and a

H kill, or beautiful stone.

A bouse built in a cavern; emi-

nent; to exceed excess. The

name of a district. Fang

fang, loose, profligate, dissipa-

ted.

Faug t'aug, the

sound of stones striking

against each other.

Name of certain plants,

medicinal and poisonous.

A long appearance.

From water and change.

Water changed from its

original state by fire; hot wa-

ter bro.h soup gravy, or

sauce. Name of a river of a

valley, and of a district,

I
Tang piUgr T'ang

m ;ien, puddings and dumplings.

4 T'ang tow, a

smoothing iron, in com-

mon use.

To push and stop with

the hand.

Large wide; extensive;

agitated driven hither

and thither, as plants by the

v/ind unsettled; spoiled; ruin-

ed. The name of a place and

of a river. Fang t*ang,

dissolute dissipated incoher-

ent. Yih t'ang, slow

remiss. /\^ T'ang che, to

dissipate and bewilder the

mind. •^ T'ang ch'aii, to

squander and waste a patrimo*

"J.
T—mgS

sang ling, wantonly extermi-

nated every living creature,

said of the ingress of the west-

era Tartars who formed the dy-

nasty Yuen. T'ang^

t'ang, a deep extensive sheet of

water; great vague.

5^^^ From hot water and a

pWw. tub. A vessel to wash or

bathe in; moved agitated; to

move a boat over dry land;

large; great. A surname. The

name of a place. ChTh

t'ang, name of an office.

Teih t,ang, agitated o

r

shaken about as when things

are washed. S T'eaou

t'ang, name of a division of an

array.

•7*0^ A stone with veins run*

M^J ning" through it; excess

over. Mang t'ang-, the

name of a hill. H Hang

t'ang, a white vapour.

From flesh and a hall,

A fat, fleshy appearance
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A dignified honourable

mansion; a palace; a tem-

> ple; a court or chamber

!1> ofjustice; a hall, or public

I \ J room principal chamber

of a college or school. The per-

son wlio fills a principal place

in a palace or court of justice;

high dignified; splendid; hon-

ourable; illustrious; a wide level

place on a mountain. The name

of a country. A surname. Re-

lations of the same house or

kindred; distant relations; its

opposite is Tsin nearly

related, Tsung

ke wei t'ang, an eminent and

honourable foundation consti-

tutes T'ang.

Ching ts'in yue t'ang, a middle

and principal apartment is call-

ed Tang. Ming t'ang,

a royal or imperial chamber of

audience, Ming lun

t'ang, a hall in the temple of

Confucius, where the relations

of social life are illustrated,

Heo t'ang, a school or col-

lege, the principal chamber is

called T'ing fang.

JS., Shaug t'ang1

, to ascend or

enter the hall. Ta t'ang,

the great, first, or principal hall

of justice. Tang t'ang,

in open court. TP
t

Ching*

t'ang, the principal officer in a

district Tso tang, the

left hall, and Yew t'ang,

the right hall, express two as-

sistant officers the left-hand-

man is the superior, the left

side being the place of honour.

Kwan foo tsa

t'ang, the magistrate is in court.

T'een t'ang to

yuh, the palace of heaven, and

the prison of earth,— heaven

and hell. Kh'eh t'ang,

a hall for the reception of visi-

tors. # Tub ying

t'ang, a foundling hospital.

T'ang kli'eh, denotes the

female inhabitants of a house.

T'ang* ung, a terra of

respect, used by iuferior ma-

gistrate to their immediately

superior local officer.

1

T'ang tsze, a mother's female

relations. T'ang

tsze mei, a mother's sisters.

T'ang niing, a name
assumed by persons as a nam a

of the whole family.

T'ang heung te, a father's

brother's son cousins.

4 T'ang larg, a sort

of locust. Name of a ri-

ver; name of a district.

The name of a wood and

of a place. A surname.

Certain transverse bars

of a cart or carriage. f>
Siia t'ang

?
a ceitain
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fruit. fang, name

of a lull. #T'aug

te die e, a brother ou whom to

rely for support.

Sugar; anything preserv-

ed with sngar.

Peh l^ang, white sugar.

T'ang kwo fruits

preserved with sugar

sweets made from fruits

and sugar. Ping

t ing", sugar candy.

, If; should; a conditional

I
particle, commonly writ-

Ucm T'ang.

Sin fang t'ang, an

CMilnrged easy mind.

T'ang jen, suddenly, or un-

oxpectcaiy.

T'nng lae t'een te, landed pro-

perty fulling to one in some

sndden aiul unexpected manner.

Iioasting extravagant lan-

/X^f ^nau'e. A surname;

of i\ place; name of a large bow

ufc-ed by lenrners. Name of a

district. Fa tli in the hall of an-

cestor?. The name of a states

the denomanatiou of one of the

most celebrated dynasties in

Chinese history, which cora-

nuiiced about A. D, 618 and

continued till 923. The surname

of the founder was Le hence

3

the word is distinguished from

its other applications by con-

necting it with the word Le.

Hwang fang

clie yen, extravagant exagger-

ated, incousiderate language*

Le t'ang, or j§ |^
T'ang ch'aou, express the dy-

nasty above mentioned,

T'ang t'uh ta piih

tch, must not, or dare not offeud

him. See the following charac-

ter.

^ T'ang fill), want-

ing in humility; abrupt.

Tiug tang great

talking; impei'tinent; not

to the point-

^ Struck with the cold; feel-

ing cold.

An artificial pond; a pool

pf of water; a fish pond. It

is nsapc in China to iave a

pond of stagnant water attached

to the house ofevery gentleman;

CI"'^ T'ang

ch'e, or Yii t'ang, all

express a fish pond.

Leea t'ang, a ]>oiul for the

growtli of the water-lily.

Yay t'ang, a pool in a wilderness.

^§^ T'ang haou, celery.

To stretch or extend.

T'ang t'uh, abruptly

bolting upon j
offending.
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m

T Tang seh to stop; to put a stop

to.

Sugar honey \ candy.

T'ang shwang, crys-

' tals of sugar.

Ping t'ang, sugar candy.

Meih t'ang, ho-

ney. Sha t'ang, soft

sugar.

Chow "ng mme
/P of an insect, said to be

of the gryllus species.

T'ang or Chang, an in-

clined post.

Commonly read Noo, de-

noting wife and children;

also the tail of a bird. Read

T'ang, the place in which gold

and silk are laid up a treasury.

Kwo t'ang, the nation-

al treasury. ^ T'ang^

ts'ang", a place where valuable

Lhiugs are stored up a pre-

cious store.

^^ Properly read Yuh, pro-

nounced T'ang in Can-

ton, to smooth by the applica-

tion of fire. T'ang tow,

a smoothing iron.

TANG-

To compare, those which

agree in their properties

on a comparison being

>made; forms the plural

of pronouns; kind or qua-

lity; class; species; sort;

rank; to wait.

^1 Shang chung liea

san tang, three sorts, superior,

or best, middling and inferior.

Puh tang, denotes a

variety some more; some less.

E tang, they; them.

Seang tang, of the same

sort. Chay tatrg, of

this sort; such. Wo

tang, we; us. Urh tang,

ye; you. Tang

heen puh ch'uh, did not go out

occasions.

Tang how, or Tang

tae, to wait or stay for.

Tang yin, is an expression

which closes a recapitulation of

circumstances, and denotes

these or, these and such like

causes and circumstances.

tang, a small

steelyard with which sil-

ver is weighed in China.

From Yew, a hand

raising Yue, flesh of

a victiniy and placing it on t?.

Tow, the vessel used in sacri-

fice. An earthen ware vessel us-

ed iu sacrifice; to place higher;
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to ascend. In which sense the

following is properly used.

From to step out or

^ ^ stride, and an utensil

Avhicli is stepped on; intended

to represent stepping up into a

carriage; to ascend to go up

higher to advance to place on

paper; to record to commence

doing; to effect; a step or that

on which the foot is placed in

order to ascend higher. Tang-

tang, the reiterated noise of

breathing. The name of a star,

and of a district. Fung

tang, plentiful; abundant,——ap-

plied to the harvest.

Tang ch'ing, to commence a

journey, 0} Tang kaou,

ascending high; refers to going

to the hills to fly kites on the

ninth diiy of the ninth moon.

pE Tang ke, to record.

Tang low, to ascend to an

upper chamber.

Tang tseih t'ow ming, to make

an explicit statement forthwitli

as soon as the thiug occurs.

B# Tang she, on the spur of

the occasion immediately.

A kind of bench stool or

couch a seat. 4
Pan taug, a stool made of a long

deal or board. Ch'ang

tang, a long form or stool.

A^^C Tang, or Ching, walking

|X2L as if lame or debilitated;

to disregard business.

1
Tang kow a kind

of hook.

^ From wood and to as-

cend. Read Chang, or

T^ang, one of the species of

onuige. Read Tang, a sort of

seat or small table.

rj^v* From foot and to raise.

1% J§ Ts'ang tang, a

careless luirried pace by which

a person misses his road; to

tread to stamp; to act with in-

decision, and a hurried incapa-

city.

From metal and to as-

cc?id. The metal by wliich

a person mounts a horse; a stir-

rup. Used also to denote a lan-

tern. The name of a hill.

A step; steps by which

to iisccml; a small channel

by which waters branch off.

From fire and to elevate.

A light raised high; a

lami»; a m"ern. Used fi-

guratively for laws or

precepts moral lights.

^^{^ Kin tang, the name of

a plant. ^ Tiien tang, to

light a lamp. T'een

tang, the moon; a lantern raised

to the top of a pole,

Tanjr ho hwuy Invang,

tlie lustre of a great many lamps

'M Taug ho,or
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lamp light. Tang luug,

a lanteru. Tang ts'ae,

the variegated colours of lan-

terns, j^: Tang yew, lamp

oil.

A kind of umbrella made

of reeds to keep off the

rain.

^ Kiu tang, or

Kh'oo tang, certain

plants.

Name of several places.

A surname.

T'ANG.
From winter and disease.

Pain; acute feeling; affec-

\- tion or regard in an ex-

B treme degree; sometimes

^/J ^ J used in a good sense, as

the affection of a parent to a

child. 5^ T'aug tung

severe, acute pain. 5^
T'ang ugae, ardent affection.

Water starting up and

/J^l^ thrown to a distance; to

gape wide when speaking; emp-

ty. Name of a country,

A genericterm for all creep

-

ing plants. The name of a

district. Sha t'ang, rat-

tan or rotang. T'ang

hwang, Cambogia or Gamboge.

)^ T'ang p'ae, a shield made

of canes. ^| 1^ T'ang tow,

the ground rattan.

To remove a writing to

another surface; to copy

papers; to transcribe.

t T'ang luh she keuen, to

transcribe the essays written by

literary candidates. Jff

T'ang luh so, place where essays

are transcribed before they are

sent in to be examined. They

are all copied to prevent any

one's hand writing being known.

T'ang ch'aou, or Jf
T'ang seay, to copy; to

transcribe.

A serpent said to resem-

ble a dragon, to fly, and

to cause rain; called also

a divine serpent.

1

A cord or string to fas-

ten; to bind. "ff

Hing t'ang, certain wrap-

pers rolled round the legs;

worn by persons who have

to travel far.

To leap upon, as a stal-

lion; to run fiercely to

ascend to transfer or pro-

pagate to rise up. A
surname. ^f-* Luy

T'ang ma, denotenew,
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the copulation of cows and

horses; a general term is

\Jtj Shing p'eih.

TAOU.

Ling fang, long

appearance.

- g <^ A cutting weapon or in-

^/J I
strument a sword a

Vknife. The name of a

1 1 coin so called from its

^ J form, or from its great

influence amongst the people; a

small vessel or boat.

Seaou taou, a small knife or

sword. Paou taou, a

sword ornamented with gems.

Yaou taou, a sword to

bang at the side. T'eaou

taou, a kind of long spear. "j^J

Ts'ee tsae taou, a knife

for cutting vegetables. ^ >7J
Tseen taou, a pair of scissors.

Le taou, a sharp knife.

Taou fung, the sharp

edge or point of a knife.^

[

Taou k'o, a wooden sheath.

Taou kh'ow, the edge of a

knife or sword. Taou

pei the back of a knife,

Taou seaou, a leather sheath

for a sword. fx Taou t^ze,

a small knife; a pen knife is

commonly so called by natives

who have seen it.

To arrive at; to go or

come to; to extend to. A
surname. Defined by

*t^i Tsze yuen urh che

yav, to come to from a distance.

M Woo so puh

taou, extending to every placo.

^1] j£ Taou ch or ^ij

vSze taou ch'oo, every place,

^{ Chow taou, to every

part of the circumference; i. e.

every wIhmc, eutire, complete.

ij j^ Puh taou ch'oo, de-

lu-it'iiey, defect, failure in one's

duty. i|& Yew
ch'uen taou leaou, a ship has

arrived. Taou to, down

to the ground. Taou

te or Taou te, at the

bottom; still; however; after all.

it Taou ts'ze t'een

te, come to tJiis state or pass.

J^sl To fall to fall prostrate;

J^.*\ to subvert; lo'turn upside

down. As an adverb, it pos-

sesses a qualifying sense, such

as i/cf; still; after all.

Loo hwa fee taou, to
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fall on a slippery road. ^§
Teen taou, to turn upside down;

to put into disorder; the mind

deranged, Tuy taou,

to go back; to recede.

T'uy taou, to push over.

"^ij Tseue taou, immoderate

laughter. Ling

jin seaou taou, make a person

fall down with laughing.

Kh'ing taou, to fall down

in ruius; to disorder. g

^ij Sin henng kh'ing taou,

the heart disordered, or perplex-

ed. Taou ch ?wang, to

lay one's-self down in bed.

Taou ch'a, to pour out tea.

Taou tim trowsers, or

pantaloons.

t^lj |j Taou la, a name

of a certain kind of comic

singing.

A tortoise shell dried hy

^\2d fire for the purpose of di-

vination; an altar of earth; a

million. Read Chaou, or

^tS Taou t
1

ow, or

Seen taou, an omen; a prog-

nostic. Keih taou, a

favorable prognostic an omen of

good. Heung taou, a

prognostic of evil. Yih

taou, the hundred thousand and

the million, denotes the mass

of the people, which is also ex-

v
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pressed by Taou min.

^ King taou, the place

where the million assembles, the

residence of the Emperor aad

court. Tbeh tacm the

ground round a tomb, i)^

Yew taou, a certain year of the

cycle.

^ Grain that is planted a-

mongst water the paddy

of the southern regions, A sur-

name. The name of a place.

J^^^ From words and laving

01 plashing . Dubious;

doubtful; uncertain.. To be dis-

tinguished from Ch'eu, to

flatter.

From foot and to splash.

To put the foot forcibly*

to the ground; to tread under

feet; to tread in the footsteps

of, or to tread under foot; to

move; to agitate. 0} Kaou

taou, to walk fur. Taou

fa, to tread the laws under foot;

to violate them with a perfect

knowledge of doing so; or to

walk according to them

.

A high mound of earth;

earth raised up as a de-

fence.

Read Chow, a curtain.

Read Taou, a canopy or

covering, as that of heaven.

^0 Fow taou, to overspread.
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J t-:^ To beat with the hand;

to pound; to condense by

reiterated striking, like

mud walls; to lead on.

Read Chow, to collect to-

^gether. Taou

Ian, to pound to pieces.

^ Taou p'ing, to

Ik.uihI people down to a

It^iI state of tranquillity.

Taou - e e

shang, to wash clothes by In'at ing.

To pray to supplicate of

the gods to spread out

one's case and supplicute

1 ^ r . happiness, or blessings;

rP^P to entreat; often useil in

llie laiip'age of courtesy. J|l?t

)|lfp Kh'e taou shin, to pray

to God. A
Kh'ew che taou kew e Kh'ew

(I Confucius) have long prayed.

' Taou ta ho

sliuou, may the thunders strike

and the fires consurae me;

solemn imprecations before the

Idols in attestation of innocence,

are frequent in China; afU ir in

imprecation under tlie supposi-

tion of guilt is uttered, the per-

son generally prays for a bless-

ing under the contrary supposi-

tion.

A kind of flag made of

feathers used in aiicit-nt

timos iin.l carried l»y bunds

oi' duncci.i; Lo euvcr over.

From to walk and hcruL

A way a path being at

the head the vay that

j^^tl \ leads to; a thoroughfare

JyJ J on all sides; a principle;

the principle from which heaven,

earth, man, and all nature ema-

nates. ^£ Le, is a latent prin-

ciple; Taou, is a principle in

action correct, virtuous princi-

ples and course of action order

ami good principles in n govcrn-

mcnt and country; a word to

speak to say; the way or cause

from or by which; lo direct; to

ea<3 in the way; to accord wHh
or go in a course pointed out.

The uarae of a country. Used

by the Buddhists for a particu-

lar state of existence, whether

amongst humaa beings or a~

mongst l)rutes.

It If Ta taon

fun ming chih, keen jin kh'euh

kh'eiih hing, the great road (of

truth and honesty) is plain ami

straight; but bail rue" choose

devious winding paths.

Taou, in the books of Laou-t^ze

is very like the Eternal Rea~

son of which some Europeans

speak Ratio of the Latins, and

the Logos of the Greeks.

Taou t'iie, a cerlificate l>y

wliich i\w priests of Bu*l»lha are

enlitleil to lliree days provision

at cvory temple tlicv to. jj^

Tuou cluing, uu iueua for
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the cultivation of virtue, jg,

Taou chow, a winding road.

5^ Taou he to congratu-

late, amongst equals.

Taou loo, a road a way.

Taou le right principles; a

natural sense of right and fit-

ness; )"e;tson reasonable.

Taou keaon, a well-knowu sect

in China, which originated B.

C. 500. Taou sze, a

priest of that sect, the superior

is called Taou chang.

Taou teh, virtue; virtu-

ous. J Taou ts'eh, by the

sitle of the l'oad.

From a road and to mea-

sure. To point out the

way, either physically or

morally; to direct or lead

in the right way; to in-

duce to go iu a certaiu way; to

rectify; to braid up the hair and

put it below the cap.

Taou yin, or Yin taou, to lead

to go before and show the way.

Wounded feelings feel-

ings of commiseration; to

pity one who has offend-

|5[ \ ed through ignorance 5 to

IT^^ J die young an untimely

death; fear; apprehension. +
Taou t'an, to sigh forth feel-

ings of compassion, or grief,

A term which denotes 90

years of age; 70 years of

age is expressed by Taou.

From to covet and a u-

tensil. To covet the pro-

perty of others, and tako

\
it by force or fraud; to

ML 1 rob; to plunder; to com-

mit piracy; to promote one's

own interest by underhand,

clandestine means. Name of u

spring of a star, and of a

plant; an appellation of a flee

horse. Seaou taou, a

petty pilferer. Chung

taou, a sort of swindler.

Ta taou, an higlnvay rob-

ber; banditti. Kh'ean^

taou, open robbers and plunder-

Yang taou, or

Hae taou, sea pirates.

Taou tseli, a robber a ban-

dit; a pirate.

From a bird perched on

a hill or mound. An is-

(

land. Hae taou.

an island of the sea.

A certain standard or ban-

Ig^^
J

ner used in the army al-

so carried before funerals.

Kh'e taou, the

standards of the army, tlie

Tartar generals sacrifice to them.

Tsaou taou, a military

bitnnei\
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T'AOU.

The desire of food inor-

dinate desire of; addicted

to; 1o innovate from ambitious

inotives; to feel disgraced and

asliaraed, as having cherished in-

ordinate desire; an affected self-

iiuivii Hating expression, used

in the language of courtesy.

T'an t'aou heung

yin
?

to be addicted to cruelty

nnd dehnuc^heiy.

fpj Ho kea hing t'aou

' t'eeu keuen, the whole family

happily enjoyed the kind pro-

Icction ofheaven. Taou

Jigae, inordinately desirous of

your love and regard. ^J]

t'aou keaou, I am inordinately
|

desirous ofyour instruction. ^/
T'aon kwang, inordinately

desirous of your light or coun-

tenance;—these expressions all

imply gratitude and self-abase-

ment T'aou laii, my
coyetousness is insatiable; I am
inundated with your presents.

T'aou raung, and

T'aou muh, are used to ex-

press thankfulness for undeserv-

ed benefits conferred.

T'aou t'een, or T'aou

.jiih I am ashamed of being so

covetous of your kindness.

From heart aud luiifc.

The miud cut or pierced

the appearance of grief and sor-

row. ;C1 '|^3
'j Sin yea

taon t'aou, the heart indeed was
much grieved.

From boat and knife or

sword. A small bo^t in

shape resembling a sword.

Three hundred Hwo, are

called T'aou.

ffj|>
Haou t'aou, the

noi.^c of bitter weeping.

Kcaou t'aou, the inces-

sant weeping of children.

Thu peach. Name of a

rivi—'r. A surname, /{j^

J^f|^ ( Ileli t'aou, the \\u\-

T^IE ix.t. Han t'iiou,

or Ying t'aou, a cherry.

1

>;( '" t'aou, the flat

peach. & Ho moih

t'aou, the honey peach, au oval

species ol' peacli much esteemed.

T'aou lava, the peach

flower. T'aou she, a

maker of urd T'aou

shoo, the peach tree.

T'aou tszc, a peach.

T,aoii jin, nlmonds, or rather

the kernels of peach stones.

A cave or pit in a field.

*—, From words and a nerr-

U -4 snre or rule. To direct;

to investigate; to scrutinize; to

cxcile or stir up to bring upew*
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excessive length of time: doubt:

suspicion to store up. '
T'aou t'aou puh kwei,

remained long without return-

ing. T sin VICIOUS

appetite.

^^t\ From water and the sound

I p4 of clashing. Water flow-

ing with rapidity water gra-

dually rising higher and high-

er. T'aou t'een, rose

high as heaven, said of the

waters of the deluge.

) A case or covering for a

/ bow a clothing for the

> arm a sheath or case for

jpyj \ a sword a kind of case or

J cover for a wooden pillow

wide; broad; equitable. m
Liih t'aou, the name of certain

ancient books; rules or plans

such as they contain.

T'aou leo, plans; rules; modes

of proceeding; certain military

rules.

Read Ch'ow and T'aou'

From garments and to go

round. The sleeves ofgarments;

garments to absorb the perspi-

ration.

13 From silk and going

ly^l round. To wind as on a

clue or ball of silk to wrap round

as a bundle of sticks to bind

to fasten round; to shake the

head. ,

oue/s-self; to rail; to eject; to

mix; to put away; to kill. The

name of an office. T'an

t'aou, to try to find out; to ex-

plore to search for.

Tsze t'aou, to interrogate one\s-

self; to bring evils on one's-self.

S T'aou cbangj to ask for

a debt owing to one.

^ 0^ Tsze t'aou kh'oo k'eih,

to bring trouble upon one's-self.

g T'aou shang, to solicit

a reward for being the bearer

of good tidings. S Taou

yen, to dislike; to bring upon

one's-self dislike.

From to go and outside.

To run away, as a cri-

I minal does; to abscond.

>M ^ T'aou tsow, to

run off. T'aou

wang, run away and lost.

\J jt^ T'aou jin a run-

away; a fugitive. T'aou

to,MS T'aou pe, or

T'aou neih, to run away and

hide one's-self; to abscond,

A sort of drum, that is

twirled backwards and

forwards on a handle,

whilst two suspended

balls strike against each

a child's toy.

j|^T\ From heart and the sound

\ of laving out. An ebulli-

tion of joy ; indulgence; excess 5
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An earthen vessel. Now-

read Yaou. in the sense

of T'aou, or Yaou, a fur-

nace for burning earthen ware

vi Many words; much talk

^fJ-jj stories going and coming

the indistinct prattle of a child

to roar out; to supplicate or

imprecate.

From water and an earth-

en vessel. The scouring

> noise made when washing

d rice> tlie sound of a tor-

J rent; to stir about; to ex-

cite. i Pi T'aou ho, the name

of a bird. } T'aou rae, to

scour rice. \% T aou sha

or T'aou t'ae, to scour

and sift sand and rubbisli, for

the sake of finding pieces of

metal or silver. T'aou I

t'aou, the flowing of water.

^ T'aou teing, to wash clean;

to purge.

To twist a cord or rope;

a string or cord.m
p 00 (

grape. The name of a

palace. ^ T'aou t'ung, the

vine. V@ Foo t'aou

tsew, wiue made from the grape.

P'oo is thus written, Maou t'aou, a

dvuukeu appearaixee.

A potter's furnace a hill

thoa ght to resemble a

furnace; the hill where the an-

cient king Taou is said to

have dwelt, and hence he 13

called K T t'ani-

she. Earthen ware; to melt;

to expand; to excite; to stir u]>;

to exhilarate the first emo-

tions of joy; to transform to

rectify to cberish, or foster.

Used to denote—the errape; and

for the following,

t'aou, mournful thought a

pleasing melancholy. ^1&
yfH Ying t'aou p'oo t'aou,

cherries and grapes.

Shaou wa t'aou, a furnace

for burning earthen ware. Oc-

curs read Yaou. T'aou

ching, the name of au office.

j/
A t̂

T'aou jin, a potter.

From leather and a fur-

nace. A drum. ^Jsj

Kaou t'aou, an officer of cele-

brity.

A broken stunted piece

of wood the name of an

historian; the name of a cer-

tain auspicious quadruped and

of a plant a stupid foolish ap-

pearance; to pierce a coffin.

\ + T'aou wuh, a stupid fel-

low.

Large waves billows;

waves dashing upou the%
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shore angry billows

I)o t'aou, waves beating and

urged on by succeeding waves.

From silk and Teaou

a string , abbreviated.

Silk threads hanging1 down as

an ornament; a fringe.

Szc t'aou, silk fringe.

Ta t'aou, to twist three fold

threads.

-jfj^;
I

From great and long.

I

Large and wide that

which is ]ni t outside over

something else, as a case

or external covering; any

thing superadded a snare

particles or phrases of general

application. Name of a place.

V§ Hwo t'aou, or

T'mig t'aou, of general applica-

tion; what will fit anything.

Shoo t'aou, or

Fung t'aou, envelope or case for

a letter or books.

Tsze meen t'aou yung,

phrases of general use may be

inserted in different places.

Ho t'aou, a region beyond

the Yellow River. See Ho.

Puh 16 t'aou, not to fall

into a snare to avoid any trap

or intrigue ai(l for one by (Je-

signing people. T'o

t'uou, to throw off the trappings

of custom, and the general usage

of worldly people, to regulate

one's conduct more by reason

than the usii^e of the day or the

fasliion. T'aou e, or

Wae t'aou, large gar-

ments that are put on over o-

thers. T'aou seaug, a

wooden case or box that goes

outside another box.

T'aou yung kew wan,

to imitate ancient writings,

—

as a case is made to fit.

From to roar out aud

jood. To be gluttonous;

to eat and drink voraciously, or

to be greedy of money; rapaci-

ous.

T'aou fee low seih ch'ing

wei kh'o che rapacity, glutto-

ny, and low practices, are indeed

things to be ashamed of.

T'aou and t'ee, are distin-

guished from each others T'aou

denotes sometimes avarice, and

Tee, gluttony. -

TE.

The earth a place the

ground or seat of.

T'een te wan wiih, hea-

ven, earth, and all things.
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^ Mfe Hwang t'een how

te Imperial heaven and Queen

earth. Shay te

kh'ew, a kind of ball at which

soldier's shoot an arrow when

at full gallop.

Chung kwo teth te fang, a

place belongiug to China; Chi-

nese territory. Pun te,

native place or district, in con-

tradistinction from

keang, another province.

Pun te jiu, a native of

a place. Pun te

hwa, the dialect of a place.

T'een te, fields; cultivated

land; state of things.

Te chen, or Te chen a

carpet. Te e a kind

of lichen or moss that grows ou

the ground; called also

Yang t'een pe the skiu

that looks up to heaven.

Jj Te fang, a place; a territo-

ry country space. J^fe

Te yu t'oo hing, a map of

China or the world, on a large

scale. Tc kliW a globe

representing the world the ter-

restrial globe. Te le

geography. Te le

t'oo, a map. f^c Te paou,

a consta1>le of a single street.

KTo throw dowu; to sub-

vert; to cattt in l'uiiis; to

destroy to ruin.

1^ I . From to descend and a

^d^^ line denoting the ground.

Reaching to the ground; low;

mean; radical fundamental; to

revert or come to again to ar-

rive at. The name ofa star to pass

the night. Kan te, the

root of a tree. Hwuy
te, the god of ink. Te

jin, the name of a foreign state

^ Te show, to hang down

the head.

From below and an over-

hanging shelter. To
dwell at the foot of a mountain;

to be set down low the bottom

of; to arrive at aud to stop; on-

ly; mean menial. In the books

of the Sung dynasty, iwl

for the modern Teih, ami

also in the Poetry of the T'aug

dynasty. Woo
kau te, no root; no fouiulation.

J^i Hcue te, the sole of a

shoe. f^i Scaou te, a term

by Avhich menial servants de-

>ii:;;:itc themselves,

Fang te, a bag for containing

books. Woo te, bottom-

Te choo, the

name of «*i hill; also a pillar, lit-

erally or figuratively, ~P
T(i hca, dowu below mean, j

Tojir:. (clh jin, in-

ferior people. }^ Tc shih,
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a foundation stone literally or

figuratively. Te ting, to

repress; a fallacious place.

Te te, the centre ofthe earth,

)
From man and low. Low;

j^P^ j

to bend down to droop

f
to hang down; mean. 0J

Af^ I
r^J 1K IK Kaou kaou,

I J te te, very high and very

low. Tae te, too low.

Kea ts'een te a low

price. "1^ Te t'ow, to hang

down Hie head.

hwuy, to hang the head and

revolve in the mind.

Te cho t'ow, hung dowu his

head. Te te

shwo taou, said in a low voice,

aJj[T^ From heart and low. Low

IJLj^ spirited; grieved; sorry.

From hand and to reach

down to. To arrive at; to

rush against; to sustain

or bear opposition to

bear what one deserves

to throw from one; to slap or

strike. ^tft^Piihtets'een,

not worth any money,

Te chang, to settle au account,

by giving the value of what is

due in some commodity instead

of money used also for paying

3i debt. Te sang

ch'ing, arrived at the provincial

city. Te chang, in

strike or clap one's hands.

J\j Te ke to slap the table, as

when .conversing with warmth.

Te miug, to forfeit oue's

life. Te seaou, to make

the payment compensation, or

pay an equivalent aud settle the

affair. Te sell, to stop

up and oppose; to evade au ac-

cusation. Ta te or

Ta te, generally speaking.

Keo te, to oppose horns

to each other; to pu.sh to mea-

sure one's strength with others.

Seaug te, to rush toge-

ther as in battle. Te
tsuy, to make amends for one's

fault or crimes. Te tang,

to oppose. Te tuy, to give

an equivalent for. Te

woo,to place a guard or prop a-

gainst, either morally or physi-

cally.

jkul From wood and the low-

'I fIJv er part. The root of trees

or plants. Shin

koo te, a deep firm root.

)

Te or Che. From disease

\ and downward. A kind

I of stoppage of the bowels.

\ From eye and to bend

I down. To look at; the

f appearance of looking

\ down upon.

Te or Che, a whetstone or

griudstone; even leveU

w
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See Che.

H! A male sheep; a ram; a

he-goat; a buck.

Te cliuh, to push with tlie

horns to gore.

From a boat and to rush

against. Te taug,

particular sort of war boat.

From horn and cow, and

to rush against. To pu^h

with the horns; to gore;

to strive to oppose. Read

Che, a certain drinking .

vessel. §S Te he, a kind

of play in which people try their

comparative strength, a sort of

wrestling. Te

p'ae e twan, to oppose false

doctrines. Te wei, to

push against the shore.

1 From words and to aU

pifd^ tack. To vilify; to attack

_LX- a person's reputation; to

\ sUtiKlei\ to accuse falsely,

< Read Teih, crafty; artful.

D^J IligChW te, shame-

ful slanders. gJS^ Te hwuy,

or Tepaug to slauder;

to vilify; detraction.

From a place and to go

to. The place to "which

: all people of rank, kings,

1^1? princes, and nobles re-

/^\| >* J pair; the retiidcuce of the

eom't; apartments for the resi-

dence of such visitors in mo-

dern use, any lodging house for

travellers. Also that which ex-

tends to the ground; radical; at

the bottom; fundamental; a sort

of screen; to rush against. A
surname. Te paou, or

fiP Te ch'aou, the Peking

gazette, issued by government.

To bind with leather

straps twining round, aiul

rising from the bottom to

^ I the top; hence, degrees;

) successive steps; ai< <'r'l('i

of succession; a junior brother;

and to perform the duties of one.

Heung te, an elder and

n younger brother; brothers.

Tsze te sons and

younger brothers,—will become

Foo heung, fathers ami

elder brothers.

The younger of two sis-

tei^. Sze foo, an

elder brother's wife.

Te foo, a younger brother's wife.

(i^^ Fnnn heart and w young-

>\f er brother. To lx»ia'e

with the dutiful feelings becom-

iug a younger brother.

From bamboos and straps

of leather wound round

in ascending order, like a screw.

A consecutive series; forms the

ordinal numbers; a literary de-

groo a mansion. Used as a par-
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tide but only. A surname.

4 ^ Teh te, to obtain a high-

er degree. Puh te, not

chosen to the higher degrees.

Ts'ze te, following iu

succession placed in order.

There are Sze tsang,

four degrees of rank; vfz.

Sew-ts'ae, Keu-jin,

Tsiu-sze, and ^#
Han-lin. To attain the first is

expressed by Tsin; the se-

cond and third by Chung,

and the highest by Teen.

Te san hwuy, the

third section. ^~

'

j^/

Te yih tang teih, of the first

order or class of the best sort.

Te tseh, a mansion,

originally granted to noblemen,

and where there were guards,

placed in order. Te

urh, the second.

A surname. The name

of a plant.

The appellation of one

who judges the world, or

of one who rules over the na-

tions; an epithet of respect and

honour, — applied to one who

rules as a lo^d or sovereign an

Emperor; an independent mo-

narch celestial virtue,

Woo te five ancient Emperors,

also the god of heaven, ami

the gods of the four seasons.

The name of a star the name

of a place. Hwang,

te wang, according to some,

express three degrees of sove-

reign rule, of which Hwang is

the highest; Te, the second; and

Wang, the lowest. Hwang-te,

is a common appellatiou of the

Emperor of Chiua.
k^

Shang-te, the highest sovereign

the Supreme Ruler; Heaven, or

S T'een cbe shin, the

God of heaven or according to

others, all the gods of heaven

collectively. Te wang,

a sovereign potentate.

To raise up. Read Te,

feeble weak.

To change to alter; for;

in place of; instead of; to

pass fiom hand to hand

to transmit. Read Tat

to wind round.

Kang te, or Te

kang, to pass alternately fi'oni

one to another; to change and

revolve as the seasons.

Ch'ang te, to go far off and not

return. T'eaou te, re-

mote; distant to remain far off.

Ch'uen te or

Yih te, to transmit from hand io

hand —as letters or despatches,
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Te chung, a certain

stringed instrument. ^j^r

Te pin, to present a petition for

another person. Te

shoo, to transmit a letter,

Te seancr, mutually; alter-

nately.

theTalents surpassing

rest of mankind.

Read Te and Tae. From

a zone and insects. The

name of certain insects,

>of which it is imagined,

the rainbow is composed;

hence used for the rain-

bow^

From wood or a tree and

large. The appeaiance

of a tree a tree standing

alone luxuriant. The se-

cond form occurs, but is

erroneous,—applied to eminent

men, ami to brothers living in

harmony.

TE.

To advance with difficul-

To split or tear open.

To stop or fill up with

earth; a bank or dike

raised against water; to guard

or raise a barrier against; to di-

vide land by dikes. A thing

fixed or placed steadily on its

base. The name of a place.

Ch'ang t,e a long bank.

Read Kwei, Muh kwei,

the name of a state. Te
ngan, the bank of a stream j riv-

er or canal. T^e te, the

bottom of a dike or bank.

From hand and the sun

on the meridian. To lift

an high ae the zone or

girdle; to lift up; to take

or bring up; to bring be-

fore a magistrate to throw

from one; the name of a drum.

Read She, the gathering toge-

ther of a flock. Foo

tie, in the dialect of the Bud-

dhists means correct principles.

Kew mun te

tfih, the commander of the nino

gates of Peking, he is a civil

officer and commander of the

' about the capital.

Hae te, a cliild.

Chaou te dwellings or dormi-

tories of the Buddha priests,

Urh te meen

ming, to introduce to a person's

hearing; and to command him,

to instruct with authority.

Te tuh heo

ching, is the first literary officer

in the province, and has a cer-

tain control iu the army on spe_
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cial occasions. Techoo,

to seize fast hold of.

T'e fang, to provide defence a-

gainst. Te liing, a cri-

minal judge. *^ Te he,

or T'e k*ee, to raise up

and support; to lift up and car-

ry—as a child. ^ Te
kh,e to bring up as in con-

versation to introduce a subject.

Te tuh

tsung ping kwan, a general of-

^cer of high rank both in the

army and navy. Te

shin, or Te kew, to

bring up to trial to bring for-

ward to a judicial examination.

T'e tuh, a general offi-

cer of the navy, anJ also of the

army at Canton there are two,

one in each department, they

are at the head, and are entitled

Ta-jhi. T'e p&
to fly about joyfully.

B Clear, pure wine; a red

sort of wine. T'e

avoo, a thick cream-like rich li-

quor, which yet oozes through

every vessel except a calabash

or an egg-shell; it is used figu-

ratively for the munificent dis-

position of Buddha.

' The name of a place.

1

title of a book a theme the

name of a country, and of a dis-

trict j to bring forward to no-

tice; to praise; to write poetry

to subscribe money,

P'in t'e, to discuss the merits

of a person to praise.

Teaou t'e, an appellation of the

inhabitants ofCochin-china, who
in ancient times marked their

foreheads with red and other

colours. ®|Ts'een t'e, to

. subscribe to any public work

T'e kh'e, to introduce

a subject. Te muh, a

theme or text on which to com-

pose an essay figuratively used

for the authority granted him

by his superiors on which he

grounds his proceedings. A
man who can claim a governor's

authority for what he does is

said to have a Ta

t'e muh, a great theme. grp

T'e slie, to compose verses.

P A Leather shoes. The name

The forehead; the iead;

the conspicuous partj the

/ of a place and of a per-

son. A surname.

L6 t'e, a kind of greave

) that comes up the leg.

^ > The name oi a bird.

Kh'eue t'e, a fine

y g horse
. ,11
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T'e ts'ze, the name of a place.

To ghave off the hair.

' Heuen e

t'e meen, to warm garments and

shave the face. T'e

tW to shave the head, in the

manner of the Chinese; a custom

introduced by the reigning fa-

mily.
Ij BM T'e t'ow p'oo,

a barbells shop. ij
T'e

sen, to shave the beard,
ij

T'e seu taou, a razor.

T'e mei to shave the

eye-brows; it expresses either

dressing them so as to resemble

the segment of a circle, like a

new moon, or shaving off en-

tirely the hair of the eye-brow^,

and painting a black curve line

in its stead.
ij

T'e, though

in genenil use, is a vulgar cor-

ruption of T'e.

From water and succes-

sive. Drops of water fall*

j>ing in succession from tlie

eyes; tears to shed tears.

The name of a bamboo,

and of a certain diagram used

in divination. The second form

is otherwise read E. {^
Keih t'e, to weep to ciy.

From wood and steps.

Wooden steps; a ladder;

the steps or means which lead

to some end. Yun t'e,

cloud ladder; i. e. a scaling lad

der; used figuratively for high

literary degrees. ^
Shang yun t'e, to ascend the

cloncl-ladder; to be promoted to

ln^her literary degrees.

A thick species of silk;

formerly used in giving

A noxious ^rra^s; a kind

of tare. T'e me,

a species of small whoat.

The appearance of grasses

and other plants iirst bud-

ding forth. Read E, to cut

down plants.

n

To bewail with cries and

tears; the crowing of a

cock; the note of a bird.

P Khuh kh'fih t'e t'e,

v('epii"r and lamentation.

T'e kh'uh, to bewail and

weep.

[ A drop of water; to ooze

J

out by drops; to drip.

Certain royal sacrifices

quinquennial sacrifices to

royal ancestors.
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Te and T'ee, to put from

one; to grasp with the

hand. Eead Cha a kind of o-

comb for scratching the

head.

An indissoluble knot

'^1 closely shut.

] The stem of a plant, that

hy which fruit liang.^; fi-

guratively that which lias

no root; unfouiuled. Read

Tae, the roots of plants.

^ T'e keae, small

thorns or bones; trifles.

From tvords and a ruler.

To examine into; toj udge.

Sze te four t'e,

the diseases of old age;

an assemblage of relations

ii^^
I

and an accumulation of

tV/J\^ ' wealth; ruin and anuihi-

lation the practice of virtue.

T'e yu sin, to exa-

mine in the mind; to study what

one hears.

m
bite.

The foot or hoof of a

quadruped; to kick as a

horse.

Ma puli t'e nee, a horse

tli at does not kick nor

Peen t'e, thin

17
To cry out.

To view; to spy; to look;

faligued with looking; to

exhibit or manifest.

To sneeze* , Read Ch'e, a

stoppage; an interruption.

> Occurs written without

\ mouth by the side.

J M Woo keae ke
yay, to emit breath or wind by^ • Kh'e

P'un pe yay, to expel the brenth

through the nose. P T'e, P

^1 P'un teor (J Ta

p'un t'e, to sneeze.

Kew t'e, to sneeze from disease

^ False hair; a false tail.

To annul or reject one,

and put another instead

of; for; instead, or in be-

half of; to, or the sign of

the dative case.

te without failure or

e. T'e t'a
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TEAOU.

7]
Originally the same ns

tbe Taou, a knife;

altered in later times to <listin-

guish it. It is much used iu a

to cany into effect; to reduce

to practice, gj^ Te leang,

or Te seih, considerate

respecting other persons in their

circumstances* Te
ineen, substantial face decor-

ous appearance; respectable in

perso" or action. | T,e

S( j uli, to compassionate.

TV slab, forms of official dig-

nity and propriety; decorum.

Te t:iou, to act accord-

ing to right reason. 1^
Te t'ee, to accord or yieKl *o

the feelings of other people; to

accommodate. Sze te

or Sze che, the upper

and lower extremities; the hands

and feet. Te ts'euen

wan, the body complete or per-

fect; an animal without blemish,

—proper to be used in sacrifice.

l"e""g the first word

denotes possessing capacity, and

Yuug, denotes exercising it.

Ijp To eradicate or burn grass

[t; and wild herbs. Read Se,

to shave the head of a child,

lioatl Ch'e, the name of a plaut.

^4 9

shwo, speak to him.

Te wo, for me.

Commonly read Che, to

break asunder. Read Te
^asy and tranquil state of mind.

From bo?ies and full of.

A body the human body

the body of any animal;

what is real; substan tial

decorous; decent; to rea-

lize; to give body or cllecf.

to; to embody or make

exist in action, the Ikmm--

volent purposes fn'
in another porson's niu<l.

/ 1 ^ Occurs in the sense of~to

1 J divide. Yih t('

one body—the whole number;

all concerned*

l)uh ho te shih, wanting in de-

corum, applied to style not

comporting with the elegance

and dignity required in state

documents.

Shin te p'ing ngan, the person

enjoying health and comfort.

Shih t'e, to act unbe-

coming one's dignity or place iu

society. Woo t'e, no

respectability. f~f T'e hing,
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3bad sense, sot noticed by the

Dictionaries, denoting perverse;

restless—; violent; ungovernable;

kicked; artful^ eneroacking.

She teaon, to assume in a

violent obstinate manner.

Teaou ngo, wicked; bad;

Jiinlignant. Teaou k'ang,

perverse; obstinate; unruly. 7j

Teaou man, barbarous; bois-

terous; unruly. /J Teaou

tang, intractable; stubborn ^ per-

verse*

!!
To cut or break asunder.

To gather in the corn.

"Tjf Read Chaou, or Teaou,

|—I to call upon, with autho-

rity; to summon ; to eite to ap-

pear; applicable only to superi-

ors requiring the attendance of

inferiots. Read Shaou^ the name

of a city. A surname.

Eshow
jue chaou, e y^u yue teaou, to

summon with the haa^ is called

Chaou, bj wards is (Called Teaou.

Teaou ch,ia summons

his ministers to attend.

Teaou keen, to summon to one's

presence. ^ Teaou

ta lae, call him here.

Teaou puh taou, not to ap-

pear ou being suiuiuoued.

An animal, said by the

Chinese, to be of the mus

species the skin of which

j>is used to ornament caps,

^U
I

A surname.

^^ I Tae p'ing teaou, the seal.

m^j Teaou shoo

pej the martin skin.

Teaou sboo. the martin.

To pare or scrape off.

To work or operate oa

stones; to polish compos"

See below.tion.

Partially injured; injured

and falling like the leaves

of trees; the marks of injury;

strength exhausted.

Teaou seay, or Teaou

lo, the falling leaves or flowers.

Teaou tsuy, debilitated,

enei'vated.

To carve to embellish by

cutting or carving to be

eut or fall to pieces. Oc-

>curs in the names of dif-

ferent plants. ^0
Tsaou teaou, to fade soon.

King tung

puh teaou, to pass the winter

without casting tlie leaves, an

evergre^i. Teaou 16,

to fall, as withered leaves.

Teaou ling, to fall here and

(here; to lie apart.
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Teaou Ie to exert care and at*

tention. Teaou tseuen,

to cut; to engrave.

To work stones. One

ajs, the name of a valu-

able stone; to carve; to cut.

tr^ljj To mix; to blend; to ad-

ft/J^j jn^t in proper proportions

;

to lake care of and I'OguIate; to

nunse. A tnne for a song, or

i'or reciting sacred books; vul-

garly called Kh'eang.

Ko kVfih teuou, a song

tune.
~~1

p/pj Yih leaou, all

linnnoiiizinjnr; h tune.

Teaou ch'e, to attend to; to

euro, as a doctor; to arrange; to

]>ut to rights. IV'aou

ch'oo, to arrange1
; to manage.

r«/Mj Teaou hiion, to adjust

or tune instruments. ^tJ

Teaou ho, to pacify; to cause

Imnnouy amongst persons.

Teaou 3
rang, to nurse one's

health. #j Teaou

t i '

I

1

t si n shin, to adj ust w ith

great perfection. Teaou

see
?
to cause to liarnioiiize.

Teaou ting to settle; to

net an affair at rest.

' \ The name of a bird; a

/ kind of hawk; a bu/zuril;

]
< arve. Name of an of-

I ^ fico, and of a countr y. A
Pjl^J " s narne. A suriiaiin*.

splendid. Teaou cho,

to cut and carve.

From a hand grasping a

^/ I bow; because in ancient

times, before coffins vere

used and rites of sepul-

ture instituted, bows were

used to shoot the beasts which

attacked the corpse to ask re-

specting death, to inuurn and

wtrp for the dead to wound ur

be wounded in the feelings. A
species of dragon, llvml TVih,

to reach or extend to; to re-

move; to take. Teaou

lignn, to search out, ami hrin^

any ca.-c in law.

-^. y^C Teaou e cl^aou hem-'

to remove the nest, the persons

conceHled. Teaou sang,

to feel for the distresses of the

living. Teaou 8ze, to

mourn for the dead. ^|
Teaou e tan, to take or pro-

cure as l>y authority of govern-

ment; an agreement or honJ.

/{P tfl i$ Teuou tang, not

J j7 constant; unusual,

<|^ To move; to ayitatc: to

3*^* shake; to rectify.

Teaou k'ing, to agitate a sonorous

stone; to cause to clash against.

Teaou po, to swagger

with the iuii Tcaim

she, to shake the tongue; to talk

much. BM Teaou tov to
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shake the head—to be careless

about.

J A il^ ^ Teaou keaou,

^ "^p* standing on n high and

dangerous eminence.

To fish; to make this a

V means of obtaining that;

used in a metaphorical scn<('

to take. A surname.

Teaou yu, to fish for praise. ^/
Teaou yu, to fish; angle.

From a cavern ami a bird.

In a deep profound recess.

To sell grain. Teili,

is to buy grain. A sur-

name. Ch'uh teaou, to

sell or send forth grain.

^ Standing alone.

I

T'EAOU., ^* T'eaou chov a

kind of broom; a besom.

The flowers of certain

reeds, of the reeds brooms

made. In this sen.se the

following also is used.

Name of a certain plant,

used as a black dye for

hair. The name of a river. O-

therwise read Shaou. See the

preceding. T'eaou t'eaou,

a high, lofty appearance.

T'eaou te remov-

ed far off, and without

any communication.

T'eaou t'eaou, a lofty appear-

ance; high.

-^k^ The tuft or lock of Lair

that hangs down from a

child's head young.

f^TJ The period of changing

the teeth; cliildren they

say, at eight months bogin to

have teeth; and at eight years

cliange them.

Appearance of sulking

alone; slender; weak un-

able to bear the fatigue of tra-

velling; to steal; to ussiniie le-

vity of de{)ortment. Also n'a'l

T'eaou, in the same sense. R(':,:l

Yaou, slow; servile. In some

parts, used to express to lian^

above the table.

Kh'ing t'eaou, 1(-

^/ lii vity and dissipation pro-

fligacy;—this sense is contro-

verted.

Mournful; sorry.

Commonly used to denote

carrying on the should-

ers; to stir; to take; to

take out from to select;

to excite; to work about;

to give trouble and annoyauce;

to seduce by levity of speech or

behaviour. Name of a certain

utensil. Kh'ing t'eaou,

contemptible levity of conduct.
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^ T'eaou cben, to stir up

wars. T'eaou kang, a

spoon. T'eaou lung,

to stir up to mischief.

T'eaou seiifciv to select to choose

from amongst many as officers.

^eaou so, or

T'eaou p'5, to sow discord; to

excite; to mischief.

T'eaou tan teTh, or

T'eaou foo, u bearer of burdens.

T'eaou t'a, volatile and

dissipated, applied to young

people. M T'eaou ts'eu,

to take or scrape out, as marvow

from a bone. T'eaou

tung, to agitate; to disturb, as

men's minds. Teaou

tang, to raise the wick of a lamp.

T'eaou teih, or^
T'eaou chen, to rouse an enemy

to provoke to fight. *f^t

T'eaou yin, to lead on to some-

thing evil.

Bjp,

) From eye and to divine.

j|R To look aslant; to peep;

} to look to a distance.

^JlQ
J

Name of an elevated ter-

3Dt ) race. T'eaou

wang, to look to a distance, as

in expectation of something.

From a cavern and to di-

vine. Deep profound

retired elegant appearance fine

delicate. % Yaou t'eaou,

m

beautiful; an epithet of admira-

tion,~applied to beautiful wo-

men, t© handsome men, to pleas-

ing landscapes, and to elegant

retired mansions.

The number of threads

which pass obliquely or

according to one, those that pass

lengthwise f the appearance of

long pieces of silk. Read Taou,

variegated silk.

Y To call or whisper to; to& inveigle; to seduce; to

wheedle f to allure; to decoy;

libidinouseivticement^seduction.

Keaou t'eaou, cheer-

ful, pleasing, concord.

T'eaou he, or ^L T'eaou

lungy to seduce to lewdness.

To caH to, and endeavour

^Ij^ to seduce.

To walk to go; to leap;

to skip; to overpass.

7^ T'eaou ts'earrg, to leap over

a wall. Teaou yo, to

skip; to leap~as with joy.

'Peaou hea lae, to leap

down. SI)^ T'eaou fun

ts'eang, to leap over a whitened

wall, implies intruding on the

apartments of the females.

To hang down the head;
fjT\ to sculk; to run away; to

look furtively; to visit the courts

or have an audience of the Em»
peror.
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Name of an insect; a sort

of cricket.

A small twig; a branch

proceeding from a branch

>long and slender; string

or line. Name of a wood;

and of a nation. A sur-

name; divisions of; items.

Ke teaou several divisions

of.
'

Yih teaou one

item one division of.

Ke t'eaou shing, several

cords. Teaou chang

refers to the exuberance and

wide spreading influences of

nature, T'eaou jen, a

rustling sound; a certain cry.

T'eaou le principles;

precepts rules of proceeding,

as a cord to direct a net.

T'eaou le, rules; laws of

proceeding.

T'eaou teaou yew le, every sec-

tion or division~every part of

the proceeding, was reasonable.

^| T'eaou ta, a long sound

announced far off.

T'eaou tang, a piece of plank

with feet to sit on.

A certain bamboo utensil;

>a kind of basket; grain

budding up.

J

yA certain long small fish.

The reins of a bridle.

To remove the tablets of

ancestors from one tem-

ple to another.

The appearance of fruit

hanging pendant from a

tree or shrub.

A certain instrument of

|Jv\ husbandry.

I An instruraent of hus-

|
bandry a kind of bamboo

basket.

TEAY.

Read Teay, and To, an

appellation by which

children address tLeir fathers,

particularly in the north of Chi-

na. ^*^ Laou teay, or |5^f

^ teay, venerable father.
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Teay teay, daddy— a
|

child's way ofexpress-ing fiither.

TEE.

1
A small species of melon

a young melon.

Kwa tee, a large and a

small melon; metaphori-

cally children and grand-

children descending from

the same parent.

From eye and to lose. To

look aslaut as if one had

lost some time to make

J
signs with the eyes.

From foot and to miss or

lose. To slip the foot ; to

pass over; to move rapidly ami

unceremoniously,

tee, to slip; to fall.

Tee t^ae te hea, to fall down

upon the ground. S^C Tee

tstth, to stamp with the foot., or

throw one's-self back in a chair

-when vexed and completely nt

a loss what to do. Tcie

taou, to fall over.

Read Tee, and Yih, to

"T^C rush forward; to rush out

in each direction, as war carri-

ages upon an enemy to over-

flow; to spread out; to diverge;

to rush over; abrupt; sudden; to

invade or encroach upon; rota-

tory motion.

^^4-^ From to go and to lose.

Alternate change; altera-

tion reciprocation; for; instead

of; in the place. Used for the

preceding; and to denote ease

indulgence, 3^ Tee yun,

circular motion; alternate rota-

tion. 5^ yung, alter-

nate use of.

From to divine^ and the

I—I month. To observe prog-

nostics for the purpose of fore-

telling* good or evil to divine;

to cast lots; to observe; to look

towards; to wait. Read Chen,

to usurp; to seize; to possess;

to possess firmly. See Chen.

Che or Tee, to taste; to

P drink; a small appear-

ance. Che she, the

sound of whispering into the

ear. According to one writer,

loquacity.

pH| Tee tow, verbo-

"RL sifcy.

High land. Read Teh,

or Clnh, au ant's hill.

Pieces of coarse white

cloth worn round the

bead, and round the waist, aa

mourning.

|J 1
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^ From old and very * A
person eighty years of

age, whose face assumes

a rusty iron-like colour;

some say, the age of se-

venty, is expressed by Tee.

Cold.

Hf;g tee, struck

|^ wifcb the cold.

irH^ ^ Loquacity and fluency of

1^1^ I

speech the appearance

>of blood flowing; or ac-

cording Lo some, to driuk

or taste blood when tak-

ing an oath.

A parapet; to fortify with

a parapet; the parapet

with its aperture the Chinese

denominate it, a woman's wall.

Appearance of thought-

fulness and fear. Read

See, also in the same sense.

0(cnrs denoting tranquil; still.

' Tee tee, danger and ap-

prehension.

Read Tee, See, and She,

to take or grasp hold of;

to take up.

/ Hoo teg, a but.^ ( tei-fly. Kee tee,

Jr buLLtirtlies and other fly-

iug insects.

A common character de-

noting a plate.

AVan t<
J e, a round bowl and a

plate a plate.

To pile one tiling on an-

other; to complicate with

many folds to reiterate;

)>struck with fear and ap-

prehension. The name

of a particular kind of

cloth. A man's name,

fififift Chung clmng

t^e tee, reiterated over and over

again.

To suspend or hang up;

^y^T
J

to arrange to lay out;

yto receive and prepare

I

to collect together.

H Ta tee, to put in or-

der and make ready.

Kwa tee, to hang up in order.

Plaits or folds of gar-

I raents, or those that have

lining. Also read Seih, and ap-

plied to a sort of riding1 panta-

loons.

JXf Protuberant; risinghigh;

I 1 jutting* out a hillock;

convex. Otherwise read Tuh.

In) /

In ( Tee or Chae, disquietude

and uneasiness of mind.

T'EE.

Certain scrolls of silk

with writing on them a
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written document or label a

piece of poeitiy. T'ee, u ppl ies to

any short written paper,—as a

visiting card; a petition; a copy

head. Fa fee, a copy

head, a specimen of good writ-

ing. Tan fee, a c;ird

of one fold of paper.

Ts'euen t'ee,acard ofmany folds

of paper. Pin fee, a

petition. Yu t^e, a go-

vernment order* Keuen

t'ee, a written scroll, 1^
She t'ee, to be examined in

writing verses.

fixed; settled. Ming fee,

or Pae t'ee, a card with

one's Dame on it.

Peh tow t'eS tsze, or

Neih mingkiig fee,

an anonymous placard.

I I \ To yield willing obedience

IVj I
or submission to to be

\ still, and quiet; resigned.

^Jj T'ee fuh, willing^

^Cu ' ly submissive; resigned.

vf- T'ee t'ee, to ad-

4 I—I just one's person to ar-

range matters concerning oneV

self; self-gratified; pleased. O-

therwise read Teeu and Chen.

4 To give something as a

pledge; to attach to; to

paste against. Chen t^
to paste to.

Mun shang t'ee cho, pasted up-

on, or over the door.

Te t'ee, to accommodate one's-

^elf to other people's wishes, or

interests. T'ee kin, to

attach or place near.

T*ee shin, to be attached to one's

person, as a servant that is in

constant attendance.

\yh To faU down; to trail the

1^-3J feet in walking.

— A horse of a colour re-

hi^f^i sembling iron a sort of

bay horse; used also for the fol-

lowing.

Iron, which they also de-

nominate Heh
kin, black metal. The

name ofa place; ofa river;

and of an animal. The

name of a book. A surname.

Laou t'ee, old and dur-

able,—said of persons or things.

0. T'ee che, r
T'ee keen, nippers; tongs; pin-

cers tweezers. T'e^

peen, an iron rod. T'ee

siii, iron hearted; uufeeling.

|3 T'ee ye tseu yu, a

plate of iron with teeth, a saw.

Fee fuh, slippe-

I |^ iy; artfully.

Greedy of food; glutton-

ous. T'aoU t"
^ avaricious and gluttonous.

J

Name of a monster found^ J engraven on ancient vases.

Name of a big-bellied vessel.
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£^jt Teen or Teen, to cultivate

I i-^l the ground to plough;

to catch wild animals a cer-

tain kind of ancient carriage,

f TTeen ting, f Teen

400 or Teen foo, each

denotes—a labouring husband-

niau; a peasant.

The space of five hundred

le around the court; cer-

tain divisions of land required

to give to government so much

grain, and three men for the

Array. - To cultivate; to dress;

to cause to start forth, and ap-

pear exposed to view.

|f|A| Lo teen, lacker.

^ J ed and Japan ware inlaid

with coloured shells,

/jtrt^ From gold and arranged

in order. Golden flowers;

certain gold ornaments

)>for a lady's head dress.

1

^ Lo teen, an orna-

ment made of, or like, a

shell.

To observe prognostics

|. -| for the purpose of fore-

telling* good or evil to diviae.

See Chen.

JY- Chea or Teen.

J |—I Teen tow, to treat light-

ly, or with contempt. Read

Chen, to see; to look at.

che keaou ehay shin khe chen

peih, teachers, now-a-days,

(merely) recite what i.liey sea

in books, without understand-

ing it themselves, or teaching

it to tbeir pupils.

The broken €dge of a

knife broken, as a u-

tensil or precious stone having

a part broken off. According

to one it denotes to cut, or

- A kind of earthen stand

, placed between two pil-

ou which cups were invert-

ed at drinkiug parties in ancient

time' a kind of screen, com*

monly called P'ing fung,

much used by tlie Chinese at a

little distance from door-ways,

they intercept the view whilst

they admit a free passage round

the two extreme edgas of them

a kind of earthen stand iu rooms

for placing food on; stands plac-

ed in the corner of rooms were

n!so so called.

T^o teen m e t"ng

shih wuh, T'oo-teei;, a place in

which to lay up eatables, a kind

of cupboard.

I
To place under a rover;

the place where goods are

put. A shop; a stand a victual-

liiig houee or inn. M Foo

iceu, a shop. Kaou

Y Y
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low teen, or Tsew teen,

a house where wine is sold and

victuals provided a tavern

wliore parties are given.

Cli'a teen, a house where tea

and cakes «ire sold,

Yang ho teen, a shop which

deals in foreign articles. Jj^

Teen kea, shopkeeper a

shopman. Kh'eh teen,

Hfee teen, or P

Te teen, a lodging house an

inn a tavern.

To try the weight of a

thing with the hand.

t-b lK Teen to, to weigh

i—VV a thing with the hand.

J A gem that is chipped or

broken; spotted or staiu-

^ed; to chip or break to

disgrace one's self or one's

connexions. Used also for

preceding. J Teen

yuh, a stone slightly broken.

Teen juh kea

mun
?
to disgrace one's house or

family,

A l ittle black spot a

dot; a small quantity; to

V soil to slur over to

i blot out to point or

> J stop to appoint by dot-

ting a name to mark with a

point in order to shew the ex-

cellence of the composition to

point out and arrange; to light

a oandle; to nod. Che

teen, to point out or shew what

to do. Kaug teen, a

fiftb of a night watch.

^

Ta teen, to make arrangements;

to point out what to do; to sort;

io recall to memory.

Kh'euen teen, round sraall cir-

cles put by the side of a line to

denote the excellence of the

writing. Siug teen, ^he

stars scattered in the heavpna,~1 ^ Ylh teen, one dot; a

little. Pwan (ecu

tsze, half a dot; a very little,

Teen hwa, to point out

the proper course to, and uie-

form a per sou. Tieu

keen, or Keeijt ttien, all duly

and properly arranged.

Teen ban Hn, to be ap-

pointed to the Han-lin or high-

est degree of literary raiik in

China. Teen tsze

pae dotted gaming cards. S^e

Che. Ti=en fow, to

nod the head. Teen

tang, to light a lamp.

The seal character of this

form, represents the re*

cords of the five ancieut kings

placed on a stand, as a mark of

respect. (Sliwo-wan.) A stand-

ard or classical work a con

stant rule; a canon j to rule; ta

manage; to control; to put uu*
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der the care of another; to pawn,

or mortgage. A surname. Read

Teen, to confer benefits.

King teen, classics and sa-

cred books. Ch'uh teen,

the person who inortgages his

property. Teen choo,

the mortgage. Teen

chang, classical works. jjj^

Teen le ritual of great national

festivals* Teen moo, a

collection, of official documents.

Teen she, a kind of

clerk. "rj" Teen show, to

have the control or keeping of.

Teen tseih, books in

general. Ngan teen,

Shiug teen, ov

Ta teen, all express great favor;

much kindness and bounty.

^ ^ Name of a lake; name of

f certain foreigners on the

west, near the province of Tun-

nan appearance of a large ex-

panse of water abundant.

Certain stones appended

y to the ears, or according

Tim^ v^to the term in Chinese,

^> ^ j

stuffed into the ear. The

IfL name of a stone. A mau's

J
name. *

To walk; to go; a slow

going mule.

To fall; to upset.

v 4
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ZPS^S {
The top ofa Lill the sum-

[
mit of a mountain.

The vertex; the top the

head; the forehead; to be

subverted; to cast down

I

from the top; used to de-

>note—insanity. Name of

a place. A surname. De-

voted to one thiug; to fill

up. Peh teen, the

white forehead of a horse.

Teen mo, the beginning

and the end. j Teen pub,

to fall down. Teen p'ei,

thrown into confusion,—as in

the hurry of bustle.

Teen taou, to turu upside down;
to invert the order of.

Lofty aud remote.

A disease which upsets

ot Subverts the under-

tanding. Derangement;

insanity franticness

madness fi'antic mad.

Applied to children, denotes—

convulsions or fits— is applied

also to the falling sickness insa-

nity, as shewn by laughing, gig-

gling, and joy, is expressed by

Teen anger, rage, and fury,

is expressed by Kh'wang*

Seaou urh teen

ping, a child in convulsions.
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Fung teen, foolish; insane.

]Xl Teen khVang, m«odness

generally.

f[L1
A lai-t^c U-i>y hall; a pa-

^
I

luce; fixed; settled; the

'
J:-fvoin of an aimy is called

j

Kh'e; the rear is call-

ed . Teen which also

.expresses the rear scampering

oif when a ilet'eat takes place.

Teen, s used to denote— an

inferior df^i-eo of merit.

Cluing (eon, a palace with front

iUid back suits of apartments.

^ T": °n h0 t0 n

//>/W to si^li.

fl* A hall or palace the

foiuulution of a palace

sediment; that which settles at

the bottom of a liquid.

z^y^t To put down to sink; to

pay down or make up a

sum of moTiey. Read Tee, the

name of ft river *

r the name of a

Keen tlibh-ict in ihe province of

Sze-ch'uen. E teen, a

cushion or kind of portable mat-

tress forsittingonvliicli theClU-

nese carry about with thera.

Tae teen, to pay for nuother

person. 1^ Teen chnug, to

pay a bill for goods purchased.

Teen chae, to pay a sum

ofmoney formerly borrowed.

Teeu ts'een, to pay money.

To put bits of brick under

a table, or anything else,

in order to make it level.

T'EEN.

: From a line placed above-

^ great that which is a-

have and is great. (Luh-shoo.)

The liiglu^t; that which is re-

sident above. To rule and keep

iu subjection the creatures be-

low heaven used for the ma-

terial heavens, the sky, and tor

a supreme and intelligent pow-

er which views human actions

and thoughts, and which re-

wards or punishes individuals

or nations, but which seems to

want personality. There is a

great variety of expression and

confusion of idea connected with

tlio word. Name of a star; of

a particular divinity; of a hill;

of a public court; of certain mu-

"' and of a plant. A surname.

T'een choo, the Lord of

heaven, was introduced by the

Roniun Ciitliolic Miysionarie^,

and is employed by them to ex-

press the Divine Being. The

Christian religion, as taught by

tlu'in, is now called

T*een choo keaou. T'een is us-

ed as a verb, to consider or re-

gard as heaven. ~P)

Min nae wang so t'een,
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the people are considered as

heaven by the king.

Chung teen the middle ages

of antiquity.

T'een yen khe che, Iieaveu re-

jected them, the last of the so-

vereigns of Yuen, for their cru-

elly. T'een cL'aou, the

celestial empire, China.

T'een ch'e, name of a hill; part

of the thorax about the fifth

rib; T'een is much used in the

composition of proper names, in

anatomy and astronomy.

^ T'een how, the queen of"

heaven a goddess of the sea.

T'een hwang, the Im-

perial family. ^TL T'een

hang, or 1 T'een han, the

milky way. ^
T'eeu kaou te how, heaven is

high and earth is profound.

T'een woo shih

hing, heaven has no solid figure,

—the vacuum above the earth

is heaven. jfe

T'een kh'e yen ban, the weather

extremely cold.

T'een kh'e haou, fiue weather.

T'een hea, all that is

under the heavens; the world

in a limited sense. M
T'een chiih kwo, au ancient

Chinese name of India.

—
' T'een hea yih kea, the

whole world is oue family.

T'een klie the temperature

of the atrnospliere; the weather.

T'een -le nan

kh'e, it is not easy to impose

upon Providence.^J T'een

hwang, 6 tlx moon, 6th clay;—

a

term. T'een le/ heav-

enly principles the moral

sense; providence; its opposite

is Jin yuen. or

Jin yuli, humaii wishes aud

desires. T'een

hwa shin moo, the sacred mo-

ther who superintends children

ill of the small-pox.

T'een shang shing moo,

the holy mother in heaven.

M M T'een fei neang

n^ang, her ladyship the Queen

of heaven, is the goddess of wa-

ter, subsequently promoted to

the title. T'een pin or

^

r T'een sze, the gifts of

heaven natural endowments of

mind. 7J\ T'een meh

she, or T'een kh'e, ex-

press much the same idea as the

words divine inspiration.

T'een tsze mun
sang, title of the highest litera-

ry character. 55 T'een

yue shin, heaven is called God.

(Luh-shoo.)

T'een ta kwo shin, heaven is

greater than the gods.

T'eeu bang teih, that which
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is a natural production not the

result of human labour.

T'ecn ts'ing, a serene clear

sky. T'een fang, pa-

ra-lise; the regions of the bless-

ed; heavenly felicity.

T'een te, the sovereign of hea-

ven, is a Chinese term.

T'een yue shang te,

heaven is called Shang-te, the

Supreme potentate. T'Sen

taou, the ways ofheaven; provi-

dence, or the path of the planets.

T'een tsze, the son of

heaven, the Emperor of China.

T'Sen tsin wei, Tieu-

sing a well known town at the

entrance of the river leading

from the gulf of Chlh-le to

Peking.

ts'ung jin yuen, heaven accord-

ing with human wishes; provi-

dence granting what is desired

by individuals. Teen

yen, heaven9

$ face^ countenance

of the Emperor of China.

1.
N

, From heaven and heart.5

&

| I
Feeling ashamed when

appealing to Heaven; to

cause sbame; to disgrace.

T'een

tsae seang liaou, to be intimate-

ly acquainted with.

From heart and shame.

t\f\ Weak; timorous.

T'eeu ke au agitated, uusettled

state of mind,

\j~7C^ To add to; to increase the

nrraber or quantity of.

Shang feen, to put up-

on as colours on a surface.

T'een keen, to add to, and

to diminish. T'een

ting, to have a child added to

the number of the family by

birth.

^^ r

Feeu he, to sigh;

i7^\ to moan 5 or the expres-

sion of concern, as oh! alas!

HTo plant grain in rows;

arranged in order ; a field

laid out in plats a cultivated

field to plough to hunt. Name
of an office; of a divinity; of a

district; of a plant; of a drum;

and of a carriage*

Chuh t'een, a bamboo planta-

tion. Tsing t'een, a

field laid out in portions like the

letter Tsing. Tseih

t'eeu, the field ploughed by the

Emperor. l£ T'un t'een,

land cultivated by the soldiery,

"f^ flX Shih mow t'een, ten

acres of Iami. T'een

^liow, a cultivated field.

z^ T'een ch'uh, cattle, or other

animals brought up in the field.

T'een koa shwuy

ch'ay, a husbandman's water-

wheel. T'een foo tbe

laud tux. T'eeu
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feen jen, adjusted iu nice order.

Teen shay, or

T'eea chwaug, a country cot-

tage a farm house. jfl

T'eea tsoo, the rent of land paid

to the sovereign proprietor, the

Emperor; the land tax.

Kwei t'een, ^ Kunsr

tilen, tfj Yuen t'iien, or

Yuen t'een, all express lands

laid out and distributed amongst

persons according to fixed gov-

ernment regulations,

I^Jr l
From field and to strike.

VONr A level field; to cultivate

yt\\Q ground; or to hunt

^CTl I

a livelihood. Used

^|lf for the preceding and the

following. M T'eep lee,

to hunt or shoot wild animals.

To end; to terminate to

exterminate; to destroy;

to overthrow.

Wei t'een, interminable.

T'een mee, to

destroy and extinguish.

Read Te, water flowing

in an interrupted manner;

a noxious vapour. Read T'een,

in confusion; in disorder.

From heart and sweet

abbreviated. A peaceful

tranquil state of mind repose.

i\j> Sin t'eeu khe

ho, a tranquil mind, and an a-

greeable temper.

z

From tongue and sweet.

The tongue knows what

is sweet; a sweet taste

excellent in its kind. The

name of a river, ^[
T't'en joo meih, as

sweet as honey.

Abundance; plenty.

A feeling of shame. A
man's name.

T'een or Neen, to reach

^\ out the hand to anything;

to take with the hand extended.

To raise up or peel off the

skin,

T'een twan dis

ease; diseased contraction

of the muscles.

The face coloured from

an impression of shame,

Many, much, abundant,

plentiful; large; good. To

forget; a long time.

Puh t'een, deficient; wanting,

'l^lttl
Weak; weakly.

From earth and Chin,

^5^f giving aouud, A cavern
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or hollow place; a pit to fill

up a vacant place to make up

a deficiency to add to; to pay

a debt to give a life forfeited

to the laws; to yield or flow

onward; the sound of a drum.

A man's name. Also read Teen.

Eead Teen, entirely, completely,

fully, abundantly. Severe dis-

ease. T't:en, also denotes on

some public register, tlie names

of officers at tlie quinquennial

report as V vn

oho e, noted for extraordinary

talent. Read Chin, fixed; set-

tled soothed repressed a

long- time. i&
T'eaou chuen t'een tsing, to

j

carry brinks and fill up a well.

T'een chae, to pay a

debt. S T'een

bwan kh'wei kh'uug, to make

up a loss or deficiency.

T'een neen aou noted as

superannuated, ifi * T'een

niwan, to fill up to fill entire- i

ly. tl T'gen miug", to pay

with one's life the violation of i

the laws. ^ T'uen seh, to
j

close or shut up.

TWeii lew ts'euen, confluent

streams or springs. ^ J

T'een fow ts'aou, noted for

un magisterial levity.

T'een fei tseih, noted as be-
j

ing disabled by sickness.

To strike to beat as a

^ drum to extend to

spread out; to lead to draw.

The noise made by stones

falling; the base of a pil-

To fill or stop up; to add

to. The name of a place.

Read Chen, slow.

To fill up; to stuff; fall

The name of

place. \\\{\ \^\ T*eeu t'een,

sound filling' the air; a numer-

ous flock of aiumnls; the uoise

ofcarriages. ]^ T'een sbih,

stuffed or filled up.

® T'een t'een, mov-

ing about with joy and

satisfaction.

A house rushing down iu

Lightning.

Luy ming, t'een

kwan^, the thunders roar and

the lightnings glare.

SIhmi t'een, a flash of lightning.

Luy t'een, thunder ami

lightning; li^litniug' is otherwise

('alitHl Luy peen, the

thtnidcrcrs ichip, referring to

forked liplitiiing. T'et^u

kwang, i he glare oi' liglituing.
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T'e^n peh, a port to the

Avest ward of Canton, resorted to

in former times, known by the

11ume 7 een-pak.

From fixed and azure'

J jil^ A blue dye; to dye with

a blue colour, fj^ T'een

hwa the hlue liquid colour pro-

duced from an infusion of the

leaves o£ the indigo plant.

T'eeii lan, Prussian blue,

fe T'een ping, indigo in

cakes.

From wine placed on a

stand. Fixed settled

lofty mountains and large rivers:

to separate and discriminate;

present before; to offer up to,

—

said iu reference to sacrifices

and the gods to pour out a

libation to place in a certaiH-

position. Read Ting, a petty

writer of aunals.

T'een yen, to worship before

the goose, a usnge at Chinese

marriages; the goone consid-

ered an emblem of conjugal

fidelity. T'ren l^ew, to

pour out a libatiou of wine.

Seen t'een, the

glare or flash of lightning.

The name of a certaiii

bamboo mats made of

o.

To put dow-ii to place or

Pay-

To walk witli baste to

hang down the head and

walk hastily.

TEH.

3

^| From to go and to stop,

I v| having1 found what one

wanted. To be success-

fal in doing something;

yto obtain what one want-

>/L-j*. ed; to attain the end pro-

posed. Following other

verbs, it often denotes the

practicability of their im-

port, and answers to can. To '

covet; especial. Kow
j

teh, to obtain by some unfair
\

or improper means.

'

She fel teh shiht rio-bfc

and wrong*, success and failure,

f Tsze teh, to obtain one's

self, — means aelf-enjoyrnent;

satisfaction. Seang teh,

to fiud each other; murnally a-

greeable. "f=^f Tso teh, or

She teh, it aax or may

be done. Tso puh

teh, or She puh teh,

it woa'fc do; it will xiol answer;

it cannot be done.
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Teh e teh ban, to obtain

one's wishes in a high decree.

Teh tsuy, to offend to

commit an offence against any

one. Teh hwan

jia fcaou, to obtain restoration

to the state of human beings,

instead of eternal suffering, or

being transformed to brutes.

Teh. boo t'een, to

obtain from heaven.

To obtain to succeed.

it
-j^Q^ To strike with the fist;

to thump to beat; to

strike with the bands in order

to iiidicate commendation.

Virtue commonly in a

good sense power force

abuudance; benevolence;

>favour; kindness virtu-

ous instructions to be

grateful to. Name of a

star; and of a place.

f Ngan teh, beniguifcy; bene-

fioence. ®
Ta teh pith

yu been seaou teh ch'iih jiih

kh'o yay, the limits assigned

by the greater virtues must not

be transgressed, but to go out

and in at the barriers erected

by the smaller virtues, may be

done. Ming* teh, natur-

al virtue; innate moral sense.

Shing teh tsae

mub, (iu spring) a luxuriance

of efficacy resides in the vege-

table kingdom. Ta teh,

great kindness. Teh

ke, to take merit to one's self.

Teh wei mh ke,

virtue is the foundation of hap-

piness. ^f~f Teh bin^, a

course of splendid virtuous ac-

tions. * Teh che

puh wang, to be ever grateful

to.

TEH.

From cow and temple. A
bullock; an aiiimul three

years old a victim for

sacrifice to sacrifice any

animal; a stallion, one is

allowed to tbi^ee mares; to

pair; to marry; to stand forth

alone; insulated; single; alone;

only especially; ou purpose for;

one victim a sow that bears but

one pig. Piih t'eh, not

only. Kuug t'eh, to co-

ver a mare. ## T'eh che,

an order of the Emperor on

some express or special occasion.

ffi T'eh tsze tung
che, I write particularly to in-

form you. 4^ T'eh chow,

a single boat. T'eh e, a

special intention; on purpose for.

T'eh foo, my husband.

T'eh foo, my wife.
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T'eh lae, to come on pur-

pose. T'eh sang, a vic-

tim. Ch'ub t'eh, or

T'eh lelb, to stand up alone;

conspicuous; supereminent.

T'eh yu, a special edict;

proclamation or other declara-

tion of the will of the govern-

ment. These are words of form,

and do not really denote any-

thing of extraordinary impor-

tance.

-— From heart and dart To

Li~ change; to alter; to err;

to doubt; several other charac-

ters are used for it in different

books. Puh t'eh, no

doubt or suspicion no error,

ij^ Haou t'een puh

t'eh, heaven errs not. ifi^

Cli'a t'eh, to err to mistake;

error; defect.

Sze she puh t'eh, there is no

error ia the seasons.

>f> T'eh she piih haou, it

is very bad. T'eh

pae lae, an especial blockhead,

used in abuse.

/-A- iA T'an t'eh, silly;

1^ foolish.

From to go down and

heart. Disquieted from

fear"; palpitation of the heart.

Sin sin t'an t'eh,

the moving up and down pal-

pitation; tremour.

From concealed and

heart. Secret vice; vici-

wfcked filtliy ; licentious;

dissolute; lewd; to gloss over

vice; aslant,—as the moon near

the horizon. ]^ Fang t'eb,

vicious local phrases, -\vhicli

must be avoided. ]S Seay

t'eh, vicious; wicked abandon-

ed. Kiien t'eh, villniu-

ous; traitorous; seditious; pro-

fligate. t'eh

16 yiti, polluted manners ami

delight in lewdness,

TVan t'eh, specious slanders aud

apologies for vice. Tseh

t'eh, appearing aslant, as the

rising moon. Te t'eh,

noxious productions of the

earth.

Read T'ang, a snake.

Read T'eh, a certain in-

sect which devours grain.

TEIH.

Cho or Teih, to take or

pour out, as with a spoon

a certain spoon or bowl for lift-

ing liqnkis; to contain a -snsaU
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quantity. See Cho.

T,H, "r JP6

I \| yo, a moving star. Also

rend Te\h. n lixe<l period; an a-
1

freemen t. A plank on which

to pu^.- a ti'eam.

^!
To cut or break asunder.

Ju 1 From hand antl to spoon

*Q >J out. To tnke hold of with

the IuhhI; to \em\: to draw.

Read Cho, to strike. Read Y6,

to point uut with the hand.

Read Loih. to lay the hand up-

From white ami a bowl.

Clear; bright; distinctly

seen at a distance; real; true;, a

bright (Mijcct to shoot at; a tar-

get; a haiigincr point; an impor-

tr.nt circumstance. Now used

a-'-- nil auxiliary particle fov the

Te. of tlie Sung dynasty.

Oi-iiamf-nts for a woman's face

coMiietif^: a rod spot purposely

put on tbe forehead to intimate

that her moiitlily courses flow;

fn this *eii!?e read Cho. Name

of u hoive; a lotus seed. ?J
St'iicm teTli, or Srnon

te, used by poor and inferior

people for the personal pronouns,

I and me. Wo teTh.

iry or mine, "f^ Ne teth,

they or rhhie. ^ T'a te'ili,

Shwuy teik whose?

Twan teih
9
an originat-

ing point or circumstance, y^"

Teth k'eo, fully substantint-

ed truth or fact; a plain fact;

evidently true. ^ TeUi

peth, written with one's own
hand.

t̂he fruit of the lotus.

That with which a horse

is controlled; a bridle.

From a dog and fire. The

northern regions; the Tar-

tar tribes; inferior officers. Name
of a stag. Name of a well or

spring. Occurs denoting dis-

tant.
*

A certain plant. The name

of h place.

The part on Avhich the o-

\^\ tliers rest, the lower or

fumlamental part, as the stem

or stalk of fruits; of plants, and

of flowers; the roots of trees;

the soles of the feet of animals.

lii-ixd Shih, concord; agreement..

As^r Steps by which to ascend.

From woman and equal.

j^fj The wife strictly so call-

ed, expressed by Cliing

stah, the correct, middle, or

principal apartment; L e. the
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who inhabits it.

Teih moo, the mother of

the people; the Queen.

Teih tsze, the ehiklren of the

principal wife.

To approach tv ith the

fingers to twitch to

pluck. Eead Chili, to take with

the hand. Teih hwa,

to i-'uck a flower.

One opposed to; an equal;

an opponent; an enemy;

to oppose; to withstand;

J;o attack. Teih

ch'uen, the enemy's ships.

Teih kv6 an inimical

country; an enemy. ]^
Teih ping, the enemy's troops.

Tuy teih, or

#

Seang teih, mutually opposed

enemies to each other.

Teih t'e teih foo

tse, equal husband and wife, in

contradistinction from concu-

bines who tire inferior.

Water flowing to one

place to drop a drop of

any liquid. Teih ch

or Teih low, to drip or

leak out. Teih leih,

to drip through drop by drop.

Teih yih teen

shwuy, to drip a drop of water.

® Ling teih, a sort

of large jars.

The feet or hoofs of qua-

drupeds, otherwise read

Chili. Fowl's feet; to

throw.

The point of au arrow

used also for a pair of

tweezers. Ming teih,

r Mingshay, an arrow

which sounds as it flies.

A pheasant with a long

tail; the feathers are used

as personal ornaments to screen.

The name of an ancient state.

A surname. Name of a district.

TeTh teth SMh
e garment adorned with fea-

thers. ^ Teih fiih
5
a kind

of screen made of feathers to

conceal the ladies in a carriage,

used at court. ^ Teih

yu, the feathers or wings of the

pheasant. S^^ifc Teih

teth chay yay, the carriage

screened with feathers,

33 Quick; rapid sound.

Teih teth
?
a long

^^fe tapering pointed bamboo

a sort of fishing rod.

Teih or Yo, to skip a-

bout; to hop as a bird.

fleet.

To purchase rice; to buy

it in. A quick appearance;

Used also for to cleanse.

Read Taou, a Buruame.
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Read Teaou, to raonrn

for the dead. Read Telli,

to reach or extend to; the ut-

most limit.

Yf\] Teih or Ne, to move; to

\L>~4 shake.

From to go and by a road

or way. To advance; to

tread in the footsteps of;

to go or to lead on in the

paths of reason and vir-

tue; the path of righteousness.

Jgj^^ Kh'e teih, to open the

way; to point out the right path.

$ Hwuy teih keih, he

who obeys what is right will be

happy. Yew teih, to

put in the right way or order.

ZltJ^ From water and a line or

stream. A vessel to wasli

in; a place where victims are

kept and fattened; to wash to

cleause; reiterated, a dry vapour;

strong wine. )^ Cho teih,

to wash; to cleanse, either na-

turally or morally. )d
Se teih sin heung, to cleanse

the heart and breast. }^
Teih kb'eu, to wash away. J^j^

^ Teih teih, a dry atmosphere

a hot wind; strong wiue.

rj^ f Plants completely

and scorched.

dried

To look; to see; to gaze

at; to have an audience

of. Meen meen

seang teth, gazed at each other.

Sze teih, a private au-

dience, and on private business.

A kind of flute; it is va-

riously designated; the

term is applied both to

those which are blown in-

to at the side, and those

which are blown through from

the end. jfy Chuh teih, a

musical reed or bambgo flute.

Ch'uy teih, or

Lung teih, to play ou tbe reed

or flute.

4-7ut To store up; to stop,

or place permanently in.

Head Te, obscure; a high or lof-

ty appearance. Teih ne,

the lofty variegated clouds.

Teih tsae, to lay up wealth;

to store up property.

m
T'EIH.

To cut up to separate

tlie flesh from the bones;

to scrape off; to pick from; to

reject entirely. Read Shih, to

cut; to work up.

T'eaou t'eih ya ch'e, to pick

the teeth otherwise expressed

by Ts'ze-ya.
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From heart and to change.

Respect; fear awe; ven-

eraHon sorrow grave

Vand serious attention; a-

fVaid of committing* any

error; quick active.

Shiih t'eih, fearful;

t. ' Chaou

kli'in seth t'eih, in the morning

diligent, and in the evening so-

licitously careful. T'eih

t'eih, love affection.

To shave off the hair; to

pluck out the hair of the

head; to put away; to exclude.

To kick with the foot.

The name of an animal.

To remove far off to put

away to a distance re-

y mote distant; people on

\ the west. Occurs used for

)% T'eih.
T

eih

an appearance of wishing

to succeed.

T'eih jen, raised

high noble freedom un-

restrained. T'eih t'ang,

freedom and ease of disposition

and manner raised above o-

thers unrestrained.

TEW.

To cast away; to throw

away a thing with the

hand. Tew leen, to

throw away countenance; i. e.

to blast one's reputation.

Tew hea kh'eu, to leave

behind. Tew kh'ae

show, to throw open the hand;

i. e. to rid one's self of a thing.

TING.

The sting of a scorpion

a nail or wooden pin. A
character used in the di-

I vision of time; there are

J commonly three Ting

days in each lunar month. Ting,

in the sense of robust, or de-

noting individuality, manhood,

is applied to various classes

of the poor. To add a ting to

the family expresses the birth

of a child. Reiterated, the sound

of hewing timber. To give re-

iterated instructions. Forms

part of the name of a deity; of

an insect. Nailed, posted, em-

barrassed. Ch'ing ting,

to arrive at the age of sixteen

to become a man. ^ "JT Jin

ting, a man. Ping ting,
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a soldier. «^ Ming ting,

the people; the common people.

Shin titifr, attendants

of deities, Nung ting,

liusbaiulraen. Tsoo ting,

husbandmen who rent small

pieces of land. "J^ T'een

ting, to have a child added to

the family. "jT Lii)g ting,

alone and disconsolate; the name

of an island in the Can ton river,

comraonlj called Liii-t'uuj. "J^

Ting ning, to give repeated

injunctions.

/"T ) Ling ting, alone;

I >4 (
walking or being alone;

/ hence applied to the island

V |* \ mentioned iu the procrMl-

I ^ ' ing example.

^rr* Ting, or Ling, appear

-

' ^4 ance of ice; icj.

Ting ning, to en-

join repeatedly.

Ting ning die cliuh, to

charge with special and repeat-

ed injunctions.

^^J*

Even level.

4~V ) Ling ting the a P*

I >l ( pearance of walking' a-

PT \
lwie; als0 written

4 J Ling ting.

-4 * Ting, Tang, or Chang, the

I 4 sound of felling timber;

to strike; a certain tree.

The sound of stones strik-

against each other.

Ling ting, a jingling

soun<l of stones.

A level shore h\ the side

of a river. The uame of a

river; and of a district.

Jjj Tlie ]>ath Avhicli is trod-

'-'"'J den l>v tlie fVet of persons

who pass through fields; a dyke

flint servos for a foot path; an

acre of land 5 a piece of waste

land hj tlie side of a house.

The name of a state or country;

the name of a district, and of a

hill. Read Tang, to excavate

the earth around an altar. Read

Teon, the footsteps of deer; a

<l<'cr park.

>fc-^-l From disease and a nail.

J J A venereal ulcer; they

distinguish thirteen species; a

lv in Avliich is a hard indurat-

ed nail-like substance, j/v flT

Ho ting ch'vvang, a hot fiery

sore; a kind of prickly heart*

Sung ting, the breaking

out of a poisonous ulcer.

Stones for ballast ia a

fl
From tvonh and to naiL

To criticise; criticism; to

examine; to Compare to collate;

to deliberate; to adjust; to settle;
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to perform the duty ofan editor;

to linger and delay.

Pae ting, to invite a person to

a consultation. ^J* JE Ting

ching, or Keaou ting,

to settle; to adjust; to prepare

ior publication. Ting

ming, to come to a clear under-

standing of each other. ^J*

Ting yo, to agree on some time

of meeting, on anything that

binds.

ry* From wine and to nail.

\ \ A state of inebriation.

^IT Ming ting, or

Ming ting, drunk; intoxicated;

rendered insensible by drunk-

From gold or metal. To

work gold or metal; to

form it into nails; a nail to nail;

to bolt; a pin, either of wood or

iron. Name of a country.

4t E ting tiug wtih,

to nail a thing with a nail.

^J* Ling ting, name of a spear.

Ti ng chwang, or Chwang

ting, to nail up; to bind books.

From nail and head. The

summit; the vertex; the

top of a hill; to carry on the

top of the head; the thing car-

ried; the knob of different co-

lours worn on the top of the cap

by the Tartar Chinese, to dis-

tinguish rauk. Hung

ting, a red knob, denotes the

highest rank.

Keh kh'eu ting tsze, to deprive

of the knob or button on the

cap; to degrade from all rank in

the state. Ting tae, the

knob worn on the top of the

cap.

J5v--. A bone of the leg.

WI
Ay Ting shih, food

that is placed on the table

merely for ornament.

i From a foot under a cov-

er or shed, in a tranquil

place of rest. Settled in a fix-

ed slate; tranquil; steady; to

fix; to settle; to decide; fixed;

settled certain; a fixed trance-

like state; to stop. Name of a

district, and of a hill.

Peih ting, it must be.

Ngan tiug, at rest; in a fixed

tranquil state. ~" Yih ting,

positively; assuredly.

Ting e, to fix; to determine; to

decide on, as in a case of law.

^^^^ Ting ngeh, a fixed quan-

tity or number. Ting

jen, absolutely certain, punitive-

ly. Ting khe, a fixed

time. ^^ Ting sing, to en-

quire respectfully about the

health of one's parents.

Puh ting, or We tiug,

uncerLaiu, either referring to

AAA
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the past or the future.

Ting yin, or Ting

tun yin, an advance given to fix

a b;irgah) earnest money.

r'^r ( Stones for fixing or set-

tling a boat; ballast.

nasty. Tiug ting,

secure, easy circumstances.

I Icy appearance.

TING.

fcf^ A sort of white copper or

tin; a piece of silver of a

certain weight, used iu com-

merce in Canton commonly of

the value of ten taels.

f^p^ To vai^e the forehead; the

to place charac-

ters in Chinese writing higher

than tlie row of coluraus, as a

mark of respect to the person or

tiling mentioned, answers to the

u^e of capitals in European

writing, Ting keh to

raise the character higher tbau

the Hue.

A sort of raetal vase with

^||-| I three feet; a tripod with

ytwo ears or rings. Stead-

|@J I y, firm; correct; stable;

^T^J to set up; to establish; to

place iu perfect security. Name
of a star; of a city gate; of a

lake; of an office; and of a cer-

tain boat, A surname. ^
Tang ting, properly established.

Ting leih, or Leih ting,

to establish; to place on a firm

footing; to commence a new dj-

From high, abbreviated,

and Ting, for sonnd.

A shed or portico in public

ways for the people to rest un-

der; a dome supported by pil-

lars in a garden a room or

watch-house on a city wall; an

elevated room. Yew
t'ing, a kind of post-office on

the road; sfcraight; to equalize.

Piih tMng, disorderly;

irregular. T'ing chang,

St T'ing kung, or

T'ing1 foo,' the senior or petty

peace officer of a small village.

T'ing t'ing, the name

of a hill also, the aspiring ap-

pearance of rocks on a lofty

mountaiu. ^* T'ing woo,

the point of noon.

From man and portico.

To rest under to cease

to stop; to delay to stay; to

fix in a place. fx T'eaou

ting, to arrange; to modify; to

settle. l£ T'ing die, or

T"ig seih, to cease; to

stop. T'i^ yih

hwuy, to stop awhile, -IE
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T'ing kung-, to stop work, j*^

'Si
'

T'ing sze yih hwuy,

stopped and thought awhile.

T'ing show, to cease

from doing. T'ing

shiug, to delay promotion.

^ T'ing tang, m Ting

to, arranged well; settled fully.

^£ T'ing ch'ay taou

tso to stop the carriage by the

side of the road.^ * Ping t'ing, beau-

> / tiful elegant,— applied

fct \ to women.

pi* Stagnant water used al-

so for a level shore by

the side of a stream.

)
T'eaou t'ing, to

P ^4 I arrauge to adjust; to

( bring to a proper state;

I 4f
•

J to settle comfortably any

affair.

"^1^ Represents a man st-and-

, H . ing on the top ofthe earth

or according to others, anything

growing up out of tlie earth.

Shwo-wan Pays, it denotes good,

virtuous; from Ma?i and Too
the earth, denoting the busi-

ness of life.

A place of general con-

course and permanent re-

sidence; the midst of the court;

to rectify straight.

Chaou t'ing, tlie place wheie

officers obtain an audience of tlie

Emperor, aud wliere the orders

of government are promulged;

tlie Emperor himself His

Majesfy.

Cliay she chaou t'ing kirn!'

tang this is His Majesty's pub-

lic court, respect must be paid

to it. S T'ir.g k'e, fra ex-

press to the governors of pro-

vinces, issued fi'om the Em-
peror himself, or at least from
the palace, and not fi'om any

office. Ting -ei tlie

H.ime of an office.

T:mg or T'iug, a long

appearance straight

level; even respectful.

A large liall in the midst,

of tlie house. The natno

of an office; of a district; und

of a hall. Ken t'iug, a

domestic hall. T'iien

t'ing, the name of a star. LLJ

Slmu t'ing, iu physiognomy,

refers io the nose. ^ ^ij T'ing

heuen, paternui instruct iou.

From hand and straight.

To pluck forth; to draw
out; to lead away; to stretch

out; to exert; to hold straight

out; to widen; to rush forth to

appear alone. Le t'injr,

name of a fragrant plant.

^ T'ing chuh, to rush ag.-ili^b
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and gore; to offend by words.

[ii T'ing ch'Qh, to stand

forward; to rush from amongst.

From wood and straight.

A singte branch; alone; a

staff; a stick. Used also for the

juvcodiiig.

A long small boat; a boat

I generally. Ta

r t'ing, a large boat. /J
Seaou t'ing, a small

' boat. ® * P5 ho

t'iiig, a sin all bout for tranship-

ping goods, or for lightening a

larger boat at slmllow places.

Kh'wae t'ing, a fast

boat. ^^ Hwa t'ing, aflow-

er boat, a boat for pleasure par-
j

ties for drinking and dissolute

pleasure. Laou kh'e
1

t'ing, a whore's boat; in China

such persons often live on the

rivers or )umks of rivers.

ff^J © Ts'ing t'ing, a

"ytf flying insect which is re-

markable for appearing to sip

the water and dart off again ^

myriads of these are supposed

to constitute the rainbow some

are red, others green the dra-

gon fly.

Dried flesh; rueat whicli

has been salted aud ex-

posed to the sun,

SjCt^ Wrought pieces of metal

^*^C ofany kind; the iron point

of an arrow at the part where
the wood enters; anything hol-

low or empty; termiuated; haste;

precipitancy.

Still quiet to listen; to

hear to discriminate

sounds to wait or tarry

fto accord with to com-

ply; to obey; to hear and
determine causes as a cri-

minal judge, they an-

ciently divided the mode of

judging into five parts.

T'ing sze T'ing yo, or

T'ing sung, to hear

and determine causes. ^$
T'ing ming, to receive and o-

bey orders. T'ing keenr

to receive with the ear; to hear.

^| -f^ T'ing ts'ung, to yield

obedience to.

] From hall and to hear^

A place where causes are

> heard; a court an office;

it is now applied to some

J domestic apartments; a

hall a drawing room,

Jung t'ing, a local assistant ma-

gistrate, commonly called Tso-

Kh^eh t'ing, a

hall or room for receiving visi-

tors. Shoo t'ing, a li-

brary. J^C Ta t'ing, a large

hall; a military attendant on

liitrK civil officers.

T'ing sze, to receive and deter-
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mine causes iu this sense T'ing

was formerly written as the pre-

ceding.

TO.

The character even ing

repeated, evening after

evening ; hence the idea,

many; much. Used also

in a comparative sense.

More; to crave for more; a term

of commendation. A surname.

Ke to, how much? how

many? O to, a farai-

" liar term for father. J^,

T'ae to, or )^ Kwo to, an

excessive quantity or number.

^» >^ To che, to much him;

i. e. to praise and flatter him.

: To chung, heavier.

To keen, to have seen mili-

tary service.

To ta neen ke, what is your

age? ^* To sze, busy, of-

ficious, meddlesome. To

shaou, or ^* To kwa, many

or few ; i. e. how many?

^ To yen, much talk; loqua-

city,—one of the seven reasons

which justify divorce.

I To strike with the hand.

From feet and many. A
V^J^ little child attempting to

walk.

To, or To, a target or

wall to shoot at; a side

aj nxvtmen t or hall commonly

used as a school room for the

family. The name of a hill.

y^ll To chop, to put into mi-

J nute parts.

A tree hanging pendant

down any thing hanging

pendant; a flower or bunch

of flowers. The east and

> west wings of a palace

to take hold of with the

hand; to lead as a little

Xll/ child. Hwa to,

fljj j a flower bunch. ~1

Yih to hwa, a bunch of flow-

ers; a flower. Ktth to,

certain ornaments made of bone.

To to, an immense col-

lection of flowers.

To exceed; to be strange

or different from.

To keo, to slip the foot.

-^f^ The same as preceding.

7^ ^ Ch'ing to, a path

along the outside wall of a city«

Vtl^ The appearance of walk-
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To shake or agitate with

the hand; to measure; to

^
conjecture or measure the

minds of others by one's

own: to let down a sail.

The body to hide; to con-

^/eeal. T
/ tsae ch'ae fang, hid him-

\ in the wood house

1
T IK'ih, to:

crete, or hide one's-self.

To p'e, to avoid to sliun; to e-

^le. ,
Ming ts'eang

yung e to, ngan tseen yay nan

fang, a spear in the light is easily

avoided; but it is difficult to

guard against an arrow in the

dark.

A certain child's play, o-

therwise called

Fei wa leth he, the play

of flying tiles and brick-bats;

the obsolete play referred to, con-

sisted probably only iu pelting

each other, hence the plmir.
P

to, to tlirow or pelt.

J?^C Fi'om.,rs/'.and Hwuy
K to lay a city in ruins. To

rend the flesh asunder; to fall

dissipated; lazy; to hang down;
to droop; to lay by the remnants
of sacrifices; to part off a sacri-

fice which is eateu; to smear
with blood. The name of a

S;il))c

Sit

cei tain country. A surname.

JL^^
1
From icoman and to fall.

I

Beautiful; pretty; remiss.

} idle; disrespectful.

J

as the following.

J To man, careless; negli-

gent; lazy; rude.

From heart and to fall.

The mind suffered to flag;

.disrespectful; remiss;

7J\ Ioungiiig.

T'ae to, or T'ae, or 1

Lan to, or Kv.w io,

to begin ami finish nothing

;

lazy loitering; idle.

To reject; to throw away

to cast off; to fell with

(he hand; to let fall.

To fal 1 to fall in ruins;

used either literally or

figuratively of the ruin of a fa-

mily; to destroy a city. Occurs

i" the sense of To, lazy;

idle. A' iva.l T.-6.

l
3eh to, a certain kind of wine

or spirituous liquor.

T'u-an to, expresses the priests

of Biuldha receiving or putting

their food into a platter or dish

peculiar to the sect; the dish is

called Po, tliey generally

•>»'S" with it in tliwr b;uid. )Si

Chow taou
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shwae fa too to, when the cause

of the Cliow dynasty decliued, the

] mays fell into disuse.^^Tuy
to, stupid and idle weak, feeble.

T'uy to, to push down.

^ Teen to to fall, over, to

]>ush over, to subvert,

Luy keaou to, tears inter-

mixed fell down. 5$ Tsuy

to, to be drunk and fall down.

Yun to, the clouds de-

scending. Hwa to, flov-

ei- falling. T^eh to,

the cap fell off. Yue
to, the moon descending to the

horizon, f Tseh to, to

let fall reprehension. ^
Sun to, to break and let fall, or

to break by falling.

T'een hwa to, celestial flowers

falling; is said to denote a per-

suasive eloquence,

Lew yiu to, tlie floating glow-

worms foil. M ^ M To

ming ch'ing, to ruin a famous

city. To 15 ho a

fallen gate; i. e. family reduced

from affluence to poverty.

To 16 to fall down.

To ma, to fall from a horse.

3 To t'ae, an abortion.

From hair and to fall.

To cut off the hair of a

child's head; to cut the hair iu

the third moon; according to

some, the hair which remains

not cut off-

Stiff mould or earth.

From ear and pendant.

Large hanging ears per-

spicacity, which large hanging

ears indicate.

To move. One says, the

appearance of hanging

down ^fu.<})cnded.

T'O.

To bean to cany c.irri-

ed by beasts of burden.

To to the camel,

\ now commonly written

J^ \% L6 t'o. A sur-

name. Occurs in the sense of

Ta. Also read T'o, to

charge, or blame with.

Wei wei t'o t'o, elegant

gait, and an easy genteel ap-

pearance. To fa, to

adjust or dress the hair,

L

^ T'o pei, to cany on the

back. As a noun, humpbacked,

like the camel.

" To drag to lead to draw

to pull to drag a cart or

carriage; to track a boat;

to steer a boat.

L Shwuy t o a bank rais(1

to keep off the water.

T'o chow, to drag a

bat
.

T'o wo lieu kli'oo liae,
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drag me into a sea of troubles.

To luy, to implicate;

to involve. T'o pe to

cause a persons death, as by

excessive torture.

T'o ne tae shwuy, to drag

through the mire and water,

—

a turbid style. T'o

seTL, to bend the knee as if a-

bout to kneel. Ft
T'o .

cliow wan tsze, the orna-

mental border sometimes called

the vitravicm scroll. See V:m.

A stream diverging from

a larger 'iver; the name

a river; the appearance

of falling tears; a heavy

/ Disease. ^ T'o tsze,

V a person with a crooked

spine hunch-backed.

A stone roller used in

husbandry; a corinin play,

i ^called flt/ing tiles.

$t Ch'ing t'o, weights

used in scales.

with self-gratulation.

The helm or rudder of a

boat. Woo to

without a rudder. ,
T'o kung, the helmsman;

the steersman the person

who navigates.

SI TVo t'o, to ?lip

the loot to stumble or

fall; to lose an opportuni-

ty.

The face reddened by-

drinking liquor; appear-

ing under the influence

of wine.

K Po t'o, uneven;

ini'u'uiari cUui^erous. ,
Poo t'o, the name of

a hill. K Sha t'o,

the name of a place.

An appellation of certain

portions of silk, used when

numbering them.

To deceive; to insult; ly-

boasts. Read T'an,

dissolute; profligate; ex-

travagant. Read E, filled

L6 t'o, the camel the

body they say, resembles a liorse,

an.l (he lioad a sheep; they en-

dure cold better than heat. In

crossing the desert of Shamo,

they stop where water is to be

fouud by a kind of instinct, and

give notice of approiwthing noxi-

ous winds by stretcliinff tlieir

necks, raiding a cry, and tlien

putting tlioir nose in the sand,
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till the wind blows over. To
cany as a camel, or other beast

of burden. To pei,

hunch-backed, as a camel.

j^j
The name of a fish.

To yii, some say is

the same as Sha

yii, the saud fish, or shark;

others say it is the same form

as the lizard, but about ten cu-

bits long, and has scales ou its

back and tail.

Read T'a, and T'o. He;
him; she; her; it; that;

other. See T'a.

nAL Forms part of the name

IlL of a religious book of the

sect Fuh.

The language of spells and

imprecations.

From the mouth and to

fall down. Spittle to

T'o jm to spit

upon a man; to treat him with

contempt. T'o te to

blow the nose.

From a claw placed above

woman. Kept down; tran-

quil; steady; safe; secure.

Ngau t'o, com-

posed steady. ^«

Ting t'o, fixed safely.

Keih t'o, extremely

spit.

well settled and safe.

Sze yew puh t'o, there
is something unsafe about the
affair, it is not rightly settled.

T'o fee, or T'ee t'o, a
local word referring to any work

which is well performed.

m T'o tang, perfectly well ar-

ranged
j safe j secure.

The appearance of a horse

carrying something. ^
Foo t'o, to carry on

the back of a quadruped.

.A wild horse; a piebald

horse.

Read Shen, an eel. Read
T'o, iu the sense of the

following.

A large sea animal up-

wards of ten feet long; a
species of fish; its skin was for-

merly used to make large drums;
said to propel a vapour from its

mouth, which forms a cloud and

causes rain. T'o lung,

an animal resembling au alliga-

tor.

B B B
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TO.

To, or Ta, mutual recri-

w " mination. The noise of

calling out to each other.

tlB To to, indistinct utterance;

to" stammer.

To, or Tuy, to compare;

to collect; to arrange. See

Tuy.

To guess at; to try to as-

certain by an effort of

thought; to conjecture; to sup-

pose; to estimate to measure;

to throw or cast. See Too.

E e to che, to con-

ceive of it, or guess at it with

the mind. Ch'ae to, to

suppose; to conjecture.

Ts'eh to, to try to fathom or to

guess at.

E ke che sin to jin

che sin, to guess at other peo-

ple's feelings by one's own.

To, or To.

Che muh ya-y, to cut or

work wood to divide or scpar-

ate' To, occurs in the same
sense. Read Too, to shut; to

close.

To stamp or tread upon

the grouBd with the nak

ed feet.

To, or Ta, appearance,

or mauuer ofu dog euting.

To, or Chih, ice freezing.

A large sort of bell or

wooden clapper, used in

the army, and to summon peo-

ple to attend moral instructions

in ancient times. The name of

a place, of a palace, aud of a

man. Muh to, a bell

with a wooden tongue. See

Muh. ^-' New to, a certain

sonorous instrument. )^
Fung to, small stones that jingle

l)y the impulse of the wmd.

To teh, to rouse people's

attention to virtue—one who

does so.

To, or T'a, to slobber

up greedily; to swallow

down in a hurried noiey manner,

without properly chewing.

P T5ekhW
tsew shlh yay, To, to apply the

mouth to food, instead of lifting

the food to the mouth. PjJ

To to urh shlh, ate in

a slobbering hasty maimer.

To take with the hand

to pluck to seize to

plunder; to take away. Rend

Ch'ue, in the ame sense.

Shaou to, to burn and to

plunder.
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To, or Ta, to backbite.

To take by violence; to

criticise, lop off, and de-

cide upon; to deprive of rank

or emolument; a narrow path.1 topehsing,

to fish and plunder from the

people. UMlif^ Kh'ing

she haou to, to spend thought-

lessly and be fond of plundering.

Ch'a to, to examine and

iop off,—what is improper, a

form in closing petitions.

TO.

The upper part represents

a full ear of grain bending

down. The horizontal stroke

represents the ground, and the

lower part the root; plants and

trees depend on the root in the

ground; hence, borrowed to ex-

press, placing dependauce on a

person engaging them to do a

thing.

From hand and a pend-

ant ear ofgrain. To take

with the hand, as food. >f^ ^£
Pfih t'6, not to take hold of

with the fingers, said of gruel

and of dumplings. Used in the

sense of the following. To en-

gage to do; to lay upon or com-

mission to perform. ^£'
tsze, or T'o p'wan,

tray in which to carry dishes.

From words and an ear

of corn supported by the

root. To charge with; to

commit to the care of; to

engage or commission a

person to do; to lay or lean up-

on; to trust to; to make a pre-

text of. Name of an office. Oc-

curs denoting to boast.

Pae t'o
?
to worship and engage

to do to request courteously.

Kh'o t'o teih
3
trust-

worthy. S Show
jin che t'o, engaged by soma

body to do something.

Tew t5 show che

e, to have some person on whom
one can rely, T'o koo

or T'uy t'o, to mako
some excuse in order to decliue

something. §^ j T'o foo, to

deliver in charge to.

T'o ta pan sze, eng^ir-

ed him to manage affairs.

T'5 pe, or T'o ae
relying on your auspices, I

have been well a comraon

mode of answering enquiries

about health.

) Read T'o, Shih or Chih,

to take up or lift with the

^band; to receive with the

I hand; to push with the

J hand; to break. The se-

cond character is read Chih. A
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surname. CMb

shih e wan, to pick up other

people's essays and make use

of them as one's own plagiar-

ism. T5 15, a disagree-

ing with people; unsocial of-

fensive applied to the officers

of the government.

The part where garments

open a large opening

the sleeve or collar opened

wide; extensive.

16

From hand and to ar-

range. To open out; to

put off; to lay aside; to

^exclude to dust or rub

with the hand. The se-

cond character is other-

i) wise read Shwuy, mean-

ing a duty or tax. The third

character is otherwise read

Shwo, to speak.

Read T6, a large staff;

^jyt* also, to open or cast off;

. to escape from. Read Chue, a

beam.

From flesh and to lay

Li aside. The flesh falling

from the bones; anything spoil-

ed and falling to pieces; to se-

parate from to put off, as cloth-

es; to leave the womb; to be

born; to escape from; to avoid;

to abridge an expression of

uncertainty. The name of a

plant; of a hill; of a bird. Oc-

curs read Yue, to be pleased.

Keaet5 to deliver from.

T'6 e fiih, to put

off one's clothes. To
heae, to put off one's shoes.

T'o kh'ung, to slip off; to

disappear; to vanish.

T'o tae hwan kuh, to

be born again and change the

boues, gaid to persons, imply-

ing that a radical change of

their conduct is necesiaiy.

^r, ^ T'o sang wei ma, to

be born into the world as a

horse after a period of suffering

in belK flfe^ T'o p'e, to peel

off the skin, flft T'o shin,

or na^ T'o tsow, to make

one's escape.

The skin of the bamboo

the peel of the young

shoots. The name of a plant.

The bark or leaves of

plants generally faded and

fallen to the ground; withered

and rotten the uarae of a par-

ticular plant.

A bag without a bottom

a small bag like a pudding

open at both ends to

mould or fashion utensils;

an utensil for containing

clothes and food. To
t'o, the name of an animal; the

camel commonly called Lo-t'o.
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A hollow piece of wood,

J

on which Chinese watch-

men strike the hours.

1 f Keih t6 to beat the

hours of the watch.

, ) T'o to an animal

"•i/^fe ( which has a saddle of

ffiu^ ( flesh; a camel with one

•^3^ J hunch on its back.

TOO.

^^1116 of a female tree;

the male is called

T'ang. To stop or fill up; to

shoot out, the bark of a plant of

whicn cords are made. Name

of a fragrant plant. A surname.

Pe mun too

kh'eh, to shut one's door and

prevent the ingress of visitors.

Too mun puh

ch'uh, to shut one's door and

not go out. Too foo,

a famous Chinese poet.

Too hwuy, name of a famous

general, Too tseue

leaou, to put an end to; to cut

off entirely.

A certain earthen-ware

jar.

From woman and addi-

tionalapartment; or from

stone
9
implyiug barren, a

wife who envies or is jeal-

ous of her husband envy

envious; jealousy and ill-will

appearing in the countenance;

when by actions, it is expressed

by & Kh'e, a selfish mind.

Sang too sin, to be-

come jealous. Tseih

too, envy; jealousy and ill-will

generally.

Tseo kaou chay
?
jin too clie,

he whose rank is high, people

envy him. Too foo,

an envious woman,—peculiarly

applicable to families in which

polygamy exists where envy and

illvill prevail much. f[p
Too sin, an envious mind, they

consider it vicious for a wife to

be jealous of her husband's af-

fections being placed on a con-

cubine,

A low wall to fend off;

to shut; to close; to guard

against; a wall fifty cubits long.

A suspended bell or sonorous

stone settled tranquil. A sur-

name. Occurs used as a local

cant word for Ko,

Wae yang seun

too e ch'uen, to cruize on the

coast, iu order to ward off fore-
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ign ships. P Kwan
joo too, the lookers on were like

a wall,—thickly crowded toge-

ther, when Confucius practised

the bow and arrow.

Too seh to stop up, or close a-

gainst. To"'ii to ward

off, or guard against.

The morning light.

To look; to observe; to

see. Mnh
so we too, what eye never

saw. Too

urh pilh keen, to look and

not see. Too wan, to

see and to hear.

] To measure or stake pro-

perty* To play at clianco

^ games; to gamble; to plav

to risk. Ta too,

or Ta too sae,

to wager; to play at chance

games. ^$ Too ming, to

risk one's life,—as soldiers do.

Toop6 to game.

Too ts'een. to play for mo-

ney. Too kin taou,

gambling is allied to robbery.

The place of the imperial

residence; the capital of

the empire; cities granted to the

sons of nobles, and also those

granted to support emiuenl

statesmen; a term of praise and

commeudatioa; abundant; all;

the whole number; general a

concourse of waters to dwell

an islet on which birds collect

A surname. ^ King too,

the capital or metropolis of a

country. Ta too, for

the greater part. Too

sze, or ^fi 70t Too tung cer-

tain militery general officers.

Too t'ung, a military

officer a kind of adjutant-ge-

neral a Tsiiang keun,

has two attached to him, who

are distinguished by right and

left, they are called ^£
Tso yih, and Yew yih,

from their takiug the command

of the left and right wings of

the army the Tseang-keun has

eight bearers to his chair, these

have four; they have one seal

of office, which is placed with

the Tseang-keun.

Too ch'a yuen, a court of gene-

ral inspectors at Peking.

A battlement over a city

gale; an elevated place o-

ver the gate or on the wall from

which to see to a distance. O-

therwise, read Shay.

Yin too, a double gate of a city.

From hand and Shoo,

hrdiulting or spreading

out. To arrange and

spread out; to form into

a law or rule; that with.
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which anything is measured; a

measure a rule; a limit; a de-

gree of longitude or latitude; a

degree or mark; a weapon. A
surname • to measure. Used al-

so for Too. Read To, to

conjecture; to surmise; to guess.

See To. Woo too, the

five Chinese measures, ^^"\J"

Fun, ts'un, cli'eh,

chang, yin. J^C Ta too, li-

beral. Fa too, laws.

Che too, to frame laws;

the laws framed. E too,

the laws of decorum aud cere-

mony. Tsee too, a li-

mited measure or rule of acting.

|^ Woo too, no rule nor

limit; unlimited,
>^ Kwo

too, to exceed the rule; excess

in anything. 5^ Ch'en too,

the zodiac the region in which

the planets move. Chow

feen, or "f
San peh luh shih woo too, the

circle of the heavens is 365 de-

grees^+ Jih hing yth too,

yue hing shih san too, as the

sun progresses one degree, the

moon moves thirteen.

Too kh'euh, to beat time to a

song. Too leang

kh'wan hung, an enlarged aud

liberal mode of thiukiug and

acting; the opposite is

Sze haou keaou leang,

to compare and measure threads

and Lairs,—a temper of mind

excessively scrupulous about

trifles. Too leang, to

measure with the hand or with

the mind.

To pass through; to cross

over a streara, or river,

or road. Used in com-

y& \
mon with Too.

M/ W ' 7JH Too keaag, to cross

the Yang-tsze-keang ( river).

Too ch*uen, a ferry

boat; a passage boat.

Too ts'een, to pass over a shal-

low place, or to ford a shal-

low.

To shut; to stop; to fill

up; to daub; to plaster.

To stop; to close; to fill

up.

To adoni by the applica-

tion of gold outside a

thing; to wash with silver or

gold. ^^"^ Too kin, wash-

ed with gold.

An insect that breeds in

wood, and that corrodes

books, commonly called

Too shoo, or

Too yii, a book in-

sect. Too yuh
?
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police runners who devour by

extortion the substance of the

people.

A vessel used in pouring

out libations at sacrifices.

Read Yih, to strike. Read

Too, to destroy; to ruin.

T'OO.± Earth one of the five ele-

ments as they are consi-

dered by the Chiuese; the up-

per horizontal line represents

the surface of the earth, and the

lower line and inferior stratum;

the perpendicular line repre-

sents trees and plants taking

root downward aud growing up

into the air the ground the soil

a piece of ground; a kingdom

the bark of the roots of trees

a place; a district. The name

of a country; name of a star. A
surname. Shwo-wan say6, the

character expresses ^tfe fff
1

.

Te che too

sang wan wuh chay yay, the

earth's vomiting or propelling

and producing all things,

T'oote

sang wuh e yaug jin, the earth

produces things for the support

of man. Woo t'oo, the

five earths, are white, black,

azure, red, and yellow. ^fC Jtl

SliAvuy t'oo puh ho,

water and earth (climate) not

agreeing (with a person); to

express the disagreeing,

Puh fuh, is also used.

^fC Ho shwuy t'oo, to har-

monize the climate; i. e. to use

a diet to prevent the iufluence

of climate, sour preparations are

said to be beneficial. Jll

j Fung t*oojin ts'ing, the

spirit and disposition of a peo-

ple. * Pun t'oo jin,

a native of a place.

gj" Pun t'oo hwa, the dialect

peculiar to a place.

+. Meeu joo t'oo seh, face

the colour of the ground; like a

person. J^t

Hwang t'een how t'oo, imperial

Heaven and Queen Earth, na-

ture. )0 How t'oo, a lit-

tle mound of earth behind a

grave with a tablet having )0
How t'oo shin, inscrib-

ed upon it; this divinity is con-

sidered as a guardian of the

tomb. Chung too, an

altar of earth to the protecting

gods called JJtt Shay.

Fun maou tsoo t'oo, to

appoint great officers of state,

is thus expressed^ in allusion to

an ancient story. T'oo

kwei, a kirnl of ^iin-tlial.

T'oo te p'oo sa, the
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divinities of the land; the gods

of the district; the penates.

T'oo che cboo, the earth

spider; i. e. the ant-lion,

T'oo fat^ the alum of Can-

ton. T'oo

mfih kuiig puh selh, the eai'th

and wood workmen were inces-

santly employed*

x Too, or To<5, to put out

" I , of the mouth; to spit out;

to eject from the mouth the con-

tents of the stomach, or of the

mind; to vomit; to reject; to

void; to express one's thoughts;

to issue or put forth; to blossom.

Used contemptuously for utter-

ing words, and for making a

coafession. A surname. The

name of a country in Central

Asia. |ft T'un t'oo, to

swallow down, and to vomit up.

lit Pwan t im

pwan t'oo, half swallowed and

Iialfvomitedysaid either ofmeat

or of words. Pgtrt NgOW t'OO,

to vomit *tfc T'oo

loo sin fuh, to vomit out one's

heart and bowels to disclose

one's mind very fully, ttt

T'oo hwa, to express one's mind,

id: Too ch'uh lae, to

eject from the stomach; to dis-

close the thoughts to cast forth,

lit Too kh'ow shwuy,

to spit the water of the mouth;

i. e. to spit, ttfc T'oo she,

to loll out the tongue,

Too fan, a certain foreign tribe

on the north west side of Sze-

ch'uen.

The belly the stomach

the seat of the sentient

prbiciple. T oo

chung ke leaou, hungry. /j
Seaou t'oo, the lower belly.

Ch'ang t'oo, the bowels.

T'oo fuh, or Fuh t^oo,

the belly; the bowels.

T'oo le ming peli, of a

clear understanding compre-

hending.

Yu or T'oo, I; me. An
easy style of discourse.

The name of a hill of a dis-

trict; also of a river. A sur-

name. Tsee t'oo, a cer-

tain water plant.

t*oo, ornaments for the hair.

T'oo yue, the fourth

Name of a hill mentioned

in history.

To vomit.

The name of a river and

of a stoue; a rut of a

wheel. Used for the following.

Read Choo, the name of a river.
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Read Yay, the name of a hill.

T'oo t'oo, a heavy dew.

^ T'oo yue, the twelfth

moon.

Clay, mud, mire; to plas-

ter; to ornament, as the

colouring of a wall to smear;

to daub; to blot out or efface;

to defile; to fill up an interstice;

thick A surname. The name

of a hill. Tso

yu t'oo fan, to sit amongst mire

and ashes is applied to sit-

ting down, or associating with

vicious people. Hoo

t'oo, dull; stupid muddy intel-

lect; to manage affairs without

order and system. Chin|

t'oo, dust and mire, expresses

the age, the world, the present

state of human beings.

Woo t'oo, to defile. T'oo

yih, or T'oo mo, to blot

out and alter a written docu-

ment. T'oo meen, a

daubed face, applied either to

prostitutes, or to robbers who

disfigure their faces by colour-

ing them. T'oo ne soft

mire, T'oo shih, to ap-

ply any coloured wash to walls.

7^ T'oo tsciang, to plaster

a wall, or a plastered wall.

A grain which grows in

9A\ marsby places,

T'oo seu, a medic iual plant.

Name of a valuable and

pretty stone.

A reed that resembles

^Jp^ the bamboo; a species of

bamboo.

f/Jj A certain bitter herb,

called by several other

names; bitter. A surname.

Shin t'oo yuh luy,

two brothers who in high an-

tiquity possessed the power of

controlling devils; they are now

esteemed gods, who protect the

gates of houses. T^oo

maon, flowery, light, volatile.

T'oo wei, the name of

a flower a species of rose.

Name of a plant which

grows in the water.

4 T'oo foo to crawl

on the ground on one's

hands and feet.

^^V^ A path a road, physical-

ly and morally; synony-

mous also with the second

>and third characters
>

1 which see above. 5^
Taou t'oo p,ing

VTjV tan a level road.

Yuen t'oo p'ing

ngan, wcU and comfortable on

tlio whole of the road.

Pwan too urb fei, to
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proceed half way and then fail,

—in any pursuit.

The mother of wine; the

materials of which wine

is made wine or liquor with

the dregs or foeces still in it.

T'oo me, an esteemed

wine or liquor. @J Too

soo, a sort of wine, formerly

drunk on the 15th of the first

moon, with the design of expel-

ling evil demons.

From a body and the

sound of chay . To kill

and butcher to rend and to

tear to pieces. A surname.

Kin too to prohibit lulling

animals for three days when

supplicating rain, T,oo

foo a butcher. ^ f T'oo

liaug1

, a butcher's profession.

T'oo lub, to slaughter

and murder people indiscrimi-

nately, as in storming towns.

Disease sickness, ap-

plied to animals.

An animal formed like the

mouse, having a short tail,

large ears, short fore feet, and

no upper lip. The hare, which

in the language of the temples,

where every animal sacrificed

has a peculiar name, is called

Ming she, from a popu-

lar notion, that the hare looks

at the moon when it bears its

young. W)i^U% Tun-

joo t'o t'oo, moving like the hart',

makes its escape. T'oo

tsze, a hare, or rabbit.

5^ T'oo sze, tho

name ofa medicinal plant,

A certain bird.

From man and to walk.

To walk on foot; a foot

soldier a multilude a

crowd vain; futile; emp-

ty; to no purpose; ban*;

only; pupils; scholars; disciple:

;

banditti persons addicted to

vice; officers in waiting; to ban-

ish to a disiant part of tlie em-

pire and doom to slavery. H
Tsew sell che t'oo,

Iht.-cus addicted to wine and

lewdness; deb.iuchees.

Wan t'oo, to banish for llin o

years. T'oo hiwg, to

walk on foot. T'oo jen,

in vain to no purpose.

T'oo shen, hypocrisy.

T'oo te, a disciple; a pupil.

From to describe a circle%

aud mean. Avaricious;

>
I

sordid distressed; to lay

i=
plans in difficult or dis-

tressing circumstances; to

|Aa^ ' delineate; to draw out ou

t2jJ paper; to estimate to

calculate or conjecture to

scheme; to plan io plot; to iu-
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trigue; to wish; to aim at; to

manage or regulate a map

drawing. Wan kwo

too a map of all nations.

Te le too any geogra-

phical map. Pan too

a description of the Chinese

empire. The first word refers

to a list of the population, and

the last to maps of the country.

Ts'euen ch'ing too

a map of the whole city.

wan
kwo king wei te k'ew t'oo, a ter-

restrial globe with the circles,

meridians, and all nations deli-

neated upon it.

T'an too piih tsuh, covetous

and dissatisfied.

King ying to t'oo, to plau and

desire, to scheme and conjec-

ture. k T'oo jin che,

to be desirous that people may

know the good one does.

T'oo hing, plates or cuts.

T'oo hwa, to delineate,

Too ming le, to

scheme the acquisition of fame

and gain. T'oo mow, to

scheme to intrigue to plot.

T'oo shoo, or

T'oo chang, the seal of a private

individual. Too seang^

a representation of a person or

thing. T'oo tsin, a book

containing the answers to be

accomplished in divination.

T'oo ts'een, to plot or in-

trigue for the acquisition of

money to aim at gaiiu

TOW.

^1 A certain measure. Name

I of a star Ursa-major,

worshipping this is expressed

by . Chaou tow.

Shell tow wei shih,

10 tow make a shih, or 120 cat-

ties.

-Xzl The appearance of shak-

^| I
ing up, as in a measure;

to rouse; to shake up; to shake

off. Tow sow,

Tow sow, or Tow sow,

to shake upj to raise the dust;

to shake off; to excite.

Tow sow tsing shin, to

rouse one's spirits.

Yellow silk; to state to

or accuse.

The name of an insect or

reptile, j^- K'o tow,

a tadpole.

Name of an ancient vessel'

to contain food, and usect
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in the rites of sacrifice; & cer-

tain measure grain leguminous

plants; beans or peas. Name of

an office; of a place, and of a

district. A surname,

§

Tsan tow, a bean.

Ho lan tow, Dutch peas green

peas. JS^ Tow foo a white

jelly-like substance made from

pulse. Tow kea, the

shell or sheath that contains

pulse. JS. Tow ts
r
ow, to

succeed in bringing about an af-

fair; to complete it. -S^^^^
Tow puh tsow, express the re-

verse of the preceding.

Tow tsew a liquor or wine

made from pulse.

n To raise; to erect; to ele-

vate; precipitous rocks on

hills.

To spit out in rude rejec-

tion of anything.

To spit. ^ Tow
yuh, the runners of the

police.

From disease and a pea.

A natural virulent dis-

ease the small-pox. ^§
Ch'uh tow, to take the small-

pox. ^| Chung tow, to

plant the small-pox to vaccinate.

Tow chin the small-

pox, ^§ j^l] Tow ch'wang, or

|S Tow chVang, a pustule

the pustules of the small-pox.

Tow ching, the disease

of the small-pox, |§/ Tow
shlh, the matter of the small-

pox.

Na pe hoo kelh tseih ch'uh,

wlien taken into the nostril by

breathing, produces the disease

the Chinese mode of inocu-

lating. Tow shin, or

Tow neang neangy

the divinity that presides over

the small-pox, and who is in-

voked by parents, and by those

who desire children.

An ancient vessel to con-

tain meat, used in the

rites of sacrifice.

The neck; the fore part

of the neck; the name of

a bird; flesh meat.

To stop; to delay; to re-

main; to dwell to walk

in a devious path in order to a-

void an enemy; to go circuit-

ously peeping and looking. A
surname. To throw in. >fQ 3^

Seang tow ho, correspond-

ing or answering each other in

a considerable degree, y^,

Tow ho, to throw together,

jj^ Tow lew, to saunter about,

to delay and loiter; to go from

place to place, to cruize about

without taking a final depar-

ture.
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Tow

\ A generic name for pulse,

/ peas, beans, and so on.

y
Yang tow, for-

eign peas.

kh'ow, nutmeg

Tow kh'ow hwa, mace, the

external meaibraue of the uut-

Ting tow, fruits

pVx. and other preparations

placed on the table merely for

ornament, and not to be eaten.

The name of a place; o-

J|^^ therwise read Tuh.

An aperture or crevice;

a hole or Jon; an aijue-

> duet; a channel for water

to ruu into a pond. The

name of a place. A .^ur-

Tow loo, a uar-name. p
row path.

A full point or stop in

fl^^ reading. Commouly read

Tub, to read.

\ Li t discourse talkat i ve

.

^C I
Che tow, loqua-

city; excessive talking;

which is also expressed

by Ts'eu-tow.

To speak lightly or softly.

An elegant figure; beau-

tiful. A mail's name.

To open out by shaking.

Tow kae to open.

3 Vulgarly to stir up; to ex-

^Li cite. Tow mow,

a kind of helmet. Tow

tsoo, clamour; noise.

Tow ta, to provoke, or incite

to speak or act. Tow
tsuy, to slap on the mouth.

|i£lJ^| Represents two soldiers

I 4 standing opposite each o-

ther, having their weapons plac-

ed behind them to grasp hold

of; to fight. Often confounded

with Mun, a door. Some

say formed of Keih, see

Keih, reversed aud placed in

opposition.

To call to. A surname.

A vulgar form of tho fol-

lowing.

To occur; to meet to

wrangle and fight; to fight;

to contest, as in any game.

A surname.

Tow lung chuen to con-

test or run races in a long

narrow boat, a Chinese

usage on the 5th of the

^ oth moon. Tow
king, wrangling and fighting.

Tow peen, fighting and

wangling. Tow t^ang,

or Tsang tow, to contend; to

wi angle; to fight.

To 1 t.
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lE^fL A dice box. Sometimes

used for Koo the

thigh. Hea tow, or

Ta tow tsze, to throw

dice, Tow tsze, dice.

T'OW.

The head of an animal, of

a body of men; the front;

the top; the end of a stick or

pole; the two ends are called the

two heads; used as a numeral

of affairs, as

Chay t'ow ts'in sze, this affair of

a marriage. Ch'uh tW,
to put forth the head to interfere.

^^ K'o tow to knock the

head against the ground, as an

act of obeisance. Jth

t'ow, the sun. Tuy

t'ow, an enemy.

Chaou seay t'ow seu, or

Ts'in ko t'ow loo, to

seek for some way to enter on

a business plausibly, ^ffl §^
Meen t'ow, bread made from

wheat, ^5; Swan t'ow,

onions. Ping t'ow, an

officer who commands soldiers,

used when the proper title is

not known. Lan t'ow,

or T'ow jin, head-man

a chief one who is made re-

sponsible for others. ^^
T'ow ch'un ch'a, tea plucked be-

fore the term

which in some years answers to

the 22nd of April. TW
low, the front room of a house.

T'ow mun, the front

gate. T'ow seu, the

end of a ball of silk or thread

the end of a silk-worm's ball,

the place in which to begin in

any affair. T'ow wei,

the head and tail.

A^-^ Remiss careless weak;

IRU ill-managed; to steal; by

stealth, clandestine*

Kow tseay e t'ow ngan,

careless and remiss in order

to obtain ease. T'ow

heeu, to idle about.

T'ow heen kwo jih, to

steal leisure and pass the day;

to use eveiy pretext to pass the

time idly. TW po,

negligently; remiss.

T'ow taou to steal; to pursue

one's own gain by clandestine

means.

jjg.'|
jjljlj Kow tow to cut

or pick to cut off.

To pass the time idly and

luxuriously, § T'ow

kee artful; crafty cunuiug. O-

thorwise read Yu,

To lead to draw; to hang

down pendant. Other-

wise read Yu. Iicud Chow, the
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hands hanging down*

To spit out; reject with

scorru

From hand and a wea-

pon. To throw; to cast;

to give one's self up to, either

in a good or bad sense; to put

or dip in water; to present; to

confer upon; to throw upon a

persou or engage him to go, A
surname. To answer; to suit.

Tsze t'ow, ngo taou joo ngo foo

ho, to throw one's self in the

way of vice or wickedness, as

an insect rushes into the flame.

E wiih tow

shwuy, to throw or dip a thing

in water. Seang tow,

to suit each other.

T'ow che, to tell to give notice

to. T'ow ching, ex-

presses those who have been in

a state of rebellion, giving them-

selves up and returning to their

duty, T'ow hoo, a kind

of vase placed on the grouud,

into the mouth of which reeds

are thrown for amusement *^
T'ow heang, to give one's

self up to an enemy.

T'ow ho, to throw into the fire.

T'ow ke, to hit or an-

swer the purpose one intended.

T'ow peaou, a kind of

raffle in which many stake a

small part of the value of some-

thing, in consideration of a

chance to gain it by guessing

its weight, he who guesses near-

est gets it. The Chinese but-

chers raffle a pound of meat in

this way. T'ow ming,

to sell by public auction.

T'ow te, to present or offer

to. T'ow fee

ho tsee, presented a card to of-

fer congratulations on the term

or holiday, T'ow t5,

to throw upon the care of some

person. Ngan t'ow,

to throw down in the dark.

To run away; to pass o-

ver or exceed; to pass

from this place to that; to pass

through; permeable to pene-

trate deeply; thoroughly; alarm-

ed; frightened; to comprehend;

to discern. T'ow ming,

transparent. Ai
T'ow hwa jin sin, thoroughly

to convert the heart of man,

used in a good sense.

T'ow ch'e, to penetrate; to pass

through; to discern clearly to

perceive thoroughly.
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TSA.

To go round to perform

the circuit of; to revolve.

To enter the mouth; to

tasted a "fish eating,

^ A mixture of various co-

lours different ingre-

i dieots mixed mixed

)>ble«ded; confused; a va-

riety of things or persons

collected together; a pri-

vy; an extreme degree

to surround the name of a bird.

Tsa sin, or Tsa

neen, a distracted perturbed

state ofmind. { Tsa choo,

to dwell mixed together; i. e.

different nations or classes of

people Tsa ho, a va-

riety of articles of commerce.

Tsa ke miscellaneous

records. Tsa lwan in

confusion; mixed and blended

in a confused manner,

Tsa seh, a variety of colours.

Tya wan, mixed veins,

-spots or streaks,

Tsa fang yen, blended with lo-

cal words*

Noise made by a crowd

in applauding and en-

couraging posture-makers.

J) D

JU{( ) From hand and nrnter

I rushing. To m'ge to i—

/ pel to rush to squeeze,

^tU| \ by pieces of wood put be-

^Pl J tween the fingers, whilst

the ends are compressed.

Tsa show, to compress the

fingers, — a torture applied
chiefly to women. The follow-

ing seems the proper character.

J.{(( \ Pieces of wood—applied

I between the fingers when

/ they are compressed as a

\ torture. Also read Tsaii.

»^ ) t# Tsa tsze, the

pieces of wood or reed used in

torturing the fingers.

n6 Tsa, Tsa, or Cha, I; me.
M This word is confined tr»

the northern people.

Tsa, man, we; ns.

Tsa laou tsze, my father.

P
Tsa or Tsuh, noise; cla-

mour the sound of a
dram. Read Tsan, to sneer at,

or ridicule; to swallow; to de-

vour. Occurs in the sense of

PM Tsan, to reiterate unneces-

sarily.
U Ts'aou tsa, noise;

sound the sound of a drum.

Sa, Sha, or Tsa, to (kink.^ Sha sha, or ^
Sha tee

;
the sound or ap-
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Pi

pearance of water birds eating

fish; to slobber like a duck feed-

ing; to crash with the teeth; to

talk much.

^f^Tsa te6, to scheme

or calculate deeply.

TS'A.

- I To pound with a pestle

in a mortar; to stick into;

to beat down, as when raising a

mud wall. See Clva.

Ch'a, or TVS, the sound

t| of cutting or mincing iuto

very small parts.

Shih, or Ts'a, much talk

verbose.

Ch'a, or Ts'a, muttering;

murmuring words. See

Ch'a.

Ch& or Ts'a.

to examine.

See Cha,

^ Ch'a, or Ts'a, see Ch'a.

Ts'a che to pick

the teeth.

[ A kind of flag staff em-

^i'J ployed at religious tem-

ples of the sect Fuh. Hollow

spiral pillars or steeples, erected

over the graves or general re-

ceptacles of the ashes of the

priests. Fan ch'a, the

temples of Fuh. See Ch'a.

An important pass with

I a military station.

Ts'a loo, an important pass.

T'uy ts'a, a pass formed

1 >y art a kind of barracks. "»J"

~|t SIiow ts'a, to defend a pass

with a military guard, "fc

Ts'a fang, a kind of guard-house.

TSAE.

A second time; doubled

repeated again then.

Sometiraes means a continuation

of the same mode of acting; as

further; longer. i& ,
T'a tso jih tsae lao, he

eame again yesterday.

Ts'ing ne tsae sliwo, I'll
1

"mik you to say it again.

i

U Tsae san ting uing, — j
.

^Lte11 ovei* ail (l over again. {
W S Tsue pVi che, to double

it again. >^ Ts.ie puh, not

Wain. T.ae

sau ts'ze seay, to decline with

thanks again and again,

Tsae woo, nothing of the

kind again.

From the hand fixed up-

on the earth. To be in

a place; to dwell to re-

side; to he still preserv-

ed; to be alive; to rest in,

lu depend upon; to belong to; to
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consist in; is in; a place; to exa-

mine. A surname. To rliymo

read Tsze and She.

M Ne kh'eu

wan t'a tsae na le, go and ask

where he is?

Seen foo tsae she, when my fa-

ther was alive.

Tsuy ptth tsae ne, the fault is

is not yours.

Too tsae wo shin shang, it

all devolves on me; I undertake

the whole affair.

. Piih tsae sin sbang, it does

not rest on his mind; he does

not care about it, Tsze

tsae, to be one's-self~in respect

ofcomfort or composure ofmind.

Haou tsze tsae,

quite easy comfortable.

Ngan 16 tsae, happy

and comfortable. So

tsae, a place; a place in which

something exists.

t Fang tsae cho shung, put

it on the table.

Hwae hau tsae sin, to cherish

resentment in one's heart.

Tsae muh ts'een, be-

fore one's own eyes, that which

is present. -^H Tsae hoo

to consist in; and its opposite,

>^ Puh tsae hoo, often

occur in the middle of a sen-

tence; the same ii< ulso often ex-

pressed by the single word Tsae
9

as has appeared in the above

examples. Tsae

tang nieen, being in the pre-

sence of a person.

>/ft Tsae kea puii tsae kea,

is he at home or not

From a spear. Implies

wounding or injuring; al-

so the feelings afFecletl;

an exclamation.

An iuterrognti ve excla-

mation, denoting the su-

perlative degree, of wliiifc

is affirmed m' implied; ad-

miration grief; surprise;

commendation, strong convic-

tion, or doubt; iu the middle of

a sentence, it is a particle mak-

ing a pause between two mem-

bers of the same sentence, or a

mere expletive; also the preposi-

tion to or on. Occurs in Shoo-

king denoting to commoiice; to

begin. Read Tsae.

Tsae sang ming, the third

moon beginning to shine.

Tatsae!

Yaou che wei keun yay, great

indeed! or O how great was the

Prince Yaou

To plant herbs or trees

to replant. Uted metaph-

orically for great benefits

>. conferred on persons by

which they are re-esta-

blished in comfort.

T^ae Lwa, to pluut
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flowers. ¥n Tsae p'ei, to

plunt, and put earth about the

roots; used to express essential

assistance rendered to a person.

Cithimities; divine judg-

ments. See below.

To contain as in a large

carriage, in a ship, in a

book, & (:. A period of time

which contiiins the round of ce-

lestial phenomena; a year; to

effect 01' do; that which is effect-

ed; to fill; (o insert in, or be

contained in; to adorn an auxi-

liary piirticle. Lc

contained within. IE Ke

teae
5
to record. Neen

tsae, a year. Tsae (seili,

to be contained, or recorded in

ancient writings.

Fioin a cover and bitter

toil. To rule; to govern

a ruler; a governor; to fashion

to one's purpose; to kill animals

and dress them, and to preside

over the table. Che

tsae, to form to make.

Yih tsae, the ruler of a city.

Choo tsae, a sovereign ruler,

applied to nature; to an Emper-

or, and to the heart of man. Ta

w Ta tsae, one wlio has

the supreme command of many

other officers. Seaou

tsae, an inferior ruler.
x̂

P'ang tsae, to boil and dress.

T'een te chay wan wuh eLe

choo tsae, heaven and earth are

the sovereign rulers of all thi

Choo tsae, o

Kcia tsae, an officer placed over

the household of princes and

men of rank. ^§ Shen

"' or P'aou tsae, offi-

cers who provide for the table.

^ Too tsae, to butcher;

to kill, ^ ffi Tsae seang,

ministers of state~commonly

called in Europe Colao.

r

Fsjie new, to kill a cow.

^0 T^ao seang che

yung, the high honours of a mi-

nister of state.

A local word for son or

child; a disrespectful, in-

Milting term for another

person the second char-

acter is common.

L:m tsae, an idle vagabond; a

blackguard.

< ] From water and ,//.

' Fire from heaveu divine

judgments great natur-

al calamities; whatever is

^.dangerous; injurious; ca-

lamitous. Tsae

ho, great calamities; mis-

eries. Tsae hae

to injure; to distress.
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Affairs; concerns.

TS'AE.

1 ^
"\ The horizontal line re-

^\ I presents the ground; the

> two ends, the roots and

-t-* I shoots of plan ts. The

/ substance of wood or o-

ther vegetables. Used for the

following. Talent; ability; pow-

er; the great powers in nature,

heaven, earth, man, are called

three Tsae. Puh

ts'ae tsze, a stupid fellow.

yj^ Woo tsae no talents, yf"

Ts'ae che, talents and know-

ledge. ^pL Ts'ae keu or

Ts'ae chih, talents for the

management of business.
'

ft Ts'ae p'een sing

ehlh, perverted talent, and an

obstinate disposition,

Ts'ae sze, mental endowments;

the thoughts or ideas of a man

of talent. Ts'ae

keu puh shing, talents inade-

quate to one's duty,

Ts'ae sMh twan ts'een, ta-

lents and knowledge contracted

and shallow,

Ts'ae teh wan tsze, virtue and

learning, /f Ts'ae tsze, a

genius. Sau

ts'ae too hwuy, a Dictionary or

Encyclopedia, or a Collection

of plates in every department

of knowledge— a famous book

printed during the Ming dynas-

ty.

The materials of which a

r J thing is made; either phy.

sically or morally; metal, wood,

water, fire, and earth are called

thejive Ts'ae, materials or ele-

ments. Chin ts'ae, a

true material. Heen
ts'ae, a good material, said of

persons who are endued with

useful qualities. Pa

ts'ae, the eight Ts'ae, are 3^
Ch

seang, yuh slaTh, too, kin, keh,

yu, pearls, ivory, gems, stones,

earth, metal, skin, and feathers.

Ts'ae leaou, or

Ts'ae ehih, materials, wood
that is convertible to some use.

A species of wolf. See

Ch'ae.

From pearl shells and

y%\ materials of other sorts.

Whenever men value, whatever

they can convert to any use;

wealth; riches; valuables; pro-

perty; silk; cloth; grain; goods;

bribes, Sang ts'ae, or

Fa ts'ae, to increase in

riches. Fang-

yew t'ung ts'ae, friends have

property in common.

Ngae ts'ae jooming
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teih, to love wealth as one's

life. T'an ts'ae, to cov-

et the acquisition of wealth.

Ts'ae choo, a lord of

wealth a rich man.

Ts'ae chwang jin fan,

money gives a man courage-

W IS Ts'ae fa wan

kin, may your property pro-

duce ten thousand pieces ofgold,

a new year's wish.

Ts'ae shin, the god of wealth.

Ts'ae yu seh, wealth

and sensual pleasure.

*Frora a claw and wood,

(To be distinguished from

Peen, which is intended to

represent the claw of an auimal

tearing things apart; to distin-

guish, and which enters into

tlie composition of Seih and

^ Fan, &c.) To take with the

hand; to pluck as fruit from a

ti'ee; to choose; to select; ad-

orned with a diversity of co-

lours like flowers; variegated

the external ornaments of

things. Occurs in the sense of

business or affair. Name of an

office; of a stone of a place; of

a wood and a plant. A name

of certain cloth. Na

ts'ae, to give or receive marri-

age presents previously to the

marriage. Foo ts'ae,

the cross veius on stones.

- Ta ts'ae, or Seaou

ts'ae, certain imperial robes.^ Ts'ae te\ yue ts'ae, Ts'ae-te (or land

granted to officers of govern-

ment) is called Ts'ae.

Ch'ung hwo wei che

ts'ae, a grave is by some called

Ts'ae.

^J^A ) From variegafed^ndfea-

I
thers. Brilliantly adorn-

> ed with a variety of co-

d

\ lours. Woo ts'ae,

•XJV / the five colours spoken of

by the Chinese. ^ Waa
ts'ae, elegant, applied to style

or to things. Kwang
ts'ae, splendid show, applied

to gay persons.

-i^fS To pluck with the hand;

^>^V to take; to take largely.

Show, the hand, is a modern

addition to this character.

Ts'ae tseh sin ya
to pluck the new buds or sprouts

of the tea plants. Ts'ae

i]a, to take; to receive; to adopt.

pl^A From to take and eye.

To take notice of, #
Ts'ew ts'ae, to attend to a

visitor.

ts'ew puh ts'ae, to pay no atten-

tion to; to disregard. ^^

^

Puli ts'ae t'a, })ay no atteu-

tion to him.
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TSAN.

Vulgarly used iu the nor-

A surname. Ngow or Tsan, to vomit.

From silk and variegat-

ed. Au assemblage of

every colour; coloured silk.

From plants and varie-

gated. Edible plants; ve-

getables used for food generally.

Haou ts'ae, excellent

food, /f* K'in ts'ae, parsley,

f^f Peh ts'ae, a common

coarse vegetable. Ts'ing

ts,ae or So ts'ae, vege-

tables generally for the table,

whether produced in the water

or on land. Ts'ing

ts'ae fan, vegetables and rice—
plain food, ^p, Sang ts'ae,

lettuce, Ts'ae yuen, a

vegetable garden.

From garments and to

wound or cut. To cut

out clothes; to tear or rend; to

cut off; to diminish the numbei'

or quantity; to plant in one's

mind; to conjecture.

Ts'ae fung, to cut out and to

seam,—a tailor. Ts'ae

to, to estimate; to arrange; to

plan. ^ Ts'ae keen

seay, to cut off or deduct a little,

or a few. Ts'ae tseen,

to cut with scissors.

Plants or herbs the bor-

der of plants; the name

•hill, aud of a nation. A
arae.

A thin sort of silk.

I These are commonly read
r

Cliae which see.

j

"] The colour of a certain

bird's head reddish

|> blackish; shallow nearly

reaching to; near the pre-

sent time; but just now;

just; then; it will then.

Teih ts'ae, lj Tsae kang,

or Fang ts'ae, it then

happened but just now; a little

aS - Ts'ae she, or

Ts'ae haou, then or so it

will be well. Ts'ae taou,

just arrived.

Ts'ae heae, gar-

|>^V ments which bind about

or cover the knees.

=
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them provinces for the pronoun

I or me.

Tsan, or Tsan-tsan, to

taste, Suh

yun wo yay, vulgarly expresses

I, or me.

From two spears. To

plunder to rob to wound

to injure; little; shallow; few.

Otherwise read Chau and Peen.

Tsan, or Chan, to cut a-

sunder.

Tsan or Chan, a tent; a

1^3^ scaffold a ware-house.

See Chan.

^ From a cup m(l s]nilhm\

A very small cup for

wine or other purposes;

>a cup to contain oil for

lamps; the numeral of

^ lamps. Tsew
W^C^ tpan, a small wine cup.

Yew tsan, a cup for oil.

1 Yih t tang, a

lamp.

\ From sheep and spears

^/ 3^ / or railing. A she^p cot;

(
a sheep fold; used also for

)

a stabie -

A wine cup; a slight de-

gree of clearness in other-

wise thick wine.

A pin of metal, wood, or

stone, used by Cliiuc-c

females to braid up the hair

used also to fasten the cap to

the hair; a branch vehement;

impetuous; to assemble together.

Tsan hwa, to attach

flowers to the hair as an orna-

ment. ^ ' ^j* Tsan yth

tuy, a pair of bodkins.

Three children standing

below a door. Weak em-

l>arrassed; sighing.

Tsan jo, feeble; "weak.

Read Tsan or Tsin, to

l>oil; a disease of the lip?;

jlrsh; filthy dirty. ^ f§
Ngan tsan, or Ngan

tsang, dirty; filthy; unclean,

a vulgar phrase.

^^ Tsun or Tsan, to contuin

in the mouth; to bite; to

bite the lip.

From to take pearls in

the hand, and advance.

To see to go forward

1 vitli a present in the

liand; to enter; to assist

in bringing to light, re-

ferring to spirits; to as-

sist iu discovering or perfect-

ing; to be evidence to; to re-

spond to the Sovereign. A sur-

name. Used for to praise; to

laud to mniK'i"l. ^( Jf^

Tyan ch'ing, to wituess the do-
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ings of; or to assist in effecting.

Tsan mei, or

Clii"g tsan, to praise; to com-

to laud, for this sense

K';inp;-he sanctions Tsau.

Tsan tsoo, to aid; to as-

sist.

Tsan, or Tswan, to col-

lect together.

* I
V To lessen to cut to pieces

J^?J to shave the head. A lo-

cal term. Read Tseen, to cut.

\(7^7^ Muddy water rendered so

by stirring and working

A certain kind of sceptre;

a vessel used anciently to

(iontain witie in the temples. A
man's name.

To advance a person by

xoords ami pearls. To

praise to eomineud to

> record the praises of; to

assist; to open and ex-

pand. Tsan seen,

to praise to comraeud.

Tsan mei, to praise the

excellence of. Sung

tsan, or^^ Ch'ing tsan, to

laud; to extol; to resound the

praises of.

To advance; to step for-

ward to walk apart or in

scattered, dispersed

manner; to urge; to press

upon.

E I

To collect together to

aggregate. The name of

a place.

To collect to^oilier; to

collect together and reck-

A carriage rent or cut

y\ asunder; to cut asunder;

to decapitate to kill. See Chan.

Tsan tow or

IVaii show, to cut off the head,

a movid frequen capital punish-

ment in China than strangling.

Tsau ke tW to cut

off a cock's head; when taking

a solemn oath. It is deemed

most solemn, and is cloue in

temples before the idols, after

kneeling down and worshipping.

The individual

E wuh tan ke puts the creature

in lieu of himself.

Tsan ting ts'ee t'ee, -to be-

head the nail and sever the iron,

—to speak in a decisive, perspi-

cuous tone and style.

From to cut off and day.

A fragment or portion of

a day; a short time; for

the time being for the

present time suddenly.

Tsan ts'eay, for :i littlo

while; during the time being.

Tsan, or Tseen, from to

cut and metal, A small

E
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chisel; to cut with a chisel.

Tna, or T to squeeze

the fingers with wood be-

tween a Chinese torture.

Tsan che, to torture the fin-

gers.

H'f* From water and very.

"pV Deep; clear; to sink into

and disappear; abundant; afflu-

ent. Name ofa river. Also read

Chan and CLin. See Chan.

tTsan, or Tta, with haste;

celerity; speedily.

^tj^ I The seam of a garment
' a rent seam; to open. See

Chan.

Tsan, or Ciian, to dip

>" anything in Avater.

Tsan peih, to dip the point

of a pencil in water.

TS'AN.

^f?^ From evil and two spears.

Z Evil induced by the use

of weapons; to rob; to plunder;

to mangle; to tread upon and

spoil spoiledill paged slaught-

ered; to cast out after killing;

bad wicked; cruel broken

meat; leaviugs of food; boiled

meat; fallen to pieces; deficient

wanting. Woo ts'an,

t-Uti name ot a star.

Ts'an hwae, to spoil to destroy

Ts'an heaou, broken

meat. Ts^an le, an ava-

ricious cruel magistrate.

Ts'an tseh, an injurious mis-

chievous rascal. M ft Ts'an

ma, to rail at and abuse.

Ts'an sang, to destroy life.

Ts'an tseth
9
some bodi-

ly infirmity, loss of an eye, and

soon. Ts'an yo, cruel

and tyrannical. Ts'au

jin, cruel.

To bear or to produce.

See Ch'an.

Ts'an, Ch'an, or Twan.

See Ch'an.

See Ch'an.

An artful crafty rabbit or

hare. The name of a tree.

Name of a star.

yTs'an too a crafty hare*

Tsan "11 name

of a tree that belonged to,

Confucius.

Ts'an or Ch,an irregular;

rapid, Ts'an hoot

uneven, irregular. f^S Lan

ts'an, a malevolent countenance

or aspect. See Chen, 'j^

Ts'au yen, an army not yet

foi mod in battle array.
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T^ll Ts'an or Ch'an, to cut a-

j^JJ sunder to chop to work

with a hammer and chisel.

Ts'an or Ch'an, to peck;

to taste; a slight repast;

to sip to speak for others, or

to imitate others.

A liill with a rocky, point-

ed, dangerous summit.

Ts'an or Ch'an, to stab.

One says, to sustain to

support. Name of a star. *J^[

Ts'an foo to uphold to

sustain.

%^Ua ( Ts'an or Ch'an. See

Cli,an.

Deep hollow eyes an an-

gry look.

To be fond of talking* of

people's vices to calum-

niate flattery to the per-

sons addressed, and insi-

dious calurnuies against

I

the absent sly reflec-

f^^^ j
tions, intended to injure

other people. The name of a

tripod; the name of a place.

See Ch'an.

^^ A good appearance a

man's name,

'h^^ Cruel; barbarous inhu-

1^ man. Ts'an k'uh,

r Ts'an yo, hardheart-

ed; unfeeling; cruel.

~] The name of a star. To

enter in amongst to

bleud with, or form one

of; to mix with to be

,concerned with three

joined; to be admitted to

the presence of; to see;

to advise with to give

advice to the Sovereign

against inferior officers, which,

of course, is the privilege of the

higher officers of the state.

Read Sin, a certain star. The
name of a medicinal plant; the

appearance of being* heaped or

piled up. A surname. Read
Chan, uneven irregular long'

appearance. Read Ts'an, the

name of a song. Chaoa
ts'an, to be admitted to the pre-

sence of the Sovereign inferior

spirits admitted to the presence

of the Majesty of heaven.

Ts'an cho, to consult; to de-

liberate. 0J Ts'an heh, U
state facts to the Sovereign a-

gainst any one. Ts'an.

keh, to deprive an inferior of

his office, and at the same time,

advise the Sovereign of it.

Ts'an kh'aou, to compare

and examine. Ts'an le

the ceremony of seeing a supe-

rior. Ts'au pae, to visifc

an equal. Ts'an shing,

tliree persons iu one war cha-

riot. ^> Ts'an cliing, or
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Ts'an ting, to adjust

and prepare a book for publi-

cation. )1f Ts'an shen, to

sit down in the posture of con-

tcmplatiou; used by the Bad-

dLa sect; they sit cross-legged

with folded hands and closed

eyes. Ts an tW
leaou, to discover the whole of

a plot. Ts'antsS, m^-

ecl, blended.

Ts'an die cliiKg sze, to have a

H l ia re in public councils of the

nation. Ts'an

ch'a puh ts'e, differing amongst

themselves; not regular; not in

the same degree. Ts'an

tsow, to write and give advice

to the Sovereign.

Ts'an che urh how tuug,

to perform after deliberation.

Ts'an ch'a, irregular;

uneven; confused, like thread

ravclleJ the varied notes of an

instrument some loug and

some short. Ts'an yO,

to see a superior.

From horse and three.

Blended; three hors(- at-

tached to a carriage.

T^an shing, three persons riding

a breast in a carriage; the prin-

cipnl person oil the left, driver

in the middle, and the iiiferior

ou the right haad.

TS'AN

Not to fear the light of

|Q j

heaven; impious, A sur-

name. TLe name of a dis-

trict. A euphonic parti-

cle in the introduction of

a senteuce,

IVa" or Ts'an

ch'a, to shrink or shrivel

up; to pierce or stab.

1^0^ )
From heart and the sound

I of Ts'nn. Pain, acute feel-

\
ing; distress; to forget;

I impious disregard of hcu-

J ven.

Pain inflicted, or painful:

disease general distress

T""n or
r

Y<\\\\

]£t ch'ung, the bombyx or

silk-worm there are several

vjuicties. A man's name the

name of a place. Ts'an

keen, the ball or cocoon formed

by the silk-worm also (lie name

of a plant. 'Van kli'ow,

silk; raw silk. Ts'an

shih, a house where the silk-

woira is reared.

( To feel ashamed. See

Lfan.

yl^A? A certain portiou of rice

half a ^ Tow measure.
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Quantity eaten at one time; a

meal; to eat; fine white rice; a

great many a multitude; excel-

lent; to examine; clear; bright;

clean white to whiten laughing

aj)pcarance; three women toge-

ther. Peb ts'an, to pick

and cleanse rice for three years,

an ancient Chinese punish-

ment. Ts'an

ts'an e fiih, elegant clothes.

Clear; bright luminous.

Ts'an la bright;

clear, and pure, Ts'an

t'ow, a clear headed-fellow,

—

said irouically of a stupid block-

head.

The lustre of stones or

To swallow down food

and drink a meal ofmeat;

applied to any meal; a

cake to pluck or take

with the hand. JE
^-Ching ts'au, regular morn-

ing and evening meal.

^•^^Tsaou ts'an, break-

fast. Wan ts'an,

evening meal.

J Ta ts'an, a Canton phrase

for the European dinner.

|R Ts'an; t'ow fon
?
an or-

dinary meal.

Ts'an or Ch'an. To re-

pent; heart-felt grief for

See Ch'an.

TSANG.

From death between the

turf and the clod. To

inter to bury to put

under ground. *

^Tsang mae or

Mae tsang, to inter; to

bury. Tsang

shan, a burial ground.

> Sang tsang, or

Pin tsang, a funeral;

the several parts of coffining,

and so on.

Mi-,

Keen tsang, an appearance

of high bones. K'ang

tsang, abrupt; straight forward.

Large; strong robust.

Hang tsang, fat;

boii" largest bodied.

From a covering and ro-

bust TJpright strong ap-

peai'ance. •

Good; virtuous; faithful;

generous. Used also for

the three following characters.'

A surname. Se tsang,

Thibet. Tsang hw6, fe-

male blaves are so called.
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W Ts'ang fang, or ^
Tsang lin, a granary. >^
Ts'aug seang, a compartment

like a chest or box.

Ts'ang ta sze, a granary

keeper, i K'ew

ts'een sze ts'ang, seek for a thou-

sand granaries.

Ts'ang or Sang, a term

applied to those in inferi-

or stations of life. f

Ts'ang foo, or Laou

ts'ang, are epithets applied to

persons.

An ancient containing ves-

sel.

The name of a river, and

of a lake; cold.

Ts'ang hae, a vast sea,—a great

capacity to drink. ^* )

Ts'ang lang, the name of a cer-

tain river, and of a district.

I^ Ts'ang ts'ang, the

noise of ornamental stones

jingling against each other; the

colour of gems or stones.

From boat and granary.

The hold of a boat or

ship, a usual character not

sanctioned by the Dictionaries.

Ch ts'ang, iM hold

of a ship. Kliae ts'ang,

to opcMi tlio hold,—to conniiciiec

unloading u ship.

From flesh and to store

up. The viscera of an

animal body. Woo

tsang, the five viscera. They

enumerate Kew tsmip

lime viscera.

Shin tsang yu sin, the divine

part~the soul or spirit is seat-

ed in the heart. ff^ Tsang

foo, the viscera, or internal parts

of an animal body.

From money and to se-

creet. To receive bribes;

the booty obtained by thieves or

robbers, and secreted by them;

unjust gain; stolen goods.

A male sheep; some say,

7|| a yew sheep; copious; a-

bundant; clouds an astronomi-

cal character. A mau's name,

TS'ANG.

From Shih, to eat ab-

breviated, aud Ilwuy,

an enclosure. A place to store

up corn a granary. Name of

an officer whose duty it is to

superintend stores of graiu. A
surname. RounS granaries are

called Keun, square ones

* Ts'ang. Shin ts'ang,

divine granary; i. e. a store-

house for grain which is to be

offered to the gods. ^
Tbang tsiih, fright; alai'm. ^

i£^l£l
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The colour of plants;

green,—applied to heav-

en azure abundant plenti-

ful; old, applied to persons or

things; a cold appearance. A
surname.

^ T'ow shang yew ts'ang

ts'aug chay, over head, is the

azure heavens meaning, God

looks down from heaven.

Keun ts'ang, or

Ty'aug ts'ang, heaven.

Ts'ang t'een, heaven in allu-

sion to its colour.

The uame of an insect.

From bird and a store

house. A certain large

water bird,—said to be born

from the womb. Ts'ang

kung, a different sort of bird

from the preceding.

TiSS. From a servant covered

with herbs and defended

on one side by boards,

^^tl and on the other by a

*" yspear. To hide; to se-

jr-V5- cret; to conceal; to store

up; to lay by; a recepta-

j

cle; the viscera of animal

j bodies the kidneys and

seminal vessels, in which sense

it is used for ^( Tsang. To

cherish to cultivate intellectu-

ally. Ts'ang

neih fan jin, to conceal a crimi-

nal. # Ts'ang

heang che khe, a utensil for

containing perfumes; a toilet or

dressing case. Ts'ang

pan, to store up, 01' possess, the

engraved blocks with which any

book is printed.

TSANG.

From a winjdow, to sepa-

I rate, and day, to denote

j
the dispersion of the air.

>A particle implying that

j

something is past or al-

jpa ready done. Used also

J for to add to. A surname.

Puh tsang, or

We tsang, not yet,

@

Tsang king, already.

Tsang sun, a great grandson.

T^aug t^oo, father's

grandfather. T^ang

tsze one of the writers of the

Four Books.

Tsang, or

Tsang shang, to wound

excessively. (| T^igpo
to cut open.

The noise and clamour of

^ people in the streets or

market place. ^ Hung

teang, an enlarged and liberal

feeling of self satisfactiou. or
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Mung tsang, an iiulistiuctness

of vision. •

H^ot To present to; to give or

W bestow upon; to lend as-

sistance. Used to express the

Emperor's conferring titles and

honor, ^g
t^ang p'wuu fei, to confer, or

present to a person some neces-

saries for a journey~or money

to defray the expense of it.

Fung tsang, or B§
Kaou tsang, houors conferral

l»y the Emperor.

T^ang kwang ts'een jin to

shed honors on one's ancestors.

Tsang aviIIi kiTii,

to bestow or confer a thing.

Tsang ta, a present, and

one in return.

S| Tsang tang, to^ miss the roiul; coiit'u-t'd

conduct; appearing always in a

huny nnd bustle.

From Peaou, two

Itfuids and Han, drag-

ging. To strive; to "svran-

gje; to contest; to pull

different ways; to litigate;

to reprove to reprimninl. A

TmLr senn*r keen e choo, to

wrangle about the ceremonies

of \ iuu* vi\r\\ ollior.

perfect contentment.

From to add and earth.

To add to; to increase; to

double many. Kea

tsang, to increase the quantity

or numl)er of. To add abun-

dance; residue; having some re-

maining.

tsang kh'e l:io the price has

risen. f T>ang mae, to

add to, or throw into the bargain

to give to another one one's

sliare.

From heart and the sound

of Tsang. To dislike; to

Late. Tseu

tsang yu jin, to make people

dislike one.

A boiler for rice, or for

making spirituous liquors.

Fan tsang, a rice boiler.

Tsew tsang, a wine boil-

A particular kind of ar-

row or spear. V^vd nlso

to denote u particular kind

of silk.

A generic term for silk

when it is manutactured.

The name of u nation, ami

of a district. A surname.

A net to catch fi.<hori vitli.

Small eyes; lookiw is

if aim siohte.l.
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pearance meritorious.

Tsang king, tv ^ ^ Tsaug

tow, to fight and wrangle.

Tsang naou, to wrangle and

contend. Tsaug seen,

to strive to be first, j

Tsiang man che sin, a

disposition to quarrelling and

rudeness. Tsang yuh,

to strive wishing for, or to do

something.

Tsang, or Chang, cold

"J appearance.

J^4/ To form to control; to

manage. The north gate

of the principal city of the state

Loo.

From a mountain and to

strive* To rise eminent;

to be conspicuous.

Tow keo t^ug yung, head

and horns appearing conspicu-

ous, a fine dignified looking

person. Tsang yung,

elevated; having risen to emi-

nence by one's own good quali-

ties and exertions.

From hand and to strive.

To pierce to stab.

Ngang tsang, firm and

strenuous.

Jf^i \ From eye and to strive.

/ To stare with displeasure;

#[ to look with anger and

] dislike.

A musical instrument

made of reeds. The name

of a plant. Fung tsang,

certain jingling things suspend-

ed below the eaves of Chinese

houses, which make h noise

when agitated by the witid.

From words and to con-

tend. To endeavour to

stop a person from doing wrong;

to remonstrate with to dissuade

from doing. §^ Tsang keen,

to contend strenuously for what

one thinks right; to reprehend.

The sound of metals.

How? what?

Tsang kmi how dare

Tsang mo haou

ue which way is well now

what is to be done now

^^Tsang yang, in what manner?

^ Tsang teih, what

From silk thread and 'to

contend. The sound of a

stringed instrument; the

sound of a string which

is drawn tight and twitch-

The second form is other-

wise read Tseen
?
and denotes

silk of a purple colour.

Chang or Tsang. gffi
Teang ts'an or Cii'au, a

ed.

if ¥ E
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malevolent, ugly, wicked, vio-

lent appearance.

TS'ANG.

From a hill and to add

^ to. Hilly mountainous.

From a body and to add

to. An upper room or

story, where people are placed

above those below them one

thing piled above another; a de-

gree; a step higher; still more

intense.
~" Yih ts'ing

low, an upper room; one story.~1

Ylh ts'ang pe, one

layer of skins. -:

—

"

Chung yih ts'ang, one degree

heavier.

Read Ts'ang, Ch'ang, or

)>T'ang, to look straight

ibrvvard; to stare.

' Ch'aug or Ts'ang, an in-

clined pQ3t a support

.\1A I placed; a pole to push

with a pole; to pole a

boat. Chwa
)>chuh kaou, to gtasp the

bamboo pole~is a cant

"f^*^ term for intriguing.

Ts'ang too, to pole

across a river to in-

trigue.

Ts'ang or

kwo, malevolent; immo

-

From toood and to asenuL

The fruit which rises in

estimation by its sweetness.

"^F* Ts'ang tsze, the orange,

commonly called Coolee orange.

Ts'ang p'e, orange peel.

To rush or bolt against;

abrupt clashing against;

to seize or grasp hold of;

to strike the hand against

a ihiog.

TSAOU.

From the sun on the top

of a helmet. The morn-

ing; early; soon to be

beforehand. '^- - Kin

tsaou, this morning.

Ming tsaoti, to-morrow

a L>

sze e tsaou, in doing things it is

proper to be early.

Ts'ing tsaou, very early in the

moruing. Lae teh

tsaou, come loo soon.

IVnoii ho, the early or first crop

of -iuiu. Tsaou
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ts'eu ts'in, to marry early.

Li Tsaou wang, died early.

Tsaou wan, morning

and evening.

Inferiors who perform the

lower departments of du-

ty police runners a black

colour. The name of a

bird. Fe tsaou, a

sort of soap used by the Chinese.

Tsaou fan, green vitriol.

Tsaou yih, or |ft
Tsaou te, inferior officers in

public Courts.

v^fcl To build; to make; to do;

to act tocommence slow

- dilatory. The name of a sacri-

fice; to receive; to advance; to

Yu tsaou

t'een yih, what I do is in the

service ofheaven. )^ Tsaou

chow, or Pe chow, a

raft. 5^ Tsaou hwa, to

create or make, used for some

happy occurrence like new-

creating. Hn.ou

tsaou hwa, good fortune.

Tsaou yen .sang sze,

to make speeches ami create

disturbances. Tsaou

ts'ze, in a hurried, ii regular,

disordei^ manner.

Tsaou tAvan, to originate.

Au insect peculiar to or-

3\ dure and filth.

m

The graiu fi*om which

wine or liquor has been

^
I

distilled the dregs of

nn^g spiritous liquor a ricii

H liquor, A surname.

Tsaou fa, is a com-

mon expression denot-

ing to abuse and ill treat; to uso

with harshness and sever! (y B

Some write it as below.

To meet with; to occur;

to happen to go or cruize

about; a time, or occasion.

5^ Shih. tsaou, ten times.
*

3^ Yih tsaou, once; on one oc-

casion. Tsaou nan, to

meet with calamities, y^C

Tsaou ta ho, to meet -with

a great calamity.

Tsaou k'ang been, to meet a pit

and fall into it; to fall into some?

unexpected evil or calamity,

Tsaou t'a, to meet with and

maltreat to Jinock about,

some write this expression as

above. Tsaou

leen yay yu, to meet with a

constant rain all niglit.

|f|d^ A small boat; a Chinese

J^ilr jum, m
tsaou cli'uen, name of those

Canton junks which go to sea.

v^t^, A stone with peculiar

i^^C veins; to wash; to bathe

to cleanse, used also morally.
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Name of a lake.

tsaou, to wash and cleanse.

Tsaou p'un, a bathing tub.

Tsaou tsaou, an appar-

ent effort to bubble up.

P Variegated silk threads

connecting gems which

were attached to ancientcrowns,

as ornaments. Used to denote,

elegant composition.

\ The name of a water

plant. Used for the fol-

lowing; and to denote,

elegant composition; and

>also joy, from some birds

delighting in the Tsaou

plant. Tsaou

tsing, a certain part about

tlie eaves of a house.

Haste; precipitate; swift

I
as fire; to disturb to

> cause agitation to; fierce

cruel. Keaou

tsaou, proud and disor^-

derly; lewd and fierce,

Tseaou tsaou, vexed and disor-

derly. ^ Tsaou paou,

fierce and cruel.

A sort of insect produced

>cm dry soils, and which

bites men. Used for

Tsaou, the morning.

A species of cannariam;

the frait in China i&com-

monly used in a preserv-

ed state, and called by

Europeans dates. A sur-

name. The name of a place.

Tsaou tsze, dates, as

known in China. Tsaou

leih, denotes an early attention

to virtue and propriety in a fe-

male.

r^^* A furnace.^ jp^Tsaou

BLa/ shin, the god of the fur-

I I
nace, employed in the

rl^T" /- dressing of provisions.

/LL
Ch'uy tsaou, a

furnace to be excited by

wind blown into it, or by

fanning.

TS'AOU.

^ Herbaceous plants a

general term for plants;

grass; wild plants and

J

herbs. The running hand

^character to make a run-

ning" hand draft or copy;

careless; heedless in &

coarse manner labori-

> ous; to cut plants. A snr-

"ame. Wan shoo

ts'aou, original rough drafts

of documents. Ts'aou

ch'wang, an original copy of

any document drawn up ioughr

ly to invent plants was hea-

ven's first work.

It
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Ts'aou choo kwei, a name of

pearl barley. Ts'aou

pun, the class of aimual plants,

in contradistinction from

Muh pun, perennial plants.

Ts'aou shoo sher the

manner or appearance of the

running band. - Ts'aou

suh, carelessly; heedlessly. --
Ts'aon tsze, the running

hand character. Ts'aou

ts'aou, mental labour and toil.

pS Ts'aou leaou, ap-

"1^ pearance of solitude; still-

ness; quiet.

A poisonous fish. (M.S.

Dictionary.) Does not oc-

cur in Kh'ang-he.

From heart and to act.

To act heartily and sin-

cerely. * Ts'aou ts'aou, a

sincere faithful man.

A coarse species of grain

in a coarse rude manner.

Ts'oo ts'aou,

coarse, applied to thicgs,

and to a hurried disorder-

ly mode of doing things.

From the cast and to

speak. Refers to those

who determined causes

>on the east side of the ro-

yal palace; a place where

people meet of the same

place, order or class aud

J

hence forms the plural often.

An ancient division of the coun-

try in Keaug-nan.

Kwan ts'aou, the officers of gov-

ernment generally.

Urh ts'aou, you; used by supe-

riors, or in familiar language.

X> Luh ts'aou, six public

boards or courts. Ts'aou

ts'aou, a famous but unprinci-

pled leader of the state Wei,

during the civil wars of China.

(A. D. 220.) Historians say,

*he possessed an intuitive know-

ledge of human character, and

whilst he promoted talent, he

could turn the meanest abilites

to suit his own purposes; a calm

firmness and instantaneous deci-

sion marked him in battle; he

was personally plain and econo-

mical; but liberal to profusion

in rewarding those who served

him. He was severe iu the exe-

cution of his laws; destroyed,

without compunction, the lives

of others; and was never moved

by tears to pify or to pardon.'

The whole one complete

p| round.

Noise; clamour.

p Chung kh'ow

ts'aou tsa, the confused mixed

noise and clamour of a great

many different voices. P

Leaou ts'aou, Heuen
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ts'aon, P Heuen chaou or

P Ts'aou ngo
?

all express

clamour, noise, outcry, vocife-

ration.

From wood and to meet

together. A manger out

of which several horses eat a

sort of canal where liquor is run

off; a place where wine is sold;

the name of a wood; of a fruit;

and of a musical instrument; a

receiver in which tea-leaf is

broken and pouiuled for ceilnin

purposes. Tsew ts'aou,

or }^^ Ts'aou fang, a ta-

vern, or wooden house where

wine is sold. Ch
ts'aou, a sort of pestle for break-

ing tea-leaf.

A wheel turned by water;

to convey by water, as iu

boats; the boats which carry llie

tribute of the provinces to court;

to convey provincial tribute to

Peking. A surname. )^ f^\j

Ts'aou ch'uen, a vessel vlii('h

conveys grain to Peking. )^
j^

1

Ts'aou wei a place defend-

ed by troops a city surrounded

by troops. Ts'aou yun,

^ Chuen ts'aou, to con-

vey grain by water; to cany

and distribute it to the troops.

Ts'aou or Tseaou.

Yaou ts'aou, a long

appearance.

Vexatious; aiyciety or

uneasiness of mind; sor-

row.

The fierceness and vio-

lence of fire.

Ts'aou paou fierce and violent

manner.

To grasp to lay hold of;

to maintain hold of, pliy-

sically or morally; al^o the thing

held fast; the purpose maintain-

ed; moderate winds; preserved

in harmony and ease of mind.

-f^ Ts'aou che, resolutiuii;

iirm adherence to.

|^ Ts'aou keuen urh hwo, take

the bond and get what has

been agreed on, denotes obtain-

ing without difficulty.

Ts'aou che tsing khev
to draw water and grind corn

—the duties of a wife.

Ts'aou koo to grasp a tablet

—to begin to learn.

Ts'aou leen, to exercise or drill,

as soldiers. Ts'aou

tsee, or Tsee ts'aou, to adhere

to the rules or limits prescribed

to one's self.

. Chaou. or Ts'aou. See^ f
#« > Chuou, light ail?; vola-

tile; nimble; active.

Nets or hutn made of stone

^j^
r; rudely piled up, in which,
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during ancient times, people

who attached themselves to a

tribe, were lodged.

\ys To cultivate the ground;

to plough.

TSE.

^^J^ From^ 3ow^fleshy and

Yew, the right hand;

with 7J\ vShe, to manifest or

declare. To carry human af-

fairs before the gods. That

which is the medium between,

or brings together, men and

gods; to offer flesh in the rites

of worship to sacrifice with

victims. The sect of Buddha

does not sacrifice, SB Tse

gzc, sacrifice; to offer sacrifice.

Tse sang, to sacrifice

victims. Tse saou, sa-

crifice and sweep i. e. to offer

a sacrifice of fish, fowls, swine

to the names of deceased rela-

tives, and to repair the tombs.

Tse t'een, to sacrifice

to ii^aven. Tse wan,

a written prayer which accom-

panies a sacrifice.

'

>^>j^ A shore; a sand bank ou

the shore. ^ Lo

tse, a shoal on the west side of

the Lew-k'ew islands, said to be

exceedingly destructive to ves-

sels. - .

1^/^ A limit; a place where

two things meet uud form

a limit, as the horizon, where

heaven aud earth seem to meet;

the point of meeting where one

thing ends and another begins,

as the beginning of night; the

time when a thing occurs.

Keaou tee, or Tse

tsee, the meeting or blendiug of

things, as above explained.

To pare or clip even; to

adjust equalise to cut

and blend medicines in equal

proportion; a dose.
~

*!!
Yih tse yo, a dose of medicine

properly mixed. Chih

tse, the two halves of a written

agreement or bond, of which

each contracting party retains

one. In ancient times great

contracts were settled by Clnh,

and smaller ones by Tse; after-

wards the words were joined to

denote a deed or bond gener-

ally.

rrnf^ To state; to put a vessel

to the lips; to wefc the

lips as far as the teeth to sip;

a plaintive sound. Read Keae,

or P ^ Keae keae, the sound

or noise of many persons. Read
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Ch'ae, «^ Ch'ae she, a

laughing appearance.

ifj

Suspicion jealousy; an-

ger; displeasure; sorrow

I

precipitancy.

From hand and altoge-

^ ther. To push; to place

or put in order; to press upon,

as a crowd of people*

Tse yung, to crowd or press

upon.

-f^i^ A stone with spots and

flaws.

From water and a regu-

lar supply. Name of a

river in the north, which is re-

gular in its course. To assist;

to help; to be beneficial to; to

cause success to or take effect.

Occurs denoting to stop, and

to cross over a stream. )^
She tse, to cross or go over.

Kew tse, to save and

assist. ^|' Chow tse, to be-

stow upon, and supply the

wants of. Puh tse

sze does not help the affair.

'/^ Tse ngo, to assist peo-

ple in doing what is vicious.

Tse jin che keih,

to help people in urgent diffi-

culties. Tse nan, the

metropolis of Shan-tung pro-

vince. Tse she, to bene-

fit the world. Tse tse,

abundant.

To cut grain sheaves of

J^V grain; a sheaf. Some say,

a sheaf not yet bound up.

To ascend to mount a

rugged hill.

To cease from raining

the colours of the sky when

the clouds break and it becomes

fair. Bf^ Ts'ing tse, the sky

clearing up after rain.

Said to be the proper form

^|^| of the preceding. To hold

iu the hand; to deliver to; to

present to; to store up; to leave

for the necessaries of ajourney;

to give a supply to; to confer

upon. An aspiration of grief or

admiration.

A composition of herbs;

a variety of tastes bleuded

together; a dish of herbs;

the food of the poor

broken to pieces; pound-

ed in confusion com-

pound, blended harmoni-

j
ously.

ri|q 1 To present to; to offer; to

dispatch or send to a su-

perior; to the Emperor,

or to a friend; by way of

courtosy, wriltcn ou the
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From heart and the sound

of Ts'e. Pai 11 sorrow

grief; commiseration; anger; in-

dignation. Ts'e ts'e,

the appearance of disease aris-

ing from hunger or famine.

Intense cold.

> That on which a h'wxl

rests; a place of resideuca.

[>The name of a pl.aat.

I Ke ts'e, a hen roosl".

J ^^1^
che so, a place on which to rest

one's-self. Ts'e ts'e,

the appearance of military car-

riages. Ts'e see, the

appearance of going backwards

and forwards.

From water and a wife.

The clouds gathering and

foreboding rain; and bleak.

Ts'e ie, precipitate; hurried,

j)? Ts'e leang, cold; frigid.

Exuberance of herbage

or foliage; appearance of

the clouds moving. -?^

Ts'e fei, elegant colours blended

together. Ts'e ts'eay,

respectful and attentive nppear-

The name of an insect.

^1

TS'E.

Read Ts'ee, to cut; to

carve; to mince; to cut to

])ieces; to cut boues; eager; ar-

ilout near urgent pressing

Teliement; fervent
;
sincere; im-

portant; to feel. Read Ts'e,

till every the whole. See

Ts'ee. $ Se ts'e, to cut
, . j
into very minute parts,

j

Tsing ts'e, vehemently at-

tached ardent affection.

Ts'in tse most intimate re-

lation; pointed, close, Lome lan-

guage. Pei ts'e, or

Ts'an ts,e deep distress of

mind. ~" Yih ts'e, the

whole entirely; all takeu collec-

tively.

Stone steps.^ Keae

• ts'e, stone steps by which

to ascend.

T'o look; to examine; to

f look asquint.

J

One's equal; a wife; to

give a wife to.

Ts'e tsze, means a wife and a

son, sometimes only a wife.

Foo ts'e, husband and wife.

Ts'e neu, a wife and a

daughter. Ts'e tsee, a

wife and a concubine.

a a
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The even surface of a field

—^ of grain. Eren regular;

correct; complete; to ad-

just; to regulate; to dis-

criminate and arrange

good quick nil together.

Nam« of an ancient state

about the region of Shan-

tung. A surname. En-

ters into various proper names.

1 Yih ts'e, all; evenly;

all at the same time; the whole

together. ^ Puh ts'e, not

even not complete; some want-

ing; something iiTeguai'.

Ts'e kh'e kea, to regu-

late or govern well a family;

i-egulated; adjusted and put in

due order. Ching ts'e,

or Ts'e ching, all pro-

perly adjusted.

The umbilical cord; the

I navel.

She ts'e ho keih, if a person

wished to gnaw his navel how
could he reach it! is used to

express an impossible wish, and

m irretrievable state of things.

I
M m V The name of a fish.

TSEANG.

From a workman and a

square vessel, which im-

ply the use of the square,

compass, marking liue,

and so on. A worker in

any material; a mechanic; an

artificer; an artisan a worker

in; a marker of. A surname.

31 U Kung tseang, or \^
Tseang jin, a workman.

U Mtih tseang, a worker in

wood; a joiner; a carpenter; a

cabinet-maker, T'ee

t^aug, a smith. T'ung

tsgang, a brazier. Seih

ts^aug, a plumber, or tin man.

Yin tseang, a silver-

smiOu yixiii tf^aiig a

mason. ^fC Ne shwuy

tseang, a bricklayer. \^ \^
Tseang tso kh'e

ming chay, Tseang, is a maker

of utensils.

•{f^ Tsi :ang kung muh che kung

yay, Tseang, is a workman who

attacks the wood.

^| To take; in this sense it

is often used by the Chi-

. , I nese when not required

JJjltl in English, as to take ami

U >do so and so, merely sig-

^liv^ I nifying doing what is im«

>^ 4
I

plied in the -other verb

lJ/7
J

the sign of the future

J to receive; to come near

uccwuuiodatej to advaucej to
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offer to; to suppoi't; stout; large.

Used as a connective particle.

Tseang keun

tsae ch'in, a general present

with his army, when in battle

airay one recommends that a

student should always keep bis

mind alert, as a general under

such circumstances.

Tseang keun, a Tartar general,

who usually commands the gar-

rison of a town, and considers

the defence of the town his de-

partment. He is independent of

generals outside the walls of the

town. In other cases it it ap-

plied to generals in the field.

Title Ta jin.

Tsiiang kin, near; to approach-

Tseang lae, hereafter.

# 5!l t¥ P Tse^g kung

che tsuy, to take one's merits

aud atone for one's crimes.

JFj^ Tseang tsew, to accommo-

date one^s^lf to others,

A foundation to level

ground in order to form

or lay a foundation.

^ To assist; to praise; to

J

encourage to laud to

i commend. Tseang

J

sheu, to praise virtue.

J Ngan tseang, graci-

ous commendation.

Bamboos split in a certain

way; a ^ort of mat.

ifd^l^ Any thick fluid, as water

I

in wliicli rice has been

^washed; water iu whicli

L|^(a anything is mixed whicli

J thickens it; syrrup mat-

ter from a sore; the matter of

the small-pox — applied to the

name of a plant, and of a sorfc

of crab.

From to take and boat.

An oar; a short oar; aa

oar used crosswise to

row a boat The preced-

ing is also used iu this

Name ofa plant; of a hill

and ofa river. A surname.

A kind of pickle; certain

mode of preserving meat,

rice, and pulse.

Tseang yew, soy'

Name of au insect.

TS'EANG.

jl ChVang or Ts'eaug, sup-

T|
I
posed to resemble the bo-

> dy leaning against sorae-

a\
thing. The same as

J ChVang, a couch or bed.

Some say, that y\ Ts'eang and

P'een, are opposites, one

meaning the left side of a plank,

the other the right side.

A kiud of public schooL

See Seang.
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St"

IVeaug e, extraordinary phe-

Doraena.

Goodness; felicity; aprog-

»ostic; an omen,— either

good or bad; a manifestation of

tlie will of heaven previously to

the infliction of judgments or

tlie, bestow ment of blessings.

The name of a sacrifice; used

iilso for the following. JJj^

Keih ts'eaii^, a felicitous omen.

Henng ta'eang', an in-

felicitous omen. Puh

ts'eang, infelicitous. j]^p 3^
Ts'eaDg suy, felicitous; boding

happiness.

Ts'eang or Seang, to ex-

|j |^ I
amine and judge clearly

> to ascertain the precise

ijUb \ import to state clearly

P I J the facts, circumstances,

or reasonings; to explain as a

teacher; or to give information

to superiors as an officer of the

government. See Seang.

Pe ts'eang, a copious and

clear narrative. Ts'eang

le6 a copious full account, and

an abridgement of.

Ts'eang se, luminous, clear, dis-

tiuct statement; to state in this

manner. Ts'eang wan,

an official statement containing

u account of some transac-

tion made to a superior offiw.

^fel^l To fly back to look back
on; a dignified respectful

and respectable appearance.

ry^fl To walk or go with cele-

IJ^I rity. Used for the pre-

ceding.

^^*r From Shih, to eat, ab-

breviated, and [Zj Hwuy,
an enclosure. A place to store

up corn; a granary. Name of

an officer whose duty it is to

superintend stores of grain. A
surname. See Ts'ang.

Ch'wang or Ts'eang, a

J wound made by a knife

or weapon, in which sense it

was originally written ^Jj^

•Ch'wang.

Sinn pe ts'eih shih ts'eang, he

received seventy wounds. See

Cb'wang. ,

n^\^ A bird eating; a siraple

or silly appearance. Read

Ts'ang, Ts'ang hang, a

foolish frighteued appearance.

I

Sudden; abrupt; bursting

forth to struggle and

seize; to seize by violence;

^FjH/J >to plunder to stand op-^^ posed to to rob in groups,

as associated banditti.

Occurs applied to a co-

niot. Ts'eang jang, in

a confused, disorderly manner.

Ts'eang kee, to take

from by violence, whether per-

sons or things; to rob; to plun-

der. ^# t| A P Ts'eang
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loo jin kh'ow, to carry off peo-

ple by violence, as captives. ^*
Ts'eang peh, to extort an

explanation; abrupt language.

Ts'eang t'o, to rob to

plunder.

J-y^V A long piece of wood

sharpened at both ends

with which to attack banditti

a lance a spear to oppose; to

withstand a certain vessel. A
surname.

Ts'eang ts'eang,

^hHt to be moved and agitat-

ed; to step with trepidation and

hurry also with an affected

haste, as a mark of respect a

sort of posture-making and fen-

cing. Ts'eu ts'eang, a

quick step; a huriued pace.

The noise made by birds

or beasts coming to eat.

The sound of a bell a

jingling noise in this

sense also read Ts'ang, a

j>sort of tripod a wine

vessel a particular sort

of rice. Commonly used

for a spear; a lance and

similar weapons which Kang-

he says, should be Ts'eang.

Mo ts'eang, to sharpen

a spear.

Ts'ang or Ts^eang, the

sound of stones, bells, and

other instruments; the notes of

birds an elevated appearance

an easy manner.

A wall that which

- screens or defends. A
surname. 7^ Ts'eang

g ^
^peih, a wall generally.

I © Ch ts'eang,

to make a hole through

I
a wall.

/ A certain spar in a boat

l_l
> or ship to which the sail

y \ is attached.

Certain female officers,

|h) about the palace during*

the Han dynasty. A woman's

name.

A particular kind of hat-

chet; to strike and wound

with a batchet.^f

Tsze seang ts'eang tseh, to

wound and injure one's own
person~by auy improper prac-

tice.

A particular kind of

spears or lance. Kead

Tsing, to kill
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TSEAOU.

jtt^\ Injured by fire; burnt

Jj^
I

black seared the smell

of burning; applied to the

>miiid to denote vexation

anxiety distress. The

name of an ancient state

P P| J of a city and of a bird.

A surname. Tseaoa

mun, anxiety and sorrow.

v@ Tseaou sze, anxious; dis-

tressing reflections.

ijP^± Clear (liscernraent having

examined fully into. Re-

peated, it denotes the same, f

Tseaou yaou, a name of

foreigners, short in stature, on

the south-west, jj^ f^ Tseaou

meaou, alarmed; agitated.

/-Fif Tseaou, or Tseaou, to cut

^^,J asunder; to reap; to mow.

To eat; to chew; an in-j terrupted hurried voice;

the tone of voice arising from

distress and grief.

Woo tseaou luy, having nothing

to eat. Soo tseaou, to

chew quickly. Read Tsow, the

chirping of a swallow. B

Tseaou shih, to eat.

tlj^fct The name of a bill a lofty

bill; the summit of a hill.

M^fck To burn with fire. To
app!y fire t0 ; to bear.

: I The name of a river. En-

tirely completely a sort

of rich liquor.

"Jyf^ A general term for the

banana or plantain species;

a mere straw; fuel.

Koo chuy tseaou, drum stick

plantains, and

Heang ya tseaou, plantains giv-

ing odour to the teeth, are two

different species, Tseaou

tsze, plantains.

H/|i Three parts of a human

body according to Chi-

nese physiology a want of ful-

ness of flesh.

Fi'om to burn and wine.

To burn incense or vic-

tims and pour out oblations; in

every case in which the priests

of Buddha and of the Taou sect

erect an altar and offer up pray-

ers, it is expressed by Tseaou.

To complete; to perfect or ter-

minate. Occurs denoting—vex-

ation and sorrow to invite to a

feast or to take wine, ^fj

Ta tseaou, to perform rites and

offer up prayers chiefly for

the dead. # 2^
Ta san t'een p'ing ngaa

tseaou, to perform a kind of re-

quiem for three days.
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Tseaou seTh, a feast or entertain-

ment.

To drink liqour till one

>>>\ T)e quite drunk.

Lean spare.

Tseaou tsuy, a mournful,

sorrowful appearance.

Tseaou leaou, a

small bird.

To cut off; to exterminate.

To cut off; to terminate;

to exterminate.
Ij

Tseaou mee, to destroy,

or exterminate complete-

Chaou, or Tseaou, to echo

what others say. See

Chaou.

To fatigue; to trouble; to

vex light active, ^jj

Tseaou laou, to weary or

fatigue. ? Tseaou mee
?

to destroy , to exterminate.

To cut off; to terminate;

to exterminate. A local

word, it occurs in the sense of

artful, cunning.

Native Chinese pepper

applied to certain fragrant

[>herbs; to a hill, and to its

JkiI summit the name of a

^IaK i city. Hoo tseaou,

the sarae as the pepper of Eu-

rope. Hwa tseaou, chil-

lies or cayenne pepper.

Tseaou fang, a pepper room

ai ancieut queen is said to have

put pepper in the plaster of the

walls; the abode of a Queen; a

Queen.

A pike or pointed instru-

J merit; to make a hole in

the ground; to receive the end
of a pole.

A seared or scorched tor-

j^toise shell, used in divi-

j
nation.

Ice breaking up.

TS'EAOU.

Like; appearing like; as

if. See Seaou.

bose:

Small and distorted in the

mouth and spout; ver-

to mention often cry of

lictors who precede officers of

government. See Seaou.

fh^ty Mournful; sorrowful.

IFJ Ts'eaou tseaou, pri-

vately; quietly; secretly; unob-

served; without exciting notice;

hastily; anxious; sorry.

A high dangerous moun-

H tain; one that cuts off all

intercourse; to urge; to impel;

vehement.
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i

A dangerous precipices

P hill or mountain screened

;

shaded; hid; urged impelled.

A change of colour; to co-

lour up; a change of coun-

tenance fi'om anxiety or concern

of mind.

Sha t^'eaou, vici-

ous; malevolent.

An instruroeiit of lms-

bandry for sticking into

the ground a sort of pick;

to tliike into the ground.

From heart and anxious.

f '|$ Tri'eaou tsuy, lean

from hunger and distress of

mind; certain parts of a human

body.

g/JU To look furtively to eye

by stealth; in the north

used for to look, to see, in the

common acceptation.

TVeaou ts'eaou, to look at; to

examine, as a physician does

From wood and to bur?i m

Scattered wood fit for

fuel fue a cutter of fuel

a Avoodmau.

Disease. TVeaou

tsuy, a shrinking or shri-

becoming lean from
m

veiling up;

sorrow and anxiety,

-r^.//* To hum with words. To

J

reprehend; to blame; to

V censure; to speak against

^/|> I
with heat and asperity;

flrj J to ridicule; to satirize.

Name of a hill, and of a river;

- of a nntion, and of a district. A
surname, Ke ts'eaou,

to ridicule, or satirize,

f Commonly read Ch'aou,

^yj^ a nest. Read Ts'eaou,

the uame of a country.

TSEAY.

An elder sister; the term

was formerly applied to

mothers. Read Tsze, name of

a place. Used to denote proud

and disrespectful, Tsze

and tseay, are both epithets of

senior sisters. /J Seaou

tsi ;ay, an appellation of the

daughters of rich people miss.

Tseay tseay, a general

appellation of women.

A net vith which rabbits

I
are taken.

To assist; to assume; fic-

titious; to transfer; to bor-

row or k-iid; tu preU^nd; to use
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metaphorically; to suppose for

the sake of illustration; to praise.

|5 ^J^
1

No tseay, to transfer;

to borrow, or to lend.

Kea tseay, falsely borrowed i. e.

having no foundation in fact;

supposed; borrowed used me-

taphorically. >^ /

f^
k

Pub tseay,

saudals made of straw.

Tseay e tbe metaphorical sense.^/ Tseay taou sha

jin, to borrow a knife to kill a

man; i. e. to use a third person,

as the instrument of an injury

which one wishes to inflict.

Tsay joo, suppose for

example. Tseay kh'eu,

to lend. Tseay lae to

borrow. Tseay wan,

to enquire civilly.

nlDl ffp' Tseay tseay, the

tl voice of a bird; to sigh;

to moan a tone of aspiration.

Tseh tseay, or fl

Tub tseay, rustic songs,

A sort of mat, used in

sacrifice a certain water

plant; to assist; to help to lean

on for help that on which one

relies for help a man of liberal

learning and elegant manners;

able to bear much wine to make

a pretext of, in which sense

Tsgay, is better. A surname.

Also read Tseih, confused; a

<*ard; to tread j a suruame.

Tseay koo, to borrow a

cause; to make a pretext. |^
Tseay t'eeu, certain land a-

round the royal domain.

Lang tseay, a wolf's mat;

confused; in disorder.

Tseay shin pe yew,

lyiug cm the help of the gods.

i Yun tseay, of large con-

taining capacity liberally edu-

cated able to bear much wine.

(MS. Dictionary.) P Tseay

khow to make a pretence to

screen one's self. ^§ Tseay

tseay, confused talk.

To sigh; to lament pain-

ful regret; a tone or aspi-

ration when one feels a difficul-

ty in expressing by words, all

one's meaning. Also read Ts'o

and Tseih.

E

tseay ch'ang he, oh! how abun-

dant. Tseay fan, or

f^c Tsze tseay, to sigh and

to lament. §^ Tseay

ya puh e expressed in aspira-

tions, unlimited surprise and ad-

miration. Tseay t'aii^

to sigh.

TS'EAY.

A particle, common in the

beginning of sentences,

where it is often au expletive

or as the Chinese call it, a word

H H H
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vshcring in a sentence. An ex-

pression of doubt, as if, should;

it may often be translated and,

then, therefore, further.

Ts'eay, or Urh ts'eay,

in the miclJle of a sentence, may

l»e rendered and, and also, as

0} [
i^ Kaou urh ts'eay

kh'wan, high and also broad.

Hwnng ts'eay, and still

more, Koo ts,6ay and

T<uu ts'eay, denote for

the time being; iov a short time.

Keuen ts'eay, denotes

nt"" Jy the same as the expres-

sion, try a little it implies, do-
|

ing that which is not perfectly

agreeable. Kov\' ts'eay,

carelessly, inconsiderately. -

SL Tsae ts'eay, again. *|

Man ts'eay, or Ts^ay

man, by and bye, leisurely, do

not hurry. - Ts'eay foo

now further. Ts'eay

joo, now as, or thus.

Ts'eay shwo, frequently com-

mences h paragraph in lighter

books, and seems to denote~

I

shall therefore, or now, observe., Ts'ray liinS

t>.:av chen, now marched ami

now fought marched fightiiig^

TSEE.

To ingraft trees or plants.

To take hold of with the

hand; to receive to con-

nect; to come in succession to

approach near; to unite; to as-

sociate with quick. A surname.

Ying tsee, to go forth

to meet and receive——a visitor.

Keaou tsee, to associate

with. Fau tsee, to bind

with the bands behind the back.

Tsee tae, to receive and

wait upon a guest. |S] Taee

hwuy, to receive back a^ain.

Tsee jub, or

TsLe show, to receive as any-

thing sent to one. TsW
suh, to receive and continue; to

succeed to; to follow in succes-

sion. Tsee sbang

keen tow took it up on their

shoulders.

,J To chirp as a bird.

4^ TseS yu, certaiu

female officers, during the

Hun dynasty.

From hand and a treadle.

The success of an army;

to obtain a victory; to over-

come to complete; to anuounce

a victory; quick in haste; swift

in uctiou a certain quautity*
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A surname. Cbih tsee,

with promptness, applied to

tlie doing of things.

Paou fcsee, or Tsee paou, to an-

nounce a victory. Tsee

fa, to rise rapidy appiied to

becoming rich in trade.

Tsee king*, to hasten through a

hye road; to take a short cut,

cither literally or figuratively.

^§ Tsee loo, to rob upon

the -high way. Tsee

shoo, a proclamation written on

silk, and appended to the end

of a pole as a banner.

Tsee tsee, the sound of the

mon tli and tongue,

^* Tsee yu, a female

officer of government; au

elegant appearance.

] To connect or sew gar-

raents together. 5^
I Leeu tsee, to connect to-

fgether. TsW ia

irregular; put in some

j
disorder.

The hair by the side of

the eye the eyebrow.

Mei tsiie, the eye-

brow.

To penetrate with mois-

ture; to enrich; to instil

instruction; to perform a com-

plete circle. ^ Chow tsee,

to make a circuit of: to caute

benefits to extend everywhere.

T^g jih, the period of .

ten days. Tsi : e ?hin,

the complete round of lioui'

ft'om mid niglit to m ulnigh t •

^ Tsee hea, to instil into;

to blend together as one; sa;'i

of the union of finer.ds and of

instilling right principles into

the minds of the people. 7

Tsee suy, to penetrate to

the marrow.

P
An instrument by which

in ancient times, states

men or governors were

I >/ ;
appointed or authorized

to act. It was made of

"171
J

stone, of horn, or of tha

I W l»amboo; and after having

letters engraved upon it,

cut through the middle; one half

was retained at court, and tha

other given to the person ap-

pointed. The "|3 Tsee, consti-

tuted his credentials, J^l

>jV So e she sin, that whicli

declared (the possessor) was to

be believed. Foo t^ee,

J? Sin tsee, and

Suy tsee, express the same. It

is said, that the idea of making

the two parts to correspond,

was taken from the joints of a

bone. To be distinguished from

T Yili, the compound form of

^ Yih
?
a city.
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/^ \ A notch or joint of the

/ bamboo; a limit; a term

or holiday; an emergen-

cy to limit one's passions

' one's expenditure

chastity; economy ; a period of

time : the time of an action.

Name of a place; of a plant;

and of an office. Show

tscg, to maintain chastity also

to maintain dipuity of charac-

ter. fS Shth tsee, loss of

chastity also to sneak and

croucli meanly. Ming

tsee, a good reputation for mo-

ral conduct. A pa tsee,

eight terms into which the

year is divided. ® TseS

ching, chastity female virtue.

15 TsoS ling, r
She ls«ee, a terra or period of

fifteen days, there are twenty-

four Tstie-ling in a year; a ho-

liday. Tsee yin

shih, to limit drinking and eat-

ing; to observe a strict regimen.

Wan show tsee, or

T'een chung tsee,

the Emperor's birth-day.

Tsee too, the title, in form-

er times, given to a commander

in-chief. Tsee 16, to

stop or give the time to music.

Tsee yung, an economi-

cal use of things.

1 Tsun tsee, these

two words, perhaps mean,

decorum and respect. Themean^

ing of the latter character is

no where given.

PProm wood and to regu^

I
late. A wooden comb, ta

put the hair in order a

general term for combs;

to comb.

Tsee fung mub yu, to be comb-

ed by the wind and washed by

the rain, said of the difficul-

ties endured by those who tra-

vel.

A small sore uloer.

To cut atjunderv to cut to

pieces to cut off a pass-

age to or from; to ob-

struct to cut off a re-

treat; to cut and mince;

nice distinctions disputation.

T^ee cboo, Lan

t"T or Tsee loo, to ob-

struct; to stop the passage from

or to. Tsee twan, to cut

asunder. T^hwuy
loo, to stop the passage back to

cut off a retreat.

Small talk; conversing in

low voice, or with levi-

ty; sound. According to one,

correct proper speech.

« ) The appearance of the

J

trees of a forest; an oar

With which to propel a

-job boat. Same as the follow-

^ 8
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1 An oar of a boat.
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TS'EE.

From Keen, a crime

^

and a woman. A woman
who has committed some crime;

a woman placed in a family

above the rank of an ordinary

servant, but inferior to the mis-

tress of the house a kind of

handmaid; a wife inferior to the

first; a concubine. Chinese mo-

ralists do not allow a concubine

to be taken till the age of forty,

ar)d when there is no hope of

having male issue by the wife.

The name of a nation. A sur-

name. Che ts'ee, to

place a concubine in the family.

Mae ts
y
ee, to purchase

& concubine, Ts'ee she,

is the usual terra for concubine;

but they give them other ap-

pellations in courtesy, as fj

Joo foo jin, the same as

the mistress of the house.

^ Ts'ee t'ee, the

sound of ducks or geese

feeding. P [f[f Ts'ee heue, to

daub the mouth with blood

when mutually entering into a

solemn engagemeut, said to

be an ancient custom. Also

read Sba,

To cut to carve to

mince; to cut to pieces

to cut bones eager; ardent;

near; urgent; pressing; vehe-

ment; fervent; sincere; impor-

tant; to feel. To take the initial

of one character and the final of

another to spell a third, as from

Ke-wang to derive Kang, Read

Ts'e, all; every; the whole. Jji^

Se ts'ee, to cut into very mi-

nute parts. Ts'in ts'ee,

most intimate relation pointed,

close, home language.

Pei ts'ee, or Ts'an ts'ee,

deep distress ofmind.^
Lan klie ts'ee, look at the most

important parts, M Kae
ts'ee, great earnestness and siu-

cerity. Ts'ee ngae, ar-

dent love. Ts'ee ke that

which veiy particularly con-

cerns ones-self. Ts'ee

jow, mince meat. Ts'eg

kh'ae, to cut into separate parts,

Ts'ee meh, to feel the

pulse. Ts'ee shoo, to

cut the leaves of a book. "^J

Ts'ee shih, the utmost truth

and sincerity. Ts'ee suy,

to cut to small pieces, in a care-

less manner, Ts^ee ts'ee,

expresses the highest degree of

importunity and earnestness a-

bout a thing. 1 Ts'iug

ts'ee, vehemently attached; ar-
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dent affection.

tso, to cut and polish ivory.

Ts'ee twan, to cut asuixlcr.

Ts'^e wuh, don't on any

account; be particularly careful

not, &c. ^fJ T^'ee yaou,

extremely important; most ur

-

jrontly required. Ylh

ts'e, the whole entirely; all

taken collectively.

Commonly read Tsi :on.

In the Dictionaries read

Seen.
rMen lo

kwo, Siam or Cambodja.

To steal; clandestine; pri-

vate; applied by persons

to their own thoughts,

sentiment or sentiments,

denoting that such is their

I

private and humble opi-

"T^/ J nion; to assume a phice,

a situation, or opinion; to inves-

tigate; shallow, or lightly im-

bued with a colour. Name of

a bird. Ts'ee

wei puli p'ing, in my private

feelings discomposed. ^%

Ts'ee sze, humbly to think or

give one's opinion. >^ *
Ts'ee ts'eg, Ts'ee ch'a,

to search or examine into; to

investigate privately, or in one's

own mind.

TSEEX.

Z_J From small at top and

I large below. Tapcrini:

-like a pyramid poinrcd

sharp; tapering to a point ;

clever ingenious.

3^ T'oq kwo -Itr
,

'

lolled out the point of the

tongue. Tseen juy, or

ij Tseen le, sharp poin"l

the second expression also de-

notes acuteness of intellect.

Read Tsan, to wound or

injure with two spent s.

Read Tseen, small; few nar-

row; cramped. Also read Pee.-,

in the last seuse.

Sliallow; thin; thin metal.

Kead T^an, a mat for a

child. Read Tseen, gar-

ments peculiar to children, or

to carry a child on the back

narrow; cramped. Read Shae,

a coverlid; a part of the trap-

pings of a lior.se.

Road Chang, which see.

Read T>een, the name of

u wood; a small bell, copious,
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uhuLidant appearance.

1— A board or tablet on which

fp^* 1 something is written; to

1 I
manifest or exhibit it to

[ a superior, or to the Em-
^^

I

peror.
)|

HwatsSen

Jf^S ov Tseen che, an

I R" elegant writing contain-

ing a statement to the Emperor.

Tseen or Tsan, a small

cut.

Tsi"en yang a

small spot which itclies

From money and litfh.

Of little value mean;

low cheap to esteem

n lcan . Used for what,

pertains to one's self; the

affected language of cour-

tesy. Kwei tseen,

are opposites, noble and igno-

ble; dear and cheap; rich and

poor. Hea
tseen che che, low and poor in

the utmost degree.

P'in tseen, poor aud mean.

J^s, Tseen hwae jin, an ill-

conditioned worthless man. ^§
J^a T^een heung te, my

brothers.

H Tseen tseen, wa-

•^1^4 ter flowing with a quick

motion, a rapid perturbed cur-

rent.

To present with meat and

drink; to present with

anything.

To advance to go for-

qII wards.

|^||
J To cut or clip with scis-

'^Zf sors. ^!(, ^ IVae tseen,

to cut out a piece of cloth to

make a garment; metpoahrically

to arrange, to manage, to plan,

^P* Tseen p'ing che,

reduced or subjected them to

order. Tseen

kh'ae leang pwan, to cut into

two halves. Tseeu

taou, scissors.

^^ The name of a river to

KM
sprinkle with the hand.

Tsew tseen, two

mouths approachiug each

other.

^,"
1
From to put before aud

JpU I fire. To roast; to expel

the juices by the applica-

tion of fire, applied figu-

ratively to the mind de-

ting vexation.^ Ngacm

tseeu, to roast; to vex. !
Kea tseen, a certain incense.

Chung t,een
5
or
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Kae tseen, to roast over again.

From a bamboo and to

|5 1) go before. An arrow, in

some parts called She, and

in others called Tsuh, a

small bamboo; the notched stick

on which the time is marked in

a clepsydra, is called

Low tseen. Shav tseen,

rfa
to snoot an arrow, ^rj gij

Tseen tseen chung every arrow

hits. Kwang

yin sze tseen, time flies like an

arrow.

^^.Cf \ From to proceed forth

%^|^| / and Jeathers. Even; re-

gular; scissors which clip

things even and regular;

to shear or clip; to slaugh-

ter and kill. Used for the pre-

ceding. Tseen tseen,

specious in adjusting thiugs.

"rrQlJ ]
From speech and clipped

f or shorn. Possessiug lit-

J.^^
(

tie ability; a shallow ca-

)
pacity. A man's name.

From water and to cut.

To make gradual en-

croachment as water does, by

small degrees; gradually by lit-

tle and little; the slow advances

or changes of anything; to mois-

ten; to dye; to saturate. Name

of a river of a star; and of a

terrace. $^ Tseen

tseeu to leaou, gradually with-

m

drew and hid themselves.

Tseen ts'ze, by gradual, or

^low degrees. >M Tseen tsin,

to advance gradually.

Something to support a

house which leans to one

sitfe; to keep off water by stones

juhI earth.

Water issuing forth for

water to extend or reach

to. The name of a river,

and of a district. Read

Tsun, to approach.

From plants and preset

1^"* ved. Grass or pasture

same thing brought forward a-

gain to continue still as before;

to collect together; to introduce

to, or to recommend. The same

as the following.

The grass which animals

eat; pasture to drive in-

to a good pasture; to in-

troduce; to recommend;

to sacrifice without vic-

tims; food laid out before being

eaten. Tsze tseen, to

recommend one's-self.

Keu tseen, or J^: Tseea

keu jin, to recommend or pro-

mote a person. Tseen

shoo, a letter of introduction.

\ Tseen or Shun, to suck as

H7T* / an infant; to suck awound

h^iek.

V
U Urh ch'oo sang

5 tseh nang t^eeu joo, a new
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born infant can suck milk.

j& W Tseen ch'ow, to

-4 1=$ draw reeds of different

lengths from the hand in order

1o <!ecide by lot, he who dnnvs

the longest reed wins.

To advance to enter.

Completely; entirely to

( cut off; to extermiiiiit^;

ppW ( to shear or clip; to ^luugli-

J

ter and kill.

TS'EEN.

I
^ A thousand. A surname,

]^ Ts'een suy, a thou-

sand years,~is a title of kings

and princes; as^ Wan suy,

ten thousand years, is a title

of the Emperor of China.

jgJlJ,
Kung chuh ts'een

ts'ew, to congratulate one on

^ his birth-day. Ts'een

ts'ew, a thousand autumns, is

used to denote the birth-clays of

persons of rank.

Ts'een neen wan tsae, a

thousand or ten thousand years;

a great length of time.

Ts'eeu tsung, a military officer

about the rank of a Captain.

Ts'een wan, a thousand

times, ten thousand; i. e. on e-

very possible account . ^

Ts'een yen wan yu a

great deal of talk verbiage.H The superior of a thou-

J I sand meu a fchousaud

pieces of money luxuriant her-

bage.

I To cut; to pare to carve;

y ^§ to engrave on wood; to

how to fell.

^Tl Three le of land is cleno-

y— minated Ts'een.

Luxuriant appearanco

of a beautiful sfcoue. Tbe

uame of a place. A suniamo.

Ts'eeu ts'een, aa exu-

berance of herbage. —|^

T'een ts'een, tbe name of a plant.

1 A road lying south and

north is called (J'f Ts'een,

east and west is called

Peh; a road leading"
' to ti grave; a pnth through

^ 1 fields.. Same as the pre-

ctnUiig'. A surname.

jf^s^ ) Ail; ill uniting to deckre

>/v% I
sornethnig, ox* to express

[
the same. *

R^C Ts"e" yue woo

kwnn t.^Jie, all exclaimed,

J Kwan-tsae, is capable to

disperse the waters of tbe de-

lude!

Slips of bamboo for dra w-

3^ ig lots; to write or sign;

to ^ub^cribe to a contribution*
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A sort of 1 boo chest or bas-

ket. T'a

fc'een leaou to shaou, how much

Las he subscribed

~fj T'a ts'eeu leaou woo
|

peh yuen, he has subscribed five

iundml dollars. Ts'een

ming, to sign one's name for any

purpose; to subscribe so much

muiicy. Ts^en shoo, a

writing; to write or sign. ^
^§ Ts'een te to sign a sub-

j

scription.

^y3^ From water and titflc.

J3J^ Shallow; superficial; ea-

'

sy; that which is in a slight

degree applied to colours, de-

notes a light degree of colour-

ing; a tiger's skin with short

hair. Puh che

shin ts'een, not know the shal-

low and the deep—unacquaint-

ed with the difference of things.

^Jg Qx Ts'een *ch oo, an easy

explanation. Ts'eeu

1" o easy learning. ^ifil

Ts'een kin, shallow and near

—

plain and easy. Ts'een

jnaou, short fur, ^[ Ff|

Ts'een, ts'een kh'o pe, may
\w compared to in a slight de-

TVi:en sin, weak

ii'i'lu Ts'een ts'Jng, a

liglifc blue or azure colour.

Ts'i ;en Ween, shallow wa-

ter flowing rapidly.

4

From ffo/dand tivo spears.

Property; wealth; copper

formed into a coin to ex-

^cliange for commodities;

money; formerly express-

ed by Ts'euen, a

spring, in reference to its

sending forth its streams every

where. Name of a certain

weight, and a certain sum calU

ed a mace. Name of a district;

it enters into several proper

names a kind of spade or pick

a,e. Yin ts'ren, silver,

or silver coin. Yew
ts'een, to possess wealth to

have money. i^Puats r
een,

capital or principal.

Le ts'een, interest.

Kiia ts'een, the price of any-

thing. '^Shih
fun wei yih ts'een, ten canda-

reens make a mace.

Ch'uh ts'een, to advance or pay

money. Che ts,een cer-

tain papers gilt which the Chi-

nese burn to the idols.

To ascend to move to;

to remove,—said of one's

self or of other things; to

falter one's conduct; to re-

prehend and ay a person

aside, or drive him away.

A surname.

Keeu si Ien tseh ts^een, to

alter to what is irood as soon

ati one mx'b it. Ts'^eu
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e, to remove anything,

Ts'een se to remove one's-self,

or a body of people. )^ f
Ts'een hea urli shang,

to move from a lower place to

a higher. ^£ ^§ Tso ts'eeu,

to remove to the left, to de-

grade; when that phrase was

used, the usage was the oppo-

site of the present, the left be-

in^ now the place of honour.

Ts'een shen, to remove

to a more virtuous course.

It Ta ts'ew

ts'een, to take the amuse-

ment of the swinging rope.

Ts'ew ts'een, Ts'een

ts'ew, "f^ Ts'ew ts'een, or

^31 J^l Shing he, are different

expressions for a wheel swing-

ing* rope, invented at court dur-

ing the Han dynasty, for the

amusement of persons in the

Imperial palace. See Ts'ew.

V^'l* From to rest in a phu e^

I J 'J and boat. In front of;

before; whether locally, or in

respect of time; to advance; to

lead forward. Read Ts'een, to

cut even, now commonly writ-

ten Ts'een, a light blackish

colour, g Yen ts'een, be-

fore one's eyes. Meen

ts'een, in one's presence, glj

Ts'eeu she or

Tiling ts'eeiij l»^fore; formerly.

. 3 Shang ts'een kh'eu,

to advance forward .

Hing puh ts'een, or
—^* ->
xf Tso tsze ptih ts'een, to

make no progress; nor to get on

in the world.

Yew shih neen ts'een, teu year.s

ago. Yu ts'een

ta ch'in, the gr^t officers ('f

state in the Imperial preseiic"

f^jlj Tae ts'een, before a ta-

ble, bar, or altar. Tso

ts'een, before the chair or throne.

HJIJ ^ Ts'een cli'ing, advauco-

nieut promotion.

Ts'oen chaou, the last dynasty.

# Ts'een king

keang che I before sent down

my Imperial will.

Ts'een jih, the day before yes-

terday. fl Ts'een

kh'e shih jih, ten days l>efore

the time appointed.

Ts'een lae to come before, or

into the presence of.

Ts'een neen, the years before

last.

moon before last, f^flj

Ts'eeu shan ebac, military sta-

tion near Macao, called Cam-
branca.

To arrange to put in or-

der, as soldiers in their

ranks ranks the army; to

state in order to spread out

aud lay before, physically or
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inorfilly.

Ft'wn to cut and wood..

Blocks on which charac-

ters are to be cat for printing

books. Keen ts'een, a

ialilet on which is writing.

/'^^ Good; excellent; an epi-

1 Uicl ipplied to men, im-

plying praise and commenda-

tion proMy formation of the

luoutli. Road Ts'iog, a daugh-

ter's husband. Borrowed to act

instead of employed to serve

for_ the time being. ^
Tae ts'een, for, instead of.

The name of a wood.

J J
Clear bright; illustrious,

applied to persons; excellent,

applied to grain. Used also

for a herb which dyes a purple

and yellow colour.

SJ[:
Name of a plant, other-

|J) L| wise called cartas blood.

a
I ^

Used to dye silk; a car-

ion and yellow. In

the time of Han, used for

tlie Emperor's garments

alone.

one. Ts'een tsun, an

usurpation of honour.

Ts'een ch'ueu, put on clothes

superior to one's rank,

^f: ^rfl* Ts'een ch'ing hwang

to, usurped the title of Emperor.

1 Ts'een miug haou
r

to usurp title.

Zf^C 1 To ford or pu^s through

1 PI I waier; to enter deeply in-

to; to lay up. Name of a

hill; a city, and a river.

A surname,

Ts*een sin tfiL shoo, to ap-

ply the mind entirely to study.

Ts'een hing, to dive and

walk under water.

Read Ts'euen, to bore

ii^l^Jf through, cut, or chop.

Ts'een, sharp-pointed; pointed

tool; a style or chisel.

To cut

^ Ts'een tseu, ava-

ricious; covetous.

Dubious erroneous; to

overpass one's duty or

• sphere to usurp to as-

<7^£ \ e.

J Pub tang wei urh wei to

do what is not proper for ono

t(> do; hence, jf Yu Uv".
to overstep what is proper foi'

SIi[>s of bamboo with

cliaracters on them used

liy the government in drawing

lots to determine in what pro-

vince an officer is to serve; used

in tempies when offering up

j)rnyors to obtain a divine re-

sponse, given by officers of the

salt dopartmeut to the dealers,

as authority to sell, iu which
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case they answer to a Custom-

house permit; issued by sitting

magistrates as authority to pun-

ish. Che ts'een, to draw

lots, ^{p |^ Keih ts'een, to

give permits. Ts'een

t'ung, the cylinder-like stand iu

which the Ts'een are placed.

To destroy entirely; to

exterminate.

TSEH.

From a covering and

to cast on£s self under

it. To dwell; a dwelling

place the station one fills;

to fix; to determine; to

seUle; tlie house appointed for

all living; a grave.

Shin tseh
?
a house in which are

apartments far removed from the

front, -^j 3^IS Tseh chaou, to

divine renpe(ting a grave and

the clay of interment.

Yu tseh. a tomb or grave.

Tseh fang, a family man-

sion. ^ ^ Tseh t'een

ming, to fix the decree of heav-

en, to act so that it shall be set-

tled in one's favor. Tseh

te a mansion a house; an apart-

ment.

An animal produced from

IU aimj Li a male ass and a cow; a

sort of mule, which does not

seem to be noticed in European

countries. Read Lo, applied

to the camel. f@ Tseh

meh, the mule above described.

Tseh t'o, a camel.

The appearance of Avaler

running or clashing about.

Chih, or Tseh. From an

overhanging precipice^

beneath which is a man
jphT

j

stooping under apprehen-

i>^'J J sion of its falling. Stoop-

ing; inclined; oblique; the new
moon faintly seen in the east is

called jX JS Tseh-teh. A
lace in which to ease nature.

J7^ Ch'ih tseh, a certain

kind of money. Peih

tseh, appearance of water flow-

ing; Avater flowing in an alarm-

ing degree. Tseh shing,

the oblique tones, all excepting

P'ing shing, are deno-

minated Tseh.

Q| J

From Pei, anciently used

>A>4 for material objects gene-

rally, and Taou a knife* To

ih aw an outline; to mark a

rule; a }>attern; a law; to imi-

tate a pattern to conform to

a rule or law. Reason cause

wherefore; an auxiliary particle

of the force of
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diately; then in that case; a

particle implying a consequent

result; a particle denoting that

which follows next in order;

and a conditional particle.

Kvvo tseb

wuh t'aa kae, if wrong, be not

afraid to reform.

Fa" (lie lo"

p'in shih keae yuo tseb, every

rule or pattern for the forming

or directing of a thing is called

Tseh. Fa tseh, a rule;

pattern; or law. T'eon

tseh, heaven's unerring law.

Cliun tseh, a carpenter's

marking line; also to accuid

with the line, time, &c* which

is previously markeil out punc-

tual conformity to rule.

Tseh heaou, to imitate an ex-

ample set,
~

*
Tseh yih

yay, then it is one—the same as.

I-^ / Tseh or Clnh, aloud voice;

> a great sound or noise; to.
From a cave and a fu-

I
—

v gitive. Narrow strait;

compressed straitened used

both morally and physically.

R Heung tseh, a contract-

ed miud. Tseh hea
?

narrow confined.

^ ^ntt TWh man^;, a n'r-

taiu cla^b of small boixL

place

sists i

Narrow contracted;

straitened compressed

issuing forth with celeri-

ty; the laths or boards

below the titles of a roof

a l»amboo case for arrows;

u quiver; a name of mo-

A surname. Name of a

a punishment which con-

a branding with a mark.

Name of an insect which

appears in the seventh

Head Cha, the name of

a fish.

Fi<un to ntn :uitl a ./•.'•-

t

//rr . To arise to be

sirahciied; to be pressed upon.

^ P'ae tseh, to be embar-

rassed.

pjJJt Kra<l
f

l\ihxy and Tseh, to

p| sigli; 1u moan a tone of

liration. See Tseay.

i
n«ge.

pierce

Coninionly read Tsoo, to

place; to arrange; to ma-

Read Tseih, or Tseh, to

to wound.

A kind of spear or lance;

to "rike with a spear aiul

take a thing; to harpoon a fish.

From a thorn and a pearl.

To reprehend to reprove;

to reprimand; to chastise;

to be wrong fluil t to ask

to enquire; require of; to

at; to bear or sustain a

charge or office to have charge

of and be rc^pousible for. O-
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therwisc read Cliae.

^ Kli'ew ts'euen tseh pe

to require perfection, and blame

the least defect.

Tm]g tsze kh'eh tseh, to

blame and accuse one's self se-

verely. Tseh ch'ing, or

Tseh ling, the duty with

which one is particularly charg-

ed; to give in charge mi(l make

responsible for. Tseh

fa, to punish; to reprehend and

to fine. ii. Tseh jin, a

duty for which one is answer-

able.

Tseh jin chung, uiii tseh ke

kh'ing, to reprove others severe-

ly, but be indulgent to one's

self. Tseh shen, a re-

proof respecting some moral

duty-

rt^fe Chih or Tseh, to cry out

^^^ aloud; to roar out; a tu-

multuous mingled noise; a noise

of wrangling; a kind of inarti-

culate hissing, sometimes denot-

ing admiration and sometimes

the reverse.

Hwa tsae tseh yay, reformation

is seated (or must commence)

in the natural feelings. ^^
Heh, tseh, to call out; to call

to. Tseh tseh

ts*an haou, uttered inarticulate

prnises, P Tseh tseh, the

inarticulate tones of admiration

and surprise. Also the noise of

quarrelling; the note of a cer-

tain bird.

From a napkin and pin-

ned to the head; a nap-

kin rolled round to keep up the

hair; sometimes covers the top

of the head. Used to denote

-straight teeth.

The boards or mats or

Avhich one sleeps; small

reeds which serve to bind any-

thing; to collect; to bring ma-

ny things together. Also read

Chae, certain wicker-work

through which liquors are

strained.

Deep, obscure and diffi-

cult to be perceived—re-

>ferring to those subjects

which the miucls of sages

penetrate.

The noise of haste or hur-

ry-

^ Read Tseh or Chih, from

hand and the root, or low-

er part. To take with

the hand; to pluck; to

pull. Read Tseh, in a

similar sense; also to put in or-

der; to push forward; to move.

~
'

Yih tseh, a pluck a

pull. Tseh hwa, to
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])luck a flower. Tseh

kwo, to pull fruit, T.<eh

3 111, to take the seal of office

from a magistrate on his dis-

missal.

)

ChTh
3

or TA From

words and foundation.

To Maine; to reprehend;

to cliastise; to punish of-

ficers of the govei'nmeiit

by sending them to the frontier

to serve. Fault; error; crime.

Keang tseh, to degrade

and clui.<tise.

4*^8 From hand and to spt/,

j or look carefully. To

choose to select. See Chih.

Tseh keaou, to select

persons with whom to associntr.

>|nJ Wateraud plants bleiuk'd;

I marshy favorable to ve-

}
getation; causing growth,

j

like showers and dews;

J imbued; softened; molliH-

ed; enriched; made bright and

glossy; va;l":Ml; wet with dew

glossed with light; inil)iied wilh

fragrance; the haft of a s\voi\l;

garments for the bi'eech; the

name of a district. Fei

t^eh, fat and glossy sleek ap-

plied also to the feathers ofa bird.

\~f From sun and- oblhj-"r.

j

The i?un derlinino- to the

revest; to descend; the af-

ll O j

tornoon; the larger ma!-

/A»-4 l;e ts were held during

the afternoon.
l]

Jih chuug tseh tseh, the sun

de<*lines as soon as it attains the

nioi'itliaia.

03

III

Tt'h tseh. strenuous effort

in cutting up the ground;

severe and acute.

t

) To draw; to extend and

tear to pieces, as was in

^
ancient timos done with

j

animals in the market

J places; and which was

sulwequently changed to

Kh'e she, casting them out

into the market place; to tear

or rend victims to pieces.

^| Pe tseh, to rend to pieces

a victim.

To measure a thing with

the hand.

From pearls or money,

and a weapon. To rob;

to plunder; to maltreat; to mur-

der; to injure; injurious; a rob-

ber a bandit; an insect that de-

vours grain. , Heang

ma tseh, baiulitti on horseback

who pi ii lulered openly— have

existed in Shan-tung at different

periods. |j Show tseh. a

ringleader of l»amlitli.

r

Faou 1>eh. rohlxTs ireebootei>.

1M hwae, a term of
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abuse, something like rascal*

Tseh or Chth, the tone of

angry reprehension, or

liuoting1

at.

dfi^ Tseh or Tseth.

Peih tseih, wordy; ver-

bose souud of many voices

sound of the voice when begin-

Jiing to cbant or to sing.

TS'EH.

Ts'eh, or Ch'ih, lateral;

oblique deflected per-

verted depraved mean vile.

Fau ts'eh, a rebellious

faction. "(Si) Jih ts'eh, the

sun declining to the westward,

about two hours after noon.

j

Ts'eh ngo, to sleep on the

.•fide. Ts'eh choo, a cer-

tain kind of cap. Tseh

Bang, a species of the fruit com-

monly called ^5 Le-che.

Ts'eh shlh, a second or

inferior wife; a coucubine.

j

Ts'eh urh urh ting

to apply the ear to; to listen.

Iffl Ts'eh low, of low rank;

mean; vile:

From heart and the sound

Tseh. Acute pain; dis-

tressing feelings.

From water and to mea-

sure. To fathom the I

J J J

depth of; to measure generally,

applied to miud or body.

Pure; clear; sharp.

Teen sze puh ko ts'eli>

the affairs of heaven are incom-

prehensible. Z
Puh ts'eh che wei shin,

what is inscrutable, or unfa-

thomable incoropreheu sible

is called divine, or God.

Pah kho ts'eh to,

unfathomable, immeasarable; in-

comprehensible. Ts'eh

leang, to fathom to compre-

liend. ill) Ts'eh ts'eh,

sharp; acute.

r^L Cli'Ih or Ts'eh, to ex-

/"p pel; to drive away. See

Ch'ih.

Ch'ih or Ts'eh, to split;" to rive; to rend asunder;

to crack to opeu. ^ Kea

ts'eh, the opening of buds and

of fruit, as in spring. !

I

Ts'eh peih nan ch'au

yay, difficult labour in the birth

ofchildren is expressed hy Cli'ih

peih.

- To pull to pieces to

1^ break open. See Ch'ih.

Ts'eh hwuy, to pull, or

lay in ruins, as any building.

Ts'eh kh'ae, to pull

open. Ts'eh. seaj, to

pull dovm.
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\ From bamboo and a thorn

I or spike. A bamboo writ-

V ten on with a style; an-

\ cient books made of bam

-

J boos connected the things

wi'ittei) viz. a device; a strata-

gem to devise to scheme; a

elip of bamboo used m divina-

tion. Name of a particular sort

of bamboo a switch for a horse

a switch; to whip a horse.

Keen ts'eh, books generally.

^ Kin ts'eh, a metal rod

a priests crosier, M '
* n

t^'ehy name of a star.

Mow ts'eh, or Ch'ow

ts'eh, to devise to scheme to lay

plans or stratagems. ^"|v

t^'eh, a plan; a stratagem.

Ts'oh shoo, books contain-

ing the instructions of superiors.

Tseh tseh the sound

of falling leaves.

^IJi A thorn a spike; to prick

with a thorn.

•J^"§[
Posts jtlnccd perpen<licu-

/j'/isj larly and connected so as

to form a barrier to a passage

palisades forming an enclosure;

a kind of railing. Name of a

place. Le ts'eb, a fence

consisting of palisades.

IVeh chT
an, a kind of warehouse

or other enclosure surrounded.

Ts'eh lan, a gateway in

a street, which consists of up-

right posts.

In ancient times before

the invention of paper,

documents were written

on slips of bamboo; a list;

an inventory; a register;

a schedule; a memorandum a

volume; a book; to plan to con-

trive; to establish.

Yen hoo ts'cl), a census; a list

of the people. Hwang

ts'eh, the Imperial register of all

persons, property, &c. through-

out the empire. Ke
pun ts'eh, several volumes of a

register. )^ Tsaou ts'eb,

to make a list Shang

ts'eh
?
to insert in a list.

Shoo ts
T
eh, books generall)r . P^j

flB" Mun ts'ch, raits placed in a

doorway to stop the passage.

TSEIH.

Now immediately forth-
|

with; then only near;

S urgent; swift. Occurs ">

if] \ the sense of if. ||1

* 9 J Tseih LseIIi
?

crauiuied

closely together; abunctant and

soli<l in virtue; a kind of torch.

A surname. T.seili k'eh,

JT. g|l LeTh tseth, IP Tang

tsetii, or Tseili sbe aU
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express forthwith immediate-

]y; iustantly. Woo

ta tselhj no other tharu ^f
1

Fei tseih, not (tbis), then (that).

Fei tseih, or ^
Tseih suh, with all possible

speed with haste urgently.

Tseih chaou, to return

speedily a ibing borrowed.

Tseih jen, immediately

straightway. Tseih jlh,

the same day. K Tseih

she keen, supposing it to be,

for a momeut. Tseih

she, that is; just so; the same

as. Tseih yung, em-

ployed immediately.

|rtj4frt The hum or murmur of

Pl# insects; expressed iu Chi-

nese by Ch'ung ming.

Sound; noise. , Ts'ew

tseih, the clamour of a great

many voices.

To form bricks of earth

the snuff of a candle what

is left when the fire has con-

sumed the combustible part; to

snuff at to dislike; to hate.

#
Tso show ping chuh, yew show

cbe tseih, with tbe left hand

hold the candle, and with the

right hand break off the snuff.

^rin The uame of a fish.

From disease and an ar-

row. Disease which falls

on men suddenly, and whicli

flies swiffc as an arrow hencd

tbe character denotes both dis-

ease and rapidity urgent

pressing; yehemeut; bad or uu-

lucky to be envious and inju-

rious; resentful; to hate,

Hwan tseih, calamities; af-

flictions. PQh tseih, nob

afflicted with disease. Mi
Fung tseih, a brisk wind. ^

Tseih tsee, or Tseih

siih, with baste expedition

speed as fast as possible.

Tseih jib, an unlucky or

bad day, Tseih wei, im-

petuous aud tyrannical.

Tseih ts'e, veliemejit and pow-
erful.

Envious injurious poi-

sonous.

, sound

voice; noise.

From women and disease.

Jealous envy dislike

hatred to a competitor.

J^A \ Tseih, is used in <ha

J same sense. Maoa
tseih, dislike aversion oppo-

sitionjbo. Tseth too, or

Tseih too, envious; en-,

vy ; jealous dislike.

TseHile, thename

inediciual plant.

^ ,
of a
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The back bone the spine;

the back the roof of a

bouse the ridge ofa mountain

the back of anything-. Occurs

denoting a principle or rule;

arranged. A dead bone. The

nnjne of a bird. xTh

tseib, the top of a house.

Pei tsetb, the back.

Tseih my, the marrow of the

bnck bnne.

T'een hea che tsetb, a long

ridge or chain of mountains.

|h. Poor ground the ridge

of a hill.

San taeth kang, the back of a

bill is called Kang.

From flesh or disease and

back having as little

flesh as on the back.

Lean; poor emaciated;

to restrict and retrench.

A surname. TseTh

ma, bony. Tseth

too poor land.

IJ^^ From foot and m.eanrr.

yTf^f A short step; to walk

carefully,

paj* Quiet stillness silenee.

^/J^ Bead Tsuh, to sigh. Read

Yuh, to go evenly and easily.

^$^„
king tseih shing p&h ch'ul), to

rerul prayers in silence without

giving utterauce to the voice.

Kh'ung teeih, solitude

and silence.

From a coveting, over

legwminaus plants. A
place where these is no

human voices silent; still

quiet; poor; lonely still-

ness repose . unmoved

inactive, applied to mind

and to body.

Tseih tseih woo jin

silent ami solitary,

, Tseih jen puh

tung, in a state of inacti-

vi.y.

TseTh mo woo leaou, lonely and

without the support of fi'ieuds.

Men assembled.

From birds on the top of

a frre. To flock together;

to collect; to assemble; to

make a collection ©f; to

mix nnd blend many to-

gether; to settle and set

down in repose a literary

cr»ni])iliition, in which sense is

the same as Ts'eTh. Th&

name of a district. Sew

t>"ih, to compHe, correct, and

put in order a book.

Wan t?elh, a collection of liter-

ary essays. Ts'e tseili,

a full assembly to collect toge-

ther all concerned.

Tpcu tseTh, or Tseih
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liwuy, to assemble to collect

all together.

jfei^^ From to borrow and a

^>j^ bamboo. To employ a

bamboo as a tablet on which to

inscribe anything, as was the

usage in ancient times; a list; a

book. Used in several senses,

the same as the following char-

acter. Yuen tseih, the

place where one's name is en-

rolled one's native place.

Hwuy tseih, to return to

one's native place, where one is

registered. Tsoo tseih,

the occupation of mechanics and

merchants. Shoo tseih,

tablet on which things are writ-

teji; books generally. ]P
Hoo tseih, a list of the popula-

tion. Ch'Ih tseih, a ta-

blet on which orders to the ar-

my were written. Mun
tseih, a tablet at the gate of the

palace, on which a description

of those who have right to enter

is inscribed, and by which per-

sons are examined before being

admitted.

)
Read Tseay, and T^eth.

y|^ I
See Tseay. Tseih denotes

to borrow the assistance

of, as ancient kings or

chiefs did the service of

their vassals to cultivate the

royal domain; to borrow or avail

one'&- self of; to rely upou whe-

ther justly or anjustly,

Tseib kh'ow, to mouth up some

excuse to lay the blame on an-

other person. ^ Tseih

koo, to borrow a cause; to make

a false pretext.

Tseih fuh yew yueny thank

Buddha for his auspicious influ-

ences. See Yueu»

The general appearance

of walking. Tstih

tseih r a loag step; a slow re-

spectful walk; reverent; respect-

ful. Read SeTh, to step upon a

mat; to step over.

^=Tt Meritorious service; mer-

'K^^ From stone and to repre-

"Jr4 hend. Rocks and sand

in shallow water, which check

the current; an ancieLt appella-

tion of China; and also of the

desert Sha-mo.

To gather together; to

accumulate; to pile up;

to hoard together; this charac-

ter applies chiefly to things,

Tseib, to persons.

U Jih tseTh jih to, daily

accumulating. tseih,

to succeed in effecting.

Kwang tseih yin kung
r

to accumulate secret deeds of

beneficence, to leave to one's

posterity. Tuy tseih,

a heap of rubbish, &c.
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Tseih choo, to hoard up; to

s«tore up. Tseih neen,

for many years, applied to old

otfendere. Tseth ts'ae,

to hoard up wealth.

Tseih tseu, to collect together;

to gather many things to oue

place.

footsteps of. Same as

Tseih.

Little; small.

The best of all grains;

the diviuity tluit presides

over grain an officer tbat

attends to agriculture

hasty; precipitate. A sur-

name. The name of a place.

^ How tseth, a certain

officer placed over agriculture.

Jftt Shay tseih, the gods of

the land and of the grain.

^ The print of a foot; a

^X/l\ footstep; a trace evident

marks of meritorious con-

>duct; traces or marks iu-

1 dicating the hand of a

sage, or the finger ofGod
whatever remains to pos-

terity of those who have lived

before; examples which deserve

honor and imiUitioii; to criticise

according to the fact.

Shiug tseih, marks of a divine

energy, as the givius of

rain at certain times.

Shing tseih, the footsteps of

.^a^os; traces remaining of them,

i^rt Tsung tsoili, footsk'ps;

traces of. )P^^ Shiu t^eili,

the footsteps or marks of Deity

by some used for miracles.

Fung tseih, the influ-

ence of example. Tseih

jin, a kiud of forest keeper.

TS'EIH.

^1 Seven- A surname,

wd To ts'elh, the seventh.

~
'- Sau ts'eih, a certain me-

dicinal plant. ChCik

lin tri'eih, seven famous persons

of the bamboo plantation.

Ts'eTh ching, seven ruling

powers, viz. the sun, raoou, and

five planets. Ts'eih

seih, the seventh evening; re-

fers to the eveuing of the sev-

enth day of the seventh moou;

.an evening on which all unmar-

ried women in China offer sa-

crilice to and worship two stars

in the Milky-way.

TVeTh jih lae fuh, in seven

days there is a reiteration, ——

seven is considered a kind of

astronomical week, ap]»!icable

to days, months, or years.

Ts'eik tsze mei, the

seven sisters, a Chinese ro.-e
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which grows in clusters.

Ts'eih show pa keo,

seve?i hands and eight feet, ex-

presses—a confusion, by many

persons being engaged about a

thing. A§* Ts'eTh

tsuy pa she, or^ —
.

Yen san yu sze, seven lips and

eight tongues; saying three and

uttering four,~denote inconsis-

tent, incoherent verbiage.

Three persons united; to

collect; to assemble.

A sort of military axe; a-

frnid of its stroke; mourn-

ful; sorry vexed angry de-

fomaed to be near or related

to relations generally. The

name of a place.
î
Yew

ts'eih, mournful, sorry,

Sang ts'eih, funeral mourning.

Ts'in ts'eih, a relative; a

person within the Chinese rules

of consanguinity. ^
Ts'eih heung te, brothers by

the same father, brother is ap-

pli^<l to more distant relatives,^^ Ts'eih fun, impetuous;

vehement. Ts'eih she,

deformed, as by a crooked back.

The steps of an ascent;

each step of a stair is ex-

pressed by Keae che
the teeth of a stair.

Grief; sorrow; mourning.

Uibcd for the preceding.

Water appearing to issue

from a tree. Name of a

I wood, and ofa resin which

jAIA exudes from it; varnish;
y lacker resinous sub-

stance; adhesive like var-

nish or resin. ^J"
Ts'eih shoo, the varnish tree.

Ho ts'eih, sealing wax;

anything black. Name of a ri-

ver; of a sea; of a district; and

of a city. Read Ts'ee, the at-

tention cleaving to one object;

reverent; devout. Yew
ts'eih, oil and varnish lacker,

to varnish and lacker.

Ts'eih eh'ay, a black carriage.

Ts'eih cho, a lackered

table.

To store up weapons, to

lay them aside; to collect

together and be at peace and

quiet; to desist; to put a stop

to war. A surname.

Ping

yew ho yay, fuh ts'eih tseang

sze fun, weapons are like fire;

those who will not put them

down, bum themselves.

Tsae ts'eih kan ko
to lay by the shield and the

spear.

To declare

known.

.

or make

From mouth and ear. To

whisper in the ear.
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Ts'eih ts'eih, the sound of

the mouth and tongue; the voice

of praise. Read Ts'eih and Yih,

in the same sense.

f^\- The appearance of many

persons a multitude.

To follow up in close suc-

cession to com« often

to pursue closely, in order to

seize or apprehend. ^1^1

Ts'eih hwo, to pursue and s<'iz(

as by the police. Ts'eTh

he, to continue the glory or lustre

of. Ts'eTh poo, or Poo

ts'eih, to pursue after and search

for, with an intent to seize, as

tlie police officers do. ^1
Ts'eih hwo puh taou,

not liaviug seized or apprehend-

ed persons—unable to do.

Ts'eih ts'eih, the noise of

mouth and tongue.

From a carriage and to

whisper in the car. All

the parts of a carriage

to connect the materials

together and form a car-

riage; to cause every part io

occupy its proper place; to unite

harmoniously togeth-er; concord

coherence in speech; softness

cordiality in speech and

manner; to collect together.

T^elh ho, to pacify; to in-

duce harmony.

To put in order; to repair;

to cover; to pile up. ft''

Sew ts'eih, to repair and

put in order.

^j^k To twist hemp into

^|*^^ threads, work which is

always performed in China by

women work performed; busi-

ness; affiiir; meritorious deeds.

^a"g sha tseTh

in a, to spin cotton and twist

hemp. Kung ts'eih, or

Laou ts'eih, meritorious

conduct in the service of tlie

country.

Read Ts'ze or Ts'eih, to

wound by a direct thrust;

to pierce; to kill; to inscriln?

with the point of a style; to

reprehend; to punish; to em-

Jwokler or decorate with needle

work to choose from amongst;

a slwirp point'; a prickle; a thorn.

Read Ts'eih, to bore through;

to stab; to kill; to embroider;

to mark the face with ink and

a pointed instrument; to spy out;

ai) oblique hint. Pnrt of the

name of certain officers. See

'JVze,
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TSEO.

A vase or cup used in

temples to contain a sort

of wine, when perform-

ing the rites of sacrifice

a cup to drink out of, and

which was also rung as a cau-

tion to avoid intoxication; a

bamboo utensil employed in

pouring out wine. Nobility.

Name of an office; name of a

bird. Woo tseo, the five

degrees of nobility, ^
Kung how peh tsze nan

these, Mencius called
-

Jia tseo, human nobility; but

T'een tseo, celestial

nobility he said consisted in

. nn unwearied love of virtue.

Tseo wci, liic rank of a

nol)lemaii.

jj^& Tseaou or Tseo, to bite;

to chew to gnaw; to ru-

minate; to drink, which is also

oxpressed by t^X She tseo.

Yaou wan tseo

tsze, to bite letters and chew

characters, denotes a pedantic

introduction of learned phrases.

Joo t'ung tseo

la, just like chewing wax; ap-

plied either to diriagreeable food,

or to a bad style of writing.

Tseu teeo, to chew to

erauucb, Ta t»eo
;

to

chew with large mouthfuls.

Tseo and Tseaou, a light-

^ed torch.

A white colour a clear

pure appearance.

Tseo jen puh tsze,

pure and free from dregs.

TS'EO.

^ From small and a tviug %

Small birds generally; a

sparrow; otherwise called

Kea pin, a domestic guest,

A inmate; a particular kind of.

cap; a particular kind of wheat.

Choo ts'eo, name of a

southern constellation, f^l

Ma ts'eo, a sparrow.

Kli'ung ts'eo, the peacock.

To chew to guaw.

The noise made by in-

sects; by^a mouse or rat,

A stone of different co-

Q lours
}
serious; respectful.

K K i
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A man's name.

It A bird of poetry and fa-

ble, called He

ts'eo, the bird of joy; otherwise

denominated Keen ts'eo

and t| Che ts'eo, and again

I
^% Fei po neaou; said

to be about the size of a crow,

with a long tail, a sharp bill,

black claws, a green back, and

a white breast. It builds its

nest on the tops of houses, and

participates in the joy within.

The name of a place; the name

of a hill. f| Ts'eo yuh, a

gem obtained from the head of

the Ts'eo bird.

TSEU.

To cut into miuute parts.

From to fake and many.

To assemble together; to

collect or bring to one place; to

dwell; a city or place of resi-

dence; many persons gathered

together. ^llg

tseu urh keu, to gather together

and dwell in one place.

Tseu h^vuy, to assemble toge-

ther. Tseu chin

pan, or TehwS

tsze pan, moveable Chinese

types for printing with.

Tsow or Tseu, to cut into

minute parts. Read Tsow,

to cut wood for fuel.

TS'EU.

Q || An instrument of Lus-

4 bandry. •

To receive into the mouth

and suck or taste.

IVeu hwa
?
to chew flowers, Jfi

Tseu tseo, to eat herbs to

chew.

_Lpl A place tbat abounds with

J^CL worms; a nest or retreat

of vermin*

%i\X The flowing or dripping

jjjL out of water; to overpass;

to injure; to destroy; to stop*

A name of rivers, hills, and dis-

tricts. JB. jjl Ts'eu che, to

stop; to cease.

Shwuy jin ts'eu teh wo,

who oan stop me Kia

tseu to prohibit; to stop.

Name of a plant; plants

which grow in marshes.

Name of a place.

A species of monkey,

V-LL. some say a dog, which

as artful as a pointer; to peep;

to spy; to explore; to examine.

A deeply seated old sore.

The female hemp plant.

Pi , the vegetable substauce,
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to take too much. ^^^^ Ts'ee

tseu to appropriate to one's-

self; to take by stealth.

Sze ts'eu, to take privately

or clandestinely.^ Kuug
ts'eu, to take publicly or justly.

Lwan ts'eu, to take afc

random whether just or unjust^

Ching ts'eu, to take

what is just and proper.

Ching ts'eu, to levy <iuties

Tsze tseu ho, to

bring misery on one's-self.

l^i ^[ Mung ts'eu ho, thank

for taking goods, is a phrase

with which tradespeopie begin

their bills.

Khe jin puh kh'o ts'eu, that

man is not worthy to be select-

ed on any account whatever,

there is nothing estimable about

that person. Ts'eu

chung, to select the successful

candidates at literary examina-

tions; to be selected.

Ts'eu ch'uh, to take out.

Ts'eu chae, to take or exact

a debt. Ts'eu p'eeu

che take a slip of paper.

Ts'eu che to take in the

teeth, Kee ts'eu, to

seize with nippers, to extort

money. Ts'eu e, to

take its meaning, denotes the

allusion by which characters

sometimes used to fill up the

soles of Chinese shoes; a sort of

mat. Name of a wood, and of a

'place. A surname. Eead Cha

plants that float on water- Also

read Pa. Pa sMh to

attack and fight. Tseu

chuh, a species of bamboo of

which staffs are made.

Stony ground over which

it is difficult to travel

j hills.

Read Tseih, and Tsoo.

> Insects that are generated

amongst putrid flesh.

See Ts'oo.

Ts'ze ts'eu, to

walk step by step, as when
^ impeded by something

to walk with difficulty,

J having some impediment.

Irregular teeth to

craunch; to gnaw, pj?

Ts'eu yu irregular teeth;

contradictory speech.

pQ/ To take; to lay hold on;

^j/V to assume to seize what

is not given to receive what is

offered to be taken; to be ap-

plied to or sought for; to be

promoted.

E

show ts'eu wuh, to take *\vitb

the Laud. )^ Kwo ts'eu,
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take tlieir meaning.

Ts'eu fa, to take an example

from others.

to bring in. Ts'eu k'eu,

or Ts'eu ch'oo, to take

Rway. Ts'eu lae, to

bring. ®^ Ts'eu 15, to pur-

^ii pleasure. Ts'eu

ming, to take a name; to be de-

sirous of notoriety to covet

fame. Ts'eu sin, to

take a letter, or to induce be-

lief; by good conduct to cause

people to confide in one.

Ts'eu shay, to take and to

part with. Ts'eu seaou,

to ridicule or laugn at a person

to make liim the object of laugh-

ter. ;felVeumiu

woo too, unlimited demands on

the people by government; bad,

arlfitraiy rule. Ts'eu

ts't'e, to tnke a concubine.

Ts'eu tse, to marry a wife.

Narrow; limited; confin-

ed.

Seu or Ts'eu, to collect

together; to accumulate.

Sj^ Ts'een ts'eu, not

satisfied with what one

obtains fairly and justly; extor-

tion. Read Sow, the sound

made in urging on a dog; in

which sense it is a local term.

An accumulation of eartb

a mound or hillock. Oue

sav—' to V»eat down earth as wlicn

building a mud wall.

The name of a beautiful

woman. Leu

ts'eu, another eminent beauty,

in Chinese history. Used for

the following. T^'eii

ts'ze, certain stars.

Ts'eu yu, a Dame for fish, a-

mongst-certoiu barbarians.

From to take and a wo-

man. To marry a wo-

man. Ts'eu, is " uxorem

uuccre." Kea, is " viro nu-

bere." Ts'eu tse

Ts'eu foo, T eu

neu, or Ts'eu tsMn, hvo

all expressions which denote to

many a wife.

Ts'eu ts'in kwo muu or

Yiug ts'eu sin neang,

to bring home the bride to hci*

husband's house.

From to take and hand.

Read Ts'eu, to strike.

Read Tsow, one who watches

at night, having something to

strike; to take with the hand.

From words and to take

'

To take advice 5 to con-

sult vith to communicate

information to, and take

a»h i n.' on the affairs of

government. Name of a star.

^{l Ts'eu keih, to adopt

^liat i« lucky; to choose u lucky
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From to run and to take.

To catch speedily a per-

ception of what is agree-

able to others and to ob-

>. serve it; celerity; agree-

ableness; an unaccommo-

dating self-willr<l person,

klk is said ^ ^ © Pfib

J sliih ts'cii, not to know

Ts'eu; to go towards with a

quick step. Choo ts'eu,

certain small insect.

Haou ts'eu, very amusing,

Yew ts'eu, pleasing, amus-

ing. Mo ts'eu, dis-

agreeable; feeling unpleasantly.

Ts'eu heang, to ap-

proach to; to advance towards.

3^ Ts'eu kin, to approacli

near. Ts'eu we, an a-

greeal^lc relish.

Ts'eu, Ts'oo, or Tsow,

Af4 grass. ^ Kan ts'eu,

hay dry grass.

pj^J An angry hooting tone.

W Read Na
? ^ Ch'a

na, the chattering of a mean

person.

To walk amongst grass.

To walk; to go; to run

with haste towards to

walk with long strides

r
and speed, to get to one's

place, a part of Chinese

etiquette iu the presence

of superiors. The name

of a tree. Same as

Ts'eu. Also read Tsiih.

She ts'eu, what is run after

at the time; the fashion,

Ts'eu yen
foo je che jin, a man who runs

to the flame and attaches him-

self to the heat; a parasite.

From the eye aud a wing.

To raise the eyes; to stare;

to gnze as in a fright; to look

angrily. Read Say, appearing

to possess self-enjoymerit. Also

read Hvvuy, the appearance of

the natural manner or constitu-

tion.

To peep (o spy to look^

to gaze. Ts'eu

peen, to spy about the

borders.

From silk, a knife^ and a

knot. The concatenation

> broken; cut asunder; cut

off; terminated put au

end to; completely e-xter-

TSEUE.

minated; the highest degree j to

overpays; io pass over difficul-

ties; to cross a river.

Slia t^eue, to kill every one.

Tbeue how, having no
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posterity.^P Tseue

urh puh le, terminated, but not

separated, as the Chinese run-

ning hand characters, where

each character is distinct but

the line is continued by a small

hair stroke. Tseue

meaou, most admirable.

Tseue taou, a loud laugh..

5^ Tseue khe tseih, to cut

off (or obliterate) the traces of

a person or of au affair.

Tseue sze woo

tsze yay, sacrifices cut off,

denotes the case of those who
have no posterity to offer sacri-

fices to them.

To cut or break asunder.

To cut or break a thing

asunder.

TS'EUEN.

^ Complete in all its parts;

I entire to complete to

}
finish. A surname. The

I name of a place. ]^
— Chang heaoa

leang ts'euen, complete both in

fidelity and filial duty.

Choo foo tsze ts'euen

shoo, the whole works of Choo-

f-tsze.^
Che tae t'ung hea ts'euen sang,

a viceroy rules over a whole

province. Hwan ts'euen,

to finish to complete.

Ts'euen chang, to depend en-

tirely, or complete in all its

parts. Ts'euen nang,

complete ability; almighty.

Ts'euen pei, completely pro-

vided with. Ts'euen

wan, perfect; complete.

Ts'euen wuh, a thing, or an ani-

mal that is complete in all its

parts. Ts'euen

kiia tsaou wan, may my whole

family be seized by the plague,

an imprecation when taking

an oath.

&h ts'euen, the

name of one of the

Seen genii.

A wiunowing machine

otherwise called Ke.

To pare; to scrape.

From hand and the whole.

To put the hand amongst

the whole and select from a-

mongst. Shang ts'euen,

occurs for bolting a door.

J^\, Ts'euen and Seuen, a

1, Tl wooden piu or nail; a bolt;

a vebtiel for rice.
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From a cow and complete

or perfect. A bullock

without spot or blemish, such

as are used in sacrifice.

Fan sang peih

yung ts'euen wuh, whenever

any victim is offered, a perfect

animal must be used.

^A Ts'euen shun seh, without

blemish or spot; perfect and

spotless,—required in the vic-

tims employed for sacrifice.

To heal disease; to cure;

convalescent; cured.

A bamboo utensil for

catching fisli with.

From wheel and entire.

A wheel without spokes.

Name of a plant and of a

fragraut herb.

From words and perfect.

Select payings; speech du-

ly prepared explanatory allu-

sions and comparisons; to put

in order to tranquillize by

speech; to complete. ^
Ts'euen tuh kwan, certain

officers that read at Imperial

examinations of the literati.

D^V Ts'euen and Tsun, to go

beut forwards; decrepkl

stooping; creeping; prostrate.

From gold and entirely.

To take gold only; to

weigh as in a balance in order

to discriminate and select; to

measure and to assort; to exa-

mine by weight and measure,

—

applied to the selection of offi-

cers for the government accord-

ing to their talents a utensil

for levelling wood. A surname.

^ Ts'euen kwan, to select

officers of the government,

there are specific rules, and dif-

ferent periods when greater or

smaller selections are made.

Ts'euen seuen jin

ts'ae, to measure men's talents,

and select them accordingly.

To cut; to carve; to en-

grave letters on woodeu

tablets; to cut with a chisel; to

cut stones. Read Ts^een, sharp

pointed, To censure and de-

grade public officers, is express-

ed by Ts'euen kelh.

From white aud wafer.

A spring of water; the

v source of a stream, which

y-T', Cthe character is intended

to represent. Name of a

district. A surname.

Ho ts'euen, money.

Fei ts'euen, or Leih

ts'euen, a waterfal from a

mountain, Fei ts'euen,

diverging streams that issue

from the same source.

Yung ts'euen, a clear spring.

Kew ts'euen, the nine

springs— denotes the place of
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departed spirits,

t^'euen, name of a star.

J-PR From words and •//•

p3v selected, and placed on a

stfnid. To apply the mind to

instruction; to discrimiunto; to

runrate in suitable language

tlic virtues of ancestors. Road

T.^'eueii, to compose; to make;

to write books; to form his-

tnry. Also read Ch'uon. 5fl|

Ts'ouen shuh
?
or

Ts'euen lo, to deliver instruction

ii Avriting; to compose books.

TSEUX.

Read Tsoun, Tsun, and

Tsin. From Yim, to

trust or rely on, ami Suy,

to drag one,s legs ajter one

sluggisldy. To walk in a slow

easy manner, appearing to make

little progress; a proud gait. A
name of an ancient Emperor.

Superior talent; a hi*rh

degree of excellence.

Che kwo

ts'een jin yue tseun, knowledge

surpassing a thousand men is

railed T i. Tscun

e great talents. *
Tseun seaou p'ang urli, a

fine elegant woman,

f A hill raising its pnmd
front. High; lofty; dan-

I

porous; great; illustrious.

I

Tseun teh, iilus-

J irious virtue.

Read Tseuen, and T^un.

From hear ami proud.

T" trust in one's own mind

prcaumption to stopj to change

or alter; to come next.

>f^^ Read Swan, Seun, or

Tst'iin. From proud

nn fntim(tL A proml dog; a

av'iM lioix*; the lion.

An husbandman; a far-

mer; a» officer placed o-

cl. linn Iscun,

a conn tryman a rustic.

To sta)i(] uul ])ratf<II //,

To complete one's task

, . to stand still; to feel

C3aI-» >pi'oml; to retire back,

j

Kcad riimi, n sul)ini>H\ r

or !m h':de appear; o'.

j^j Tseun kun^ to

iinish and give over work.

Ts('in szo, to finish an af-

fair. ^ ^ Wan tseun, to

complete; to linish any work.

A particular part of trow-

^ors or pantaloons.

The snmo alovr; "1 :

jl^P^ llu 1 ni»n^;u';»iH*o <
j x]iil>iti »l

by largo hinls. lvoml Tsmi, to

kick \vith tlie feet a s<ju:itting
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•or coucliant posture of animals.

From to walk and slow

or proud. To retire back

to refuse a revolution

of the moon to feel abashed;

n crafty rabbit. Read Seun,

name of a district.

Ts(iiui seuti, not progressing; to

move slowly to desist; to shrink

back from fear. Tseun

ts'ze, to follow in order.

fiPJ^ From horse and proud.

W§J^C A noble fine horse; ele-

gant; dignified; large; illustrious.

' Tseuu lang, the name

of a hill, T.seuii ma a

fine stately going horse.

Hot food; the remains of

a sacrifice which are eat-

the remains of any meal

the remains of supper.

Leatlier breeches for hun-

ting hi.

To be able for; valiant;

to overcome; to excite; to

raise; unusual; strange.

TSEW.

k/lfft From water and new

I wine. Wine, or spirituous

liquor of any kind , for drink-

ing; the Chinese also apply it

to beer. Name of a place. A
surname. Y T'eeu tsew,

genial dews, / Heuen

tsew, water. Y Tse tsew,

an epithet of respect, because

none but superiors pour out the

wine at sacrifices. Y ^$\Tsew

chih (or Seh) corks.

Tsew sell clie to()

a person addicted to wiue and

to women; a sensualist.

Tsew chung, under the influ-

ence of liquor. Tsew

liiaog ch'ue, unable to, drink

liqnor. Tsew fang, a

place wliere spirituous liquors

L L

are sold. 0J Tsew leang

kaou, or Y ^CTsewlean^

ta, able to drink much; a Chi-

nese COrapliment.

T

sew

low, a kind of tavern. Y

Tsew leang, wine measure, a

capacity to drink much, is ex-

pressed by having, tsew-leang

and its opposite, by not haviug

tsew-leang. )g;CI

Tsew cho se sin yay, Tsew-cbo

is to wash the heart; to purify

the mind. SSS^Tsew
clio kh'e sin, to purify the mind.

From a metropolis and

more. More, or very ex-

^ traordinary and eminent;

-^rK I
tlie place whither all pei -

^^y J sons tend; hence, to go

towiu'dfc; to follow a leader i to

L
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^

TS'EW

approach near; in point of time

to come forthwith; then; imme-

diately; to completer to finish;

to perform a circuit.

^ 5^ Shay lacu tsew yih, to

shun labour, and indulge in ease.

Ch'ing tsew, to com-

plete an affair for one's-self or

otliers; finished; terminated.

JR/£ Tseang tsew, to approach

near to a person's wishes; to

accommodate one's-self to o-

thers.

Puh she ta, tsew she ma,

(whenever he sees me) if he

does not thrash me, he is sure

to rail at mo.—It is sure to be

either the one or the other,

Tung ch'ing se

tsew, the east accompjisbed, the

west complete means every-

thing brought io a proper clo e,

and well arranged.

Tsew che, approached him. ^Jl

Tsew lae coming foi'thwith;

in a short time. f
Tsew she leaou, juct so; let it

be so, and there et an ond be

put to it! very well!

f Tsew pa leaou, forthwith

desisted; put au end to it.

From man and Tsew,

IFJyU to approach to to engage

to employ to procure to hire.

The name of birtl.

Ling t w the name

of a hill in India, where it -is

said Buddha was born.

TS'EW.

Tsew or Ch'ow, a man
enclosed to confine; to

imprison; to shackle; to fetter

to handcuff; a prison; a crimi-

nal; the reasons of condemna-

tion. Chang tsew a

kind of jailor; one who has the

charge of criminals; to super-

intend criminals. A Juh

ts'ew, to imprison.

Tso ts'ew lung teth

eliung' fan, a great offender con-

fined in a cage. Ts'ew

fan, an incarcerated criminal.

Ts'ew long, a large cage

into which a criminal is put,

sometimes wiMi his head out of

the upper surface.

^JlTl ^ To swim, people who

^-J
I
live near rivers, are

^^ Yung yu ts'ew,

? j l)olcl in swimming.

From wine and the half

ofwater ou the top. Chi-

nese liquor, which by long

keeping, becomes watery

on the surface. As a lo-

cal word denotes hot, an offi-

cer whose duty it was to attend

to wine; valiant; an epithet of

martial leaders; the name of a

spear.
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To swim the name of a

river the refuse of wine.

From to walk and bad

wine. Abrupt sudden

to urge or press upon; to

clash to terminate to

end; to collect together;

strong to establish, 3^
Tseun ts'ew, the name of a dis-

trict. 3§A Ts'ew jin a per-

son who proclaimed orders; a

herald.

From grain and fire.

The period when grain

is ripe; autviniJi. A surname.

Sau ts'ew, the ninth

moon. Ch'un ts'ew,

mme of an ancient history.

Ts'een ts'ew, a thousand

autumns a complimontnry

term for birth days.

Ts'ew fun, September 24th, a

Chinese term. Ts'ew

ke the season of autumu.

Ts'ew show, harvest.

Ts'ew show kh'een

po, a bad autumnal harvest.^S Ts'ew ch'ing che

she, the time of harvest.

Ts'ew t'een, the autumnal

season.

# Sha ts'ew, vici-

ous; nialevoleut.

The voice or ciy of a lit-

4^ tie child. TsW
tseih, a low weak voice; a slight

sound or murmur like that of

some insects.

From hand and autumn.

To seize with tlie hand;

to grasp hold of; to gather

I with the hand, as a sheaf;

) to gather and make small

by binding. IVew leen,.

to collect together and form into

a bundle.

choo fa peeu, grasped fast hold

of his tail.

The name of a tree.

A pond is, by the people

of the north called Ts'ew.

The name of a river; a mourn-

ful appearance; cool. Name of

a place. U Lung ts'ew, a

waterfall from a mountain.

A disconsolate appear-

ance. Read Ts'eaou, to

change couutenauce.

Ts'ow, or Ch'ow, mourn*

ful; soitj. Read Ts'ew,

to collect together. Read

Ts'aou, in the phrase

Laou ts'uou, confus-

ed; disorderly; troublesome.

^})^ Name of a certain water

bird.
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Tsew ts'een, or

Ts'een ts'ew, a wheel with

loose cords to sit on at

tlie circumference, and to

,cany the persons round;

a round-about; au amuse-

ment introduced at the

court of China in the first

ccntuiy.

"
Name of a fish which

breecU in the mud, and is

in season during the se-

cond moon. Name of u

certain description of

u

A man's name.

TSIK

From man and hand tak-

ing a broom to sweep

within the door. To advance,

or enter gradually; to invade

sccTctly; to plunder; to seek for.

A barren year. A surname.

Seanj^ lsii to invade mu-

tually. Maou tsin short

<11 diminutive, ^(
Tsin chen, to usurp auother

person's country, Tsin

lun\ to injure. jfil Tsin

kin, to encroacli upon; to come

nearer to. Tsin ling,

to encroach upon, and insult.

Tsin pVan, rebellion;

usurpation.

to usurp gradually, as to piu'c

offlillle hy little. T^in

to, to seize upon; to usurp.

To overcome; to subdue.

fr The name of a place.

Cold; frigid. Also ie;ul

Sin. Read Tsin, cold air

^apour. Tsin tsin,

extremely cold.

To sink into, as water in-

to (he eai th to penetrate,

as liquids; to soak; to saturate;

to steep; a place saturated with

iter; a niai^h; steeped, drench-

ed macerated; iinl>uecl. ^JC

f Shwuy tsin ta kcae, the

great street is drenched with

wilier. Tsin sze, to

drown. ^^ Tsin tscw, wine

or other liquor in which some-

thing has been steeped. ]^
Tsin t'ow, thoroughly steep-

ed. ]^ Tsin jun, to soak

to saturate aud enrich with any

liquid, which remains long in a

place.

Red silk threads with

\>>^ which the scales of ar-

mour are cuiiaected.
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To assail with words; to

attack by speech private

whispers.

Read Tseen, to cut; to

carve. Read Tsin, point-

ed; a sharp point.

The appearance of a fast

running horse.

From fire and pencil.

The residuum left by fire;

the ashes of a thing consumed;

the snuff of a taper.

From a vessel and the

ashes of consumed wood.

A vessel emptied; come

to an end; a thiug or work

brought to a close to draw

off totally; entirely; to ex-

hanst; to leave nothing;

the extreme point or li-

J mit;theutmost; complete-

ly exhausted; terminated to

perform to the utmost degree

with the whole of; all. A sur-

name. 4 Puh tsin, inex-

haustible. t Kan

t^eay puh tsin, infinite thanks.

Shoo puh tsin yen, yen piih tsin

e, books do not exhaust words;

and words do not exhaust ideas,

Tsin

8iu shoo, pub joo woo shoo, bet-

ter be without books thiin be-

iere all that is printed.

J^x Tsin sin, with all one's

heart Tsin ch'ili, en-

tirely: reddened with human

gore, applied to the water, of

the Po-yang lake. See )!

Mung. Tsin chih, to

perform to the utmost, the du-

ties of one's office. Tsin

fun, to perform fully the part

or duty which is incumbent on

one in any situation.

Tsin sha so hwo, killed

all the prisoners he took.

.

\pj Tsin ts'ing, to indulge the

feelings; acts of kindness carri-

ed to the utmost.

Exhausted empty. Same

as the preceding.

The residue of what is

consumed by fire; ashes;

the snuff of a candle; the

remains left by some great

calamity, the remains of

any thing; the residue of a peo-

ple, of a conquered or dismem-

bered country.

r^^] A plant used in dyeing a

yellow colour; the residue

of. Used to express con-

>staut progress in fidelity

and attachment to a

prince. Tsin

chin, or - Chung

iu ii faithful and devoted mi-
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Presents ofceremony giv-

en to a person about to

^ undertake a journey.

|b
I

Tsin e presents for

a journey.

From to advance and

day. All things advance,

or increase when the sun

goes forth; to proceed for-

^vard; to increase; to at-

tach to; to insert in some

case about one's person

to hold and lead a horse.

1^ Name of a drum; a par-

ticular kind of spear. A sur-

name. Tsin chaou,

the dynasty Tsin, which closed

A. D. 416. See IVin.

Name of an ancient state about

the northern limit of Ho-nan.

To insert in, or attach to;

to shake; to agitate. Read

Tseen, to bring forwards;

to introduce.

Tsin shin, or Tsin

shin, to attach to oiies

girdle persons who had

a right to wear a girdle with its

distinguishing appendages~the

gentry.

A carnation coloured silk

to attach to one, or wrap

rouud, as a sash the name

of au office. Also read

Tseen.Km
-shin lan, a book containing a

list of all civil and military offi

S

cers employed by the govern-

meut; a new edition is published

quarterly. Tsin

sliin ^een sang, or ^

^

^j^. Tsiieu shin seen sang, a

gentleman possessing rauk or

holding offices in the state.

I* ( A certain stone thought

rt-r ( valuable.

From to go and wi?igs.

To ascend to advance; to

go forward; to enter; to make

progress iu anything; to bring

forwards; to introduce; to re-

commend; to exert one's self;

near to; to approach near; to

bring to an entertainment.

T'eh tsin, a special promo-

tion granted by the Sovereign.

^1 Tsin ta che, to pro-

mote and advance~good men.

T^in ch'uen, to propel

a boat. Tsin heo, or

^ >^ Tsin aew ts'ae, to

attain the lowest literary. degree

in China; some use the verl) ^=
Teh, but Tsin, is more correct.

^\ Tsin shin che

ke, a scheme to introduce one's

self to notice, or promote one's

owu interest. T.-in lae,

Tsin juh, to walk or

go in. Tsiu

t'uy leang nan, to advauce or
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recede are equally difficult

—

embarrassed. Tsin

hung kung, to attain the rank

of Sew-ts'ae. jfe Tsin sze

the third degree of literary rank

attaining it, and the second,

viz. Keu jin, is ex-

pressed by Chung.

Ji^ Tsin tuy are opposites, to

advance, to recede to bring for-

ward, to keep back.

From water and to ad-

cord with. To ford or

^ cross a stream where fa-

^^ I cilities are presented; a

Tvrf* J ford or ferry a creek or

rivulet; to moisten and mollify;

to split or rend wood. Name
of a star, and of a territory.

Name of a district.

Tsin tsin, to overflow. )^
T'eeu tsin, nine stars which

constitute a northern constella-

tion a town situated on the

Pei ho, or north river.

Damp; -svet, mai*shy.

it
From to change and the

teeth. Children casting

their teeth.

TS'IN.

To sleep a back apart-

ment; a bed chamber

the back apartment in temples,

and in ancient palaces; in which

were six Tsin called by differ,

ent names; the Ts'in, in tem-

ples were recesses for the idols;

any dwelling house is some-

times called Ts'in. To desist;

to rest, as in sleep the place

where the dead sleep the grave.

Ling ts'in, graves of

Emperors, where sacrifices are

offered, began in the second

century. j^J Yuen ts'in,

grounds around the graves of

monarch s. £u Kh'ew tsin

name of a district. ^§ j

Fei ts'in wang tsan to lose

one's sleep and forget one's

food through anxiety or ardent

study. Ts'ia

shen chiu khVae, to sleep on

straw with a sod for the pillow

—as Chinese are tauglit to do

when mourning* for their par-

ents. 4 Ts'in shih, an in*

ner chamber.

Ts'in, or Sin, to search

for; to seek; to investi-

>gate. See Sin. The second

character is a common

but unauthorized form.

mn
sze puh ch'uh ke lae, thought

without producing any plan

reflected, but was unable to de-

vise auy scheme. Ts'in

sze, to study; to search with the

mind. Ts'in sze, to seek

for business; to meddle; to iu-
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terfere with.

The bank or shore of a

river. A certain river.

To a[)ply a thing to the

fire; to steep flesh in hot

j^oiip. The socond cluu-ac-

ter is also read Ts'een.

The name of a place.

j
Name of a fish ten or

twenty cul>ils Iniig, hav-

ing a back like n dragon, it is

found in the Yaiig-tsze-kcaiiu-,

tlio sturgeon.

Tlic title of the first uni-

versal monarch in China,

tlie conqueror came from an

nncient territory al>uut the re-

gion of Shen-se, about 200 years

B.C. A surname. A pai'ticulnr

kind of grain. Ta

ts'in kwo, or Ilao

se kwo, a nation situated on a

sea, in the west the people an-

tall and of correct manner, and

of the same tribe or race as tin*

Chinese. (Records of Han, in

the first and second century.)

Ts'in chaou, the dynas-

ty Ts'in, which closed 189 years

B. C. Ts'iu si"'

hwang, Ts'in, the first universal

monarch, was the person vho
l'uilt the great Cliinese ill,

l"irnt tlie books, and l>urir<l

alive the literati.

Ts'in t'un lew kwo,
rlVm

swallowed up (conquered) tlie

other six nations.

Trees; some say

wood. Name of a small

fruit like a chc^nut.

Name of several rivers;

ullluriicc; at caso; llie ut-

most degree. Tlie name of a

(li^lrict. ^ ^ Ts'in ts'in,

many; a multitude; abundance;

case.

Ts'in or Tseen, to extoinl

the utmost limit; to

ri Mch (o the highest degree; col-

lected together.

Exuberant herbage or fo-

-^J^- IrtM' trrowin^; |»l:ui(s;

a 3[roat accumulation of; many

collected together; reiterated in

tlu? same scuse. Name of a ri-

Nunic of an iuscct or rep-

tile.

Funn plant growhu/ to-

r/ethcr, and to see, or to

see those under the same

roof. Affection for; lik-

ing or attachment; near

to; near to one's person Avhat

lit'longs to one, one's own one's

self. A sui-Mume. U—("l •
Sin, new, in the Four PxK»ks.

N(u'ly rolakMl relations, llio^ 1

within the Chinese degree of
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•consangumity. Foo

ts'in, a father. Moo

ts'in, a mother. ^i
Leang

" ,
t

*s in, one s two parents.

Lull ts'in, the six most in-

timate relations, father, mother,

«hler and younger "brother, wife

and son. Ts'in kea,

extends to the six relations just

mentioned. HJf Ts'in

tieue meh, persons related by

'blood; i, e. sons and grandsons.

TsMn kh'eu, to go one's

self. Ts'in show, with

one's own hand. Tseu

ts'in, to marry a wife.

Ts'in ts'eih, a relation.

Chin t>r Ts'in, to confer;

to bestow upon, particu-

larly on the priests of Fuh, for

religious purposes* In the

phraseology of the Buddhists,

the mode of recompeuce enj-

ployed by the religious to those

who bestow upon thera proper-

ty, is expressed by^

5

Ts'in.

From wood and near to.

A coffin, f© ^| Kwau

Tsin, a coffin.

Read Ts'in, or Chin. From

garment and near to. The

garments which are immediate-

ly below the outer one, and a-

bove those next the persou to

give to; to confer upon by way

of largess to graut assistance

to. Pang ts'in, to as-

sist; to give couutenance to, as

a customer does to a dealer.

Used hy shopmen who solicit

assistance.

Ts'in or Ts'an, to contain

^| in the mouth to bite; to

bite the lip.

^ From words and impious*

JJl^ Slanderous speech to re-

vile; to vilify; to discredit,

Ho ts'in, slanders which a-

ri.se from within. Ts'in

hwuy, to injure by slauderd.

Ts'in or Ts'an, a specves

of divUiation; prognostic;

the fulfilment of prognostics.

Read Ts'an. to repent.

I
Tsin wei che heo, the

science of prognostics.

A large earthen ware ves-

sel; a sort of boiler, wide

at top and narrow at tke

bottom,

A high pointed liill. The

name of a state. A sur-

name.

From water and a moun-

tain. Mountain streams;

pure water a fish pond; rain;

tears falling. Name of a river-

Read Ts'een, and Ts'an, the

bank of a stream. Tb'in

ts'in, u heavy vain.^
M M M
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Ts u luy tsae mub, the

crystal tear stood in the^eye.

^ V" From water and heart.

To fathom the depth of

water with anything. The name

of a river; and of a district.

Ts'in or Ts'eun, a proud

gait.

TSING.

A well. Read' Tan, noise

of something thrown in-

, to a well. A surname. A
\ deep place that produces

y ~\ i water; a clear spring; a

well; arrangement; order. A
piece of land divided into nine

parts, of which in former

times, the centre part was appro-

priated to govenmient; other-

wise called Tsin t'ecn,

•which consisted of

^

Kew peli mow, nine hundred

mows of land. Cli'uen

ting to dig a well. ^j-

T'een tsiug, au uncovered space

in the centre of a house.

T^ung heawg kung

tsing, people of the same vil-

lage, those who have drunk from-

the same well. Tsin

tsin he, what regularity and or-

der! Tsing

tsing yew t'eaou, all arranged

in the nicest order, in allusion

to fields laid out.

}
A pit; a ditch: to fall in-

lyr[toa Pii.

5^^- (
Poa tsing e t?ze heen,

Z^$J ^ dig a pit fur ouc'^

to fall into.

From to fix and pure.

Clean fine. Careful

thought; to plan; to regulate;

to keep in order; in a state of

harniony, order and peace; tran-

quil. A surname. )^ Hue

t^ing, peace ou the seas.

Ngan tsing, in a state of

peace ami quiet. i|| <^ Tsing

che, to tranquillize them,

}^ Tsing hae mun, one of

the gates of the city of Canton.

^p^
1^ From rice and pure* To

^\ m cleanse gram; tke pure

part of anything fine : thin;

subtile; nnmixed; selected from

true ether spiritual subtile

ftuTJ; essence; essential; the se-

men of aninuils; clear; bright;

pure; skilful; excellent work.

Name of ft place; of a bird; jhhI

of a plant. ]Ji$ Tsing shin,

animal spirits; having Tsing-

shin, is being in good spirits^

and feeling a degree of anima-

tion not having Tsing shin, is

l>euig low; dejected; inanimate

it applied to animation ex-

isting or wanting in pictures of
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the human countenance.

ffi 1 Chin k^e tsing shin,

to rouse the mind to diligence

in study. Tsing che

fine; delicate; handsome,

Tsing khe ethw; -essential

part of material existence; invi-

sible substance; subtile air; e-

thercal. Tsing

ke Avei wuh, Tsing kKe is

the substance of which things

are made. >^ Jl Tsing kung,

excellent workmanship.

Tsing ling, pure; subtile;

sublime; spiritual. Tsing I

moih, fine; thin; subtile.

Tsiag ping, veteran troops.

^| Tsing shun, pure and

genial. Tsing shwang,

animal spirits, cheerfulness. ^|
Tsing tso, beaten fine and

clean from husks. ^^ Tsing

wuh, or ^| Tsing kwae, a

strange fiend-like appearance; a

fairy; au elf.

) From eye and blue. The

/ pupil of the eye. They

> say, those who have

^^ \ square pupils in the eye

will live long. ^
Ming1 tsing1

, to look displeased.

Shwang tsing, the name

of a bird. @ Muh tsing,

or S 3h Yen tsing, the eye,

%Af^ From water and to strive.

§ 4^ To wash clean with wa*

ter clean pure undefilod.

Name of a rapid, where the

water struggles through th©

rocks. Name of a pond.

"f"*. Tsing too a pure place; a

pure state of mind and the

pure regions of bliss in tha

west, at the distance of a thou-

sand millions of leagues, used

by the Buddhists. Kee

tsing, pure and clean perfectly

clean. Tsing- maou, a

castrated cat.

Tsing se siih ch'ang*, to purify

and cleanse the heart and mind

from vulgar vices. *
Tsiug* t'ung, a close stool.

^ From pure and the sound

Tsang, to strive. Tojudge;

to be silent; silence stillness;

quiet; without motion to pon-

der iu silence; to plan to de-

sist; without distraction peace

aud harmony. Ching-

tsing, chaste and peaceable.

m Tsing meh, not to let one's

voice be heard silent.

Tsing tung che tuy,

Tsing, is the opposite of mo-

tion. ^0 Tsing yang, to

nurse oneVself quietly at home.

-\ From three suns. Lumi-

j

nous; bright clear; re-

splendent.^
' T'een khe tsing, clear

\veatLei\ S^' u/
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tsing, or Shwuy t^ing,

crystul.

A banner; a certain kind

of staT!dawl; to lead on

an army, and to make signals;

hence, to distinguish; to cause

tt) know; to illustrate, or give

liononr to. Tsing- pee,

to discriminate;* to mark dis-

tinctly the difference between,

aa of virtue and vice.

Taiug khV, a flag, colours, or

banner, jj^ Tsing peaou, a

mark of distinction conferred

by the Sovereign. Tsmg
' certain marks to direct on

the road.

TSING.

The colour of plants when

first growing out of the

ground a light green

sky coloured azure; wan

pale. The name of a di-

vinity the name ofa bird

the name of a wood, and

of a fruit. Name of a medicine;

the skin or bark of the bamboo.

A surname. The second form

is often used in compounds.
/^

Fuh tsLng ultra marine,

Jin meen ts'ing

peh, a pale countenance,

Yuen tsMng, a black colour.

Tsing fan, blue cop-

l^im Ts'ing

t'ecn peh jih, in open day light,

T^ing kiu lapis lazuli.

Ts'ing yun kh'eaou,

a certain bridge situated at pub-

Jio colleges, and which is passed

in state by graduates.

Ts'ing ch'un puh'

tsae lae, the verdant spring (of

youth) will not again return.

Ts'ing luh the verdure

of trees, Ts'ing ueenv

a young person. Tsiug

t "' muss. TsMng teaou.

herbs, grass, and other vegeta-

ble productions in spring.

Good; excellent; an epi-

I pj tliot applied to men, im-

plying praise and commenda-

tion pretty fonnation of the

mouth. Read Tsing, a daught-

ers husband; borrowed to act

instead of; employed to serve

tor the time being, "f^ Tae

ts'iug, for; instead of.

\=f^ Cold; intense cold,m
M J^. Whispering; speaking in

' I a low tone. Ts"g
ling, small talk; low whispers.

Use<l also to denote the passions-

I -rfr j A privy; mixed; impure.

Compact; adhesive earth.

H^l^ From the sun and ski/

color. The azure sL/
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appe iring after rain a clear

sky, without clouds; the stars

appearing at night.

T'een Wing, a sereue sky.

From the heart and the

greenness ofspring. The

passions, which the Chi-

\ nese divide into seven,

^ J being pleased, anger,

sorrow, fear, love, hatred, and

desire; these taken collectively,

the temper, disposition, na-

tural feelings, natural affection,

animal passior^ sexual desire.

The reality of a thing; the cir-

cumstances j the facts.

Sze ts'iug, an affair; a business;

a concern. | Ts'ing le

principles agreeable to the hu-

man feelings; the common sense

and feelings of mankind; reason

reasonable. Ts'ing pe,

feeling, that is mean and dis-

graceful, proceeding which is

clandestine and illegal, a com-

mon phrase in law papers, jpj

^T Ts'ing puh mwaiT

tsfih, dissatisfaction. \pj

Ts'ing tsee, the circumstances

of an affair; the plot of a play.

1 il^ Ts'ing yuen, a wish of

one's own feelings; a voluntary

wish to do a thing. '|

Ts'ing yew, circumstances from

which an affair arose.

E From water and azure.

Pure; limpid olear; trau-

quil; a clear eye; the lower part

of the eye; clearsighted; tmcor-

ruptecl by bribes to clear off an

account. Name of a river a

district; and of a city. A sur-

name. ^
>

/ff Wei kwan

ts'ing, or Ts'ing kwan,

an uncorrupted magistrate.

Ts'ing chuh, are opposites,

clear, muddy applied also to

sounds. ^3 Tsr
ing chaou,

or Ta ts'ing kwar

tfie reigning Tartar dynasty,

China under this dynasty,

Ts'ing e public opinion,

Ts'ing hwa, a term of

self approbation, used by those

who are silent from want of

ideas. Ts'ing

tsing woo kow, pure and unde-

filed, f|| f Wan ts'ing

leaou, or Ts'ing

leaou soo, cleared off the ac-

count. Ts'ing mingr

April 6th, a Chinese term,

Ts'ing peh, pure white.

Ts'ing sbwuy, clear

water. Ts'ing tsing,

clear and undefiled. ^^
Ts'ing ts'oo, clear and distinct.

# Ts'ing p'e le

weiy to clear the stomach.

Ts'ing wan, the Man-chow

Tartar written language.

Ts'ing yu, the Tartar &pok-

eu language.
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A dark black colour.

6
To lay hold of with the

fg hand; to grasp.

The flower of scallions.

The name of a place.

Forms part of ihe name of sev-

eral plants.

||j
jfe Forms part of the name

•"'1^1 of several insects. ^§
Ts'ing t'ing, name of a fly-

ing insect with four wings,

—

said to be the dragon-fly, which

sips the water and darts off a-

gain. TsMn^

t'ing teen shwuy, dragon-fly

sipping water, denotes a style

in which delicate allusions pre-

vail, instead of plunging into

the subject.

S From azure and to see.

Appearing ornamented

and coloured a beautiful coun-

tenance painted white with

black eye-brows; tranquil to

call to, or summon; to invite

by beauty. Ts'ing shth,

ornamented; adorned a coun-

tenance exhibiting a fine white

skin and dark eyebrows.

S^fe From pure and words
t

Pfj To request; to ask with

courtesy; to beg; to pray; to

invite; to announce to; to con-

fess or make acknowledgement.

Chaou ts'ing, assem-

bling at court in autumn; the

name of an office, g

Q

< Ts'ing che tsun hing, to re-

quest the Imperial will, in or-

der to act in obedience to it.

g Ts*ing slnh, a house,

where confessions were made.

Ts'ing tsew t'oe, a

card of invitation to dine.

Ts'ing tso pray sit down,

g Ts'ing tsuy, to confess

one's faults or crimes.

Ts'ing wan, to beg; to ask; to

ask civilly.

The name of a fish. Read

Ching, boiled fish,

A small animal of the

, mus species.

TSO.

-4-^ On the left side. The
7 original form of the fol-

lowing.

~Jh^ The left hand, or left side

^Tl second to; an assistant;

deflected from the right couv^ei

deprarod; bad; the left being

formerly the lower place: to put

to the left, meant to degrade;

the left is now the place of ho-

nor; to verity. Tso

ch'uen, name of a well known
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historical Work, on the period

immediately subsequent to Con-

fucius. ~)x Tso peen, the

left side. Tso show, the

left hand. |^ Tso yen, to

verify to ascertain by examin-

ing. Tso t'aug, a vice-

magistrate of a Heen dis-

trict. Tso yew, the

left and right~those who wait

on a person, attendants.

jt From hand and work,

I L To assist on the left; man
was added in later times to

assist; a second to; an assistant;

an assistant officer in the gov-

ernment, whether high or low;

a minister of state, second to the

Emperor. '^c Luh tso, six

ministers, or assistants in the

time ofFuh-he. Tso le,

to assist in the direction or ma-

nagement of affairs, as secreta-

ries in public offices, &c.

Tso ling, a certain military

officer,

-t| To assist; to help; to aid;

yjlH to assist with the hand.

JlXj^ From Lew, to detain,

I • abbreviated, and Too
the earth. To detain upou the

ground; to sit; sitting; to hold

to maintain; anciently to kneel,

or to beud down; sitting upon

the heels; to sit as a criminal;

to be iavolved iu or charged

with a crime. A surname.

TsMng tso, pray sit down.

Puh kan tso, I do

not presume to sit.

Kaou tso, I announce (or beg

leave to) sit; superiors and in-

feriors go through these forma-

lities. Ching tso, to sit

at the bead with a row of chairs

on each hand. P'ang

tso, to sit on one side.

"fvf. Yew tso wei, having a seat,

or a right to sit,

Woo tso wei, having no seat

allowed—in the presence of su-

periors. Tuh tso, to sit

alone. P'ei tso, to sit

with a person. Peeu

tso, informally to sit as one

pleases. Tso choo, to

destroy a whole family for the

crimes of some of its tnembei's.

Tso chin chen, sit-

ting on a carpet of needles.

Tso ngo puh ngan,

having no rest or composure

whether sitting or lying.

Tso heang, the part or quar-

ter which a house, or grave, or

hill fronts. Tso keen,

or Tso laou, to be cou-

fined in prison.

Tso she kh'e ping

ui'h puh kew, to sit still and

observe the (moral
)

malady
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without attempting to relieve it

is wicked. Tso tsuy,

to be deemed guilty of a crime.

Tso t'aug, sitting in the

court; sitting in judgment,—as

a magistrate or judge.

-^p Tso keaou tsze, to sit (and

be carried or travel) in a chair.

Tso wei, a seat.

Tsoyue, or

Tso yue tsze, the nionih in

which women are coufiiu d to

their rooms, after Laving child-

ren.

That on -which a person

sits; a seat; a throne; a

seat where the king sits to give

audience. Paou tso, a

throne surrounded with hang-

ings for au idol. Tso

wei, a seat for honorable per-

sons.

iMr^ Read Tso, to excite; to

I |* act; to do, in the sense of

the following; more usually read

Tso, which see.H Common form of\^ Tso,

It?^ to make; to do; to act as;

to be. Ne tso

shin mo, what are you doing?

Nan tso, difficult to ef-

fect.

Ne tso teh tso puh tel), can you

do it or not?

' "^F Wo yaou ne

t^o yili chuiig cho t,sze, I want

you to make a table, ,
Ne ming keaou

tso sliin mo, what is your name?

Tso ching finished;

i'uiupleteil ended,—said of any

work or affair. Tso jin,

to l>e or act as a man.

Ts" kwan, to be a magistrate,

or <»ftim* of government.

Tso puh lae, unable to

do; cannot be effected.

T>o teli, do can i. e. either I

can do it, or it will do.

TS'O.

thlj To lop off shoots or

^Itl J sprouts; to chop; to cut;

to cut to pieces; a severe mode

of imtting to death, sometimes

had recourse to. Ts'o

sl"' to cut to pieces the body

after death has been inflicted.

A|A To kneel awkwardly

^5^. when performing obei-

>ame. One says, to kneel, but

not to the ground; a person's

clothes spread out in an awk-

ward manner.

From hand and to sit.

To push down; to break

"» ]>ieccs; to maltreat.

Ts'o olie, to break to pieces to

break off the point; to cause to

pass through hardships, as Pro-

vkleiK-e dut^ with uieu who are
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raised to fill important places in

tlie worUL

H Fi ona a dart and to sit.

Noise made in sitting

<lmv" suddenly; a short stunt-

"1 appearance. $ Tso
1ov short and ugly.

Read Ts'o and So. From
words and sit. To give

a person a setting down; to take

a person to pieces.

Minced meat minute

small bits.

Read Ts'o and T^uh, a

file for sharpening u s;i\v;

a sort of boiler; also to

rub or break to pieces.

Mixed; confused; errone-

ous; mistaken. More pro-

perly read Tb'o, which see.

Read Ch'a, erroneous

Ch'ae, to fM?nd Tsze, un-

even irregular; and Ts'o, to

rinse and cleanse rice. Erro-

neous; an error. M J£ Ts'o

woo, errors and discrepancies in

historical records. .

^ A cragged rocky hill.

TVo ngo, the ap-

pearance of a rooky hill'

Read Ts'ze, an irregular,

uneven a})pearauce.

From hand and to rinse.

A deflected appearance;

branches bending down.

Read Ch'ae, to strike and

push against

Ts'o no, to rub between the

hands; the rustling of trees.

^ f
Fresh white colour of a

stone freshness and beau-

ty in anything a fascinating

smile; to rub against, as wnen

polishing a stone. Ts'eo

ts,o to rub and polish, physi-

cally or morally; in this phi'aso

Ts'o is also used.

Disease; a slight epide-

mic 5 convalesceut.

From stone and to rins^.

To rub and polish; to 0-

perate upon with much labouv

and pain, either morally or

physically; to polish ivory.

Mo ts'o, to rub and polish

stones. Ts'iie ts'o, to

cut and polish.

From foot and to err. To

slip; to transgress

5^ Ts'o to to miss an oppor-

tunity to err respecting time;

slow; late.

"rril To dress op cut horn to

J work any vessel or uten-

sil which is yet in its rough

state.

x y v
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TSO.

From man and haste. To

act; to make; to do; to

begin to discover; to invent;

to arouse; to stimulate. A sur-

name. /|9§ T^o fuh, the act

of supplicating happiness or

success. Tso si"

niin, to rouse a people to reno-
|

vate themselves by an amend-

ment of their moral conduct; or

to arouse a people to the sttuly

and practice of virtue.

Tso sze teih sze

ts'iug, that which is done disor-

derly; an affair which is mur-

dered. Tso sze teih,

murderous; applied to persons

or things either in serious abuse

or in raillery.

Tso sze teih noo tsae you

murderous slaves— expresses,

one "who does things in au un-

usual disorderly manner. \^
Tso tseaou, certain rites

performed by the sect of Buddha

for the purpose of rescuing de-

parted souls from purgatory

.

Tso wau, to compose

an essay or book.

From sun and a runa-

way. Ihe day which is

pas" night having intervened,

yesterday; recently.

Tfs'ecn ncien joo tso, u thou-

sand years are as yesterday.

Tso jih, r Tso

t'een, yesterday.

^L From heart and to rouse.

To feel ashamed to

change countenance to

blush a disconcerted

^ feeling appearing in the

face. ^[ Ts'an tso, asham-

ed abashed.

-\^Ar^ Wood of a hard firm iex-

^\ ture; to fell timber nar-

row and confined to enlarge

and pat outside. Read Tseh,

refers to an enclosure for wild

beasts. Read Cha, to cut trans-

vcrsely.

To pierce; to stab. Read

Tseh, to stick into and

draw a thing towards one.

Tso or Tsuh, to seize.

See Tsuh.

^ Tso tso, sound,

noise the voice of any

animal.

jrL~^\ A chisel or any utensil,

which cuts or bores into

wood; to bore; to dig; to

mark to open to make

J or do. x> Liih tsu
7

six of the linm«n passions.

Tso che, the name of an

ainnuil; a maiTs name.
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Tso tsing, to dig a well.

Strong; indefatigable.

TS'O.

^ From wine and to rouse.

j

To pledge the host with

>wine in return for his

SCUl I pledge; hence, to recom-

^1 J pence. The second cha-

racter is read also Ts'oo, denot-

ing a sort of vinegar or pickle,

which the first character for-

mery denoted, they are now

changed for each other by po-

pular caprice. Name of a cer-

tain vessel.
1

Ch'ow ts5

Ch'ow, is for the host to pledge

the guest; Ts5 is for the guest

to return it to pledge aud re-

turn an act and the return

which is made.

Ts'6, often read Tso. To

Avash with gold, having

> veins or streaks; to work

stones or gems; mixed;

confused; in disorder; er-

roneous mistaken strange

perverse; giving offence; having

and showing respect inter

-

change; lofty and dangerous.

Name of a divinity, of a man,

of an insect, &c. ^l TV6

kwo, error; to err. Vuh

ts'o, no error; right. ^
Ts5 woo, error; erroneous; mis-

managed.

Ts'o tsung piih sluh t'eaou

seu, ravelled or embarrassed

without losing the end of the?

thread. Ts'o tsa, mixecK

The magpie, said to lio

the bird which announces

^
glad tidings. Name of a

place, a hill, and a person.

BpEJ Ts'o yuli, a stone

formed by the pecking of the

magpie.

VfJ^ A large coarse stone.

/ |p| Read Ts'oo, to place to

From hand and extreme-

iy. To take with the fin-

gers, some say two, others three

fingers to take; to urge ol1

draw back with the haud; to

snatch for a short time; a sorb

of cap; a small quantity. Read

Tsuy, loose vague. Read

Tswan, a certain vessel.

Ts'o ho, to join or unite.

Ts'o sbang keaou,

hand into a chair.

Name of a bird.

put.
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TSOO.

Choo or TVoo, secondary

s=t: pngth or effort to as-

"" to lielp; to aid to succour;
|

-^i-rance. Pang tsoo,
J

to nssist or help.

i

^} Tsoo ne eh"iug kung, help I

you to lini^i your good work.

Tsoo yu she, bene-

tirial to il»c world.

From heart and to ad-

I ctincc. Proud coarse

minded distrustful envious

jealous.

J^Q Read Tseu and Tsoo,

J^il. worms, vermin amongst

putrid flesh. See Tseu.

$1 Tseih t.^oo, an insect resem-

bling a locust.

From to walk and to <7-

jjj^ ranee a step. To go; to

preserve; to persevere.

Tsoo lae, tlie name of a hill.

)
Frum Jov //. -

•
[
lnv\ iatcnl, aiul a n-sscl to

contain the victims used

in sacrifice. A surname.

Used to denote a block

on whicli to cut meat. ^H.

Ting tsoo, a kind of tripod,

Tsoo loo, a feast on parting

"\viih friends, about to undertake

a From grain and a vessel.

The graiu paid as a tax

to government; a tax of any

kind; to rent.

E tsoo shih shwuy, clothed with

taxes and fed with duties, said

l»y tlie Emperor of himself. ^H.^E Tsoo uh choo, to rent

a house to live in. ^fl. Tsoo

me, rent rice—the rent of land

])idd in kind. ^fl. Tsoo nee,

to rout an estate an income a-

rising from tlie rents of houses

or laiuls. Tsoo yin,

money paid as rent.

r^^tt \ From a heavenly indica-

)Hpt I
tion

9
and a vessel used in

y the ttnnples. A father's

father; a grandfather; a

progenitor; ancestors gen-

erally. One who lays tlie foun-

dation of a family. To begin;

ilit* ix'i^inning; the original of

anything. A temple dedicated

to nn ancestor; accustomed to;

a rule; a sacrifice. A surname.

A divinity.

a (leceased ^n'aiulfather. ^fp jjt

Che tsoo. or Pe tsoo,

lli,' (ii iirinal ancestor. ^*
Tsang "00 father's grandfa-

ther. 0] jj] Kaou tsoo, a

irvundfother's grandfather.

Tsoo kh'aou, a male ances-

tor. Tsoo pe, a female

ancestor. Tsoo seen,.
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Sbang tsoo, or

TVoo shang, distant ancestors.

T'een te tsoo

tsung, heaven, eai'th, ancestors

common objects of wor-

Name of a plant; a sort

of mat used in . acrifices.

Name of a vegetable for

the table.

Certain silk fringes for-

merly appended to caps

of state; a fringe; silken strings

or cords for binding the hair

with, and connecting the parts

of armour. Tsoo show,

<*orlain fringes or streamers.

To announce to the gods,

and supplicate from them

(

v the infliction of calami-

ties imprecations bad

language to the gods

curses. !& T'iien

tsoo ke keu to add a few curses

or oaths,— in confirmation of

wliiit, one says. 5£ f
'

Chow tsoo ta yih fan, curs-

ed liim a vliik Chow

t—00 or pfl 1(1^ Tsoo chuh, im-

precations; cur^ey. Tsoo

ming, solemn oaths taken over

a bloody sacrifice, ^* Tsoo

she, oaths and curses.

Read Tsoo or Tseu. m
Tsoo yu, the teeth

3

not regular, distorted and af-

fecting the articulation; to chew

and craunch; to mutter.

Choo or Tsoo, to hinder;

to impede; some danger-

ous impediment, as a tor-

rent running between; to

stop; to prevent; to sus-

pect; to be sorry; walk-

ing in a distorted manner.

Heea tsoo, a dangerous

impediment. Lan tsoo,

to intercept and stop the pro-

gress of. Tsoo keh, an

impediment~as a mountain or

a river. Tsoo tang, to

stand in the way of and stop.

From divine indication

'|l I"* and to excite. Wealth;

lank, and happiness divine

Kic.-^iiigs felicity posterity

the year. Fuh tsoo,

affluent aud happy.

FLr^ To offer flesh in sacrifice;

)\ f to pay a recompence to;

to reward blessings; rank. The
name of a place; of a pavilion,

and of a nation. , Fuh

tsoo summer. Tsoo

jow
?
the flesh offered in sacrifice

to the gods. ^ Tsoo tsoo,

vessels used at royal banquets.

PArl Tso, or Tsoo, the steps

^ P and the mat appropriated

to the host or principal person

at formal sacrifices in temples.
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TS'OO.

Ch'oo or Ts'oo, to begin;

to commence; the begin-

See Ch'oo.

From a plough and to

>|^|/| assist. The duties or

taxes collected iu ancient times;

to cultivate in concert with eucli

- other; to assist; to help.

/!rjL A hoe, or iron instrinucni

^JJ/J for turning up the ground

Avith, used in husbandry to clear

nuisances fi'om the roots, and

assist the growth of plants.

Large open; coarse vul-

gar; indecent; boisterous,

—applied to things, or to

speech, or to actions, ^f)

3 Tung ts'oo, to act

roughly, coarse.

Ts'oo hwa, coarse inde-

cent language. if^J

Ts'oo wuh, coarse things.

To raise; to cast or tlirow

:

to put into its place; to

arrange; to put in proper order

to employ. Read Tseh, to pur-

sue after; to persecute or follow

after iu order to harrass; to

press upon. Woo ts'oo,

no place to put the hand or foot

upon; at a loss how to act.

She ts'oo, to suggest, or lay

TS'OO

down a mode of acting, ^g*

Ts'oo pan, to arrange; to

transact. ^Q
1

Ts'oo show,

to set to one's hand.

Ts'oo sze, set speech.

Disease sickness.

From wine and old. Sour

wine sour pickles; vine-

gar. Swan ts,oo, vine-

gar. Tseang ts'oo,

pickles; sour preserves.

Commonly read Ts'o. Oc-

curs used for the preced-

From two trees and foot.

A cluster or clump of

trees coppice under-

\vood brambles. Name

of a plant; of a place; of

a region in the south; and of hu

ancient nation. A surname-

Distinct clear; sharp; keen

painful. ^ Sin ts'oo, or

Kh'oo ts'oo, painful suf-

loriiig; distress.

ts'oo or Ts'oo ts'oo, clear

distinct; fresh; manifest; fully

arranged; completed; fiuished.

Rough, the opposite of

smooth.

Painful; distressing.

Read Clioo, or IVoo, (he

stone of a pillar.
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Af^f \ Tvs'ow or Tsoo to cut

Ai^t / down plants. Name of a

\ particular plant. A sur-

name. Gra?s for horses

and cows. ^^ Peih

ts'oo, the Buddha priests

TVoo ne, the magpie

TVoo yaou, grass coarse

plants.

"I

From a wing and grass.

I
Young fowls which are

capable of feeding them-

selves. A man's name.

)
Ts'oo ke chick-

JL^/ Ts'oo or Tsovr, a widow

X^f/ woman a flue looking

person; a pregnant woman. A
woman's name. A surname.

^ From three stags. To

il/M 6 long leaps to be a-

fraid of an d take pre-

cautions against large;

J coarse rough; vulgar;

remiss; a kind of coarse shoes

or sandals. See the second from

above. Ts'oo

coarse and bad in quality.

TSOW.

—-J^-* From to bind and to stop.

To bend the foot or leg

and set it down to walk;

to go; to run. Occurs us-

ed for the following.

IVoav jnv'an cboo, a

particular description of pearl,

denominated from its constant

iiiolion when placed in a tren-

cher. *

[^J Tsow yTh

hwuy, to walk a while. ,
Tsow kli'ae, to walk apart from.

' 4 Tsow kov to run dogs,

an ancient plav of Chinese cliild-

ivii. Tsow toh

hh'wao, can go or sail fast.

Tsow teh man, goes or

T^ow yiU ko kan tsing
?
went

off entirely and left the place

quite clear.

To introduce and offer

up to. To cause the Em-

peror to hear or to know;

any representation made

to the Emperor, either

verbally or by writing, is ex-

pressed by Tsow; music strik-

ing up in his hearing, is also

expressed by Tsow.

Fung khov tsow che,

a sealed document sent to the

Emperor.

^> l)e teli tsze hin^ ts<nv s/c,

to 1>e authorised to write fnun

ono's-self immediately to the

Emperor. ^" Tsow heli, to

convey to the Emperor au ac-
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cusation against an officer of the

government; the expression im-

plies that the accusation is from

an officer of rank. Tv
shang, to send up a report or

statement to the Emperor.

Kew tsoAv, or Kew
cli'ing, nine tunes played to the

Emperor.

I^Jl^ One who watch ns at "ilit

^igV having something to strike;

to take with the hand.

-JLtTL To take advice; to con-

f.Pj\ suit with to communi-

cate information to, and take

advice on the affairs of govern-

ment.

To catch speedily a per-

ception of what is agree-

able to others, and to observe

it; celerity. See Ts'eu.

The name of a wood. A
surname.

Wood taken for a fuel

the name of a wood; the

wood on which Chinese watch-

men strike the hour a kind of

rattle.

|J|J^ The corner, or angle, as

I of a city wall disconcert-

ed; to collect together and re-

side in. Name of the district,

in which Confucius lived.

Mang tsow, the first moon

of the year. |

P

e tsow,

abashed; ashamed disconcert

ed.

^rr. Anything dipped in a red

^pijv dye thrice, and after-

wards in a black dye once; the

colour arising from this pro-

IB
A sort of white fish a

"^C certain small fish the

appearance of a petty inferior

person.

A city in Shantung. The

H7|\ district in which Confu-

cius lived. A surname.

From horse^ to fake, and

iv tt Ititude. A fleet

horse anything swift

rapid fleet urgent

pressing.

Tstnv, or T.sow, to hire

one's-self out to others.

Tseu, Tsoo, or Tsow,

grass; shrubs

Kan tsow, diied grass; hay.

From gmss or herbs and

skin. A wrinkled face

)>frowningeyebrows; wrin-

1 kles in anything.

J Meen tsow, or Pe

tsow, the face wrinkled with

? rief.

Wo keen t'a tsew mei t'ow

tsow, I cant help frowning'

whenever I see him, I hutf}

him excessively. ' Tsov7
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mei, frowning eyebrows.

1 (tj| From hand and a bunch

I

of grass. To grasp with

the hand to take hold of

a musical instrument with

the hand; sometimes used

to denote a fan, or to fan.

^ Tsow, or Chow, a fine

sort of silk. KSen

/"tsow, rumpled; contracted;

drawn in. ^/ Tsow

(or Chow) sha, crape.

Tsow, or Chow, Name

of a country. A surname.

^1 Tsow yu, name

of an imaginary animal,

possessed of such regard for

animated nature, that it will not

tread on a living plant, nor eat

any flesh but that of animals

which died of their owu accord.

The name of a district. A fleet

horse; to move with rapidity;

an arrow.

TS'OW.

To cast or throw with

the hand.

To collect together to

make up; concurrence of

circumstances.

j^^^
To collect together; to

\^}\ accumulate; to assemble,

Syn. with Tsow. $g^
Fiili tsow to collect, as round

an axle or ceutre.

Mournful; sorry griev-

I
ed. See Tsev.

\ TVow mei, sorrowful eye-

^JL^^ brows the frown of grief.

Tsnv "urn, sor-

rowful. * Ts'ow hwae,

thoughts of grief.

Tiles built up inside a

i wall, to prevent tlie earth

falling in; to pile up; to

adorn certain ornaments.

Clvow, or Tsow.

kjjj% Cheu ts'ow, abusive, scur-

rilous language. Read TVow
a sorrowful appearance.

TSUH.

From to crook and to stop.

The leg; the foot; suc-

cessive accumulation; e-

)>nough sufficient full

' complete; to make up a

deficiency to complete.

The name of a plaut. A"t

o o

surname. Show tsuh,

the hand and feet, brothers

are compared to hands and feet

Tsze tsuh, self-sufficient

and conceited- Keaou

tsuh, to deliver over, or pay
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entirely. J£ Shih tsuh,

perfectly complete, Cho

tsuh, to wash the feet.

Tsuh e to supply part of the

idea which may be wanting.

Tsuh chung, the heel

of the foot. !S Tsuh kwo,

to supply fully the wants of the

country. Tsuh shih,

havings a sufficient supply of

food. Tsiih ts'eu

sin, worthy of being believed.

Che tsQh, or

Sin tsub, contented to be sa-

tisfied. Tsuh tsze, a

sufficient quantity; a complete

number. >^ Tsuh yung

chung, a grave sedate gait. >^
Tsuh yin, silver that is pure

as the standard requires.

Tsuh wei kwae, enough

to be surprised afc. Tsiih

yung, an adequate supply of

necessities; enough to use.

"4;^ From hand andfoot. To
grasp; to seize; to lay

hold of. See Cho, Tsfih

choo, to grasp and hold fast*

Tsuh hwo, to seize as

a criminal to seize or catch,

-^; Tsuh pe to seize or

grasp by the arm.

0£ Tsub, or58^ Tsuh

ts'ze, to compliment; to

arts of adulation.

TS'UH.

Near; close ; short; ur-

gent; pressing.

Keu tsuh ts'uh hea,

lifting the foot and stepping

short, a cautious careful pace.

Keuh ts'uh, small ap-

pearance. A^iviih

ts'eih fan sin, with knees close,

pouring out the heart, said of

friends newly met after a long

absence,

Ts'6, or Ts'uh, to take

with the fingers; to select

IVoiu. See Ts'o.

A surname.

ilattor; to seek to obtain by the 1^,

Pressed upon urged; im-

pelled erul>arrassed to

cause to draw in to rum-

I

pie; to wrinkle; anxious;

afflicted. Ts'uh

j
ngeh, a frowniug wrin-

kled forehead a sorrowful coun-

tenance. Peth ts'uh, to

press upon vehemently.

Ts'uh ts'uh, drawing in to small-

er dimensions contracted small*

Read Teih, to walk with

ease. Read Ts'uh, used

for the preceding. Also

a respectful sedate maiv

Al J ner.
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V

'

To stop or fill up to

close.

Shame grief sorrow.

Ts'uh ts'ze, to be

ashamed; to feel asham-

ed; shame.

Those who transact, or

* execute any work or ser-

vice; lictors attached to public

courts; soldiers; a band of sol-

diers. To cease to finish to

terminate; to end; to die; haste;

hurry; urgent; sudden. Read

Tsuy, a second an assistant

^$ Yih ts'uh, a lictor, or

petty police officer. ^^^^Ping

ts'uh, a soldier. ® $ B$
Tuh shoo ts'uh she, finished the

allotted time to reading.

Sang fuh ts'uh she,

finished the period of wearing

mourning. Ts'fth

jen taou foo to fall suddenly

down, as in a fit. Ts'uh

jen, or Ts'ang- ts'uh,

hastily; suddenly.

Ts'uh jen wan, asked suddenly.

To assist an assistant

officer an assistant car-

riage. Also read Tsub a hun-

dred men. See the preceding.

From a mountain and the

sound Ts'iih. Lofty and

dangerous the summit

I of a mountain,

J Ts'uh p'aug, the rushing

down of the peak of a moun-

tain.

To grasp the hair of the

head with the hand; to

seize with the hand; to seize

the neck to throttle; to pull

out to cross to rush against

to push.

Ts'uh kh'e fa urb ch'ing, grasp-

ed his hair and pulled him out

—of the water. Ts'uh

hoo, or Ts'uh king, to

seize a -person by the neck.

The head of a post or pil-

lar; to insert in a hollow

space. { Ts'uh wuh, a

stunted end of a piece of tim-

ber ; to insert in any hollow

space, as the end of a haft in

that which is to receive it.

A dog rushing suddenly

from amongst brush-

wood, and attacking a man

abrupt fierce impetuous.

^\ Ts'uh jen, suddenly ab-

ruptly. >^ Ts'ang- ts'uh,

impetuous; abrupt; fierce; hur-

ried.

From afloating streamer

and an arrow. A banner

and the multitude of archers

collected by it; a kindred; a

class or sort; a clan or family,

in the larger sense, as
*

Shih yih ts'uh, eleven clans,

consisted of
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Ts'eih v/au ju chang, upwards

of seventy thousand tents. (9th

century.) Kew t>i11"

uine degrees of consanguinity

tncluded in the word Ts'uh.

Tsung ts'uh, ancestors and

kindred living; kindred more

remote and more nearly related.

Timg tsMh, the whole

kindred. IVuh poo a

genealogical list of a kindred or

clan.

To pierce or stab.

Small bamboos. Read

Ta'ow, thick, like luxuri-

ant plants; the metal point of

an arrow a mould for making

cakes. MWM^ T,"uh

yung ts'een lae, came forward

in a crowd or crovdiug round

the principal person.

Pointed; the point of an

arrow.

Cominoiily read Soo, to

number; and So, or Suh,

haste. Read Ts'uh, close, fine,

said of a net.

P^Jp P Ming ts'uh, txx

expel the voice.

Woo ts'uh, to put mouth to

mouth, to expel the breath on

the one side, and receive it on

the other which it is said is

sometimes done by the healthy

to the sick and dying. Read

Ts'a, to taste to lick or daub

the lips, as with blood.

Read Ts'eu, pleasing.

Read Ts'uh, to urge to

L \
do li;i-t;lv.

,tjjj Toothless, or otherwise

l^J the teeth near to each o-

ther; meeting each other or

coming in contact, and when

biting something; applied also to

nilitary carriages coming in con-

tact when going different roads.

A toad; its cry. ^
Ts'uh ts'uh, the cry of a

toail, applied also to its skin.

"H I IVuh, or Ch'uh. ft}

]Zi P Ts'uh tstth abundance;

a vast collection of; to assemble

or collect together.

TSUX.

From a wine vessel and

two hands presenting it

to a superior hence T.^un

is applied as an appelia-

tiou of respect aud lioi",r.

Honorable; eminent; noble; to

lionor; to respect; to venerate.

A surname. Employed for yon

aiul your. Ta tsun

sau, the houorahle are three
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those of noble mnk, the aged,

and the virtuous. T'een

tsun, an epithet of Buddha.

Ling tsun, your father.

Tsun ch'ang, superiors, those

who hold places of honor.

Tsun teh 15 e, to

honor virtue and delight iu jus-

tice. ^§ Tsuu jaug, re-

s])ectful and complaisant.

Tsun foo jin, your wife.

Tsun pei, are opposites,

in a place of honor, and in a

low mean place. Tsun

chae your house; Chae is to

fast and denotes a study or li-

brary.

To cut asunder; to lessen.

To assemble or collect toge-

\ ther; to converse. Many.

P
>

^^ Several persons assem-

bled and con versing to

talk so as to please in a person's

presence; to flatter.

A vessel for wine; a bot-

tie. R> le

tsun, a glass bottle.

Tsew tsun, a wine bottle.

From hand and honor-

able. To adjust in a pro-

per manner; to pay constant re-

gard to rule and order; to res-

train to put the hand of a master

to a concern; to collect together.

A Avine vessel; luxuriant

herbage or foliage to

stop to desist.

A certain wine vessel.

Certain clothing to cover

the knees; to put in or-

der; to adjust. T
tam collected together in num-
bers.

Words collected together;

an accumulation of say-

ings.

From foot and honor-

ll^T able. A proud attitude;

to sit in a couchant posture; to

be collected together.

Tsun tsun, a kind of measured

puce; in a stately manner.

From to walk and to ho-

nor. To follow in a way
that a superior points out; to

obey; to yield to; to submit to;

to accord with—what is dictat-

ed to one; obedience; to prac-

tice; to induce obedience.

Tsun chaou, to obey agree-

ably to the teuor of what is

stated to one. Tsun

fa, to obey the law. 'IT

Tsun hing, to act in obedience

to. Tt" Tsun show, to

maintain obedience to; to keep

in obedience to. .
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Name of a fish.

A local word for fowl.

Seen, Chuen, or Tsuxi, to

E number; to arrange; to

adjust. Read Tsun, the person

who presides at a village feast,

-A^> From hand and a proud

^^ gait. To push; to rubh;

to crowd together; to pull down

to involve in.

upon.

TS'UN.

- I * The tenth part of the

-J Chinese cubit, rather more

than an inch —applied to mea-

sures, rules, and laws, general-

ly. Shih

ts'un wei yih ch'ih, ten TVirn

make a cubit. IV'un

kh'ow, the part where the pulse

is felt^ one ts,uu back ft'om the

joint of the wrist, hence, they

say the character is composed

of hand and one. j\^ Ts'un

sin, or Fang ts'un, the

heart. Ts'un

poo puh le, not to move from a

single inch.

Tsim chung paou ts'an, the

heart feeling ashamed feeling

uneasy on account of benefits

received.

-J-
J J

To cut; to cut into parts:

4 l| to cut small; to decide

From heart and to mea*

sure. To consider to

conjecture; to surmise; occurs

in the sense of cutting to pieces,

i

[^J

-

Ts'an to, to guess at

the sentiments of others; to pon-

der; to consider.

A place where people

dwell together; a J»am!et;

a village. The second

form is most usual in

classical books.

Heang tsun, a country village.

U Tri'un heang, the lane

of a village.

From a child and hand,

I J or talent. To watch o-

ver; to take care of; to preserve;

to examine and enquire about;

heedful attention to. ^[ f
E tsun, with the intention, or

purpose of. Kaou ts'un,

to make kiud enquiries about.

^* TVun ch'oo, to lay or

store up. ^* Ts'un lew'

to detain or keep in charge.

Tw'un waug, are opposites,

to preserve and to perish to

continue the domiuion and to

ose it. ii^ TVun sin, to

preserve the heart; to keep the

mind from evil or vice.

A large mouth.
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TSUNG.

From a covering and a

divine communication. A
place where the spirits of the

departed hear and answer pray-

ers; a temple of ancestors; the

tablet dedicated to them, which

all the kindred honor; a whole

kindred or clan; that which is

generally honored and sacrificed

to; the point to which men and

things turn, as water to the o-

ceau; and all men to court. A
sort. A surname. Koo

tsung, an ancient school,

ChTh tsung, a certain office.

Chuh tsung, prayers

offered in the temples of ances-

tors. J^Q Tsung meaou, or

jji^j Tsung sze, temples de-

dicated to ancestors.

Tsung shih, or Tsung

kea
9
the Imperial house, family,

or kindred. jj|j§L^^ Tsoo tsung,

ancestors, the most remote and

those who succeeded them.

Tsung he5 school or col-

lege for the Imperial kindred.

>^—" Puh yih tsung, not

of one kind or sort.

A demi-god of high anti-

A word used in weaving

IfV/jV transverse threads; to col-

lect all together.

>^*^ / Certain tribute of cloth,

&c" paid by the southern

barbarians.

The hair on a horse's

neck.

nam

J/^i A kind of mushroom, pro-

H/t perly called Too-

kh*wan.

Name of a certain tree;

to rush against. A sur-

name.

From silk and to accord

with. To allow to run

• into disorder; to connive at;

remiss disorderly although;

though it be; allowing it; length-

wise; to shoot forth an arrow.

Fang tsung, offerhig no

restraint to. Seun tsung,

a careless easy compliance with;

a connivance at. Koo

tsung, to connive on purpose.
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Tsung hung, lengthwise
|

and crosswise; north and tl

and east and Ave^t.

Tsung jen, although; allowing

that it be. Tsung tsung,

with haste, applied to funerals.

:

0€ Tsung yu, to encourage,

-frfr" Name of a plant, and of!

a medicine.

From foot ami to accord

with. The path in which

the foot treads; a foot>tc]>:

f a trace; used in a moral

sense, to tread in the foot-

steps of.

A bird flying and gather-

I

iug up its feet; to gather

^together certain orna-

71 l^J I
ii),uii>attachedtoaho]-

v^^Cj neck. The name of a nu-

tion.

To sow or plant. One

says, to sow or plaut with-

out being plouglued.

A tree of the bark of

which (he peasants make

garments to defeiul tliern from

the rain. ^ Yae \-ws,

the name of a plant. ^fy

Tsung chuh, a species of bam-

boo,

A bitch bringing forth

three whelps.

From grain and gathered

together. A sheaf oon-

ilning a certain quaniity; u

c«MTain ljundle of cloth; the ap-

]n arance of being bundled or

gatliered together.

A quantity of rice bound

up in a certain leaf Avith

V.silk cords of various co-

J//^
I

lours, then boiled and

] tin-own into a river a? a

sacrifice to the manes of

Kruh'i/ucn^ a minister of state,

• beloved by the people, who hav-

ing been falsely accused, drown-

ed himself about 300 years B.

C. The same observance con-

tinues (o this day, and is annu-

ally performed on the 5th of the

5th moon, accompanied by the

amusement of dragon-boats and

l''Miiig of drums, intended to

fcdrike awe into the evil spirits

tliat may lurk about the river.

From silk and gathered

together. A fish net

eiglify threads of silk.

Small; tvev^ which have

.^niall branches. The name

of a plant; and of a dye.

A boar. Some say a pig

six montlis old.

Zrj!iJ An oninnu'nt for a horse's

li"ul otlicrwise called

"' 7li Ma kwan, a horse's cap.

U^J
A sort of boiler; a m\m-

ber of liein]> threads; to

iiuuiber the whole of. Name

.

^

s
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of a place. A surname.

From hand and an aper-

ture. To introduce, or

push forward anything

with the hand.

From silk or hand, and

bundled together. All

united together bound

together as a sheaf all;

>the whole number; gener-

al; the hair formed into a

tuft; a sheaf of grain; a

bundle of cloth. The se-

kJ cond character denotes

also a green or azure colour; a

kind of purple.
* Yih

tsung, the whole number.

Tsung keo, two tufts of

hair on the heads of Chinese

children.
~

* Hh
Tsung yih peh urh shih

sze kwo, altogether 124 nations

(in China, B. C. 600.)

Tsung ming, a generic term; a

general epithet Tsung

naou, the whole brains ; to in-

clude all; the whole of.

^ Tsung ping kwan, a gener-

al officer of the army or navy.

Tsung tuh, a governor-

general of one or of two pro-

vinces, commonly called Vice-

Toy.

To collect, or assemble

together.

TS'UNG.

From a mountain raised

on a summit of the most

Lofty eminent

noble ; dignified honourable

esteemed in the highest degree

worshipped to collect together

to end. Certain ornaments of a

musical instrument. Name of a

country, and of a place. A sur-

name. Kh'in

ts'ung t'een taou, to pay the

highest veneration to celestial

P-ciples. Ts'ung pac,

the highest veneration obeis-

ance or worship.

A kind of pick for dig-

ging into the ground.

^ From two mm, listening

to each other; two men

t
I placed side by side. To

ly
I

listen to each other; to

[ accord with; to yield or

^rtT ^comply; to follow after

I the point or place from

which an act commences,

or the way by which any

/-l^- thing enters. Answers

) to by; from through

at; with to be attached to as

a second, of a given rank, but

holding a second place. Occurs

denoting excessively high.

Read Seaug, emiuent. 'f^C

E ts'ung, to accord with ac-

i5 r p
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cording to. Yuen tsung

to accord willingly.

T'een ts'ung jin yuen, heav-

en according with human wish-

es. Woo ts'ung

ch'a seun, no meaiis of making

enquiry. Tsug
jin show Leo, to attend upon a

' person to learn. Ts'uDg

haug, north and south, or

lengthwise, are expressed by

Ts'ung; east and west, or cross-

wise, by Hang.

Ts'ung1 ch'vvang1 tsin keu, went

in atthe wiuKovv. ^bf^ Ts'ung

kh*euen, to comply with autho-

rity; i. e. the necessity of cir-

cumstances to deviate from

general rules in particular cases.

Tsuugh w
che kh'e peih, from bebimi took

liokl of his pencil.

Ts'ung kew p'in, attached to

the ninth rank ^
Ts'ung- chung lun tsuy, with

se\ erity determine on the crime.

i)^ Ts'ung ynng, easy, un-

embarrassed manner not har-

ried; not precipitate; graceful

and dignified.

^j'^. Sung or Ts'ung, to ex-

4 cite; to stir up.

A vessel to contain rice.

Read Ts'ucn, a bamboo
or wooden cover to confine the

steam of a boiler.

From a window or aper-

ture and heart. To feel

alarm and agitation; hur-

ry; quick. Ts'ung

r ts'ung, impelled by some

urgent circumstance

haste; hurry in a hurried

manner; alai-oied.

y^l J Woo koo ts'ung

tsUUgr Woo
sze ts'uug ts'ung, to be iu a hur-

ry and bustle without adequate

cause.

iM Kh'ung ts'ung,

oppressed by a multiplici-

ty of business; completely wea^

rid out.

To encourage; to rouse;

to stimulate." Ts'ung t'ung,

( grief and disquietude.

A beautiful stone.

1 Fl'om ear and an open

aperture or quick. Quick-

en es^ of hearing ready

and distinct mental per-

ception.

Urli ts'uug in ling, an ear

quick, and a mind intelligent.

Ts'ung hwuy, clear

perception, acute discerniDwC

Ttsung tning, discern-

ing; intelligent. Ts'ung, refers
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to external perception, and

Ming, to a ready and clear dis-

cernment of by the understand-

ing. Ts'ung

miug kwae keo, discerning and.

quick of apprehension, iu a very-

superior degree. tfJ

Ts'ung ming ling le intelligent

and clever.

1 A certain vegetable; a

I
green colour. Name of

( a hill; subtile fluids hav-

[ ing a free communica-

tion applied also to a

j
certain carriage. Onions.

A dappled or parti-color-

ed horse.

From water and many.

An assemblage of many

streams many small

streams entering a large

river; the sound of many

waters. pjfl Ts'ung

t'an, a collection of miscellane-

ous narratives.

Collected together as-

sembled in crowds; a mix-

ed assemblage crowded together

as trees in a wood; woody,

Ts'ung Iin aii extensive

wood; a place of public con-

course as a temple, ^
Ts'ung tso multifarious and

troublesome. T,s'ung

sang, free growing.

TSUY.

From a net and to be

wrong , A bamboo i
<

' t

to catch fish; to become

entangled in the net of the

law. The second form

is from self and bitter, to em-

bitter one's own existence by

crime. The ancient form

being like Hwang. "An
autocrat," the Emperor who first

assumed that title, and who

burnt the books, altered it to

its present form. A violation of

t4ie laws of a country, (ke pre-

cepts of morality, the rules of

decorum, or the commands of

heaven, or of the Deity. The

effects of crime; punishment.

As a verb, to crimiuate. ^
Fan tsuy, to commit a crime,

Ch'e tauy, to puuish

a crime, Teh tsny, to

offend~a person, often said in

courtesy answering to, I beg

your pardon. Tsuy

che, to criminate hira.

Teuy tso 60 cli'fiU, of
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Tsuy tso so

yew, the crime is charged ou

the person with whom the ac-

tion originated. ^:
Tsuy le shoo shin, criminality

and perverseness to a very great

degree often said of oue
J

s-self

in the language of courtesy.

SL Tsuy fan, a violator of the

laws criminal.

^ From wine and impetu-

ous. Intoxicated with

any liquor; drunk; highly fasci-

nated Avith anything; stupified;

completely devoted to; lost in

the midst of. A surname,

Sin tsuy, the mind drench-

ed with classical literature. YT
puh tsuy jin, jin tsze tsuy, wine

intoxicates no man, man intoxi-

cate.liim.elf. |f Twy
inli kan, to be drunk and snore,

T^uy how, after being

druuk.^BTsuy"
fei, a species of rose.

Tsuy mung keen, in the

raidst of a drunken dream.

To bristle up the comb

on the top of the head, as

the owl is said to do when in-

censed. Name of a star*

1^ From mouth and to bris-

tle up. The lips the

beak or bill of a bird the tnouth

au aperture; a spout. Figura-

tively, imputlent chattering.

Tsin tsuy, to join the lips;

to kiss. Ne
pee to tsuy, don't you be chat-

tering. ^[ Pwan tsuy, to

-wrangle or keep up altercation.

Pwan khe tsuy

lae, to commence an altercation.

Tow tsuy, to fight with

the lips; to wrangle; to debate

angrily. ^ Pang tsuy,

to take part with oue in any al-

t' i ration, Haou tsuy,

a good lip; fluency of speech.

The beak of a bird; to

peck.

From to walk and a fea-

ther. To move; to agi-

tate; the appearance of moving

along. The name of a place.

A kind of awl.

To attach and to take.

To collect or assemble to-

gether the whole number;

altogether; important; in

the highest degree; ex-

ceedingly; very commonly forma

the superlative. fl

Tsuy wei chaou choo, is

exceedingly luminous.

Tsuy yaou kin, most im-

portant. Tsuy seen,

first of all; in the first place.^ Tsuy wei te

yih, the very first.
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TS'UY.

^jn^ Cold; intense cold.

Jrr^ To assist an assistant car-

fr\ riage. Also read Ts'uh, a

hundred men.

To call to; to cause alarm

'^J^ or apprehension to to

taste. Read Ts'ue, to chew or

eat. Read Ts'uh, the sound of

licking or sucking.

To taste previously to.

Read Ts'uh and Ts'uy,

the peak of a mountain.

A utensil for extinguish-

ing a candle; to desire to

violate; cold. Used for the fol-

lowing. Ts'uy muh,

an appearance of water; to flow;

to run.

Water and fire coming in

contact; to burn to defile.

Used for the preceding.

Labour; toil; disease suf-

fering.

Name of a sacrifice offer-

ed to the moon.

An assemblage of various

colours; united; a rustling

sound, like silks rubbing against

each other.

Neaou ts'uy, the

beak of a bird. One says,

the voice of a bird.

Name ofa bird with greeu

feathers, which are much

> used as ornaments, the

male is called Fei, A
surname. Fei

ts'uy, a bird whose feathers are

much admired, so called from

the sound of its wings.

Ts'uy wei, denotes situated on

the side of a hill; name of a vil-

lage a little beyond Casa Bran-

ca, near Macao.

The name of a plant; to

collect, or assemble toge-

ther; a rustling sound like that

of bushes rubbing against each

other. Ts'uy kin, an

elegant collection of classic al-

lusions.

S

i

ngle garments those

that are merely supple-

mentary.

Lofty and large; moun-

tainous. Ts'uy

wei, lofty as the midst of a

rising summit of a mountain.

To urge; to impel; to im-

I fT\ portune; to press.

g>J* Ts'uy taou to urge the

.
giviug of what is due; to re-

quire urgently.

Ts'uy t'aou tsoo me, to urge

the payment of rent of land.

To pucker or purse up

the mouth an ugly mouth.
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To sip and drink. P

Ts'uy tsew cho ko to tip-

ple wine and deal out songs.

Read Suy, to present or offer

songs.

rtfj A hill vvith a cavity at

^fq^ top; the appearance of an

accumulation of earth.

From hand and high.

To push and urge witli

a high hand; to impel; to press

to; to set down by overpower-

ing; to repress and alter; to

drive back; to destroy to point

at with satire or ridicule. To

come or arrive at. Read T^o,

to cut down herbs.

Tsuy kaug wei jow, to

make the inflexible become sup-

ple.

ll| . From water and high.

I

Deep water; clear new;

I

fresh appearance tears

j> falling; appearance of be-

t*^ ing spoiled; broken ruin-

^/rfff I

ed. Name of a river; ap-

f yV\ J pearance of an accumula-

tion of sleet and snow. The

ast character is also read Sae.

Read Suy or Ts'uy, cer-

tain carved beams about

a Louse.

From hair or feather,

tlirice repeated. The soft

hah* or fur of animals fit

for making into stuff?;

the down or soft featiers

of birds; anytlfmg delicate, soft,

beautiful, fragile and small

weak. Name ofa kind ofcrown;

of some stuffs; and of priest's

garments. A surname. ^JfC

Ho ts'uy, a sort of cloth.

Ts'uy meen, a kind of

ptate cap.

Easily broken fragile

lightly levity desire.

Used for the following.

The head or bill of a bird.

Read S<rw and Shiih, to

k; to inspire; to imbibe.

IjAi I A slight wound. Read

J Yung, pointed like a ve-

getable sprout.

TSWAN or TSOAN.

•^fc )
From hand and to put

/ fortvard. To collect or

assemble together; to cov-

er over and coffin with-

of a place.

From wood and to ad-

vance. The haft of a

spear; a number ofbomboa pole*

out interiug it. Name 1 collected together and placed a-
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round a coffin, after which it is

daubed with mud to appear like

. a house. Name of a place.

yf^. Tswan muh, a kind of shed

or covering made of bamboos.

I

From metal and to ad-

vance. That with which

^
anything is bored; with

I which a hole is made; the

J point of an arrow or

spear to bore; to enter deeply

into; to worm one's-self into to

search out secrets to employ

artifice and intrigue.

Kin kang tswan, or

Tswan shih, diamoud, also call-

ed Kin kang sha.

Tswan lung, to use in-

trigue and wily stratagems to

effect one's purpose, 3

Tswan pin, an ancient punish-

ment, which consisted in remov-

ing the knee pan,

Tswan shoo, to bore a hole in a

book— for the purpose of bind-

ing or stitching it.

Tswan teaou to bore into and

arrange by artifice.

Tswan tsze, an awl.

\ From silk and to advance

j^^^ / forward. To continue the

same in succession.

Tswan yu

kew fiih, to continue the

old raiment of Yu to imitate

his virtues.

Tswan ch,ing seen seu, to take

up the end of the thread where

others left it.

asssemble together

place where people

do so.

Read Ngaou, tranqu il.

Read Yuh, a bank under

water. Read Tswan, the spirit

wbich presides over the furnace

where food is prepared; also the

sacrifice offered, which is called

the old woman,s sacrifice.

Silk of a red and yellow

colour; dyed red once-

Cho tswan, to ig-

nite; to illumine.

5

TS'WAN.

From a hole and a rat.

To run away and hide

one's self as a rat or mouse does;

pusillanimous; weak; petty; to

seduce other people to the prac-

tice of vice.

Tung tsVan se t'aou, to sneak

off to the east and run to the

west, to run some this way

and some that.

J^^^ From hand and to enter a

jJ^Pli cavern. To fling away;

to tempt to wickedness; to draw

people into crime,

TVwan t'o, to entice, or se-
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duce to what is improper to be

done, or immoral to woi'k un-

der hand to inveigle.

A small sort of spear.

From bamboos, eyes, aud

great perversencss or

from to cah ulate and

p€vv€vs€. To rebel and

seize by violence; for mi-

nisters to usurp the throne of

tbeir sovereign; to take by the

power of the sword. The se-

cond form is erroneous.

From to calculate and

silk threads. A sort of

scarlet silk; to collect to-

gether to arrange and

put in order; to abstract

and form a compendium

of, to continue and hand

down to posterity, f^p Yu
ts'wan, a compilation raade by

authority of the Emperor.

Ts'wan tseih, or

TVwan sew, to compile ami ar-

range the materials of which a

book is made, to prepare for

publication. Ts'waa

pi_""i a collection of the princi-

pnl matters; a compeiulium.

From a boihr, a forest^

and a large Jire, A fur-

nace. A surname.

Cli'uy ts'wan, to blow up the

iiiv. [pj T'ung ts'wan, to

eat at the .-aiue mess.

T^ze ts'wan, to eat by one's-self.

Tung keu ho

ts'wan, to live and eat together.

T'ung keu keh

ts'wan, to live together and mess

apart. jjl Taiwan shin, the

god of the furnace.

TSZE.

They say Tsze denotes

midnight the eleventh

moon at midnight the

powers of nature are agi-

tated, and the material

universe receives an impulse.

A child a son; an heir; applied

also to females; an appellation

of persons possessing rank and

virtue; sages; worthies. A sur-

name. Subjects of the Emper-
,

or : the people. Tsze, follows

many nouns as a mere eupho-

nic particle. Tsze is used for a

sjwt
9
and for a dye, with which

to play at dice. Heh

tsze, a black spot. Peh

tsze, a white spot. Urh

tsze, a boy; a lad. T'een

tsze, the Emperor of China.

"jf
• Yuen tsze, the Emper-
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rSSn. Chung tsze

Tsung tsze, * Pee

tsze, and Che tsze, the

(Queen's eldest son.

Shoo tsze, the sons of concu-

bines. P'ei tsze, slave

girl, term by which a lady calls

lier.self. Nuy tsze, epi-

thet assumed by a courtier's

wife, ^ Fang tsze, a house

or room. Foo tsze, a

sage or teacher. /J "jp Seaou

tsze, I the Emperor a pupil;

a boy. "^F Seen tsze, or

Seen keun, my late fa-

ther. Tso shoo tsze,

or Yew shoo tsze,

certain doctors of the Han-lin

college, "^- Kung tsze, a

nobleman's son. "^Ch'ang

tsze, the eldest son.

Nan tsze, a boy; a youth.

Neu tsze, a girl; a yonng

woman, "jp* Tsze sun, child-

ren and grandchildren; poster-

ity. Tsze ts'ze, a son

and heir. Tsze ts'ze,

the second son.

ffTsae or Tsze, to sustain,

or bear the duties devolv-

ing on one.

Tsze se sze leang, think about

it carefully. Tsze se,

carefully, 'fj J^ffl Tsze se, or

Tsze se, to be attentive

aud careful in one's conduct; to

discriminate.

Tsze tsze, the

chirping of a bird; voice

of birds.

Two children born at the

^4 J same time twins to grow

and increase. Canton people

read it Ma.

To pluck out weeds to

weed.

To deliberate or consult

about; to state in writing

the subject to be deliberated on.

Documents which pass between

higher officers of government,

y\ ho are nearly equal in a pro-

vince, are called Tsze. To sigh

to lament. E tsze, to

send an official document to an

equal. Tsze wan, an

ofticial document from an equal

officer, Tsze ts'eu, to

enquire and deliberate on poli-

tical questions. ^ff Tsze

fang, to write, to enquire about.

Tsze pin, to state to a

superior. Tsze tseay,

or Tseay tsze, to sigh;

to lament.

From sorted and woman.

Manner gait gesture

carriage; flattering; adulatory;

elegaut. Sing tsze, dis-

^ Q Q
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position; ca?t of temper.

T'ceu tsze, disposition con-

ferred by nature. Fung

tsze, a fine full figure.

From heart and the sound

i

x

^^\ of Tsze. Intrigue; levity,

and indecent lewdness; loose

profligate, j^i Fang tsze,

or Tsze tsuug, loose;

unrestrained indulgence; dissi-

pated. Tsze e; loose,

licentious feeling; throwing the

mind free from restraint.

Tsze tsze, a self-sufficient,

haughty, supercilious deport-

ixien t.

A generic term for grain;

' a cake. Ming

tsze, the boiled rice which

is used in sacrifice this

part of the offering is

deemed more important

than anything else.

Tsze cbing, the grain

in its appropriate vessel.

A commodity goods

things of value things

necessary for one's use;

\
to take. ^

J Tsze ching ta foo title

written on the cards of persons

of the second rank.

Tszq foo things necessary for

mi" own use.

Tsze pei tsze foo, to provide

j^7m -

necessaries for one's-self.

Tsze pin, or Tsze

chih, the natural constitution,

disposition, and talent of a per-

son. Tsze suii^, or

ifp Tsze che, the commence-

ment; the beginning of.

f Tsze ts"ay to depend on

other people.

Commonly read Ch'ae,

fuel. Read Tsze, to col-

lect together. ) Tsze che
in an irregular manner une-

ven.

A colour formed by blua

>jV and red a nankeea co-

lour; a fictitious colour, not a

regular natural colour; a dark

brown colour a weak appear-

ance. The name of a river. A
surname. JGC Keang

nan tsze, name of a plant as-

ter chinensis. ^ ^^Tszo

jen bwa, or Tang

luug hwa, the clerodeudrum

merua. Tsze kan^

ch'a, lac; a kind of resin. ^
Tsze fan muh, rose-

wood. Tsze ne, (
Si?i?iai)

narae of a place near CaDton.

Tsze hwa poo, nan-

keen cloth. ^ Tsze kin»r,

cercis siliquastrum.

Tsze shin, a poetical name for

the rising sun; tho court, the
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palace of the Emperor.

Tsze wei, Largertreemia indica.

Name of a star.

A great abundance of

horttiitre wood a port

of mat. Used for this.

>here, now. The second

form is a common abbre-

viation. Kin tsze,

now. Neen tsze, consi-

dering this. Tsae tsze,

here; liert'in. Tsze, or

^ Tsze chay, are used for now,

when commencing a letter or a

paragraph.

The tone of sorrow.

From a child and the

sound Tsze. To bear or

produce; to breathe after

unwearied ly ardent affec-

tion for; indefatigable di-

ligence; to bear young, as quad-

rupeds generally do, and to

nourish with the breast. Used

for the following.

From to jut out, or from

a child and to strike.

Strenuous; sincere attachment

to; diligent; unwearied effort.

Syn. with the preceding;

Tsze teze
?
indefatigal)le at-

tention to completely denied

to ease and indulgence.

The name of a hill.

Name of a river; to in-

crease to rise high to

overflow to cause excess thick

rich to enrich : miiddy

Tszo sze, or Tsze fan,

to cause confusion; to make a

disturbance to induce disor-

der; to occasion trouble:

, Tsze poo
5
to supply what is

wanting to strengthen,

Tsze we, a rich savory taste.

Tsze jun, to mollify.

^fk Tsze ke, or^ Tsze ke, a kind of hoe

for removing* weeds,

" Uncultivated land over-

I I f I grown with weeds and

underwood; to commence

)-the cultivation of such

laud by felling the wood

and eradicating the weeds.

To clear or level a road;

hence it is said, the character

conveys the idea of destroying;

to cut open; to rend. Name of

a stream the name of a place.

%
[ A tree dead and remain-
>ing erect in the ground.

Name of a district; black

VlJ^ colour. Used also for the

preceding. These characters

are used for each other with

great confusion.
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A certain fowl found in

the eastern districts.

From silk and black.

Silk of a dark colour.

Tsze e black clothes.

A carriage with a sort

of boot, for containing

clothes and luggage; a cainage

in which one can sleep the end
|

of the axle which enters the

nave of the wheel. Tsze

chuii^, a carriage heavily laden

with luggage; luggage gener-

Name of an ancient coin

j
or piece of money, equal

I
to six Choo, or to

Commonly read Tse, e-

ven. Read Tsze, the low-

er part of a garment or

robe. She tsze, to

pull up the tail of a robe

j
when ascending steps.

) Read Tse, a faulty stone.

I Read Tsze, a vessel which

I

contains the grain offered

J
in sacrifice.

To stop.

1 A woman who has col-

I
lected knowledge by long

> experience; a mistress or

\ teacher the elder of two

J
or more sisters; a mother.

Broken moat; what is left

5^ Tsze mei, elder aud

younger sisters, sisters gener-

ally.

To number, or a large

number. Name of a dis-

trict, and of a bird. Ten thou-

saud repeated ten thousand times

make y^ Yih; ten thousand

Yih, make Tsze. One says

a weight equal to sixty-four

thousand catties.

after ^atiiiir; tlried meat

with bones in it.

Jtrjf^ To steep; to drench : tod " i" 1 ixnJ colour; the

death of a brute auimul.

Commonly read Tseih, to

accumulate. Read Tsze,

in a similar sense, to collect to-

gether; to hoard up; to store a-

way; to amass.

^ From a child under a

cover or shelter. A fe-

male able to bear; to bear;

>to produce; to cherish; to

love; to promise a woman

in marriage. The signs

of ideas produced ad infi-

nitum. Letters; a letter or writ-

ten character of any kind, ori-

ginally called Ming. A
suruame, or designation. The

*
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name conferred on youth at

twenty, and on females when

presented in marriage.

Ming tsze, a name. 4t Pin

t^ze, a female. ^
J Tsze tsze paou han e le

very word contains important

principles of equity. ^§
Tsze keh, black letters put be-

low the paper, as a pattern to

be copied. >^ Tsze che,

deal tenderly with them.

Tsze haou a mark or deno-

tit ination given to a thing.
'

iB^l^ Yih ko tsze haou,

a number of chests of tea, vary-

ing from two to six hundred,

marked in the same manner; in

the jargon of Canton called a

chop of tea.

"\ From a time, or place, or

cE% / rank. To use; to employ.

The awcient form o£nose.

Self; preceding any verb,

shows that the agent was

himself, herself, or itself.

Tsze ch'iug, self formed;

self made; a title assumed by

the rebels who caused the over-

throw of the Ming dynasty.

Tsze jen yuen ch'e,

self originating. 4 Tsze

ch^iug, to designate oiieVself by

a pronoun, or any epithet; the

term by which one designates

one^s self, or what belongs to

©ae^ self iu contrudibtiuction

from the complimentary terms

applied toothw people. -f^
Tsze che, to restrain one's—di';

self control.

Tsze seang mow t'un, to con-

tradict one's-self. Tsze

chung, proper respect for one

self; care of one's own person.

Tsze hwuy, to blame

oneV-self; to repent. f^*
Tsze jeu, self existeut; natural;

being at ease; what really is or

exists without external force.

Tsze jen urh

jen, self existent; self enjoy-

ment.

i

Tsze t'een tsze che yu shoo

jin, from the Erupei'or down to

the lowest subject. Q Tszb

kwei, to defraud or deceive one's

self. Tsze kea, or

Tsze ke one^-self.

Tsze keo, to advert; to be consci-

ous; to feel. Tsze mwan,

full of self; pelf conceited.

Tsze c e keth

nau, from that which is easy

proceed to that wliich is diffi-

cult. Tsze she, self right;

self confident self-righteous.

T^* Tsze sang, to examine

one's-self; self-examination.

Tsze sung, to find fault with,

or accuse one'e-self. g
Tsze ta or 1^ Tsze tsuu,

self-coiiC^ited -

s
pruud

f
disdaiu-
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lul. Tsze tseb, to re-

prove one's-self. Tsze

tsin, to put a termination to

one's existence; suicide.

Tsze e wei yew tseli,

to be to one's-self a cause of

grief and reprehension. -f^t

Tsze ts'ung tsae, from the

time of being at; since he came

to.

Tsze ch'iiig kh'o tsze yue seaou

mh a person mentioning bis

own sou calls him Seaou-urh,

a little child.

T'ung tsze, the name of a

Tsze le a vil-

lage. Tsze ts'ae, name

of the section of a book.

Tsze tan sandal wood.

The rim or upper part of

a vase or tripod which

has a narrow mouth a

small kind of tripod.

A certain preparation of

flesh cut to pieces and

minced.

The dregs; the fceces; the

thick muddy part of li-

quids which settle to the bot-

tom. Name of a square vessel.

Cha tsze, or

Slnh tsze, dregs.

From bitter and wood.

A wood much esteemed

said to be superior to, and

-valued before all other

trees; it is called

Miih wang, the king of

'J trees. Vulgarly used to

denote engraving characters on

wood. Sang tsze, a

person's birth place.

K'eaou tsze, or^^ K'eaou

tsze denote father and sua.

TS'ZE.

From to breaths and two.

V Second to; coming in suc-

cession one after another; next

in order; inferior. A time; a

place; a place where an army

halts; encampment; an inn to

refresh travellers; a shed in a

market place; a mansion of the

^lars; an ornament of a head;

drfiss, or the hair platted in a

particular way. Narae of a hill,

and of u river. ' Yih

t^'ze, once; one place.

Soo \^7x\ soveral times. 5^
Tsaou ts'ze

?
or . Tsaou

ts'ze, in a rash, hasty, hurried,

imperfect manner.

Heung tsze in the breast; in

the mind.

Ts'ang ts'ang tsze ts'ze, rising

one upon another in a regular

climax, ^ Seih tsze, a

place ou the mat; placed at ta-
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bte. ^ Keu tsze name

of a female Tartar of eminence.

^* Tsze kiih, penetrating

the bones. Tsze jth,

the next day; the day follow-

ing. Ts'ze seu, in re-

gular consecutive order.

Ts'ze tsaou, the next morn-

ing. Ts'ze te arranged

in order; the hair properly ad-

justed. 3S, Ts'ze yiih, an

inferior.

Dexterous; agile; adjust-

ed; ready prepared. A
man's name. To assist

for; instead of; to the end

that. Ts'ze fei

iu ancient times an expert

swordsman or archer. In the

time of Han, adopted as the

name of a military, office.^1 Ts'ze t pin fa,

to assist the poor and destitute.

^3jT To cover a house with

thatch grass growing out

of a wall; thorns; to collect; to

accumulate. The name of a

hill. A surname. ^£ Ts'ze

kh'e, some herbs with which

horses are fed.

Silk arranged and put in

order.

A certain kind of cloth

folded up; having paid

the duty, and laid up for sale.

3ll

From to stop and arrang-

jOj
j
ed in order. Something

near this; these; here;

Vl^l^ >nov; the thing last men-^ tioned. Pe ts'ze,

. are opposites, there and

J here; that aud this; you

and I. Kh'eu

pe ts'eu ts'ze, put away that

and take this.

/J Ts'ze tang ts'een low

seaou jin, this sort of mean

worthless people.

Ts'ze chung fung kh'e, this

sort of spirit or temper of mind,

it lj Ts'ze kh'eli
5
at this mo-

ment; now. Ts'ze ts'ze,

this time.

/iK Small; mean talents and

y)\mk principles.

To slander; to revile;

Fjl weak; injured.

E or Ts'ze, to disrelish

food, not to eat.

Hollow; empty careless

indifferent; idle; lazy.

Ts'ze yu, precipitate.

vj-jJL* \ Disease; fault of temper;

WfrK / petty contracted feeling.

\ The name of a wood. A
L.L. I man's name. Name of a

pi / water bird. /J Seaou

ts'ze, or Seaou ts'ze

ping, a trifling fault in the charac-

ter. jEch'uymaou

pp
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kh'ew tg'ze, to blow aside the

fur and search for the scar

a

nibbling pragmatical searching

for men's failings.

M J To tread with the feet.

JJlMj H^ Ts'ze die, to move

or walk with a wriggling minc-

ing motion.

To feel an aversion to, 01'

to reject food. Read E
in the same sense.

J

A shallow ford.

To feel an aversion to f<>< "1

to dislike. Same as

Ts'ze.

^ To gather together grain

to accumulate.

A great accumulation of

herbs; weeds. The name

of a place.

The bones of birds or

beasts with flesh still ad-

hering to them the bones

>of dead men; mangled

bones and putrid flesh,

forming a disgusting spec-

tacle.

A certain constellation

otherwise read Tsuy.

Wealth; property; a fine;

to redeem by money.

IVze tsae wealth,

jj^^^j The eyes looking asquint,

^3 I or to one side; the collar

of a garment which folds

I over on one side; to look

J askant with indignation

and hatred a resentful look.

] The female of birds; the

name of a bird.

! Ts'ze and heung, the fe-

I

male and the male of

J birds.

] A fresh looking stone;

( any thing that appears

I iu-sh uiid in a good state.

1 Alt>u reud Ts,o.
j

Streaks on silk, or veins

that appear on it.

The name of a plant, o-

therwise called ifh

iieue, earth's blood.

A hasty inconsiderate

enunciation of one's

thoughts to speak a-

gainst; to slander; to hate

to dislike; animosity; . li-

r centious; profligate. To

tliink; to consider; to re-

st rict disease. What

why The name of a

place. A surname. Oc

-

J curs in the sense of -e-

*

*

toifes
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eral of the above, Ts'ze

tsV.e, to slander; to speak be-

In' nd backs instead of bringing

a public charge.

/ The beard above the

> mouth; a fine couuten-

\ ance.

To offer a spring sacrifice

to ancestors, to continue

the recollection of them; a hall

dedicated to them a religious

temple. )P Shin tsze, a

tablet dedicated to ancestors.

)IlE Ts'ze sze, rites of pub-

lic sacrifices. Ts'ze

t'ang, a hall of ancestors,

r^zil^ To express the inward

py BJ I thoughts to speak

Vspeech a term, phrase,

I

or expression written

J phraseology style; to re-

quest; to announce to; to ac-

cuse. Wan ts'ze, the

style of composition,

Haou ts'ze yu, good phrase-

ology.

I^^l From a record, and mouth.

|M|H| A mouth to read the re-

cords of the family in the hall

ofancestors; to succeed; to come

after and keep up, or continue

a succession; children; grand-

children posterity descend-

ants. Hereafter. To learn to

practice. A surname. gfj^j

How ts'ze tsze sun, des-

cendants, posterity.

Woo tsze ts'ze, no son to suc-

ceed. Ke ts'ze, to adopt

a sou. Tb'ze tsze, an

adopted sou.

]
From heart and the sou?id

J

Ts'ze. Love and affec-

y tion, as of a parent; kind;

I
soft; good to; compa^

I sionate tenderness; iner-

<'}' benevolence. Name of a

stone, and of a bamboo. Name
of a fruit, and of a district.

Foo ts'ze tsze heaou,

h lather affectionate and a sou

dutiful. Jiu ts'ze, !>e

nevoleut mid kind hearted.

Ts'ze ho, kind feeling and

• obliging conduct. Tsze

koo the plant sagittaria, or ai

row-head. |J
TVze moo to pue m'li most iu-

dulgen t mothers i*uin their child-

ren. Ts'ze moo,

Joo moo, or Yang
moo, an indulgent mother a

foster mother. Ts'ze

pei, compassionate merciful

feeling; mercy couipas>ion.^ E ts'ze, bagful;

ashamed like.

Name of a btone, and of

a district.

w
K K K
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The name of a bird, which

dives deep into the water

and catches fish which it

eats.

A spike; a tborn.

| From a spike aud a knife.

fj To wound by a direct

thrust; to pierce; to kill; to in-

scribe \vith the point of a style;

to reprelieud; to puuish; to em-

broider, or decorate with needle-

work to choose from araongst;

poignan t satirical remarks or

allusions; to scrutinize; a sharp

point; a prickle; a thorn. Also

read Tseih, to bore through to

stab; to kill; to embroider; to

mark the face with ink and a

pointed instrument; to spy out;

an oblique hint. Part of the

name of certain officers. Poign-

ant satirical remarks or allu-

sions; to satirize. IOi
ts'ze, reproof conveyed by sati-

rical allusions. Tow
tsze to present a visiting card

Avith the name inscribed on it.

These cards were originally of

wood. Ts'ze, or

Ts'ze leen, to mark the face~as

a punishment. Chin

tsze or Tsze sew, to

embroidei* or decorate with the

needle. Fung ts'ze, tn

reprehend. Slnvu ts'zo
;

a pointed iuueudo. ij Ke

ts'ze, to ridicule. Ts'ze

ts'ze, incessant talking. 5] ij

8ze ts'ze, a superintendan t ofcer-

tain legal enquiries. —^ Saa

teze the three investigations

directed by the preceding offi-

cer. First, of the higher officers

of state; second, of the inferior

officers; aud third, of the people.

Fung ts'ze, the stiug of

" "(e. King

kelb che ts'ze, the thorn of a

bramble. j j^flf Ts'ze ch'uen,

to push forward a boat by poles.

ij
Ts'ze she, a certain of-

iiocr.
ij ^{ Ts'ze sin, pointed

enquiry. Ts'ze tsze, to

inscribe letters with the point

of a style, which was the prac-

tice before the invention of pen-

cils and ink. Ts'ze tan,

to enquire into; to spy out.

From words and a thorn.

|I|>gv Sharp reproofs keen sa-

tires; pointed ridicule.

To cleanse; to put in or-

der a place which re-

quires constant cleansiug fil-

thy a bank by the side of a

stream; a privy. The same is

expressed by J^jJ Maou ts'ze,

Fun fcs'ze, or

Hwan ts'ze, ordure.

To stick anything in the

ground to erect, or es»
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tablish. A local word used in

the eastern part of the country.

Che or Tsze to insert

knife or an instrument;

to insert a plough or harrow;

to place; to stick in the ground

to stab.

To strive or contend in

the service of.

V-T Read Chae, to send. Read

Ts'zo, irregular; uneven.

Ts'ze che, the appear-

ance of flying not uniform.

From to change and

pearl; to change the pos-

sessor of a pearl. To con-

fer upon; to bestow, as a

superior does ou an infe-

rior; always used by the Em-

peror for giving anything.

Shang tsze to bestow a re-

ward. K'in ts'ze, grant-

ed by Imperial favor*

Ts'ze fuh, to confer happiness.

«,yJ^ The bank of a river or

stream.

To speak; speech; langu-

age; phraseology an ex-

I pressioti or phrase; to de-

^^ti >cline accepting; to refuse;

' to separate from a per-

I
son. "o" Kaou ts ze

.

Ml J to mention that one iss

going away. Tantsze

for one person to speak alone.

Leang ts'ze, for—two to

wrangle and dispute.

Sung ts'ze, litigations before a

magistrate. "
ming ts'ze ta, perspicuous rea-

soning and a perfectly intelligi-

ble phraseology. Koo

ts'ze, to refuse or decline, per-

tinaciously.

Ts'ze shwo fun ming, speaks

intelligibly and clearly.

TUH.

From plant and vicious;

also from mother and to

bear. Poison poisonous;

noxious; injurious; pain-

ful; to poison;. a poison-

ous plant. To hate to be

indignant against; to rule.

Name of a medicine, and of a

wood. E ttth

kung tiih, to attack one poison

by the use of anortier; common

principle acted ou by the Chi-

nese. ^| Chung tuh, to

plant or instil poison,

Tseen tuh, gradual but deep in-

jury. Fang tuh

yo, to apply poison to. ^
Shin tfih, or TSen chfih,

India, ^B Tuh ^
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jin, to poison a person.

Tub show, a maievolent mis-

chievous pei'son. Ttih

•yen, poisonous language.

To move; to strike.

Rea<l Taou, and Tuh, a

long streamer; a sort of

banner; us>ed at funerals

to make a signal to, or to

lead the way before the

hearse u^ed also in the army

to heud the men, sometimes

made of feathers and of hair;

and sometimes of black silk.

Kh'e tuh ta

v^ ang, the great king of the ban-

ners~a divinity.

From a senior and an eye.

To examine into; to re-

prove to rule; to govern

to lead, as a general to
|

give orders and instruc-

tions to; to correct; the.middle

of. Occurs denoting sore eyes.

Name of a place. A surname.

To urge; to hasten.

Tsung tuh, a Viceroy, or a Gov-

ernor-general of one or more
j

provinces. Kea tuh.

the eldest son. T'e tuh,
|

a general officer, naval or mili-

tary. Tflhjh,

kung, to lead people to per-

form any work, to act an an o-

r. Tub r^xh, U,

be the leader of a party, civil

or military; to take under one's

control or order.

|t|X| Speaking to mutually

r |1| deliberating; railing at

laughing at. The name of a

spring or fountain.

Ch'ih tuh, scolding; using op-

probrious language clamour.

ft Tuh tub, the voice of

alarm and astonishment; an ex-

clamation from surprize, fl

Tuh tseay, the language of

consolation, or of devising.

From bamboo and horse.

The strength of a horse

exerted a certain disease

of a horse, which causes it

to move slow and heavi-

ly disease that is severe; thick;

substantial; firm; strong; real;

important pure simple un-

mixed. To give importance and

weight to; to regard with seri-

ousness. Name of a place. An-

nex*Ml to adjectives, make the

-njK'rl.utive. ^^ Wei tub,

imminently dangerous.

Tun tuh, slow; simple; plain;

sincere. M K Tuh shih,

with sincerity; in reality.

Tuh tseih, or Ping

tuh, seriously injured by dis-" as when blind of both eyes.

Ttih tsung tsub, to

pi;y siiieere regard to ancestors^
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W\
To strike with au axe; to

hew or chop.

Tuh suh, short

ugly appearance. Also

read Shuh, appearance of shak-

ing the head.

Jlf^J From a dog and the

^jtJIj I
sound of Shuh; sheep

are in flocks, but dogs a-

lone. Single; alone; on-

ly one person one's self.

A kind of monkey. Name of

certain animals, and of a hill.

A surname. Used in the Chung-

yung of Confucius, to denote—

a

person's secret thoughts and ac-

tions; knowu only to himself.

An old man without a son. JJSi

Koo tuh, an orphan alone

unassisted. Tuh ch'oo,

a solitary place.

A covering or case for

bow.

From water and Rowing

in harmony. A single

stream a large river that

runs to the sea; a ditch;

foul; muddy; to alter or

change. Name of a hill;

to defile to desecrate; to

treat with a waut of respect
; to

aimoy by reiterated applications

to. The second form is iu com-

mon use, the third is the usual

form in compounds. Sze

tub, are four well-knowu rivere

in the north of China, they cany
the filth of China into the sea.

Shang tuh to annoy

superiors by statements used

by the people in the way of a-

pology. See tuh, dis-

respect to; profanation of; in-

sulting superiors by anything

low and vulgar.

See tuh fan soo, to annoy by

numerous repetitions of.

Tuh t'ing, to annoy a su-

perior by stating matters to him,

used by the magistrates when
they do not wish to hear any

more of a case.

) A sort of case for; a case

J

for a sword a sceptre;

)
cases generally a coffin.

HrW^ I
The name of a wood. A

^/t^ I large bowl.

A box, case, or press.

Destroyed in the womb;
destroyed before birth

I

an abortion.

J

A board on which letters

/ are engraven with a style;

the ancient substitute for paper;

now used to denote—written do-

cuments. A certain instrument

of music. Ch'ih ttib, a

cubit or board a tablet; a card;
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a paper presented to the Emper-

or; a brief document; a small

book. [ff Keang

hoo ch'ih tuh, a pocket diction-

ary and letter writer for travel-

lers. Tsung tuh, a ge-

neral collection of; collectanea.

ffM. Ngan tub, documents

containing the decisions of ma-

gistrates.

A calf; a heifer; a victim

for sacrifice.

Ttth kh'ow, the mouth of a cer-

tain river.

Laou new che till), an old cow

licks its calf,~old parents love

their youngest children.

From words andJlou ing

harmoniously. To road

attentively to study; to recite;

to understand what one reads.

Read Tow, a point inserted be-

tween the members ofa sentence.

Name of a piece of music; of a

song, aud of an office. A sur-

name. Nan tuh, hard

to understand. Tuh
shoo, to read or study books;

st»d75 wading.

Tfih shoo teih jin, persons de-

voted to literature, in contra-

distinction from those who en-

g^ge in trade or mechanical arts.

T Tuh wan leaou, fi-

nished reading; having read

Tfih ch'uh ping

lae, to study till one makes one's

self ill.

A union of words ex-

I

Pressilg~keen resent-

^ment; general hatred and

jj^ dissatisfaction of the peo-

y M-l J pie these feelings ex-

pressed in words; acrimonious

murmurs; virulent slander.

Sordid; filthy; black; dir-

"" ty; defiled by touching

anything dirty; to blacken.

TUH.
1/ ! Tlie posture of the child

in a natural and easy par-

turition hence this character

forms part of the character

Yuh, to nourish; to bring up a

child. Hence, also the definition,

to issue forth suddenly; to occur

abruptly.

JXf Protuberant; rising high

I 1 jutting out; hillock; con-

vex.

From grain on the top of

a marCs head. The tradi-

tion is, that the framer of the

character seeing a bald-headed

man, was afraid and crouched

amongst the standing corn

the bluut end of; bald; anything

fallen off entirely. T'uh

tsze, a bald-headed person. A
surname. ^ T'uh chay, a

labourer iu the fields whose hair
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is coarse and short.

Tuh kiu, to let the cap fall off.

T'uh noo ts'ae, a

bald-pated slave a worthless

priest.

Name of a bird. A bird

casting its feathers in au-

tumn; to moult.

j^{^T'angt'uh,awaDt

of humility; abrupt.

\ From a dog bolting out

I of a den. Abrupt appear-

>ance; to rush against; to

offend or insult; to work

J a hole through short

hair, approaching to baldness;

a vicious horse that bolts. Oc-

curs m proper names.

Ch'ung t'uh, to rush against,

either in word or act.

T'uh jen urh lae came

in an abrupt, sudden manner.

T'uh mun, a certain

gate of a city.

J-^J The door, or as the Chi-

nese express it, the win-

dow of a stove or furnace.

T'ang fuh, or

1^ I? T'ang t'uh, to

bolt or rush against; to offend.

M^l The top of the scull.

li^J ff T'uh low, the scull;

the top of the head.

^?|| The appearance of pierc-

%ff J ing into.

TUN.

From metal and young

pla?it. Blunt; dull; stu-

pid; deficient in talent, *
Ch'e tun, slow; incapacity for

business. Le tun, sharp

and blunt. D Na tun, a

bad stammering utterance. 1^
Wan tun, dull; blockish

stupid obstinate. Tun

taou or Taou tuu, a blunt knife.

From head upon the turf.

To bow the head to the

ground; to prostrate; a sort of

renting place or inn; a time or

turn; a meal; to stop; to desist

j

to part with; haste; to injure.

Name of a place. A surname.

Used also for the preceding.

Tun show pae, to

bow one's head to the ground

and pay one's respects,—a com-

mon expression,

"j^nf . From to enjoy and to

strike. Who? angry en-

raged; big; large; thick; afflu-

ent; substantial; to act really;

to give real importance to; to

impel to urge to rouse to press

upon; to throw away, A sur-

name. Read Tuy, to sleep alone;

a solitary traveller; to cut a-
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sunder. Occurs in ancient book?

in various other acceptations.

Hwan tun, all the poor

people; the simple; the rude.

Tun heaou te, prac-

tice sincerely; or give due

weight to, the duties of filial

piety and brotherly affection.

I

The breath of the mouth

mere talk. %M. Tun

J= tun, the slow dull sound

of a large heavy carriage;

) the loud full sound of a

carriage the appearance of

much knowledge or wisdom.

Read Chun chun, many wcrds

reiterated expression of. Read

Tuy, the language of jest and

merriment.

^[^ \ A hillock in the midst of

level space.

^Haou tun, the place on

the river of Canton, de-

nominated by Europeans

the second bar. Ya tun,

duck hillock, is the name of a

])lace in the same neighbour-

bo. tl. at which salt is made.

Yen tun, smoke hillock, are

hollow brick pyramids, al)Out

three or four feet high, placed

all over China, at military sta-

tions, intended to make signnls

by an ascent ofsmoke in the day,

and fire at night. Sew

tun, the embroidered hillock^

a cushion, a few inches thick,

placed on the ground, on which

persons are allowed occasionally

to sit in the Imperial presence.

Fire applied the tor-

toise shell for the purpos-

es of divination a dull fire.

UeaJ Tuy, a great quantity of;

a high degree. Used for the

following.

From Jive and much of.

A great flame; a raging

lire; the colour of tire; to dress

by steam to place the meat a-

bove boiling water. ^[
Tun fan, to boil rice with the

steam. Tun hwang,

the name of a principality.

T^C Tun shwuy, boiling water.

The lower end of the

handle of a spear; level

and low down to bang

downwards. Tlie second

\clmracter denotes an in-

strument for tuning a

drum. i| Tim ke,

to castrate a fowl.

A yellow colour. A man's
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T'UN.

From >^ Che plants,

Li and a line to represent

the earth. Intended to repre-

sent grass and plants tvhen

Jirst growing up* Troops sta-

tioned at a place and required

to cultivate the ground, are

called l£ T'un.ping. Com-

pare with Ch'un. A surname.

The name of a district.

T'un t'een, fields cultivated by-

soldiers who are stationed at

them, they generally let the

land.

/rlj Hwan t'un, dense;

I %li impervious. One of four

cruel persons mentioned in his-

tory.

T'un t'un, obscure

unintelligible language.

A round bamboo basket

to contain rice a small

granary. Me t'un, a

wooden receptacle for grain

,

T'un tseih, to forestall

and hoard up grain.

Stagnant water; a bank

raised against water and

mud; to fill or stop up a dyke

which divides fields from each

other. T'un tsze, the

name of a place on the Grand

Canal,

Read T'un, Ch'un, or

Shun. From heart rind

hard labour. Grieved; vexed;

sorry simple rustic. Read

Ch'un, indefatigable, in giving

instructions to. fife f$ Ch'un

ch'un, indefatigible.

T'ua t'un, plain simple; rustic.

From water amongst

plants, as in a "swamp or

marsh. Unable to discover tlie

source or root from which, or

the end whither; all confused;

rushing in confusion as a tor-

rent. Read Chuy, the name of

a river. Occurs read Shuu, for

unmixed. Hwan tin
chaos. The name of one of

four famous bad men.

T'un t'un, waters rushiug like

a torrent.

In the Dictionaries read

Ch'un. Commonly read

T'un. From eye and confused

plants. Deep sunken eyes; dull-

ness of sight affected sleep.

Ta t'un, to nod the head

as if sleeping.

A vessel for conhiiniiig

grain.

Read T'un, to tie up in

bundles; a bundle. Read

Shun, pure; unmixed.

Jb^ Hvvau t'un, a cer-

tain kiud of cuke.

" Shu]

s s s
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A fish, said to be poiscn-

(mu ous. ! Ho fun,

the torpedo.

JJjL 5 T'un han, vehe-

fjy^ ment,

Read Ch'un, and Shun, a

/|^^ kind of shield. Read TV.n,

in the same sense. ^0 ^*
Tsze seang mow t'un, to

wielJ both spear and shield one's

self to contradict one's-solf.

Read T'un and TfUi,

From flesh and sh it Id.

Shielded with fat; fat,

applied to hogs; Fei,

fat, is applied to cows

and sheep. To drag one,s heel

on the ground in walking. A
man's name.

From to run and a fat

hog, or to run and a

shield. To sculk off like

a fat pig; to run away

to conceal one's-self to

cause to sculk off. Read Tseun,

to senIk off ashamed to with-

draw from notice. Name of one

of the diagrams. 5^ Tun

too to sink out of sight in the

earth.

From man on the top of

water. To float on the

surface of water; to sink under

water is expressed by Neih,

weak water.

According to some, from

T'een, giving sound,

and mouth. To swallow to

gulp down; to swallow up; tQ

seize; to engross; to seize and

appropriate; to usurp; to merge

many in one; to ingulf; to de-

vour; to destroy. Read T'een,

a surname.

Taou kh'ow peen t'un, to swal-

low as soon as it reaches the

mouth, Tun p^een, to

devour by fraud to overreach

to cheat.

|^^^ A foolish appearance.

Read T'un, to scatter to

disperse.

From clothing and to re^

tire. To put off one's

clothes; to undress flowers fad-

ing and falling to the ground.

TUNG.

The last of the four sea-

sous; wiuter; to store up;

the close; the end. A surname.

Leih tung, the com-

mencement of winter.

Tung che, or Tung tsee,

December 22nd, the winter sol-

stice; otherwise called

Cli'aug che tsee.

Tang ling, the thl'ee winter
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months. Tung t'een,

winter.

J

A surname

name.

a man s

A deeply retired house.

HLlr Winter grass, herbs, or

plants.

Tung tung, the

sound of a drum, when

struck with slow beats.

v|zT| A rapid stream; a ravine;

1 1 an intricate valley a den

a cavern to pass through and

through deep profound to

see through clearly; to under-

stand secrets.

Yaou kwae choo tung, sprites

and strange monsters live in

caverns. Keang tung,

a sea without a shore; the wa-

ters of the deluge.

Tung t'iug hoo, the Tung-t'ing

lake, in the province of Hoo-

nan. Tung fang, a

bride's chamber.

From the sun and a tree;

the sun rising amongst

the trees. The place where the

sun rises, and from which light

emanates; the east; the place of

honor. A surname. Kaou,

is the sun above the trees, light.

Yaou, is the sun below the

trees, obscure twilight, ~)j

Tung fang, the eastern quarter

of the heaven. Tung

kea the master of a house is

thus denominated by a private

tutor and others. Tung

se, east aud west; a thing; all

inanimate things between the

risuig aud the setting sun.

^^^ Tung ch'ing se tsew,

every thing well arranged and

brought to a conclusion,

Tung tacu yin money

employed by offenders against

the laws to procure mitigation

of the harshness of conliaement,

or of fetters.

X^s L" t,ms k

feeble. j ^| Lung

tung, simple; stupid.

Ice; cold as ice.

Many words.

Sbang tung, the

name of a place.

From water and the east.

Name of a river a heavy

rain dew drenched or wet with

rain or dew. Name of a fruifc.

Simple rude; rustic.

The name of a wood pil-

lars; posts upright co-

lumns; a pillar metaphorically.^ Kw6 kea

che tung R;ang, the pillar of tiie
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state,

—

ix good minister.

Tuug yu, or Tung

leang, pillars and beams; the

upright and transverse beams

necespnry to cover in a house.

5! Tae tung, the

As a neuter verb, to

move to shake; to issue

forth as an active verb, to ex-

cite; to agitate, either naturally

or morally.

Yen kh'au inhow wuh tung, you

may look at it, but not move it

with your hand.

T'a teih sing ts'iDg haou

tung, he is of a restless disposi-

tion. Yaou tung, to

shake; to agitate. Yun

tung, to revolve in a circle.

Jih yun tung,

the sun and moon revolving in

their orbits, Kaa tung,

internal excitation^ influencing

the mind or moving the passions.

^ Yew king tung, I

Mil a^lioyino- you. ^[|

Tung {>uh tung, moving not

moving; i. e. on every occasion,

Avbetber in motion or at rest,

with or without cause, tloing a

thing incessantly. Chin

tung, tlie slinking caused by an

earthquake or thunder.

Hing tung, or Ken
tuug, a person's behaviour or

conduct, gjj Tung e to

excite suspicion, ^^fj

^f^f Yung peih joo fei moved

the pencil as if it flew; a ready

writer; an eminent scholar, ^(j

Tung kh'ow

tsew chow ma to curse and rail

whenever one opens one's mouth.

^ Tung shin, to move

ones person; to commence a

journey.
1

Tung yih chaug ch'ing tsze, to

set a petition on foot.

if Tung cbe twan, the origin

of motion.

Tung tsing che tuy, motion,

the opposite of rest.

To lead onward to a cor-

rect state; to correct; to

rule wi th au thority to

strike with both hands

firm recondite; certain

n>(>. Name of a pavilion; and

of a lake. A surname,

Mung tung, the

mind clisturbed and

thrown into disoi*der. Us-

ed also denoting the clear

perception of.

To understand. Read

Yung, to issue forth as a

spring or as plants. Read

T'ung, a tube. Tung

teh, to understand; or in an iix-

teiTogative tuue, do you uncler-

staud
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T'UNG.

Cut ^ From mouth, implying

||) I
I
many holding the same

> language, and agreeing

I in oue. Together; all to-

^

/ gether; brought all toge-

ther; united; in the same place;

of the same class or kind; the

same; agreeing; the same as. A
certain wine vessel; a certain

cup. The name of a district.

A surname. To rhyme, read

Tang. Kung tmig all

together. #i ffl ill ffi

^/f T'a mun t'ung tsae yih soo,

they aie together in the same

place. Hwuy t'ung, to

assemble together. Puh

t'ung, not the same; different

from. E t'ung

seang tuy, d ifferent and tlie

same are opposites. |wj

Ta t'ung seaou e, in great

tilings the same, in small mat-

ters different; a general same-

ness, with some slight difference.

Luy t'ung, to thunder

the same; to echo the same in

conversation,

Kh'e seang puh t'uiig, manner

or appearance of a persou, or

temperature of the air, different

from what is usual. fl

T'uug che, to be mutually ac-

quainted with; au asbictant of-

ficer of the Foo.

Tang chow foo

t'ung che, the T'ung-che of

Tang-chow-foo.

j T'ung fang keu choo, living

together in the same house.

T'ung taou teih jin,

a person of the .same pursuits.

T'ung kwo teih

jin, a man of the same nation;

a countryman. T'ung

keen, to hold illicit sexual in-

tercourse. T'ung luy,

of the same species.

T'ung paou

heung te tsze mei brothers and

sisters by the same mother, [nj

^§ T'ung ming, of the same

name.

T'ung sing puh t'ung ming, of

the same surname, but of a dif-

ferent name. T'ung

neen, the same year, denotes

"what the words obviously ex-

press also of the same age, and

having been chosen to literary

honors or to office, in the same

year* T^uug ts'ing

teTh, of the same disposition.

T'ung fang

heung te, distant relations by

the father's side, they being of

the same name; cousins. [Sj

'
T'ung yih yang, or

T'ung y\h pwan, the

same fashiou or mauner; just
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tlic same, |nj ^§ T'uJig yen,

the same ink stoue, aud [oj

T'uug ch'wang, the sarue win-

dow; i. e. a fellow-student,

T'ungyiu, or T'ung

leaou, a fellow-officer.

E| Ignorant; rude; a person

f J possessing no ability

plain; sincere; useless.

Woo che yay, without know-

ledge. f Khung t'ung, a

boy; a lad, in which sense for-

merly written j^J Kh'ung

t'""g. f Lung t'ung,

straightforward large great.

1 Irregular, unfoumlc*!

I
1

?] stories, T'ung

fang, loud words.

lllFl
A cavpin or den in a hill.J Kh'ung t'ung,

S 13 Kh'ung t'ung, a hill

—

said to be situated under the

north pole.

JJ3j From heart and the soimd

||%| of Tung. Pain; acute
I

feeling to sigh; grieved. '
Ts'ung t'ung, grief and dis-

appointment.

The name of a wood of

which there are several

species. Name of a territory

in the north, aud of a city.

Woo t'ung .shoo, a wood
(I for instruments of music;

111 intercalary years, this tree

is said to bear a leaf more than

usual. Tung yew,

Tung-oil, which is used to rub

lxjanis and furniture; it is burnt,

and its soot used to form the

best ink. T'ung shoo,

drynndra cordifolia, or jatrojjha

ciu-cas.

A tube; a hollow bamboo;

any tube; a reed open at

both ends, Hnou t'ung,

a trumiH't. vShay t'ung,

a long reed brought from Co-

cliiuchina, perfectly hollow and

\\>v<\ to >]ioot through.

Yen t'ung, a tobacco pipe.

Ts'iien t'ung, a hollow jar-

like receiver of slips of bamboo,

u?cd in temples aud public

courts.

^1!^ A lane a street to go

down.

The appearance of walk-

ing.

Copper or brass; of T'uug

J metal there are three sorts

Ch'ih peh tging, red,

white, and green. Name of a

place; of an office; of a palace

ami of a hill. A man's name,

^ Sang I'ung, brass.

Peh t'ung, white copper.

Hwang t'uiig, yellow

<("»pr. Hung t'ung,

ivd oopi>er. T'ung clio,
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a brazen pool a clepsydra. ^1
T'ung luh

5
greeu copperas.

From standing about in

a village. One who i>s

single and has no house of his

own. A boy; a lad; a young

girl; a virgin; chaste. Sheep and

cattle without horns. Hills with-

out trees. Name of a place. A
surname. /J Seaou t'ung,

term by which a wife designates

herself. Wan t'ung, a

stupid boy. jpfp Shin t'ung,

a divine boy; a fine clever lad.

T'ung ching, virgin.

T'ung sin we

le not given up his boyish dis-

position,—said of men whose

manners are chUdish.

T'ung shan, a small hill, or a

hill without trees.

T'ung sze a servant boy; a per-

son doomed to slavery for some

crime. T'ung t'ung,

affluent abundant, ^ "J"
T'ung tsze, a boy under fifteen

and older than eight.

Muh t'ung, the pupil of the

eye.

A youth; a lad, who has

\^Eu not gone through the cere-

mony of being capped, which

was formerly done at the age

of twenty, and is now done

when a person is about to be

married. Ignorant; sillj; dol-

tish; wild. A general term for

slave girls and concubines; re-

spectful; reverently . A sur-

name. The name of a district

T'ung yew, a youth.

^Xti To arrive at manlioc'il

to act; to do.

Ting t'ung, a hil-

-3^ lock or mound of earth;

an aut hill. Read T'wim, a

place trodden by animals.

A name of several streams

or small rivers; name of

a sea; a damp wet appearance.

T'ung t'ung, a lofty ap-

pearance. ^ T'ung yung,

a kind of covering for a carri-

age.

T ung lung a

"Jb. seeming effort of the sun

to shine forth; a desire to bright-

en up.

The name of a wood of

the flowers of which cloth

may be made. A section or

piece of timber. Read Ch'ung,

a dangerous line of carriages; a

post, or the extreme part of a

tent; to pierce or stab.

From eye and virginity.

Mr^L The pupil of the eye; to

look straight forward or stare

at undesignedly; a silly gazing

appearance. 0|| T'ung tsze,

• Choo tsze, the pupil.
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A cow without horns; n

I

young heifer.

pT'ung new, or

J-p1!
I

New new, a young cow

^j^J J a calf.

Used to denote the seed

of grain; gmiii first sown

and last ripe; last sown and iirst

ripe is expressed hy ^§ Luh.

A certain kind of net for

catching birds.

A short kind of boat.

]|g Mung t'ung, a certain

kind of war vessel,

Tmtf
From heart and to agi-

|zfc/i tate. The feelings moved

to excess extreme grief.

Ngae t'ung, deeply grieved;

the feelings distressed.

-4^^^ A square wooden vessel

pt| used also for round ves-

sels a tub a cask a barrel.

T t'ung, or

Ta t'ung, casks.

^rom hand and a fd".

To lead forward to ad-

From disease and a

tube. Disease that passes

through one acute feeling

pain; painful wounded; an ex-

treme degree of. jf^. Ngae
tung deeply afflicted; great

distress of mind. T'ung

h" bitter repentance.

T'ung kae ts'een

kh'een, with a keen or painful

sense of error, to reform one's

former faults. ^ T'ung

tsae, an exclamation denoting

the most painful feeling or re-

fleclious.

A certain kind of earthen

pitcher or jar.

From a tube and to go.

To go through; pervious;

permeable; a thoroughfare; to

see through; to perceive clear-

ly to comprehend fully; per-

spicuous,— applied to style

penetrable; to go through with;

to succeed successful pros-

perous opening expansive

or reaching to; including the

whole complete uniform in

colour; having intercourse with;

illicit intercourse. Name of a

place; a field of a certaiu size;

a lance, ^fi T'ung cb'ing,

a general or universal term or

designation. T'ung

che che, make it known every-

where ami to all persons con-

cerned. T'ung che, a

gtMieral top<t<»ra|)liical account

of a province; or statistical ac-

count of an ompirc.

T'ung fung, the wind having :i

thorougli ]»as.<age; n draught of
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wind, T'ung

fung ta foo, a title written on

cards of officers of the second

rank. T'ung

e ia foo, title of officers of the

third rank. T'uug k'eu,

a slreet or lane which is a ge-

K' al thoroughfare.

T'uug keen, illicit or adulterous

intercourse. T'ung

sze kwan, a linguist's house of

business. T'ung peen,

some change of circumstances

Avhich makes what was proper

at one time improper at another.

>^ !] T'ung pVan, a certain

officer in a Foo district.

T'ung yu ko sung,

to send a general order to all the

provinces. T'ung sze,

to transact business, to be the

medium of transacting business

between parties who do not un-

derstand the same language; to

interpret; an interpreter, "whe-

ther iu government transactions,

or mercantile affairs; a linguist.

T'uug sze, au intelli-

gent scholar.

T'uug cliiug foo sze, an office

at court of the fourth rank. )^
T'uug taou, a thorough-

fare; a general prevailing prin-

ciple, exteuding from ancient to

present times.
j t

- T'ung heaou wau tsze, a

thorough acquaintance with let-

ters. Tung ta, perme-

able; perspicuous in the great-

est degree; seen through with

the utmost clearness; success-

ful prosperous. 1 PI

T'uug ta she ts'mg, thoroughly

to understand the aflairci of the

world.

T'uns t"ou a

medicinal plant; the bark

of this tree, of a velvet appear-

ance, is usually cat into pieces

about three inches square, and

is iu England called rice-paper;

the chief use to which it is ap-

plied is making artificial flowers;

pillows are made of it, and of

the cuttings soles of shoes, on

account of its lightness.

Xkl^ From red aiul Iwirs or

/ 4>> streaks. Red; a red pen-

cil. A surname, T'ung

kung, a red bow.

From silk and to fil

L

/JvJIj The origin; the begin-

ning; the end of a due; that

which leads as matter of course

to the whole; the whole; gener-

al; entire. A surname. mm
Lung t'ung, or Tsung

t'ung, the entire quantity: the

whole completely.
~

'

Yih t'ung che, a statistical ac-

count of the whole empire. "

*

Yih t'ung, one whole, the
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entire space or quantity.

"

T'ung le, to have the gen-

eral control of. T'ung

ling, to take the supreme con-

trol or diiectlou of; the person

at the head of a body of men: a

commander-in-chief,

T'ung seu, a clue to the -whole.

Too t'ung, a kind of

adjutant-geueral in the army.

TUY.

Tuy, or Ttiy, to exchange

one thing for another; to

compare, as in weighing;

to give an equivalent for

to collect together, as wa-

ter in a concavity. Gratified

or pleased from a full supply of

everything; permeable; a pass-

age through straight direct.

One of the eight | Kwa, Read

T'o, in tlie same sense. The

first character is the most usual

form. Keen tuy, to

oversee the weighing of.

Tuy hwati, to exchange.

Tuy yia tsze, to

weigh money.

To pure or scrape off.

9}\
A wall falling

Read Tuy or Shwuy, the

shell or skin cast off by

Borne insects.

The appearance of a horse

)$Ju walking forth, or bolting

out suddenly.

lock.

From strength and a heap.

To pull or drag with force.

To dress stoues or gems.

From stone and a heap.

To collect stoues toge-

ther to throw them down

to dash against.

To collect earth together

aud form a mound or hil-

From earth ami high. A
heap of earth; a pile; to

Leap up; to accumulate;

to crowd together; a

niultitinle promiscuously

pressed together; to iu-

cumber by multitudes;

to push from one. The

name of a place. The

name of a bird.
—

'

Ylh tuy jin a crowd
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of people.

Jiu to tuy seh leaou, a great

many people crowded together,

so as to stop the passage of a

street. Tuy slnh, or

Shih tuy, a heap of

stones. Tuy tse, to

heap or pile up.

Tuy kin tseih yuh, to heap

up gold and accumulate gems.

Shopmen write these words on

the doors of their shelves at the

new year. ^1 Tuy tsa, or

Kwan tuy, a kind of

guard-house at the ends of

streets or other passes, where a

watch is kept. |^ Tuy

seh, to put aside the seh,—

a

certain musical instrumeat.

J^jfr From stone and moved

r frt or agitated. A pestle

to pound. Ch'un tuy,

to pound. Tuy kew
a pestle and mortar, with which

grain is pouuded or ground; a

bauk; a heap. Shwuy

tuy, or Fan ch'ay, a

sort of water-mill.

To yield to some impulse;

j
to answer or correspond

to what precedes; to an-

Vswer expectations which

are entertained; to answer

1 ^ a question; to respond to

/^\| J be placed opposite to; a

pair to pair or correspoud with;

to be consistent with; one plac-

ed opposite to; an opponent; an

enemy. Used to form the da-

tive case. Hoo tuy,

families of equal rank, f^t

Ne tuy t'a shwo, do you

speak to Iiim. PuU
tuy, not corresponding; not con-

sistent with each other; not on

good terms. ' Yih tuy,

a pair of; two that are uniform

or equal, Tuy leen, or

Tuy tsze, pairs of la-

bels written on paper or wood,

and hung on Cbmese walls or

pillars as oruaraents. ^J*
Tuy meen, opposite the face or

front; face to face. ^\ Tuy

teih, or $i Tuy t'ow, an

oppouent; an adversiiry; aii en-

emy. Tuy ta, or

Ying tuy, to reply or give

answer to. Ts'ze tuy,

r Chuen tay, follow-

ing in a certain course or order,

as of official attendance,

/^f' Mutual traffic; to buy and

|-^%J sell. From (ho sameness

of sound, Tuy, is sometimes

improperly used ia this sense.

Ir^f, Read Tun and Tuy, to

collect together; to sleep

alone; solitary. See Tun.

IJ^^
To fall down from a high

-

er place; to fall together;
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a group or company; a hundred

men formed iuto a military com-

pany a' dangerous pass amongst

mountains. Occurs read Suy,

to follow in course.

JUL Ch'iih tny chan leih, to go

forth and stand in the ranks.

Tuy woo, the ranks of

the army the army.

Read Chuy and Tuy.

~^fer Fi-om heart and opposed

^ ^ - to. Feeling of resent-

ment and enmity to hate

and speak against.

m

IJ*L Read Tun and Tuy.

Tuy tuy. many abun-

clant.

T'UY.

From to walk and a look

of indignation. To de-

cline; to refuse; to push from

one; to draw back to retire; to

withdraw; to creep in; to return

back again soft yielding ap-

pearance. Tsiu fuy,

are oppos*ites, to advance to

retire. i^^C T'ay hung, a

light red. T'uy jang,

to yield and give way to,

T'uy how yih poo,

to retire baek a step.

T'uy shuh, to withdraw to

draw back to shrink in, as cloth

does when wet. T'uy

soli, to lose the colour; to fade.

iU T'uy tsin to break off

a marriage engagement.

To fall, as from a higher

place. Read Tsuy, to re-

pi oheiKl; to censure.

To reraove liuirs or fea-

tbera from, by means of

hot water.

T'uy sin maou, to scakl

uti' lmii's or feathers.

From Jiesh and to retire.

The back part of the hip.

K Scaou t'uy, the

i

K"^. Ho t'uy,

I ham. l)aou t'uy,

to run about; to have occasion

to walk much about.

From hand and wings.

To push; to shake; to

push or remove from; to pusli

forward; to lay out; to arrange;

to lay to the charge of another

person, iu order to shift the

blame from one's-self; to resign

to give up to; to refuse; to de-

cline. Read Cliuy denoting

to search to infer. T'uy

ngan, to extend favours to o-

thers. T'uy kh'eo, to

refuse entirely or absolutely.
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T'uy kh'ae, to put aside;

to evade to change the subject

of discourse.

T'uy t'a khe shin, give a shake

and awake him to get up.

T'uy ts*ze, to refuse; to de-

cline. T'uy taou, to

push over to push and cause

to fall. T'uy

hLiIi shih wo, he gave up his

food to feed me. T'uy

*\vei, to refuse; to shift off from

one's-self. 4~Tuy
ke keih wuh

y
to put oue's-self

iu the place of others,—to treat

others as one would like one's-

self.

From demon ami wings.

A divine animal, said to

resemble a wild boar. A man's

name* Read Chuy, to braid up

the hair.

T'uy t'uy, or T'uy, accus-

I tomed. T'uy jcn,

complaint; with mildness and

ease. One says, a long appear-

ll£ fl^ Hwuy t'uy, a cer-

tain disease of a horse

which incapacitates ft to ascend,

the same expression is other-

wise written.

Read T'uy, to fall; to fall

in ruins. Also read KVae.

To be ruined and fall

<lown; to cause to fall

}> down to degrade; to push

^ife.
j

tlown earth or mould.

^ J Used in the sense of the

preceding. Soft; flexible; obedi-

exit. Name of a place, P

Ts'uy t'uy, or Ts'o to
loitering; slow; late; to miss an

opportunity.

From hand and bald.

The side of the face; a

l>itld head; a rapid gust of wind

blowing downwards rushing

down as earth or water; flowing,

yielding, obedient, to cherish

thoughts of. The name of a hill.

U.sed for the two preceding,

Avhich also are employed for this

character. Tim jen,

obediently. T'uy to,

sluggish; lazy.

TWAN or TOAN.

A certain preparation of

meat; dried flesh.

I~4~*
t

Intended to represent

|XP| plants springing forth with
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the roots below the ground, and

the blades or shoots above the

earth. The origin of anything;

the point from which it springs

into existence. Read Chuen, a

hollow vessel.

Twan. From to spear, .

and the sound Twan. A
piece of silk; a distinct

rjfli \
separate piece; a section

J of history; a piece of

business or work. Name of a

horse, and of a valley.

Show twan, skill in doing any-

thing, tfil Wi Kh'ew twan, a

hill side. P^en twan

a complete piece.

Yih twan sze, a" affair; a piece

of business. '

twan koo sze, an old story.

^ Ta twan, the larger part;

for the most part generally

speaking.

) An egg not hatched to

^perfection, from which a

i bird is never produced.

Read Hea or Twan, the

side lining of a shoe.

, I

Read Twan, commonly

>used to denote silk.

T\ Kh'ang-he says, errone-

i
ously so. Twan

heae, silk shoes.

Ch'ow twan, or Ch'ow

twan, silks and satins general-

TWAN

ly. Ch'ow twan

teen, a silk mercer's shop.

From metal and a section

of. To melt metals; to

refuse to hammer to

work; to mature; to make

weapons; the name of an

arrow. Twan leen
}
to

fuse or hammer metal into any

shape or utensil a person tho-

roughly versed \u any art. Us-

ed for the preceding. §

Twan leen che le an

officer of a penal court, who by

skill in the law works or shapes

a case to suit his purpose, and

to condemn the person he is

opposed to,

{ Ch'aou twan, lifc-

tie; small.

\Xt
1
1 To cut even; to cut and

||P"J form; to direct and ar-

range; a regular grave deport-

ment, ^l] Twan e to de-

cide on what is just and equi-

table.

From erect and plants

spr'niging out of the

ground. Strait; correct; up-

right; decorous; decent; grave.

Spriuging forth commencing;

tbe commencement a begin-

ning; the head; the first prin-

ciple or originating cause. They

say, every man has the Twan 9

or principles of bencvolcnce
y
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justice, the "decens," and know-

ledge, if he chooses to employ

them. A piece of cloth or silk.

Name of a place; of a palace;

and of an animal. A surname.

* Twan ching, or

Twan fang, correct and decor-

ous in one's moral conduct and

behaviour seriousness and gra-

vity. Twan sze men of

learning and correct principles,

if Twan seu, the end of a

ball of silk; the proper place to

begin and draw out a cocoon of

silk. Twan jin

ching sze a correct man and

well-priucipled scholar. ^f^^T

Twan show, or Twan

lie, the head the commence-

ment; the originating cause
m m , •

the incipient principle. 11

Twan woo tsee, or JJ^[

Twan yang, 5th moon 5th day,

a term or holiday; shops are

shut and apprentices have play.

From an arrow and a

J\\j^ bean. To measure the

length of with an arrow short;

to shorten; low in stature; to

come short of one's duty; to be

in fault. Ch'aug twan,

long and short the differen t

sides of au affair, pro and c<m

good and bad. Twan
che, to cut short humau life;

two of six forms of infelicity.

Twiin, is to die before the age

ofsixteen Che, before marriage.

The first also expresses to lose

one's younger brothers by
death; the latter, a father losio^

his sons, Twan ch'oo,

short place; defect; fault; short-

coming baseness. ^
Twaii hiug, deficient in conduct

or behaviour; bad behaviour

Twan kh'e, a shortness

of breath. Twan kuug,

work done in winter; from the

tenth moon to the first mooix of

the following year.

Twan jin, a short man.

Twan kung, employed only for

a jot); also a short day's work.

Twan shaou, less thau

the proper sum or quantity.

1 Twan ts'ing, without proper

generous feelings.

U^f ^ From an axe and silk

threads divided. To cut

asunder; to cut to pieces;

to break across to decide;

to determine; to settle

doubts; decidedly with

absolute certainty.

Ta twan,' to break

asunder. Keue

twan, to decide and settle

doubts. Twan
tseue, complete; absolute sepa-

ration from completely discon-

nected. Twan
ylh leaou fa, out "ff a lock of
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her hair. Twan jen,

certainly; assuredly.

"j^ Twan pub kli'anj?, to refuse

absolutely. |% Twau

chow lan, cut all the painters of

the boats. Twan khe
to cut asunder the breath,— to

expire; to die. ^fi" ^\ Twan

twan, a decided honest charac-

ter; assuredly positively.

To decide; determined.

T'WAX.

Disease of lameness in

the hands and feet.

)1^L From water and to spr 'uuj

1 lllj forth. Water gushiiii:

forth, or running on with rapi-

dity. Read Ch'uen, the name

of a river.

S^ A pig; a porcupine; a ho^

^| in motion a pig walk-

ing; certain symbols employed

in divination, called Kwa. To

be distinguished i'rom Liih,

to carve wood.

TinS t'wan, a

deer park a piece of un-

cultivated land attached

to a houge; land ti'o(

u

by wild animals.

T'wan yuen, irregular unres-

trained ('(UhllH't.

From condensed and stir-

w
round. Collected toge-

ther; forming a roundness; a

mass of; a conglomerated por-

tion of a round body, as the

moon a dwelling together, as

one body. Yue
t'wan yuen, the moon full and

round. ^ Yih

t'im ho khe, a harmonious

principle of union, bleuded to-

gether in one common feeling

of harmony.

Foo tse t'wan yuen, the affec-

tionate union of husband and

Avife.
~^

'

Yih t'wan

lee ho a collection of intense

fires. Shuh tso

yih t'wan, contracted altogether;

slu unk up into one mass. J^["

[^') Hwang tV:ui a certain

mediciual plant. T'wan

tscih, to accumulate; to hoard

up; to forestall, as in' the case

of grain, which is severely pro-

liihited by the government.

T'wan kee, connected; all

tin 1 i>nrt? blendiug; a neatness

:uul union in a written paper.

[^] T'wau uecn, rounding

off the year, which is done by

a kind of family ien<t.

To cut \uio parts; to uu] lilaio.

_L^| Rouixl cr.nolouK'rafod.

^rf" Krad Churn, to )>um
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bricks; a brick.

Read T'wan and Ts'euen.

From heart and intense

application to. Mental labour

and fatigue; grief; sorrow.

To turn round with the

hand; to strike lightly; to

push together; close ap-

plication to. The name

of a bird. Read Ch'uen,

to bind together; to roll

up; to roll round.

UH.

From a line placed on th

top of mem. Commonly

defined, high and level at the

top; to cut off the feet as a pun-

ishment. J\j^ Luh uh, dan-

gerous rocks. )\j Uh chay,

those who have had their feet

cut off. 7L Uh teih, occurs

in some play books, denoting

alas what? a cant proviucial

word. 7C7C Uh ub, a firm

immovable appearauce.

in To move; moved agitat-

ed; disquieted.

A tree without any

brauches; a stunted short

appearance; moved; disquieted;

agitated. Part of a man's name,

and of the name of a brute ani-

mal.

A rocky hill with earth

on its top; high and dan-

gerous. UtgCuh uh,

unstable; iutsecure.

Jt^t R^id Uh, and repeated,

uh, denotes a boat or

other vessel tossed about by the

waves. Read Yih, strong; ro-

bust martial.

From a human body and

at a place. A place of

residence; a house; a dwelling;

a habitation; a covering of a

cart or carriage. A surname.

The name of a place. ^
Hea uh, the name of a hill, ^£

Wang iih, name of a hill.

Shin uh, a divine house,
-
the shell of a tortoise.

Uh choo, to exterminate a whole

kindred, the relations of fa-

ther, mother, and wife, for soma

crime against the state.

Uh tseih, or Uh pei,

the roof of a house.

Fang tih> or Uh shay,

a house; a dwelling,

Uh yew, that which, rambles

over the house; green raossy

vegetation, that grows on damp

old houses.
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UNG.

The appeorance of dust

rising; sound of wind, or

mclaphorically the fame of u-

sa^cis or customs.

f8 tE Uh ts'uh, to re-

strict to limit. A sur-

name. Uh ts'euen, name

oP an immortal.

^3 ||
To punish with death, in

(3^4 a severe manner; to kill

in a house or retired place, not

in the open market-place.

IjI^
The crowing of a cock.

From woman and a hintse.

f

Good elegant.

Uh uh, costume; manner gen-

eral appearance.

Frou: hand and a house.

To grasp in the hand

to take a handful a small ap-

pearance. Used in the sense of

the following. B
Uh show seaug hwan, to shake

hands with mutual joy.

From clath and a house.

A curtain a tent.

From water and a home.

Moistened tinged im-

bued enriched, as witli dew
shining; glossy; mellow. Name
of a river. tJhtseb, im-

bued
;

enriched, as with the

dews and showers of heaven;

applied to Imperial favours.

Yo or Uh. From a house

and flesh. Thick with

] 1® Uii ts
r
uh, or

1 Uh ts'uh, the teeth

closely pressed against

each other; to gnash the

teeth a person embarrassed

a small appearance.

From metal and to wash.

To wash with silver or

gold. Silver, (under this word)

i> called Peh kin, white

metal.

From bad and danycrous.

Fatigued; wearied. One

says, the feet stretched

apart. The two last cha-

racters are also read Kwei

and Ke.

From water and tender.

To water plants; to enrich

•with moisture; flourish-

ing, softj fertile land.

Used also in a moral

sense. The name of a river; ono

of nine regions. Uh

kuan, or Kwan show,

to wash the liands.

A ocrtaiu water bird.

H?
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From general and fea-

thers. The feathers or

(own on the - neck of a

)>bird; the appearance of

flying an old man >vho?e

neck is clothed with his

wavinor beard a title of

honor and respect, addressed to

old people. A surname.

T'uh ung, a bald-headed old

man. Yu ung, a fisher-

man. Laou ung, an old

gentleman. T'ang ung,

the superior officer in a district

court, is called Taiig-ung, by

his inferior officers. "^L

Tsun ung, your honored father.

Peh tW ung, a

white-headed ung;—name of a

bird; a grey-headed man.

Ung koo, a grandfather and

grandmother, by the fathei's

side.

^Jj I L Uug y5 to hmd
the strong or violent.

j|

f Ung heang, great strength.

^jH^ Name of a plant that dyes

yellow. Read Wang, to

revive again, Ung tae,

plants and grass with delicato

stems and luxuriant foliage,

Ung yiih, plants and trees

growing luxuriantly.^ A disease of the nose; a

^^ stoppage of the nose.

A pitcher with which to

draw water out of a well.

Keih ung, aii

earthen vessel, in ancient

times used in music.

Shwuy ung, a water

pitcher. Ung

kang, a large pitcher.

Ung yew, a round window,

like the mouth of a pitcher.

URH.

The hair on the side of

the cheek. A connective

' particle, and; as. Some-

times disjunctive, but

;

and contrariwise; some-

times affirms; an euphonic par-

ticle at the beginning of a sen-

tence. TJyed for thou or you,

Jen mli it is indeed

so, but. Urh e, and

stops; nothing more than;

a

frequent termination to some

strong expression implying that

the very utmost has beeu said

or done. Urh Low,

theu afterwards.

Numerous appearances.

to
The sides of tlie mouth.
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A transverse beam at the

top of a pillar. Name of

a fruit; a sort of chesnut.

A fungus, (species of pe-

ziza) that grows out of

yold rotten wood, common-

V ly called Muh

urh, the ear of wood,

compared to the raush-

CT room, wliich grows out

*-f* j of the ground, and is call-

ed ^| Kh'vvan. Read Juen, a

certain fruit.

j
Water flowing in diverg-

I ing streams; tears flow-

I

ing. i Leen urh,'
'

f

incessant weeping.

Excessively boiled boil-

ed to rags

Fish spawn; name of

fish which is much e

teemed.

A funeral carriage a

j
' hearse.

"] Intended to represent the

ear; the ear of auy ani-

y mal anything that resem-

I bles an ear; a handle; a

J euphonic and emphatic

particle. A surname. Name
of a cup; of a man; of a place \

of a hill; of a plant; of a quad-

ruped; and of an insect. >fC

Muh urh, wood-ears, a

fungus that grows from wood,

eaten by the Chinese. See

Urh. Urh to

juen, a soft ear; to give a ready

e:ir to slanders; credulous.

Urh wan she heu, yen kan she

sljih, what the ear hears is

vague what the eye sees is real.

Urh shih, to devour

with the ear; credulous; to lis-

ten to instruction without relish

or thought. Urh sun,

a great-grandson's grandson.

J

o

II From ear and knife. To
' cut off the ears.

The sides or corners of

the raouth; the side of the

face between the mouth and

ear; the side of the head.

^TT \ A spring sacrifice intend-

^JlL. j ed to expel disease. To
\ clear away the feathers

>TT I from the ear of a bird

previously to shedding its
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blood in sacrifice, which cere-

mony is intended to prefigure

the divinity's opening his ear to

the prayer of the penitent; to

shed blood in sacrifice.

Second, or next to; an

assistant. The name of

a place. Also read Tae, a sur-

name.

Fromgem and ear. Gems,

&c. attached to the ear,

as an ornament; an ear-ring; to

attach to; a halo by the side of

the sun. Used in the sense of

Urh.

From metal and ear. A
hook a barb.

From to eat and an ear.

A sort of cake; a kind of

pie made of meat and pastry

a bait to catch fish with; a bait

in a moral sense; something to

operate on the cupidity of man;

something to seduce him to evil.

Liili urh, the name

of a horse.

Intended to represent an

infant before the sutures

of the cranium are com-

-pletely ossified and join-

ed. An infant; a child

a boy; feeble infantile.

J Used as a particle of mere

sound, much employed by the

northern and Tartar people. A
surname. Urh tsze, a

boy. Neu urh, a girl.

Ying urh, a new-born

infant. /j Seaou urh, or

Seaou urh tsze, a

little boy, or in the language

of courtesy, my little boy.

Hae urh, a child, or your

child; used by children to their

parents instead of I or me. —

'

Yih teen urh, a little;

a small quantity. Ming
urh, to-morrow, these expres-

sions are quite colloquial

Urh neu, a boy and girl.

^2* Urh cha terra japoni-

ca, or catechu.

^! Appearance of unwilling

yX^l compliance much talk.

P ^ Joo urh, forced or vio-

lent laughter. Read Wa, W

Wa ngow, the prattle of lit-

tle children; to speak to kiudly,

as to a little child.

The same as the follow-

ing; according the Dic-

tionaries read E,

Two; both* Zls. Te

urh, second.

Puh urh sin, not two

hearts; i, e. of one mind;

faithful to each other.

_
.

Piih urh kea, no(

two prices,—every person is

charged the same.

*

Urh ch'un cha tea plucked af-
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ter the seventh of May nearly,

and before the tweDty-second of

June. *
shwo seang fan, the two state-

ments contradict each other.

+^t Urh sblh urh

she, the twenty-two historians;

i universal history of China

up to the Ta-ts'ing dynu^iy.

d Urh jiu t'ung

sin, two persons of one mind.

Urh ts'ze, twice.

Urh jiu, or Urh

t&'in, the two persons, or two

relations; i. e. father and mo-

ther.

ts'eu yih, of two men take one

•~by a conscriptiou for the ar-

'my (A. D, 1090.)

From Pj Kcung, a lar^o

c?iclosed space, ami

Le, expanded and en-

liyhtmed. Thou or you;

your. A euphonic and

emphatic particle; a re-

sponse or answer. *2T

Yuit urh, just as it is eaid;

just so. Urli liwa,

flourishing; luxuriant.

Nae urh, it is at last thus.^ Urh kwo

tung show teTh, your country

is pressed by enemies ou the

cast and west, said by the

Manchow Tartars to China.

Urh urh, nbuutluut; plenti-

ful.

Weakness of mind.

Near to; at hand.

Ilea urh, far and uear.

> Suy mo

tsae urh, the close of the

year is at hand.

>
Pg| P Urh ngow, the

7U prattle of a little child.

AVA.

A generic term for

all earthenware already

burnt; bricks or ware

made of earth; tiles; flags

made of burnt earth an

earthen utensil used in twist-

ing threads. The second is an

uuuuthorized form. Name of a

% place; a man's name.

Mow wa, the upper tiles.

Hwang wa, yellow tiles,—

on the Imperial palace, and tem-

ples of Confucius. % Wa
chueu, bricks or flags of burnt

clay. Wa ho, the union
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of two Chinese tiles, which are

originally a cylinder cut length-

wise. ^| Wa kwan, an

earthen pitcher, ^j? Wa
klie earthenware, 3^ ^<
Wa ta the honorable; an ob-

solete phrase.

From a shelter and bricks.

A mud or clay house; or

a house composed of clay

and bricks.

A kind of sceptre made

of fine stone, carried in

the bands by ancient governors

or princes of state, as the sig-

nal of authority the Emperor

gave them as the badge or seal

of his appointment a certain

measure.

P~r^
Lascivious airs or songs;

"Tt a flattering, wheedling

tone a child's sobbing and

weeping pettishly to retch

or vomit; an apparent stoppage

in the throat.

A handsome beau tiful

woman. Name of a pa-

lace. Name of a bird.

Read Kwei and Wa, an

earthen boiler; deep; pro-

found appearance hollow be-

low to admit vapour to ascend.

i^M^ Clear water water in the

print of the feet of cattle

a deep ditcli. Also used for

Wa, foul water.

Jtftl 1 Frogs an excessive croak,

^ttl ing and noise, as of frogs.

I^ Wa koo

wan luy, the drumming

of frogs and the thunder

of mosquitoes. ^
Wa shing, an excessive noise.

A little child crying.

Jt^Jt^
J
To seize anything with

\ the hand; to grapple; to

Jr/J5v 1 pull back.

\ From a pit and a melon.

Jf^%, I A hole made by a hoof of

> an animal; a dirty puddle;

l>V2 I a low dirty place appear-

Oygw ing not full. The name

of an office. Wa lung,

low and filthy; high and flour-

ishing.

Iljrf Read Yaou, and Wa, hol-

I I low; indented a pit; a

concave.

WA.

^Mt? From a cavern and one.

Altogether a den a deep

hollow place; hollow aud large;

to explore with the hand

deep hollow place.
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From hand and hollow.

To hollow out with the

hand; to work out a pit or ca-

vern. ^ Urh wa, an ear-

pick. ^ Wa urh, to pick

the ears.

n »fD^ The sound or noise of

drinking.

throat a kiud of hiccough.

Clothing for the feet and.

legs; stockings. —

'

^
Ym

I

^liwang nan tsze teih wa,

a pair of men's stockings.

Wi tsze stock -

parent stoppage of the

WAE.

From evening and to di-

vine. To ascertain what

' is beyond one's know-

L \ ledge. Outside; to put

j4 j outside; to exclude; for-

eign; beyond; not included in.

Ch'oo wae, exclusive

of; beside. Fang wae,

dispersed people. Ling

wae, something besides; some-

thing else. Tsze wae,

exclude one's-self. Nuy

wae, inside and outside; withiu

and without; natives and foreign-

ers. E wae, beyond what

one thought of. Too

wae, to put out ofone's estimate

to lay aside. Wae kwo,

a foreign nation. Wae
meen, or ^\ Wae t'ow, the

outer surface; outside.

Wae tsae, external talents,

expresses a general knowledge

of letters and mankind, more

extousively than the routine of

school learning. Wae
wei, an inferior military officer

about the rank of a corporal or

sergeant. Wae yaug,

abroad far olf.

From not aud correct.

Aslant; distorted; uicor-

rrect; depraved.

^TlTt
I

Tso wae, to sit in a dis-

ItJ torted posture.

Fing .-ang

wuh tso wae sin sze, in the daily

course of your life do not com-

mit depraved actions; then you

need not be alarmed at a mid-

night knock at the door.

Wae sin, a depraved heart.
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WAN.

Read Hwan or Wan. E-

verything round, or sphe-

Vical and turning is called

Wan, See Hwan.

From skin and a round

ball. A protuberant

swelling. One says, a case for

an arrow.

From silk and a ball.

Pure; fine white silk flos-

sy and rich. Wan k'oo,

fine silk breeches, used con-

temptuously for gorgeous attire.

Wan hwan, fine; smooth

glossy; glittering. Wan
shen, a lady^ fan.

The first cause; invisible

and operating principle;

the origin; the commencement;

great; the first; the principal;

the head; the chief. A surname.

See Yuen.

To pare; to cut even; to

cut off the corners or an-

gles; to round.

Round rounded; to rub

off the corners, or make

round to remove knotty facts,

and the stubborn corners of

truth for the purpose of carry-

ing through a given affair,

i!^ Wan kwei ke5

min cbo, wan is to melt off the

corners of a square otoue.

' Y

J

Appearance of water cir-

i^Tlj culating \ a kind of eddy.— \ A precious stone; to be

I
fond of to take delight

in,~either in a good or

bad sense to be familiar

with; to practice to lin-

ger and play with what is a-

greeable; to play and triflo in

a bad sense; to seduce; child's

play; to play as a child. The

secoud character denotes, to be

so familiar as to be weary o£

Yew wan, to ramble a-

bout, 3^ Tae wan, remiss

and trifling.

Wan jin sang teh, familiar tri-

fling with persons destroys vir-

tue. Wan lung, to play

and trifle with; to seduce to

evil. Jlj^ Wan she, to view

as matter of sport.

Wan seih, practiced in; fami-

liar with. Wan so, to

muse on with pleasure fco stu-

dy with a feeling of satisfaction.

Wan shwa, to trifle and

play for amusement idle vi-

cious amusement trifling se-

ductive intercourse with . wo-

men. Wan we, to relish

the taste, either in a natural or

intellectual sense, ^t^l^
1 Wau wiih saug die, to

V V
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trifle with things dissipates the

mind.

From head and sound

Yuen. A thick-headed

doltish person simple silly

foolish stupid; obstinate. Also

read Yuu aud Yuen.

Wan kang, a stupid, obstinate

disposition. fM Wan pe
stupid and weak unfit for one's

duty.

Wan or Hwan, and

Wiih, to complete to

finish; to cloee. See Hwan.

Wan kee, to wind up and

complete any affair,

Wan peen, to finish an essay;

to conclude a task,

Wau leang, to pay the ivhole of

the laud tax due fiom one. yQ
Wan sze, completed the af-

fair; made an end of the concern.

-5^^ From hand and to com-

plcte. To strike; to rub;

to work stones; to cut; to pare.

Waii mo, to work

stones.

ei^%
From day and perject,

^ Light; bright; illustrious.

From water and to com-

plete. To cleanse with

water. Tho name of a river.&
{t£* i&f\ Wan teih, to wash and

cleanse.

From white ami complete.

' Perfectly while clear
it

bright. Name of a place.

^> From eye and perfect.

The appearance of a

> bright star; luminous

beautiful a fine rolling

\^\iJ eye; wood pared round

aud handsomely formed flatter-

ing; wheedling. H^eu

wan, a beautiful appearance*

Wan wan, to look at

intensely.

IHiV"* I
F10m aieel and perfect.

" Rounded cut or pared

round.

Wan or Yuen. From even^

uhj and a knot. To turn

one'^-^clf round ou oue's couch y

because of feeling uneasy.

Read Yuen ami Wan, to

cover oue's-selfover with

shrubs or plants; crooked

and made to hang down

yielding; hence the com-

mon phrase Yuen

chuen, yieMing and turning

i. e. accommodating one's-feelf to

circumstances. Read Wau, the

name of a hill; and of a country

in the west. A surname. Read

Wiin, a small appoai ance.

Wan jo, 01 Wau
jen, as if according to.

To cut or pare to en-

grave metal to pick or

cut Jeep into.
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From woman and to bend.

An yielding complaisant

woman. Wan wan, or

read Yuen wan, trying to please

and gratify yielding; submis-

sive; flattering.

1

From hand and to bend.

.The place where tho hand

bends the wrist; also to

bend with the hand.

Read Wau or Yuen.

From water and to turn.

Water whirling round

an eddy also expressed

by ^£ Wau yen, to

whirl round and round.

A bowl or dish.

( Wan ", a plate,

A wooden bowl; a tren-

cher.

Name of a plant; grass;

pasture. See Yuen.

Read Wau and Yuen.

From insect or reptile,

and to turn round. The

wriggling motion of a

snake the gait of a tiger;

a worm. Wan yen, or

^| %^ Fan wau, the motion of

a dragon or of a serpent. %^
Yuen shen, a worm.

n^J^ ) From flesh and to turn.

llyR The wrist; the turning

I

part of the fore-arm and

^ )-band; to turn; to twist;

to oppress. The second

form denotes to pull; to

J drag, Show wau,

the hand and wrist; ihe part

where the hand turns.

From foot and to bend*

To bend the foot or leg;

to bend the body.

From to walk and slow.

A slow, stately gait.

From silk and sloio. Slow-

ly; leisurely. See Hwan.

From woman and to ex-

cuse. Flattering looks

trying to please; yielding; com-

plying.

From hand and to stop.

To lead; to draw.

^ Wan lew, to detain.

Wan hwuy t'een e,

to draw back the favorable will

of heaven; to induce the favor

of God by -repentance and vir-

tuous deeds.

to draw back; to restore to

bring again to a good state,

Wan ko or Wan
ko certain hymns or songs sunp;

at funerals by those who pull

the hearse.
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^*A/L \ From day and to stop.

^||^ J
The day approaching its

close the evening of the

B|
day; the evening of life:

late; too late.

TVaou wan, morning and even-

ing. Tso wan, last e-

venmg. Kin wan, this

evening. Ming wan,

to-morrow evening.

Wan ch'irg, to succeed or effect

late in lile. Jj^ |g. Wan fan,

the evening meal, supper.

Wan ho, the last crop of

grain. Wan koo, the

evening drum. Wan

keen, during the evening.

Wan niien, late in life, J^E

t̂
Wau sang, an expression

by which j uniors designate tlicm-

selves. J^E Wan shang, in

the evening. Wau yay,

night.

The name of a wood.

From wheel or carriage

Vy\u and to thrust or draw.

To pull a carriage; to go before

aud draw after one; to draw a

hearse. Syn. with Wau.

Wan ch'ay, a kind of

barrow or carriage drawn by

the hand. Hwo
wan Wo t'uy, some pulled, and

some thrust behind.

To lead; to draw; to pull.

An insect; a name of bees,

which are exceedingly

numerous, and are prolific

in plains ten thousand

^ an indefinitely large num-

ber; a superlative particle.

Name of a district. The

Indian figure Swastica, or

J the hfi
T

show wau tsze, in imitation of

which the Chinese often make

the lattice of their windows;

the vitruvian scroll.

Peh wan, a million.

Shih ts'een wau, one hun-

dred million.
~1

Waii

fun yih, or
—

' Wan yih,

one in ten thousand.

Wan ke, expresses the multi-

plicity of avocations in which a

Sovereign of China has to en-

gage; the vast number of con-

cerns which call for his atten-

tion. ^£ ^ Wiin lnvii

t'ung, the tube of ten thousaud

flowers; a name given by the

Chinese to the proteoscope, or

kaleidoscope. # 38
Wan koih mu shiih, millions of

years cannot redeem it.

Wnn kwo, all nations.

Wan shan, the Client ]a\-

dione islamic.

Wau fehe chiu luu, for ten thou-
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sand ages may I sink below the

the relations of humanity i. e.

be condemned to eternal degra-

dation and suffering a curse

uttered by vicious abandoned

people, Wan show, the

imperial birth-day; ten thousand

long lives. Wan
show keul^ tagetes, the French

marigold. Wan
show kung, a hall dedicated to

the Emperor in every province,

where, on his birth-day, the of-

ficers of government make their

prostrations. Wan
show kwo, the Carica, or Pa-

paya or Papaw fruit.

Wan tsze kwo, the Hovenia

dulcis, the ten thousand cha-

racter fruit, so called from its

resemblance to the Indian fi-

gure Swastica, which the

Chinese call a Wan-tsze, and

which is often drawn on the

breast* of idols.

Wan suy yay, or

Wan wan suy, appellation of the

Emperor of China.

Wan wang, ten thousand hopes;

i.e. great expectation trust; re-

liance upon. Wan woo,

a general or universal sort of

posture-making.

3^ Wan woo tsze le, no such

principle.

From words, silk and a

bow. To draw a bow and

shoot forth an arrow

ylj^ \ curved; bending wind-

J ing; to bend; to draw.

Wan kung, to bend a

bow.

Wan yun a small

>UA mouth. Yun, is by itself

defined, a large mouth.

From water and to bend.

A hollow curve in the

shore, where the water

">ijif^ i forms a bay; a safe place

J
for boats or ships to an-

chor. Wan
wan kh'euh kh'eQli, winding and

turning, Wan p5 an-

chored or moored in a bay; an-

chored in a safe place.

WAN.

' j^t^ To draw a line; to paint

^> a picture or representa-

tion of a thing; au assemblage

of colours; fine composition; the

veins, lines, or grain of wood

or of stone; marks or spots on

skins; the ripple on the surface

of water anything ornamental;

it includes every excellence and

every virtue. Name of au aiii-
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mal. A surname. Letters li-

terature; literary literary men;

civil officers, T'een

wan, astronomy. Peh

wau, the text alone~no com-

ment. Cbuh wan, forms

of prayer. Wan chang,

a bright assemblage of elegant

letters^fine composition; polite

literature. ,#
<^ Wau kwan puh lieu

fung kung how, civil officers

are uot allowed to be created

nobles, he who requests such

a thing, and the person in whose

favor lie asks it, are both to be

beheaded. Wun jin, a li-

terary man. Wan yuen,

notices of eminent literary cha-

racters. Wan kwan,

civil officers ofgovernment.

Wan le, style.

Wan chang yew she

pae the style of composition

has a fashion. Wau
ts'aou, a rough copy an original

draught of any document.

Wan tsze, the original pic-

tures of things, and subsequent

characters; letters; literature.

Wan t'ung, young li-

terary graduates. Wan
woo, civil aud military.

Wan chih, Wan is the external

ornament; Chih, the substantial

part. Wan ya, elegant;

genteel. Wan shoo, a

govei-ument dispatch.

Wan wang, a famous ancient

prince. Wan occurs in va-

rious other proper names.

-l^TT From hand aud stroke.

To wipe off; to rub.

Wan lay, to wipe away the

tears. Wan shih, to

wipe or rub off.

v A* The name of a river

5X^p- which rises oj) the south-

west side of T'ae-shan

mountain, in the province of

Slian-fcung. M Wan ho,

the above-named river in Shan-

tung, which falls into the Grand

canal at right angles, and sends

forth its waters in two direc-

tions.

^r^T From silk and fine. Fine

?l^V silk. Ling wan,

or Chih wan, different

sorts of silk. Wan yin,

fiae silver, the pure Chinese

silver, called at Canton sycec,

from the Chinese ffl Se-

sze, fine silk which is also ap-

plied to this silver.

Ravelled silk a state of

confusion disorder, ^
Yew t'eaou urh

puh wau, in straight threads

and not ravelled.

Puh yuug wuu, not suffer dis-
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feeliug.

Read Ngaou, Wuh, and

^yjiL Wan. From woman and

benevolent. An old woman a

mother; mother-earth, a divini-

ty. Wan se the mail

who marries an old womaix.

Wau na, a fat child.

Wan po, or Wan
neang, an old woman.

From heart and warm.

Hot indignant feeling.

Wan fun, anger

and disquietude of mind.

Read Wixh and Wan

.

From hand and warm.

To place the hand upon 5 to

obliterate; to place a vessel a-

bove warm water; to stain or

dye.

From sun and warm.

\m The sun rising with gen-

ial warmth.

From water and warm-

hearted* Warm; genial

benign; cordial a mild,

kind, sincere disposition;

to warm. Name of a ri-

ver; of a spring; of a territory;

and of a district. A surname.

Waa fung, a gentle

breeze. Wan ho, be-

nign; gracious; mild and gentle.

Wan jow, soft and gen-

tle. , Wan paou, warm-

^

Km.

v or confusion.

From insect and delicate.

The delicate insect a

mosquito.

From rain and insect. A
swarm of insects-

To cover; to overspread;

to overshadow; to incu-

the act of incubation.

To separate to break

to cut asunder.

The sides of the mouth,

ftt Tooshinw&n

to thrust out the lips.

To cut; to cut the neck

or throat; to cut cross-

wise. ij Tsze wan, to cut

one's own throat.

Read Wan and Min,

[f^f From fiesh ami the side

of the mouth. To join; to unite

several things together; appear-

ance of being completely blend-

ed—the water and land appear-

ing as one. Wan ho,

jointed; properly assorted.

jjpL To close the mouth. Same

as Wan

Fr

I

JEQLj

From a basin with food,

and an incarcerated man.

To give food to the pri-

soners benevolent; kind-

hearted; wm'm, liumaue

r
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ed and filled; i. e. well clothed

and well fed.

" Read Wan or Yun. From

silk and warm. The

>genial influences of na-

ture, which operate in

^jnl J the production of material

existences a confused state,

like ravelled silk; hemp; tatter-

ed. Tsze Wan, to hang

one's-pelf~occurs written thus.

Yhi wan, the subtile

genial influences of nature.

Fun wan, in a state of con-

fusion. & Wan p'aou, a

tattered garment.

^IJy From plants and warm

^SJJ^ water. A certain edible

vegetable; au accumulation of;

accustomed to.

"JXr From plants and genial

ipJQL influences. Luxuriant

a great quantity of plants col-

lected together; au accumulation

of angry, indignant feeling, in

the breast; repressed indigna-

tion. ^^ Wan kee
?
an ir-

ritated mind. Waa
tseih, self-restraint, and a re-

fraiuing to exhibit; a chaste

style.

From disease and warm.

An epidemic disease. Read

W uh, sorrow of heart. Read

Yun, a tlight pain.

Wau yth, a distemper; a pesti-

lence. •

To die in the womb; dis-

ease; death.

10 Read Wan or Yun, a cer-

tain kind of Tartar car-

riage. ^( Wan leang, a

warm carriage to sleep in.

Fromfragrant and tva rw
,

or from plants aud xoann •

Iuceuse.

To ask; to enquire; to in-

f-fj vestigate; to examine in-

to; to try before ajudge; to clear

up and solve doubts to con-

demn. Formerly used to de-

note, leaving anything with one.

Occurs iu the sense of, to order.

A surname.

—'

"6j Wo yaou wan ne

yih keu hwa, I wi-h to ask you

a single sentence. ^
Tseay wan tsew

kea ho ch'oo yew, give me leave

to ask where a tavern is to be

found? Fang wun, or

^}{ Sin wan, to enquire

into to ask about.

Heo wan, to learn and to en-

quire; learning; knowledge.

Hiia wan, to ask of infer-

iors.
/^ Wan how, to

make civil enquiries about a

person to pay respects to; to

compliment.

o coiivirf \o comk'inn.

t J\l Wan sze t?uy, to con-
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vict of a capital crime; to con-

demn to death. Wan

ta, or Wan tuy, dialo-

gue; conversation. Na
wan, to seize aud examine,

From door and ear. To

hear; to perceive with the

^-ear; sometimes refers to

smell to cause to hear

to state to; the place to

which the voice reaches. The

name of an animal. A surname.

Occurs for the preceding.

Shing wan yu t'een,

the voice reached to heaven.

Ting wan, to listen to.

Shang wan, to state to

a superior. Ling wan,

famous; a good reputation.

^31 Wan che to be informed

of. Wan yu she,

heard of in the world.

From grain and minute,

or repose. To moisten

grain preparatory to distilling

it; rest; repose; safe; firm.

Ngaa wan, at repose; quiet-

ly settled. Fang wan,

to put down steadily

Na wan, to take a firm hold of;

to surmise correctly another

person's views. Wan.

tang, safe; no apprehension of

danger. Wan
tang telh jin, a person who may-

be trusted.

To vomit to spit out

from the mouth.

A cracked stone; a crack

in any vessel which yet

adheres and does not fall

to pieces; a crack in a

tortoise shell, which is

used in divination.

WANG,

From three lines repre-

— i senting heaven, earthy

man, and a perpendicular line

connecting these three powers.

The person who does so; a ruler

of nations. The second line is

nearest the highest, to shew-

that a prince is raised near to

heaven, aud should imitate hea-

ven,s virtues. The ancient form

of 3l Yuh, a gem. A kii»ur ;

a sovereign; royal; a title of

honor, applied to deceased an-

cestors 5 to dependant princes of

the empire; aud to the emperor's

uncles and brothers. Occurs

in various proper names. Read

Wang, to rule; to reign to gov-

ern; to flourish. 5^ Fa

wang, or 3E Seang wang,

titles of Buddha. Te

vm]g ancieut title of sove-
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reigns. Wang fa, the

royal law; the laws of the land.

Wang fa puh

low, the royal law cannot be

evaded. Wang

Ngan-shih, a famous scholar and

statesman of the Sung dynasty.

Wang foo, a grandfa-

ther's title after his demise.

^ Wang how ts'in

chih, the queen herself wove.

Wang how, a queen.

— Wang moo, a deceased

grandmother. W: ' ^

taou, the royal way, the path

of vmdeviatiug rectitude. 3E

Wang t'eeu hea che baou chay

te yay, Te is an appellation of

one who rules over the world.

From to go and king.

To walk with great speed.

r-p4
' A From the sun and to

1 I
rule; or the sun and to

go forth. The sun going

forth and shedding abroad

his illuminating beams

to increase in splendour and

beauty. fl Hing

wang die kea, a rising flourish-

ing family. Wang
seang, to increase in light and

glory; to prosper.

Wang tsiih, abundant; quite;

sufficient, fli ^ Wang yue,

those months of the year in

which commerce and business

flourish.

^/ i\ From water and royal.

g I 4 A large still expanse of

water tranquil deep wide

vast; a lake or pond. /
Waug yaug, the vast ocean.

From wood and to rule.

To rule with club law;

bent down oppressed crook-

ed distorted. Yuen

Avang, to accuse falsely; to pun-

ish an innocent person, ^jf

Twan wang, to decide unjustly.

Waug kea
9

superiors

made to submit and do houor

to inferiors. Wang she,

u distorted arrow applied to

removing eclipses; to throwing

an arrow badly and to a star.

> ^ From a step and a mas-

tc,', vulgarly from to

ygrow. To go what ia

I past aiid gone; to walk

J away; to send a present

to. f Wang lae, to go

and come; to have intercourse

with, Wang neen,

years which are past.

Wang tsuy, past offences.

Waug wang joo

ts'ze, always thus; continually

so. Wang wang, from

time to time; frequoutly; con-

stantly*
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day of the moon. Yuen

wang, to look for with a feeling

of resentment.

Wang yun kh T

e fa, ru^es for ob-

serving the clouds and vapours,

—in order to foretell lucky or

unlucky events. Wang
jih, the loth day of the moon.

Wang ltth, near sixty

years of age. Waug, placed be-

fore seven, eight, or any num-

ber beyond five, denotes being

near that number of tens.

Wang wang jeii, to stare

about and disregard.

From a staiesman
y
the

rnootij and to sustain.

The fifteen tli day of the

moon, when ministers ai*e

appointed to v/ait on the

sovereign; the full moon. The

first and fifteenth of every moon

are still court days.

fc

I Formed from y\ Juh, to

t,_
J

enter and L Yin, ob-

Vscurity. Lost; destroyed;

—J~*
I

exterminated; run-away;

J dead; forgotten.

Shih wang, lost. "t* Pa©

wang, destroyed. "^7 Mee

wang, exterminated.

Sze wang, or "t* Waug

koo dead. 3^ ~Cu T'aou wang,

fled. Wang j in, a run-

away a fugitive, or a dead

Artful; crafty.

Distorted legs lame about

the feet weak feeble

crooked emaciated di-

raiaative.

Wang, From Ta
great, distorted to repre-

sent a lame, crooked leg.

A diseased back; crooked

backed hunch-backed

short and small.

Weak; distorted.

From a Jugitive, the

moon, and a northern re-

gion. To hope for the

return of a banished

friend; to look towards;

j
to hope; to expect; to di-

J rect one's course to a cer-

tain place; to be near to; to be

opposite to; fronting a certain

place; the moon in opposition;

full moon. Name of a sacrifice.

3^ Che waug, to look for-

ward to with hope.

m

to excite the attention of man-

kind. Yew so

waug, something to hope for.

pjf 3^ Woo so wang, de-

prived of hope. So

waug, the first aud the fifteenth
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person. fi Wang
neih puh hwan, to abscond

entirely and not return.

Wang, expresses the death of

an individual, or the fall of a

dynasty.

Wang or Mang, blind.

From fugitive or aban-

doned and woman. Con-

fused incoherent irregular

disorderly untrue immoral

-wild; extravagant; a negative;

not existing; to cease to exist.

Occurs in the sense of Fan,

all. S Kh g

wang che jin
?
a crazy disorder-

ly person a man ctf irregu-

lar, immoral conduct.

Wang slia, to kill unnecessarily

in war; to give no quarter.

"f^ ^ ^ Wang tso Avang

wei, disorderly behaviour.

Wang yen, or Wang

t'an, untrue, incoherent jargon;

fabulous tales; absurd, incon-

gruous stories.

From a run-away and

j|ii heart. To escape from

the memory to forget; to be

lost to be disregarded the mind

absent. Tso wang, to

sit without thought. '
Wang ngaa too e in-

gratitude and insensibility to

kindness. Wang ngan,

ungrateful. § Wang ke
to forget; to lose the recollection

Of. Wang
ngan sze seaou yuen, to be for-

getful of acts of kindness, and

to think on petty resentments.

From heart or mi?id, and

confused. Lo
wang, a net. See the following,

f jj
Wang ch'ang, discon-

certed; the mind lost; hurried

fluttered not knowing what to

do irresolute. The following

occurs used in the same sense.

1 E wang wang or

Wang jen, disconcert,

ed irresolute not knowing

what one is doing, or whither

one is going.

^ Lost or entangled in

I
something that sur-

I ai rounds. A net, literally

I L^l or figuratively; confound-

>ed stopped impeded

hence, a negative not;

I' ^1 deceived aud entangled

hence, to impose upon

to charge falsely. Used

for the two following charac-

ters. Lo wang, a net;

that which catches auimals or

criminals. Waug keib,

no limit; unbounded.

A net made of strings or

cords for catching either
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birds or fish. T'een

wang, the net of heaven, the

government of providence.

Fa wang, the net of the law,

the execution of the laws of

the country.

Wang1 leang,

certain water sprite

demon.

WE.

J From tree and an addi-

--^|V tional line, denoting be-

ing loaded with fruit; the sixth

moon a negative particle

not; not now; a horary charac-

ter, from one to three o'clock

in the afternoon the sun tend-

ing to evening and night. A
surname. Used for the follow-

ing. We ch'ing, unfi-

nished. We lae fuh,

that person of Buddha who is

not yet come.

We chang ts'ung jin

show heo, never attended on a

tutor. We jen, not so;

to put a negative on. ^fC

5§ We tsang wan kwo, not

yet enquired or asked permis-

sion. We lae, not yet

come. >A We juh lew,

not entered on the series de-

notes those persons about pub-

lic courts who are not of any

rank. We kh'o

chen peen, should not assume

what is convenient merely to

one's-selfj—but to study what is

just. Weyew
t'ow seu, having no head or end

of the thread all in disorder.

We kh'o chen

tung, should not presume to

move.

Taste; gust; relish; pleas-

ing effect to relish to

take delight in. The name of

a district. 3l Woo we, the

five tastes Woo we, is also the

name of a certain medicine. ^[
Yew we, savoury.

Woo we, tasteless, ^tf^
Haou tsze we, an agreeable

taste an agreeable pleasing

book. P Keang

kew kh'ow we, to investigate

the subject of tastes. p^F

5^ She che we, the taste or

pleasing allusions of an ode,

She we, the taste of the

world, or a taste for the world,

or a taste for the correct and

moral principles of reason.

We kh'e yen, relished

the words. We luy, the
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class of aromatics. We
nung, a strong- flavour or taste.

SWe
shin ch'ang tang shuh wan che,

there is a great depth and ex-

tent in the style and principles,

the relish should be maturely

dwelt upon and delighted in.

We tan, a slight flavour

or taste. 5ttS if We
taou keih haou, a most excel-

lent taste.

To answer, or to emit a

sound, signifying that one

hears what is said or command-

ed, as yes, Sir; coming, &c. A
quick response; but; only; the

particle of intenseness. The
name of a district. A surname.

Repeated, We we, moving about

without order or rule, as fish

swimming together. ;nl

Shwuy, in the sense of who? or

what? In the classics, We,

We, and pp We, are all

used as auxiliary particles, and

occur for each other, denoting

but; only; that; &c. We,
is now in common use for but;

only; only that.

Nang yen nan we neu
yu when children are able to

speak, let the boys answer
(smartly with) We, and the

girls (softly with) Yu.

From silk and wings.

To be connected or per-

tain to; is; is belonging to; to

tie; to connect all around; a

kind of net; that to which a

boat is fastened; to consider; a

particle like the two preceding,

which two with this are in an-

cient books used for each other.

The name of a place.

Sze we, to reflect; to consider.

[^ Szewe aie

1il Le, e leen, che decorum,

justice, purity from bribes, and

a sense of shame.

We he new, to tie or fasten a

cow. 3$ We she, at that

time; then.

From heart and the

sound of wings. To
think; to consider; to

\
plan, or scheme; to have;

) to be; is; but; only that;

only. A surname, We
slic, 1'ut that. We tiih,

only; alone.
~

'
We

yih yay, one only; one aloue.

From cloth and wings

or to surround and lea-

ther. A curtain a tent.

Ch'ay we, the

curtain of a carriage. 5^
Chang we, a spread curtain

for a palace. We mo,

a curtain or cloth partition.

We shang, a kiud of petti-

coat.
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It f 1 From a hill and a plant

TtjL just emerging above the

Yground, aud its dark hue.

^frf
J

Small minute sombre;

J abstruse. See the follow-

ing.

Obscure hidden ab-

struse; minute; small de-

licate; to fade or decay

-inferior condition to ab-

scond; covered to put a-

way entirely a certain

I^V> ulcer; in a slight degree;

rather; a negative; not at all.

Name of a nation. A kind of

greenish colour. Name of a star.

A surname. The three We re-

fer to tlie incipient production

of things in nature. The second

is a vulgar form. We
ch'in, rather dusty; also, a par-

tide of dust. i| lh
We heun peen che, to stop

drinking when a little muddled

or elevated.

We ch'iu soo kee, ages numer-

ous as the small particles of

dust of which the world is made.

We
yew haou le che keen, there is

a slight difference. We
ming, the lustre of the moon.

We meaou, surprising-

ly minute or abstruse, or narrow

escape. We pee, a little

different. We
seaou yTh seaou, to smile.

i^f We wiih, something mi-

nute; small; of little value. ^[
^§ We ts'een, an inferior or

low condition in society.

From herb and delicate.

Vegetables for the table,

r Name of a flower.

Peh we, name of a

medicine.

From water and small.

A slight shower of rain.

Exertion unwearied in-

defatigable. Also read

Mun, a current of water passing

through a strait, as through a

door. The name of a place.

From hair hanging down
behind an animal body.

The tail of any animal

the tail, figuratively; the

hinder part of anything

the stern of a boat or ship;

J small petty the close or

termination of the numeral of

fish the bottom of. The name of

a hill. A surname, —
Yu urh we, two fish, j^f

Ch'uen we, a ship's stern.

Neaou we, the tail of a bird.

Yew t'ow woo

we, to have a head but no tail;

to begin well but to fall off to-

wards the close. ^* Show

we, head and tail. We
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soo, parts of accounts which

remain unsettled. We
mo, the tail; the eud; the small

point or end of.

WEI.

k From claws and a figure

to represent a female

monkey always busy

^working with its paws.

To do; to effect or make;

the reason, or purpose for

which a thing is done

because; on account of; for

the sake of. Read Wang, to be;

to constitute; to receive or suf-

fer the effect of some action to

esteem or reckon, % Yin

wei, because; ou account of; for

the sake of. E wei, to

esteem or consider as; the idea

affirmed of sometimes comes in

between E and Wei. )^
Wei jin puh ch'aiiir,

may I be unprosperous an im-

precation. Wei jin, he

who is a man.

Wei puh shen

joo tsew hea koo e doing what

is not good is like goiug down-

wards, and therefore ea^y.

Wei
jin tsze che yu heaou, raen\s

sons should rest on filial piety

as their particular duty.

Wei ke, on account of or

ve^)ectiug oneVsdf,

Wei shin mo, wherefore?

what cause? why?

Wei tsze hwuy sze, for the

purpose of communicating offi-

cially, information on a certain

subject.

Wei jin foo che yu tsze the ap-

propriate duty of him who i&
a father, is mercy or kind feel-

ing.

Formed from man and to

do, denoting that it is the

doing of man, not the genuine

production of nature. False

counterfeit not genuine de-

ceitful fraudulent.

Cha wei, false deceitful frau-

dulent conduct. Tewei,

fictitious not real not genuine,

applied to any commodity, or

to money. Tso wei, to

put on a false appearance.

Wei shin, a false god.

Disquieted; discomposed.

From to be, and under a

shelter. The appearance

of a house. A surname.

Plants. The name of a

place. Yu wei,

name of a song.
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From door and to act.

To open a door; a door

t;uuliug partially open ajar.

From to err
9
and sur-

round. That which can

bind the perverse and distorted

Lack to back, viz. leather thongs

dressed soft leather;—iu compo-

sition seems to denote perverse;

insubordinate. Name of an an-

cient nation, and of an ancient

king. Name of a district. A
surname. . ^* Wei peen,

a sort of leather cap, foi'merly

worn by soldiers. '
•

Great; extraordinary; sur-

prising. A surname.

The sound of calling; the

noise of a little child cry-

ing.

From to surround and

insubordinate. To sur-

round; to besiege to hem in; to

guard; to surround and take

wild animals to limit, as a

mould does that which^ is cast

into it; a Chinese measure equal

to five-tenths of a cubit. The

name of a district. Ke

wei, banks thrown up to prevent

a river from overflowing the

adjacent country.

Pe ping wei kh'wan, was

suiTounded and disabled by

troops. Ho wei. to en-

close on all sides, Chow

wei, all around. Wei

keun, an apron.
~^

Wei tso y!h ko kh^ueu

p'wan, formed a ring by stand-

ing all around. Wei
ts'eang, a wall which suiTounds

or encloses.

From heart aucl leather

binding the insubordinate.

Feeling indignant; feeling re-

sentment; indignation.

From cloth and leather.

A bag to contain incense

or perfume in. One says, a

single curtain.

The light of the sun

shining with great efful-

gence.

A certain stone. A man's

Dame. A certain utensil

or plaything.

L ztL. Fromfire and insubordi-

P nate. A raging fire; light;

splendour; a glowing red.

The insubordinate or

||V^p cross threads of silk.

The woof or transverse threads

in a web lines which run east

and west, and which measure

the latitude to weave to fasten

or bind. The five planets are

called Wei, the twenty-eight

constellations are called

King, (which see.) j£
XXX
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Woo wei, the five planets.

From plant and a leather

strap, A certain reed

which is flexible and serves to

bind up things; the younger

plants are called Kea.

^rft^~] To go forward and op-

A T posed to. To accompany

> and offer resistance to

/it-* any attack to escort; to

frftj J protect; to hang pendant

down, in allusion to the lines

outside a camp an unwalled

town; a military station. A
surname. The name of a coun-

try. The name of a river. ^
P'ang yew seang-

wei, friends defend each other.

# She wei, or

Yu ts'eec she wei, the Im-

perial body-guard. Hoo
wei, to escort and protect to

defend. Yung wei, an

incessant growing like the nails

of the fingers and the hair of

tbe head. Wei sang, to

take care of one's health and life.

A queen's robe embroi-

l~
£
f
Z dered with feathers and

worn at the time of offering sa-

crifice. Certain covering's for

the knees beautiful elegant.

A man's name.

From to walk or run and

opposed to. To set one's

sdf in opposition to to turn

the back upon; perverse; wick-

ed; vicious. §^ Woo wei

do not oppose~used in govern-

ment proclamations.

KVei wei, to be in opposition

to,—ab the sun and moon; two

friends removed to a distance

from each other,

E

wei, to comply and to oppose,

in doubt how to act. 1^
Wei pei tsae keu, sedi-

tious or traitorous expressions.

/fg Wei le opposed to the

rules of propriety, Wei

yuen, to harbour resentment a-

gainst.

From door and opposi-

tion. The door of the

^ harem the gate of the

palace where literary gra-

duates are examined a

small door leading to the hall

of ancestors. Name of a terri-

tory. ^ Wei chang, the

hall of examination.

From to be right and to

oppose. To defend what

is right and oppose what is

wrong to illustrate what is

right and to guard it.

From Jiowcrs and the

A luxuriance

of flowers; herbage, or fo

-

-^f.
I

liage; light and spleiiditL

- JR.
I
sound wei
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From man on the top of

a precipice. To look up

to; dangerous. Certain x>f the

rafters of a house.

From a man on the verge

of a precipice and to li-

mit or stop him from falling

headlong. To be situated on

an eminence, and feel afraid

unsteady; unsettled; dangerous;

•danger; to endanger; to rush

down to ruin. One of the

twenty-eight constellations it

consists of three stars, and is

situated in the northern hemi-

sphere. A surname.

^6 Lin wei t'6 koo jin,

entering on what is dangerous,

engaged the assistance of an old

friend. >^ Puh wei, the

beams of a house. Wei

heen, danger dangerous. Jq^

XE 0{fQ Wei yen ching lun,

to discourse of righteousness,

and point out the danger of its

opposite, jo} • jl Wei

joo luy Iwan, hazardous as (the

preservation of) a pile of eggs.

Jq^ Wei tub, immiuently

dangerous, applied to disease.

Jq^ Wei tae very danger-

ous or hazardous. Li Wei

wang, passed to oblivion dead.

7£ Wei yen, verbally, dan-

gerous words; does not mean,

language that is dangerous, but

language that points -out dan-

ger, and inspires caution.

i.

From h 1 11 anA dangemu

A hilly, mountainous, dan-

serous appearance. ~*
.

Jg^ San wei the name

of 4i kill.

From wood or spear and

dangerous. A short

spear; the mast of a small

boat; ayellow wood which

serves as a dye.

From wine and danger-

ous. A drunken appear-

Calling to ducks.

From grain placed above

woman. The ears oF

grain hanging down; to bend

down as wich a heavy burden

to sustain a burden, or office; to

belong to; to put down to r^-

ject; to send away; to send. Jij^p

Twpii wei, certain robes of

ceremony beginning and end;

to be fully dressed,

Wan wei, the name of a hill.

Wei foo a kind of gov

-

eminent storehouse. f^f

^ /

ffp) Wei keae king heang,

to be sent to convey money ari-

sing from duties to the capital.

Wei kh'ew, to solicit of
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another person something that

occasions trouble. Wei

kh'euh, bending and crooked;

some difficulty, grievance or

hardship. Wei shoo,

the empire and all its contents

offered up as the property of

the sovereign. Wei

shS, a certain acridness of taste;

the close; the finish; finished.

^£ Wei t'6, to trouble a

person with some of one's af-

fairs to cast one's affairs upon

him. Wei tseih, a col-

lection of plants and grain for

the reception of guests.

Wei yuen, an official mes-

senger of no determinate rauk.

Read Wei and Wo. RonJ

Wo, it denotes the Ja-

panese as Wo jin, a

Japanese. Wo kv\
Japau. Read Wei, yielding ap-

pearance. A man's name,

)^ Wei che appearance of re-

turning from a distarxce.

From wood and crooked.

A certain instrument of

husbandly.

From disease and bent

down. Disease; to fade

>or rot; rotten and dead.

The second character de-

notes weakness lameuess j

irapotency. Luh wei

deer kept in the ground till it

acquires a putrid smell, after

which it is taken out and eaten

high-flayoured venison.

Pe wei, or Wei-pe, to lose

the use of one's limbs from

damp or rheumatigm.

From plants and hang-

ing down. Plants sick

and drooping diseased con-

tracted a medicinal plant. The

name of a place. Wei

nuy, weak delicate.

-\ A name of certain insects

of the worm species.

Wei shay, or^ tfe

Wei silay, a kind of ser-

pent, it is said without

horns or scales.

From words and to send

a xcaj/. To implicate o-

tliers; to involve; reiterated tau-

tology in the way of apology,

and in blamins: superiors or o-

thers. ^ T'uy wei, to

witlulraw and excuse one's-self.

T'uy wei, to push away

from one; to make au evasive

excuse. ^ Chuy wei, to

implicate; to involve.

Wei seay, to decline with

thanks. Wei t6, to

push from oues-self and lay on

another, said of any duty or

fault.

i0
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To walk and bent down.

Not able or not willing

to walk straight walking like

a drunken man; tortuous.

Wei e Wei e

5^ Wei e,, Wei e
5 g

Wei e and Wei e
all express the same idea; viz.

a sauntering; a swaggering or

a drunken gait; the affected strut

of Chinese great men.

Victuals or rice some

say, rotten fish. To feed

cows or other animals.

lofty; elevated. An

ancient surname.

Wei kwo, one of the three

kingdoms into which Chi-

na was divided in the

third century, situated uear the

modern Ho-nan.

High lofty standing

forth alone eminently

conspicuous.
î

Wei wei hoo great; vast;

lofty.

A lofty appearance. A
surname; a name.

Filling a place of honour

with solemn sternness

dignity majesty graceful

pomp; intimidating power. A
term of respect in families.

Name of a famous beauty.

E wei, the name of an in-

sect. Wei chin, to awe;

to intimidate by state and pomp;

to strike terror into.

Wei fung, majesty and pomp.

Wei yen, majesty and

severity. Wei
peih sze leaou, by the exhibi-

tion of power to oppress and

urge, so as to cause death; to

tyrannize over.

Wei urh puh mang, intimi-

datingly formidably, majesti-

cally awful, but not ferocious.

JiJ^ Wei peih, despotic; ty-

rannical harshly imperious.

JjllV To break down the bank

zZ>l/\ of a pond.

From woman and majes-

ty, A dignified lady a

haudsome woman. One says,

a vulgar character.

livr Luxuriant the name of

/^0\4 a particular plant and of

grain.

v^5s A great accumulation of

f/^xH "water thick muddy.

Name of a particular river.

^JJl^ A confused collection of

^fjt^
I

weeds on a piece of

^ground disorder confu-

I sion vice filth dirt;

J filthy dirty unclean

stinking indecent lewd to

defile; to disgrace to debauch.

Epithet of a mountain piled up

to a vast height, on an insecure

base. Woo wei, dirty;
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unclean. Wei kh'e, a

filthy or stinking1 effluvia.

To fear to stand in awe

of; to venerate; to dread;

awe reverence pious

fear; submission timidi-

ty diligence assiduity.

T'een ming k,o

wei, all-seeing Heaven should

be feared.

Keun tsze yew san wei, a good

man stands in awe of three

things of heaven, of the say-

ings of the sages, and of good

men. Wei to fun^,

afraid of much wind, said of

plants. Wei shing

yen, to stand in awe of the say-

ings of holy sages, and men in

high stations. >S
Wei e koo ke fears, doubts, and

a heedful regard of resentments.

Wei kli'euen, to be a-

fraid of power, in a bad sense.

Wei keu, fear; appre-

hension. ®^ W-

se woo nang, cowardly and use-

less timorous incapacity.

m Wei shin, to venerate or

fear the spirits. Wei
t'een, to venerate heaven.

Wei woo, mutual slander.

To approximate; to attach

to to love.

JI^B To fear; to apprehend; to

J^C feed animals.

Wei ma, to feed a horse.

The hinge of a door.

Fire, or anything hot in

the midst of a vessel. A
raau's name.

From dog and the sound

weu The noise of dogs

ba rking a bitch producing three

whelps numerous plentiful all

mixed and blended together; to

bend or to cause to submit.

1 ,
/ A winding shore a mean-

> dering stream; the part

|^^^
^
where a bow bends,

/&

To feed animals. The

Vfirsfc character is not sanc-

tioned by the dictionaries.

From and Jow,

Jlesh. Intended to repre-

sented the stomach of an

animal body the part

RH3 which surrounds and re-

jj^ J ceives the food. Name of

a constellation.

p

ewei'

the stomach which they called

Kuh-foo, the grain de-

partment. Wei jo, a

weak stomach.

Wei kh'e tuner, a pain iu the

stomach. Wei wan, the
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pit of the stomach.

W I Disquietude of mind.

From water and the sto-

mach. Water agitated

the noise of waves disquieted

appearance. Name of a river

and of a district.

v A hedgehog a porcupine.

See below.

From words and stomach,

or to enclose. To way; to

> say to; to speak of; to tell;

j

to designate to call or

p^ J denominate diligent to

send; to trust.

Tsze wei Tsze-ts'een, Confucius

said to Tsze-ts'een. |M Ho

wei, what is to be said for this?

how is this to be explained? of-

ten precedes some hypothetic

reasoning. f| Ts'ze wei,

this is called; or this express-

es; this is what is denominated.

^ Yew wei, to have some-

thing to say means, to be able

to give a good reason for one's

conduct. ^ Wei che they

call it; it is called; it expresses.

M Wei che yue, ad-

dressing him, said.

,

Wei che ho tsae, what

now be said! g Woo

so wei, or g Woo wei,

having nothing to say for one's-

. self; denotes having failed in an

affair, or acted amiss without be-

ing able to assign any satisfac-

• tory reason.

p|L^| From benevolent^ heat,

aud hand. Heat applied

* with the hand smoothes

l^^r silk; to press down from

V" )>above; to settle; to tran-

quillize to smoothe.

Name of an office. A sur-

name. The last character

^ is also read 'Yuh. The

addition of fire to the last char-

acter is a vulgar appendage. A
kind of smoothing iron. Canton

people read it Tang. ^J*

Ting wei, an officer of the Im-

perial palace. Khe wei,

to ride and keep the peace^—an

inferior military officer. j -^4*

Wei tow, a smoothing iron, the

people of Canton called it Tang-

tow.

^t/T) The name of a plant; lux-

uriant foliage thick

dark; close and gloomy shaggy
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fur. Read Yiih, the name of a

district.

\ From to smoothe by the

I
application of heat and

\ the heart* To soothe and

I console the mind; to tran-

]
quillize the feelings to

comfort. H Ngan wei, to

tranquillize and soothe; to com-

fort. E wei wo

sin, to comfort ray mind.

E wei wo yuon

wang, to fulfil or gratify my

wishes and hopes.

Wei jin sin, to soothe or console

the hearts of men.

>y-y— Name of a river and of a

place.

From disease and to /'' .

A bruise; a wound; a sore

occasioned by beating. Read

Yuh disease, Che wei,

a bruise, sore, or wound receiv-

ed in fighting with sticks or

clubs. Wei wei, the

stomach rejecting food.

The name of a fish the

||lVH name of a river.

Wei, or Hwuy, the end

of an axle-tree.

Born deaf; deaf.

Read Wei and E. From

to go awmj ami vahtablc.

To die and leave a kingdom, an

estate, or a will behind one; to

leave to reject to lose to

throw a largess to leavings;

residue. A surname. /j
Seaou wei, urine. Wei

slioo, a will. 5^ Wei cbuh,

the commands left by a dying

person. )^ Wei wei, tor-

tuous : winding.

Wei hea teih t'een ch'an,

an estate left by some person

deceased,

l^ffi A low earthen wall or

•*vl^ dyke; a low eartheu dyke

surrounding an elevated altar.

Wang che shay

wei, the wall surrounding the

king's altars to the gods of the

land, j
^ Wei kung, a house

or mansion made of such an ear-

then wall as has been described.

Nine, or many thorough-

fares. Reail Kwei, earth

piled up.

AC- From man and to erect.

1 1 - To sit erect and in order

on each side of a portico; right;

regular; arranged in order; es-

tablished; whatever is proper to

establish; a place; a situation; a

seat; a throne; a numeral char-

acter, used when speaking of

persons of respectability. A sur-

Ta te wei,

a high, or importaut situation.
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~"
' Yih wei jin, a man

of respectability; a gentleman.

Lee wei, constituted

persons; those appointed to some

trust; gentlemen. Tso

wei, the place on which one sits;

to sit on the throne. ^| j^L

Luug wei, the dragon,s seat
9
—

the imperial throne, -f^
1

Teh wei, to obtain a seat; i. e.

a public situation, or the throne.

'fht Shih wei, to lose the

throne. Wei le, to ar-

range or rule.

A certain edible vegeta-

ble. Wei wei*

the appearance of clouds rising.

From a bone and a round

ball. Bones crooked and

distorted; to bend or cause

to accommodate to,—ap-

plied also to the branches

of trees. Wei pe bent

down; curved crooked.

The eyebrows beautiful-

ly divided.

Exuberant growth of

plants considered the

same as the following.

From a distorted mouth

and pill. A bird of prey

which eats its own vomit the

down upon its skin is like silk.

Hwuy or Wei. By many

persons read Luy. Name
>of a reptile, said to re-

semble a pig, its bristles

are like needles; proba-

bly a hedgehog, which is com-

monly called Ts^en

choo, the arrotved-pig. Many
of the same kind; a class or se-

ries; to class. Tsze wei,

a well-known Chinese diction-

ary.

WO.

The etymology of this

character is uncertain •

Some think, the name of an

ancient weapon, which it is sup-

posed to represent. The per-

sonal pronoun, first person sin-

gular. Ocscura in classical writ-

ings for every number and case,

1; me; my; mine; we; us; our;

ours. In the dictionaries pro-

Y Y

nounced Go or Ngo in the

northern dialect Wo. See Ngo.

In state papers, Wo requires to

be rendered by our; as

Wo chaou, our dynasty.

Wo kwo, our country.

A distorted mouth. Read

Ko a surname.

Read Ko or Wo, a cruci-

ble.
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Name' of a species of dog.

From a cavern and a dis-

torted mouth or enhance.

A scooped-out hole a

uen a caveru a solitary

dwelling a bird's nest

formed iu a hole those on trees

are expressed by Ch'aou. A
nest in a figurative sense, as a

nest of thieves, robbers, pirates,

and so on. Wo kea
9
a

receiver of stolen goods, and one

who harbours thieves.

Wo tsang, to give harbour to,

or receive and give room to, as

people who harbour thieves.

Read Kwa, Ko and Wo.

Jh5jJ Manuscript Dictionary,

Wo, silk of a green and purple

colour a sash of that colour

;

silk not wound.

Name of a plant*

Read Wo and Wei. From

man and crooked. Read

Wei, yielding appearance. A
man's name. J§ Wei che
appearance of returning from a

distance. Read Wo, it denotes

the Japanese as Wo
jin, a Japanese.

From hand BJidfruit. To

take with the hand to

pluck.

^ Wo iigo or

' Wo to, a slender de-

licate woman; beautiful.

WO.

Wo or Ho. From hand

and a public officer. To
take or seize to strike

and scrape off; to bring

relief to to rescue.

Wo or Ho. Irom hand,

clouds and wings, denot-

ing c levity. To wave the hand

backwards and forwards to

make signals to; to play sleight-

of-hand tricks to seduce to

evil for one's own interest

A handle by which to

turn a thing a striker

for drawing across the top of a

grain measure to turn round;

to cause to circulate, or remove

from plaee to place. Read

Kwan, to superintend the equal

levying of tribute.

pit Heh, Hwa or Wo, to call

out to loudly to call out

alarmed or frightened, oh! ah

Hwo tseaj (or Tseb), denotes.
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to say much to; to speak to in

a boisterous tone; and one says,

with laughter or ridicule.

WOO,

ZTT^ Five. Te woo, the

jLL fifth. Te woo, also occurs

-. as a 8urnatne.

^\ > Urh woo yen tsze,

two-five eyes, is an ex-

Xpression which denotes,

obscure or imperfect vi-

sion. 31 Woo ch^ang, the

five constant virtues.

Woo ch'ay shoo, five cart-

loads of books is an ancient

expression for a large collection

of boolcs. Woo
ehe che kwei, the five-branched

olea fragrans, situated in the

moon. ~)j Woo fang, de-

notes the four points of the

compass, and the centre.

it Woo fang t'oo te,

the gods of the four corners of

the house, and of the centre, or

middle of the house.

Woo hing, the five elements of

the Chinese; viz.

Shwuy, ho, muh, kin,

too water, fire, wood, metal,

and earth.
~

\ 5^ San woo,

third fifth; i. e. the fifteenth

night of the moon. Woo

seb, the five colours.

every species of grain.

Woo keaou, the precepts that

bave a respect to the five vir-

tues mentioned above.

Woo Inn, the five relations a-

tnongsfc human beings. |

"jp
- Woo pei tsze, galls gall-

nuts, a species peculiar to Chi-

na those of the oak are called

' MSh shih tsze.

B Woo tsang, the five visce-

ra. Woo ts'ze, five

times. Woo ts'ang-

low, Padre hill, on the north

side of Canton or rather the

square temple on the hill. ~fl,

Woo tseo, five ranks of no-

bility which are denominated

krmg, how,

peh, tsze, nan kung is the

highest. Woo we, the

five tastes. 3l Woo y5,

five mountains in China.

Five persons connected

with each other a file of

five men; the same is expressed

by Hang woo, or

Tuy woo, the ranks five

families becoming security for

Woo kuh, the five sorts of grain; I each other; a multitude blended
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together is also called Woo.

A surname. 'fB. ^(
Hang woo cli'uh shin, to be born

in the array, and receive its al-

lowances. fB. Chae woo,

friends of the same rank; com-

panions of the same age.

1.t » I ; me to guard to

|—j keep off to impede. A
^ certain weapon. A proper

I

. Woo tang,

l-l J or Woo pei, we

- K
yu woo pei seang pmg, may

rank on equal terms with us.

Yen yu shin

che woo, language very confus-

ed and indistinct.

Che woo leaou sze, to hurry

over any service in a careless
,

manner. E woo, the

sound of rhyming or chaunting.

S Woo w
tsze cli'ing yay, Woo, an expres-

sion for myself.

Jff To meet with to see a-

J |Z| gainst one's inclination.

il^L From heart or mind and

I p| one's-self or the soxind

woo. Au exclamation uttered

when something ' suddenly

strikes one; to arouse iu a moral

sense to awaken the mind to

notice and advert to; to perceive

the real state of things to un-

derstand. Me woo, are

opposites. Sleepy, inadvertent,

stupified, and awake quick, to

observe; ready to discern.

Ying woo, a superior degree

of discernment. Sing

woo, to awaken to quicken; a-

roused. Keo woo, to

notice suddenly; first impression

of; to come to a right under-

standing of. Woo taou

to perceive the force of reason-

ing'

_Ltt \ From handhndone's-sel/.

I
To guard against, as by

Vplacinglan inclined post

\ against a wall to support

) it. Used also morally, for

guarding against the introduc-

tion of anarchy or moral disor-

der. The same idea is expressed

by Chewoo, or

Che woo, also Te woo,

and ^£ Che choo. To op-

pose; to contradict; to rebel a*

gninst.

From sun and myself.

To place the sun before

one; light; bright; to meet with

to set in opposition to to ex-

plain to speak together, as

frieiuls. ^0 8 Seang woo,

B§ Woo keen, or lg
Woo tuy, face to face, said of

friends or acquaintances.

Y

u yung tsae wooy

for the rest, bear with me till I
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again see you, said in the close

of letters.

To awaken from sleep.

Woo mei, to a-

waken and to sleep.

Woo t'ung, name

of a tree remarkable ia

China it is used for making

musical instruments, and is ex-

ceedingly regular in casting its

leaves the fall of one of its

leaves is a certain indication of

autumn. Used to denote, a

stringed intrument. The name

of a district. Occurs denoting

opposition to.

From a cow and oneJ
s-

1p self or the sound tvoo.

The name of an animal. To

push aginst; to oppose to rebel

against; to contradict.

Distorted irregular teeth

not meeting straight

some standing out, and some

standing in, like the teeth of a

saw. S§ Tseu woo, irregu-

ai iucohereut; applied to the

teeth; to what people say; aud

to their intention.

Woo shoo,

Eyew OT

Fei sang shoo, are several names

of the flying squirrel.

/fjT The seventh of the

I Te che, or twelve ho-

' rary characters. It is applied

to the space of time between

eleven and one o'clock of the

day; aud is employed iu form-

ing the cycle of sixty years. It

occurs in the 7th, 19th, 31st

43rd and 55th years. It some-

times denotes, the south also

transverse; crosswise. In com-

position denotes opposition.

"^p Kwo woo, something to

pass over noon, tiffin; a term

used by the Tartars.

Ching woo, or

Chung woo, the point of noon.

"^p* Keaou woo, eleven

o'clock. *J Ching

woo urh kheh half past twelve

o'clock. T'ing woo, or

Seih woo, to rest at

noon; the resting time at noon.

Shth woo fan, to

eat noon rice; to dine.

Shang woo, the forenoon. "J^
"^p Hea woo, the afternoon,

^j- Chuen woo, to oppose;

to turn the back upon. "^p*

P'angwoo, transversely; length-

wise and crosswise; spread out;

a multiplicity of affairs, "^p

Wooj every twelfth day

is so denominated, Woo
neen, any year of the cycle that

falls in Woo. Woo she,

from eleven to one o'clock a-

bout noon. Woo yue,

is always the fifth mouth.
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jt/f^ An equal an opponent.

I
Also used in the sense of

Woo, a file of five men. A
surname, ^pp "f. Woo tso, a

person who performs the neces-

sary offices to a corpse.

jI^La \ From heart and noon.

I ™r*
I
To adhere to the line of

\ rectitude; to set one's-self

^tjf^ \ i 11 opposition to; disobe-

j / dient; rebellious; unduti-

ful to parents. Woo
neih disobedient; contumacious;

rebellious^ rebellion.
j

(^p

Woo neih puh heaou,

disobedient to parents.

O From to run and opppos-

ed to. To meet; to oc-

cur; to run counter to; to

oppose confused; blend-

>ed. Ts'o woo,

mixed; blended in confu-

sion. Kwae woo,

perverse; obstinate; con-

tumacious. ^ NeTh

woo, or Woo wei, re-

bellious; disobedient; issuing in

a contrary direction.

^fj)f^
To meet with; to rush a-

P~F gainst; to oppose; to re-

bel against; contradictious; re-

fractory contumacious.

\"ft To plaster and white-

4 wash, and so on to orua-

ment a wall. Woo jin,

a person who plasters or adorns

houses; a bricklayer.

+ A trowel for plastering

/—^ l
with.,

From water and steam

1 J rising* Stagnant water;

_^ foul; muddy impure; ua-

^(Ft f
c ^ean i iu a physical or

*
I

moral sense to do any-

I thing impure; to stain; to

V J defile; to debauch low;

filthy; depraved severe labour.

Wei woo che

wuh, defiled by anything un-

clean. 9^ Taou woo, au

immoral bad state of things.

Woo juh, to insult; to

defile, f^i Woo wei, dirty;

filthy; impure; indecent.

Read 6 or Ngo, vicious;

wicked. Read Woo, to

liate; to dislike; to have an a-

version to; to be ashamed of;

to repent. Kho woo,

liaicful; detestable.

AH Sew woo che sin, a mind

sensible of shame. Tsze

woo, to hate oneVself.

Tsang woo, to hate; to dislike;

to have a strong aversion to.

Sew woo, to be asham-

ed of what is vicious, and re-

frain from doing it; or to be a-

shamed for having acted vici-

ously. Woo
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urh che kh'e mei, to dislike a

person or thing, and yet know

or acknowledge any excellencies

possessed by them.

"ijC ] From words and hate-

P1L
I
ful. Slanderous; vilify-

I ing speech. Read Yih,

laa* 1
or Ngell to laugh*

Woo ya, bad enun-

ciation.

|P To talk loud; to talk big;

to vociferate, in which

sense it is also read Hwa. The

name of a kingdom; of a state;

of a district. A surname.

woo puh ngaou,

not clamorous; not insolent.

Woo kwo, the least of the

three kingdoms into which Chi-

na was divided in the third cen-

tury the territory which corre-

sponds to the modern Che-

keaug, in ancient times called

Woo.

Woo kung, a

species of centipede the

scolopeudra.

^ Fallacious deceitful

I false; erroneous; causing

^hindrance; to fail; to se-

I duce; to deceive.

J Keenjiu che woo,

false pretexts ofbad design-

men. Woo sin,

to put a mistaken confidence in.

Woo sze to impede af-

fairs.

ft^ A crow, which the cha-

Jih\J racter is intended to re-

semble black as a crow an ex-

clamation like the cry of a crow.

An interrogative particle. How?

Used in several proper names.

>^ Peb woo, a white crow.

M Wo0 ch'ow, black silk.

Woo loo mo tse,

name ofa place in Western Tar-

tary, W. of Peking, 28°. N.

44° • 30. Woo maou,

a black cap. Woo muh,

ebony. Woo poo, black

cloth. Woo soo

le keang, or Usuri Ula9
a ri-

ver in Eastern Tartary, which

enters theAmour from the south

also the name of a district in

the neighbourhood of the same

river. Woo teeh

yu, cuttle fish. Woo
ya, a black crow; the Chinese

pi'aise it for its care of its pa-

rent.

A small bank or dike, or

as one affirms, a low wall;

a place where a detach-

ment of troops reside

barracks cantonments

hills, or windings amongst

hills, which are habitable;

a village; a collection of

people on a moor or corn-

e
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mon. Ts'un woo, a vil-

lage with a kind of mud wall

around it.

P,^ Woo hoo, to sigh;

to lament; alas!

E woo, to shed tears.

From heart and black*

A sorrowful disquieted

mind.

Read Yu, a particle de-

/J \ noting to be resident in;

to consist with. Read Woo, aii

interjection denoting surprise

or grief. Woo hoo,

grief or admiration.

From heart, mouth, and

rising steam. Read Woo
and Ngo, surprise; alarm.

1 fs'o woo, sur-

prise alarm; perturba-

tion; haste; opposition to.

Read Woo and Ngo. From

to run, rebellion and op< n

mouths. To occur to

meet; to rush against; to

oppose rebelliously.

Woo wuh, to run against

anything like a drunken man.

rf
I To rise in opposition to.

J3IO
(

"=^r AL Woo leih, to stand

up in opposition.

From a spear and to stop.

To put a stop to anarchy

by military prowess; strong;

Ism

dignified warlike. Whatever

is connected with the array,

martial military; a designation

of high honour in epitaphs a

trace or footstep the footstep

of a cow. The name of a cap

of a river; of a district; of a

star; uud of a lake.

Tsoo woo, the footsteps of an-

t '">r—
•

Woo chih

kwun, or g Woo kwan,

military officers. Woo

e, military arts.

Woo e shaD, the Woo-e (Bohea)

hills, in Fuh-keen province,

from whence tea is brought.

Woo heo, military

learning; i. e. the practice of

military exercises.

Woo kung, military merit or

honours. Woo tsili

t'een, name of an abandoned

queen an epithet applied to

prostitutes.

A man's name.

A certain valuable stone.

From martial and bird.

S| Ying woo, a bird

that can speak; a parrot;

J3S l said to Iworae dumb

J when ptioked on the

back.
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yffWT^ Etymology not clear. The
^W-* second is the original form

ft

it denotes a forest where

everything is lost, as if

it existed not not poss-

jessing destitute of; non-

^ w I existence; no; not. Name
of a district. A surname.

Nan, or Nan mo,

*
I
a terra of the Buddha sect,

3^ J niuch used before the ap- 1

pellations of Buddha and his

deified disciples,—equivalent to

Kwei e, to revert to,

and rely upon. Yew, and

Woo, are opposites, to ex-

ist, and not to exist to have

or possess, and not possess.

Woo ch'ang, death.

*^ Woo ch,e shameless,

Woo f& no means no re-

source.
I

Woo heen,

without limit; illimitable; ill-

finite. Woo hwa

kwo, or Fei kwo,

fig ficus carica.

Woo kh'eung, inexhaustible

imperishable.

Woo kh'euug che soo, in-

finite numbers.

'fSf Woo kho nae ho, nothing

can be done cannot help ones-

self, Woo le, rudeness;

nule. ^jft W
le teih tung so, a rude thing,

Woo leang, immeasurable; infi-

nite in respect of measurement.

Woo peen, having no

borders; iufinite in extent,—ap-

plied to the body of Buddha.

Woo pe yih, of no

service to; not beneficial to.

Woo szo wei fuh,

to have nothing to do is happi-

ness or rather, to have nothing

to disturb. Woo so

puh, nothing not makes the

highest possible degree infini-

tude; as preceding Tsae, to

be in a place, it makes omnipre-

sence preceding Che, to

know, it makes omniscience.

Woo soo, numberless

innumerable. Woo
slnh tsze, a Chinese gall-nut,

ol»laiacd from a large tree on

the western frontier of China,

apparently oak galls.

Woo ting che, no settled

purpose, or resting place,

lj
Woo tsih yen woo,

if it be not, then hay it is not.

>^ Woo too, without rule

or limit; excess in a bad sense.

Woo ts'in, interminable^

inexhaustible. Woo

tseh ch'oo, blameless. mm
Woo wang e hopeless a

state of despair,

Woo wei tsze jen, not made,

but sclf-exisiins.
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Woo ye tang, cuscuta or dodder.

Woo yung, useless.

Properly written

Woo, which see.

Flattering; trying to win

the affections.

Woo raei, a delicate fas-

ciuating womai).

From a covering and ten-

J kV occupied. A kind of

piazza or room outside the hall

of a house for servants and per-

sons who first enter the gate;

a lodge at a j^ate a large vacant

Louse. ^tt Fan woo, a shade

formed by luxuriant foliage.

'j^lfc
From heart and the sound

I JH\ woo. Affection love; an

expression of regard, and of

surprise and disappointment

also a proud expression of cou-

tempt.

A small jar or pitcher.

Overgrown with weeds

or ood; umbrageous

dirty; filU'v. Name of a territo-

ry. Name of a lake.

j^Hf^ A court amusement, con-

i^^t^ sisting of a kind of pos-

ture nuking ov minuet dancing,

accompaiued by music; various

onmmevi("d rods or sceptres, are

carried in the hand; in the anny
it becomes a kind of fencing; <o

P^y sleight-of-liaud trick> tlir

upper part of a metal vessel'

The name of an office and of a

place. A surname. 1^ Fuh

woo, an oraamented rod, &
T'eaou woo, to dance or

caper about; to perform feats of

agility; to tumble. Ta
woo, to make postures; to tum-

ble. A Ko urh

woo neu, singing boys and dan-

cing girls anciently formed

the amusement of princes and

statesmen. Woo lung,

to play tricks.

To skip and dance, as a

demonstration of joy to

excite, '^f^f Woo wei, the

sound of arrows or flyiug darts.

A sheath oi- case for a

:"*"t^ s-vord or knife.

n^nL From Jlesh and not hav^

any

htg. Dried flesh without

any bones. See Hoo.

Represents the distorted

gesticulations of an en^

vh a 7i tress, sorceress or

/s\\ \
Twitch, by which she caus-

J ed spirits to descend and

appear, A female magician an

enchantress; magic sorcery in

g(>ne al hence, Nan

woo, a male sorcerer, or en-

chanter. The name of a dis-

trict of a hill of a divinity;

of a man and of an office. A
snrname. Woo e, the
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use of magfic in heating dis-

eases. Woo heih, a

witch and a wizard.

Woo shuh, magic arts; charms;

spells.

^^T^^j To aflSrm that tobe which

I

has no existence super-

Vstitious visionary; false;

I

deceitful; to deceive to" J charge falsely; to accuse

the innocent. Woo kaou,

a false accusation. Woo
lae, a false trust or to lay up-

on unjustly. Woo min,

to deceive the people,

Woo ueib, a false pretext.

«From the character

Neu, a tvomaUy with a

line of separation, denoting

a

prevention of illicit practices.

A prohibitive particle, forbid-

ding the doing or exercise of

it corresponds to the modern

word Mo. A particle of in-

terrogation. A surname. The

name of a place, ^f*^ j

Woo yung kwa leu, no

occasion for auxiety on the sub-

ject

/rr-| Neglect disrespect.

|W 01 Tsze kaou woo

jin, to exalt one's- self, and in-

suit others.

The name of a star, and

of a district.

Woo foo, a widow who does

not marry again. Woo
neu, a star.

From woman and mo-

ther. A mistress or gov-

erness in -a family an old

lady of fifty who teaches

J>youDg women. A terra

by which the wife of a

younger brother address-

es her husuand's sister-in-

f law. Tb^ name of a hilL

To injure; to treat negli-

gently to behave con-

temptuously; to despise;

to ridicule; to turn what

is good into ridicule; to

burlesque.

Teh shing puh hea woo, the

eminently virtuous do not be-

have with contemptuous levity,

Woo e to trifle or take

liberties with; disrespectful fa-

miliarities.

Read Mow, to look down

intensely upon, as on that

which is obscured. Read

far Woo, dull apprehension;

1 stupid; ignorant.

Woo or Mow, to kneel

down; to kueel as an acfe

of courtesy or reverence.

)
To apply the mind or

I strength to a certain ob-

^ ject; to use great and un-

j

divided effort the busi-

J ness or affair which i? al-

teadod to. A siunaoie, TLo
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name of a city. Read Maou,

high in front and low behind.

To rliyme read Mow.

Sze woo, business; affair; that

about which one is occupied.

Cliuen woo, intense and

undivided application to.

Pun woo, is one's peculiar

duty itself. Kea woo,

domestic duties. St Kung

woo, public duties.

Pan le sze woo, to transact

or manage an affair.

Ne woo peih ch'uh

kh'eu, you must go out.

Woo chuen

leih yu sze yay, Woo denotes,

close application to.

Woo e Avhat propriety absolute-

ly requires. Woo peih,

must; it is indispensable.

^* Woo peih yaou telh,

it is positively required.

Woo pun neih, to at-

tend solely to one's peculiar du-

ty. Woo pun, is to at-

tend to one's duty. 7^
Woo sen, what is absolutely ne-

cessary.

From cloud and a spear.

Shooting forth moisture

or vapour issuing from

the earth fog; thick dense

vapour. Yuu

woo, cloudy vapour.

Yen woo, sraoky va-

pour.

To run with haste and

precipitation; boisterous;

violent.

WUH.

Represents and denotes a

flag or standard, former-

ly erected in districts to iuviio

together the people hence,

Wiih wiih, denotes haste

moving in haste not; do not.

Wuh wiih, also denotes ar-

dently desirous of; having the

tniiul intently set upon.

Wuh wei nan, do not

be afraid of difficulties.

wtm mflh eX"

V V coedingly minute and ab-

struse; recondite; a small parti-

cle of dust; an atom.

^ Meih wuli, ab-

struse hidden; a sort of

melon.

From a cow and the sound

H uh. Every creature or

thing situated between hcavL-n

and earth. Whatever is mate-

rial; a thing; a creature; an ar-

ticle of commerce; business; af-

fairs of life; a class or sort. J^,

^74 Jin wub, man and tbiug,—

•

C/J st

melc
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sometimes means only man.

Wan wuh, ten thousand

things all things (exclusive of

ieaven and earth.) Ho

wuh, articles of commerce.

Shin wuh, divine things

used in divination.

San wuh, three things, i. e.

f Ching teh, cultivation of

virtue;
lj Le-yung, facili-

tating the acquisition of the ne-

cessaries of life, and )^
How sang, preserving life itself.

Wuh ch'an, natural pro-

ductions.

Wuh keh mh how che che,

when the nature and principles

of things are fully discovered,

knowledge is perfected. ^/
Wuh ch'ing jin e, a

thing that suits or accords with

s minds. Wuh
keen, a thing.

1 1 ^ From a line placed on

y Li the top of man. Com-

monly defined, high and level at

the top; to cut off the feet as a

punishment. Luh wuh,

dangerous rocks. J\j^ Wuh
clmy, those who have had their

feet cut off. Wuh teih,

occurs in some play books, de-

noting, alas! what a cant pro-

vincial word.

wi3h, a firm immovable appear-

ance.

/jt- iJZ Nee wQh, agitat-

ed; disturbed unquiet.

jj^ |jE' Nee wuh, agitat-

/1/ ti ed; unstable as a vessel

on the surface of the water, or

something agitated in a lofty,

dangerous situation. In the ex-

planation of the j Kh'wan

kwa, considered as representing

the agitation of a penitent miud.

To hem, in order to clear

JJiJL a stoppage of the throat.

Wuh yuh, clearing the

throat before playing on an in-

strument. One says, the ap-

pearance of expectorating and

drinkiug.

YA.

— The parting branches of

^ a tree; anything forked.

Ya or jf Ya cha, the

space between the fingers of

t
the hand. Y Si Ya t'ow,/o^-

ed head, denotes, a slave girl.

The epithet arises from little

girls haviug their hair bound

up ia tufts one on each side of

the head.

/J : Intended to represent the

y/^ teeth j a tooth the incis*
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or teeth; anything that juts out

like a tooth a bad.

Seaug ya, elephant's teeth; ivo-

ry. Chaou ya, the nails

and teeth, that which annoys

and frightens. f Ya kwei,

a sort of spy employed by trad-

ing people to collect informa-

tion. ^» Ya ch'ay, the

jaw-bone, in which the teeth

are inserted. Ya hwuy,

tooth powder. Ya Ian,

cochineal. See the following

character. Ya
kung foo seang, an ivory work

basket. Ya mun, a

standard formerly erected at

the door of an officer's tent;

hence, the modern term fnj

Ya mun, a public office,

"ff3 Ya sin t'ung, ivory

racks. Ya shen, ivory

fans. Ya tan, ivory

eggs i. e. balls.

Ya yue shen, ivory fire-screens.

IjBL. Hea or Ya, wide mouth-

ed gaping; the wran-

gling of children. (MS. Diction-

ary.) An interjection or tone of

alarm; a mere tone; sometimes

used instead of distinct articu-

lation. 55" Han ya, appear-

ance of a deep wide valley.

Ya lan me, cochi-

neal. Ae ya, ah! strauge!

alas

!]

A smooth, bright, glossy-

stone a round stone.

Neen ya, to bruise

with a stone roller.

From plant and tooth.

To bud forth to begin

a bud; a germ; a sprout.

Mang ya, to shoot forth

buds, as in spring; buds, g^*

^ Fa ya, to bud forth.

Meh ya> a germ of wheat.

111 From to go and issue

forth. To go forth to

meet to descend to.

From a tooth and a wing.

A particular species of

crow ; correct ; decorous;

to rectify, thus applied 'o

ancient poesy, and to a-

niusemen t, and to speech learn-

ed elegant pure simple j an

instrument of music a certain

wine vessel. A surname.

Wan ya, elegant and cor-

rect; genteel. Ya che,

or Che, delicate gentle

soft; elegant gay; effeminate.

Ya woo, or Ya

ya, a crow.

A species of crow. Used

for the prcco«lii)g. A
small crow with a white breast.

5^ Jt* Ya peon, or 5 }t
Ya pbeu tie, opium.
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From the grinder and

incisor teeth together.

Distorted irregular teeth.. 7^
Shing ya, voice and teeth,

an indistinct eaunciation una-

ble to hear what a person says.

Ya ngow, or

Ch'a ya, the teeth unevenly set.

Ugly; like a hunchback.

/ The second in order. Ya,

or as it is otherwise pronounced

A, is an epithet that precedes

the names of persons in the low-

er walks of life, as A-lin, A-

taou, &c, the latter syllable is

the name, A is an epithet. The

Tartars u^o 0 in the same

sense. ^(0 Yin ya, fathers

of a maried couple, call each o-

ther Yiii husbands of two sis-

ters, call each other Ya.

Ya ko an elder brother;

the Emperor's sou.

Ya shing, is a term applied to

the second class of sages, as

Mang-tsze Confucius is

called Che shiug, most

holy, a perfect sage.

A lik tsew Canton term for

arrak.

Y

araeir
Ya te, younger sister.

^jj Ya tsze, or Ya

tseay, an elder sister.

/"Til To lean upon; to trust to;

|-U— proud.

©J
To cut the neck or throat;

to cut or pare off.

rtTrn Yih, Yuh or Ya, the

noise made in laughing

to laugh at; to giggle. Read

Ya, or Uh, the voice of birds.

Read Ya, the sound made by

infants learning to speak to be

dumb dumbness. Ya

me, an enigma. (^ Ya
tsze, a dumb person.

Two sisters-in-law call

each other Ya, as an ex-

pression of courtesy Ya, im-

plies the taking of a second

place, or being junior.

Unable to speak dumb

the back part of the neck.

>7|-f-* Read Ya and Yae the

f/~H; shore or bauk of a river*

The name of a river.

Z|^ ^ In ancient times an offi-

I
cers tent; iu the army

> distinguished by a flag

^Tp^ \ which was called Ya;

J hence in later times ap-

plied to any civil or military

court. The name of a place.

A surname. A distant or re-

mote appearance, fnj

Tsuug tub ya mun, the pa-

lace of the gevernor-general.

Ya or Ya mun, a gov-

ernment office; a public court,

whether great or small,

P Ya niun kung ying^
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the dues or fees to government

offices. Ya yuh, atten-

dants in public courts, to per-

form the menial offices of the

law; police runners and so on;

these are not allowed to stand

candidates for official situations.

YA.

A kind of cage or railing

to confine animals.

From a hand and ar-

mour. To place behind;

or attach to, in order to guard;

to guard or escort; to control;

to suppress, or keep down.

Hwa ya, a sort of mark

with which the Chinese sign

any document. Ya

ch'uen, custom-house boats, at-

tached to European ship's; the

Hoppo boats.

Ya sung fa sze, to guard, as

under arrest, and conduct to the

magistrate. H fuh

jin, to oppress and keep down

a person.

clTa^ teas left in tlie market till

the close of the season winter

teas.

A duck, so called from

the sound of its gill 1(

The name of a river. ^JC

Shwuy ya, or

Ya tsze, a duck.

Earthy particles closely

ad!\osive; or thick dust

scnital>le; no trace of; foggy

obscure appearance of being un-

limited. The old definition is,

intricate windings amongst hills.

Read Yen, and Ye, or

Ya, to restrict to re-

strain to subject; uniformity;

obedient as one; to unite toge-

ther; to keep out; to prevent

inirresp; to injure; to invite to

ODter with the motion of the

Iiand an inauspicious dream.

Yen, sufficient; filled; to

satisfy; satisfied satiated to

put off; to unrobe. Read Ytn,

to dislike; to hate to reject;

to screen from to conceal; com-

l'i>' il - 'u'iv firm. Read Ya,

uncxteiuled; cramped; to des-

cend to, or arrive at. Read

Yih, Yih y!h, damp.

Kcjul Ngan, to sink in water.

To throw down, as a wall

to crush; to suppress; to

keep steady aiul settled; to op-

press; to guiird; to depress; to

Inunhle; to keep down; to sub-

ject; to stop or fill up l>y sup-

]>!viiV_T wlint is (leficienf. K<'Jid

\t% u> - uhjoot; (o cause to unite.
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Read Nee, to feel with one fin-

ger, as when feeling the pulse.

Read Yen, to be satiated and

disgusted with. By some writ-

ten thus Yen, and Yen,

Fuh ya, or Ya

taou, to overthrow.

King ya, to subvert.

Chin ya, Tan ya, and

^£ Ya choo, all express,

keeping down suppressing any

evil, such as insurrection of the

people, or any other calamity.

Chin ya, to keep down

by fear, as if terrified by thun-

der. Tsze ya, to sub-

ject or humble one's-self.

Yang ya, by superstitious

rites to suppress any rising pes-

tileuce or other calamity in a

neighbourhood. Tsuy

ya, to push down.

Chin ya, to sink down.

K^ung ya, to hold down, or re-

press. Shan ya, press-

ed d«wn by a mountain,

)^ "Q* Chin shin ya

khoo che, I the Eraperor ex-

ceedingly divslike, and am em-

bittered against it. Y&

che, to fix a piece of paper be-

neath a sod on the top of a grave,

as is done by the Chinese in the

spring of the year,

fuh, to subject, Ya

hwae, to crush; to ruin,

Ya hae peh sing, to

oppress and injure the people.

Ya king, to keep down

MM Ya 16, to fall

and crush. ^ze

jin to crush a man to death.

Ya show, to maiutaiti

possession of to prevent pas-

sing from one.

ftlj li Ung ya, to bend

U the strong or violent.

^The turning of a wheel

under a heavy load, aud

making a grinding noise a

punishment which consists in

compressing the bones, so as

to emit a sound like prinding^

011 a wheel L Seang

mo ya, to distress and annoy

each other. Yang ya,

without any shore or limit; a

grinding noise. L
Ya

wuh, close, fine texture.

Ya hwuh, long distaut appear-

ance.

To pluck up; to eradi-

cate. The second charac-

ter is also read Cha.

Ya pa, to eradicate;

to pluck out of.

A A A A
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YAE.

An uneven tone of voice;

chirping of a bird to

cackle like a. hen; to emit.

Ngae or Yae dust.

Ch'in ngae, dnst or

sandy particles carried into the

1

A degrading epithet ap-

plied to women to trifle'

or play with. The two

last characters are read

He, and considei*eJ. syno-

nymous.

To place by the side of

to introduce by force to

against.

A kind of trotting pace
\

%" }JJ^ of a horse doltish fool-

ish. ^5 Pei yae the gait

of a horse or other quadruped.

l-f^ The precipitous side of a

/Jitl hill the bank of a river

or stream, Shang yae,

to ascend the bank.

yHr+t To urge; to force or pre^s

ji/J upon.

Pleased; gratified; ugly.

The side of a high hill^a

high bank or shore a

precipice. Hung yae,

name of one of the Seen genii.

^ Yun yae, to fall or

throw oneVself down from on

precipice. Heuen yae^

an overhauging precipice.

Yae chow, the southern

part of Hae^nau island.

Yae ngan, a general diversity

or disagreement.

P Yae yae, a dog

sntuning and seeming to»

wish to bite.

To hate; indignant.

The bank of a river, or

stream a shore.

To lean against; to loiter;

to lounge.

W

Yae taou wan keen, to put off

the time till evening.

Yae sze, to approach near death

to lounge and trifle with danger.

The margin of the eye

to raise the eye and stare

at ; to look askance to

^ i look at wiili dislike.

Yae tsze looking

askant at an oblique look,

mixed with hatred or resent-

ment.
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a

^r" To be distressed to be

jj, ill-used. See Ngh.

^ Weary; fetigued.

An uneven tone of voice;

chirping of a bird to

cackle like a hen; to emit.

Silly; foolish. See Ngae.

|{^* A narrow, confined pass;

IJim urgent; pressing; in nar-

^row distressing circum-

stances ~applied also to

the comprehension or sen-

^ timents of a person.

P'in yae, in poor and dis-

tressing circumstances.

Heea yae, a dangerous pass.

K Too leang hca

yae, narrow, contracted miiul.

E Te fang tsoh

yae, naiTOw, confaracted space of

ground.

From an arroio and bent

down. A person of low

stature. ^ "f" Yae tsze,

or Yae jin, a per-

son of very low stature

a dwarf* a pigmy.

IT^- E or Yae, breathing

/^» strong, as in uttering a

sigh ibe sound of severe pain

the tone of sighing oh! alas!

Read Yae, the sound of reple-

tion to belch. Ij§ P§ E he,

oh! alas! a tone of admiration.

n^C*^ Dogs wishing to bite

^AIl! dogs fighting.

D Yae ngow, the

prattle of little children.

YAN.

P~H^ The cry of a sheep-

YANG.

A^-| From man and to look

Yw upwards. To raise the

head and look upwards with

expectation or desire; to look

up to, either with regard, with

admiratiafi, or with a sense of

dependence an expression of

affectionate regard to order

an inferior; to transmit an offi-

cial doouraent to another offi-

cer. Read Yaag, to trust to;

to rely, or wait on. A surname-

Kh'e yang, to stand

looking up to; to think on with

affection. Soa

yang fang ming, heretofore

thought with veneration on

your fragrant name said to

persons ofwhom we have beard,

on first meeting thera.

Kew yangf, long looked up I

have long regarded juu.
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,# \^ Han han yang yang,

a ster-n and intimidating man-

ner. Yang chang, tc

depend on a person; to be de-

pendent. Yang moo, to

look up to; or think of a per-

son with regard. Yang and

Foo are opposites, to raise

the head and look up, to bend

the head and look down.

Yang t'een ch'ang

t'an, looking up to heaven,

gave a long sigh.

Yang t'een urh chuh

yue, looked up to heaven and

supplicating, said.

3Tp^
I

Derived from | Kwae,

~" intended to represent the

r"horns of a sheep. A sheep

y^J^ or goat. The name of a

I J bird and of an office.

Meon yang*, sheep usu-

ally so called. Yaug

keu, a poetical term for whirl-

wind. Shan yang wild

sheep goats. ]^ Ling

yang, a large animal resembling

a sheep. Yang maou,

wool. Yang she, a

shoulder of mutton.

Yang kaou, a lamb.# False; unreal pretended

to feign. ^®
Shen wei cha yai)g chay,

skilled in making a feint.

E yang, a child's basket.

Yang wei puh

che affected not to know.

To advise; to persuade.

#From sheep and to walk.

To stray; to saunter,

Fang yang, roving about in

a state of incertitude.

Ch'ang yang, or ^^^^ Seang

yang, to' saunter about for a-

musemen t to rove to wander.

Sorrow grief; disease, ia

J\ a the language of courtesy;

worm 8 that corrode the heart

of man. Tsun yang, or

' Kwei yang, your com-

plaint; how are you? address-

ed to a person indisposed.

Tseen yaug, my complaint.

Woo yang, I hope you

are iu perfect health.

X-qpr Certain .animals*

/Y From water and sheep.

I I
' The name of a river mi

Shan-tuug, now used to denote

the sea and oceau. Vast; exten-

sive; numerous; abundant; any-

thing that comes from beyond

seas is expressed by Yang. The

name of a district. Se

yaiig, was first applied to Eu-

rope but is now at Canton,

confined to Portugal.
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Ta se yang, Europe >J
Seaou se yang, India,

sometimes Goa. 7 Wang

yang, or Yang yang,

vast; spacious. 7 Yang

hung, carmine. Yang

meen, offing, asH^

®

Ke king yang meen, the Macao

offing Cabreta point.

Yang t'een, Prussian blue. 7^

^ 3^ Yang sew k'ew, hy-

drangea hortensis. Yang

taou, the carambola.

Yang yih hoo chuug

kwo, to overflow from China

—

and extend to the barbarians

~

said of knowledge and good

principles, )^ Yaug yih,

to overflow; to inuudate; to ex-

tend widely.

yTj^
I
Fire burning furiously;

^ opposite the fire; towards;

fierce; hot.

Diseased a sore an ul-

cer an itching sore a

scab; to itch.

From perpetual and the

sound Yang • Water or

a river extending far.

A rule a pattern fa-

shion; xuamiei'; way.

Moo yang, manner; mode;

appearance. Tsang

mo yang, how in what man-

ner Yang sze, every

form of business or affair.

Yang tsze, a pattern; a sam-

ple; a muster.

I hh? Erect and moving.

The name of a river; the

appearance of water agi-

tated; long; deep; extensive.

>fjjFy The name of an animal.

From to eat and sheep.

^ I A cake; a bait.

From sheep and to eat.

To feed; to bring up; to

nourish; to support with

#1 food; to tame; to improve

J the condition of body or

mind to improve the moral

sense to increase an evil to

maintain people.

Yang heen hau, to maintain

people who have not much to

do. Yang kh'ow, to

feed the mouth, to support one,s

self. Yang leen, to

feed the purity of a magistrate;

to graut au allowance to pre-

vent his extorting from the peo-

ple; government salaries are so

called. ^ Yang shiu, to

nurse and take care of one's-self,

Yang teh shub, that
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may be tamed.

To advise; to admonish.

From heart and to jeed.

That which the heart de-

sires; to itch; having an itching

for.

From hand and to feed.

To move to excite; to

put in motion.

Wide; extensive; without

a shore; a rule; a pattern.

From >^C Ta great, in

the midst of Keung,

a wide space. In the midst of;

separated in the midst; the half

of; to terminate; to finish; wide;

extensive fine fresh appearance.

Commonly used to express,

making a request.

Chung yang, in the middle of;

in the centre. ^^ Yang
mei, to request; to solicit.

Ajj The body extended.

1^ Yen yang, lying on

the back.

HtTt Yang or Yang, the sound

*3/V or tone of replying; the

sound of running water. D^J;

Yang yih, the interrupted

flowing of water. Yang
yang, interrupted breathing or

sobbing ft'om grief.

Soi^ud; noise.

, I fTt Dust; small earthy parti-

cles flying about saud

blown by the wind.

-r-t A Fault; punishment; cala-

yy\^ I mity judgment ruin.— Yauglew

+lfl \ tszesim, a judgment that

|||/V / extends, or remains to

one's posterity. Tselh

yang, disease and calamity.

AJj From heart and sound

|/V i ang. Dissatisfied; vex-

ed discontented with one's

treatment.

Sell kh'e yang yang sin, stuff

his discontented miud.

Yang chang, some dissatisfac-

tion in the feelings.

ylfr & iife: Yang yang, wide-

jT/V spread vast; agitated and

tossed about;—applied to water

and to the clouds.

The light or blaze of fire.

Early knowledge wis-

dom to ask to tell

sound or noise.

Slut The part of a bridle or

-|5/v halter which hangs below

the neck; ornamental strings

tliat pass below the chin; vio-

lent; opposed to; embarrassed.

Yang chang, discon-

certed embarrassed annoyed

by au excessive quantity of bu-

siuc Yaag waug,
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without any dependence.

Satiated with food; filled.

The female of a pair of

birds, much noticed by

the Chinese for their conjugal

fidelity; the male is called

Yuen. Yuen yang, the

faithful pair. Ke shih,

the happy couple,—used often

in reference to marriage.

Sound; uoise.

To open to expand; to

spread wide, like the

beams of the rising sun; bright;

splendid to be distinguished

from ^$ Yih, which see.

From hand and to ex-

pand. To excite; to dash

^as spray; to winnow; to

B jL^.
I

spread out; to extend

^QJ\.J widely; to spread open

the eyebrows to extend the

fame of; to make.

Chang yang yu wae, to

spread a report outside~re-

specting what is done within.

W^ Ching yang, or,^
Tsan yang, to praise; to declare

the merits of. 1^1 Yang

fan, to spread a sail; to sail a-

way. Yang ming, to

spread one's name; to become

famous. Yang shing,

to vociferate; to hem aloud when

entering a house, in order that

the females may retire,

ji^ From sun and to spread.

^Xj The rising sun clear

bright; to dry anything in the

From wood or tree and

to spread. Name of a

tree; wide-spreading tree. A
surname. Yang
kwei fei, a famous queen of the

Tang dynasty. (A. D. 745.)

>fst Yang shoo, the ficus

religiosa, or banian tree.

Yang lew, a sort of willow

or palm. Yang mei,

arbutus, & Yang t'aou,

averrhoa carambola.

From fire and to spread.

A blazing fire; opposite

a fire; to roast; vehement

flame; to dress complete-

ly; to fuse or work me-

The space between the

eyebrows; pretty eyes.

The spirit or divinity of

a road, or highway to

f
sacrifice to the presiding

spirit of a wood.

j^O, From words and to spread.

|3^f To spread the fame of; to
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praise; to extol; attentive; res-

pectful.

) Certain jiugling orna-

( raents about a horse\s

[ head. The name of a ci-

j
ty. The name of a weapon.

Lofty and splendid clear;

the superior of the two

material principles, into

which, according to the

Chinese, chaos was divid-

ed. The superior gene-

rally in nature; the sun;

light; done in the light;

openly; the male of ani-

mals. Yang was the purer and

more subtile matter of vhich

were formed invisible spirits,

the gods, and the Hwun, or

human soul. Compare with

Yin. The tenth moon. Name

of a district. Epithet of an

ancient Emperor. A surname.

Twau yang, the 5th of

the 5th moon. Chung

yang, the 9th of the 9th

moon, Yang

fung yin wei, to profess openly

to obey, but secretly to oppose

•

Yang kwan, a pass iu

Western Tartaiy, about 53° N-

f Yang mei a venereal

tumor in the groin a bubo; us-

ed generally for syphilis.

Yang sze, the intercourse

of the sexes, Yang

tee, a bed. Yang wuh^

the male organ of generation,

a medical term, ^
Yang yue nan, Yang expresses

the male.

From wind and to spreads

Driven and spread about

by the wind; applied to a vessel

driven by the wind, to great

swelling words, and to winnow

Effort endeavour to

urge.

( Yang heang, un-

submissive, unsubdueJ.

Effort; endeavour.

Yang or Seang, Remiss;

negligent.

YAOU.

Yaou or' Ngaou, feeble;

delicate; trying to please

smiling winning luxuriant

herbage broken short;"untime-

ly death; calami ry jiHl<rmont.

Yaou show, untimely

death, and long life.

<^ ^ aou koaou, un-

listorto*!; weak
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|-r^^ Tumultuous noise; licen-

tious airs.

Jff^ A woman laugh ing or

V smiling. A strange, un-

Hwonn table, superhuman ap-

jH'.iifance or sound fairies

elf's, &c. unusual, strange dress.

gft Yaou ngo foolish tales

of apparitions, Yaou

khe an ominous vapour or sha-

dowy appearance; a phantom;

an apparition, Yaou

nee, supernatural appearances,

such as are manifested at the

fall of empires; prodigies, such

as raining blood and other un-

usual phenomena, such as are

said to have preceded the fall

of the Yuen dynasty.

Yaou tsing, a fairy or elf. y^k

Yaou

yew j in hing urh puh tsze tso,

ghosts (fairies, &c*) arise from

man and have no existence of

themselves.

The south-east comer; a

noise of the wiud whist-

ling through an aper-

ture; winter.

To die early short-liv-

ed; to kill the young,

Ming yaou, short-lived.

Yaou yaou, to kill those

who have lived a short time.

To lay across i to imitate.

See Heaon.

Dressed food flesh and

/^^L ( ^ne. See Heaou.

Read Yaou or Heaou, the

name of a hill, aud of a

river.

The last and smallest of

a litter of pigs supposed

to resemble a new-bora

l>infaut; small; delicate;

I short. The name of a

O
I
small bird of a song or

time. A woid used in

gaming. A surname.

rl// A sound a noise. P
'

A Yaoayaou, a low sound

a slight noise.

TTf Hollow indented; a pit;

I——I a concave.

|ilf To restrict; to seek to at-

tain; to want; to require

that which is required requi-

site; important; an abstract of

the most important; to assem-

ble to examine to try. A
surname. Name of a river.

Puh yaou, do not ; don't.

Yaou fuh, {he outside

of a town. Yaou
heaou teh, want to understand.

yaou puh

yaou, do you want, or wish to

have it, or not? Pilh

yaou, I dou't vvaut it.
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Yaou kin, urgently required

very important. Yaou

leo, an abridgment of the most

im portan t matters.

Yaou ling, the collar of a gar-

ment.

iW Yaou neaou, small

waisted.

JjSS Yaou yaou, mnr-

3^ mur of insects amongst

grass or plants.

^ Grass herbage; luxuri-

ant vegetation a plant

used in dyeing1

; extensive aims;

enlai'ged views.

Name of a poisonous

snake.

The loins; the waist; ap-

plied figuratively to cer-

tain appearances of land-

scapes. The name of a

torse. J 8 Lew yaou,

or i^:^ Yaou se, a willow

waist; a slander waist,
)J

Chfi yaou, to stoop to bow.^
lang, a kind of lumbago.

A kind of drum.

An earthen vessel. Also

read T'aou, which see.

Commonly read T'aou, a

potter. Read Yaou, name

- of an ancient statesman.

TTaou yaou, easy;

ag-recuble complyiug

with following the course

pointed out; to expel or drive

out.

Taou or Yew, earthen-

ware vessels a pitcher

in compounds seems to denote,

to move to agitate.

To serve to be under

the orders of others; not

pure; depraved. A surname.

To be joyful; pleased; to

rejoice.

Joy and merriment.

To serve; to perform cer-

tain vassalage or labour

for the government.

'1^' Yaou yaour to be

grieved without having

^any one to tell one's com-

I

plainis to; deflected; de-

J praved to seduce or im-

pose upon; disorder; agitation

of mind.

From hand and a pit-

cher. The mind agitated

without having any one to trust

to; to shake; to move; to wave;

to imitate. Foo yaou,

a violent wind. Chaou

yaou, the name of a star.

Seu yaou, a moment of time.

Poo yaou, an ornament

for the head. Yaou

kwang, vibrating light; certain

stars. Yaou pac, swag-
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gering strut. Yaou

show, to wave the baud.

Yaou tung, to move, either

morally or physically.

Yaou t'ow, to shake the head;

deooting1 disapproving or de-

nying, Yaou yaou, a

proud gaifc.

A sort of dog.

Yaou mio, or ^§
Yaou chang, a tribe of barbari-

ans in Kwang-tung and Kwang-

se proviuces,— who are said to

have short animal tails.

A sort of valuable stone.

Name of a hill; of a pool

of a star of a man.

Yaou Ween, a complimentary

expression for another person's

letter.

A furnace in which to

burn earthenware.

Read Yaou, to follow; to

accord with; to take from

amongst luxuriant her-

bage to serve. A sur-

name. Used also for se-

other characters. Read

Yew, to take out of; referring

to divination; in ancient books

used for Yew, fro«3, through,

or by.

To deceive by mutual

falsehood to be pleased;

dissimilarity iu size; that com-

pared with this.

To sing songs or ballad^;

to slander l>y idle stories

T'ung yaou, a

boy singing ballads or

songs of his own making.

Yaou yen, idle reports.

/@ Yaou yaou, to

walk; to go.

Reinotc; far; distant.

Seaou vaou or

Seaou yaou, to sail

and move about.

Yaou yuen, iar oiY; re-

mote.

H^r^\ The wind shaking or n-

^)KW g'^'^g thing
- > 3^ P'eaou yaou, floating

\ or sailing in the wind.

Yaou yang, mov-

ed; agitated.

Name of a bird of prey.

VII/ A tortoise-shell dried by

j/\Zd fire, for the purpose of

divination. An altar of earth.

See Chaou.

/Jl^ Appearance of walking;

long^ slender; weak. See

Chaou and Teaou.

One of the posterity of

^f\^ the famous Shun.

Beautiful; elegant. Read Teaou,

light; lightsome. Kcad Keaon,
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Recoveringin a similar sense,

from disease.

Earth reared or piled up

high, which the character

represents.

High eminent. From

earth heaped up, and a

high and level base. High and

remotely een, as a mountain.

The famous Chinese sovereign

Yaou
?
-who began his reign, B.

C. 2330. A surname, A name.

In epitaphs, Yaou expresses

great eii)ineuce iu justice and

virtue. The name of a hill.-
W\ Kh'ung-tsze yu?,

wei t'een wei ta, wei Yaou tseh

cbe
?
Confucius said, only hea-

ven is great, and only. Yaou

imitated it, Shun

ke Yaou, Shun succeeded Yaou.

This person is distinguished by

the term T'ang yaou,

or Te ynou, and |$
Shin yaou, the divine Yaou.

p ^% Sung yaou, to mediTate

on Yaou, and to recite to one's-

self his sayings. Tswnn

yaou, to narrate the acts of Yaon.

A-^tt False; not genuine. See

1^7^ Keaou.

To pare, or cut away.

Yaou yaou, lofty and dan-

JX^l g^ous. Read Keaou, to

staud erect aud wait.

A^. ) From a hill and eartli

I

piled vp. High lofty.

) Tseaou yaou, the

appearance of a high

J mountain.

A furrow; a ditch; un-

even ground. Te

yaou, a hollow place in the

grounJ. Shan yaou, a

cavern in a hill.

"fcAlt
Yaou or Ngaou, to seize

^^yj and drag with the hand

to break to grasp firmly figu-

ratively, a steady obstinate ad-

herence to; to rush against a

tree, in a mad-like manner; per-

verse ; obstinate. Clnh

yaou, obstinate. T\\y

yaou, to push madly against a

tree. ^} W yaou, per-

voi"-''!y <!i -obedient. ^}
Ynou cli", to twist or break off.

Yaou tsze, an obstinate

porvcr-e -on. -j^lj Yaou

king, stiff-necked.

\ j^j $S Yaou new, hav-

riiyl 1 ing a tendency to Jry.

Deep; profound; retired;

still tranquil; applied

in high commendation to the

temper and habite of females.

Yaou kew, easy, cheer-
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ful temper.

t'eaou, still and retired.

Yaou

Deep sunken eyes to look

narrowly; retired; to look

inwardly; deep thought.

Un fathomably deep.

From the sun and wings.

The light, splendour, or

glory of the sun.

331

To look at; to see errone-

ously.

^
)
Fromfire and wings. To

/^^K shine upon; to dart forth

rays; luminous; splendid.

Read Seaou anyth ing

J very pointed or sharp.

Read Keaou and Yaou,

moaning or crying under

the most acute pain or distress.

See Keaou. Yaou ya,

a locked jaw.

From teeth and to lay a-

cross. To gnaw bones;

to bite or gnaw asunder.

To kill entirely; to exter-

minate people,

Yaou chen, to give no quarter

in battle.

fti "1 Yaou, or Yew. From

j

fingers or a claw and a

( mortar. To remove a li-

I quid from one vessel to

J another, as by a spoon

to lave out; to be distinguished

from ^ Heen, a man on the

top of a pit.

From the sun below a

tree. Obscure dusk

deep; sombre; extensive ap-

pearance. Yaou yaou,

dull, obscure~applied either to

the day or to the mind.

|=J From white repeated

thrice. Very white. See

Heaou.

To screen or cover over;

to invite to one; to seek

to obtaii to want to acquire,

l^k Chaou yaou, to call or

invite. Seang yaou,

mutual invitation.

Yaou hing, to seek some-

thing that depends on chance

or accident; to run risks in the

hope of succeeding by some

lucky accident. Yaou

kea, to invite a friend, ^Bk

> Yaou shiug ngan, to obtain

by a fortunate occurrence tlie

Imperial favour. Yaou

tsee, desirous to receive.

The appearance of deep

sunkeu eyes.
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1 I
A small sort of carriage.

^ Read Teaou, in the same

sense.

Pjffi Wei, Heaou, or Yaou

the crowing or cackling

of fowls; the cry of birds to

each other.

To call to; to call out.

rhlH Ngaou, or Yaou, to bite;

to gnaw; to chew.

YAY.

|t| A particle used generally

^jf^ to rouiul and close a sen-

tence or paragraph; at the be-

ginning of a sentence, it pos-

sesses a qualifying sense; in the

middle, keeps the mind dwelling

on the principal word. In lifjlit

composition, and in the collo-

quial dialect, used in the middle

of a sentence, in the sense of

~

and; also; likewise; even.

ftf Yay haou, also well; m;iv

do. They remark a difference

in its import according to its

being Kh'ing tfih, or

Chung tuh, i. e. read

without, or with emphasis. In

the first case, they compare it to

the mere sound of an instrument

after the last note is struck

when read with emphasis, they

consider it gives a tone of deci-

sion to the sentiment as

We che yew yay,

there is no such thing. It is

defined by Yu che

yu 'the excess, or superabun-

dance of a sentence;* aiulrthey

say, * whenever Yay is uttered,

the breath departs from the

mouth and is terminated. Also

'it is that Avhich terminates the

preceding, aiul perfects the sen-

tence/

V} To melt; to fuse metals;

* y\ to melt in a ""'iim'(' a

workman who fuses metals. A
surname. The name of a place.

Yaou yay, an effemi-

nate manner; soft; melting.

/p Scaou yay, to melt. /p
Taou yay, a workman in earth-

enware, and one who works in

motels. Yuy cliay, or

/ Yay t>L:;ing, a fuser of

metals.

Moor;, common;'] wilder-

ness rustic; wild, ap-

plied to animals and to plants.

: Yay
u
choo/.,a wild pig.

^k Yay jin, a rustic coun-

try clown. Yay ke a

plica^aut. Yay sang.
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groAving wild; growing spon-

tuneously a bastard.

^ "1 The sun gone down be-

low the horizon. Night,

Name of a kingdom. A

"\f^
J

surname. Kin

' yay, to-night.

Tso yay, last night.

Ming yay, to-morrow night.

^Pf. Seucn yay, an instru-

ment for observing the heavens.

Ch'ang yay, or

Yay tae the grave. $
Fan yay, to violate the rules of

the night patrol. Yay

"(, a sort of night school.

Yay hciang lan, polyan-

thus taberosus or tuberose.

\iX j/C Yay lung e ho, to

go at night with a light.

% Yay kAvang, m'

Yay ming choo, the carbuncle.

Yay lan beano;,

pergularica odorutissima.

^^ Yay shin, late at night.

Birds which sing at night.

An appellation of a fa-

I

ther; an interrogative par-

ticle. Mo yay,

a certain kind of two-edg-

ed sword; to turn sides.

Yay soo, occurs in

Kh'ang-he's Dictionary for the

name Jesus,—it is added, that

he is denominated the Saviour

of the west.

j The cocoa-nut tree.

Yay fsze, cocoa-nuts.

J-7IJ? I • Yayjow, the soft

vlf^
j

part of the cocoa-nut.

Lr-p I Yay ktib cocoa-nut

Wi^-#
Yay lnva liaou wei tsew, the

cocoa flower is good for making

wine or liquor. Yay

tseang, the juice of the cocoa-

nut.

Soft deep mud; mire.

>J^^"] The word father in two

rT I different forms an appel-

ation of a father; a term

of respect which enters

J into the titles of kings,

uobles, officers of government,

and is applied to private gen-

tlemen;~to old and to young.

flt Wang yay, a king or

a son of the Emperor, who is

commonly by rank a king.

Kung yay, a duke.

Laou yay, an inferior officer of

government, or a private gen-

tleman; master; sir.

Ts'eih yay, the seventh son of a

gentleman.

a boy who is a gentleman's son.
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Ta laou vay, great

venerable father—title next to

Ta jin, great man,—

Excellency. P Yay mun,

servants or atteudauts iu public

YE

offices.

>A certain weapon.

The throat. Read Yen,
!

to swallow. Read Yili,

Kau<x yih. a stopi>aire

of the breath or voice from

grief. To intercept or obscure,

as by clouds. Read Yin,

HQ Yin yin, the sound of a

drum. HQ Yen hca, to

swallow down.

Crime; guilt. Ye

shih, a contraction of the

throat occasiouiug a difficulty

in swallowing.

From words and whnt ?

To state to; to declare

to petition; to request; to visit

a superior; to be admitted to an

aiulience. The name of an of-

fice. The name of a star. The

name of u hill. A suniaim-

I ^ Ts'iug ye, to request

an audience. Ye keen,

to see or visit a superior,

Ye shay, a kind of inn or

tavern.

r^i^lit; mean. One s:!v.

handsome; pretty.

A leaf of a tree or any

l>lant; a leaf of a book;

^thiu as a leaf; a thin plate,

as of iron; to collect to-

J gether; posterity conti-

nuing througli mauy ages.

% Peh yg, tripe.

tw uv Ta'eh tsze, a

leaf of any paper or book; in

the seventh contury writings

w(M-e all ih Kouon chuh,

scrolls or rolls. Yih

ye, or How ye, posteri-

ty many generations.

y('v oh'c, a serrated

leaf. W urh k'eang,

a place '500 le south of Kash-

-J-|-J*^ From free and thirty or

yj ' an aye. The leaf of a

J uve; any thin plate or

^1^*^ I bouvd.

Li^hfc, gay appearance.

A local word in the west,

denoting—the countenance; a

handsome countenance in

wliicb sense, some use Ylh.
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1^

She ye, rumpled; not

extended.

To make light of; to re-

ject.

The appearance of the

mouth moving.

To restrict; to restrain

to repress to subject

uniformly; obediently as one

to unite together; to keep out

to prevent ingress to injure

to invite to enter with the mo-

tion of the bands an inauspi-

cious dream. Ye ts'ze,

the name of a place. Read Yen,

sufficient; filled to satisfy sa-

tisfied satiated to put off; to

unrobe. Read Yen, to dislike;

to hate to reject to screen

from to conceal composed

steady firm. Read Ya, unex-

tended cramped to descend

to, or arrive at. Read Yih,

Yih ylh, damp. Read

Ngan, to sink in water.»
Puh ye, disobedient.

Tung yew e ye che,

travelled to the east to with-

stand, or prevent its ingress.

P Shlh ye, r
Paou ye, satiated satisfied with

food. I)PLing jin

kh'o ye, to cause people to dis-

like one. Ye kh'e, to

reject; to cast off. Ye

kwan, a mourning cap

Ye nan, to repress those who

created dicturbauce.

to exterminate to destroy.

Ye or Yay. Yeu

ta, name of a country on

the west, from wheuce at one

period arabassadors cauie to

China.

Read Ye and Ya, to

press down with one fiu-

i ger; to apply the hand

\ to, and hold down.

Ye or Nee, a certain car-

ved plank, from which

bells and drums are suspended

in temples an affair occupa-

tion that which is the means

of support; property an estate

meritorious service. A particle

denoting that which is already

done. A suruame.

From fire and jlower. A
blaze of fire splendid

glorious an imperial

r. ame and hence the first;

form, (which is that of

K'ang-he's dictionary,) is

abbreviated to make it

different from the name which

would be profaned by beiug in-

serted in the pages of so com-

mon a book.

Read Ye or Yih. From

rohite vcsidi flower. White

shining flowers clear

bright.
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To lead; to draw; to pull;

to drag. Tn Shan-tung

read Sbe, in the same

sense.

Read Ye and Yen, salt-

' ed dried meat of any

kind.

A stoppage of food iu the

throat au interruption

of breathing, as in sobbing from

grief a pain in the throat.

M Chung sin joo

ye, like a stoppage at the heart,

~denotes, deep sorrow, or as

we express it, by a weight or

load upon the mind.

Ye shih ping, Ye is a dis-

ease which affects eating.

/fc^. Read YS
}
a certain iron

il^ntt. utensil. Something per-

taining to a saddle. Bead Tee,

a sort of furnace. Read K6, a

warm vessel.

YEN.

"
^ To speak to direct ; di-

|Z| rect address to spealc of
|

difficulties, and to converse, is

expressed by Yu; (this i ':

i

is not strictly adhered to ) a

word or sentence words dis-

course to speak to express to

ask; to deliberate a designation

or title. Name ofa musical reed

of a territory; of a hill of a

man. Shih yen, to re-

tract what one says; to fail hi

one's promise. Jin yen,

-5 Sin slnh, or Sfe Pe
slnh, a certain poisonous miner-

al, sometimes used to destroy

insects, Yen hing

Itth, memoirs of a person's say-

ings and actions; biographical

sketches. ^ Yen kwan,
persons authorised to give in-

i'oruiatiun, advice, or i'epi'oof to

the sovereign. Iu European

books called censors : in Chinese

tli' v ;u*o otherwise called flP

Yu

Yen puh seang foo, words which

do not assist each other; a con-

tradictory statement.

Yen yu, speech conversation;

language. Yen yen, a

lofty, large aj^pearance.

You wae che e tlie

meaning which is implied but

not expressed. Yen, by the

side is abbreviated by as

l^mes Shwo.

To moan or grieve for the

disasters of the living, or

for the loss of one's country.

Also rend Neen.

Yuen, or Yen, to take out

from mnongst to pare oil.
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Oue says, to stop or fill up.

The throat. Read Yen,

to swallow. Read Yih,

1^ Kang yih, a stoppage

of the breath or voice from grief

to intercept or obscure, as l)y

clouds. Also read Yin.

Yin yin, the sound of a drum.

To swallow dowu the

tbi oat. Yen how,

tlie throat any important place.

Yen che, or

Yen che, a vermillion cosmetic;

rouge.

Fromfire and cause; that

vhich is caused by com-

biiBtiou. Smoke igneous

vapour. Read Yin, any

vapour fog. f f

Yang yen, a delicate name for

opium. Ma koo

yen, cigars. Sang yen,

tobacco, such as is usually sack-

ed. jl^J Shfih yen, tobacco

}n'rpared for chewing.

Yvn che, rouge, on tliiu flakes

of cotton. Yen ciie

kaou, rouo-e, prepared as paste.

Yen che lnva
5
a

plant called marvel of Peru, or

mirabilis. Yen che

ye, a red monthly rose.

Yen chang, humid, thick, uu-

healthy atmosphere.

Yen ho, fire-works.

Yen t,img or T'ung, a

chimney; a tobacco pipe, which

is otherwise expressed by

Yen tae. Tobacco is said

to have been introduced witli

the Yuen dynasty A, D 1300.

J^jl] Yen woo, vapour; fog;

mist. Yen, or Yea

hwa tobacco. BS\ Yen t'ow,

tvist tobacco.

A surname.

m Elegant; lmndsorae; pret-

ty; well versed or skilled

iu. Used locally for the

common word good,

J Yen, and Ch'e, are

opposites beautiful ami ugly; to

like aud to dislike.

To grind to rub; to dis-

j

solve in water; to inves-

tigate to the utmost. The

-^TT I name of a river; and of u

I J certain bariier.

*

Yen sin, or Yeu kew,

to examine hy grinding torture;

a common practice in China.

To cover over; to screen

to shade; to obscure; ta

hide by coming between; to

turn towai'ds the inside. The

name of a hill. Yea
tsze, the name of a divinity; to

punish by castration; weak aud '

pliable* as hair. A surname.

^^^^ Yen yen, appearance of

ruminaling ii) quiet.
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To punish by castration.

# Weak and pliable, as hair.

A surname.

P P^- Yen yen, the ap-

pearance of chewing or

ruminating in quiet,

ill ^ A certain large serpent

I said to be edible; a name

)>of certain barbarians in

I

the ^outh. Yen

J sliay, or ft Nan yen,

a large .serpent found in the

south of China; it has no scales,

but has a tooth from six to eight

inchss long.

Yen or Ngan, to cover

over or shelter. See Ngau

J-g^ To cover over anything

with earth; a pit formed.

Used by the people in

tlse northern part of the

empire, for the prououn I and

me. Also read Yen, or accord-

ing to bome, Ye, great.

Jji^T To measure the length of

anything; to compare the

length of two things.

From ha?idsxnd to screen.

To gather together and

shade; to screen; to shut;

to stroke or soothe with

J the hand; to take and put

mider shelter, Foo yen,

to soothe; to console.

YEN

Yen mun seay kh'eh,

to shut the door and decline re-

ceiving visitors, in order to

apply to ^tudy. Yea
pe, to screen to shelter to

bade. Yeu pe, to stop

the nose iu order to avoid per-

ceiving the smell of.

From the »un and a

screen. Obscure dull

dark. Otherwise read Ngan.

The name of a river; to

merge or steep in water;

to detain long; to impede; the

bank of a river. Yen

kew, a long time. Yen

yen, slow 5 dilatory.

Fish or fie^li preserved

in pickle or brine.

Yen jov salted meat.

From to screen and a

gate. Door-keepers of

the Imperial harem; eunuchs;

applied to tho year under cer-

tain circuni.-taiiees. $ Yea

ciioo, to geld a pig, J^,

Yen jin, au eunuch.

Name of a certain bird of

various colours; rest; re-

pose; doubt. A particle

j^r k̂
>used to close and round a

^ period, and denoting set-

^yg, tied opinion a thought

J completely closed. The

name of a hill aud of an aucieut
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uatiw. ql^ E yen tsae,

already settled.

A kind of broker; one

who assists in arranging

commercial transactions, and

who decides the price of the

commodity.

Heen, or Yen.

Hiien yen, joyful or be-

ing glad; to rejoice; to laugh;

laughing. Read Kiien, same as

K'een, delight; joy.

^ Handsome; pretty smil-

ing; pleasing. A mau's

name.

Name of a place. A sur-

name.

Along protracted walk;

to advance from behind;

slow; dilatory; continuing long;

remote distant; derived from

-what is remote arranged to

spread far like a creeping plant
;

]>laced in a certain order to ar-

rive at. The name of a district;

and of a territory. A surname.

Ts'een yen, long-pro-

tracted—labour.
%M Yen

che slow. Yen ko, to

delay to procrastinate; to ay
bye and neglect.

A limit or boundary to a

piece of ground, or of the

earth the path to a Chinese

grave. Read Shen, water and

earth blended to ascend au

octagon.

The name of an animal.

Sort of tassels which hung

,l^!r down behind and before

in ancient Chinese state caps,

or crowns they had gems at-

tached to them.

A bamboo mat; a mat of

any kind; those on which

anciently people sat at dinner;

heuce, a feast; an entertainment;

a banquet. King y^n
5

a classical feast; the place where

graduates receive royal or Im-

perial instructions.

Kh'eung yen, a certain banquet

given to the doctors at court.

Hwa yen, or

Shingyen, complimentary terms

for a feasr. Yeu yen,

or ^§ Yeu seih, a feast; an

entertainment.

Read Yen, and Ting.

The names of certain in-

sects.

The name of a plant

creeping plants.

Man yen, long protracted

spreading fei' and wide, like

creepers.

ng?El An epithet of eminent

meu and scholars; one who

is much extolled by literary

men. Yeu shing, au

excellent sage.
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A counterfeit article.

p
Yen, or Ngan, same as

Pg Yen, to mourn or

grieve for the disasters of the

living, or for the distresses of

ones country coarse aud vul-

gar a smiling appearance.

Yew yay yen, Yew,

(one of the pupils of Confucius)

is coarse and inelegant. Blunt;

attrupt. The old definitions \vrite

it Pwan yen, to lose

composure aud propriety of

countenance vulgar looking

rude and violent. §0 Yen, a

proverbial saying, occurs in the

same sense.

From head and extolled.

)^^\ I
A high fine forehead

the countenance colour

^jlJZT \ in general. Occurs in

o

/ vend proper names. A
surname. ^0 Yen selu <<»-

lour of any kind.

Yen seh ho jow, mildness

and softness of countenance.

') Fi'om words aud to be

much exfoiled. A say-

ing that is much repeated

a proverb; a straight-for-

J>ward unpolished saying;

the language of mourn-

ing- IS Fan yen,

disrespectful.

Khx

yung ho .she, jin yung ts'ae she,

gold is tried by fire, mau is tri-

ed l>y wealtlK

Ying fei puh

taou, niing le so k'i'ei), honour or

profit drag us farther than the

eagle flies;—are two proverbs.

W Yen "" or

Suh yu, a proverb; a common

saying. ^0 Yen yug, the

proverb says. |^ "ZT Yeu yun,

tlie proverb gays.

p Yen yen, a wraug-

1 i 1
1

1- appcaianco; >trit'o.

From sun and repose. A
serene sky serene cloud-

[ less ami mild; the even-

ing; harmony; fresh ucss.

30W;7 Name of a bird; a species

[
of quail.

Name of certain insects

>aud reptiles; a reptile of

the lizard species.

From an overspread ing

shelter ami repose. Re-

pose; leisure; a feast; an enter-

tainment a banquet raerri-

lmllt
.

Ta—
yen yen, to make a great enter-

tainment. ' Yon 16, to

be meny and joyftil.

Sha::g >V cn, or ' T.,c
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yen, to confer a banquet, as "

done occasionally by the Em-

peror,

To cease to cause to

cease to lie down to

sleep; prostrate. The name of

a place. A surname. A place

partitioned off for the offices of

nature. Yen cboo, mar-

shy ground. Yen fuh,

to subject @\ Yen ngo,.to

lie down to lie down to sleep.

Yen kh'een, stupid ir-

resolute; proud. Yen

seih, to desist to cease.

To conceal to hide; to

put into a state of priva-

cy or retirement to lay aside;

a privy by the road side.

Ten chaou, a certain insect*

To stop or dam up wa-

ter; a dike or dam.

A three-pointed spear.

Things leaning against

each other.

Name of a fish.

Name of an animal, said

to be of the mus species,

but large as a cow, and fond of

wallowing in water a sort of

mole or field rat that burrows

in the ground.

From sweet flesh and

dog. Satiated filled; re-

plenished; fastidious.

pjali Read Ye, or Y5 and Yen.

/B/V Kead Yen, sufficient; fill-

ed; to satisfy satisfied; satiated;

to put off; to unrobe. Read Yen,

to dislike; to hate; to reject; to

screen from to conceal com-

posed steady firm.

SMh ye, or Paou ye,

satiated satisfied with food.

Ling jiu kh'o ye,

to cause people to dislike one.

Yen fan, to dislike

trouble the trouble of thinking

or acting. Yen teih, to

shade; to veil.

^ ) A sort of n

p-r ( a wild mulberry.

The part commonly open-

ed of the belly of a crab.

From filled and demons.

Alarmed in sleep by

frightful dreams. Mang

yen, a kind of nightmare.
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A black spot on the face,

or any other part of the

body, Yen tsze or

Heh tsze, black spots.

Inside the gate of a vil-

lage, or an inner gate

gate of a lane to stirau-

p R ate; to stir up; to excite

I—J J to a different state from

what exists, either to anger or

to joy a fine long appearance

long raiment handsome. A

Poo yen, long

flight of steps. Same as

the preceding.

Intended to represent as-

cendingfiame. The ilame

of fire the velocity of

flame the light of flame

ascending; hot; buniin*:;

^glorious luminous,

Yen leang, warm,

and cool, applied to the

(feelings. Yen
teen , southem regions.

tKJ Yen fung, a north

east wind. Yeu yen,

luminous splendid.

Light flame. Used for

the preceding.

move rapidly,—said of a person

light; splendour. Read Sben,

the name of a district.

From a gem and Jlame.

A bright luminous gem

beautiful; resplendent; a sacred

name of the reigning Emperor

Kea-kiring.

A loud laugh.

Sharp-pointed; to sharpen

'the point of to cut off.

tv\ %\ Yeu yen, to rise up, or

J^"^ A long stream constant

I ^% flowing long and pro-

tracted to expand to lead to

perform to practice to exercise,

as soldiers, -f^ T'uy yen,

to promulge widely.

Yen he, to perform plays.

Yen seih, to practice to

make known. ]^ Yuen yen,

to whirl round and round an

eddy.

Long; extended; protract-

ed; to lead.

From sto?ie aud to see.

A smooth stone which

reflects the light to rub a

stone on which the Chinese rub

tlioir ink used for * Yen.

^§ Meli yen, an ink-stone.

mThe eye; a small eye; an

open space, as the port of

a ship; a square on a chess-

board; to prep out at. A man's

liaine. ^\ C'iiin yen, a

neo<U<»Vovf. Uj^ Vcn cboo
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the ball of the eye. ^^
Yen keae, the region taken in

by the eye; a distant prospect.

B Yen keo, the corner of

tlie eye. Yen
kh'ow scang yin, the eyes and

mouth drawing or influencing

each other, as a person in con-

vulsions. Yen muh, an

eye; 1, e. a spy. g Yeu

seen, a spy; an informer.

A girt of a hovse.

A goose or gander of the

smaller sort; a larger sort

is called Hung. Name

ofa star. Name ofa place;

'•and of a wood. Name of

several plants. A sur-

name. J[(^ Yen ngo,

wild geese, that come

from the north of China

in winter. Yen lae

hung, plumbago zeylanica, red

flowered. Yen lae

peh, plumbago zeylanica,

white flowered.

A false commodity; au

article which is not gen-

uine.

- |J > A swallow, which the

yJ^Lj character is thought to

represent; to disgrace in

some way; a kind of li-

quor used in ancient

^SjWL times rest repose a-

m»h»U| J jone and uuoocupiecl a

D D

"

northern region of China in an-

cient times, T'eih yen,

a shuttlecock kept up by kick-

ing with the feet. Yen
kiug, the ancient uortbern ter-

ritory. Yen tseeo, the

tail of the swallow,

Yen wo, bird"s nests, which are

brought to China, as an article

of luxury. Yen
yu ne nan, the chattering of a

swallow.

To swallow down." Yen pfih hea

t'oo, unable to swallow.

Yen kh'ow shwuy, to drink

a mouthful of water.

Jtilr Elegant; beautiful,

Yen yuen, tranquil

yielding.

Warm mild; genial.

A horse's anus white

hair under the tail.

Cold severe rigorous

commanding grave; so-

lemn stern dignified

majestic inducing res-

pect; reverence awe; fco

respect; to stand in awe of an

epithet applied to parents a

night-watch; a military guard.

A surname. Fa

leuh san yen, laws, strictly and

rigorously referring to every

supposable case. Tsun

D D
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yen, honourable and stately; a

digiiified gravity.

yen, tbe father of a family.
"

Yih yen, the firsfc drum.

5^ Keae yen, troops plac-

ed against an expected enemy.
/V pq.

\^f; Yu yen, troops that oc-

capy a place after the enemy

retires. ^ Yen chung
:

clie, respected and venerated
j

him. %\ Yen fa, severe

punishmenta. jfe
Yen foo ts'ze raoo, a severe fa-

ther and an indulgent mother/

Yen han, severely cold,

applied to the weather.

Yen meih, great secrecy

strictly close. Yen
t'een tsze, a majestic son of hea-

ven i. e. Eraperor. '
Yen ts'ze, tbe mother of a fa-

n 17' Yen cbun^,

M Chwan^ yen, Yen

" or Wei yen, all

express with Httle modification

of the meaning, gravity; se-

datenesss; stately solemnity of

demeanour.

Yen ymg ex-

treme cold.

i^^i Carrying the head high

bM% fine-looking stern dig-

nified; commanding respect.

{If^l To breathe to sigh to

/HX moau; to hum to ivd?(\

A precipitous sbore or

cliff; lofty moimtainoua;

sort of terrace on the

side of a hi Ik

pp Yen ch'a wei

shang p'in, the tea from

^ the terraces on the hill

^^ sides is best. Yen

J shan, the princi|)al hill

or the terrnces on the hill sides

in Fuh-keen province, from

which the tea is obtained. See

N^an.

A den or cave in the

earth.

To sigh to moan to

hum; to recite.

\
Suit; malted; to salt. Name
oi a hike of a hill and

of an ancient state. Name
of a certain song. Used

for tbe following. 1^
Yen chingy a kind of general

director in the salt departmeuty

there are three in the empire.

^ Yen yun szer au

officer in a province who super-

intends the salt department,

—

ranks nearly with the treasurer

and judge.

Ig^^^ The name of a horse. Ta

n)aA " itnew; to verify to ex-

amine in order to verify

^the fulfilment or verifica-

t ion of wliat has beeu

previously intimated. 0lE

Ching yen, a witiied^;
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nn evidence a proof.

Kh'aou yen, to examine* i^C

We yen, a slight indication

•or proof of. Henou yen,

meritorious evidences of preced-

ing labour. Ying yen,

•a correspoiKkuce between the

event and the prediction.
,

Yen ho, to examine goods,

as is done by custom-house offi-

cers. ^* Yen mung, to in-

"'rpret, a dream. '
Yon ming peh to verify clearly.

Yen she a kind of offi-

cial coroner's inquest.

^ Yen chw the

name of a fertile district

in Sl»an-tung. A surnurae.

1

,

|^ j t̂ l Good handsome large

tall plump beautiful

variegated luxuriou?

)^self-induJgent; licentious;

dissipated. Name x)f a

song. Name of a district.

Used for the preceding.

From water and to go.

Water overflowing to

inundate a wide-spread-

ing lake; to spread out

elegaut to ramble to

spread to an excessive degree

prolix repetition,—— applied to

sentiment and to style. Thonfimc

of a river. A surname.
%^

Sha yen, a saucM>ank in the

midst of water. ff Man
yen, extending illimi(a!>Iy.

tij Yen yen, spreading like a

l
)leasi»g gal e. Yen yuh

9

fine level plain.

Kead T,ai large; vast

extending everywhere.
Hciid Yen, .sharp keen.

The peak of ^ mouutain

a hill resembling a boiler,

« Yen yung, the

mouth of a fish seen out

of the water; the gaping appear-

ance of a fi.^h respiring.

) The eaves of a roof; the

J

part of a roof; which in

^Chinese houses often.

I
hangs considerably over

J the outside of the wall.

Jj^C A transverse beam below

JJ^ the eaves of a I'bof*

Stored up secreted put

away.

YEW
From two harids joined.

Of tlie fcaw miixd aud

disposition; to unite cordially;

to bleud their influence,

—

ba\d of
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person g or things; to love as

brothers; an associate a compa-

nion; a frieud; friendly; friend-

ship. Tung

che wei yew, to be of the same

will or disposition, constitutes

the meaning of Yew.

Sin yew koo jin a heart

uttached to the aucieuts; i. e.

fond of reading the words of i

the ancients. Fang I

yew, a friend; an acquaintance.

FSng yew wang

ae the intercourse of friend?.

Tsew juh p'ang

y«\v, a wine aud flesh friend
|

one who professes friendship for

the sake of being invited to one's

table. Sun yew, an ,

iniurious friend. Vlli

yew, an advantageous friend.

Liiang yeVj a good mov-
J

ul friend. V:ui<—

r

ueen yew, forget year friend

.

i. e. one who pays no regard to i

the circumstance of age; iu con-
j

traJi^tinction from those who
form friendships from the cir-

cumstance of persons being dis-

tinguished by literary rank, or

actual office in the government,

in the same year; which is also

expressed by Tung
neen yew, a friend of the same

year. Leaou yew, a

fellow-officer, either in the civil

or xnilitary department.

Cb'wang yew, a fellow stu^

dent. Hwuy yew, a

fellow member of an association^

S^ng haou

p'aug yew, at) acquaintance; one

with whom one is on friendly

terms. E kh c

p'ang yew, an upright spirited,

disinterested frieiul.

Yew ngae, fraternal love; tlie

tilloction of friends.

Yew pang, a friendly state or

country. gJjjC Yew leaiig,

a famous general who opposed

unsuccessfully the rise of the

Ming dynasty.

# Repn^onts the hand; lis

j if tn take with the hand.

\ More moreover still

I more; again; further.

"l ) Ta yew lae, he

cmne a^iiii. >^ Yew
piili kh'o, still more improper.

X Yew lae, or

%

J^t Ne yew lae— you come a-

gain; i. e. you are on that topic

again! you approach that sub-

ject again ~expresses an aver-

sion to euter on the subject iu

t"u. X Yew lae

leaou, there you come again,

on u topic I do not wish to con-

vf-rse about. ^» 5^
'

,
Yew she yih fan kwang

king, it again assumes a differ-

ent aspect.
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Jfj \ From the left hand and

\~\ I moon. To seize on the

moon in an eclipse. To
possess; to have in posses-

sion to have done or suf-

fered existence; affluent; to at-

tain; farther; more; truly; an-

swers to have you? Ihave; lam

here. Yew heen, li-

mited; not much. ^%

' Yew jih sze woo jih, in

the day of possession think of

the day of destitution.

Yew khe woo leih,

having breath, but no strength,

near to death; just breathing.

Tsze yew, to have of

one's-self; or to be of its self.

Mtih yew lae, not come

to, that poiut of excellence.

3^ Yew le to be possessed

of principles agreeable to reason;

reasonable. jji^ Yew le to

be polite. Yew neen,

a plentiful year.

7^ Yew sin she che neu,

the daughter of "Yew-sin was

the mother of the famous

Yu, of whom it is related, she

became pregnant by swallowing

pearl barley. Yew sze,

occupied; engaged sometimes

implies that the affair is unplea-

saut. Yew soo, have

number; i. e, not many. lj

^ Yew tseh yen yew, if

it be possessed or exist, then
say it is possessed, or exists.

To assist; to accompany;

to do the honors of the

table; to entreat to eat and drink.

fll Ey5 yew shlh,

to help the repast by music.

ChW tso yew
paou, the host and guests, ex-

changing cups when drinking;

to give mutually to give and

to recompense, ]^ Yew
che a certain vessel for wine,

used in ancient times.

Yew ehih, to attend upon guests

who are honored.

I A garden enclosed with

-OL| a wall according to some,

a park or piece of ground en-

closed and stored with wi Id

beasts au aviary or nieuagerie.

One defines it merely by what

the composition of the charac-

ter imports, an enclosure hav-

ing something withinside; a su-

perficial degree of knowledge is

expressed by Yew.

Luh yew, a deer park. |W|

Kew yew, a certain division of

territory into nine regions. |^[

Yew han, to contain; to

circumscribe,

Yew yu kh'e seih, to restrain

or keep in the bad spirit or dis-

position, of a neighbourhood.
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To possess and under a

shelter. To be indulgent

to; to give scope to, but not set

quite at liberty; to relax; pro-

found; close to assist; to advise

or encourage to do. A sur-

name. Shay yew, to

forgive. Yew tsuy, to

reprieve or remit for a time.

IL\ From one and the sound

J\j Yew. Singular; stnuip':

odd; different fi'ora; very; ex-

cessive; exceedingly; still more.

Name of a river; resentful to

feeling.

Puh yuen t'eeii puh yew jin,

dont repine at Heaven, nor

resentful to man. S Ch'e

yew, a certain ancient states-

mail, now dipicted on banners;

which appellation is also appli-

ed to comets. Yew c

still more singular.

* Yew kh'o kwae, still more

strange or astonishing.

Yew wuh, a beautiful woman.

Yew keo kh'o

• seaou, appears still more ridicu-

lous.

The barking of a dog.

From disease and more.

A gathering; a swelling;

a protuberant accumulation of

muscular substance; a swelling

iu the neck.

YEW

From insect and mows-

trows. Long worms found

in tlie human intestines.

Ch'e yew, an ancient title

of priiices and governors.

j^fv From tvorrls "ml exces-

fl/Lj sive. Fault; crinio; error;

wickedness. A man's name.

a A From by, or tlirough;

I
the place from whence;

the means by or through

vbirh; from, as it res-

pects authority or pow-

er; to let; to depend upon a

]>erson's permission to pass

through the hands of; to enter*

by such a passage the circum-

stances from which au attair

arose. Occurs in many proper

luunes. Wan
sze yew t'een, every affair is

from or by the permission of

P&h
che kli,e yew, not know the

cause from whence.

8cu yew, principal and second-

ary. Yew
kin e keih yuen, to proceed

from that which is near to that

which is more remote.

Yew ts'ze mun t^in, by

this door go in.

Yew lae e kew, from the

time that it began till now is a

long period it has long existed.

Yew ne, allowing you
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that. ^ f^ilS* Yew tfh t'a.

In him. .

Yew t'eeti pfih yew jin, it is

from (that is depends on) hea-

ven aud not on man.

Ytnv yu, proceeds from.

Yuen yew, or '| T.s'ing

yew, the circumstances from

which the affair originated.

|^ IVungyew, or Tsze

yew, from or by.

Fear and apprehension.

YEW 655

The appearance of feathers and

hair— flying about. An ancient

Composed of rice

from. That fi'om which

rice comes the ears of

paddy.

and

I—• A low voice

From water aud by or

through. The name of a

river oil; oily glossy grease;

greasy unctuous; lard enrich-

ing as rains the pleasing ap-

pearance ofgrain; cordial agree-

ment; a cloudy appearance; oily

extracts are called Yew.

P'o ho yew, oil of pep-

permint. Yew hwa,

oil paiu tings. Yewjen,

dense thick clouds. 1^ Yew
tsuy, oily lips; smooth flattering

speech. Yew yew
jen, slippery passing out aud

iu with ease.

-Jtrff Yew tsze, the

f\ W name of a fruit the pu-

melo; a certain kind of bamboo;

an uteusil used in weaving.

An animal of the mus
speoies. Name of a place.

slight

sound.

The right hand; the right

side;—in former times it

was the place of honour what

is good and honourable to ho-

nour; to give the precedence to.

R^ul Yew, to support the arm
to aid to assist. A surname.

Tso yew
show che yew, the right, of

right and left hands.

Tso yew, the left and right

those who attend at the left and

right attendants assistants.

She fung tso

yew, to wait upon a person. \^
Fun foo tso yew,

ordered the attendants.

Tso yew yTh, the right aud

left wings of an army. ^£
Tso peen show

yew peen show, the left-hand

side, the right-liaud side.

Sze yew, a certain officer.

It is joined with several other
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words, forming names of official

situations. At different periods

of Chinese history, and on dif-

ferent occasions, as whether an

affair of mourning or ofjoy, the

left and right Lave been alter-

nately the place of honour.

i ^ Yew tso che tuy,

Yew, is the opposite of Tso, the

left, M Yew tailg, an as-

sistant officer, inferior to the

Tso fang, who is also

an assistant officer.

Ching fang, is the principal

officer. Yew tao" the

right way the true doctrines.

From mouth and hand

when language fails, to

use the hand to assist; man was

added in later times. (Shwo-

wan.) To aid; to help; to pro-

tect. T'een

taou yew che, Provklence pro-

tects him.

Hwaug t'een keuen yew, im-

perial heaven oversees and pro-

tects. •

The protection of divine

fWyl beings; the assistance of

the gods; the preceding is used

in the same sense. ]^
T'een yew che, heaven assist

him. J^E Shiuli" g

pe yew, divine spirits grant co-

vert and protection.

YEW

Matured; finished; com-

pleted; elegant, applied

, to nature the eighth

piTI moon; evening full; sa-

/ I tiated; old grain fit to

make liquor or wine an as-

tronomical an<l horary character

denoting the hours from five to

seven in the evening. Name

of a river, and of hills, A sur-

name. Yew she, the

hours from five to seven p. m.

From a covering and old.

An old house with rotten

beams a disagreeable

smell of rot.

A vast collection of wood,

or timber to burn at a

sacrifice offered up to

Hwang

t'een shang te, Imperial

heaven, the Supreme ru-

ler, or to the spirits that

rule in heaven.

'

A vessel of a middling

\^ I size, used in sacrificial

rites to contain wine.

K: \ Manifestation or action

ll^J / of the air, breath, or vi-

vifying principle, which

causes plants and ani-

mals to grow, and which

pervades universal nature.

To stand by or waif up-

ll^l on, "~as m uUeiulant,
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Air or vapour ascending;

jocund; cheerful; laugh-

ing merry. The two

first are also used for the

last character. See below.

Beams that support the

eaves of a house.

From wood and wine.

Flexible wood some say,

wood that will not bend wood

collected to burn at a sacrifice.

See above. Name of a mountain

stream.

From wine and dog, anil

from dog and xcine. The

two characters are consi-

plj YC dercd strictly the same.

' Name of an animal of the

monkey species. Doubt-

ful; suspicious; mi uncer-

tain mode of speaking; a

qualified affirmation; as

the same as; like similar even;

still —the second character is

most used in this sense. To

})lun to scheme to plot a

delineation of; a path; a way

the path of virtue; cheerful. A
.surname. Ta yew, great

virtue; that which may be doue.

Shwuy yew

angry even in sleep said of a

pampered dog. Woo

yew, lower strata of earth.

E yow, oasy rirrumsfanoos.

3 Yew yu, the names of

two animals remarkable for be-

ing suspicious; to be suspici-

ous. Yew yen, as if it

were said. ^§ Yew jo, as

if.

To press or urge 5
sudden;

abrupt firm; to close to

terminate; going; a herald.

Yew jiu, a kind of herald

in ancient times, who made a

kind of itinerant tour in the

spring of the year, to preach

the will of the chiefor sovereign,

and to teach the people. Com-

pare with Keang, and

shing.

[ Stinking plants; the smellH I
of old l otten wood.

t^C^ From a cdrriage and

^-|-|—1 tvi?te. A light sort of car-

riage; light; of little worth, f

Teh yew joo maou,

virtue as light as a feather.

^/ From slender and

^k/J I strength. Young and

> slender, applied to crea-

rf7^\ \ tures or to things small

if\ J J not having existed long

tender affection, Yew

ch'e, young boyish.

Yew che, boyish ideas,

Yow ho, young grain.
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Yew beo, studies at the age of

ten. Ts'ze yew, tender

affection regard for.

Yew shaou, or Yew
neeD, the years of youth a

youne: person a boy a lad.

Yew ts'een, a certain

com. Yew waug, died

young.

Yew, or Yew
yew, the voice or cry of

a stag.

The name of a river of

V^/J a lake and of a hill.

Glossy, smooth vessels.

JLf/L^ A mournful appearance;

I^V^ repressed anger per-

verseuess of disposition.

| Yew new, having

a tendency to dry.

J

A sort of boat.

\ , Yew mew, the ap-

)>pearance of a dragon in

motion small bees.

A kind of stocking.

From black and young,

A light black colour;

tUek, having a tinge of blue.

Read Yaou, to bluster or black-

en.

^ Yew new, soft;

pliable.

itt ^ From a pole and water.

\ljL To travel on the water;

^ to move quickly ovei* its

^jjl surface cheerful jocund

^/vv J a place; the place which;

that which who or which, as

relative pronouns; an euphonic

particle; to be far off; hanging*

in dangerous suspense.

-

Yuh yew, the vapour or smoke

arising from fire. *
Teh ke yew soo attain th at

which he wished. Yew

yew, remote; distaut

Yew jen, cheerfully.

Yew kew, a long time.

4l^C F1,(>m Ilc("t and the sound

jjf
a 1 Vw. Mournful sorry

alas thoughtful distant -

y re-

mote interminable, applied

to heaven vast moving on-

ward at leisure; used also for

the preceding. Frequent, rei-

terated witliout altering- the

sense. Yew tsae, to

think.

j
The appearance of water

( flowing quick precipit-

^ \

°US nio^on; wish" 1 ? ")

l progress with celerity.

The waving of n stream-

A/j er in the wind. Used also
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for the following.

Name of a stream in the

north, that diverges from

a famous river to flow to

float to swim to go from

home; to ramble; to give one's

self up to amusement appear-

ing gratified scattered dis-

persed. Kew yew, name

of a star. Yew heor to

travel in order to learn, as is

done in Europe the Chinese

however do not go beyond their

own empire, ^^ Yew show,

sauntering idle fellow.

Yew se, a rake; a whoremon-

ger. Yew fang, to

ramble about; idle and dissi-

pated.

Name ofan insect. Other-

wise read Lew.

From to walk and a leav-

ing banner. To saunter

idly; to roam to wander; to go

from place to place in search of

amusement; to go with compa-

nions.

companion an associate.

Ngaou yev to roam and

wander about.

Yew e leang kh'o, to roam be-

tween two practicabilities; in-

decision. Yew hwan,

tha wandering soul or spirit.

Yew keih, or

Yew foo, a military officer, such

as is placed at Casa-branca,—ti"

tie Ta-laou-yay.

Yew shan, to ramble a-

mongst hills. Yew
slnvuy, to take pleasure iu wa-

ter parties.

To induce; to seduce.

From plants and orna-

vient. Useless flowers iu

a corn field weeds; tares vici-

ous speech. N^arue of a place.

Read sew, a bitter plant.

Ch'oo "gan

leang, to extirpate the *v\
Teeds

and set the good grain at rest',

——often applied by the govern-

ment to their punishing l)ad

people for the sake of the good

vsubjects.

rrir^^ From words and elegant.

To speak to iu a pleasing

strain to advi.se to put

forwanl • to teach to

• lead to mislead to se-

duce; to tempt; to induce,

sometimes in a good sense.

Huug yew, to

cheat and befool with spe-

pretexts. Yin

yew, to lead; to entice.

Yew hwo, to seduce to mischief

or evil. ^ Yew
hwuy lae heo, to induce to come

and learn (the doctrines of Bud*

dba.) t—m

ClOUS
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•
fei, to seduce people to do

t is vicious.

v A ceriain valuable stone.

"1
Fi'om head and heart.

Grief that arises from

one's own thoughts

.mournful sorry thought-

ful; grieved; sombre; me-

I

lanclioly; sick; the sick-

J uess occasioned by preg-

nancy mourning for the death

of parents. Ting yew,
|

to cease from holding an office

for three years on the death of

parents,—a Chinese usage.

Puh peih yew, there is

no occasion for sorrow.

Yew ts'ow, mouruful; dejected.

Ycnv siuoi' Yew

leu, an anxious grieved state of

mind. ' •

Abundant affluent su-

pevabunilant soft luxu-

rious case and quiet; to be more

than competent for; to play; to

dally to trifle with wantonly.

A surname. E yew, to

cringe and flatter, Yew
yew, a luxurious ease and lei-

sure; to saunter about.

Yew leue, are opposites, the

first expressing a superabun-

dance, the latter a want.

Yew yew, indulgent; liberal.

A tone of sighing, or of

breathing out ailinirution;

a tone implying doubt or uncer-

tainty.
B

E yew, to sigh,

as oh! alas

Grief; grieved also some

relaxation and apparent

A sort of harrow for

pa— ing over the ground

nl'tor tlie seed is thrown m.

From hill and woody

rallies. Umbrageous

dark hidden; deep recess, as in

n dark yechuled ravine amongst

mountains a state of iTlirc-

lnriit to l>e put there by autho-

rity; to be coutined as a prisoner.

1^1 ^ Yew keu to dwell in

rciircinont. Yew pe
to i»e shut up in retirement,

formerly u^ed to denote lacerat-

ini: the female organ, as a pun-

i^lnuent for adultery; a punish-

ment of the Imperial palace.

Yew shin, dark an<l

tU'op far from view.

Yew ts'ing, retired and silent

or still. Yew tscih, ob-

scure footsteps or traces of.

Yew wei, obscure; abstruse;

difficult to perceive deep aud

minute. Yew ya, um-

brageous, shady, and elegant,

applied to gardens, &c*

1

u

s
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D 0^ pft E yew, the tone

or sound of recitative or

singing,

A female of the deer spe-

cies. A doe; a roe.

From, by, and through.

See the second form a-

bove; and under Yuou.

Wind.

Ngo or yew, to interpret;

to explain the language

of men or of birds and

brutes; to induce; to se-

duce, as birds that are

taught to inveigle others; to

convert or change from bad to

good; that which is nourished

by a root which improves its

state. Yew, or

Noaou mei, a bird like the

hawk, used to catch other birds.

Ne&ou-mei, is the common term.

Tso yew, to be a sedu-

cer.

-7 ) To lead in the right way;

to conduct iu the path of

celestial principles. A sur-

name.

Iu the dictionaries read

Yew, the bos species.

Commonly read New, which

see.

A post office; a place with

a relay of horses for car-

lying government despatches;

a cottage in a field. Used in

the sense of Yew. See a-

bove. The name of a district.

A surname. Che yew,

to appoint a post office.

1^^^ ) Rest; repose; a state of

I enjoyment; affluence a-

bundance; plentiful; ele-

gantly . adorned beauti-

fully clothed. Read sew,

denoting the sleeve of a gar-

ment.

YIH.

Oue at once when once

as soon as; the whole.

Used as a verb to unite

>in one sometimes an-

swers to the article A.

Used with words denot-

ing fashion or maimer, it

denotes the .same as; all one.—
" Te yih, order one the

first,
—

' Hwa yih, to draw

one line; to act by one rule to

treat all in the same manner.

T'a yth

ring t^eih ta, lie replied as soon
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as be heard.
~~

' Chuen

yTh, application to one thing.

~~
• Ptth yih, not one way

or kind only every kind.

—
' Keun yTh, all in one; all

equally.
""^

* Wan yih, one

in ten thousand.
~^1 Chuh

yih, to attend to singly, one af-

ter auother. T'ae yth,

a certain mountain. * ^[
Yih che, all reverting to the

same rule or principle.
~

Yih pwan, the same as.
—

'

Yih king, as soon as

tseh theu.
~

^ Yih

kh'ow slnvnv, a draught of wa-

ter. ^lj
Yili k-.-l!

puh seih, not desist a moment.

~1 YHi keen

sze, a trifling affair.
—

'

Yih laou yung yili, af-

ter one effort of labour, perpe-

tual repose,—applied to ^orks

being once well done, contimi(

a long time jvithout requiring

further toil. ' Yih miien,

one face of things; one state-

ment; at the pfime time.
—1

tSp^ A Yih p'in foo jin,

title of ladies, whose busbauds

enjoy the first rank in the state.

Yih sang, the whole

life.
~

' Al Yih sin, the whole

heart. ~" Yih sha

she, a moment of time.
~

'

0# Yih she, expresses what is

clone at the spur of the moment

inadvertently hastily; rashly.

Yih she

maou we k'euh shun, surprised

into a rash measure, reluctantly

complied.
~~1

!) Yih i>e

yo, a dose of physic.
'

^§ Yih tscBU loo, a bow shot.

4

70C^ Yih t'ung, one vast

whole; the whole empire; the

vhole (custom ) world. —' i^fe

Yih t'uug tae ping,

universal peace.
—" Yih

t*e, the whole body the whole

number of persons concerned.—
' Yih ts'ze, one time; once.

~
'

Yih tsung,
* Yih

' C or ' YTh k'ae, all

express the whole number of

persons or things. ' Yih

tsc, all at once.
—

' Yih

we, one taste; to be addicted to

oue thing; pertinacious adhe-

rence to one thing.
—

' Yih

yang, one fashion.
—

'

—
' Yili

yih, one by one; singly.

-f The curling end of buds;

L ' bent; curved; oue of the

characters of the cycle. Used

for the precediug. One; to mark

off by a curved line. A sur-

name; the inteptines of a fish.

T'ac yih, name of a hill;

and of a star. Epithet of tho
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genii called Seen.

K(;a ytli, the first and second

characters of the cycle; hence

denotes, the first and second

place; the better and the worse.

Strong robust warlike.

^ Yih ylh, tall;

strong; martial.

To cut or break asunder.

A crooked winding hill.

A specie? of a swallow;

the twitter of a swallow.

large

1X> An arrow with a string

^ aftaclied to it, to shoot

til llying birds with; to take

possession of; to seize territory;

to shoot at and draw the shot

bird to one; a stick that a bird

roosts on a black colour. The

name of a river of a district;

and of an ancient state,

to be 20,000 le distant from

China. A surname. ^^

f

Keaou shay, or \^ „ Yih

shay, shoot with an arrow that

has a string attached to it, to

draw it back again with.

\^ Tso yih, the name of an of-

fice. Yih hwo, to catch

or seize a criminal.

Defined—to dust or rub

with the hand; to wipe.

Thi^ form is thought orronoons.

JJLS*. The name of a fruit

1, ^ brought from Cochin-ehi-

na. ^ Yih, oi' Keue

yih, a stake driven iuto the

ground to fasten animals to.

A limit; a boundary; a

state; a nation a region

tlie world the universe.

Mun yih, the threshold of a

door. Se yih, the west-

ern regions. Central Asia is so

tleuomiimted by the Chinese and

Manchow Tartars. @ Tsze

yih, to limit one's-self.

Yu nuy yue yih

chung, Yu nuy (in the world

in the universe) is also express-

ed by Yih-chung.

Wae kwo yue tseue yih,

foreign countries are called

Tseue yih, regions cut off.

i Lew yih, a limit or boun-

dary, as in fields or land. ^;
Moo yih, the boundary or

limits of a grave.

Also; likewise; moreover.

1 I
A surname.

yang yih haou,

^ 1 ^ i thus also it is well. ^»' Y«i kho or

*

Yih haou, also may; also well,

—denotes a qualified kind of

asseut. Ta yih

slnvo yun, he also saiJ,
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/JL- A slow and interrni>ted

|7 j\ state of the pulse. A cer-

tain disease.

pJJ^
1

From both hands and the

sound Yih. A certain

chess board; to play at chess.

A handsome pretty appearance;

a fine countenance; a curtain.

Vulgarly confouuded with the

following. P6 yih, to

play at clie^s.

From great and the sou ml

Yih. Large extei ir;

of long continuance,—applied

to families following iu conse-

cutive order; elegaut; beautiful;

used in the sense of the preced-

ing for chess. Part of the name

of a divinity, denoting to ram-

ble from place to place mourn-

ful; sorry. 5@ Yew yih,

the name of a divinity; to ram-

ble about. 2^ jj^ Yih she, or

Yih ye nn old family,

and which it is hoped will

flourish for many generations.

Yih yih, beautiful; al^

mournful.

Commonly read ShTh, to

V lose. Eead Yih, indul-

gence; excess; the same as the

following.

j[/r^ Ease; rest repose; retire-

fc/V meat; to omit; to neglect.

A name. A surname. Accord-
ir^ to Slnvo-Avan, it denuti-> tin

people. One says, it moans

saddcnl;/. Keaou

ch'ay yin yih, pride, extrava-

gnnce and voluptuousness.

Licentious.

From woman and to lose.

l' 'l tor Chih, a cousin.

Kciul Yih, licentious; lascivi-

ous; lewd.

J^^jt From water and to lose

to ovrilluw; excess; las-

civious; the name of an animal;

of a divinity; and of a bird.

Read Tee, dissipated; licenti-

ous; libidinous. ^[ Tang

yTh, water driven hither and

thitlwr dissipated.

Yin yfli, excess dissipation

lewd indulgence. Yih

yang, the nume of an animal.

From carriage and to

lose. A number of car-

riages rushing out together; to

rush forward from behind to

pass by; to come forth sudden-

ly; to attack; to invade; to scat-

ter; to disperse; dissipated fleet

as the wind. Otherwise read

Ti ; r\ S.vn. with Tee.

Change; alteration. From

sun and moon because

when the one goes the

^ \ other appears.

Yih king, the third of the

five Classical hooks of the -ChN

Yih heo, (ho

J)
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science of the Yih-king, or the

doctrine of Clianges, Combina-

tion's, and Transmutations a

science in which it is assumed

that Chaos was divided into two

piirts, auswering to male and

(cm

a

,V' /igh t and darkness^

.sftirit and matter; and that from

the combinations and reciprocal

action of these, result all the

eftects which take place in the

universe. To these two powers,

iiimibers correspond; u unit, and

every odd number answers to

the male energy a dual, and

every even number to the fe-

male. Of these numbers, the

Kwa or lines of Fuh-he, are the

visible signs, and it being as-

sumed that these signs answer to

the things signified; and from a

knowledge of all the various

combinations of numbers, a

knowledge of all possible occur-

rences in nature may be previ-

ously known. On this sandy

foundation many of the Cliinese

opiiuoiiB are built, and I.ence

the phrase Ting soo, a

fixed number denoting that it

is decreed, or fixed by a philo-

sophical necessity; the science

of numbers, which some thiuk

the only road to truth, has been

abused more than most sciences,

to mislead mankind.

Yili kwa, the signs, forms, or

species of all tliinu*.- in Uiiiuro :

something like the intelligible

numbers of Pythagoras 6 the

archetype of the world/ the
4 monad, duad,' aud so on, of

which nothing either certain or.

important is now kaown; some

call them 6 the symbolical repre-

sentations of the first princijiles

and forms of nature,' which

j)lira.seolog}" answers pretty

nearly to the language made use

of by the Chinese, but what is

really meant, in either case, is

not so easy to determine.

A dike which separates

fields from each other a

boundary a limit the border

or frontier. To be dibtinguibhed

from Ch'ang,

Flame. Read Seih, dry.

Name of au insect.

From water and a vessel.

To pour in more and

more to add to to in-

crease to introduce to

benefit; that which is ad-

vantageous beneficial in a

higher degree abundant full

the appellation of a certain

quantity twenty-four taels.

Names of a plant of a fruit

and of a district. Yew
yih. itdvantageous beneticiaL
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Woo yih, of no advan-
j

tage; useless. Tsi—
gradual advancement, as in

e;"'iiing;. Le yih, pe-

cuniary advantage interest on

money advanced.

Yih meen tsze, a name ofa gall,

<»llu'r\vise called

Woo pei tsze. Yih

shin, in a still higher degree.

The seal character is said

to represent the movlli

and the veins of the neck* The

breath or voice stopped by grief;

to sob a contraction of, or a

|>nin in, the throat the throat.

:

® Yih puh sha, the
'

throat not hoarse. Read Yuh,

and repeated, to imitate the

sound of vehemeut laughter.

^1 Hiia yih, to pass down

the throat. ^PShseh
yili, not roughen the throat.^ p Tseih seaou yuh

yuh
5
vehement laughing (with

a noise like) Yuh-yuh.

From wa fer anil to add to.

A full vessel"; to overflow;

ir> spread around to inundate

a handful; a certain measure.

Yang yih, to overflow

Hie proper limits and extend

elsewhere.

Name of a quantity or

IpJHt weight. Some say twenty,

«thoi> thirty Loang or

taels. Some of the preceding

characters are used also for this,

r*^-^ From trf>rds and to add

PUHL to. The appearance, and

the noise, of laughing.

From teeth and again.

To ruminate; to chew the

tUd.

|-|piC The noise raade in laugh-

ii t ing to laugh at to gig-

gle. See Ya.

"TmS Commonly read Yay,

"lyv night. The ancient form

of arm. Bead Yih, the name

of a place.

From hand and under

« nr"" To take a per-

son by the arm and throw him

to the ground to support and

raise him up again; to support

or lead by the arm; used for

the armpit; apartments situat-

ed by the side of larger halls.

Name of a district,

Foo yih, to hold up.

Yew yih, to lead on by persua-

tion, and to support by the arm.

Saliva or secretion from

I the nose to disperse

thick dregs applied also to a

lake. A surname. Yin

yih, continued in uninterrupted

succession.

applied to fine spring water.

iTyyii Under the arm the arm-

)l|/V 1" YOiliiia,
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Ch'ow y"i under the

armpit the side near to one.

I^J From an euclosurr ami a

I seal. A place Avliere

many are assembled and

live together, where there

are different ranks. A ci-

ty; a royal city, or the city of

a prince; an accumulnlion of

the breath; a shortness of breatlu

iiiii;. Used also for ^ Yih.

Shing yih, your afHaont

city,—the language of conipli-

niciit. Yih tsae, the

local magistrate.

/JCl Strong robust appoaranoe;

|t ploughman-like trudging

along.

YniorYa,|jC0g

Ci yih. or W'uo yih,

short breathing fi-oin palpi (ation

or grief. A^ P Sin yih, a

pnlpitatioii of the heart. P§
Ngae yili, to paut.

Disquieted; discomposed;

To take hold of aud re-

move out of one vessel

iuto another; to pour out of and

into. H Yih clioo, to

transfer liquids from oue >lace

to another.

>Q From ivater and city.

V Hi Wet moist; dump; dewy;

water running down.

One huiulrcd thousnnd;

according to others, an

indeterminate number. Yili al-

so denotes, ropose; quiet,

Kung yih, to supply with,

and give repose to; to caloulato;

to contrive; to scheme, Avhich

is also expressed by Yili

to, to gamble.

Sin yih tseh 10 when the heart

is at quiet, pleasure is enjoyed.

S Yili dinou

che keun sze, an instructor of

myriads of ages, .said of ancient

sages raised up by Iicuven to

teach mankind.

From heart or mind and

thought. To think; td

consider; to reflect; to remem-

ber; to recollect. Chuy
yih, to recal to recollection.

J-i^r Name of a wood used ia

making bows.

J/^xH An ornamental border on

/ the lower part of shoe.^;

an ornament around tho

foot of a vase.

The noise made in ham-

mering when building »

hou&e, or beating solid u

^ \ mud Willi respect; veuei-

atiuu.

-Mt7{ To erect aiul wi7ig : T<»

W\ flap; to assist. J^tfl
^ Hi yili

;
respoiMtul.
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From feathers and sepa-

I rated apart. Wings, li-

)
terally or figuratively

I

the wings of a bird, or

^ j tlie wings of an army

bright; shining; manifesting re-

spect; bold; daring; enjoying

leisure elegant aflluent cor-

dial to assist. A surname.

JSame of a country. Name of

Tso yTh, the

left wing or flank.

Yew yih, the right wing or

flank. Ylh Ylh, de-

notes respectiul; also jocund.

Clear; bright; to-morrow.

Used also for wiugs.

Ylh jih, to-morrow.

A man's name.

To plough to cultivate.

From horse and to spy.

Ri^P' Po-t, or post horses gov-

ernment despatch a post horse

(there is no post in China for

the people). To proclaim the

praises of a person incessantly

going and coming. A surname.

^ Ylh chen, the govern-

ment posts post stages.

Yih yih, the appearance of

grain growing up. L6
yih, constant intercourse, back-

vmt'ds md forwards.

YITI

Corumonly read Sha

y

r

to shoot with an arrow.

Read Yih, tlie name of an an-

cient ofiice; a teacher. ^| ^J"

Pu jih, or ^| Pci choo, in

ancient times, a sort of drill-ser-

jeant.

A short fox-like animal

having three feet, and

which ix»sides in the wa-

ter near the shore; when

the slmdow of a man falls

ou the water, it shoots fortli

sand and kills him; hence used

to denote a malicious crafty

man.

From thy/f placed trane-

\ crscly and happy, or

fortunate to take a sly

[»((.']» to spy; to endea-

vour; to Hnd out an offen-

der; to lead; to di'aw out; to

' i^pport unity to; to pass life

jiicumlly. Name of a hill. Road

N* ih, in tlie same sense. Read

Club, a certain iragrant plant*

To revolve; -to return to;

the vapours of the earth

awr"ling to heaven in discon-

nected portions; obscure'

Name of a hill name of

a city; connected toge-

ther.

From heart and to peep.

Pleased gratified to like.

To infect with dibca6e.
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To open; to put off; to

dislike; to put an end to;

to destroy to ruin.

From silk and to draw

7[^^ out. To unfold or draw

out silk; to arrange; to put in

order; to state or explain; to

lay before; to proceed in due

order. The name of a hill, of

a tortoise, and of a sacrifice;

narae of a city; to do to the ut-

most degree to end to fill;

great. Used for Yih, ^
Ch'ow yih, to unfold.

Yih hwo, a cer-

tain ornamental piece of

leather for the hilt of a sword.

From word and to look

narrowly. To translate;

to transfer from one language

to another; a translator or in-

terpreter; the word was intro-

duced during official intercourse

with the Tartars. Fun

yih, to translate.

Ch'uen yu kwan, or §^
Yih kwaif, an official translator.

I

From to run and a rab-

I bit. To run away as a

^- horse to give up res-
|

J

traint; ease leisure; re-

J tirement; luxurious ease;

idle; acquiescence; to lose; to

run to excess. Yih

oiic, easy, gentle btyle or mau-

ner. Yih min, deserv-

ing, accomplished people, not ia

office. Yih sze, a re-

tired scholar, one who aims at

no situation iu the govei'nmcnt.

Wl Yih tseh yin, ease

induces vicious excess.^r

Yih yih, to go backwards and

forwards in a certain order.

Read Yih
5
and TseTh, to

whisper.

^
To raise the folded hands

bow; to resign to yield;

to advance. Used for se-

veral other characters

the third character is o-

thorwise read E. zzL fl^

San yTh, the name of a certain

office. Tso yih, to

make a Chinese bow.

I / ^| From a hand turning a

^>I4 seaL To place the hand

J

upon and settle; to bow

\ down to oppress; to urge

peremptorily; to stop; to

rjZl cause to desist; to rule

J to drive back to alter or

reverse the tone or sentiment;

the particle or ; an euphonic

]>article at the commencement

of a sentence; close compact;

beautiful Yih

hwo joo tsze, or perhaps thus,

^jj Yih bun
3
to keep down

to repress.

ff
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fc^-N One; devoted to one ob-

ject uuited in one; sin-

cere; pure and uncorrup.

)>ted. A surname.

T'ung yib, all united in

one. ^ Chuen yih,

devotedly; applied to one

end. Teh yih, sincere

virtue. Niog yih, tran-

quil uniform state.

ttj k̂
A stoppage of food in the

^ throat an interruption

of breathing, as in sobbing,

from grief; a painSn the throat.

Chung sin joo

yih, like stopping at the heart;

denotes—deep sorrow, as we

express it by a weight or load

upon the mind.

Yih shih ping, Yih, is a disease

which affects eating.

T /°|S
â Ngow yth, to

;A mit; to retch.

A kind of band of musi-

cians arranged in squares,

used when sacrificing in the

temple of ancestors. Tn ancient

times, each group consisted of

eight persons the Emperor

chose /\ Pa yih, or sisty

four. The highest officers of

the state were allowed six

groups, inferior officers four,

and the literati two. {
Yih saug, one of those perfor-

mers.

To serve a servant. See

Yuh.

The door of a furnace

ilie hole in a small lur-

riace, such as are common with

the Chinese.

From ftisfasr and a wen^

poh, or a police r /'.

A disease in which demons are

the instruments; plagae; pesti-

lence; distemper. Wua
yih, sudden pestilence.

Yih khe che lew

lung, the spreading of plague

or pestilence.

Labour; fatigue.

Repeated Yih yih, the

voices of many persons.

Read HeTh or Yih.

t=> p Ileiti seth, the hurri-

ed vociferating noise of a crowd

of persons.

A descending sound, the

noise of something fall-

ing or rushing down.

Yih or Yuh, wounded

paiued; the mind deceiv-

&
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YIN.

To sigh to moan to

cliaunt ; a tuneful proaun-

oiution to recite verses in a

ringing tone; recitative. A sur-

name. Read Kin.

Kin kin urh seaou, a kind

of half-suppressed laugh. Read

Yin, a protracted singing pro-

nunciation. p

Shin yin pwan heang, sunk in

murmuring contemplation half

an hour. P . Shin

yin ch'wang juh, to moan, lying

on a bed or couch.

Cli'in yin, to ponder; to think.

Yin ngo, to recite ver-

ses; t» chaunt. 0^ Yin ghe,

to recite verses. 0^ Yin

yin, raoaningl

From to enclose^ and

Ta great. That which is

great, within a circle a

cause because for the

sake of on account of the cir-

cumstance from which to in-

fluence or engage to do to rest

or lean upon to continue as

before to conform to what ex-

ists. A surname. Occurs denot-

ing, to disperse.

Sze fei woo )
rin, the affair is

not without a cause. ^fSf

Wei bo yin, for what cause?

Often precedes or begins the

mention ofa circumstance which

follows in course, t>r as a conse-

quence of what has been said,

—in which case it answers to

then next and.

Fan sze peih yew yin,

every affair must Lave a cause.

Yin choo, name of an

ancient prison. Yin che,

availing oneVself of wlmt pre-

viously existed.

Yin e wei le for the sake of

gain. Yin ho

yuen yew, for what reason be-

cause of what original circum-

stances Yin slung,

to multiply, in Chinese arith-

metic. Yin shin

sze, because of vlmt affair

it Yin ts'ze che

koo, for this reason for this

cause. Yin yuen, cause;

reason producing certain ef-

fects. Yew yin, in the

religious sense, the same as

Yew yuen. See Yuen.

Ki'i

jih seang hwuy yew yin yew
yuen, our meeting to-day is

providential.

Cold appearance.

From vapour and cause.

|^)\ Warm gonial air or vu*
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pour. Mi Yin yun, worm

genial vapour formed by the

junction of heaven and earth,

and from which, according to

the Chinese theory, creatures

emanated the generative or

ft!

From looman and brcrutsc

of. The person made for

i man a bride; the bride-

l groom is called 1-1

miL from wom '°' a,H ' "1"

J because he came in an-

cient times in the evening of

the day for his bride. The fa-

milies of bride and bridegroom.

Hwan yin, 'ri:i

Yintsi" ilie relations

ofa new-married couple on their

cards they style themselves

^ Yin te.

@

Yin yucn,

the secret cause in providence

which brings lovers together.

Completed; perfected.

A certain kind of bamboo

the mat in the bottom of

a cart or other carriage.

A tiger's skin spread out;

any cushion to lie on.

& Yin yun, warm

genial air. See Yin.

Yin yun, is also applied to hemp;

according to pome to the male

]>lant, nml accordinrr to others

to the female plant.

"^jlj Certain garments; those

P'l^H near one's person several

folds of garments.

Yin jub, |0
Yinjfih, ami

Yin juh, a mat ; a mattrass; a

cushion or skin on which to lie

down.

A parti-coloured horse

spots of white and black.

1^1^ Wide-mouthed gapiug

1 ami lau^liing. The an-

cient form of Shin, to smile

or laugli, which is also express-

ed l>y Ojf P Yin tsze, or re-

versed, Tdze yiu.

Yin jen urh seaou, gaped

and laughed.

vjy^ Slini," mire; mud.

~- )[ Yin ne tsze, the

slime of mud viscous mire.

i Hin pleased

cheerful; joyful; laugh-

ing with joy; cordial re-

|l>yr spect. Occurs in various

( proper uames. Read He,

I

nature agitated to effer-

6)i/V
J

vescence, from a sensa-

tion of joy. Yin

he, joyful; pleased.

j^S Yiu yin jen, pleased

and delighted. »

jJr>\ The root oftlio teeth; tho

^jf] truin^ ;
-hrwinir i] lr tooth

grinning atigrilv. R<*;ui Jen,

'
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to smile and shew the teeth.

)]" Y"i— the appearance

of grinuing and wrangling.

fzr^ The edge of a weapon to

f ( ut down wood an uten-

for planing wood; the

I

s"le of any utensil. The

§J I J second character is com-

monly read E, the namo of a

river.

|-J-> Walking; appearance nf

yy^X ("
1k i . Rcad Yev

doubtful; hesitating.

|I| I From a bow arnl o Unc.

I To draw a how to draw;

tu lead; to induce to seduce

to shew the way to; to intro-

duce, as at court; to quote from

a book to recommend each o-

thor; to pull; to expel; n rope

with which a cow or a hearse

is pulled along; a measure of

an hundred cubits. /]
Seaou yin, a small introduction

to a book. 9^ Taou yin,

to repress anger. f

[

K'eaou yin, a particular mode

of curing d:sca>e. Js^

Yin hwuy jin, a pilot.

Yin keen, to introduce per-

sons to an (audience of the Em-

peror. Yin

yung shoo muh, an index or

]\>t of authors quoted.

Yin lung jin ^in, to -e-

ilnoe the lioart of man }>v thr

alluremeuts of plea^ur^ or any

promised good. Yin

taou, to lead the way to go be-

fore, either to point out, or to

clear the way.

Yin shwuy yu tsing, to draw

water out of a well. >M
Yin tsin, to bring fonvai'd.

Yin t'ow, a person who
. tands forward for any public

subscription.

I A cow's halter a rope

J\vJ I or cord fastened to a cow's

nose to lead it by.

fe£

K

ew yin, a worm.

From leather and to draw.

That which is applied to

the shoulders of au ox or a

horse, in order to draw anything

after them.

The sounds emitted by

any sonorous body sound

news or intimation of. W^l ^
Shing yin, Sliing are the uotes

of music; Yin, the sounds of

different substances, "q 4

T'oo yin, a local tone or brogue.

/V "0* Pa yin, the sounds emit-

ted from eight different sub-

^tniM.'C-. "q* T'ung yin
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sin, to communicate information

io. Haa yin
?
a fowl.

Tb'ee yin, the sounds

of syllabic spelling.

Yin yun, Yin is an ini

Yun, a final sound.

Yin yr, melody; music.

||"^Vt To lose one's voice, and

|^ be unable to speak from

grief or excessive weeping. Pp*

Yin e an accuraulalion of

wind, causing eructation.

From heart uul mclodf/.

I Peaceful; tranquil; still;

retired harmonious agreemrnt.

€>*i^ From a rave ami sound.

|Ej A cellar under ground; a

cellar for keeping vine; a se-

cluded place for reariug the silk-

worm. Yinttili, bhu-k;

dark.

From disease and sound.

J |^| A complaint which disa-

bles from speaking; dumb. The

name of an insect. Yin

lung, a deaf person.

From voice and sound

^^p*
1

uniteVl. Complete har-

mony.

From hand and some-

tliing pulled. To grasp;

to rule; to introduce. The name

of an office. A surname. * Sin-

cere; faithful. Foo yin,

Uie officer placed over tlio tli^-

trict in which the court resides,

a situation of great respecta-

bility, is allowed eight chair-

bearers, and is called Waug,

king.

'^3 From the reverse h'u\v of

Shin, the bod//. To turn

round the body; to return; to

revert to what is right.

From turning to virtue

ami a weapon. Diligent;

alminlaiit; flourishing; affluent;

complete; large numerous; in

tlic middle; right; correct. Name

of an ancient dynasty.

Vin slwli, sul>stantial; sincere

faithful, applied to a raau, as

a mcrcluyit. Yin kin,

vtny attentive, mid sincerely

friendly; complete in every part.

Yiu tse, a sacrifice of-

fered, when mourning is put

off. Yinyi", ahumhmt;

flourishing; also mournful.

From heart and diligent.

Mournful. ® Yin

kin, as diligent ami attentive as

possible. Yin yin, a

grieved mind.

To stop or dam up water,

or to cause it to flow in

a different chauuel from what

is natural to it; to cause it to

flow to the west; lience the cha-

rnctcr is formed from west and

(.'!!! ill,
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Cold appearance.

To stop, close or fill up;

-Ztl to raise a mound an eurth-

n mound or liill.

5

From water and to stop

up. Name of a river; to

fall; to be drowned or lost

in water.

To stop or fill up a pas-

sage.

A clean pure sacrifice.

From a gate ami a dam
or stopjHtge. The inner

gate of a city ; to stop up; to

draw together; to contract. A
surname.

Derived from an ear(it-

en bound or li"iif, rest-

ing iu its own place; a bank; a

limit; a boundary.
—fc 3^

Ylh wang woo yiii, no limit

to the prospect. Woo
yin, unlimited; infinite.

Silver money. A sur-

name, H\vai)g

yin, yellow money; gold.
1C

Shwuy yin, quicksilver

Wau yin, the fine silver

called sycee: Suy yin.

dollars cut to pieces.

Yin choo, verm illion made from

native cinnabar.

Yin choo chung, ciimaban

Yin hae silver seas,—tlio

eyes. Hwa peeu

Fan mecn yin,

or Ya ts'ae yin,

flower-edged money foreign

-

faced money all express tho

Spanish dollar. Yiu

slnvuy, the difference in tlio

value of silver under differ-

ent circumstances to mak(

up this difference is called

Poo yin shwuy.

- Yin tan, a money contract;

a bond. Q Peh yin, or

Yin tsze, silver.

Yin tsciing, or Tit

yin, a silversmith.

RoaJ Kaii,The gums.

to craunch.

A

An ancient punislimenfi

which consisted in takii)^*

off the knee-pan; a hora-

ry charac ter denoti 1 1g
from three to five P. M.

Bold; strong practiced re-

spectful.

Respect; reverence; ven-

eration; lo advance; con-

. tinued succession remote;

distant.

T

a

kan sze or Yin

yuen, to aim at promotion by

every possible means to iu-
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ri igue. T'ruig yin
?
or

^ Yid te. fellow officer?.

Yin yiten, the influence

"t/J-^ Loup; protracted; lodraw

A cH'tain long weapon

^^ a hfoi-t of spear. Read

Y(Mi. a man's name.

From claws and illicit

^Jr v. To approach uquv

in search of.

opproaches. Lux-

urious ease; lounging; ftage a-

inuHements lewd obscene.

U?ed in common with the fol-

lowing.

From boater and near op-

^ j
f roaches. To lively li ,

^•excess of any kind; ^ex-

I u;tl exc.'css to debauch;

frrb 1 teml; lewdness; lascivi-

•' oiii>; iu.stf'ul; obscene; error to

'niutinue long. Name of a tree.

Wan h^O

yin wei ^how, oi' all vice^ lewil-

ne^s is the chief*

ifi

l-»eth juli te yub, those who
make obscene books will surely

gu to hell. ^1 |@ ^
T'^ii taou ho yiu, providence

annexes misery to lewduess.

Kiien yiu, or

Stay yin, lewduess, generally.

Yin f'oo a vicious lust-

ful womnii lewd; lascivious

wanton ft*iua!e.

Yin jin tse neu, to debauch

inen'^ viv('s aud duughtoi's.

j Yiu lwan, cuiii'i^ion uiul

annrcliy. Yin shoa,

obscene U'(>k Yin
r/v . an excessive sacrificing, ex-

i-r - " sacrificing; eitlier to thui

which does not exist, or \vliich

is not a proper object of sacri-

fice superstitious sacrificing.

E Yin sze woo

fulij superstitious sacrifices pro-

cure no 1"'… • J|t[i

Yin sze woo ylli, in super-

Wiiioi sacrifices there is no ad-

\ ;ii:fa^re. Yin /' or

pj^ Yiu I'an, obscene cou

-

vt.i>:ition, or written ob.sccnity.

Yin yh)
?
distant remote.

From clouds ami dn'm'Ii-

t (I. Lt»n»r aiul excf^-i\ «
k

rains; rain that coutinues more

than ten iluys.

) Olwm'c sombre one of

the two supi>o.sed forms

of lnnlter which succeed-

ed clu»os; the grosser mat-

^
ter the u]»aque the in-

ferior the female iu na-

ture that of which visi-

ble existences were made,

ami tlie ,01 animal

—it' The uortb dik of a lull;
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the back of a stone tablet the

ghude. Name of a place. Yin

occurs for the male genitals, A
surname. The thinl is a vulvar

form. ' Kwan-

yin keu keih, time flies like a

fleet hor.se seen through a cre-

vice. Yinchiirwan,

a fiimous essay exhorting the

world to the pnictice of virtue,

as the means of procuring the

blessing of heaven. |^ (fjef

Yin chih, the secret blessing of

heaven promotion prosperity

granted l»y heaven or virtuous

actions which procure heaven's

blessings. Yin Loo, a

vulgar term for the female or-

gan of animals. Yin

kung, meritorious deeds done

in secret. * /fig Yin lo, the

rules of decorous intercourse in

families, between men and wo-

men. Yin shih, an ob-

scure dark house. Yin

teh, unpublished, unostentatious

virtue virtue performed iu se-

cret. ^} Yin Avuh, a medi-

cal term for the female organ of

generation. Yia yang,

the two forms of existence

which operated in the produc-

tion of organized matter. See

Yang. Tae yang, the

sun.
"
ae yin, the moon.

Yin yue ne", Yin

is called the female.

Yvom phuits and obscure •

Unilu'agoou.s ^luuly to

overshadow to protect

\^^- ^ the sun shining on ii sha-

, dy place; a shade under

^tir which the weary may rest.

Yin leang, shady

and cool.

Name of a river.

A disease of the heart or

miud.

AVfui or Yin, to rely on

other people.

I To pare or out even; to

measure equall)r
.

Dull, sombre appearance,

arising not from trees,

hut from mountains;

^mall; minute; screened

covered hidden; uuseen;

put away secret; to peep

at omens for the purposes

of divination; fixed; set-

tled tranquil secretly

painful; mourning; griev-

ed; to comniisei'ate. f^'j

Ts'eh yin, to feel for; to

commiserate. Yin e,

secret, private though Is.

)|T Yiu ho, some calamity or
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misfortune which arises from

unknown causes. Yin

p'eili, to retire into obscurity.

Yin shoo, a private

book for inserting one's doubts

in order to think and enquire

about them. | Yin seili,

to keep secret any knowledge;

Confucius concealed nothing.

Yin tseih, a secret dis-

ease. Yin wei, hi leu;

abstruse not easily perceived

or penetrated. H J^h
retired, eminent literary charac-

ters. Yin

yung yu shang wan, inferiors

prevented from stating tlu'ir

case to superiors superiors,

chiefly the Emperor, not allow-

ed by those at court, to hear

the complaints of the people.

The bidden beams which

support the roof of a

house the roof itself

tranquil and at repose.

: Yin kwo, to sur-

jk=|^ round and contain a cer-

ul2i> J tain instiument used by

carpenters.

Yin cli'in, a cu-

j taneous disease small

A —|u
\
pustules or blisters.

From dog and ivorr/s.

J The barking of a number
of dogs.

High, dangerous precipice

or mountain any lofty,

dangerous place; the ridge

of a hill. S Kh'in

yin, or tj^ K'in yin, a bigli

and daugerous eminence.

MYingor Yin. Fromfleshy
back to back aud ititer-

ated. A continued succession of

children and grandchildren; a

continued line of inheritance or

posterity; a consecutive line of

heirs practiced accustomed.

A surname.

I^tt From / r /mils of the

hand and " cndcndaL

A credential held by those who

exercise government; an official

seal a stamp to seal to stamp

to impress to take an impres-

sion on paper from au engrav-

ed surface. A surname. The

national seal is called Se/

and is made of some precious

stone; others are made of gold,

silver, or copper some are

square and others oblong, which

varieties are intended to mark

the difference of rank. The

seal of a private individual, or

of a magistrate acting in his

private capacity, is not com-

monly called Yi" but

T,oo shoo, |Q : T'oo chnn«r,

or T oo ke.

Kwan yin, Foo yin, or
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^( Yin sin, a seal of office;

au official credential.

Ta yin, yuiig yin,

Kdh yin, or
g[

Kae ko yin, to affix a seal.

Chang yin, to keep the seal,

or the keeper of the seal.

Fung yin, to shut up the

seal; i. e. to desist from the or-

dinary Ijusinoss of the public

courts, in the la<t month of ihe

year. Keaou yin, to

deliver over the seal to a suc-

cewor. T.see yin, to

raceive the seal of office. '
IpP Lo yin, to seal or sear with

a. heated iron, for the purpose of

recognizing au animal or thing.

Woo yiu too

kwo, five Imlian nations, men-

tioned by Chinese travellers to

India. E|j Yin pan, blocks

or plates with letters engraved

on them for printing. ^t

Yin seb, the red pigment used

with seals. ^§ Yin seang,

box of the official seal, which is

generally covered with yellow

cloth. Yin shoo, to

print books. Yin sung,

r Yin she, to print and

present to pi'iut books and to

give them away. Yin

too, Hindoo; India.

Yin pa tsze, the part of a seal

grasped by the hand.

Yin woo, the business of the

—eal; that is the management of

official documen ts, or official

d"i" Kh'ae yin, to

open out the seal or recom-

mence public business, after

ending the new year's holidays,

which commonly continue about

a month from the 20th of the

12th moon, to the 20th of the

1st moon.

m Relating to marriage

^marriage. See above un-

^I
j

der the second form.

Two clogs eating and

growling together dogs

1 I barking at each other.

From to eat and to

breathe. To withhold the

breath and suck ia to

\ drink; to wash or cleanse

^§ ) the mouth secret con-

cealed to receive the impulse

of. Heang yin tsew,

certain village feasts observed

in ancient times.
J0t

Yia ho kin, to drink of the u-

nion cups,— certain cups em-

ployed in marriage ceremouies.

Yin tseen, to receive au

arrow.

Y>n sliih puh
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tsae chin sew, yth paou peen

haou, eating and drinking does

not consist in superior excel-

lence of food, to have hunger

sati.-llcd is enough. Y Yin

tsew, to drink wine.

YIXG.

•|||-|| To cut or we off to

y^i 4 pierce or stal>.

prft From sun and midsf.

i/V The sun just past noon

clear; bright shininp; openly

to illumine mutually.

Ying jih, clear daylight.

From eye and midst. To

look to see dulness of

sight; an angrily resentful look.

FromJloxvcrs in t\\Q midst

V of. Flowers without fruit;

leaves foliage flourishing lu-

xuriant, the high rond ofjustice

and truth; great talent and vir-

tue excellent hills appearing

piled on each other an instru-

ment of music. Name of a coun-

try. A surname.

S

Ying kee che jin, a noble

disinterested man. ^^ Ying

heung, a person of generous and

exalted principles; a manly per-

son a hero.
lj

Ying-keih-le kwo, the lOn-li.^!

ion; England; Knglish.

kwo jin, an Englishman.

yin^r, llio npponranco

of eloudsi luxuriant vegelaliuii.

From a svyr and flourish-

huj. Tlie lustre of stones

<»r «rcms.

Careful, attentive man-

ner; good-look i ng, clean ly

appcanmce. A woman\s numo.

Name of an ancient state.

jjf^ Yin niing, a young woman.

4^|[^ Yin moo, the appear-

ance of a poor rustic wench.

A grave or tomb.

Seen jin fun

ying, the tomb of parents.

/\ Ying bene, the pit or grave

into which the coffin is put.

A pitcher or other vessel

) with a long neck, and

that will stiuul the fire.

From a hoitsc and splr?t-

rJif/
9 abbreviated. A
in the pul)lr market-

plm'e; to f*stima(o; to nuiko; to

do; to (jo roniitl !ilu>u( in pnr-

suil ot'u livr lihooil an enlrench-
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ment; a cantonment. The name

of a disfrict. King

ying, east and west, and round

about, the occupations of tra-

velling merchants. *^
Ping ying, a state of irresolu-

tion. Ying shih, the

name of a star. *^ / Ying

sin, a, military outpost or sta-

tion. Ying ying, to go

backwards and forwards.

Keunying, or Ying

•woo, the array.

^i^T Ying or Yuns:, u certain

sacrifice offered to the

sun moon, stars, and gods, in

order to expel evil.

Mil To cut down tlie wood on

-vTj*J the side of hills.

To wind round*

A small river. One says,

a clear stream.

I
A certain bird known by

e_ > various names; variegat-

\ ed feathers.

denotes anger. Name oi a state

and of a district. Tsuy

ying, iniquities full, no longer

respite granted by heaven.

Ying mwan, a selfsufficient

audacious state of mind, said

to be particularly offensive to

heaven. Ying s

are opposites,—to stretch over,

and to draw in.

m

From numerous additions

and a vessel. A full ves-

sel; full; the quantity complet-

ed; overflowing; as a local woH,

H H H H

Pregrnanfc with child,

applied also to brute ani

mals. ^ Sang ying,

a pregnant victim, is not

eaten. Ying foo

a pregnant woman.

From wood and full, or

sufficient. A post; a pil-

ar; a support. ^^^L
Kh'ofi yiugf, smooth and

glossy. Hwan
refers to the coffins of

princes*

From two pearls and a

xooman. An infant at the

breast; a sucking1 child a fe-

male infant Hae is a male

child. To add to to rush a

gainst; to surround as with a

cord to bind certain orna-

meuts of a woman's head-dress.

Name of a hill. A certain pit-

cher. A surname, Ying

hae, or Ying urh, a
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child; an infant.

Y

iDg

paou, an infaut in its parent's

embrace.

BQ[ The voice of a bird the

hannouious songs

birds.

From rot infant under a

sln ltcr. To rest in a tran-

quil state. Name of a district.

-f->^0
Frofn latnd ami n child.

To take hold of wir.h the

fingers to toss things about;

to throw things into confusion;

to rush against to provoke.

Tlie name of a fruit, f
*

t Ying tau r
Han t,aou a cherry. f
CIjoo t'aou, or Choo

yin^, a very red cherry.

I
From disease and a child

A swelling in tlie ueck or

^throat, arising from ha-

bitual irritability. The

name of a place.

An ornament or valuable

stone that haogs from a

I ady neck.

1^ ®St Ying oh'ang, the

eyes -without lustre.

Au earthen vessel or pit-

cIk'i' with a narrow

moutli, and swelling out in the

"h II Ying (sze

sGh die poppy, ^ luimetl froni

the form of tlie fruit being like

the Ying earthen vessel. Vul-

garly called Yung-suh.

From silk and a child.

The strings that come

umler the chin and tie on a cap;

oriiiimental strings that hang

about the neck or fall down up-

on the breast; strings; tapsols;

cashes; the omafiftental pluts of

a petticoat. Heang ving,

ii kind of ash worn by fe-

males.

g From child and bird.

'^4 ift Ts'ang yinf;, a

binl tli:tt is heard in spring and

is silent in summer. ]},\

Yinp woo, or Woo, tlie par-

rot, a binl that can speak in

the time of the Han dynasty,

sent from Canton as au article

of trilmte.

A disagreeable big-belli-

ed insect, which soils

things aud makes black white,

and white Wack; hence used to

denote specious intriguiug flat-

terers, who change the real state

of things and introduce confu-

sion. Naiue of an animal which

destroys these iu sects or vermin.

A man's name.

port of fish



From lifjht ami feathers.

The shadow of. Oo<mus

in several proper names.

L()v
-
vil!S the

name of a sword. ^/
Tseh ying, the name of a fan.

Yiiig heang, shadow

and echo.

7^- Ymg suy hing, heang ying

shing, shadow follows tlie sub-

stance, and echo convsponds to

the sound so regularly do re-

wards and punishments fallow

virtue and vice,

P From jieet^ num, ami

win^s. A pair of hawks

which go where man bids them

in allusion to which the follow-

ing characters at e formed.

To answer; to respond.

73

course with people,—— a large

circle of relations .ml acquain-

tances. Vintr I'h'ing, "
promise. Yhr^

cliaou yin leang, a .sum due; ft,

balance in favor, Ying

mun, the Imperial gate.

Ying turig, what should be

ought. Le ying, what

in rraKou is proper to J
ying, to answer a person.

To answer.

From to obey mans di-

reefion and heart. Tbat

which is right and proper

that which should or

ought to be; to answer;

.

to respond to correspond to.
j

Name of a place; and ofa muyi-
\

cal iustrumeut. A tturnauie.

Tsze ying, it is proper for

me. Chaou ying, to

From to res- nor,d to niul

words. To answer ver-

bally to enquire of. J^ame a si

tlie two preceding.

; Tho breast near or re!a-

I ted to to sustain; to re-

[
<v-.

i

i ve; a girt of a horse;

I to bind or fasten.

S

The bird tbat answers to

man's bidding the hawk

or falcon also the eagle ap-

plied to the cockatoo, and t<i

the owl. Original!)' writteu

witbout bird bolow.

Shin ying, the oagle.

The first springing forth

f; to expand; an auoient

mperial suranme. A wu-oversee aud take car© of.

^fe Ying ch'ow lae wang,
j

I man's name. Name of a

visiting backwards and for- famous aioher.

wards, Ying ch'ow Kh'een ying, nanle of a creat-

ta having a great deal of inter- 1 kig or ti ansfomiing divinity.
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>IU Ying or Ching, foeces

)§^Et dregs. Name of a stream.

Flowing together.

A certain sort of cage.

vyi==» A certain famous lake;

V^f^ the sea. Name of a hill;

and of a district.

Having au overplus of

gains; waking a boister-

ous noise like keen cla-

morous traders rich

powerful to overcome

to conquer in war or in play.

Ying and shoo, are op-

posites to win, to lose; victory

and defeat.

To walk forth.

> Kf From to go and ones self.

To meet or receive what

comes; to occur. Read Ying,

to go forth in order to meet; to

calculate what will occur, as in

astronomy. Shih ying,

to fail of meeting with.

Ying eung, to go out to meet
a visitor, and to go forth with

him when leaving.

Ying tsee
? to go forth to meet

a visitor.

Ying or Ngang
? stiff and

unbending as a stoue.

Ning or Yiug, to congeal;

to freeze; to coagulate;

to finish; to perfect; to fix; to

to settle; stem; rigorous appear-

ance water cooling and con-

gealing in order to form ice.

Ying kee, to congeal; to

freeze. ^$ Ying filing, to

preserve the decree of heaven

in one's favour by proper con-

duct, said of princes, l^c

Ying shin yuen she, to

look to a distance with great

earnestness.

Ying ying, the

3v voice of any brute animal.

^" "\ From a spoon, grain
9
and

tJj^I / head. A head or ear of

\ graiu hanging down with

-_ I its own weight; a spike

of gram a sharp spike or

point of an instrument; the point

of a pencil; very superior liter-

ary talent. A stirnaxue. A ring.

Maou ying, a pencil.

To ying urh

chuh to come through like the

point of an awl when put into

a bag.

From man, fire^ and to

join the hands. To ac-

company a bride to the houye

of her husband, preparatory to

an entertainment,

j^* To direct to moderate,
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^yr^f From silk and to take or

P J adopt' To biud round

as with a cord; to bind with an

agreemeut; to contract j to re-

trench. Yo, occurs in the sense

of to divide, as

_* Pa yo e sze wei urh,

eight divided by four is two.

An agreement a bargaiu a

contract to restrict; to keep in

order; to cause to bind.

Keen yo, retrenchment

economy. JJL Leih yo, to

make an agreement,

Tuy'yo, to draw back from an

agreement. Ta yo, for

the most part; nearly about;

generally speaking. \^
Yo sin, to make a promise or

take an oath. Yo shuh,

to restrain to bind by rules or

promises.

Yo wo tung t'a kheu, engaged,

or made an appointment with

me to go with him.

Y5 yen, a compendium.

Name of a plant.

Yg or Neo
?
and Y!h,

springing upon like a

tiger treating cruelly

tearing to pieces, )^
Paou yo, cruel tyranni-

Yo mm, to op-cal,

press and uee cruelly the peo-

ple.

From disease and cruel.

A cruel disease in which

the patient is tormented with

the extremes of hot and cold.

Y5 tselh, or

Yo ban, intermittent fever; fe-

ver and ague.

Read Yo, a generic term

for all sorts of music and

any instrument; it is much talk-

ed about by ancient Chinese

writers. A surname. Read

L6, joy delight. Y5
kh'o, an instrument of music,

From plant and to harmo-

^\ nize. Medicinal plants

medicines; to heal; an ingre-

dient;—applied to various com-

positions made up as medicines

are. Ho yo, gunpow-

der. Han yo, solder

for joining metals.

Yo choo, seed or ounce pearls

brought from the Soo-Io island;

the best are called JQ Shang

Yd-choo, Yo fang, a

medical prescription.

Yo kea, an apothecary; apothe-

caries. Y5 kea

che kuh, the medicine Che-kuh

of the apothecaries.

Fang yo
}
any aphrodisiac stiuiu-
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aufc, such as opium.

From hill and the sound

Yo. Five higli, admired

and revered mountains in

» V China are callc'l

Woo yo- The name of a

district. A surname.

Yu yo, the appear-

ance of long horns. *^

"i^ Yo foo moo, a wife's latlier

and mother.

I

From two dor/s and to

I speak or bark. Defemled

^ or guarded by two watch

I dogs a prison a rocky

I glen. Name of a >t;u'.- Hi rig yo, im prisonment.

l^/i Twan yo, to decide cases

in law, and set the confined at

liberty. Te yo, the

prisoyi of the earth——a place of

punishment after death for wick-

ed human beings; hell.

Yo e a jailor. Yo
sung, litigations.

^^S^] From three degrees and

I
to modulate. A musical

^instrument with three

tubes' Name of a certain

measure.

> A sort of eagle.

I nvn
VHI7

To boil; a certain kind of

soup made of flesh and

herbs. T'an yo,

an appearauce of being

waved and agitated. ]|^

Sliin yo, water running1

with velocity.

From to walk or /bo/, and

the tail of cz pheasant.

To hop like a bird to

skip and leap as an ex-

pression of joy to ad-

vance with celerity to frisk

about as fish do. 5 Ken

yo, to e"p over. Yo yo,

with speed with celerity,

Y""g yo, or T'eaou

yo
9
to leap for joy; to run with

]H'o)ii{)tuess and celerity to do.

Certain sacrifices at the/_ ( four seasons.

I The bolt of a door; a lock,

r Yo she, lock and

l^^l key the key of a lock.

YU.

A bank; a dike raised

against the water, as ou

the Yang-tsre-keang, aud other

large rivers. Islets in the rivers
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being, sometimes lower thai'

the surface of the water, ar-

tl)ns preserved from inundation

seasons occur however, when

they are entirely overflown. A

hollow place with banks a-

round; that which appears as

such, Yu ngan, a bank

a dike. }f Yu
5
or % Yu

ch'angf, a public market-place,

where sheds are constructed,

and let out by the day to any

person who chooaos to take thi-

ther any commodity for sale.

T Represents the air exten-

I ding itself. In; through;

>t'o; at; in which sense

^^^x it is JSyn. with Yn
?

^ which is now common-

ly used. To speak; to say to

go; great extensive appear-

ance. Occurs as the name of a

plant; of a tree; and as part of

tho name of a district The

middle part of a bel). A sur-

name. Yn yu, the dis-

tant appearance of a person

walking; feeling satisfied; con-

tented. Also read Heu.

"J^ K(o kh'e yu yu, he

felt himself satisfied, "^p

Yu tseay, an exclamation, de-

noting admiration. ^
Yn che we, at the end of an offi-

cial document. *j ,
T'an yu kli'o shaj7

, afraid of

(unwilliug to attend to) horse-

manship and archery.

Decorous intercourse be-

tween different persons.

This character is dubious.

From a cover or a concave

ami air expanding. To
cover, or spread over ami

^Iiolter, as the wings of a

>fhw or as a house; wide;

extensive; extending to

every point above and

below the canopy ofheav-

en. Mei yu, the

arcli made by the eyebrows;—its

ex})ansion denotes joy. *

*

Yu chow, an overshadowing

canopy, and a containing space

below; the universe. "J^
Yu hea, under the canopy of

lioaven. Yu Duy, in the

world; in the universe.

if

— a

Commonly read Woo,

foul; dirty. Read Yu, the

name ofa river. Crooked; wind-

ing.

I ^ ^ From steam or vapour

|"|yf
arising out of a vessel.

A vessel to contain rice,

or Avine, or water. They

J w a priuce is like a res^

scl, the people like water; the

wafei* is moulded by the- shape

of the vessel. Name of a book;

of a plant; of a hill; and of a

district. A certain InuiL A
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surname, j Fan yu, a

rice vessel. Yu

lan shing hwuy, 7th moon, 1st

to 15th day; a certain religious

holiday.

) A vessel for drinking wa-

j

ter with; a large selfsuf-

)-ficient appearance. Name

of a place. Used for the

j
preceding.

From silk and expanding

7|^| vapour. Curling; "weak .

bending; a string. A surname.

The name of a hill.

An edible plant with a

large leaf and a solid

root. Yu sew, resem-

bles an onion, and is boiled ami

eaten with sugar. Read lieu,

luxuriant herbage; large; great,

applied to good men. Name of

" an office.

Yu, or Hen, From to

j[ I roam and curling va-

^ po?ir. Winding; ambigu-

vague; to induce a

vague and dissipated

mode of thinking; wide; large.

Yu hwuy, vague and

difficult to understand. ^
Yu kew, a long time. >^
Yu yuen, vague and remote

indeterminate perception.

XljA A small bank a low wall/ a collection or asseml»latrt'

()u a heath or common.

yu

Anciently intended to re-

semble a bird. Now used

^only in the following

j

senses*:—/w a place, or on

1< J such a day or time I",

referring to the producing an

effect. After Mo, and an

adjective, answers to than.

Two" k'euen keae,

to assist in hortatory discourses.' MS koo yu

tsze she, none more orphans

than those who presume to trust

entirely on themselves.

E yu seaou hwa, easy

of digestion,

y

u

shih neen, in the tenth year.

B
Yu son neen ching yu^ t&oo

)
Tth jih, on the first day of the

first raoon of the third year.

Rend Woo, an exclamation,

Woo tan mei ts'ze,

Woo is an exclamation expres-

Rivp of the admiration of ex-

oollence.

The appearance of laugh-

/^ ing; a pleasing smile.

^J-A Muddy water plants

///^ growing amongst the

mud; the purulent matter of a

sore.

y/Sy Yu, or Too, I me. An
easy style of discourse-

Tlie name of a hill; of a district;

also of a rivor. A suraame.
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Kead Too. T.-^ee yii, a

ccitain water plant. ll Pe

jn, ornaments for he hair.

Yn vive, ihe fourth moon.

To eaf exopssivcly to

flfl r
gormandize gluttonous;

to confer upon.

^^ Clion yr,, a .ort

of toad. Scr CUm.

From to eat and the sound

^/ji Yu. Leavings of food;

residue exceed ings overplus

of anything; spare ground or

room. The name of a country.

Name of a boat or other vessel.

Name of a plant, A surname.

Kh'e yu, as to the rest;

tlio rost; what further remain-.

Yeu yu tsu)
r tow

more than enough. H

Yu hea, the leisure one may en-

joy after having attended to in-

di^pensnble duties.

Yu nee fuh ming, the old

roots Rpring up again; used fi-

guratively of any vice or evil.

j Yu shing, overplus;

enough and to spare. "jp*

Yu tsze, certain sons of great

officers. i Yu te, spare

ground,—having something over.

• To give; to f>*ivc mutual-

«J ly, is thus represented by

the seal character; to confer; to

grant; to praise- Used for I

and Me. "p* Foo yu, to

impian^ as heaven implants

right principles in the humaa

mind, T^'ze yu, to con-

fer; to bestow, ^f* ^
Yu sang ch'ang woo keen,

I was born and brought up in

(tlie state) Woo,

,^ A female ruler, or offi<cr

I^J of governraenf, of whom
there was one during the dv-

i;i.-ty Han, called ^( Tsee

yu to dilate.

An appellatiou of wliat "

excellent and good.

T.^ee yu, a certain femala

otlicer.

To detain; to hold fast;

to keep posseBsiou of; to

imprison • that by which a cri-

minal is d^tnined.

To stop or prohibit. A
certain musical instru-

ment.

From my and words. To

l^f speak of difficulties; to

state or tell to; to converse

with to discuss to teach

words speech discourse ex-

pressions phrases language.

Narae of an ancient state; and

of a certain territory. Bg
1

§^
Ngau yu, a dark ambiguous

expression. Yeu yu,
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words; speech; language.

Kh'e yu, words or phrases

which begin a paragraph.

Tsee yu, comiective parti-

cles or phrases. Chuen

yu, words or phrases which give

a turn to the sense. ppj

Ts'in ya, are those particles

which blend mnu intimately

with the principal words.

pq Sbaou yu, to speak little.

yen to

fan fuh, verbiage and tautology.

afe^ Distorted irregmlar teeth.

Pin & Tse"u distort-

ed teeth teeth that do not

stand opposite each other in-

coherent and contradictory

statements.

>"
) Intended to resemble a

fish. FxBh of any kind.

The name of a horse. The
> name of a place. A sur-

name. Kin yu
goldfish. Yiriyn,

silver fish. Too
yu, insects that corrode books.

, Yu ch'e, the name of a

hm
- M R Yu ch'e, the fins of

a fish particularly of a shark,

which are eaten by the Chinese.

Y

U kow the kingfisher

bird
' Yu keae, ancho-

H Ya tsze, fish roe:

QP^»- g Yu tsze

tseang, pickled fish roe.

Poo yu, or Ta yu, to

fish.

^/^^ To fish to take every-

thing that comes to net;

to seize without selection. The

name of a river. A surname.

Tn jin, a fisherman.

Yu ts'eaou wan tuy,

a dialogue between a fisherman

and a woodman.

Repeated Yu yu
walking alone solitary

none to associate with.

Name of a foreign place

on the east.

t ffl Naine ofaLilL

rlHif Yu e the region of the

rising sun.

From heart and the sound

Yu. Pleased cheerful.

From monkey and mind.

The capacity of a mon-

key simple uniustructed ig-

norant silly stupid. Used iu

letters for I, aud for your most

obedfent humble servant.

T'eeu yu, the name of a di-

vinity Yu chug, sim-

ple and stupid ignorant and

unskilful. Yu chun

simple; foolish; ignorant, ^5
Yu min, the simple people;

the poor the multitude; the

mob (as some people call the
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many.) Yu siih, the

foolish customs of the vulgar.

S^l Yu te your humble

younger brother.

From a covert and a

monkey. To attach to, as

monkey does to a

branch; a shelter; a tem-

/j-^J J porary lodging; to lodge;

to cast upon the care of; to per-

tain or belong to. Leu

yu, a stranger; one who lodges

in a strange place. Ke
yu, to be attached to, as a syco-

phant plant. Yu soo,

the place where one lodges.

From to walk and a mon-

key. To meet with unex-

pectedly to occur to happen,

^is by chance; to fall in with; to

wait till a thing occurs,

Yu cho, to meet, with to hap-

pen, )^ Yu kiieu

nan she, wheu distress and dif-

ficulties are met with.

1 Yu she yih too ke
always appearing angry mo-

rose, Yu shay

piih shay, not be pardoned when

a general pardon does occur.

Yu yeAv

e ch'oo sze keen, if any affair

occur which requires to be con-

sulted about.

From a mound aud a

monkey. A corner a

nook; an angle; having angles;

denotes rigid integrity. Name

of a hill. * T
:mg yu, the

cwner of a hill. Hae

yu, a bay on the coast. |^
Leen yu, uncorrupted integrity-

Name of a person famous

in Chinese history for

having drained off the water

after the deluge; expanded; ea-

sy state. Certain insects-

A sort of monkey a fe-

\yhj male monkey the begin-

ning of. The name of a hill.

Occurs in the names of places;

of a divinity; and of a fish. |^
Yu chung, the hours from

nine to eleven in the morning.

A certain stoue of an in-

ferior kind.

"iti^ Certain plants. The name

I^Ky, of a tree. A surname.

Woo, or Yu, to talk Foud;

to talk big; to vociferate

in which senses it is also read

II wa. The name of a kingdom;

of a state; of a district. A sur-

name. # Puh
voo puh ngaou, not clamorous,

not insolent. Woo-

sau-kv\'ei a ftimous general who
first fought against the Man-

chow Tartars, then implored

their aid against a native rebel,

and atYer fighting for them se-

veral years, closed his life as a
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rebel against Kli'ang-he.

Large features; large per-

son: large appearance.

Desirous to laugh.

Joy; delight; to exult.

rq^» I From fi tiger ami certam

genii. A white tiger with

pg* f
black fur, is called

J^^ J 'LVxu yu; its <1 imposi-

tion is gentle, and it eats only

animals tiiat die a natural death.

To consider to weigh anxious

tliought; impediment; detriment

to to be at rest preparc-d for.

Name of an oflice; of a territory

b.nd of an ancient state*, A sur-

name. Soo yu, remiss;

want of precaution,

KL'c paen woo yu, can en-

sure that uo impediment shrtW

avine. Woo yu, or

PuL yu, some uniinticipatt\l

detriment;, or injury to. ^^^^
Yu mei jin, lychnis corona-

ta. Yu jin, an officer

"who haw charge of the Imperial

park.

Yu " the ap-

pearance of a numerous

group of sUigs and other ani-

mals; bucks, does, and so on.

AIpo a laughing appearance.

Ye\v luh yu yu,

numerous were the herds of

floes and bucks.

A male tleer. Yu
yu, ;i flock of deer.

A store or granary on

those rivers on which

corn is transported frora place

to place; a gianary or store, but

not in a house; collected toge-

ther, but open to the heavens.

Rend Kwei, a sort of bas-

ket which the character

is intended to iesemble, Read

Yu, a momeut of time. A h" -

tianie. Name of an ancient

«tate, ^ Seu yu, a mo-

ment; momentaiy,

Fi'om a shtlter and cc

moment. A stack of

grnin in the tielcls; a plnco U>

fctore up grain in the fields or

011 the rivers; a gi'anary in a

riry is crdled Tsanp. A

-

bu'"l: t; aiHuent; a large or nu-

Ti''ioi ariMiniulation of. Name

01 :\ "lc'asure; of a star; amV or

Ta yu, the

gnat stack, a well-knowa

mountain on the frontier of Cjui-

ton province; it is otherwise

called Mei-ling.

From disease and a bas-

ket. Di^eu^e arising fiviu

anxious disappointment; tb be

.«tflrved to death by hunger and

cold in prison.
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Choo yu, a medi-

cinal plant, applied to poi-

sons. Name of a territo-

ry-

From words and momen-

tury. Speech that pleases

but for a while to flatter to

adulate: flattery; adulation, p

Ch'en yu, to flatter; flattery,

k O yu fung

eh'ing, to flatter and to cajole.

Fvom jlesk and a basket.

Big-bcllied; soft; flabby;

the lower part of the belly any-

thing fat ami rich; the entrails

of pigs and dogs. Kaou

yu, rich fort i to land,

^/f/f Binls with long tails; (he

vhgsoi'a Itird leathers;

one of the notes in music; a

sort of sceptre auciently held in

the hand by posture-makers.

Name of a hill; of a star; of an

office. A surname,

Yu maou shen, a feather

fan. Yu sha, camlets

Yu shuh, the feathered

tribe; birds generally.

Water falling from the

clouds hi drops. Clouds

and rain rain; to rain.

Name of an insect.

$ She <hih yu

bea, a shower of arrows and

stones. Kuh yu, a

terra answering to the 22ud of

April. Yin yu, an

excessive rain of long duration.

Yaon Jiea yu, it is

going to rain. Yun
yu, clouds and rain,—used in

an indelicate sense for the com-

merce of the sexes.

Yu shwuy, February 21st.

Yu sze, the name of a wil-

low which indicates a sensibi-

lity to the approach of rain. ^[^

Hea yu, or Lo yu,

to rain.

From to put together, a

boat, and water. To hol-

low out a tree in oi'der to form

a l>out; the vulgar form is from

boat and knife. To ansAver; to

a ><i\\\ t > as yes good well,

A surname. Occurs in the

sense of Yu, more; still

more. Read Shooy the name of

a state, Yun yu, to

assent to; to promise.

Yu yu, mild, easy, respectful

appearance.

A certain measure con-

taining sixteen Tow. Read

Tow, an earthen vessel.

To be manifested to; to

g( manifest; to declare to

instruct; to proclaim to ex-

plain by metaphor or corapari-

^on; to comprehend the value

of; to be affected by. Read

vShoo, a burname.
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K'eu yu, appearance of cordiali-

ty and satisfaction; smooth and

pleasing language.

K'eu yu show che, received

him or it with cordiality and .

pleasure. Heaou yu, a

clear and full exposition, or de- I

claratiou of.

K

Kea yu hoo heaou, families in-
'

formed, ami houses enlighten- I

ed; i. e. made clearly to under-

stand,

Te fang kwan yih ban yu

che, the local magistrates too,

'

all fully understood, or made it

known. ^^ Shin yu

che, to investigate deeply, and

explain perspicuously; to cause

him to understnnd thoroughly.

^St^t Koaou yn, instruction.

Shen yu, a good moile

of instruction, Tseay

yu, and Pe yu, metaphor or

comparison a supposition for

the sake of illustration.

A
§
rave -

I ) From wonwn or heart

/ and to assent. Born of

rich parents delicately

brought up; effeminate;

luxurious addicted to

pleasure; specious and artful;

irrational illicit behaviour. The
second character denotes, to

please; to be pleased joy; de-

light gratification manifested

in the countenance. Read Tow,

to steal ease; to act carelessly.

Yu ^eh, n happy, pleas-

ing countenance.

From to as$ent and heart.

To do heartily; to over-

come; to get the better of; to

remove or heal disease; to ad-

vance; still more in a greater

degree be tter. Used for sev-

eral other characters. iij^

s ' n y n yu >
mourn-

ing still more and more.

TVeuen yu, completely

rurc.L^ )! Woo

yih che yen, puh joo piih yen

che wei yu yay, better no t

speak at ail, than say what is

um^-s.:A ||Yi"w
yu nan, the longer the more

difficult,

JA^"^
From hand nnd to as-

'( sent. To lead; to draw

S-forth and seize; to extol.

Xpsly I Rcuil Tow, to hang down

4^JK J as the hair or the ban'"-'

Read Choo, subverted.

Yay yu, a crowd in the streets,

raising their liniuls nnd laughing

out aloiul. Yu yang,

to praise; to extol.

A tree of whirh ihe Chi-

j ne>o 'liting"h ten vari-

ttio the leaves of all which are

alike said to be the elui. Name
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of a plant, when chewed, said

to be a soporilic. Saug

vi the appearance of evening;

ami of the evening of life; old

age. Peh yu, name of

i star.

An oniument for the face

or forehead a turban for

the head; napkin,

A certain stone. A
man's nanu\

^r^T Disease; to cure disease;

/Hi] convalescence; lightsome.

Occurs denoting, virtuous.

To pass over to exceed

to advance distant; re-

mote in respect of time.

Ts'oo

been kew yu, the first

time appointed is long

past. Yu hiicu,

Igl^ to exceed a limited time.

1^1 Foo yu, appear-

^Ij ance of flowers; flowery.

-^J-
Yu ts'ze, a fungous, o-

therwise called MUh-urk,

^/^^ Certain ornamental gar-

j^fJIJ meats queen's garments

adorned with feathers. Beau-

tiful; handsome.

To bore a small apei'tm'e

in wood to open a hole

;

a small hole by the side of a

door, or in a wall. Read Tow,

m a similar sjen^e a deep hole
\

a close stool.

yfWrt From to look at and to

assent. To desire to

• Kw,ei yu, or

Ke yu, to peep; to spy;

to look at wistfully; to desire

to attain to covet. Al Yu

sin, a covetous disposition.

From words and to as-

sent. Words which de-

mand assent orders official

notifications of the will of gov-

ernment; to proclaim to; tp in-

terrogate. Name of an office

of a district. A surname. Au

order from a superior, whether

from the Emperor to his minis-

ters or governors of provinces;

from these inferior oflBcers, or

from the father of a family, or

the master of a house to those

below him. In reference to the

Emperor, its opposite is

Tsow; in other cases Pin

is the opposite of Yu. The Em-

peror insists on calling what-

ever he writes to foreign prin*

ces an Yu or mandate. He al-

lows their papers to be called

Peaou or ^| Soo. Letters

from the sovereign of England

were translated by Shoo,

the usual word for letter a-

mongst equals. 1^ Shing

yu, See Shing. Meeu

yu, a verViil order. Pe
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yu, to make a comparison is

sometimes written thus. 0^
"g* Yu che, the Enipei'ors will.

From door and to hollow

J^ 5JJ out. To peep and spy

through a door. Kwei

yu, to peep through a door.

J^^^
1 From one spoonful pour-

ed into a mortar on a

, J

stand. To put many to-

>gether; a class or sort;

I

a banditti to add or give

to; good to comply or

promise; to employ; to

use; together with; with; by;

to; and; to reckon to wait for.

Name of a place; of a person

and of a hill. Occurs used for

Yu. Ne yu

ta shwo, speak to him.

Foo yu foo, husband and

wife.
^

Ylh keae

pilh vu, not give a straw.

Wo yu ne, I with you;

I promise you Tan^

yu, a confederacy. Si :nnc

yu, mutual intercourse of

friends. [f Si
w

1f3 Yu kwo jiu keaou che yu
sin, in having intercourse with

one's countrymen, the appro-

priate duty is truth.

Yung yu, appearance of self-

enjoyment and indulgence,

pwfe Tl»e tone occasioned l.v

using effort.

/ffh Attentive ol)servant to

5^r re|y °»-

I

Yu yu, to walk

^-fjj I vitli liastv stt-ps; to walk

with a respect fu I eusy

gait.

A hnnner with a tie-

pi c ted on it; to wave.

Vvom to give mul to

breathe. A slow aspiration

importing rest and tran-

quillity a dwelling on

with iuterest and satis fac-

tion — in these senses it is a

particle rouiuling a sentence.

jC^^ Name of ft stone,

)
From a xthcel or carriage

and a mortar held up

I
\\\\\\tira hands. Jhat part

^f^, ut'a cart or carria^o -svluch

) sustains the load the con-

tz^ taining part to sustain,

^yj applied to the lap of

the earth a travelling

vhiHo.

^

Kan vu si : f*n sang, a person who

pi'ofessos to select proper places

of intormont. Shing

vu the Imperial l)a^gagc cartn.

Kan yu, heavon and

earth. Te yu t.'oo,

a map of the globe.

K'eucn yu the cojumcncemcut
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Yu jin, a cartwright.

Yu tseh, a tomb or

grave.

books of Ffili.

# From toords and to give.

To give the meed ofpraise

which is due; to extol; to

spoak highly of; affirmed

of that whirli is superex-

cellcnt. The nanic ofn <i\\\\

Mei yu, or Yang

vu, to ])raise: to rommcud.

»
^5 Haou m< :on yu ^in <*liay,

yih haou pei wrh hwuy che,

those who are {<jik1 of praising

people to their face, are also

fond of backhitifig them.

m
(

,"
To bond fbrwar<l as a

mark of re>i>cct hunch-

backed.

Ngow, or Yu, to be pleas-

ed; to sing; the prattle of

children. The name of a river.

*
f Certain birds that flock

See Ngow.

A mother. Heu

—^3 yu, the genial fructifying

influences of nature. |[
Wan shih yu, name of an an-

cient mother of five brothers,

all eminent sta(e>inen.

To direct to control to

advance. Occurs in the

From a knot, noon, to

stop, and to walk, A
/tr% charioteer unloosing his

horses from the carriage;

^ n to extend to and fill every

/|n^ > place. Wherever tl>e em-
1 peror stops is expressed

by Yu. To descend to

a place; an appellation of

^J-fTI i whatever pertains to, or

4*^P J whatever is done by th«

J'jiiporor; to advance to; to w n\i

upon; to rule.

Pah nang yu foo jin, impo-

toncy. -j^l Lin yu, to tak"

tlic reins ofgovernment, f^j
Yu e the art of a charioteer.

Yu iDa, to manage a

liorse. P * Yunum
pan eze to attend at the gate of

the palace for the performauce

ot' business;—denotes sitting in

the hall of audience, f
Yu she, Imperial informer?,

advisers and remembrancers.

They are said to be the Em-
peror's ear? and eyes. Compare

with Yen. Yu
ts'een, in the Imperial presence.

^^^J To oppose to stop to

hinder; to cause to desist

or cease to sacrifice, "yj"

Show yu, to defend.

- Yu ke, to .satisfy hunger. j^T

Fang yu, or Te yu.
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to guard iigaiust.

A fence composed of wat-

A^At ( tied baml>oo-

^f^m ) From to give or granf^

j

and an elephant. An ele-

}- pliant;* a tranquil, clieer-

j

ful, easy, secure state; all

J arranged and prepared

for whatever may occur; previ-

ously arranged prepared for

provided against; to deliberate

about. Name of a district. A
surname. ^| Yuc yu,

pleased delighted.

Yew yu, a monkey and an cle-

pliant two mistrustful animals;

irresolute; undecided.

Yu ke woo, to take a share

in the councils of state; to form

a part of the miuistiy.

Yu pe
?
prepared for early and

already arranged. % Yu

seen, previously • Yu
yen, to foi.etH; to predict; a

prediction. Ilea yu, or

Yih yu, quite at ease

and at leisure; without occupa-

tion.

Name of a plant

|3
Yn e, inward feel-

ing of pity, of commiser-

ation, or grief. YuLevv,

m

the tone of disease; the moan-

ing of a sick person.

From hand and horse.

A horse-keeper a chari-

oteer. See the second

form of this character a-

,
bove.

J^/j^ i'rom garments and a

I

valley. Plenty; affluent,

^generous; indulgent; li-

Yew yu,

J rich fifHuent.

Kh'wan yu, enlarged; oxpand-

ed; magnanimous. Jao«

yu, rich affluent.

ctiin^, liberal government.

Yu how kwang

ts'een, to enrich one's posterity,

and shed glory on one's pro-

genitor. Yu kwo, to

enrich the couutvy.

From hand and to jcetL

To entertain people with

meat aud drink.

A borso-keeper; one who

feeds and attends a horse.

The appellation given to the

month in a certain season. A
surname. The name of a mud-

gate in ancient history. The

name of a place. The name of a

hill and of a city. The name of

a musical instrument. A dig-

nified martial appearance, is

ex
I
tressed by Yu. The limits

of a territory; to oppose to
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withstand. Mo and Yu,

a cow-herd, and a horse-keeper.

(Tso-cU'aeu.) Show yu,

to defend the limits or boun-

dary of a country.

E koo wo yu
5
to strengthen

my frontier. Ling- yu,

a prison. Yu sze, one

who has the care and breeding

of horses. Yu yu, a

wearied, embarrassed appear-

From a mortar and two

hands. To raise*up with

both hands.

A small bank a low wall

a collectiou or assemblage

in a heath or common.

From a v:ind histmmenl

and head. To make a

trampet of one's bead; to

cry out in agonies of dis-

tress; to invoke with im-

portuuity; to cry out from paiu

suffered iu the bead; in concert

with many.

Chaou seih jvl t'een, morning

and evening call upon heaven

in fervent supplication. mm
Woo koo yu t'eeu, tho

guiltless invoking heaven.

Ya chung, calling oafc in

direct terms in concert with

many.

YUK

0From mouth aiul a line

representing the breath

coming out. To speak to say;

said to call or denominate is

called; is designated.

T.^ze yue, Confucius said.

Shoo yue, the book says:

it is written. ' Yih yue,

one (person or authority) says;

also when enumerating many

things, meaus one is called so

and so.

To separate entirely to

cut off the feet, as a pun-

i,hmeut. Ij
Yue

Uuh yue fei, to cut oft tlie feet

is called Fei.

1 Intended to repfeseiit tho

moon. The moon a lunar

month. A surname. A
f* foreign state.

Jun yue, an intercalary

month. Ching

yue, the first month of the year.

La yue, the last montU

of the year. YuSch'ing,

that which is to be done, or has

been done during the mouth.

Yue heen, the first and

last quarters of the moon.

YuC- yue 4rjng, ilic Ch:-
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ne^e monthly rose. Yue

yue, moutlily. Yue yiL,

monthly incrense. Yue

kwei, a mouihlj x-ose;-there art-

two varieties. Yue,
the mon tli's difficulty; i. e. to die

in chikl-bed. The Chinefce deem

this so unlurky tliat they do

not like to hire the house where

it has occurred.

ping, moon cakes; cakes made

like the moon, used at a term

in the 8tli nfloon. Yue

shwuy, or Yue king,

the nieustrnal discharge.

A formidaMe axe ov hat-

chet. Name of u tar.

MFroin %ilh and a star.

Variegated colours cer-

tain ornamental trappings of ji

liorse and carriage. Certai" fine

Flchb to walk and a hat-

chet To pass over to

overstep; to exceed more to

bcatter; to be vague to loee or

be lo'. Name of a cloth. A liole

in the lower part of an instrn-

inent. An ancient name of the

modem Fiih-keen province.

Yue fin», to overstep one's

proper rank or sphere. >^
Yue haou, better. 0f Yue

soo, to appeal to higher courts

by passing over the inferioi

ernes. Yue siilij to pass

i-Ijt. YuSyuS, or

^ Yiu- ta. more and more; iti

u greater or more intense degree.

Y" yew yue

kli'een, the more he has the

more humble he is

A certain large hatchet.

The name of a star.

From heart ami a plvnti-

(til -^f/fp/t/ of. Plcjused

grntitieu; mu<le glaJ; ilelighted;

delightful. A surname.

Sin clnuig, He yuer

or AIk'l Sin yue, the mind

quite ^rutiiit^l and plewl. *f^J

YuC e, to gratify the vH
. es. Yue fuh, to sul.inir,

with pliia-i»re.

luuli, to |.]f^i<e the eye.

VuT' sin, to please the lieart.

z=^/> C ommonly read Shwo, to

w:ik to say. Read Yue,

in the sense of the preceding.

From a skttrmmt Inuig

ii]> /// a door. To iiis[>ect

and take m\ account of to re-

view, survey or examine. To

reail. Fa yue, tamilieb

rank and fame. ^|fl j(l

Sr >in yue kh,an to look o-

v*>r ami examine with care.

Yue kenen, to examine li-

terary essays, Yue loih,

to have passed through service.

Yue ping, to review
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troops. Yue she, to

have seen the world.

Part of the harness of a

carriage, said to be that

which corre?})oiHl^ to a yoke.

From a recess and ex^

pancVunj vapour. A par-

ticle that ushers in the expres-

fcion of one's thought^ to >say;

an aspiration of concern the

j>article in. A classical name

of' the {trovinoe Canton, still us-

ed by tire Vice-governor and

commissioner of duties.

Yue se province, other \v i se

called K"\vang-se. Yue

tung, the province Cantou.

Leang yue, the two Yue;

i. e. the two provinces just nam-

ed. Yue foo tae

the Vice-governor of Canton.

Yue hae kwan, the

Hoppo of Canton.

To speak to say; speech.

The breath rising. To

belch to rift. ReadHwuy,

the voice of a bird. Wide; spa-

cious and light, said of a house.

The sound of the gradual ap-

proach of a carriage with bells.

The ancient dictionary Yun-

lnvuy says, tlie beard on the

chin. One says, the jaw-bone.

YUEN.

^"^^ \ Yen or Yuen. From a

g^J I
mouth, or pass, and wa-

\ (cr. A watery track of

rt* I land situated amongst

|U J hills; a niai>h; a swarup;

appearing as if spoile<l.

• • The first cause; invisible

J Li ami operating principle.

The origin; (lie commenceaient
;

great; the fht; the principal;

the head the chief. A surname.

Peh sing yue

yuen yueu, the people are called

Yueu-yuen.

%

Wuh yo e sbang yuen

khe, do not drug yourself k> ay

to hurt your constitution.

Yuen ch'e, the origin.

Yuen fuh, the garments or

dress put on before marriage; a

cap or bonuet. 7C Yuen

khe answers nearly to the word

constitution^ used in reference

to the human body. 7C ^Rt

Yuen khe puh haou, a bad

coustitntion. 7C Yuen jih,

the first day of the yeav. 7C
Yuen ueen, the first year

of any reign. 7U Yuen

paou, a piece of silver of the

value of fifty taels, used chiefly
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in the region of Peking gilt

paper burnt to the god.s and de-

parted spirits. JC Yuen

seaou, a soup basin.

Yuen shin, the natural spirit^,

in medical phraseology.

Yuen shwae, a military com-

manuer-iu-cliief.

Yuen show koo kwang, the

head, legs, and arms; i. c. a

prince and his ministers. 7C
Yuen seih, the evening of

the first clay of the year.

Yuen tan, tlie morning of

the first day of the year.

Yuen tszo, the eldest son;

the first ancestor of a family. I

(MS. Dictionary.)

Yuen yang, original coi^titu-

tion or power of virility.
—

*

Yih yuen, the space of

129,600 years. Yuen '

yue, the first moon of the year. I

Hwuy >Mien, the first

amongst that class of literati,

called Tsin-sze.

Keae yuen, the first of the
|

Iveu-jin, tUc TV Clnvangyuen,
j

the first of the Han-lin.

Name of a hill; of a cer-

tain barrier; and of an an-

cient state in Shen-se. A mu -

name,

l^-om mound and ro"

Lyli )'h"l!! m rl \ - ,

rounding wall, forming a court-

yard; a dwelling of a magis-

trate; a public court, or palace;

a itianniun; a college; a temple

of' the priests of BiuKlha, or of

the Taou sect; an hospital; join-

ed to the titles of some of the

higher officers, as Foo

yuen, a Vice-governrr. f^c

Shoo yuen, a college. /i^

- Peh lull shoo yuen, the

College of the White Stag Val-

lt'y, a romantic place on the Po-

yanp lake, Avliere Choo-foo-tszo

taught.
~

^

Ylii t>oh fun wci urh yuen, one

house divided so as to have (wo

court-yards. :J^^ Fung

yuen, an hospital for lepers.

}^ Koo tnuh yuen, an hos-

pital for the blind.

Laon jin yuen, an hospital for

aged persons~who ai e friend-

less. 1 he>c arc all government

estal)lii?hnioiit< which nre miser-

ably attended to:

Fa fiiii^ yuen, a lazarliouse.

Yuen laiig chung, an

office of the filUi degree of

rank.

A certain large tortoise,

of which various falm-

lous things arc Mii (.

T'een yuen, a cerlain star.

Deep water.
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From evening and a knot.

A knot making a person

uneasy on his couch, and

causing him to turn to

turn one's-self over when

lying clown; to turn round; to

yield or give way. The second

is a vulgar form.

\ From a hare beneath a

cov€7 not only unable to

I
/'/? but made to stoop.

Vro cau.se to stoop to

I

forcg to crouch to in-

I

jure to oppress to ill-

J use; to cause resentment.

Han yuen urh

sze, died from a feeling of re-

sentment for injuries received.

Soo yuen, to state one's

grievances. Keih yuen,

ormm Ming yuen, to strike

the drum in order to call atten-

tion to individual injuries, j
Shin yuen, to straighten

that Avhicli is howed down; to

grant a person justice; to right

u person. Se yuen, to

wash away injuries or resent-

nKMits; to take ample revenue.

Y chW or

Yuen ch'ow, an enmity to.

Yuen wang, to ill-use; to

charge falsely. Yuen

kee, an involvement in difficul-

ties arising from the malice or

artifice of others. j^S

Yuen peih leang min, to

accuse falsely and oppress vir-

tuous jieople.

Yufii keuh ehe sze, oppression

ill-treatineut. -

To bend down plauts and

cover one's—elf; to yield;

to comply. See Wan.

Jty^ To rejoice and make mer-

|Xq ry ; to advise and admo-

nish.

J^l^ Read Yuen and W;m.

^w|J I
From woman and to

ybenrl. Yielding obedi-

I

ont; accommodating.

J Wi yuen, obliging

speech. Yuen chuen,

winding andturning; trying to

obi— and please all parties.

^IL^ Yuen yung, a yielding

manner; coni])];iisant behaviour.

IVatcr whirling round

4y\^ an eddy.

A vessel to contain rice.

Jtftt From the mind turning

^f>^ on knots. Dissatisfaction;

} resentment hatred to;

iXjn| enmity to ill-will; repin-

I Li J ing. Read Wan,
AVan tsae private gains hoard-

ed up. Paou yuen, to

take revenge. #Yuen

hiln, hatred and dislike to; dis-

satisfied with and hating.

Yuen p'in, to repine at po-
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verty. Ci Yuen si", a feel-

ing of malignant dissatisfaction.

Yuen t'een, to repine

at heaven or providence.

A certain stone sceptre,

or court ornament. A
raau s name.

Twenty Chinese acres of

land some say thirty.

A vacant eye an eye

^1 without lustre or light;

a well without water.

-
) Read Yuen or Ynh, grass;

^\$A I pasture luxuriant herb-

^
age or foliage delicate,

I

soft, flexible plants.

1 Muh ma yuen,

,

pasture for horses.

^1J^ A kind of grass or rush

) L^. of which mats may be

made. A surname. Also road

Kwan and Han.

Yuen tseen jin, coriander seeds,

used in making curry. Some

write Yuen suli, mixed

with cakes as a charm on the

8th of the 4th moon. ^hj

Yuen tseen, or Yuen
sny, coriander.

The male of a certain

bird. Yuen yatig, !

a pair of faithful bird?, much
employed to be emblems of ma-
trimonial fidelity and happi-

ness.

Scorns to V>e derived from

a high shelter as of a

mountain, and Ts'euen, a

sprhig issuing from its foot.

Ili.uh Iwl ground; a waste; t\

conimoii; origin; source; begin-

ning commencement the real

mitm'al state of a tiling or of an

affair; to oxaniine into tlio origin

of to trace back to the begin-

ning again an iteration of a

.-»*''«>inl (he same 08 the iirst; to

remit to forgive. A surname.

The name of a (U"rit. ^*
P'ing yuen, a large level uncnl-

tivated tract of country.

l^iien yuen, an extensive

cultivate*! tract. T'uy

yuen, to scarcli into the ori^innl

cause of to analyze. ^§
d;en yuen, to see thoroughly

into the causes and circum-

stances of au affair. Said by

way of compliment to the dis-

cernment of any other person.

Hwuy chaou

yuen clie, issued an order to (or-

givetlieni.

moaou, made a second temple.

Yuen choo, the original

lord i. e. the owner the pro*

[>riotor. Yuen ch'ae, a

police runner. Yueu e
the original intention; the first

motive. Vncn kaoti,

one who originates an accusa-
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tion a plaintiff. Yuen

koo. the originating cause.

Yuon lae, it happened, or

l^ved i l>e. Yuen
lf;ang, to excuse, or put a favor-

nble construction on.

Yuon ae joo ts'ze, real-

ly, or in point of fact, thus. Of-

ten said when all clisouisos are

laid aside, or the truth clearly

peroeivo^l. Yuen

puh kae, stvirtlv, or by rights

ou^rht not, Yuen

puh seaug, originally, or really

at Itottoni, t\\d not mean, &c.

Yu(n pun, the origin

originally. Yuon sou,

the original preface, 3iS

Yuen tsaou, to frame origiuul-

ly : to create. Yuen
t'ow, the original tho head.

Yuen wei, the origin

and end; all about a person or

tiling Yuen

woo ch'ing sin, no premeditat-

ed design. ^ Yuen yew,

to forgive, Yuen yew,

the causes from which a thing

proceeds the circumstances of

an affair.

/l|£| Knowledge aud talents

|//J\ employed on the side of

what is vicious and unprincipled.

Kcang. yueti, a

female, famous iu ancient

story.

From heart -dndoripbia f.

Man's mind as it camo
from its Creator a respectful,

sincerely reverential, moral, pi-

ous feeling sincere moral

virtuous. Used for Yuen

and for Yuen, to wish; to

desire. Yueu lo
t
sincere

respect reverence aud venera-

tion; grave aud respectful de-

portment. Yuen e, to

desire; to wi.sh.

To measure; to estimate.

Fi om wafer and origw

or three aprijtgsy istiuin-

from below a mouuLaiu.

A source or spring of wa-

ter the source of a river.

The name of a river. A
source, figuratively. A

surname. Peh yueu,

the source of all rivers. J^T/

Ho yuen, the source of (he r"

ver; viz. the Yellow river.

Tseue lew

puh joo seh yueii to cut off tho

streams is not so effectual as to

stop up the source. /
Yuen lew, the source and flow

tlie rise and progress of. )

Yuen ynen u vh lae,

incessant and regular in cora-

ing, as water from a spring1

.

From si!k and oriff in .

A red and yellow colour

K K K fv
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produced by the first dip in a

dye; a red colour.

J^E^ From words and a spring.

A regular constant flow

of language; pleasing harmony.

A man's name.

From origin or source

and head. A large bead;

to stretch out the head as

in looking for with ex-

pectation the direction

of the heart to an object; to de-

sire; to wibli; that to which the

heart is directed an object, of

desire; each every a short ap-

pearance of the face; a vow.

Fa yuen, to make a vow.

Hwan yuen, to pay a^ Ch'iug yuen, avow.

sincere wish or desire.

Yuen e a wish a desire to

wish for. $
Yuen t'een hea jin ngan 15,

wish all the men in the world

repose and delight.

A horse with a white bel-

iy.

From mouth and fiesh.

A small insect; empty or

vacant; to stir up; to ex-

cite; to toss about.

o
/

A numeral of things of

value hence from pearl

shell. Numeral of officers of the

government, whether civil or

military; round; to circulate, or

to extend to every part. The

name of a place. Read Yun,

beneficial to advantageous.

Read Yun, Woo yun,

a man's name. A surname. §
Fuh yuen, a certain kind

of cap. Wau
woo kwaii yueu, civil and mili-

tniy officers.
~

'

Yih yuen Ikiou kwan, a good

officer. Sang yuen, a

person possessing the literary

rank called Sew-ts'ae.

Wei yuen, an officer sent on a

special errand an official mes-

senger. Yueu ch'ae, or

Ynen yah, a police

runner. Yuen peen„

civil and military officers.

Yuen wae lang, a cer-

tain office of the fifth rank.

Jgd A small insect or reptile*

^ Round a circle; a sphere

or globular figure; a dol*

lar to make round.

Fang yuen, square and round.

Yiu tsze shih

yuen, ten round pieces of silver;

ten dollars. Chung

yuen, or |§j Pwan yueu,

half a dollar. A quarter of a

dollar is expressed by —

'

Yih ts'een pa, one mace

eight (caudareeus), which are
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man's name. Used for the pre-

ceding.

-X^E^t From hand and to em-

^H P^ !/' To give forth from

one's own store to give or

throw away; to contribute to;

to give to the service of the

Emperor to obtain office by-

paying a contribution. By the

Canton people read Keuen, in

all the following cases.

Yuen kwan, to purchase office.

Yuen kung, to pay a

contribution to government.

m Yuen tselh, to die of sick-

ness. Yuen t e

yin leang, to subscribe to a pub-

lic contribution.

A ft ^| From water and a pass.

/ To flow down by water;

to sail along the shore;

to go with the stream; to'

accommodate one's-self to

others; to make a tour or

>l^S J circuit; to alter for speci-

fic reasons. Yuen too,

the whole circuit or course of

a journey.

VP

Yuen or Yun, disease;

sickness.

From metal and soft

swamp, or that which

easily melts* Lead and similar

soft base metals;—the Chinese

distinguish various sorts. Name

of a diritrict. A man's name.

equal to a quarter of a dollar.

TVan yu'en, a complete

circle; the full moon altogether

the whole. Yuen

cho tsze, a round table. [Ml >^T

^* Yuen fkng che tuy,

round is the opposite of square.

|§J 3t Yuen kAvangj a round

mirror, by which it is said some

persons can fiud out stolen goods,

and so forth. Yuen

mung, round dreams; the same

as Chen mung, dreams

of divination. H ^| >S ^
Yuen teih peen teih, globular

and flat.

To take or cut out fi'om

the midst of; to hollow

From woman and to ex-

cite. One who excites ad-

miration; beautiful; ele-

gant delicate slender.

>A woman's name.

Peen yuen, a light

airy appearance.

Leen yuen, a delicate

J curve, like the new moon,

Leen yuen, delicate

slender. Shen yuen, a

beautiful female, Yuen
yuen, sombre; deep; remote.

From heart and round.

Au agitated mind; grief.

A certain insect; alone;

to work or stir up. Am
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Peli yuen, tutenague.

^ lleh selh, or ^ ^S*

Heh yuen, common lead.

Hoo yuen, ^ Yuen

tiwa, (»r Y"eu fun,

white lead. They say it is made

hy auspending the metal in a

winejtirclosely stopped in uiuc-

teen days it is converted to a

powder. Yuen kvan

a lead oanni^ter, such as tea is

put Into. lj

j Yuen taou woo yih ko

che le, a louden knife is not

sharp enough to cut at a single

stroke.

From Peaou, to reach

up or down from o?ie

hand to another, and Yu,

to endeavour to extend to. To

lead from one place to another,

or fr«<in one subject to another;

alow muurnl'ul; to remove; to

ohungr. Forms part of the nanu*

of a sea bird. A surname.

Yuen yuen, slowly; lei?iuv-

\y.

From woman ami to lead.

A beautiful "woman who

draws ftdmirers'after Ler.

Tn'eang yueii, the appear-

ance of ytaiiding and Availing

upDU. Shen yuei), the

appearance of drawing or pull-

ing towards; to draw the afti-e-

tioua alter.

From hand and to lead.

To l*'tu\; to draw; to pull

uj> to a liigher place to assist;

to elevate; to rescue; to deliver;

to save a certain swortl-like

weapon. See Hwan.

Show yuen, to lead with the

hand. Kow yuen, or

Kow t'e, a scaling lad-

der for passing over city walls.

4 Yuen kow, to rescue

tu sav' to reform the worM.

Yueu kee, to unite or

draw iiuuiy }>ersons together; to

Lring forward to quote.

Yuen }>a, to l'aiee up; to

draw out of~as out of the wa-

ter; fo elevate or draw forth

|K'<.[»lt
'- Tiilmts. Yuen

piug, auxiliary troupe coniiug

up to iiHui'd relief, as to a be-

sieged citv. 4 Yuen tsee,

to go forih to inept and lead to

a j Yuen yin, to

lend; to ilruw.

Fi'uin a robe. Long gar-

ni*Mits or robes, Nuino

ut' a rliHtricf. A surname.

^ From to walk an<l long

I

robes. R(jin(5t distant^

f in time or place. Reml

I

Yueu, to remove to a dis-

tauee; to put away from
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one; to consider remote,

1^ Puh yuen ts'een le

not consider a thousand le far

(when some object is to be at-

taii.ed).^J$
King kwei shiu urh yuen che

respect demons and gods, but i

put them to a distance, affect
j

hot familiarity with spirits,
(

*^ Yuou keih urli sun,
|

may (calamity) extend remote-

ly to my posterity, an impre-

cation. x5d Yueu kin, far

off and near at hand; to put to

a distance; to approach near to.

Y le die, put it

far o!K Yuen

yueu kun suy, to follow at a

isvr'dt distance. Yuno*

yuen, forever; eternal. xSl

Yaou yuen, very remote; far ofl'.

A place where trees, ve-

I gctables, or flowers are

I

planted; a garden a gur-

den hedge. Poo

yuen, an orchard.

I H?| Ts'ae yuen, a vegeta-

J blegardeu. Hwa
yuen, a flower garden. A ga.r-

dener is sometimes called H
x Hwa kung, a flower work-

man. T'een

yueu loo moo, fields, gardens,

mat shedb and tombs.

He yuen
?
a play-house; a gar-

den appropriated to theatrical

exhibitions. Such places exist

in Peking. Yew
hwa yueu, to saunter or ram))le

in a garden, f Yu yuen,

an Imperial garden. l§j

f^j Yuen ming yuen, the round

and splendid garden — some

suppo.se in allusion to the encir-

cling heavens, and the orb of

day formerly a well-known

summer residence of the Tartar

Emperors of China.

From a carriage and a

long garment. The va-

rious poles extending from a

carriage, or tranb'verse poles to

whirh the animals are attached

Avluch have to draw it; the poles

of a carriage; a yoke to draw,

A surname. An ancient king

of China, when he went forth

to hold assemblies of the states

})laceil all tlie carriages of his

retinue with their poles inwards,

and arranged in two lines to

fiu m a passage or au avenue to

his own apartments where he

gave audience; from which cir-

cumstance the gateways lead-

ing to the cantouments of the

array, and the gates to public

offices, are called Yueu

uiun, carriage-pole gates.

P Tung yuen mun, the

eastern gate of a public office:

Se yuen mini, the

we^tcru gate ol' a public office.
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Heen yuen, title of an

ancient monarch.

A monkey.

rATj The throat. Read Yen,

P to swallow. Read Yih.

^^ Kang yih, a stoppage

of the breath or voice from

grief to intercept or obscure, as

by clouds. Read Yuon.

Yuen yuen, the sound of a drum.

1r-» A wall of a loAver ch\«.

H The name of a star. The

name of an ancient city. The

name of a stone. A surname.

Also read Hwan.

Jta. 0J Ts'eang pel yuv

yuen kaou yue yung, a wall

when low, is culled Yuen, wlien

high is called Yung.

>^ Yu yuen urh pe che,

passed or leaped over the wall

and avoided him, said of a per-

son who was solicited to accept

of office.

}
From water whirling be-

J/trl I tween two shores. An
eddy; a whirlpool; a deep

ss. The name of a ri-

ver. A surname.

T'een yuen che

keh, as remote as heaveu

and the deep.

^PJ\J
b

Kea heo yuen yuen, a family

devoted to letters for many gen-

eratious.

To move to agitate to

push; to infer.

Name of a bird of prey of

which there are several

species its cry indicates

wind, A man's name.

Hwan or Yuen. Read

Hwan, to circulate to

surround to conglomerate; to

look round with apprehension.

Read Yuen, round globular;

complete; perfect. See Hwan.

J^" Yuen fa, the Chinese

copper coin.

From silk and a pig, A
border or selvage of silk

stitched on to the margin

of the collar of a gar-

ment, or to the sleeves,

as an ornament; to accord with

something previously existing;

to continue in succession to be

influenced by something previ-

ously existing; to connect as

cause and effect; a cause; to

climb. Yuen fun, and

Yew yuen, express a

cause existing from the ar*

rangements of fate or nature

for the meeting of persons, or

the occurrence of events, ren-
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dered prosperous by superna-

tural influence;—conveys some-

thing of the .sense of the words

* Providential meeting, marri-

ages are made in heaven,
1 and

so on. Woo yuen, is the

opposite idea. Yew yuen also

denotes some secret or undi-

vulged cause, some sinister in-

fluence. Yin yuen, a

connexion with the influence

procured with magistrates by

bribery. Yufdh

yew yuen, having a relation to

Buddha; devoted to him, and

enjoying1 his ble^ssinof and pro-

vidential care.

^pTs'een she yewyaen

kiu she kee, those (men and

women) who have had some

relation in a former state of ex-

istence, are united in marriage

in the present life. /£„

T'een ting leang yuen, hea-

ven decrees happy marriages.

Wei ho yuen

koo for what reason

Yuen yew, the causes or cir-

cumstances of any affair.

Yuen linsr, the collar of a

garment Yuen muh,

to climb a tree. Yuen

sze, on account of an affair.

Yuen shih, to put on

an outside gloss or external co-

louring,—applied to persons in

a bad sense, denoting external

show merely.

YUH.

The word Yuh
y

in its

strict and proper sense

denotes the chrysoprase;

it is applied also to the

corundum stone, and to

any valuable stone. Beautiful

precious valuable rich,—ap-

plied to food harmony in the

seasons. Name of a river. A
star. A wood. A herb.

^fC 3l Shwuy yuh, crystal.

3& yjj^ Yuh che a kind of

crucible used by the sect Taou,

an oruameuted vessel, ^1

Yuh ch'ing, the name of a star.

- Yuh chiih, the harmony

of the seasons. Yuh

ch'ing, to complete anything

well. "Tt Yuh hang, the

membrum virile. Yuh

hwang, or ^* Shang-te, the

most honourable in heaven,

language of the Taou sect.

Yuh kwo, or Tow

kh,ow nutmeg. 3S,

Yuh mun kwan, a pass in west-

era Tartary, in about 53° N. L.
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~R Yuh loo, the impei'ial

carriage. , Yn\\ Inn, the

magnolia Ynhtn. Vuh

low, the

shih
?
the corundum stone. 3l

Yiih i^ow kiTew, In»ya

caniosa. }j Yuh toe, the

imperial genealogy.

>//J^ From tcrrfrr and a ra/frt/ t

To hathe in !i stnain.

Name of a river. To fly up ami

down, as swallows on the sui--

fm'e of water. Muli

yuh, to bathe. ^ Yuh
fuh t'an, the anniversary of the

hafhiiig of Bmhlha, the 8th d;iv

of the 4th moon. This day em-

braces all the sages of the Bud-

dha sect, or all the manifesta-

tions of Buddha; it is n kind of

AlUsaint's day. Yuh
sluli, a bathing lioi.

A^jJ^ ) From a va/ln/ and tn

breathe To hreathcat'ici-;

to wish to hope for to

desire; to be desirous of;

to covot to \u>\.

T'een le jin yuh, heav-

enly principles and human de*

^ii"os, reason and passion. ^}
Wuh yuli, the desire of

possessing external olyects or

gratifications. Yuh
sev taou, to be desirous of cul-

tivating a virtuous course of

life.

From desire and heart.

The operation of passion

dr"re in a bad seuse in an

excessive degree; lust; licenti-

ous passions. She yuh,

to relish and lust after. PI

Kl—
po 'rli muh, szc che che yuh,

tlie desires of the mouth, nose,

o;ii"s, and e)'es all proceed from

the heart hence the character

i f;'rm("l 1'nmi hrarL

Yuh sean^, lascivious thoughts.

The posture of a child iu

a nalural and cav piu tn-

rition. See Tuh.

From n child in the

u'<i)nh and flrsh. To bear;,

to nourish to cause to increase;

to grow to train up virtuous-

ly to educate well. Name of

a place. Fow yuh, to

overspread and nourish.

Yuh tell, to nourish virtue.

Yah jittg fang, a

kind of foundlingf hospital for

poor children, whose mothers

die in childbirth, or when they

are infants. )^ Keilb yuh,

ov Yang yuh, to nour-

ish to bring up.

p
To vomit; noise made in

retching or vomiting.

Fat, fertile earth.
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1
-T ' C The sound of the voice.

From to breathe and the

^/V sound Ywh. An excla-

mation arisiHg from fright or

alarm.

From sun and erect. The

light or &pJe»doiar of the

sun.

)
From jire^ $tm and e^eef^

JiXK or to nmirisk fire. The

1-^^ (
glow of fire; shining; re-

) splendeat moral lustre.

|^|
Commonly read Ngaou,

a corner or deep bay.

Read Yuh, a bank under waun'.

P|| Yuh inward

feeling of pity, of commi-

seration, or grief. Yuh
hew

f
the tone of disease the

moaning of a sick person.

4-fiSl Read Yu, or Ngaou, a

bay land near to a shore

or coast* See Ngaoiu

A bank or cliffimmediate-

ly opposed to the water.

i (
Itead Ngaou, a bay deep.

The name of a river.

'
—py

\ From fire and deeply

,
,

I
seated. Internal heat

warmth. Read Ngaouf
in

a similar seuse. The se-

cond character denote?,

being warmed hy the suo.

The mime of n plant.

^^fr
i

From benevolent^ heat,

I aud hand. Heat, applied

J>
with the hand for useful

^3>j*
J

purposes. See Wei. To

Sf^^ J smooth silk from rumples

or puckers by the application of

he«t; a kind of smoothing iron;

to fix plaits by a smoothing

won. Road Tang, by the Can-

ton people.

Yuh tow ch'ing keun che, the

smoothing iron fixes the plaits

ofa petticoat. Yuh tow,

or Ho tow, a smooth'

"ig iron.

-L/— Name of a fruit tree, v(

the plum or cherry spu-

cies. Yuh le
t
a small

The name of a place; ele-

gant. A suroame.

P Yuh yQh, richly elegant.

A sound; a noise; a gut-

tural sound.

A pool of water in a val-

ley at the foot of a mouu-

Name of a district and oftain,

a pass.

An utensil for writing

'with; a style; a pencil or

pen, called by various names iu

the different natioBS of ancient

China. To narrate; forthwith

then; accordingly; but; from;

or other particles which the

scope may require on begioning
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a sen te ace. Occurs denoting,

to skip or liup over
,
levity of

deportment.

To cause to grow to briug

/ up a child in virtuous ba-

S bits; to nurse; to nurture;

^ilt^ \
tu educat - to soothe.

W^li Snme as Yuh. See

above. Ynh yuh, abun-

dant ; luxuriant.

- g-/.lj Cuiu monly read N^aou,

to drag with the hand.

Read \
r
uh, to press down to

subdue or suppress; to suppress

^p|r Appearance of a plentiful

l^^i crop of grain.

Elegance and variety of

colours; luxuriaut.

P Yuh yQh, abuudant; plen-

The sound of the throat
;

a guttural sound.

Dangerous; the voice or

note of a bird.

To sell. Ching
yfih, to prepare goods and

^lish them for sale.

Kead Chuh, a sort of

.
gniel. Read Yuh, na-

tm'al food; that which naturo

supplies spoutaiwu«sly i to nour-

ish; to sell. A surimme.

Yuh yuug, to sell.

Yuh ts'e nelh ueu, to

sell wives and to drown daugh-

ters, done in some parts of

China Yuh tsze, a sod*

Certain fragrant herbs

^ I prepared and used in Ha*

ci'ifice luxuriant ft'ee-

J

\^^ ^growing trees and phmt^;

the feeliiig^ highly work-

ed up; vexatious; anxious

J thoughts; putrid. Isame

of a river. A surname. The

second form is mo9l frequeut.

Yih yuh, repressed feel-

ing. S Yuh po shing,

a gurgling noiser like water

coming out of a Jiarrow-mouth-

ed vesseL YOli taou,

high-wrought anxious feelings.

1 " l Fragrjint plants*

Read Yih, or Yuh. From

ma?t or to go with a

weapon those perHOns

sent, in Ancient times to

defend the frontier. To
be sent ou government service;

to serve; arranged iu order to

supplicate. Shoo yuh,

to >erve ou the frontier.

Szo } uh, to eerve, or servants

generally. Ya yuh, tbe

iutciior atteudauta, in public

^

w
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courts; police runners.
|

Yuh she, to serve to

Yuh yuh, incesHaut solicitation, i be at the call of another.

YUN.

' *- The original form of

J % Yun, a cloud, or the va-

pour of the mouutaiiis and rivers

rolling round; hi after age? Yu
Bain, was added instead of Yun,

and Yun taken to express—to

say to move round.

*2T Jin yun ylh yun, men

say, also say; i. e. what other

men say, I will affirm, or say

the same; I will not contradict.

Wan wuh ynu

yun, the abundance or plenitude

of the universe. Fun

yun, commotion activity; bus-

tle. Yun yun, thus and

thus; et csetera; the conversa-

tion of many persons, Yun

ifun also occurs as the name of

a hill; also, as denoting, abun-

dant; luxuriant. A surname.

^r^T^ From silk and curling

PyJ^ clouds. Numbers thrown

into confusion. Fan

yun or fefe Fun

fun yua yuu, all in a a. ate of

coufusion.

f
* \ From au instrumetit of

2^ / husbandry ami to move

round. To weed out nui-

«ancets from a field; to

to remove wbat

does bartn.

Ch'uii kang hea yun, in ppnng

plough, and in summer weed.

From plants and curling.

j

Plants budding forth fra-

)>•grant herbs, said to expel

•JtLt I
insects from book?? ap-

~^\^S plied to various plants.

Used for the preceding.

Yun heang, said to resem-

ble frankincense.

From rain and curling

vapour. Atmospheric va-

pours; clouds; a cloud fog a-

boat hills and rivers; the fructi-

fy ing principle of nature. Nama

of an ancient gate; of a lake,

and of a district. A sin-name.

Yuu ban, a name of tho

milky way. Yun kh'e,

a kind of halo. Yua

moo, or @ Yun moo

die, talc. Yun-nan, a

province on the eoutJi west cor-

uer of China; the capital of the

province is designated by the

same name. § Yun szo,

and Luy sze, denote the

spirit that preeidcs over cloud«

and thunder. ' Y\m

tsi'ih, asec-mUed like clouda.
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Vun te
?
a kind of wa-

ling laikier; it is fixed on wheels

ami is run alongside city walls.

Yun-t7

e, the cleiul ladder, h us-

ed tigui ntively for rapid literal

promotion. Yun "
commerce of ^e.\e^.

From to infold and tivo.

A ^mall number or quan-

tity. One sars, equal even;

equally l>lemlt'

The strong tough peel of

Jp \J t he 1»uuiIm>o, the l,ark of

the bumhoo. They sdv, that

having no heai t ir.s strength is

iu its ^kin.

From a field and ej""i-

sed. — BlrJ Yua yuu,

lields properly laid out; and di-

vided iutu acres or patches.

• f • Yun ©r Yin. See Yin.

/\ Sincerely; fuithfullv; ho-

I

i)estl" without deceit or

guile; to accede to; toas-

IJt sent; to promise. A sur-

ZLi 1

e, Chung
yun, name of a certain office.

Head Yuen. Yuen ya,

a certeiu district. Occurs in

the sense of ^ Yunr to say.

Yun chih, expresses a

numerous population.

Yun jo, sincere and complai-

saut; the disposition softened

aud amelioratecl, Yuu

no, Yuu chun w
Yun yu, all e*pre»» acced-

h>g to; granting; promising

wha is re<juesteJ.

y^t^k Forms part ef au oppro-

brious epithet, aueieutly

applied to the Tartar tribes./ A weapou held in tlie

^z u liand by statesmen wheiv

atteudii)g on tiie severeigu aii

anrtent usage*..

To tktie; to fall; to per-

[ ish; to die; to Ml as a

[ wirherei! le*f iu the eveu

-

J '"^

( c: i^iu bamboos.

i »

^^t^) I Nanife of an aneieut state,

" uml of a territory. A sur-

From ;i m(*Mnd or a stone

and roi""L To roll down -
r

Wall iVom a higher place;

I to fall in ruins; to fall in

.) a terrifying, manner a&

fruin lien ven, or into a deep a-

hy.-s; rh»* falling of tears. ^
Sin? yun joo yu,

Mars fell like rain. §^
Yun yu shin yuen, to fall

into a deep abyss.

Yuu tsze tiiew, to foil from

heaven.

rtxf^ The voi t of a bird.
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From sound and round.

Sounds which harmonize

: and make rhyme; a final

*\V^L> sound; the last syllable of

^^ J a line or verse; answers

to a line. A Pa yun, eight

lines all rhyming. Yun
shoo, books on the tones; dic-

tionaries arranged according to

the tones, in which syllables of

the same sound are brought to-

gether.

J

Benevolent kind-heart-

: ^ed; warm, humane feel-

j
ing. See Wan.

From warm and air. Va-

pour generative influ-

ence. See ft Yin,

Yun kh'e, essential genial va-

pour; procreative influence.

Fire and steam without

smoke genial warmth

vapour; warm steam.

A collection or assem-

blage of; applied also to

—difficult astronomical cal-

culations. Same as

Yun. See Wan.

Incense. See Wan.

From warmth and new

wine. To ferment liquor.

Yun jang, to ferment.

Yun tseih, to clierish

and keep working in the mind,

like fermentation.

A large mouth mouth
'

large and teeth ugly.

From heart and an ar^

my. To plan to deliber-

ate; faithful; sincere. A sur-

name.

From sun and an army.

Vapours or halo by the

side of the sun; curling up and

accumulating, as warmth, fog

and clouds.

From an army and to go.

To move; to agitate; to

turn round; to go from place to

place; to revolve in a circle; to

circulate; to transport from one

place to another. T'eeu

yun, the apparent motion of the

sun and stars, Yun
cirow, to revolve and devise;

forecast and deliberation.

Yun bo, the river for the

transportation of grain the

great canal. 3^ Yun keo,

the expense of transporting or

carrying. 3M S Yun peh

yuen, to transport white cop-

per. )^ ^3 Yun yung, to turn

to one's own use what one reads,

in contrad i s t i 11ction from mere

copying or quoting in the same

words- Yun yu

fhang, to move round on the

palm of the hand, expresses

what is easy.
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From knife and a sjdin-

ter. To form for some
,

v use; that which may be '

l used; to use; to employ

) to employ to effect anv

end or purpose hence, by

with; to exercise any feeling oi*

the mind; to partake of fooil

tlie necessary expense. A snr-

Jinme. /fl Fei yung, or

She yung-, necessary expen-

diture. Woo yung, use-

less. Yew yung, useful.

Jih yuug, daily supply

of necessaries. ^3 Kun^r

yung, meritorious service.

Ju Le yun^, useful commodi-

ties. 4 He noo

che yung*, the exercise of joy

and anger. Yunq* e to

employ the miud to study.

Yung jin, to employ

persons, whether in domestic

or national affairs.

Yung kwo fan, have you dinnl '

or taken any other meal.

Aj) Yung sin, to apply the miud

to. g Yung
fee p'een tsze sha, killed him-

self with a piece of iron.

\Y Scattered mixed; blend-

^ ^ ed; liurried; peojile with-

cmt any fixed habitation. See
Juug,

Z—f i

Represents strtams and

^/J^V flowing. Ever flowing

perpetual everhi«tiup

^/( j

eternal : distant ; remote

^ ( ^ npjilied to time, tor ever

always. Nnme of a district A
sniname. /pC ZffS Yuug iub, e-

ternal happiness, ^fi Yung

kli'oo, everlasting suffering.

^fi Yungf kew, a very long

time; tor ever; alwaj'S. /Jv

Yuii^ tseh, an eternal man-

sion the grave. /JC Yiuig

yuon, existing to a remote pe-

riod everlasting.

From water and perpe-

tual sireams. Coustant

wandering: always flowing; to

dive and walk about under wa-

ter.

To sing;

cite.

to chant; to re-

From words and perpe^

for a long time, as in singing

to sing; to recite in a monoto-

nous tone; the songf of a bird.

Yung* ko, to sing a

Boug. Yung slie, to re-

cite poetry.

fJ

y

ung. yuncr, the

voice of a multitude of
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From a covering and a I

valley^ both of large con-
j

taining capacity. To contain

.

to bear with to endure tin-

external expression of the feel-
\

ing with vliich ono "'('<'ivc

anything external carriage

manner coun((jiiaiH %e i)lficors

who preside over wemonie".

A district. A suniaiiK*.

E yun^, the various atlitudes,

bows, &• which court w'mo-

'

nv requires, ^r Ts'ung
|

yung, easy, graceful ciuriage.

^ Kirii)^ vun^ tl"i light

silk. Yui'i( r\n\ a pcr-

boi/s carriage; demeanour; aJ-

dre8s. Yung cir<»w
?

little perfume bag?, worn hy la-

dies. Yung jin

che kvo to bear with people's

foults. Y""g niaou, the

external appenraiice or cdunte-

imnceofu jkm's(.i). Yung

na, to rocei vt' an«J contain phy-

aicnlly or uunaily. *
Yung t'e, the whole of a \)vv~

Hon^ figure and manner.

Yung yung, spread out and

flying about.

A^J^t j
Yung hwa, mune

I fJ of a certain official fiitua-

tion, filled by a female during

tho dynasty lb.
Yung yung, to become ea.-ily

habituated to alr;o disquieted

uneahy from d i seu.se. Read

Yung, one .iays, it denotes ele-

\J^^ 8^ Chung yunor, de-

sirous of voniitiiig.

^ Cllun - *
vu"g a

dixjuit'ted appearance.

Niunt- (jf it tree which

j-tMids down roots from its

branches, the ficiKs indicus, or

lmnian tree, called

Puh sze nulh, tlie inmiortul tree.

From water and to c<m-

tain. To fill to contain

with t^ase gentle flow a state

of ease and leisure.

i

A carriage iu motion.

Foo yung, a plant

of'vhi(h there are several

species,— said to chauge the

colour of its flowers thrice iu

one day.

From netal and to con-

tain. The mould which

contaiiis melted metals; to fuse

metals; to melt. ^ Yung

choo to melt to fu^e metals.

Yung choo juh

fan, to pour the metal into the

mould. Yiu^g hwa, to

melt and transform into another
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Ying, or Yung, a grave

or tomb.

Seen jin fun ying, the tomb of

parents. Yung heue,

the pit or grave, into which the

coffin is put.

jMlfi^l From the glow of ttr<*

fires spread over wood,

^ The name of a tree. The

J^I^X beams which support the

J wide-spread eaves or

wiugs of a Chinese house; ^ay

splendid flowers; honour; rank;

glory. Name of a district A
surname, ^fe Kwai)g yun^,

splendid and glorious.

Yung hwa, glorious and flour-

ishing* Yung juh, ho-

nour and disgrace.

Yung khoo flourishing ami fa-

ding; prosperity and adversity,

a real friend is the same in

both cases. ^ Yung lul»,

honours and emoluments.M ^
- to cry; to weep.

From three Jires and a

covering. A splendidly

illuminated house. The name

of a star and of a plant. Name

of a district. Yung t'ae,

or Ho shan, a burning

mountain. ^ Yung yung,

splendid; luminous; glorious.

Ying or Yung, a certain

sacrifice. See Ying.

Small rills of water,

Ting yung, small

streams. j§ Ying yung,

an eddy or whirlpool.

A deep lake marshy

ground.

Ying or Yung, the lus-

tre of gems; bright; shin-

ing clearness of perception. A
man's name. Ting
yung, to listen to specious tales,

and be deceived.

To wind round; to wind

y$\ or roll up.

A shining insect, said to

be bred amongst rotten

- herbs, known by a great

, variety of names.

^//\ ) Yung ho, the plow,worm,

or fire-fly. ® ||« Yung
kwang chaou tfih, to read with

the light of the glow-worm,

from poverty.

Read Vin^r, a cantonment,

l^f &c. Read Yung, to ex-

plain and discuss.

MThe issuing forth of

plants growing freely, as

wat^r issues from a spring; pass

-

ing through containing con-

stant. Name of a measure. The

part of a bell by which it is

suspeuded.
m̂
Yung taou,

the middle aixl principal path

leading into a hnll or public

court.



To commiserate. Also

read Yung, a wooden im-

age made with springs, so as

move, and appear as much like

a living person as possible. In

high antiquity straw was tied

up and made to represent im-

perfect human heings, and so

interred with the dead as atten-

dants upon them. In the mid-

dle age as tlie Chinese say,

that is, about the time of Con-

fucius, the{ Yung, or more

perfect representation of men

was invented and used.

f Sbwnyjin tso yung,

who is the wicked inventor

strength. Strong; bold;

brave; fearless; resolute;

intrepid daring; decH-
1 ed; to employ or exert

the whole powers; to advance

iuipetuonsly courage. The

character Yung is commonly

worked very lurge on the breast

and back of Oliineae soldiers'

coats. Fan ynng, ar-

dent courage brave impetuo-

sity. /J Seaou yung*, a

hasty and passionate appeal to

strength and violence.

Ta ynng, a rational and digtii-

6ed courage. Haou

yung, to be fond of what is bold

and daring-, is considered praise-

worthy, or not so, according" to

M M
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mvi"
mil

the justice and* importance of

the cause. i

Che ch'e kiu hoo yung, to know
shame (to have a sense of shame
or honour) is near to bravery.

Yung chay

ptib keu yay, Yung denotes not

being- afraid. M & ^
Yung mang tsang seen, to strug-

gle forward in buttle with ir-

resistible impetuosity.

Retching; a desire to vo-

mit.

From water and rising

up. To rise up or bubble

>forth as water from "

J

spring1

. The name of ^

i ? ^ J J riv^r.

From heart or $trength

and rising up. Brave;

bold; adveuturous.

ft
The silkworm in its se-

cond stage of existence.

The three stages are called

$M Tfl'an, yung1

, and ngo;

the first and last Tsan-ngo, are

commonly joined together to

denote, the silkworm generally.

7— From to walk and a path

ifjjj through. A lane,

Harmonious agreement;

I of sounds, and of the peo-

)>-ple. The name of a dis-

[ triefc. A surname. To as-

J sist; to collect or crowd
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together, ^'fff1 L"e p -!h

ymig, io be oner of '. r-J o"'
j

yung, peace and barm >nv.
|

amongst the people.

Yung cliing, name of an Em-

peror, Keen-lung's predecessor.
|

J/'Pi submissive; unsub luecl.

p-^j* The v"e r note ('f a

the lmrmaiiiouH notes of binls;

t]ie sound of mtisical instru-

metits; a kiiul of stoppage or

interruption of the breath.

^IJ^l To - stop or close np, as"- tlio channel in which wa-

ter runs; to prevent iuformn-

tion reacliing' a person to

to, as noul<l ami wnter to plaiUs.

The name of n merlicinal j)l;n\t

or fi'uifc. Klt'een sluh,

the fruit of t.lie Kli'i:en, other-

wise onllrd Ke ynn?,

mid Kp t,W a fowl's

bead. T^g S Hi=a lew
j

yunof sel), the channel by wliiclj
i

tlie wnter flows up is stopped.

w'te's ° °.o rive:' nre ^rpod. I

Taou loo yun^, the
j

roi»d shopped np by the crowd 1

of pnss^ngroi's, or other eau^e.
j

H^'en loo ynne, the

^ (>ad (to court) is stopped n

gainst virtuous men.

E yuii?, ftt.d ffi Pe ynnor,

fxnr* iss— fn e f
'- P, n fr<»m • to

oh^pnre or put I>etwertt, fn pre-"

v«M.t i per.suii seeing1

.

Keen cli'in yuny, a bad mi-

nister conceals occurrences

from Iiis so vereitjn, wln'oli is

nl^n ox
I

tressed by

YuniT yn slmng wan, to

prev< ut tlie prrson above hear-

coiuM-alfd I»y tliose on the ri^ht

and left lv fittendaiits,

Jin keun yew

\\ " • vtui^, a sovt'i oi^n is liable

to five sjtcci^s o( concealment.

I
r - Frmn hand mul to bring

jy^Lk / to •tthd To grasp hold

of; lo ombrncc; U\ cany

a rhiltl in the bosom to

,'r'»wl round in the clmr-

nrfpr of attcmlaiits to pcreen.

/; \ ]t IVe yunjr, to crowd

rouiu) rudely. Yung

hoo, to crowd around in or«1or

to prntfcf and defend.

Yun»r to stop up.

I)n . d food to cook a

nu rnii'p moat: liaimony;

c'h • •

, Yung

sun pu!i txvan, a coustant supply

of the morning and evening

moal. - \ Yung jin, a cook,

Z^Jj :; )}$ Ch\wg yung, or

5+ W Ch""g yung, a

deep wido expanse of water

i
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noiseless.

Sloam or vapour ri?inp

up; bleiuliii^ ami mixing

in an uiulist iu^ui^liabl.-

mass; knowl(Mlgc bcuonie

a part of one's own iiiiml:

lung clear; l'rig t' Nmne of a

disiriet. A surname. ^
Cliuh yuug, a god of firo. jv^ffi

Yung ch'^, ii f'"

,

prehension of. ^92 Yuiik

funpr, the north-ea^t u'iml. j^lli

^* 3iM Yung lnviiy k\v;m

t'ung, most tluiroutilily v(i 1

in, and acquainted witli,

Yung ho, liarmoiiiously bleiul-

ing togelher. "/p" Yuny;

Lea, to instil into; to bluml with;

to unite or combine wiib.

)' tm ;r , n<>'"li

l

peon out of tlio water; (he

ing appearance nf a fi-li rcspir-

ing.

Yu k'ow k'ae lictli yung )'i"g

yay, a fish's mouth opening ami

respiring. See Ngow.

A large head; a line dig-

5> nifiod n|>p( iHrance; a com-

manding, elevaled, and at Ihe

game dme benevolent, kind look,

reiterated in the >=ame sense.

From a covering ami to

use. To use or employ

persons for domestic and ordi-

nary purposes; constant; com-

mon; ordinary; simple; rude;

cordial: agreeing; popular nie-

ri" Occurs denoting, how
The name of a pluce. A sur-

name. Da KU'e kwei, a

"rgi(l ifFt
ic»urion of singularity.

Jf^ oo yung, there is no

use or occasion for.

Cluing yunjr, tlm consfant (gold-

om) in^dium; uarnc of a -well-

known Chinese classic. }^
Yung foo, common and rotten;

a veiy ordinary style of writing.

Yung If iiicapacirr;

very inferior talents.

Yung t,a(? ordinary talent.

From man and cotmncm.

To .^erve for hire; to en-

^iii^e to labour for daily hire.

Kead Cluing, equal even to

treat in the same manner; im-

]>ftrtial. Occurs in the sejise of

—to do; to use. Kea
yungj persons hired for domes-

tic use.

yung, a person who sells vege-

tables. ^ Yung jin a

person hired an hireling.

A wall for defence or

slielfer; a little city; a low

\\ all; (lie iioriliern wall of a hall;

to Jbrm mud wall by tying

planks together and beating

tlown tlie earth hetweeu tliem.

Seaou ch'ing

yug yung, a little city or wall
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for defence is called Ynug.

Shing klie yung, to as-

cend the city wall,

E fu tsung yun», to attMck

the city Tsung.

Chuh t'oo luy peih

yue yung, to beat down earth,

and raise a wall is expressed by

Name of a wood a staiul

for weapons,

A foreign country in the

south; acity. A buruame.

A large bell.

Name of n email bird

harmonious notes of

birds; reiterated, in the sense

of pleasing harmony and agree-

ment. The name of a place. A
surname. ^| Yung yung,

a cheerful liappy countenance.

The voice of birds.

From a covering ami

harmony. Concert a-

greemeut. The name of a plant;

and of a tlistrict. Felb
yung, the hall where the eove*

jvign teacher; an imperial school

or college.

From disease and to itop^

A stoppage of the hu*

mours; a swelling; a largo

oilensive pore. Name of a

place, Yungteeu,

a large swelling uu ex-

ien>ive virulent ulcer on the

back.

A pquare city with a ditch

around its walls; to fill or

Mop up a stream of water; cor-

dial ayrecMiient harmony. The

name of a place.

J^ The voice or note of a

ylh bird. Yung yung,

I the luuiiioiiious notes of

j

birds. The sound of mu-

F° ' <\Ci\\ instruments. A kind

of stoppnge or interruption of

the breath.

rp From fiesh and feathers.

\^ Unbroken successien.

Name of a eacrifice which is

daily performed. A surname of

an ancient queen. Read Chiu,

the motion of a boat or ehip>

THE END.















LIST OF THE RADICALS

OF THE CHINESE LANGUAGE.

Characters formed by 1 stroke

of the pencil.

1.
"

• Yih, one.

2. I
Kwan, to descend.

3. Choo, a poiut.

4. J FeTb, bent out.

5. Yih, one.

6. \ Keue, hooked.

Characters formed by 2 strokes.

7. • Urh, two.

8. Tow, (undefined.)

9. Jin, a man.

0. Jin, walking.

1. J\ Juh, enter.

2. A Pa, eight,

3. Keung, a wilderness.

4. Melh, to cover,

5. ^ Ping, an icicle.

6. Ke, a niche; a bench.

7. |__| Kli'an, a receptacle.

8. \\ Taou, a knife.

9. Leib, strength.

20. Paou, to fold up.

21. Pe a 8Poon -

22. CI Fang, a vessel.

.

23. "C He, to conceal.

24. + Shlh, ten.

25. | Puli, to divine.

26. p "Q Tseg, a knot,

•27. Han, a precipice.

28. Sze, private.

29. Yew, again.

Characters formed by 3 strokes'

30. Kh'ow, the mouth.

31. Hwuy, an enclosure.

32. T'oo, the ground.

33. Sze, a scholar.

34. Che, to follow.

35. Suy, to go slowly.

36. y SeTh, the evening.

37. Ta, great.

38. Neu, a daughter.

39. T.^ze, s on.

40. Meen. a shed.

41. Ts'un an inch.

42. Seaou, little.

43. ~ki )Ci Wang, lamm

44. Slw, a corpse.

45. ^ Ch'e, a bud.

46. Shan, a hill.

47. «< < Ch'uen, a

48. X Kung, work, [stream,



49. Ke, self. 77. f f" Che, to stop.

50. || j Kin, a napkin. 78. " " JLVIVCU'

•51
•

J

* K:iii a shield. 79. <«llwir> tr. Irill^*S». OllUO, lO Kill.

52. Yaou, blender. 80.

53, Yen, to protect. 81. ^-fi Pe to cornpare

54. Yin, a long journey. 82. I ' AT\j" 1 1 r\ ?i<

55. ~^\" Kting, fuMt'il liaudf. 83. \^ ^ jut j cl l"ii*

56. Yih, an arrow. 84. v Tv fi i> viinniii'

57. 85. "J ^J Sh wuy, water.

58. Ke, a pig's head. 86. II<», fin\

59. ^ Sail, hairs. 87. jf Chaou, cliiws.

60. Cliil), a step. 88. ^^^^ "' " i «i 1 1 1 c i •

Characters formed by 4 strokes. 89. ^^^^ 111 tl\ J VKf lllllltllt?*

61. i^ji Sin, the 1
90.

1

j 1 1 1 »» <K n) «• uimu.

62. K(> a lance. 91. / f P'iieii, a splinter.

63. Hon, inner door 92. Yii, the grnMlers.

64. Show, tiie liand. 93. ^f
1 ^ New, a cow.

65. jh. Che, n branch. 94. Kh'euen, a dog.

tTu. J^XFuh, atap. 95.

67. >C Wn an oninmcni. Characters formed by 5 strokes.

68. Tow, a "eek. 96. YQ1' a gem.

69. )X Kin, a 1 latchet. 97. JJK Kwa, a melon.

70. Fang, a tquare. 98. 5 Wa, a tile.

71: ^ Woo, "ot. 99. Kan, sweet.

72. Jih, the suif. 100. ^t^. Sang, to live.

73. Yug, to speak. 101. Yung, to use.

74. Yue, the moon. 102. Teen, a field.

75. Miih, wood. 103. Seu, a foot.

76. Kh'een, to pant. 104. ^ Nclh, sick noes.



ill

105. Po, to straddle.'

106. Pel., white.

107. P'e, the skin.

108. Ming, a vessel.

109. Mfih the eye.

110. Maou, a spear.

She, a dart.

112, Slilh, a stone.

13. 7J\ ^% Sho, to manifest.

114. Jov to creep.

115. Ho, grain.

116. HtMie, a cave.

117. JUL Leili, to stinul.

Characters formed by 6 strokes.

118 Yf kh Cl>ul., bamboo.

119. Me, rice; paddy.

120. Sze, silk; thread.

121.

122. HI] H n4 Wang, a net.

123. Yang-, a sheep.

124 M Yu wings; feathers.

125. Laou, old man; aged.

126. r?n Urli, a whisker; and.

127. ^^ Lny, a plough.

128. Ui-h, the ear.

129. Ylh, a pencil.

130. j3 Jub, flesh.

131. Ch'in, minister of state.

132. Tsze, self; himself.

133. Ciue, to reach to; at.

m Kew, a mortar.

135. Shih, the tongue,

1 36. GI,uen to dislui'b error,

137. Chow, a boat.

138 Kan, disobedient

139. Sell, colour.

140 -H- Ts'aou, herbs.

Hoc, a tiger.

142. Cli'ung, an insect

143. Heue, blood.

144. Hit.g, to go; to walk.

145. f< E. clothes.

146. Yh, to cover.

Characters formed by 7 strokes.

147. Wj Keen, to see.

148. ft Keo, a liorn.

149. Yen, a word,

150. Kfili, a valley.

151. Tow, pulse.

152. Che, a hog.

153. Che a reptile.

154. Pei, pearls,

155. Ch'ih, carnation colour,

156. Chow, to walk.

157. £ Tsuh, the foot.

158. Shin, the body.

159. Keu, a wheel carriage.

160. Sin, bitter.

161. Sbiii, au hour.



L62. jL» Ch'o, to go and stop.

163. ^ Yih, a city.

164. Yew, new wine.

165. ^ Peen, to distinguish.

166. Le, a village.

Characters formed by 8 strokes.

167. Kin, metal gold.

168. ^^ Ch'ang, long.

169. Mun, a door.

170. Fow, a mound.

171. Tae, at a certain point.

172. Chuy, short tail ofa bird.

173. Yu rain.

174. TVing, azure.

175. Fei, fabe; not.

Characters formed by 9 strokes.

76. Meen, the face.

77. Kih, untanned leather.

78. Wei, back to back.

79. Kew, leeks.

80. Yin, a sound.

81. 5 Hee, the head.

82. Fung, the wind.

83. Fei, to fly.

84. Shih, to eat.

85. Show, the head.

186. Hiian^r, fragrance.

Characters formed by 10 strokes,

87. Ma, a horse.

88. KvGh a^bone.

189. Kaou, high.

190. ^0 Peax)u, loug hairs.

191. Tow, to fight.

192. ^ Ch'ang, fragrant wine.

193. ^ Leib, a perfume pot.

194. Kwei, an evil spirit.

Characters jormed by 1 1 strokes.

195. Yu, a fish.

196. Neaou, a bird.

197. |^ Loo, s.ilt; insipid.

198. Luh, a "«g.

199. M^h, wheat.

200. Ma, hemp.

Characters formed by 12 strokes.

201. Hwang, yellow.

202. Shoo, millet.

203. Heh, black.

204. Cli'e, to embroider.

Characters formed by 13 strokes.

20.3. Mang, a toad.

206. Ting, a tripod.

207. Koo, a drum.

208. Shoo, a mouse.

Characters jormed by 14 strokes.

209. Pe, the nose.

210. Tse, even.

Clr I meters formed by 15 strokes.

211. Ch'e, the teeth.

Characters formed by 16 strokes.

212. Lung;, a dragon.

213. Kwei, a tortoise.

Characters formed by 17 strokes.

214. Y6, a pipe.
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INDEX OF THE CHARACTERS

WHICH OCCUR IN THIS DICTIONARY

ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THE RADICALS.

* The Figures which occur in the page, denote the number of strokes
in eacb character independent of the Radicals.
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Nae
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Kew
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Yaou

3 ^

Cha

Hoo

^7 Tsze

^Fa

3jB Kwae
10

Shing

Yih

Kew
2

Kh'eih

Yay

ALKe

Ch'a;

6 ^
Keaou

7

Joo

g^. Kan
U Keen

12

Lwan

I
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HHKwan
6

Ch'aen

Ch'an

h
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p
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S
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2

6

8

9

J Keue

Leaou

it Keue

3

Yu
T

Sze

Urh

Ch5,

Yu
2

Yun

Hoo

Woo

Tsing

Seuen

^Kang

Tow

Wang
2

3

Keaou

4

Hae

Yih

Hang

^Jt Hwang

SSeay

Ya

jew

Heang

King

7

Ting

Leang

8

P6

li

Tan

19

7 We

Jin

A Ts'eth

2

Shih

Jin

Lih

ft Ting

Foo

Kew

Kin

Keae

Jing

Ling

E

4

Fan

Yaou

# Yang

Yu

K'een

f Wan

Chang

ffi Yae

Kh'e

Ffih

Hew

# Che

Heen

5

Chuh

\^ Ts'ze Peih

Tsze

j]C Wuh

Sze

T'a

Chang

Chin

Foo

Seen

Hung

T'ung

Jin

Ts'een

^Yih

1^ Teih

Fan

Tae

Pe

-fi£ T'un

Woo

T'an

Kgen

Keae

#Fung

^ Jin

Fang

Kh'e

Sin

1/L K'ang

E

Keih

Woo

Ceaou

Peh

Yang

fAKoo

Ylh

Ne

U£Ne

Kwa

Fwan

Ling

Chow

Shin

Sze

# Fang

Sze

HlO Kea

fll P'ei

E



ffi Ching

f T'een

Tan

ilT Choo^ Yih
J

Hwan

Poo

Woo

Ke"

f0 Chaou

4lt Ts'ze

Wei

^Te
Choo

Tso

Yew

Teen

Ho

To

Shay

Yu

Fuh

Tso

^Ning
Tung
6

Fei

Urh

Hway

Yang

Sdh

>| Peh

Chow

Ting

^ Chuy
Kea

^ Ch'ih

fEf Urh

M Wang

Fing

Keih

Han

Hwo
IP Kwuh

Teaou

Heaou

Ts'ze

Yih

W She

M Hiug

IE K'an
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4

Ma >

P'ang

He

IS T'ang

Heaou ^ui

Y
T(

Yung

\% Yaou

IT a

So

Ung
li

Ts'uy

ig! Pelh

Foo
I

Hau

Jimg
jM Koo

12

^ Jheu ^ Fee

Ng
j|| T3Un

Yu ,

&

ang

(|ci,ae T u,

Slmng
f|t Uvh

Neaou «^
1 Yen \im Kcnn

^Ts'e^
itSha f
IT? Chang

K'd"
^Te PQh

f Laou

Cb'ung
f Low

Pe
fH^wang

^Jea
Pg Jen

Kin
Lea U^ ^

'

6

W- ChnuLfih

f§ Man Wei

Yung Ping Hwuy

i Ts'an ^ Ts'een Ch'uen

Ta'aou Seen TM



5

Tan

Keaou

Heih

Tsew

Woo

Sang

Heen

MTsWl Tae

Ngae"^ Ch'wang

Sae
j

Ch'ow

E }{lYia

Fun fj^Tseuu Yu

Yang

Heen

Too

Ngo

rseaou

rseen

rung

iin

13

ilin

Ceaug

Vaou

rw
e

soo

6

[ea

Iwuy

'eih

eh

iM Nung

f^— Shen

Yih

Ta

Tang

Kgeii

King

/va Hwau
1^- Heueu

Kwae

Keen

ifKeae

Tan

M Ngae

Tsin

1
K'een

' Maug

Woo

Nang
15

Chang

Tsee

f Peen

Leu
YU,lg «Luy

m Tseun

MtlfKwangm Keaou

Pin Yfih

ffi Teaou Peaou

Joo

T

San

^Tsung jf Chlh

Tsang Yew

f Heaou

Luy

g Nang

King

c

K

I

N

H
T

L

c
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K
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